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ORGANIZING FOR NATIONAL SECURITY

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room 3302,
Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Jackson and Mundt.
Also present: Senators Mansfield and Bush.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, and Howard E. Haugerud, professional
staff members; and Edmund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
First, the Chair would like to express its appreciation to the Senator
from Montana for being present this morning. I think it is most
appropriate that a ranking member of the Foreign Relations Com
mittee be in attendance today.
This is the first public meeting of the Subcommittee on National
Pohcy Machinery of the Senate Government Operations Committee.
Our subcommittee is charged with a difficult task. We have been
asked by the Senate of the United States to determine whether our
Government is now properly organized to meet successfully the chal
lenge of the cold war. Put broadly, the question before the subcom
mittee is this: How can a free society organize to outthink, outplan,
and outperform totalitarianism and achieve security in freedom?
Put more specifically, our problem is to decide how those parts of
the Federal Government charged with assuring the security of our
country can work most effectively together toward that end. Our
problem involves the National Security Council and the Presidency;
it cuts across the Departments of State and Defense; it goes into the
Bureau of the Budget and the Treasury; it is shaped everywhere by
the ever-growing impact of science and technology.
These departments and agencies of the Government now spend
annually more than $50 billion. They work through literally thou
sands of interdepartmental and interagency committees. Daily, in
every part of the world, they must make and coordinate hundreds of
different decisions profoundly bearing on national security.
Six months of hard work by the subcommittee have preceded this
hearing. During these months, we have talked to literally hundreds
of authorities in the fields of Government organization and national
security. We have been in touch with the best brains in our country.
We have put the same two questions to all of them: Where are the
gaps and weaknesses in our present way of making and carrying out
national security policy? How can we do better?
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2 ORGANIZING FOR NATIONAL SECURITY

To launch our public hearings, we have called upon several distin
guished Americans who are organizational wise men. We have
invited them to address themselves to the overall challenge confronting
our Nation today and in the years ahead, as it relates to organizing for
national safety and survival.
Senator Bush, we are very pleased that you could come over as a
member of the Armed Services Committee and be with us here this
morning.
Senator Bush. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Our initial meetings are, so to speak, stage-setting
hearings. They will be followed by several sets of hearings, between
now and the adjournment of the Congress, which get down to cases—
which will focus upon specific problem areas in existing Government
organization for national security, and which will aim at concrete
improvements.
Here are some of the down-to-earth questions with which we will
grapple during these next few months:
What can our Government do to move more speedily on crucial
scientific and technical programs, any one of which can radically affect
the world balance of power? Here I have in mind the delays in such
vital projects as the hydrogen bomb, satellites, and the interconti
nental missiles.
What can we do to help the statesman and the soldier work together
for common goals? Here [ have in mind the commonly acknowledged
problem that the State and Defense Departments often make plans
with the left hand not knowing what the right hand is doing.
What can our Government do to develop a truly integrated national
strategy for the long pull? Here I have in mind the question of how
the National Security Council and its subordinate bodies can develop
policies representing more than least-common-denominator com
promises between the departments represented upon it.
How can the budgetary process be made a better management tool
for clarifying, illuminating, and speeding the development of needed
programs? Here I have in mind the widespread feeling that many
important programs are stillborn because of the money agencies.
What can our Government do to recruit and retain outstanding
senior officials for national security posts? Here I have in mind the
chronic difficulties of the Defense Department and other agencies of
finding qualified men, and even more important, holding them long
enough to master their jobs.
Before calling on our witness today, I should like, with the permis
sion of the other members, to introduce into the record certain mate
rials relating to the origin and activities of our subcommittee.
I would like to insert a copy of my letter to the President dated
July 9, 1959, together with the guidelines for this study agreed upon
with the White House, and a copy of the President's letter to me,
dated July 10, 1959.
I also wish to insert in the record a copy of Senate Resolution 115,
the resolution authorizing funds for the subcommittee, which was
unanimously adopted by the Senate last July 14. A copy of my
statement on the Senate floor, in explanation and support of Senate
Resolution 115, will also be included at this point.
Ea lier this month, the Senate passed Senate Resolution 248,
ain without dissent, to provide funds for the subcommittee's
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work through January 1961. A copy of that resolution will be placed
in the record at this point, together with the report thereon, Senate
Report 1060.
In addition, I will place in the record at the beginning of our
public hearings a brief summary of subcommittee activities to date.
Finally, I want to include in the record at this point a copy of a
letter from the subcommittee chairman, dated February 10, 1960,
to Mr. Gordon Gray, the Special Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs, inviting official comment on the matters
discussed in our interim report.
I might add that similar letters were addressed to the Secretaries
of State and Defense, the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, the
President's Science Adviser, and the Director of the Office of Civil
and Defense Mobilization.
(The documents referred to follow:)

EXCHANGE OF LETTERS BETWEEN PRESIDENT EISENHOWER AND
SENATOR JACKSON CONCERNING THE STUDY OF NATIONAL
POLICY MACHINERY, SENATE RESOLUTION 115

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Government Operations,

July 9, 1959.
The President,
White House, Washington, D.C.
My Dear Mr. President: Since your letter of June 25, 1959, to Senator
Johnson concerning the study outlined in S. Res. 115, I have had a number of
discussions with your Deputy Assistant Bryce N. Harlow, in which we worked
out certain guidelines for the study. I have agreed to these guidelines, a copy
of which is attached to this letter, and I understand they also have your con
currence.
This letter is simply for the purpose of confirming this understanding with you.
I greatly appreciate the cooperative point of view expressed in the course of
my discussions with Mr. Harlow. I want to assure you of my determination that
the study will be conducted in the same cooperative spirit, so as to achieve con
structive results in the national interest.

Sincerely yours,
Henry M. Jackson.

Proposed Guidelines

1 . The proposed inquiry, insofar as it relates to the National Security Council,
will be a study, not an investigation. It will not attempt, by legislation or other
wise, to infringe upon the constitutional privilege of the President to obtain
advice through such organization and procedures as he deems appropriate.
2. Testimony will not be taken from executive branch personnel in respect to
the substantive consideration of matters by the National Security Council or its
subordinate machinery. Personnel of the operating departments of Government
will testify in respect to their own policies or activities but without reference to
substantive consideration of such matters by the National Security Council or
its subordinate machinery.
3. Study of the National Security Council and its subordinate machinery will
be directed to matters involving purposes, composition, organization, and pro
cedures. Executive branch officials will be authorized to make full disclosure as
to such matters subject to appropriate security safeguards in case of classified
projects.
4. Any testimony by present or former Government officials who have served
on the National Security Council or its subordinate bodies regarding the National
Security Council and its subordinate machinery will be taken first in executive
session. Decisions as to the taking of subsequent public testimony by such
officials with respect to such matters and as to the subsequent publication of their
testimony or parts thereof taken in executive session will be governed by security
considerations as agreed in each instance between the subcommittee and a rep
resentative designated by the President; and any references to the National
Security Council or its subordinate machinery with respect to any matter not
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covered in paragraph 3 above will not be publicly released except as agreed in
each instance between the subcommittee and the representative designated by
the President. The Presidential representative will be authorized to attend all
hearings of the subcommittee relating to the National Security Council or its
subordinate machinery and will be provided a transcript of the testimony taken
in executive session as a basis for reaching the decisions referred to above.

The White Hoise,
Washington, July 10. 1959.

Hon. Henry M. Jackson,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Jackson: Your July 9 letter and its enclosed "guidelines"
respecting the study proposed by Senate Resolution 115 relieve the most serious
of the concerns outlined in my June 25 letter to Senator Johnson.
The bounds contemplated by the "guidelines" seem to me to be generally
satisfactory, it being my understanding that insofar as the National Security
Council is concerned your study is directed to procedures and machinery and
not to substance. Within those bounds my staff, including personnel of the
National Security Council organization, will, I assure you, work cooperatively
with your subcommittee in an effort to help make this study of value not only
to the legislative branch but to the executive branch as well.
With best wishes.
Sincerely,

Dwiqht D. Eisenhower.

[S. Res. 115, 88th Cong., 1st sess.)

RESOLUTION

Resolved, That in holding hearings, reporting such hearings, and making inves
tigations as authorized by section 134 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of
1946, and in accordance with its jurisdiction under rule XXV of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, the Committee on Government Operations, or any subcom
mittee thereof, is authorized, from the date of approval of this resolution through
January 31, 1960, to make studies as to the efficiency and economy of operations
of all branches of the Government with particular reference to—

(1) the effectiveness of the present organizational structures and opera
tional methods of agencies and instrumentalities of the Federal Government
at all levels in the formulation, coordination, and execution of an integrated
national policy for the solution of the problems of survival with which the
free world is confronted in the contest with world communism;
(2) the capacity of such structures and methods to utilize with maximum
effectiveness the skills, talents, and resources of the Nation in the solution
of those problems; and
(3) development of whatever legislative and other proposals or means may
be required whereby such structures and methods can be reorganized or
otherwise improved to be more effective in formulating, coordinating, and
executing an integrated national policy, and to make more effective use of
the sustained, creative thinking of our ablest citizens for the solution of the
full range of problems facing the free world in the contest with world
communism.
Sec. 2. For the purposes of this resolution the committee, from date of approval
of this resolution to January 31, 1960, inclusive, is authorized —

(1) to make such expenditures as it deems advisable;
(2) to employ upon a temporary basis and fix the compensation of tech
nical, clerical, and other assistants and consultants: Provided, That the mi
nority of the committee is authorized at its discretion to select one such
person for appointment, and the person so selected shall be appointed and
shall receive compensation at an annual gross rat* not less by more than
$1,200 than the highest gross rate paid to any other employee; and
(3) with the prior consent of the head of the department or aeency con
cerned, and the Committee on Rules and Administration, to utilize on a
reimbursable basis the services, information, facilities, and personnel of any
department or agency of the Government.
Sec. 3. Expenses of the committee under this resolution, which shall not
exceed $60,000, shall be paid from the contingent fund of the Senate upon
vouchers approved by the chairman of the committee.
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Statement Bt Senator Henry M. Jackson On Senate Resolution 115
(Study of the Effectiveness of Governmental Organization and
Procedure in the Contest With World Communism) on the Floor of
the Senate July 14, 1959
Mr. President, the Committee on Rules and Administration has reported favora
bly on Senate Resolution 115, and recommended that the resolution be agreed
to by the Senate. That resolution would authorize the expenditure of not to
exceed $60,000 by the Committee on Government Operations, through January
31, 1960, to make a study of the effectiveness of the organization and procedures
by which national policy is formed for the contest with world communism.
Mr. President, I believe this study will lay the foundation for constructive
action by the Senate to improve our machinery for national policymaking and
execution.
I have had a number of discussions with the White House staff in which we
worked out an agreed basis for handling the study. The President has concurred
in these arrangements. In our discussions the executive branch expressed a
most cooperative point of view, and I have assured the President of my deter
mination that the study will be conducted in the same cooperative spirit, so as to
achieve positive results in the national interest.
Our Nation now confronts its most serious challenge since the founding of the
Republic. That challenge lies in the relentlessly growing overall strength of
world communism. The challenge goes across the board. It is military, indus
trial, scientific, political, ideological, cultural, and diplomatic. The Communist
goal is plain—-world supremacy for their way of life. It is all too clear how
Moscow and Peiping plan to reach that goal. They do not merely plan to outstrip
us militarily. They are determined to show that their system is superior to ours
in every way—that it can outproduce, outplan, outorganize, and outthink us, all
to the end of imposing a Communist order on the world.
This is the strategy of protracted conflict —the technique whereby weaker
powers, in time, gain the strength to overcome stronger ones.
The belief is now widely shared that our free society is not effectively dealing
with the Sino-Soviet challenge, and that defects in national policymaking and
execution are an important cause of our difficulty.
The study provided for in Senate Resolution 115 is directed to this fundamental
issue: Can a free society so organize its human and material resources as to
outthink, outplan and outperform totalitarianism? Can a free society so organize
itself as to recognize new problems in the world and in space—and respond, in
time, with new ideas?
This, of course, is not a partisan matter. Democracy is on trial for its life.
Neither party has a monopoly of wisdom or a monopoly of error on this vital
matter. Our study will deal with what is a national problem — a national
challenge.
The National Security Council was created by act of Congress in 1947, with two
main purposes: First, to assess and appraise the objectives, commitments and
risks of American foreign policy in light of the Nation's actual and potential
military power. Second, to advise the President on the integration of domestic,
foreign and military policies relating to national security and on the coordination
of the agencies ooncerned. The Congress has never carefully studied the pro
cedures and processes of the NSC to find out whether these purposes are in fact
being achieved. It is time to study this machinery in the light of our experience
during the last 12 years of crisis.
The Senate has pending before it a number of bills proposing changes in our
national policymaking machinery. It seems necessary and desirable to put these
proposals in the proper perspective and not to proceed to create new agencies or
to change procedures and processes except as a careful study of our national policy
machinery indicates that changes are desirable.
The general questions that will be considered run like this:

1. What is the present structure for formulating, coordinating, and imple
menting national policy?
2. What is it supposed to accomplish?
3. Is it doing it?
4. In what areas are there grave shortcomings?
5. Why is this the case?
6. What improvements should be made?

As indicated in Senate Resolution 115, if the study reveals ways in which na
tional policymaking machinery could be strengthened and improved, the study
will lead to legislation and other proposals.
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The study will cover the structural interrelationships of all Federal agencies
concerned in forming an integrated national strategy. Thus the study will deal
with a broad area not now under inquiry by any congressional committee.
This study was unanimously voted by the Government Operations Committee.
Senator McClellan appointed the following Subcommittee on National Policy
to conduct the study: Senator Jackson, chairman; Senator Humphrey, and
Senator Mundt.
The study will be nonpartisan, and will be conducted in a scholarly way. We
are all interested, not in destructive criticism but in constructive reform.
The study will concern itself with the structures and procedures by which
national policy is formed.
The study is being made by the Government Operations Committee in accord
ance with the jurisdiction under Rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the Senate,
providing that the committee shall have the duty of—
"B. Studying the operation of Government activities at all levels with a
view to determining its economy and efficiency;
"C. Evaluating the effects of laws enacted to reorganize the legislative
and executive branches of the Government."
Mr. President, I commend to my colleagues the report of the Committee on
Rules and Administration on Senate Resolution 115. I am confident that our
study is capable of making a genuine contribution to the advancement of the
national interest. It can be of constructive help to the executive branch in finding
better ways to organize our Government for survival in this dangerous age.
Mr. President, I recommend the adoption of Senate Resolution 115.

[S. Res. 348, 86th Cong., 2d Best.]

RESOLUTION

Resolved, That in holding hearings, reporting such hearings, and making investi
gations as authorized by section 134 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946,
and in accordance with its jurisdiction under rule XXV of the Standing Rules of
the Senate, the Committee on Government Operations, or any subcommittee
thereof, is authorized, from February 1, 1960 to January 31, 1961, inclusive, to
make studies as to the efficiency and economy of operations of all branches of the
Government with particular reference to—

(1) the effectiveness of the present organizational structures and opera
tional methods of agencies and instrumentalities of the Federal Government
at all levels in the formulation, coordination, and execution of an integrated
national policy for the solution of the problems of survival with which the
free world is confronted in the contest with world communism;
(2) the capacity of such structures and methods to utilize with maximum
effectiveness the skills, talents, and resources of the Nation in the solution of
those problems; and
(3) development of whatever legislative and other proposals or means may
be required whereby such structures and methods can be reorganized or
otherwise improved to be more effective in formulating, coordinating, and
executing an integrated national policy, ana to make more effective use of the
sustained, creative thinking of our ablest citizens for the solution of the full
range of problems facing the free world in the contest with world communism.
Sec. 2. For the purposes of this resolution, the committee, from February 1,
1960, to January 31, 1961, inclusive, is authorized —

(1) to make such expenditures as it deems advisable;
(2) to employ upon a temporary basis and fix the compensation of tech
nical, clerical, and other assistants and consultants: Provided, That the
minority of the committee is authorized at its discretion to select one such
person for appointment, and the person so selected shall be appointed and
shall receive compensation at an annual gross rate not less by more than
$1,200 than the highest gross rate paid to any other employee; and
(3) with the prior consent of the head of the department or agency con
cerned, and the Committee on Rules and Administration, to utilize on a
reimbursable basis the services, information, facilities, and personnel of any
department or agency of the Government.
Sec. 3. Expenses of the committee under this resolution, which shall not exceed
$125,000, shall be paid from the contingent fund of the Senate upon vouchers
approved by the chairman of the committee.
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Calendar No. 1082
SENATE Report

No. 1060

STUDY OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURE IN THE CONTEST
WITH WORLD COMMUNISM

January 29 (legislative day, January 27), 1960.—Ordered to be printed

Mr. Hennings, from the Committee on Rules and Administration,
submitted the following

The Committee on Rules and Administration, to whom was referred
the resolution (S. Res. 248) authorizing the Committee on Govern
ment Operations to make a study of the effectiveness of governmental
organizations and procedure in the contest with world communism,
and providing additional funds therefor, having considered the same,
report favorably thereon without amendment and recommend that
the resolution be agreed to by the Senate.
This resolution would authorize the expenditure of not to exceed
$125,000 by the Committee on Government Operations from Febru
ary 1, 1960, through January 31, 1961, to make studies as to the
efficiency and economy of operations of all branches of the Govern
ment with particular reference to—

(1) The effectiveness of the present organizational structures
and operational methods of agencies and instrumentalities of the
Federal Government at all levels in the formulation, coordination,
and execution of an integrated national policy for the solution of
the problems of survival with which the free world is confronted
in the contest with world communism ;
(2) The capacity of such structures and methods to utilize
with maximum effectiveness the skills, talents, and resources of
the Nation in the solution of those problems ; and
(3) Development of whatever legislative and other proposals
or means may be required whereby such structures and methods
can be reorganized or otherwise improved to be more effective in
formulating, coordinating, and executing an integrated national

REPORT
[To accompany £1. Res. 248]
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pghcy, and to make more effective use of the sustained, creative
thinking of our ablest citizens for the solution of the full range of
problems facing the free world in the contest with world com
munism.
Additional information relative to the purposes and scope of the
proposed study is contained in a letter authorized by the Committee
on Government Operations, to Senator Thomas C. Hennings, Jr.,
chairman, Committee on Rules and Administration, from Senator
Henry M. Jackson, chairman, Subcommittee on National Policy
Machinery of the Committee on Government Operations, which letter
and accompanying budget are as follows :

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Government Operations,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Washington, D.C.
Hon. Thomas C. Hennings, Jr.,
Chairman, Committee on Rules and Administration,
L.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
My Dear Mr. Chairman: Reference is made to Senate Resolu
tion 248, 86th Congress, 2d session, which was introduced in the Sen
ate on January 18, 1960, requesting funds for studies as to the effect
iveness of present governmental organization and procedures for the
development and execution of national policy for survival in the con
test with world communism. The requested funds would cover the
period from February 1, 1960, through January 31, 1961. Priorjto
submitting this resolution to the Senate, it was reported favorably by
the Committee on Government Operations.
Attached hereto is an estimated budget for the period. It is esti
mated under this budget that it will require $125,000 to carry on the
study during the present year.
As you know, the Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery is
now making the first comprehensive review of our national security
licymaking process undertaken since the passage of the National
curity Act of 1947.
The subcommittee, which began its inquiry 6 months ago, decided
that it would devote the initial period of its activities to a thorough
and meticulous analysis of the problems in its study, toward the end
of laying a firm groundwork for hearings. Our philosophy, in view
of the complexity and importance of the issues involved, has been to
proceed throughout with caution and care.
To date, we have held more than 300 discussions with present and
former Government officials, and students of the national security
policy process. These interviews have ranged from talks with
Cabinet officers of this and previous administrations to discussions
with "Indians" in the middle and lower echelons of the Government.
In addition, some 300 detailed written inquiries have been sent to care
fully selected authorities possessing special competence and experience
on particular subjects being studied by the subcommittee.
The interviews held and replies received to date have resulted in a
large number of stimulating and useful suggestions.
An interim report summarizing the leading ideas developed so far
and defining issues to be explored in hearings has been issued by the
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subcommittee. This report (S. Rept. 1026) was approved by the

Committee on Government Operations earlier this week, and a copy

is attached.
A number of ranking authorities are serving as subcommittee con
sultants, and more will be used as the inquiry proceeds.
The staff has been requested to prepare a number of background
studies in cooperation with the Legislative Reference Service and the
executive branch. Two of these, a bibliography and a study of
national policy machinery in Communist China, have already been

published.
I am pleased to report that of the $60,000 authorized for the sub
committee for the 6-month period ending January 31, 1960, we expect
to return approximately $25,000 to the Senate contingent fund.
This saving mainly reflects these facts: The minority counsel, at his
request, has not yet been placed on the payroll; we were able to obtain
the services of our chief consultant on a part-time basis; and it proved
possible to operate the subcommittee during this first stage with only
one secretary.
During the coming period of accelerated activity, including hearings,
we shall need to budget for the minority counsel, one new clerical
employee, an editorial assistant, and for additional use of consultants.
Beginning next month, we plan to hold a comprehensive set of
hearings which will continue through the present session, and which
will focus upon the problem areas set forth in the interim subcom
mittee report. These hearings will bring the best minds of our
country to bear upon the key issues of organizing for national security.
We expect that a series of specific recommendations relating to
national security organization problems will emerge from our studies
and hearings.
You will recall that President Eisenhower has pledged his coopera
tion with our study. Our staff is working fruitfully and productively
with officials throughout the departments and agencies, and I am most
grateful for the wholehearted cooperation of the executive branch.
I need hardly add that my colleagues and I are of one mind in our
determination to approach the problems before us in an objective,
nonpartisan and constructive way.
The study is being made by the Government Operations Committee
in accordance writh its jurisdiction under rule XXV of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, providing that the committee shall have the
duty of—
* ******
"B.|Studying the operation of government activities at all levels
with a view to determining its economy and efficiency;
"C. Evaluating the effects of laws enacted to reorganize the legis
lative branches of the Government * * *."
I shall be available to give the committee any further information
desired.
Thanking you for your cooperation and w ith kind regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,

Henry M. Jackson,
Chairman, Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery.
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Budget

Base
salary (per
annum)

Gross
salary (per
annum)

Monthly
salary
(gross)

Total for
period of
budget
(gross)

Position Number

STAIT

Legal sod investigative:
Staff director 1

1
$8,040
8,040

$16,044.83
15,044.83

♦1,263.73
1,263.73 WHCounsel (minority)

Consultants (temporary, as required, on
(15-20) 10,000.00

Editorial and research:
Research assistant - 1

4
3, 120
22,140

6,634.18
43,648.78

644.61
3,637.46

6,634.19
43,648.78

Administrative and clerical:
Assistant clerk (secretary to director) 1

1
8.380
2,340

6, 886.34
5,064.Ml

682.19
422.06

6,888.34
6,064.68

102,324.66

ADMIN19TBATIVI

Contribution to employees health benefit programs (Public Law 86-382,effective July 1, 1860).
Contribution to civil service retirement fund (6H percent of total salaries paid)
Contribution to employees Federal employees group life insurance (27 cents per month per
$1,000coverage)
Reimbursable payments to agencies
Travel (Inclusive of field investigations)...
Hearings (inclusive of reporters' fees) _
Stationery, office supplies
Communications (telephone, telegraph)rjintlllaant fur,.)

250.00
2,240.00

300.00
4,500 00
4, 500.00
6,500 00
1,500.00
1,200.00
1,675.36

Total

Grand total.

22,675.35

125,000.00

Fund requested, 8. Res. 248,$125,000.

Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery

summary ok activities, july 1959-febrfary 1960
The Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery was established in July 1959
to make the first full-scale review of the national security policy process since
the discussion and debate preceding passage of the National Security Act of 1947.
The subcommittee commenced hearings on February 17, 1960, with testimony
from Allen W. Dulles, Director of Central Intelligence, in executive session.
In the 7 months prior to its first hearing, the subcommittee's study concen
trated on identifying problem areas requiring possible remedial action and on
defining and developing lines of constructive and practical reform. The sub
committee's interim report, filed in the Senate on January 18, 1960 (S. Rept. 1026)
represents a distillation ot the main issues and proposals before the subcommittee.
To provide a basis for its interim report and hearings, the subcommittee has
held several hundred interviews with present and former Government officials and
students of national policymaking. These interviews have ranged from discus
sions with Cabinet officers of this and previous administrations to talks with
"Indians" in the middle and lower echelons of the Government. In addition,
the views of a large group of authorities have been solicited in writing.
In October 1959, the subcommittee staff prepared a background memorandum
identifying certain broad problem areas as meriting si stematic study. A number
of qualified officials and observers were invited to comment upon the problems
outlined.
Thereafter, a series of more detailed questionnaires, each dealing with a par
ticular phase of the subcommittee's inquiry, was prepared. These specific memo
randums were sent to carefully selected authorities possessing special competence
and experience in the fields involved.
In addition, the interim report was published in draft form in December 1959
and widely circulated for comments and ideas.
The interviews held and correspondence received to date have resulted in a
large number of st imulating and useful suggestions.
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The subcommittee has also profited greatly from two conferences of unusual
interest. In September 1959, in connection with the annual meeting of the
American Political Science Association, the subcommittee had the privilege of
sponsoring a seminar on its study which was attended by some of the country's
most distinguished students of the national security policy process. In November
1959, the Council on Foreign Relations was generous enough to make the sub
committee's project the subject of one of its study seminars. Many fruitful ideas
emerged from both meetings.
Some dozen ranking authorities in various phases of the study have been invited
to become subcommittee consultants. This roster of consultants will be enlarged
as the inquiry proceeds.
In addition to its interim report, the subcommittee has issued three publications.
At the subcommittee's request, the Legislative Reference Service, Library of
Congress, prepared a bibliography dealing with the national security policymaking
process.
Shortly after its creation, the subcommittee undertook to determine how certain
other countries, including nations of the Communist bloc, organize their govern
ments for the making of national policy. Its staff, in cooperation with the execu
tive branch, was requested to prepare appropriate studies. In January I960, the
subcommittee published two of these studies. Since their appearance, "National
Policy Machinery in Communist China" and "National Policy Machinery in the
Soviet Union" have been widely distributed throughout the country.

February 10, 1960.
Hon. Gordon Gray.
Special Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs, Executive Offices
Building, Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Gray: I want to take this opportunity to express my thanks for
the cooperation of your office with the work of the Subcommittee on National
Policy Machinery. Since the establishment of the subcommittee last July, our
staff has held many fruitful discussions with you and your associates.
We anticipate formal hearings during the next few months following the general
lines of our subcommittee interim report, which is enclosed.
While we have received many informal comments from you and your associates,
we would now welcome any suggestions or comments which you wish to advance
officially, in connection with any of the issues covered in our interim report.
I am confident that our study will result in constructive suggestions and steps
which could be of genuine help to the executive branch, and I look forward to
our continued cooperation in the course of our inquiry.

Sincerely yours,
Henry M. Jackson,

Chairman, Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery.

Senator Jackson. As the members know, we have agreed with the
President that testimony—■

by present or former Government officials who have served on the National
Security Council or its subordinate bodies regarding the National Security
Council and its subordinate machinery will be taken first in executive session.

We have notified our witnesses accordingly.
We arc deeply privileged to have with us today, as our first public
witness, the Honorable Robert A. Lovett. Perhaps more than any
other living American he is "Mr. National Security." His record of
national service goes back for 40 years, when as a naval aviation pilot
in World War I he won the Navy Cross, the highest decoration one
can receive short of the Medal of Honor.
In 1940 he again answered the call of public duty. As Assistant
Secretary of War for Air, he, more than any other person, was respon
sible for the production and organizational miracle which made the
Army Air Corps into the most formidable striking force in world
history.
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His postwar service has included duty as the Under Secretary of
State and as Deputy Secretary and Secretary of Defense, and con
tinuing service in advisory roles thereafter, t believe at the present
time he is serving in an advisory capacity in connection with our
intelligence organization. In addition, Mr. Lovett is a partner in
Brown Brothers, Harriman, and chairman of the finance committee,
I believe, and chief executive officer of the Union Pacific Railroad.
Mr. Lovett, therefore, speaks to us today with the authority of
one who has devoted almost a lifetime of service to his country.
I might also add that Mr. Lovett represents the kind of ideal public
servant in the area of national security that we need today more than
ever before.
He has given the greater part of his life to aid the cause of national
defense, under difficult circumstances, coming as he does from busi
ness. It is a real honor and privilege to have Mr. Lovett with us
this morning.
We will welcome your statement, Mr. Lovett.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. LOVETT, PARTNER, BROWN
BROTHERS, HARRIMAN & CO., CHAIRMAN, EXECUTIVE COM
MITTEE, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD CO.

Mr. Lovett. Mr. Chairman, I warmly appreciate your welcome
and greet you and the members of the committee.
Your committee has invited me to appear before it and to state,
first, "my estimate of the broad challenge confronting the United
States today and in the years ahead" ; and second, "to select the areas
which, in my opinion, have special significance to national security
or survival," with particular emphasis on the existing machinery, its
adequacy, and its problems in making effective our foreign policy,
and defense planning and operations.
A series of searching questions in your interim report were sent me
covering a very wide range of subjects within the terms of the Senate
resolution authorizing your study.
Many of these questions lie in areas of government outside my
experience. Therefore, if it meets with your approval, I should like
at the outset to limit my comments to an attempt to identify a
principal cause for the delays and difficulties in the operation of
policymaking machinery in our democracy; and, thereafter, to narrow
my comments to the more specific questions dealing with the fields of
Government operations in which I served some years ago— the
Department of State and the Department of Defense.
These comments are based for the most part on notes made some
8 years ago— in connection with a report submitted in November
1952—and not then used because of their emphasis on procedures.
Reflections on these subjects and brief periods of association with
them during the subsequent, years have not materially changed my
opinion as to the desirability of having a hard look at some of the
points raised for discussion. It should, therefore, be clear that none
of these observations is intended to be critical of any individuals or of
operational decisions.
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BACKGROUND CONDITIONS

The operation of our governmental machinery today is complicated
by a number of factors which we must not only comprehend but to
which we must also readjust. We see in the world today a rate and
variety of change which in our history has never been equaled. We
not only have to face the challenge of bold, new scientific and tech
nological advances, but also to adjust to changing conditions created
by the emergence of new and independent countries and a growing
sense of nationalism in many parts of the world.
This would be difficult if Government machinery were perfect and
decisions on policy could be promptly translated into action. But
our problem is magnified manvfold by the fact that our system of
government and our wav of life have come under direct and deadly
challenge by an implacable, crafty and, of late, openly contemptuous
enemy of both.
We need not waste much time in attempting to prove this point.
If the public statement "we will bury you" does not carry the message
to us, then words have lost their meaning. Attempts to explain away
this blunt warning of intention by calling it jovial, or by saying that
it really does not mean a big military funeral, but just a little economic
one, is a form of jocularity too close to the jugular to lighten my
heart.
If we are not prepared after that statement, and the evidence of the
past several years, to admit that we are in a struggle for survival in
volving military power, economic productivity, and influence on the
minds of men in political, scientific, and moral fields, then we have
truly succumbed to the hard sell of the soft attitude.
For whether we like it or not, we are in the early stages of a ruth
less and lengthy period of competition between our system of free
men governed by their consent, in a society of reasonably free enter
prise, and the communistic system with the so-called advantages de
rived by a dictatorship endowed with coldblooded patience, contin
uity of determined effort, and openly declared singleness of purpose
directed toward world domination.
As one observes the new and heightened tensions of the world to
day and adds them to the longstanding and unsolved problems we
have been trying to settle for many years, it is not surprising to hear
occasional doubts expressed about the inabilitv of our governmental
procedures to meet today's needs, magnified by the enormous com
pression of time and space, and the consequent requirement of prompt
decisions leading to prompt action.

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT OVERLAP AND THE CLASH OF GROUP
INTERESTS

One of the questions most frequently asked, either profanely or
with a sad whimper, is "Why does it take the Government so long to
make up its mind?" or, in the more restrained language of this com
mittee's questionnaire, "Can anything be done to speed up our Gov
ernment policymaking machinery?"
In the search for an answer, I should like to explore briefly—and
solely within the executive branch itself—a field responsible, I believe.

52710—60 2
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for many of the procedures and methods of policymaking which cause
bewilderment, seem redundant and have, occasionally, even less at
tractive characteristics.
I do so because, if a fairly accurate identification can be made of
one of the basic problems affecting Government machinery and caus
ing certain parts of it to malfunction, perhaps some corrective meas
ures can be taken by the executive branch within its existing powers
or with the help of the. Congress.
I am not suggesting that a major cure in policymaking delay is in
sight or that any real progress will come from something as appealing
as "simplifying" or "streamlining." It is wholly unrealistic to talk
of making government simple. We can aspire to make it manageable
and effective, but its characteristics make simplicity of machinery
impossible.
This is the result of its vast size, of its complexity, of its multitude
of activities, and particularly of the wide divergence of interests it
represents and the different needs of the various groups of citizens
which it must reconcile.
It is this last mentioned requirement, I think, that we must focus
on if we are to recognize one of the main reasons for the great amount
of time consumed in the making and execution of national policy.
The often forgotten fact is that our form of government, and its
machinery, has had built into it a series of clashes of group needs.
They appear to have been originally designed to protect the individual
citizen and to keep any one group or department of Government from
getting too dominant.
This device of inviting argument between conflicting interests —
which we can call the "foulup factor" in our equation of performance —
was obviously the result of a deliberate decision to give up the doubtful
efficiency of a dictatorship in return for a method of protection of
individual freedom, rights, privileges, and immunities.
When Government was small, t he "foulup" syst em must have worked
very well; when Government became large, it probably worked fairly
well. But Government has now become gigantic at the very moment
in history when time itself is not merely a measure, or a dimension,
but perhaps the difference between life and death.
The Federal Government is by far the largest and most complicated
operation in this country. This huge organization would be hard
enough to run if authority were given where responsibility was placed.
Yet, that frequently is not the case.
The constitutional principle of the separation of powers certainly
sounds as though the intent was neatly to assign certain authorities
and responsibilities to separate branches of Government charged with
executive, legislative, and judicial functions of Government. But
then the necessity of putting limits on power had to be met and it is
at this point that we run headfirst into the system of "checks and
balances" as it applies to the executive departments.
We arc interested here only in those overlaps occurring between
departments, agencies, et cetera, within the executive branch. This
is really a method of requiring power to be shared—even though
responsibility may not be— and of introducing rival claimants from
another department with a different mission into the policymaking or
decision-taking process.
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This is the "foulup factor" in our methods, and it needs some careful
examination because there is

, I think, a discernible and constantly
increasing tendency to try to expand the intent of the system to the
point where mere curiosity on the part of someone or some agency,
and not a "need to know" can be used as a ticket of admission to the
merry-go-round of "concurrences." This doctrine, unless carefully
and boldly policed, can become so fertile a spawner of committees as
to blanket the whole executive branch with an embalmed atmosphere.
Whether or not this itch to get in the act is a form of status seeking,
the idea seems to have got around that just because some decision
may affect your activities, you automatically have a right to take part
in making it. In consequence, the general area of executive depart
ment checks and balances is the source of a broad stream of procedural
complications that consume vast amounts of time and energy. It
would be well to look into it

, I believe, because there is some reason
to feel that the doctrine may be getting out of hand and that what was
designed to act as a policeman may, in fact, become a jailor.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

May I now turn from the point just discussed as part of the general
subject of "problem areas requiring possible remedial action" and try
to respond to the questions asked in relation to the narrower limits of
the Department of Defense and the Department of State.
As I understand them, the questions here asked fall into two rough
categories:

(1) Does the Government machinery, as presently provided,
give us adequate means for determining national security policy;
and

(2) Can you identify "problem areas" and suggest "any
constructive and practical reform?"
Taking the Department of Defense first—since it is freshest in my
mind— I believe that adequate policymaking machinery in its special
field is currently available; that proven operations machinery is in
being; that it has, furthermore, the essential military attribute of close
relationship between planning and operational responsibility; that it

enjoys through the military services a fair amount of stability and
continuity—though still inadequate, in my opinion—and that it can
be staffed by specially trained personnel, giving whatever balance or
mix is desired between military, civilian, scientific, and professional
skills.
While I have not seen, at first hand, the effects of the reorganization
of 1958, I doubt whether anything in it materially reduced the avail
ability of competent and specially trained military officers with which
the Department has fortunately been endowed for some years.
But while we talk about policy as if it were the end product of a

machine, we are, of course, really speaking about people in the military
department and, fortunately for us, very good people, with a high
percentage of them uniquely dedicated and skilled in their professions.
These men are custodians of a great tradition of duty and honor that
entitles them to our respect and to our understanding of the pride
they must develop in their demanding service. They respond to a

wide variety of stimuli, just as the rest of us do, and they function
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best under certain working conditions and in an orderly, disciplined
atmosphere.
The military portion of the national policymaking machinery will,
I believe, function with least difficulties and with the highest quality
of output under certain conditions which are conducive to its best
performance. These include the following:
(A) The Department of Defense and its military establishments
should be nonpolitical and nonpartisan: The great tradition that the
military services are nonpolitical should, I am convinced, apply
equally to the civilian heads of these departments. If this principle
were not more persuasive on other grounds, the practical considera
tion of representing the needs of the Nation as a whole before Con
gress, and the nonpolitical operation of the draft law, ought to make
the desirability of nonpartisanship in the military structure abun
dantly apparent. The only thing more dangerous than an external
enemy is a group of home-grown military sycophants.
(B) Military policy and strategic planning require a prior step—
the determination of a national political policy: The military pro
fessionals should be contributors to and not makers of national
political policies. They are trained to earn* out such policy, not to
originate it. They clearly cannot do their planning job until a higher
level fixes national goals.
(C) The number of committees in the Department of Defense and
the military departments is still far too great. There is excessive
staff layering:
The constant increase in the number of committees —other than
those statutorily created—has reached a point where they are no
longer mere nuisances, but have become positive menaces to the
prompt and orderly conduct of business.
Some committees obviously are necessary— for example, certain
interdepartmental ones—but I think it is fair to say that Dr. Parkin
son's first law finds its best examples in this field. Committees re
viewing other committees, or overlapping them, are one of the most
productive sources of vacillating administration and wavering policies.
Of some importance also is the fact that the number of committees
adds materially to the difficulty of protecting highly sensitive material
and makes increasingly likely those leaks which are dangerous to the
national security.
Excessive staff layering results, I think, in overstaffing in certain
areas of the military departments and contributes much to delay and
little to vigorous and imaginative planning. The visible results lie
in unnecessary costs and in the number of initials on a paper. At
some point their quantity must inevitably reduce quality and increase
porosity.
(D) The authority of the individual executive must be restored:
The derogation of the authority of the individual in government, and
the exaltation of the anonymous mass, has resulted in a noticeable
lack of decisiveness. Committees cannot effectively replace the
decisionmaking power of the individual who takes the oath of office ;
nor can committees provide the essential qualitites of leadership.
Some, occasionally, serve those in authority as a device to postpone
or avoid making decisions themselves; others sometimes seem to spring
into being because higher authority does not fully trust the judgment
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•of the subordinate executive. But two heads are not always better
lhan one, particularly if they are growing on the same body.
(E) Civilian and military executives alike should stick to the fields
in which they have special training and aptitudes: If they do, the
chance of making the machinery work well is excellent. O-ne of the
few humans as exasperating as a civilian businessman who suddenly
becomes an expert on military strategy and tactics is the military
adviser who magically becomes an expert in some highly sophisticated
production problem in which he has no background of experience.
(F) Turnover of key civilian executive personnel: Everyone is
aware of this much discussed problem of Government. In the De
partment of Defense it has a special importance largely because con
tinuity of planning and operations is of vital concern. It takes a long
time for an able man, without previous military service of some im
portance and experience in government, to catch up with his job in
this increasingly complex department. At a guess, I would say he
■could pay good dividends to the Government in about two years.
Meanwhile, of course, he is becoming a more valuable asset each day.
To lose him before, or just as he becomes productive is manifestly a
serious waste of the effort that went into his training.
How to hold him is a problem to which I do not know the answer.
But I have a feeling that, in many cases, the cause of his leaving lies
in the conditions surrounding his entry into Government and his
terms of employment in the first instance. Reasons most commonly
ascribed to the problem of hiring good men usually center about the
so-called "conflict of interest" laws and their effect on the man who has
built up, over a period of years, a right to a pension or other incentive
benefits made important to him by some of the more grotesque pro
visions of our tax laws. Frequently, a sharp reduction in standard of
living is another part of the problem.
But I think the order of magnitude of these difficulties can be
reduced if we want to do it ; and that sensible, even if only partial,
answers can be found by applying realistic rules of reason through
legislation which might take into account modern business' capital
structure and its operation under present day regulations.
(G) "Split papers" from the Joint Chiefs of Staff should not be
regarded as inherently objectionable: Naturally, they need not be
welcomed. But it is vitally important to a Secretary of Defense, as
one of the advisers to the President, with a special responsibility, to
know what the alternatives are to a course of action, or what serious
obstacles to a proposed program are foreseen by a responsible Chief
of Staff, so that, in reaching a decision, he will be possessed of all the
facts available.
(H) Need for constant, close, and sympathetic cooperation with
the Department of State: National political policy includes foreign
policy and defense policy— among others— and simply cannot be
fragmentized. It should, of course, be integrated. Military power is
today so intertwined with our national foreign policy that the Depart
ment of State must be a full partner—and, above all, a welcome
one—in all major decisions of planning and policy. While lateral
liaison should be insisted upon and must take place at the lower
levels that work on planning and policy papers at the first stages,
the tone of the cooperation must be set by the two Secretaries.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Now we come to the Department of State. Because policymaking
has historically been its main function, it is more difficult to isolate
those elements of its machinery which have special importance to
national security or which serve to complicate it.
This Department, furthermore, has a unique position in the execu
tive branch because it draws its powers in part from those directly
delegated to it by the President from his constitutional responsibilities
for foreign affairs and in part from statutory sources.
The Secretary of State is the President's principal adviser on foreign

Eolicy
and his agent when the President chooses to have him so act.

[e is the ranking Cabinet officer and heads a department which has
been going through a period of violent transition in the last 20 years.
Today he must operate as an adviser and an executive in a world
which carries an open threat to our national security and one in which
the easily distinguishable boundaries of the past, between domestic
and foreign policies, have disappeared. And still the end of such
complications is not in sight.
The Secretary has, therefore, to rely less on the broad powers of
his Department and more on integrated planning with other members
of the executive branch. As the interim report of this subcommittee
correctly says:
He needs a wide-ranging knowledge of the relations between military and
foreign policies, of the uses and limitations of economic and military aid, of
information, propaganda, and related programs, of the strengths and weaknesses
of our adversaries, of the dangers and opportunities in countries around the world,
and of the working of international institutions and of regional organizations.

This is enough responsibility to keep anyone fully occupied and the
workload, not counting the necessary formal social functions of the
office, is in my opinion already at the dangerous level. This feeling
colors the answers I attempt to give below to certain of the specific
questions asked.

(A) "Is the Department's organization adequate for policy
making?"
The policymaking machinery and procedures in the Department
seem to me, in general terms, to be adequate. Adjustments designed
to accelerate decisions and provide guidelines for other departments
would seem possible with certain changes in method of operation
covered briefly below.
(B) "Should the Secretary be given a more dominant role in overall
national security planning?"
I think not. He already has more than he can do properly and
his opinion can now carry whatever weight the President feels it de
serves. Increasing the Secretary's role will not relieve the President
from making the ultimate decision on foreign affairs which, as is
pointed out earlier, is a necessary first step in national security
planning.
(C) "Are the responsibilities of the State and Defense Depart
ments in national security policvmaking now correctly defined and
divided?"
I think they are adequately defined at present. The effectiveness
of any such allocation depends on the intent and cooperation of the
parties at interest. No organization chart is a substitute for a sense
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of common goals. Such charts are, I think, generally, proof that a
picture of a lot of oblong boxes—especially when colored—can be
more, deceiving than a thousand words.
(D) "Should some of State's functions in national security policy
making be shifted to a sizable planning staff at White House level?"
I believe this would solve nothing, would increase organizational
layering and promote overstaffing, and would prove wasteful in time,
money, and manpower. It seems to me that if planning is removed
too far from operating responsibility, a misleading lack of realism
results. The President ought to be provided, I think, with the full
flavor of the operational department's planning^
(E) "In view of his formidable burdens of office, can the negotiat
ing responsibilities of the Secretary of State be lightened?"

As indicated in an earlier paragraph, the Secretary's duties are ex
tremely heavy. His voice in council is of cardinal importance if
delay and vacillation in policy and performance are to be avoided
or substantially reduced. To have him dashing about, all over the
world, to an increasing variety of meetings or negotiations, makes
very little sense to me.
Our system of government, with its checks and balances and other
essential procedures, differs so materially from most of the others in
the world that the argument that "They can do it, why not we?"
rings hollow and false. Actually, the ability to yank our Secretary
out of his chair for some foreign ministers' meeting —and keep him
out of the country for days or weeks—is a rather neat way to throw
a monkey wrench in our policymaking machinery and in our method
of consulting the Congress.
Among the most important attributes a Secretary of State must
possess are, in my opinion, trustworthiness, reliability, and availa
bility in Washington. One hears much of the first two virtues but
little of the almost equallv important third. The travel burden placed
on the Secretary in the last 10 years has steadily increased. If the
trend keeps up, he will soon find that such time as is not spent in over
seas meetings is barely enough to devote to the enforced neglect of
his other duties.
A possible solution—and the only one with much appeal that I have
heard of—is to continue to regard the Secretary of State as the first-
ranking Cabinet member and Presidential adviser with responsibility
for the conduct of the State Department. Then create a new Cabinet,
position, responsible to the Secretary of State and, through him, to
the President, and have him devote full time to meetings and negotia
tions. He could be given such title as is needed to do the job—
perhaps Minister of Foreign Affairs. The skills and special gifts
needed for this work may prove more easily developed when not
burdened with other executive responsibility.
(F) On the budgetary process, "Should State and Defense (and
perhaps other agencies concerned with national security) participate
fully in the initial establishment of 'budgetary guidelines' for national
security programs?"
I believe they should, since a sound budget can only be developed
if both State and Defense—the latter in particular—go painfully
through the steps of determining—

(a) What is necessary (and not merely desirable) for national
security ;
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(b) Whether it is feasible from the point of view of national
resources and production machinery; and
(c) Whether it is socially or politically acceptable to the people.

An added reason lies in the importance of having the budgetary
goals determined from the outset by a great concern for a system of
priority of national need and not have them too greatly influenced by
the officials of the Bureau of the Budget itself.*******
Finally, national security depends, I believe, on something far more
important than the machinery which is supposed to serve it. It
depends on many things. Some of them, to be sure, are material
things. But the more important ones are matters of the national
spirit. It depends on our belief in the future; it depends greatly on
our sense of values; and it depends on our willingness to give up a
little of today in order to have a tomorrow.
While the challenges of the moment are most serious in a policy
making sense, I see no reason for black despair or for defeatist doubts
as to what our system of government or this country can do. We
can do whatever we have to do in order to survive and to meet anv
form of economic or political competition we are likely to face. All
this we can do with one proviso: we must be willing to do our best.
In brief summary, therefore, I suppose the net of my answers to
the questions dealt with above is that there is nothing wrong with
the machinery that cannot be corrected by the removal of some excess
parts, the replacement of some wornout ones, by lubricating generously
with an understanding approach to the personnel problem involved,
And by having a destination clearly in mind before we start out.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Lovett, I am sure I speak for all members of
the committee in expressing our thanks for an excellent statement.
You have accomplished this in a limited number of words and with
language I think that is most descriptive of some of the great problems
that we face in the area of national security and policy machinery.
I will ask a few questions and then I will defer to my colleagues
on the committee.
I want to ask you, Mr. Lovett, whether in your judgment the
threat now confronting our country is sufficiently serious to require
a greater effort than we are now making.
Mr. Lovett. In general terms, Mr. Chairman, my answer to that
would be yes. While I am not familiar with the details of the
military requirements, or the debates which have centered about
them, it seems to me that the country's security lies also in fields
that embrace things other than mere military end products them
selves: such as our position in the eyes of the world, or the psychologi
cal image which we present to the world as a whole.
I feel that we are doing something short of our best.
Senator Jackson. You think our prestige has been affected
worldwide?
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir; I think it has.
Senator Jackson. And that this comes from many things, not just
military alone, but also other factors that leave an image that may
not be what people had expected of us based on our past performance?
Mr. Lovett. I think our past performance may have raised the
hopes of the world excessively high. But I still feel, sir, that we
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are doing something short of our best in several fields, excluding the
military items with which I am not familiar.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Lovett, it is sometimes said that we cannot
afford to spend more on defense and other national security programs.
What is your judgment on this? You are a man of broad business
background. You nave been in the investment banking business for
the greater part of your life, I believe, and you are also at the present
time in an operating business, a very large, diversified enterprise,
the Union Pacific Radroad.
Mr. Lovett. Well, sir, I must frankly say that, as I attempted
to point out in my prepared statement, I am personally confident
that whatever needs to be done to promote our security in the world
today and to assure our future can be done in a financial sense and
in an economic sense without materially downgrading the position
of this country.
Senator Jackson. I believe you were in the Department of Defense
when the budget was raised very substantially and very dramatically
in a short period of time.
Do you recall what that adjustment was in terms of national
defense?
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir. I have a very vivid recollection of certain
aspects of it.
When I came down here early in the fall of 1940 we were then
going into the stages of supplemental budgets, the Korean war
having broken out.
Senator Jackson. You mean 1950, I believe.
Mr. Lovett. 1950; I beg your pardon, sir.
The first full budget which we submitted had requests, as I recall
it, from the three military departments, for something over $100
billion. I think it was around $102 billion or $104 billion. Through
the screening processes which were applied strenuously, it was reduced
to the $60 billions.
My impression is that we came up to the Congress with a budget of
about $62 billion or $63 billion, and there were adjustments made in
the congressional hearings which gave us something over $60 billion
for fiscal 1952, I think it was.
Senator Jackson. And that was from a level of about $14 billion?
Mr. Lovett. Perhaps a little higher than that, but it was in that
order of magnitude.
Senator Jackson. $14 billion or $15 billion?
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. I have one other question: In your judgment,
do you feel that the Soviet across-the-board competition, military,
economic, political, psychological, wUl diminish or intensify in the
years ahead?
Mr. Lovett. Well, the only judgment I have on that, Mr. Chair
man, is that derived from Khrushchev's own statement. If he is an
accurate spokesman of their aims and ambitions, then it can only
increase. It will increase, I think, obviously, in the military field in
which, according to the press at least, they have certain current
advantages.
I think one of the major threats lies also in the economic field.
The net of both of those is that in any field in which they can cause
heavy competition, I feel confident that they will.
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Senator Jackson. What you are saying in summary is that we
really should believe the Russian threat to bury us.
Mr. Lovett. I think we should, sir.
Senator Jackson. Someone has said that candor is the most effective
form of deception in international relations. Certainly Adolph
Hitler announced to the world exactly what he was going to do and
went about doing it.
Mr. Lovett. We have been inclined, I think, to regard with
excessive suspicion some of the Russian claims of material accomplish
ment. I would ignore a high proportion of their statements of any
moral aims. But in the material field I think that their statements,
generally speaking, have a high order of reliability.
Senator Jackson. As a matter of fact, in the weapons area, they
have had a pretty good record of candor, I believe. Mr. Molotov
announced in the United Nations in early 1948 or 1949 that they would
soon have the atomic bomb. Of course, that did occur in August of
1949. Then Mr. Malenkov, at a meeting of the Supreme Soviet in
July, I believe, 1953, announced that they would have a thermo
nuclear bomb. That did occur within a month.
They also announced that they would have rockets, meaning
ballistic missiles, and, of course, that has come to pass
The Chair is not suggesting that everything the Russians say is to
be taken at face value. It does appear, though, in certain areas
where they know they can be hurt, prestigewise, if they fail to deliver,
they have certainly delivered.
Senator Mundt?
Senator Mundt. I would like to associate myself, first of all, Mr.
Lovett, with the statements of the Chair concerning the interest and
pertinence of your statement. I think it gives us a good background
on which to proceed in connection with these hearings.
You indicated that perhaps a great budget should be utilized in
national defense. I wondered whether, from your experience in
Government and in business, you feel that if we should provide a
larger budget we should correspondingly provide increased taxes to
support it

,

or whether you propose that we go further into deficit
spending?
Mr. Lovett. Senator Mundt, to be strictly accurate, I had not
intended to reply to the chairman's question in any sense which would
indicate that I favored a larger dollar amount for any military purpose.

I specifically tried to indicate that I was not aware of the amount of
the military requirements.
But to be responsive to the remainder of your question, if it became

not desirability alone— I would not. hesitate to increase it.

I would simultaneously try to do two things: I would certainly
increase the tax load, if it were necessary: but simultaneously I would
try to reduce the number of frills—not essentials, but the frills— that
exist in main' of the Government operations, including, specifically,
the military.
The reason I mentioned the overstaffing and the complications
created by committees, as you remember, sir, from your own familiar
ity with this field, is that it is awfully hard to cut these expenses out.
A certain form of vested interest seems to be acquired, once they are
built up.

necessary to increase the bud; showing of military need—
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Senator Mundt. Probably it would be easier in wartime than in
peacetime.
Mr. Lovett. It is definitely easier in wartime, sir. The present is,

I should think, a very difficult time. But on the other hand, it can
be done. I would say that whatever funds were shown to be needed
and were approved by the Congress could be raised by a combination
of savings and taxes, but only after a truly major effort had been put
on cutting out some of the unnecessary duplications of effort and the
overstaffing and overlapping, which occurs, in my opinion, today, as

it did in my time.
Senator Mundt. I suggest a hypothetical question to illustrate the
point, which I think I understand.
In the event that the National Security Council and policymaking
machinery should measure the dimension of the Communist threat
and decide that it would require, for defense purposes, another $10
billion annually, at a time when our budget is precariously in balance,
and which would throw it out of balance $10 billion, I take it

then you feel that Congress should impose the taxes and the Congress
and the Executive together should endeavor to cut out the frills, so
that the impact of this increased defense effort would not plunge us
$10 billion out of balance.
Is that approximately what you have said?
Mr. Lovett. Senator Mundt, I loathe taxes. I have no affection
for them at all
Senator Mundt. That does not put you as a member of a very
exclusive club.
Mr. Lovett. And I do not think that the exclusive reason lor
raising the taxes should be assigned to the military departments. I

say this with great deference to the Members of the Senate because
they are more familiar with this area than I am.
But it seems to me that for a country to stockpile something in the
order of $10 billion worth of grain et cetera, and to pay out a million
dollars a day to store stuff that we cannot use, that we cannot give
away, and cannot sell in free markets, would need some attention on
the part of the Congress as well as the executive branch before we
took the step of increasing taxes because of some military need.
It is hard for me to imagine, too, that military needs of the order of
magnitude just mentioned could come on us except under a crash
program. I think orderly programing would indicate that the ability
to spend more than a fairly moderate increase annually would have to
be proven.
Senator Mundt. Of course, as a Senator from the Farm Belt, Mr.
Lovett, I cannot sit idly by and let the implication occur that the farm
program is a frill. It is a very expensive operation, I might add. I

suspect that trying to improve our national policy machinery is an
assignment of pigmy size compared to trying to solve the farm
problem.
Mr. Lovett. I would be sure of that.
Senator Mundt. I assume you are just using that as a hypothetical
illustration.
Mr. Lovett. Just a hypothetical illustration, and one which I

think is in the papers so frequently it is easy to observe.
Senator Mundt. In the hypothetical atmosphere, I will not pursue
it any further. We are not called to discuss the farmer.
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You stated someplace in your statement, or perhaps in response to
an interrogatory by the chairman, that vou felt that we should do
more in the security field. I think we all realize that we should do
everything that we can.
Would you care to relate that position to your attitude as to the
mutual security program? You did not mention that any place in
your prepared statement, whether you feel we should continue it at
about the present level or at the level suggested by the President.
Should we increase ir or decrease it? What part do you recognize,
as I know you do, that the mutual security program plays?
Mr. Lovett. I think it plays a very important part, Senator
Mundt. I am not able to measure it in amounts because, as you
know, I have no association with it and have lacked familiarity with
it for some years. But basically, I think there are two aspects of it
that are of considerable importance. One is the fact that it does
enable us to get a certain degree of security at a less expenditure of
funds than if we were relying solely on our own efforts.
Secondly, I think in the economic and technical area the struggle
for the minds of men is of enormous importance now with this seething
trend toward nationalism. I think the mutual security program has
a very real worth. It is of real value.
Senator Mundt. Does it not have this other possible dividend-
paying characteristic: that it is one phase of our defense program
because it is

,

in fact, a part of the defense program, it is one phase
that tends to liquidate itself because where it works well it tends to
require less and less funds every year?
We find cases where there are increases, as in Turkey, where we
can all point with pride and say, "Here it is working," or in West
Berlin. It seems to me that it does have at least that possible divi
dend, where it would not necessarily recur year after year at a like
level.
If it is working well, it should tend to make it less important that
we appropriate funds in those areas in ensuing years. Is that a fair
assumption?
Mr. Lovett. I think that is correct, Senator.
Senator Mundt. I was intrigued by your suggestion about a new
sort of a second Secretary of State, a Minister of Foreign Relations.
Certainly you are dealing with a very significant problem when you
talk about the overwork that the Secretary of Stete has, and the
requirement that he wear two hats, one when he is at home with a

full 24-hour job, and the second when he is doing the tremendous
job overseas in these international conferences, which sometimes are
fairly productive and certainly which we cannot ignore. We cannot
sit here and expect everybody to come here.

I remember John Foster Dulles one time in front of our Appro
priations Committee was pleading for a sort of division of powers and
the taking out of the State Department of the economic activities.
He said, "I conceive of this job as a thinking job, one to think about
foreign policy, and I never have any chance to think at all. I want
somebody else to handle this EC A," and things of that type.
That is what you are getting to. Of course, you think of the Secre
tary of State as a man whose primary job is to think, to plan about
foreign policy, and somebody else to take care of the negotiations out
in that area.
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But I wonder if we could not perhaps achieve that objective with
out creating a new Cabinet position, which seems to me would have
several reasons at least to arouse some questions such as, Should you
have two Cabinet officers dealing with the State Department and with
other problems, or should you have a Cabinet officer in the unique
position of being responsible to some other officer of the Government
instead of the President, as all other Cabinet officers are directly
responsible to the President?
You suggest making a new Cabinet officer responsible to the Secre
tary of State and through him to the President, which is at least a
different arrangement from what we have for others. Could you not
perhaps achieve that same desirable objective by having an Under
Secretary of State selected because of his capacity as a negotiator,
whose job it would be to pursue these foreign relations abroad, and
so forth, as against another Under Secretary of State who would help
do the job the Under Secretary of State primarily does, and then the
Secretary of State could be here and could devote more time to that
activity? Would that be another possible approach?
Mr. Lovett. It might be a possibility, Senator Mundt. I doubt
whether that route of using the Under Secretary or an additional
Under Secretary would be wholly acceptable to our foreign vis-a-vis
at these meetings. They lay a great deal of emphasis on protocol
and title.
While they would deal with a man who had Cabinet rank, I think
they would regard it as being somewhat downgrading to their own
importance if they accepted someone of Under Secretary rank. We
had that experience in my time when we had an Under Secretary for
Economic Affairs, Secretary ('lay ton, who was extremely competent
in his field. Yet in some of the meetings abroad there was an indica
tion that where he met with the foreign minister of a foreign country,
that foreign minister expected someone of at least equal rank to
meet him.
In other words, it is a matter very largely of protocol. It is a
thing we run into in the military departments frequently. We have
fought many wars quite successfully with a four-star rank. But
when you run into field marshal ranks in international meetings, then
it is necessary to get the five-star rank for our men so as to make
everybody feel comfortable about dealing with equals.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Lovett, at that point I believe you served
as Under Secretary of State and during that time had to serve as
Acting Secretary of State for long periods of time.
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. So you speak from some personal experience, too?
Mr. Lovett. Yes, I do, sir.
I think the Acting Secretary is accepted with some generosity of
spirit, depending on the country that you are dealing with, but he
hardly is as warmly welcomed as the established and appointed
Secretary.
Senator Mundt. Of course, it might require some education of our
friends we negotiate with, but you run into that same difficulty, do
you not. Mr. Lovett, when you have to explain to these foreign
negotiators, that when you are over there you still have the U.S.
Senate, which has to approve anything done treatvwise, and it is a
little hard for them sometimes to accept that, too. Or if you are
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talking about a foreign aid program, vousay, "Yes, we will certainly
take care of giving you X million dollars, provided that the Appro
priations Committee comes through."
There are a lot of things that are unique about our system that
we have to explain as we work along with our friends overseas.
Mr. Lovett. That is true. I think most of the countries overseas
have come to accept the U.S. Senate as an act of God.
Senator Mundt. You had to educate them to do that.
I have one other question, or perhaps it is not so much a question.
I think some gremlin has gotten into our American society. I
think this overlapping of committees that you mentioned is certainly
very apparent in the executive department. I think unhappily it is
also reflected in the legislative department.
Last night, in reading a late newsletter, the author says that you
folks in the business colony are guilty of precisely the same thing,
creating havoc in business corporations. So we are sort of looking for
a new vaccine, it seems to me, to attack this American virus of com-
mitteeitis, which has all of us by the jugular vein.
Mr. Lovett. It is a very virulent disease, there is no question about
that. 1 wouldn't want to suggest that business is any way immune
to it. We have it, too.
Senator Mundt. One other question: It seems to me that while
the responsibility of this committee may or may not be limited in the
organization for national security to checking up on what is being done
or what is not being done or what might be done better by executive
agencies in the executive department, I don't know whether we have
the right or the authority to include in our analysis what Congress
might do to improve its functions in this organizational setup. But
it seems to me if not, some committee should be assigned the responsi
bility of taking a look at us, and engaging in a little self-appraisal.
I was visiting with a high functionary in the Defense Department
the other day who related to me the amount of days and time and
hours he spent up on the Hill, reporting first to one committee and then
to another committee. This commit teeitis, I can see, must interfere
with the work of busy executives in defense.
You did go around that end of the line, and I wish you would tell
us whether or not this did prove to be a time-consuming factor and
whether we can streamline our machinery so that fewer committees
can get the information and handle it.
If this is so, might this remove one of the roadblocks toward achiev
ing the faster decisions we would all like to have come from the other
end of the avenue?
Mr. Lovett. Senator Mundt, I think appearances before the con
gressional committees are a part, and a very important part, of the
responsibility when you take your oath of office. It is a very time-
consuming necessity. There is no question about that.
If you could appear before combined committees, as, for example,
in t he case of the Marshall plan — I don't know the precise name that
you gave it, but there was the committee of the House and the com
mittee of the Senate meeting iti some sort of a joint hearing.
Senator Jackson. It was the Foreign Affairs and Foreign Relations
Committees.
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir. That accelerated the consideration very
considerably.
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I would not venture to express an opinion on its general applicability,
because I am not familiar enough with congressional procedures.
But to be fully responsive, I learned a very painful but useful lesson
during the war when, having gotten rather beaten down by consistent
appearances before various committees of the Congress, I suggested
to Senator O'Mahoney, after one of the Appropriations Committee
meetings of the Senate, that this was getting to be terribly time-
consuming and exhausting, and it was very hard to keep up with, and
couldn't something be done about it.
He said, in effect, just breathe deeply and this will pass off in time;
go back and do your job and do not worry about this aspect of it.
Which I did.
I subsequently made an inspection trip to Germany, and in the
process was presented with the information which had been collected
by the teams which were sent in to question the leading German
industrialists and war production leaders. One of these was Dr.
Albert Speer. It was his opinion, expressed to our examiners, that
one of the reasons that the German economy collapsed and that the
Wehrmacht was left inadequately supplied in the latter days was
because under a dictatorship, once a department head got the nod
from Hitler, he went ahead as a little dictator and rode his particular
hobby without criticism. There was no performance audit run on
him as his program continued.
The best example of that was when they got their jet fighters.
They were so impressed by our use of the fighter bomber that they
tried to turn their interceptor jet fighter into a fighter bomber and,
of course, failed because of the difference in thrust as compared with
propeller on takeoffs.
It impressed me so much as I went further into it that I found it
necessary to come up and eat humble pie before Senator O'Mahoney.
I said then if I had to choose between having a congressional com
mittee breathe on the back of my neck as a form of performance audit
and getting in the position as a department executive of riding some
particular conviction or belief to the point of defeat I would choose a
congressional hearing. And I still feel that way about it. Appearing
before committees is time consuming, it is exhausting, sometimes
terribly irritating, but on the whole, as long as we have our form of
governmental system, I think it is a necessary part of it.
The time-consuming part is the duplication of hearings, of walking
from one side of the Capitol to the other before committees interested
in the same material.
Senator Mundt. It was, of course, the duplication that I was
concerned about.
I do not want anybody to suggest .that congressional hearings
should be eliminated, but there are at least five, and possibly six,
Senate committees which, during the course of the first few months
of a year, will call the same high executive up, perhaps the Secretary
of Defense or the Secretary of State, to go through pretty much the
same material, because a fellow is going to say whatever he believes,
whatever the facts are, as he sees them.
It seems to me that if we could streamline that procedure or con
solidate them, to have the member appear before committees meeting
together, it would move in the direction of our target, and that is to
streamline the activities and get good results faster.
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Senator Jackson. Senator Mundt, on page 19 and page 20 of our
interim report, Roman numerals VIII, "The role of Congress and con
gressional responsibilities," we do raise the very question that you
have put your finger on today.
The committee has received a wide range of suggestions from various
individuals and groups including proposals for joint meetings of the
Foreign Relations and Armed Services Committees, proposals for
establishing a permanent national security committee in each House,
or else creating a joint congressional committee on national security.
I personally have a feeling that when the executive branch comes
up with some consolidation in the national security area, corresponding
changes will take place in congressional structure.
For instance, when the services were put together in the Depart
ment of Defense, the Naval Affairs Committee and the Military
Affairs Committee were abolished, and one committee was created—
the Committee on Armed Services in the House and the Senate.
This is an example of one vast area in which you had this kind of
consolidation.
Senator Mundt. You are a member of the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy.
Senator Jackson. That is right, and that stems from a statute.
Senator Mundt. That seems to be a procedure which has saved
time, hasn't it?
Senator Jackson. I think it has, very definitely, but it has done
something more. It has brought the executive and legislative
branches closer together.
The statute setting up the Atomic Energy Commission requires
that the AEC keep the Congress currently informed. This has
resulted in a diminution of the problem of executive privilege. The
Atomic Energy Commission does keep the Joint Committee currently
informed, and it represents something new, an innovation, in our
system of government, where the two branches work together in many
areas. A great body of tradition has grown up which represents a
very fine example of what can be done if some of these things are
tried out.
I do believe that you are completely right in raising this issue,
Mr. Lovett, in trying to simplify the procedures. I believe our com
mittee could very properly make appropriate recommendations in
this area. Of course, it would be for the Rules Committee to actually
implement or to act on these recommendations.
Senator Mundt. Whatever we do, of course, will require legislation,
except as we make recommendations and they are adopted volun
tarily. The congressional approach would be the same as other
approaches.
Mr. I jOvett. Senator Mundt, may I expand my answer to an earlier
question in order to try to cover the matter more fully?
Senator Mundt. Certainly.
Mr. Lovett. As to this man who shall be especially assigned the
job of familiarizing himself with the requirements of international
negotiation, it seems to me that there is a very useful function that
could be performed —now that we have fast aircraft and other means
of immediate communication—by get ting together with other nations
and working out a system of rules for international meetings.
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I apologize for being a little fuzzy on my history, but as I recall it,

the Congress of Vienna, along about 1815 or thereabouts, met specifi
cally to work out a system of rules for international discussion and
international cooperation in the terms of those days. It is now 145
years later. I do not recall any meetings having occurred in the
interim —at least not in my lifespan. I feel that it might be a very
fruitful step, if you could get the major countries together and adopt a

set of rules as to who would represent a country in certain areas of
international problems.
Senator Mundt. That might serve as sort of a catalyst to eliminate
a protocol problem. They have different titles for their people from
what we have for ours, and this could establish a working formula
which might tend to relieve this very situation that you talk about;
without getting into the area of having one department have two
members of the Cabinet, and then Mr. Defense Department would
say, "Look here, old fellow, we spend more money than the Secretary
of State. We have a bigger job. We have to have two or three
Cabinet members".

I am not sure that expanding the Cabinet indefinitely might not
create more problems than it would cure.
Senator Jackson. Senator Mansfield, we would be delighted to have
you ask some questions.
Senator Mansfield. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I wish to express my thanks to the chairman and ranking
minority member for allowing me to participate in this inquiry, and
secondly, I wish to compliment Mr. Lovett for his usual frank approach
to problems facing this committee.
In your testimony you refer to the foul-up factor in our methods
and the need for some careful examination of it.
In your opinion, Mr. Lovett, do you think there are too many
committees and too many commissions within the Government?
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir; I do.
Senator Mansfield. Do you think that in late years, under both
Democratic and Republican administrations, one of the ways in which
we meet our problems, or one of the ways in which we have swept our
problems under the rug, is to create a committee or commission and
then forget about it?
Mr. Lovett. I am afraid it has been used as such a device very
frequently, sir.
Senator Mansfield. Mr. Lovett, you talked primarily about the
Defense and State Departments. I gather from what you say that
you think there is a good deal to the process known as Parkinson's law
in those departments.
Would you say that that is generally true throughout the Govern
ment?
Mr. Lovett. In my opinion it is

,

Senator Mansfield, very definitely.
Senator Mansfield. Would you say that it is increasing in late
years?
Mr. Lovett. Well, I have no yardstuk by which to measure it in

more recent years. It was increasing in my time, and simply by the
passage of time, since this is a self-multiplying affair, I would gather
that the number has undoubtedly gone up.
Senator Mansfield. Would you say, Mr. Lovett, that in the
Department of Defense the Chiefs of Staff of the different services

S2710—60 3
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have to go through a number of steps before they reach the Secretary
of their particular service and eventually the Secretary of Defense?
Mr. Lovett. I think they do have to go through a number of ritual
steps. They did in my time. The number was not excessive, but I
understand that there has been no substantial change in the machinery.
Senator Mansfield. It is my understanding, and I stand to be
corrected if I am wrong, that the Chief of Staff of the Army, General
Taylor, made the statement not so many months ago that he had to
go through 19 different people before he could reach either the Secre
tary of the Army or the Secretary of Defense.
It appears to me that what you have there is a situation which cries
out for reform. Certainly the Chief of Staff of any one service ought
to have immediate access to the Secretary of that particular service.
Would you agree?
Mr. Lovett. Yes, Senator Mansfield.
I think that is a fantastic state of affairs if General Taylor is speak
ing correctly. I can't imagine a Chief of Staff of any of the services
being delayed one minute if he picked up the phone to the Secretary
of his military department or the Secretary of Defense and said, "I
need to see you".
Senator Mansfield. I do not think it applied, Mr. Lovett, to the
need to see the Secretary, but in order to work out a policy decision,
it had to go through 18 or 19 individuals, most of them civilians, most
of them political appointees, most of them there for a very short,
period of time, whereas this man was a career officer who knew his
work and should have had immediate access, in my opinion, on this
particular basis, to his immediate superior, the Secretary of the Navy.
Mr. Lovett. That would not have been the case in that degree in
my time because it was war then, Senator Mansfield, and I think a
lot of that kind of thing disappears at such times.
One of the problems here, to be quite blunt about it

,
is that I believe

the position of the individual in Government is being constantly
downgraded. You don't get much judgment from a committee.
Usually the committees, of the sort we are speaking of now, are the
result of some rather lonely, melancholy men who have been assigned

a responsibility but haven't the authority to make the decisions at
their levels, and so they tend to seek their own kind. They thereupon
coagulate into a sort of glutinous mass, and suddenly come out as a

committee. When you have one of those things, you have real
trouble.
Senator Mansfield. That is where porosity comes in.
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir.
Senator Mansfield. I think in that respect, before I go to mv next
question, what we have had in late years is a downgrading o

f

com
petent military leaders and an upgrading of political appointees in
their relationships with those leaders.
My next question has to do with vour statement that the Depart
ment of Defense and its military establishments should be nonpohtical
and nonpartisan.
Do you think under a Democratic administration, let us say, that
the members comprising the leadership in the Department of Defense
should be allowed to go out to make Jefferson -Jackson Day addresses?
Mr. Lovett. Well, they were not allowed in my time, sir, which was
in a Democratic administration. There may have been an individual
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who attended one and may have made a speech or something like
that. But it was not either by direction of the Secretary of Defense
or with the Secretary of Defense's permission. General Marshall
felt very strongly in those areas, as I do.
Senator Mansfield. Speaking during your time, did not both the
Defense Department and the Department of State usually keep their
top officials out of anything which might be considered pertaining to
politics?
Mr. Lovett. We had definite instructions from the President to
keep ourselves out of politics, no matter from what source the request
came. Requests frequently came from the national committees of
both parties, and the matter was always referred to the White House
for handling. We didn't have any trouble that I recall.
Certainly one of the reasons in tlie Department of State would be
manifest, as a bipartisan enterprise. The Congress was Republican
and the administration was Democrat. So it would have been the
height of something greater than folly to have gotten into the political
field even if it hadn't made good solid sense to stay out of it altogether.
That was the case in both departments.
Senator Mansfield. In your statement you said that civilian and
military executives alike should stick to the fields in which they have
special training and aptitudes.
Do you not think that that same principle could well be applied to
Members of the Congress?
Mr. Lovett. Senator, 1
Senator Mansfield. I will not ask for an answer. I will move to
the next question.
Mr. Lovett. Thank you.
Senator Mansfield. In connection with your discussion of turnover
of key civilian executive personnel, is it or is it not your belief that
there are too many people who come into the Government, occupy
positions of great prestige and trust, who stay too short a while and
then resign to the detriment of the department in which thej- served
and the Government as a whole?
Mr. Lovett. I think it is a great pity when that occurs, Senator
Mansfield. I don't know the terms on which they were introduced
into Government.
Very frequently, as a matter of inducement to some man to leave
business —-within the terms of a possible leave of absence and without
interfering with his pension rights or some such thing— they will say,
"Come down for a couple of years anyway." I think that is a mis
take, sir.
Senator Mansfield. I note in your statement that you say :
At a guess, I would say he could pay good dividends to the Government in
about 2 years.

So if he resigns at the end of 2 years or before that time in a sense
the Government has suffered a real loss and the department which
he is supposed to have administered has likewise suffered a loss.
Mr. Lovett. Absolutely. The Government is out of pocket and
the department suffers because there have been a lot of people who
have been taking extra time to keep him on the track all the way
through.
Senator Jackson. At that point, I was going to ask this question,
which follows Senator Mansfield's inquiry.
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Mr. Lovett, in your judgment, can we have truly effective civilian
control in the Military Establishment when the Secretaries serve but
a short period of time?
Mr. Lovett. I think, Mr. Chairman, you can have effective civilian
control in the Department as it is currently set up, because you have
a layer of ranking civilians there. You get control, but you don't
get intelligent management on that basis.
Senator Jackson. Can a Secretary of Defense intervene properly
where there is a split in the Joint Chiefs and really make a sound
decision if he has not had adequate time over a period of years to
really learn the business?
Mr. Lovett. No, sir; he would not have adequate time to learn the
business.
Senator Jackson. And the law contemplates that he have some
knowledge in the area of military requirements in order to discharge
his constitutional and statutory responsibilities.
Mr. Lovett. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. Excuse me.
Senator Mansfield. Mr. Lovett, you mentioned something about
people coming down from business and being asked to serve for only
a snort period of time, so that their pension and other rights would
not come in danger.
In your opening statement you refer to the so-called conflict-of-
interest laws. Would you suggest that the conflict-of-interest laws
either be done away with or that the Congress take another look at
this particular matter and see if some way could not be worked out
by means of which men of great competence could be allowed to serve
in a leadership capacity without having to sell their stocks, give up
their rights and other matters which are of intrinsic personal im
portance to them and their families?
Mr. Lovett. I believe that the conflict-of-interest laws need to be
modernized. I do not think that they should be altered to the point
where they have no merit at all.
The reason that I feel that this thing is manageable, Senator
Mansfield, is that several very important steps in Government super
vision of business have occurred since the conflict-of-interest laws as
they currently stand were written.
You have, for example, the Glass-Steagall Act, but more particu
larly you have the acts relating to full disclosure by corporations, both
under the Security and Exchange Commission regulations and under
laws specifically relating to the circulation of proxies and so forth.
In the proxy statements nowadays the individual members of the
board and officers have set out after their names their salary and the
amount of shares of stock they own, any options to which they are
entitled, and so forth and so on.
The requirements for public disclosure on the part of corporations
is very much greater than it was 30 years ago.
So I believe that it is possible to amend the act in such form as to
apply a rule of reason to what is a reasonable amount of stock that a
man might own.
I have a couple of figures here which I think are rather illuminating
on this point.
I have here a list of the 50 most popular stocks in investment trust
portfolios. Taking the first 10 only out of them, you see some rather
startling amounts of stock outstanding in the hands of the public.
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For example, General Motors Corp. has 283,090,000 shares. If a
man is an employee, for example, of a bank in New York, and he has
500 shares of General Motors, it is very difficult to see how his owner
ship of so minute a portion of General Motors stock in any way
represents a real conflict of interest, as originally contemplated.
There are others.
Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey) has 214 million plus.
Among these first 10 is American Telephone also with over 214
million shares. In other words, what is "substantial" is the control
ling word here, I think, and I believe we have to revise our under
standing of it.
Senator Mansfield. What you are saying, Mr. Lovett, is that
times change and we should change with them.
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir.
Senator Mansfield. In connection with your statement relative to
split papers for the Joint Chiefs of Staff, do you approve of the action
taken by Secretary of Defense Thomas Gates when he assumed office
when he stated that in case of differences, he would sit in with the
Joint Chiefs and would make the decision if need be?
Mr. Lovett. I strongly approve of that, Senator Mansfield. I
think it is a step which formalizes arrangements and practices which
in General Marshall's time were normal.
Senator Mansfield. I agree with you completely, and I think that
Secretary Gates should be commended for making that statement and
putting it into effect.
Mr. Lovett. I think it is a first-class step, sir.
Senator Jackson. You followed that course, did you not?
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir; but it was never necessary to formalize it
then.
Senator Mansfield. Apropos of Senator Mundt's statement rela
tive to policymaking, I do think that Secretary Dulles did do a great
deal of thinking on his own. I note that in discussing the State
Department, Mr. Lovett, you referred to the Department and its
organization and raised the question: Is it adequate for policymaking?
In your opinion, is the policy staff in the State Department doing the
kind of a job which was envisaged for it when such an organization was
created?
Mr. Lovett. Senator, I have no personal information on that. I
think that the machinery which exists in the Department of State is a
multiple-use machinery, of course, and I believe it is adequate if
properly used.
The Department will not run, Senator, without a Secretary of State
on the job, in my opinion. It simply cannot run without decisions.
Senator Mansfield. But one man cannot, in this day and age, do
all the thinking necessary to arrive at an understanding of all the
problems which confront us.
Mr. Lovett. That is correct, sir. And, more particularly applying
to State than to some of the other departments, policy is not the prod
uct, necessarily, of an orderly series of machinelike steps, as you
gentlemen know from your own experience.
Policy is the resulting merger of a number of different ideas coming
from different people, which are then subjected to the polishing fric
tion of differences. It is essentially a personal thing and there is no
way that I know of that either a committee or a more or less routine
procedure can take its place.
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Senator Mansfield. Not only is policy subjected to immediate con
sideration, but I would assume that it is also projected into the future
on the assumption that one should consider anything in the way ot
possibilities which might occur in a given area or a given field.
You refer in your statement to the negotiating responsibilities of the
Secretary of State and suggest that they be lightened.
Do you think that because of the fact that our Secretaries of State
in recent years have done so much traveling around the world, so
much so, as you indicate, that it keeps them out of the country for
days or weeks, and at times throws a monkey wrench in our policy
making machinery and in our methods of consulting the Congress, do
you suppose that because of this practice one of the results has been
the downgrading of the ambassadors in the countries to which they
are assigned and a diminution of their responsibilities and authority?
Mr. Lovett. That is very diffcult to say, Senator. I do not know.
I would imagine that if the Secretary of State ran too many inconse
quential negotiations in any countries other than one of those to which
we have some special tie—as, for example, the Big Four —it would
have the effect of reducing, at least in the eyes of that particular coun
try, the standing or importance of the ambassador.
Senator Mansfield. At least it is a question worth considering?
Mr. Lovett. It is a question which I think should be explored.
Senator Mansfield. Mr. Lovett, you referred to the possible need
of a Minister of Foreign Affairs as an associate of the Secretary of
State.
Would this Minister of Foreign Affairs, so-called, be the one who
would do the traveling if traveling was necessary?
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir. And in using the expression "Cabinet
position," I did not mean that he necessarily had to be a member of
the Cabinet in its historical sense, but with Cabinet rank.
Senator Mansfield. As Henry Cabot Lodge has through his
ambassadorship to the United Nations?
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir.
Senator Mansfield. I have one more question : In your statement
you say:
An added reason lies in the importance of having the budgetary goals deter
mined from the outset by a great concern for a system of priority of national need
and not have them too greatly influenced by the officials of the Bureau of the
Budget, itself.

Do you think, Mr. Lovett, that the Bureau of the Budget in this
day and age has too much power allocated to it?
Mr. Lovett. I can speak to the question more accurately, Senator
Mansfield, by relating it to my own time. I felt that it had too
much power assigned to it then. The situation seems to me to be
almost the reverse of what you run into in some of the operating
departments, where you frequently find responsibility without
authority. In the Budget you verv frequently find authority without
responsibility. They are just about equally irritating forms of
danger.
Senator Mansfield. It appears to me that the Budget on many
occasions is trying to run the Congress and the country. They are
the ones who, in effect, witlihold funds despite the congressional intent
and despite the constitutional powers given to the Congress in the
field of defense.
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For example, I can recall offhand three illustrations in recent years,
and I can recall some under a Democratic administration, when the
Bureau of the Budget acted to take unto itself powers of responsibility
which I do not think are theirs, and the result was that in that way the
intent of the Congress was circumvented and what the Congress
wanted done was not done. But that is just my point of view.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is all.
Senator Jackson. Senator Bush.
Senator Bush. Mr. Chairman, I am not going to ask any questions,
but I do want to thank the chairman for inviting me here, and I wish
to congratulate the committee on asking Mr. Lovett to come down
here to give this testimony which I am sure will be most helpful to
the committee. I am very grateful for the privilege of being the
committee's guest this morning.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Bush. We are very pleased
to have you here as a member of the Armed Services Committee.
Mr. Lovett, you mentioned frills in our society during the course
of your comments here this morning. Would you care to comment a
little more on that? Have you any illustrations?
Senator Mundt. And staying out of the field of agriculture.
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir.
I had found frills in the military departments which were objec
tionable in my time. I had in some fashion, perhaps unfairly, at
tributed such things very largely to government. But I do not think
that they are.
When I returned to civilian life, and particularly more recently,
I found the most extraordinary examples of what seems to me to be
a deterioration in either our national sense of proportion or our
national sense of humor.
For example, in December, as you all know, I think you receive
catalogs through the mail that are usually addressed simply "Box-
holder," or something like that, so you have no defense against them
at all. They are just there in your mail. They come from stores
scattered around the country and they have the most appalling list
of suggested presents, ceramic things shaped like Buddha, and you
put grass seed on it and it grows hair, or something.
I found in them what seemed to me most pertinent and devastating
examples of what is happening to American civilization —perhaps
a definite indication of the approach of sense-of-value decay. Al
though it was not necessary in my case, I received for Christmas
a small tool that was about the size, at its handle, of an electric
flashlight battery. It had a rod that stuck out of the handle and a
loop on the end of it

,

and a button. This was a drink stirrer, a

portable drink stirrer. You carried it around with you and if you
were so weak and debilitated a member of the public that you couldn't
put your finger in your drink or otherwise agitate it

,

you would use
this gadget.
That was one of three that I have added to my collection. I have
two others. One is a foam rubber, electrically vibrated finger for
use in massaging the gums. It is rather an attractive item. Its
appeal lies in the fact that it looks extraordinarily like a finger. A

good deal of time and effort went into the design, engineering and
manufacture of that product.
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The third I am not too proud of—I think the others are somewhat
better. It is motor driven, portable electric battery powered mani
cure burr with six attachments. You press the button and you can
do practically anything you want to in the form of manicuring.
If these things represent the amount of time and effort which I
think any miniature product does, then I feel reasonably sure that there
is excess engineering talent, time and productive capacity to do those
things which have a greater importance to us nationally.
Senator Jackson. Perhaps it is an example of how soft we are
getting in some ways, Mr. Lovett?
Mr. Lovett. That is what depresses me.
Senator Jackson. Senator Bush.
Senator Bush. Mr. Chairman, I will raise a question.
I do not know whether Mr. Lovett is prepared to deal with it this
morning, but since your leaving the Government in 1953, in January,
you have been connected in an advisory capacity with our Central
Intelligence Agency from time to time.
I do not know whether Mr. Lovett is presently in that capacity or
not. But this organization has taken on very greatly increased
importance to us, and in view of your own testimony, certainly I am
sure you would agree with that statement. It is a very sensitive
area for discussion.
I think we might be missing an opportunity if we did not ask you
if you would care to comment this morning on any aspects of the
Central Intelligence Agency and its work, the quality of its work,
dependability, coverage, whatever you would care to say about it.
I would not press any question upon him because of the sensitive
nature of it.
Senator Jackson. Senator Bush, under the rules adopted by the
committee, this is something we would discuss in executive session
for two reasons: (1) it is sensitive; and (2) the agreement worked out
by the chairman with the President has certain guidelines that relate
to the National Security Council. Inasmuch as CIA does tie in with
the National Security Council and inasmuch as Mr. Lovett is a former
member of the National Security Council, I think we would defer the
matter to executive session.
If Mr. Lovett wants to make a general comment on whether the
agency is doing a fine job or not, I think that is entirely in order.
Senator Bush. Mr. Chairman, in view of your statement, I wish to
withdraw the question. I think it is entirely proper that it should
be heard in executive session. I withdraw the question.
Senator Jackson. It would be proper if Mr. Lovett would like to
make a general comment on whether he feels the agency is doing a
good job or not.
Mr. Lovett. Senator Bush, I can answer that in general terms, I
think, without departing from the strict guidelines.
I have observed the operation through the President's Board of
Consultants on Foreign Intelligence Activities now for, I think it is,

3 years, and in my opinion its improvement over the time when I

formerly knew it more intimately has been remarkable. I would con
sider it today a very reliable, high-grade arm of Government.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Lovett, would you say that the caliber of
men in the organization is quite good?
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Mr. Lovett. The caliber that I come in contact with is better than
good, sir. They are exceptionally high grade, intelligent, and devoted
men, and I think they are determined to improve all the time, which
is a desirable trait.
Senator Jackson. The Chair would like to state that he has been
observing briefings from the CIA for 11 years. In my judgment, at
least, they are doing a fine job. I think their presentations have
been intellectually honest. They have been courageous. I think
they have really done an outstanding job under, at times, very difficult
circumstances.
Senator Mansfield. If the chairman will yield there, I would like
to say as one who has endeavored for years to establish a joint com
mittee to oversee CIA, that I thoroughly agree with what you have
to say; that I have a high regard for its head, its activities, its per
sonnel, at least those that I know, and that in my attempts to set up
this joint committee it was not for the purpose of subjecting the CIA
to any kind of an inquiry or investigation, but, as a matter of fact, to
safeguard it and to furnish it an outlet in the Congress similar to the
outlet that the Joint Atomic Energy Committee has.
Senator Jackson. I quite agree with the Senator.
Mr. Lovett, there are one or two other questions before we go into
executive session.
I wonder if you think it might be. desirable to bring the Secretaries
of State and Defense into the budget process before the initial, overall
ceiling is established. What do you think of that?
Mr. Lovett. I think that is terriby important, Mr. Chairman.
Actually, the determination of size, it seems to me, is empty unless it
takes into account the basic needs of the country, and the basic needs
of the country obviously have at their head the ability to survive in a
national security sense and in other aspects related to it.
So I would say emphatically that they ought to be cut in on the
discussion before the budget figure is determined.
Senator Jackson. In this same area of the budget, what improve
ments do you think we could make in the budgetary process insofar
as it affects national security? Do you have any additional thoughts
on this point of the role of the Bureau of the Budget, how we can
improve the whole budgetary process to prevent interdictions by
the Department in areas where there is some question as to their
competency to pass judgment?
Mr. Lovett. Mr. Chairman, I think there are two fields that
I feel reasonably confident in expressing an opinion about. The
first of those is that I think that the 1-year budget system is in
adequate in many cases and in a sense is detrimental to both the
congressional and executive branches in their attempt to make a policy
effective.
I think that in any experimental development program involving
research and the awkward period during translation of research into
an actual item, funding it for 1 year is unrealistic. I think we need
to have something longer in order not to have to reset sights and suffer
the vacillation which ensues.
One of the most painful things that an executive goes through in the
Government departments is the change of program while you are
right in the middle of it. You lose momentum and you delay the
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output . So I would say we need some form of budgeting for certainly
half of the period of gestation of any new weapon, which used to be
in the order of 5, 6, or 7 years—about 5 years to take the low side.
That would mean, say, 2 to 3 years of funding for some approved
experimental research and development purpose. That would be the
first area.
Another thing that seems to have become something of a habit
which started in my time—and I observe that it has gone on since—
is the so-called stretchout. I am afraid that the Bureau of the
Budget has forgotten what a stretchout really can do and cannot do.
If you have sound economic or social reasons for delaying the
delivery of certain end products now currently in production, de
veloped and in the line, then I think it is acceptable after appropriate
investigation. But when you stretch out, or attempt to stretch out
an experimental and research project, particularly when it is an
attempt to transfer basic research into some experimental item, the
moment you attempt to stretch that out all you are doing is absolutely
guaranteeing that you are going to get an obsolete or at best obsoles
cent item. That is the point at which you should try to compress
time, not expand it.
Senator Jackson. Then if you want to limit production of that
item afterwards, that is something else again.
Mr. Lovett. That is a different matter.
Senator Jackson. But living as we are in an age when security
depends a great deal on scientific achievement, time becomes of the
essence in trying to develop a weapons system that can provide rea
sonable national security.
Mr. Lovett. That is correct, sir.
Senator Jackson. The Russians certainly, from all we read about
them and from what we have learned by experience, have done some
remarkable things in reducing lead time in production, and in achiev
ing new weapons systems in a very limited period of time, have they
not?
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir; they have.
Senator Jackson. Are there any further questions?
Mr. Lovett, we wish to express our deep appreciation for your fine
presentation. In connection with the need for getting good people
in Government and staying in Government, Mr. Lovett, you have
set an example for other people to follow, having devoted 20 years,
almost continuously, to public service either in an active or advisory
capacity, in addition to your service in World War I.
You are the example that we can point to for other people to follow.
Some way, somehow, you found a way to do this.
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir. I was lucky, though.
Senator Jackson. You did not do it all by luck. You had to extend
yourself and go out of your way in order to serve your country, both
in peace and in war. I think you are to be commended highly.
The Chair would like to state that tomorrow the witnesses will be
Mr. Robert C. Sprague, chairman of the board and treasurer of the
Sprague Electric Co. ; also chairman and agent of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston. He served as codirector and then director of the
Gaither Committee, appointed by the President to survey national
security problems in 1957.
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The other witness tomorrow will be Dr. James Phinney Baxter,
president of Williams College. He won the Pulitzer Prize in history
for "Scientists Against Time" in 1946, and served as a member of
the Gaither Committee.
Those will be the two witnesses tomorrow in public session at 10
o'clock.
We will go into executive session for a very brief period.
(Whereupon, at 12 noon the subcommittee proceeded in executive
session, to reconvene in public session at 10 a.m., Wednesday, Febru
ary 24, 1960.)
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1980

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery of the

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.O.

executive session

The subcommittee met in executive session at 12:05 p.m. in room
3302, Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senator Jackson.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, and Howard E. Haugerud, professional
staff members ; and Edmund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Also present: Charles A. Haskins, senior staff member, National
Security Council; and Robert Berry, representing Senator Karl E.
Mundt.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will be in order.
Now, Mr. Lovett, we turn to your comments regarding the National
Security Council, and this testimony, of course, is being taken in
executive session, in accordance with the guidelines which I believe I
made available to you some time ago and discussed with you.
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir; you did.
vSenator Jackson. You may proceed and make any comments you
care to make in accordance with those guidelines.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. LOVETT, PARTNER, BROWN BROTHERS,
HARRIMAN & CO., CHAIRMAN, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, UNION
PACIFIC RAILROAD CO.

Mr. Lovett. Thank you, sir.
I mentioned in the prepared statement for the open hearing the
matter of split papers and differences of opinion. I would like to pick
that up and restrict myself very largely to that area in the National
Security Council.
The size, the organization, and perhaps even the purposes of the
National Security Council have so changed and increased that I do
not feel competent to answer the "questions in dispute" posed by the
interim report.
Since the National Security Council was designed for the use of the
President and was meant to be a help in determining an integrated
national security policy, its organization clearly should conform to his
wishes and meet his particular work habits.
In earlier testimony, however, I referred during discussions of
problems in the Department of Defense to the matter of so-called

41
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"split papers" and, with your permission, I should like to complete
that point in executive session.
Since perfectly legitimate and, occasionally, valuable differences of
opinion develop in Joint Chiefs of Staff papers, so also do different
points of view or emphasis cause disagreement between, say, State
and Defense on some proposed plan of action or policy.
In the early days of the National Security Council, as procedures
were being worked out by the cut-and-try method, a basic purpose
of the agency was to provide a kind of "Court of Domestic and Foreign
Relations" before which, with the President presiding, both Depart
ments could present their views, debate the points, be subjected to
cross-examination, and so on.
The purpose was to insure that the President was in possession
of all the available facts, that he got firsthand a chance to evaluate
an alternative course of action disclosed by the dissenting views,
and that all implications in either course of action were explored
before he was asked to take the heavy responsibility of the final
decision.
The President has, I think, a better chance of getting these factors
with a minimum of fuzzy compromise if he gets them fresh from the
vigorous staffs of the departments charged directly with both plan
ning and operations in these special areas of concern.
The relatively small number of officials attending the first meetings
made it easier to handle such matters. Furthermore, both Depart
ment heads were directed to bring before the National Security
Council only matters of some special importance, all others being
handled in the two appointments reserved weekly for the Secretaries
of State and Defense or in the Cabinet meetings.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Lovett, do you think the Security Council
can operate effectively as it was designed originally if you have a
large number of participants?
Mr. Lovett. I would have very grave doubts about its ability
to operate in a mass atmosphere. I think it would inhibit frank
discussion. I think it would be an embarrassment as regards the
vigor with which a man might want to defend his position. I think
it would limit the quality of the debate which the President ought
to hear.

Quite apart from those considerations, which would be adequate
in my mind, the more people you get into one of those things, the
more chances of loose talk. I would not go so far as to say that it
would create a leak, but certainly it does not promote security.
Senator Jackson. And it is questionable whether it is really nec
essary.
Mr. Lovett. I doubt very much whether it is necessary.
Senator Jackson. You were in on the early days of the NSC.
You were, as a matter of fact, in the Government when it was set
up in 1947, and I believe participated in various capacities in the
formulation of the National Security Act.
Is that not correct?
Mr. Lovett. Yes; in the discussions which preceded it.
Senator Jackson. Essentially, the National Security Council, and
the National Security Act setting it up, represented a codification
of our wartime experience, did it not?
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Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir; it did, and particularly it was an attempt
to translate into our form of operation some of the benefits we saw
from the British system.
Senator Jackson. With that background, then, was it your under
standing that the NSC should be rather limited in size in order to
be effective?
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir; it was. Secretary Forrestal was one of the
leading spirits in attempting to do two things: (1) to get this form
of "court," in effect, over which the President would preside, so that
you could get a decision in the light of all the facts; and (2) a hope
which was implicit in the act as it came out of Congress, but quite
explicit in the original recommendations, was that it would promote
staff continuity.
This group was, regardless of changes in the administration, to have
fundamentally in it a hard core of trained, continuous public servants
who might assist in the presentation of the points of view of their
particular departments.
Senator Jackson. Now to turn to this question of the jurisdiction
of the NSC: Do you think it should confine itself to a few important
issues as opposed to having a lot of issues brought in?
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir; I do. I think the fewer the better. The
National Security Council process, as originally envisaged —perhaps
"dreamed of" is more accurate—contemplated the devotion of
whatever number of hours were necessary in order to exhaust a subject
and not just exhaust the listeners.
It was, I think, fairly productive in the early days. I recall with
some sense of discomfort, because I usually was not as persuasive as
I would like to have been, the debates in which I engaged with the
Secretary of State at that time. They were hearty and covered the
subject rather fully.
Once the decision was made, Mr. Chairman, and I think this is an
important point, the subject was dropped. That was that. You
had your orders. You went out and did your job.
I think the only field in which the NSC permanent staff was, after
the decision, called upon to act was really an extension of the White
House function of following up. I believe that that particular
function, if you will call it an audit of performance, is a very necessary
and admirable thing in Government, and, of course, it is one, as you
know far better than I, of the principal contributions which an astute
congressional committee can make to the executive branch.
Senator Jackson. And the OCB apparently is the instrumentality
at the present time that is supposed to implement the orders worked
out in the NSC.
Mr. Lovett. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Do you think the National Security Council
should be closely tied to the budgetary process? In other words,
shouldn't the NSC have some vital role or part in the determination
of the budget as it pertains to matters within its jurisdiction?
Mr. Lovett. As presently organized, Mr. Chairman, it seems to
me to be a rather amorphous thing. It is a little bit too large to take
the precise line which is needed in dealing with the budget. But
insofar as it is a meeting place for the Department of State and the
Department of Defense, it might offer an excellent vehicle, at least
to get their points of view.
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Once you get the other agencies of Government involved in it
, I

think it reduces the impact of both State and Defense on the expression
of national needs.
Senator Jackson. I take it from your statement that, based on
your own experience, you believe in debate before the President in
the NSC so that the President will have the opportunity to make a
decision based on sharp, clear, and understandable alternatives.
Mr. Lovett. I think it is a real disservice to the President not to
debate matters of some importance before him, because it denies him
in those circumstances, the possibility of seeing an alternative or an
obstacle. It forces him to look down the full length of the hard road
and not simply the first few steps of it.
Senator Jackson. In other words, the President has the constitu
tional responsibility as Commander in Chief and as head of the
Government to make decisions in the area of national security. You
do not necessarily lighten the load of the President by bringing to
him agreed-upon papers where no decision is involved, other than to
say "We will go ahead with this."
Don't you think there is confusion on the point that there is a

tendency to help the President, to lighten his load, by trying to do
his constitutional work for him?
Mr. Lovett. I do.
Senator Jackson. Isn't this a danger?
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir. I think the President in his own protection
must insist on being informed and not merely protected by his aides.

I think that is abundantly apparent in the desire of all of the younger
assistants, myself once included in that area, to try to keep the
bothersome problems away from your senior's desk.

I think that is very unfair to him in many cases, and it is something
that General Marshall simply woidd not tolerate. I think that is
the only occasion that I recall in which he regularly got very vehement
about things.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Lovett, this is Mr. Pendleton, minority
counsel, who has some questions.
Mr. Pendleton. I have two questions.
On the meeting of the National Security Council, do you believe

it would be more advisable for the President to be present at those
meetings and hear the debate or to receive, afterwards, the recom
mendations and findings of the National Security Council?
Mr. Lovett. I think he ought to be there, because so much of the
feeling of the intensity of the support comes through when you sit
and listen to it yourself. It is a little bit like your own profession
where it is much better to have the judge sitting up there and hearing
the arguments with a chance to question than it is to have the cold,
printed brief put before him and then ask him to make up his mind.
Senator Jackson. It is the ancient advantage of cross-examination
to elicit the truth and to get facts out that might not otherwise
appear in a unilateral presentation.
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir.
Mr. Pendleton. Second, Mr. Lovett, do you feel it would be
helpful in this budget process, tying in the relationship of National
Security policymaking, to have the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget a statutory member of NSC?
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I believe at present he attends the meetings, but is not a statutory
member.
Mr. Lovett. No, sir; I do not think he should be a statutory
member. My conception of the budget process is colored perhaps
by my civilian, nongovernmental background.
It seems to be that the budget is a procedure. The budget is a
device. It is one of the tools that the Executive uses to maintain
control, through controlling the purse strings. The second aspect of
it is that it is a procedure to require forward planning, so that you
think ahead and do not spend all of your money in the first 6 months
and have none for the payroll in the last 6 months. So I think the
financial officer normally should be a consultant and a participant,
but not a decisionmaker.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Mr. Lovett, again. As I expressed
our appreciation in the open meeting, I reiterate our appreciation for
the time you have taken out from your busy business life to assist
this committee.
We will call on you again for some more work, because I am sure
that this is the kind of an undertaking that will take some time to
accomplish.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Lovett. I am very much obliged to you, sir.
Senator Jackson. This transcript will be treated as confidential
at this tune. It will not bo released until such time as an under
standing has been worked out with the executive branch in accordance
with the guidelines.
The subcommittee will stand in recess until tomorrow at 10 a.m.
(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
in open session at 10 a.m., Wednesday, February 24, 1960.)
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1980

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery of the

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m. in room 3302,
Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Jackson, Mundt, Muskie, and Javits.
Also present: Senators Robertson, and Stennis.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, Howard E. Haugerud, professional staff
members; and Edmund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
First, the Chair would like to express its appreciation for the pres
ence here this morning of Senator Stennis, a member of the Armed
Services Committee and the Appropriations Committee, who is deeply
interested and concerned about this whole problem of national
security.
We are very grateful for your presence.
Senator Stennis. It is my privilege.
Senator Jackson. This is the second public meeting of the Sub
committee on National Policy Machinery of the Senate Government
Operations Committee.
The Senate of the United States has unanimously requested our
subcommittee to provide nonpartisan and objective answers to two
questions of great importance to the future of our country.
First, is our Government now properly organized to meet success
fully the Soviet-Sino threat and the overall challenge of the cold war?
Second, to the extent this is not so, what corrective steps should be
taken?
Our subcommittee has been studying this twin problem since the
end of the last session of the Congress. This week, through the
medium of public hearings, we are seeking the counsel and guidance
of distinguished Americans who are "organizational wise men."
We are asking our eminent witnesses to discuss the total challenge
confronting our country today and in the years ahead as it relates to
organizing for national security in freedom. These are stage-setting
hearings, intended to furnish background and perspective for subse
quent hearings directed toward tangible improvements in specific
problem areas of the policy process.
The two witnesses to appear today have remarkable backgrounds

■of experience in the field of national security.
47
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Our first witness, Mr. Robert C. Sprague, is now chairman of the
board and treasurer of the Sprague Electric Co. He has served as a
consultant on continental defense both to the Senate Armed Services
Committee and to the National Security Council.
He also served as consultant to the Killian Committee in 1954 and
1955. He served also as codirector of the Gaither Committee, which
was appointed by the President to survey national security problems
in 1957. When Dr. Gaither left, he was sworn in as Director of the
Committee.
Our second witness, Dr. James Phinney Baxter III, is president of
Williams College. Like Mr. Sprague, he also served as a member of
the Gaither Committee. He held Government posts of high responsi
bility during the Second World War. In 1947 he was awarded the
Pulitzer Prize in history for his book, "Scientists Against Time," the
story of our country's scientific effort in World War II.
As the members know, we have agreed with the President that
testimony—

by present or former Government officials who have served on the National
Security Council or its subordinate bodies regarding the National Security Council
and its subordinate machinery will be taken first in executive session.

We have notified our witnesses accordingly.
In view of the fact that both of today's witnesses served on the
Gaither Committee, I should also like to remind the members that
President Eisenhower, in a letter to Senator Johnson of January 22,
1958, invoked the claim of "executive privilege" in withholding the
Gaither report from the Congress.
This fact, of course, does not prevent our witnesses from giving
testimony concerning their personal views about national security
problems and issues.
Our first witness this morning will be Mr. Robert C. Sprague.
Please come forward.
Before you proceed, I want to welcome Senator Robertson who is
with us today. He is a member of the Appropriations Committee
and, like Senator Stennis, he serves on the Subcommittee on Defense
Appropriations.
We are glad to have you, Senator Robertson.
Senator Robertson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The junior Senator from Virginia is veiy much concerned over
whether or not we are taking adequate steps for a proper defense and
protection of our security.
Senator Jackson. Thank you.
Mr. Sprague, I believe you have a prepared statement. You may
proceed in your own way.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. SPRAGUE, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
AND TREASURER, SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO.; CHAIRMAN AND
AGENT, THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF BOSTON

Mr. Sprague. Mr. Chairman, I welcome this opportunity to talk
to your committee. The subject you have asked me to cover is one
to which I have given a great deal of prayerful thought during the
past 7 years and concerns matters about which I feel very strongly.
Advancing military technology is rapidly precipitating us into an
unstable security position. The problems we now face and will
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increasingly face in the years ahead make it most important that some
significant changes be made in our organization for security.
In my prepared statement I wish to emphasize six major points:
First, the Nation faces a clear and imminent threat to its survival,
but we have not yet fully awakened to this very unpleasant fact.
Second, the Nation can and should do much more to put its back
into the job of meeting the threat. We certainly have the resources
to do those things required for our survival, provided we allocate them
wisely.
Third, key officials concerned with our national security frequently
do not have all the facts they need to make many important decisions,
or they have the wrong facts.
Fourth, I believe our key officials, particularly the Secretary of
Defense, need better staff assistance for securing objective military
advice.
Fifth, the Congress should, by appropriate legislation, give the
President and the Secretary of Defense more flexibility in assigning
roles and missions to the three services and to the Marines.
Sixth, the Congress could and should play a more active role in
stiffening our response to the Communist challenge.
On the first and second points:
I do not wish to speak at length about the challenge we face. This
is a subject on which others have expressed themselves with great
authority before this subcommittee.
It is said, with some justice, that generals prepare for the last war,
especially if they happened to be on the winning side. Civilians may
make the same mistake.
I suggest that Mr. Khrushchev does not make the same distinctions
between peace and war that we do. The Communist views life as a
struggle to be waged all the time until final victory has been achieved.
He chooses his weapons in light of his opportunities. If it is advan
tageous, he will use military force. But if a means short of military
force seems more advantageous, he will use that means.
One of our basic problems today stems from the failure of most
Americans to realize that we have actually been at war with the
Communists, in their sense of the word, since 1946. We find it com
fortable to think that peace is the norm, that situations like Korea and
Berlin are variations from the norm. The truth is that since 1946 war
has been the norm. We are very slow to appreciate that very dis
tasteful fact. And that is why, although we have done much, we
have not done a great deal that urgently needs to be done.
World War III, in the sense of a thermonuclear holocaust, may
never come. Indeed, to be prepared for it is the best means to avoid
it. But if the test of war is not whether there is shooting, but whether
someone is trying to defeat us, we are fighting World War III right
now, and we could lose it without a shot being fired on either side.
I think that Mr. Khrushchev has a very simple view of history.
It can be put into three words: Power is supreme. He plans to win
by being more powerful—militarily, economically, psychologically.
This ambition is supported by—

(1) A high degree of centralized control and great power over
the Soviet people achieved by the small, ruling group in Russia,
probably the greatest such control over a vast population in
history.
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(2) The obvious ruthlessness with which the Russian hierarchy
is willing to act to carry out its plans and programs; for example,
Hungary.
On both these points, the subcommittee's study of "National
Policy Machinery in the Soviet Union" also provides ample docu
mentation.

(3) The rapid industralization of Russia and the success of her
controlled economy.
(4) The high percentage of her total economy being directed
into military effort.
Our figures indicate that Russia's gross national product has been
growing at a rate of 6.5 percent a year—twice our rate. Her massive
military machine has been built with a GNP less than half that of the
United States. Russia could do this only because she was willing
to put some 25 percent of her GNP into the military sector, as against
some 9 percent of our GNP going for the same purpose.
We seem to have accepted a policy limitation that we are not going
to put more than about $40 billion a year into our military effort.
In 1957, when the Soviet GNP was $20 billion less than it is now,
their effort approximately equaled ours. This is their military effort.
There is no solid basis to argue that the Soviet economy will not
continue to grow at its present rate. We cannot assume that they
will not continue to plow at least 25 percent of their GNP into military
effort as they have been doing for the past 8 to 9 years. And they
will still have enough left to meet minimum domestic needs and wage
economic warfare abroad.
If, for the 10 years ending in 1967, using 1957 as a base, Russia
continues to increase her military position by 6.5 percent per year,
while ours remains fixed at $40 billion per year, then we will obviously
fall far behind in relative military strength.
It takes two to make peace, but only one to make a fight . We did
not and do not want this contest with the Soviet Union. But Soviet
policies leave us no alternative. We must either outperform them in
the cold war, which includes as an essential element adequate military
preparedness, or pay the price.
The price is defeat, perhaps in war if the military balance swings
too far against us, perhaps without war. I do not think Mr. Khru
shchev wants war if he can avoid it. No sane man would. Rather,
he wants to establish a dominant power position so that he can have
peace—on his terms.
Now let us examine our response to the Soviet challenge. We are
using less than 10 percent of our gross national product for all national
security purposes, and the percentage is declining. Per capita
disposable income—the amount we have left after paying taxes—is
at an alltime high of nearly $1 ,900. It probably is $1 ,900 this quarter.
It has risen about $325 per person—measured in 1958 prices—during
the last decade.
If we were to devote only one-tenth of this increase to national
security purposes, it would permit an increase of over $5 billion per
year in our programs for national security.
We can see that the idea that an increase in spending for survival
will bankrupt us is
,

to put a plain word on it
,

silly. The question is

whether we are willing to use a small fraction of our increased wealth
for the defense of our way of life.
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All of us know how the total budget has always been prepared —
except in shooting wars. First, a budget ceding is determined. This
rests upon a judgment about national income, taxes, and Federal debt,
and the most recent levels of Government expenditures.
Once the total budget ceiling is set, the more or less fixed costs of
domestic programs are subtracted. What is left is available for
national security. Only in time of shooting war do we begin by
asking, "What do we need?" The rest of the time we tailor the
defense program to fit the budget. The ceiling is usually an arbitrary
judgment figure.
The point I am trying to make is that whatever this country really
needs to do, this country can do. This may involve implementing
an effective nationwide fallout shelter program to save 40 million to
60 million to 80 million Americans if we are attacked, or "hardening"
and protecting SAC bases and planes so they will not be destroyed
or rendered unusable by relatively low overpressures and fallout from
near misses of nuclear weapons.
It may mean maintaining an airborne alert of B-52 bombers to
insure SAC's ability to retaliate massively, or acquiring greater
limited-war capabilities than we now have, or some appropriate
combination or extension of such measures.
It is just utter nonsense to believe that we cannot do the things
that we need to do to survive, to win this contest. We cannot be
sloppy about it or careless about it; we cannot do the same thing
several times over, but we certainly can do all the things that need
to be done to assure our survival and to assure winning.
One point recently developed by competent economists has been
a surprise to my business friends, and has to do with our national
debt. I have been a conservative Republican, and also responsible
in a small way as chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
for maintaining a stable economy, but it is an interesting fact, not
always understood, that we operate in this country not only an equity
economy, but also a debt economy.
There has been, since 1900, a reasonably constant ratio between
total debt, including Federal, State, local, and private debt, and the
gross national product. This ratio has averaged 1.98 during the
period, and is estimated to be 1.85 for 1959.
It is interesting to consider the elements of this debt structure.
Every time the Federal Government has decided that it was a good
thing to reduce national debt, the other segments of debt had to
accelerate and expand more rapidly as the economy expanded, so
that the Federal debt alone is not sacrosanct. There is no indication
that the economy would materially suffer if it had to be increased
further. I am not recommending that it be increased, but simply
Eointing

out that a necessary increase should not be considered a
lock.
Of course, no taxpaying citizen enjoys spending money for defense.
But we are not competing with the Russians to have fun. This is
not a game to be played over again some other day. We can only
pla3r once, and that once is "for keeps."
As to the third point : Perhaps the most serious weakness of our
system is that key officials often do not have available all the facts
necessary for basic policy decisions. I have found in my personal
experience that important and influential men, close to the President,
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did not have vital information. Barriers to communication within
the Government are high and complicated.
Because the men at the top are busy, the practice called "briefing"
is increasingly used to impart to them important information. Ex
cessively and unwisely used, the "briefing" practice can be a serious
threat to the Nation's security. Even the best briefing is no
substitute for homework. The man who does not have time to do
his own reading of really basic studies and policy papers and reflect
on them has not assigned proper priorities to the demands on his time.
Furthermore, a man who does want to do his own reading of im
portant basic material often has trouble getting access to the necessary
classified documents. Few, if any, persons except the President have
access to all classified material.
Many times, in my opinion, the "need-to-know" rule is given an
excessively narrow interpretation. Those who should know are not
informed. The result is that advice to top officials is all too often
drawn up in the half-light of inadequate, inaccurate, or incomplete
information. Important facts may not be passed on to them because
their relevance to an important decision is not evident without other
pieces of the puzzle.
The time has long since passed when information could be neatly
cataloged and pigeonholed. Literally everything affects our survival.
We must search for ways to bring all information relevant to our
problem of survival to the attention of those who make decisions.
For a President or key officials to be uninformed or misinformed is
usually far more dangerous than the risk of a possible security leak.
Now to the fifth point: When it enacted the National Security
Act in 1947, with the 1949 amendments, the Congress, among other
things, explicitly defined the roles and missions of the three services
and the Marines. The President and the Secretary of Defense urgently
need, many believe, much more flexibility than permitted by the Act
to modify and adapt the roles and missions of the services to the
changing technology of weapons and weapon systems, and resulting
changes in military strategy and tactics. This might also be accom
plished by giving the Secretary of Defense greater financial flexibility
between the services.
I would like to comment briefly on the serious problem of competi
tion between the services for money, programs, and prestige.
I believe in reasonable competition between the services, but the
Secretary of Defense urgently needs a "command post" type staff, of
our most capable and best trained officers, freed from particular
service allegiance.
One way to implement this suggestion might be to pick graduates
of the National War College, who would be selected annually and
equally from each of the three services, and permanently transfer
them to a top level planning staff after they have served a year with
each of the other two services.
Members of this staff would serve only the Secretary of Defense
without further identification as to service, with a common uniform,
and a continuing promotion solely at the discretion of the Secretary
of Defense. These men could also be later available for assignment
to high posts in unified commands.
Finally, if you will permit me to say so, the Congress is not playing
the role it could and, I think, should play.
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The record of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy illustrates
on the whole what a fully informed and well staffed congressional
committee can contribute. On more than one occasion it has stimu
lated the executive branch to act on matters that seemed to have
been neglected.
The President has, and must obviously retain, the key role in making
and executing foreign and defense policies. But he might be greatly
assisted if a Joint National Security Committee of the Congress,
equally representative of both parties, were monitoring information

Special committees of the Congress have repeatedly demonstrated
their ability to safeguard sensitive material and to handle it respon
sibly. Congress now receives, in one way or another and in bits and
pieces, highly classified information on questions of defense and foreign
policy, and not infrequently makes responsible use of such knowledge
to bring matters to the attention of the President and his principal
advisers.
In a time when the sheer volume of information is so large that no
one can possibly digest all of it

,

the monitoring of information by an
independent group, such as a responsible bipartisan committee of the
Congress, would help to insure that significant items of information
were brought promptly to the President's attention.

A unanimous or nearly unanimous recommendation of this com
mittee would probably also have great weight with other Members
of Congress and with the public.
As things now stand, the Congress must pass on legislation relating
to most aspects of foreign and defense policies —certainly on all that
involve appropriations—but it must do so with inadequate informa
tion about the relation between national strategy and force require
ments, about the roles and missions of the Armed Forces, about the
links between foreign policy and the political, economic, and the
other means available for pursuing our goals.
The reason that the Congress might play a usefid role of this sort

is precisely that it is independent of the President and the executive
branch of our Government. The Congressman stands in an entirely
different relation to the President from that of the Secretary of State
or the Secretary of Defense.
It is time to take advantage of this fact by giving a carefull}T selected
and well staffed congressional committee an opportunity to read,
study, and reflect upon problems of national security on the basis
of a full exposure to a large body of information now available only
to the executive branch.
Because of its constitutional role in legislation, the Congress must
have a right to this information. More important, however, the
Nation might greatly benefit from such an independent check on
what we are doing and why— a check less in the sense of a restraint
than in the sense of a stimulus to act when action is called for in the
interest of national survival.
That completes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Sprague, I want to compliment you on a

very fine, objective statement. I want to say what I said yesterday
to Mr. L<>vett, and that is that I, for one, have a great appreciation
and respect for people in the business community, such as yourself,
Mr. Lovett, and others, who take time out from their business life to
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devote time without hesitation to problems affecting the survival of
our country.
You stand in what I think is coming to be and I hope will be a great,
new tradition in this country, somewhat after the British tradition.
Everyone in England during its long period of world responsibility
felt from the time they entered school, and all their lives, a responsi
bility for public service. This was a responsibility that applied to all
citizens in the country.
I feel that we are in the same situation now where they were 100
years ago. I think that men like yourself and others deserve the
highest commendation for what you have done and what you are
doing.
I have just a few questions, and then I will tiirn this over to my
colleagues.
I gather from your statement that in general your attitude is that
if our country has to make a greater effort, we can afford to do it in
order to survive.
Mr. Sprague. Yes, Senator. I certainly was trying to make that
point.
Senator Jackson. I take it that you feel that the Russians are
keenly aware of our shortcomings; that we have in the past demon
strated great ability to organize and to win hot wars, but we are very
human in succumbing to prosperity and material things of life, and
that it is in this area, indeed, that we may be most vulnerable.
Mr. Sprague. I had the good fortune of reading Dr. Baxter's
prepared statement just before I was called on to testify, and he men
tions as a noted historian that democracies have never done very well
prior to a hot war. This is the point that you just made.
The acute problem today is that in the past we have always had
time to rearm. We have had two protective oceans, the Pacific and
the Atlantic; we have had the British to help us protect these oceans,
in addition to our own fleets. But manned bombers and supersonic
bombers and missiles have obliterated this opportunity.
Senator Jackson. We have had two great allies, have we not, in
the past, time in which to mobilize and space and distance to protect
us?
Mr. Sprague. That is right.
Senator Jackson. We have lost those allies forever, apparently,
under the impact of modern science and technology. Isn't that about
the gist of it?
Mr. Sprague. Yes, Senator.
Senator Jackson. Do you think, Mr. Sprague, that the threat we
now face is likely to diminish or increase in the years ahead; that is

,

based on your judgment?
Mr. Sprague. I think it is going to increase dramatically in the
years ahead, and I view the situation, unless there is an unforeseen
change in attitudes in certain areas, that we will be in 10 years from
now, 15 years from now or 20 years from now, with horror.
Senator Jackson. I believe you are a graduate of MIT.
Mr. Sprague. I am really a graduate of the Naval Academy and
also of MIT.
Senator Jackson. Of both the Naval Academy and MIT?
Mr. Sprague. That is right.
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Senator Jackson. And you have devoted a great part of your life
to the study of national security, and you have also been actively
engaged in business. Your association with the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston has given you some insight, I know, into the practical
workings of our economy.
Based on that experience that you have had, a rich one, you have
no hesitancy in saying that this economy of ours has enormous
strength and capability to compete with the Soviets in most any
area of competition if we make up our mind to do it?
Mr. Sprague. This is certainly one advantage, a tremendous
advantage, that we have. We still have a very much bigger economy
than the Russians. Where we are only devoting 9 percent of our gross
national product in the military sector, the Russians, apparently,
have allocated about 25 percent. So we have a much greater flexi
bility in what we do in the years ahead than the Russians have.
Senator Jackson. I have other questions, but I will defer to
Senator Mundt.
Senator Mundt. Mr. Sprague, I enjoyed very much your presenta
tion. It was challenging. Certainlv you have made some very
interesting and impressive recommendations.
With regard to your first statement, that the Nation faces a clear
and imminent threat to its survival, but we have not yet fully awak
ened to this very unpleasant fact, I wonder if you have in mind any
awakening processes or techniques which perhaps should be employed?
Mr. Sprague. Senator, a citizen like myself, or a group of citizens,
can do very little about this. I think there is one man in the United
States that can do this effectively, and that is the President. I do
not think there is anybody else.
Senator Mundt. That does not always work. Take a case in point.
You have properly said we have a total effort on the part of the
U.S.S.R. We have a sort of fragmentary effort on the part of the
United States. The President, for example, has said many, many
times that if we are going to succeed in a cold war, we have to tighten
up our internal security as well as our external security; that it is not
enough to condemn communism abroad and to look at it askance and
arm to protect ourselves against it unless we cover our home base.
He has pointed out that in his opinion we need new passport
legislation that will protect us against having Communist spies get
passports to travel abroad to weaken our position. He said it over
and over again. The FBI has said it. But the public has not re
sponded sufficiently for Congress to get the enthusiasm to act. It
has been over a year ago and still we have not acted. We need some
further awakening process than that, apparently.
What do we do?
Mr. Sprague. This is what I am going to say and it is certainly a
personal opinion. I hesitate to say it, but I feel strongly about it, so

I am going to say it.

I believe, and this is a personal belief, that the danger is more
serious than the President has expressed himself to the American
public. I do not know whether he feels this or whether he does not.
But I do not believe that the concern that I personally feel has as
yet been expressed by the President to the American public. This is

a complicated matter.
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Senator Mundt. On the instant case that I brought to your atten
tion, it has been done by a message to Congress. It has been done
on radio and television. It has been done in press conferences.
What else should be done?
Mr. Sprague. I agree with all of that. I still do not think it has
been done in a way that would get across the concern that I personally
feel about it. The President very possibly has a different degree of
concern, based on information that he has, feelings4hat he has about
Russian intentions, and this is a very personal matter.
All I can say is that I do not seem to sense, in the statements that
you refer to, Senator Mundt, the same concern that I personally feel
about it.
Senator Mundt. Would it appeal to you that possibly men like
Sprague and men like Mundt could do a lot more to help awaken the
country and to say some things that whoever is President might
better not be saying because if by saying them we convey to our
allies and to neutral countries and to our enemies, the Communists,
that we are badly frightened or perhaps weak?
Is there a danger in there being a reverse reaction which is highly
detrimental to our security position?
Mr. Sprague. This is a serious problem. Speaking to one of the
points that you mentioned, I have personally talked to 30 or 40
individual groups. I do not think this is very effective. I have done
all that I can.
Senator Mundt. It helps, and I know it.
Mr. Sprague. Anybody who has been interested in listening to
Sprague's point of view on this, I felt it my obligation as a citizen
to respond, and I have. I have yet to turn down a request to do
this sort of thing. I say I have given in the past year some 30 or
40 such talks to groups varying from church groups to large business
groups, groups from 6 to groups of 400 or 500.
I think it is more important, personally, to face the facts, than to
be concerned that either the American public will collapse under the
unpleasant news or that this will give aid and comfort to the enemy.
In the first place, on an initial strike basis, we are stronger, relative
to the Russians, today than we have ever been or ever will be in the
future, I think. We can today move from that position of strength.
So if we have some things that need to be done and the American
people have to be told, this is the time to tell them.
Our situation today, assuming we are not subject to a surprise
attack, and it is very important here that in assessing our strength
that we think along two lines: What is our first-strike capability;
and what is our second-strike capability, the second-strike capability
being the capability we have after we have been attacked if we should
be attacked by surprise.
Our first-strike capability, as the President has said, is enormous.
It is awesome. I do not believe that our second-strike capability is
as awesome, but it is still impressive.
So if there are things to be done, I think now is the time to talk about
them and get started doing them. I would be myself in favor of telling
the American public what they need to be told, if there is something
that they should be told, and I believe there is, than to be concerned
that this would give the Communists some satisfaction or some ad
vantage.
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Senator Mundt. I was interested in your discussion of the budget
and the expenditures, and your very welcome news to me, at Jeast,
that our debt is lower now, really, than it was in 1900, percentagewise.
Mr. Sprague. I said lower in relation to the gross national product.
This is correct. You understand, Senator Mundt, I am talking about
total debt, which includes not only Federal debt, but State debt,
local debt, and private debt.
Senator Mundt. I was wondering if in advocating, as I believe you
do, increased expenditures for the whole military effort, you believe
that we should do that by perhaps running up a little bit that percent
age of debt to gross national product, or by calling upon the American
public to cease trying to defend ourselves against Russia militarily
with their spare change; and perhaps some kind of cold-war tax, as
we have excise taxes in war, might raise additional funds and might
also help convince a lot of Americans that this is a serious business in
which we are engaged and that they are participating in it willy-nilly
by special taxes, if in no other way.
Mr. Sprague. I support this. The only reason I did not not men
tion the possibility of having to pay a larger tax in my prepared state
ment is that I think this is so well understood that I did not think it
needed to be repeated.
Senator Mundt. It is a well understood fact that is certainly being
badly ignored by Congress and everybody else. I think there some
place a little education of the public by fine, financial experts like you
would be very helpful, Mr. Sprague.
Mr. Sprague. I would certainly support paying additional taxes,
if additional expenditures ■are required.
Senator Mundt. That is the way, at least, that the public would
recognize that this is serious business. We do that in war. We have
all kinds of gimmicks to raise additional money in wartime. I quite
agree with you that your definition is superb, that the definition in
war is whether we are going to be defeated or not, not how many
people get shot, but who comes out victorious.
I am very much impressed about your statement on a Joint National
Security Committee of the Congress. It relates itself to a discussion
we had yesterday morning with Mr. Lovett, provided this could be a
committee which could gather together the members of various com
mittees in Congress concerned with these problems and not become a
sixth or seventh committee before which the leaders of the defense
and leaders of foreign policy would have to appear day after day and
week after week.
The idea is to get someplace where they could really concentrate
this information, on your apt analogy of the Joint Atomic Energy
Committee, of which our distinguished chairman is a member. I do
not know whether this could be done or not, with pride in seniority,
pride in position, what the committee assignments will be and so forth
in a Senator's life, but it certainly merits very careful exploration,
whether there should be some gathering place in Congress for some
Members of the Congress, independent of the executive, and bipartisan
in nature, as you put it, who would have access to all of these facts
and would probably have as much information as the National
Security Council has at the other end, so that you bring into focus
different points of view.
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Have you suggested that around in your speeches that you have
been making? What reaction have you had to that ?
Mr. Sprague. No; I have not made this suggestion. In fact, when
Senator Jackson asked me to appear before this committee, I pointed
out that I was not an expert on Government organization, this has not
been my area of specialty in this unpleasant area during the past 7
years. I frankly began thinking in terms of organization. This is a
relatively new thought to me and the first time I have ever expressed
it is before this committee, Senator.
Senator Mundt. It is certainly challenging and constructive, and
deserves careful study. I am sure this committee will give thought
to it.
Mr. Sprague. I might enlarge on this point a little. My really
concentrated effort in this whole unpleasant area started in October
1953 when I was asked by Senator Saltonstall to make a st udy of our
continental defenses for the Preparedness Subcommittee of the
Senate Armed Services Committee. Senator Stennis was a member
of this committee at the time.
It came to me as a frightful shock, and this I have discussed with a
number of my friends over a period of years, to find out that the Senate
committee needed this type of mechanism in order to get access,
indirectly, to highly classified information.
This Senate subcommittee really needed two things: Somebody to
spend the time, consecutively, which I did for 6 months; and it also
needed somebody to have full access to complete security information.
I had not realized as a citizen up to this point, not having a reason to
look into it, that these classified documents were not being made
available to Senate or House committees.
This was a new fact of life. I said to myself something like this:
"Sprague, how could you operate the Sprague Electric Co. if you did
not have access to all the facts? Suppose you did not have access to
your basic books of accounts, your lists of customers, research programs
that were being undertaken, and you had to get these by bits and
pieces, briefings and whatnot?"
I do not think I could operate a company successfully, competitively,
on that basis. Here is the most important issue that we have in the
world facing us, and it was difficult for me to understand how Congress
performs its proper functions or the appropriate committees of Congress
do, without the information being made available to them.
I recognize the difficult problem of security, the problem of need-
to-know, and I do not know that my suggestion is the best answer.
But it seems to me that certainly there could be a small, compact
group of distinguished Members of the House and Senate with access
to classified information. I would prefer to see them not chosen by
seniority, but to be men who are known for their objectivity, their
interest in this area, their willingness to do their homework, who could
serve as a joint committee to receive this type of information and to
act responsibly on it.
Frankly, as I told Senator Jackson in a preliminary talk that I had
with him, I have been, to a slight extent, disenchanted with this idea,
when I read the recent report of the Joint Economic Committee,
when all the Democrats signed the majority report and all the
Republicans signed the minority report.
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This is a report that had to do with our economic growth. This is
one of the most important national problems. It is inconceivable to
me that just the difference in ideology which might determine whether
a man is a Democrat or a Republican could bring about this result
with an objective group exposed to the same information.
In my experience over the years, and I have worked with many
groups that included both Democrats and Republicans, it has been
surprising how unanimous has been the final judgment when they are
all exposed to the same facts.
So I say I became a little disenchanted when I read this report.
But I still believe that the problem of security and survival is one of
such outstanding importance that probably such a committee could
act responsibily without coming up with majority and minority
reports divided by party. Obviously if this results, such a committee
would be a waste of time.
Senator Mundt. Mr. Sprague, you hove set two wonderful goals
to which to devote our common efforts. If you can eliminate partisan
ship from political life and find a satisfactory substitute for seniority,
you will have made a real contribution, believe mo, to the congres
sional procedures. We have all been working on that some of the
time.
But I do agree that where Members of Congress have available the
same set of facts, it is not at all incorrect that reports are unanimous,
that we proceed without partisanship. However, I would not want
to let the record quite stand that Congress is perhaps flying blindly,
as your remarks might imply, in this whole business. It is unfor-
fortunately true that very few Members of Congress, if any, have
access to the whole body of facts.
We have a number of different individuals who have access to all
the facts in that area. An Appropriations Committee dealing with
defense gets a pretty good picture of that immediate problem. But
it might not be well advised on the problems in the State Department,
which are closely related to it.
I like your idea of trying to make it possible, through one committee,
to have a place to put all the facts, so that we do not have just a lot of
narrow experts knowing a great amount of information about a very
small subject.
I have one other question and then I will desist, although there are
quite a few others I would like to ask.
You say in your statement, properly, I think:
I think that Mr. Khrushchev has a very simple view of history. It can be put
into three words: "Power is supreme." He plans to win by being more powerful,
militarily, economically, psychologically.

You devote your suggestions pretty much to the military aspect as
far as the United States is concerned. I am sure that out of your
background and experience, and by what you say in general context,
that you recognize that this cold war may well be won or lost in the
other two fields, economic and psychological. That was recognized
by Lenin a long time ago when he tried to imply that all democracies
ultimately would bankrupt themselves. There is not much security
to be gained by a spending program which puts us into the red; which
destroys the value of our currency by trying to protect our citizenship.
Senator Jackson. May I interrupt at that point?
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Senator Mundt. Yes.
Senator Jackson. I am not an expert on this, but I do not think
Lenin ever made the statement, according to research in the Library
of Congress, that democracies would spend themselves into bank
ruptcy. That has been said time and again, but we can have it
researched.
Senator Mundt. I think we ought to have it researched.
Senator Jackson. I will ask the staff to do it. My understanding
is that while that statement has been made, it has never been found
in any collection of the Lenin works.
Senator Mundt. It could be one of those strange inheritances like
the one we have from Jefferson, who is alleged to have said that
government is best which governs least. Somebody said he never
said that, either.
Senator Jackson. I will ask the staff to find out.
Senator Mundt. Until we can disprove it on the basis of repetition,
I would say that I suspect Lenin said it. If he did not say it in so
many words, I suspect that he implied it; I suspect that Khrushchev
is trying to make it come true if he can.
Senator Jackson. I am not saying he did not imply it. I am merely
saying I do not believe lie said it. We will ask the Library of Con
gress to answer that question.
Senator Robeutson. If I may interrupt, I asked the Library of
Congress and they said he did not say it. But somebody did say it.
Senator Mundt. Was he a member of Mr. Lenin's staff?
Senator Jackson. It may well be that if we have this idea too much
that we may not come forth with the strength that we need to survive.
Senator Mundt. I think contrariwise; if we keep this idea in mind
as a possibility, we can set in motion the tax policies and fiscal policies
to produce a fully adequate defense while recognizing the fact that the
fires of inflation can destroy us in one branch of the house while we
are putting a new roof and new paint on the other branch of the house.
I think we have to keep it all in mind.
Senator Jackson. We all agree that we want a sound, stable
economy, and we would not want to destroy our strength in an effort
to be strong.
(The following memorandum was subsequently received from the
Library of Congress:)

The Library or- Congress,
Legislative Reference Service,

Washington, B.C., March 2, 1960.
To: Hon. Henry M. Jackson.
(Attention of Mr. Garside).
From: Foreign Affairs Division.
Subject: Statement by Lenin to the effect that the democracies would eventually
spend themselves into bankruptcy.
Since the attached memorandum was written in 1953 many more searches
have been made by the Library of Congress, but to no avail. We have not
been able to find any original source by Lenin for this statement. The quotation
nearest in meaning to that presumed to be made by Lenin which has been found
by us and can be attributed to a classical Communist writer was the following
statement, made by Friedrich Engles:
"Militarism dominates and devours Europe. But this militarism bears within
itself the germ of its own destruction. The competition of the separate States
with one another compels them, on the one hand, to expend more money every
year on army, navy, artillery, etc., therefore, to hasten more and more their
financial collapse and on the other hand, to make universal compulsory military
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service more and more severe and thus ultimately to familiarize the whole nation
with the use of weapons, therefore, to make it capable at a certain moment of
carrying out its will in opposition to the commanding military authority" (Engles,
Friedrich. Herr Eugen Duhring's. "Revolution in Science." Anti-Duhring.
Chicago, Charles II. Kerr & Co., 1935. p. 173).

Julian Landajl;

The Library op Conoress
i

LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE SERVICE

Washington, D.C. i

Statement by Lenin

What was the statement that Lenin made with regard to the possibility that
the United States might spend itself into bankruptcy or economic destruction?
Exhaustive searches have been made by the Library of Congress staff to track
down this statement, with no success. Letters have been written to people
who have used the auotation but the results were not fruitful. We have found
references to such a statement but are unable to provide a specific citation for it.
For example, J. M. Keynes, in "The Economic Conseouence of the Peace"
(New York, 1920), p. 235, writes, "Lenin is said to have declared that the best
way to destroy the capitalist system was to debauch the currency." And an
advertisement of the Timken Roller Bearing Co. in U.S. News & World Report
for October 10, 1952 (p. 19) shows a picture of Lenin in the background and
Stalin as his successor. In the foreground beneath is the caption, "We shall
force the LTnited States to spend itself to destruction." In citing the source
for this Quotation the advertisement reads, "The above statement, reliably
attributed to Ijenin, is reprinted here to remind us all of one of the basic, stated
objectives of the Communist Party."

Ruth M. Raup,
Government Division.

August 4, 1953.

Senator Mundt. I will just ask one other thing. I wanted to get
your recommendations in the field of the economic and psychological
aspects of this cold war.
You have given us a lot of suggestions in the military field, and I
know you recognize it is equally important that we enforce our efforts
in these other two areas, or reinforce them.
Mr. Sprague. I will respond first to the economic question, Senator.
Several groups of competent economists and businessmen have
studied this problem. I will mention two of them—the Committee
on Economic Development and the National Planning Association.
They have both studied the impact on the economy of higher levels
of spending for defense. If I remember the figures, and I have not
read these reports for some time, I think they studied levels of expendi
ture of $50 billion, $60 billion, $70 billion a year.
You understand that I am not recommending that we spend at
these levels, but these were studies as to what the tax situation might
be, the debt situation, the inflation situation.
The unanimous findings of these studies with which I am familiar,
and I do not know of any to the contrary, is that if we feel that it is
necessary, and only if we feel it is necessary, for our military and
national posture to spend additional funds in the military sector, this
can be carried by the economy without disastrous inflation or without
bankruptcy.
Senator Mundt. Or without additional taxes?
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Mr. Sprague. No; not without additional taxes. Additional taxes
would be involved. These studies have all been made assuming there
has been an appropriate taxing level, and also appropriate fiscal
methods. These are all interrelated.
What I am simply saying is that our economy is big enough, resilient
enough, and much more competent groups than I have studied this
and have come up with the point that our economy is able to support
this.
I am really not competent on the psychological front. This is an
area in which I have no expertise whatever. I just do not believe I
am competent to comment on this. I know this is a problem because
the problem is always not what you can do and what you intend to do
and what you will do, but it is also what the other man understands
you will do, and what you have, and how you will act under certain
situations.
Senator Mundt. And what he understands you have already done.
Mr. Sprague. That is correct. This is a very important area and,
as I say, I really do not think I am the person to answer that question,
because I am certainly not expert in this area.
Senator Mundt. Do you think we should plan in terms of a short
cold war or a long cold war?
Mr. Sprague. I think we should plan for a short cold war and
a long cold war.
I would like at this point, and I wanted to get it into the record
anyway, to submit, Mr. Chairman, two documents which I think
are very important, nonclassified reading for anybod)7 interested in
this important area.
The first document is entitled "The Nature and Feasibility of War
and Deterrence." Its author is Dr. Herman Kahn of the Physics
Division of the Rand Corporation of Santa Monica, Calif. This is an
unclassified document, dated January 20, 1960, and is identified as
P-1888-RC.
Senator Jackson. Without objection, it will be admitted as exhibit
No. 1. (See appendix, exhibit No. 1.)
Mr. Sprague. I might comment further that in my opinion, of all
the people I have discussed this disagreeable problem with during the
past 7 years, Dr. Herman Kahn, who is highly intelligent, very
energetic, and who has had access to classified material, who has been
immersed in this area for at least 1 1 years to my knowledge, and who
has had the time, objectively to give to it

,

has thought through this
disagreeable problem more objectively and in greater depth than
anybody I have personally come into contact with.
His discussions of this problem are much more extensive than this
document indicates. He gives an unclassified briefing that runs 2

days, followed by a classified briefing of 1 day. This is a lot of time
to take, but it is worth spending this amount of time with him.
What I would like to introduce as exhibit No. 2 is also an unclassi
fied document. The title is "The Report On a Study of Nonmilitarv
Defense," dated July 1

, 1958. It is identified as Report R-322-RC,
another report of the Rand Corporation. <

I might mention that I have no direct or indirect connection with
the Rand Corporation.
Senator Jackson. It should also be noted that the Rand Corp. is

a nonprofit corporation.
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Mr. Sprague. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. Without objection, that will be admitted as
exhibit No. 2. (See appendix, exhibit No. 2.)
I have two short questions and then I want to defer to our guests
of the committee.
Mr. Spkague. Can I interrupt just a second, Senator?
The reason I introduced the first document, Senator Mundt, is
that a lot Mr. Kahn has to say bears on your question of the psycho
logical approach. I commend it to your reading, if you have not

Senator Jackson. I just want to ask two short questions.
Senator Mundt referred to the question of communication, and
I agree that there is a problem about discussing these things in public.
But what sort of a communication came to the world, do you think,
in sputnik, and the ICBM, as far as our prestige and standing were
concerned?
Mr. Sprague. I do not think there is any argument. It was
extremely dramatic and produced a temporary intensity of effort, I
think, winch has to some extent been mitigated in recent months.
Senator Jackson. I have before me a Gallup poll of our allies and
friends in Europe, in which they come to the conclusion and say that
both in science and in military capability we will become a second-rate
power by 1970.
Don't you think this country's prestige as a world power has been
hurt by events?
Mr. Sprague. Well, I have seen a lot of comments about this, and
I suspect that sputnik was a very dramatic example or illustration of
Russian progress in this particular area. This gets into the psycho
logical point that Senator Mundt asked me to comment on. It is an
extraordinarily complicated matter.
We have today, on an initial-strike basis, again, the most dominant
position we have had, vis-a-vis Russia, I think, since the cold war
started. Also, the greatest differential in first-strike power that we
will have. But there are many other aspects to this problem.
Dr. Kahn points out in his book that he thinks we have to be much
more sophisticated in talking about deterrents. He refers to the
type of deterrents that we are attempting to build as type 1 deterrents.
This is deterrents against direct attack against the United States.
He then, I think very properly, speaks of class 2 deterrents. These
are deterrents against a serious provocation. For example, what
our reaction would be if Russia bombed out five capitals of our five
leading allies. The third type of deterrents are our deterrents to a
lesser provocation, like eliminating a neutral position of Berlin.
He points out that you need additional strengths for the type 2
and the type 3 deterrents which you do not necessarily need in the
type 1 deterrents.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Sprague, what I am getting at here is that
there is a distinction between what we can in fact do and what our
allies may think we can do. Isn't this true?
Mr. Sprague That is correct.
Senator Jackson. And this latter point is what we call prestige.
If our friends and allies think we are slipping, the fact that we have
now the ability to deter is still not a sufficient answer. We go to
summit conferences and diplomatic meetings with the feeling on the
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part of our allies that we may be slipping and this, in effect, affects
our overall deterrents, does it not, if it is a fact? I am not asking you
to say whether it is.
Mr. Sprague. It certainly does. I do not happen to know what
the real feeling in England and France and Italy is as to what our
action would be in the event they were attacked.
Senator Jackson. I do not say this poll is accurate.
- Without objection, I will put it into the record at this point.
(The poll referred to follows :)

The Gallup Poll: 10-Nation Survey Sees Russ as Science Leaders
by 1970

(By George Gallup)

Princeton, N.J.—People in 8 of 10 nations polled believe Russia will hold a
leading position in the field of science by 1970.
No matter which country may actually prove to be ahead in scientific achieve
ments 10 years from now, the important fact today—in a world where propaganda
is a major cold-war weapon— is that people in many nations THINK Russia will
be the scientific leader in 1970.
Only in the United States does a majority expect that the top position in science
a decade hence will be held by the United States.
In this country, 7 persons in every 10 think the United States will have the lead.
By contrast, people in Prance, Great Britain and India believe—by a wide
margin —that Russia will take the lead in the next decade.
In Greece, opinion is closely divided.
Nationwide samples of the" adult populations in 10 countries were interviewed
by Gallup-affiliated organizations.
This question was asked internationally:
"Looking ahead 10 years, which country do you think will have the leading
position in the field of science?"
'
Here are the results from the 10 countries:

Leading position in science?

[Percent]
■ 1

Russia United States Others No opinion

59 18 14 9
48 17 21 ■- ! 14
46 8 .. ; ■ 39
43 22 9 26
42 27 16 15
40 34 19 • i4>
38 22 9 31
36 29 14 21
27 29 27 17

United States .Ul... 16 70 2 ia

Here is the consensus, or average of the replies from all countries, giving equal
weight to each country:

Percent

Russia 39
United States 28
West Germany , 8
Other Countries 6
No opinion 19

Total 100

A key issue in the defense debate today is the relative importance of military
strength and scientific achievement.
Concerning military strength, people in 8 of the 10 countries feel that Russia
will have a lead over "the United States 10 years hence.' ■
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Greece is the only other country besides the United States where more people
foresee the United States as having the stronger forces by 1970 than think Russia
will be so situated.
In Germany, the ratio is 2-to-l that Russia will be ahead in this department,
and the ratio is even greater among the French interviewed.
Here are the results from the 10 nations:

Strongest military forcest

[Percent]

Russia U.S. Others No opinion

47 24 9 20
46 18 26 10
44 19 19 18
44 30 19 7
39 20 9 32

Urueuay 36 32 13 0
35 32 11 21

India. 19 11 15 M
United States 19 68 3 10
Greece _ 12 27 21 An

Here is the consensus:

China

Percent

u
28
8
8
22

Total.. 100

(Copyright, I960, American Institute of Public Opinion)

Senator Mundt. Will the Senator yield?
Senator Jackson. Yes.
Senator Mundt. While we are challenging each other's sources of
quotations, I do not think it is quite accurate to say that our allies
feel that we are slipping, because this is not a poll of the leadership
echelon of these countries involved.
According to Dr. George Gallup, who took it

,

and who has been
wrong on occasion before, it says this: No matter which country may
actually prove to be ahead in scientific achievements 10 years from
now, the important fact today, in a world where propaganda is a
major cold war weapon, is what people in many nations think—and
he puts "think" in capitals—Russia will be the scientific leader in 1970.
This is a poll of the people.
Senator Jackson. Yes, sir. I did not say that they were going
to be ahead. This is a subtle distinction. It is what they in fact
think. They may be wrong. But if our allies think that we are
slipping, does this not have an impact?
Senator Mundt. I think you have to differentiate, Mr. Chairman,
from what our allies may think in the echelons where decision are
made and people up and down the street of Copenhagen, Oslo, and
Calcutta, who happened to be polled by a Gallup poll taker.
Senator Jackson. But those people elect their governments.
Senator Mundt. I think the poll emphasizes this particular aspect
of the cold war, which we have not been discussing today, and Air.
Sprague said he was not the man to discuss it
,

propaganda. I think
there should be a better name for it.
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I think we have failed to sell the people over there on the fact that
we have done as much as we have. I imagine if you were to ask the
people of Calcutta, or the people of Athens—and incidentally, both
of these are included in this poll—for example, "How many of you
believe that the United States is

,

according to Mr. Sprague —and

I agree with you—-"is in a stronger position, vis-a-vis Russia today
than it has ever been in the history of the world?" you would not
find many of them thinking that, because we have not gotten many
of these points across, with this psychological job, this selling job,
this publicity job.
It is something to which we should increasingly devote our atten
tion, it seems to me, if the good deeds tbat we are going to do bere
are going to have the essential impact in the free world to close the
ranks against the Communist menace.
Senator Jackson. I did not raise the point, but you did. You
suggested that by raising the defense issue we might raise the point
that we were losing our defense position.
Senator Mundt. Did I say that?
Senator Jackson. I thought you did. Well, perhaps I misunder
stood you.
Senator Mundt. What I said, Mr. Chairman, was that I thought
there was some danger of any President going too far in public procla
mations indicating that we are frightened or that we are weak or that
we are not doing enough ; that it might create an erroneous impression
on the part of the other fellow.
Senator Jackson. Well, that is what I am referring to. My point

is that the strongest communication delivered in this century was the
first communication by the Soviets of achieving an ICBM and a
satellite before we did. I think this, in fact, was a communication to
the world that has had enormous impact. That was my only point.
May I ask this one other question: Senator Mundt mentioned the
Eroblem

of internal security. I think we all agree that we have to

e vigilant. We know that the Communists are determined to
subvert in those areas that are of importance to them. Let me ask
you this:
Do you think as far as the United States is concerned, and I am
not talking about any other country, do you think the internal or the
external threat is the real threat? By "external" I mean military,
political, economic, psychological, the cold war in all its aspects.
Mr. Spbague. Certainly the external threat. If I could have a
minute, I would not like to have Senator Mundt interpret my state
ment without some further qualification.
What I said, Senator Mundt, was that on a first-strike basis, in
other words assuming that you are assessing the results from a Russian
attack on the United States, an initial attack, against an initial attack
of the United States against Russia, I say that in this situation we
have the greatest relative strength today that we have had or I think
we will ever have in the future.
However, as a national policy, I think we have eschewed preventive
war as a national policy. So it may not be as important in the minds
of our allies that we have this enormous differential in power on the
first-strike basis.
What they should be much more interested in is our position on a
second-strike basis. This assumes that we have been attacked or
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they have been attacked and we have the problem of deciding what
our further action may be, or of determining what our capabilities
would be in the event, for example, of a surprise attack against SAC,
which is what General Power is concerned about.
So where we have eschewed preventive war as a national policy, it
really isn't so important what our initial-strike capability is because
we do not plan to use it. But—and this is where fallout shelters and
other passive defense measures come in, it really is important as to
what kind of an image our allies have as to our determination and abil
ity to carry out the type 2 and type 3 deterrents that Dr. Kahn talks
about.
In other words, if our allies are attacked and we are faced with an
attack upon American cities, or if our SAC bases should be hit in a
surprise attack, either by manned bombers, missiles, or a combination
of both, this is the important image of strength that we must create in
the minds of our allies, and this is where I think we have not done
enough.
Senator Jackson. Senator Robertson?
Senator Robertson. I have listened to the conversations between
you and our distinguished Senator, Senator Mundt, and I cannot
contribute much to that. But if we had spent $1 billion a year less on
foreign aid each year and $1 billion a year more on missiles, there
would not be any debate as to who had the superiority.
I wish to congratulate Mr. Sprague for emphasizing a vital fact
with which I agree, and that is that our Nation faces a real and
imminent threat to our survival and can and should do more than we
are now doing to prevent such a catastrophe. In dollars, how much
would you recommend?
Mr. Spraque. I have no figure in mind. I think it is significant,
Senator. You cannot make an intelligent estimate of this kind unless
you are current. My last lengthy concentrated exposure in this area
terminated about January 1 , 1958. A lot of water has gone over the
dam since that time; 15 months later I am not in a position to have a
valid opinion on this, and this is too important a matter to give casual
replies to.
I am, I think, sufficiently sophisticated in this area to be sure that
there are substantial sums involved. A fallout shelter program, which
I think is essential to create the image for our allies that we will do
what we say we will do, which might save, as I say, 60 million, 80
million, 100 million American lives, if we are attacked, is a very expen
sive program.
This would run anywhere from $20 billion to $25 billion, the total
program. If this were expended over a period of 5 or 6 years, this
would be an added $3 billion or $5 billion a year. But that is only one
piece of the problem.
I think our SAC bases should be hardened and protected, as I men
tioned in my statement, so they cannot be destroyed or rendered
unusable by near-misses. I think there is a whole spectrum of things
that have to be considered. Just what this adds up to I do not know,
but I am sure it is a significant figure above our present expenditures.
Senator Robertson. The Defense Subcommittee of the Senate
Appropriations Committee has not yet had any testimony in execu
tive session concerning classified material. But other committees have
had testimony, some of which has, in general terms, been reported to
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the press, in which there has been a recommendation that we step up
the missile program, that we step up the Polaris submarine program,
that we go into the production of the B-70 bombers, the supersonic
bombers.
Do you wish to comment on those three suggestions for increased
acceleration of defense?
Mr. Sprague. Again, they are a part of the picture. They are all
important. They all should be considered. Our defenses, firming
up our defenses, is another part of the equation. Our passive defense,
as I mentioned, both for civdians and for our SAC bases, the hardening
of missile bases, possibly a further dispersion of SAC—this is a very
complicated, interrelated problem.
All of these areas that you mentioned are important. At this
point, the fact that I have not been intimately exposed to these
problems that you mentioned for some months, I would rather not
express an opinion as to just where the emphasis should be put. But
I am certain that these factors can be determined by overall war-
gaming of a possible attack to see how changes in our posture in one
area wdl affect the overall picture.
This is only really the final test. As you do in a laboratory, in
order to test out certain theories that you have, you have to try
these things out. In the military, this is done by war-gaming. You
make certain assumptions as to what your posture will be, in a certain
period from now, and you go through an exercise, making quite a lot of
assumptions, and see what the result is. Then you change your
parameters and see what happens again.
This is a complicated problem, and I would rather not get into
overemphasizing one particular element of it as compared to some
other.
Senator Robertson. As chairman of the Senate Committee on
Banking and Currency, the junior Senator from Virginia has to
give regard to the views expressed by the Federal Reserve Board
on the subject of inflation. One of the very strong views expressed
by the Chairman of your Board, and we put those views into the
Congressional Record last Thursday, was that it was very important
to have a balanced budget, and take the Treasury Department out of
competition with the normal savings and financial institutions for
money, for the savings of the country, and to use tax revenues to
finance a spending program of the Government.
When you tell us that we are devoting less than 10 percent of the

f'oss
national product on defense, I assume that you are using the

ederal Reserve Board figures that the gross national product in
dollars is now running approximately $500 billion, and that the actual
spending in this coming fiscal year, not the newer obligations but the
actual spending, will be $44 billion plus and, therefore, it adds up to a
little more than 9 percent in dollars.
When you say the gross national product has been keeping pace
with the increase in the debt, aren't you risking a comparison between
an increase in gross national product valued in inflated dollars rather
than an increase in volume? Is it not a fact that if we had a de
pression, the gross national product would fall very rapidly, whereas
the dollars in which the debt would have to be paid would increase
in value as the gross national product went down?
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Mr. Sprague. I was simply citing a historical fact: That there
are figures available going back to 1900, and I believe now they may
have them going back to 1880, showing this relationship between gross
national product in the dollars of each particular year.
In other words, the 1900 figure was in dollars of 1900 and the figures
of 1950 were in dollars of 1950. The relationship of total debt and
gross national product is simply a historical fact.
Senator Robertson. I do not want the impression to go abroad
that we can look with complacency upon an increase in State and
Federal and local debt, all increasing. There has never been a time
in the history of the world that a boom has lasted forever. If a real
depression should come, dollars would then become scarce and high,
while the things for which dollars are exchanged would fall in value
and debts would then be impressive, because it would have to be
repaid in terms of dollars.
Senator Mundt. Will the Senator yield on that point?
Senator Robertson. Yes.
Senator Mundt. I wonder, Mr. Sprague, if the interesting study
that you referred to, do you have it available in such a form that you
can submit it to the committee as an exhibit?
Mr. Sprague. Yes, I can. The figures were developed by the
Brookings Institution here in Washington, under Dr. Robert Calkins.
I have a chart and the supporting figures. I will either have Dr.
Calkins supply them or I will find them and supply them.
Senator Mundt. Is it all broken down?
Mr. Sprague. These figures are broken down. That is why I
referred to the fact that it is just a historical fact. I am citing this
as an interesting historical fact which is not generally known.
It is very interesting to observe how the segments of this debt
change. Historically, whenever the Federal debt has leveled off,
other sectors of the debt, State debt and private debt, have increased.
But there is a surprising constant relationship between total debt
and gross national product.
Senator Mundt. May we have that as exhibit No. 3, Mr. Chairman?
Senator Jackson. Without objection, the chart will be admitted as
exhibited No. 3, as soon as it is available.
(See appendix, exhibit No. 3.)
Senator Robertson. You do not imply, I am sure, that you would
not mind seeing a deficit occur to increase the defense spending?
Mr. Sprague. I would like to express my point of view in this way,
Senator: I am familiar with Governor Martin's very able presenta
tions to various congressional committees and also his published
attitudes in this important area.
As I understand them, he believes that to the extent humanly
possible, we should have a balanced budget. He also believes that
we should raise the necessary taxes in order to pay for the Govern
ment as a going concern.
Further than that, to the extent that we have to borrow, the borrow
ings should be from savings instead of from manufactured money. In
other words, he has been very anxious to have the interest rate raised
on the long-time debt so that the Government could tap savings for
the long-time sector of the debt and not have to depend on banking
institutions and other inflationary sources.
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But I have never known Mr. Martin to have expressed an opinion
as to what level of military expenditure this country could tolerate.
He wants to be sure that whatever level of expenditure we have, that
we pay for it to the extent we can with taxes and if we have to incur
additional debt, that this be done from noninflationary sources, that
we tap the reservoirs of savings and do not do it through created
money, through the Federal Reserve bank, which creates hot money,
as we all know.
This, as I understand it, is Mr. Martin's point of view.
Senator Robertson. It is very difficult to work out any plan for
the Federal Government to borrow money in a noninflationary way.
You know that yourself.
Mr. Sprague. That is right.
Senator Robertson. And you also know that if the commercial
banks buy the bonds, they can multiply the credit possibly six times,
and on a Federal Reserve bank bond they can just print money,
dollar for dollar; isn't that correct?
Mr. Sprague. That is correct. The mechanism of our banking
system is that if the Federal Reserve System buys Government bonds
through the open market committee, this is called hot money and
there is a multiplying factor in the economy of about 6 to 1

, and the
same thing happens if the banks create added deposits through this
loan and deposit mechanism.
Senator Robertson. The point I am trying to emphasize is this:
Isn't it agreed in banking circles that deficit financing has an infla
tionary effect, and that, therefore, we should make every effort for a
balanced budget?
Mr. Sprague. I could not agree more. I would just like to make
one observation.
If there is no other solution to the problem, and I use this qualifica
tion very forcefully, I would rather personally—and I am not speaking
for the Federal Reserve bank or for bankers — I would personally, if

this is the only way it can be done, I would rather see a little inflation
and survive.
Senator Robertson. A little inflation in the dollar and borrow the
money for the defense?
Mr. Sprague. Yes.
Senator Jackson. In order to survive.
Mr. Sprague. Yes. In other words, I would rather see the Nation

a little less wealthy and survive.
Senator Robertson. It is very easy to see that we have a little
inflation at 2 percent. And if as we now anticipate the national
spending will be $350 billion, 2 percent would cost $7 billion, whereas,
the taxes would only cost $5 billion, if that is what you have in mind.
That is a comparison between doing it one way and doing it another
way.
Senator Jackson. May I offer a correction? You said spending at
$350 billion. I think you meant debt, did you not?
Senator Robertson. No. The spending income is going up to
$390 billion, and they will not save $40 billion of it. I meant con
sumer spending. The gross national product is $500 billion-plus, out
of which it is estimated that consumer spending might amount to
$350 billion.
Is that not roughly correct?
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Mr. Sprague. I think so.
Senator Robertson. Then if you have 2 percent of inflation across
the board, that costs $7 billion, does it not? That would be a rather
cruel way to finance the increase in military spending, assuming that
that is done.
I am for taking whatever steps are necessary to take care of our
Federal program, but I wanted to develop the difference between
being a little complacent in regard to the debt and having inflation
or facing up to the need and putting the taxes on, if the people feel
that survival is at stake.
Mr. Sprague. I would like to make it quite clear for the record
that I believe that if we increase our spending for military purposes,
we should pay for it in increased taxes. However, there always is
a period after you increase the tax rate before the Government can
collect the tax money. This might involve some temporary increase
in the debt.
We ran into this situation in the fall of 1957. You will remember
when efforts were taken by the Defense Department to participate
in an effort that the debt ceiling not be fractured in December of that
year. This is the sort of thing that I mean.
There seems to be, in some quarters, an attitude that this is a
national catastrophe, if even temporarily the debt ceiling should be
fractured, and there is a serious debate as to whether the debt ceiling
should be raised by even $1 billion or $2 billion.
This is the reason I spoke to this point in my prepared statement
and not to the tax problem which I thought was generally understood.
But just to make my own position absolutely clear, I certainly endorse
increasing taxes to pay for what we have to spend additionally.
Senator Robertson. Then we are in full accord. I agree with
you that we face a serious threat. We need to step up our defense
efforts. I do not know yet by how much, but by an appropriate
amount, and we would both like to see it done within the framework
of a balanced budget.
Thank you.
Senator Jackson. Senator Stennis?
Senator Stennis. Mr. Chairman, first I want to thank you for the
privilege you have given us to be here. It has been a very fine
statement by Mr. Sprague.
I will be very brief.
I want to commend Mr. Sprague very strongly for what he said
here with reference to the need to modify existing law with reference
to the roles and missions of our fine military services. It is almost
inconceivable to me, Mr. Chairman, that we have let this military
organization grow into a $40-plus billion yearly spending program
without further modernizing present-day concepts and problems our
present standards with reference to roles and missions, and where an
act of Congress, signed by the President of the United States, is neces
sary to make a substantial change with reference to the missions of the
various services.
We did add an amendment, 2 years ago, I believe, to that subject,
that might help some.
I am glad you emphasized the need for what you call a command-
post-type staff to serve the Secretary of Defense. I think the Presi
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dent of the United States, too, must create a new concept of some kind
along that line.
You have made a very practical suggestion. I do not think it is
possible, despite their superior qualities, for the men who are still
connected directly with these services to have a future in years beyond
that service to the Secretary of Defense, to be objective, to have the
objectiveness that is absolutely demanded by the times.
I was going to ask you a specific question. You said that you felt
the danger has not been sufficiently expressed by the President of the
United States. You said he probably knew the danger further than
he had expressed it.
I want to ask you if you thought he failed to express it in failing to
recommend an increase in taxes or to emphasize the necessity of belt
tightening, or to recognize the problem and necessity of limiting the
production of some of the so-called luxury items, like television sets,
or electric razors, or automobiles.
I am using those as illustrations. You have already expressed your
self about the taxes before the questioning got to me. It seems to me
as if we are in a very serious situation, but I cannot believe in fairy
stories enough to believe that all of these problems can be met and
everybody can have their cake with no sacrifice, no belt tightening,
that we are going to have an easy economy and a soft life, with nothing
having a need to be done.
What is your thinking about that, if you are prepared to answer?
Should we go further and control the economy to a degree with refer
ence to earmarking a certain part of the production for the military
program? Are you prepared to comment on a thought like that?
Mr. Sprague. Senator Stennis, you ask me really to do a difficult
thing.
Senator Stennis. It is not a trick question. I just wanted to know
how far you had thought about it in terms of the problem involved.
Mr. Spraque. I have thought a great deal about it, and I have
talked about it a great deal among friends. You made, I believe, a
statement that I do not think that I made.
Senator Stennis. Excuse me. You make the correction.
Mr. Sprague. I think, as I remember your statement, you said
that you gathered the impression that I had stated that the President
had not expressed to the American public his concern about the dan
gers we face.
Senator Stennis. Excuse me. I meant to say that you said that
he perhaps knew these dangers, but you personally felt, as I under
stood it

,

that he had not fully expressed those dangers to the public.
That is what I meant to convey. If that is not the correct thought,
you correct it.
Mr. Sprague. I have no way of looking into the President's mind
and knowing just what he feels the threat to be. Let me make a

hypothetical statement.

I do not want by any stretch of the imagination for this to be taken
as a statement of my knowledge of the President's thinking in this
unpleasant area. If the President of the United States should believe
that there is no danger that we will receive a massive atomic attack
from the Russians or anybody else, just because it is not in the nature
of man to do this to man, that this is such a horrible thing that
although it is a technical possibility it is not an actual possibility,
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that nobody, not even Mr. Krushchev or his successor would push the
button and initiate an attack on the United States, this is something
that humans cannot conceive, if the President in his own heart, and
in his great desire for peace, and I know no man anywhere that has a
greater desire for peace than the President of the United States
Senator Stennis. I certainly agree.
Mr. Sprague (continuing). If this is what he behoves in his heart,
and mind and soul, then he would certainly have one opinion about
the danger that we face. If he felt, on the other hand, that the
Russians might use thermonuclear holocaust as a tactic in this war
that I referred to, which I think has been in existence since 1946, to
achieve their ends if they cannot achieve it by peaceful means, which
they certainly would prefer to do, then he would have a different
personal attitude toward the threat.
I do not personally know. I have no way of knowing and I do not
know whether anybody does, just how the President feels about this
problem in his heart, his mind, and his soul.
What I said was that my own personal feeling is that I think that
this is a real threat, this is the way I feel in my mind and heart and
soul. I think the Russians mean exactly what they say they mean,
which is that they intend, by one device or another, to achieve work!
domination.
Mr. Hitler wrote a book, "Mein Kampf," that seemed so ridiculous
that many did not believe it. But Hitler meant it. . ,

Senator Jackson. Might I interrupt to ask, Is .it not true that
candor can be the most effective form of deception in international
diplomacy?
Mr. Sprague. Yes. I see your point.
Senator Jackson. Hitler is a living example, of it. Maybe we
should take Khrushchev at his word when he says he intends to bury
us.
Mr. Sprague. Does my statement answer your question, Senator?
Senator Stennis. Yes, I think so. I knew you were not critical
of the President, and I was not either, not at all.
The question seems to me, and we have not really wrestled with it
here, whether or not you are going to have to call on the people of
America to make some real sacrifices for a few years, and have some
real belt-tightening in order to meet this situation.
I believe that is the old way of meeting it and I believe the only
way of meeting it.
Mr. Sprague. I agree.
Senator Stennis. That is the point I wanted to get from you, from
your very vast experience. If I had any real comment to make upon
the congressional trend here, as well as the executive trend, it is our
failure to meet that very point head on, and lead the American people
in the thought, prepare them, and I think they would follow.
I do not think they have been prepared for it. More men like you
must speak out on it

,

and I think more Members of the Senate. All
of us connected with this public responsibility shoidd speak out on it.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much. I am very pleased that

I could come here.
Senator Jackson. Senator Stennis and Senator Robertson, we are
very grateful for your appearance here. You gentlemen are on the
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pertinent committees that deal with this broad subject and we welcome
the contribution you have made.
Senator Robertson. I want to thank you for the privilege of being
here, hearing the testimony and participating in the questioning. It
will be very helpful information when we go to mark up our defense
budget.
Senator Jackson. Dr. Baxter will follow Mr. Sprague after Senator
Muskie has had his turn at questioning.
Senator Muskie. Mr. Sprague, I have enjoyed your testimony, too,
and liked it very much. I have a few questions that I would like to
ask. Perhaps the answers are implicit in what you have already said,
but I would like to nail them down for my own satisfaction.
I gather that you consider our present military program inadequate
to the needs.
Mr. Sprague. That is correct, Senator.
Senator Muskie. And I gather further that you consider the
deficiencies a threat to our survival.
Mr. Sprague. I do.
Senator Muskie. You suggest, then, that there ought to be a higher
ratio between defense expenditures and gross national product than
now obtains?
Mr. Sprague. That is correct.
Senator Muskie. Do you make the point that this ought to be a
constant ratio?
Mr. Sprague. No, but it certainly will have to be higher if and
until there is some failproof control of armaments in one form or
another. I emphasize the word "failproof." I should say "failsafe";
excuse me.
Senator Muskie. You would not say, then, that there ought to be
a constant ratio between our Federal budget and our gross national
product?
Mr. Sprague. No. I think the two are separate. The Federal
budget, which is now, as I remember it, running about $80 billion a
year, is made up of the military sector and the civilian sector. I do
not think there has to be any necessary relationship between the civilian
sector and the military sector.
Senator Muskie. That leads to my next question.
Do you think there are other shortcomings in our national effort
independent of our military programs that bear upon our survival?
Mr. Sprague. I really have no expertise in this area at all. I am
familiar with the debate that is going on in connection with the farm
program. I would really rather not get involved in this.
Senator Muskie. I am thinking, for example, of such problems as
the educational problem.
Mr. Sprague. There are many who are much more competent than

I am in this area—well, this is a part of our future strength. We have
to have superbly competent and educated people to do the things
that have to be done. We have to have a well educated population,
and this is a serious problem.
My point is that I really have no particular expertise in this area,
other than the average citizen who reads the paper and who is on the
board of several educational institutions and has the problem of
raising money and what to do about the students that you do not have
room for in your freshman class.
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Senator Jackson. All I can say is that that is a modest answer.
Senator Muskie. I was going to say that; that you are too reluctant
to talk in areas in which you consider yourself not an expert because
I consider you may be more of an expert than others who consider
themselves experts.
I was interested in your comment when you say there is no solid
basis to argue that the Soviet economy will not continue to grow at
its present rate.
Assuming that the Soviets have the natural and material resources
to equal or at least equal ours, does this statement mean that at some
point, in your judgment, the Soviets will match us in the utilization
of their resources?
Mr. Sprague. This is entirely possible. If you extend our present
rate of growth and the Russian rate of growth, these two curves meet
at some point in the not too distant future. Whether their rate will
continue during this period at 6}£ percent, and whether ours will
stay at 3 to 3}i percent, I do not know. But there is no solid evidence
that their present controlled economy which puts a larger segment of
their annual income into wealth creating sectors will be modified.
This is complex problem of how long the 200 million Russians are
going to be satisfied with their living standards or their rate of increase
of living standards. But there certainly is nothing to indicate that
the small hierarchy that is running Russia today is losing control.
Senator Mtjskie. Assuming, then, that their potential is at least
the equal of ours, and assuming that for some time in the future they
will not be devoting as much to the consumer sector as we do, this
means inevitably, then, that they will be in a position for an indefinite
period of time to devote more in the military sector than we do.
Mr. Sprague. Today we have the great advantage that we can
outrun the Russians in the military sector, at least economically, by
a modest increase in the percentage of our GNP that we are devoting
in this area. Should our economy continue to grow at the present
rate, and theirs continue to grow at double the rate, of course, this
comparison will not exist 15 or 20 years from now.
But I think we have to live through the next 5 years before we
worry about the next 15 or 20. There also is a subtle playback in
our own economic growth, possibly by undertaking some of the things
that we are talking about here.
If we do some of these things, this, of itself, tends to expand the
economy.
Senator Muskie. You made the point earlier that we should be
gearing our effort to both the short term and to the long term. If
we are going to have to begin to run faster some time in the future,
whether it is 1970 or 1980, or later, then you suggested in your testi
mony today that we ought to begin running faster now.
If, then, we can look forward to the time when the Soviet overall
production is the equivalent of ours, and a much larger percentage
of that will be devoted to the military sector than ours, then should
we now be changing the relationship between what we devote to the
consumer sector and what we devote to the military sector?
Mr. Sprague. This is a serious problem, and I think this is the
problem that the Joint Economic Committee was devoting its atten
tion to: What steps could be taken to increase our economic growth?
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This is a serious national problem. This is part of the long-range
problem.
Senator Muskie. So the real problem is the utilization of our
resources?
Mr. Sprague. That is correct.
Senator Muskie. For the indefinite future?
Mr. Sprague. That is correct.
Senator Muskie. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Muskie.
Because we want to accommodate Dr. Baxter, and although I have
many more questions to ask, and I am sure my colleagues also are
in the same position, we will terminate this questioning of this witness,
in terminating this part of our hearing, I want to again, Mr. Sprague,
repeat what I said earlier.
We are grateful to you, sir, for an objective, nonpartisan and ti
highly provocative presentation to this committee. I commend yoi;
for your dedication and the time you are taking to aid the cause in
which all of us, regardless of political affiliation, are interested, and
that is the survival of our country.
If you have no objection, we may be bothering you some more.
There may well be some thoughts that will come to you after you
leave today that you may want to supplement your remarks with.
'You may do so. The record will be made available to you for that
purpose.
Mr. Sprague. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It has been an honor
to appear before your committee.
Senator Jackson. Thank you.
Our next witness is Dr. James Phinney Baxter, president of Wil
liams College.
Dr. Baxter is one of our great historians. He was director of the
research and analysis for the Coordinator of Information, August
1941-42, Deputy Director of the Office of Strategic Services, June
1942 to February 1943, and he was historian of the Office of Scientific
Research and Development, 1943 to 1946.
In 1947 he won the Pulitzer prize in history for "Scientists Against
Time." He, like the preceding witness, served on the Gaither
Committee.
Dr. Baxter, it is a real honor to have you here, and we will welcome
your statement.
Senator Mundt. Dr. Baxter, before you proceed, may I say that

statement and I certainly want to thank you and congratulate you
on your most interesting and impressive statement, which I know will
be highly useful to this committee.
I regret I will not be able to explore your mind further by any
questions which will occur to me, because I will not be able to be hero
for your conclusion.
Mr. Baxter. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Muskie. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I might extend n
special welcome to Dr. Baxter. He bears a name highly honored in
the State of Maine. His uncle is a former Governor of Maine, still
highly active at an age of more than 80 years. I have always ail-

I regret I have to leave in about
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mired all the members of his family, and appreciate this opportunity
to meet Dr. Baxter.
Mr. Baxter. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. Dr. Baxter, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF JAMES P. BAXTER m, PRESIDENT, WILLIAMS
COLLEGE, WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

Mr. Baxter. Mr. Chairman, I welcome this opportunity to talk
to your committee. The subject you have asked me to discuss, the
relation of force to national policy, is one which I have studied for
years.
At the outset I would like to point out that I have seen no classified
material later than January 1958, and I am not authorized to dis
close any classified material that I saw from August 1953 until January

One of the generals of Alexander the Great who took over part of
his farflung empire was known to history by the grim name of De
metrius Poliorcetes, "Demetrius, the slayer of cities." What puny
weapons he had at his disposal compared with those in the stockpiles
of today's nuclear powers.
In one decade, still fresh in our memory, the power of a single
weapon jumped twice, in 1945 and 1952, and each time by a thousand
fold. The increase from a blockbuster of World War II to a multi-
megaton H-bomb has put strains on the international system more
severe than any in previous history.
Democracies have never been at their best in relating force and
policy. The normal pattern in the United States has been to let our
armaments run down in a long period of peace, to fail to discern the
impending danger in time, and to prepare too little and too late.
Our unreadiness could be measured not only in terms of material and
trained manpower, but in ways of thinking which are highly dangerors
in wartime. Unpreparedness was woven through the whole texture
of our national life. President Polk risked simultaneous wars with
England over Oregon and Mexico over California and an expanded
southern boundary, at a time when the British Navy could have
swept the American flag from the seas- President Franklin D.
Roosevelt did a good job in expanding the Navy and organizing our
scientific resources for the production of new weapons, but our Army
was lamentably unprepared for the burdens laid on it by simultaneous
hostilities with Germany and Japan.
Our experiences in that great struggle led to the National Security
Act and the creation of the institutions with which you are familiar.
How they function under the unparalleled strains of the cold war is
the problem to which this Senate subcommittee has set itself.
As France and Russia drew together in the early 1890's in an alliance
pretty much pointed against England, the British countered with a
declaration that they were prepared to keep their fleet as strong as
the next two naval powers combined. Before the decade was over,
the British were nearer to a three-power than to a two-power standard.
It was a costly business even for a power as rich as they were, but
it paid great dividends. In the darkest days of the Boer War, when
hostility to the British ran high in France, Russia, and Germany,

1958. I am simply

52710—60 e
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not one of the three powers had a mind to challenge the Mistress of
the Seas. Here the deterrent was a powerful fleet in being, plus a
frank avowal of an intention to maintain a decided superiority over
any possible hostile coalition, no matter what the cost.
To follow such a course requires a long purse, an advanced tech
nology, and a stubborn resolution to maintain one's lead despite any
threat of a scientific breakthrough by one's possible opponents.
After the close of the Crimean War in 1856, the French Navy sought
such a breakthrough by introducing a seagoing, ironclad warship
and succeeding on the first try, thanks to the genius of their great
naval constructor, Dupuy de Lome. The British Navy faced a diffi
cult choice in 1858, which has its parallel today in the challenge pre
sented to us by the Russian intercontinental ballistic missile.
The Controller of the Navy pointed out that England, with the
largest navy in the world, hesitated to introduce ironclads whose
success might make junk of much of her existing wooden material.
When a rival, however, had already forced her hand by introducing
armored ships, the construction of an adequate force of these naval
craft became, as he put it

,

"a matter not only of expediency, but of
absolute necessity."
If you analyze this statement, you see that British policy had been
to permit a rival a headstart, assuming that British superiority in
technology would enable them to catch up in short order. They
believed they had a precious advantage in leadtime, the interval
between conception and the finished product.
As things worked out, they had a long, stern chase, for in the middle
of planning the British ironclads, the Conservative ministry fell in
June 1859, and much precious time was lost. An ironclad gap opened
up of serious proportions, but the British at long last set out in earnest
to fill it.
Soon Italy, Austria, Spain, and Russia also entered the race. When
the news of the battle between the Monitor and the Merrimac crossed
the Atlantic in March 1862, more than 40 seagoing ironclads, 30
armored coast-defense vessels and 18 partially protected gunboats
were already built, building or authorized in Europe. A French
ironclad frigate had cruised on the coast of Mexico in 1861.
There is a parallel here. The damage an ICBM could do to bombers
on the ground, through overpressures, would be greater than the
damage any ironclad ever did to wooden vessels.
The British never forgot their lesson, and in subsequent decades
preserved the precious advantage of leadtime in shipbuilding. A
similar superiority in leadtime for new weapons was achieved by the
United States over the Germans and Japanese in World War II, to
our enormous advantage.
The importance of leadtime under present competition with the
Russians has been stressed by Senator Saltonstall, among others.
This problem of leadtime seems to me to deserve serious study by this
subcommittee.
Those who have studied the history of Soviet Russia have been
astonished at the change in their rate of development. They were
not 5 feet tall when we looked down on their fumblings and inade
quacies in the 1920's and 1930's and they are not 7 feet tall, as some
pessimists regard them today. But they are growing very fast, as
we did at a comparable period in our own economic development.
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The annual increase in their gross national product is close to
6)2 percent, while ours is 3}i percent. Striking as this fact is, it is
perhaps less remarkable than the allocation of 25 percent of their
income to their military effort in comparison with our allocation of
9 percent. Combined with an impressive improvement in their
science and technology, they confront us with a most serious challenge
in diplomacy, trade, economic, and military power from the Caribbean
to outer space.
American youths, and many of their parents, too, find it difficult to
believe that the Soviet Government can continue to deny their people
so many of the good things of life; adequate housing, consumer
durables like refrigerators, washing machines, and the many things
we have come to believe must be the portion of all newlyweds.
They do not realize that this denial to the Russian masses of what
we consider necessities is one of the secrets of rapid capital formation
in Russia, and the leaps and bounds of their heavy industry.
In the United States, popular consumption follows popular desire
as the day follows the night. In Russia, the Government can con
centrate on guns and missiles and steel plants, and 500 submarines
instead of butter. The linkage between popular desire and public
consumption is missing.
The Russian concentration on the instruments of war stems,
in my opinion, from a desire to dominate the world. They have
not provoked a war because wo have looked strong and determined
and because they hope to achieve the control of Europe without
having to fight for it.
Their ideology requires them to believe that capitalist states
inevitably swing from boom to bust and that when the bust comes
we shall go isolationist and give them the control of Europe without
a battle. Once they control Europe, with its factories, its machine
tools and its vast amount of skilled labor, the rest of the way to world
dominion, they think, would be relatively easy. As we have not
accommodated them by going into an economic tailspin, they might
choose an alternate route, taking over the oil of the Middle East
and using it to bring Europe to heel.
In teaching American diplomatic history during the past 35 years,
I have naturally given much thought and study to our relations with
the Soviet Union. My conclusions, for what they are worth, are
that the U.S.S.R. has from the start aimed at the dominion of the
world by international communism, and still does so aim.
They have developed a remarkable flexibility as to means while
retaining an iron consistency of purpose. They have been willing,
to wait, confident that time is on their side, that capitalism, they think,
has in it the seeds of its own decay, and that their strength eventually
will exceed that of the free world.
They have not ruled out force as a means of attaining their goal,
as their military literature, so ably summarized by Raymond Garthoff
in his book "Soviet Strategy in the Nuclear Age," makes clear.
But they would naturally prefer to win without the risks of full-
scale war.
Eighteen years ago, when I had the privilege of serving as a Deputy
Director of the Office of Strategic Services, my then Chief, Col. Wil
liam J. Donovan, used to tell his staff that 1 day a week they should
put their hats on backward, assume that they were staff planners
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for the enemy, and try to think out plans that would do us maximum
damage.
If you will permit me for a few moments to apply this technique,
the results would be something liko this:
(1) If the Russians could persuade the free world to scrap its
nuclear strength while retaining secretly a nuclear capability of their
own, they might count on world mastery.
(2) If the Russians could persuade the free world to scrap its
nuclear strength, even at the cost of scrapping their own, they could
dominate the world if they retained their present superiority in con
ventional forces.
(3) If, by a surprise strike with missiles followed up by manned
bombers, they could destroy our Air Force on its bases, our cities would
then be at their mercy and they could write the peace terms at their
leisure. True, they would face very heavy losses at home, so heavy
at present as to be quite unacceptable, but we are talking about a
nation which killed great numbers of its own people to establish its
political system and millions more in order to institute its system of
collective agriculture.
If our nuclear strength did not deter full-scale war, who knows how
many million Russians they might be prepared to sacrifice to attain
world mastery? The Russian sources cited by Garthoff start with
the assumption that Russia could stand the attrition of nuclear war
better than we, having the advantage of the first strike, greater dis
persion of cities, et cetera. f

Assuming that the free world has strength enough to deter a sur
prise attack by making unescapably clear to the Russians that the
result would be unacceptable losses, the Russians would still have a
fourth alternative: To drive wedges in our alliance structure by a
threat or series of threats of limited war.
This would be risky business, indeed, if the threat of limited war
should bring our Strategic Air Command into action, for the Russian
losses that would follow would be clearly unacceptable. But suppose
the challenge came outside the NATO area?
Could the Russians find a spot where the game seemed not worth
the SAC candle; where we might be willing to commit conventional
forces as we did in Lebanon and the British did in Jordan, but where
we were not prepared to commit our nuclear bombers? Many people
think that such a testing of the free world is more likely than a full-
scale war.
Already grave doubts have arisen among the uncommitted peoples,
the neutrals, as to whether the United States would commit SAC in
such circumstances, and as to our capabilities to handle such a situa
tion with our limited strength in conventional forces. We have
commitments of one sort or another to 40 nations. If we should
dishonor one defense obligation, we weaken our alliance value every
where.
This might seem to be a profitable line of approach for Russian staff
planners, for the risks of a single, limited war from which they or one
of their satellites might withdraw if the going got too rough, might
seem small in proportion to the gains that would follow success.
These gains, or a series of such gains, say in the Middle East, might
seem to the Russians to hold out the hope that an irresolute free world
could be maneuvered beyond the point of no return.
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There are effective counters to all these possible Russian moves, if
they are met with the courage and consistency which the free world
mustered at the time it executed the Berlin airlift and created NATO.
First, let us take a look at the dangers implicit in disarmament.
I have spent several years of my life studying the history of disarma
ment, and it is gloomy reading, indeed, for a lover of peace. It isnot
too difficult to get the powers to rule out a weapon that holds out
little hope of a large military payoff, but it is quite another thing to
rule out one that does.
At the First Hague Peace Conference of 1899, it was one thing to
get the powers to forgo dropping bombs from balloons. But look
at their attitude at the Second Hague Conference of 1907, 4 years
after the Wright brothers had won immortal fame at Kitty Hawk, and
had given the world an inkling of the new possibilities in bombing
from the air.
The payoff of the aerial bomb increased greatly from 1914 to 1945,
then twice leaped a thousandfold in one decade from tons to kilotons
to megatons. The multi-megaton bomb seems a costly instrument
at first sight, but it is actually the cheapest way known to kill large
masses of people. That is the most horrible thing about the bomb,
for history thus far has shown that the likelihood of the successful
outlawry of a weapon has been in inverse proportion to its destruc-
tiveness.
Undaunted by this, the United States came up with the Acheson-
Lilienthal Report and the subsequent Baruch proposals for the inter
nationalization of fissionable materials. These unforgettable pro
posals rested on the concept so well stated by that wise elder states
man, Henry L. Stimson:
The riven atom uncontrolled can only be a growing menace to us all * * * upon
us, as the people who first harnessed and made use of this force, there rests a grave
and continuing responsibility for leadership, turning it toward life, not death.

There is a parallel here between the Acheson-Lilienthal proposals
for internationalizing fissionable materials and a celebrated episode
in American history in the 1780's. You will recall that Maryland
refused to accept the Articles of Confederation unless all the States
possessing claims to western lands should agree to pool them for the
Nation's good.
Every schoolboy knows that the joint ownership of the western
lands by the 13 States of the seaboard set in motion centripetal forces
that helped to give us a more perfect Union. Is it farfetched to
believe that the internationalization of atomic development might
have a similar beneficient effect on world affairs, allaying suspicions,
mitigating rivalries, lifting the world to the level of amity and concord?
It would be a first step toward common control of common property,
a strange type of property, with a fabulous potential for good or evil.
You know the tragic outcome of the Acheson-Lilienthal Report and
the Baruch proposals, how they were shipwrecked by the Russian
refusal to agree to adequate inspection, because of the Russian
obsession against having foreigners perform such a function within
their territory.
But though we know how that story came out, I wish everyone
would read the account of it by Frederick Osborn, who had the
frustrating task of trying to persuade the Russians to go along with
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the American proposals. You will find it in a volume published by
the World Peace Foundation in 1951 entitled "Negotiating With The
Russians," edited by Raymond Dennett and Joseph E. Johnson. It
will give you a better idea of the rocks with which the task of nego
tiating with the U.S.S.R. is strewn.
Undismayed by this disheartening experience, President Eisenhower
has made repeated efforts to break through Russian intransigence
and attain a satisfactory solution. They include some of the most
imaginative moves the United States has ever made on the inter
national chessboard : the "atoms for peace" proposal of 1953, the "open
skies" offer of 1955, the offer to Bulganin of March 1956, the negotia
tions for the suspension of nuclear tests and the very important
proposal for safeguards against surprise attack. The whole subject
has been admirably presented in Secretary Herter's fine speech before
the National Press Club last Thursday.
The defense policy of the United States rests on deterrence. I
would like to express my conviction, as vigorously as my friend Mr.
Sprague did, that the United States today has a great military superi
ority over the Russians.
lake him, I would like to see further efforts made to maintain our
superiority and strengthen deterrence. Remember that this concept
rests on something that takes place in the enemy's mind, not in yours
or mine. You will recall the old story about the man who was ap
proached by a bristling dog, and remarked to a friend who tried to
reassure him: "You know that the dog won't bite, and I know he won't
bite, but does the dog know?"
I believe that at the present moment SAC, plus our nuclear strength
overseas, plus our seaborne nuclear strength in the two fleets that we
have on the ocean with it, is an adequate deterrent against full-scale
wars, and I hope and pray that it always will be. It will be an ade
quate deterrent against limited wars if the Russians believe that we
would use it. They would, in my opinion, be more likely to believe
we would resort to "massive retaliation" if we embarked on a fallout
shelter program, as I think we should.
Such an effort on our part would greatly strengthen our deterrent
power. With due respect to contrary opinion, I should be happier
if we improve our conventional strength to wage limited war, and
added thereby to our deterrent power.
In any event, we must never welsh on a treaty commitment, because
if we do, we destroy our alliance value and with it the whole fabric
of free whole defense. I believe that we shall never make that mis
take, as long as men remember the consequences of the Munich sur
render of France and Great Britain.
Because I have stressed so heavily the military necessities of the
situation, let me make clear that I believe that we must go far beyond
military preparedness to insure the peace of the world. We must
continue both economic and military assistance to our allies and in
crease our assistance to undeveloped nations; psychological cold war
fare is also important.
Lastly, because I am a teacher, I would like to express my belief
that we must make a better effort in education, from the bottom
to the top. My study of new weapons development in World War II
taught me that the Nation that wins that race must have not only
large numbers of scientists and engineers, but an adequate number of
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the best of them. You don't solve problems like the atomic bomb or
the proximity fuse with run-of-the-mine people. The same is true
in medicine, in surgery, in government, in every field of endeavor.
I realize that the total of what I have suggested runs into a lot of
money. Nobody hates inflation more than college presidents, unless
it is the directors of hospitals. But there are things the American
people spend a lot of money on that they well could do without
or have less of, in exchange for greater security.
I am not advocating that we waste anything, for that is not in the
nature of a New England Yankee. I am willing to pay more taxes if
it is necessary to do the things we need to do, and I believe that our
entire people would feel the same way if they realized all that is at
stake.
My feeling is that our first effort should be made through taxation,
rather than through deficit financing.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Dr. Baxter, for a most illuminating
statement. I think it has been particularly helpful in reminding us
once again of the importance of an appropriate understanding of the
task of history, in order to plan for the future. I want to commend
you for an excellent presentation.
Senator Muskie?
Senator Muskie. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wish to ask only one or two questions, because I must leave and I
do not want to hold up the committee or you, Dr. Baxter.
I would like to refer first to your statement in which you express
your conviction that the United States today has a great military
superiority over Russia. Do you think, referring to Mr. Sprague's
statement on this point, that our second strike capability is sufficient
to meet the needs?
Mr. Baxter. Senator, I should have made the same qualification
that he has. We have, in being, a much greater military superiority.
If by surprise attack they hit us first, the question as to how much we
have left is

,

in a sense, on the knees of the gods. And I would naturally
like to see that we do our level best to protect our second strike
capability.
Senator Muskie. Do you think we are doing our level best today?
Mr. Baxter. Senator, I have no classified information since
January 1958. I must say I have been enormously impressed by
what I saw of the Strategic Air Command, and my guess is that the
naval fleets that have nuclear strength and our bases overseas are in
just as high a state of alertness as the money available to them makes
possible. Whether they should be entitled to have more is for them to
say, not for me.
Senator Muskie. Implicit in your statement, particularly the last
paragraph, is the suggestion that we ought to be doing more.
Mr. Baxter. Yes, sir.
Senator Muskie. I would like to refer again to your comments
relative to the threat of limited wars. Is it your judgment that if

necessary in order to contain a limited war and meet a Russian threat
made in this way, that we ought to be prepared to use our nuclear
striking power?
Mr. Baxter. There has been a lot of discussion of this, Senator.
In my opinion, some of the discussion which assumed that there
could be limited warfare in the NATO area, has pretty well been dis
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carded. I would think with the commitments that we have, if there
is a large-scale attack on our allies, that judging by the emphasis
that we put on nuclear as compared with conventional weapons, both
the British and ourselves would either have to use nuclear weapons
or lose the game. It seems to me that there are probably other areas
in the world where the United States and the British might do what
they did in the Lebanon-Jordan episode, confine themselves to a
move of conventional forces.
The important thing is to have enough limited warfare capabilities
so that we have flexibility in our military support of our diplomatic
position. We do not want to make a full-scale war out of everything.
Senator Muskie. I am thinking particularly of situations in which
for geographical or other reasons it would be difficult, if not impossible,
to bring the conventional weapons to bear.
Mr. Baxter. It is probably for that reason the United States has
emphasized the role the Navy plays, which I think is a great one, in
this whole business of supporting a move with conventional forces.
As you will remember at the time of the Lebanon landing, Admiral
Holloway was there with a large Mediterranean naval force, and it
is a pretty impressive thing, not only because of its strength and its
mobility, but the speed with which it can move. In this whole
matter of limited warfare, the speed of movement is vital, as history
has shown. You can put out a brush fire before it gets very far, but
if it gets a good start, it is a very much more difficult job.
Senator Muskie. Do you think that our conventional strength at
the moment is adequate to meet a limited war?
Mr. Baxter. Frankly, no, Senator. I think that the case made
for increasing the strength of the Army and its mobility for limited
warfare has been a good one.
Senator Muskie. So in this respect, at least, our present effort is
inadequate, in your judgment?
Mr.BAXTER. That is one of the reasons why I said I would like to
see a larger expenditure, yes.
Senator Muskie. With respect to the educational problem, Dr.
Baxter, I take it that implicit in your statement is a belief that the
national effort should be greater than it now is?
Mr. Baxter. Senator, I do not happen to have been one of those
who have looked to the Federal Government for aid in this area, other
than the well-marked lanes that have been worked out. I happen to
be involved in the area of higher education rather than schools. I
certainly am not going to say that I am more conservative than Senator
Taft about aid to schools, because I thought his stand there was
soundly based. But I am not one of those who are asking the Federal
Government to solve the problems of higher education. When I
talk about a better effort, it seems to me that this effort in the first
instance should be financed by the alumni of colleges, their friends,
the parents, with the aid of foundations and the help of corporations,
which lias been growing rapidly. My own feeling is that we ought to
do a better job. I did not mean to say that it had to be all under
written by you gentlemen here.
Senator Muskie. Are you at all concerned about the wide varia
tions in the resources of the States?
Mr. Baxter. I think that is true, and I think that probably was
the basis of Senator Taft's proposal for the aid to States to keep their
school systems up to a given level.
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Senator Muskie. Dr. Baxter, I am not going to take up more of
your time, but I want to compliment you, too. upon your statement.
1 think it is the highest possible quality that does justice to your
Maine background.
Mr. Baxter. Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits.
Senator Javits. I would like to have permission to ask Mr. Baxter
a question and then a question or two to Mr. Sprague.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Sprague, do you wish to come back for a
moment?
Thank you.
Senator Javits. First, may I say that the similarities of approach
by you gentlemen is markedly impressive to those of us who are here,
I am sure.
May I ask you first a general question on national policy.
Do you feel that opening the decade of the 1960's, the Senate and
the Congress would have the right to assume that the American
people will be ready for these major decisions and sacrifices if we tell
them what to do, and that an era is closed now, the postwar era,
characterized by getting over the armed aggression phases of the
Communists, some supernatural organizing activity on the part of
the free world, and getting the world's production machine back in
order? All of that has been pretty well done. No matter who goes to
the White House in 1960, it will be a new team, the old team having
done its work, we Republicans think, superbly well, but still there will
be a new team. Do you think, therefore, we ought to proceed here
on the theory that the American people are ready to sacrifice, and it is
up to us to tell them what we want done?
Mr. Baxter. I do profoundly think this, but looking at the record
of history, I think you have to keep telling them. I think that we
can learn something from the advertising profession. One advertising
move, no matter how brilliant, does not work unless you keep at it.
My own feeling is that this whole question about the state of readiness
is getting a tremendous amount of ventilation in the press, in public
discussion everywhere. People keep asking about it steadily. But
this is a job that has to be done repeatedly. The President can do
something, the Senate through hearings and debates and speeches,
and the House can do something about it. It is an everlasting job
when you are asking people for money for foreign aid, and for all the
other things that we have to do, to get the thing sold and keep it sold.
But my belief is that we are going to do it.
Senator Javits. And do you think our people are ready to do it?
Mr. Baxter. I think they will do it. When you think of the
money they spend on things that are nowhere near as vital to their
survival as the defense budget or education. Mr. Lovett was speaking
yesterday, according to the papers, about the waste that is involved
in our expenditures. It seems to me we would be a lot better if we
took out some more life insurance by increasing our security, and paid
taxes that would cut down on our ability to buy some of the foolish
things we spend our money on.
Senator Javits. As a nongovernmental leader, do you feel the
people are ready to pay the taxes, if we tell them what we want done?
Mr. Baxter. Yes, sir. It takes explanation, but it seems to me
as a result of the debate that is going on about national security, they
will be ready to do it.
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Senator Javits. I notice that you close your very fine statement
by saying:
I am willing to pay more taxes, and I believe that our entire people would feel
the same way, if they realized all that is at stake.

That would imply that you are ready to pay Federal taxes, and you
think much of this has to be done in the Federal establishment?
Mr. Baxter. Yes, sir. I think there will be probably increased
local and State taxes. We have the privilege of almost paying 2
years in one in Massachusetts this year, and Ithink it is justified on
the basis of the State's financial position. The educational effort is
primarily a State effort, and I think taxes will have to go up on that.
Senator Javits. Would you be prepared to make any comment on
Mr. Sprague's suggestion for a Joint National Security Committee of
the Congress, which I heard him make? Do you think that would be
a good and constructive technique for us to use in preference to other
techniques, the joint committee of the Congress?
Mr. Baxter. I think the analogy that he uses about the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy is one that would be encouraging here,
because I think it has done a lot of good. I happen to have read a
good many of their hearings, simply because I happen to be chairman
of the advisory committee on the AEC history. On the other hand,
one thing that bothers me about his suggestion, which I have only
been thinking about for a day or two, would be this: If all the docu
mentation for defense, which is a good deal more voluminous, even,
than the documentation involved in the atomic energy field, were
spread more widely than it is

,

the problem of leaks, which is already
a serious one, as you know, would be very serious.
Charles Coolidge made a very interesting study of leaks for the
Department of Defense. The problem of leakage would, I think, be
multiplied, not because Senate committees and House committees are
not as loyal and dedicated and devoted as members of the executive
branch, but because multiplication of this material increases the risk.

I am not at all sure about the constitutional balance of power here
between the executive and the congressional branches of the Govern
ment. It seems to me that there are certain working papers that the
executive banch is entitled to have as privileged documents while they
are considering what they are going to recommend.
The analogy with the JCAE is good. The problem of security,
which is a tough one for democracies to maintain, is something else.
We already have, as I understand it, a Joint Committee on the
Armed Forces. I understand that they have access to very great in
formation from the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and the Marines.
Senator Jackson. Dr. Baxter, I did not mean to interrupt, but we
do not have a Joint House-Senate Committee on the Armed Forces.
The only joint committee in the military area is the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy.

I do not mean to speak for Mr. Sprague, but I had the impression
that this Joint Committee on National Security cut down the number
of people that would be involved in this process, and that it would
have an opportunity to see the whole defense picture so that there
would be less of this problem of leakage and the possibility of a security
violation.

I also wanted to say that there is a real conflict here between the
executive and the legislative branches of the Government. I do not
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know how, frankly, we can reconcile our constitutional responsibility
to provide for the common defense unless we have the information.
This is especially true in the development of these new weapons sys
tems. It places us in an incomprehensible position to try to reach
decisions. Some answer must be found to that.
Excuse me, Senator Javits.
Senator Javits. I would like to say for the record that I think our
chairman has done us a great service in being the spark plug which
brought about these hearings. I think you gentlemen are helping to
demonstrate that with this splendid presentation.
Mr. Baxter. I am sorry, Senator, to have slipped up on the Joint
Committee thing. It was misinformation. But if anything could
be done to minimize the risk of leakage along the lines you say, that
would be fine. I do think it is a lot easier with our free discussion,
being a free society, for an intelligence officer of an enemy power to
pick up information over here than it would be for us to pick it up
overseas.
Senator Javits. Mr. Sprague, I would like to tell you personally
that one of the most constructive things, I think, that has been said
in this or any other hearing, is contained in your statement, where
you say:
I have been a conservative Republican, and also responsible in a small way as
chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank in Boston for maintaining a stable economy.
But it is an interesting fact, not always understood, that we operate in this country
not only an equity economy but also a debt economy.

I would like to say that as a liberal Republican, I am delighted to
join you.
Senator Jackson. If this committee can do nothing else, then, we
can get the liberals and the conservatives together.
Senator Javits. This is the point I have been arguing in the Joint
Economic Committee: It is not what you owe, it is what you have,
that determines your solvency and liability.
I really think, sir, that voices like your own, which are theoretically
identified with the status quo, raised in this way, are superbly effective.
I am delighted to be on the committee and to have heard you make this
statement. I think you are as right as rain. I think the country
needs it as urgently as you said. But there are not too many in your
position that are prepared to subscribe to that proposition.
I have one question to ask: There has been a suggestion which is
also before this committee, for an advisory committee on national
security to serve the National Security Council in order to broaden
its base to reach into the area of nongovernmental brains, like these
two very distinguished minds who are before us this morning.
Would you in some way equate that with your suggestion? I have
no pride of authorship about it. We really are deeply interested in
ideas and also in discarding ideas which may not have merit.
Senator Jackson. The Chair hates to intervene, but we have an
agreement with the President that any matter relating to machinery
of the National Security Council or its subordinate agencies will be
taken in executive session.
Senator Javits. I will withdraw that question.
Senator Jackson. If you want to ask the question in the context of
something other than the NSC, fine. But under the guidelines we
have agreed to, that is the understanding.
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Senator Javits. I would withdraw that question.
I would like to ask Mr. Sprague this question: Do you think there
would be any usefulness in an advisory committee of distinguished
national citizens, of distinguished American citizens, on national
security, wherever it might fit into the Federal Government, equating
that with your suggestion for a joint congressional committee?
Mr. Sprague. I think the two are quite different, Senator Javits.
The mechanism is available today and has been freely used for both
the Congress and the executive branch, to avail themselves of groups
of citizens who appear to have knowledge in certain specialized areas.
To me the basic problem to which I directed this suggestion is that
Congress, under its constitutional responsibilities, which are to raise
the military and provide for the common defense, have to pass on
serious problems of appropriations, the approval of a whole spectrum
of actions, I think without complete access to all the basic information.
I relate it to running my own business, which is a peanut show com
pared to the Federal Government. But I can not operate the Sprague
Electric Co. without complete access to all information available
everywhere in the company. If I can't do it with a company that
only employes 6,000 people, how can the Senate and the House dis
charge its responsibilities without access to this type of information?
I further think that the problems are of such enormous proportions
today, and more serious than have ever existed in the history of
civilization—there never has been a time that the weapons were
available with which we can destroy a modern civilization —but I
think there has to be a counterbalance. After all, the policies of the
executive branch are determined, in the final analysis, by the President.
I think there needs to be a group of informed persons within the
Congress that has access to the same information. This is the basis
of my thesis. I recognize Dr. Baxter's point about security, but I am
hopeful that this could be handled.
Senator Javits. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, gentlemen.
Senator Jackson. Dr. Baxter, I have just one or two questions.
I asked Mr. Sprague about whether or not the threat in the years
to come will increase or decrease. I wonder if you would care to
comment on that point. I am speaking of threat, you understand,
in the broad, across-the-board challenge presented by the Soviet-Sino
bloc.
Mr. Baxter. I think it probably will increase some, Senator, simply
because I believe that though the Russians may dish out a few more
of the good things of life to their people, they are still going to con
tinue on a high rate of capital formation and the allocation of a larger
proportion of the pie to defense, because of thoir aggressive intentions,
and because of the impression that that policy of theirs makes on our
allies, on the Communist world, and on our own people. If that is
so, if they continue their rapid rate of increasing their gross national
product and the Chinese do, too, it is possible that the situation may
get more serious. Whatever it is

, I think that we are not a stagnant
people ourselves. I think we just have to hitch up our pants and go
to work on this thing, and keep ourselves in a position so that we can
deter an attack, regardless of what the threat may be from overseas.

I think we can do it. Look at all that we do not do now, because
we prefer to spend money on other things.
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Senator Jackson. I assume, Dr. Baxter, that you would agree
Uiat we are in a situation now where we will not have a second oppor
tunity to provide for an adequate defense in the event that the
Soviets decide on general war.
Mr. Baxtkr. Well, I think it is a matter where you have to have
continuing coverage. You have to not only be prepared as of 1960,
but you have to be prepared as of 1961, 1962, 1963, on the best
intelligence that you have, and, consequently, you have to make it
clear that at no period is there going to be a temptation to anybody
to try to get the better of us either by a sound calculation or by
miscalculation, which could be very dangerous.
Senator Jackson. Maybe I did not make myself clear. What I
am trying to get at is this: Is it not true that modern weapons systems,
including intercontinental ballistic missiles, with thermonuclear
capabilities, confront us with a different kind of a challenge than we
have had to face in the past, where time and space were allies that
pulled us through World Wars I and II. Is that not true?
Mr. Baxter. That is right, sir. The whole basis of our lacka
daisical attitude toward preparedness turned on the fact that we had
an ocean on either side of us, and it took, in Jefferson's day about
7 weeks to get across it. Now with intercontinental ballistic missiles
you can hit every airbase we have in 20 or 22 minutes.
Senator Jackson. Our survival, then, depends on the wisdom that
we exercise now in determining the deterrent forces necessary for
survival?
Mr. Baxter. Yes, Senator. It seems to me that it is not a thing
where we can take a target date and say that 1962 is going to be the
worst year, and get set for that, and then relax and slump down. I
think this calls for a continuing effort.
Senator Jackson. What I am getting at is this: Would you say
that it would be the better part of wisdom if one is to err, that it bo on
the side of an adequate effort rather than on an inadequate effort,
dealing as we are now with the question of deterrents to all-out war?
Mr. Baxter. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. Can we afford to take an unreasonable risk in
this area as we did prior to World War I and World War II?
Mr. Baxter. I don't think we can.
Senator Jackson. To follow any other course means destruction ;
does it not?
Mr. Baxter. Well, sir, I think that it calls for a greater resolution
and firmness than we have had to show at any time except in those
grim days of 1940, 1941, and so on. It is a really tough business
because it is a lot more easy to keep people keyed up in wartime effort,
to give up, as we did, the production of automobiles and so on, than
it is over a really long cold war pull. But I do think that we are right
up against it and we are going to have to do it.
Senator Jackson. Do you nave any additional comments that you
wish to make with reference particularly to the subject of education?
Mr. Baxter. Not unless something occurs to me, Senator, later,
that I would like to put in. It seems to me we had a pretty full budget
today. I did not want to do more than mention the educational part.
Senator Jackson. I want to say to you, Dr. Baxter and to Mr.
Sprague, that your contributions here have been so thought-provoking
as far as I am concerned —and I am sure that is true of the other
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members of the committee —that I almost feel impelled to indicate
to you that we will want you back for some more counsel, advice and
help. I hope you will not object to that at the proper time.
Mr. Baxter. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Sprag&e. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much.
Senator Jackson. We again want to express our deep appreciation
for your invaluable contribution in this hearing today.
Mr. Baxter. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sprague. It has been an honor to be here.
Senator Jackson. The Chair wishes to announce that the com
mittee will meet tomorrow, and the last witness in this immediate
series will be Thomas J. Watson, Jr., president of the International
Business Machines Corp. He will appear at 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.
The committee will stand in recess until 10 a.m. tomorrow.
(Whereupon, at 1 p.m. the committee was recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Thursday, February 25, 1960.)
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery
of the Committee on Government Operations,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 3302,
Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Jackson, Mundt and Muskie.
Also present: Senators Robertson and Stennis.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, and Howard E. Haugerud, professional
staff members; and Edmund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
This is the third public meeting of the Subcommittee on National
Policy Machinery of the Senate Government Operations Committee.
Our subcommittee is embarked upon an undertaking unique both
in importance and complexity. We are trying to discover how well
our Federal Government is now organized to discharge its heaviest
single responsibility—devising and carrying out an overall national
security program which is bold enough, wise enough, and soon enough
to assure the survival of our country and our free institutions during
this protracted period of cold war conflict.
We are determined to make our study nonpartisan and thorough.
We will recommend constructive organizational reforms wherever
these appear in order.
This week has been devoted to "stage-setting" hearings which will
furnish a foundation for subsequent hearings dealing with specific
problem areas of Government organization.
We have been privileged to receive extremely valuable testimony
from three eminent Americans who discussed the total challenge con
fronting our country today and in the years ahead, as it relates to
organizing for national security. I refer to Mr. Robert A. Lovett,
the former Secretary of Defense; and Mr. Robert C. Sprague and
Dr. James Phinney Baxter III, both of whom served on the Gaither
Committee.
Our witness today, Mr. Thomas J. Watson, Jr., is one of the most
distinguished and successful industrial leaders in the world. He is
also a public-spirited citizen, with a high sense of civic responsibility,
who has devoted much time and thought to the problem of our
Nation's survival in this mid-20th century world. His wide-ranging
business contacts throughout the world have given him a sense of
perspective afforded few others.
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Mr. Watson is now president of the International Business Ma
chines Corp. He served for 5 years as a bomber pilot in our Army
Air Force. He is a member of the corporation of Brown University
and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This list of civic
and philanthropic organizations in which he participates is long and
varied.
Mr. Watson, it is a great privilege to have you with us today. You
may proceed in your own way.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. WATSON, JR., PRESIDENT,
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.

Mr. Watson. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I appreciate the
opportunity of appearing before this subcommittee.
The task to which you are addressing yourselves is of paramount
importance to the future of our country and if I can be of some small
help to you, I will be most happy.
You have heard several distinguished witnesses, men with vast
experience in government and in education. Since I am just a
businessman, I have been wondering what point of view I am bringing
to your hearings. I have concluded that my point of view is that of
a citizen who is concerned about the general posture of our country
in today's world.
My qualifications for appearing are only those of an interested
citizen and a businessman. The IBM Co. has been operating in an
increasingly competitive market since World War II and we have had
to make major changes in our operations to meet this competition.
Therefore, I am sure that many of my reactions about our response
to the international competition now being thrust upon our country
are based upon my business experience.
Like many Americans, I have been devoting a great deal of thought
to the Soviet problem. It interests me for several reasons. First, I
visited the Soviet Union in 1937 as a tourist and traveled across
Siberia to Manchukuo on the Trans-Siberian Railroad.
Second, I was stationed in Russia for 5 months in 1942 as a U.S.
Air Force pilot and saw a great deal of the people and the country.
Third, and most important of all, I believe the present challenge of
the Soviet Union for world domination is serious— the most serious
problem our country has faced in decades. If we meet the problem
sensibly, it can certainly be solved and we can continue as a world
leader.
My whole thesis today may be summed up in one word—realism.
We must be realistic about the Soviets—-their strong and their weak
points—-and we must be realistic about our own accomplishments and
shortcomings.
There is a singular lack of realism in our modern United States and
it has evolved quite naturally. We have built the finest form of
government and the finest way of life in history. We live amid
creature comforts and luxuries which are almost unbelievable to most
of the rest of the world.
Everything we have is so nearly perfect that increasingly since
World Wat- II we have devoted our attentions toward preserving the
present way we live— toward preserving the status quo.
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No nation bent on preserving the status quo has survived. We
cannot remain stagnant. We must rise to the tasks that face us as a
Nation, whether or not we like the situation or the tasks, in order to
advance steadily and retain the world leadership that we enjoy today.
I believe that the most essential requirement confronting us as a
Nation is this: To honestly recognize that we face the challenge of
our lives in the Soviet Union. Realism, as I have said, must be a
part of every American's outlook. It is a primary requisite for victory
over Russia.
It would be nice to think that everything the Russians do is wrong
and ineffective. This conclusion tends to make us underestimate the
potential of the Soviet Union. This we are doing almost daily.
While we are unrealistic and comfortable in our present way of
life, the Russians are completely realistic— realistic to a degree almost
inconceivable to Americans—about what it takes to achieve their
goal of becoming the most powerful nation on earth. I began to
appreciate the realism of the Russians during my stay in their country
in 1942.
This last summer I went back to visit the Moscow Fair where an
IBM machine was answering questions about American life. Here
again I was impressed with their realism. Listening to their ques
tions to our bilingual people convinced me that they believe in
communism. They do not strongly object to their low standard of
living because they believe that this is necessary to the achievement
of their goals.
They have an intense pride in their jet aircraft, their use of atomic
energy, their sputniks; in fact in all of their progress. Incidentally,
within Russian borders one hears only of peaceful uses of atomic
energy, not the military uses.
They are master propagandists. There are displays of missiles
throughout the country and they are usually not models, but missiles
that have been somewhere and show it by the marks made as they
reentered the atmosphere.
It seems to me to be completely unrealistic to hope that the
Soviet empire will topple automatically. It seems equally unrealistic
to think that if somehow Soviet citizens could be brought to America
in large numbers to see how we live that they would then go home
and change their system to one of democracy. The Soviet system is
well enough accepted by the average citizen so that the possibility
of drastic change or revolution can be discounted.
If we can begin to look at the Soviets in these terms, we can begin
to achieve a realistic appraisal of our present status and a realistic
plan for continuing our world leadership.
Coexistence with the Soviet Union may be possible and may be
achieved without sacrifice of pride or dignity, but it can only come
about by being prepared for war until an acceptable disarmament
agreement is reached.
We all recognize the ambition of Mr. Khrushchev for Soviet success
and world control. I spent 3 hours with him in an IBM plant in
San Jose last October. Contrary to some of his appearances, he was
reserved and polite with us. Underneath his reserve, however, one
could feel a formidable personality—a driving ambition—great
vitality and leadership ability and a cold realism that was almost
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physical. He and his people know exactly where they want to go
and how they propose to get there.
I believe that the winning of any contest begins with ideas. The
creative thinker is the priceless ingredient of progress. We have been
famous for nearly 200 years for fostering an atmosphere which has
produced the original thinking we have needed to build our Nation.
The atmosphere is not as conducive as formerly to the breeding of new
ideas.
It is all too easy to criticize new and creative approaches. President
Eisenhower's invitation to Mr. Khrushchev was a courageous and imagi
native step in seeking a solution. Yet he was criticized. This tend
ency to reject the new and the creative act is all too prevalent in our
country today.
These problems of national attitude are compounded by our
confusion about our competitive posture in military and technological
areas.
Freedom of speech is basic in a democracy, but we should be
ingenious enough to have freedom of speech without confusing the
public about our military posture. Perhaps we need a new govern
mental approach which will provide that all debate on a vital and con
troversial subject remain behind closed doors until there is some
unanimity of opinion, or at least until the majority and minority
view s are crystallized.
I suspect that I am discussing a question of degree and governmental
discretion. These same debates must have arisen in World War II,
but rarely did they reach the public. This must have been because
emergency had forced us into settling our military and budget dif
ferences privately, in order not to confuse the country and give aid
and comfort to the enemy.
Perhaps we must realize that a similar emergency exists today.
If we did, public testimony of subordinate military commanders
against the official position of their commanding officers would be
unheard of. You understand, I am not in favor of suppressing any
point of view which could possibly be helpful to the national defense.
I am just discussing what is the right place and the right time for such
testimony.
In appraising Soviet advances —military and otherwise —one must
be able to compare their accomplishments with our own. To do this
is extremely difficult, for some say we are in a good competitive posi
tion while others say we are hopelessly behind.
The facts probably lie somewhere in between these points of view.
Unless the Government can agree to some facts on a nonpartisan basis,
it is extremely difficult for the man in the street to be anything but
confused.
I believe we would do well to look at each other and admit that the
Russians are ahead of us in certain areas. While we announced for
months ahead of time that we were going to put up a satellite, the
Russians quietly launched sputnik. Then we began to talk of how
we were going to get to the moon. To our shock and dismay, lunik
was already there—first again.
The next game apparently is to be a man-in-space game. We have
been preparing for that by headlining the training activities and
personalities of our seven astronauts. While I would not depreciate
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them for one instant, perhaps it would be better to say less until the
mission is completed.
Space accomplishments have captured the imaginition of the world
and we must recognize that we cannot be second best in space for very
long and still command respect and hold world leadership. In a very
real sense, we are in a war of scientific development as well as a war
of production. We must have firsts—firsts in space and firsts else
where, if we are to continue to be leaders.
We may gain comfort and peace of mind by mixing our own doubts
about our abilities in rocketry with thoughts of the superiority of our
Air Force and other weapons. However, this kind of thinking is not
conducive to long-term would leadership.
We have some firsts today and we can be proud of them. The
atomic submarine and its trip under the pole are very real firsts and
there are others, but we need more.
In addition to space, military, and other technological challenges, .
the Soviets now challenge us in the underdeveloped and uncommitted
countries of the world. These nations have a population of about a
billion people—a third of the world total. They have a great deal in
common, despite their different cultures and carying stages of eco
nomic development. Radical political, economic, and social change
is going on in all of them.
These emerging peoples are susceptible to new governmental philos
ophies. What then choice will be depends largely on how interested
we, in our warm, comfortable America, become in their problems and
how well we sell our ways to them. If we do not sell our democratic
way successfully, the Soviets will be there seeking to sell their Com
munist way.
To those not living in the advanced industrial nations, communism,
on the surface at least, is easy to describe with appeal. It offers what
sounds like a magic road to success, proposing to take from the rich
and give to the poor. Couple this magical sounding concept with
recent Soviet technological successes and you have a package which
cannot help but give the underdeveloped nations pause.
These peoples—this one-third of the world—demand economic de
velopment that will keep them from starving, medical attention that
will keep their children from dying at an early age, and education and
technical assistance to help them help themselves.
If we win these peoples to a way of life compatible with our own,
the Western World will be a majority—but if most of them are lost
to communism, we will be a small minority in the world.
So we must find a way to draw these uncommitted and under
developed nations and peoples to us. One important way of doing
this is to increase our trade with them. To increase trade, we must
continue to reduce our tariff barriers on a reciprocal basis. In this
area also we are challenged by the Russians. Mr. Khrushchev has
told us that they value trade least for economic reasons and most for
political purposes.
We must realize that the Communists are fully committed to the
contest for the underdeveloped nations while we, at times, seem
uncertain and unwilling to decide whether we are in the race or not.
We must decide to enter this race. Once decided, we must adhere
to the program year in and year out. We invest abroad to help
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ourselves and to help underdeveloped nations. Let us not get this
investment in our future confused with altruism. It is a sheer
necessity.
To meet these challenges of the Communists will require sacrifices.
The English author, Barbara Ward, puts it this way:
At no time in history have nations been granted the privilege of defending
themselves both successfully and also at a level they think they can afford.
There is no reason to suppose that history has obligingly reversed itself for the
benefit of the West.

We cannot just go along with a business-as-usual basis and hope
to win. We have got to throw our economy into full-scale competition
with the Russians, meeting their challenges whenever and wherever
they occur. This is not an easy decision because realistically it means
a departure from our present way of life.
We want to spend everything that is necessary for all of the pro
grams to strengthen America; we want a balanced budget and we
want the same or lowered taxes. These three are incompatible. One
of our first sacrifices must be a willingness to accept higher taxes, if
necessary, in order to accomplish our purpose of keeping America
ahead of the world on all counts. There are no easy solutions.
I do not agree with people who suggest that we must not push
our economy to any point necessary to win in competing with the
Soviet because we then might lose what has made our country great.
If we do not impose the strains necessary to win, it is obvious that
at best we will live in a Soviet-dominated world, and at the worst
in a Soviet province.
All of us are strongly opposed to greater Government controls, but
I would rather have greater control by our Government under our
system than to discover one day that "business as usual" had not
been sufficient to win the battle.
Of course, there are many places in Government where savings can
be made. There is no one— in or out of Government—who would
deny this fact. The difficulty is that each of us wants to make the
savings in a different area, usually in all area in which we are not
vitally concerned.
I hope that a more bipartisan approach to this problem in the
future can result in great savings, but I would hate to feel that any
of our actions to combat the Soviet challenge would have to wait
for these Government savings. Our President has addressed himself
to this matter and has made substantial savings. We have the Hoover
report on the same subject with attendant improvement;
It would be fine, of course, to make additional economies, but I
would hate to have the village burn while the people debated whether
to buy a new fire engine.
We must make the changes in order to survive. If we do not
make our economy compete effectively with the Soviets, then they,
not we, have the superior system, not from the point of view of rights
of individuals, but by the very fact that theirs is the system that
survives.
Certainly we do not want to spend 1 penny more than necessary,
but an error on the low side might place this country in great jeopardy.
With an economy that is producing twice as much as the Soviets,
and is producing four times as much for individual consumption per
capita, these sacrifices should not really hurt us much. But even if
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they do, we all will welcome whatever sacrifices are necessary when
we realize the alternatives.
When a business is faced with problems due to increased competi
tion, one of the fundamentals of reorganizing to meet this threat is to
have a single individual charged with each responsibility within that
business. This is done simply so that he can be rewarded if he does
well or can be relieved if he does poorly.
It is extremely difficult to get a similar definition of responsibility
throughout the Government, and yet I believe we must seek ways to
achieve this type of organization if we are going to be able to move
fast enough in the future to adequately respond to the Soviet challenge.
With the right organization and the right men, businesses are able
to respond adequately. The responsible leaders must have complete
authority and responsibility in their areas of interest. They must be
able to stop study and discussion at any point where they feel they
have enough facts upon which to make a decision.
Study and review beyond a certain point in the decision-making
process of a business merely delaj's the decision and confuses the issue.
Business managers must be courageous enough and have top manage
ment backing to make the decisions at the right time. The bigger the
business, the greater the temptation to delay decisions and have com
mittees study the problem. Thus, without very aggressive manage
ment, big businesses often slow down.
When one comes to the problems of managing the biggest business
of all—the Government— the task is staggeringly great. Neverthe
less, I am persuaded that the business approach offers the greatest
chance for success.
This has necessarily been a very general discourse. In conclusion,
may I summarize some of the things that I, as an ordinary citizen,
believe we must do to bring our country successfully through this
difficult time.
Our national goal should be clear superiority over the Soviet Union
in all possible areas and we should believe enough in our democracy so
that we will not be reluctant to fully enter the contest.
We must be coldly realistic about Soviet successes and our own and
balance one against the other to evaluate where we stand.
We are in a crucial contest with the Soviet Union. Therefore, we
must be willing to accept any sacrifices necessary to win.
We must cultivate an atmosphere which will foster the type of
creative and unorthodox thinking necessary to find effective solutions
to the Soviet problem.
We must eliminate or cut back all programs of Government spend
ing which our commonsense tells us cannot be tolerated in an emer
gency.
We must balance our budget and even strive for debt reduction.
To do this may well require more taxes for we must spend more in the
areas where the Soviets are ahead or moving up.
Our foreign aid programs must be held at reasonable levels until
the underdeveloped nations are economically independent. We must
realize that we invest here in our enlightened self-interest and not for
charity.
We must somehow avoid the type of public debate that confuses the
country.
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These are a few of the things we must do. They will begin to be
accomplished when information flowing from Government to the
people becomes clear enough so that the people can understand the
emergency.
Finally, taken out of context, much of what I have said might be
construed to be critical of either political party or of the administra
tion. I want to emphasize that our present position is, in my opinion,
no more the fault of one party than the other. The events which
have brought us to our present status have evolved under at least two
administrations, one of each major party.

I believe the Government is the shadow and the measure of the
thoughts of the citizenry. Our present dilemma is caused by indeci
sion on the part of most Americans.
The majority of Americans do not feel that the Soviet Union has a
real possibility of dominating this Nation in the foreseeable future.
When this possibility is fully understood, there will be no reluctance
on the part of anyone to undertake the contest and win.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Watson, as chairman of the subcommittee,

I want to congratulate you on a fine, objective presentation of this
initial problem that we are wrestling with in this committee.

I was particularly impressed with your theme at the beginning and
at the end, of the necessity of a realistic approach, that we should be
realists in this.

1 am reminded, if you will forgive me, of a statement by Dr. Rein-
hold Niebuhr, the great theologian and scholar. This is what he said:
If the democratic nations faiJ, their failure must be partly attributed to the
faulty strategy of idealists who have too many illusions when they face realists
who have too little conscience.

I think it is a statement that is most appropriate in connection, I
believe, with what you just said. I assume you would subscribe
to that.
Mr. Watson. I would, indeed, sir.
Senator Jackson. It is a thoughtful and provocative statement
from a great scholar.

I would like to ask two or three questions before I turn to my
colleagues on the committee.
Mr. Watson, your company, I think, is an outstanding example of
what can happen with bold and imaginative leadership, the kind of
leadership that has encouraged creative thinking and left a lot of room
for unorthodox opinions which has resulted in a growth stor}T in Amer
ican business without parallel, I think, in our history.
International Business Machines, I believe, operates virtually all
over the free world. Is that not correct?
Mr. Watson. That is correct, sir.
Senator Jackson. You have plants abroad, some of them in a full
production status, others assembly plants, and others distribution
plants.
Mr. Watson. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. They are in the Far East, Western Europe, and
so on.
Mr. Watson. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. You have had a great deal of experience as a
businessman with our economy. You know something about the
potential of our economy. I want to ask you:
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Do you feel that our country can carry a greater load than we are
now carrying in connection with this Soviet competition which is
across the board—military, economic, political, and psychological?
Mr. Watson. I do, sir, and I think that really our country has no
choice but to undertake as great a load as is necessary to win the battle.
It seems to me that if we do not undertake whatever load is nec
essary, that we only can lose. Therefore, I certainly agree that we
should carry whatever load is necessary to win.
Senator Jackson. I take it from your statement that you certainly
feel we are not doing as much as we should be doing in various areas.
Mr. Watson. I do, sir.
Senator Jackson. You have traveled abroad considerably, and I
know that with your company activities abroad you certainly keep in
touch with public opinion abroad. Would you say that our prestige
has been affected insofar as what our allies and friends think of us in
those areas where we have always held a trump card, our industrial,
our scientific, our technological capabilities?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir. I believe our prestige received a tre
mendous blow abroad when the Russians put their sputnik into orbit
before one of our satellites. I was dining in Frankfurt, Germany, the
night we attempted the unsuccessful launching of our first satellite.
It was quite a long dinner. I remember very well the German waiter
coming in and reporting to me throughout the dinner, "Now they are
getting ready to launch your satellite. Now it is being counted down."
Then there was a long period. Then with great disappointment in
his face and his voice, he said, "Your satellite has exploded on the
launching pad." You could feel by this individual more or less what
was going on all over Western Europe.
I think up to that point we had been infallible in their eyes. I think
at this point they now begin to wonder whether or not we are, in truth,
infallible.
Senator Jackson. It is rather humiliating for Americans abroad,
sometimes, to be confronted with this problem.
Mr. Watson. It is. It is difficult to explain.
Senator Jackson. On my way to the Antarctic in October, I was
in Christ Church, New Zealand, just before we took off for the South
Pole. I would say the New Zealanders are as close and as loyal to
our country as any of our allies. I found myself in a very difficult
pos'tion of trying to explain when we were going to do something
about the moon. At that point, several weeks earlier, they had hit
the moon. At the point when I was in Christ Church, New Zealand,
thev had just taken a picture of the back side of the moon.
Naturally, when one is abroad, you explain and defend your country,
regardless of what your own views might be at home. I might say
that it was indeed an embarrassing situation. I never thought that,
as an American, I would have to explain why we are in second place
in an area where we have always been superior.
Mr. Watson. I agree.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel that this decline in our prestige is an
important factor in connection with the overall Soviet threat?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir; I do. I think that to be leaders, you have
to win in most of the areas in which you compete, and unless we can
continue, or once again begin to win in most of the areas in which we
compete, I think we will slowly lose the imaginative ability and
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leadership that has been our stock in trade for decades here in this
country.
Senator Jackson. And whether we like it or not, is it not a fact
that many of our allies, at least, have serious doubts as to what direc
tion we are going in this competition with the Soviets?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir. I believe that is true. I believe we have
serious doubts ourselves.
Senator Jackson. And our allies echo those doubts.
Mr. Watson. Yes; they do.
Senator Jackson. Do you have any specific recommendations in any
area of Soviet competition that you would like to mention at this time?
I want to say, as I told Mr. Lovett, Mr. Sprague and Dr. Baxter,
we value your testimony. I know that we will want you to come
back later. If you have any specific thoughts now, fine. If you do
not, that is fine.
Mr. Watson. No, sir; I do not believe I have any specific recom
mendations. As I said at the outset, my qualifications are basically
those of a businessman and a citizen. I think we have to compete
harder. I believe in our abilities to do anything that we set outselves
up to do in this country. I think it is just a question of making the
decisions that we are going to do it.
Senator Jackson. You certainlv do not subscribe to this philosophy
that if we make this effort, we will bankrupt ourselves?
Mr. Watson. I do not; no, sir.
Senator Jackson. You have great faith in our free enterprise
system, its resilience, its vitality, and its durability to do whatever is
necessary in order to survive, and to outstrip the Soviet in all areas of
competition?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir. I have enough faith in it to pit it against
the Soviet or any other system on a full-scale, competitive basis, and
believe implicitly that under those conditions we would win.
Senator Jackson. Would you want to say that maybe this com
petition could be good for us, that it might bring out some of the best
in us? Would you say that maybe when you acquire the rich standard
of living that we have acquired over the years, that the very richness
in our system could be the seeds of our own destruction unless we
faced up to a competitive situation such as we face now?
Mr. Watson. I think that is correct. I think there are some very
ominous parallels in history of very rich nations in the past and what
has happened to them. I would think that the need to compete
against the Soviets, if we accept the challenge, could be one of the
greatest things that happened to the United States in a long time.
Senator Jackson. Rather than to abhor this competition, we might
welcome it with the realization that we could be a stronger and a
richer and a better country for it.
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. Senator Mundt?
Senator Mundt. Mr. Watson, I have enjoyed your statement and
appreciate your ideas.
In your statement you point out something which I certainly
discovered to be true in my two trips behind the Iron Curtain. That

is
,

when you say about the Russians, and it is equally true about the
Communists in the satellite countries, that they believe in communism.
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They believe in it almost, as my observations indicate, as though it
were a religion, a creed.
They are a little bit myopic about it. They believe that everything
that is good is involved in communism, and everything that is bad is
involved with the free enterprise system. I do not think they have a
very balanced approach.
Mr. Watson. 1 agree with you.
Senator Mundt. One of their great weaknesses is that they believe
too much in the infallibility of their system, which is wrong, but at
least they believe it. It would be helpful, I think, if all our Ameri
cans, young and old, indigenous or immigrants, would believe in our
American concepts with at least the same enthusiasm and determina
tion that the Communists believe in communism.
Talking to you now in your capacity as an educator and as a mem
ber of boards of trustees and governors of educational institutions,
I wonder whether you feel there is anything that might be done,
differently or better, by our colleges, universities and secondary schools
to be sure, that those who pass through them believe in our way of life
as enthusiastically as Communists believe in communism?
Mr. Watson. That is a very broad question, Senator Mundt. I
will do my best.
Senator Mundt. I think it strikes to one of the very weaknesses
that we have.
Mr. Watson. I agree with you.
I think that if in educational institutions around the United States,
as well as in all other circles, we could thoroughly understand the sig
nificance and danger of the competition we are engaged in with the
Soviet Union, we would essentially reerect a frontier for America,
which would give us a goal toward which we would be working, and I
think we flounder a little bit today for lack of a goal.
Most always in our background we have had a frontier, something
to strive for. This is what the Soviets are striving for. They are
striving for a higher standard of living; they are striving for greater
respect in international circles, and so forth.
For a while we had all of these things, and I think that sort of took
away from us the ambition that a frontier creates. So educationally,
I would think we could do better to convince all of the students in our
educational institutions that we are under a great challenge from our
enemy or our potential enemy, the Soviet, because then I think every
body would work with a more dedicated fervor.
Man3r of you, I am sure, have been to Moscow University or have
seen Soviet students. They work in what you adequately described
as almost religious atmosphere in trying to learn and gain, and some
how we have to bring this same thing to our own institutions.
Senator Mundt. Do you think it might help if we were to set up
something in this country, on which I have been laboring for some
time with a group of interested people, which we would call a Freedom
Academy, through which people might pass who go abroad to represent
us, great business concerns such as Arours, or Government employees,
or even as tourists, so that at least those emissaries that we send
abroad would perhaps go with at least a refresher course on those
things about America which are good, and a little more comprehensive
knowledge of the weaknesses they might find there?
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I think you have had the same experience I have had, that in a
certain sense every American abroad is an ambassador, good or bad,
for the United States. He is like the fellow away from home; he is
an expert. He has to be in a position to defend our position, if he
gets cornered around the coffee table with somebody on the other side.
It seems to me that through the use of something like this, like a
Freedom Academy mechanism, it would train a little better the people
we send overseas. When they send a fellow overseas, he is a pretty
good person. He may come looking like a farmer or looking like an
expert in international business machinery, and so forth, but basically
and fundamentally he is a Communist; he is an agent, perhaps espio
nage agent, perhaps an agent provocateur, but at least an agent of
salesmanship.
I think when we send people overseas or when they go overseas, if
we could make them a little better missionaries for freedom, we could
be helping a little bit to get the kind of world opinion that we want.
Mr. Watson. I agree with that. I believe that if we could educate
our Government people first, because I believe this would be amenable
first to the Government people; I would think that American business
would avail themselves of those facilities if it were possible.
I think it might be a little bit difficult to get tourists to do such a
thing, because they usually are more on a vacation than on any
attempt to be good ambassadors, although I think all we can do in
briefing tourists as to how they ought to operate is good.
I have noticed in my trips recently that at your port of exit in the
United States you are given some sort of a little booklet which tries
to impress upon you the importance of conducting yourself well
while you are abroad. I thought this was a small step in the right
direction.
Senator Mundt. Yes, it is, and we have been working in that
direction for a long time. All of those things are to the good. A
tourist going abroad can get from Pan American for $1 a pretty good
book about the drinking water in every country and the kind of
weather that they are going to have, and where the good nightclubs
are and which are the better class hotels.
Is seems he could carry with him in his tourist kit something like
you described, which would be helpful.
Senator Jackson. Shouldn't what you suggested be the role of
every university, every school of higher learning, to give the kind of
education that will make these young people coming out more thought
ful and conscious of the challenge that we face, and the necessity of
having some of that spirit that every British student had in the 19th
century, an understanding of worldwide responsibility, the surviva
bility of the British Empire being an indispensable part of the curricu
lum in the grade school, in the high school and in the colleges of
England?
Senator Mundt. I certainly would favor that, and I believe Mr.
Watson in response to my first question indicated that. We were
talking about, in this Freedom Academy, something like I propose in
Senate bill 1689, which would set up a special training course.
I quite agree that fundamentally, primarily, it should be for Gov
ernment officials, who go over as good Americans, as good soil con
servationists, perhaps, as good consular officers, or good newspapermen.
But they should go over there also knowing these differences and
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distinctions between their way of life and our way of life, so when
they get there they can be good missionaries.
One statement you made, it seems to me, is subject to two inter
pretations. I think I know the interpretation you imply, but I want
to make sure.
You said:
It seems equally unrealistic to think that if somehow Soviet citizens could be;
brought to America in large numbers to see how we live that they would then go
home and change their system to one of democracy.

I do not believe you mean for any of our people to go over there
and reestablish the Iron Curtain.
Mr. Watson. No, sir. I think the freest possible exchange be
tween our country and theirs is a good thing because it brings about
better understanding. However, I think there are some unrealistic
Americans who feel that our system is so good, not only for us, which
I firmly believe in, but so good that anyone else who gets a chance to
really understand it will automatically subscribe to it.
I think this gives them comfort. I think they feel, "Finally the
Soviets will find out how our democracy works and they will want to
have one just like it." I think this is wishful thinking.
Senator Mundt. I quite agree. I quite agree also that by having
them come we create in their minds some standards of comparison
which they never had before, and we sow some seeds of unhappiness
which were not there before. If we are going to have them come, we
jolly well ough^to do it on a quid pro quo basis, with our people

Academy, to make sure that when we send people over there, we will
send people who will work in the right interests.
In your statement, you say:
The creative thinker is the priceless ingredient of progress. We have been
famous for nearly 200 years for fostering an atmosphere which has produced the
original thinking we have needed to build our Nation.

While you do not say it, or dilate upon it
,
it seems to me that there

you point to one of the great encouraging features, a kind of a candle
that we can hold up in all this gloom about the contest between
Russia and the United States, because this we have, the capacity to
develop creative thinking in a free world which they certainly must
lack to a certain degree by virtue of the effort they make to cramp
everybody's ideas into one mold.
Do you think that is true?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir; I agree with that 100 percent. I wanted
to get across the idea that while this atmosphere and channel is com
pletely open to us in our democracy, that we are limiting the atmos
phere somewhat and making it

, I think, increasingly difficult for
people to do the creative, unorthodox thinking here, because as a

country we seem to be a good deal more interested in the orthodox
than normally we have been.
As a consequence, I think people who take unorthodox approaches
are sometimes subject to great criticism. I tried to illustrate it by
President Eisenhower's invitation to Khrushchev. I asked the State
State Department if they wanted to show Khrushchev our IBM plant
in San Jose, Calif. I got some letters that said this was a good thing.

equally
something like a Freedom,
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I think the power of our industrial democracy is an important thing
for a Soviet to see. But I got a lot of letters that roundly criticized
me for that act as being sympathetic to the Communist point of view,
as being unrealistic in the position of our country and so forth.
I do not know how you go about combating such an attitude.
Personally, I do not mind such letters. But I suspect that it does
have an inhibiting effect on how much creative thinking we get out
of the intelligentsia of this country.
Senator Mundt. Yes, but in a long-pull contest, and we are think
ing in terms of a cold war which is not going to be short lived, I am
sure, at best, it seems to me there are great advantages adhering to
the side that not only permits but encourages the type of creative
thinking we have in this country, as against a system which dis
courages it and where one bad guess means you are all done and are
in trouble.
Mr. Watson. I quite agree with you.
Senator Mundt. We are tolerant enough in our system where we
do not decapitate a man because in the process of creative thinking
he comes up with one idea which is worthless.
Mr. Watson. I quite agree with you.
Senator Mundt. You touch on a very sore toe in your statement,
Mr. Watson, but you come up with a very challenging new concept,
when you discuss the fact that these debates which occur and these
differences of opinion confuse the public—certainly that is true—and
when you indicate that perhaps more testimony should be taken in
executive session and less in public session until we arrive at consoli
dated points of view.
You swim against the tide down here, where after every meeting
a host of able reporters and observers are out in front of every com
mittee room after every executive session trying to weasel a word out
here, sneak a phrase out there, and build upon it

,

where sometimes
unhappily leaks flow from a committee room.

I am happv to say, Mr. Chairman, we haven't any in this committee.
Senator Jackson. We have it right out in the open.
Senator Mundt. Yes; but those things do occur. There is a great
fetish on this right to know, and understandably so. Still there is a

recognition, I am sure, that sometimes better good can be served if

we just do not tell everybody everything in the process of making up
our mine's.
How do you arrive at this happy situation where, in a democracy,
the people know all the things that they should know, and still you
do not go so far down that road that everybody else in the world
knows what you are thinking, too, and you are operating constantly
in a goldfish bowl, where a man from the Kremlin can sit there and
know as much about it as we?
Mr. Watson. Sir, I did not want to come down here with criticism
that was not constructive. I spent a lot of time on this point and a

lot of time discussing it with associates. I have not had a good
answer. I can only contrast what is happening today with what
happened during World War II.
For much of World II, I was not in this country, but I did not see
in the papers that I had a look at a great deal of debate as to whether
or not our military strategy was right or wrong, as to whether or not
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we were spending the right amount of money, building the right kind
of airplanes, and so fortli.
So the best I was able to do in submitting this report to you was
simply to say, "Well, it worked a little better in World War II than it
does now, and perhaps if we were to recognize that we are really in an
emergency situation that comes awfully close to active war, then it
seems to me that if everybody recognized this, we might at least get
back to the amount of controlled information going out that we had
then."
I thought it was at an acceptable level then, and I think it is at a
confusing level today.
Senator Mundt. I certainly agree as to the confusing level, when
you have one Congressional Record, one Senator from one State,
saying that we virtually are unprepared, and unable to defend our
selves, and another Senator from an adjacent State get up and spend
an equally long period in the Congressional Record saying we are
completely impregnable; there is nothing to worry about.
What is the fellow on the street going to decide? Here are two
Senators, both of them honest men. What is he going to decide?
I wondered if what you were driving at wasn't this: That in World
War II, World War I, it was not so much a matter of law as it was a
matter of self-restraint that kept public officials from saying things
which conceivably could be of service and comfort and use to the
enemy.
Mr. Watson. That is right, sir.
Senator Mundt. It seems to me that if somehow we could develop
in this country, No. 1, a little greater self-restraint on the part of
public officials who say things apparently without evaluating their
impact (1) on the people of America who should not be confused,
who should be led in the right direction; and (2) upon our adversary,
if we could develop public officials who exercise in the cold war sub
stantially the same degrees of constructive self-restraint they exercise
in every hot war, and then if we could develop among the people a
tendency to applaud the official who exercises the restraint instead of
applaud the fellow who blows off his top, it might have a good impact
on the problem you have in mind, without getting a law or without
really closing down the source of legitimate information.
Mr. Watson. I would agree with that, Senator.
Senator Mundt. Is that about what you have in mind?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. At that point, Mr. Watson, of course, the
Constitution does provide that the Congress must provide for the
common defense. In other words, every Member of the House and
Senate takes an oath to support and defend the Constitution.
While the President is Commander in Chief, the resources that he
has available to him stem from the Congress. In a free society such
as ours, with the importance of new ideas and responsible and con
structive criticism, Congress has a serious constitutional responsi
bility. I think you would agree with that.
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir. I am quite aware of that, and I think it
is a very valuable check and balance to the country. That is why
I tried to say here that I am not in favor of suppressing any point of
view that would be helpful to national defense, but I did say I was
discussing what is the right time and right place for such testimony.
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Senator Mundt. And, of course. Congress has the same constitu
tional authority and responsibility in peacetime and in war. All you
are saying is if we would exercise that responsibility in a cold war
with some of the same circumspection that we utilize in a hot war,
maybe everything would come out a little better.
Mr. Watson. I do not want to have implied to what I am saying
or the views that I hold a critical attitude to any group or individual.
I would like to just reflect that I think the United States is some
what confused. I think it would be to the great advantage of the
United States if somehow we could unconfuse them as to what our
present posture is

,

and what is necessary to be done to put us in the
position that we deserve to be. It is toward this that I was trying to
speak.
Senator Mundt. And if we could unconfuse them, to accept your
coinage of a good term, don't you think it would stimulate them to
support a little greater, and sacrifice a litte more for an effort which
they better understood?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir. I think that once the American people—

if I am right, and if we are in an emergency, and if our very future is

threatened, I firmly believe that once most of the citizens of the United
States are convinced of this, that there is almost no height to which
they would not rise to preserve what we have in this country.
Senator Mundt. You have good precedent for that in every war
that we have been in. I suspect there have been substantial minority
viewpoints which say, "Well, maybe we hadn't ought to have gotten
into that war. If we had done something differently we wouldn't
have gotten into it."
But they don't go around criticizing it once the war is on. We have

a pretty fine American unanimity of performance in wartime. We
don't have to put many people in jail for doing things that give aid
and comfort to the enemy.
There is a shooting war going on and we know it then. That is

pretty prosaic, but it is harder to get that concept across in a cold
war period.
Senator Jackson. Wouldn't you say that our people are not ade
quately informed? I think that is the tenor of your remarks. They
would do more if they were adequately informed as to the threat?
Mr. Watson. Sir, I know what you are implying, and my own view

is very close to yours. I think it comes back to this realism and the
fact that a great many conflicting facts are thrown out, conflicting
points of view are through out to the people. I think that they do not
want to hear bad news. I do not; you do not, I do not think; most of
us do not want to hear bad news.
Unless we can get this bad news that ought to be gotten out to the
country pretty clearly defined and pretty generally subscribed to by
everybody in Government, then I think it is asking too much to believe
that the average citizen will believe that there are things that he ought
to do, and sacrifices that he ought to make to help the country out of
the bind.
Senator Jackson. You suspect that not all of the bad news is out?
Mr. Watson. Sir, I have enough bad news to get me very alarmed.

I do not know whether I am exaggerating the situation, but I suspect
that perhaps there is enough bad news around, if you wrant to pick it

up, but I just think it has to be hammered home more.
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Senator Mundt. In other words, what you are talking about is that
there is probably an adequacy of information, but it isn't channeled.
It is very difficult for the recipient to sort it out. You would like to
have a sorting out process here in the central town.
Mr. Watson. I think, Senator Mundt, I would prefer to see it
sorted out, to at least some basic points of view that everyone in an
official position can subscribe to.
Senator Mundt. I think that is a very correct view and one which
we would expect from a man interested in business machines, as you
are, which are a sort of mechanism for sorting things out and keeping
them in an orderly way.
You would like to see the world operate in this same sense of order,
which is understandable.
Mr. Watson. You attribute more ability to our machines than they
have, sir. I wish they did.
Senator Mundt. I would like to read one paragraph from your
statement and comment on it.
To those not living in the advanced industrial nations, communism, on the sur
face, at least, is easy to describe with appeal. It offers what sounds like a magic
road to success, proposing to take from the rich and give to the poor. Couple
this magical sounding concept with recent Soviet technological successes and you
have a package which cannot help but give the underdeveloped nations pause.

To that should we not add the following: that one of the great
problems we confront in working with these underdeveloped nations
is the fact that we are trying to sell them a concept and we are sup
porting a program and a policy advocating that they move in the
direction of a system of government which requires on the part of
the people certain aptitudes and abilities which they do not need to
live under communism, because under communism you do not even
have to have an educated populace, and perhaps you do better with
an illiterate populace, because you are running it on a monolithic
structure, from the top down?
When you are trying to help a country develop a system which
operates from the bottom up, it is inevitably a more difficult job than
trying to impose something which some tough leader can run from
the top down. How do we meet that? There is a disadvantage
which we have.
Mr. Watsox. I quite agree with that, sir, and I think it makes our
system much more difficult, and I think it is the reason why in many
underdeveloped countries they naturally go into a dictatorship, be
cause the monolithic structure has a good deal better chance to operate.
How you meet it, I do not know. I think we have to be a lot better
able to sell the means through which we have reached our high stand
ard of living and many accomplishments. It is not enough to say,
"We have democracy; we have a high standard of living; therefore,
you must accept democracy so you will, too." I do not think they
can go through that reasoning process.
Senator Muxdt. In our country they grew up together, the proc
esses of exercising self-restraint and self government, and the processes
of the expanding industrial mechanism that provided a high standard
of living. They grew up over a century and a half.
It is a little hard when you have to meet the problem obtusely, and
here you have an illiterate, uneducated group of people, in an unde
veloped country with a low standard of living, and you are trying to
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sell the idea that if they could exercise freedom, democracy and private
enterprise, everything will come out all right 100 vears from now.
The other fellow says, "You buy our system. We will put a guy in
on Tuesday, to cut up your farm, give you a piece of land," and this
and that. This is a difficult selling job. You are a master salesman.
How would you do it?
Mr. Watson. I have no immediate answer for that, sir. I do think
you can find little islands of hope around the world in areas where they
have a leader who subscribes to a democratic point of view and makes
considerable progress. But to broadly answer how you do it

,
1 cannot.

Senator Mundt. I have one more question and then I will yield to
my colleagues.
On your final statement:
The majority of Americans do not feel that the Soviet Union has a real possi
bility of dominating this Nation in the forseeable future. When this possibility

is fully understood, there will be no reluctance on the part of anyone to undertake
the contest and win.

I could not agree with any statement more than I could with that
one. I have talked a little bit about what might be the neglected
conditions of our schools and colleges and universities. I have talked
about the proposal that I made in S. 1689, developing a Freedom
Academy, to alert the people on the front lines.

I think there is another area we have not touched upon. I think
one reason that we do not get the kind of support and the kind of
concern on the part of the general populace on this menace of com
munism, the communism menace we are talking about and not
Russia or the Russian people, although we agree that the international
menace of communism is second to none any country has ever under
gone, somehow we have not been able to get the people concerned
about the fact that communism at home, eating like a cancer from
within, must be just as dangerous as communism hammering at the
front door from without.
We have tended to move away from a realization at home that the
Communist here and the so-called insolent American at home who
joins every front organization that is available and still is a good
American, but serves and profits the enemy, do you think of anything
we can do to sort of get our home base protected and get people to
realize that communism is an evil and malignant thing whether you
see it in New Guinea or whether you see it in New York?
Mr. Watson. No, sir; I am not sure that I believe that there is a
great undercover Communist movement within the United States that
really threatens our country from within. I am conscious that there
are Communists in this country. I am conscious of the fact that they
have maneuvered themselves on occasion into fairly important and
significant posts in the United States.
But I really do not believe that the United States has been sub
stantially weakened from the Communist menace from within. I am
much more concerned with the Communist menace from without than
from within.
Senator Mundt. I know that is a typical attitude, and it seems to
me it is one of the reasons why the general public has not rallied to
this very real danger from without, because somehow or other there

is a feeling that it is not so dangerous if it is in this country, but it is

terribly dangerous if it is in some other country.
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Mr. Watson. This is not what I meant to say, sir.
Senator Mundt. I know, but you did say, I think, that you were
not as much worried about it.
Mr. Watson. That is correct.
Senator Mundt. Of course, everything is relative. Nobody ex
pects the immediate danger to be as great from within as from with
out. It does seem to me, and it is not the underground Communist
apparatus alone, but it is all the open and above board propaganda,
the insidious propaganda that goes out, in your reputable front
organizations, written by Communist agents, supported by Moscow,
that says why not have pacifism in this country, why have a Na
tional Guard in this country, why have universal military training in
this country. Why not curtail all these guns?
This thing spreads out and fans out. It is spewed out from our
own country and directed, as the FBI has shown so many times,
directed directly by Communists. I think we have to be alarmed
about that. It seems to me we must not be working on the roof of
the house if the foundation starts to fall.
Mr. Watson. I believe I said I was not as alarmed about Com
munists from within as I am alarmed by Communists from without.
You have here a very delicate instrument to plav, because if you worry
more than you should about Communists within, you get a certain
amount of intramural suspicion that can be as difficult on the morale
of this country as attacks from without.
I think we have to be clearly realistic about how much damage is
being done to our country from within, and take adequate steps to
prevent such damage. I think we must be equally sure that we do
not exaggerate this situation because if we do, then we have various
people in this country suspicioning other people and we inhibit this
atmosphere of creative thingking that I am trying to talk about.
I am trying to say if you get more suspicion within than you need
to protect your country, then the creative thinker is aligned with the
Communists, some creative thinkers. I am sure all of us can recog
nize that this has happened in the past.
Senator Mundt. I am not so much concerned about the creative
thinker. I do not think he is going to hurt us. I am thinking about
the creative propagandist; I am thinking about the creative agent
provocateur. I am thinking about the creative originator of an
espionage apparatus. I am thinking of pretty real guys that are sup
ported bv Russian gold.
Mr. Watson. I am not disagreeing for an instant that we do not
have to be very alert to those fellows.
Senator Mundt. The thing that impressed me so much about your
statement is the fact that you stressed realism. That is what I think
we have to do. I wonder if the realistic thing to do is not to condemn
communism for what it is

,

wherever you find it
,

and to try to weaken

it and strengthen us wherever it functions, and be just as stern and
realistic about it at home as abroad, because to overly exaggerate it at
home is dangerous, but to overly exaggerate it abroad is equally
dangerous, and to minimize it either place, I think, is equally dangerous.
Mr. Watson. I quite agree with that.
Senator Mundt. I yield.
Senator Jackson. Would you say it is a lot cheaper to solve the
internal threat than it is to solve the external threat?

52710— «o 8
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Mr. Watson. I would say that; yes. I think there are a lot fewer
one place than the other, as I tried to say.
Senator Jackson. When you deal with the external threat and, of
course, I am referring to it as it affects the United States, not just as
it may affect internally other countries.
But the Soviets have made it quite clear, if we believe Mr. Khrush
chev, that he is going to bury us, that he is not going to have just
better rockets and better satellites ; he is going to have better factories,
better homes, better schools, and everything. Isn't that your
impression?
Mr. Watson. That is exactly what he said.
Senator Jackson. He is determined to convey, especially to the
underdeveloped countries, the impression that a country that can,
within 40 years, come from feudalism to an ability to outstrip the
United States in certain industrial and technical aspects, is the kind of
country that the underdeveloped nations should follow, because they,
too, are anxious to come from colonialism, feudalism, to an industrial
society.
Isn't this a rather devastating bit of propaganda by example?
Mr. Watson. You bet it is.
Senator Mundt. If the Senator will yield on that point, I think we
are all concerned in what we must do to be positive that this proud
boast of arrogance issued by Khrushchev that he expects to bury us
does not come true. The thing I was trying to stress is the fact that
we have too many gravediggers of Khrushchev's already in this coun
try. We should get alert to them.
Senator Jackson. I agree. The reason why we are holding these
hearings is that we are—I know all of us are, on a completely non
partisan basis— trying to find a solution to this great philosophical
challenge, and that is: Can a free society like ours outplan, outper
form, and outthink a totalitarian society?
Mr. Khrushchev and others say "No." I think those of us around
the table say "Yes." Certainly we hope out of these hearings to find
a way and a means to compete in this area so that we will, as you have
said, Mr. Watson, outstrip them in all of these crucial areas that deal
with our survival in this all-out competition with the Soviets.
Senator Robertson?
Senator Ropertson. Mr. Watson, I have been pleased to hear
your testimony. Incidentally, I was privileged to know your distin
guished father. He and I were made honorary members of ODK, the
college leadership fraternity at Washington and Lee University, at the
same time.
I am glad to hear you reiterate the warnings sounded here yesterday
by Mr. Baxter and Mr. Sprague, that our Nation faces a grave and
imminent threat to its survival. I give credit to the Fourth Estate
for giving due publicitv to the purpose of that warning. NBC
carried it

, I understand, last night in television in its news program.
Unfortunately, equal publicity was given to the fact that the Senate
was concerned about something else. Equal publicity was given to
the fact that the Senate is worried about who is going to vote this fall
in Alabama, or whether somebody is going to be denied the right to
vote, and they ought to have a Federal official down there to register
them; 10 hours a day or more are being devoted to that, and next week
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it will be 24 hours, around the clock, on a program all of which is, in
my opinion, unconstitutional, unnecessary, and politically motivated.

I want to know from you: How do you think, if the Senate is going
to say that should have top priority—and I doubt if they would ever
get us to function 24 hours a day on this defense program, or it would
be rather hard to do—how are we going to get the country to be aware
of the message that Mr. Sprague and Dr. Baxter brought to us yester
day and which you have brought to us today?
What is your comment on that?
Mr. Watson. I honestly believe, Senator Robertson, that although
both activities down here are important, I honestly believe that the
people of the United States are sensible enough so that they in their
own minds will put one above the other in the correct order and will
devote their attentions to the most important.

I do not know very much about what you are talking about in con
nection with the other thing that is going on here in Washington, but

I take it

Senator Robertson. You have seen in the papers that we are not
doing anything else, I suppose.
Mr. Watson. The civil rights debate? I must say that the civil
rights debate is not, in my opinion, unimportant in the posture of the
United States abroad. I think that we talk about civil rights as we
sell our democracy abroad, and I think we have some doubts abroad
as to whether or not we are as interested in total rights for everyone
as we say.
Therefore, I cannot really say that one is unimportant and the other

is vitally important. I am really not qualified to answer your
question, sir.
Senator Robertson. My question was, How are we going to get the
people aroused over the threat? You said to us—

I believe that the most essential requirement confronting us as a nation is this:
to honestly recognize that we face the challenge of our lives in the Soviet Union.

I am sure you meant that.
Mr. Watson. I do.
Senator Robertson. Well, what can we do about it?
Mr. Watson. I think that if we could convince everybody in
Government that this was the fact, we would go a long way toward
achieving that warning. I think that a lot of people say that there

is such a challenge and agree with me, and a very large number of
people do not believe it. I think it is a matter of convincing them.
Senator Robertson. In your opening statement, you said you had
given a lot of thought to the matter. Then you told about the prob
lem dating back to 1937, and the Soviet Union, and about your trips
to Europe in connection with your fine business operations.

I am very proud, and I know your father would be very proud if

he were still living, of the wav you have carried on both as a business
executive and in the realm o

f

public service, in a way that character
ized your father's career over a long period of time.
What I wanted to know is: In addition to the observations you
made in the Soviet Union and in Europe, and from what you have
read in the press, what are the other sources of information that led
you to make this statement to us that this is a very serious threat to
our survival?
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Mr. Watson. What other sources of information?
Senator Robertson. Yes. I assume you have some contacts with
the Air Force, have you not?
Mr. Watson. No, sir; I have none. I am in the Inactive Reserve
and have almost no contact whatever. All of my conclusions are
drawn straight out of the newspapers, the television, and the radio,
plus whatever traveling I have done.
But I am alarmed because without hearing anything except the
activity of the Russians in the satellite area, I draw the conclusion
that they have an ability greater than ours, and in my opinion the
United States can ill afford to be second in major power abilities to any
nation in the world and continue to hold the position we want to hold.
That is why I am alarmed.
Senator Robertson. I understand from your testimony that you
feel if we do not step our effort up, the time will come when we will be
second.
Mr. Watson. That is correct, sir.
Senator Robertson. I assume that you do not think that the cur
rent budget for military purposes is adequate.
Mr. Watson. I just do not believe, Senator Robertson, that I am
in a position to comment on the adequacy or inadequacy of the present
military budget. I do not know how much of the budget is going
toward missiles, nor do I know how adequate the missile people feel
about this amount of money.
But I think there is a great emphasis in the United States today on
preserving the soundness of our currency, and fighting against infla
tion. I think that the present administration has done a great deal
toward slowing down inflation.
I do not believe, however, that the defense of this country, and the
adequacy of our defense posture, can be discussed in the same context
as inflation or sound dollars. There is a connection, but I think one
must come substantially before the other.
Senator Robertson. I inferred from your statement that you
would not object to seeing taxes increased as one method of meeting the
Soviet threat more realistically, that you must have had in mind spend
ing more for defense than was contemplated in the current budget.
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir. I said that I wouldn't mind seeing taxes
increased if necessary, and I would stick by that. I said it before in
public. You relate that to the fact that I think we are not spending
enough on military budgets.
Senator Robertson. You understand, I am not a member of this
subcommittee.
Mr. Watson. I understand.
Senator Robertson. I am a member of the subcommittee that
appropriates the money for defense. I wanted to know from you and
the other witnesses whether the budget is adequate or whether you
think we should go further.
Senator Jackson. For example, Mr. Watson, if we are second in the
intercontinental ballistic missile race, do you think we should remain
in that position?
Mr. Watson. Of course not, sir. That is what I tried to say. I
will give you a more direct answer than I perhaps have been able to
do, by saying that I am convinced we have spent too little on missiles
at some point in the past 20 years. Whether it is today, whether it
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was 10 years ago or 15 years ago, I am not enough of an expert to
know. And perhaps it is today. But we ought to establish whether
it is or isn't and spend more money if we need to. Obviously, we
cannot be second to the Soviets in missiles and have spent enough on
it at all times.
Senator Jackson. If we are second now, should we do more now?
Mr. Watson. Absolutely.
Senator Kobertson. If we should do more, how should we do
it—by spending more money?
Mr. Watson. I understood Senator Jackson to mean should we
be spending more money and that is what I was agreeing to.
Senator Robertson. That is what I thought, that we should
spend more money on missiles. Then the Air Force officers with
whom I have talked have said there is nothing in the world superior
to the B-70 bomber and they would like very much to have it.
Before another committee, in testimony which was subsequently
released, it was said that it was absolutely imperative, and it was
said that the Navy need six more submarines to fire the missiles.
That all adds up to more money.
What I wanted to know, and I am on the Appropriations Commit
tee, is are you here today advocating that we step up our defense by
spending more money even if that involves heavier taxes?
Mr. Watson. Yes, that is what I am saj-ing. I am also trying
to say that I am no expert in this area, and that I would think this
would have to be established by you folks, more so than somebody
like me who is just a businessman.
I am persuaded if you did everything that everyone in Defense
wanted you to do, there wouldn't be that much money available.
Senator Robertson. Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Senator Stennis?
Senator Stennis. Mr. Chairman, I certainly thank you, but I do
not feel like taking up very much of your time or the subcommittee's
time, at least. I am privileged to be here to hear Mr. Watson.
I will pass over a number of tilings I had in mind, Mr. Chairman,
and say to Mr. Watson that what he emphasizes here is certainly I
think, the real thing, and we have been glossing over it.
If I may make one comment on what Senator Mundt said, I have
heard all the debates about communism in the United States. I
think we did such a good job in teaching our people and ourselves that
communism is sin, and we also sold ourselves that Russia was just a
weak, second-rate, down-at-the-heels nation, with no strength, and
we went to sleep, to a degree, until sputnik awakened us.
I know it has been thrown around in the Halls for years past that
they might be on the verge of a revolution in Russia to overthrow the
regime. I went over there for the primary purpose of detecting
whether or not I could tell anything about that. I had not been there
for 2 hours, and I realized that that was somebody's dream or wishful
thinking.
So we get down to this situation, Mr. Watson, where you say we
are clearly threatened and in danger. I certainly would not disagree
with that. You say in your statement :
Our national goal should be clear superiority over the Soviet Union in all possible
areas, and we should believe enough in our democracy so that we will not be
reluctant to fully enter the contest.
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Just what more should we be doing than we are doing? I believe
in austerity, myself, and some belt tightening. I think the President
is very sincere in what he says, and in his state of the Union message,
but he said in substance that we are doing now what is necessary.
The Secretary of Defense said a few days later that things were
looking good. His speech was described as rosy. As a businessman
and one of the thinkers on this who is not afraid to come out and say
things, what do you think should be done, if you can give us a bill of

farticulars?
You have already mentioned the missile situation, and

think I understand you on that.
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir. That is the most obvious one, and the-
one that I can understand most easily as a businessman because I
do not have to take opinions. I know the weight that has been lifted
and I know how far it has gone. I think we are going to have to spend
more money in aid abroad. I think we are going to have to convince
people that the foreign aid program is a necessary one, and I think
we are going to have to convince the people that this must go on year
in and year out.
If we do that, I think we will win a lot of these uncommitted nations
and that will cost more money. So I agree with you that the austerity
side of the thing is one that this country is going to have to subscribe to.
Senator Stennis. I listened to a great part of the debate in the
Senate on the so-called aid to education bill. It might have been
mentioned, but I did not hear anyone mention the need of requiring
more of the hard courses in high school, requiring English, mathe
matics, physics, chemistry, more of the hard courses, and more effort
on the part of a student to stay in school.
I did not hear those things mentioned. Everything that I heard
discussed was generally on the soft side. You are not an educator,
although you are connected with education, and I am certainly not
one, but what is the situation in that field?
Mr. Watson. Well, I think it is slowly improving itself, sir. I think
that people are taking harder and harder courses simply because some
of the things in a democracy work pretty well, and I think that the
requirement for engineers on the part of industry has put a great deal
more premium on being an engineer.
As you know, their income has probably trebled since 1940. This
directs more young people into the engineering line. I do not think
that we can prescribe the type of courses people will take in school
and college and still have the free country that we need. I think we
have to let the democratic system put the premium on these kind of
people.
Senator Stennis. Do you mean you would let a youngster in his
teens say what he should not take?
Mr. Watson. I beg your pardon?
Senator Stennis. Do you mean you will let a youngster in high
school or junior high school decide what subjects he will take and
leave off the ones he does not like?
Mr. Watson. No. They do not do that now, do they? I am not
aware of how high school curriculum works, but I think there are
prescribed courses.
Senator Stennis. I thought you would leave it up to a choice as
to what he would take.
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Mr. Watson. I meant in higher education, sir. I perhaps did
not make that clear.
Senator Stennis. In getting back to more specifics, passing over
the education matter, did you have anything else in mind? I have
heard a great deal of briefing since we came in January. We are
getting down to where we are going to have to put the figures in these
bills in the Appropriations Committee, to say yes or no and then pass
on to the next problem.
Do you have anything besides the missiles that you want to suggest?
Mr. Watson. I think I mentioned undeveloped nations and trade
abroad.
Senator Jackson. In that connection, what about the space effort?
Senator Stennis. Yes; that is very good.
Do you have any thought on the importance of the space effort?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir. I think it is of paramount importance. I
just do not think we can afford another month of secondary position
or another year. I think at best it is going to take some time to catch
up. I thought that 2){ years ago we had a program that was going
to catch us up so that by now the gap would be closing.
I understand from what I read that the gap is about the same now
as it was when the first sputnik went up. Here is an area where I
am really alarmed.
Senator Stennis. If I may take one more question, there is an
idea still abroad that the space program after all is kind of a man-in-
the-moon proposition, that it has little or no military value, or any
military connection.
You do not subscribe to that thought, I am sure.
Mr. Watson. Not in any way; no, sir.
Senator Stennis. Is there anything affirmatively you want to say
on that point, in addition to what you have already said?
Mr. Watson. I think not, sir. I think it is vitally important.
Senator Stennis. I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I
think this was a fine statement of the gentleman before the committee.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Stennis. We appreciate
your contribution and that of Senator Robertson.
Senator Muskie?
Senator Muskie. May I first of all express my complete admiration
for your most impressive performance this morning.
While we are on the space problem, you mentioned something in
your statement relative to the organization of our effort. I wondered
if you had some impression of the adequacy of our organization in
the field of space.
Mr. Watson. If we were going to approach this problem in business,
sir, in the business that I am familiar with, and we had missiles and
we had space effort, and the vehicles used to accomplish each were
so closely aligned, I am sure we would have a single effort within our
company to approach and lick the problem.
As I understand it, the United States has two parallel efforts. As
a businessman, I would think we should have but one.
Senator Muskie. Would you think that that effort ought to be
primarily in the military or in the civilian branch of the Government?
Mr. Watson. I had never addressed myself to that question before,
but I would think it should probably be in the military. I would
think that our enemy probably has his in the military.
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Senator Jackson. To clarify that point, Mr. Watson, would you
say, generally speaking, that when you probe new areas of science—
is it possible to separate the military from the civilian aspects?
Mr. Watson. It would not seem possible to me, sir.
Senator Jackson. Science knows no barriers in that respect; is this
not true?
Mr. Watson. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. And the history of our great breakthroughs, like
the atom, they have been military ventures but later revealed the
enormous peaceful implications.
Is it not a fact that the diesel engine was first used in a military
device, the submarine, but its application for civilian purposes became
enormous and still is?
Mr. Watson. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Our big bombers made possible big transports,
haven't they?
Mr. Watson. Yes.
Senator Jackson. There has been more or less a history of scien
tific breakthroughs in this area. I think there is a tendency to somehow
have a simple formula that you separate the military from the civilian
activity. I am very pleased that you are saying what I think is just
commonsense : that it would take the work of more than a genius to
be able to segregate these achievements in advance.
Senator Muskie. Would you be likely to get more breadth and
depth for your program into outer space through the military?
Mr. Watson. Well, sir, I understand that a great many of the
people that are experts are civilians —in addition to the military —so
I would think it would have to be a joint endeavor, wherever you put

it
,

under civilian or military.
Since the immediate implication of it in connection with our future
of the country is a military implication, it would seem to me it would
have to be a military endeavor. I just do not know. But I know it

is going to require a great many civilian scientists and a great many

I understand the atomic bomb situation worked about that way,
with a great many military and civilian people on it.
Senator Muskie. Would you say the progress would be greater
with civilians in the initial stages than later, when you are imple
menting your findings with new weapons?
Mr. Watson. Yes.
Senator Muskie. Mr. Watson, I will try to avoid any ground
that may have been covered up to now in ray questioning, but I was
interested in your evaluation of the Soviet Union, its potential and the
attitude of its people.

I must say that you have said exactly what I would have liked to
have said with respect to these points. But to nail down some of
these generalizations for my own satisfaction, woidd you say that the
Soviet economic potential, its wealth-producing potential, is as great
or greater than ours?
Mr. Watson. I am no expert on what they have in the ground and
what their natural resources are. In 1942 when I was there and
watched their Army at work, I thought they could never be a real
threat to the United States, but when their satellite went up and when

I went back and took another look this last summer, they had made
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such strides in many of the areas that I had pooh-poohed them for
in 1942 that I would say with the number of people involved and the
land mass involved, that their economic potential probably could be
equal to our own.
Senator Muskie. Following that up with another question, would
you say that they have the capacity for developing this potential in a

Mr. Watson. What they consider a balanced way and what we

balance does not include anything but the bare minimum necessities
for their people.
Senator Muskie. May I put it this way: Have they the capacity
for doing it in such a way as to avoid imposing strains, any imbalances
in their economy which would lead to its collapse?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir; I believe so.
Senator Muskie. Would you say they have the technological
know-how to develop their resources?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir. The only place that I am at all expert
there is in the computing field, and I saw a number of their comput
ers last summer. I am sure they did not show me then- most recent
ones. While they were somewhat more crude than out computers,
I thought they indicated a very sophisticated approach in the art of
computers.
I would say that they must have the capability of doing everything
they want to set their mind to do.
Senator Muskie. Would you say that it is inevitable that the
development of the Soviet potential will eventually meet ours?
Mr. Watson. No, sir; I don't think that is inevitable, because I
have a great belief, as I am sure everyone in this room has, in the
free way of life developing the greatest potential of individuals. I
would think if we can put ourselves fully into the contest and not
worry too much about the economic consequences, let them take care
of themselves, not do anything more than we need do but do every
thing we need to do, that the ability of free men in a free economy
would be superior to the ability of semicaptive men in a strictly
regimented economy.
Senator Muskie. You are saying, then, that the incentives for
individual excellence and performance do not exist in the Soviet
Union?
Mr. Watson. They do not exist to the same degree that they do
here. They have had to use a good many things that we have pio
neered here in America, or the democracies have pioneered. For
instance, they pay their teachers tremendous wages comparatively,
and they have used the incentive system in many places. But we
know by just reading the papers that if somebody comes up with an
idea that they do not like, that this fellow is pretty well pilloried.
They are strictly controlled in what people can think, what they can
do, how they can move around the country. These are things that
we have that I think are great strengths and they will never be able
to equal them as long as we stay alert to what we have to do.
Senator Muskie. I asked you the question I just did in the light
of your statement, to which Senator Mundt has already referred,
that you think their people believe in communism. Then at another
point, and you discussed this with Senator Mundt also, you stated

consider a balanced because their
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that if somehow Soviet citizens could be brought to America in large
numbers to see how we lived, that they would not be inclined to go
back home and change their system to one of democracy.
If this is so, if they do believe in their system to this extent, is
this belief not a sufficient incentive in the terms that we are discussing?
Mr. Watson. It is a great incentive to them, sir. I just do not
believe it is as great an incentive as a free society motivated in the
correct way and clearly alert to the emergency it faces.
I am glad you recognized that point, because I think that too many
Americans feel that our system is so good that once anybody else
understands it

,

they will just accept it and that is the end of it. I

would think if the Soviets knew more about us, that their system could
slowly become a more liberal system, not just because they knew
more about us, but because they knew more about all countries
outside of the Soviet Union.

I think the fact that they are educating their people, even just
down limited lines, is a very helpful thing to our point of view. But

I do think that there are too many Americans who feel that they
border on the state of collapse, as somebody said earlier. They
simply do not.
Senator Muskie. I would like to make a distinction in making this
point between the potential satisfactions for the individual and the
economic potential of the country. I couldn't agree with you more,
of course, that our system holds a greater potential for individual
satisfaction in all respects, intellectual and material, than the Soviet
system. But I am talking about absolute production capabilities,
production in ore and so forth, and all the other economic measures
in relation to producing capabilities.
In these terms, would you say that the Soviets will catch up with
us at some point , and accepting the assumption that we agreed upon
earlier, that probably the material potential, that is

,

the economic
potential of the Soviet Union is as great as ours?
Mr. Watson. Yes. I would still say that they probably would not,
because I think motivation is a tremendous factor in a country or an
industry, I find companies in my own field that have the same amount
of ability that our own company has, and they are cither greater or
less in their performance than we are. I think it is largely a matter
of morale, leadership, and organization. I also understand that the
total Western World has a good deal more capabilities than the Soviet
Union. I think if we can organize ourselves together to work in the
right direction, there is no question but what we would stay well ahead.
Senator Muskie. At the present time we have been told that our
rate of growth is about half that of the Soviet Union. If these two
rates prevail for some period in the future, then they are going to
match us. You are saying that they cannot, because of the lack of
incentive. What you are saying in effect is that at some point their
growth is going to level off at a lesser level than ours.
Mr. Watson. That is exactly what I am trying to say. You say it

better than I, sir.
Senator Muskie. This is the reason that you put for it
,

the lack of
incentive at some point going to catch up with their effort and slow it

down.
Mr. Watson. I would think so.
Senator Muskie. That is an interesting point.
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Mr. Watson. If it doesn't, it does not bode very well for us in the
future, regardless of what we do.
Senator Muskie. The thing that impressed me about the Soviet
effort when I was there last fall is that apparently they have, physi
cally and quantitatively, the resources, at least the equivalent of ours,
and, secondly, that in the field which we studied, which was power,
hydroelectric power, their technological know-how was at least as good
as ours, and that probably they could develop a similar know-how in
whatever area they decided to devote their attention.
So if you have the quantitative resources and the technological abil
ity to develop to match ours, then adding 2 and 2 it would seem to me
that you could reach 4, that at some point their actual economic po
tential would be the equivalent of ours.
This may be an oversimplification, but this is what I was trying to
get your reaction to.
Mr. Watson. Well, I am sure that I believe that competition, free
dom, and all of the things that have made us great, probably will at
some point be able to prove its superiority to the other way of operation.
Senator Muskie. Let us put it the other way. If we say, and I
think we agreed on this, that the incentives for individual excellence
are greater in this country, then would you say that we ought to be
applying that excellence in such a way as to increase our rate of growth
at the present time?
Mr. Watson. Yes, I certainly would ,sir.
Senator Muskie. In other words, it we are going to reach a level
higher than that at which the Soviet level levels off, we will have to do
more than we are now doing?
Mr. Watson. Absolutely.
Senator Muskie. Would you say at some point in this Soviet eco
nomic development they will begin to devote a larger portion of their
wealth-producing facilities to consumer satisfaction?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir; I would think they would have to. I
understand this is one of the reasons that Khrushchev is increasing in
popularity, because there are more consumer goods available now than
there were just a few years ago.
Senator Muskie. There is some question, I think, whether or not
his effort is a token one or an honest one in terms of the aspirations
of his people. I know, for example, his housing program. Their
objective in the current 7-year plan is 15 million units. That is an
average of a little more than 2 million units a year. This seemed
impressive until one realizes that they have no houses to start with,
and that this 2 million units is barely going to equal the increasing
need and do nothing about the backlog.
Although their effort is great in this field, I wondered whether or
not this was simply a temporary token gesture to satisfy his people
or whether at some point his concept of the Russian society would
admit a higher absolute standard of living for his people. I thought
you might have gotten some impression of this from your conversations
with him, and from your observations of his country.
Mr. Watson. Impressions as to whether or not what he was trying
to do came from his heart or whether it was a token?
Senator Muskie. Yes.
Mr. Watson. Sir, I think I would have to say that his attempt to
improve his people in a material way probably came from his heart.
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But this is just my opinion. No matter where it comes from, they
have been improving slightly. He has a bull by the horns, however,
because the more he improves their educational facilities, the more
he improves the way they live, the more the people come to desire
more freedom. There are, as you know, a few automobiles running
around the Soviet Union now that are privately owned.
Senator Muskie. And running around very recklessly, too.
Mr. Watson. That is correct. It seems to me that the ^nore
freedom people get, the more they want. He will have a very real
problem in running a totalitarian state 10, 15, or 20 years from now,
provided we remain strong and he is trying to compete, with all his
people hungering all the time for more and more freedom.
Senator Muskie. Would you say that this, plus the Soviet emphasis
on education, are two forces that may eventually lead to a yearning
for greater freedom?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir; I would.
Senator Muskie. I would like to turn to the other side of the coin
for just a minute. In your statement, I was interested in your list
of things that we must do. I get the impression from this statement
that you feel all of us, in the governmental sector and in the non
governmental sector, are enjoying services, programs, and luxuries
that we must learn to do without to some extent.
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Senator Muskie. This means in the nongovernmental sector, the
consumer sector, more taxes, which is about the only effective way
that you can control consumer consumption.
Now, if this should be effective —arid I know you have not given us
a figure on what you think the additional spending might be— to the
extent that additional taxes are imposed, I suppose this reduce*
consumer purchasing power.
Mr. Watson. That is right.
Senator Muskie. What would be the impact of this on our national
growth?
Mr. Watson. Well, sir; I think if you are spending more in the
military area and restricting through taxes expenditures in the con
sumer area, that while there would be some difficulties with individual
enterprises and some disjointing, I would think it would level out very
shortly, and that it would have no great impact on the country. We
have made such shifts before.
Senator Muskie. You must have in mind with respect to the
governmental sector the things that we ought to be doing without.
I wonder if you would be interested in specifying those.
Mr. Watson. Well, the things that we ought to be doing without
and are not?
Senator Muskie. And are not doing without, that we are now
enjoying in the governmental sector.
Mr. Watson. Sir, I tried to say that it is almost impossible for
me as a civilian to try to tell you what these areas are. They are
areas that I think we should be cutting down, and there are areas
that you think we should be cutting down, and perhaps our areas would
not be the same. I think that the only way we will get Government
expenditures reduced in any way is to recognize the seriousness of the
emergency in which we find ourselves. For instance, I don't know
what the solution to the farm program is. It is a deep and involved
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problem. I do know that we are storing more and more surpluses
in this country. And I do know that if we are in an emergency,
nobody, even the farmers themselves, would want to continue on this
tack. What the solution is is more than I can say.
Senator Muskie. And more than I can say.
What would you think of such things, for example —and I don't
want to get too detailed, but to ask questions that really would be
appropriate —to give something illustrative of the thinking, what
would you think, for example, of the post office problem? I heard a
figure the other day to the effect that our deficits, our total budget
deficits over a period of several years, is almost the equivalent of the
post office deficits over the same period. I think that is the accurate
figure.
What would you think, for example, of what is in effect a govern
mental subsidy for various types of business mailing?
Mr. Watson. As a businessman, I would think that the post office
ought to be put on a basis where it entirely carries itself, rendering a
public service that ought to be compensated for, and I should think
they would put their rates up to a point where they would be fully
compensated.
Senator Muskie. This same point of view is expressed by all bene
ficiaries of postal service, but when we get down to specifics, it is
always suggested by each group of beneficiaries that some other group
ought to be carrying this load. Of course, this is human nature.
First-class mail, I think, carries its own weight. I do not think there
is any question about it The President has asked for an increase.
In second-and third-class mail it does not pay its own way, so in
effect wc have a Government subsidy.
Would you believe so strongly in the objective of a balanced post
office budget, that you feel that each class ought to pay its own way?
Mr. Watson. I am really not competent to discuss the post office
problem, but going back to what I said initially, it would seem to me
that every service that the post office renders ought to be paid for on
a basis where it loses no money.
Senator Muskie. Let's get away from that. You have more im
portant things to contribute to our discussion than your views on the
post office, I am sure.
The important point that you are making is

,

and this is what im
pressed me, I think, most of all in your statement, that we ought to be
cleaiung up our housecleaning, eliminating the unnecessary services,
but we should not wait for that time until we increase our effort in the
field of missiles, defense, and so on.
Mr. Watson. That is correct, sir.
Senator Muskie. In the field of education I would like to ask just
one question which I do not think was covered in your colloquy with
Senator Stennis. That is this: Do you think that the National Gov
ernment is doing enough in the educational field?
Mr. Watson. I would like to think the National Government
would do enough in the educational field so that anybody who wanted
to obtain a college education in this country could obtain it through
scholarship and From the Government. I do not know whether this

is the fact now or not.

If it is not, we should be doing more. If it is
,

we are probably
doing about all that we need to do.
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Senator Muskie. Let me put this problem to you: I think the
scholarship aid program is one of the answers, but I do not think it is
the total one. I am thinking, for example, of my own State. We are
among the first three States of the country in the percentage of young
sters who finish high school and among the last three of the percentage
who go to college.
This is not in my view an economic or a scholarship problem. I
think one of the difficulties is that our high schools are so small and
lack resources to the extent that they do not expose these youngsters
to the wide range of educational interests, opportunities, and fields
to create the incentive in them to seek higher education.
So it seems to me to come down to the problem of adequacy of re
sources in the various States. These vary a great deal. If I am right
in this evaluation, would you conclude as a result that the national
effort in the elementary and secondary level, at least the secondary
level, ought to be greater than it is?
Mr. Watson. Yes; I would certainly tbink that if they were in
adequate in any States and the State's resources were inadequate to
improve them, that it should be a responsibility of the Federal
Government.
Senator Muskie. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Watson, I just have a few more questions
and then we will conclude, unless Senator Muskie has further questions.
Senator Muskie. Well, Mr. Chairman, like you, I would like to
spend all afternoon with Mr. Watson.
Senator Jackson. Would you say, Mr. Watson, whether the cold
war will be long and drawn out in your judgment, whether it will
increase or diminish in intensity in the years ahead?
What should we be preparing for?
Mr. Watson. I would think we should be preparing for a long cold
war, and I would think that the only way it could diminish would be
by ourselves beginning to win consistently or by the Soviets beginning
to win consistently or the developing into a hot war.
I discount the latter because I just do not think it is going to happen.
Either one of the former contemplates a pretty long-term proposition.
Senator Jackson. You feel that one way to diminish the duration
of this contest is by building our strength in all fields, military, eco
nomic, psychological, political, and so forth?
Mr. Watson. I do.
Senator Jackson. You feel that the deterrent that we need to
develop is not just a military one alone, but our overall capability
as a Nation?
Mr. Watson. Absolutely.
Senator Jackson. And this will mean more of our resources better
utilized and better exploited for this objective?
Mr. Watson. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Senator Stennis had to leave, and he wanted
me to ask you this question. I am interested in it, too. If you can
answer it

,

fine, and if you cannot, all right.
As a former bomber pilot, what is your attitude on the question of
the B-70, which is a supersonic bomber? Do you have anv views
on it?
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You have indicated your views on missiles and space, that we should
be doing more than we are doing now.
Mr. Watson. I am a prejudiced witness, sir, because the IBM Co.
had the guidance system of the B-70 and we lost it when it was can
celled. But as a citizen, I will answer the question.
Senator Jackson. That is a very fair way to approach it. You go
right ahead.
Mr. Watson. I think the missile has much more of the ability to
capture the minds of the uncommitted nations and all of our ailies.
I think we must strive for excellence in missiles, this being at the
border, at the frontier of defense.
I think if it is impossible to excel in missiles across the board, we
must consider other things, new airplanes and new approaches of dif
ferent kinds. I think if it is a question of do we excel in missiles or
build additional airplanes, I think we must say we must excel in
missiles. If there are enough dollars involved to build both, I think
it is fine.
Senator Jackson. That is a very fine answer, and a very objective
answer, obviously.
Don't you feel, however, that we have the resources and the capa
bility of building supersonic manned bombers which might come in
very handy in a given military situation, with ability to recall this
weapons system should such be necessary?
Mr. Watson. Yes, sir. I do not know whether we have the re
sources, because I do not know how all the dollars add up. I have
heard, just as a civilian, this argument that the aircraft can be recalled.
I think that is a great advantage.
But as I understand it, even a supersonic aircraft to go from here
to there would take several hours, 3, 4, or 5 hours, and that a missile
to go from here to there is only 40 minutes. So this ability to recall

is only confined to a tenth or a fifteenth of the bomber's flight. This

is a strategic matter and one that I am not really able to answer on,
but it did not seem to me to be a very powerful argument for the
airplane.
Senator Jackson. Could I suggest a couple of other questions in
this area?
Mr. Watson. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Let us suppose that it is not to be used as a

manned bomber, but that it might lead to, as other weapons systems
in the past, manned weapons systems, to supersonic transport.
Can you foresee the possible utilization of such a system in dealing
with the problem of limited wars, the movement of troops and sup
plies, with rapidity?
Mr. Watson. I can, indeed; absolutely.
Senator Jackson. As we mentioned earlier, it is a fact, is it not,
that the development of these weapons systems has been the fore
runners to the development of civilian transportation? I think we
have a tremendous number of examples in that area.
Mr. Watson. We do, indeed.
Senator Jackson. If we do not put it into a weapons system, are
we not going to be confronted with a request to subsidize the develop
ment of this system for civilian transports? Isn't this possible?
Mr. Watson. I think that is very probable; yes, sir.
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Senator Jackson. So if we look at it very realistically, one way or
the other there is going to be a requirement for a supersonic manned
aircraft. I think the British have already indicated they are going
to push this. I am sure that the transportation industry in this
country will push it

,

and that one way or the other they wul ask for

a subsidy.

I just wonder, myself, whether we are saving anything. "We mav
be saving it out of the Department of Defense funds, but it will
appear in some other budget within the overall Federal budget.
Mr. Watson. I should think it well might.
Senator Jackson. Just to summarize, Mr. Watson, I take it that
in general it is your view that in this contest with the Soviets, we are
obviously not doing enough.
Mr. Watson. I think that is correct; yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. Secondly, that this Nation is strong, virile and
tough, and has the capability of doing whatever needs to be done in
order to survive.
Mr. Watson. I also agree to that.
Senator Jackson. I want to conclude by saying that it is oftentimes
said that big business in this country represents such extreme con
servatism that they are unable to understand the real menace of the
Soviet threat.
There are those who say that they do not have the freshness of
approach to compete with the Soviets. To all of that I can say, sir,
that your presentation here this morning is an excellent answer to
these allegations, which I do not accept.

I think you have brought to this committee and to the country
this morning a freshness of thought that can bode well for the kind
of effort that we need to make and can make and survive.
Mr. Watson. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator Jackson. I want to compliment you on the forthright,
objective, nonpartisan and, in my judgment, intellectually honest
answers that you have given to questions and in your overall presen
tation to this committee.

I expect that we will want to call on you in the future to help in
this objective effort that we are trying to make in coming up with a

better solution to this long-range challenge of the Soviet Union. I

assume you will not hesitate to join us in that effort.
Mr. Watson. Certainly not.
Senator Jackson. Without objection, the Chair would like to in
clude, and I think it would be helpful, more complete biographies of
the witnesses that have testified this week.
(The biographies referred to appear in the appendix, exhibit No.
IV.)
(Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon
vene at the call of the chairman.)
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THE NATURE AND FEASIBILITY
OF WAR AND DETERRENCE 1

* * *

"A nuclear war is too horrible to contemplate, too mutually
annihilating to consider." Even if both sides believe this,
a potential aggressor still has a capability of staging an

unlimited number of "Munichs." For only one side to

believe this, whether correctly or not, might lead to the

most catastrophic mistake of history — to either a Pearl
Harbor or an Armageddon.

We are now entering the fifteenth year of the nuclear era.
Yet we are increasingly aware that we have a great deal to

learn about the possible effects of a nuclear war. We have
even more to learn about conducting international relations in

a world in which force tends to be increasingly more dangerous
to use and therefore increasingly less usable. Moreover, the

basic foreign and defense policies formulated early in the

nuclear era badly need review and examination.

1 This paper summarizes, sometimes rather cursorily, some of the points
discussed by the author in a forthcoming book, Thermonuclear War: Three

Lectures and Several Suggestions, to be published by the Princeton University

Press late in 1960.
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Possibly of first importance is the casting of doubt on the

widely accepted theory that the very existence of nuclear

weapons creates a reliable balance of terror. This theory com

monly holds that a thermonuclear war would mean certain and

automatic annihilation of both antagonists, perhaps even the

end of civilization. This concept of certain "mutual homicide"

has been comforting to some. It makes plausible the widely
held conviction that as soon as governments are informed of

the terrible consequences of a nuclear war, their leaders will
realize that there can be no victors and, therefore, no sense to

such a war. No sane leader would ever start one! According
to this view, the very violence of nuclear war will act to deter

it.

The mutual-homicide theory has other comforting aspects.
If it be granted that each side can utterly destroy the other,
then expensive preparations to reduce casualties, lessen damage,

and facilitate postwar recuperation are useless. Can we not

spare ourselves the financial burden of such preparations ? Such

logic has sometimes been carried further, for some have argued

that modern weapons are so enormously destructive that only

a few are needed to deter the enemy. Thus war can be deterred

with ,much smaller forces than in the past; in any case, we

certainly don't need larger ones.

Many proponents of this mutual-annihilation view believe

that it is important to emphasize the horror and impracticability

of thermonuclear war. To do so will show that the need to
settle our differences by peaceful means is urgent. Temptation

will be removed ffom adventurers. It is clear that in order to
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achieve success with such a psychological program it is neces

sary that the fears thus generated be mutual and reliable. To

paraphrase a remark made by Jacob Viner, As a defense

against aggression, fear—like fertilizer—must be spread evenly
to be effective.

The mutual-homicide theory can be successful in forestalling
an all-out nuclear attack only if both sides completely accept it.
If only the West believes in it (and because of this belief drops
its guard), the resulting negligence can be incredibly dangerous.
Even mutual belief in the automatic-annihilation theory can

still lead to trouble; the invitation to blackmail of the Munich

type is still open. It is easy to see that to the extent that the

theory may not be true—or that the Communists think it isn't
—we should not weaken ourselves to the point where we court
"Pearl Harbors" or "Munichs."

The mutual-annihilation view is not unique to the West.

Malenkov introduced it to the Soviet Union several years ago,

apparently arguing in the now-classical fashion that with

nuclear war entailing the end of civilization, the capitalists
would not attack; the Soviet Union, he said, could afford to

reduce investment in heavy industry and military products and

concentrate on consumer goods. A different view seems to have
been held by Khrushchev and the Soviet military. They agreed
that war would be horrible, but at the same time they argued
that this was no reason for the Soviet Union to drop its guard:

given sufficient preparations, only the capitalists would be

destroyed. With some modifications their views seem to have

prevailed.
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WAR AND DETERRENCE IN I960

Much depends, therefore, on the validity of this notion of
the balance of terror. Is it really true? Would only an insane

man initiate a thermonuclear war? Is war, at least of the

thermonuclear variety, completely obsolete? Or are there cir

cumstances in which a nation's leaders might rationally decide

that a thermonuclear war would be the least undesirable of

the possible alternatives ?

It should be clear that if either the Soviets or the Americans
ever become careless in the operation of their alert forces, it is

conceivable that a war might start as a result of an accident,
some miscalculation, or even irresponsible behavior. But the

situation seems worse than this, for one can conclude that with

current technology there are plausible circumstances in which

leaders might decide that war was their best alternative. To

recognize such possibilities is certainly not to endorse them.

To support this assertion about the "feasibility" of thermo

nuclear war, it is necessary to describe and evaluate the impact
of a thermonuclear war and to describe the kinds of risks that

might cause decisionmakers to weigh the alternatives of going
J to war and not going to war. The various phases to be con
sidered in doing this are—

1. Various phased programs for deterrence and defense

for the United States, allies, and neutrals.

2. Wartime performance of the total system under dif

ferent preattack and attack conditions.

3. The acute fallout problems.
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4. Survival and patchup.
5. Maintenance of economic momentum.

6. Long-term recuperation.
7. Postwar medical problems.
8. Genetic problems.

Because many are particularly concerned over the last three

items, we will start with them.2

GENETIC EFFECTS OF THERMONUCLEAR WAR

Many biologists and geneticists are worried about the genetic
effects of even the peacetime testing of nuclear weapons, and

some imply that the future of the human race is being

jeopardized by exploding a few bombs in the Pacific Ocean or

the Soviet Arctic. One must grant that a lot of bombs exploded
inside a country would be far more dangerous than a few

exploded farther away. But would it be cataclysmic?

Calculations in this field are inherently uncertain, and experi
mental evidence is insufficient to be conclusive about some

important effects. One study indicates that if
,

in a country that v

was hit by hundreds of bombs, the survivors of the attack took

modest precautions they might average about 200 or 300 roent

gens of radiation to their reproductive organs before age thirty.
This is an enormous amount of radiation—one or two thousand
times as much as people in the United States would receive as

2 A systematic discussion of the eight phases of a thermonuclear war can be
found in A Report on a Study of Non-Military Defense, The rand Corporation,
Report R-322-RC, July 1

, 1958.
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a by-product of the test program. It is fifty to a hundred times
as much as they would normally get from natural sources. It is
a large and frightening dose. It would result in much damage,
but there is no evidence that it would be annihilating.

If present beliefs are correct, the most serious genetic effect
of this amount of radiation would be to raise by 25 per cent the

number of children born seriously defective; that is
,

the rate

would increase from the current 4 per cent of the total to a

new level of 5 per cent. This is a high penalty to pay for a

war, and more horrible still, one might have to continue to pay

a similar though smaller price for twenty or thirty or forty

generations. But it is still far from annihilation. This particular

aspect of a war can be looked on as an intensification and

amplification of the kinds of burdens we already bear in peace
time. Whether this extra horror of war will deter a nation from

going to war depends on the pressures under which it labors

and the alternatives it has.

MEDICAL PROBLEMS

There are medical problems other than the' genetic ones: the

bone cancers and leukemias that might be caused b
y stron-

tium-90 and the other life-shortening effects of the internal

and external radiation from fission products. Here again,

analysis indicates that while the problems are horrible, they may
well be within the range to which we are accustomed. For

example, it is possible —as some scientists have claimed—that
as a result of testing a large-yield bomb, unknown thousands of
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people will get bone cancer or leukemia. The true extent (or
whether the claim is true at all) is simply not known. In any
case, acceptance of this concept leads many to think that if a
few bombs in the distant Pacific or Arctic could cause this much

trouble, a larger number of bombs closer to home would be

totally catastrophic. Some military experts even assert that the

so-called backlash fallout from the attacker's own bombs will
be an automatic deterrent. Would that the problem of deter

rence could be solved so easily !

The situation devolves to this: Even if it were true that every
time a megaton explodes a thousand people die prematurely

from the effects of the worldwide fallout—which would mean
that testing a single 10-MT bomb in the Pacific would kill

10,000 people— this does not necessarily mean that the backlash
from war would deter a determined decisionmaker. Assume,

for example, that the Soviets dropped 5000 MT on the United
States (a fairly large attack) . This would mean that worldwide,

J

5 million people would die just as a result of the backlash. Less

than half a million of these deaths would occur in the Soviet

Union, however, and even those half million deaths would be

spread over fifty years or so. The impact of these deaths would

be less significant than, say, that of the annual number of

deaths due to automobile accidents in the United States. So far

as the object of the attack— the United States— is concerned,
the effect of the fallout would be much more serious, but it

might not be a total catastrophe. More and closer bombs cause

more trouble than fewer and more distant ones—but not neces

sarily that much more. If the country is hit as hard as is
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assumed, but people take advantage of the moderate protection
that is available in existing buildings and take other simple
measures (that is

,

do things that the Russians today seem to

be doing or thinking of doing), both the long- and short-term

/ effects of fallout are mitigated. With such preparations and
some advance warning (the more preparation, the less need

for warning) most people can survive the short-term fallout

effects even though the long-term effects are less avoidable.

The war might shorten b
y one or two years the life expectancy

of those who were lucky or protected, and by five or ten years
the life expectancy of those survivors who were not so lucky
or well protected. In any case, life would go on.

ECONOMIC RECUPERATION

Economic recuperation also looks more feasible than is

generally supposed. Most people— laymen and some experts—

looking at the highly integrated character of a modern

economy, argue that a nation is like a body: destroy the heart

or other vital organs, and even though a few cells may linger

briefly, the body dies.

This view is questionable. Suppose the United States or the
Soviet Union were to be divided into two countries—an A

country with the largest 50 to 100 cities, and a B country,

the remainder. The A country cannot survive without the B

country; but the B country, so far as we can see, can survive

without the A country. Moreover, we estimate that B has
the resources and skills needed to rebuild A in, say, ten years.
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In other words, a country should not be considered analogous

to a body with vital irreplaceable organs, but rather should

be considered as two semi-independent pieces that trade with

each other.

To continue the point, in most parts of the country it seems
to be possible, by using existing construction and otherwise

improvising fallout protection, to prepare the B country to

receive evacuees from the A country and protect them in a

reasonably satisfactory manner. If preparations have been made,
then for most of the year fallout protection could be improvised
on only a few days' or hours' notice. In the wintertime both

the United States and the Soviet Union might need more time

or better preparation.
Russian Civil Defense manuals (dated 1958) indicate that

the Soviets are making such preparations. In addition, the

Russians claim to have given every adult in Russia between 20

and 40 hours of instruction in civil defense, followed by a com

pulsory examination. Perhaps most important of all, their

program seems to include preparations for evacuation to

improvised fallout protection. How effective would such an

evacuation be?*****
About 50 million Russians live in the 135 largest Soviet

cities. If they evacuated, say, 80 per cent of these 50 million to
their B country and left the remainder to operate the cities, all

essential functions could be maintained while exposing only
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about 10 million citizens. Also, having evacuated most of the

urban population, it would be comparatively easy to evacuate

those remaining. So long as our ICBM force is small, the
Soviets wouldn't even have to execute the evacuation before

they launched an attack, since they would have time to do so

before our retaliatory force reached the majority of their cities.

Under these circumstances, if the Russians should strike first
and were reasonably successful, our retaliation attack would

not kill more than 5 or 10 million Russians and probably con

siderably fewer—unless things went incredibly badly for them.
Thus they might lose only a fraction as many people as they

lost in World War II.
In a particularly tense situation the Soviets could deliberately
evacuate their A country in order to put pressure on us. Such
an evacuation would make it credible that they might go to

war unless we backed down. While this would give us a sort
of warning, we might not act on it. We might refuse resolutely
to be "bluffed." Unless we were willing to accept a Soviet

retaliatory blow, the only practicable counteraction that we

might have might be to back down or to put our Strategic Air
Command on alert and hope that this action would be enough
to deter them. The other possibility— to assume that they didn't
mean what they seemed to mean—might be too risky. If we
wished to be in a good bargaining position we would probably
have to evacuate our own cities. (We have made almost no
realistic preparations for such a step.)

Evacuation-type maneuvers are risky because they may touch

off an attack by the other side. But so far as the Soviets are
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concerned the probability of such an attack by us is small,

particularly because we have made negligible preparations to

ward off, survive, and recover from even a "small" Soviet

retaliatory strike. They might accept the risk of attack. They
would then be in a relatively good position to go to war if we
didn't attack or back down. Thus the Soviets could start such

a war in any circumstances in which Khrushchev finds the risks

of not going to war larger than those of going to war.
Consider the bloody suppression of the Hungarian revolu
tion by the Soviets. Much pressure was applied for the United

States to intervene. We didn't. In fact, there are reports that
we did exactly the opposite, broadcasting to the Poles and the

East Germans not to rock the boat since no American aid was

on the way. Assume that we had acceded to intervention pres
sure on that occasion. The Russians would then have been faced
with three fairly serious choices:

1. They could do nothing. This could mean an almost auto
matic Polish and East German revolt. Such a revolt would

mean serious political repercussions within Russia.

2. They could fight a limited action. But that would bring
its own risks. The satellites might still revolt. In addition, if we
fought a limited action with conventional high-explosive
weapons, we might lose just by sheer weight of numbers. If we
went to atomic weapons, it is doubtful that we would win and

even more doubtful that the war would stay limited. The

Soviets might easily believe that we were quite capable of

suddenly expanding the scope of the war with a surprise attack

against their strategic forces.
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3. The third possibility might appear safer to the Soviets.

Rather than wait for the satellites to revolt or for the limited

war to erupt into a general war at a time chosen by the

Americans, they might decide to hit us right away. They could

argue that this guaranteed them the all-important first strike,

at least if they hurried.
It is possible that a situation as potentially dangerous as the

Hungarian revolt could arise again. We could get deeply, if
involuntarily involved. Consider, for example, an East German

revolt in which a rearmed West Germany felt obligated to

intervene, or an all-out U.S.-Chinese war. If either of these
events happen, our retaliatory capability must be so good that

even if the Soviets evacuate their cities they will feel that a
strike by them would be more "risky than accepting whatever

alternative seems to be in store. While I do not have space to
discuss the difficulties of achieving this capability in the

1960-70 period, it is harder to accomplish than many suppose.

DAMAGE VERSUS COMMITMENTS

Even if one accepts the balance-of-terror theory and we
don't have to worry about a deliberate Soviet attack on the

United States, we are still faced with important strategic prob
lems. In 1914 and 1939 it was the British who declared war,

not the Germans. Such a circumstance might arise again; but if
the balance of terror were reliable, then we would be as likely
to be deterred from striking the Soviets as they would be from

striking us, and it would be doubtful that the United States
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would resort to an all-out attack on the Soviets, even to correct

or avenge, for example, a major Soviet aggression limited to

Europe.
That this now is plausible can be seen by Christian Herter's

response on the occasion of the hearings on his nomination:
"I cannot conceive of any President involving us in an all-out v

nuclear war unless the facts showed clearly we are in danger
of all-out devastation ourselves, or that actual moves have been
made toward devastating ourselves."

z

A thermonuclear balance of terror is equivalent to signing a
non-aggression treaty that neither the Soviets nor the Americans

will initiate an all-out attack—no matter how provoking the
other side may become. Sometimes people do not understand

the full implications of this figurative non-aggression treaty.
Let me illustrate what it can mean if we accept absolutely the
notion that there is no provocation that would cause us to strike

the Soviets other than an immediately impending or an actual

Soviet attack on the United States. Imagine that the Soviets

have taken a very drastic action. I don't care how extreme or

shocking you imagine it to be. Suppose, for example, that they

have dropped bombs on London, Berlin, Rome, Paris, and

Bonn but have made no detectable preparations for attacking

3Whether he means it or not, Khrushchev speaks a different language. On

January 14, 1959, in a speech to the Supreme Soviet, he said: "I am empha
sizing once more that we already possess so many nuclear weapons, both atomic

and hydrogen, and the necessary rockets for sending these weapons to the terri

tory of a potential aggressor, that should any madman launch an attack on our

state or on other Socialist states we would be able literally to wipe the country

or countries which attack us off the face of the earth."

52710 O—60 10
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the United States, and that our retaliatory force looks good

enough to deter them from such an attack. Suppose also that

there is a device that restrains the President of the United

States from acting for about 24 hours. The President would

presumably call together his advisers during this time. Most of

these advisers would probably urge strongly that the United

States fulfill its obligation and strike the Soviets. (After all,

you have to draw a line somewhere, and the Soviets have

obviously more than crossed this line.) Now let us further sup

pose that the President is also told by his advisers that even

though we will kill almost every Russian if we strike the
Soviets, we will not be able to destroy all of the Soviet strategic
forces, and that these surviving Soviet forces will (by radiation,
or strontium-90, or something) kill every American in their

retaliatory blow.

I find it difficult to believe that under these circumstances
any President of the United States would initiate a thermo
nuclear war by retaliating against the Soviets with the Strategic
Air Command-iThere is no objective of public policy that would
justify ending life for everyon^It should be clear that we

would not restore Europe by our retaliation; we could only

succeed in further destroying it
,

either as a by-product of our
actions or because the Soviets would destroy Europe as well as

the United States.

There were two important caveats in the situation described:

the President would have 24 hours to think about his response,
and 177 million Americans would be killed. Let us consider the

latter first. If 177 million dead is too high a price to pay for
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punishing the Soviets for their original aggression, how many

American dead would we accept as the cost of our retaliation ?

I have discussed this question with many Americans, and after

about 15 minutes of discussion their estimates of an acceptable

price generally fall between 10 and 60 million dead. (Their
temporary first reaction, incidentally, usually is that the

United States would never be deterred from living up to its

obligations by fear of a Soviet counterblow, an attitude that

invariably disappears after some minutes of reflection.) The

way one seems to arrive at the 60 million figure is rather inter

esting. One takes about onejhird of a country's population, or

just a little less than half. |No American that I have spoken to

who was at all serious about the matter believed that U.S.

retaliation would be justified—no matter what our commit
ments were—if more than half of our population would be
killed.

The 24-hour delay is a more subtle device. It is the equivalent
of asking, Can the Soviets force the President to act in cold

blood, rather than in the immediate anger of the moment?

The answer depends not only on the time he has to ponder the

effects that would accrue from his actions, but also on how

deeply and seriously the President and his advisers had thought

about the problem in advance. This latter, in turn, could depend
on whether there had been any tense situations or crises that

forced the President and the people to face the concept that

war is something that can happen, rather than something that

is reliably deterred by some declaratory policy that' is never

acted on. (The effects of the war are usually considered
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irrelevant to the declaratory policy, since it is assumed that the

policy will deter the war.)
I have discussed with many Europeans the question of how

many casualties Americans would be willing to envisage and

still live up to their obligations. Their estimates, perhaps not

surprisingly, range much lower than the estimates of Americans
— that is, roughly 2 to 20 million. In fact, one distinguished
European expert thought that the United States would be

deterred from retaliating with the Strategic Air Command

against a major Soviet aggression in Europe b
y
a Soviet threat

to destroy 5 to 10 empty U.S. cities.

Will the Soviets find the threat of U.S. retaliation credible?

I have not asked any Soviet citizen, so I lack the advantage of

any introspection. But we do know a great deal about Soviet

decisionmakers; in particular, we know that they strongly

emphasize that decisionmakers should be able to control their

emotions. They probably would assume that we feel the same

way. The Soviets do not believe in cutting off their noses to

spite their faces^jThey write and seem to believe that one should

not be provoked into self-destructive behaviorCyThus it is hard

for me to visualize the Soviets' believing that the United States

\ would willingly commit suicide. In fact, I would conjecture that
they would feel fairly certain about this matter. They could

still be wrong. In the United States, there is no tradition of

controlling one's emotions. We have tended to emphasize the

opposite notion ("Give me liberty or give me death!") and i
f

the Soviets are cautious they will realize this. However, if the
Soviets were to test our resolve b

y

instigating a series of crises,
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they could probably find out experimentally, without running

excessive risks, how much provocation we would take. No
matter what our previously declared policy was, our actual

policy and the possibilities would then be verified by the
Soviets, gfost important of all in the war of nerves, it is diffi
cult to believe that the Europeans would have faith in our

adherence to declared policy if it were strained; basically^Jhe
problem is to convince_the_Europeans if we w'sh rn prevent
appeasement as well as destruction/)
Published unclassified estimates of the casualties that the /

United States would suffer in a nuclear war generally run from

50 to 60 million. If these estimates are relevant (which is
doubtful, since they generally assume a Soviet surprise attack

on an unalert United States), we are already deterred from

living up to our alliance obligations. If they are not relevant,
we ought to make relevant estimates for now and the future.

The critical point is whether the Soviets and the Europeans
believe that we can keep our casualties to a level we would find

acceptable, whatever that level may be. In such an eventuality
the Soviets would be deterred from very provocative acts such

as a ground attack on Europe, Hitler-type blackmail threats, or

even evacuating their cities and presenting us with an ulti

matum. But if they do not believe that we can keep casualties
to a level we would find acceptable, the Soviets may feel safe

in undertaking these extremely provocative adventures. Or at

least the Europeans may believe that the Soviets will feel safe,

and this in itself creates an extremely dangerous situation for

pressure and blackmail.
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THE THREE KINDS OF DETERRENCE

It is important to distinguish between three types of deter

rence: Type 1 Deterrence (which the British call "passive deter

rence" on the- plausible, but possibly incorrect, assumption that

it requires no act of will to respond to a violation) is the

deterrence of a direct attack. It is widely believed that if the

United States were directly attacked, its response would be

automatic and unthinking. Type 2 Deterrence (which the Brit

ish have called "active deterrence" because it clearly takes an

act of will to initiate) is defined as using strategic threats to

deter an enemy from engaging in very provocative acts other

than a direct attack on the United States itself. Type 3 Deter

rence might be called "tit-for-tat deterrence." It refers to those

acts that are deterred because the potential aggressor is afraid

that the defender or others will then take limited actions, mili

tary or nonmilitary, that will make the aggression unprofitable.

These three types of deterrence will be discussed in turn at

length.

Type 1 Deterrence (Deterrence against a Direct Attack)

Most experts today argue that we must make this particular

type of deterrence work, that we simply cannot face the possi

bility of a failure. Never have the stakes on success or failure

of prevention been so high. Although the extreme view that

deterrence is everything and that alleviation is hopeless is
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questionable, clearly Type 1 Deterrence must have first priority.

In spite of the many words lavished on Type 1 Deterrence,
most discussions of the conditions needed for such deterrence

tend to be unrealistic. Typically, discussions of the capability of

the United States to deter a direct attack compare the preattack
inventory of our forces with the preattack inventory of the
Russian forces— that is

,
the number of planes, missiles, army

divisions, and submarines of the two countries are directly

compared. This is a World War I and World War II approach.
The really essential numbers, however, are estimates of the

damage that the retaliatory forces can inflict after being hit.

Evaluation must take into account that the Russians could strike /

at <
J time and with tactics o
f their choosing. We strike back '

with a damaged and perhaps uncoordinated force, which must

conduct its operations in the postattack environment. The

Soviets may use blackmail threats to intimidate our response.
The Russian defense is completely alerted. If the strike has
been preceded b

y a tense period, their active defense forces

have been augmented and their cities have been at least par

tially evacuated. Any of the emphasized words can be very

important, but almost all of them are ignored in most discus

sions of Type 1 Deterrence.
The first step in this calculation—analysis of the effects of J

the Russian strike on U.S. retaliatory ability—depends critically
on the enemy's tactics and capabilities. The question of warning

is generally uppermost. Analyses of the effect of the enemy's
first strike often neglect the most important part of the problem

b
y assuming that warning will be effective and that our forces
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get off the ground and are sent on their way to their targets.
Actually, without effective warning, attrition on the ground

can be much more important than attrition in the air. The

enemy may not only use tactics that limit our warning, but he

may do other things to counter our defensive measures, such

as interfering with command and control arrangements. Thus

it is important in evaluating enemy capabilities to look not

only at the tactics that past history and standard assumptions

lead us to expect, but also at any other tactics that a clever

enemy might use. We should not always assume what Albert
Wohlstetter has called "U.S. preferred attacks" in estimating

the performance of our system. We should also look at "S.U.

preferred attacks" — a sensible Soviet planner may prefer them!
The enemy, by choosing the timing of an attack, has several

factors in his favor. He can select a time calculated to force

our manned-bomber force to retaliate in the daytime, when

his day fighters and his air-defense systems will be much more
effective. In addition, he can choose the season so that his

postwar agricultural problems and fallout-protection problems

will be less difficult.
The second part of the calculation—consequences of the
lack of coordination of the surviving U.S. forces—depends
greatly on our tactics and the flexibility of our plans. If, for

example, our offensive force is assigned a large target sys

tem so that it is spread thinly, and if because of a large or
successful Russian attack the Russians have succeeded in de

stroying much of our force, many important Russian targets
would go unattacked. If, on the other hand, to avoid this we
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double or triple the assignment to important targets, we might

over-destroy many targets, especially if the Soviets had not
struck us successfully. For this and other reasons, it would be

wise to evaluate the damage and then retarget the surviving

forces. Whether this can be done depends critically on the tim

ing of the attack, the nature of the targeting process, and our

postattack capability for evaluation, command, and control.

Our attack may also be degraded because of problems of

grouping, timing, and refueling; in some instances our manned

bombers might be forced to infiltrate in small groups into

Soviet air territory and lose the advantage of saturation of the

Soviet defenses. Whether or not this would be disastrous de

pends a great deal on the quality of the Russian air-defense

system, especially on whether it has any holes we can exploit,
and the kind and number of penetration aids we use. This

aspect is complicated and classified.

Another point that may be of great importance is that
modern nuclear weapons are so powerful that even if they
don't destroy their target, they may change the environment

so as to cause the retaliating weapon system to be inoperable.
The various effects of nuclear weapons include blast, thermal
radiation, ground shock, debris, dust, and ionizing radiation—

any of which may affect people, equipment, propagation of
electromagnetic signals, etc. One might say that the problem
of operating in a postattack environment after training in the

peacetime environment is similar to training at the equator
and then moving a major but incomplete part (that is

,

a

damaged system) to the arctic and expecting this incomplete
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system to work efficiently the first time it is tried. This is

particularly implausible if
,

as is often true, the intact system is

barely operable at the equator (that is
,

in peacetime).
In addition to attacking the system, the enemy may attempt
to attack our resolve. Imagine, for example, that we had a

pure Polaris system invulnerable to an all-out simultaneous

enemy attack (invulnerable b
y

assumption and not b
y

analysis)
and the enemy started to destroy our submarines one at a time

at sea. Suppose an American President were told that if we
started an all-out war in retaliation, the Soviets could and

would destroy every American because of limitations in our

offense and our active and passive defenses. Now if the Presi
dent has a chance to think about the problem, he simply cannot

J initiate this kind of war even with such provocation. Against
even stronger strategic postures there will still be opportunities
for using postattack coercion. In some cases it will cost the
Soviets nothing to use tactics combined with threats which, if

they work, will greatly alleviate their military problems; if
they do not work, the situation will be almost unchanged any
way. I do not have the space here to discuss the timing, control,
communication, and persuasion problems involved in making
different kinds of postattack coercion feasible, but they do not
look insurmountable.

One of the most important and yet the most neglected ele
ments of the retaliatory calculation is the effect of the Russian
civil-defense measures. The Russians are seldom credited with
even modest preparedness in civil defense. Analysts sometimes

go so far as to assume that peacetime civilian activities will
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continue on a business-as-usual basis, hours after Russian mis

siles or planes have been dispatched. The analysts may then

procede to worry about conventional day-night variations in

population. This is not only ridiculous, it is also symptomatic
of the lack of realism and the prevalent tendency toward

underestimating the enemy.

A much more reasonable alternative that would apply in
many situations— that the Russians might at some point evacu
ate their city population to places affording existing or im-

provisable fallout protection — is almost never realistically
examined. If the Russians should take steps to evacuate their 1
cities, the vulnerability of their population would be dramat

ically reduced.

The Soviets also know that they can take an enormous /
amount of economic damage and be set back only a few years
in their development. Not only did they do something like

this after World War II, but what is even more impressive,
they fought a war after the Germans had destroyed most of

their existing military power and occupied an area that con

tained about 40 per cent of the prewar Soviet population—

the most industrialized 40 per cent. According to Soviet esti

mates, by the time the war ended they had lost about one-third

of their wealth—almost the proportion we would lose if we
lost all of the A country. The Soviets rebuilt the destroyed
wealth in about six years. Moreover, since 1931 they have had

a vigorous program to disperse their industry, a program that

seems to have been stepped up since World War II. It is quite
likely that their B country is at least as capable of restoring
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society as ours. Much more important, they probably know

the capabilities of their B country.
The difficulties of Type 1 Deterrence arise mainly from the

fact that the deterring nation must strike second. These diffi
culties are compounded by the rapidity with which the tech

nology of war changes and the special difficulty the defender

has in reacting quickly and adequately to changes in the offense.

The so-called missile gap illustrates the problem. The Russians

announced in August, 1957, that they had tested an ICBM.
Evidence of their technical ability to do this was furnished by

Sputnik I, sent aloft in October of that year. Early in 1959
Khrushchev boasted that the Soviet Union had intercontinental

rockets in serial production. We have little reason to believe
that they won't have appreciable numbers of operational
ICBM's about three years after their successful test—which
would be in August, I960.

Suppose that in 1957 and 1958 we had refused to react to

this "hypothetical" threat, so that when the autumn of I960

appeared we had not completed the needed modifications to our

defenses to accommodate this development. What kind of
risk would we have run ?

I will assume (on the basis of newspaper reports and Con
gressional testimony) that we had approximately 25 unalert

SAC home bases in 1957. In accordance with the proposed
hypothesis of doing nothing, I will (incorrectly) assume that
we still have 25 bases in I960. The number of missiles that the
Russians would need in order, hypothetically, to destroy these

25 SAC bases depends on their technology. Assume that their
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missile has a probability of one in two of successfully com

pleting its countdown and destroying the SAC base at which it

is launched. What would we have risked? Simple calculation

indicates that our risk would have been substantial. For ex

ample, if the Russians had 125 missiles, then even if their
firing time were spread out over an hour or so, it would still

be possible for Mr. Khrushchev's aides to push 125 buttons

and expect that there would be a better than even chance that

they would destroy all of the aircraft on the ground at SAC

home bases, about one chance in three that only one such base

would survive, and a very small probability that two or more

bases would survive. The Soviets could well believe that their

air defense would easily handle any attacks launched by air

craft from one or two bases. If they are prepared to accept the
risk involved in facing an attack from, say, four or five bases,

then they need only about 75 missiles, each with a single-shot

probability of one-half; if they had 150 missiles, the single-shot
probability could be as low as one-third and still be satisfactory

to a Soviet planner willing to accept retaliation from four or

five surviving bases.

This kind of missile attack is much more calculable than
almost any other kind of attack. It is so calculable that many

people believe that the results of such an attack can be pre
dicted just by applying well-known principles of- engineering

and physics. It looks so calculable that even a cautious Soviet

planner might believe that he could rely on the correctness of

his estimates; thus he might find it the path of caution to

attack while the opportunity was still available.
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"^Actually, even with tested missiles^results of attacks are not

really mathemafically^redictablejThe probability of extreme

^variations in performance, the upper and lower limits, cannot

be calculated accurately. But laymen or narrow professionals

persist in regarding the matter as a simple problem in engineer

ing and physics. Therefore, unless sophisticated objections on

the possibilities of intelligence leaks, firing discipline, reli

ability of the basic data, field degradation, etc., are raised, even

an inarticulate Russian general could probably force the fol

lowing conclusions on a group of hostile, skeptical, and busy
«/ civilians, whether they wanted to believe them or not: that in

this hypothetical case (where the Russians had 125 missiles,

each with a single-shot probability of one-half), if they were
to push these 125 buttons and also launch a supplementary

coordinated attack with IRBM's and tactical bombers on U.S.
and allied overseas bases, there would be a reasonable chance

that the Soviet Union would get away scot free; that there

would be a good chance that they would suffer very little

damage; and that there would be no chance at all that they

would suffer as much damage as they suffered in World

War II.
Let us consider some of the caveats that this Russian general
would have to concede if somebody raised them, and try to
judge how serious Khrushchev or the Presidium would find

them.

/ The first is that there be no intelligence leak. Given the
small number of missiles involved and the tight security in the
Russian empire, this might look like a reasonably safe assump
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tion. But whether the Russians would be willing to rely on our

lack of intelligence is very hard to say. The Russians might
think it possible for us to have a very senior spy or, even more

worrisome, for them to have a defector —possibly in the

Presidium itself.

The second caveat concerns firing discipline, that is
,

that -

nobody fires either prematurely or too late. If we work on our
original assumption that the U.S. posture remains unchanged
since 1957, when alerts were measured in hours or so, this is

not a rigid requirement. However, if we give ourselves credit
for a 1 5-minute alert, this would mean that the Russian missile

is so reliable that when they press the buttons the majority of

the missiles are actually ready to be fired. If the Russian mis
siles have a "hold" capability— that is

, if they can be ready
some minutes or hours early and then maintain this ready posi
tion, this may not be a difficult requirement, although it could

decrease the effective reliability. (We are defining a missile's
reliability here as including the probability that it takes off
within a few minutes of the assigned firing time. Given that

the Soviet missiles have a "hold" capability, this may not be a
much smaller number than if we define reliability as the proba
bility that the missile takes off within a few hours of the as

signed firing time.) A small reduction in reliability would
simply mean that the Russians would need a few more ICBM's.

A large reduction would most likely put the Soviets out of
business.

There is an interesting interaction between firing discipline
and measures designed to reduce the possibility of intelligence
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leaks. If the Soviets trained with very realistic exercises so
that even the people involved in the exercises could not dis

tinguish until the last minute the exercise from the real thing,

then such exercises could be used to disguise preparations for

attack. But there would be a tendency for somebody to fire

prematurely, perhaps causing an accidental war. If, on the

contrary, the Soviets try to prevent this breach of firing disci

pline by the use of severe threats and indoctrination so that

nobody will fire prematurely, then they run the opposite risk
that people will refuse to believe the order when it comes, un
less alerted ahead of time.

/ The third caveat is that they must have accurate intelligence
about the U.S. military posture. Given U.S. security practices

currently in vogue about the position and use of our SAC bases

and the ease with which information could be obtained about

last minute changes, this also could look feasible. Probably the

only requirement is to try to get the information.

J Much more important, they need accurate data about them
selves— the yield, accuracy, and reliability of their ICBM's, for

example. While it is surprisingly hard to get reliable estimates

of these quantities, only very sophisticated people will know
this. If the Soviets have some extra margin of performance for
insurance—that is

, if they have a much better technological
capability than they need— then they do not require extremely
accurate estimates of this capability. On the other hand, if

their equipment is just marginally satisfactory, then even

though they have an adequate capability they are unlikely

to know this.
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Last and most important is the question of field degradation
Let us go back to our Russian general's persuasion problem.
It is perfectly possible, for example, for this general to take
the members of the Presidium out to the range and show them,

say, 5 or 10 ICBM's lined up, and ask them to select one

and make a cross on a map. The range personnel could pro
ceed to fire that ICBM and hit near enough to the cross to
make the general's point. Or even more convincingly, they

might fire all 5 or 10 ICBM's at once.

This would be an impressive demonstration, but a question
arises. What happens when the missiles are operated in the

field by regular military personnel? While the Russians have

a tradition of at least initial incompetency (for example, in

the Crimean, Japanese, and Finnish wars, as well as in World

Wars I and II), they have, since World War II, emphasized
reliability of equipment, sometimes at the cost of other per
formance. One would assume that if they could obtain accuracy
and yield at all, they could obtain it reliably. Nevertheless the

worry might remain, How far off from range performance
will we be?
It should also be noted that so long as our strategic bases
are soft, missile attacks present the Russians with possibilities
for the use of a postattack blackmail strategy almost as extreme
as the one mentioned previously. If the Russians concentrate
their attack solely against strategic bases and airburst their

weapons (which is the most efficient way to use a weapon

against a soft target), there will be no local fallout effects.
Then unless one of the weapons goes astray and hits a major
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city, deaths would be limited to a few million Americans as

the result of blast and thermal effects. The Soviets could then

point out (unless we had appreciable levels of air offense, air

defense, and civil defense surviving) that they could totally

destroy our country (while we could only hurt them), and did

we really want to pick this moment to initiate the use of

nuclear weapons against open cities ?

While it would take a moderately reckless Soviet decision

maker to press the 125 ICBM buttons even if the assumptions
were as favorable as originally hypothesized, it would be even

more reckless for the United States to rely on extreme Soviet

caution and responsibility as a defense. Jn any case, our Type I
Deterrence can be strained, and in some moderately plausible

situations even a cautious Soviet government might prefer

pressing buttons if the odds were so much in its favor. The
mere recognition by U.S. and European decisionmakers of the

possibility of such an attack could dominate or distort all inter
national relations.

The actual situation differs from this hypothetical one. As
our newspapers report, we have taken many measures to allevi

ate this problem. It would not be appropriate to discuss here
how adequate these measures are and the risks we may or may
not be running. The measures we have adopted may or may
not give us an adequate factor of safety. In any case it is neces

sary to react rapidly to changes in the enemy's posture.
The need for quick reaction to even "hypothetical" changes
in the enemy's posture is likely to be true for the indefinite

future, in spite of the popularity of the theory that once we
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get over our current difficulties we will have a so-called mini
mum nuclear deterrent force that will solve the Type I Deter
rence problem. Some even maintain that it will solve all

strategic problems.

A last point will be made about Type 1 Deterrence. When
people evaluate the quality of our Type 1 Deterrence they

usually ask if it is sufficiently strong to prevent the Soviets
from attacking us in cold blood. This is probably misleading.
As I tried to point out when discussing the possible conse

quences of our intervening in Hungary, Type 1 Deterrence can

be strained. Thus it is probably best to evaluate the quality of

one's Type 1 Deterrence by asking how much strain it could

accept and still be depended on. The next topic will indicate
that plausible circumstances may arise in which we may wish to

indulge in acts that would strain our Type 1 Deterrence.

Type 2 Deterrence (Deterrence of Extreme Provocations)

A quite different calculation is relevant to U.S. Type 2 De
terrence, although it is still a Soviet calculation (but this time

a Soviet calculation of an American calculation). The Soviet

planner asks himself, If I make this very provocative move,
will the Americans strike us? Whether the Soviets then pro
ceed with the contemplated provocation will be influenced by
their estimate of the American calculation as to what happens
if the tables are reversed. That is

,

what happens if the Ameri

cans strike and damage the Russian strategic air force, and the

Russians strike back uncoordinated in the teeth of an alerted
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U.S. air defense and possibly against an evacuated U.S. popu

lation? If this possibility is to be credible to the Soviets, it
must be because they recognize that their own Type 1 Deter

rence can fail. If Khrushchev is a convinced adherent of the
balance-of-terror theory and does not believe that his Type

1 Deterrence can fail, then he may just go ahead with the

provocative action.

It is important to realize that the operation of Type 2 Deter
rence will involve the possibility that the United States will
obtain the first strategic strike or some temporizing move, such

as evacuation. Many people talk about the importance of

having adequate civil and air defense to back our foreign

policy. However, calculations made in evaluating the perfor

mance of a proposed civil- and air-defense program invariably
assume a Russian surprise attack and—to make the problem
even harder—a surprise attack directed mostly against civilians.
This is unnecessarily pessimistic, for the calculation in which

one looks at a U.S. first strike in retaliation for a Russian

provocation is probably more relevant in trying to evaluate the

role that the offense and defense play in affecting some im

portant aspects of foreign policy.
Under this assumption, if we have even a moderate non-

military defense program, its performance is likely to look

impressive to the Russians and probably to most Europeans.
For example, the crucial problem of obtaining adequate warn

ing will have been greatly lessened, at least in the eyes of the
Soviets. They are also likely to think that we have more free

dom than we will have. The Soviets may believe that we are
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not worried by the possibility that they will get strategic or

premature tactical warning. This could be true in spite of the

fact that in actual practice such an attack would probably
involve a considerable risk that the Soviets would get some

warning. Any planning would have to be tempered by the

sobering realization that a disclosure or mistake could bring

a pre-emptive Russian attack.

The possibility of augmenting our active and passive defense

is very important. That is
,

rather than striking the Russians if J

they do something very provocative, we might prefer to evacu

ate our city population to fallout protection, "beef up" our air

defense and air offense, and then tell the Russians that we had

put ourselves into a much stronger position to initiate hos

tilities. After we had put ourselves in a position in which the J

Russian retaliatory strike would inflict much less than a total

catastrophe, the Russians would have just three broad classes

of alternatives:

1
. To initiate some kind of strike.

2. To prolong the crisis, even though it would then be

very credible that we would strike if they continued to

provoke us.

3
. To back down or compromise the crisis satisfactorily.

Hopefully the Soviets would end up preferring the third alter- I

native, because our Type 1 Deterrence would make the first

choice sufficiently unattractive and our Type 2 Deterrence

would do the same for the second.
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Type 3 Deterrence {Deterrence of Moderate Provocation)

The most obvious threat that we could muster under Type 3

Deterrence would be the capability to fight a limited war of

some sort. Because this subject is complicated and space is

limited, I will not discuss this particular Type 3 Deterrence

capability—although it is important and necessary. Instead, I
shall consider some of the nonmilitary gambits open to us.

Insofar as day-to-day activities are concerned, the things that

seemingly regulate the other man's behavior are nonmilitary.

For example, among other things, a potential provocation may

be deterred by any of the following effects or reactions:

1. Internal reactions or costs

2. Loss of friends or antagonizing of neutrals

3. Creation or strengthening of hostile coalitions

4. Lowering of the reaction threshold of potential op

ponents

5. Diplomatic or economic retaliation

6. Moral or ethical inhibitions

7. An increase in the military capability of the potential

opponent

Space permits discussion of only the last subject, which is

both very important and badly neglected. It has become fash
ionable among the more sober military experts to regard mobil

ization capabilities as examples of wishful thinking. And

indeed, in the few hours or few days of a modern war, large-
scale production of military goods will not be possible.
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PROVOCATION A SPUR TO MILITARY CAPABILITY

What deters the Russians from a series of Koreas and Indo-

Chinas probably less the fear of a direct U.S. attack with

its current forces than the probability that the United States and

her allies would greatly increase both their military strength
and their resolve in response to such crisesjThe deterrent effect

of this possibility can be increased by making explicit prepara
tions so that we can increase our strength very rapidly when

ever the other side provokes us. For example, in June, 1950,

the United States was engaged in a great debate on whether

the defense budget should be 14, 15, or 16 billion dollars.

Along came Korea. Congress quickly authorized 60 billion

dollars, an increase by a factor of four!

No matter what successes the Communist cause had in
Korea, that authorization represents an enormous military de

feat for the Soviets^ However, it was almost three years before

that authorization was fully translated into increased expendi
tures and corresponding military power. It is very valuable to

be able to increase our defense expenditures, but this ability

becomes many times more valuable if authorizations can be
translated into military strength in a year or so. If the_ Russians
know that deterioration in international relations will push
us info a crash program, they may be much less willing to let

international relations deteriorate. The problem is
,

Would we

have time to put in a useful program? After all, the basic mili

tary posture (including installations) must be of the proper

sort if it is to be possible to expand it within a year or so to
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the point where it is prepared to fight a war in addition to

being able to deter one. Our current posture (I960) is probably
far from optimal for doing this.

If preparations like these were at least moderately expensive
and very explicit, the Russians might find it credible that the

United States would initiate and carry through such a program

if they were provocative even, say, on the scale of Korea or
less. The Russians would then be presented with the following
three alternatives:

1. They could strike the United States before the buildup

got very far. This might look very unattractive, especi
ally since the buildup would almost certainly be accom

panied by an increased alert and other measures to

reduce the vulnerability of SAC.

2. They could try to match the U.S. program. This would

be very expensive.

3. They could accept a position of inferiority. Such an

acceptance would be serious, since the United States

would now have a "fight the war" capability as well

as a "deter the war" capability.

In each case the costs and risks of their provocation would
have been increased, and it is likely that the Soviets would take

these extra costs and risks into account before attempting any

provocation. If they were not deterred, we could launch the
crash program. Then we would be in a position to correct the

results of their past provocation or at least to deter them in

the future from exploiting these results.
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It might be particularly valuable to have credible and ex

plicit plans to institute crash programs for civil defense4 and

limited-war capabilities. It seems to be particularly feasible to

maintain inexpensive and effective mobilization bases in these

two fields, and the institution of a crash program would make

it very credible to the Russians, our allies, and neutrals that

we would go to war at an appropriate level if we were pro
voked again.

^
T
t

is important to understand that we have this asset: the abil

ity to spend large sums of money rapidly^ Let us, for example,
assume a new Berlin crisis in two or three years. Assume also

that the United States has done nothing to improve its Type 2

Deterrence capability, and very little to improve its limited-war

capability, but it does have a first-rate Type 1 Deterrence

(one that could punish the Soviets i
f they attacked us, but one

that could not protect the United States) . Under these circum

stances it would be most improbable that we would initiate

either a thermonuclear or limited war if the Russians gradually
put the squeeze on Berlin. Nevertheless, State Department

negotiators would try in all likelihood to get the Soviets to

back down b
y

threatening that we would do something very

violent—that we would use our military forces. But our nego
tiators would be afraid to spell out our threat, for nothing that

they could present would be both credible and effective.

4 For a discussion of the possibilities, see Herman Kahn, Some Specific
Suggestions for Achieving Early Non-Military Defense Capabilities and Initiating

Long-range Programs, The rand Corporation, Research Memorandum RM-2206-
RC, January 2

,

1958, rev. July 1
,

1958.
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Even today the Russians have told us that any talk of our

maintaining our position in Berlin by force is "bluff." If we
send soldiers, they say they will kill them; if we send tanks,

they will burn them; if we send bombers, they will destroy our
J cities. The Soviets are saying that at any level of violence we

care to use they can either meet that level on the spot or prom

ise such a severe punishment that we will be deterred. The
Russians also point out that Berlin is a chess game, not a poker

game, and that everybody can see what our capabilities are.

If the Soviets are right— that our only alternatives are vio
lence or defeat—where defeat would be an acceptance of some
new and unsatisfactory status of Berlin, then the Soviets could

probably succeed in talking us into adopting a face-saving

method of losing Berlin rather than one that would make it

clear to all that we had suffered a serious defeat.

In actual fact we do have some very strong cards to play,
but if we do not know what these cards are, we may be tricked
out of playing them. If we refused to accept a face-saving de
feat and the Russians persisted in rubbing our noses in the dirt,

then it would be clear to all in NATO that unless we did some
thing spectacular to recover the situation, these nations could

no longer rely on us for any kind of protection. Under such

circumstances the United States might order an attack. It is

much more likely that it would authorize enormous defense

budgets, probably at least at the 100-billion-dollars-a-year level.

These funds would be designed not only to improve our current

posture but also to buy large limited-war forces and such things

as civil defense and the corresponding military forces that
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would give us a credible capability for initiating a war at some

appropriate level of violence if a humiliating crisis should be

repeated. There would also be enormous pressure under these

circumstances on the NATO nations to combine into an even
tighter alliance and to mobilize their resources for their de

fense. This would mean that as in Korea, even if we lost Berlin
in the military sense, the Russians would have lost this par
ticular campaign. While Berlin is important ethically and

politically, its loss would not compare to the greatly increased

power and resolve on the side of the West.

This is one of the major threats we can bring to bear on the

Russians. If we are not aware that we have this threat, if we
believe that doubling the budget would really mean immediate

bankruptcy or other financial catastrophe, then the Russians

can present us with alternatives that may in the end result in

their winning the diplomatic, political, and foreign-policy vic

tory. It is important that we understand our own strengths as
well as our possible weaknesses.

CONCLUSIONS

Even if we have acquired the highest-quality Type 1 Deter- J

rence capability, we must still be able to fight and survive

wars as long as it is possible to have such a capability. This is *

true not only because it is prudent to take out insurance against

a war's occurring unintentionally, but also because we must be

able both to stand up to the threat of fighting a war and to

credibly threaten to initiate one. We must make it risky for ,
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the enemy to force us into situations in which we must choose

between fighting and appeasing. We must have an "alternative

to peace," so long as there is no world government and it is

technologically and economically possible to have such an

alternative. It is most likely that this "alternative to peace"
must include a general-war capability as well as a limited-war

capability.

Under current programs the United States may in a few years

find itself unwilling to accept a Soviet retaliatory blow, no

matter what the provocation. To get into such a situation
would be equivalent to disowning our alliance obligations by

signing a non-aggression treaty with the Soviets—a non-

aggression treaty with almost 200 million American hostages
to guarantee performance. Before drifting into such an "alli

ance," we should ask ourselves, What does it mean to live with

this non-aggression treaty? Can we prevent it from being

"signed"? Can we delay its "ratification"? Those who would

rely on limited means to control possible Soviet provocations
must ask themselves the question, What keeps the enemy's
counteraction to acceptable limits if there are no credible Type
2 Deterrence capabilities? Those who think of very limited

capabilities or mutual-homicide threats either separately or in

combination as being sufficient to meet our Type 2 Deterrence

problems are ignoring the dynamics of bargaining and conflict

situations. When two men or two nations are "arguing over

something that both feel to be of moderate importance, it is

common for things to get out of control, for prestige to become

committed, and for threats and counterthreats and actions and
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counteractions to increase in almost limitless intensity— that is
,

unless there are internal or external sanctions to set and enforce

limits.

These remarks will distress all who, very properly, view the

thought of fighting a war with so much horror that they feel

uneasy at having even a high-quality deterrent force, much

less a credible capability for initiating, fighting, and terminat

ing all kinds of wars. While one can sympathize with this

attitude, it is
, I believe, close to being irresponsible.

The threat of force has long been an important regulatory UJ
factor in international affairs; one cannot remove or greatly

weaken this threat without expecting all kinds of unforeseen

changes—not all of them necessarily for the better. True,
many of the measures that preserve our ability to fight and

survive wars may turn out to be temporary expedients that will

not solve our long-run security problems, but this does not

mean they are not important. You cannot reach 1970 or 1975

if you do not successfully pass through I960 and 1965. If we
neglect our short-term problems, we are bound to run serious

risks of a disastrous deterioration in the international situation
or in our own posture. This, in turn, may make it impossible to

arrive at a reasonable, stable state.

In fact, insofar as the balance-of-terror theory is correct, if

any nation actually is militarily provocative, then, no matter

what our previous threats have been, we must meet that behav

ior by using limited means or simply allow that nation to get

away with whatever it is trying to do. The aggressor will realize

this too and gain confidence from the realization. For this
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reason any attempt to use threats of mutual homicide to control

an aggressor's behavior (short of trying to deter him from an

attack on one's own country) is ill advised. Even if one means
that threat seriously, it will still not be credible to the enemy

or ally—particularly if the challenge is in any way ambiguous.
Since it now seems most unlikely that the Soviet menace

will go away of itself and since we have eschewed preventive
war as a possibility, we must seek the solution to our problems

along the path of some degree of coexistence or collaboration.

To do this effectively we must appear extremely competent to
the Soviet leaders. They must feel that we are putting adequate

attention and resources into meeting our military, political, and

economic problems. This is not a question of attempting to

bargain from strength, but one of looking so invulnerable to

blackmail and aggressive tactics that Soviet leaders will feel it
is worth while to make agreements and foolish not to. We must
look much more dangerous as an opponent than as a collabo

rator, even an uneasy collaborator.

I have the impression that up to about 1956-57 the average
senior Russian had an enormous respect for U.S. planners and

decisionmakers —which they now (in I960) have begun to lose.
) Many of their comments on remarks made by some of our mili

tary and political leaders are contemptuous. In the precarious

present and the even more precarious future it would be well

to go to some trouble not only to be competent as an antago

nist to the Russians, but to look competent.

Ideally, winning the cold war would mean the establishment

of peaceful, democratic, and prosperous nations everywhere
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and the complete elimination of all international conflicts of

greater significance than those that, for example, occasionally

plague U.S.-British relations. No sober student of the inter
national scene visualizes anything of this sort occurring! Even

a more limited objective — the attainment of a physical security
that is independent of Soviet rationality and responsibility—is
probably unattainable. There is no acceptable way to protect
ourselves from a psychotic Soviet decisionmaker who launches

a surprise attack without making rational calculations.

But the situation is worse than this. It is most unlikely that J
the world can live with an uncontrolled arms race lasting for

several decades. It is not that we could not match Soviet ex

penditures; it is simply that as technology advances and as J
weapons become more powerful and more diverse, it is most

likely that there will have to be at least implicit agreements on

their use, distribution, and character if we are not to run un-

acceptably high risks of unauthorized or irresponsible behavior.
No matter how antagonistic the Soviets feel toward us, they
have common interests with us in this field. This does not mean
that they will not try to exploit the common danger to obtain
unilateral advantages; it simply means that there is an important
area for bargaining here, one that we must fully exploit.
As a prerequisite to exploiting it we must do our homework.
We must know what we are trying to achieve, the kinds of
concessions that we can afford to give, and the kinds of con
cessions that we insist on getting from the Soviets.^All of this
will require, among other things, much-higher-quality prepara
tions for negotiations than have been customary J
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^The intellectual quality of discussion could probably be im

proved if criticism were both more discerning and more savage^
We should learn to distinguish between first-strike and second-

strike forces, between Type 1 and Type 2 Deterrence, between

the use of credible and silly threats of retaliation, between

"bankruptcy" and a reduction in standards of living, between

sober and reliable measures and desperate gambles or "calcu

lated risks," between deterrence by assumption and deterrence

by objectively capable systems, etc.

Aside from the ideological differences and the problem of

security itself, there do not seem to be any other objective

quarrels between the United States and Russia that justify the

risks and costs to which we subject each other. ^The big thing

that the Soviet Union and the United States have to fear from

each other is fear itself^ I am making some very optimistic
assumptions. One is that the Soviets would really be willing to

give up any hope of world domination to be achieved by the
use of military force. Another is that they would give up their
curious notion that the only satisfactory status quo is a situation

in which the Soviet World increases every year and the Free
World decreases, and that all kinds of subversive and violent
activities are part of this peacetime status quo. On the other
hand, our understandable hope that one day the satellite na

tions will be liberated does not look to the Soviets like a rea
sonable acceptance of status quo.)
Aside from the caveats given above about Soviet and United

States expectations and hopes, and the problem of security
itself! both the Soviet Union and the United States are status
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quo powers~Jln this respect, the situation is quite different

from what it was in World War I when all the great powers
competed in trying to carve out empires for themselves, both

inside and outside Europe. Today a normal increase of two or ^
three years in the gross national product of either Soviet Russia

or the United States is of much greater significance both mili

tarily and economically than quite sizable additions or sub

tractions of territory. This means that we can both afford to be

relaxed about changes in our respective "spheres of influence."

But even if it were conceded that all we have to fear is fear,
this would not imply that the problem is simple, or even that

it can be eliminated by any kind of arrangements that are

practical for the next decade or so. It is only to say that there

do not seem to be any fundamental blocks to making things

more manageable and safer than the current arrangement,

which is an almost uncontrolled arms race ameliorated by some

implicit (and vague) agreements and some unilateral actions.

Even if we arrive at some arms-control agreements that elimi
nate the most dangerous aspects of the competition, we may
still nee/i the threat of force to regulate the minor clashes that

occur.YWhile many people are suggesting various versions of a

"rule by law" to prevent minor clashes from becomingmajor
ones, I am not very hopeful that we can succeed totallyr'Such
efforts are to be encouraged — in fact they are indispensable —

but they can alleviate the problem only to the point where

inevitable conflicts of interest can be handled, not eliminated.
We will still need a balance of terror or other military sanctions
to persuade those who would be tempted to use violence to use

52710 O— 60 12
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other machinery
instead^J£

the balance is to be stable and not

(subject to being overturned by minor changes in tactics, posture,

(technological innovation, or cheating on arms-control agree

ments, then initially it will have to be based on a massive

program^
However, we must also take seriously the problem of allevi

ating the conflict by arms control and international agreement.

We do not have unlimited time. Our problems are being in

creased rapidly by many things, including the mounting rate of

technological progress, the "revolution of rising expectations,"

increasing nationalism, and an increasing diffusion of the newer

military technologies. It is possible that there may be some in

vention, discovery, or crisis that simply cannot be handled even

momentarily in our present international society. Progress is so

fast, the problems are so unprecedented, and the lead-times for

cultural assimilation are so long that it is difficult to believe
that muddling through will work. We will need much better
mechanisms than we have had for forward thinking, imagina
tive research into problems of strategy, and foreign policy, and

anticipating future developments and planning to meet them.

These mechanisms can be made available. The tools actually
or potentially available to the analyst, planner, and decision

maker, both organizational and technical, are many times better

than anything we have had before. It is just barely possible that
with determined efforts by large numbers of responsible people
we can achieve enough to make a significant difference. The
survival of our civilization may depend on this effort's being
made. Let us hope that it can be.
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PREFACE

The study of non-military defense described in this report has

been supported by The rand Corporation as part of its program of

RAND-sponsored research. In addition to its work for the United

States Air Force and other government agencies, the Corporation
regularly sponsors, with its own funds, research projects in areas of

importance to national security and public welfare. RAND-sponsored

research is considered to be fundamentally the responsibility of the

individuals involved in the project, and the conclusions of such

projects are not necessarily endorsed by the Corporation. Such studies

are published in the hope that they may contribute to wider under

standing of important national problems.
This study of non-military defense was initiated, directed, and

formulated in its central features by Herman Kahn. Particular parts

of the study were the responsibility of the following individuals,

approximately in the order the subjects are mentioned in this report:

Leon Goure, foreign policy implications; Irwin Mann, improvised
fallout shelters and other inexpensive measures; Robert Panero

(from the staff of Guy B. Panero Engineers), mines and deep rock

shelters; John O'Sullivan, conventional shelters and costs of com

plete shelter systems; Fred Ikle, strategic evacuation and social

problems; Maj. Gen. Frank Ross, USA, ret., tactical evacuation;

Leonard Berkovitz, performance of shelter systems under hypotheti
cal attacks; Harold Mitchell, M.D., medical effects of radiation;

Jerald Hill, long-term fallout problems; Joseph Carrier, food and

agriculture; Paul Clark, economic recuperation after a 50-city attack;

Norman Hanunian, heavier attacks and industrial shelters; Col.

George Reinhardt, USA, ret., "starter set" and recuperation stock

piles; Harry Rowen, interactions with active offense; Philip Dadant,

interactions with active defense; Richard Moorsteen, Soviet non-

military defense capabilities. This summary report was drafted by

Paul Clark.
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A number of people in government agencies have been helpful
in furnishing information and orientation. While it would be

impossible to list them all, the assistance of the following should

be acknowledged: Federal Civil Defense Administration —John
Devaney, Gerald Gallagher, Jack Greene, Ralph Spears, Benjamin

Taylor; Federal Reserve Board—Roland Robinson; Naval Radiolog
ical Defense Laboratory—Walmer Strope, Paul Tompkins; Office
of Defense Mobilization — Joseph Coker, Brig. Gen. Harold
Huglin, USAF, Burke Horton, Vincent Rock, Charles Sullivan;

Science Advisory Committee—Spurgeon Keeney. Of course, none of
the above are responsible for any portion of the study.
This report is unclassified, and no part of it depends on the use

of classified information. In particular, the hypothetical attacks

considered in evaluating various non-military defense measures

should not be construed as statements of enemy offense capability
or of U.S. defense capability. They are simply hypotheses about

threats that appear conceivable sometime in the future and that

provide a measure of the possible role of non-military defense

systems. Moreover, this report has been written as a summary state

ment for general distribution; technical aspects of the study are not

presented in full detail.



REPORT ON A STUDY OF NON-MILITARY
DEFENSE

I. Introduction: Initial Premises

This study was initiated in the belief that non-military defense
measures, if they could be made effective in protecting the civilian
population, economy, and institutions of the United States, might
make two significant contributions to the national defense. First,

they might alleviate the catastrophe of a nuclear attack and, if mili
tary victory were attained, provide a reasonable chance that the

United States as a nation could survive. Second, they might increase
U.S. freedom of action in conducting peacetime foreign policy and
in implementing a broad deterrence strategy.
Alleviating the consequences of a nuclear war is an important
objective in its own right. Even if a plausible attack a few years from
now killed as many as 90 million Americans, it would still leave

90 million alive. However terrible the prospect, it would be worth

investigating whether there are measures that might increase the

number of survivors from 90 million to 120 or 150 million, and
that might increase the likelihood that the survivors could, in time,

restore the national economy and democratic institutions. The pros

pect is terrible enough to make the avoidance of general war—by
deterrence or by any measures that might safely permit reduction in

tension— the primary objective. However, general war may nonethe
less occur, and it would be irresponsible to throw up our hands
about the postwar world. (Note that this objective is quite distinct
from that of defending a civilian basis for war production; a general
nuclear war would almost surely be fought with military equipment
on hand at the outset.)
Moreover, in the years ahead, willingness to make foreign-policy

decisions carrying a risk of war may be important to meet major
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Soviet challenges that threaten U.S. security. The more effective the

defense of civilian society, the easier it will be for U.S. leaders to
make such decisions. Deterrence of extremely provocative enemy
behavior other than a direct attack on the United States might thus

be maintained as a credible national policy. If non-military defense
measures caused Soviet leaders to believe that aggressive moves

would meet firm resistance, they would be less likely to take such

provocative actions. Deterrence of aggressions against countries other

than the United States might also be accomplished by strengthening

U.S. capability to meet limited aggression in a limited way, and we

believe it is important to do so. However, it is possible that some

aggression may be difficult to deter or to meet except by a credible

threat of all-out U.S. resistance. It is true that the likelihood of direct

Soviet attack on the United States would be measurably increased,

particularly in the case of an implicit or explicit U.S. threat. Further

more, the level of destruction, if deterrence failed, would still be a
subject for grave consideration by U.S. leaders. But these difficulties

seem inherent in a foreign policy prepared to meet the range of

possible Soviet threats.

It should be recognized that all-out nuclear war could start in

many ways, other than by a premeditated Soviet attack. A local war

might become so invested with national interests and prestige that

Soviet leaders, if faced with decisive defeat, would choose to counter

with an all-out attack. This danger has probably increased because

Khrushchev seems less cautious than Stalin, less secure in his grasp
of power, yet freer to exercise his diplomacy on a global scale. War

might occur because of miscalculation of U.S. intentions; in a period
of acute tension, verbal and even military indicators would be diffi
cult to interpret, and the premium on a first strike might well tempt
the USSR to launch a pre-emptive attack. War might even begin by
accident, triggered by a chance release of weapons, and carried on

because both sides were poised in a high state of alert for quick and

nearly automatic retaliation. Finally, as just mentioned, we cannot

rule out the possibility that the United States, faced with a major

Soviet challenge, might sometime be forced to resist militarily, even

at the risk of devastation.
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It may also be noted that non-military defense measures could be

more effective if war began in one of these other ways. A key factor
in determining their effectiveness would be the ability of U.S.

military forces to stop Soviet air attacks fairly quickly. Control of

the military situation could be more quickly seized if the Soviet
attack failed to achieve surprise, or if it were poorly executed, or if
the United States were compelled to launch an attack. Non-military

defense measures themselves would also work better with more

warning, as will be more fully discussed later in this report. Such
wars appear sufficiently probable to warrant careful investigation of

the potentialities of non-military defense in these cases, as well as

in the event of a premeditated Soviet attack.

The dependence of the defense of civilian society on the effective

ness of U.S. strategic-offense and active-defense capabilities should

be stressed. Non-military defense measures must be evaluated not

only with respect to feasibility, but also in their interaction with

other aspects of national defense, They should not carry such high
economic costs that U.S. strategic offense, air defense, or local-war

forces would be dangerously weakened. Such an over-all evaluation

of the place of non-military measures in the entire field of national

defense has not been attempted in this study.

On the basis of such initial considerations, the premise on which

this study was begun was that we should at least examine the feasi

bility of non-military defense measures in a nuclear war. Of course,
after investigation we may conclude that defense of civilian society
isn't practicable. The destructive power of a single nuclear weapon,
the delivery capabilities of high-speed bombers and ballistic missiles,

the seeming inability of any current or proposed air defense system
to prevent the delivery by an intelligent attacker of at least a con

siderable number of nuclear weapons, the widespread vulnerability
of cities, the slow reaction times of large civilian populations—all
of these factors may well mean that effective non-military defense

can't be obtained at an acceptable cost. But the issues seem so

important that they should be seriously investigated.

This study is certainly not a definitive treatise on non-military
defense. Rather, it was designed to provide an initial broad over
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view. It has seemed preferable to consider a large number of aspects
of non-military defense, and to examine their interrelations, rather

than to go more deeply into a few questions. The work has been

done on a part-time basis by a number of people from different

disciplines, and all the different pieces do not fit together perfectly.
The pieces also differ in the research on which they are based:

some involve quantitative calculations of the performance of possible
non-military defense systems; others involve technical innovations

and surveys of technical possibilities; still others are necessarily based

primarily on reflection about nuclear war and national-defense

strategy. Questions of the psychological reaction of the American

people to a nuclear war and its aftermath remain largely unanswered.

However, in the view of participants in the project, the study as a

whole does provide a comprehensive orientation to non-military

defense problems that is fundamentally sound.



II. Population Shelters

The first big question that must be raised about non-military
defense is whether people can in fact be protected from modern

nuclear weapons. Protection involves not only provision of shelters

capable of withstanding blast and fallout effects, but also arrange
ments for getting people into the shelters in response to different

kinds of warnings. It should be stated at the beginning that it is

impossible to provide reliable protection for all the population, and

that the fraction of the population effectively protected depends

greatly on the essentially uncertain nature of the enemy attack. There

appear to be a number of possibilities for protective systems, how

ever, and under plausible assumptions about the enemy attack and

the civilian response, significant—and in some cases dramatic—

reductions in civilian casualties appear to be obtainable.

TYPES OF SHELTERS

Improvised fallout shelters, even if only capable of reducing radia
tion to V20 or ^0 of the radiation outside, could have a significant
effect in reducing casualties among people outside the areas of blast

damage. There seem to be many possibilities of identifying and pre

paring such shelters in existing buildings in small cities and towns.

For example, a location in the center of the basement of a 40,000-

square-foot building (a typical large office, store, or school building)

may provide an attenuation to about %o- Moreover, a foot of earth

gives a reduction to about V30, and sandbags distributed in advance

could be quickly filled and placed to provide this type of shielding.
Even buildings whose structural characteristics provide smaller

attenuation factors could be quite useful, with arrangements for

washing down or sweeping the roofs and surrounding areas (ex
posure to carry out the decontamination being rationed among the

shelter inhabitants).
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An essential element in the use of such improvised fallout shelters
would be radiation meters. The meters would indicate how long
outside activity could continue (until heavy fallout arrived), would

guide immediate decontamination work, would show when it was

safe to emerge from the shelters, and would continue to be needed

in postwar reorganization. Two main types of meters are available:
a dosimeter, which measures cumulative radiation exposure over an

interval of time and which might cost $1 to $5, depending on the

model, and a dose-rate meter, which would be more convenient in

some operations but might cost $15 to $20. Predistributing one

dosimeter for every five persons in the country and one dose-rate

meter for every fifty might thus cost $150 million to $250 million

spread over several years. .

An often-neglected possibility is the use of suitably located mines
for both fallout and blast protection. Mines for low-priced ores, such

as limestone, sandstone, rock salt, and gypsum, typically consist of a

regular pattern of rooms with level floors and 10- to 12-foot ceilings,

completely self-supporting and dry. An engineering calculation pre

pared as part of the study indicated that a limestone mine at West

Winfield, Pennsylvania, could be prepared for emergency 7-day

occupancy at a cost of $25 to $35 per person (or more strictly, per
shelter space). Such a mine would be provided with water tanks,

latrines, utilities, and some air-conditioning equipment, and would

be stocked with a bedroll for each person, cold processed rations,

and some medical supplies.

A wide range of shelter designs providing blast protection of 50
to 200 psi (pounds per square inch above normal atmospheric pres

sure) seems to be possible using conventional construction techniques
—shallow underground location, reinforced concrete or corrugated-
steel material, and heavy air-tight blast doors.

There are still technical engineering uncertainties about many

aspects of these designs, but corrugated-steel shelters buried fairly

deep look promising and are much cheaper than shelters of rein

forced concrete. There is also uncertainty about the number of square
feet to be provided per person, ranging from the 5 square feet in

European shelters for short-time occupancy, to the 20 square feet in
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the Manhattan design discussed beiow. However, a reasonable guess

is that bunkroom-type accommodations for 90-day occupancy could

be provided for something on the order of $300 to $400 per person.
Such "medium" shelters might be appropriate for suburban fringes

of large cities and for small cities that are presumed to be lower-

priority enemy targets.

"Light" shelters, primarily for fallout protection, would of course

be cheaper—perhaps $150 per person. Constructed shelters should be
designed to provide much greater attenuation of surrounding radia

tion than improvised shelters; fortunately, 3 feet of earth provides
attenuation to about Viooo of the radiation outside. Moreover, most

fallout shelters ought to be planned and placed deep enough so that

they could later be made into blast shelters in the 20- to 100-psi

range, primarily by adding better blast doors. With appropriate
evacuation procedures, such "light" shelters in towns and rural areas

might be used by more people than any other type.

Finally, deep rock shelters created by mining rather than by con

struction techniques appear to be the most promising approach

(where sound rock is available) for blast protection in the range of

500 psi to several thousand psi. Such "heavy" shelters would be

indicated if a serious attempt were made to provide protection, other
than by evacuation, for residents of large cities. Shelters with lower

levels of protection might become partially obsolete soon after they
were built. An engineering calculation of a system of deep rock
shelters under Manhattan Island for 4 million people indicated a

cost of $500 to $700 per person, depending largely on habitability
standards. The shelters were to be excavated 800 feet below the
surface, using conventional excavation and mining techniques. They

were to be almost completely isolated from the surface, with air

purified and enriched with oxygen as in a submarine, with water

tapped from the Delaware Aqueduct system of tunnels and treated

(or, in emergency, drawn from internal storage), and with power
provided from diesel generators vented to the surface but isolated

from the shelters proper. Occupants would be assigned berths in a

large dormitory, would receive two cold meals and one hot meal per

day, and would draw fresh clothing, take showers, and exercise on a
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rotational basis. Some 91 entrances were planned and distributed

according to population, so that every point in Manhattan was within

5 to 10 minutes' walking distance of an entrance; elevator design
characteristics currently employed in New York should permit about
a fourth of the people in the buildings themselves to reach the street

every 5 minutes. The entrances were sloped tunnels and had 500-psi
blast doors both at the top and at the bottom; provision could be

made to collapse any single tunnel if the upper door gave way.
The point of this quick survey of types of shelters is that the

possibilities seem to be both more varied and more promising than

has been generally realized. However, while several kinds of shelters
could be built today, one of the conclusions of this study is that a

great deal of research and development work should be done before

any attempt is made to decide on final shelter designs. Further

preparation could both improve performance and lower cost.

WARNING AND MOVEMENT

If people are to get into shelters, an appropriate movement plan
and some warning are needed. It is convenient to distinguish three

degrees of warning—measured in days, in hours, or in minutes.
Correspondingly, three general kinds of movement are possible:
strategic evacuation, tactical evacuation, and ducking into the nearest

shelter entry.

Warning measured in terms of days is possible if a nuclear attack
occurs as an extension of a local war, or after a period of severe

international tension, or as a last-resort decision by the United States.

In each case the warning does not consist in discovery of secret enemy
intentions to attack, but in recognition that an attack has become

more likely and that the vulnerability of the civilian population
should be reduced. Strategic evacuation — that is

,

movement of a

significant fraction of the city population into emergency quarters in

small towns and rural areas—would then be possible. Indeed, some
evacuation would doubtless occur spontaneously. The prime his

torical example is the evacuation of children and mothers from

London and other English cities in 1939, which reduced London's
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population by 25 to 35 per cent by the time war was declared.

Warning measured in hours is crucially dependent on the tactics

chosen by the enemy. However, one sensible enemy plan would be to

concentrate his first wave, largely ICBM's plus some submarines and

long-range bombers, upon the retaliatory capacity of the Strategic
Air Command, and to defer a general city attack for a following
wave, largely of medium bombers refueled en route. Cities spared on

the first attack wave might possibly have several hours of warning.
Initial investigation suggests that in most cities, particularly the

medium and small cities most likely to survive the first wave, an

organized tactical evacuation could be carried out within 3 to 6 hours.

The objective would be to move the bulk of the city population out

to a shelter belt extending 20 to 50 miles from the center; less

warning or slower movement would simply reduce the fraction of

the people saved. The key organizational principles for such a move

ment appear to be one-way routes, maximum loading of vehicles

(with emphasis on trucks and buses), prior instruction to each

vehicle owner (perhaps on his registration certificate), and some

limited test movements. Provision of shelters in the peripheral belt
— ranging from "medium" blast shelters to improvised fallout
shelters according to location—would be important, however; other
wise many evacuees might flee the city only to succumb to fallout.

Warning measured in terms of minutes is likely to be all that

would be available for cities that the enemy chose to attack in his

first wave, or possibly with a following salvo of ICBM's. Even in

this case it appears to be technically feasible, as suggested in the

Manhattan calculation, to design "heavy" shelters into which the

bulk of the population could conceivably duck in 30 to 60 minutes —

or a smaller fraction of the population if less time were available.
A dramatic and unequivocal signal, such as exploding a small atomic
weapon at a very high altitude over the city, would help in getting

people to move quickly. But given the slow reaction time of the

civilian population, it seems inevitable that non-military defense

measures in cities with only minutes of warning would be much less

effective than elsewhere.

It should also be stressed at this point that the tactics chosen by
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an attacker, and hence the amounts of warning available to various
cities, are very much a function of the posture of the Strategic Air
Command and the effectiveness of U.S. air defenses. Unless SAC is
so sheltered and defended that an enemy would have to concentrate

nearly all of his first strike on attempting to destroy SAC's capacity
to retaliate, warning sufficient for tactical evacuation —or even for
ducking into "heavy" shelters—might not be available for many
cities. The interaction of non-military defense with active offense
and active defense is further discussed in Section VI.

Finally, it may be noted that in nontarget areas there would be

1 to 10 hours of delay between the explosion of bombs on targets
and the arrival of airborne fallout. This delay would give time for

entering designated fallout shelters, strengthening them with sand

bags or window closures, filling water tanks and packing in home

stocks of foods, and billeting evacuees from the cities.

PERFORMANCE OF POSSIBLE SHELTER SYSTEMS
UNDER HYPOTHETICAL ATTACKS

A rough measure of the possible effectiveness of certain shelter
systems is provided by some calculations of population casualties
made as part of the non-military defense study. Two possible shelter

systems were considered: a system of fallout shelters only (largely

improvised in the next few years, supplemented with shelters of

light construction by the mid-sixties), and a system of heavy,
medium, and light shelters designed to provide both blast and fallout

protection for the entire population (and available no earlier than

the mid-sixties). The effect of prior strategic evacuation of 70 per
cent of the population in the large cities attacked was also examined

for each system.

Two hypothetical levels of enemy attack were considered, with

variants to take into account the amounts of warning received by

large cities. The first level was defined as the delivery on target of
sufficient weapons to destroy all buildings in the 50 largest urbanized

areas (many receiving several weapons) plus all the SAC bases. The

list extended to cities the size of New Haven, Connecticut, with a
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population of about 250,000. (It should be stressed that this hypo
thetical attack was not based on an analysis of enemy capability in

the light of U.S. defenses, but was adopted as a means of measuring
the performance of possible shelter systems. Approximately the

same level of attack was also considered in other parts of the over-all

study.) Calculated fatal casualties in the various cases hypothesized

are summarized in Table 1, below.

Table 1

CALCULATED PERFORMANCE OF ALTERNATIVE SHELTER SYSTEMS
UNDER VARIOUS ATTACKS

(Millions of U.S. fatalities out of 180 million population)0

50-CITY ATTACK

30 to 60 Minutes 3 to 6 Hours

Non-Military Defense System of Warning of Warning

No non-military defense measures 90 90

System of fallout shelters plus arrangements for

tactical evacuation 70 30

Same, after strategic evacuation 25 5

150-CITY ATTACK

30 to 60 Minutes 3 to 6 Hours

Non-Military Defense System of Warning6 of Warning*

No non-military defense measures 160 160

System of fallout shelters plus arrangements for
tactical evacuation 85 60

Same, after strategic evacuation 40 25

System of blast and fallout shelters plus arrange
ments for rapid entry 25 25

Same, after strategic evacuation 5 5

"For comparability the same population was assumed for both attacks, even though
the 150-ciry attack was presumed to occur further in the future.
6 Includes 10 cities hit by ICBM's with no warning.

With no non-military defense measures, a completely effective
50-city attack might be expected to cause 90 million deaths in the

United States, that is
,

half of a projected population of 180 million.

With a system of fallout shelters, but with an enemy tactic of hitting
the cities on the first wave or soon thereafter, about 70 million

52710 O—SO 13
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deaths might result. With the same fallout protection, plus several

hours' warning for the cities so that a substantial tactical evacuation

could be carried out, the casualty figure might be reduced to 30

million. Finally, if the attack occurred after strategic evacuation,
casualties might be held down to 5 million to 25 million people,
depending on the amount of warning to the large cities.
The second level of attack was defined as the delivery on target
of sufficient weapons to destroy all buildings in about 150 urbanized

areas and all the SAC bases, and also to generate widespread lethal

fallout. The list extended to cities such as Asheville, North Carolina,

with a population of about 60,000. This hypothetical attack was

presumed to occur at a later time. Accordingly, it was assumed that

10 of the 20 largest cities would be hit by ICBM's in the first wave,

and that following ICBM's would make tactical evacuation in some

of the other cities less effective than in the earlier calculation. On

the other hand, the later time-period also made a more complete

blast-and-fallout shelter system at least conceivable.

With no non-military defense measures, a completely effective

150-city attack could result in 160 million deaths in the United States
— that is

,

almost 90 per cent of the total population could be killed.

With a system of fallout shelters, and given several hours' warning
to carry out a partly disrupted tactical evacuation in all cities except

those hit on the first wave, casualties might be reduced to 60 million.

With a complete system of blast-and-fallout shelters, and even with

only 30 to 60 minutes of warning, casualties might be held to 25
million. Less warning would, of course, increase the casualties if only

a system of fallout shelters were provided, while prior strategic
evacuation would result in still fewer casualties with either system.

A further word should be said about these hypothetical attacks.
Even if an enemy had the initial capability to completely destroy 50
or 150 large cities, it is not certain that he would do so in actual war.

Successful accomplishment of a large retaliatory strike by SAC, and

effective operation of U.S. air defenses, might so reduce the enemy's
forces that he would not be able to take out so many cities. Or the

war might start in one of the less premeditated ways mentioned

earlier, so that the enemy's strikes would be small and uncoordinated.
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Or he might not attempt such widespread destruction, because the

military payoff from destroying cities is low, and because he might

hope to use the threat of further destruction to reinforce a surrender

demand.

On the other hand, even with the assumed shelter systems, heavier

casualties and more extensive destruction are also conceivable. Unless

U.S. active offenses and active defenses can gain control of the

military situation after only a few exchanges, an enemy could, by

repeated strikes, reach almost any level of death and destruction he

wished. Even on a first strike, if an enemy—perhaps motivated by
memories of World War II—allocated a larger part of his force to
the destruction of cities rather than to an attempt to prevent retalia

tion by SAC, he could increase casualties by reducing warning and

hitting more cities.

These casualty calculations are far from definitive. In addition to

the intrinsic uncertainty concerning the size of the enemy's attack

and his tactics, the model used was simple and subject to error. But

the major implications of the calculations are probably valid. A
system of fallout shelters might save tens of millions of lives in

either a 50-city or a 150-city attack. A complete system of blast-and-
fallout shelters would, of course, be more effective; and in the case

of a 150-city attack, such a system would probably be needed to hold
fatalities below a third of the population. Both systems would be

affected by the amount of warning available, and sufficient time for

tactical evacuation would be particularly important for effective use

of the fallout shelters. Prior strategic evacuation, if this were pos
sible, could make a large improvement in the performance of either

system. Thus the effectiveness of non-military defense systems would

vary greatly with circumstances, but the cases in which performance
is promising seem sufficiently likely to warrant serious consideration.



III. Long-term Fallout

The second major question that must be examined in connection

with non-military defense is whether the population can survive the

long-term radiation levels resulting from fallout. There would be

little point in sheltering people from the instantaneous blast and

short-run fallout effects of a nuclear attack if they emerged from the
shelters into an atmosphere so radioactive that life could not be

sustained. Long-term radiation appears particularly threatening in

the light of current widespread fears about the consequences of

nuclear testing—which releases only a fraction of the radioactive
materials that would be released in an all-out nuclear war.

The criterion that we shall use here in examining the consequences
of long-term fallout, however, is quite different from the criterion

generally used in discussing nuclear tests. There the concern is

commonly with keeping radiation levels low enough so that the

number of people who might be injured is small in a "statistical"

sense; here the concern is with evaluating the extent of further

biological damage, relative to the number of people who survive the

immediate catastrophe of nuclear war. We are also interested in any
measures that might reduce the long-term biological damage, even

though considerable damage seems inevitable.

MEDICAL CONSEQUENCES OF RADIATION

Medical evidence on the ability of the human body to sustain

instantaneous or short-term exposure to total body radiation is rea

sonably clear; something like 200 roentgens will cause serious illness
and some deaths. Evidence about heavier doses is more ambiguous,

but about 450 roentgens seem likely to cause a 50 per cent death rate;

and perhaps 600 roentgens will cause virtually 100 per cent fatalities.
Holding the short-term exposure below 200 roentgens for a large

part of the population is one of the essential functions of a system
of population shelters.

192
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The consequences of chronic lifetime exposure to radiation are not

so clear. There is evidence, however, that long-term damage can be

assessed largely in terms of decreased life-span; increases in such

specific diseases as leukemia are statistically less important than

increases in death rates from all causes. Moreover, analysis and

extrapolation of data on radiation damage to animals suggest that

a reasonable though uncertain estimate of the extent of life shorten

ing might be something like 7 years per 1000 roentgens for children,

and less for adults. (Observations on the life-span of radiologists in

comparison to other physicians less exposed to radiation indicate that

the animal data are not optimistic.) General life shortening of this

sort would be a real human tragedy, but would hardly threaten

survival of the population; it may be noted that about 10 years have

been added to the adult life-span in the United States since 1900

(apart from reductions in infant mortality, which have added an

additional 10 years to over-all life expectancy).
Genetic effects of long-term radiation are even more difficult to

estimate reliably, because the observed cases in existing studies of

survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and of American radiologists
are so few as to barely meet accepted standards of statistical signifi
cance. However, the following statements appear to be reasonable —

though again uncertain. For each 50-roentgen exposure of one parent,
there may be an increase of one in a thousand in the number of

harmfully affected offspring as a result of dominant mutations.

Recessive mutations would only rarely produce serious malformation

in immediate offspring, and their effects in lowered fertility and

vigor would be spread out over many subsequent generations. Again
the total human cost over time would be great, but the medical

problem in any one generation could be handled. At present about

4 per cent of babies are stillborn or die shortly after birth, 2 per cent

are malformed, and 2 per cent develop troubles later that are based

on hereditary defects. Thus 1000 roentgens of long-term radiation

to both parents might increase the chance of producing a seriously
defective child from 8 per cent to perhaps 12 per cent.

The medical consequences of internal deposition of strontium-90,

cesium-137, and other radiation products taken into the body with
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food and water must also be considered. Strontium-90, which is

chemically similar to calcium, is incorporated in the bone structure,

and in sufficiently high concentrations causes bone cancer, and

possibly leukemia. Extrapolating from cases of radium-caused cancer,

it appears that a concentration of strontium-90 between 10 and 100

microcuries is the range from a statistically significant rise in bone

cancer to serious difficulty with large numbers of cancer cases. This

range, while uncertain, is used in the fallout calculations in the next

section; here it may be noted that at present in the United States new

bone is being laid down with a concentration of about 0.001 micro-

curies. The medical danger from cesium-137 appears to be less

serious. In the untreated situation, cesium-137 and strontium-90
would probably enter the body at about the same rate. However,

physical and biological factors combine to allow us to accept a ratio

of 90 to 1 in calculating maximum permissible concentrations of

cesium-137 relative to strontium-90. The medical danger from other

isotopes deposited after a nuclear explosion needs further investiga

tion, but present evidence indicates that strontium-90 and cesium-137

pose the most serious problems.

LONG-TERM FALLOUT LEVELS AFTER
HYPOTHETICAL ATTACKS

The seriousness of the long-term radiation problem has been

examined with the aid of two fallout calculations, based again on

two hypothetical enemy attacks. The first attack, which corresponds

approximately to the 50-city attack discussed previously, was defined

as an attack that releases about 1500 megatons of fission products.
The second attack was based on the extreme hypothesis of 20,000

megatons of fission products. (Note that this attack is much heavier

than the 1 50-city attack discussed above; we shall call it an area

attack, because with certain enemy tactics its blast effects might be

sufficient to destroy all structures in entire states or regions.) This

area attack was assumed in order to examine long-term fallout

problems far more serious than have generally been considered.
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Before examining the results of the fallout calculations, let us note

three characteristics of fallout that are important in interpreting the

calculations. First, fallout would be quite unevenly distributed over

the United States, particularly after a 50-city attack. This raises the

possibility of people living and raising food primarily in the less-
contaminated areas of the country. To point up this unevenness, the

calculations specify average fallout levels (the total deposit divided

by the U.S. area), maximum fallout levels (applying to only a

small fraction of the country and based on a geographical analysis
of assumed targets, with allowance for overlap of fallout patterns),
and minimum fallout levels (based on the U.S. share of worldwide

fallout resulting from equal attacks on the United States and the

USSR).
Second, fission products decay with the passage of time. The rate

of decay is conventionally approximated with a formula involving
the factor f*"9, which implies that the radiation rate a week after an

attack would be 0.2 per cent of the 1-hour rate, and after 90 days
would be 0.01 per cent. The actual dose levels would be l/i to V

h of

those computed with the formula, because of large- and small-

scale roughness of terrain, weathering, and deviations from the t'x

t

decay rule. The calculations below are all standardized to refer

to the period starting 90 days after the attack. It is
,

of course,

recognized that fallout protection immediately after the attack must

first be adequate to hold total radiation below 200 roentgens for

the bulk of the population.
Third, countermeasures are possible to reduce the radiation that

people receive. Decontamination, b
y washing or sweeping hard

surfaces, and b
y

plowing or scraping earth areas, can reduce residual

radiation to levels V
s to Vioo of those prevailing previously. Shielding

buildings with earth or concrete can produce almost any attenuation

desired; shielding to Vio or Vioo of radiation levels outside is possible
even on mobile equipment such as bulldozers. Once a few protected

areas are available, radiation damage can be limited b
y rationing the

number of hours per day that individuals have to work in a con

taminated environment. In the calculations below, it is assumed that

all dose rates would be reduced to Vioo of the level computed with
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the r1 2 formula—perhaps Via for decontamination, multiplied by
Vs for shielding and time-rationing, multiplied by V2 for more rapid

decay than in the r1
2 formula.

Countermeasures to reduce people's consumption of strontium-90
in food and water are also available. Among such measures are those

of shifting part of agriculture to less contaminated land; decontam

inating cropland by deep plowing or scraping; maximum use of

crops such as potatoes and wheat, which have low concentrations of

strontium-90 in their edible portions; reducing normal consumption
of calcium and replacing it with calcium pills from uncontaminated

mineral sources; and, where necessary, removing fission products
from drinking water by filtration or precipitation. Other possible

countermeasures may be developed by research, including chemical

treatment of soils to leach out strontium-90 or to limit its absorption
by crops, development of food-processing methods that would reduce

the content of fission products, and discovery of medicines that

would limit retention of strontium-90 by people and animals. No

quantitative allowance for these specific countermeasures against

strontium-90 has been made in the calculations below.

The fallout calculations are summarized in Table 2 on page 20.

In the case of a 50-city attack, the cumulative lifetime exposure to

external total body radiation (after 90 days, with countermeasures),

averaged over the area of the United States, might be less than

5 roentgens. The maximum in some areas might be about 75 roent

gens, but a map study indicates that more than 85 per cent of U.S.

land area would receive less than the average contamination. Thus

if short-term radiation could be held below 200 roentgens for the
bulk of the population, the additional long-term problem would be

comparatively small. The general shortening of lives and genetic

consequences resulting from short-term and long-term radiation com

bined would apparently be below the range discussed in the pre

vious section.

As to strontium-90, the estimated long-term accumulation result

ing from a 50-city attack, averaged over the entire United States, is

2 microcuries. (Note that the average is more representative for

strontium-90 than for total radiation, because strontium-90 enters the
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Table 2

ESTIMATED LONG-TERM RADIATION AFTER VARIOUS ATTACKS

1500 MEGATONS OF FISSION PRODUCTS (50-CITY ATTACK)

Average Maximum Minimum

Radiation rate after 90 days with counter-

0.4 8.3 0.003

0.46 10 0.0035

Cumulative lifetime exposure" (roentgens) . . . 3.4 73 0.026

Strontium-90 fallout (curies per square mile) . . 40 830 0.3

Cumulative lifetime concentration in bone with-

2 42 0.015

20.000 MEGATONS OF FISSION PRODUCTS {AREA ATTACK)

Average Maximum Minimum

Total fallout (kilotons per square mile) 5.3 36 0.04

Radiation rate after 90 days with counter-

6.5 43 0.049

Cumulative lifetime exposure" (roentgens)' . . . 48 310 0.36

Strontium-90 fallout (curies per square mile) . . 530 3600 4

Cumulative lifetime concentration in bone with

out countermeasures (microcuries) 26 180 0.2

"Assumes that radiation rates are reduced to Moo of the level computed with the

r1! formula, because of decontamination, shielding and time-rationing, and inaccuracy
in the formula.

body in food presumably grown in all parts of the country. However,

the relation between total fallout and ultimate physiological exposure
is also more uncertain for strontium-90.) This is below the range
discussed in the previous section, so it seems likely that strontium-90

would not create a critical public health problem, even without

countermeasures.

In the case of the extremely heavy hypothetical area attack, the

cumulative exposure to total radiation, averaged over the entire

United States, might be about 50 roentgens. The maximum figure

might be about 300 roentgens, however, and possibly less than half

of the U.S. land area would have less than the average contamina
tion. Thus more extensive radiation-control measures over a longer

period of time would be indicated. But even in this case the medical

and genetic effects of the combined short-term and long-term radia

tion would apparently be below the range examined earlier.
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As to strontium-90, the long-term accumulation after an area

attack has been estimated at about 26 microcuries, on the average,

for the United States. This is within the range from statistically

significant rise in bone cancer to generation of widespread cancer in

the population. In this case, therefore, extensive and continuing
countermeasures against strontium-90 would almost surely be needed.

Fortunately, accumulation of strontium-90 in the body is a lifetime

process, so there would be time to make such countermeasures

effective.

To conclude: Despite many unresolved questions about long-term
fallout, it seems to be a sound generalization that long-term radiation

problems are a less critical threat to the survival of a population
than the central short-term problem, namely, how to protect a sub

stantial fraction of the population from the immediate disaster of a

nuclear war.



IV. Recuperation of the Economy

The third basic question that must be weighed in considering non-

military defense is whether a viable economy could be reconstructed

after a nuclear war. If a large fraction of the population could be
sheltered from the immediate attack, and if they could survive the
long-term radiation that followed, could they also go on to support

themselves and to restore a "reasonable" standard of living in less

than a generation? We are, of course, also interested in noting any

promising preattack or postattack policies that might facilitate

economic recuperation.

REORGANIZATION PROBLEMS

The initial phase of economic activity following a nuclear attack

would be dominated by reorganization problems, so that any
resources that survived the attack could again be effectively used.

These reorganization problems have been a major concern of existing

government agencies in the non-military defense field, and little

further effort was devoted to them in this study. Some of the prob
lems are physical, such as the patching up of capital that has suffered

only partial damage (for example, electric-power grids, open-hearth
furnaces without chimneys), decontamination of factories im

mobilized by fallout, and even the disposal of millions of dead.

Other pressing problems are institutional: preservation of the govern
mental framework, restoration of a monetary system and of decision

making authority in business enterprises, re-establishment of markets

for consumer goods and raw materials (though doubtless controlled

in certain respects), and activation of the labor force so that people

support themselves by regular work (often in new occupations). In

all of these instances, prior planning, based on a realistic appraisal
of the postattack situation, seems to be the essential approach. For

example, prior stocking of radiation meters and manuals, and

19f>
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possibly even detailed plans, would- be critically important for

decontamination.

Given reasonable preattack preparations, these reorganization

problems do not appear insuperable. In particular, we should not

underestimate the strength in an emergency of a decentralized

private-enterprise economy and of widespread ingenuity among the

people. Accordingly, in the following analysis it has been assumed

that extensive reorganization could be accomplished within perhaps
6 months, so that any economic resources that survived could be

effectively used thereafter.

FOOD

During the reorganization phase, the bulk of the food and other

consumer goods needed to sustain life would have to come from

inventories or from imports rather than from domestic production.

A thorough investigation of the normal geographical location of
such inventories, and of the relation of probable surviving inven

tories to truly minimal needs of the population, is a bigger research

job than could be done in this study. However, a rough estimate

indicates that surviving food inventories, after either a *)0-city or a

150-city attack, would be sufficient at least for survival. The govern
ment now has a large store of agricultural products accumulated in

price-support operations; stocks of wheat, corn, and other grains on

September 30, 1957, were sufficient to supply 2000 calories per day

to 180 million people for more than 1 year. These government
stocks are dispersed so as to be largely invulnerable to a city attack,

they (as well as crops close to harvesting) are not made unfit for

human consumption by fallout, and after some milling any grain is

suitable for human consumption as an emergency diet. There are

substantial further stocks in private hands. Emergency grain imports

from Australia, Argentina, and other producing countries are also

an important possibility.

The cost of 3 months' shelter rations for the entire population
has been looked into to some extent. Minimum nutritional needs

could probably be met by a source of calories (wheat flour and sugar
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being cheapest), a source of protein (such as soy grits), and supple

mentary minerals and synthetic vitamins. The cost of 2000 calories

of this minimum diet at wholesale prices would be something like

15 cents per person per day. Allowing for a somewhat more

palatable food-mix and for packaging, a conceivable total cost figure

might be 40 cents per person per day. Thus 3 months' rations for 180

million people might be expected to cost $6 billion to $7 billion

initially, plus some recurring storage and deterioration costs. Such a

stockpile of rations would be an essential element of a complete

system of blast-and-fallout shelters in which the population might
live for several months, and is an important subject for further

research.

Turning to the production of food after the reorganization phase,
it is reasonably clear that a 50-city attack would not be a serious

threat to the recuperation of U.S. agriculture. At present, 320 million

to 340 million acres of cropland are harvested annually. But only
about 20 per cent are used to produce food for human consumption,

the balance being used to produce industrial crops and feed for live

stock. Further, the Department of Agriculture estimates that there

are about 200 million acres now in pasture, range, and woodland

that could be improved and planted to crops. Given the contamina

tion levels after a 50-city attack as discussed earlier, adjustments of

cropping patterns and land use should be sufficient to permit safe

recuperation of agricultural output to preattack levels. The conclu

sion ought to be similar for a 1 50-city attack.

In the case of the hypothetical area attack discussed earlier, with

20,000 megatons of fission products, contamination of half or more

of the area of the United States with dangerous concentrations of

strontium-90 would present serious agricultural problems. Even

here, countermeasures designed to hold the accumulation of stron

tium-90 in the general population below the threshold to widespread

cancer generation appear to be available. It would also be possible,
in an attempt to ensure against agricultural failure, to accumulate

a special stockpile of unprocessed foodstuffs sufficient for a year or

two at a minimum subsistence level. The government stocks of grain
cited above, for example, were valued at about $4 billion.
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RECUPERATION AFTER A 50-CITY ATTACK

More vulnerable than agriculture to nuclear attack is a nation's

industry. Industrial buildings and equipment are even more concen

trated in large cities than population; the 50 largest metropolitan
areas contain about a third of the U.S. population but more than

half of U.S. manufacturing capital. Thus it is not unreasonable to

fear that (even if reorganization problems were surmounted)
destruction of the nation's capital might be so severe, and surviving

capital might be so out of balance among industries, as to keep
industrial production below levels adequate for recuperation.
As part of the over'-all non-military defense study, therefore, a

rough quantitative analysis of the status of the economy soon after a

completely effective 50-city attack, and then a decade later, was

undertaken. The basis for the analysis was a table showing the 1952

relationship between national capital (about $830 billion) and the

gross national product (about $340 billion). Capital and GNP were
connected by way of nine producing sectors, each of which used part
of the national capital plus current inputs from other sectors, and

produced current inputs to other sectors plus finished products

that make up the GNP. This table was used to make two main
calculations.

First, what could be produced with the surviving capital outside

the 50 destroyed metropolitan areas in the first year after reorganiza

tion? Here it was assumed that in each sector output would be

reduced in the same proportion as its capital— that is
,

to 30 to 60

per cent of the preattack output, depending on the sector. The

finished products available as contributions to postattack GNP,

taking account of necessary current inputs to other sectors, could thus

be calculated. The results are set forth in Table 3
. In the first year

after reorganization, it appears that surviving capital would permit

a GNP of between 50 and 60 per cent of the preattack GNP, with
consumption being a little higher, investment a little lower. On a

per capita basis (i
f as many as 85 per cent of the population should

survive), this would be about the same as in 1929 or 1940. Also on a

per capita basis, the availability of broad categories of consumption

goods— food, housing, and nondurable^ —seems to be sustainable.
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Table 3

POSSIBLE RECUPERATION OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
AFTER 50-CITY ATTACK

(Percentage of preattack)

First Year

after

Reorganization

Eleventh Year after Reorganization

Categories of

National Product

Consumption
Policy

Investment

Policy

Gross national product 56 89 128

Consumption 58 103 137

Food 77 100 124

Housing 60 95 133

Nondurables 51 113 135

Durables (new) 0 86 216

Government 54 72 86

Investment 48 48 150"

"Sixth year: 202.

The one major bottleneck indicated is in the capacity of the economy
to produce new durable goods (metals, building materials, and

machinery). The calculation suggests that in order to restore produc
tion of new industrial machinery to only a quarter of its preattack
level, it would be necessary to stop production of new consumer

durables entirely and to reduce production of new military equip
ment sharply to a maintenance level.

The second calculation examined the possible reconstruction of

capital and expansion of GNP over the following decade. Here it
was assumed that each sector could expand its output only in the

same proportion as its capital was rebuilt. The total rebuilding of

capital in the entire economy was limited by the cumulative output

of the two sectors, durable goods and construction, which produce
new equipment and buildings. Two policy variants were also con

sidered. Under the consumption-oriented policy, investment was held

at the postattack level throughout the decade, and as new capital

became available it was devoted to producing an immediate increase

in consumption. Under the investment-oriented policy, consumption
was held constant for 5 years, while the capital-producing sectors

were expanded, and then a much larger volume of investment in the

last 5 years was directed to a more rapid improvement in consump
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tion. Under either policy the calculation suggests that the status of

the economy after a decade of reconstruction could be more favor

able than has been feared. A consumption-oriented policy might
permit a GNP of about 90 per cent of the preattack GNP, while the
more ambitious investment-oriented policy might attain 125 per cent.

Thus restoration of the preattack GNP within something like a
decade seems a reasonable estimate.

It is apparent that these calculations are rough. There undoubtedly
would be narrower bottlenecks within the broad sectors analyzed

here. Yet in view of such experiences as the handling of the rubber

crisis in World War II, it is hard to believe that they would be

disabling; fairly small stockpiles of materials and products needed

to overcome narrow bottlenecks are also possible. Serious attention

would have to be paid to the possibilities of raising production

through more intensive use of capital (for example, by increasing
the number of work shifts), of economizing on capital costs of

rebuilding plants in the postattack environment (for example, by

temporary structures), and of postponing retirement of old plants
and equipment during the reconstruction effort. On balance, how

ever, there is probably as much ingenuity and flexibility in the real

world as in this analysis.

This general picture of recuperation after a 50-city attack has

certain implications for preattack non-military defense policy. Three

main kinds of action can be listed in what seems to be a sensible

order of priority. First, stockpile construction materials for patching

up partially damaged capital during the reorganization phase. Clearly

the payoff from such emergency repairs would be great. Research

into likely patterns of partial damage in key industries, and into

economical ways of patching them up in the postattack environment,

is needed. An interesting idea is to stockpile connectors (such as

nails, rivets, and welding rods) for use with salvaged materials.

Second, preserve normal inventories of metals, building materials,

and machinery. Capital in these industries was the major bottleneck

revealed in the calculations described here. Research into the amount

and kinds of payments needed to persuade private firms to bear the

added cost of sheltering their normal inventories is needed. In the
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case of machinery, obsolete equipment would be cheap today, but

valuable after an attack. Third, shelter complete plants in the durable

goods sector of the economy, or possibly standby components of

plants. Again, research into the added costs of underground opera
tions in key industries is needed, as further discussed under "Heavier

Attacks and Industrial Shelters," below.

HEAVIER ATTACKS AND INDUSTRIAL SHELTERS

Heavier attacks would of course further reduce the industrial

capital that might survive for postwar use, and would increase the

danger that narrow bottlenecks might limit effective use of that

which did survive. A 1 50-city attack would raise the level of destruc
tion from about 55 per cent of U.S. manufacturing capital to around

70 per cent. And an area attack, which might conceivably collapse all

structures in the eleven most important industrial states of the north

east plus all the remaining metropolitan areas in other states, could

destroy nearly 85 per cent. Though part of U.S. capital would survive

even the hypothetical area attack, it seems clear that some means of

preserving a larger fraction would be needed to face postwar

recuperation with any real hope.
Blast shelters should be able to provide such protection for indus

trial capital just as for population. There are differences in the tech

nical problems to be faced— for example, industrial plants that
release much heat would require additional cooling equipment, and

those with a large volume of material inputs and product outputs
would require larger entries and more transport equipment. But there

seems little question that either conventionally constructed "medium"

shelters or excavated deep rock "heavy" shelters could be designed

and built for industrial capital.
Some illustrative examples of the possible costs of such under

ground construction are also available. The Army Engineers have

published engineering estimates of the comparative costs of repro
ducing three specific plants on the surface and in existing mines.

A chemical processing plant was estimated to cost about twice as
much underground, a precision manufacturing plant about a third

52710 O—80 14
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more, and a warehouse actually 15 per cent less. These costs were

for building a nearly identical surface plant underground; further

engineering estimates prepared as part of the current study, in which

plant designs were adapted to the special characteristics of mine

space, indicated that costs could be lower (and perhaps even below

those on the surface) for all three types of plant. It should be noted,

however, that initial plant construction costs, when placed on an

annual basis, are only a small fraction of total annual costs—for
example, perhaps a tenth as large as labor costs in manufacturing.

This suggests, on the one hand, that a manufacturer might absorb

substantially higher construction costs considered by themselves, but

on the other hand, that incidental effects of underground plants on

location costs and labor costs could be a more serious obstacle.

Further research into the economical design of plants in many indus

tries for underground operations, and into methods needed to induce

private firms to accept such locations, is indicated.

If the United States embarked on a broad program of underground
industrial-plant construction, an important characteristic of the

program would be that it could be limited to a fraction of total

industrial capital. Some capital could be expected to survive because

of its normal geographical dispersal, and if the analysis given in

"Recuperation after a 50-city Attack" (page 202) is reasonably

reliable, survival of something like half of total capital might permit
a respectable recuperation. A crude estimate of the total cost of
sheltering about a fifth of manufacturing capital by 1970 was pre

pared as part of the study, using the published cost differentials

cited above, and allowing for different degrees of normal dispersal

among some twenty manufacturing industries. Such a program,

which might leave the economy somewhat better off after a 1 50-city
attack than with no industrial shelters after a 50-city attack, was

calculated to cost on the' order of $30 billion, though the figure is

surrounded with great uncertainty.

MINES

Mines for the excavation of low-valued ores such as limestone

seem to have many possible uses in non-military defense. We have
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already referred to adapting them for temporary population shelters,

for warehouses (at costs competitive with surface warehouses), and

for manufacturing plants. Combinations of these uses can be planned
— for example, permanent underground industrial plants usable as

temporary population shelters. Explicitly military functions are also

possible— for example, control and communications centers in the

air-defense network. Accordingly, a quick survey of the availability

of such mines was undertaken as part of the study.
A reasonable estimate is that the United States now has at least
750 million square feet of usable space in mines with suitable char

acteristics for industrial or population shelters. This is 10 to 15 per
cent of existing manufacturing floorspace; alternatively, at 20 square
feet per person it could accommodate nearly a fourth of the U.S.

population. Of course, part of this space is not conveniently located
for use as industrial shelters, and the bulk of it would be usable as

population shelters only if outfitted and in the event of strategic

evacuation. But it seems reasonably clear that mine space is a major

national asset, the possible uses of which have not been adequately

explored.
In the longer run it ought to be possible to expand markedly the

availability of such mine space at convenient locations. The bulk of

low-valued ores currently being produced comes from quarries. But

firms with mining operations sometimes compete in the same

markets, and the choice between quarrying and tunneling is based

on cost for the particular deposit being exploited. Payment of a

premium for low-valued ores excavated from mines rather than from

quarries could over time stimulate considerable conversion of oper
ations. Limestone, for example, is currently sold at prices in the

neighborhood of a dollar per ton at the minehead, which is equiva
lent to about a dollar per square foot of floorspace created. Thus a

premium of as little as 50 cents per square foot could have a wide

spread effect on operations in the limestone industry. Premiums

could also affect the location of mining operations, since there

seem to be billions of square feet of readily excavatable rock forma

tions (though at higher costs) suitably near or under many large

U.S. cities.

, ■



V. Some Possible Non-Military Defense Programs

Our discussion of population shelters, long-term fallout, and eco
nomic recuperation suggests (despite the many uncertainties

involved) that non-military defense measures could significantly

alleviate the catastrophe of a nuclear war. There appear to be tech

nically promising possibilities for protecting many people from

immediate blast and fallout, for enabling the population as a whole

to carry on despite long-term radiation, and for restoring a reason

able standard of living within less than a generation. It is important
to consider the costs of these technical possibilities, however, since

today there are many strong claimants on the government budget,

and thus on the incomes of voters and taxpayers. It is especially
important to consider a range of costs for alternative programs that

attempt different levels of performance. Only rough cost estimates

are possible with the imperfect information now available, but as

part of the over-all study an attempt was made to indicate their order

of magnitude for several coherent programs.

EXISTING PROGRAMS AND ASSETS

In the last few years the U.S. government has been spending
between $50 million and $100 million a year on non-military defense,

apart from stockpiling. This figure is extremely small both in rela

tion to the entire national defense budget and in comparison with

the costs of certain possible non-military defense measures discussed

above. However, a good deal could probably be done with expendi

tures as small as two to three times recent annual budgets, particu

larly by taking advantage of existing assets.

A non-military defense program costing $200 million to $300
million could probably accomplish most by concentrating on a

system of improvised fallout shelters outside the large cities. Such

a program might include the following major elements: identifica

208
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tion of existing buildings in small cities and towns that provide

high attenuation factors against fallout; provision of sandbags, water

tanks, and other minimal supplies needed to convert these buildings

into operating fallout shelters for short-term occupancy; widespread
distribution of radiation meters, as discussed earlier; preparations to

take advantage of partial strategic evacuation, in case international

tension should make it desirable; planning and practice of tactical

evacuation of cities for which fallout accommodations are available

in a belt 20 to 50 miles away from the center. None of these actions

would be very expensive, and the resulting system might cover only

part of the population, yet in appropriate circumstances they might
save millions of lives. Once the government embarked on such a

program, helpful private actions would be more likely.

Existing government assets could also be adapted in certain

respects to non-military defense objectives. The Office of Defense

Mobilization now has a strategic stockpile containing over $6 billion

worth of industrial raw materials, accumulated to support a war

mobilization of several years. Modification of the stockpile with an

eye to economic recuperation after a short nuclear war would be

sensible. Further processing of part of the raw materials, so that they
could be more quickly used amid the widespread destruction follow

ing a nuclear attack, might possibly be financed by gradual disposal
of unprocessed materials. The government also owns $2 billion to

$4 billion worth of war-reserve machine tools. These are largely
stored at plants producing military equipment, to facilitate rapid

expansion of output during a mobilization. Here a reasonable adap
tation would probably be to store the tools either in shelters or in non-

target locations so that they could be expected to survive a nuclear

attack. Certainly such tools should not be disposed of, as has been

considered, without evaluating their non-military defense contribu

tion. The Army, Navy, and Air Force have several billions of dollars'
worth of obsolete military stocks, ranging from generally useful

items like clothing to specialized items like jet engines. These might

be investigated to see how much could be useful for non-military

defense as well as for military reserves. Finally, the Commodity

Credit Corporation has $7 billion to $8 billion worth of agricultural
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products, accumulated in connection with the price-support program.

Fortunately, most of these holdings are already geographically dis

persed, but some further improvements are perhaps possible.

TWO SCALES OF SHELTER PROGRAMS

The essential ingredient of non-military defense programs that

offer greater hope of alleviating nuclear disaster is a comprehensive
and coordinated system of population shelters. There appears to be

a wide range in the cost of such programs, however, depending on

the degree of protection attempted for residents of large cities and

the amount of associated preparation for postattack survival and

recuperation. To illustrate the range of costs, two hypothetical pro

grams are presented in Table 4. These programs are comparable to

the two systems whose performance was calculated in the section on

"Performance of Possible Shelter Systems under Hypothetical
Attacks" (page 188).

Table 4

ESTIMATED INITIAL COSTS OF TWO POSSIBLE NON-MILITARY
DEFENSE PROGRAMS

(Billions of dollars)

Program A— Program B—

System of Fallout System of Blast and

Shelters plus Fallout Shelters

Limited Economic plus Extensive

Support Economic Support

Population shelters

"Heavy" blast shelters (500 psi and up, $700

per shelter space) 0 28

"Medium" blast shelters (50 to 200 psi,

$400 per shelter space) 0 20

"Light" fallout shelters (improvable later,

$150 per shelter space) 15 26

"Improvised" fallout shelters ($10 per

shelter space?) 1 0

Food rations and stockpile (40 cents per ration

per day) 1.5 25

Nonfood stockpile 1.5 20

Industrial shelters 1 30

Total 20 149
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Program A is designed to provide fallout protection only (requir
ing several hours of warning to save many people in the large cities),

plus economic support appropriate for a 50-city attack. It includes

no heavy or medium shelters, but light and improvised shelters (an
equal number of each) are distributed to accommodate the entire

population after strategic or tactical evacuation. It provides 30 days'

special rations for about two-thirds of the shelter-places, and pre
sumes that people carry additional food into the shelters with them.

The small nonfood stockpile concentrates on decontamination equip
ment and construction materials for patching up damaged capital

equipment. The industrial shelters represent largely the cost of

inducing firms in durable-goods industries to shelter their normal

inventories.

Program B is designed to provide both blast and fallout protection
with 30 to 60 minutes of warning, plus economic support appro

priate for a 1 50-city or larger attack. It includes heavy and medium

shelters for all residents of the 150 largest cities, as well as light
shelters for the rest of the population, with extra spaces for evacuees

from the large cities in case that proved feasible. It provides 90 days'

special rations for each place in a shelter, plus $15 billion for a bulk

food stockpile. The substantial nonfood stockpile to facilitate eco

nomic recuperation includes much more decontamination equipment

and construction materials, as well as selected parts for key indus

tries, and the cost of increasing available mine space. Finally, Pro

gram B provides industrial shelters for something like a fifth of pre-
attack manufacturing capital.

Quite rough estimates of the costs of these two programs, as set

forth in Table 4, suggest that non-military defense programs may

range in cost from $20 billion to $150 billion (that is
,

$2 billion to

$15 billion a year over a decade), depending on the scale attempted.
These costs have been estimated without allowing for a tendency in

many public construction projects to provide more luxurious accom

modations, but on the other hand they represent programs that are

coherent and complete. Intermediate programs at intermediate costs

are also possible.

The desirability of adopting a non-military defense program at any
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particular scale of cost can only be evaluated, of course, in a broader
context. One element in the problem is the willingness of U.S. voters
to support appropriations for all national-defense purposes com

bined. Another element is the estimated performance and cost of
other kinds of national-defense expenditures: long-range retaliatory
forces, facilities for active defense of the United States, and capabili
ties for conducting limited wars overseas. No attempt has been made
in this study to carry through such an over-all examination of the
national-defense problem. Costs of various possible non-military de
fense measures should be considered in such an over-all evaluation,

however, and the rough estimates presented here may serve to guide

more thorough investigations.

TIMING AND PHASING PROBLEMS

Any large new government construction program normally takes

years to put into effect, and a non-military defense program near the

more ambitious end of the cost scale might take especially long to

implement because of the many new problems to be faced. Yet it is

important, before carrying out any construction, to clarify the uncer

tainties that at present surround non-military defense measures—both
to provide a firmer basis for a policy decision as to the appropriate
scale of effort, and to improve the performance or lower the cost
of any measures that are chosen. Considerable thought has therefore
been given to possible ways of clarifying these uncertainties without

losing much time in the normal construction process.
The most promising approach appears to consist in prompt initia

tion of a broad research, development, and planning effort in the

non-military defense field. The design and planning of specific meas

ures should be carried sufficiently far so that if it is later decided to
undertake them, normal lead times could be significantly cut. Prompt

investigation and decision would also permit measures that work

gradually over time to be useful, such as premiums for the creation

of suitably located mine space.
Another approach, if a large-scale non-military defense program
should be decided on, would be to create a temporary stockpile of
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materials needed in the construction of shelters. Such a "starter set,"

accumulated while legal and other arrangements were being made in

localities throughout the country, would even out the impact of the

program on the economy. More important, it might permit a pro

gram that was originally planned to take perhaps a decade to be

markedly accelerated if international relations became unexpectedly
tense. A crash program, akin to the expansion of military production
in the Korean war, might be able to proceed without critical material

shortages. There are also possibilities for combining such a "starter

set" with the stockpiling of materials for postattack recuperation.
Phasing a non-military defense program also raises difficult

choices. On the one hand, early capabilities are desirable. On the

other hand, the enemy threat can be expected to continue to mount,

both in terms of weapons characteristics and in terms of effective

delivery systems; it is important that any measures adopted now

continue to be useful in the late sixties. Fortunately the relatively in

expensive measures discussed under "Existing Programs and Assets"

(page 208) could provide some early capabilities, without costly obso

lescence later. Radiation meters in particular would continue to be

useful in any program. Moreover, with forethought, elements of the

more ambitious programs examined in the section entitled "Two

Scales of Shelter Programs" (page 210) could provide early protec
tion and still be improvable in the future. For example, light fallout

shelters could be designed for conversion to medium blast-and-

fallout shelters through the addition of better blast doors. Also, the

first shelters built ought to have sufficient utilities to accept severe

overcrowding; only as more shelters were built could the habitability

standards set as an objective be approached.



VI. Interactions with Other Aspects of National
Defense

ACTIVE OFFENSE

The U.S. Strategic Air Command defends the population and

economy principally by deterring general war through the threat of

retaliation. Beyond this, if deterrence failed, SAC would continue to

play a central role in the defense of U.S. cities. It could (a) force the

diversion of limited Soviet long-range forces to attacks on SAC rather

than on cities, (b) limit total damage by making counterforce attacks

on the Soviet strategic force and ending the war, and (c) by a com

bination of these, gain time for the population to take advantage of

non-military defenses. It should be stressed that protection for SAC

is as important for its role in limiting destruction of cities as for its

deterrent posture. It would be sensible to locate SAC bases and

missile centers well away from large cities, in sparsely populated
areas in the interior of the country. In addition, a program of shelter

ing planes, missiles, weapons, and essential support facilities would

make an enemy's problems much more difficult. The importance for

the civilian population of limiting the number of cities attacked on

the first strike, and of obtaining warning of impending strikes, has

already been indicated in the casualty calculations discussed in the

section on "Performance of Possible Shelter Systems under Hypo
thetical Attacks" (page 188).

ACTIVE DEFENSE

Active defense and non-military defense mutually support each

other. The mere existence of active-defense forces helps to limit

civilian casualties by compelling the enemy to launch larger raids,

which are more likely to be detected and thus to provide warning.

Moreover, active defense may cause further diversion of weapons
from city targets to air-defense targets and to the task of penetrating

214
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to SAC targets. Finally, active defense of the cities themselves, even

though only partially effective, can limit total national casualties by

compelling the attacker to limit the number of cities attacked, by re

ducing the number of bombs on target through attrition, by degrad

ing the accuracy of the attack, and by forcing the attacker to design
countermeasures that are expensive and that reduce bomb loads. It is

especially important to prevent an enemy from having a free ride in

follow-up attacks, because without continuing resistance he could

cause almost any level of casualties he wished.

On the other hand, non-military defense measures contribute most
» importantly to active defense by making attainable levels of perform
ance worth while. An effective non-military defense system could

sharply reduce the number of casualties per enemy bomb, and thus

give an active-defense system capable of screening out a substantial

fraction of the enemy weapons, even if not all of them, a more im

portant role in the national defense. Non-military defense also helps

active defense in more technical ways—such as by making the enemy
attempt more accurate (and more easily disturbed) delivery systems,

and by permitting the defensive use of larger atomic warheads at

closer range.

SOVIET NON-MILITARY DEFENSE

Non-military defense should also be examined through the looking

glass: What would be the implications for U.S. policy if the Soviet
Union embarked on a major non-military defense program ? It is not

widely realized that Russia already has a respectable program, includ

ing reinforced basement shelters and a program of mass civil-defense

education. It is true that the specifics of the Soviet program seem

more appropriate to small-yield fission weapons than to large-yield

thermonuclear weapons. But even the present program, given the

warning inherent in making the first strike, would almost surely be

able to reduce casualties significantly. Further, it could readily serve

as the base for a more comprehensive program.

The Soviet Union would have several advantages over the United

States in implementing a major shelter-construction program. The
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real cost of constructing heavy and medium shelters for Russian cities
would be only about half that of constructing similar shelters in the

United States, because the Soviet urban population is smaller and

less concentrated. Fallout shelters could be readily improvised for the

rural population, because most existing structures are built with thick

earth and timber walls and with small windows and doors. On the

other hand, extensive protection of industrial capital for postattack

recuperation and accumulation of large food stockpiles would prob

ably be more difficult.

If the Soviet Union were to embark on a large-scale non-military
defense program, it could have important implications for U.S. de

fense policy. Non-military defense might strengthen the resolve of

Soviet leaders and make it more difficult to deter them either from

major provocation elsewhere in the world or from direct attack on

the United States. In particular, it could make a Russian first strike

appear more attractive. And if deterrence failed, hardening Soviet

targets could make it more difficult for U.S. offensive forces to

accomplish heavy retaliation.



VII. Conclusion: Some Policy Suggestions

A BROAD RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND
PLANNING PROGRAM

4

The major conclusion of this study of non-military defense is that

there are more promising possibilities for alleviating the disaster of

a nuclear war than have been generally recognized. There appear to

be possibilities of providing inexpensive fallout protection for peo

ple outside blast areas, of constructing blast shelters capable of stand

ing up to thousands of psi, of carrying out strategic or tactical evacu

ation if sufficient warning is available, of limiting the long-term
biological damage to the population resulting from total radiation,

of adopting countermeasures to contain the strontium-90 problem
even after very large attacks, of ensuring a minimum supply of food

immediately after the attack, of reconstructing destroyed industrial

capital within much less than a generation, and of integrating non-

military defense measures with other aspects of national defense.

Moreover, some hypothetical non-military defense systems that have

been examined seem to be capable of saving tens of millions of

lives in the face of conceivable enemy attacks, and of preserving a

foundation for meeting long-run radiation hazards and for post-
attack economic recuperation.

On the other hand, each of these possibilities is at present sur

rounded by considerable uncertainty, with respect to both perform
ance and cost. There is a wide range in the probable costs of alterna

tive non-military defense systems, and such systems must be evaluated

in conjunction with other elements in the U.S. national defense

posture. Further investigation is indicated, to pin down the uncertain

ties, to make sure that serious difficulties haven't been overlooked,

and to provide a sounder basis for evaluation.

Accordingly, the principal policy suggestion stemming from this

study is that the United States ought to undertake a serious research,

development, and planning program in the field of non-military de
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fense. Such a program should be broad in that it addresses itself

simultaneously to the whole complex of issues involved in non-

military defense, as touched on in this study. Such a program should

also be detailed and concrete, so that if a comprehensive non-military
defense system is later decided on, it could be initiated quickly.

It should be stressed that it does not appear sensible to embark on

a comprehensive non-military defense program now without such

prior research. An ill-considered program could be costly, threatened

with obsolescence, and inconsistent with other important elements of

national defense.

An appropriate scope for such a research, development, and plan
ning program can be illustrated with a $200-million budget, spread
over 2 or 3 years. In this connection, we may note that it costs $100

million to $200 million to develop an interceptor aircraft, $500
million to $1 billion to develop an intercontinental bomber, and $1
billion to $2 billion to develop an ICBM. Moreover, if non-military
defense measures involving billions of dollars should ultimately be

adopted, such prior research could readily pay for itself by saving

only a small percentage of the total cost.

A sensible allocation of funds to individual projects within a $200-
million budget has also been prepared. This program is discussed in

another document to be issued separately,5 but a brief summary (with
selected examples from the detailed program) is set forth in Table 5.
The goal was to make sure that every important subject was ade

quately covered, rather than to see that every dollar was spent eco

nomically. The detailed program should indicate, however, that the
*

issues raised by non-military defense are concretely researchable.

REORIENTATION OF PRESENT PROGRAMS
AND EXISTING ASSETS

Apparently there are a number of instances in which substantial

non-military defense capabilities seem to be attainable at modest

cost, by reorienting present programs and the management of exist-

5 Herman Kahn et al., Some Specific Suggestions for Getting Early Non-Military

Defense Capabilities and Initiating Long-range Programs, The rand Corporation,
Research Memorandum RM-2206-RC, July 1, 1958.
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Table 5

A PROGRAM OF RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND PLANNING
IN NON-MILITARY DEFENSE

(Millions of dollars)

Personnel Shelters $ 65

Example: 5. Detailed studies of shelters designed for ten representative
medium and small cities. The studies should proceed from

engineering proposals through feasibility checks to final

designs. Various levels of adequacy, phasing questions,
and possibilities of future improvement should be con

sidered. ($6)

Mines 15

Example: 6. Preliminary design of underground plants in twenty im

portant industries. Emphasis should be on modifying sur

face designs to exploit mine characteristics. The study
should include all factors that influence the profitability

of operations, not just construction costs. ($3)

Conventional Industrial Shelters 3

Example: 1. Study of the practicability of protecting essential parts of

plants in twenty important industries, using conventional

protective construction. ($1)

Prtvatb Industry Studies 15

Example: 1. Analysis of inventory protection in twenty important indus

tries. Emphasis should be on fixed capital, working capital,
and operating costs of alternative measures—transferring
inventories to nontarget locations, to constructed shelters

near plant, to mine shelters in available locations. If possi
ble, studies should be contracted with leading firms. ($2)

Special Equipment and Processes 15

Examples: Engineering design studies of excavating machines, blast

doors, ventilation equipment, shelter utilities, intershelter

communication, construction with salvaged materials, radia

tion shielding for vehicles.

Anticontamination and Fallout 30

Example: 4. Study of fallout countermeasures —including decontamina
tion equipment, wash-down systems, shielding methods, de

contamination of food and water, changes in farming tech

niques. \ $13)

Medical Aspects of Shelters 10

Example: 7. Research in acute radiation therapy, including medicines to

ameliorate the effects of temporary exposure, protective

clothing, and methods of medical treatment. ($2)
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Food and Agriculture

Example: 4. Controlled experimentation with various diets, aimed at

developing lowest-cost shelter rations and evaluating post

war survival diets. (J3)
Expansion of Government Studies

Example: 1

Academic Studies

Examples:

Systems Analysis

Miscellaneous

Investigation of non-military defense adaptations of existing
government activities — joint-use construction of schools,
government buildings, highways; city planning; foreign-
aid programs. ($1)

Theory of the response of buried shapes to blast pressures,
inducements to private firms to preserve obsolete machin

ery, social and psychological influences on shelter morale.

Emphasis should be on one-man projects that tap intellec

tual resources widely.

Analysis of performance and cost of non-military defense

systems in a wide variety of war situations, and of inter

actions between non-military and military defense, is essen

tial for evaluation of measures studied in other parts of

the program.

IS

10

10

Total $200

ing assets. Accordingly, a second general-policy suggestion is that

wherever such fairly inexpensive possibilities exist, they should be

introduced, up to an additional cost of perhaps $300 million. Such an

inexpensive program might save millions of lives, facilitate economic

recuperation, and phase into extensive shelter construction if that
should later be decided on. Three specific kinds of reorientation can

be suggested.

First, planning in government civilian agencies should be primarily

oriented to a short thermonuclear war. The objective should be to

protect civilians, aid their survival, and rebuild the economy, rather

than to mobilize war production to support a large overseas army. A
clarifying directive from the National Security Council would help
to place mobilization planning, and the expenditures currently being

made in this field, on a more plausible basis. Correspondingly, plan
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ning in the military departments might place greater emphasis on the

interaction of military operations with non-military measures to pro
tect civilian society.

Second, the management of existing stockpiles should be re

oriented insofar as practicable to support non-military defense. The

government now owns about $20 billion worth of industrial raw

materials, machine tools, obsolete military stocks, and surplus agri

cultural commodities. Inexpensive actions to process, store, relocate,

or protect these stockpiles might be initiated, as discussed under

"Existing Programs and Assets" (page 208). Certainly the govern
ment should not dispose of these stocks without first considering

seriously their possible contribution to non-military defense.

Third, current non-military defense programs should be reoriented

to emphasize improvised fallout protection, procurement and distri

bution of radiation meters, and arrangements for strategic and tac

tical evacuation of large cities. A realistic program of this sort on a
reasonable budget (see "Existing Programs and Assets," page 208)
could provide a sensible objective for existing agencies in the non-

military defense field, and thus make their efforts more productive.

PROMPT CONSIDERATION OF LONG-TERM
MEASURES

Certain measures that might be incorporated in a comprehensive

non-military defense program would come to fruition only over a

period of years. Such measures, therefore, ought to be considered and

(if sound) brought into operation as soon as possible. Four specific
long-term suggestions of this nature were developed in the study.
The first suggestion is a program to stimulate the creation of suit

ably located mine space. As discussed on pages 206 and 207, mine

space seems to have many non-military defense uses, and it should be

possible to obtain such space much more cheaply by small premiums

to mine operators over a period of years than in a crash program of

mass excavation.

Second, an interesting idea that might contribute to the solution of

52710 O—60 15
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institutional problems during postattack reorganization, and that

might permit some of the costs of preattack measures for economic

recuperation to be prefinanced outside the federal budget, is a War

Damage Equalization Corporation. Such a corporation might sell

"insurance" on a compulsory or voluntary basis to financial institu

tions, business firms, and individual property owners. These funds

might then be invested in the accumulation of nonfood stockpiles, in

the creation of industrial shelters, and in other measures that would

increase the real assets available after a war. The "insurance" claims

on the corporation could serve as a basis for restoring postattack

operations of financial institutions and business firms, and for redis

tributing property losses more equitably among firms and indi

viduals. Other arrangements to carry out these functions are of course

also possible, and the entire subject deserves serious consideration.

Third, given clear and realistic orientation as to the nature of non-

military defense problems, private professional organizations ought

to be able to make important contributions to their solution. To cite

a single example, if the government provided such guidance, the
American Society of Civil Engineers might be quite helpful in de

veloping structural designs for fallout shelters in small cities with

peacetime as well as wartime uses.

The fourth suggestion has to do with initiation of long-term plan

ning for governmental civilian agencies in the non-military defense

field. The objective should be to establish independent staffs whose

full-time purpose is to keep abreast of prospective military and tech

nical developments and to plan corresponding adaptations of current

agency operations. Long-range planning is now accepted in the mili

tary departments, and it is equally important for non-military

defense.



Exhibit III
Sprague Electric Company,

North Adams, Mass., February 25, 1960.
Honorable Henry M. Jackson,
Chairman, Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,
United States Senate,
Washington, D.C.
My Dear Senator: I am enclosing a copy of Exhibit IN which, as requested
by you, is to be made a part of my testimony before your subcommittee.
This supports the statement which appears towards the bottom of page 4 of my
prepared statement which has to do with the relationship between GNP and
Total Debt and I refer you particularly to Table I which appears towards the end
of Dr. Calkins' paper. Incidentally as I mentioned, Dr. Robert Calkins is presi
dent of the Brookings Institution of Washington, D.C.
Before sending this material, I checked with the Federal Reserve Bank in Boston
and received corrected figures for the GNP and therefore the ratio between debt
and GNP for 1956, and also obtained up-to-date figures for 1957, 1958 and 1959
(estimated) .
These are as follows:

Total Pub
lic and Pri
vate Debt

Debt
Year ON'P Federal

Debt
State &
Local Debt

Private
DebtU

GNP

419.2 764.2 1.82 3110.5 48.0 415.7
442.S 795.9 1.80 301.7 52.5 441.7
441.7 829.7 1.88 310.6 57.2 461.9
479.5 885.6 1.85 320.9 62.0 502.7

I also find the corrected figures for 1957 give a higher ratio than shown by my
earlier records and the ratio figure is now 1.80 instead of 1.71.
In view of this change and a further study of the figures, I would like to modify
the two sentences which start at the middle of the next to the last line page 5 and
run over to the start of the second line page 6 of my prepared statement to the
following:
"This ratio has averaged 1.98 during the period, and is estimated to be 1.85 for
1959."
Incidentally, all of the figures in the Table and the additional ones included
above are as of the end of each particular year.
The chart showing the breakdown of the Total Debt into its several components
follows immediately after Table I.
It was an honor to have appeared before your committee and I appreciate the
help and many courtesies which both Dr. Baxter and I received from you and your
capable staff.
You will be interested to know that Dr. Baxter and I arrived back in North
Adams by air in almost record time and he was able to travel with his own group
to Amherst.
With warm regards.
Cordially,

Robert C. Sirague

Growth or Debt in a Growing Economy

By Robert D. Calkins, October 28, 1957

Several studies recently have drawn attention to the fact that debt (measured
in various ways) tends to grow with the economy as represented by Gross National
Product, national income, or the money supply. Among these studies are:
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an article on "Relationships Between Debt and GNP" by Paul W. McCracken,
in the Michigan Business Review (November 1956, pp. 12-13) and one on "The
Growth of Debt and Money in the United States, 1800-1950: A Suggested Inter
pretation" by John G. Gurley and E. S. Shaw, in the Review of Economics and
Statistics (August 1957, pp. 250-262). An unpublished paper on Debt and the
Money Supply by P. S. Anderson of the Boston Federal Reserve Bank may also
be noted.

McCracken Paper

McCracken shows that the ratio of net debt to GNP for years of reasonably good
business conditions between 1916 to 1955 has been fairly stable, ranging between
1.7 and 1.9. The figures on net debt exclude securities held by corporate sub
sidiaries, government trust funds, and government agencies. The following
table appears in his paper:

Gross national product and total net debt

[In billions]

Year ONP Debt
Debt

OMP

(1) (2) (3) w

1916 --- $49 $82 1.67
1925 91 163 1.79
1929 - 104 191 1.84
1940 - -- 101 190 1.88
1945 214

285
406 1.90

1950- 491 1.72
1955 387 658 1.70

Source: Col. 2—U.S. Department of Commerce, except 1916 and 1925 from Paul W. McCracken.
"Cyclical Implications of War-time Liquid Asset Accumulations," (Harvard, Doctoral Thesis, 1948);
Col. 3—U.S. Department of Commerce.

McCracken also shows that the annual increase in debt in the postwar period has
averaged about nine per cent of GNP. The study concludes that by 1965, when
GNP should reach about $565 billion, total public and private debt may be
expected to be about $430 billion higher than in 1955. In other words, total net
debt will rise from $655 in 1955 to something over $1,000 billion. It is worth
noting that the net debt increase during 1956 ($28

'
illion) is consistent with

McCracken's projection.
The rationale behind this projection is as follows: Taken all together, house
holds, businesses, and governments in this country tend to spend about nine-tenths
of their receipts. Some spend more and some spend less (business usually spends
more, households usually spend less, and governments sometimes spend more
and sometimes spend less), but for the economy as a whole, about one-tenth of
national income is not spent by those who receive it.
Debt is the vehicle that puts the surplus income into the hands of spenders.
Savings for the most part flow into savings banks and other financial institutions
and are then invested in the debt of spending units. In this way savings add to
the demand for goods and services produced by the economy. The growth of debt
is therefore the normal corollary of saving and growth.
McCracken also explores the potential souices of new debt—who will be the
debtors. He shows how this new debt would be distributed if it should be held
proportionately by the private economy, the federal government, and state and
local governments. He also shows what the distribution might be like if the
federal government held its debt stable and let the private sector and state and
local governments carry the burden. In the former illustration he shows an
increase of about 50% in private and about 50% in public debts. In the latter
illustration he shows private debt increasing by about 90% and public debt
remaining about the same.
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The McCracken paper, focusing on (1) the needed increase in total debt to
sustain economic growth and (2) the way the burden of the additional debt may
be distributed, raises questions about the feasibility of holding public debt in a
growing economy.

Gurley-Shaw Study.
The Gurley-Shaw study uses data from a different source and reaches similar
conclusions about the relation between debt and Gross National Product. With
data from Raymond W. Goldsmith's study of savings for the National Bureau of
Economic Research, the Gurley-Shaw study focuses attention on all primary secu
rities—corporate stocks as well as the various forms of debt—-for the period 1900-
1949. As the following table shows, most of the time the ratio of primary secu
rities to GNP has been Detween 1.9 and 2.0— the periods around World War I and
the Great Depression are the exception.

Table 4.—Cumulated Primary Security Issues and GNP, by Subperiods 1 1900-49
[Annual averages; in billion of dollars; ratios]

Period

1900-04..
190.5-08-.
1909-11.
1912-14.
1915-21..
1922-24..
1925-27..
1928-32..
1933-38..
1939-46..
1947-49..

Cumulated
Primary
Issues

42.3
53. I
62. 7
72.4
114.8
155.3
181.8
212.4
216.7
337.7
499.5

ONP

20 9
27.5
32.7
3fi 4
B8.4
81,4
94 2
85 4
75 4
162 9
249.0

Ratio ot
Securities
to ONP

2. 02
1. 93
1.92
1.99
1 lih
1.91
1 93
2.49
2 H8
2. (17
2. Ill

' Primary securities include all jrovernment securities, corporate stocks and bonds, mortgaees, consumer
debt, other short-term loans of financial intermediaries, and a small «mount of other debt. The initial total
of primarv securities for 1900 is from Raymond W. Goldsmith, The Share of Financial Intermediaries in
Xational Wealth and National Attett, 1900-lBiB (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1954). Occasional
Paper 42. pp. 79, 117. The net issues of primary securities were computed bv us for a lareer work now in
preparation at the Brookings Institution. The basic source, however, is Qoldsmith's A Study of Savina in
the United Statei.

The study also presents some fragmentary data for the 19th century. This
shows the debt-national income ratio rising rapidly from 1800 to about 1880;
thereafter the ratio tends to level off except in periods of boom and depression.
(The paper shows, for example, that the debt-national income ratios for 1880,
1890, and 1900 are about the same as for 1945, 1949, and 1952.)
The phenomenon of a rising ratio of debt to income followed by a more or less
stable ratio is explained as follows: In the early stages of a nation's economic
growth income is too low to permit saving and debt accumulation, but as income
grows savings appear and debt begins to grow. In the earliest years when total
debt is low, the rate of growth of debt is high— and the ratio of debt to income
rises. The rise in the debt-income ratio continues until the total debt is so
large that the rate of debt growth is similar to the rate of income growth. For
this country, this means that debt had to grow faster than income until about
1880 — thereafter both have tended to grow at about the same rate, which has kept
the debt-income ratio fairly constant. The important deviation from the stable
debt-income ratio occurred during the 1930's when income shrank drastically and
debt obligations did not shrink proportionately. This episode showed that income
can still drop fast and far but that total debt declines slowly.

Anderson Study
The study by P. S. Anderson uses the net debt data of the Department of Com
merce and reaches about the same conclusion. He notes that the stability of the
ratio between Debt and GNP has occurred irrespective of the division of total
debt between federal debt and all other debts. He also notes that the ratio of
equity securities to debt securities has tended to remain about constant for most
of the period 1916-55.
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The Yearly Data 1916-1966
The data shown in Table I and Chart II bear out the conclusions of these
studies. Table I gives total public and private debt (excluding only corporate
debt owed to parent or subsidiary corporations) . The basic source is the Depart
ment of Commerce and, for some pre-1929 data, Raymond W. Goldsmith, A Study
of Savings in the United States.
The average annual ratios of debt to GNP for the period 1916-1956 are as
follows:

Total Public and Private Debt 2. 00
Total Private Debt 1. 28
Total Public Debt 0. 72
Federal 0. 57
State and Local 0. 15

For the 40 year period total debt has tended to be about twice the level of GXP
and public debt has tended to account for about one-third and private debt for
about two-thirds of the total.
If the depression period (1930-39) is excluded, the average ratios are lower—
as shown below—-and as shown in Chart II they are more stable:

1916-1929
Prosperity
and world
War

1940-56
Prosperity
and World
War

1930-1939
Depression

1.76
1.41
a 35
0.22
0.13

1.90
0.8S
1.02
0.91
0.10

2.49
1.77
073
0.47
0.26

Total Public Debt

Chart I, which is based on the data in Table I, shows on a ratio scale that the
rate of change in GNP and total debt have been similar over the past 40 years.
The primary divergences come in periods of declining income, when income falls
more rapidly than total debt. The downward rigidity of debt arises from the
fact that most debt obligations run for longer than a year or two: and also some
new borrowing occurs even in the deepest depression. This downward rigidity
of debt is what makes it potentially dangerous for borrowers — a shrinkage in
income can seldom be matched by a shrinkage in debt obligations. And the more
that the burden of debt is concentrated on a single sector of the economy, the more
vulnerable that sector may be to any shrinkage in income.
Historically, the long-run burden of debt has been shared by government and
the private economy. At various times private borrowers have curtailed their
rate of borrowing and at times government has curtailed its borrowing —and
most of the time when this has happened the one has compensated for the other.
It is worth noting, however, that concentration of borrowing in one sector or
another imposes some strain on the borrowing sector— a strain that may lead it
to curtail its borrowing. The failure of both public and private sectors to borrow
savings would lead to a decline in income and employment.

Limitations on Public Debt
The practice of limiting federal, state or local debt is not new. Legal limita
tions have been used for many years for various purposes: (a) to impose an abso
lute limit on debt, (b) to insure greater solvency, (c) to curb expenditures, (d)
to require legislative bodies to face the fiscal problems imposed by additional
expenditures, and (e) to impose on those bodies the necessity to provide addi
tional tax revenues for additional expenditures. These purposes are often attained
at least in part by legal debt limits.
But debt limits have other effects as well. Effective limitations on federal
expenditures or state and local expenditures do not necessarily limit debt in the
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economy. During a period of economic growth such limitations force debt into
other channels. Thus the recent limitations on federal debt have been accom
panied (a) by growing debt of federal agencies not restricted by the debt limit,
(b) by a rapid expansion of state and local government debt, and (c) by a rapid
growth of private debt.
The ratio of federal debt to GNP is still higher than it ever was before World
War II, but it has been falling since 1945. The ratio of state and local debt to
GNP is below the levels of the 1920's and rising. The ratio of private debt to
GNP is considerably lower than it was before the Depression of the 1930's. It
has been rising since the low point in 1945.
Debt limits on public debt in a growing economy are likely to have several
effects. They force a curtailment of public services that may restrict growth,
or they induce the provision of those services in some other way. In consequence
they induce increased financing through debt by other governmental units or by
private enterprise. Over-all debt fails to grow only in the absence of growth in
GNP. The only period of this stability in this century is that of the 1930's when
GNP was depressed below the long-run trend.
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Chart I
Public Debt, Private Debt, and Croat National Product. 1900, 1916-56
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Exhibit IV
Biographies

robert abercrombie lovett

Business: Banking, Partner, Brown Brothers, Harriman & Co., 59 Wall Street,
New York 5, N.Y.; Transportation, Chairman, Executive Committee, Union Pa
cific Railroad Company and Leased Lines, 120 Broadway, New York 5, N.Y.
Residence: Locust Valley, Long Island, N.Y.
Birth: Hunts ville, Texas, September 14, 1895, the son of Robert Scott and
Lavinia Chilton (Abercrombie) Lovett.
Family: Married Adele Quartley Brown, April 19, 1919. Children: Evelyn
(Mrs. David Springer Brown), Robert Scott 2nd.
Education: Hill School, Pottstown, Pa., 1909-1914; Yale University, 1914-1917
(entered service First World War 3/24/17), B. A. 1918; Harvard Law School, 1919-
1920; Harvard Graduate School, course in Business Administration, 1920-1921.
Honorary degrees: LL. D. from Amherst, Brown University, Columbia Univer
sity, Harvard, Princeton, The Sam Houston State Teachers College (Huntsville,
Texas), Williams College, and Yale University (1952, M.A. 1942).
Business career: Began as clerk, National Bank of Commerce, New York City,
1921-1923; entered Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. as clerk, 1923; became Part
ner, Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. 1926— resigned 12/ 16/40^ readmitted as
Partner, Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. 6/1/46—resigned 5/15/47; readmitted as
Partner, Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. 4/1/49— resigned Oct. 1950; readmitted
as Partner, Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. Mar. 1953— to date; Chairman,
Executive Committee, Union Pacific Railroad Company, 5/28/53 to date.
War record: World War I—served as Pilot U.S. Naval Air Service, advancing
to rank of Lieutenant Commander, U.S.N.R. — 1917-1919. World War II—
served as Special Assistant to Secretary of War and as Assistant Secretary of War
for Air in charge of Army Air Program — 1940-1945.
Government service: Under Secretary of State, July 1947 to January 1949; the
Deputy Secretary of Defense, October 1950 to September 1951; the Secretary of
Defense, September 1951 to January 1953.
Directo) of: Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., Freeport Sulphur Company,
New York Life Insurance Company, North American Aviation, Inc., Royal-Globe
Insurance Group (member N.Y. Investment Committee), Union Pacific Railroad
Company and Leased Lines.
Non-business affiliations: Trustee — Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching, Carnegie Institution of Washington, The Rockefeller Foundation,
Member Executive Committee and Chairman of Finance Committee; Special
Term Member— Corporation of Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Decorations and awards: 1919—Navy Cross; 1945—Distinguished Service Medal.

ROBERT CHAPMAN SPRAGTJE

Born New York City, Aug. 3, 1900. Son of Frank Julian and Harriet Chapman
(Jones) Sprague; attended Hotchkiss School Class of 1918; graduate U.S. Naval
Academy 1920 (Class 1921-A), and graduate U.S. Naval Post-Graduate School
(B.S.) 1922; post-graduate Massachusetts Institute of Technology 1924 (M.S.)
married Florence Antoinette van Zelm May 24, 1921; children Robert C. Jr. and
John Louis; grandchildren Robert Chapman III, Diana Bartlett Sprague, John
Louis Sprague, Jr. and William Whitney Sprague.
Continued his naval career as a Naval Architect and later was a member of the
staff which superintended the design and construction of the Aircraft Carrier
U.S.S. Lexington. Resigned from the Navy 1928.
Founded Sprague Specialties Company (now Sprague Electric Company) in
Quincy, Mass. in 1926. Was its President from 1926 to January 1953. On
January 12, 1953 resigned as President to accept the assignment of Under Secre-
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tary of the Air Force. After four weeks in Washington, appointment did not
materialize because of his unwillingness to sell his substantial stock interest in
the Sprague Electric Company which, although not required by law, the Admin
istration felt necessary in view of the action of the Senate Committee on Armed
Services on the appointments of Mr. Charles E. Wilson, Mr. Robert Kyes and
two of the Service secretaries, who also had substantial stock interests. On
March 24, 1953 rejoined the Company as Chairman of the Board of Directors;
also elected Treasurer of the Sprague Electric Company March 23, 1954. Pres
ently Chairman of the Board and Treasurer of the Sprague Electric Company.
In addition:

Chairman of the Board * Sprague of Wisconsin, Inc.

•Wholly-owned subsidiaries of Sprague Electric Company, North Adams. Mass.

Chairman OPA Industry Advisory Committee for Electronic Components and
Parts, 1944-45.
Member of the Executive Committee of the Massachusetts Committee on Post
war Reconversion, 1942-45.
Member Munitions Board Electronics Equipment Industry Advisory Committee,
1950-53.
President —Radio Electronics Television Manufacturers Association, 1950-51.
(now Electronic Industries Association)
Chairman of the Board — Radio Electronics Television Manufacturers Association,
1950-52 and 1953-54. (now Electronic Industries Association)
President —Associated Industries of Massachusetts 1951-53.
Made study of our Continental Defenses for Senate Armed Services Committee.

Consultant on Continental Defense to the National Security Council —appoint
ment by President Eisenhower in May 1954.
Consultant to Technological Capabilities Panel of the Science Advisory Com
mittee to the Office of Defense Mobilization. (Killian Committee) .
Consultant to Department of Defense.
Director— Security Resources Panel (Gailher Committee) of the Science Advisory
Committee of the Office of Defense Mobilization.
Life Member of Corporation — Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Member of Corporation —Northeastern University.
Trustee —Mount Holyoke College.
Chairman of the Board—Pine Cobble School, Williamstown, Mass.
Senior Warden — St. John's Episcopal Church, Williamstown, Mass.
Fellow —American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Member — (Senior Grade) — Institute of Radio Engineers.
Honors:
Degree—Doctor of Engineering, Northeastern University, June 1953.
Degree—Doctor of Science-Williams College, June 1954.
Degree—Doctor of Laws-Tufts University, June 1959.
Degree—Doctor of Science-Lowell Technological Institute, June 1959.
"Outstanding Service" Award— North Adams Chamber of Commerce, June
1953.
Medal of Honor Award—Radio-Electronics-Television Manufacturers Asso
ciation, June 1954. (now Electronic-Industries Association)
"Distinguished Citizenship" Award-Bates College—June 1958.
"Man of the Year" Award—Hotchkiss Alum. Association, April 1958.
"Distinguished Citizenship" Award— Eagles, June 1959.

Member —Algonouin Club, Boston; Chemists' Club, New York; Engineers Club,
New York; Union Club, Boston.

Chairman and Agent
Director

Director

* Sprague Products Company, North Adams,
Mass.
United-Carr Fastener Corporation, Cam
bridge, Mass.

1953-54.
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JAMES P. BAXTER, 3D

President of Williams College, Williamstown, Massachusetts, since 1937. Born
Portland, Maine, February 15, 1893. A. B. Williams College, 1914; Ph.D. Har
vard, 1926. Taught American Diplomatic History at Harvard, 1925-37, rising
through the grades to Professor. Director of research and analysis for the Coor
dinator of Information, Washington, D.C., August 1941-June 1942; deputy di
rector, Office of Strategic Services, June 1942- February 1943; Historian, Office of
Scientific Research and Development, 1943-46. Presidential Certificate of Merit.
President, Association of American Colleges, 1945, 1st vice-chairman, American
Council on Education, 1954-55. Term Trustee, Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, 1956-61; Trustee, World Peace Foundation; member of the Board of
Visitors, U.S. Naval Academy for seven years, and chairman for three; Chairman,
Board of Visitors, U.S. Military Academy, 1954-58; Lecturer at the Naval War
College, National War College, Army War College, Air War College, U.S.M.C.
War College, and the Industrial College of the Armed Forces. Chairman of the
Advisory Committee on the Army History of World War II, 1943-1955; chair
man of the Advisory Committee on the History of the Atomic Energy Commission,
1958- ; member of the Advisory Committee on the History of the U.S. Navy.
Member, Security Resources Panel (Gaiiher Committee) of the Science Advisory
Committee of the Office of Defense Mobilization. Author: The Introduction of
the Ironclad Warship, 1933; Scientists Against Time, 1946. Winner 1947 Pulitzer
prize in History.

THOMAS J. WATSON, JR.

Mr. Thomas J. Watson, Jr. was born in Dayton, Ohio on January 8, 1914, and
received his education at Brown University, from which he received his B.A.
degree in 1937. He joined the International Business Machines Corporation
in October, 1937. Mr. Watson had five years service as a bomber pilot in the
United States Army Air Force. After completion of his military service, he
returned to duties with the International Business Machines Corporation. In
January 1952, Mr. Watson was elected President of the IBM Corporation. In
May 1 956, he was elected chief executive officer. Among Mr. Watson's affiliations
are the following:
Director: Bankers Trust Company (N.Y.), Time, Inc. Member of the Cor
poration: Brown University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Public
Governor: New York Stock Exchange. Member of the Board of Managers:
Memorial Center for Cancer and Allied Diseases. Vice President: National
Executive Board, Boy Scouts of America. Trustee: Air Force Aid Society,
Eisenhower Exchange Fellowships, Inc., Thomas Alva Edison Foundation,
American Museum of Natural History.
Mr. Watson is married, has six children, and makes his home in Greenwich,
Connecticut.
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SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND THE POLICY PROCESS

MONDAY, APRIL 25, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room 3302,
Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senator Jackson.
Also present: Senators Robertson, Stennis, and Bush.
Stan* members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, and Howard E. Haugerud, professional
staff members; and Edmund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
This morning, our subcommittee is starting 3 days of public hear
ings on the subject of how our Government can best gear science and
technology into foreign and defense policymaking.
Science and technology are exercising a new and decisive influence
on national power, prestige, and policy. The statesman, the soldier,
and the scientist must work together as never before. The question
now before the subcommittee is this : What is the right way to organ
ize our Government to get the right scientific and technical programs
at the right time?
The subcommittee's search for answers to this question represents
one part of its broader task. That broader task is to determine
whether our Government is now properly organized to meet success
fully the challenge of the cold war. The fundamental problem is:
How can a free society organize to outthink, outplan, and outperform
totalitarianism —and achieve security in freedom ?
At our first set of public hearings, held earlier this session, four
eminent Americans—Mr. Robert A. Lovett, Mr. Robert C. Sprague,
Dr. James Phinney Baxter, and Mr. Thomas J. Watson, Jr.—gave the
subcommittee their estimate of the broad challenge confronting our
Nation in the competition with world communism.
And now, this week, seven distinguished authorities on the relation
of science and technology to national security planning have gener
ously consented to give the subcommittee the benefit of their counsel
on how our Government can do better in this area.
Between now and the adjournment of the Congress, the subcommit
tee will hold additional sets of hearings which will focus upon specific
problem areas in existing government organization for national
security, and which will aim at concrete improvements.
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Among the key questions which will be explored by the subcommittee
axe these :
What can we do to help the statesman and the soldier work together
for common goals ? Here I have in mind the danger of the State and
Defense Departments making plans with the left hand not knowing
what the right hand is doing.
What can our Government do to develop a truly integrated national
strategy for the long pull ? Here I have in mind the question of how
the National Security Council and its subordinate bodies can develop
policies representing more than least-common-denominator compro
mises between the departments represented upon it.
How can the budgetary process be made a better management tool
for clarifying, illuminating, and speeding the development of needed
programs ? Here I have in mind the widespread feeling that many im
portant programs are stillborn or unnecessarily slowed because of the
money agencies.
What can our Government do to recruit and retain outstanding
senior officials for national security posts? Here I have in mind the
chronic difficulties of the Defense Department and other agencies of
finding qualified men—and, even more important, holding them long
enough to master their jobs.
Our subcommittee has agreed with the President that testimony—

by present or former Government officials who have served on the National
Security Council or its subordinate bodies regarding the National Security Coun
cil and its subordinate machinery will be taken first in executive session.

We have notified our witnesses accordingly.
In view of the fact that today's witness served on the Gaither Com
mittee, I should also like to remind the members that President Eisen
hower, in a letter to Senator Johnson of January 22, 1958, invoked
the claim of "Executive privilege" in withholding the Gaither report
from the Congress.
This fact, of course, does not prevent our witness from giving testi
mony concerning his personal views about national security problems
and issues.
We are deeply privileged to have with us today Dr. James A. Per
kins, vice president of the Carnegie Corporation, and vice president of
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. In these
posts, he has played an important role in promoting more effective
research and teaching in the natural and social sciences.
Dr. Perkins speaks to us with an impressive background of ex
perience in the relation of science and technology to national security.
He was formerly Deputy Chairman and is now a consultant to the
Research and Development Board of the Department of Defense. He
is a trustee of the Institute for Defense Analyses and Chairman of the
Study Group on Strategy and Foreign Policy of the Council on
Foreign Relations.
As I have indicated, he also served as a member of the Gaither Com
mittee, appointed by President Eisenhower in 1057 to survey national
security problems.
Dr. Perkins, will you now proceed with your testimony ?
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STATEMENT BY DR. JAMES A. PERKINS, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE
CARNEGIE CORPORATION

Dr. Perkins. Thank you very much, Senator Jackson. I am hon
ored to be here. I hope what I have to say will be of some use to this
distinguished committee, dealing with one of the central issues of this
century.
Let me proceed immediately to my prepared statement, and then, asI understand it, you will ask me a variety of questions.
Science and technology are the real revolutionaries of our time.
Together they have helped to spawn the industrial revolution that is

the hallmark of the modern state—a revolution still in progress.
Together they have also helped to revolutionize military weapons and
military policy. And both the industrial revolution and current mili
tary requirements have, in turn, placed increasing pressure on science
and technology for even further invention and engineering capability.
The response has only served to produce still further requirements.
We live today in the midst of this accelerating cycle and it is wise
and proper that this committee give the most serious attention to its
impact on our national security policies.
It should be stated at the outset that we are dealing with problems
of enormous importance and complexity. There are no simple formu
las for their solution. We are concerned here with nothing less than
our organized response to the most central problems of our century.
Let us now turn to the specific features of this technological revolu
tion and to the problems it has created for national security planning.
The central fact is that scientific invention has largely conquered the
three historical barriers to the application of force—namely, barriers
of power, distance, and time.
Decades of quiet research in a dozen different countries slowly and
methodically put together the puzzle of the atom. This knowledge
has been engineered to produce a weapon no larger than a compact
car that can obliterate a city in one blow. And even greater power is

in immediate prospect. We are almost at the point perhaps where
our conquest of power raises some real questions as to what to do with
it. In any even, power is certainly no limiting factor in weaponry
or strategy.
On another scientific front, scientific research of recent decades into
the nature of heat, electricity, and aerodynamics has provided the
scientific capability that has conquered the factors of time and dis
tance through the jetplane and the intercontinental ballistic missile.
And who knows what capabilities will develop out of the orbiting
satellite combined with even more powerful fusion weapons?
But it is clear that these systems that can deliver almost infinite
power anywhere in the world in a relatively few minutes have finally
mastered the traditional barriers of power, time, and space.
We shall see in a minute how this series of conquests has profoundly
altered the very nature of our national security programs and our
established systems for devising these programs.
But before we deal with this issue, we must register several other
conditionary factors that are prime determinates of the management
and shaping of national security policy.
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The conquests of power, distance, and time have not been purchased
without a price. The complexity of weapons, their early obsolescence
as new invention piles on new invention, the geometric increase in
cost, the multiplication of systems as new technology opens doors to
new capabilities—all these interlocking developments have required a
major realinement of public expenditures. As research ideas grow
to prototypes, to production orders, to established weapon systems—
costs rapidly increase from thousands to billions of dollars. And, by
definition, a program that will cost a billion dollars involves, I trust,
a high-level policy decision. Thus, the process itself has forced re
search projections up to the level of high administrative concern.
The two derivative consequences of this cycle have been the injection
of scientific considerations into our basic plans for national security.
The other derivative has been the importance of the scientist and his
output to the future growth and security of our country.
Let us summarize the points already made before we proceed fur
ther. Science and technology have, through research and engineering
invention, produced weapons that can place almost unlimited de
struction anywhere in the world within minutes of time. These
weapons and the military requirements they have produced are re
sponsible, on the one hand, for the profound instabilities in our rela
tions with the U.S.S.R. and the rest of the world and, on the other
hand, for profound instabilities in our domestic economic and political
arrangements and allocations of resources.
Our response to both types of instabilities has been to return to our
scientists for assistance that will produce stability. And, finally, we
have found it necessary to plan our future by anticipating likely
problems and making sure the connected pieces of the puzzle, both for
eign and domestic, will fall in place at the right time and with the
right effect.
And now to our most central question —has our planning for na
tional security programs kept pace with the driving factors just de
scribed? Since Americans are never satisfied with the adequacy of
their social arrangements, it will presumably not be out of order to
suggest some directions which might lead to improvement.
I obviously cannot do more than suggest, in this prepared statement,
at least, three or four specific areas of personal concern. I will leave
any reference to the National Security Council until an executive
session at the end ofmy testimony.
One. The global sweep of modern weapons makes it clear that for
eign policy and military policy are inextricably linked. And yet,
there are tew indications, indeed, that this fact has influenced either
the organization or the procedures of the Department of State. There
is no high official in the Department who has these considerations as
his specific responsibility. There is no counterpart to an Assistant
Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs.
There is not, as far as I know, any regular briefing of the top officials
of the Department on the military component of our foreign policy.
Junior officers do not attend military staff colleges in any significant
numbers. If the military component is a decisive ingredient, there are
few visible indications that the State Department has yet taken ap
propriate steps to develop the necessary internal expertise.
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It is not an adequate reply to say that this marriage takes place at
the National Security Council. Coordination at the top of two hier
archies will never produce real fusion of policy without adequate
preparation for that fusion from the first steps in the process of policy
formation.

Or? to put it another way, State policies that take little account f
of military considerations until they reach the top may suffer from j j
unrealism. Clearly, the same organizational attention should be given
to military considerations as is given to economic factors. The latter
were introduced into the Department several decades ago and are now
dignified with an Undersecretary for Economic Affairs.
Sly question is this: Does the military component deserve much
less-significant treatment ?
This is no academic point because there is abundant evidence that
the absence of this expertise has in the past presented some acute
practical difficulties. The doctrine of massive retaliation as an auto
matic reply to any Russian aggression seemed to ignore completely the
existence and implications of a Russian strike capability. Early state
ments about our interest in southern Korea might have been differ
ently phrased with a better understanding of the military impor
tance of southern Korea to the defense of Formosa and Japan. The
case for greater organizational attention to military considerations
within the Department of State is

,

in my personal judgment, fairly
conclusive—both in principle and based on actual experience.
Several recommendations on this front worth considering might be :

(1) Regular scheduled military briefings for all officers of the De
partment of State, from department chief on up. I know there are
briefings, but I am arguing for a wider range, and with higher officers
to be included.
(2) The appointment of a civilian officer for military affairs at the
level of Assistant Secretary.
(3) At least two dozen middle-grade officers a year should be as
signed to the National War College for their regular program of
courses and instruction.
(4) Consideration might be given to developing the appropriate
relations with a semiprivate research organization like RAND to se
cure appropriate assistance in the analysis of the military and strategic
considerations involved in various foreign policies.
(5) As a general objective, the Department of State should have
the same level of expertise in military affairs as does the Defense
Department in political and international affairs. I trust during the
questioning you will draw me out further on that particular point,
Senator.
Now, my second big point is this: Just as modern weapons require
military knowledge in the State Department, modern weapons and
derived modern strategy have made largely obsolete existing organi
zation in the Pentagon. If anything is clear, it is that modern war
fare does not divide itself up into problems of land, sea, and air.
Weapons have made the globe one large integrated battlefield and
strategy, tactics, and the organization to support these must recognize
this fact.
Functional tasks now divide along lines of strategic deterrence, lim
ited warfare, continental military defense, civil defense, and military
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assistance to allies in support of the above. The hard, unvarnished
truth is that it has been impossible to assign tasks on a functional
basis along existing service lines.
We have really known this but tradition, requirements of service
morale, and plain inertia have kept us from making the necessary
hard decisions to really unify the separate services and to create an
organization in accordance with the tasks to be performed. Not will
ing to do so, we have tried to solve the problem by leaving the services
intact and by loading additional paper authority on the Office of the
Secretary of Defense. It has come as a surprise to no one that the
rationalizing of land, sea, and air services with modern functions of
strategic deterrence, limited war, and continental defense has not come
off. We have plainly expected the impossible.
The present Secretary of Defense, Mr. Gates, is a happy reversion
to the tradition of Forrestal, Marshall, and Lovett, which assumed
that some prior experience would be useful.
This formula for resolving the problem of service divisions and
functional tasks has also complicated the business of making the best
use of our scientists and engineers. Vannevar Bush's dream of an
integrated research and development program has at least until re
cently, fallen on the rocks of service rivalries and the operating weak
ness of the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
I am told there is currently a warm, close, and relaxed working
relationship between the most distinguished gentleman and my good
friend Herbert York, who is Assistant Secretary of Defense for Re
search and Engineering and his opposite numbers in the three service
departments. However, the basic structure will require solid proof
of miracles accomplished before I can believe that the ability and
above-service orientation of even the present able research and devel
opment managers have surmounted them. Vivid memories of my
own linger of research demonstrations of air defense systems that
were supposed to be 99 percent foolproof, and strategic systems that
dropped bombs with pinpoint accuracy.
The service missions they served had a profound influence, in my
judgment, on the point of view and led us into untold expenditures
on marginal systems.
A third concern has to do with the role of the scientist himself.
We have seen how his services have become of decisive importance
at all stages of the development of national security policy. My
point is that he is in danger of being both underused or overused.
He will be underused when he is placed in a Government laboratory
and given detailed instructions and blinders and told to "solve the
specific problem, please."
Experience has long since demonstrated the value of an arm's-
length arrangement that makes it possible for a scientist, to bring to
bear his creative imagination on a widely and loosely defined prob
lem. Scientific laboratories under military direction have frequently
not prospered.
On the whole, a civilian management is preferable and, on the
whole, the more creative the approach required, the more substantial
the case for putting the scientist in a university environment on a
contract arrangement.
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But he can be overemployed, too. As the man with the answers
to our deepest fears we are inclined to translate important special
authority into authority in general. A specialist on atomic energy
does not necessarily speak with equal authority on infrared devices
or jet propulsion. Even less does he speak with authority on prob
lems of strategic deterrence or on the probable outcome of the cold
war.
We are in some danger, it seems to me, of repeating the mistakes
of the thirties when the fears of depression produced an overvalua
tion of the general skills of the economist. The scientist like the
economist has special skills of greatest importance.
But only when these scientists have, through experience or unique
training, translated themselves into generahsts should they be al
lowed to have a decisive vote in the public processes. It is no acci
dent that two great and effective men, Killian and Glennan, did not
come to their substantial administrative tasks directly from the
laboratory.
Four, finally, this problem points up the long-range importance of
an educational system that identifies, respects, and cultivates scien
tific talent. Real talent, creative talent, is our most precious com
modity. Unless it is forthcoming, all other arrangements for its
better use are still only arrangements. It follows, therefore, that
the most decisive element for the long run in the whole complex of
national security is the best possible educational system for the coun
try. Impoverish this, and in my opinion we are doomed.
But three specific tasks devolve on our educational system if it is
to give the broad support required for the complex management of
our national security affairs.
First, as suggested, our program of scientific education must be of
the best. This is not now the case. For details I refer to the state
ment by the President's Science Advisory Committee called "Educa
tion for the Age of Science," published last May. I had the privilege
of being a member of the group that prepared that report.
Second, our future scientists must receive a thorough grounding in
the social sciences and humanities for the simple reason that, as the
revolutionaries of our era, they should be acquainted with the society
they are helping to change. They must also be in a position to speak
the language of the generalists and administrators who will become
even more interested in their work.
And last, but far from least, we must make heroic efforts to raise
the whole level of scientific understanding of the general citizenry.
In a democracy scientists and engineers can probably go no further
than the enlightened public will understand and permit. The two
worlds so graphically described by C. P. Snow, that is

,

the world of
the scientist and the nonscientist, must be united or at least adequately
bridged if we are to survive as an effective, dynamic, and secure
society.
Thank you very much, Senator.
Senntor Jackson. Dr. Perkins, may I first of all commend you for

a most informative and constructive statement here this morning. I

believe, that your testimony will be most helpful in the work that we
are trying to do in improving the national security policy process.
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I should like to ask two questions, and then I will turn to my
colleagues.
Dr. Perkins, you placed great stress on having top civilian officials
who have an adequate comprehension of critical scientific and military
facts, issues, and developments. Do you think that lack of such un
derstanding has been a serious problem and have you any suggestions
at this time for improvements ?
Dr. Perkins. Well, I think this has been a serious problem, Senator,
because as our security policy requires a further and tighter integra
tion of knowledge of diplomacy, domestic mobilization, science and
military strategy, any one who comes to the council tables unfamiliar
with the other parts of that puzzle is going to be a very hard person
to integrate into those discussions.
I would say that the weakest link in the chain of discussion has
been inadequate knowledge on the part of our civilians of both mili
tary and scientific matters. I think this has made the problem of
coordination enormously difficult.
If you get a man who speaks Swahili and another who speaks
French in the same room, you have a very hard time getting a com
mon language out of them, and I think this is equally true of people
who come from the civilian side of government, who have insufficient
knowledge about scientific and military affairs.
What do you do about it ? Well, there is a shortrun and there is
a longrun answer to your question. The first thing, I think, is to
make sure that people become thoroughly briefed on the ways of
thinking and the positions of others who will participate in these co
ordinated councils. It is my impression that all too frequently offi
cials have come to these discussions hardly even properly briefed
about matters in their own department, because of pressure of work,
let alone about matters that are likely to be brought up by people in
other fields.
The longer range answer involves a basic change in our system of
education. If you do not consider it a detour, I would like if I may
to say something about the inadequacies of the preparation of our
citizens for national security affairs.
Senator Jackson. Would you get into what is being done in the
private academic world to make up for the deficiencies that you have
indicated ?
Dr. Perkins. I would be glad to. I think that we have seen a
tremendous improvement in the last decade, Senator. At the time
of the Korean war I had occasion to take a look at the courses being
taught in our universities and at the books that were available to the
private citizen.
We were in pitiful shape. There was hardly anything in the pri
vate domain that would give anyone a firsthand knowledge of some
of the intricate problems involved in our security program. The
result was that courses in government and economics were being
taught as if defense expenditures were not now one-half our Federal
budget and a large part of our preoccupation with foreign affairs.
There was no first-class center for studies in 1950 of our national
security programs and defense policies. There was no private uni
versity center where military history and military programs were
respectable topics outside of the ROTC, and even here the people
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who were sent up for doing this kind of work were fairly narrowly
trained. There was very little in the way of literature in our learned
journals, scholarly meetings went on to talk about the Government
as if a multi-billion dollar defense budget was not really an impor
tant matter for students of government, and foreign policy was
taught as if the experience of World War II and Korea, that military
factors were a decisive component —these courses were being taught
as if this had never happened.
So, in 1950, a group with which I am proud to say I was associ
ated, went to work to see what could be done to increase university
competence in this area.I think that I am able to report, Senator, that as of today there
is a first-class group at Harvard under Henry Kissinger and Robert
Bow ie

,

who used to be in the State Department, and one at the School
of Advanced International Studies under Paul Nitze. There is a

center growing in Princeton under Klaus Knorr, and there is an
other one in Chicago, under Hans Morgenthau, and there are new
ones at Ohio State, Wisconsin, California, and elsewhere, that are
reallv trying to do the research necessary to illuminate these very
tough problems. So, looking ahead for the next decade, we are
likely to have people to whom these matters are not so strange as is

the case today.
But I think that the private sector at long last—and by that I mean
the world of the universities and of the press and of our magazines
and of our professional associations —are at long last beginning to
grapple with these problems.
Senator Jackson. That is a very fine explanation. I assume the real
problem is that the civilian who has the responsibility in this broad
area of national security, must understand all the components that are
involved in national security.
Dr. Perkins. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. Whereas, this Nation in the past has been con
fronted with military wars, the challenge today cuts across every
facet of human activity, is this not correct?
Dr. Perkins. This is true, and you have raised a point that I think
needs some emphasis, Senator. Our Government and our society,
thank God, is a civilian-managed society. But civilian management
will not be maintained just by law, but will have to be demonstrated
by effective practice.
So, the civilian managers, be they members of our legislative bodies
or of the executive branch cannot afford to be ignorant of anj- section
of the public process that is decisive for the future management and
direction of our country.
In my judgment, this whole area of security policy and military
policy has been woefully neglected and the jury is still out as to
whether or not the civilian managers will learn fast enough some of
the complexities involved in order to maintain their right to be
managers.
Senator Jackson. Dr. Perkins, our next set of hearings will relate
to the need for the best experienced and trained people in government.I am glad that you have called to the committee's attention the im
portance of well-trained civilians to administer not only the important
affairs within the Department of State, but I believe you have very
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effectively pointed out the importance of highly competent Secretaries
in the Department of Defense in order that we can have in effect true
civilian control of the military, for example.
You cannot get that kind of control if the civilians are there for a
short time and really have not had an opportunity to understand in
timately and thoroughly the role that they must play in that par
ticular area of national security.
Dr. Perkins. I couldn't agree with you more. I think that civilian
control which we all thoroughly believe in is of decisive importance.
But it is not something that you can legislate. You can give the per
son the right to exercise control, but that control may be a paper
control if the person who is to exercise that control is not fully con
versant with the areas in which he is to do business.
I would say that civilian control in the Pentagon is directly pro
portionate to the amount of know-how on the part of the civilian
secretaries. If a person has all of the paper authority on earth, lie
won't dare to exercise it unless he is confident about the effects of his
actions.
Senator Jackson. I have made the comment that while people worry
about a military general staff taking over, I think the greater menace
is a civilian general staff that has great power but is not in a position
to exercise it as our forefathers provided for in the Constitution.
This is one of our great problems, and I think that it is a great
mistake when people assume that they can learn their job in a few
months and then proceed to make great strategic decisions.
Dr. Perkins. I think it is important to remember, and I do not
mean to detour you off on another question, but what you say prompts
so many ideas that are in my head. The civilian managei-s in the
Pentagon that have really turned out to be the most effective are
those that have had some experience in the Pentagon and preferably
even some experience in the State Department. My most distin
guished friend who has been before this committee some weeks ago,
Robert Lovett, is a perfect case in point of a man whose effectiveness
was in no small measure due to the fact that he had had very high
positions in both the Defense and State Departments. This is also
true of Tom Finletter, who was both in the State Department and in
the Defense Department.
Marshall operated on both sides of the river. I think they recog
nized the fact that the Secretary of Defense has to work very closely
to the Secretary of State if this system is going to work. And to have
had experience in both Departments is of enormous value to see to it
that that integration takes place.
Senator Jackson. Senator Robertson ?
Senator Robertson. I was just interested in your statement that we
could either underuse or overuse our scientists. Which do you think
we have been doing ?
Dr. Perkins. Both.
Senator Robertson. What is your proposed remedy?
Dr. Pkrktns. Well, there is no easy remedy. I would say that on
the underuse of scientists, I would make very sure that directions
and instructions given to scientific personnel are not too tightly
drawn.
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The other side is important also. When you are dealing with
scientists, if you want their creative response, you give them a fairly
broad problem and then ask them to use their genius to seek a satis
factory answer.
On the overuse, I would just make certain that they do not carry,
because of their obvious eminence and authority as scientists, too
much weight in matters where scientific know-how is not really the
decisive matter.
When you translate a scientific capability into public policy, you
must be very sure that the scientist realizes he is operating there
as a specialist and not a generalist. I would make sure that the
President or anyone else who has a scientific adviser, makes sure that
he knows both the limits and the advantages of the advice he is getting.I think this involves a great deal of knowledge about how to use this
marvelous scientific expertise.
Senator Robertson. Have you ever known any scientists, a Ph. D.
scientist, and that would be the top echelon, I suppose, who appeared
to have any difficulty in translating theory into practical works?
Dr. Perkins. Well, I could think of a good many. As a matter
of fact, it would be easier for me to think of the few who had no
such difficulty, Senator. I would think that the two men that I
mentioned, although they are not certainly known as pure scientists,
Keith Glennan, who runs the space agency, and Dr. Killian, who
used to be the head of the President's Scientific Advisory Committee,
were successful largely because they had had a great deal of adminis
trative experience other than that of working in a laboratory, or of
teaching classes. They are those very rare fellows called scientific
administrators.
I think that there are relatively few of them, and we need a lot
more. James Fisk, who is the president of Bell Laboratory, whoI think is appearing before this committee, is another case in point.
And there are, of course, others.
Senator Robertson. Now, Doctor, you said that we were not making
the proper utilization of our scientific knowledge. You said that re
search aid not seem to prosper under military control, and that is the
reason I asked you the question.
The major issue, at least from the standpoint of survival is a mili
tary potential that will stay the hand of an aggressor. I infer that
you would rather turn the scientists free to study the things they
prefer to study, rather than to leave them under the control of the
military, when the military might say, "We are not as much concerned
about sending a man to the moon as we are to send a 1,000-pound
payload to the Soviet Union, if they should start shooting."
What is your answer to that ?
Dr. Perkins. If we are going to gear scientists into working on our
military requirements, they must, of course, work on military prob
lems. I would merely state those problems in a way, Senator, that
would give the scientist a chance to exercise his real creative talent.
Senator Robertson. Then they should be given military problems.
Dr. Perkins. Indeed they should.
Senator Robertson. All right. Now, you criticized our military
setup and recommended unification. What specific plan did you
have inmind ?
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Dr. Perkins. I have two or three things to suggest that would lead
toward unification. Let me suggest one or two. These are directions
in which I think reform might take place.
I am not naive enough to believe, Senator, that a plan could be
drawn up and we could overnight amalgamate the services and every
body would come out in the same uniform. I don't think that our
country works that way, and as a matter v>f fact, I think it probably
would be disastrous. But I think two or three things would help in
this unification. I think the chief officers of unification, the Secretary
of Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff should not
be put in those positions unless they are able to manage a unified
program, and I said earlier that putting men into the post of Secretary
of Defense who have to learn on the job is one of the weakest ways to
direct this program into a unified way.
While he is learning it is obvious that the services have to go their
own way until he tells them to do something different. So my first
recommendation would be that we never put anybody in the post of
Secretary of Defense who has not had a minimum of a year, and I
would prefer 2 years, in the Pentagon and preferably if it could be
done, and this may be asking too much, that this person have had
some experience in the State Department or some other department
of the Government.
Senator Robertson. I agree with you there.
Dr. Perkins. I think this would be- my first suggestion.
Senator Robertson. I am talking about unifying the Army, Navy,
and the Air Force.
Dr. Perkins. I am, too.
Senator Robertson. But you were talking about the experience for
the Secretary of Defense.
Dr. Perkins. The Secretary of Defense is the chief instrument
through which we are going to provide the unification. If you don't
have it there, you won't get it.
Senator Robertson. You go ahead and explain it.
Dr. Perkins. So that would be my first.
Secondly, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff must be given
adequate authority.
It is mv jiidornent that only when we have centralized authority
and responsibility in the same office will it be possible to control the
military at all. The easiest way to dodge the problem of civilian
direction and of unified control is to not make clear who it is that is
keening store.
Now, third, a very radical idea which I have
Senator Robertson. Before you leave that, you have not recom
mended any powers for the Secretary of Defense that he does not
already have, have you ?
Dr. Perkins. I was saying earlier that the Secretary of Defense
may have all of the legal or paper powers that you can give him. If
he does not have the experience and the knowledge to exercise them,
they will not be used.
It is my general observation that the paper powers we have assigned
to the Office of the Secretary of Defense have exceeded the competence
of the Secretary to exercise them. That is largely because they have
had to learn their job when they arrived in the office. So I don't think
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it is a problem of assigning additional paper authority. I think it
is a matter of seeing to it that men are there who are able to exercise
the authority they have.I have a third point. Someone has suggested that consideration
might be given to seeing to it that general officers above a certain rank
no longer receive their ratings or no longer even necessarily receive
their direct assignments from the military officer of their particular
department, but they might become officers who would operate more
directly under the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Sec
retary of Defense. I can see all kinds of nightmares in moving in
this direction, but this might be one way of seeing to it that at least
the top list of officers operate under some kind of unified management.
But if somehow or other, these officers could realize that there is a
military establishment that goes over and beyond the service in which
they are trained, I think it might be helpful, too. I don't think that
there are, as I said earlier, any simple formulas for the solution of this
problem. But I would like to see three or four improvements being
activtly, directly, consciously and responsibly pushed.
Senator Robertson. Don't you think that even if we cut out the
Naval Academy beating the Army, and cut out the Army beating the
Navy and you still have a Chief of Staff or have a member of the Joint
Chiefs from the Navy and from the Army, you are still going to have
service rivalry ?
Dr. Perkins. I don't hope in my lifetime to see—
Senator Robertson. Do you think we can have the present setup of
a staff composed of the heads of the four branches, including the Marine
Corps ? Do you want to keep that or do you want to aboush that ?
Dr. Perkins. I think that at the moment, I do not have any idea that
we should radically reform the individual services we have. I do not
believe in revolutionary change, Senator, because I don't think that it
works. You just lose toomuchmomentum.
I do think that there are three or four points in this system where I
would be more comfortable if I saw more progress than is now the
case. I would like to see more unifying capability rather than paper
power in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. I would like to see
more power if that is necessary placed in the chairman of the Joint
Chiefs.
I would like to see explored the question as to whether or not our top-
ranking officers could be given a central rather than a service orienta
tion. I would like to see explored ways in which this independence
and separateness that is inculcated at the very outset of a military
training could be minimized.
In all of these directions, I think, progress lies. It is not in any one
big revolutionary change, and so I would not change the four services
tomorrow or next year or the next couple of years. But I would like
to see the system slowly and gradually modified. This, I understand,
is the way in which we progress in this country.
Senator Robertson. I have just one other question, and I apologize
to my colleagues for taking up so much of the time.
Dr Perkins. They would have asked them if you hadn't, so it is
just as well.
Senator Robertson. You don't have to answer this unless you feel
it is appropriate. But in previous hearings the witnesses have been
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asked to comment on whether or not we can get an adequate defense
within the framework of the President's defense budget. Would you
care to comment on it ?
Dr. Perkins. Senator, anyone with an academic background finds
it difficult not to comment on any question. So I will comment and
gladly, but as long as you understand what you are getting.
I have not had a chance to review the military budget for 3 years,
so anything I say could be said to be out of date oecause of changes in
the picture that have taken place in the last 3 years.
But I would say in principle, Senator, that I find it hard to believe
on the basis of what I knew 3 years ago, that a spreading and evolving
technology that has involved more and more complicated weapons
can be fitted into a system that says in advance, no matter what it
is you request, make sure it only comes to X billions of dollars.
It strikes me that this is like pumping air into the tire but not
asking the tire to expand. It is my view, sir, that we have in the

Sast
4 or 5 years probably passed up capabilities in the field of air

efense, and in the field of limited war capability in order to make
certain that new deterrent weapons systems—the B-52 and B-58
and B-70, ICBMs, and the Dynasoar and others—can be accommo
dated into our budget.
So I would say that somebody would have to prove to me that we
have not given up important capabilities in the field of air defense
and limited war and maybe even in our deterrent program as the price
of getting all of our strategic requirements within a fairly stable
military budget.
I don't know whether that is responsive to your question or not.
Senator Robertson. Oh, yes ; it is. You have not changed the views
you had, when you served on the Gaither committee; have you?
Dr. Perkins. No, sir.
Senator Robertson. Thank you very much.
Senator Bush. Going back just a moment to Senator Robertson's
question, Dr. Perkins
Dr. Perkins. Do all of the Senators ask such tough questions ?
Senator Bush. This one can be answered very briefly, I would
think.
Senator Jackson. That is usually the way the question starts.
Dr. Perkins. I am braced for this one now.
Senator Bush. You have been doing all right. I can say that for
you, sir.
Dr. Perkins. Thank you.
Senator Bush. In some of the recommendations along the lines of
unification a few years ago when we passed the unification bill,
so-called, which you say has not unified very much yet, except on paper,
the question of the common uniform for the services came up.
I wondered whether you would care to comment on that this morn
ing? Do you think that would help us in our general drive toward
unification?
Dr. Perkins. It is a symbol. It is a symbol of separateness, Sen
ator. It has in the past performed a very important function of
maintaining service morale and of distinguishing real military
functions.
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I must confess I would be very interested in seeing a positive explo
ration of what would happen if we could put our very top officers in
the same uniform. This would follow along the suggestion I made
earlier, that if an officer achieved the rank, I would start with two-
star generals—all two-star generals should wear the same uniform to
indicate that they are now in a general service rather than a special
one, and if it works there, try it to the next rank below, and I would
work my way down.
It may be that in trying it, it won't work. But I would like to see it

explored.
Senator Bush. You think the way to explore it is to begin at the
top, and not generalize it right off the bat?
Dr. Perkins. Yes. I would start at the top and work down. If
it works there, you can go further. Here is where interservice coopera
tion can really take place. There is far more contact between officers
at the two-star rank, than at the rank of first lieutenant.
Therefore, I would start at the level where it would be most natural
to start it. But you have me out on a point that I would make sure
you understood I had not thought out in detail and I would just once
again say that there must be many things that must be explored, that
can slowly but surely move us in the right direction, and this is one.
Senator Bush. This is one of the recommendations which recurs
from year to year.
Dr. Perkins. And I think that I would like to see it tried.
Senator Bush. In the Hoover Commission reports, and also in the
recent report by the staff of the Joint Economic Committee of the
Congress, there were comments about the failure to integrate purchas
ing, especially in common-use items. Are you familiar with either
one of those reports, on that subject ?

Dr. Perkins. Well, I used to be.
Senator Bush. I think the Commission report shows that through
the proper integration of purchasing, especially in the field of com
mon-use items, a savings of close to $4 billion a year could be realized,
which is no small matter, in relation to the total defense budget, but
you are not particularly familiar with that area.
Dr. Perkins. I am not particularly familiar with it, but I at one
time had a number of conversations with Secretary McNeil, who
used to be the Assistant Secretary of Defense in this area.
Senator Bush. And a very able man.
Dr. Perkins. I would like, if I may, Senator, to just pay my re
spects to a very distinguished man, Secretary McNeil, who is pre
cisely the kind of person I was describing that could exercise real
control because he had real knowledge. McNeil knew as much about
what was going on in the three departments as did the people in
the departments themselves. I think that the stability of the office of
Secretary of Defense over a period of almost a decade is in very large
measure to be attributed to the stabilizing expert influence of Mr.
McNeil, and I am happy to be able to say this in public.
Senator Bush. That is a wonderful tribute, and I am glad to hear
that. I hold the very highest opinion of him, and I am sure we all do,
but you have put that in splendid language and I commend you for
that. I congratulate you upon it, I agree with you very, very much
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indeed. I thought that it was a very sad day for the Department and
for our country when he had to pull out of there.
Dr. Perkins. I agree.
Senator Bush. In your prepared statement. Dr. Perkins, you make
three recommendations in the field of education. First you refer to
the program of scientific education, that it must be, of the best and you
refer to the President's Science Advisory Committee report. Does
that report make recommendations for anything that the Federal
Government or legislative branch should be doing in this field that we
are not doing?
Dr. Perkins. It did not try to frame legislation, so I think the
answer to your question is

,

in general, "No." But I would think that
anyone interested in scientific education should read that report. Dr.
Dubridge, the chief of the University of California Institute of Tech
nology, was the head of the group that wrote that report, and he
deserves whatever credit comes from having worked on that document.
Senator Bush. Of course, we are naturally interested here in what
our responsibilities are in that field, and that leads me to the second
question: You say our future scientists must receive a thorough
grounding in the social sciences and humanities and so forth. Do you
care to comment on that so far as the legislative responsibilities are
concerned ?

Dr. Perkins. Now I will have to make a general comment, since
you have raised it in both cases, about the responsibilitias of the
Federal Government. This is a whole new hearing in itself. We
are just now, as a country, debating the proper role of the Federal
Government in the field of education. I would think in this particu
lar area that we are discussing now, the Federal Government's con
tribution has been primarily in the field of scientific research and
only secondarily in instruction although the National Science Foun
dation has made major contributions to some exciting developments in
secondary school scientific instruction.

I think the Government can be proud of its efforts in this field.
With relatively few exceptions I would say that the funds that have
gone to our universities have been very skillfully managed by the
people in the Federal Government and have been put to very good
use.
The National Science Foundation, which some of you here may have
had a hand in creating, has had an almost decisive influence on seeing
to it that badly neglected areas of science are properly funded with
Federal money. The Science Foundation is almost a measure of the
way in which public money can be spent wisely and with objectivity by
skilled managers.
There is another point, however, which I think might well be of
concern to people interested in what the Federal Government can do,
and that is that research is only one part of the business of mobilizing
our scientific expertise. We have also to concern ourselves with the
whole program of instruction and we are not going to get research
in this country done by capable people if we do not take a very hard
look at the way in which science is taught all of the way down to
the seventh and eighth grades in our schools.
The Carnegie Corporation made a little study of this, and discovered
that really the turning point in the careers of future scientists in this
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count ry takes place at the seventh and eighth grades w hen they first hit
mathematics.
Senator Jackson. Right at that point, if I might break in, a
specific illustration was the five famous scientists from Budapest,
Hungary, Dr. Szilard, Dr. John von Neumann, Dr. von Karmen,
Dr. Teller, and Dr. Wigner, who will testify—all five of these men
made some of the greatest scientific contributions that have been made
in the last 15 years, and all won a prize in mathematics in high school
in Budapest. It started them on their way to brilliant scientific
careers.
Dr. Perkins. We are dealing with the central switchboard here.
It is at these grades, Senator, that a good many students decide their
careers. They don't know that they are doing so, but in effect they
are. That is because their first exposure to mathematics largely comes
in our system around the eighth grade, just before going into high
school.
Now, if that exposure has been interesting and exciting and well
managed, they then go on and they are not frightened by taking
science and mathematics courses in high school. If they are frightened
or discouraged, they pass it up because in most of our high schools,
and not all of them, mathematics will not be a required subject. So
why is it that so much of our potential scientific talent is lost at this
level? It is lost because so many who teach mathematics in the
seventh and eighth grades have not been adequately trained in this
£eld themselves.
If this is improved, we will not be losing our top talent? and they
will go into the high school areas of mathematics and science with
more vigor and interest, and our talent supply may be doubled and
trebled. We may find that we have lost the Von Neumanns in the
seventh grade without ever knowing it.
Senator Bush. I could not agree with you more. I may observe,
and probably other Senators have, that I give civil-service examina
tions to applicants for the Military Academies, and they get marked,
and the deficiency in mathematics is appalling.
That is revealed in these applications and these men are going to
Academies where a knowledge of basic mathematics and ability to
absorb more of it is essential.
Dr. Perkins. That is right.
Senator Bush. It really frightened me to see how badly our youth
is doing in that connection, and I do not believe the State of Con
necticut is behind any in its educational system and I think offers as
good a chance as any.
Now, finally, I want to ask one more question, and this is for my
good friend, Senator Stennis. Your final statement is "And last,
but far from least, we must make heroic efforts to raise the whole
level of scientific understanding of the general citizenry."
That is a nice undertaking for someone. I wonder how you think
we could be helpful in that.
Dr. Perkins. Well, of course you start with what we have just been
talking about.
Senator Bush. Yes ; I understand that.
Dr. Perkins. You cannot allow just scientists any more to take
mathematics and science courses. A high school program that does
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not have a required exposure to mathematics, physics, chemistry, and
biology is going to be turning out thousands of young people to whom
this new world is unknown. So I would start by saying mat we have
to see to it

,

and make it a requirement, that everyone capable of un
derstanding the subject matter, have a basic exposure to mathematics
and one of the hard sciences, that is physics or chemistry, and to the
rudiments of biology.
Without this, there is no base on which later on they can come to
understand our new world. Then I think those who have gone
through college without this minimal exposure should be encouraged
to take courses that would fill the deficiency. I am afraid relatively
less attention is given to upgrading in this area than is perhaps in
more easily understood skills.
So the second thing I would recommend would be that those con
cerned with adult education see to it that offerings in this area are
made by able people, by people capable of teaching and instructing
those who only have a general knowledge.
Senator Jackson. What you said about the teachers in mathematics
and the lack of quality there suggests that they, too, find the subject
uninteresting, and the field doesn't attract the same quality of teacher
that goes into the social sciences, and the languages, and so forth. I

wonder what we can do about that, because of the importance of the
field of mathematics. How can we attract better teachers into that
area ? Do you think we should put premiums on it ?

Dr. Perkins. This has been debated in educational circles, but I

think the business of paying salary premiums to attract people would
wreck any school system. I have seen ideas for paying mathematics
teachers $1,000 a year more than the rest of the teachers. I am afraid
they would be hunted men and women and their lives would be made
miserable. I think the general level of teacher compensation must be
increased.
But one thing would do it as much as anything else. If the teaching
of science in both primary and high school, was considered an im
portant business by the chief scientists of this coimtry, you would
change the whole view of the attractiveness of these positions. The
collegiate teacher, and not only the natural scientist, has to a great
extent felt that instruction at the secondary level was believed to be
of a lesser order of importance than instruction at the collegiate level.
The result is that people who had any scientific capability have gravi
tated away from teaching science at the secondary level, and have left

it to people who have not had adequate preparation.
Now, there are signs that this is changing, too. For example, there

is a very important program going on at MIT, for the upgrading of
the teaching of physics in our primary and secondary schools, led by
Dr. Zacharias. a very able and energetic scientist. Through film, TV
programs, and upgrading of books, a group of collegiate teachers of
science have begun to concern themselves with the way in which the
teaching of physics can be improved at the secondary school level.
You have no idea, Senator, what it has meant to the teachers of sciences
in secondary schools to discover that half a dozen of the leading
scientists of the United States really think that what they are doing

is important.
Senator Brsn. That is recognition, you moan.
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Dr. Perkins. Yes.
Senator Bush. Thank you.
Senator Stennis. Mr. Chairman, I especially want to thank you for
the invitation to be around here this morning and hear this very fine
statement and additionally Dr. Perkins' answers to the.se questions. I
understand that you want to go into executive session.
Senator Jackson. We have time, so you go right ahead, Senator
Stennis. Senator Stems is on the Armed Services Committee and
the Appropriations Subcommittee handling all funds for the Depart
ment of Defense, and he has been most helpful to us during this study.
Dr. Perkins. I have had personal advice on this score, Senator.
Senator Stennis. Well, I certainly am impressed with your very
fine statement.
I am going to be brief, Mr. Chairman, because I know you have
this executive session coming up. But I think that it will be of in
terest to you as well as to the committee, Dr. Perkins, to know that
what you said with reference to teaching mathematics in the seventh
and eighth grade was mentioned just yesterday to me by a very emi
nent jurist, a Federal judge. He applied the same rule with refer
ence to the need of the emphasis on mathematics and other hard
courses at the same level for lawyers. He said that he detected the
lack of clarity and the reasoning and the lack of ability to express
themselves with clearness and succinctness among lawyers today. He
thought undoubtedly those same men, if they had the proper emphasis
in the hard courses in the seventh and eighth grades and at the high
school level would be far more successful in their chosen profession.
He has a different profession in mind than you do. But, you come
out with the same answer exactly, and he has the same observation.
May I say, too, as one who has struggled along in an average way
for several years as a member of the Armed Services Committee, and
I say this without criticism at all of the personnel of the military
services, that I think that your remarks are so very timely and so
correct, too, with reference to the problem here regarding so-called
unification or getting the most out of the dollar and the men, too, and
the talent. I no longer blame the members of the military for their
position and their attitude about what I call revising unification.
I spent Saturday at the University of Virginia where they were
having a moot court. The alumni were there. I just thought that
those young men were going out as young lawyers, what if they were
told that all of the promotions at the bar are going to come from a
group of lawyers that are up the line, which is going to pass on them
and grade them, and that their allegiance is to that group rather than
getting into the business part of the world. That is what we do to our
military men, after all. We tell the young graduate in the Air Force,
"Your promotion is going to come in the Air Force and it is up to you
to back the Air Force and that is your career and that is your
problem."
We say, "You are going up the ladder only through the word of
men that are above you, the selection board." I think within their
system they do a good job, but it is the system.
Then in the Army, the young Army men are told the same thing.
So naturally they pull in that direction. They keep that trace tight
all of the time and they would not want to disturb the system that
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they are serving and it in turn serves them on their merits. So I think
that you are correct about those senior officers. But I think that we
are going to have to start to change the system with the junior officers,
too. As long as we train them to serve those services in that way, and
the promotions come solely that way, I think we are going to be victims
of it and they will be victims of having the more limited viewpoint,
that their talents go way beyond.
Now, as you say, it is certainly not a revolutionary matter of chang
ing that. It is an evolutionary process.
Senator Jackson. Might I just interrupt to say what impressed me
at least was the realistic approach that Dr. Perkins made to the ques
tions put to him on this ever-recurring problem of reorganization of
the Department of Defense. We hear about so many grand plans that
are going to change everything in one document.
What appealed to me this morning was the fact that he has made
an approach based on human behavior and human reaction and human
attitudes. I think it comes closer to achievement than some of these
far-reaching proposals that promise the solution to everything.
Senator Stennis. I agree heartily, I thought the key question on
that problem was Senator Robertson's when he asked you what is
your plan. You said you did not have a plan. You said it was an
evolutionary process. I find a great many of the military personnel
themselves seem to realize this, and want more done about it. I want
to give one illustration, Senator Jackson. You so clearly say here,
"Functional tasks now divide along lines of strategic deterrence,
limited warfare, continental military defense, civil defense, and mili
tary assistance to allies in support of the above. The hard, unvarn
ished truth is that it has been impossible to assign tasks on a functional
basis along existing service lines.
Last week we considered the air defense of the Nation, and we had
General Kuter here who is in charge, a 4-star general as you may know.
You might be amazed to know that the money for that vast program
has to be supplied partly by the Air Force, and partly by the Navy and
partly by the Army. In the course of some changes those services, it
seemed, just made some shifts in their plans and withdrew some of
their support to a vital part of his program. The shifts were actually
made, and he advised against it

,

but he just woke up one morning ana
the support was gone. It was an amazing thing to me. We are spend
ing many billions of dollars, and I am not directing criticism to any
one, on a system that would operate in that way.
Dr. Perkins. I just wanted to say, that I would not be surprised,
Senator, because this is the way in which the system almost has to
work. It is not only in air defense. If you take our strategic deter
rent program today, I am sure that one of the great problems of co
ordination that is coming up is going to be the coordination of our
airplanes, operating from our SAC bases, with the ICBM's, and with
the Polaris missiles operating out of submarines scattered over the
ocean. The problem of coordination of this is immense. Even to
think about how you are going to do it is pretty tough. But when
you have these capabilities divided between the Air Force and the
Navy, you have introduced real hazards, because the coordination
cannot take place between these two services until you get too far up.
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The same thing of course is true in air defense, just as you say. The
officer in charge of the air defense system who operates out of Colo
rado Springs has always faced the possibility since it was started, that

to appeal to the Secretary of Defense.
Most people in this position, I would say, will walk into a service
decision to reallocate men and materials with greater care unless they
have been in the business a good while.
Senator Stennis. Well, you are so correct. May I take just a
moment to join you in your complimentary remarks to the Assistant
Secretary McNeil, whose name came to my mind while you were
describing the type of men that we need, even before his name was
mentioned.
I was tremendously impressed with the services that he so unself
ishly rendered. He had a very becoming modesty, too, and I am
glad to see that he is recognized in your circles, and I would like to see
it everywhere.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you again, and Dr. Perkins, too.
If I may make one further point here, I think that General Taylor's
book, and I am sure it has come to your attention, with reference to
the assignment of a task rather than the service idea is important.
I think that he made a very fine contribution.
Dr. Perkins. That is Gen. Maxwell Taylor ; yes.
Senator Stennis. I think he has one of the finest minds of our time,
and he has made a contribution in that book.
Dr. Perkins. I think the books that have come out of some of our
distinguished military officers commenting on their own personal back
ground and experience are invaluable additions to our knowledge,
and I would put General Taylor's book high on that list.
Senator Stennis. I thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have concluded.
Senator Jackson. The questions were very helpful, Senator Stennis,
and I particularly appreciate your bringing out the fact that we had
a little experience in this problem of Defense Department organiza
tion in connection with the air defense situation. I think it is also
an example, Dr. Perkins, of what happens when each service has this
budgetary ceiling. They have to decide then on how they want to
live under that ceiling, even though it has a very substantial effect in
an area where they do not as a service have a great concern. This is
exactly what happened in connection with the budget for Norad.
The committee was advised last year after a so-called master air
defense plan was worked out that this was the absolute minimum effort
that we must make. In the meantime, for a reason entirely separate
from that of meeting an air defense requirement, a budgetary situa
tion came up that they wanted to meet in order to fulfill strategic
deterrent objectives. They reshuffled the funds despite the fact that
our committee had been advised last year that the master air defense
plan was the very minimum effort that we could make.
Senator Stennis. We might as well add, those funds were re
shuffled and shifted in a step that may be sound, but the sad fact is
that the commander, the man carrying the responsibility of Norad,
was not even consulted. He just woke up one morning and the
support was gone. That is about the description of it.

ed in order to
about it except
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I want to emphasize that I want to compliment you on emphasizing
that our foreign policy and military policy are linked together. They
are inseparable. That is the new world we are living in. We don't
much like it

,
but it is true. People don't realize that, I am afraid.

Senator Jackson. Let me quote a brief statement in connection
with the organization of the Department of Defense made by Mr.
Lovett before our committee on February 23. I now quote :

The number of committees in the Department of Defense and the military
departments is still far too great. There is excessive staff layering.
The constant increase in the number of committees—other than those statu
torily created—has reached a point where they are no longer mere nuisances,
but have become positive menaces to the prompt and orderly conduct of business.
Some committees obviously are necessary—for example, certain interdepart
mental ones—but I think it is fair to say that Dr. Parkinson's first law finds its
best examples in this field. Committees reviewing other committees, overlapping
them, are one of the most productive sources of vacillating administration and
wavering policies.

I want to call attention to a request that our committee made of
the Department of Defense on March 11. We asked for a list or
breakdown of all of the committees in the Department of Defense.
Now, the list that they submitted which I have here contains 733
committees with 179 subcommittees. I hasten to all that this does not
include classified committees or committees of the NSC-OCB mecha
nism. There are sample titles here, "Interservice Flight Vehicle
Power Group," "Joint Master Menu Board," "Department of Army
Accelerated Item Reduction Program Task Group, "Fiscal Sponsors
Committee of the Toxicological Information Center."
May I ask this question Mr. Perkins : You heard my quotation from
Mr. Lovett. Do you in general concur with what he said in his ob
servations on this system that we have so graphically before us in
this big, thick, heavy volume of Defense Department committees ?

Dr. Perkins. Fortunately, Senator, I do concur. It would be very
hard not to in the face of that evidence. I think that a large estab
lishment such as the Pentagon and the Federal Government is in
evitably going to have an enormous number of committees in order
to see to it that people in different branches of the Government worry
ing about the same problem are able to better understand and coordi
nate their efforts. I don't think that there is any conceivable way to
abolish the committee idea. I am sure that nobody would suggest it.

I do think, however, that we have used a necessary instrument for
administration frequently, all too frequently, as a way of dodging
responsibility.
Senator Jackson. It is an old American habit to refer a question
to a committee, particularly if you don't know quite what you want
to do with the question at that particular time. I suspect that half
of these committees could stop work tomorrow and our policies would
not suffer.
Would you like to make a distinction here among committees, ones
where the chairman has authority to make a decision, and ones where
they can meet and discuss and no one has the power to make a de
cision ? Isn't that an important distinction ?

Dr. Perkins. It is, but I would have to ask a previous one, Senator,
and that is what the committee was set up for. Now, if the commit
tee is set up
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Senator Jackson. I am assuming that it has a justifiable task and
that the chairman or someone can make a decision after the matter
has been thoroughly discussed.
Dr. Pekkins. Well, if a committee's work does not end up in ad
ministrative decision by somebody, somebody has wasted a lot of time.I would say that the committee system as a way of getting knowledge
or of pooling knowledge is a very important device, particularly for
people who work in very different departments. But the committee
as a system for reaching administrative decisions is a terribly cumber
some device.
Senator Stennis. If I may interpose here on this committee sub
ject, during the debate on the civil rights bill we found we had 5y2
pounds of bills. Now you have exceeded that record here in this list
of Defense Department committees and you have more pounds of
committees here on paper than we had bills in that 8 weeks' debate.
Senator Jackson. Only the Pentagon can beat us out on paper
effort.
I have some more questions, but I would like to turn to the minority

■counsel, Mr. Pendleton, for some questions.
Senator Mundt regretted that he could not be here, but he had a
previous commitment, and Senator Javits, I believe is in Europe
in connection with official business.
Mr. Pendleton. I would like to join the Senators here in commend
ing the prepared statement. It is excellent. I think you have done
a fine job on this and made a real contribution. I particularly like
your comment on the first page, that "there are no simple formulas
for their solution." I sometimes think that that is overlooked.
Dr. Perkins. There may be, sir, but I just haven't seen them.
Mr. Pendleton. That shows a great wisdom in your approach to
problems of this kind.
In your statement you refer to the organization of the Department
of State. You say that—
The global sweep of modern weapons makes it clear that foreign policy and
military policy are inextricably linked. And yet there are few indications,
indeed, that this fact has influenced either the organization or the procedures
of the Department of State. There is no high official in the Department who
has these considerations as his specific responsibility.

Are you aware of the appointment within the Department of State
by Secretary Dulles of a U.S. representative on disarmament, a special
assistant to the Secretary for disarmament and atomic energy, and
a science adviser; and of continuation of the policy-planning group
under Assistant Secretary Gerard Smith, from the tenure of earlier
secretaries? Do you think this in any way applies to this problem?
Dr. Perkins. Only fractionally. I am aware of the positions you
have mentioned, and I would applaud every one of them. But I was
referring especially to problems of military capability and strategy.I know the Secretary of State has had an assistant on atomic energy
affaire for some time. That man, I am sure, has been most valuable
to him. He is an adviser, however, dealing in a fairly limited although
very important field.
Now, I was referring to the absence of anyone in the Department,
and this is a point that I think was made by Mr. Bowie, a good friend
of mine and recently director of the policy planning staff, where he
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said that the Department was undermanned with people who had
any kind of a considerable grounding in matters of military affairs
and weaponry.
I was drawing a contrast between the absence of some such officer
in the Department of State, and the presence of a similar opposite
number in the Department of Defense, who is there specifically to see
to it that the Defense Department considerations always take account
of international matters, and that is the Assistant Secretary for Inter
national Security Affairs.
I was just suggesting that an officer with the same rank and the
same status who for the Department of State could see to it that the
top councils are continually made aware of the most current con
siderations of military strategy.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you.
Now, you are aware of Mr. Lovett's testimony before this commit-
mittee, in which he said, and I quote :
The policymaking machinery and procedures in the Department (of State)
seem to me, in general terms, to be adequate.

He next replied in the negative in answer to the question :
Should the Secretary be given a more dominant role in overall national
security planning?

And a third question :
Are the responsibilities of the State and Defense Departments in the national
security policymaking now correctly defined, and divided?

And he said :
I think they are adequately defined at present.
Now, you stated in your statement :

There is not, as far as I know, any regular briefing of the top officials of the-
Department on the military component of our foreign policy. Junior officers
do not attend military staff colleges in any significant numbers. If the military
component is a decisive ingredient, there are few visible indications that the
State Department has yet taken appropriate steps to develop the necessary
internal expertise.

Have you participated in policymaking within the Department of
State in recent years ?
Dr. Perkins. No, sir.
Mr. Pendleton. You refer now to the fact that junior officers do not
attend military staff colleges in any significant numbers.
Dr. Perkins. I would like to be updated on the point, though. As
a matter of fact, is the situation in the Department different than I
have described ?
Mr. Pendleton. I am sorry, I am not qualified to testify as a wit
ness. You are the expert here, sir.
Dr. Perkins. Not on this point.
Senator Jackson. I do not think Dr. Perkins claimed to be an ex
pert on this point.
Mr. Pendleton. You said junior officers do not attend staff col
lege in any significant numbers. I am sure you did not intend to
imply that there were no Department of State personnel who attended
the War College.
Dr. Perkins. I don't think that I would have used the phrase I
did if I thought there were none. I am told that this year there are
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six officers in the State Department who are currently attending the
National War College. I think that this is far too few when you
realize that there must be 8 to 10 times that number of military offi
cers who are having identical experience. I would like to see that
number increased or multiplied by a factor of four. I think 20 officers
from the State Department are none too many to offset the expert
training in this combination field that military officers are getting.
Mr. Pendleton. Now, turning to the Department of Defense, where
you referred to the organization there, are you aware of the statement
of Mr. Lovett before this committee, in which he says :
Taking the Department of Defense first, since it is freshest in my mind, I be
lieve that adequate policymaking machinery in its special field is currently
available; that proven operations machinery is in being; that it has, further
more, the essential military attribute of close relationship between planning
and operational responsibility * * *.

In that regard, I was wondering whether you were in favor of the
action of Secretary Gates in deciding to sit in on meetings of the
Joint Chiefs when a problem of controversial nature arose?
Dr. Perkins. I am emphatically in favor of it. I am particularly
pleased that he is doing it because I think that Mr. Gates, unlike his
two predecessors, is bringing to discussions of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff a wealth of experience within the Pentagon. I think Gates'
move was a very wise one indeed, and I would applaud him for so do
ing.
Mr. Pendleton. Now, you referred next, following your prepared
statement, to a system—I am not sure of the words, and I don't have
them before me, but I think that you will recognize them—a system
that sets in advance a specific number of dollars which will be for the
defense budget and no more beyond that. I was wondering what was
the basis for your reference to that system? Have you participated
recently in the policy planning that establishes policies for our defense
budget ?
Dr. Perkins. No, I have not participated but I am fully aware
of them. In this case let me be specific. As I understand it, the
Air Force has been told that they should develop their plans for the
next budgetary year on the assumption that their budget will be about
the same as the current one, namely, about $18 billion. So here before
they are asked what their requirements are to carry out the missions
assfgned to them, they are told to figure out their assignments in terms
of an overall ceiling of $18 billion. So it will come as a surprise to
no one when they come forward with their plans, that they will cost
about $18 billion? In so doing, they will quietly and of necessity
have to make a whole series of decisions not to do certain things,
in order to live within this total figure. I know perfectly well what
happens, because I am fairly closely connected with a good many
people who are involved in this process. My concern about it

,

and

I am sure you would share it, would be that people would be making
decisions that would gravely affect our military capability without
bringing to the surface what it is that they had decided not to do.
Senator Jackson. If I might break in at that point, just for one
moment, Dr. Perkins, just to clarify the record, you did serve as a

member of the Gaither Committee and you did have an opportunity
to look into the whole process, did you not?
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Dr. Perkins. Indeed I did, but the minority counsel asked if my
experience was recent, and I had to answer no. I have participated
but not -within the last 2 or 3 years.
Senator Jackson. So far as you know, there has been no change in
that process?
Dr. Perkins. On the contrary, I believe there are good reasons to
believe there has been no change.
Mr. Pendleton. Going to the question of the preparedness position
at the present time, turning once more to Secretary Gates, are you
aware of his statement before the Senate Committee on Aeronautical
and Space Sciences, and the Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee
of the Senate on March 16 ? In this he very briefly set out the position
of the U.S. defense at the present time, based on a mixture between
the ICBM, the Polaris, and SAC. Did you see any reports about that ?
Dr. Perkins. I saw it in the newspaper, but that is all.
Mi-. Pendleton. Mr. Chairman, in order to clarify the record and
keep this before us, I would like without objection to have this in
serted in the record, if it would be permissible.
Senator Jackson. Do you want it at this point ?
Mr. Pendleton. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Without objection, at this point the statement
of Mrs. Smith which includes the statement from the Secretary of
Defense, Thomas S. Gates, Jr., appearing on page 5425 of the Con
gressional Record of March 17, 1960, will be put in the record.
(The statement referred to follows:)

Preparedness Against Communist Threat

Mrs. Smith. Mr. President, yesterday the Secretary of Defense appeared be
fore the Senate Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee and made a statement
which I feel should be brought to the attention not only of every Member of
Congress but of every American. Consequently, I ask unanimous consent that
it be printed in the body of the Record, and I invite everyone to read and study
it.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
Record, as follows :

"STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, THOMAS S. GATES, JR., BEFORE THE
PREPAREDNESS INVESTIGATING SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON
AERONAUTICAL AND SPACE SCIENCES, MARCH 16, 1960

"Mr. Chairman, I have a short statement. The major threat confronting us
today is the persistent and relentless drive of communism toward an unchanged
goal—a Communist controlled world. This threat is real and formidable. It
encompasses all fields of human endeavor. It is military, political, economic,
and psychological.
"It is important that we keep this complex threat in perspective. To do so
we must examine each part in relationship to the whole.
"By the same token we must examine our own capabilities in the same manner.
In the military field we must consider the entire picture and not an isolated
part, regardless of how dramatic that part may be. Our military requirements
must be based on our needs and consistent with national objectives. The Com
munist military requirements are vastly different. That is one reason we do
not need to match the Communists bomber for bomber, missile for missile, divi
sion for division, or submarine for submarine.
"We need military strength which will convince the Communist leadership
that no matter how hard it strikes it will be hit back so hard that its structure
will collapse. An aggressor's destruction must be so inevitable that initiating
war is tantamount to suicide. That strength I believe we have now, and our
defense programs are designed to maintain this strength. This conviction is
shared by my principal military and scientific advisers.
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"First. Some of the facts which support this judgment are :
"(a) Our total strength, widely deployed within the United States and around
the periphery of a single strategic target area, is so great that any surprise
attack upon us would result in unacceptable destruction to the attacker. Con
tributing to this deterrent are tactical lighter bombers and light bombers plus
tactical missiles and carrier attack aircruft in addition to the weapons of the
Strategic Air Command.
"(b) The establishment of early warning systems, the capability for an air
borne alert at the time and on the scale needed, and the deployment of mobile,
hardeneu, and concealed missiles are progressing as planned. Our defense pro
grams are under continuous review to insure that we maintain a long-range
program of military strength. For example, we are accelerating the second
BAiEVVS station to bring it into operation 4 months ahead of schedule.
'•(c) Funds are included in the 1960 and 1961 budgets to provide an airborne
alert capability for our heavy bombers. The extent of this effort is substantial :
$142 million will be obligated this year and $85 million next year. This entails
the procurement of extra engines and spare parts and the training of crews so
that an airborne alert can be mounted if and when the need should arise. The
Joint Chiefs of Staff and I agree that we do not need to fly airborne alert now
but we do need the capability to do so during periods of tension which may lie
ahead. The Congress has assisted this program by enacting section 612(b) in
the 1960 Defense Appropriations Act which authorizes the incurring of defi
ciencies for this purpose. We are requesting reenacting of this provision in
the 1961 act.
"(d) The intercontinental missile is a new and vitally important weapon that
will profoundly affect the character of our problem. However, the threat it
poses is not best countered by matching missile for missile. In fact, we must
no allow ourselves to overconcentrate on any instrument of war. Rather the
solution to our maintaining a valid and effective defense posture is by having in
being a variety of types of weapons systems capable of successfully countering
all types of threats facing us and our allies.
"Second. We have nuclear weapons that exceed those of the U.S.S.R. by several
times in total destructive power. We have long-range means of delivery that
exceeds theirs by several times in total carrying capacity. We have, in combina
tion, enough to bring destruction to anyone who attacks us. We are designing
our programs to maintain this strength.
•'Last year we had available to us the national intelligence estimate which
gave us the numbers of operational ICBM's which the U.S.S.R could achieve or
might achieve in various time periods. These were calculated to cover either
of two possibilities : One, that the Soviets would pursue a vigorous but orderly
ICBM program, and the other, that they would pursue a highly accelerated or
crash program.
"A year has now passed. Additional information has been acquired and fur
ther refinement has been accomplished. Considering all the available evidence,
we believe it is now well established that the U.S.S.R. is not engaged in a crash
propram for ICBM development.
"Whether we take the estimate of a year ago or the current estimate, it is my
firm judgment and that of my military and scientific advisers that our deterrent
and retaliatory position remains adequate to meet the threat today and in the
years ahead. We do not foresee a time when the Soviets could launch an at
tack on us without inviting unacceptable damage to themselves in return.
"I should also like to make it clear that neither General Twining nor I have
been deprived of essential elements of Intelligence, nor do I believe that our testi
mony indicates that we have been deprived of such essential elements.
"The flow of intelligence information and its assessment by the intelligence
experts is a continuous process. General Twining and I are kept constantly in
formed on important developments in this area.
"Because they started much earlier and stayed persistently with the same
program, the U.S.S.R. has booster engines, making possible exploration in deep
space. Meanwhile, our Nation has had to telescope time in this effort. The lost
years cannot be regained overnight, even though our scientists and engineers

have worked wonders. For the years immediately ahead, it is important that we
clearly differentiate space exploration from military weapons systems. At pres
ent the Department of Defense has no spcific military requirements for so-called
superboosters. We are vitally interested in the development of larger boosters,
because the future may well bring specific military requirements for them. Our
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military satellite program is progressing as a matter of priority and is well sup
ported by the propulsion systems of our ballistic missiles.
"Mr. Chairman, we are continuously reviewing our programs. We will not
hesitate to come back to the Congress for additional funds at any time we feel
such funds are required. We will not hesitate to take emergency measures. As
of this time, I am convinced that we are on a sound basis and have presented a
properly balanced concept. We will continue to plan and to change as necessary.
We must always remain superior in total power. Along with the President, I am
convinced that we will."

Mr. Pendleton. Dr. Baxter, who appeared before this committee at
an earlier session, made the following statment in regard to prepared
ness. He said :
I believe that at the present moment SAC, plus our nuclear strength over
seas, plus our seaborne nuclear strength in the two fleets that we have on the
ocean with it, is an adequate deterrent

He said :
I would like to express my conviction, as vigorously as my friend Mr. Sprague
did, that the United States today has a great military superiority over the
Russians.

Do you disagree with this conclusion ?
Dr. Perkins. I don't think it is completely descriptive. Dr. Baxter
is an eminent friend, and I think it is perfectly true that we have an
enormous and very strong deterrent capability. I would be concerned
with whether or not that ability is properly protected currently
against an early strike or first strike capability of the Russians. You
can have an enormous capability in being, but it must get off the
ground. That capability may be in serious jeopardy if it is not prop
erly sheltered or protected or dispersed against a surprise attack.
This is an area in which technicians differ, if I read the public testi
mony of General Powers and others correctly. There are those in the
Air Force who do not feel that this deterrent capability at the moment
is properly dispersed or properly sheltered from the possibility of a
Russian surprise attack.
Mr. Pendleton. Now, do vou feel that the successful launching of
Pioneer V, Tiros, and Transit represent a substantial achievement of
the scientific community of the United States ?
Dr. Perkins. Indeed it does.
Mr. Pendleton. The last question is this: Do you believe that the
Federal Government should rely for its scientific research primarily
on outside resources or on scientific advice from within the Govern
ment?
Dr. Perkins. I think it is always going to have to be both. I don't
know what the percentages are, but I believe in the space field, roughly
about 20 percent of its scientific resources are drawn from Govern
ment laboratories, and the remainder from industry and a small frac
tion from the universities.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Just to follow up the question that Mr. Pendle
ton put to you, regarding our present deterrent capability, the wit
nesses at our previous meetings, four outstanding witnesses that we
had, were in general agreement that we have the present deterrent
capability, and I think that the point that you made is that it is not
what you have before a first strike, it is what you will have after a
first strike. That is the important thing.
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Dr. Perkins. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. But there is another point that is significant, and
Mr. Sprague in particular emphasized this. He felt that as to the
future we were not doing enough, and that we were capable of doing
more.
Now, isn't this the real problem, Dr. Perkins? It is not just what
we have now, but will we have this survivable deterrent force next
year, in 1962, or 1963, 1964? Must we not make sure that our re
sources are dedicated to that objective ?
Dr. Perkins. I could not agree more, Senator. I am told that we
are in for a very critical set of years between now and, let us say, 1962,
or 1963. The much advertised missile gap comes in there. We are
told that there will be a large number of Russian intercontinental
ballistics missiles in position and operational, or at least a larger num
ber than we are likely to have.
But when you look to the future, this is an unstable world, Senator,
and the difficulty is that as we increase our capabilities to defend
ourselves from aggressive capabilities of potential enemies, we are
by that same move increasing the instability derived from foreign
fears of our own power.
I am terribly afraid, sir, that the instabilities are built into this
system by the development of high-powered automatic response sys
tems and in the instability of today is going to be infinitely worse
within the next decade as we move from two-power deterrent systems
to the spread of these weapons to other powers.
I don't think that we have even started to look hard at what kind of
a strategic deterrent system the United States ought to have, if eight
powers, for example, all possess ICBM's, with hydrogen warheads
capable of flying 5,000 miles. In short, I think the time ahead of us
is an unstable one indeed.
Senator Jackson. I was interested in that statement, because in
our earlier hearings Mr. Sprague made this statement :
Advancing military technology is rapidly precipitating us into an unstable
security position. Problems we now face and will increasingly face in the years
ahead make it important that some significant changes be made in our organiza
tion for security.

Dr. Perkins. I associate myself with that statement, and if a
further authoritative voice is needed on this point, I recommend for
those who have not read it a brilliant article by a RAND officer by the
name of Wohlstetter. It was a piece that came out in Foreign Affairs
just last year, called, "The Delicate Balance of Terror." This piece,
if it is not in your records somewhere, should be, Senator, because I
think that this is an important analysis that we have built-in in
stabilities in the the deterrent picture we now have.
Senator Jackson. If there is no objection, maybe you would like
to include that statement in the record.
Dr. Perkins. I would like very much to see that piece put in at
the conclusion of my remarks. (Seep. 268.)
Senator Jackson. You have an article that you wrote in 1953, in
this general area.
Dr. Perkins. Modesty prevents me from pushing this on you,
Senator.

52710— 00— pt. 2 3
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Senator Jackson. If there is no objection, that will be included with
the other article. What is the title of it ?
Dr. Perkins. The title is "The Administration of the National
Security Program," written in 1953.
Senator Jackson. Without objection, that will be included in the
record. (Seep. 281.)
Senator Jackson. Senator Robertson asked you—and I take it that
you have not changed your views since you served on the Gaither
Committees—about our overall national security requirements.
Dr. Perkins. I have no reason to, sir.
Senator Jackson. On this point I want to ask you what reflections
you might have on the value and the proper use of distinguished
citizens' committees. Would you care to comment on that subject?
You have served on the Gaither Committee.
Dr. Perkins. Well, I think that, like all things, there is a plus and
a minus to them. Let me deal with the plus first. I don't think that
they were designed for this purpose, but they have been a way of
bringing into the discourse of very important matters in the field of
national security a wide band of citizens who otherwise would not
have had a chance to become familiar and concerned with these prob
lems. In short, I think it has been a device for public education, if
I can use that word, by which we have seen to it that a large number
of people in private life have for at least a short space of time had a
very thorough grounding in some of the central problems of national
security.
Now, I think in our kind of a country this has been all to the good.
It has been, of course, one of the stickiest issues we have as to how
matters that have to go on protected by such close attention to secu
rity, how these matters can be gotten to an informed citizenry.
So I think that the citizens' committee, like the Gaither group and
the Draper Committee and others that during the last year have been
created to tackle public problems, I think that they have been an
enormously important factor as a way of seeing to it that maybe as
many as 100 or 200 people who otherwise would have had little chance
to come very close to these problems have had that chance.
The difficulty is that they are frequently put together to answer
problems or to come up with answers to problems that have not been

think it is proper to ask—what happened in the system that did not
produce the kind of answer that was expected of a citizens' committee.
Was it that they really wanted some fresh ideas, or was it that the
problem was so complicated that the existing machinery did not deal
with it

,

or was it possible that the solution of the problem involved
such major and drastic changes in our security programs and alloca
tions of funds that this could only be thought of by bringing in an
outside group? So I think that on this particular score there have
been important ideas that have come out of these committees. People
that have worked on them have almost unanimously come back with
strong feelings of increased effort that have had to be made in various
parts of our programs. This has been true of the Draper Committee
that just finished its labors, and it was true of some of the earlier ones.
Now, the question, sir, and I am sure it must be one on your mind,

is how can the conclusions of these citizens' groups have a greater

resolved One has to ask—and I
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impact on our established policies. I think there is no easy answer
to this, other than the willingness of the managers of the programs
themselves or the machinery itself to rethink in fairly radical ways
the normal postulates under which they have been operating. There
is no system on earth, Senator, or none on earth that I know of, that
will force people to make wise decisions. If the managers are really
in the market for fresh ideas, and are really prepared to reexamine
some of the premises under which they have been operating, then I
think that the citizens' group can produce the ideas. Without it is an
interesting experience in adult education and an interesting experi
ence for perhaps mobilizing public support for certain programs in
the military assistance field, but as far as seeing to it that new ideas
get into the actual decisionmaking apparatus, the citizens committee
is no better than the people who use them.
Senator Jackson. Then it does reveal, as you point out, that if the
existing machinery in government had been functioning properly,
and I say this without criticism of any administration because citizens
committees have been used by all administrations, there would be
no need for them. Is this a fair statement?
Dr. Perkins. Only on the part that I mentioned, Senator, there
would be no need for it if the system was devised to continually in
ject new and fresh ideas into existing programs.
Senator Jackson. That is bringing in consultants and outsiders,
and so on.
Dr. Perkins. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. In your judgment, what has been the record of
implementation of these recommendations of the distinguished citi
zens committee ?
Dr. Perkins. Well, I don't know how far I would be getting in
to privileged information by answering this.
Senator Jackson. I mean in general —many specific details are
privileged matters. I am merely referring as a general proposition,
to distinguished committees in general.
Dr. Perkins. I would say in general the implementation has been
relatively slight.
Senator Jackson. In other words, a long series of recommenda
tions are made but when it comes down to the actual implementation
there has not been a substantial record of implementation of the views
expressed and the recommendations made by distinguished citizens
committees.
Dr. Perkins. I would have to add, and I am sure you would agree
with me, that because a distinguished citizens committee made a rec
ommendation it is not necessarily a wise thing for the Government
to implement it.
Senator Jackson. I agree, but I am pointing out that these people
engage in a lot of work, and hard effort, and I think the citizens who
have served on these committees hardly without exception have been
distinguished as to their competency to make recommendations in
their field.
Dr. Perkins. That is right.
Senator Jackson. This is generally true ; is it not ?
Dr. Perkins. Yes; it is. Even if no recommendation were ever
specifically accepted at all, I would still argue that they be continued
as a way of seeing to it that some of our national leaders are brought
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within this picture. This might be basis enough alone to proceed
with them.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Reynolds, the staff director of the Govern
ment Operations Committee, has called to my attention an article by
Senator Hubert Humphrey that appears in the January 1960 issue of
the Annals in which he makes comments on the committee system, in
terdepartmental committees. Without objection that statement which
was called to my attention by Mr. Reynolds will be placed in the rec
ord at this point in connection with the discussion on the subject of
the committee system.
Senator Hubert H. Humphrey pointed out, in an article which appeared in the
January 1960 issue of the Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science—
Those who place their reliance on coordinating devices such as interagency
committees for improving communications and for providing stimulus to Govern
ment science activities fail to recognize the built-in limitations of these ap
proaches. By their very nature interagency committees cannot be creative
except at a very low level of operation. They are inevitably restricted by the
view of the most pedestrian and unimaginative members. Their product will
almost certainly be a kind of lowest common denominator of their combined
ideas. What is needed is dynamic, forceful, and continuing leadership which
could best come from a Cabinet department with clear-cut responsibility and
authority in the field of science and technology.

Mr. Pendleton. I have just one question. You do feel that the
President, the occupant of that position, should make his own policy
decisions after receiving advice from his people in Government and
outside of the Government ?
Dr. Perkins. Of course.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. The sole purpose of setting up these committees
is to try to make available to the President advice which fulfills the
directives given to the distinguished citizens committees by the Presi
dent himself ; is this not true I
Dr. Perkins. He could not give them power if he wanted to. They
would not serve if he gave it to them.
Senator Jackson. Are there any further questions on that?
If not, the open session of the committee will come to a close, and
we will convene in executive session and give Mr. Perkins an oppor
tunity to cover the matter of the National Security Council.
(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the committee proceeded to further
business in executive session.)

[From Foreign Affairs, January, 1959]

The Delicate Balance or Terror

By Albert Wohlstetter

The first shock administered by the Soviet launching of sputnik has almost
dissipated. The flurry of statements and investigations and improvised responses
has died down, leaving a small residue : a slight increase in the schedule of
bomber and ballistic missile production, with a resulting small increment in
our defense expenditures for the current fiscal year ; a considerable enthusiasm
for space travel ; and some stirrings of interest in the teaching of mathematics
and physics in the secondary schools. Western defense policy has almost re
turned to the level of activity and the emphasis suited to the basic assumptions
which were controlling before sputnik.
One of the most important of these assumptions — that a general thermo
nuclear war is extremely unlikely— is held in common by most of the critics of
our defense policy as well as by Its proponents. Because of its crucial rOle in
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the Western strategy of defense, I should like to examine the stability of the
thermonuclear balance which, it is generally supposed, would make aggression-
irrational or even insane. The balance, I believe, is in fact precarious, and this-
fact has critical implications for policy. Deterrence in the 1960's is neither
assured nor impossible but will be the product of sustained intelligent effort and
hard choices, responsibly made. As a major illustration important both for
defense and foreign policy, I shall treat the particularly stringent conditions
for deterrence which affect forces based close to the enemy, whether they are
U.S. forces or those of our allies, under single or joint control. I shall com
ment also on the Inadequacy as well as the necessity of deterrence, on the prob
lem of accidental outbreak of war, and on disarmament.1

11. THE PRESUMED AUTOMATIC BALANCE

I emphasize that requirements for deterrence are stringent We have heard
so much about the atomic stalemate and the receding probability of war which
it has produced that this may strike the reader as something of an exaggera
tion. Is deterrence a necessary consequence of both sides having a nuclear de
livery capability, and is all-out war nearly obsolete? Is mutual extinction the
only outcome of a general war? This belief, frequently expressed by references
to Mr. Oppenheimer's simile of the two scorpions in a bottle, is perhaps the
prevalent one. It is held by a very eminent and diverse group of people—in
England by Sir Winston Churchill, P. M. S. Blackett Sir John Slessor, Admiral
Buzzard and many others ; in France by such figures as Raymond Aron, General
Gallois and General Gazin ; in this country by the titular heads of both parties
as well as almost all writers on military and foreign affairs, by both Henry
Kissinger and his critic, James E. King, Jr., and by George Kennan as well as
Dean Acheson. Mr. Kennan refers to American concern about surprise attack
as simply obsessive ;2 and many people have drawn the consequence of the
stalemate as has Blackett, who states : "If it Is In fact true, as most current
opinion holds, that strategic air power has abolished global war, then an urgent
problem for the West is to assess how little effort must be put into it to keep
global war abolished." a If peace were founded firmly on mutual terror, and
mutual terror on symmetrical nuclear capabilities, this would be, as Churchill
has said, "a melancholy parodox j" none the less a most comforting one.
Deterrence, however, is not automatic. While feasible, It will be much harder
to achieve in the 1960's than Is generally believed. One of the most disturbing
features of current opinion is the underestimation of this difficulty. This is
due partly to a misconstruction of the technological race as a problem in match
ing striking forces, partly to a wishful analysis of the Soviet ability to strike
first.
Since sputnik, the United States has made several moves to assure the world
(that is, the enemy, but more especially our allies and ourselves) that we will
match or overmatch Soviet technology and, specifically, Soviet offense technology.
We have, for example, accelerated the bomber and ballistic missile programs,
in particular the intermediate-range ballistic missiles. The problem has been
conceived as more or better bombers— or rockets ; or sputniks ; or engineers.
This has meant confusing deterrence with matching or exceeding the enemy's
ability to strike first. Matching weapons, however, misconstrues the nature
of the technological race. Not, as is frequently said, because only a few bombs
owned by the defender can make aggression fruitless, but because even many
might not. One outmoded A-bomb dropped from an obsolete bomber might de
stroy a great many supersonic jets and ballistic missiles. To deter an attack
means being able to strike back in spite of it. It means, in other words, a capa
bility to strike second. In the last year or two there has been a growing aware
ness of the importance of the distinction between a "strike-first" and a "strike-
second" capability, but little, if any, recognition of the implications of this
distinction for the balance of terror theory.
Where the published writings have not simply underestimated Soviet capabil
ities and the advantages of a first strike, they have in general placed artificial
constraints on the Soviet use of the capabilities attributed to them. They as-

1 1 want to thank C. J. Hitch, M. W. Hoag, W. W. Kaufman, A. W. Marshall, H. S. Rowen,
and W. W. Taylor for suggestions In preparation of this article.' George F. Kennan, "A Chance to Withdraw Our Troops In Europe," Harper's Magazine.
February 1958, p. 41.
»P. M. S. Blackett, "Atomic WeaponB and East-West Relations" (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1956), p. 32.
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surne, for example, that the enemy will attack in mass over the Arctic through
our Distant Early Warning line, with bombers refueled over Canada —all result
ing in plenty of warning. Most hopefully, it is sometimes assumed that such
attacks will" be preceded by days of visible preparations for moving ground
troops. Such assumptions suggest that the Soviet leaders will be rather bum
bling or, better, cooperative. However attractive it may be for us to narrow
Soviet alternatives to these, they would be low in the order of preference of
any reasonable Russians planning war.

IH. THE QUANTITATIVE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM AND THE UNCERTAINTIES

In treating Soviet strategies it is important to consider Soviet rather than
Western advantage and to consider the strategy of both sides quantitatively.
The effectiveness of our own choices will depend on a most complex numerical
interaction of Soviet and Western plans. Unfortunately, both the privileged
and unprivileged information on these matters is precarious. As a result, com
petent people have been led into critical error in evaluating the prospects for
deterrence. Western journalists have greatly overestimated the difficulties of
a Soviet surprise attack with thermonuclear weapons and vastly underestimated
the complexities of the Western problem of retaliation.
One intelligent commentator, Richard Rovere, recently expressed the com
mon view : "If the Russians had ten thousand war heads and a missile for each,
and we had ten hydrogen bombs and ten obsolete bombers, . . . aggression
would still be a folly that would appeal only to an insane adventurer." Mr.
Rovere's example is plausible because it assumes implicitly that the defender's
hydrogen bombs will with certainty be visited on the aggressor ; then the damage
done by the ten bombs seems terrible enough for deterrence, and any more would
be simply redundant. This is the basis for the common view. The example
raises questions, even assuming the delivery of the ten weapons. For instance,
the targets aimed at in retaliation might be sheltered and a quite modest civil
defense could hold within tolerable limits the damage done to such city targets by
ten delivered bombs. But the essential point is that the weapons would not be
very likely to reach their targets. Even if the bombers were dispersed at ten
different points, and protected by shelters so blast resistant as to stand up any
where outside the lip of the bomb crater—even inside the fire ball itself— the
chances of one of these bombers surviving the huge attack directed at it would be
on the order of one in a million. (This calculation takes account of the un
reliability and inaccuracy of the missile.) And the damage done by the small
minority of these ten planes that might be in the air at the time of the attack,
armed and ready to run the gauntlet of an alert air defense system, if not zero,
would be very small indeed compared to damage that Russia has suffered in the
past. For Mr. Rovere, like many other writers on this subject, numerical
superiority is not important at all.
For Joseph Alsop, on the other hand, it is important, but the superiority is on
our side. Mr. Alsop recently enunciated as one of the four rules of nuclear war :
"The aggressor's problem is astronomically difficult ; and the aggressor requires
an overwhelming superiority of force." ' There are, he believes, no fewer than
400 SAC bases in the NATO nations alone and many more elsewhere, all of
which would have to be attacked in a very short space of time. The "thousands
of coordinated air sorties and/or missile firings," he concludes, are not feasible.
Mr. Alsop's argument is numerical and has the virtue of demonstrating that at
least the realtive numbers are important. But the numbers he uses are very wide
of the mark. He overestimates the number of such bases by a factor of more
than 10.5 and in any case, missile firings on the scale of a thousand or more
involve costs that are by no means out of proportion, given the strategic budgets
of the great powers. Whether or not thousands are needed depends on the
yield and the accuracy of the enemy missiles, something about which it would
be a great mistake for us to display confidence.
Perhaps the first step in dispelling the nearly universal optimism about the
stability of deterrence would be to recognize the difficulties in analyzing the
uncertainties and interactions between our own wide range of choices and the
moves open to the Soviets. On our side we must consider an enormous variety

♦Joseph Alsop. "The New Balance of Power," Encounter, May 1958, p. 4. It should be
added that, since these lines were written, Mr. Alsop's views have altered.
• The New York Times, September 6, 1958, p. 2.
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of strategic weapons which might compose our force, and for each of these
several alternative methods of basing and operation. These are the choices that
determine whether a weapons system will have any genuine capability in the
realistic circumstances of a war. Besides the B-47E and the B-52 bombers which
are in the U.S. strategic force now. alternatives will include the B-52G (a longer-
range version of the B-52) ; the Mach 2 B-58A bomber and a "growth" version
of it ; the Mach 3 B-70 bomber ; a nuclear-powered bomber possibly carrying
long-range air-to-surface missiles ; the Dynasoar, a manner glide-rocket ; the
Thor and the Jupiter, liquid-fueled intermediate-range ballistic missiles; the
Snark intercontinental cruise missile; the Atlas and the Titan intercontinental
ballistic missiles; the submarine-launched Polaris and Atlantis rockets; and
Minuteman, one potential solid-fueled successor to the Thor and Titan; possibly
unmanned bombardment satellites; and many others which are not yet gleams
in anyone's eye and some that are just that.
The difficulty of describing in a brief article the best mixture of weapons for
the long-term future beginning in 1960, their base requirements, their potential
ity for stabilizing or upsetting the balance among the great powers, and their
implications for the alliance, is not just a matter of space or the constraint of
security. The difficulty in fact stems from some rather basic insecurities.
These matters are widely uncertain ; we are talking about weapons and vehicles
that are some time off and, even if the precise performances currently hoped
for and claimed by contractors were in the public domain, it would be a good
Idea to doubt them.
Recently some of my colleagues picked their way through the graveyard of
early claims about various missiles and aircraft: their dates of availability,
costs and performance. These claims are seldom revisited or talked about :
tfc mortitis nil nisi bonum. The errors were large and almost always in one
direction. And the less we knew, the more hopeful we were. Accordingly the
missiles benefited in particular. For example, the estimated cost of one missile
increased by a factor of over 50— from about $35,000 in 1949 to some .$2 million
in 1957. This uncertainty is critical. Some but not all of the systems listed
can be chosen and the problem of choice is essentially quantitative. The com
plexities of the problem, if they were more widely understood, would discourage
the oracular confidence of writers on the subject of deterrence.
Some of the complexities can be suggested by referring to the successive ob
stacles to be hurdled by any system providing a capability to strike second, that
is, to strike back. Such deterrent systems must have (a) a stable, "steady-state"
peacetime operation within feasible budgets (besides the logistic and opera
tional costs there are, for example, problems of false alarms and accidents).
They must have also the ability (b) to survive enemy attacks, (c) to make and
communicate the decision to retaliate, (d) to reach enemy territory with fuel
enough to complete their mission, (e) to penetrate enemy active defenses, that
is, fighters and surface-to-air missiles, and (f) to destroy the target in spite of
any "passive" civil defense in the form of dispersal or protective construction
or evacuation of the target itself.
Within limits the enemy is free to use his offensive and defensive forces
so as to exploit the weaknesses of each of our systems. He will also be free,
within limits, in the 1960s to choose that composition of forces which will make
life as difficult as possible for the various systems we might select. It would be
quite wrong to assume that we have the same degree of flexibility, or that the
uncertainties I have described affect a totalitarian aggressor and the party
attacked equally. A totalitarian country can preserve secrecy about the capa
bilities and disposition of his forces very much better than a Western democracy.
And the aggressor has, among other enormous advantages of the first strike, the
ability to weigh continually our performance at each of the six barriers and to
choose that precise time and circumstance for attack which will reduce uncer
tainty. It is important not to confuse onr uncertainty with his. Strangely
enough, some military commentators have not made this distinction and have
founded their certainty of deterrence on the fact simply that there are un
certainties.
Unwarranted optimism is displayed not only in the writings of journalists but
in the more analytic writings of professionals. The recent writings of General
Gallois" parallel rather closely Mr. Alsop's faulty numerical proof that sur-

• General Pierre M. Gallois, "A French General Analyzes Nuclear-Age Strategy," RiaUtis,
Nov. 195S. p. 19 ; "Nuclear Aggression and National Suicide," The Reporter, Sent. 18, 1958,
p. 23.
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prise attack la astronomically difficult —except that Gallois' "simple arithmetric,"
to borrow his own phrase, turns essentially on some assumptions which are at
once inexplicit and extremely optimistic with respect to the blast resistance
of dispersel missile sites subjected to attack from relatively close range.' Mr.
Blackett's recent book, "Atomic Weapons and Bast-West Relations," illustrates
the hazards confronting a most able analyst in dealing with the piecemeal
information available to the general public. Mr. Blackett, a Nobel prize-winning
physicist with wartime experience in military operations research, lucidly sum
marized the public information available when he was writing in 1956 on
weapons for all-out war. But much of his analysis was based on the assump
tion that H-bombs could not be made small enough to be carried in an inter
continental missile. It is now widely known that intercontinental ballistic
missiles will have hydrogen warheads, and this fact, a secret at the time, in
validates, Mr. Blackett's calculations and, I might say, much of his optimism
on the stability of the balance of terror. In sum, one of the serious obstacles to
any widespread rational judgment on these matters of high policy is that critical
elements of the problem have to be protected by secrecy. However, some of the
principal conclusions about deterrence in the early 1960s can be fairly firmly
based, and based on public information.

IV. THE DELICACY OF THE BALANCE OF TEKROE

The most important conclusion is that we must expect a vast increase in the
weight of attack which the Soviets can deliver with little warning, and the
growth of a significant Russian capability for an essentially warnlngless attack.
As a result, strategic deterrence, while feasible, will be exteremely difficult to
achieve, and at critical junctures in the 1960s, we may not have the power
to deter attack. Whether we have it or not will depend on some difficult strategic
choices as to the future composition of the deterrent forces as well as hard choices
on its basing, operations and defense.
Manned bombers will continue to make up the predominant part of our striking
force in the early 1960s. None of the popular remedies for their defense will
suffice —not, for example, mere increase of alertness (which will be offset by
the Soviet's increasing capability for attack without significant warning), nor
simple dispersal or sheltering alone or mobility taken by itself, nor a mere
piling up of interceptors and defense missiles around SAC bases. Especially
extravagant expectations have been placed on the airborne alert—an extreme
form of defense by mobility. The impression is rather widespread that one-
third of the SAC bombers are in the air and ready for combat at all times.'
This belief is belied by the public record. According to the Symington Committee
Hearings in 1956, our bombers averaged 31 hours of flying per month, which is
about 4 percent of the average 732-hour month. An Air Force representative
expressed the hope that within a couple of years, with an increase in the ratio
of crews to aircraft, the bombers would reach 45 hours of flight per month—
which is 6 percent. This 4 to 6 percent of the force includes bombers partially
fueled and without bombs. It is, moreover, only an average, admitting variance
down as well as up. Some increase in the number of armed bombers aloft is
to be expected. However, for the current generation of bombers, which have been
designed for speed and range rather than endurance, a continuous air patrol for
one-third of the force would be extremely expensive.
On the other hand, it would be unwise to look for miracles in the new
weapons systems, which by the mid-1960s may constitute a considerable portion
of the United States force. After the Thor, Atlas and Titan there are a number
of promising developments. The solid-fueled rockets, Minuteman and Polaris,
promise in particular to be extremely significant components of the deterrent
force. Today they are being touted as making the problem of deterrence easy
to solve and, in fact, guaranteeing its solution. But none of the new develop
ments in vehicles is likely to do that. For the complex job of deterrence, they
ail have limitations. The unvaryingly immoderate claims for each new weapons
system should make us wary of the latest "technological breakthroughs." Only
a very short time ago the ballistic missile itself was supposed to be intrinsically

7 See footnote, p. 278.
• See, for example. "NATO, A Critical Appraisal," by Gardner Patterson and Edgar S.Furnlss, Jr., Princeton University Conference on NATO, Princeton, June 1957, p. 32:"Although no one pretended to know, the hypothesis that one-third of the striking force of
the United States Strategic Air Command was in the air at all times was regarded by most
as reasonable."
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invulnerable on the ground. It la now more generally understood that its sur
vival is likely to depend on a variety of choices in Its defense.
It is hard to talk with confidence about the mid and late-1960s. A systematic
study of an optimal or a good deterrent force which considered all the major
factors affecting choice and dealt adequately with the uncertainties would be a
formidable task. In lieu of this, I shall mention briefly why none of the many
systems available or projected dominates the others in any obvious way. My
comments will take the form of a swift run-through of the characteristic advan
tages and disadvantages of various strategic systems at each of the six successive
hurdles mentioned earlier.
The first hurdle to be surmounted is the attainment of a stable, steady-state
peacetime operation. Systems which depend for their survival on extreme de
centralization of controls, as may be the case with large-scale dispersal and
some of the mobile weapons, raise problems of accidents and over a long period
of peacetime operation this leads in turn to serious political problems. Systems
relying on extensive movement by land, perhaps by truck caravan, are an obvious
example ; the introduction of these on European roads, as is sometimes suggested,
would raise grave questions for the governments of some of our allies. Any
extensive increase in the armed air alert will increase the hazard of accident
and intensify the concern already expressed among our allies. Some of the
proposals for bombardment satellites may involve such hazards of unintended
bomb release as to make them out of the question.
The cost to buy and operate various weapons systems must be seriously con
sidered. Some systems buy their ability to negotiate a given hurdle—say, sur
viving the enemy attack—only at prohibitive cost. Then the number that can
be bought out of a given budget will be small and this will affect the relative
performance of competing systems at various other hurdles, for example pene
trating enemy defenses. Some of the relevant cost comparisons, then, are be
tween competing systems ; others concern the extra costs to the enemy of can
celing an additional expenditure of our own. For example, some dispersal is
essential, though usually it is expensive; if the dispersed bases are within a
warning net, dispersal can help to provide warning against some sorts of attack,
since it forces the attacker to increase the size of his raid and so makes it more
liable to detection as well as somewhat harder to coordinate. But as the sole
or principal defense of our offensive force, dispersal has only a brief useful life
and can be justified financially only up to a point. For against our costs of
construction, maintenance, and operation of an additional base must be set
the enemy's much lower costs of delivering one extra weapon. And, in general,
any feasible degree of dispersal leaves a considerable concentration of value
at a single target point. For example, a squadron of heavy bombers costing,
with their associated tankers and penetration aids, perhaps $500,000,000 over
five years, might be eliminated, if it were otherwise unprotected, by an enemy
intercontinental ballistic missile costing perhaps $16,000,000. After making
allowance for the unreliability and inaccuracy of the missile, this means a ratio
of some ten for one or better. To achieve safety by Tyrute numbers in so unfavor
able a competition is not likely to be viable economically or politically. However,
a viable peacetime operation is only the first hurdle to be surmounted.
At the second hurdle —surviving the enemy offense —ground alert systems
placed deep within a warning net look good against a manned bomber attack,
much less good against intercontinental ballistic missiles, and not good at all
against ballistic missiles launched from the sea. In the last case, systems
such as the Minuteman, which may be sheltered and dispersed as well as alert,
would do well. Systems involving launching platforms which are mobile and
concealed, such as Polaris submarines, have particular advantage for surviving
an enemy offense.
However, there is a third hurdle to be surmounted —namely that of making
the decision to retaliate and communicating it. Here, Polaris, the combat air
patrol of B-52s, and in fact all of the mobile platforms —under water, on the
surface, in the air and above the air—have severe problems. Long distance
communication may be jammed and, most important, communication centers
may be destroyed.
At the fourth hurdle —ability to reach enemy territory with fuel enough to
complete the mission —several of our short-legged systems have operational prob
lems such as coordination with tankers and using bases close to the enemy. For
a good many years to come, up to the mid-loco's in fact, this will be a formidable
hurdle for the greater part of our deterrent foroe. The next section of this
article deals with this problem at some length.
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The fifth hurdle is the aggressor's long-range Interceptors and close-in missile
defenses. To get past these might require large numbers of planes and missiles.
( If the high cost of overcoming an earlier obstacle—using extreme dispersal or
airborne alert or the like—limits the number of planes or missiles bought, our
capability is likely to be penalized disproportionately here.) Or getting through
may involve carrying heavy loads of radar decoys, electronic jammers and other
aids to defense penetration. For example, vehicles like Minuteman and Polaris,
which were made small to facilitate dispersal or mobility, may suffer here
because they can carry fewer penetration aids.
At the final hurdle—destroying the target in spite of the passive defenses that
may protect it— low-payload and low-accuracy systems, such as Minuteman and
Polaris, may be frustrated by blast-resistant shelters. For example, live half-
megaton weapons with an average inaccuracy of two miles might be expected to
destroy half the population of a city of 900,000, spread over 40 square miles,
provided the inhabitants are without shelters. But if they are provided with
shelters capable of resisting over-pressures of 100 pounds per square inch, approx
imately 60 such weapons would be required ; and deep rock shelters might force
the total up to over a thousand.
Prizes for a retaliatory capability are not distributed for getting over one of
these jumps. A system must get over all six. I hope these illustrations will
suggest that assuring ourselves the power to strike back after a massive
thermonuclear surprise attack is by no means as automatic as is widely believed.
In counteracting the general optimism as to the ease and, in fact, the inevi
tability of deterrence, I should like to avoid creating the extreme opposite im
pression. Deterrence demands hard, continuing, intelligent work, but it can be
achieved. The job of deterring rational attack by guaranteeing great damage to
an aggressor is, for example, very much less difficult than erecting a nearly air
tight defense of cities in the face of full-scale thermonuclear surprise attack.
Protecting manned bombers and missiles is much easier because they may be
dispersed, sheltered or kept mobile, and they can respond to warning with greater
speed. Mixtures of these and other defenses with complementary strengths can
preserve a powerful remainder after attack. Obviously not all our bombers
and missiles need to survive in order to fulfill their mission. To preserve the
majority of our cities intact in the face of surprise attack is immensely more
difficult, if not impossible. (This does not mean that the aggressor has the same
problem in preserving his cities from retaliation by a poorly-protected, badly-
damaged force. And it does not mean that we should not do more to limit the
extent of the catastrophe to our cities in case deterrence fails. I believe we
should.) Deterrence, however, provided we work at it, is feasible, and, what is
more, it is a crucial objective of national policy.
What can be said, then, as to whether general war is unlikely? Would not
a general themonuclear war mean "extinction" for the aggressor as well as the
defender? "Extinction" is a state that badly needs analysis. Russian casualties
in World War II were more than 20 million. Yet Russia recovered extremely
well from this catastrophe. There are several quite plausible circumstances in
the future when the Russians might be quite confident of being able to limit
damage to considerably less than this number— if they make sensible strategic
choices and we do not. On the other hand, the risks of not striking might at
some juncture appear very great to the Soviets, involving, for example, disastrous
defeat in peripheral war, loss of key satellites with danger of revolt spreading —
possibly to Russia itself—or fear of an attack by ourselves. Then, striking
first, by surprise, would be the sensible choice for them, and from their point of
view the smaller risk.
It should be clear that it is not fruitful to talk about the likelihood of gen
eral war without specifying the range of alternatives that are pressing on the
aggressor and the strategic postures of both the Soviet bloc and the West.
Deterrence is a matter of comparative risks. The balance is not automatic.
First, since themonuclear weapons give an enormous advantage to the aggressor,
it takes great ingenuity and realism at any given level of nuclear technology
to devise a stable equilibrium. And second, this technology itself is changing
with fantastic speed. Deterrence will require an urgent and continuing effort-

V. THE USES AND RISKS OP BASES CLOSE TO THE SOVIETS

It may now be useful to focus attention on the special problems of deterrent
forces close to the Soviet Union. First, overseas areas have played an im
portant role in the past and have a continuing though less certain role today.
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Second, the recent acceleration of production of intermediate-range ballistic
missiles and the negotiation of agreements with various NATO powers for their
basing and operation have given our overseas bases a renewed importance in
deterring attack on the United States—or so it would appear at first blush.
Third, an analysis can throw some light on the problems faced by our allies
in developing an independent ability to deter all-out attack on themselves, and
in this way it can clarify the much agitated question of nuclear sharing.
Finally, overseas bases affect in many critical ways, political and economic as
well as military, the status of the alliance.
At the end of the last decade, overseas bases appeared to be an advantageous
means of achieving the radius extension needed by our short-legged bombers,
of permitting them to use several axes of attack, and of increasing the number
of sorties possible in the course of an extended campaign. With the growth
of our own thermonuclear stockpile, it became apparent that a long campaign
involving many re-uses of a large proportion of our bombers was not likely to
be necessary. With the growth of a Russian nuclear-delivery capability, it
became clear that this was most unlikely to be feasible.
Our overseas bases now have the disadvantage of high vulnerability. Be
cause they are closer than the United States to the Soviet Union, they are
subject to a vastly greater attack by a larger variety as well as number of
vehicles. With given resources, the Soviets might deliver on nearby bases a
freight of bombs with something like 50 to 100 times the yield that they could
muster at intercontinental range. Missile accuracy would more than double.
Because there is not much space for obtaining warning—in any case, there are
no deep-warning radar nets—and, since most of our overseas bases are close
to deep water from which submarines might launch missiles, the warning
problem is very much more severe than for bases in the interior of the United
States.
As a result, early in the 1950's the U.S. Air Force decided to recall many of
our bombers to the continental United States and to use the overseas bases
chiefly for refueling, particularly poststrike ground refueling. This reduced
drastically the vulnerability of U.S. bombers and at the same time retained many
of the advantages of overseas operation. For some years now SAC has been
reducing the number of aircraft usually deployed overseas. The purpose is to
reduce vulnerability and has little to do with any increasing radius of SAC
aircraft. The early B— 52 radius is roughly that of the B-3(5 ; the B— 17, roughly
that of the B-50 or B-29. In fact the radius limitation and therefore the basing
requirements we have discussed will not change substantially for some time to
come. We can talk with comparative confidence here, because the U.S. strategic
force is itself largely determined for this period. Such a force changes more
slowly than is generally realized. The vast majority of the force will consist
of manned bombers, and most of these will be of medium range. Some U.S.
bombers will be able to reach some targets from some U.S. bases within the 48
states without landing on the way back. On the other hand, some bomber-target
combinations are not feasible without pre-target landing (and are therefore
doubtful ) . The Atlas, Titan, and Polaris rockets, when available, can of course
do without overseas bases ( though the proportion of Polaris submarines kept at
sea can be made larger by the use of submarine tenders based overseas). But
even with the projected force of aerial tankers, the greater part of our force,
which will be manned bombers, cannot be used at all in attacks on the Soviet
Union without at least some use of overseas areas.
What of the bases for Thor and Jupiter, our first intermediate-range ballistic
missiles? These have to be close to the enemy, and they must of course be
operating bases, not merely refueling stations. The Thors and Jupiters will
be continuously in range of an enormous Soviet potential for surprise attack.
These installations therefore re-open, in a most acute form, some of the serious
questions of ground vulnerability that were raised about six years ago in con
nection with our overseas bomber bases. The decision to station the Thor and
Jupiter missiles overseas has been our principal public response to the Russian
advances in rocketry, and perhaps our most plausible response. Because it
involves our ballistic missiles it appears directly to answer the Russian rockets.
Because it involves using European bases, it appears to make up for the range
superiority of the Russian intercontinental missile. And most important, it
directly involves the NATO powers and gives them an element of control.
There is no question that it was genuinely urgent not only to meet the Russian
threat but to do so visibly, in order to save the loosening NATO alliance. Our
allies were fearful that the Soviet ballistic missiles might mean that we were
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no longer able or willing to retaliate against the Soviet Union in case of an
attack on them. We hastened to make public a reaction which would restore
their confidence. This move surely appears to increase our own power to strike
back, and also to give our allies a deterrent of their own, independent of our
decision. It has also been argued that in this respect it merely advances the
inevitable date at which our allies will acquire "modern" weapons of their own,
and that it widens the range of Soviet challenges which Europe can meet. But
we must face seriously the question whether this move will in fact assure either
the ability to retaliate or the decision to attempt it, on the part of our allies
or ourselves. And we should ask at the very least whether further expansion
of this policy will buy as much retaliatory power as other ways of spending
the considerable sums involved. Finally, it is important to be clear whether
the Thor and Jupiter actually increase the flexibility or range of response avail
able to our allies.
One Justification for this move is that it disperses retaliatory weapons and
that this is the most effective sanction against the thermonuclear aggressor.
The limitations of dispersal have already been discussed, but it remains to
examine the argument that overseas bases provide widespread dispersal, which
imposes on the aggressor insoluble problems of coordination.
There is of course something in the notion that forcing the enemy to attack
many political entities increases the seriousness of his decision, but there is
very little in the notion that dispersal in several countries makes the problem
of destruction more difficult in the military sense. Dispersal does not require
separation by the distance of oceans—just by the lethal diameters of enemy
bombs. And the task of coordinating bomber attacks on Europe and the eastern
coast of the United States, say, is not appreciably more difficult than coordinat
ing attacks on our east and west coasts. In the case of ballistic missiles, the
elapsed time from firing to impact on the target can be calculated with high
accuracy. Although there will be some failures and delays, times of firing can
be arranged so that impact on many dispersed points is almost simultaneous —
on Okinawa and the United Kingdom, for instance, as well as on California and
Ohio. Moreover, it is important to keep in mind that these far-flung bases, while
distant from each other and from the United States, are on the whole close to
the enemy. To eliminate them, therefore, requires a smaller expenditure of
resources on his part than targets at intercontinental range. For close-in
targets he can use a wider variety of weapons carrying larger payloads and
with higher accuracy.
The seeming appositeness of an overseas-based Thor and Jupiter as an answer
to a Russian intercontinental ballistic missile stems not so much from any care
ful analysis of their retaliatory power under attack as from the directness of the
comparison they suggest: a rocket equals a rocket, an intercontinental missile
equals an intermediate-range missile based at closer range to the target. But
this again mistakes the nature of the technological race. It conceives the prob
lem of deterrence as that of simply matching or exceeding the aggressor's capa
bility to strike first A surprising proportion of the debate on defense policy has
betrayed this confusion. Matching technological developments are useful for
prestige, and such demonstrations have a vital function in preserving the al
liance and in reassuring the neutral powers. But propaganda is not enough.
The only reasonably certain way of maintaining a reputation for strength is to
display an actual power to our friends as well as our enemies. We should ask,
then, whether further expansion of the current programs for basing Thor and
Jupiter is an efficient way to increase American retaliatory power. If overseas
bases are considered too vulnerable for manned bombers, will not the same be
true for missiles?
The basis for the hopeful impression that they will not is rather vague, in
cluding a mixture of hypothetical properties of ballistic missiles in which per
haps the dominant element is their supposedly much more rapid, "push-button"
response. What needs to be considered here are the response time of such mis
siles (including decision, preparation and launch times), and how they are to
be defended.
The decision to fire a missile with a thermonuclear warhead is much harder
to make than a decision simply to start a manned aircraft on its way, with
orders to return to base unless instructed to continue to its assigned target
This is the "fail-safe" procedure practised by the U.S. Air Force. In contrast
once a missile is launched, there is no method or recall or deflection which is
not subject to risks of electronic or mechanical failure. Therefore such a deci
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sion must wait for much more unambiguous evidence of enemy intentions. It
must and will take a longer time to make and is less likely to be made at all.
Where more than one country is involved, the joint decision is harder still,
since there is opportunity to disagree about the ambiguity of the evidence, as
well as to reach quite different interpretations of national interest. On much
less momentous matters the process of making decisions in NATO is compli
cated, and it should be recognized that such complexity has much to do with the
genuine concern of the various NATO powers about the danger of accidentally
starting World War III. Such fears will not be diminished with the advent of
I.R.B.M.s. In fact, widespread dispersion of nuclear armed missiles raises
measurably the possibility of accidental war.
Second, it is quite erroneous to suppose that by contrast with manned bombers
the first I.R.B.M.s can be launched almost as simply as pressing a button.
Count-down procedures for early missiles are liable to interruption, and the
characteristics of the liquid oxygen fuel limits the readiness of their response.
Unlike JP-4, the fuel used in jet bombers, liquid oxygen cannot be held for long
periods of time in these vehicles. In this respect such missiles will be less
ready than alert bombers. Third, the smaller warning time available overseas
makes more difficult any response. This includes, in particular, any active de
fense, not only against ballistic missile attacks but, for example, against low
altitude or various circuitous attacks by manned aircratf.
Finally, passive defense by means of shelter is more difficult, given the larger
bomb yields, better accuracies and larger forces available to the Russians at
such close range. And if the press reports are correct, the plans for I.R.B.M.
installations do not call for bomb-resistant shelters. If this is so, it should be
taken into account in measuring the actual contribution of these installations
to the West's retaliatory power. Viewed as a contribution to deterring all-out at
tack on the United States, the Thor and Jupiter bases seem unlikely to compare
favorably with other alternatives. If newspaper references to hard bargaining
by some of our future hosts are to be believed, it would seem that such nego
tiations have been conducted under misapprehensions on both sides as to the
benefits to the United States.
But many proponents of the distribution of Thor and Jupiter —and possibly
some of our allies—have in mind not an increase in U.S. deterrence but the de
velopment of an independent capability in several of the NATO countries to
deter all-out attack against themselves. This would be a useful thing if it can
be managed at supportable cost and if it does not entail the sacrifice of even
more critical measures of protection. But aside from the special problems of
joint control, which would affect the certainty of response adversely, precisely
who their legal owner is will not affect the retaliatory power of the Thors and
Jupiters one way or the other. They would not be able to deter an attack which
they could not survive. It is curious that many who question the utility of
American overseas bases (for example, our bomber bases in the United King
dom) simply assume that, for our allies, possession of strategic nuclear weapons
is one with deterrence.
There remains the view that the provision of these weapons will broaden the
range of response open to our allies. In so far as this view rests on the belief
that the intermediate-range ballistic missile is adapted to limited war, it is wide
of the mark. The inaccuracy of an I.R.B.M. requires high-yield warheads, and
such a combination of inaccuracy and high yield, while quite appropriate and
adequate against unprotected targets in a general war, would scarcely come
within even the most lax, in fact reckless, definition of limited war. Such a
weapon is inappropriate for even the nuclear variety of limited war, and it is
totally useless for meeting the wide variety of provocation that is well below the
threshold of nuclear response. In so far as these missiles will be costly for our
allies to install, operate and support, they are likely to displace a conventional
capability that might be genuinely useful In limited engagements. More impor
tant, they are likely to be used as an excuse for budget cutting. In this way they
will accelerate the general trend toward dependence on all-out response and so
will have the opposite effect to the one claimed.
Nevertheless, if the Thor and Jupiter have these defects, might not some future
weapon be free of them? Some of these defects, of course, will be overcome in
time. Solid fuels or storable liquids will eventually replace liquid oxygen,
reliabilities will increase, various forms of mobility or portability will become
feasible, accuracies may even be so improved that such weapons can be used in
limited wars. But these developments are all years away. In consequence, the
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discussion will be advanced if a little more precision is given such terms as
"missiles" or "modern" or "advanced weapons." We are not distributing a
generic "modern" weapon with all the virtues of flexibility in varying circum
stances and of invulnerability in all-out war. But even with advances in the
state of the art on our side, it will remain difficult to maintain a deterrent,
especially close in under the enemy's guns.
It follows that, though a wider distribution of nuclear weapons may be
inevitable, or at any rate likely, and though some countries in addition to the
Soviet Union and the United States may even develop an independent deterrent,
it is by no means inevitable or even very likely that the power to deter all-out
thermonuclear attack will be widespread. This is true even though a minor
power would not need to guarantee as large a retaliation as we in order to
deter attack on itself. Unfortunately, the minor powers have smaller resources
as well as poorer strategic locations." Mere membership in the nuclear club
might carry with it prestige, as the applicants and nominees expect, but it
will be rather expensive, and in time it will be clear that it does not necessarily
confer any of the expected privileges enjoyed by the two charter members.
The burden of deterring a general war as distinct from limited wars is still
likely to be on the United States and therefore, so far as our allies are con
cerned, on the military alliance.
There is one final consideration. Missiles placed near the enemy, even if
they could not retaliate, would have a potent capability for striking first by
surprise. And It might not be easy for the enemy to discern their purpose.
The existence of such a force might be a considerable provocation and in fact
a dangerous one in the sense that it would place a great burden on our deter
rent force which more than ever would have to guarantee extreme risks to the
attacker —worse than the risks of waiting in the face of this danger. When
not coupled with the ability to strike in retaliation, such a capability might
suggest—erroneously, to be sure, in the case of the democracies —an intention
to strike first. If so, it would tend to provoke rather than to deter general
war.
I have dealt here with only one of the functions of overseas bases : their use
as a support for the strategic deterrent force. They have a variety of important
military, political, and economic roles which are beyond the scope of this paper.
Expenditures in connection with the construction or operation of our bases, for
example, are a form of economic aid and, moreover, a form that is rather
palatable to the Congress. There are other functions in a central war where
their importance may be very considerable and their usefulness in a limited
war might be substantial.
Indeed nothing said here should suggest that deterrence is in itself an ade
quate strategy. The complementary requirements of a sufficient military policy
cannot be discussed in detail here. Certainly they include a more serious de-

• General Gallols argues that, while alliances will offer no guarantee, "a small number of
bombs and a small number of carriers suffice for a threatened power to protect itself
against atomic destruction." (RfaUttf, op. cit., p. 71.) His numerical illustrations give
the defender some 400 underground launching sites (ibid., p. 22, and The Reporter, op. cit.,
p. 25) and suggest that their elimination would require between 5.000 and 25,000 mis
siles—which is "more or less impossible" —and that in any case the aggressor would not
survive the fallout from his own weapons. Whether these are large numbers of targets
from the standpoint of the aggressor will depend on the accuracy, yield and reliability
of offense weapons as well as the resistance of the defender's shelters and a number of
other matters not specified in the argument. General Gallols is aware that the expectation
of survival depends on distance even in the ballistic missile age and that our allies are not
so fortunate in this respect. Close-in missiles have better bomb yields and accuracies.
Moreover, manned aircraft —with still better yields and accuracies—can be used by an
aggressor here since warning of their approach is very short. Suffice it to say that the
numerical advantage General Gallols cites is greatly exaggerated. Furthermore, he exag
gerates the destructiveness of the retaliatory blow against the aggressor's cities bv the
remnants of the defender's missile force—even assuming the aggressor would take no
special measures to protect his cities. But particularly tor the aggressor—who does not
lack warning — a civil defense program can moderate the damage done bv a poorly organ
ized attack. Finally, the suggestion that the aggressor would not survive the fall-out
from his own weapons is simply in error. The rapid-decay fission products which are the
major lethal problem in the locality of a surface burst are not a serious difficulty for the
aggressor. The amount of the slow-decay products, strontium-90 and ceslum-137, in the
atmosphere would rise considerably. If nothing were done to counter it. this might, for
example, increase by many times the incidence of such relatively rare diseases as bone
cancer and leukemia. However, such a calamity, Implying an increase of. say, 20,000
deaths per year for a nation of 200.000.000. Is of an entirely different order from the
catastrophe involving tens of millions of deaths, which General Gallols contemplates else
where. And there are measures that might reduce even this effect drastically. (See the
KAND Corporation Report R-322-RC, Report on a Study of Non-Military Defense, July 1,
1958.)
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velopment of power to meet limited aggression, especially with more advanced
conventional weapons than those now available. They also include more
energetic provision for active and passive defenses to limit the dimensions of
the catastrophe in case deterrence should fail. For example, an economically
feasible shelter program might make the difference between 50,000,000 survivors
and 120,000,000 survivors.
But it would be a fatal mistake to suppose that because strategic deterrence
is inadequate by itself it can be dispensed with. Deterrence is not dispensable.
If the picture of the world I have drawn is rather bleak, it could none the less
be cataclysmically worse. Suppose both the United States and the Soviet Union
had the power to destroy each other's retaliatory forces and society, given the
opportunity to administer the opening blow. The situation would then be
something like the old-fashioned Western gun duel. It would be extraordinarily
risky for one side not to attempt to destroy the other, or to delay doing so, since
it not only can emerge unscathed by striking first but this is the sole way it
can reasonably hope to emerge at all. Evidently such a situation is extremely
unstable. On the other hand, if it is clear that the aggressor too will suffer
catastrophic damage in the event of his aggression, he then has strong reason
not to attack, even though he can administer great damage. A protected re
taliatory capability has a stabilizing influence not only in deterring rational
attack, but also in offering every inducement to both powers to reduce the
chance of accidental war.
The critics who feel that deterrence is "bankrupt" sometimes say that we
stress deterrence too much. I believe this is quite wrong if it means that we
are devoting too much effort to protect our power to retaliate; but I think it
is quite right if it means that we have talked too much of a strategic threat as
a substitute for many things it cannot replace.

VI. DETERRENCE, ACCIDENTS AND DISARMAMENT

Up to now I have talked mainly about the problem of deterring general war,
of making it improbable that an act of war will be undertaken deliberately, with
a clear understanding of the consequences, that is, rationally. That such deter
rence will not be easy to maintain in the 1960s simply expresses the proposition
that a surprise thermonuclear attack might not be an irrational or insane act
on the part of the aggressor. A deterrent strategy is aimed at a rational enemy.
Without a deterrent, general war is likely. With it, however, war might still
occur.
In order to reduce the risk of a rational act of aggression, we are being forced
to undertake measures (increased alertness, dispersal, mobility) which, to a
significant extent, increase the risk of an irrational or uintentional act of war.
The accident problem is serious, and it would be a great mistake to dismiss the
recent Soviet charges on this subject as simply part of the war of nerves. In
a clear sense the great multiplication and spread of nuclear arms throughout
the world, the drastic increase in the degree of readiness of these weapons, and
the decrease in the time available for decision on their use must inevitably
raise the risk of accident. The B-47 accidents this year at Sidi Slimane and at
Florence, S.C., and the recent Nike explosion are just a beginning. Though
Incidents of this sort are not themselves likely to trigger misunderstanding, they
suggest the nature of the problem.
There are many sorts of accidents that could happen. There can be elec
tronic or mechanical failures of the sort illustrated by the B^7 and Nike mishaps ;
there can be aberrations of individuals, perhaps quite low in the echelon of com
mand ; there can be miscalculations on the part of governments as to enemy intent
and the meaning of ambiguous signals. Not all deterrent strategies will involve
the risk of accident equally. One of the principles of selecting a strategy should
be to reduce the chance of accident wherever we can, without a corresponding
increase in vulnerability to a rational surprise attack. This is the purpose of
the "fail-safe" procedures for launching SAC.
These problems are also relevant to the disarmament question. The Russians,
exploiting an inaccurate United Press report which suggested that SAO started
en masse toward Russia in response to frequent radar "ghosts," cried out against
these supposed Arctic flights. The U.S. response, and its sequels, stated correctly
that such flights had never been undertaken except in planned exercises and
would not be undertaken in response to such unreliable warning. We pointed
out the importance of quick response and a high degree of readiness in the pro
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tection of the deterrent force. The nature of the fail-safe precaution was also
described.
We added, however, to cap the argument, that if the Russians were really
worried about surprise attack they would accept the President's "open skies"
proposal. This addition, however, conceals an absurdity. Aerial photography
would have its uses in a disarmament plan—for example, to check an exchange
of information on the location of ground bases. However, so far as surprise
is concerned, an "open skies" plan would have direct use only to discover attacks
requiring much more lengthy, visible, and unambiguous preparations than are
likely today." The very readiness of our own strategic force suggests a state
of technology which outmodes the "open skies" plan as a counter to surprise
attack. Not even the most advanced reconnaissance equipment can disclose
an intention from 40,000 feet. Who can say what the men in the blockhouse
of an ICBM base have In mind ? Or, for that matter, what is the final destination
of training flights or fail-safe flights Starting over the Pacific or North Atlantic
from staging areas?
The actions that need to be taken on our own to deter attack might usefully
be complemented by bilateral agreements for inspection and reporting and, pos
sibly, limitation of arms and of methods of operating strategic and naval air
forces. But the protection of our retaliatory power remains essential; and
the better the protection, the smaller the burden placed on the agreement to
limit arms and modes of operation and to make them subject to inspection. Re
liance on "open skies" alone to prevent surprise would invite catastrophe and the
loss of power to retaliate. Such a plan is worthless for discovering a well pre
pared attack with ICBMs or submarine-launched missiles or a routine mass
training flight whose destination could be kept ambiguous. A tremendous
weight of weapons could be delivered in spite of it.
Although it is quite hopeless to look for an inspection scheme which would
permit abandonment of the deterrent, this does not mean that some partial agree
ment on inspection and limitation might not help to reduce the chance of any
sizable surprise attack. We should explore the possibilities of agreements in
volving limitation and inspection. But how we go about this will be conditioned
by our appreciation of the problem of deterrence itself.
The critics of current policy who perceive the inadequacy of the strategy of
deterrence are prominent among those urging disarmament negotiations, an
end to the arms race and a reduction of tension. This is a paramount interest
of some of our allies. The balance of terror theory is the basis for some of the
more lighthearted suggestions : if deterrence is automatic, strategic weapons
on one side cancel those of the other, and it should be easy for both sides to give
them up. So James E. King, Jr., one of the most sensible writers on the subject
of limited war, suggests that weapons needed for "unlimited" war are those
which both sides can most easily agree to abolish, simply because "neither
side can anticipate anything but disaster" from their use. "Isn't there enough
stability in the 'balance of terror,' " he asks, "to justify our believing that the
Russians can be trusted —within acceptable limits—to abandon the weapons
whose 'ultiity is confined to the threat or conduct of a war of annihilation'?"11
Indeed, if there were no real danger of a rational attack, then accidents and
the "nth" country problem would be the only problems. As I have indicated,
they are serious problems and some sorts of limitation and inspection agreement
might diminish them. But if there is to be any prospect of realistic and useful
agreement, we must reject the theory of automatic deterrence. And we must
bear in mind that the more extensive a disarmament agreement is, the smaller
the force that a violator would have to hide in order to achieve complete domi
nation. Most obviously, "the abolition of the weapons necessary in a general or
'unlimited' war" would offer the most insuperable obstacles to an inspection
plan, since the violator could gain an overwhelming advantage from the con
cealment of even a few weapons. The need for a deterrent, In this connection
too, is ineradicable.

10Aerial reconnaissance, of course, could have an indirect utility here for surveying
large areas to determine the number and location of observation posts needed to provide
more tlmelv warning.
a James E. King, Jr., "Arms and Mnn in the Nuclear-Rocket Era," The New Republic,
Sept. 1, 1958.
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VII. SUMMABY

Almost everyone seems concerned with the need to relax tension. However,
relaxation of tension, which, everyone thinks is good, is not easily distinguished
from relaxing one's guard, which almost everyone thinks is bad. Relaxation,
like Miltown, is not an end in itself. Not all danger conies from tension. To be
tense where there is danger is only rational.
What can we say then, in sum, on the balance of terror theory of automatic de
terrence? It is a contribution to the rhetoric rather than the logic of war In
the thermonuclear age. The notion that a carefully planned surprise attack can
be checkmated almost effortlessly, that, in short, we may resume our deep pre-
sputnik sleep, is wrong and its nearly universal acceptance is terribly dangerous.
Though deterrence is not enough in itself, it is vital. There are two principal
points.
First, deterring general war in both the early and late 1960s will be hard at
best, and hardest both for ourselves and our allies wherever we use forces based
near the enemy.
Second, even if we can deter general war by a strenuous and continuing effort,
this will by no means be the whole of a military, much less a foreign policy.
Such a policy would not of itself remove the danger of accidental outbreak or
limit the damage in case deterrence failed ; nor would it be at all adequate for
crises on the periphery.
A generally useful way of concluding a grim argument of this kind would be
to affirm that we have the resources, intelligence, and courage to make the cor
rect decisions. That is, of course, the case. And there is a good chance that we
will do so. But perhaps, as a small aid toward making such decisions more
likely, we should contemplate the possibility that they may not be made. They
are hard, do involve sacrifice, are affected by great uncertainties and concern
matters in which much is altogether unknown and much else must be hedged
by secrecy : and, above all, they entail a new image of ourselves in a world of
persistent danger. It is by no means certain that we shall meet the test.

[From the Public Administrative Review, Spring, 1953]

Administration of the National Security Program

By James A. Perkins, vice president, Carnegie Corporation

[Note: This paper was presented at the session on "Organiza
tion for National Security" at the annual conference of the Amer
ican Society for Public Administration, March 7, 1953.]

The National Security Act of 1947 provides the organizational structure in
the executive branch for managing our program of national security. This act
was amended in 1949 to correct some deficiencies, but the agencies of today
are essentially those established in 1947. Before attempting an analysis of
the present working of our security structure, let us make a quick review of the
cast of characters and the roles they were and are expected to play.

I
The legislation of 1947 was designed to correct the deficiences in our World
War II machinery. These deficiencies were four in number.
The first was the absence of adequate machinery for providing satisfactory
coordination between the armed services. War experience had demonstrated
the need for field commanders who had jurisdiction over both Army and Navy
units operating in their theaters. Centralized field management led inevitably
to the demand for centralized headquarters management. A complementary
pressure arose out of our dealings with the British. When the Combined
Chiefs of Staff was organized the service members on our side of the table did
not speak with one voice while our British opposite numbers did. This situation
led to the formation of the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff, and it was
generally agreed that some such unified arrangement would have to continue
after the war.
The second failing in our World War II management was the absence of
proper coordination between diplomatic and military matters or, to put it in
terms of institutions, adequate coordination between the State Department

52710— 60— pt. 2 i
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and the two military departments. The need for this coordination led to the
State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee established toward the end of the
war, but as John J. McCloy recently pointed out in his Godkin lectures,"
SWNCC was a very imperfect instrument infrequently used. We had come to
understand that political and diplomatic considerations were inextricably en
tangled with military strategy, and it was felt that administrative machinery
should reflect this central fact.
The third consideration was the need for rationalizing our overseas intelli
gence operations. Anyone who was in Europe in the spring and summer of
1945 was well aware that our overseas intelligence operations had gotten out
of hand. An Army major in Ludwigshafen once complained to me that he had
had to deal with thirteen different intelligence teams within a period of three
weeks. In addition to this multiplicity of intelligence outfits, there was the
growing realization that the nature of modern warfare requires intelligence on
a broad spectrum of matters ranging from troops and supplies to factory loca
tion and design and the state of mind and health of peoples all over the globe.
Thus, there was need both for a centralization of our intelligence operations
and for an organization that could employ and exploit a wide variety of special
talents.
The fourth lesson was the need for better planning of our domestic economic
mobilization. The work that had been done, largely under military auspices,
prior to World War II was hardly even studied, let alone used as a basis for
actual mobilization activities. It was believed that this responsibility should
be given to a civilian agency which would be kept in close touch with those
concerned with political and strategic planning.
The need for mobilization staff work was met by the establishment of the
National Security Resources Board. The rationalization of our intelligence
operations was taken care of by the formation of the Central Intelligence Agency.
The unification of the services and the maintenance of civilian control was
provided for by the formation of the Department of Defense and the legal
establishment of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. And the coordination of all these
activities within the general framework of national security planning was insti
tutionalized in the National Security Council.
Two other instrumentalities must be mentioned as part of the general ma
chinery for national security planning and operations. The United Nations
was the agency through which we would adjust our conflicts of interest with
the Soviet Union. The assumption that such conflicts could be resolved was
certainly a cornerstone of our immediate postwar security policy and the
UN was the chosen instrument. We must also mention the Atomic Energy
Commission as having a key part in this play, even though its role in security
planning was but dimly understood when that agency was created. It is worthy
of note that the UN and the AEC, representing respectively the instrument for
negotiating with the Soviet Union and the chief instrument for restraining the
Soviet Union, were both far removed from the council tables where national
security policy was being developed.
At the outbreak of the Korean War in July, 1950, the machinery had been in
operation exactly three years. In large measure it had failed to perform the
functions for which it was established. It had not provided the necessary
guidance for our program in Germany. It had not anticipated or successfully
dealt with the explosive problems in the Middle East and Far East. It had not
been able to produce adequate plans for equating our military strength with
our growing commitments. The Korean War caught us unprepared in terms
both of policy and of military potential. We had shown considerable capacity
for reacting to demonstrated dangers. The Berlin Airlift, the Truman Doctrine
for Greece and Turkey, the Marshall Plan, and the mobilization of the UN to
deal with the Korean crisis are the most notable examples. I suspect, however,
that careful case studies of these events will tell a story of improvisation rather
than planning —of policy formed after the fact and commitments continually
outrunning domestic arrangements.
The net effect of the Korean War was to bring about a restatement of our
security policy in line with our actions of the preceding three years. The
security organization began to function first by codifying the doctrine of
containment (largely through State Department leadership) and then by

« Delivered at Harvard University in January, 1953, and to be published by the Harvard
University Press.
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hammering out programs of foreign aid and remobilization to fit the implications
of the doctrine. Much of the muddiness of the pre-Korean days was cleared
up under the pressuure of actual warfare, threats of greater dangers, and the
happy circumstances of friendly working relations between the heads of the
State and Defense Departments and the chairman of the JCS.

II
Now let us turn to an analysis of the existing organization and see if we can
identify the main issues that require the attention of those who are concerned
with improving the management of our security program. On a subject as vast
and complex as this it will be possible to select only a few problems for even
the briefest treatment. The problems I have selected are : the organization of
the Department of Defense, the contribution of the State Department, the
functioning of the National Security Council, and the role of Congress in security
planning. Obviously, each of these topics warrants a paper by itself but
perhaps we can point up some basic considerations that must be a part of more
extended studies.
The Department of Defense almost defies precise administrative analysis,
largely because it has within it four different focuses of executive power and
each focus of power was established for different reasons. The Chief of Staff
of each of the three individual services is the central and dominant instrument
for management within the Pentagon. It is under his direction that coordination
of logistics, tactics, research, and personnel takes place. The other three
sources of managerial power are of a lesser order of importance and serve
either as checks or irritants on the service chief, depending on your point of
view.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff as an institution is the second source of managerial
power. Provided by statute with broad responsibilities for coordinated planning,
it has a chairman who has no vote and is largely a presiding officer. It is hard
to tell how far the JCS represents anything more than the sum of its parts.
Certainly the service members thereon are not continually forced to modify
their external operations because of the existence of a collective will they
recognize as more powerful and binding than their own internal necessities. It is
an essentially unexamined question whether the compromises effected in JCS
meetings have advanced or hindered imaginative military planning.
The third power position in the Department of Defense is the civilian Secre
tary of an individual service. Former Secretary James Forrestal has said that a
civilian Secretary is like an ant on a Jog floating downstream who believes he
is a fast swimmer. Certainly the actual authority of a civilian Secretary is
a fraction of that exercised by his Chief of Staff. The Secretary may persuade,
admonish, and request. But only if he has been on his job a long time and is
very wise and very determined will he actually have any measurable influence
on the substance of the activity of the military establishment under his control.
The fourth and highest ranking power position is, of course, the Secretary of
Defense. On paper he has the widest powers, but as Secretary of Defense
Robert A. Lovett has indicated in his ave atque vale, there are few real tools
at his command for exercising the authority he possesses.
Military planning on a unified basis can only be accomplished by increasing
the collective will of the JCS at the expense of the individual service Chiefs of
Staff. Neither unified planning nor unified headquarters management can be
provided unless the position of the chairman and membership is reformulated.
Unification cannot take place through the efforts of the civilian Secretaries no
matter how much paper power is devolved on them. The key to real unification
rests on provisions for the Joint Chiefs and nowhere else.
Early considerations of a chairman of the Joint Chiefs with power to over
ride his colleagues on matters affecting unified planning were dismissed because
of fears of creating too powerful a military figure. I would question whether
this danger has been properly weighed on the scale with the advantages of
unified planning. My vote would go to giving the chairman an overriding veto
on all service proposals that are contrary to the dictates of unified planning and
the equally important power of bringing positive proposals for unified activity
before the JCS with power of appeal to the Secretary of Defense if they are not
accepted. The Joint Staff of the JCS would have to be placed under his control
with powers of fitness ratings within his sole jurisdiction.
While strengthening the position of the chairman of the JCS is the pivot for
progressive unification, there remains the problem of the current work load of
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the JCS which acts as a major barrier to effective planning. Unified planning
involves both effective leadership and time.
It has been suggested that both unified leadership and time for planning can;
be accomplished if the JOS is divorced from command responsibilities. This,
is the thesis in a brilliant speech given by Dr. Vannevar Bush at Rochester,
New York, and repeated at Tufts College. With some modifications it was the
gist of Mr. Lovett's parting letter to the President.
The problem of the work load of the JCS is indeed a critical one, but I must
confess to considerable uneasiness with the Bush-Lovett therapy. Planning
that does not invo.ve the constant participation of those responsible for carry
ing out the plans is a formula with built-in hazards. Planning soon takes on an
academic tone and the operators ignore the plans. Then who sees to it that the
plans are enforced or carried out?
At this point Bush and Lovett suggest a quite radical rearrangement of lines
of authority. Once the JCS is established as an advisory body, the line of com
mand would run from the President to the Secretary of Defense to the Secretary
of a department to the appropriate service chief. The pattern is logical, but it
presents two major difficulties that, in my judgment, undermine the whole
scheme.
First, it puts impermanent and possibly inexperienced civilian officials into
the middle of the military machinery. I cannot believe that the civilians would
be anything else than disrupting factors in such a scheme. Second, since the-
newly constructed JCS would have to have constant contact with the operating
heads of the military establishments, would there not be developed a second
chain of command for the JCS to the service chiefs? The necessity for close
contact between planning and operations would require such a close working
relationship. But two lines of authority surely breed disaster.
My own prescription for the work load problem runs along less drastic lines.
The chairman should apply more rigid control of the agenda and refuse to allow
the JCS to spend time on administrative details. The Chiefs of Staff should
delegate far more administrative resi>onsibility to their deputies. But most
important of all, the solution of the work load of the JCS rests on vigorous staff
work and leadership in security planning from the State Department and the
NSC. The JCS has operated like a small NSC. A proper reallocation of plan
ning leadership will go a long way toward resolving the problem of the JCS
schedule.
The third type of Pentagon management is found in the three civilian Secre
taries of the service departments. The development of the Office of the Secre
tary of Defense has made the office of the service Secretary more and more a
meaningless post. Caught between the Secretary of Defense on top and his
service chief below, his raison d'etre has been progressively attenuated. Clearly
the post should be reformulated as an agency of the Defense Secretary so as
to provide for the unification of civilian authority. Former Air Secretary
Thomas K. Finletter believes that this move would seriously weaken civilian
control because a lesser post would attract lesser men. This is an important
point but not, in my opinion, decisive.
This leaves the Secretary of Defense or rather the office of the Secretary of
Defense as the central position for assuring civilian control, for acting as a
court of appeal for the JCS, and for representing the department before the
Congress and in the complex of relations with other governmental agencies.
But it is also the office to which the President, the Congress, and the public
look to provide for the unification prescribed in the Defense Act of 1947. Ab
sence of unification has continuously led to suggestions for increasing the powers
of this office. As I have already mentioned, the key to unification is in the
JCS not the Defense Secretary, and the reason is that the Defense Secretary is
not really able to exercise the powers that have been given to him already.
He is not able to exercise these powers because of the basic disjunction
between the civilian and military officers. The latter are members of a pro
fessional group with its own provisions for promotion and assignment and its
own systems of rewards and penalties. In short, the authority of the civilian
Secretary is more prescribed by his own knowledge and experience than by the
powers provided by legislation or executive order.
There is no short cut around sheer know-how for effective civilian control of
the military establishments and this know-how must be demonstrated in the
councils of the executive arm or before the congressional committees before
the military establishment will begin to take seriously the wishes of the civilian
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Secretary or his staff. Since this is so, the turnover of Secretaries of Defense
(five in six years) has had a greater influence in limiting civilian authority
than all the language in the statutes. In this light it can only be viewed as our
great good fortune that W. J. McNeil, Frank C. Nash, and Walter S. Whitman u
have continued over from one administration to the next. This is our greatest
guarantee of effective civilian supervision and pressure for unified planning.

Ill
We shall now turn our attention to the Department of State which is, of
course, the key agency for all political and diplomatic considerations in the field
of security planning. As a general proposition, the Department of State has
adjusted itself far too slowly to the tasks that are inherent in this key role
and as a result it has, in general, not played the part of the effective leader in
■shaping our cold war strategy.
Of course, the central reason for this disability Is to be found in the essentially
isolationist position that characterized the posture of the U.S. until recent years.
World leadership has only recently been thrust upon us, and until one assumes
the necessity for leadership one does not face the need for broad planning.
The first new responsibility that the State Department absorbed over and
beyond the traditional business of normal day-to-day diplomatic relations with
individual countries was in the field of foreign trade. Anyone who has had
•experience in the department is fully familiar with the organizational convul
sions that have taken place in efforts to assimilate this area of consideration
into established State Department organization. Be that as it may, by the
•outbreak of World War II the State Department had effectively taken leadership
in the field of the trade agreements in particular and foreign economic policy
in general.
The outbreak of World War II brought us face to face with the necessity for
plans and operations In a whole variety of fields with which the State Depart
ment was almost completely unfamiliar and the net result was that agencies
were established outside the department to handle these assignments. The
Office of War Information dealt with the broad area of public information
abroad, the Board of Economic Warfare with economic warfare, and the Office
of Lend-Lease Administration with supplying our Allies with the goods and
services they needed to conduct the war. The State Department was able to
exercise only a minimum of control and direction over the activities of these
agencies, with the result that whatever central management there was came
from the White House.
The latter years of the war and the postwar period only increased the number
and scope of United States activities abroad and departmental efforts to keep
•on top of this expanding universe have not been successful enough to assure the
leadership that the situation requires.
The Department of State has made a number of important organizational
moves in the last six or seven years that will reduce the deficiency. The Policy
Planning Staff was organized by General Marshall as a means of providing a
place in the department that could concern itself with across-the-board matters.
No planning staff is any better than the determination of a Secretary to use it
wisely, and it is my impression that the members of the Policy Planning Staff
have been used far too often in specific operating cases rather than for the
purposes for which the staff was originally designed. Furthermore, the estab
lishment of such a planning unit immediately brings with it the age-old difficulty
of a proper marriage with the operating divisions. While no divorce has taken
place I would gather that evenings spents around the fireside are at a minimum.
The second problem that must be faced is that planning is becoming more a
regional than a country affair. This presents one of the more acute organiza
tional problems for a department that has been organized on a country desk
basis. But once again, I gather that the department is slowly making moves to
establish divisions with regional as well as individual country specialities.
But it is in the field of military and strategical considerations that the de
partment is still woefully weak. As a general proposition I would say that
there are more military officers who have a first-hand knowledge of diplomatic
matters than there are State Department people who have an equivalent knowl-

u Who hold the positions, respectively, of nsslstant secretary of defense (comptroller) •
assistant secretary of defense for International security affairs; and chairman Research
and Development Board.
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edge of military affairs. This imbalance has put, and will continue to put,
departmental representatives at a tremendous disadvantage in evolving appro
priate security strategy. The Department of Defense has recently made Frank
Nash an assistant secretary with responsibility for the international aspects of
Defense Department business. Is there any reason why the State Department
should not have an officer who is concerned with the military aspects of State
Department business?
Finally, the State Department will have to develop techniques of remote con
trol. Large-scale military, economic, and informational activities will in all
probability be carried on by agencies that are not part of the department but
it will be imperative that their operations conform to plans that the department
lays out. I would not suggest for a moment that this is a simple process, but
I do strongly believe that imagination and vigor can go a long way toward as
suring departmental leadership over the many agencies that will be dealing
with matters of foreign affairs.
The development by the Department of State of effective planning, particu
larly on a regional and worldwide basis, an appropriate solution of the relation
ship of planning to operations, the development of sophistication in the field of
military strategy, and the evolution of effective techniques In remote control
will go far to redress the imbalance of security planning. These developments
would have a most constructive and decisive effect on the very substance of our
relations with the rest of the world.

IV
From a discussion of the Defense and State Departments one moves naturally
to some comments on the National Security Council. The problem of the NSC
is partly one of mechanics and partly one of substance.
The NSC suffers from a statutory definition of membership that has made the
consideration of important matters a more complicated process than is neces
sary. Different problems require the participation of different agencies and the
President should feel free to have the membership at the meetings adjusted to the
problems. With prescription of membership, the problems are all too fre
quently adjusted to the membership. This is obviously absurd.
Another organizational failing has been the absence of a presidential agent
with sufficient prestige and stature to provide the proper direction to NSC affairs.
Leadership of the NSC is a full-time job which the President has, of course, not
been able to provide. I understand that President Eisenhower has designated
Robert Cutler as his man for NSC affairs. This will, of course, supply an im
portant missing piece.
But the root problems of the NSC are not essentially matters of organization.
They are, rather, matters of insufficient experience and expertise, on the one
hand, and unwillingness on the part of its membership to have policy determined
by such a body, on the other.
The absence of persons trained and widely experienced in the complexities of
political-military strategy is the first deficiency. A Secretary of Defense with
the fullest possible powers will never be able to impress his will on his military
subordinates without years of experience in dealing with the three military
establishments. Just so, a Secretary of State or Treasury or Chairman of the
Atomic Energy Commission will never be able to construct really sound and
imaginative security policies and programs without wide and intimate contact
with the various parts of this puzzle.
At the present writing military officers are far better grounded in broad security
affairs than are our top civilian officials. Military officers can have their careers
planned to include graduate work, staff colleges, embassy assignments, and work
with a variety of civilian agencies. No similar provisions exist for the civilian
counterpart where pay follows the job he is in rather than the man. Until such
time as our civil service embraces a system for the specific assignment and wide
training of the personnel required for successful dealing with broad security
problems, decision-making will gravitate to the Department of Defense and to
the Joint Chiefs where more of this capability exists. The problem of the NSC
is the problem of civilian expertise, and neither our academic training nor our
governmental arrangements are calculated to produce any effective counter
weights to the military capabilities in this field.
The essential disability on the part of civilians dealing with security matters
has consequences that go beyond the NSC. It means that security considerations
are heavily defined in military terms. Rut nothing is more essential than a full
public realization of our political, economic, and social, as well as our military
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affairs. Ten tactical air groups can be effectively neutralized if the bases from
which they are to fly are surrounded by hostile populations. It may require a
ten percent increase in our fleet to assure access to raw materials that are no
longer available because of improvident management of our domestic resources.
Ten divisions may be added to our team because we have successfully mediated
in a solution of the Egyptian problem. Security is not to be defined in military
terms alone, and in a cold war situation it would be disastrous not to have
factors over which civilians are responsible kept front and center on the council
tables.
But these factors can only be given their deserved attention when those re
sponsible can weigh them in the scales with purely military considerations, and
this in turn postulates the kind of experience and expertise in which we are at
present deficient. In short, there is more at stake than the NSC— it is our
imagination, understanding, and effectiveness in mobilizing world power and
world opinion on our side.

V

Finally, we shall have to make some comments on the role of Congress and
Congressmen in the administration of our security program. In order fully to
understand the way in which the legislature influences the administration of
any executive program we shall have to unlearn a good deal of our textbook
maxims about the separation of powers. Only if we realize the critical and
sometimes decisive role that the Congress plays in shaping both the organiza
tion and the programs of national security will we understand the most compli
cating factor in executive planning at any level and on any subject. I should
like to submit that students of public administration have generally neglected this
highly important determinant of administrative arrangements and administrative
action.
The basic difficulty stems from the fact that the real power in both houses is
exercised through committees which are organized to deal only with parts of
the total security program. This leads to committee consideration, committee
decision, or at least committee pressure to effect administrative arrangements
on one segment of the organization that may throw larger considerations out of
focus. Arrangements for the Marine Corps were blocked by a congressional com
mittee, which in turn brought great pressure for giving this service representa
tion on the JCS. A search for subversives can vitiate the Voice of America which
may have a top priority in plans for psychological warfare. Unification may be
hindered by long-established contacts with, for example. Navy bureaus whose
independence is protected by friends on the Hill. All through the administra
tive machinery there are organizational arrangements that cannot be touched
because of congressional protection and others that are changed or modified be
cause of the heavy interest of a congressional group. In short, efforts to cen
tralize and rationalize security planning run afoul of the dispersion of authority
in the Congress. Of course, this is the continuing problem in most executive-
congressional relations.
Aside from congressional influence on particular parts of the total operation,
one general and pervasive influence must be noted. The more nearly a program
can be described in military terms the more likely it is that that program can
receive congressional approval. The further a program moves from military
definitions the more the individual congressman will feel free to enter into and
try to influence its nature and administration. The effect of this imbalance of
attention is to put security affairs under a military hat wherever possible. Thus,
Congress acts as an additional factor in weakening civilian orientation of our
security programs.
A critique like this one always sounds more negative than the facts really
warrant. A balanced view would show that organizationally we are in far bet
ter shape than at any time in our history to deal effectively with the broad and
complex matters of national security policy and planning. Additional encour
agement comes from the increasing interest of students of public affairs and
public administration in the whole area of security affairs. Courses on military
history and military policy are appearing in college catalogs. Excellent books
and articles are coming into print that throw new light on these complex prob
lems. The Social Science Research Council and the Council or Foreign Rela
tions have recently begun to concentrate attention on the importance of these
problems. Good starts have been made, but the magnitude and importance of
the problems warrant our greatest concern in the years ahead.
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Executive Session

The subcommittee met at 12 :35 p.m., pursuant to call, in Room 3302
of the Senate Office Building, Hon. Henry M. Jackson (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senator Jackson (presiding).
Staff members present : J. K. Mansfield, staff director ; Dorothy Fos-
dick and Grenville Garside, professional staff members ; and Edmund
E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Also present: Charles A. Haskins, senior staff member, National
Security Council ; Robert Berry, representing Senator Karl E. Mundt ;
and Walter L. Reynolds, chief clerk and staff director of the Commit
tee on Government Operations.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will be in order.
The subcommittee will now resume in accordance with the proce
dures worked out by the chairman of this subcommittee and the White
House. We are meeting in executive session.
You understood from the directive that you received from me by
letter what the guidelines are, Dr. Perkins ?
Dr. Perkins. Indeed I did, Senator, and I also received very specific
instructions on this score from member's of your staff, who want to
make sure I understand them.
Senator Jackson. Did anyone else speak to you about this ?
Dr. Perkins. Yes, sir; a Mr. Haskins, the gentleman who is here,
whom I just met this morning, a senior staff member of the National
Security Council, called me on the phone and he asked me if I had seen
the guidelines. Do you want me to repeat the conversation ?
Senator Jackson. Will you relate the conversation as best you can?
Dr. Perkins. Well, my recollection of the conversation runs about
like this : He called me to ask if I had seen the guidelines, and I said
I had. He then reminded me, which I knew, that my appearance
before the National Security Council in connection with the Gaither
Committee did not necessarily qualify me as an expert witness on NSC
affairs and I was only too happy to agree with him.
He wanted to assure me that the matter here was a matter of con
siderable sensitivity, that he wanted to make sure that I realized that
questions were likely to be asked that would seem to suggest that the
only proper answer was one that would be enormously critical.
I read him a list of questions that I had received in a letter from you,
and he suggested that the question of relations between Defense and
State Departments suggested the absence of adequate coordination.
I told him that I thought that honest men could differ as to whether
or not it was adequate or not. When I told him that I would be speak
ing as a private citizen he agreed with me that I should speak my mind
as I saw it as long as I was fully conversant with the security factors
involved.
I had the general impression that Mr. Haskins certainly wanted to
make sure that I realized that I was speaking in a sensitive area, and
that the National Security Council and its operations were sensitive
matters and that he and his colleagues in the Security Council were
concerned that I be objective and discreet in the handling of any ques
tions.
I think that would be a fair and honest account of that conversa
tion.
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Senator Jackson. And you previously advised him, however, that
the chairman of this committee and the staff, as well, had make it clear
to you by submitting the exchange of letters between myself and the
President, and also the so-called guidelines, and so you had all of that
information.
Dr. Perkins. I did indeed, but he was good enough to send me addi
tional copies of the guidelines, which I received in the mail a couple
of days ago. I quite independently received another set of the guide
lines from Dr. David Beckler. In what capacity he was sending them
to me I am not clear, but I think that he is executive officer of the
President's Science Advisory Committee.
So I am well equipped with guidelines, Senator, and if I do any
thing wrong it is not because of a lack of attention from both the
administrative side and the legislative side.
Senator Jackson. With that, I presume that you are fully informed
as to the rules.
Dr. Perkins. I hope so, and it is no one's fault in this room if I do
not answer correctly.
Senator Jackson. Now, I would like to ask you a few questions in
connection with the National Security Council.
I wonder if you could indicate your opinion, Dr. Perkins, as to the
effectiveness of the National Security Council as an advisory mecha
nism to the President, in general ?
Dr. Perkins. My answer will be in general, because that is the way
you have posed it.
I would say that it has been at its best when it has to do with matters
that come within fairly well established guidelines, both in terms of
budget and in terms of established orientation, and it has been at its
weakest when matters that are extremely controversial and break into
new ground or that require major revisions of policy.
Let me elaborate on that if I may, Senator, but I will proceed any
way you wish.
Senator Jackson. Proceed in your own way.
Dr. Perkins. That would be my specific answer. I think the reason
why this is so is that the Security Council, after all, is made up of both
statutory and invited members who are the heads of operating agen
cies. They are brought together to make sure that work in the differ
ent departments is coordinated and, of course, as we all know, the
Security Council itself was created in response to some badly felt needs
for coordination during World War II.
It was a need for more standard and routine coordination of activi
ties, at the top side of both State and Defense; and, at that time, State,
War, and Navy, the so-called SWNCC Committee.
When you get a committee of operators, they have enormous
ongoing programs and responsibilities, both in Defense, State, and
elsewhere, and they find it very difficult to deal with large innovations
of policy or program.
It is the inherent, built-in danger of any committee : it will operate
most effectively when basic policy is firmly established. It will not
operate effectively to establish new policy.I think if I were to make a general judgment about the NSC, it is
that the President has not received from the normal NSC routine the
kind of sharp debate, the clear differences of opinion, the new ideas
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that would require major modifications of program. However, I
think that he has been well served by a group that has stabilized opera
tions, and stabilized it by seeing to it that all parts of the Government
are drawn into the process of policy planning.
Now, this is again a case where you are talking or we are talking
about styles of administration, if you will. I think my concern about
this would be that currently, as one looks at our national security
policy, I am impressed with the need for some fairly major rethinking
of some of our lines of policy.
I am afraid that this system, and it has notliing to do with the people
in it

,
is not likely to permit new or substantially new ideas to filter

their way up uncompromised and vividly expressed.
In short, it has served the process of interagency agreement well.
It has not served the job of creating new policy lines, and for anyone
to expect that it would, would seem to me to be an error in
organ izat ional judgment.

I am told, and there is some evidence both in print and elsewhere
from people who have been in it and out of it

,
that the President is not

getting the fresh point of view through this system which, in my
judgment, the rapidly evolving cycle that I described in open hearing
would require.
Senator Jackson. Did you have a chance to read Mr. Lovett's
testimony ?

Dr. Perkins. Indeed I did ; yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. In general, do you agree with the pertinent points
that he made?
Dr. Perkins. Indeed I do.
Senator Jackson. He made specific reference to the growing size of
the NSC ; that is

,

the broadening composition of it and the rather large
meetings. Do you have any comment on that?
Dr. Perkins. Yes ; I do.
Senator Jackson. Will you proceed ?

Dr. Perkins. I am told they do vary in size. I am not quite sure
what a standard-sized meeting is but from reading the piece by Robert
Cutler and Gordon Gray who were in print on this subject, it sounds
to me as if a standard meeting must be around 19 or 20 people.
There are meetings where much larger numbers than that are in
vited, and I am also told there are some meetings where smaller num
bers are used, but I would gather that maybe 20 has been about an
average.

I would have to go back to the point I just made, Senator, that if

you view this as a system of validating policies already agreed upon
or minor changes therein, there is a pretty good case for increasing
the number of people who sit in on those meetings, who then will
come away learning what policy is

,

and by their presence, presumably
taking some responsibility for its execution.
So I think that the more one uses the NSC as a system of interagency
coordination and the legitimatizing of decisions already arrived at,
the growth in numbers is inevitable, because people left out of it and
not at the meetings whose concurrence is required have a prima facie
case for attending.
But if we are talking about a body that is going to advise the Presi
dent, as Mr. Lovett suggested in his testimony, and in a free and open
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way discuss substantial changes in policy, then I think the larger the
number the less effective it is likely to be. In a room full of 20 or 30
people, and sometimes more, many ideas are going to be held back.
Senator Jackson. In this connection, I quote from the previous
testimony of Mr. Lovett on February 23, including my question to
him:
Senator Jackson. Now to turn to this question of the jurisdiction of the NSC :
Do you think that it should confine itself to a few important issues as opposed to
having a lot of issues brought in?
Mr. Lovett. Yes, sir ; I do ; I think the fewer the better.
Dr. Perkins. I agree, but I think my answer turns on the point I
just made. If you are talking about the need of a system for acquiring
Government concurrence, then I think that you will bring up more
issues.
If you are thinking of a very top-level group of the President's most
intimate advisers and those dealing operationally with the most vital
parts of national security policy, then I think that you reduce the
number of topics.
Senator Jackson. If I may summarize this general area that we
have been covering here in the colloquy, I take it that you feel that
the size of the body should be limited in the NSC, and that the issues
should be limited to the critical or crucial ones ; and lastly, that these
critical and crucial issues should be thoroughly discussed and debated
with the sharp alternatives presented that naturally follow from that
kind of discussion, so that the President can make a decision based on
those sharp issues and alternatives.
Dr. Perkins. I agree with that.
Senator Jackson. In this way, lie discharges fully and completely
his constitutional responsibilities, does he not ?
Dr. Perkins. Yes. I want to make awfully sine T am understood
about this, Senator, because it is a very delicate and central point in the
top-side management of the Government.
You started out your question by asking, "Does this serve well in
its advisory function to the President ?" If one follows that line, one
talks about a small group dealing with large subjects, and relatively
few of them, in an atmosphere where there is the widest possible
debate made possible, and where the issues are sharpened, and where
there is an actual premium put on people coming in and vigorously
presenting fresh points of view.
It has been used largely for a second, and in my judgment, somewhat
contradictory purpose. It has been used as a system of legitimatizing
decisions already arrived at throughout the complex structure of the
executive branch.
On that line, you invite more people, and you have more papers,
and you have larger numbers of questions. But to the extent that you
mix these two functions up, you cannot get good advice from an organi
zation that has been asked to do function No. 2. Nor do you get good
implementation, obviously, from a relatively small number who are
set up for the advisory purpose.
Do I make myself clear ?
Senator Jackson. I understand fully, and in your comments you
are approaching the NSC from the point of philosophy that the
body might be better treated as an advisory body to the President.
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Dr. Perkins. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. In order that he can better fulfill his constitu
tional responsibilities.
Dr. Perkins. Precisely.
Senator Jackson. Obviously, if the President is to use such a body,
it must, under the Constitution, be limited to an advisory purpose.
The secondary purpose that you mentioned is an entirely different
one, and a body to serve that purpose is not an advisory body to the
President of the United States.
Dr. Perkins. I would take it that any student of administration
would concur that one of the dangers of an advisory committee is that
the person who uses it for advisory purposes can very easily permit
that advisory body to turn operational.
This is not just the NSC, but this is applied to General Motors or
Harvard University, or any large organization you want to mention.
Once the thing turns operational, then the structure slowly changes,
and the procedure slowly changes, and the man who originally sets
it up begins to withdraw himself from the operation, and permits
the machinery itself to settle problems that heretofore he resolved.
Senator Jackson. Now, I nave one last question, Dr. Perkins.
I should like to refer you to our Senate committee print entitled
"Organizing for National Security: Selected Materials," and to the
article by Mr. Robert R. Bowie called "Analysis of Our Policy
Machine." Mr. Bowie, I believe, is currently the director for the center
for international affairs at Harvard University.
He was the director of the State Department's policy-planning staff
from 1953 to 1957, and in that capacity he served as Assistant Secre
tary of State.
Have you had an opportunity to read the article?
Dr. Perkins. Yes ; I have. I have had plenty of occasions to talk
with Robert Bowie about this, too.
Senator Jackson. That is over a period of years?
Dr. Perkins. I have known him a good many years, ever since we
were in a command car in Germany together, Senator.
Senator Jackson. On pages 105 and 106, Mr. Bowie makes four
points. I wonder if the points that he makes there, Dr. Perkins,,
might be applicable in your judgment to the operation of the National
Security Council ?
Mr. Pendleton. Let's go over them, and apply them one by one.
Senator Jackson. Suppose that I just read the points. I think that
that might be easier. Mr. Bowie writes as follows :
In appraising our foreign policy machinery, one can well recall how little time-
our Nation has had to master its curent role. We emerged from World War II
with Ill-defined or mistaken notions about our position and our interests, and
the threats to them, and about the direction of foreign policy.
Most great powers have had an extended period to develop understanding and
techniques of foreign affairs and the framework of policy. Our Nation has had'
little more than a decade, in times of unprecedented change and turmoil. In-
evolving its policy and its relations with others it has learned from experience-
at a rapid rate. In these terms we can be proud of a notable achievement.
We cannot, however, rest on those laurels. History awards no prizes for
effort, no matter how creditable, if the results are not adequate to the need. We
must, therefore, ask ourselves whether our present procedures are equal to our
task. Judged by this criterion, our machinery suffers from several weaknesses.
(1) It is obviously ponderous. In running the gamut of the Federal
bureauracy, Congress and its committees and our allies, an analysis or proposal
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is likely to be much watered down or blurred by compromise. Moreover, the
time and energy required by the process doubtless create strong inertia against
initiating new policies or actions or changing existing positions.
In a recent press conference, Secretary Dulles, in explaining why no change
was then planned in Western disarmament proposals, said :
"It was not easy to arrive at the present disarmament proposals, representing
an agreement, as they did, among 15 countries. Many of these countries had
different viewpoints, different Interests, and different concerns. It was a task
of very great difficulty to bring about agreement, and that agreement is a delicate
and fragile one.
"There are aspects of those proposals that were not very happily received by
some that went along in the interests of achieving unanimity. Now, to break
that unanimity and try to find new unanimity or new proposals without any
knowledge in advance as to whether that would be acceptable or not to the
Soviet Union would seem to me to be a futile and indeed reckless effort to make."
One need not take issue with this specific decision to realize that the same
factors may inhibit revision of policies when conditions change.

What is your reaction to that ?
Dr. Perkins. I would like to associate myself with Robert Bowie
on this point. He is covering a variety of matters other than the
Security Council, since this comment is addressed to the whole of the
Federal bureaucracy, Congress, and his committees, and allies. But
since obviously he is including all, he is including the part, and one
of them he obviously must have meant was the Security Council.
One does have a feeling that the procedure here is ponderous, and
as I think I mentioned earlier, there does seem to be a strong inertia
against initiating new policies through this procedure. I think it
is because of this inherent contradiction in using the same group for
advisory purposes and for operational coordination.
I think if they could get these two functions untangled and leave the
NSC to where it was supposed to be in the beginning, as a group who
would coordinate their advice to the President in his presence, and
sharpen up issues, the ponderousness, if there is such a word, would
■decrease.

So I think Bowie, who must know, and he was in the middle of this,
as director of the policy planning staff in the State Department, has
& point.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Bowie's second point is this :
(2) The machinery has not always assured a realistic appraisal of conditions

■which run counter to strong preconceptions. The tendency of some to discount
persuasive evidence of Soviet economic progress and Soviet ability to produce
complex weapons probably resulted in part from reluctance to believe a system
so repugnant in its methods could succeed as well as it has. Again, the full
sweep of the Soviet threat has been hard for some to grasp because its purposes
and methods are so foreign to our own experience. Similarly, seeing the world
through the eyes of others with utterly different history, values, and position
is especially hard. Yet failure to do so leads Inevitably to misjudging reactions
in areas like the Middle East.
Dr. Perkins. I think this is a very important point and it would
be pretty hard to separate human nature, Senator, from the NSC
itself. Both are involved here.
Let me refer, if I may, and I am free to do so, to the atmosphere that
we all discovered when we came down in June or July of 1957, with
the Gaither Committee. There it seemed to us quite clear that the
nature of the threat was not fully realized, or at least the threat as
we discovered it on briefings from the Pentagon and the Central
Intelligence Agency.
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Mr. Pendleton. May I interrupt here? If these are planned to
be released, I think the Gaither Committee report still has not been
released by the President. This would probably have to be deleted.
Senator Jackson. That is right, but he is just stating his personal
judgment. The fact that any matter is taken up in executive session
does not make it automatically releasable. It is in accordance with
the guidelines and that is why we are in executive session.
Dr. Perkins. 1 had no intention of even talking about what was in
the Gaither Committee report. I am saying, however, that when we
first came down, it seemed to us that the nature of the threat was not
fully determined or fully considered. I think that is eminently clear
from the country's reaction once sputnik went up.
As a matter of fact, I said then and I say again that whatever words
of wisdom we may have put into that document would have largely
been wasted if the Russians had not so fully cooperated by sending
up a missile one week before we submitted our report, or a satellite,
and another one some weeks afterwards. We were well bracketed.
But the point needs to be made that the existing machinery did not
seem to bring to the surface in the right way the changed circum
stances of the Russian threat to American systems.
Some pieces of this puzzle were known, but you know you can know
the parts, but they do not have the full impact on you if you do not
pray over them and look at them in a fresh way.
People who are operating enormously large and responsible jobs
find it very difficult to rethink their premise every Tuesday. You
cannot change your mind about basic things too often or the machinery
you are running breaks down.
But I would say in the balance here between the system that sees
to it that you operate with some degree of stability on the one hand,
and a system that sees to it that the major premises are reexamined
in the light of new facts, there is good external evidence, and it has
nothing to do with my being on the Gaither Committee, that the Gov
ernment did not have its eyes open in the summer and fall of 1957.
We did not make the basic reexaminations that should have been
made. This is partly human nature because none of us like to re
examine too frequently or too profoundly things we take for granted
in our own lives, and this certainly is true about people whether they
are private citizens or members of the NSC.
That is why I think Mr. Bowie quite rightly says that the machinery
has not always assured a realistic appraisal of conditions which run
counter to strong preconceptions.
I would say we are not currently organized to see to it that con
ditions that run counter to strong preconceptions are kicked to the
top and put on the top of the agenda.
Senator Jackson. Just to clarify an earlier colloquy, when the
Gaither Committee was mentioned, I think my reply to a question from
Mr. Pendleton might suggest that any reference to the. Gaither Com
mittee would be deleted. I think that under the guidelines we have
worked out, we adhere to the principles laid down in the guidelines
which, of course, forbid any reference to the substantive contents of
the Gaither report.
That was covered by a letter of the President to Senator Johnson
which I referred to in my earlier opening statement, but the only items
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that will be excised will be ones bearing on national security under the
rules that apply, that is

,

the rules of security, and the specific pro
visions covered by the guidelines.I just wanted to make clear that just the mere mention or reference
to the Gaither Committee is not in itself a security matter. That is

just to clarify the record.
Dr. Perkins. The fact is

,

the report has not been released and
presumably this is not a procedure for detouring around that decision,
and none of us want any part in any such detour.
Senator Jackson. We are not going to do it directly or indirectly,
and the President has a constitutional right to have such communica
tions treated as confidential, and otherwise he cannot do his job.
Dr. Perkins. Of course he does.
Senator Jackson. There is a real, valid reason for the constitutional
principle.
Dr. Perkins. I might say, those of us on the Gaither Committee
have become reasonably expert in dodging efforts to pry out of us what
was in that report.
Senator Jackson. Now, if we may take up Mr. Bowie's points (3)
and (4) together, if there is no objection.
Points (3) and (4) read as follows :

(3) The machinery has not produced a balanced allocation of resources
among essential activities. The Soviet challenge is many sided. It is not merely
a military threat but also a political, diplomatic, and propaganda offensive
throughout the world. The most obvious of these threats, however, is the mili
tary. Since it is easy to dramatize, there has been a dangerous tendency to
emphasize military programs at the expense of other programs in allocating
resources.
The programs for economic and technical assistance and for reciprocal trade
agreements have had much harder sledding : their results are more gradual and
the threat is less dramatic. Yet failure to carry on a balanced program with
necessary stress on nonmilitary measures will expose us to grave danger of
being slowly strangled and isolated even while maintaining an adequate military
posture.
Even the military field suffers from similar distorting factors. The capability
for all-out retaliatory capacity, represented by SAC, enjoys widespread support.
Yet that capability, while essential, is clearly not enough. The growing Soviet
nuclear capacity has tended to erode the value of SAC as a deterrent to local
aggression. To stop that hole in its defenses, the United States needs to create
and maintain an adequate capacity for using force on a limited scale. Yet
neither the Executive nor Congress has fully faced up to this need. Since lack
of flexible military means could hamper our diplomacy and imperil our security,
this defect could be extremely serious.
(4) The Soviet offensive is essentially long term. The Soviet leaders view
"competitive coexistence" as a struggle for an indefinite time. Even if peace is
preserved they clearly intend to probe for weak spots and to exploit them fully
by all other means. Our programs must also be planned and carried out on a

long-term basis.
For various reasons, our machinery is not well suited to planning and action
in these terms. In the executive branch day-to-day crises constantly demand
immediate action and divert attention from analysis of more basic problems.
The annual budget procedure also tends to shorten the focus within which
programs are presented and judged.
Again, with elections to Congress every 2 years. Members on the lookout for
issues are likely to stress the short run. Finally, the press has a similar bias :

the dramatic crisis is newsworthy ; the gradual success seldom makes the head
lines. All these factors tend to foreshorten the perspective in which programs
are judged.

Now, would you comment on Mr. Bowie's point 3 ?
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Dr. Perkins. This is a judgment that one has to make, and Mr.
Bowie has properly made it

,

as to the totality of our security program
or our national security program. It has to do with a judgment about
balance among the requirements for deterrence, limited war, civil
defense, military assistance, foreign aid to various countries, that in his
judgment apparently he feels that this system is out of balance.

I do, too. I think it is out of balance because with the understand
able pressure to close this missile gap, too little attention has been
given to the nonmilitary components of a total defense posture.
In short, we might find that we have an absolutely invulnerable
deterrent, and we might even find that we have an airlift system that
meets our limited war requirements to the best possible reasonable
measure. But then we could discover that the Soviets' real thrust
was in the field of. ideology and economics. If we have starved our
information office, or have not appropriated enough funds for military
assistance, we might be in the position of having locked the front
door very well only to discover we had not even put up the screens in
the back.
Now, insofar as this is true, and I am inclined to agree with Mr.
Bowie that it is true, the place where our original machinery would be
responsible is in giving undue weight to the military presentations
when one is rounding out a balance between the factors I have just
described.

I think this comes back to the fact that we mentioned in open testi
mony, that the civilians as bargainers in this complex thing called
national security policy are not as well or as broadly prepared as their
military counterparts.
The civilian in the Pentagon or the civilian in the State Depart
ment frequently does not have the full range of briefings, of training,
and expertise as his military opposite number. Second, he does not
have the enormous advantage or what seems to be the more present
danger.
Senator Jackson. Now, Mr. Bowie's fourth point that the Soviet
offensive is essentially long term.
Dr. Perkins. Yes. On this one, this is an enormously complex
matter and gets us into the matter of legislation and budgetary pro
cedure. Also, it goes back to my familiar theme of the NSC becoming
operational.
Insofar as the NSC is operational, it is dealing with matters that
the operators currently have on their minds. Operators do not have
long-term issues on their minds, because they are burdened with
matters that they have to solve today. Then they take up tomorrow's
problems when tomorrow comes.
So insofar as the NSC has become operational forward planning

is likely to be foreshortened. Insofar as the NSC is advisory, its
time consideration will be lengthened, and so I am back to my original
thinking.
Now, the budgetary process reinforces the operational bias I have
just described, because one is hardly through with a budget in this
business before you have to deal with the next one.

I am told that most budgetary processes now, in Government de
partments, involve working with three budgets simultaneously, defi
ciencies in the past one, the one you are working on, and the one that
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is coming up, and all of them involve hearings and operations that

This means that when you are dealing with an annual appropriation,
from a lower House that has a 2-year life, this very process restricts
the range of possible planning, unless one goes in for a variety of
devices that can lengthen this out.
So I would say that one of the places where American adminis
trative ingenuity can be most profitably exercised would be evolving
a system that has 5- and 10-year leadtimes, that permits planning
projections that do not get chewed to bits by annual budgetary cycles.
In short, I think the budgetary process supports a tendency on the
Jart of operators to think in terms of daily crises. To that extent,would agree with Bowie, that the budgetary business has inter-
ferred with long-range planning.
Senator Jackson. May I just at that point read this brief statement
from Mr. Lovett's testimony before this committee on February 23,
regarding a longer budget system, and I quote :
I think that in any experimental development program involving research and
the awkward period during translation of research into an actual item, funding
it for 1 year is unrealistic. I think we need to have something longer in order
not to have to reset sights and suffer the vacillation which ensues.
One of the most painful things that an executive goes through in the Govern
ment departments is the change of program while you are right in the middle of
it. You lose momentum and you delay the output. So I would say we need
some form of budgeting for certainly half of the period of gestation of any new
weapon, which used to be in the order of 5, 6, or 7 years—about 5 years to take
the low side.
That would mean, say, 2 to 3 years of funding for some approved experimental
research and development purpose. That would be the first area.

Dr. Perkins. I would say "amen" to that.
Senator Jackson. You concur in that ?
Dr. Perkins. Yes; and there is a second point about budgeting
that gets us into the NSC. We have made the point about the impact
of fixed ceilings, and its impact on security planning. But there is
a widely held view, as you well know, in the operating departments
that the budget officers carry too much weight, and that the Director
of the Bureau of the Budget and the Treasuiy Secretary in the NSC
carries too much weight.
I would like to speak to both sides of that issue, if I may, because
there are two sides: One, I think that people who talk about the
budgetary tool as being one that the President should not use are talk
ing sheer nonsense. The budget system and the budgetary tool is an
indispensable tool of management and control, and of checking up on
what you have, and seeing to it that there is some connection between
costs and performance.
So those who are concerned about, the role of the Bureau of the
Budget, I think, are either wrong or they are misplacing their concern.If you are dissatisfied with either budgetary ceiling or with the views
of budgetary officers, you should lodge your complaint with the people
who use it

,

and not with the tool.

I think here we deal with a much more complicated issue. It is

my general view, Senator, that the idea of the budget ceiling has
been used as a shortcut means of dealing with a very tough problem
of making a choice between complicated weapons systems.

52710— 60—pt. 2 s
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Now, in short, X think, therefore, that while the complaint that the
budgetary tool is inappropriate is wrong, I think a case can be made
that the substitution of budget procedures for substantive decisions is
equally wrong.
Senator Jackson. That goes to a very good point, and I think any
one who is realistically informed about the operation of Government
realizes that the budget tool can be a very useful tool when properly
directed and operating from policy decisions that have been thoroughly
considered, and thoroughly debated, and that meet overall require
ments. . • ,:■

Would you agree with that ?
Dr. Perkins. Yes ; I would.
Senator Jackson. Do you have any further comments ?
Dr. Perkins. No ; I do not.
Senator Jackson. I shall ask the minority counsel, Mr. Pendleton,
if he wishes to ask any questions, Mr. Pendleton ?
Mr. Pendleton. Dr. Perkins, you mentioned at the beginning of
your statement in this executive hearing that, prior to the session,
you had spoken to the staff of this committee and Mr. Haskins. I was
wondering whether you had prior to this session spoken either to Sen
ator Mundt or Senator Javits or to me ?
Dr. Perkins. No, sir.
Mr. Pendleton. Throughout this discussion in executive session
you have referred to the President. Do you mean by "the President"'
any particular occupant of that position ?
Dr. Perkins. I was talking about the Presidency.
Mr. Pendleton. And not the present incumbent in particular.
Dr. Perkins. No, sir.
Mr. Pendleton. In discussing the operations of the National Secur
ity Council, would you state the basis of your knowledge of the oper
ations of that Council ?
Dr. Perkins. My first contact came as in the Pentagon, when I was
first consultant and then deputy chairman of the Research and Devel
opment Board. In order to discharge my responsibilities, I was given
a whole series of National Security Council papers that bore on the
dimensions of the responsibilities of the Department of Defense. I
must have read about 25, 1 would guess, such papers and amendments
thereto.
So there was a period when I was thoroughly familiar with not only
the papers, but the procedure by which those papers were developed
and or the development of papers in the Pentagon for the Security
Council.
My second large exposure came through the Gaither Committee,
and I will not say any more than that for fear of getting into trouble.
There may have been an NSC paper that bore on our security program
that I did not see during the summer, but I do not know what it
was. I had a chance to see both the Planning Board and the Security
Council itself in operation, but more importantly, I had a chance to
discuss, since we were very much interested in finding out how our
report could be of most use to the Security Council, now the thing
worked.
Of course, there is a good deal in public print about the Security
Council. Fortunately, a good bit of it has now been put together
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in your very excellent committee document entitled "Selected Ma
terials," but before that I had a chance to read Mr. Cutler's statement
about how the Council operates, and Mr. Gray's statement when they
appeared in Foreign Affairs magazine.
Mr. Pendleton. And, Doctor, in the course of your experience, have
you attended meetings of the NSC 8
Dr. Perkins. One.
Mr. Pendleton. You referred to a question of the discussion between
the people participating in the operations of the National Security
Council, and the question came there.
Dr. Perkins. Will you repeat that again ?
Mr. Pendleton. You referred in your discussions to the participa
tion between the attendants at NSC meetings. The question arose in
my mind on the opportunity for the operating heads of the agencies to
discuss policy versus the presentation of a compromise decision at the
NSC level.
I believe your statement was in regard to the presentation of a
compromise rather than the opportunity for the Secretary of Defense
and the Secretary of State and other members of the NSC to discuss
the issue.
Do you believe that it would be more advisable for policy recom
mendations to be made by other people than the heads of the operating
agencies ?
Dr. Perkins. That is a very good question, and a very complicated
one, and it requires a complicated answer.
There is a wide division of opinion, as you know, about such mat
ters. There is one school of thought that says you ought to have a
series of senior officers, with no operating responsibility. There is
another that says that you get your best advice from those who are in
the middle of operations.

advice from people who have large operating responsibilities ; at least
you have a chance to make sure that you are getting the benefit of
advice that comes out of considerable experience. The man who does
not have any such connection has an important role, but not the con
tinuing role that I would expect from, let us say, the Secretary of
Defense, or the Secretary of State.I would say, then, if I were the person who had to lean on advice,I would certainly want to seek it on a continuing basis, from the
people who had the large operational responsibilities in Government.
In that sense I think that the statutory membership, or those who are
invited, at least some of them, represent on the average where you get
your best advice.
No system is perfect^ and no operator is ever one who is always
the best possible administrator, and the freest and most creative
thinker. So I think a person, when he looks over the people who are
giving him advice, has to make shrewd judgments about each indi
vidual. Is this man really in addition to his large operating responsi
bilities also likely to be the most creative ?
You know as well as I do that lots of times you answer differently
depending upon the person. Now, a wise man who uses an advisory
group will assess the capabilities of each of the persons who are imme
diately around him, and will decide where there are some deficiencies
in his advisory system.
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So my conclusion about this would be that a President, and I am not
talking about any particular President, would do well to see to it that
if he does not have the creative, imaginative advice that he needs, as
well as the stable operational capability, from those who come to NSC
affairs, he ought to invite into it not people who have other operating
responsibilities necessarily, but maybe he has a staff assistant, ana
maybe the imagination comes in an under secretary some place, or
maybe it comes from some other part of the Government, and maybe
he has to get it from outside expert committees.
But he cannot afford, having made a survey of the kind of capabili
ties he has in his USC membership, he cannot afford to pass up the
chance for getting creative, fresh, courageous advice into his system.
Mr. Pendleton. That raises the next question, of course, and it
involves the difficulty of getting both points of view, and that is the
number of people who attend.
I believe at the present time among the 20 or so that attend the NSC,
there is George Kistiakowsky, the President's science adviser. Do
you believe it is better for him to be there, or does his presence and
some of these other outside people create a mass atmosphere?
Dr. Perkins. WelL is he going to appear before this committee?
Senator Jackson. He will not appeal-, because of his position in the
White House.
Dr. Perkins. I think that I could not answer that without knowing
Kistiakowsky better than I do. I know about him and I have met him.
Mr. Pendleton. Any science adviser. I meant just anyone.
Dr. Perkins. That is all right. I think there would be many times
when if I were a President I would like to have a science adviser pres
ent when certain topics were up. I would not want him to feel that
he was there because he had to register a point of view on all the
matters on the agenda.
Mr. Pendleton. Now, to close, to turn to Mr. Bowie's statements
on page 105, the first question there in regard to the policymaking
problem—do you believe that the United States in its foreign policy
making should or should not consult with its allies and with the
Congress ?
Dr. Perkins. Of course it has to. The one way in which you de
velop a consensus in a democracy is by dealing not only with your
legislature, but with other private organizations whose knowledge
and know-how about what the Government is doing is imperative.
I would also take it that we are the leaders of the Western alliance
structure. For us not to consult our allies would be sheer murder.
Bowie, of course, is perfectly correct in saying that we have to consult
Congress, and the allies, and different parts of the Government.
Mr. Pendleton. And then the final point is point number 2 there,
in regard to the procedure of NSC on existing papers and policy.
I would like to refer you to page 55 of "Organizing for National
Security : Selected Materials," where Mr. Cutler discussed this, and I
am sure you have seen that. The fourth paragraph there says :

Moving farther along the spectrum, we find the continuing review of all policies,
including those approved by President Eisenhower. A national security poUcy
is not created to be put in a glass museum case. As world events shift or take
on new emphasis under more recent intelligence reports, there is need to subject
policies to a fresh look. Periodically the Operations Coordinating Board reports
to the Council on departmental and agency progress in carrying out currently
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operative national security policies, on its judgment of the adequacy of failings
of such policies.

In the light of that statement, do you feel there is a continuing
review of existing policy?
Dr. Perkins. Mr. Cutler says there was during his time, and then
there sure was, because he is a man of enormous integrity, and I
would have no basis for quarreling with what he says. I would reg
ister a caveat, however, which is that policies that get reduced to paper
and countersigned by a lot of people are harder to modify than ones
that have not gone through some kind of paper validation process.
But I would say that Cutler is obviously right, that there is a
system for review, and I just hope that the barrier I have described is
one that he finds easy to surmount.
Mr. Pendleton. You referred to Mr. Cutler's time. So far as you
have personal knowledge, is there any change in that procedure at the
present time?
Dr. Perkins. I have no way of knowing. I have no reason to be
lieve it has changed.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Mr. Pendleton.
Well, Dr. Perkins, as I indicated in the open session, you testimony
has been most informative, and it has been constructive. I can add
that your testimony in connection with the NSC that we have taken
here in executive session has been very thoughtful. I know you have
spent a lot of time on this particular area of government machinery.
T do want to commend you for it.
Dr. Perkins. Thank you, Senator. I have enjoyed being here, and
if I have been of any help I am most pleased.
Senator Jackson. The committee will stand adjourned until 10
o'clock tomorrow morning when we will resume our open sessions.
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U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m. in room 3302,
Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of the
i iaa. \ * __

Present : Senator Jackson.
Also present : Senators Gore, Church, and Bush.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, and Howard E. Haugerud, professional
staff members; and Edmund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
This morning our subcommittee goes into its second day of public
hearings on the subject of how our Government can best gear science
and technology into foreign and defense policymaking.
The question now before this subcommittee is this: What is the
right way to organize our Government to get the right scientific and
technical programs at the right time ?
Yesterday we heard from Dr. James A. Perkins, vice president
of the Carnegie Corporation. Our first witness this morning is Dr.
James B. Fisk, president of the Bell Telephone Laboratories and vice
chairman of the President's Science Advisory Committee.
Dr. Fisk has combined a distinguished scientific career with
notable contributions to the Government service. Most recently he
has been intimately involved with the complex problems of disarma
ment. He served late last year as head of a technical group at the
Geneva Conference on the discontinuance of nuclear tests.
In 1958 he was chairman of the Western delegation at the Geneva
Conference which studied the possibilities of the technical violations
of any agreement on test suspensions.
With this background, Dr. Fisk is admirably qualified to discuss
some of the new problems we face in science, technology, and the
policy process. The Chair might add that Dr. Fisk has been involved
in many great and outstanding research activities bearing on the
broad challenge to our national security.
He heads the largest laboratory in the world, and he is a distin-

subcommittee)
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STATEMENT OF JAMES B. FISK, PRESIDENT, BELL TELEPHONE
LABORATORIES, AND VICE CHAIRMAN, THE PRESIDENT'S
SCIENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Dr. Fisk. Thank you very much, Senator Jackson. I am very
glad to be here.
I have a prepared statement. Perhaps it should not be dignified in
that way. It is really an elaboration of notes. If it suits you, sir,
I would like to follow that statement.
In your letter to me of April 11, Senator Jackson, you have raised
a number of difficult and important questions, principally concerned
with the planning and coordination of scientific and technical activi
ties of the Government.
The first three of these questions mentions the President's Science
Advisory Committee explicity? as well as the National Academy of
Sciences and the National Science Foundation, and raises also the
possibility of giving the President's Science Advisory Committee some
statutory underpinning.
I would like to discuss this question, beginning with a few general
observations.
Science and its applications—that is

,

the technology which science
generates and supports—are essential functions of many of the oper
ating agencies of the Government today, in Defense, Commerce, In
terior, the Atomic Energy Commission, Health, Education, and Wel
fare, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and
so on.
Understanding of science and technology has become increasingly
important to the Department of State, and a number of agencies exist
only because of science and technology. For example, there is the
Atomic Energy Commission, the National Science Foundation, the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and indeed the Fed
eral Communications Commission.
The Treasury Department and the Bureau of the Budget and even
the Justice Department are continually faced with matters of high
technical content.
Science can be viewed as one major element in our total national
life. Or it can be viewed as a means to accomplish certain objectives.
It is both, and both are important. We must avoid the danger of too
much planning of our national science, but we must find more effec
tive mechanisms for overall comparative judgments of national pri
orities.
To imagine that "science" as a whole could be abstracted from
Government departments and agencies and set up somehow as a sep
arate department— a Department of Science— is

, I believe, unrealistic
It would be somewhat analogous to abstracting "economics" from these
departments and agencies and forming a Department of Economics.
In saying this, I do not mean to imply that we have evolved the best
mechanisms for handling our scientific problems, or that all scientific
and technical activities nave their best possible homes; or that all
urgent technical undertakings are being carried out.
This would be unreasonable to expect because the nature and scope
of these activities keep changing as the world moves ahead, and
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Government needs constantly to adjust its mechanisms to keep up

Nor do I imply that there is no need for comprehensive analysis,
planning and review of our total scientific and technological activity,
and the costs of such activity in Government.
I am saying only that a separate, comprehensive Department of
Science seems to me to be inappropriate as an operating mechanism. I
see no single, simple, administrative solution. But there are several
administrative matters which, in my view, merit consideration.
First, regarding the analysis, review and advice concerning the
overall science and technology within Government, in the recent past
this function has been exercised in part by the President's Science Ad
visory Committee. The President's Science Advisory Committee is
not a statutory body. It is not an operating agency. It is, as its
name signifies, an advisory committee appointed by the President.
It has attempted to analyze, review and advise on numerous
matters of high scientific and technological content, and it has at
tempted to look more broadly and on a longer time scale at science
and research, and education for science and technology in the United
States.

I believe that the functions which this committee has performed
have been useful and constructive, even though because of limitations
of time they have not been as comprehensive as might be desired.

I further believe that the functions of the President's Science Ad
visory Committee could be usefully extended. Therefore, I would
suggest the establishment of the President's Science Advisory Com
mittee by statute be considered, although the President's Science
Advisory Committee has discharged its functions without statute and
could continue to do so.
These functions might very well include the review and analysis
of overall science and technology programs of the Government; to
suggest priorities; to foster important fields of science which are
undernourished and, incidentally, to identify those fields or those
projects which perhaps are overnourished ; to recommend initiation
of projects whose ultimate utility may be foreseen; to advise the
President on such matters ; to enlist the National Academy of Sciences
in its studies ; and to work with the National Science Foundation and
the recently formed Federal Council for Science and Technology to
develop uniform practices where uniformity is desirable.
Now, a second area which I would like to say a few words about
concerns the ways in which science and particularly technology can
best serve specific national purposes.
Many competent people have observed that in areas of science and
technology, where the Soviet Union has chosen to focus its talent
and resources, it has done very well indeed.
For example, in science they are distinguished in mathematics,
nuclear physics, inorganic chemistry, oceanography, and in other
fields.
In World War II, where their needs were very great, they did ex
cellent work on tanks, artillery, fighter aircraft, and so on. And, of
course, more recently and very well known has been their performance
with rocket motors, ICBM's and space vehicles.
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It seems to me that the principal lessons are that the Soviets seem
to have made a very careful choice of objectives, and then provided
for focus and concentration.
. The real question for us is this : Can we identify the truly significant
national military and other objectives, then organize to focus our
best technical efforts toward their achievement in order to insure the
best supporting science and technology ?
Please note that I am not now addressing the important question
of science as a part of our culture, or as the unique source of whole
new and unexpected advances : rather, I am talking about the ways in
which technology and applied science can best serve specific national
objectives.
By way of example, it seems to me that there are three dominant
national military Objectives for which we must be prepared. They
are:

1. Defense of the homeland, or continental defense;
2. Long-range strategic warfare:
3. Military aid to our allies, or "limited war" capability.

■ These three are likely to remain as national military objectives in
definitely into the future. The three functions, or objectives., do not
overlap one another in any very significant way. Yet each involves
all three of our present armed services and each involves the technical
developments stemming from the three services.
As a digression, I might observe that "competition" is a part of our
American way of life. But internal competition is not the only spur
to performance. Our real competition is external. We must never
let internal competition divert us or weaken us in meeting our primary
objectives.
One of your questions, Senator Jackson, bears on this matter;
namely, the question concerning creation of the post of Director of
Defense Research and Engineering. I believe this to have been an
important step. Further, I am glad to see that Dr. York has organ
ized his office m a manner consistent with the main point which 1 am
attempting to make.
Thus, from the viewpoint of technology and science, increased focus
is being provided. Focus is also being brought to broad functional
areas—for example, communications—where common systems can
serve many, if not all, operational requirements.
Now, the third point I would like to make, and finally, is that there
is a question in the list which you sent to me concerning arms limita
tion, and the scientific and technological considerations involved.
These complex questions — in which science and technology are only
a part—are extremely difficult, and of paramount importance. I do
not believe that we can afford, as a country, to leave such matters
primarily to ad hoc groups, even though they have provided very
valuable help.
• Continued study, analysis, experimentation, all are essential, closely
knit with the political, military, economic, and other matters, from
which the scientific and technical cannot be divorced.
Further, it seems to me that while the Department of Defense and
the Atomic Energy Commission will always have a great interest and
responsibility and will make contributions in this field, they should
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not be expected to carry the burden both of maximizing and, simul
taneously, minimizing arms.
I look for steps to be taken which will greatly strengthen us in future
negotiations on disarmament. ;

These were the prepared remarks, Senator Jackson, Which I had
intended to make.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Dr. Fisk. I want to commend you
for a most informative and a very line analytical presentation of the
questions that we put to you.
I would like to welcome to the committee this morning two distin
guished colleagues from the Foreign Relations Committee, Senator
Gore and Senator Church. Senator Gore has another committee
meeting to attend, Dr. Fisk. He is in a position like many of us with
several committee meetings on at the same time. In view of the fact
that he must attend another meeting, I will turn to him first to ask
some questions.
Senator Gore has taken a particular interest in disarmament, not
only on the Foreign Relations Committee, but also on the Joint Com
mittee on Atomic Energy. •

Senator Gore. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Fisk, I gather the impression from your statement that you
regard in this period through which we are passing an unplanned
scientific program as being essentially on the defensive, vis-a-vis the
United States and the Soviet science program.
Yesterday I heard, and I am sure you either heard or read the state
ment of Mr. de Gaulle, who advocated that we first deal with the
missiles, the vehicles of delivery ; that this should take priority over
agreement on nuclear tests, ana the nuclear warhead.
Our Government, as you know, along with Great Britain, has taken
the view that we should first deal with nuclear tests, and the inter
national conference is underway upon the initiation of President
Eisenhower.
Now, what, in your opinion, is the realism involved ? Which is the
more important disarmament or, indeed, are they inseparable —the
nuclear warhead or the ICBM or ICM, to deliver a nuclear warhead ?
Dr. Fisk. Senator, this is a very difficult question to answer. I
grant you it is an extremely important question. It bears on what I
have said here this morning, principally, I believe, in this way :I feel that it is terribly important for us as, a country. to examine
just such, questions as you have now asked, to dp it on a continuing
basis with intelligent and dedicated people, well focused on problems
of arms limitation and disarmament.
As of today, most such thinking has come from rather hastily or
ganized ad hoc groups and these problems are too difficult, altogether
too difficult, technically and militarily and politically and otherwise,
for any short-term view to come up with a sensible answer.
For the same reason, I feel that my own knowledge in this field is
inadequate to give a good, well informed answer to your question.
Senator Gore. Then my deductions from your statement are rea
sonably accurate, that you feel it is necessary to have a carefully
organized and planned program of science, of development, research,
and a careful program for planning this Nation's policies in this par
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ticular field with specific reference to disarmament and national
security.
Dr. Fisk. Yes, sir; I do. I feel that we could very well afford
to spend perhaps 1 percent of the amount of money we spend on de
fense for this purpose.
Senator Gore. I think that I agree with that.
Now, you have said in response to my question that it is a difficult
one and one which cannot all be answered on an ad hoc or temporary
basis. You have also said that you do not feel capable of providing
an answer now.
I can respect your opinion, but having seen you perform in Geneva
and have heard you testify upon several occasions, I know of no one
whose opinion I would respect more, even when given impromptu.
Therefore, I wish to inquire further. With respect to disarma
ment, do we have a careful plan of which you are aware or do we not?
Dr. Fisk. I have not been a part of any study in this field nor amI familiar in detail with the status of our overall disarmament plans.
My own association with a limited portion of this field has been solely
on the technical aspects of the nuclear test ban negotiations.
So I am not, or I do not feel, Senator, that I am qualified to answer
your question.
Senator Gore. Well, I will not press that on further.
Ivet us go to the specific question of nuclear test bans. Efforts are
underway to reach agreement in this field. Most all men of good will
must hope that a realistic agreement can be reached.
What meaning would an agreement on tests have, in your opinion,
if there is no agreement on the use of the stockpiles presently in hand
and further developed of rocketry and missiles to deliver those ?
Senator Jackson. Senator Gore, I just wanted to interrupt at this
point. I told Dr. Fisk, and I will let him answer this any way he
wants, that for the most part we would confine our discussion today
to the mechanisms and the procedures in this broad area where science
plays a most important role in national security.
I merely wanted to mention that because I did not have time to ex
plain to Senator Gore the primary role of your appearance here to
day.
Senator Gore. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is certainly not my desire to press Dr. Fisk to give answers which
he is reluctant to give. From his testimony, it seems to me or I re
ceived the impression from his testimony that he felt the urgency
for the need of careful organization and careful planning for an
intelligent and provident disarmament program. Is that correct ?
Dr. Fisk. Yes, sir.
Senator Gore. And I asked this specific question because only yes
terday we witnessed this wide divergency between our distinguished
visitor and our own Government and Great Britain with respect to
this particular problem. That is why I was undertaking to elicit from
you some relation of this particular problem which apparently is being
dealt with on an ad hoc basis, and not too much success.
Here is an example, it seems to me, a primary example for the need
of planning and programing. I would be glad to have your comment
on that.
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Senator Jackson. That is fine, as to procedures, and I want to say
this : that Dr. Fisk, I think, is prepared to testify in general on pro
cedures and mechanisms. I think what he wanted to stay away from,
and I say this because Dr. Fisk wants to be very fair, but I think that
he may have some reluctance just prior to meetings coming up to get
into substantive matters.
I know lie would be happy on this question, I am sure, to comment
regarding procedures and the approaches that should be made.
Senator Gore. I will invite whatever comment you would be pleased
to offer, Doctor.
Senator Jackson. I am not acting as a censor here; I just want to
be fair to Dr. Fisk, because our role is entirely related to machinery,
but we do have to have a substantive base from which to start.
Dr. Fisk. And otherwise there is no need for improvement of the
machinery.
Senator Gore. Well? I have provided one.
Dr. Fisk. I think it is terribly important for us to examine this
whole collection of problems of disarmament, arms limitation, and so
on, to determine what are the most important first steps, and how do
you do them, and what are the interrelationships between science and
technology, which is only a small part of the questions of control and
monitoring, and what is the relationship between the technical aspects,
and the political and military and economic and other aspects ?
How can we really bring to bear the real strengths of our country
to understand and provide a basis on which we can go ahead forth-
rightly and safely ?
A great deal of the good work is done, and a great deal of good
thinking is done in the Government and elsewhere. But I feel that we
have no central focus for this, no way in which we can draw in the
kind of talent that this problem demands and deserves. This is my
point, Senator.
Senator Gore. I think that I agree with you there, Doctor, but with
or without focus we are engaged in an international conference right
now with several other powers on the problem of disarmament. A
summit conference is to be held within the next few days, and the
leader of France is here, and the leader of Great Britain has just
been here, and the leader of Russia has been everywhere.
Although we may not be in focus, I think it is necessary, as you say,
for this country to develop carefully a modus vivendi of bringing the
problem into focus and making our own long-range plans to meet the
problems.
Dr. Fisk. Please understand, Senator Gore, I am not asserting that
we have done badly. I am simply saying
Senator Gore. You are asserting that we have acted, shall I say,
in an ad hoc manner.
Dr. Fisk. No. I am simply saying that the problems are too diffi
cult, as I discovered in my own service as a delegate. The problems
are too difficult and too complicated to treat lightly. I think we have
learned some lessons.
What I am paying is that these matters deserve much greater and
much more concentrated attention in the future.
Senator Gore. I have one further question, and I shall desist.
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You and I were in Geneva, and here is a problem on which we
fo^-ased to the extent of our ability, a problem on which our Govern
ment focused to the extent of its preparations, to the extent of its
plans.
My question is

,

from your observation, was the U.S. Government
adequately prepared for the nuclear weapons test conference which
began November 1, 1958, when it began ?

Dr. Fisk. Are you now speaking, sir, of the political conference ?

Senator Gore. Yes, which was based, of course, upon, shall we say,
the findings and compromises and the views of the technical con
ference.
Dr. Fisk. There were no compromises in the technical conference
that preceded the political conference. The foundations, technical
and scientific, which were then available to the political conference
were those based on the best technical evidence which we then had.
As we know, subsequent information showed that we had been some
what too optimistic. I feel that we perhaps should have at that
time developed a program to support our political negotiators which
might have put us in a better position today than we are in.
Senator Jackson. Dr. Fisk, might I interrupt at this point to say
that the Department of State has been very candid on this point, and

I thought that I just might mention to you that when Mr. Hare, repre
senting the Department of State, appeared before the Appropriations
Committee in February of this year, the House Appropriations Sub
committee, they asked for $400,000 for disarmament studies. That is

a $400,000 item for disarmament studies.
He made this statement, which I think corroborates your very frank
Eresentation

of this problem, and I quote from page 111 of the
earings :

What is lacking is a sustained study effort concerning the effect of various
possible arms control agreements on the United States, allied and Soviet capa
bilities, together with future exploration of new possibilities of arms controls
which might enhance U.S. security.

I think this statement corroborates your testimony here this morn
ing, and it is the official position of the Department of State.
Excuse me, Senator Gore.
Senator Gore. Well, Doctor, there is one thing that has perplexed
me and I wonder if you have an explanation. Our Government took

a position with respect to all tests, and the stoppage of all tests in
Geneva on November 1, 1958.
Only a few days prior thereto, and perhaps that may be one ex
planation, it was only a few days prior thereto, the Hardtack series
of tests were conducted which rendered the scientific base of our posi
tion as of November 1, 1958, as you have said, unrealistic and un
founded.
Would it not have been better to have had the results of this test
properly, shall we say, analyzed or extrapolated or whatever term
is appropriate, before taking a position? Should the convening
of the conference have been postponed until after this information
could be analyzed, or should the tests have been held sufficiently ad
vanced before that time ?

Just how did we get, if you can say as a scientist, how did we get
into this position of going to Geneva on November 1, 1958, with a
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position which at least some scientists in our Government knew at the
time was unrealistic and unsupported by the new evidence?
Had it not been sufficiently analyzed for our Government to know

it
,

or was this bureaucratic slowness in adjusting to new facts? Do
you have an explanation for it ?I am not asking you to defend anything or take a partisan position.
If you know the answer to it, I would like to have it.
Dr. Fisk. You have asked me a rather difficult question which in
volves judgments and decisions. A decision was taken so far as I

am aware before the Hardtack series began ; namely, in August, but

it is not true
Senator Gore. You mean the political decision ?

Dr. Fisk. To hold the conference on November 1
.

Senator Gore. When was the position taken, the decision on the
position ? Do you know that ?

Dr. Fisk. I am not sure that I know exactly what you mean, sir.
The decision to proceed with political discussions, I believe, was taken
on August 22. However, let me, if I may, correct one point which
you have touched on, sir.
The basis for all but the small underground tests has not been chal
lenged. The results on which this decision was taken in August are
still val id so far as I am aware. There has always been some threshold
below which everyone has known it would be extraordinarily difficult
to detect underground tests.
This we thought in Geneva in 1958 was perhaps 5 kilotons under
most circumstances, with some smaller probability of 1 kiloton. The
results of the Hardtack series showed that 5 kilotons was probably
not right, and it was more nearly 15 or 20 kilotons. That is what the
Hardtack series showed, with respect only to underground tests.
So the nig was not completely pulled out from under us. A small
portion of the rug disappeared.
Senator Gore. Do you think that this is an example in which a

more carefully organized and planned program could have brought
the subject matter into sharper focus and more careful analysis and
position as a result ?

Dr. Fisk. I think, sir, we learned this as a result of our activities
in Geneva. ;

Senator Gore. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Gore.
Dr. Fisk, I wonder if I could put this question to you : Would it

be fair to say that we face a broad challenge from the Sino-Soviet
bloc, that is

,

militarily, and also economic and psychological, and on
the disarmament problem, and I take it that just as we must plan for

a military defense and just as we must be prepared, if necessary, to
engage potential enemies in the economic field, we must obviously be
equally and competently prepared to deal with this broad challenge
of disarmament.
Is that a fair statement ? It started out to be a question.
Dr. Fisk. I accept your statement.
Senator Jackson. That has to do with the importance of disarma
ment
Would you feel that disarmament is a part of this broad Soviet, or
Sino-Soviet, challenge ?
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Dr. Fisk. I have no reason to believe, in terms of my own experi
ences, which are limited to dealing with the Soviets, a small group
of their scientists —I have no reason to believe that they are not very
much interested in arms limitation. It seems to me we have every
reason, both internally and because of this demonstrated or presumed
interest on the part of other countries, to understand every aspect of
this very difficult question.
My main point has been simply that as we have learned in the past
several years, and as we have found how difficult these problems of
monitoring and control are, and how difficult it is to separate them
from the broader political and military and economic kind of ques
tions, I think it has been very clearly demonstrated that we need to
do more, and a great deal more, in a more consistent and continuing
way than we have done so far. This is a rather wordy answer to your
question.
Senator Jackson. I can probably state it another way: That what
you are saying is that we must be competently prepared to deal with
the problem of disarmament just like we must be competently pre
pared to provide for an adequate defense.
Whatever we go into, we must realize that preparation and the
adequacy of it is essential as it bears on our national security.
Dr. Fisk. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Now, I wonder if I might ask a couple of more
specific questions.
Can you give any indication in a more specific way as to our main
shortcomings in organization for disarmament whereby we can profit
in the future ? I ask that question in a spirit of fairness, because this
is a new adventure for us, especially in this scientific facet of disarma
ment.
This country has been in disarmament conferences before, but never
have we had to face such a difficult problem in the area of disarma
ment.
I particularly wanted to commend you for your statement that we
could afford to spend at least 1 percent of our defense effort in dis
armament. I think when we do that we also provide for our own
defense, if I may state it in a rather contradictory way, or what might
appear to be a contradictory way.
Dr. Fisk. They are very closely related. I do not believe, Senator
Jackson, that I have any really specific points to make here. We
have learned by experience that the probems are tougher than any
body thought.
All I am suggesting is that we should take advantage of the ex
perience we have had so far and insure that we are prepared for any
future negotiations, as well as we can be.
I have nothing really specific. I am sure that this point is under
stood by many, many people in Washington and I have no reason to
believe that our experiences of the past will be not taken advantage of.
Senator Jackson. Some substantial improvements are now under
way; are they not? I believe there was a new setup announced not
too long ago, or a few weeks ago, to better coordinate the effort.
Dr. Fisk. I am not familiar with the details, Senator, but I would
be very much surprised if very active steps were not being taken here.
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Senator Jackson. We are, of course, providing a small sum, I be
lieve the House has approved the $400,000 to aid the Department of
State in its effort in doing further work in this field. I was partic
ularly intrigued by your statement where you said :
Further, it seems to me that while the Department of Defense and the Atomic
Energy Commission will always have a great interest and responsibility and
will make contributions in this field, they should not be expected to carry the
burden both of maximizing and, simultaneously, minimizing arms.

I think that is an unreasonable burden on those departments. I
wonder if you could elaborate a little bit on that ?
Dr. Fisk. Well, it seems to me a fairly basic principle of organiza
tion that you can hardly expect the man who is asked to sharpen his
sword to use the same stone to dull it.
Senator Jackson. There might be a slight conflict of interest, or of
human interest, and very understandably so.
Dr. Fisk. Now, this does not mean that there is not a great re
sponsibility and interest on the part of everyone in this matter. But
to imagine that the man who is asked to optimize our military strength
should simultaneously be asked to limit it

, I think is asking too much.
Senator Jackson. All right. I will defer my questions. Senator
Church has a question. Senator Church is also a member of the
Foreign Relations Committee. He has taken an interest in these
broad problems.

I just want to mention again, Senator Church, that our primary
mission in this committee is to try to improve the organizational
structure bearing on the broad challenge to our national security.
Senator Church. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to follow up
with Dr. Fisk the line of questioning that you commenced a minute
ago, but let me say in the way of a preface that I remember a long
time ago when I was a boy and collected model ships that it was often
said that our battleships constituted our first line of defense. So I
collected models of battleships.
Then Pearl Harbor came along, and the attack upon our battleships
was 90-percent effective. We did not get any battleships into service
for more than a year, or 18 months, after the attack, and the war in
the Pacific was won without them. The main reliance was upon sub
marines and aircraft carriers.
So sometimes the notions that we have with respect to what most
contributes toward national security are very ill founded. I think
perhaps today it is not a misstatement to say that effective and en-
forcible disarmament is our first line of defense because the alternative
degree of security that armament brings is so pitifully poor compared

armament; that this ought to be the primary goal of every effort
directed toward promoting national security.
Would you think that a fair statement so far as the assessment of
priorities are concerned?
Dr. Fisk. I certainly feel that we cannot afford in this country to
leave any stone unturned in understanding this whole complex of
questions of arms limitation. I see no security and no real stability
in a continuing arms race.
Senator Church. I am fully in accord with you on that.

52710 —60—pt. 2 6

to what security we would
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Now, with respect to the procedural arrangements in the pursuit
of the control of arms, I, too, have been drawn to the statement that
you made in your prepared remarks when you said that you did not
believe that we can afford, as a country, to leave this matter primarily
to ad hoc groups.
Then you said further :

It seems to me that while the Department of Defense and the Atomic Energy
Commission will always have a great Interest and responsibility and will make
contributions in this field, they should not be expected to carry the burden both
of maximimizing and, simultaneously, minimizing arms.

Now, if I could take that general statement and apply it to one or
two specific situations, let me ask you this question : At the present
time it is my understanding that the Atomic Energy Commission is
charged under the law with ascertaining the degree of radioactive
fallout in the atmosphere and of determining the extent to which such
fallout may constitute a hazard to the public health.
Inasmuch as this matter weighs heavily upon public opinion every
where in the world and is felt to be a real and provocative source of
anti-American feeling, and certainly was a major factor in bringing
on the negotiations at Geneva, do you feel that this is the kind of
responsibility that ought properly to be exercised by the Atomic
Energy Commission, or is it

,

by its nature, a responsibility that could
better be exercised by an independent agency that is more directly
charged with the duty of protecting the public health, such as the
National Institutes of Health, or some agency under the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare ?

In other words, is this a logical place for a division of authority ;
to ask the AEC to conduct this kind of test and make this kind of
assessment is rather like asking the prosecutor in a case to be the
judge, is it not?
Dr. Fisk. Well, it would seem to me entirely reasonable for the
collection of information to be handled, as I believe it has been in the
erance is acceptable and things of that kind it would seem to me to
be more appropriately handled by the Department of Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare, for example.
Senator Church. We are still in agreement then, Dr. Fisk.
Now, I am told at the present time there are relatively few people
in the Government engaged directly in the matter of disarmament,
and that the largest group that we have, although comparatively very
small, is a part of the military with offices in the Pentagon.

I think you have already made your position clear, if I can para
phrase it

,

that to expect the military to both sharpen and dull the
sword is rather like expecting the National Distillery Association to
be the proper agency to head up a drive for abstention.
Would you think that we ought to create within the Government
an independent agency or an independent group operating, let us say,
under the jurisdiction of the State Department that would channel
the necessary work that relates to the scientific aspects of disarma
ment, let us say ?

Senator Kennedy has made a proposal of late that we should estab
lish a kind of national research organization for peace and give it

sufficient funds and personnel to thoroughly examine these complex

The question of what tol-
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technical problems that are involved in the establishment of an effec
tive inspection and control system for any kind of disarmament plan.
He points to the lack of adequate and sustained research in this
field. He relates this to the difficulties that we have encountered, for
example, in Geneva.
So lie proposed that we set up this National Research Organization
For Peace that could carry on sustained work under the general direc
tion of the Department of State. What would be your reaction to
this kind of effort ?
Dr. Fisk. In general terms, Senator Church, I would strongly en
dorse it. Precisely where it should be set up is another matter which
seems to me to be somewhat secondary. However, I would urge this :
I think that it is unrealistic to imagine that the technical and scien
tific aspects of these matters can really be drawn off to the side and
examined without being mixed in as a part of the overall problem.
I think that we must remember that the technical things are almost
inextricable from the diplomatic matters.
For example, if you decide that you are going to talk about a cer
tain scientific-technical matter, and not about some other, there is im
plicit in that decision a political component. These cannot be handled
effectively without very close cross linkages.
So I would urge that when we set up whatever may be set up, that
the whole cross section of talent and the whole cross section of prob
lems be included.
Senator Church. I certainly agree with that. I think perhaps it
was that consideration which led Senator Kennedy to propose that
this be established under the auspices of the State Department so that
the research activity could be carefully and intimately correlated with
the political considerations that were involved.
That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Church.
Senator Bush, we are very pleased to have you with us.
Senator Bush. I was not here for the testimony, and I will not
ask any questions.
Senator Church. If I could ask one question, and for the record,
and I do not know whether you can supply this answer, but knowing
the astronomical amounts we are now spending for defense, I wonder
if we could supply for the record and I would suggest that we do,
some computation of the amount of money that is now being directly
spent in efforts that are directly related to disarmament in the various
agencies.
I think for purposes of comparison, those figures ought to be brought
out in relief very clearly in the record.
Dr. Fisk. Well, Senator, the amount is not trivial. There are, for
example, very substantial programs which have just been commenced
within recent months on seismology and the improvement of under
ground detection. However, the amounts that are being expended
and the effort that is being expended in this comprehensive field, set
ting aside this seismological thing, is relatively small.
I think the $400,000 that was mentioned turns out to be something
like one-thousandth of 1 percent of our defense budget.
Senator Church. One-thousandth of 1 percent ?
Dr. Fisk. Someone should check my arithmetic.
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Senator Jackson. If the defense budget is $40 billion, the straight
military budget, I think that would 'be correct.
Senator Church. I think it may be fair to say on the basis of those
figures that there is hardly any room at the inn for peace.
Dr. Fisk. There are some extraordinarily competent and dedicated
people in the Defense Department, and in the State Department and
the various executive branches and, of course, here, who are very much
interested and concerned, but nevertheless, taken altogether it is a
rather small effort.
Senator Jackson. Senator Church, I think that you have made a
very proper request, and while the indivisibility of this problem is so
enormous and, therefore, a breakdown accountingwise is a bit difficult,
I do not see why we could not ask the State Department to supply us
to the best of their ability with a reasonable estimate of what is going
into the specific area of disarmament.
(The following letter was subsequently received from the Depart
ment of State:)

Department of State,
Washington, June 1, I960.

Hon. Henry M. Jackson,
Chairman, Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,
Committee on Government Operations, U.S. Senate.
Dear Senator Jackson : In your letter of April 5, 1960, you asked the Depart
ment to obtain for your subcommittee as accurate an estimate as possible on how
much the Federal Government is spending on disarmament.
As you indicated in your letter, it is indeed difficult to state a precise figure,
since a number of agencies, their programs and personnel, deal with this prob
lem in an Indirect fashion. In view of this, the Department decided to base its
estimate only on those funds directly allocated within the Federal Government
to furthering disarmament efforts. On this basis the Department estimates the
total sum for fiscal year 1960 to be approximately $19 million, the major portion
of which has been utilized by the Department of Defense and the Atomic Energy
Commission for research on the problem of underground test detection.
I might add that if it was possible to account accurately for indirect contribu
tions made toward the Government's disarmament efforts, the above figure would
obviously increase, although not by any substantial amount.
Finally, as a point of interest, I would note that the Federal Government's
requested appropriations relating to disarmament for the coming fiscal year are
some five times greater than the amount estimated above as allocated for fiscal
year 1960. Here again, however, the greatest portion of the requested funds
would be used by the Department of Defense and the Atomic Energy Commission
for test detection research. There is included in this figure the sum of $400,000,
mentioned in the transcript of the hearings that you enclosed, which the Depart
ment had requested to carry out urgent studies on disarmament.
I hope the foregoing information will be of assistance to your subcommittee.
Sincerly yours,

William B. Macomber, Jr.,
Assistant Secretary.

Senator Jackson. I think that it just corroborates Dr. Fisk's point
that these thinks are indivisible, and when you are working on dis
armament you are working on defense, and when you are working on
defense—and I do not mean to quote you—you are working on dis
armament.
It is like trying to separate the military and the civilian implica
tions of new research in new areas, is it not, in some ways ?
Dr. Fisk. In some ways I would say yes.
Senator Jackson. Now, Dr. Fisk, I wonder if you might comment
in general terms with reference to the organizational structure in the
Department of Defense.
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I want to preface it by saying that those of us who have served on
the Armed Services Committee feel in many ways the proper organi
zation of the Department of Defense is like the problem of death and
taxes, and it seems to be with us always.
I want to say, too, that this is a problem, as I see it, of all admin
istrations. This has been going on from time immemorial and every
President has had to contend with it.
Dr. Perkins yesterday made a couple of comments that I would like
to refer to. In his testimony he made this point :

Just as modern weapons require military knowledge in the State Department,
modern weapons and derived modern strategy have made largely obsolete exist
ing organization in the Pentagon.

Then he went on at the end of the paragraph and said this :

The hard, unvarnished truth is that it has been impossible to assign tasks on

a functional basis along existing service lines.

Do you not feel that part of this, and a very substantial part of this
great problem we face in properly organizing for national security
must some way and somehow be resolved in the Pentagon ?

Dr. Fisk. One of the primary problems, Senator Jackson, appears
to me to reside there. I have thought about this question for some
time. I had included a few words, perhaps somewhat too cryptic in
my prepared statement, that relate to this matter.

I have tried to look at it primarily from the point of view of how
best to support our national military objectives through technology
and through science, rather than to pose as an expert on the organi
zation of the Pentagon from a strictly operational point of view.
It seems to me that whether you are talking about the Department
of Defense or one of the other departments, or business, or anything
else, the first thing that you have to decide is what business you are in.I do not think that we can legitimately say any longer that the busi
ness we are in—the national military objectives —can be adequately
organized in terms of method of transportation.
When you say that, it sounds facetious, and it grossly oversimplifies
the matter, but nevertheless, the main problems facing our country
from a military point of view do not divide naturally in terms of air
planes, tanks, or land vehicles, or ships. They are quite different.
Now, one of the problems that we have been faced with in the past
and still are faced with is the problem of continental defense. Each
of our present three services is deeply involved, and yet there is no
direct way in which science and technology can focus on this collec
tion of highly technical problems in any, I would say in the optimum
way. It is done through rather tortuous routes.
Senator Jackson. We had that problem up last week, Dr. Fisk. As

I understand the present arrangement, it is that each service decides
what they are going to contribute to the continental air defense, or
North American air defense. But the overall operational commander,
and he is under a unified command, does not initiate the budget to meet
his requirements. He is merely advised in the end what will probably
be recommended, and each service can likewise control what they
want to put in and what they can take out.
Is that a part of this problem ?

Dr. Fisk. I think it is a part of the problem. As I mentioned in
my prepared statement, Senator Jackson, I think that there is a recog
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nition commencing, and perhaps it has existed for some time, but
there is certainly a recognition in the Department of Defense of some
of these matters.
The organization headed by Dr. York, and the Defense research
and engineering, is set up with focus on some of these large, major
problems that the country faces, independent of a particular service.
The same argument, I think ; namely, deciding what business you are
in before you can really bring your forces to bear on optimizing,
applies at almost any level of a major problem. But the important
thing is that you must focus on what it is you want to accomplish as
your ultimate objective.
We certainly do not have today an organizational framework that is
ideal for that purpose.
Senator Jackson-. Well, I think that is a very excellent evaluation
of the problem. I wonder if you also feel whether or not in that con
nection it is possible at the top to really balance out the requirements
for the three areas that you mentioned ; namely, the continental air
defense, long-range strategic requirements for strategic warfare, and
then the requirements for limited war, when each service decides
within their role and mission what they are going to contribute ?
In the end, is it not a very difficult thing, indeed, to try to balance
what you are going to give to these three specific areas ?
Dr. Fisk. If these are the proper three, and this is my own private
view, they may very well be the proper three.
Senator Jackson. I do not think you have left anything out.
Dr. Fisk. You might break out control of the seas in some way and
separate it

,

but if these are the proper three, then it seems to me that
they have to be looked at in terms or the objectives and not in terms of
who contributes something from the sides.
Senator Jackson. That is very good.
Now, Doctor, I want to commend you for your statement regarding

a department of science. I think that we Americans have a habit of
wanting to appoint a committee or set up a department to end a

problem that is bothering us. I think this is a natural reaction.
Science is playing a very important role in this 20th century—that

is
,

science and technology —and there are those who feel we will just
set up a department and we will solve this whole problem of science
and technology.

I was pleased to note your comments that you are opposed to such a

department. It would be much like setting up a department of eco
nomics even through economics is in every department of the Govern
ment, and you would separate it and put it over into a separate
department.

I. think it is fair to say, is it not, that science has an influence in
practically every department of Government today.
Dr. Fisk. I believe this is a fair statement.
Senator Jackson. And to try to put it all in one department would
be—shall be say there might bs a little bit of reaction and feeling from
other departments that they are trying to intrude and it is not that
easy to simplify it by putting it all in one place.
Now, I was also interested in your comment about the President's
Science Advisory Committee. I want to say that I personally feel
that the President's Science Advisory Committee has done a fine job.
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I think it has served a most important purpose both under Dr. Killian
and under the present director, Dr. Kistiakowsky.
I am concerned that the fine work that they have been doing be
continued, and, therefore, I was very much interested in your sug
gestion that we should consider the possibility of a statute.
Is it not fair to say that we in this country do have at this time
at least the advantage in scientific talent ? The problem is the wise use
of that talent. Is that a fair statement ?
Dr. Fisk. I think that is a fair statement, Senator.
Senator Jackson. Now, Dr. Fisk? what has disturbed me is that
there are so many scientific undertakings going on in each department
of the Government, and in many ways they are limited by their own
limitations within their respective departments.
It seems to me that at some point in our governmental structure
some group such as the President's Advisory Committee should be
in a position to know what is going on so that those resources, scien
tific resources, are properly utilized. Do you feel that this is essential ?
Dr. Fisk. I believe it is essential, and at least for the recent past
in part this function has been provided by the Science Advisory
Committee.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel it has been helpful in trying to bring
together the various undertakings by the various research departments
within the Government ?
Dr. Fisk. I think it would be immodest for any member of the com
mittee to answer that question.
Senator Jackson. We will not treat it as a self-serving declaration.
Dr. Fisk. I think that there is evidence that they have performed
a useful function.
Senator Jackson. And I take it it is also your position that it is
helpful to be able to identify the critical and the important projects
in this scientific area so that maximum pressure can, if necessary,
be used, or maximum effort can be made.
Dr. Fisk. There must be some mechanism somewhere to perform
exactly that function, and it is often extremely awkward to ask any
particular department or agency to do this. Someone must look at
the overall collection of things and make some judgments.
Senator Jackson. Isn't it also important, too, to eliminate some
projects that are obviously costing money that we could save, and
possibly interfering and detracting from critical and urgent projects?
Dr. Fisk. It is extremely important, and not easy.
Senator Jackson. And you cannot have departments reach over into
Other departments very well and make that decision. In the end it
must be at the summit, at the Presidential level, and otherwise you
run into this jurisdictional difficulty. Is this not true ?
Dr. Fisk. You certainly lose friends.
Senator Jackson. Well, are there any other questions ?
Mr. Pendleton, will you go ahead ?
Mr. Pendleton. Dr. Fisk, I concur heartily in what the chairman
has said here about the action of the President's Advisory Committee.
I think it has done a tremendous job in coordinating information on
the scientific field of the Government, and in being advisory to the
President.
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I think that it might be useful for the record if at this point you
could comment a little bit on the nature of the committee, what it
does, and when it was created. Then at the same time tell us a little
bit about the Federal Council for Science and Technology which I
think does a job in a similar field, but not in the identical field, and
comment on what it does.
I have the impression here that we have created the idea that there
is not machinery to plan in the scientific field, and I think that that is
understating the work that your group and the Council is doing.
Could you fill us in a little bit on these two groups ?
Dr. Fisk. I would be glad to attempt to do that.
I would think it perhaps most effective to refer to several documents
which have been issued either from the Science Advisory Committee,
or talks that Dr. Killian or Dr. Kistiakowsky have given to give the
detail of what the committee is and what it has done, and how it
operates, and so on.
There is one such publication from the White House on "Education
and Science," and another on "Research," and it was the second which
recommended the establishment of the so-called Federal Council of
Science and Technology.
The Council itself consists of responsible individuals from each
Government agency or department which has a strong scientific and
technical component. I have not been directly involved in the meet
ings of this group, but they do meet together to discuss common
problems.
I think they have a useful function to perform in getting certain
uniformities where uniformity is desirable. While I think the Fed
eral Council has a useful function to perform, I do not think that the
Federal Council can be expected to act as the analytical overall group
which reviews and appraises Government programs in science ana
technology across the board. I do not think this can be expected for
a number of reasons.
It is very difficult to be divorced from one's own immediate self-
interest, and it is very difficult to get away from the day-by-day
demands on time. Therefore, while I feel that the Federal Council
has a useful place, I feel there is a real need for something like the
President's Science Advisory Committee, composed in somewhat the
same way it is now composed, that is

,

drawing from all fields, from
all over the country, and on a rotating basis, so that one always has
access to the entire technical community and to fresh ideas.
The people who have served on this to date have served with a great
deal of time, and a great deal of attention to major problems, and I

think even though it is a part-time group that they have been able to
perform this review and analytical function.
Mr. Pendleton. Do you believe the combined activity of the Council
and the Committee has resulted in better scientific planning in the
policy field ?

Dr. Fisk. I think the slope is positive. How much better is not for
me to say. I think we have found mechanisms which have served
usefully in Government.
Mr. Pendleton. When you said the slope is positive, you mean the
advent of these groups has brought about improvement in the field of
policy planning where science is involved ?
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Dr. Fisk. Yes, this is the shorthand way for a technical person to
say just that.
Mr. Pendleton. We are very limited in some of these terms and so
you will have to help us to interpret.
I would like to read to you from the Wall Street Journal of Thurs
day, March 24, a comment from a very short editorial and then see
what your reaction is to it. I am now quoting from this, that is, I will
quote in part from this article :

"It is a gamble," Secretary Herter said of the May summit meeting. His at
titude disturbed some of the members of the Senate Foreign Relatione Commit
tee where he was testifying.

There seemed to be some question that he was going without pur
pose, without hope of success, to the summit meeting. Now I will re
turn to the quote :

Mr. Herter, however, had not said quite that. The U.S. purpose in going to the
summit is that the state of the world is too dangerous to refuse to sit down and
talk with potential enemies at any level. The United States plans to talk about
a number of outstanding Bast-West issues like Berlin, and disarmament, con
cerning which the United States has rather definite policies. As for hope of
success, that is indeed another matter.
It would be remarkably foolish to enter this meeting in an aura of optimism.
This is so not only because of the almost total intransigence the Soviet Union
has exhibited in the 15 years since World War II. It is also because, as Mr.
Herter noted, it would be unrealistic to suppose that the Messrs. Eisenhower,
Macmillan, De Gaulle, and Khrushchev could solve the great international dis
putes in a few days' time. The world would be entitled to deep misgivings if
they announced they had.
For one of the dangers in a summit conference is that hope of success— the
West's desire to abate the nuclear nightmare —will bring hasty agreements in
which freedom is the loser. That is always the gamble in talking with the
Soviets, and in some previous encounters freedom has lost. The best guard
against that now is to approach the meeting, as Mr. Herter is doing, with a
justifiable degree of skepticism and pessimism.

Do you agree with the statement in this editorial ?

Dr. Fisk. It would seem to me to contain quite a few statements.
Mr. Pendleton. I will make itmore specific.
Do you believe that Secretary Herter went to the meeting at the
summit without a plan?
Dr. Fisk. No, I am quite sure that the Secretary has thought about
this very hard, indeed. I hope nothing that I have said would imply
that this was not so. What I have implied and tried to say fairly di
rectly is that these are difficult problems and they range over a great
variety of fields, and you just cannot be too well prepared.
Senator Jackson. May I make clear for the record that this com
mittee is not assuming that we do not have mechanisms to do this job,
that is

,

for science to play an important role in the Government. What
we are trying to do in the course of the hearings is to improve mech
anisms, and I hope we will always be in that position in this country.I have tried to pay tribute to the President's Science Advisory
Committee, and I think that they are doing a good job, and we want
to help not only the President's Science Advisory Committee, but
other mechanisms, to be improved so that this country's overall posture
will always be at the best level.

I just wanted to say that.
Dr. Fisk. I hope the remarks I have made, Senator Jackson, would
be construed in the same way. We are looking for better mechanisms.
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Senator Jackson. And constructive suggestions.
Dr. Fisk. Sometimes by way of example you will say something,
perhaps about the Defense Department or the State Department, or
whatever, to illustrate where it might be improved. This does not
mean that it is entirely inadequate.
Senator Jackson. Some of these problems have been with us for
many, many years, and not only in this administration but in previous
administrations.
Dr. Fisk. Yes, sir.
Mr. Pendleton. This is the sort of thing I did want to get into the
record. Self-criticism is a great quality of Americans, and as long
as we recognize that is part of our way of life, we will do all right.
Dr. Baxter, who was one of the earlier witnesses before this com
mittee, made the following statement :
President Eisenhower has made repeated efforts to break through Russian
intransigences and obtain a satisfactory solution in the disarmament field.
They include some of the most imaginative moves the United States has ever
made on the international chessboard— the "Atoms for Peace" proposal of 1953,
the "Open Skies" offer of 1955, the offer to Bulganin of March 1956, the negotia
tions for the suspension of nuclear tests, a very important proposal for safe
guards against surprise attacks.

Do you have any further comments to make on the efforts that are
being made at this time to work out something with the Soviet Union ?
Dr. Fisk. I do not believe I have any comments to be made here.
Mr. Pendleton. Now, in your testimony you referred to the prob
lem of the Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of De
fense both maximizing and simultaneously minimizing arms. I think
for agencies perhaps that does present a problem. On the other hand,
I think that we should not overlook the fact that there are individuals
connected with such agencies or formerly connected with them who
do not, by their very connection, become inured to one way of life,
either war or peace.
I think that you recall General Marshall, whose perhaps greatest
fame was as a general, but you are aware of his efforts in the field of
peace. I think we should not pass the fact here that he was granted
the Nobel Peace Prize because of his efforts in that field.
Turning to the other agencies that are also concerned with disarma
ment and peace, could you tell us what people there are and what they
are doing in the White House and the Department of State in the field
of disarmament? I think that your main reference was to Atomic
Energy and the Department of Defense. I think these other agencies
should be referred to.
Dr. Fisk. I do not have, Mr. Pendleton, a comprehensive knowl
edge of all agencies or very many agencies, or precisely what they are
doing. My information is pretty well restricted to the nuclear test
discussions and negotiations to which, of course? the State Department
and the Department of Defense and the Atomic Energy Commission
have all contributed a great deal.
I hope you will not misunderstand my somewhat cryptic remark
about both maximizing and simultaneously minimizing arms. Per
haps that might have been expanded into a paragraph for further
clarity.
But it does seem to me that to expect the Department of Defense or
the Atomic Energy Commission to take a leading role in understand
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ing and working toward arms limitations is somewhat unreal. They
obviously have great interest, and they have responsibilities, and they
must always be a part of decisions, but you can hardly expect them to
work with equal enthusiasm in both directions.
Mr. Pendleton. But in the Department of State, which is also the
department of peace, such as we have it

,

has not the Secretary there
taken the leadership in this field by appointing a special assistant for
disarmament and atomic energy ?

Dr. Fisk. Yes ; and underTiis special assistant there is a small and
able and very dedicated group.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. I have just one point to cover. I think, Dr. Fisk,
that we want to give serious consideration to probably some statutory
underpinning to the President's Science Advisory Committee so that
we can have the benefit of the fine work that they have been doing
over the years.
Would you say that if that should be undertaken, the people who
serve on the council or the Committee, many of them at least ought
to be on a rotating basis, so that you would have the benefit of new
faces and new ideas from time to time ?

Dr. Fisk. We have felt that this was a virtue. There has been,
both on the present Committee and its predecessor, which has existed
since 1952, a rotation. It takes off some very valuable members, but
not permanently. It has real virtues.
Members have worked very hard and they have spent a good deal
of time, and to ask one person to serve indefinitly perhaps has dis
advantages. So I believe that rotation on some modest basis of

3 years, or whatever, is good.
Senator Jackson. That is a director would come in for a period of

3 years, or whatever the case may be, and then rotate the members
who will serve on it and have them come in for periods of time, to
serve 2 or 3 years on it

,

on a call basis ?

Dr. Fisk. I think that the man who is Chairman— I might explain
that the Chairman of the Committee has always been chosen by the
members. Dr. Kistiakowsy, the Chairman, is tne President's Special
Assistant for Science and Technology, and this was the case with his
predecessor, Dr. Killian.
Before that time the Chairman was whoever the Committee chose.
Now, the Committee has chosen the President's Special Assistant who
has been a member of the Committee in each case.

I think that this question should be examined. It has worked very
well, but it would be quite dependent on the relationship between a

special assistant and the man to whom he reported.
Senator Jackson. That is very fine.If there are no further questions, we will turn to our next witness,
and before you leave, Dr. Fisk, I once again want to express the
appreciation of this committee for your very fine and helpful and
constructive and informative and last, but not least, candid presenta
tion of your views.

I want to assure you that our objective is to try to bring about some
constructive improvement in this all-important area, and to that end
we are grateful to you, sir, for your help this morning. We will
undoubtedly call on you again before we get through.
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Dr. Fisk. Thank you, Senator Jackson.
Senator Jackson. Our second and next witness will be Dr. Picker
ing. I want to say that this afternoon we will reconvene to hear our
third witness of the day. Dr. Mettler.
Dr. William H. Pickering is the director of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory at the California Institute of Technology.
Dr. Pickering has been associated with the laboratory for the past
16 years. He has been responsible for the direction of critically im
portant programs in the missile field.
In addition to his work on Government scientific committees, he
has served on a number of top advisory groups, and he is now a mem
ber of the Army Scientific Advisory Panel.
Dr. Pickering, we are honored to have you as a witness at our hear
ings this morning on the subject of science, technology and the policy
process.
I believe that you have a prepared statement
Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. You may proceed in your own way.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. PICKERING, DIRECTOR, JET PROPUL
SION LABORATORY, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Dr. Pickering. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I feel honored to be
asked to appear before your committee. I believe that I should
candidly admit that when I was first invited by Senator Jackson to
express my views on the profound questions which this committee is
considering, I approached the matter with some degree of apprehen
sion. I do not consider myself, in the least, to be an expert on Govern
ment organization and the remarks that I have to make today are
based essentially on my experience in the field of scientific education,
my associations with the military service, and in managing a research
and development organization now committed to advancing the na
tional interests in the peaceful exploration and exploitation of space.
My experiences have caused me to develop certain definite view
points and I believe that possibly I can best serve the interests of this
committee by highlighting some of these and expressing my opinion
on what needs to be done to improve the national position in the
increasingly important area of science and technology.
I should like first, however, to express several personal convictions
which I hold. I shall not elaborate on these since I am sure that other
competent witnesses before this committee have treated most of these
in considerable detail. I recount them here only to provide a frame
of reference for my remarks that follow.
I am firmly convinced that this Nation is now involved in an all-
out struggle whose outcome will determine whether the democratic
or the totalitarian concept of government will dominate in the future.
We refer to this struggle as the cold war but in doing so, I believe
that we are prone to occasionally forget that the real issues are ideas,
basic principles and convictions, and fundamental doctrines. The
more obvious conflicts that arise, for example, in debates over relative
postures in economics or in science are, to me, merely the open mani
festation of the basic struggle.
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These manifestations are important in that they represent the mile
stones whereby the progress of the opposing forces in this struggle
are measured —and I happen to believe that the fruits of science and
technology will, in the future, be used as one of the major signposts
to measure the success of these opposing ideologies. It is in this sense
that the so-called "race in space assumes major and lasting interna
tional significance.
Something over a year ago I was invited to express my views to
the House Committee on Space Exploration as to what the next 10
years in space might hold. I recall that in the process of pondering
this question, I could not help but explore the related question of
how these predicted events might materialize, and it seemed to me that
the controlling factor might well be one of will and motivation as
much as that of technical competency or funding.
I believe that this same thought pertains to the situation existing
today. In short, the point I am making is that we must be concerned
with defining our goals and making them known, as well as being
concerned with funding, manpower, and organizational matters —
or in other words, we must define the ends before trying to develop the
means of getting there.
Whether a definition of national goals which relate to the specifics
of the struggle we are in can best be accomplished through high-
level committee action or by some other mechanism, I do not feel
qualified to remark on ; I am sure that there are others more skilled
in organizational matters than myself who could evolve proposals in
this area. I will only comment in passing that I feel much more
needs to be done in the direction of developing dynamic national goals
than the citizenry can comprehend and are willing to support.I believe that in the remainder of my remarks it may De of more
value to the committee if I address myself directly to certain questions
which the committee has indicated interest in and with which I am
more conversant.
On the question of whether the present situation requires Govern- / /
ment support of scientific and technological projects not necessarily^
related to military weapons objectives, my answer is unequivocally
"Yes."
The civilian space program is an obvious example, and there are
others which could have an equally important impact on world opinion.
For example, methods of weather control, the development of fusion
power, and the development of low-cost, practical power generation
sources which might derive their energy from the sun or from thermo
electric devices. Devices of this latter kind should find widespread
application in the underdeveloped countries of Asia and Africa, even
though there is little demand for them at the present time in this
country.
These and many other technological developments which could
exert an important influence on the rest of the world should be sup
ported by the Government to the extent necessary to insure that we—
and not the Soviets—attain them first.
There are definitely areas where scientific and technological ad
vances will not be made without strong Government support. Since
World War II a large amount of our new technology, underlying
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developments such as television and jetplanes, owes a large debt to
Government-supported work carried out during the war or postwar
eras. It is true that most of this support stemmed from potential
military applications and it is to be expected that new technological
advances will continue to fall out from military developments. I do
not believe, however, that Government support should be restricted to
military developments.
Important technological advances, today, are complex in nature
and usually result from team efforts requiring elaborate and costly
equipment. In many cases, private industry or the universities are
either not in a position to fund such undertaking or lack the incen
tive to do so because of the long-term investment required.
The atomic energy field is a classical example of this. I would con
clude, therefore, that in instances where exploitation of a scientific
area may seem to hold national implications, and little activity is un
derway, the Government should step in and initiate undertakings
through direct funding support. Once the area is self-sustaining, so
to speak, I would favor curtailment of Government support.
The Government has underwritten a great deal of scientific research
since the war. Generous support has been given to organizations such
as NASA, the National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Brookhaven
Laboratories, and so forth; however, there is need of more support of
science for its own sake, rather than for some implied military or other
"practical" benefit. The National Science Foundation, is

, of course, a

good move in this direction.
As to ways in which our Government can do a better job of assuring

a long-term continuation of our country's preeminence in science and
technology, I believe that the major factor is to assist in providing in
centives which will encourage more of our younger generation to seek
out science or engineering as a lifetime career. Advanced educa
tion, including academic research, will fill the reservoir that will be the
source of technology in the decade of the 1970s. Encouragement of
good students, good teachers, and good technical schools is clearly
desirable.
In order to further maintain this preeminence, our scientists and
engineers must be able to work in the proper technical, fiscal, and social
atmosphere, and the Government should De instrumental in helping to
provide this environment. It is reported that in Russia the scientists
are accorded one of the highest positions in society. In this country,
while the stature of the scientist has increased remarkably recently,
more remains to be done to motivate interest in science and engineering
as a career.

I also believe that it is possible for the Government to do a better
job of identifying and prosecuting crucial technological developments.
This can be done only through the Government inviting in and needing
the advice of the top scientists of the country. One can recall the very
indirect approach, through Einstein to the President, that the first
atomic scientists had to resort to in interesting the Government in the
possibility of the atomic bomb development. No military planner
could have been reasonably expected to call for the development of
atomic bombs as a consequence of the Hahn and Meitner experiments
in Germany in 1938, for the potential significance of this discovery
was well beyond the comprehension of all but the keenest scientists.
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On the other hand, the IGY space program is an example of an in
stance where the military, or at least the Army, took the initiative in
urging that the Government support a program because of its cold war
importance, while most scientists failed to see the advantages to be
gained politically through this proirram.
The lesson here is

,

of course, that the effects of science and tech
nology on the cold war and, conversely, that of the cold war on science
and technology, must be openly recognized and reckoned with in high
level decisionmaking. The advent of the sputniks vividly pointed this
up and it should be obvious that the governmental decisionmaking
process must now contend with many more factors than were evident in
the presputnik era.
The optimum mechanism for obtaining high-level decisions to prose
cute technical programs is difficult to precisely define. Quite ob
viously the Government cannot proceed with every scheme brought in
by bright-eyed young scientists or by various vested interest groups,
and yet, any one of these may well be of supreme national importance.
The answer can only lie in establishing a definite and uncomplicated
hierarchy of decisionmaking authority with competent, farseeing
men at each level who have the integrity and objectivity to make de
cisions and the stamina to back up their decisions. Committees of
scientific specialists and staff advisers may play a very useful role in
gathering the facts for the decisionmakers, but the decisions should
not be left to committee actions.

I believe that it is illusory thinking to expect that very many of the! j

serious problems facing Government today can be solved by the ap4|
pointment of ad hoc committees of well-intentioned citizens from pri-'
vate life. The important problems are generally so complex that, un
less an individual is in a position to devote full time to familiarizing
himself with all the factors to be considered and the implications of the
various decisions that can be made, the chances are that judgment by
opinion can only result.
In the case of a committee having sizable membership, the findings
will usually represent the lowest common denominator of the collective
opinions. While this may be pure democracy or collective thinking in
action, I do not believe it is a practical substitute for decisionmaking
by competent authority who can subsequently be held accountable for
implementing the actions resulting from the decisions.I do not wish to imply that there is not a useful role for committees ;

rather, I am making the point that we cannot expect to solve our prob
lems by dissipating the decisionmaking process among groups who can
consider them on only a part-time basis.
On the question of how our Government can do a better job of relat
ing technological developments to our overall national strategy, I

believe the answer again reverts to first having a clear concept of
what our national goals are and secondly, appointing to positions of
authority, competent and experienced operating officials who are dedi
cated to these goals and who are empowered to make decisions.
There is a need for informed and wise statesmen who are capable of
analyzing the basic issues of complex technical situations. Soldier,
scientist, and statesman must each understand the problems and needs
of the other. Recent history holds many examples of mistakes made
because this understanding failed to occur; Germany stopped develop
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ment of radar very early in the war while it was still in a primitive
stage, and the United States failed to embark on a ballistic missile
program at the end of the war.
Mistakes will never be completely avoided, but they will be mini
mized by placing the critical decisionmaking in the hands of compe
tent people having sufficient appreciation of scientific matters and
access to the best possible advice to permit them to consider all possible
implications of the choices with which they are confronted.
I believe that there is no question but that we as a Nation have
failed in times past to realize the world prestige implications of major
scientific developments. The situation in my opinion is improving, but
I have doubts whether the average layman is yet aware of the im
port which the world, and in particular the underdeveloped nations,
will attach to significant scientific breakthroughs in the future.
I think it vital that the populace have at least a general under
standing of this importance since they are called upon to pay for
the cost of these developments. While my primary concern is With
space activities, I cannot help but wonder what the impact on the
world would be if, for example, the Kussians are the first to develop
a cure for cancer, or perfect a commercial transport plane flying at
high supersonic speeds.
I have had little direct experience which would permit me to com
ment intelligently on whether or not there is sufficient rapport be
tween the State Department and the scientific community.
On the question of the budgetary process, my own experience is that
the present process whereby funds for research and development ac
tivities are authorized on a yearly basis does definitely impede scien
tific and technological developments. It is inherent to the nature of
these activities that plans must be made for several years into the
future.
At the same time, the work must be responsive to current results and
must be capable of rapid reorientation. In the case of pure scientific
research, it is necessary to establish an atmosphere of continuity and
freedom from interference for the skilled professional scientist.
In both cases, the problem of annual iustification and budget
process is indeed a hindrance to technological progress. One of the
most significant problems is that of obtaining proper facilities and
equipment needed to conduct a program. In many cases there is a
delay in obtaining test or laboratory facilities 'because of govern
mental funding practices which separate construction and equipment
funds from the program funds.
I believe that this fiscal area is one which should receive the deep
est consideration by the Congress with a view toward examining the
practicality of authorizing funding for major research and develop
ment activities over 3- to 5-year periods, and also the practicality of
allowing better facilities planning and funds to be included in program
authorizations.
In conclusion, I want to reiterate that I believe our basic demo
cratic processes are perfectly capable of maintaining our national
leadership in science and technology. I would not make any major
changes in our governmental organization to accomplish this end.
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I believe it is essential for us as a nation to better define our na
tional goals and to understand the part that science and technology
play in both our military and our nonmilitary posture and policies.
The trend toward an increasing use of part-time committees of ex
perts to make critical decisions should be reversed. The Government
should strive for excellence in all its decisions, and, by delegating re
sponsibility and authority through clearly defined channels, it should
emphasize the role of the individual and thereby help to attract and
keep some of the most competent minds in the Nation within the
Government.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Dr. Pickering. We appreciate the
time and trouble that you have gone to in preparing this statement and
thinking about the problem as put to you in the series of questions we
submitted.
Senator Church may have a question, and I will defer my questions
for the moment.
Senator Church. I just have a few questions, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Pickering, I certainly do feel with you that public money needs
to be devoted to scientific inquiry that has no particular military
significance, and I will agree further that breakthroughs in fields of
medicine and peaceful transportation may have much greater impact
upon world opinion than the development or perfection or sophisti
cation of purely military devices.
What I want to inquire about relates to the present procedural or
ganization within the Government, but I have to ask one or two
substantive questions in order to get at the procedural matters.
You are concerned with space and its importance to the future
and I recognize that the eyes of mankind are now directed toward
space and the Soviet Union gained great stature through the sput
niks. That was in general opinion in the world.
Knowing what you do about space and its implications, do you be
lieve that space should become the next arena for the arms race ?
Dr. Pickering. Well, sir, I find it difficult to visualize—excuse me if
I may define terms first—when I think about space and the military,
I will think about space in the sense of orbiting vehicles or traveling
far out in space, and I will exclude missiles.
Senator Church. I would like you to exclude missiles and I am
thinking of space in the same sense.
Dr. Pickering. I find it difficult to say at this time exactly how
space will become an arena for military action. I recognize that space
at the present time can be thought of as having some military sig
nificance; namely, there has been discussion about reconnaissance, and
about communications, and the aid to these problems which space
can present.
Beyond this, I find it difficult at this time to conceive of exactly
what military significance or military actions would be taken in
space. In other words, some of the more fanciful space weapons, I
find very difficult to put much credence in. I recognize in saying this
that we are on the threshold of the space age, and my thoughts can
certainly change in the next few years.
Senator CiirBdi. You would concede, I am sure, the fact—and I
think that you have already conceded the point—that it is possible

52710—60— pt. 2 7
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with advancing space technology for some kinds of devices to be per
fected that could have important military significance ?
Dr. Pickering. Yes. I was going to comment that the reason for
my questioning space for military significance, is that I ask myself
what is the fundamental military problem and if it is to deliver ex
plosives to the enemy, I can surely do this without going into space.
If it is to transport people and deliver them in enemy territory, I can
presumably do this without going into space.
So, I ask myself, just why would I go into space to do these things?
Senator Church. With respect to the question of reconnaissance, this
certainly can have military significance and with respect to communi
cations it could have some military significance. I do not know, and
so I ask the question, Is it at all possible for orbiting devices to be
perfected that contain nuclear warheads that can be triggered at
times or at any given moment that might have advantages that the
intercontinental ballistic missile which is a ground-to-ground missile
with a ground-to-ground trajectory, might not have ?
Dr. Pickering. 1 find it difficult— or let me first say in an engineer
ing sense, it is possible to conceive of such a system. I find it difficult
to find a value m such a system. In other words, if I have the ability
to launch intercontinental missiles successfully, why don't I do it that
way instead of doing it the hard way, particularly when I recognize
that once I have placed an object into orbit, its path through the skies
is determined by the laws of gravity, and it is exactly predictable where
it would go and it will only be over enemy territory a certain length
of time and so on, and so I find it difficult to conceive of the practical
utility of such a device.
Senator Church. Let me suggest, without pursuing this much
further, that there may be utility in such a device as compared to the
intercontinental missile in the same sense that the Polaris missile
presents advantages over fixed land bases, in that these missile bases
are magnets drawing enemy fire.
Space is an area where our cities and populations would not be dev
astated if our nuclear weapons were orbiting rather than located in
areas of large population within the continental limits of the United
States. I am not trying to be argumentative, but I am trying to see
whether there might not possibly be a military advantage that has yet
to be ascertained with respect to weapons that have yet to be developed
which would find their environment in space.
Dr. Pickering. Well, this may be. All I say is that at the present
time I find it very difficult to conceive of this. For example, sup
posing that I had such a satellite fortress armed with weapons whichI am storing in the sky until I want to use them—and supposing that
a potential enemy knows that I have it there, and you cannot avoid
that.
Supposing that he shoots it out of the sky and is this an act of war?
He shoots it out of the sky over his own territory, let us say. I have
now lost my weapons, but do I go to war over this? In other words,I foresee ail sorts of problems associated with this sort of a weapons
system.
Senator Church. Is it possible, in your opinion, that the future
may hold devices that are manned devices in space, that the direction
and speed of which are controllable by the occupants of these devices?
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Dr. Pickering. Yes, indeed.
Senator Church. This would change the picture with respect to the
potential military significance?
Dr. Pickering. Yes, but we must recognize if we are going to
change the speed or the direction of the devices, we must do it oy using
fuel or using energy of some sort. So we can presumably only do
this to some limited extent. In other words, like an airplane, it will
run out of fuel.
Senator Church. But it is possible that such devices, if they are
perfected, could have real military significance ?
Dr. Pickering. Well, they would nave an ability to maneuver? and
therefore, presumably, would have more flexibility. I would still be
concerned as to whether they solve my fundamental problem of de
livering warheads on enemy territory m any more successful fashion.
Senator Jackson. On that point, in connection with propulsion,
Project Rover, the nuclear ramjet might fall into that category, would
it not?
Dr. Pickering. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Assuming it is workable.
Dr. Pickering. If it is a nuclear ramjet we are talking about, it
must operate within the atmosphere, which complicates things to
some extent.
Senator Jackson. "Well, this is the first stage of development of a
nuclear propelled rocket system.
Senator Church. Now, these questions were preparatory to an
other question. I remember at the end of the war when the United
States was the only country to have atomic weapons and we under
took what was then and has since been hailed as a great act of states
manship, and I think it was, to present through the Baruch plan a
proposal for internationalizing control of atomic energy. That pro
posal was rejected by the Soviet Union.
Had we been successful in establishing effective international con
trol over all classes of atomic technology we certainly would not now
be occupying the chamber of horrors that is presented by this balance
of terror.
I am encouraged by what you say with respect to the possible lim
itations of space, as an arena for the arms race. But since it is hard
to perceive what the future might hold, might it not now be wise to
attempt another Baruch approach and close the door to future de
velopments in space of a military character by establishing effective
international control over the probing of space and the launching of
satellites into space, of a kind that would permit the United States
and the Soviet Union and other countries that have developed the
technology to pursue the experimentation but which would limit the
kinds of devices that are thrust into space to peaceful devices of kinds
that have no military significance ?
In other words, I am saying, is it now a time to exercise that degree
of foresight that might permit us to shut the door before an arms
race begins? We know the terrible difficulties that beset us once an
arms race begins and we attempt to roll it back.
Dr. Pickering. I think this is a very interesting suggestion, Sen
ator. There has, of course, been, I guess the preamble to the Space
Act, and I am sorry I don't remember the wording, but as I remember
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the sense of it
, it establishes the U.S. desire to see that peaceful de

velopment of space comes about.
If such a proposal could be effected, I think indeed this would be
significant because even though one does not now see, or at least I

profess not to see an urgent military necessity for space, as you point
out, much may develop in the future and I may also visualize such
problems for example, as what is going to happen when two or more
nations land men on the moon. I would hope it was done in a peace
ful fashion and not a warlike fashion.
Senator Church. Thank you. That is the only question I have.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Church.
Dr. Pickering, I was very much interested in your comments re
garding the role of committees. I take it that from what you have
said, you feel that committees can be useful as factfinders, but that
they should not get into the decisionmaking process.
Do you not feel that we have reached a point where we may well be
getting too many committees without authority to act or recommend
action ?

For instance, this committee made inquiry of the Department of
Defense, and we found out that there are over 900 committees within
the Department of Defense. We have a compilation of them here.
You are in a part of the defense effort that is very important and I

wonder if you could comment a little more on what happens in con
nection with this committee system. Does it help you or does it

slow you down or what are your comments on that ?

Dr. Pickering. Well, sir, as I said in my statement I think one of
the most serious problems with committees of experts is the problem
where the experts are called in for 1 or 2 days, once or twice a year,
or whatever it may be, and during their short period of close asso
ciation with the problem, I feel they cannot understand the complexi
ties of most of the problems that they are asked to judge.

I get concerned from that angle, that the Government needs to
have within its own structure, the capability to make judgments to
evaluate that situation without having to call on the experts who
will come in and sit there for a few days and give their best guess.
The thing that also concerns me is that it seems to me as time has
gone on, since the war, we have tended to answer many problems by
forming new committees. Whenever a problem has become too com
plex or too confusing, there seems to be a tendency to form another
committee to try to see their way through the problem.
It does not seem to me that this is facing up to the realities, and it

seems to me that the whole trend is in the wrong direction. I am
interested in your statement that the Department of Defense has 900
committees, and I am astonished that there are that many.
Senator Jackson. In fairness, this has been a problem, I think,
that has plagued all administrations, and I think that it is an Ameri
can habit to appoint a committee, Dr. Pickering, and then we let the
committee continue on. For instance, they have a Joint Master Menu
Board, and there is an Interservice Flight Vehicle Power Group.
Have you been working with that one ?

Dr. Pickering. No, sir.
Senator Jackpon. I would think that you would be risfat in that
one, with all of the space problems. Then, there is the Fiscal Spon
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sors Committee of the Toxicological Information Center. Then there
is the Department of Army Accelerated Item Production Program
Task Group.
Then, they have an Interdepartmental Screw Thread Committee,
Then there is a Helium Policy Committee. You might be interested
to know that the Helium Policy Committee has the following direc
tive:
To study national policy to prevent the loss into the atmosphere of any appre
ciable part of the country's helium, which has not first served the purpose of
heliuui.

I want to say that in making this comment, Doctor, I again repeat
that we are talking about the American habit of not resolving a prob
lem, but appointing a committee and letting them resolve it. The
result is that the committee meets, and then they may make some rec
ommendations, but then they are not acted upon. Is this a fair
statement?
Dr. Pickering. I have seen that happen all too often.
Senator Jackson. What I gather from your statement is that we
need to have national goals and objectives, and we should not imple
ment those national goals and objectives by ad hoc organizations, or
ad litum, as the lawyer would say.
But I take it, it is your position that we need to have organizational
structure with continuity to implement, these national goals and
objectives.
Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir ; that is my idea, indeed.
Senator Jackson. And the main problem is to first of all recognize
or to identify the national goals and objectives.
Dr. Pickering. First, to identify the goals, yes; and then if you
will give the people concerned the authority and the responsibility
so that they know they have the authority and that their decisions will
stick, then you will encourage people to make decisions without having
a committee to back them up all of the time.
Senator Jackson. You would not object to a committee if someone
on the committee does real ly make a decision ?

Dr. Pickering. I think it would be better if the governmental per
son concerned would make the decision.
Senator Jackson. But I say, as long as real decisions can be made,

I understand that most of these committees —not all, and there are
some where dec isions can be made—-but most of them meet and discuss
and debate and then they walk away and no one can make a decision.I take it, too, that you feel that science and technology are insep
arable elements in a broad framework that involves the overall posture
of this country in relation to potential enemies, and that we cannot
separate them and deal with them on a separate basis, but that we
have to recognize this broad inseparable challenge.
Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir, and I feel that science and technology
enters into practically every aspect of Government nowadays. It will
to an increasing extent as times goes on, and this must l>e recognized.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel that there are areas in science that,
while they do not involve direct military considerations, might af
fect the prestige and therefore, indirectly affect the overall posture
of our country?
Dr. Pickering. I do, indeed.
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Senator Jackson. We have had dramatic proof of that, have we
not, in the space program ?
Dr. Pickering. That is right.
Senator Jackson. And despite the fact that we may be ahead in
certain areas, unless our allies and our friends, including uncommitted
peoples, believe it

, it can hurt the prestige and, therefore, the overall
posture of our country ?

Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. I believe you brought that out in one of the
hearings some time ago in connection with a survey of public opinion
in Western Europe. This poll is in our reports. I believe it was the
Gallup poll of what our allies think.
Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. And I presume that in your remarks here, you
were alluding to that sort of a situation ?
Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. Now, if I may turn to one other item, I was very
pleased to have your comments regarding the budgetary process as it

affects research and development programs. Mr. Lovett, you may
recall, if you had a chance to read his testimony, made that point.
That was that research and development projects cover a period of
years. He felt that there should be a funding over that period of
gestation, whatever it may be, 3 to 5 to 6 years. That is essentially
your judgment, also ?

Dr. Pickering. I feel the same way ; yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. And you feel that in this area a recommenda
tion by the administration to the Congress along this line would be
helpful in not only saving the Government money by avoiding ups and
downs, but might reduce the leadtime on some of these projects.
Dr. Pickering. I think if we had more stable funding, leadtime
would be reduced on projects and I don't think that there is any ques
tion about that. The mechanism for obtaining that, I have no opinion
on.
Senator Jackson. I know that the point you made also has refer
ence to the problem that scientists are up against ; namely, when you
are working on a research and development project you are doing
the basic research and so on, and you want to get around to the con
struction, you are sometimes held up, are you not, because of funds
not being available for construction purposes ?

Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir, and the fact that construction and equip
ment funding usually is handled through a different channel, or a

different fashion than the programs, very frequently leads to construc
tion and programs moving apart and facilities not being available
when they are needed.
This is also, of course, complicated by the fact that facilities in
general have a long leadtime to build, and if we add to that a long
leadtime to obtain the funding, then there are difficulties.
Senator Jackson. One of the big problems that we have been up
against in these various races of discovery with the Soviets has been
leadtime, is it not ?

Dr. Pickering. It has, indeed.
Senator Jackson. And your point, I take it, is that by funding
these projects over the period of the research and development effort.
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you would help to speed up the development period and, therefore,
make it possible for us to do a better competitive job.
Dr. Pickering. I think so.
Senator Jackson. Now, I have one last question : You indicated in
response to one of your questions that you have not had any direct ex
perience that would permit you to comment intelligently on whether or
not there is sufficient rapport between the State Department and scien
tific communities. I wonder if you feel that it is important for the
Department of Defense, especially in the area of research and develop
ment, to work closely and to keep the State Department currently
informed on what they are doing, particularly as to new projects that
might have an impact on our prestige and standing in the world, as
well as the items that are of purely military nature.
Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir, I do, indeed; in fact, I would hope that
this occurs but if it does not, I would certainly feel that it is most
important. As a specific example, at the present time, looking at our
space program, since we are flying things which go all over the world,
and fl

y over many countries, it would seem to me that the nature of
any military space program which may be undertaken should be a

matter of concern to the State Department.
Senator Jackson. I was particularly interested, Dr. Pickering, in
your comment that the IGY space program was an example of an
instance where the military, or at least the Army, took the initiative
in urging that the Government support a program because of its cold
war importance, while most scientists failed to see the advantage to
be gained politically through this program.
Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. I think that this statement points up the need
for getting the points of view from the military and from the people
in the State Department and from the scientists, so that they are
brought up to the summit where the critical undertakings can be
identified and decisions made, does it not ?

Dr. Pickering. Yes, indeed.
Senator Jackson. And as a scientist and an engineer, you would
not want to say that scientists and engineers should make the overall
decisions in this important area.
Dr. Pickering. No, sir. We should have an input, but certainly,
there are many other factors which must determine decisions.
Senator Jackson. But the statesmen of today must be truly in
formed about the importance of science and technology and when
he receives the information he must be able to identify its importance
in relation to our national security and our national overall position?
Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir. I feel that it is important for statesmen
to have knowledge of science, obviously not to be experts in science
but to have knowledge of science—as I have said one time, to be
able to distinguish between the realities and the science fiction.
Senator Jackson. I think that is an excellent statement.
Dr. Perkins made the point yesterday, if I may paraphrase what
he said, that the effective role of the scientist and the technologist
is to advise the proper leaders in Government as to their particular
undertaking, its impact, and its importance from their point of view.
With the facts, then the political leader must make the proper decision ;

is that a true statement ?
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Dr. Pickering. I think so ; yes.
Senator Jackson. And it would be a mistake for the scientist to
get into the policymaking business as such, at the top level.
Dr. Pickering. Didn't H. G. Wells do that once ?
Senator Jackson. It is very well said. I want to thank you for
those fine comments.
Mr. Pendleton. Doctor, I have before me a chart called satellite
situation report from the Aviation Week and Space Technology of
April 11. This chart shows that 14 American and two Soviet satellites
are still in orbit in outer space from the original ones since 1957. If
there is no objection, I would like to have that inserted in the record,
the chart and the article.
Senator Jackson. It will be included in the record at this point.
(The material referred to follows :)

[From Aviation Week and Space Technology, Apr. 11, 1960]

Space Program Turns a Corner

By Robert Hotz

The successful operations of the Pioneer V deep space probe and the Tiros
weather-eye satellite during the past few weeks may indicate a significant
upturn for the U.S. space program as currently operated by the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration. Both of these space shots were executed
with technical precision that placed their payloads in their anticipated positions
in space. Both payloads have been functioning with a high degree of reliability
and returning a significant amount of useful scientific data to earth. The al
most perfect circular orbit of Tiros is another major advance.
These successful space ventures are also significant because they prove a
point many people made in the early days of the sputnik era. This was that
this country has the technical capability to mount a scientifically significant
and internationally useful space exploration program and that the only essential
ingredient lacking was national leadership and organization.
All of the hardware utilized in both Pioneer V and Tiros came from groups
long established in the aerospace industry : Radio Corp. of America, Space
Technology Laboratories, Douglas Aircraft, North American Aviation, Aerojet,
Hercules Powder Co., and several universities. Launchings were handled by
the USAF Ballistic Missile Division which has managed the ballistic missile
program so expeditiously. NASA, of course, served as the overall systems
manager for both of these projects.
There are some notable differences between Pioneer V and Tiros, on the one
hand, and the Soviet lunar ventures of last fall. The Soviets have still not
furnished much useful scientific data from these lunar ventures despite the
successful execution of both the impact and satellite missions. Nor have the
Soviets, for all their lip service to scientific interchange, made much tangible
contribution to this cause. This may be because the data returned from their
impressive list of successful simce vehicles is meager and they might be inter
nationally embarrassed by this exposure or it may be simply another manifesta
tion of the centuries-old Russian passion for secrecy in conflict with its modern
environment.
However, both Pioneer V and Tiros are already firmly established by their
performance in space as scientifically useful ventures. This significance is
expanding with each passing day of their performance. Pioneer V, among other
things, has proved the feasibility of long-range communications in outer space
and has given a remarkable demonstration of the reliable use of solar energy
in this area. Tiros, providing its global cloud cover strips, certainly must have
an impact on some of the early skeptics who refused to believe that anything
really useful to man on earth could come from this space nonsense. Tiros is
the first of the initial generation of useful satellite programs whose benefit will
soon be available.
On the basis of the data made available by Pioneer NASA on its variety of
space programs, particularly Pioneer V and Tiros, compared with what the
Soviets have made public on their efforts, it appears that we have begun to
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produce more scientifically useful space efforts than the Soviets, although it
will be a long time before the international propaganda luster is worn from
their initial successes.
It would be a mistake to conclude that Pioneer V and Tiros, have in them
selves won the space race with the Soviets and that we can now relax and coast
along comfortably. It is obvious that the Soviets have more tricks to pull from
their space bag. With the decay of Sputnik III it is not likely that they will
leave space bare of devices bearing the "CCCP" label of their Cyrillic alphabet
II takes no special crystal ball to predict that the next Soviet space efforts will
be timed to obtain maximum political effect from the summit meetings in May
and President Eisenhower's visit to the U.S.S.R. in June.
Thus far, the Soviet space scientists have loftily rejected U.S. proposals to
establish an International Academy of Space Sciences (AW Mar. 28, p. 25) as
premature. This attitude is apparently stimulated by the Soviet feeling that
they are the primary fount of space science, and little contributions are available
now from other countries. Dr. Theodore von Karmon, one of the authors of the
international proposal, has wisely observed that this Soviet intransigence is
likely to melt once we have a few successes. It will be interesting to watch
the Soviet attitude toward the International Academy proposal as a possible
barometer of their own space technology and an indication of when they feel
they may have something to gain from an international scientific exchange.
One other aspect of the Soviet space program, in contrast with our own, that
emerges with the passing of time is the surprising lack of depth and scope to
their effort. They have conducted no satellite launchings since Sputnik III
on May 15, 1958. In the interval, they have mounted only three lunar missions.
This is ample for an international propaganda program but can hardly fill the
requirements of a serious space exploration program.
In contrast, both the NASA and USAF space programs are now moving on
an extremely broad front covering the entire spectrum of immediately feasible
space exploration projects and aimed at providing immediately useful results
from space such as long-range communications, reconnaissance, weather infor
mation, and precise navigation fixes.
Thus, as we pass the halfway mark of the third year of the space era, we
can see some significant changes developing in our position versus that of the
Soviets.
There is general agreement that NASA has developed a sound 10-year pro
gram for the scientific exploration of space and the military services keenly
appreciate the potential of space systems to deter aggression and blunt the
edge of enemy surprise.
The problem now is to stick to the objectives detailed in the NASA program
and to push their achievement with the full budgeting and technical support
they require.
We are certainly in a bitter international contest with the U.S.S.R. for the
minds of men, and space is an important sector in that battle. But, regardless
of this important aspect of our space program, there are many other valid
reasons for pressing on at a maximum technical pace to reap for ourselves and
the rest of mankind the immediate benefits available in space and to provide
more knowledge of the universe around us that is the truly distinguishing mark
of man himself.
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Mr. Pendleton. In your opinion, what is the effect of the launch
ing of Pioneer V, Tyros, and Transit as a part of our space pro
gram? Do you think that that is a substantial achievement of the
scientific community of the United States ?
Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir; I think it is a very encouraging thing
to have seen these three successes in quick order. I think it is indic
ative of the fact that here in the United States we are establishing a
firm space program which is beginning to pay off.
After the initial hysteria associated with the space program, we
settled down and we are getting our program going, and we are
hopefully expecting to see a continuing series of scientific achieve
ments of this sort.
I would also like to comment that as a whole, if we look at the
scientific achievements of the United States and the Soviets in this
area of space, I think we must agree that American scientific achieve
ments at least equal the Soviet scientific achievements.
Mr. Pendleton. As far as our allies abroad are concerned, do you
think that the launching of those three satellites had any effect on
their opinion of our world position ?
Dr. Pickering. I would hope so. I think that particularly about
the Pioneer V, and the Tyros; that should have the appropriate
dramatic impact on our friends elsewhere in the world.
Mr. Pendleton. I have before me a series of clippings from West
ern European press after the date of Pioneer V, but prior to the time
of Tyros and Transit I, which I think you might be interested in.
The first one is from the London News Chronicle of March 12 :
The package of Instruments, most compact and complex ever designed, is a
real triumph for American technology. For rocketry and instruments, Pioneer
V ranks with Russia's Lunik III, which photographed the unseen side of the
moon.

In Denmark, and I will not try to pronounce the name of the news
paper, on March 12 :

With the successful launching of the satellite Pioneer V yesterday, the Amer
icans accomplished the world's most important space experiment so far and
gained considerably upon the Soviet Union in the space race. The American
experiment will have greater meaning for science than the Russian moon shot,
and it is the real forerunner of space travel.

In France, there is a newspaper account of that, on March 16 :
The Americans can give the Russians change for their coin (meaning give
better than they receive) with the remarkably successful launching of Pi
oneer V.

There are other comments here from Germany, Italy, and Norway
and Sweden. So I think that is rather encouraging on what our
allies are thinking toward us, in view of the earlier blow that we re
ceived.
Dr. Pickering. Yes, indeed.
Mr. Pendleton. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would like
to have you look at those, and without objection, I would like to have
them inserted.
Senator Jackson. We will insert those.
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(The newspaper comments follow :)

Select Quotations Fbom the West European Press Concerning the U.S.-
U.S.S.R. Outer Space Race After Pioneer V Launching

Britain
"This is America's second successful [solar] space launching to brighten a
long list of frustrating failures—and it represents a new challenge to the Rus
sians." — London's Daily Express, March 12, 1900.
"The value of information will be much increased if its [Pioneer V] ambitious
arrangements for the storage of information and its transmission back to earth
are successful. This will be as important an innovation in its way as the Rus
sian technique of developing negatives in flight and later transmitting them
slowly by radio."—The Times, London, March 12, 1960.
"The package of instruments — the most compact and complex ever designed—
is a real triumph for American technology. And for rocketry and instruments
Pioneer V ranks with Russia's Lunik III, which photographed the unseen side
of the moon."— News Chronical, London, March 12, 1960.

Denmark
"With the successful launching of the satellite Pioneer V yesterday, the
Americans accomplished the world's most important space experiment so far and
gained considerably upon the Soviet Union in the space race. The American
experiment will have greater meaning for science [than the Russian moon-shot]
and is the real forerunner of space travel." —Berlingske Tidende, Copenhagen,
March 12. 1!!(i0.
"It would be wrong to consider this event as an American attempt to overcome
an inferiority complex and an experiment to match the Soviet triumph in the
skies. First and foremost, the experiment serves scientific purposes. The Amer
ican scientists have with this satellite provided a fairly clear picture of conditions
in space."—Information, Copenhagen, March 12-13, 1960.

France
"The Americans can give the Russians change for their coin [give better than
received] with the remarkably successful launching of Pioneer V."—Parisien
Libera, Paris, March 16, 1960.
"Pioneer V will probe the unknown regions of the sky. It will speak to the
earth from a distance of 80 million kilometers while Lunik I went dead at
600.000 kilometers."— France-Soir, Paris. March 13-14, 1960.
"American scientists can rejoice at the success of this launching." —L'Aurore,
Paris, March 15, I960.
"Lunik I has not done this [radioing back from the apogee]. It was silent.
Pioneer V will bring us information of the highest importance." —Combat, Paris,
March 10, 1900.

Germany (iresf)
"After a series of Soviet triumphs and a chain of discouraging [U.S.] failures,
the successful launching of Pioneer V is a ray of hope not only for the U.S. but
for the entire West."—Die Welt, Hamburg, March 14, 1960.
"It is a fact that the Soviet moonshot yielded, at best, a hundredth of the
scientific data the new U.S. space probe is capable of transmitting . . . back
to Earth."—Muenchener Merkur, Munich, March 14, 1960.
"Although Pioneer V weighs only one-ninth as much as Lunik I its significance
in space exploration is much greater." —Der Mittag. Duesseldorf, March 14, I960.
"Of the three artificial planets in orbit around the sun, two are American-
made. . . . American satisfaction is natural at a time when national prestige
is dependent on launching moon rockets and sun planets." —Frankfurter Rund
schau, Frankfurt. March 14, 1900.
Italy
"Today's success helps to restore, at least in part, the prestige of American
s ience and technology after lust year's spectacular Soviet experiments." —II
Messagero. Rome, March 12, 1960.
"While Pioneer V cannot be compared to Soviet ballistic successes, it is never
theless the first 'planet' capable of transmitting scientific information to Earth.
. . . Lunik I entered a solar orbit by error and was not equipped to send back
information." —La Stampa, Turin, March 13, 1960.
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"The successful launching [of Pioneer V] is a tonic for the U.S. in the Russo-
Ameriean space race and confirms that although the U.S. got a late start, it is
very rapidly regaining lost ground." —Corriere della Sera, Milan, March 13, 1960.
Norway
"It is certainly the greatest distance of space control by radio signal. The
distance from the earth of the Soviet Lunik III was around 100,000 kilometers
less. The successful launching of Pioneer V is truly a forerunner of a new Amer
ican scientific attempt to send a rocket to the moon within the next six months."—
Arbeiderbladet, Oslo, March 14, 1960.

Siceden
"Pioneer V opens a new epoch in space experiment." —Dagens Nyheter, Stock
holm, March 12, 1960.

Mr. Pendleton. In your statement, you say :
I feel much more needs to be done in the direction of developing dynamic
national goals that the citizenry can comprehend and are willing to support.

Do you have any suggestions as to what could be done in the develop
ment of these goals ?
Dr. Pickering. Xo, sir. But the point I was really trying to make
was that to be significant, goals must be understood and accepted by the
citizens and by the people of the country. I feel, for example, that in
this past year or two, people in the country in general have not really
understood our space program.
I believe this is improving now but it has taken time for people to
understand it

,

and 1 am using that as a thought. It seemed to me
that it is indicative of the fact that any time we do establish signifi
cant goals, they must be sold to the people or the people must agree
with them.

I was making that point rather than making any point of the
mechanism about how to establish those goals.
Mr. Pendleton. On the last page of your statement, you refer to
an increasing use of part-time committees of experts to make critical
decisions. Later on you discussed these people who are brought in for

1 or 2 days a year. Gould you give an example of such a deeision-
makingcommittee ? Either currently or in the past ?

Dr. Pickering. I would take, for example, the committee which
made the initial IGY decisions or the initial Vanguard decision for the
IGY space, program. That was a committee of this type which was
evaluating the possibilities as to whether the United States should
embark on a space program or scientific satellite program as to how

it should be done.
They were evaluating in effect, proposals made by the Armed
Forces and selected the Vanguard proposal as the one to initiate.
Mr. Pendleton. Xow, was the result of their activity a recom
mendation to the Secretary of Defense, or what came out of that meet-

Dr. Pickering. The result of their activity was indeed a recom
mendation to conduct this particular program. I am sorry. I do not
remember who the committee was reporting to.
Mr. Pendleton. The only point I was trying to make is that they
made a recommendation to the Secretary of Defense, didn't they ?

Dr. Pickering. Oh, yes. The actual formal decision was made
within the Government.
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Mr. Pendleton. A Government official made the decision ?
Dr. Pickering. That is right.
Mr. Pendleton. Finally, you referred to the problem of funding
in the scientific field and the delay in construction of various activi
ties from the lack of funds because of separation between construction
and the research field.
Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir.
Mr. Pendleton. I was wondering whether you were acquainted
with the recent decision on the reactor program. Let me read the
clipping. This is the New York Times, Tuesday, April 12 :
Democrats on the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy killed
today, for the second consecutive year, the administration's high-priority plan
to build a new type of atom-smasher at Stanford University.
The effect of the committee's action, Atomic Energy Commission officials
said, could delay by more than a year completion of the machine. President
Eisenhower's scientific advisers have said it was of vital importance in main
taining United States leadership in nuclear research.

Are you aware of that decision to cancel the funds for that project?
Dr. Pickering. Yes. I remember the newspaper story now. I have
had no personal contact with the project.
Mr. Pendleton. Is that the kind of thing that you are referring to
when you refer to delay of construction through lack of funds ?
Dr. Pickering. Yes.
Senator Jackson. I want to call to the minority counsel's attention
the fact that $3 million was provided for planning, and I don't think
that his statement is complete, nor do I think it is relevant to the ques
tion of long lead funding.
I merely make that point clear, and I would also like to call to his
attention that even the Atomic Energy Commission which is a part
of this administration, had serious questions about this project. So
just reading something into the record does not make it a fact from
an article in a paper and a very reputable paper. I just want to make
that clear.
I served on the Joint Committee, and I am now serving on it and I
also want to state that the committee received so many different rec
ommendations as to what the capital cost was going to be, and what the
operating costs were going to be, that the committee felt that the
sensible thing to do was to do the engineering and the design and plan
ning in order to find out what the costs were going to be.
Actually, there is no delay in the project and it is not fair to say
that the project was killed.
Mr. Pendleton. I apologize. I intended to give you the whole
article since my opinion on the facts might be subject to question.
With your permission, without objection, I will submit the article
for the record.
Senator Jackson. I thought it should be read into the record j since
you read the first part of it

,

you should read the last part of it.
The whole article will be inserted into the record.
(The article referred to follows :)
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[The New York Times, Tuesday, Apr. 12, 1960]
Congress Geo up Bars Big Reactor —Atomic Energy Committee Rebuffs

Administration on Stanford Project

By John W. Finney

Special to the New York Times

Washington, April 11.—Democrats on the Joint Congressional Committee on
Atomic Energy killed today, for the second consecutive year, the Administra
tion's high-priority plan to build a new type of atom-smasher at Stanford
University.
The effect of the committee's action, Atomic Energy Commission officials said,
could delay by more than a year completion of the machine. President Eisen
hower's scientific advisers have said it was of "vital importance" in maintaining
United States leadership in nuclear research.
By a vote of 10 to 6, which followed closely on party lines, the committee
denied the $107,000,000 authorization reqested by the committee for construc
tion of the 2-mile-long linear accelerator on the university's campus.
Committee Democrats said that more time was needed to study the project
because of the unexpectedly high costs encountered on other atom-smashers.
However, some committee Republicans said that the Stanford project was
being used as a political pawn in a longstanding fight over construction of a large
atomic power plant in the Northwest.
As interpreted by these Republicans, the committee Democrats were post
poning approval of the Stanford project until the Administration agreed to
modify a plutonium producing reactor now being built at Hanford, Wash., so
that it would also generate electricity. The conversion of the reactor into a
plant producing 700,000 kilowatts of electricity for the Federally owned Bonne
ville Tower Administration would cost about the same as the Stanford ac
celerator.
It was only after considerable committee pressure that the Administration In
1958 finally agreed to the construction of the Hanford reactor to meet the mili
tary's requirements for plutonium for weapons. Thus far, however, the Admin
istration has resisted the suggestions of committee Democrats that the reactor
be turned into a dual-purpose plant.
Considerable importance has been placed on the electron accelerator by the
President's Science Advisory Committee because it would permit the study of
nuclear particles that cannot be created in the proton accelerators now in opera
tion or under construction. In its original version, the machine would accelerate
electrons as atomic bullets to energies of from ten to twenty BEV (billion elec
tron volts), with the possibility of later increasing the energy range to forty-
five BEV.
The committee's action at this time is in marked contrast with the official
position it has taken strongly endorsing a vigorous and expanded program of
basic research by the Atomic Energy Commission. Republican members are ex
pected to refer to this past position of the committee in a minority report they
are drafting on the Stanford project.
The committee did approve $3,000,000 for preliminary engineering design work
on the Stanford machine with the prospect that the construction funds might be
authorized next year.

Mr. Pendleton. I have no further questions.
Senator Jackson. Do you think the Soviet or the United States
have made the best use in space in support of our foreign policy and
national prestige up to now ?
Dr. Pickering. Well, sir, it seems to me that the Soviets with their
sputniks have been much more dramatic in space and have conducted
a program apparently, which was aimed very deliberately at its propa
ganda value.
Senator Jackson. As a matter of fact, Mr. Khrushchev has shown
a rather unique genius for timing his exploits with certain foreign
policy objectives ; is that not true ?
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Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir; and I wonder what will happen in space
between now and the summit meeting.
Senator Jackson. That was my next question, and I was going to
ask whether you thought it not entirely impossible that they might
make some dramatic move in space prior to the summit meeting.
Dr. Pickering. It has been quite a while since they have had a
space shot, and I would not be too surprised if one was conducted
in the next few weeks.
Senator Jackson. You are suggesting there mav be some precedents
for this, such as Mr. Khrushchev's device hitting the moon 2 days prior
to his landing in Washington.
Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. And on his return their orbiting of the moon and
taking a picture of the backside.
Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. So that as far as the Soviets are concerned, they
have seen fit in a rather effective waj- to measure their space programs
with foreign policy objectives.
Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir. It appears to me to be so. Let me say
that I feel that having, as it were, gone through this first couple of
years or so, where the first really dramatic effects of the space program
have indeed been effectively used by the Soviets, now if we take a
longer term view and we look at what the United States is doing in
developing a growing and important space program, I think that we
may very well find that as it were, the first really dramatic part is
over now and from now on the more solid program of the United
States will gradually become of increasing importance.
Senator Jackson. Would it be fair to say that we certainly have
the capacity and capability right now of being ahead in more sophis
ticated systems provided we get them up, to do some constructive
scientific jobs':!
Dr. Pickering. I would say that to date, we have done more useful
science than the Soviets have done, and as we put into space more
complex systems, I expect that we will be able to do more elaborate
scientific establishments in the future.
Senator Jackson. You feel that we are in a space race, Dr. Pick
ering, that is vital to the security of the country?
Dr. Pickering. Yes, sir. I feel it is indeed, because in the first
place, the ability to launch successfully these large space devices is
a very dramatic demonstration of your ability in military rockets.
That is the first point.
Therefore, we could not possibly just sit back and let the Russians
do all of this. Once having started with a space program, which
we had to do, then it seems to me that we are clearly in a race with
them. As far as the rest of the world is concerned, they have always
looked, not always but for many years, have looked to the United
States as being the technological leader, and here in this very advanced
field of technology, it is clear to me that we must do our best to exceed
the achievements of the Soviets.
Senator Jackson. In other words, part of our big problem is that
we have been known the world over as foremost in the field of science
and technology and industrial capacity, and that to slip in this field
could have damaging effect.
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Dr. Pickering. I think so.
Senator Jackson. On our overall standing in the family of nations,
you mean ?
Dr. Pickering. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Dr. Pickering, if there are no further questions,,
once again I want to express to you, as I did to your colleagues that
have testified here during the course of these hearings, our apprecia
tion for taking time out to provide some answers to some very difficult
questions.I know that your testimony will be helpful in trying to bring about
some constructive improvements in this area.
Now, this afternoon our witness will be Dr. Ruben F. Mettler,
executive vice president of Space Technology Laboratories, in Los
Angeles, and I believe the company is the technical manager for Thorr
Atlas, Titan, Minuteman, and other systems. So we will resume at
2 pjn. to hear Dr. Mettler.

Tomorrow's schedule, by the way, there is some revision and I might
just mention this, the first witness in the morning will be Dr. Eugene
Wigner, who is Professor of Mathematical Physics at Princeton Uni
versity, and the second witness will be Dr. Edward M. Purcell, Pro
fessor of Physics at Harvard University and a Nobel Prize winner,
and the third witness in the afternoon, will be Dr. Herbert F. York,
Director of Defense Research and Engineering of the Department of
Defense.
(Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the hearing was recessed to reconvene
at 2 p.m., on the same day.)

The subcommittee reconvened at 2 p.m., Senator Henry M. Jack
son (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
We resume this afternoon and have as our witness Dr. Ruben F.
Mettler, executive vice president of the Space Technology Labora
tories, Los Angeles, Calif.
Space Technology Laboratories is a private company which has a
System engineering and technical direction responsibility for Thor,
Atlas, Titan, and Minuteman, and the communication satellite. It
has also designed and fabricated, I believe, Explorer VI and Pioneer
V, and had the launch vehicle responsibility for the recent Tiros and
Transit satellites.
Dr. Mettler received his Ph. D. from California Institute of Tech
nology in electrical and aeronautical engineering. He has served as
a special consultant to the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research
and Development, and as a member of a special committee, Air Force
Science Advisory Board.
He received the 1954 Eta Kappa Nu award as the Nation's most
outstanding young electrical engineer, and was selected as one of the
Ten Outstanding Young Men of America by the Junior Chamber of
Commerce in 1955.
Dr. Mettler, I believe you have a prepared statement. You may
proceed in your own way.

AFTER RECESS

52710—60 —pt. 2 8
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STATEMENT OF DR. RUBEN F. METTLER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI
DENT, SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC., LOS ANGELES,
CALLF.

Dr. Mettler. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am convinced of the
importance of your study of the effectiveness of existing Government
organization and procedures for formulating and executing national
security policy.
I, therefore, welcome this opportunity to appear before you. Your
study gives additional assurance that the democratic process can renew
and revitalize itself and can adjust the decision making machinery of
Government to meet the changing requirements of national security
in the face of rapid technological change, international conflict, and
unusual potential for the common good or for common disaster.
You have asked me for my views with particular reference to the
role and impact of science and technology on Government organiza
tion and on the formulation and execution of national security policy.
I feel it necessary at the outset to define the limits of my experience
and competence in this subject.
I have not held a policy position in Government, and have, therefore,
not experienced at firsthand the problems of formulating policy in and
with the existing organizational machinery.
Whatever contribution I may be able to make to your study derives
from my engineering and management experience in private industry,
in research and development of military weapon systems generally,
and during the past 5 years in the planning, engineering, producing,
and testing of large ballistic missile and space- vehicle systems.
Within this context, I wish to comment briefly on three general
topics : the process of formulating and selecting long-range national
security objectives and programs; the making of decisions to start or
stop the flow of major resources to large national security programs;
and shortening the development-production-operational-deployment
cycle for large systems; and then I would like to close with some direct
remarks concerning Government organization and procedures. I am
painfully aware of the fact that all of these topics are rich in oppor
tunity for speculation and, therefore, also rich in opportunity for
error.

FORMULATING LOXG-RANGE PROGRAMS

In general terms, the planning and formulation of long-range na
tional security programs must include the development of a clear
statement of integrated functional objectives, the identification of
specific programs aimed at meeting the stated functional objectives,
and the selection of the initial concepts for the implementation of each
of the specific programs.
Clearly, planning and program formulation generally must be
accomplished at several levels in the Government, in most general
form at the top, and with narrowing scope and increasing detail at
each intermediate level down to operating organizations.
Thus must each subelement of the planning process—statement of
functional objectives, identification of programs, and selection of
implementing concepts—also be accomplished in most general form
at the top, and in detail at the operating level, with emphasis at each
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intermediate organizational level on integration of interlocking ob
jectives and programs, and with rapid vertical communication be
tween levels.
To illustrate several specific points in the process of formulating
long-range programs, I would like to consider the development of
large ballistic missiles and the initial exploration of space as a case
history, and examine the problem of selecting those space programs
deserving ofmajor national emphasis.
By the way of background, the United States has made impressive
strides during the past 5 years in the development of ballistic mis
siles and in the initial exploration of space. The technical complex
ity of missile and space technology has been matched by the adminis
trative and management problems associated with legislating, plan
ning, organizing, funding, and contracting for radically new activi
ties of immense scope in a short period of time.
Initially there was no reservoir of public understanding of the
scientific or military or prestige value of accomplishing various par
ticular space flight projects. Yet, space teclmology was obviously a
field in which major projects would become increasingly large and
complex and expensive and would increasingly tend to take on the
character of national and even global undertakings.
To further complicate matters, a rapidly multiplying number of
alternative projects became technically feasible.
With limited economic and intellectual resources, it was—and still
is—very important to distinguish between what is possible and what
is needed, between what could be done and what should be done.
The selection of space programs deserving of major emphasis is thus
seen as reasonably typical of the problem of national program formu
lation generally.
In tackling a problem of this type, I believe we need to start our
thought process not with the fact that a certain program being con
sidered is or is not a space program, or an underwater program, or
a land program, but rather with the functional objective to be ac
complished, such as strategic reconnaissance, or air defense, or re
liable global military communications, or scientific research, or en
hancing our prestige with uncommitted nations.
To take the objective of reliable global communications for ex
ample, it should not matter whether messages are passed out to sat
ellites and back to earth to allow communication between two points,
or whether messages are passed along an underground or under
water cable between the same two points.
What matters in this problem is how well, how economically, how
reliably the functional communications objectives can be met by var
ious approaches.
The military space program when undertaken should be a com
petitively superior way of accomplishing a functional military objec
tive. Likewise, in examining an objective of enhancing our prestige
with many areas of the world, sending up a very heavy satellite into
orbit around the earth will certainly contribute to this objective, but
so would development of a cheap source of fresh water from sea
water to be used in irrigating potentially productive land.
One hears mucli general public discussion and debate of whether
the "military space' appropriations are too large or too small. In
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my opinion, that is the wrong question in most contexts. We should
instead address ourselves to whether the public appropriations are
too large or too small, as examples, for military warning and recon
naissance, or for realistic and reliable arms inspection, or for scien
tific exploration of space in its own right, or for assisting the economic
development of backward nations, or for generally stimulating the
development of medicine or science and technology generally, or for
promoting an understanding of our political philosophy aboard.
I believe that forcing ourselves to consider space programs com
petitively with other ways of accomplishing the same functional
objectives will still lead to the conclusion that space programs can
contribute sufficiently to national security, scientific progress, inter
national prestige, and to the national economy to warrant a large and
expanding program in space system development.
The key word is "contribute." Space programs are very important,
but they only "contribute." The space age is surely not exclusively an
age of space. In my opinion, arriving at an assessment of the level
of effort for space programs starting from functional objectives will
help select the right programs and will in itself assist in building the
broad perspective needed for continuing correct judgment in these
matters.
The identification of particular national security programs worthy
of major emphasis is enormously complicated by the crucial impor
tance of being first with superior military systems. A difficult com
promise is required between the level of performance needed to insure
that the system when developed at great cost will not be obsolete, and
the necessity for the shortest possible development cycle.
This requires both a prediction of the rate of future technical devel
opment and a prediction of future operational value, each balanced
against schedules and total development and operating costs.
The future possibilities which depend only on continued engineering,
based on scientific principles which are known at the outset, and which
are therefore relatively predictable, must be carefully distinguished
from those future possibilities which would require really new inven
tions or new scientific discoveries, and are therefore relatively unpre
dictable and might drastically delay the schedule for a major program.
On the other hand, it is of course critically important to recognize
the possible application and importance of new ideas and/or new
scientific discoveries with the least possible time lag.
Needless to say, these judgments require a high order of under
standing inside the Government of both science and technology along
with many other disciplines. Surely we need a good deal of uncom
mon along with common sense in our policy-level decision makers.
Before leaving the planning process I would like to make an obser
vation concerning the pattern of long-range planning and program
formulation during the past 50 years. I believe it is true that our
policy planning has frequently suffered because at any given point
in time too much progress was expected in the short run, say 3 to 5
years, and too little progress was anticipated in the longer run, say
15 to 25 years.
Short-term development progress is frequently limited by such fac
tors as temporary engineering difficulties, changes in personnel, shifts
in public interest, and natural interferences. Longer term develop
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mient progress more nearly reflects the onrushing sweep of general
scientific and technological development, and is occasionally given a
quantum jump by unanticipated scientific discoveries, or by the be
lated recognition of the application of earlier discoveries.
This pattern of overestimating and underestimating appears to
characterize such developments as the airplane, electronics, jet engines,
nuclear reactors, rocket propulsion, or automation, which have had a
strong impact on our national security posture during the past half
century.
I would suggest that a detailed and objective historical examination
of the actual course of technological developments of national scope
as compared with the generally predicted course during each 5 years
•of the past 50 years might provide valuable insight for policymakers.

MAKING DECISIONS TO START OR STOP MAJOR PROGRAMS

Long-range policy formulation is given substance in part by deci
sions to start or to stop the flow of major resources to individual pro
grams. I would like to make a few brief comments on the problem of
making such decisions. Inevitably, when considering national secu
rity programs, a decision to start or to stop a major program must
include a number of smaller judgments in the field of science and
technology.
Consider the situation of a typical Government executive at policy
level. Assume that he is clear on the scope and purpose of the seg
ment of the Government organization that he is responsible for, and
■clear on the scope of his own authority.
The problem is more complex if he is only half clear on these mat
ters. He is asked to make a decision to start or to stop a major
program. He is confronted with conflicting claims, alternate ap
proaches, perhaps some personal doubt of the importance of some part
of the objective, signs of real or expected technical difficulties, rising
cost estimates, or partisan public appeals. He knows that rapid
decisions are important.
But several billion dollars and a good deal of national security
may be involved, and the penalty for error is high. In these circum
stances, the speed of decisionmaking is clearly tied to the personal
self-confidence of the individual Government executive at policy level
responsible for the decision, together with the self-confidence of his
immediate associates with policy responsibilities.
If the decision requires an evaluation and understanding of com
plex scientific or technical questions, then I suggest that rapid and
generally correct decisions require that either the senior executive
involved or at least one of his immediate line associates have exten
sive experience and training in the planning and execution of large
and complex technologically dominated activities.
Unless there are enough executives in full-time policy positions in
side the Government at all levels with such experience, there must
generally be time-consuming reviews by outside technical commit
tees, or lengthy consultation with coordinate agencies, or the pain
ful and time-consuming process of education, all of which contribute
to delays in clear decisions.
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Of course, the same general point applies to the importance in rapid
decisionmaking of having legal or financial talent in responsible policy
positions in Government where major decisions turn on legal or finan
cial questions.
I do not suggest that we overemphasize the point and have too
many scientifically or technically trained individuals in policy posi
tions in Government, but "overemphasis" can only follow "emphasis."
As a test on this particular point, one might make a list of the top
100 policy-determining people in the three branches of Government—
that in itself might be an interesting research project—and see if the
proportion with scientific and technical training fits the general
importance of science and technology today.
I recently read in public print the charge that it is the mistakes
made by scientists and engineers in Government which have created
many of our present national problems. I would not like to leave
the impression that scientists and engineers never make mistakes or
always decide important questions correctly. I believe they make
many mistakes^ probably in just about the same proportion as doctors,,
lawyers, businessmen, bankers, and so forth. But it would be a serious
mistake to deprive the decisionmaking machinery of scientific and
technological inputs.
Senator Jackson. You have left out politicians.
Dr. Mettler. Before leaving the role of scientists and engineers in
Government decisionmaking, I would like to comment on one element
of personal self-confidence at the moment of decision: namely, th©
troublesome problem of assessing the true technical development
status of a major program once it is underway.
The basic problem of determining status is

,

of course, not unique
to the technical field. No chairman of a corporation and no policy
executive in Government would dream of proceeding month after
month without auditing the financial status of his operations.
It is customary for both corporations and departments of govern
ment to regularly conduct internal financial audits. Individuals espe
cially qualified in the practice and the technical intricacies of account
ing are employed specifically for this purpose. I suggest the concept
of the "technical audit," to be conducted by individuals specifically
employed because of their unusual qualifications in the practice and
technical intricacies of component and system development and testing.
It is now possible to audit performance parameters such as accuracy,
reliability, and range, in system development by means of recently
developed techniques, to provide dii-ectly to policy-level executives in
government, information to assist in regulating the flow of resources
to a particular program.
To accomplish this function without excess administrative burden
requires that proper steps be taken at the outset in laying out the
development program to make a reliable technical audit possible.
"Technical audits" have been employed in recent years in several
major system program? with eutstnndin.Tly beneficinl results. Wider
application of the specialized techniques involved could increase the
personal confidence of policy-level Government executives in the cor
rectness of decisions, and would in itself, I believe, speed up the de
cisionmaking process, both in starting and in stopping.
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COMPRESSING THE DEVELOPMENT CYCLE

The importance of compressing the development-product ion-opera
tional deployment cycle for these large and technologically complex
systems upon which we depend for our principal military strength
has frequently been stated during recent years. The problems involved
in achieving compression of this cycle have also received much
attention.
I suggest only that we should consciously identify, study, and learn
from those large programs in recent years which the record now shows
succeeded in dramatically cutting the development to operational cycle,
even in the face of unprecedented requirements for teclinical innova
tion and scientific uncertainty.
We should also, however, be willing to identify and learn from
those large programs which the record now shows have required ex
cessively long development to operational cycles. I believe a careful,
detailed study of the record and experience in the 10 or 15 principal
large system programs during the past decade could contribute much
to improving our rate of performance, and hence our national security,
during the next critical decade. Such a study could examine both the
preconditions in starting the program, the correctness of the initial
technical and management concepts, and the program implementation
itself.
There is considerable evidence to suggest that such a study might
also show that the faster programs expend less total money than the
slower ones when integi'ated over the total timespan. Examples of
programs made large too soon would probably be found, along with
some pushed with priority too late, and perhaps some that were just
right.
Fortunately, the recent years provide for study an excellent example
of dramatic achievement in compression of the development-produc
tion-operation-deployment cycle, in peacetime and fully within the
checks and balances of our democratic system of government.
About 6 years ago, it became clear that the Soviet Union was carry
ing out a large and intensive development effort in intercontinental
ballistic missiles. This country had no comparable program. A highly
compressed program was rapidly established by the United States to
develop, put into production, and operationally deploy intermediate
and intercontinental range ballistic missiles.
As predicted by the late Dr. von Neumann, the ICBM program be
came the largest integrated technical development effort ever under
taken by this Nation. Unusually bold and courageous decisions were
made at all levels. The results, fortunately, were spectacular. The
Thor intermediate range ballistic missile was developed to the point
where it was successfully launched from a military base by a mili
tary crew in training approximately 3 years from the date of the de
cision to initiate the program. Less than a year later—that is

,

less
than 4 years from the start decision —Thor was fully operational in
quantity overseas in England, manned by trained British crews.
An operational intercontinental ballistic missile capability was
brought into existence in approximately 5 years, along with major
Government and industrial and operational facilities, and a solid tech
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nological foundation was laid for later military systems and for the
exploration of space.
Technical performance exceeded initial specifications in all major
areas. This, in spite of the need for higher thrusts, larger and lighter
missile structures, higher speeds and altitudes, higher component ac
curacies, control of higher temperature, smaller nuclear warheads, and
more sophisticated guidance and control systems. The Atlas, Titan,
Minuteman, Jupiter and Polaris programs are also examples of de
velopment on compressed time schedules.
I do not suggest that all military or space programs should be large
and/or highly compressed. All systems are not equally ready for ma
jor development and all are not equally important; and of course uni
form application of priority defeats its own purpose.
But I do believe we can take heart and learn from the national bal
listic missile experience ; namely, that with clear decisions and strong
leadership, within the checks and balances of our system of Gov
ernment, our private free enterprise system can do very well indeed.
We need not take a back seat behind any nation.

DIRECT COMMENTS ON GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURES

In closing, I would like to offer a series of specific comments on Gov
ernment organization and procedures, with particular reference to the
general topics discussed earlier, and science and technology generally.
These are not necessarily in order of importance :
1. In my opinion, much progress has been made during the past 5
years in clarifying and focusing responsibility for strictly technical
decision at policy level and for bringing technology more firmly into
the national policymaking process. I refer to the appointment of
policymaking executives for research and development matters in the
three military services; the establishment of a Director of Defense
Research and Engineering in the Department of Defense, the appoint
ment of a scientific adviser to the President for science and technology,
and the clarification of the responsibilities and authority of the Ad
ministrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration as
contained in the currently proposed amendments to the National
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958. Fortunately the three military
services themselves have long included men experienced in technology
among their senior officers.
2. I believe it is extremely important to continue the progress made
in recent years in unfettering and restoring the authority and operat
ing freedom of the individual senior Government executive at the
policy level.
This point is

,

of course, related to the need for achieving a proper
mix of talents in the very top levels of Government. It is also related
to the need for a better general public understanding of the complexity
and difficulty of major Government decisions.
3. In general, I believe too much Government energy is devoted to
building administrative mechanisms to root out duplication. It is

clarity in defining fundamental purposes and objectives and the estab
lishment of clear-cut authority to meet these objectives, on the one
hand, rather than detailed administrative mechanisms, on the other
hand, that will be really fundamental in achieving only the proper
amount of duplication.
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Significant duplication is actually relatively easy to find and to fix.
It is finding and fixing important errors of omission which is hard.
4. I suggest further intensive development of the techniques of re
liable and accurate technical auditing by properly qualied people,
and a conscious wider application of these techniques.
5. I suggest that we give more emphasis to stating objectives in
functional terms in our top-level policy planning and program formu
lation.
6. Although I have been primarily concerned in this statement with
large system programs and primarily with the applications of tech
nology, I would like to state one opinion of the relationship between
science and Government. Really good scientific research is a delicate
flower and should be nurtured wherever it takes root.
I make a distinction here between "science," on the one hand and
advanced technology on the other. Although agencies such as the
National Science Foundation and the National Academy of Sciences
do not, and I believe should not, play a direct role in the national
policymaking process, they can and should help create the proper in
tellectual climate in our Nation.
They must help build the nutrient which permits technology to
grow. In a long-term and fundamental sense, sputnik does not teach
us that we necessarily need an enormous space program; sputnik
teaches that we need to increase our alertness to and our appreciation
of the possibilities of science and technology inchieving our national
objectives.
In closing, I am compelled to take issue with the widespread be
lief that a totalitarian system of government has strong advantages
in the development and production of weapon systems because it can
create a single monolithic organization, without the supposed handi
cap of maintaining personal freedoms, to push ruthlessly to meet
its military and technological goals.
Obviously, we must recognize that totalitarian systems have many
management strengths and are formidable and extremely dangerous.
But I am convinced that our system of government has at least one
clear management advantage: our bigness is partial, not absolute;
democratic, not totalitarian. We have the advantage of widespread
diffusion of centers having decisionmaking power.
Our bigness consists of innumerable self-determining, autonomous
units: For example, over 100,000 different units of government, mu
nicipal, State, Federal; about 4.5 million units of business enterprise;
hundreds of thousands of independent financial, industrial, com
mercial, professional, labor, agricultural, educational, and other
associations.
Our society and our system of government are characterized by
the interplay among all of these self -generating units, and do not
depend for progress upon detailed directives from an impossible
superintelligence at the top.
From this characteristic we derive strength which, on balance, out-
weights certain apparent short-term strengths of a monolithic struc
ture. With proper organization, with wise and bold leadership, our
private free enterprise system, teamed with our free government, can
provide for our own national security and can serve as an inspiration
to peoples everywhere.
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Senator Jackson. Dr. Mettler, I want to commend you for a very
helpful statement. I think you have helped to identify the broad
areas where we can improve the present programs. I think, too, that
you have helped to eSmphasize our strength as well as the areas that
need attention in order to capitalize on that strength.
If I may turn to the last paragraph of your remarks, you have
vividly described the interplay among all these free entities in our
society. I think you have pointed out the strength of that kind of
system.
Would you not say that the problem ofmaximizing the effectiveness
of this freedom, this nonconformity, this nonmonohthic society, calls
to our attention the need for proper national goals and national ob
jectives ?
Dr. Mettler. Yes, Senator Jackson; I certainly think it does. I
believe it also underscores the very problem that this committee is
examining ; namely, the need for the proper kind of organization to
tap the full strength of this marvelous system which we do have.
Senator Jackson. And if we are going to make the best possible
use of this free system of ours, we need to identify the critical areas
within a given project, like space, and concentrate on those critical
areas, without trying to cover the wide gamut of everything.
I gather that is a part of your recommendation in that area, as an
example ; is it not ?
Dr. Mettler. Yes ; it is.
Senator Jackson. I wanted to talk in general terms about organiza
tion. How do you feel with reference to the delegation of respon
sibility for a given critical project with highly competent and, there
fore, of course, well selected people to do the job, as opposed to com
plex organizations that are set up from time to time, causing people
who are supposedly in charge to report to one group after another
before a final decision can be reached ?
Dr. Mettler. Senator, I feel strongly that to carry out a complex
program with heavy scientific and technological components, it is es
sential that there be a clear delegation of authority and responsibility
to a single operating level of management.
In this regard I feel unusually fortunate in that I have participated
in a program where this particular thing was accomplished.
Senator Jackson. That is what I was leading up to, Dr. Mettler.
I was interested in the missile program back in 1953-54. In 1954
it really started to get underway. As I recall, one of the big problems
that Air Force had in the initial stages of the effort was the fact that
in order to get a decision, they had to go through so many committees
and so many assistant secretaries that decisions were delayed. Grad
ually these obstructions were removed.
I take it that, therefore, you feel that the important thing is first to
get competent people in charge; I mean delegate responsibility to
highly competent, capable people
Dr. Mettler. Yes ; I do.
Senator Jackson. Place responsibility on their shoulders, make
them deliver the goods, and then, assuming that the project is in
keeping with our national objectives, try to provide a minimum
amount of interference in carrying out their assigned mission.
Dr. Mettler. I would certainly subscribe to the process you have
just described.
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Senator Jackson. The reason I asked this question is that I fol
lowed with interest, starting in 1949, the work of Admiral Rickover,
then Captain Rickover. I remember that he was sort of a one-man
organization. Directives and all sorts of bureaucratic, entangling
barbed wire did not, somehow entangle him.
The result was that this country was first in nuclear propulsion. I
think he is an outstanding example of what I am trying to get at in
the way of the importance of people.
So I take is that you feel that in considering this organizational
problem that a primary consideration —I do not say it is necessarily
the most important— is the selection of competent people who can
stay with a given project. Would you say that?
Dr. Mettler. Yes; I would certainly say that having selected
clearly the objective in functional terms, so that it is clearly under
stood what the desired end point is

,
the next most important step in

the implementation process is to assign that objective clearly and
with the proper authority to an appropriate organization.
Senator Jackson. While we are in this military area, do you feel
that as long as military officers are involved in science and technology,
there should be some departure from the customary military practice
ofmoving people around constantly ?

Dr. Mettler. I certainly do. In my view, the problem of man
aging and generally carrying out the responsibilities of the Govern
ment in a large program are such as to be almost incompatible with
the standard rotation and shifting of individuals, which sometimes
occurs.
Senator Jackson. General Schriever is certainly an example of the
wisdom of providing for continuity of assigned service in connection
with the ballistic missile program; would you not say?
Dr. Mettler. Yes ; I certainly would agree with that.
Senator Jackson. I know that the services are making some changes
in that regard, but I personally feel that not all of them are fully
cognizant of the change that has occurred in modern warfare as a re
sult of science and technology. I am happy to hear you say that the
technical programs at least should be minimized, where critical proj
ects are involved.
How do you feel about international cooperation in the satellite
program? Some of us last year recommended at NATO satellite
project as one example of international cooperation.
Dr. Mettler. I believe you have struck a resonant chord there. I

feel that there is a tendency to become so enmeshed in our projects in
the space field, in our individual projects, as to somewhat underesti
mate the enormous impact which a space experiment has. When a

satellite gets far enough away, like 5 million or 6 million miles, it

tends to make this little globe on which we live look pretty small.

I believe there are enormous possibilities for accomplishing serious
scient ific obectives while simultaneously encouraging the kind of inter
national cooperation with such experiments and programs that might
lead to international cooperation on a broader scale.
Senator Jackson. Is it not a fact that even some of the smaller
countries in our European, Western community can make some rather
substantial contributions in the construction and development of

practice of assigning and officers who are engaged in these
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vehicle systems— I am thinking of electronics, miniaturization, and
so on—even though they do not have the resources to develop their
own systems of thrust ?
Dr. Mettler. I certainly believe they can contribute. Judging from
our own mail in the days following the recent space shots, there is a
clear, worldwide interest in the centers of culture and at universities
generally throughout the world, most of whom could, I believe,
support, with a little help, the development of small components and
pieces, even though they might not have and may never have a large
thrust rocket.
Senator Jackson. At the NATO Parliamentarians meeting in 1958,
where I served as chainnan of the Science Committee, Dr. Theodore
von Karman felt very strongly about the importance of working with
our allies in this type of scientific undertaking, because they could
make a realistic scientific contribution in an area of great interest to
them.
He referred, to be specific, to the area of meteorology. I think
we have some very competent weather people in some of the smaller
European countries, as well as in the larger ones. He cited that as
an example of where they could aid in a meteorological satellite and
the followup in the evaluation of findings from such a satellite sys
tem.
Would that be an example ?
Dr. Mettler. Yes; I agree generally with the point, and I agree
specifically that meteorology is an area in which one might arrange
a tighter coupling between the effort in this country and efforts in the
free world generally.
Senator Jackson. Dr. Mettler, I liked your remarks where you
pointed out the value of the functional approach to the space problem.
It seems to me that by following this route, the Nation could save
a lot of dollars and also a lot of its important scientific resources by
properly defining its national objectives, without going helter-skelter
in all directions.
I take it you feel that the importance of the space program, for
example, to our international prestige, is clearly a proper national
objective.
Dr. Mettler. I believe it is. I think, having thought about this
question a good deal, that there are really four reasons for engaging
in space projects. One is certainly a contribution to the national
security ; one is certainly scientific research ; I believe one is specifically
to add to our international prestige ; and finally, it is not inconceivable
that space programs can actually contribute to economic development.If I might use an example, worldwide color television to help dis
solve the Iron Curtain is certainly technically possible. If this is a
proper national objective, it certainly can be done technologically.
Senator Jackson. Dr. von Neumann, T believe, bnek in about 1954,.
in an article in Fortune, spoke glowingly one day of scientists con
trolling weather. I am using it in a very broad sense, of course.
Certainly he mentioned that a better knowledge about weather and
the prediction of weather would first of all be of great economic bene
fit to mankind.
Dr. Mettler. I believe so. I think starting with weather observa
tion, the means of predicting the trend, would certainly be a typical
and, I believe, potentially very useful application.
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Senator Jackson. Knowing how hurricanes are formed, and the
ability to learn more of just how weather itself is formed, by observa
tion from great distances from the earth.
Dr. Mettler. Absolutely.
Senator Jackson. So one could also say, in connection with pres
tige, I take it, that there might be such things as political satellites
in the support of international political objectives.
Dr. Mettler. I think there might.
Senator Jackson. I am not trying to confuse this with Iron Curtain
satellites.
Dr. Mettler. I do not think it is desirable or necessary to conduct
space experiments which are stunts. However, I also say I do not
think they need be stunts. In fact, they can best serve their purpose
in a long-term sense of contributing to our international prestige if
they are legitimate, serious undertakings.
Senator Jackson. In other words, good scientific satellites have
good political implications for the furtherance of our own national
objectives.
Dr. Mettler. I believe so. I do not really feel I am as competent
to judge as perhaps other people what is good or bad politics. But

I do believe that one should forthrightly accept and use the possi
bilities of space vehicles and space exploration generally to enhance
our prestige throughout the world. I do not see any point? any rea
son, anything to be gained by being shy on this point. I just think
we should do it.
Senator Jackson. I think it is clear that whether we like it or not,
this country has always been known for its scientific and technical
competence. We have not necessarily stood at the top of the list
when it comes to culture, but we have been identified before the world
as the country that can always get things done in these areas. There
fore, we can ill afford to bypass certain great exploratory areas that
will be explored whether we like it or not.
Dr. Mettler. Yes ; I believe that is right. And I would add that I

think a critical point is to insure that those nations that are observing
our progress and our activities clearly see that we can, that this culture
and this system of government can conduct even very large, even
global undertakings within the checks and balances of its system.

I think it would be a very devastating thing if the uncommitted
nations of the world felt that one needed a monolithic, totalitarian
system in order to carry out the kind of large, technological programs
which are obviously here and increasingly likely to be carried out in
the future.
Senator Jackson. Good organization at this point becomes of
critical importance, does it not, in the identification of the right
projects, so that one does not get involved in too many different
directions that are not in keeping with one's national objectives?
Dr. Mettler. Yes; I am convinced it does. One might say that
we need wisdom along with imagination. I think it is easier to
imagine a long list of programs than to pick out the ones that should
really be accomplished.
Senator Jackson. Now, if I may turn to that point in your state
ment where you use a private corporate analogy of a technical audit, I

wonder if you could enlarge on that ?
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At one point you say : • •

"Technical audits" have been employed In recent years In several major
system programs with outstandingly beneficial results.

Could you just elaborate a little on that?
Dr. Mettler. Yes ; I could. I will try to do it without getting into
the special language that people use when they talk about these things.
Senator Jackson. If you wish to refer to your own organization,
do not hesitate. I think your organization has had an outstanding
record. Do not be shy about it.
Dr. Mettler. Thank you. I will try not to make it sound like a
commercial.
I think one might develop the point as follows:
The general techniques employed in putting together larger and
larger aggregations of equipment to what is called the "system" are
relatively new. It is not so long ago that one spoke of the "ignition
system" of an automobile. So the word "system' occurs over and over
again these days, when considering something like a ballistic missile
or space system, by any previous definition, it should be called a
supersystem.
Recognizing this complexity, and hence its probable bearing on
decisionmaking, a system of this kind is sufficiently complex that it
is very difficult to know at any given point of time where all the parts
and pieces really stand. There is the haunting doubt that the watch-
spring will not get there in time to put all the other 10,000 pieces
together.
In the past 10 years or so, and increasingly in the last 4 or 5, by
a straightforward attempt to isolate those elements of performance
which can create visibility for the management of the program, it
has been possible to track rather well the performance or individual
parts of a complete system and to interrelate their potential effect on
the total program in such a fashion that it is possible for the manage
ment generally—and I believe this includes Government executives
in even larger enterprises —to have that kind of information concern
ing whether or not the reliability, for example, objectives of a weapon
system are being met which wiil permit one, by examination of data
available today, to predict and understand what the performance is
likely to be several years from now.
Senator Jackson. So it is not only a current auditing system in
which you are advised of what the situation is

,

but it is also a quali
tative procedure?
Dr. Mettler. What one starts with is a realistic audit of what the
current status is. In employing such information in decisionmaking,
one must then translate the audit of current status into its possible
effect on the future status of the program.
If one properly isolates the correct items and selects the right
things to look at one can, with a relatively small amount of effort
compared to the total program—characteristic of what one thinks of
by the word "audit"—literally audit the current technical status.I hope I have not confused you.
Senator Jackson. No. Let me see if I can put this a different way.
Then I can perhaps translate this.
What you have related is the techniques that you use where you are
developing an important and vital system for the Government, we
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will say. This is the internal mechanism that you are talking about
within your own organization.
Dr. Mettler. Yes.
Senator Jackson. This makes it possible for you to report just
where you stand from day to day.
Are you suggesting that maybe some of these techniques might be
used, for example, within the Department of Defense, in keeping tab
on not just one, but several systems that are being developed?
Dr. Mettler. Yes ; that is specifically what I am suggesting.
Senator Jackson. Has there been any effort, as far as you know,
for the Government to take advantage of this experience that has
been apparently quite effective in the development of these complex
systems 'i
Dr. Mettler. Yes ; there has been some effort. I think it is a new
and unfolding process. I personally have had conversations, for
example, with Dr. York and his immediate associates on this particu
lar point.
My reason for bringing it up and putting it into the statement is
that I believe that it is a part of the general evolution of the tech
niques for developing and building large, complex devices.
Senator Jackson. Computers have helped a lot in this field, have
they not?
Dr. Mettler. They have helped, but the sort of tiling I am really
referring to here depends more on qualifications of the individuals
and their charter to perform this operation than it does on a mecha
nistic use of the computer.
Seantor Jackon. I really meant computers that are fed by com
petent people cranking in the right data, of course.
Dr. Mettler. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Because it has to start from a premise of some
validity. I am thinking, therefore, of a computer as a tool in the
hands of competent people.
Dr. Mettler. I believe there is much opportunity for the applica
tion of such techniques.
Senator Jackson. While we are pursuing this point, Dr. Mettler,
I wonder if you feel that there is room for improvement in getting
better people at the critical levels of government that must make
decisions that are based on recommendations that come in from private
corporations, nonprofit corporations, by people of great competence
because they have been selected without regard to salary limitations
and that sort of thing.
As you know, our next set of hearings, as I indicated earlier, will
deal with the role of people. That is week after next.
Dr. Mettler. Yes.
Senator Jackson. I have had the feeling that we have done quite
well in using the contractual device, first used on a big scale in the
Manhattan Project, then in the Atomic Energy Commission, in getting
the best possible talent to bear from private enterprise.I think we have accomplished some miracles in other fields by
utilizing, as I say, the great and rich experience of private corpora
tions, universities, nonprofit corporations.
What does disturb me is this: In those areas where we have con
tracted these things out, the contractors have done an excellent job;
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but I wonder if you could say that we have done equally as good a job
at the governmental level, in trying to make available people who
can act, act with some decisiveness, and act competently, with imagi
nation, with respect to the work done by the private contractors.
Dr. Mettler. I would certainly be happy to comment on that. I
believe that it certainly has been possible to bring good people, trained
in science and technology—and I will limit my comments to this field,
because I am most familiar with it—into government. Names like
Kistiakowsky, York, and Glennan are certainly an illustration of
this.
Senator Jackson. I want to say I concur with you. I was not
speaking in a derogatory sense of anyone. I am just speaking of a
broad need.
Dr. Mettler. I understand that,
I do believe that there is a critical need, and it is clearly, without
question, one of the most critical problems, to bring more such people
into government.
I have not personally experienced the problem of attempting to
attract people into the Government and seeing why they refused or
why they left. But I would suggest, if it has not already been done,
that it would be reasonable to examine in detail the reasons why the
last 100 people, for example, that have been asked into important
positions in the Department of Defense or State or the Government
generally, have turned the job down, or why they have left when they
were already in the Government.
One wouid have to do such a thing carefully and anonymously but
I think the statistics might be of benefit. I might say that I do be
lieve that the conflict-of-interest interpretation has been extreme,
that there needs to be a modernization, if I may use that word, of the
principle, which, of course, is clear and understood.
Senator Jackson. I am glad to hear you say that, because those
laws were passed a long, long time ago, and a House committee is
undertaking some hearings on that. We will get into that the week
after next.
I feel that in addition to taking action in that area, which is nega
tive, that is

,

the removal of barriers that were based on conditions that
no longer exist, some arrangement must be worked out whereby the
Government can contract with universities, nonprofit corporations, and
private corporations for use of top personnel for given periods of time
in which the interests of both parties, the Government and individual
entities, can be protected.

I do not see how, Dr. Mettler, we—and by "we" I mean the Federal
Government—can do this job that has apparently been cut out for
us, which may take 10, 25, or 50 years, and do it with just Government
personnel in the general definition of that term.
It seems to me that with the complex requirements that the Federal
Government must meet in areas that were undreamed of just a few
years ago, it is inconceivable to me that we can do it with the regular,
shall we say, career-type of Government personnel alone.
Is that an unreasonable view ?

Dr. Mettler. I think I would agree with that. There are, of course,
as I think everyone is familiar with, a series of different problems. I

would suggest that a portion of the problem that deserves special
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attention is the length of time that the critical policy executives spend
in the Government.
Senator Jackson. I wanted to ask you if you had any comments
that you might make in a constructive way, as you have been here
today, regarding any organizational problems that you have been up
against in your experience, where you feel some improvement has
been made and can still be made.
You have certainly undertaken some very vital tasks and, I think,
achieved some effective results, indeed, in the management of impor
tant systems. Could you just start out by indicating what your prob
lems were at the outset, in general terms, and then what improve
ments have occurred and what you still hope for in the way of
improvement ?
Dr. Mettler. Yes ; I can comment on that.
As I indicated, I believe myself fortunate in having been a part
of and having participated in a program, the ballistic missile pro
gram, which I believe is unusual in that it has been exceptionally
well handled in this respect.
In general, as a matter of fact, the problems that we have encount
ered have been recognized and hopefully, in most cases, overcome in a
fairly straightforward fashion.
I think I would comment on the difference between this country
today and, generally, those situations where a large program is set up
for what one might call a pure objective ; that is

, if it is a pure military
mission or a pure scientific mission, then generally one has available
machinery to work with and to work on.
One of the most troublesome problems, and one of the most dif
ficult, really, is the carrying out of those programs where it takes the
summation of contribution to a number or different objectives to
create the full justification for a complete program.
Senator Jackson. And this takes time.
Dr. Mettler. This takes time. It is very difficult. My personal
experience has been one that has been clear and straight.
Senator Jackson. It has taken time, but you would hope there
would be some means by which that time factor could be compressed.
Dr. Mettler. Yes. As we all get smarter about these things, I

think it should be possible to do some compressing.
Senator Jackson. Senator Gore, did you want to ask a question
now?
Senator Gore. I believe not. I have enjoyed the testimony of the
distinguished witness, but having arrived in the midst of his testi
mony, I believe I will desist.
Senator Jackson. If you want to ask questions later, fine.
Mr. Pendleton?
Mr. Pendleton. I must say, Dr. Mettler, that the prepared state
ment you have made here was one of the finest statements of a belief
in our country and in the features of its government that I have
heard. I almost felt like clapping when it was over. It was very
good, and we appreciate that kind of breadth being brought in here.
In view of what we saw in the press the other day, however, I should
not have been surprised to learn of your ability m this field. I saw
that one of your people had repaired a satellite 5y2 million miles
away.

52710—60— pt. 2 9
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Would you mind, in very simple, two-syllable words, telling us how
you do that ?
Dr. Mettler. You are talking to the relative of a baby in a baby
contest, at this point. I saw that article, too, and was interested in
the construction put on it.
What happened was that a particular component in Pioneer V,
which is about 5 million miles away, failed. One of the things one
does in designing that kind of a system is attempt to insert re
dundancy, so that if a single component fails, the whole system does
not fail.
By examining the messages coming back, it was possible to deter
mine what particular tiny component from among many thousands
had, in fact, failed, and it was then possible to essentially change
the code, translate it into a different "language," and continue to
determine what the actual data was.
It is an interesting bit of experience, in that it was possible to
continue to receive useful messages from this particular space probe,
even though one of a number of thousands of components failed.
Mr. Pendleton. Do you think the Kussian satellites are good
enough to be repaired 5 million miles away?
Dr. Mettler. I really do not know. I would rather not say. We
do not know what is up there.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is all.
Senator Jackson. Senator Gore?
Senator Gore. How big a payload can we hoist a million miles?
Dr. Mettler. How large a payload can we hoist a million miles?
Senator Gore. Yes.
Dr. Mettler. I am not sure I can pull the answer to that out of
my head at the moment. I suspect that at this point it is in the
vicinity of 1,500 pounds.
Senator Gore. Sufficient for a nuclear warhead?
Dr. Mettler. Oh, yes; certainly.
Senator Gore. Sufficient for a nuclear weapon and a stage which
could be separated for telemetering?
Dr. Mettler. Yes.
Senator Gore. Then it would follow, would it not, that the United
States now has the capacity in nuclear tests of detonating a nuclear
weapon 1 million miles from the earth and telemetering the results
back?
Dr. Mettler. It does follow, and it is possible; yes.
Senator Gore. In what order of magnitude—well, I might get into
classified information here. I will rephrase my question. Would
it be possible to thrust a nuclear weapon of megaton capacity to
this distance, or would it be confined to kiloton capacity ?
Dr. Mettler. I am quite certain it would be a weapon of megaton
capacity.
Senator Gore. Doctor, if the United States now has the capacity
to do this on the megaton basis, what would be your view of the
Soviet capacity in this particular regard ?
Dr. Mettler. I am almost certain, judging from what we know of
their Lunik, for example, that they have the thrust and vehicle
capability to do the same thing.
Senator Gore. They have greater capability of thrust than we have
yet developed, have they not?
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Dr. Mettler. Yes.
Senator Gore. Doctor, what would be the comparative cost of
thrusting a thousand pounds 1 million miles into space with a telem
etering stage and the digging of an underground cavity sufficient to
conduct a megaton test with instrumentation ? Would you be able to
give us an estimate on that ?
Dr. Mettler. I certainly would not. I cannot answer it. I can
comment that I am sure it is possible to get a rational, detailed answer ;
but I cannot answer it out of hand.
Senator Gore. Although such opinions have been expressed to me
privately, insofar as I know, this is the first time a competent scientist
has made a public statement that we now have the capacity of con
ducting a megaton nuclear test 1 million miles from the earth and
telemetering information back. It seems to me that this is informa
tion to which the people of the United States are entitled.
I know that when this particular probability was suggested as
within the capacity of the Soviet Union a few months ago by the
junior Senator from Tennessee, being a nonscientist, he was the butt
of a good deal of ridicule. I am glad to hear that we now have such
a capacity.
Would you be able to express an opinion on our capability of detect
ing such an explosion at this distance, or several more million miles
into space, on the party of some other country ?
Dr. Mettler. I could not express that opinion, because I just have
not personally worked on that problem. I am, of course, aware that
studies of this problem have been made.
Senator Gore. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Gore. I think your ques
tions have been most helpful, and I think it brings to bear the problem
of detection of tests in outer space. We had some discussion this
morning about the problems of underground detection, of under
ground shots, and I know that Dr. Teller and others have expressed
their concern about the problem of detecting underground snots of
certain yields and the detection of shots, nuclear and thermonuclear,
far out into space.
Senator Gore. Would you yield just a moment. Senator Jackson?
Doctor, once the payload is thrust 1 million miles, once it escapes
the gravitational pull of the earth, additional distances are fairly
economical ; are they not ?
Dr. Mettler. Yes ; and also unavoidable.
Senator Gore. Excuse me. I will go now. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. Dr. Mettler, needless to say, we are indebted to
you for your contribution today, and we hope that we will be able to
call on you later when we get into some more specific recommendations.
Your statement and your answers in response to questions have been
very helpful indeed.
Dr. Mettler. Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. The Chair would like to announce that, as he
indicated earlier today, the first witness tomorrow will be Dr. Eugene
Wigner, to be followed by Dr. Edward M. Purcell, and the last
witness, who will probably be in the afternoon, will be Dr. Herbert F.
York.
The subcommittee will stand adjourned until tomorrow at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 3 :30 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m. Wednesday, April 27, 1960.)
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The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m. in room 3302.
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson and Muskie.
Also present : Senators Bush and Stennis.
Staff members present : J. K. Mansfield, staff director ; Dorothy Fos-
dick, Grenville Garside, and Howard E. Haugerud, staff members, and
Edmund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The committee will come to order.
This is the third and final day of our second set of hearings on sci
ence, technology, and the policy process. The question now before
our subcommittee is this: What is the right way to organize our
Government to get the right scientific and technological programs at
the right time?
The subcommittee's search for answers to this question represents
one part of a broader task. That broader task is to determine whether
our Government is now properly organized to meet successfully the
challenge of the cold war.
Yesterday we heard from Dr. James Fisk? the head of Bell Labora
tories, Dr. William Pickering, head of the jet propulsion laboratory,
and Dr. Ruben Metier, the executive vice president of Space Termi
nology Laboratories.
Our first witness this morning is one of the most distinguished
physicists of our time, and of the world. He is Dr. Eugene Wigner,
professor of mathematical physics, Princeton University. Dr. Wig
ner is also the recipient of the U.S. Medal for Merit, the Enrico Fermi
prize, and he is designated to receive the Eisenhower Atoms for Peace
Award this year, I believe, in a month or so.
I might also call to the committee's attention the fact that I believe
on the opening day of the session I mentioned the five famous scien
tists from Budapest, Hungary. We have one of the five here this
morning, Dr. Wigner. The other four distinguished scientists in
clude the late Dr. John von Neumann, the world's greatest mathe
matician; Dr. Tlieodore Von Karmen, world famous aeronautical
engineer, if not the greatest living aeronautical engineer today ; Dr.
Leo Szilard, who unfortunately is in New York in critical condition
with cancer; and the last is Dr. Edward Teller, better known as the
father of the hydrogen bomb.
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There are many things I could say about our distinguished witness
this morning, but as I mentioned the other morning when Dr. Perkins
made the point that mathematics is a detection device for picking out
good scientists for the future, the five famous and distinguished scien
tists from Budapest had all won prizes in mathematics in high school
that started them at least in a substantial way on their distinguished
scientific careers. I believe they all grew up—of course they are dif
ferent ages—but not too far apart in this town of Budapest. We are
all grateful for one thing, and that is they went west and not east.
Dr. Wigner, it is a real honor for us to have you with us this morn
ing and I believe you have a prepared statement. You may proceed
in your own way.

STATEMENT OF DR. EUGENE P. WIGNER, PROFESSOR OF MATHE
MATICAL PHYSICS, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

Dr. Wignee. I deeply appreciate the opportunity to speak here
today. Little did I dream of such an opportunity when I landed,
some 30 years ago, on a gloomy February 8, on these shores.
The two questions which were asked me concern the progress of U.S.
science and technology, particularly its relation to Russian progress,
and the effectiveness of the administration of our scientific and tech
nological programs. Before I go further, let me say that any com
petence which I may have for answering these questions is largely
confined to the area of physics. My knowledge of the situation in
other fields is derived principally from conversations with others.
Perhaps I might summarize at this point the main conclusions
which will follow :
1. In pure science, we are strong at present and, as of now, our
leadership has not been effectively challenged.
2. The situation is less favorable in applied or "mission oriented"
science, especially in military applications. In particular, the
U.S.S.R. does not seem to be lagging much behind us and it is ahead

3. We must do our best if we wish to prevent the Russians from
surpassing us in applied science and technology. Unless we can more
nearly parallel their purposef ulness, they will prevail.
This applies not only to science but also to our human approach
to other people.
4. In order to take full advantage of the strengths inherent in our
system to promote mission oriented projects, the following measures
are recommended :

(a) We should make every effort to find strong and competent lead
ers for our crucial projects. Once such a leader is appointed, he should
be given adequate time, money, and authority to make substantial
progress.

(b) We should suppress programs without hesitation if they either
do not show adequate progress during the time specified, or if chang
ing circumstances render the objectives of the program unnecessary.
(c) Committees should be used to initiate projects, to select leaders
for them and to review their progress after the period specified. They
should not interfere with the project during the time for which it
was set up.
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(d) Both in pure and in applied science, we should strengthen col
laboration with scientists of other nations, not only by maintaining
laboratories abroad, but also by offering at least temporary but prefer
ably permanent employment on a larger scale.
(e) We should try to make the exchange of information on applied
science more nearly a reciprocal affair.
These are the five recommendations I would like to make. I know
how easy it is to make recommendations but I realize how difficult
it is to carry them out.
Let me make, next, a few remarks about the difference between pure
science, about which I am not particularly concerned now, and tech
nology and mission oriented science, in which we are not out in front.
I mean by pure science the effort to become acquainted with the
laws of nature. Mission oriented science and technology are efforts
to increase our power and ability to do something. The difference
between the two is, therefore, principally in the objective of the effort,
but this is not all. The whole spirit of the endeavor is different,
depending on whether one wants to know, for instance, the laws of
gravitation or wants to construct a machine which abolishes gravita
tion in a certain area. Nevertheless, as this example shows, the two
endeavors cannot be sharply separated.

PRESENT SITUATION

As to our strength in pure physics, I have made a list of the most
important experimental and theoretical discoveries which have been
made since the war. The list is reproduced as an appendix. (Seep.
384.)
Senator Jackson. The lists will be included in the record at the
conclusion of your remarks.
Dr. Wioner. Even allowing for a certain bias on my part—which I
have tried to compensate for but perhaps not adequately —it is evident
that our position is very strong. If I look at the table it shows nine
theoretical and nine experimental discoveries made in the United
States and three of each in the U.S.S.R. and about the same number
made in the rest of Europe. It is important to realize that the past
is never a measure of the future and the situation may change any day.
It is also important to realize that the list refers only to physics—
even in mathematics, the list of most important discoveries would not
be weighted so heavily in our favor. However, in pure physics and at
the present time, there is not much cause for alarm. Our science is
vigorous and we are, on the whole, successful.
The situation is much less favorable in technology and in applied
physics, in particular in military applications. It does not seem that
the U.S.S.R. is lagging behind us very much in these fields and it is
ahead of us in many regards. The first sputnik is still vividly in our
memory and some believe—and some Russians claim—that they were
the first to explode a hydrogen bomb.
I would like to make at this point a few remarks, pointing to the
dangers of the situation in which we excel in pure science, the
Russians in mission oriented or applied science and technology. The
military strength depends more on a successful technology than on the
ability to discover the laws of nature. Furthermore, and very im
portantly, our scientific discoveries are freely published and are at
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everyone's disposal almost as soon as at ours. This is not true of
technological breakthroughs, and the Russians, in particular, are very
successful in concealing them. We still do not know very much about
the technology of the first sputniks and we may be ignorant even of the
scientific results which they furnished. It is hard to believe that the
large Russian satellites' scientific exploits were so much more meager
than those of our "grapefruits," to use Khrushchev's words. The
danger is very great, therefore, the U.S. science works for the whole
world, whereas Russian science works for the increase of their might.
Dr. Wallace R. Brode made a very similar point in his response to the
award of the Priestley Medal. Maybe Mark Twain was not so far
wrong when he said that truth is our most valuable possession, we
should be economical with it. Perhaps we dispensed it overgenerously.
Certainly, the power relations would be different today had we with
held the publication of our results on transistors for a few years.

REASONS FOR THE PRESENT SITUATION

It is natural to ask whether our strength in fundamental science, and
the Russian strength in applied science, are somehow results of our
social systems. It is surely impossible to answer this question cate
gorically. Nevertheless, there are elements in our system of govern
ment which favor the flowering of pure science, and there are elements
in the Communist system which support applied science more strongly.
Let me make first a few remarks on the first point. In his inaugural
lecture at Leiden University, Professor Van Vleck has brought out
the point that fundamental science flourishes best in an atmosphere of
freedom where the flight of imagination is not hampered by the appre
hension lest the results may displease the authorities, where one is not
used to suppress one's thoughts on any subject for fear that they may
run counter to some official doctrine. Particularly since the official
doctrines in Russia hardly relate to the physical sciences, Van Vleck's
point remains doubtful. We may recall that absolute freedom not
only of thought but of publication was widely claimed after the war
to be an absolute necessity for successful work in pure and in applied
science. The Russian success in applied science, achieved in complete
secrecy, surely exploded this doctrine. Nevertheless, it is perhaps
more than a comforting thought to believe that the sense of freedom,
the feeling of liberty, foster the higher flights of the imagination.
Some of the causes of our strength in basic science are perhaps also
the sources of our weakness in the applied sciences. Our best people
are diverted from the applied field, and it is not easy to find a first-rate
scientist working in an applied physics laboratory. The situation is
apparently very different in Russia where the scientist cannot choose
his own field equally freely, and many of them are diverted into the
applied and into the military laboratories.
A friend of mine a short time ago asked a Russian friend of his
why the progress of Russian pure science is less vigorous than he
would have expected and his Russian friend said, "You know, we were
mobilized until recently."
Senator Jackson. That is a good substitute word for dictatorship.
Dr. Wioner. In addition, according to the Communist doctrine, the
prime, if not only, purpose of science is to find technological applica
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tions and this belief, surely widely held, unquestionably benefits
technology in Russia. Also, as mentioned before, the relation be
tween United States and U.S.S.R. technologies is not symmetric; we
teach them what we have found out not only in science but also in
technology to a far greater extent than we learn from them what
they have found out.
Finally, the Russian political system renders it much easier to
control and direct the applied and technological work. In particular,
it is very difficult for us to discontinue some line of work even if the
promise or purpose of it has ceased to exist and even if it was under
taken, to begin with, only as an insurance. Any plan to discontinue
a project provokes cries of protest often with only thinly veiled refer
ences to the possible harm to the reputation of the contractor and to
dislocations m the lives of its employees. These protests often take
the form of leaks to the public press in which public indignation is
provoked that we permit the Russians to get ahead of us in the field
concerned. No need to say, these difficulties do not exist in Russia
and if, in the best judgment of those in charge, a project has ceased to
be useful, it is discontinued without further ado. I have heard of
military installations turning out, for longer or shorter periods, sew
ing machines. The sewing machines were not particularly good but
the conversion of a useless military plant into a sewing machine
factory saved the necessity of building a new sewing machine factory.
It would be very difficult for us to do something of this sort.
The last point brings up a general observation which might well
have been made under the heading of "Present Situation." If one
looks at the two countries—at the United States and at the U.S.S.R.—
with some detachment, one finds the one happy and comfortable, with
most of its desires and ideals close to realization. The other one
strains every muscle to get ahead of the former, to increase its might
and power. This purpose is in the minds of its leaders whenever
they make any decision, whenever they lie down, and when they rise
up. Unless we can more nearly parallel their purposeful ness, they
will prevail.

MEASURES TO IMPROVE THE SITUATION

I now come to the second question on which I was asked to com
ment: The management of the program. I am afraid the measures
I advocate are tiny measures. The principal measures I would like
to advocate are in the psychological and emotional field but those are
not things which would well fit in with questions which I am com
petent to answer.
The preceding section enumerated the advantages which a totali
tarian regime has in guiding and controlling applied science. We
should more fully take advantage of the strengths inherent in our own
system. There are several specific measures which I wish to advocate.
If a job has to be done, the desirability and possibility of which has
been attested to by the consensus of the military and scientific com
munity, a leader shall be chosen with very great care to guide it.
However, once the leader is chosen, he should be given adequate funds
and sufficient time to make at least very considerable progress. During
this time, and while he stays within his budget, he should be let alone
and should not be subject to pressures and inquiries. I am think
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ing of arrangements similar to those made for the Manhattan project
during the war, the success of which, according to General Groves'
own opinion, would not have been possible if it had been constantly
investigated and if it had not had a good deal of independence and
freedom to use the judgment of its leaders. At the expiration of
the period given to the project, the leaders should be called to strict
account and if, either because of the weakness of the enterprise, or
because of changed conditions, its continuation is no longer in the
interests of the country, it should be discontinued without regard
to sensibilities. The procedure outlined differs from the present one
by using the individual initiative and interest of the project's scientific
talent more fully, by its wholehearted delegation of authority, and
by its insistence on responsibility.
The procedure outlined demands great sacrifices from the present
authorities and also from Congress. Neither of these likes to abandon
its day-to-day influence and both are afraid that the ultimate control
may slip away from them. These sacrifices are necessary.
The ruthless suppression of the project at the end of the specified
period, either because of lack of adequate progress, or because of
changed circumstances, is an integral part of the proposal. In par
ticular, we should not continue a project of marginal value just be
cause of an outcry "the Russians will get ahead of us." It should be
understood by all that any well organized country can pass us in any
particular field of pure or applied science if it concentrates its effort
on it. The sooner we adjust our thinking and statements to this fact
of life, the better it will be for us. I would like to quote here a sentence
from an article, "A Bitter Pill," in the Physikalische Blatter, which is
the West German Physics Today (1958, vol. 1, p. 48) :

It is a source of disappointment that it is attempted (by the U.S. science)
to maintain at every price the glory of the one who is superior always and in
every regard. We should maintain, rather, a balanced program, as vigorous as
we can make it, but based on our own estimate of the national needs and
requirements.

Let me make a few remarks, next, about scientific collaboration, par
ticularly with our allies. If we compare the size of the scientific per
sonnel trained in our colleges and institutions with the size of the
scientific personnel trained in Russia, it becomes at once evident that
we must husband our forces and make the most effective use of the
joint scientific personnel of the free world. The resulting scientific
collaboration will also strengthen the bonds between the free coun
tries but I am not now concerned with this point. Right now, I wish
only to emphasize the necessity of maintaining or achieving a strong
position in applied science where we are in danger of being surpassed.
This danger is further increased by the fact that we are not able to
choose the time and area of the conflict.
There are two ways toward a more effective collaboration which I
can see. The first is the elimination of unnecessary duplication of
technical work, here and abroad. In many cases, if a line of work
abroad appears to be promising, we jump at it even though, as a result
of agreements, its accomplishments would be available to us anyway.
This is wasteful and the temptation to have a finger or even a fist m
every pie should be resisted.
Second, shortages in our technical personnel could be much alle
viated by employing more foreign scientists in our country. I am not
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thinking of employment for months but of permanent employment.
You may know that I myself was "imported" in this way into this
country and it has been alleged that this and other similar imports
have paid off. A particular way of importing foreign science is the
foundation of research laboratories abroad as has been done by sev
eral of our leading organizations. This is a good way ; bringing the
scientists to this country is better.
The last point I wish to make has nothing to do with any particular
competence which I may have in physics. It relates, however, to so
striking a phenomenon that it would be very difficult for me to let this
occasion go by without calling emphatic attention to it. It is that
whereas human dignity is infinitely more cherished in our civilization
than in that of dictatorships, whereas the recovery of Western Europe,
under our economic system, was vastly faster and more complete than
that of Eastern Europe and was accomplished, furthermore, at the
cost of infinitely less suffering, that whereas in our civilization the
power and comfort of the poorest is very much closer to the power and
comfort of the richest than in the Communist nations, nevertheless, a
large part of the world believes that human dignity is more respected
in Russia than in America, that communism is the road to quick eco
nomic progress, and that the communistic governments bring equality
of power and wealth between rich and poor. These misconceptions
are so widespread, so tenaciously held by such multitudes of people
that one can only wonder whether we are unable to communicate our
ideals and accomplishments or whether perhaps we made it more
profitable for people to confess to the falsehoods which I enumerated.
The struggle for men's minds is on and it is quite possible that the
conflict between democracy and dictatorships will be won not by the
armies, not even by the scientists, but by the philosophers, psycholo
gists, and missionaries who articulate and communicate our ideals.
There is a saying that the First World War was won by the chem
ists, the Second World War by the physicists, and possibly the third
world war will be won by the philosophers.
So far we have been remiss in joining the fight for the minds and
loyalty of other people. There are many in our own ranks who are
misled, and fewest are misled behind the Iron Curtain. In order to
join the fight, we must enlist the active help of the philosophers, psy
chologists, and all those who are familiar with the working of the
human mind and the human emotions and who share our ideals and
aspirations. Our efforts so far are pitiful if compared with the ac
complishments of those who have guided, or misguided, human emo
tions in the more or less distant past. We have reluctance, based on
our past and traditions, to fight for the loyalty of others, to explain
the ideals which are dearest to us. Unless we teach ourselves to over
come this reluctance and make a true and systematic effort in this re
gard, we shall be taught by the circumstances to do so, and this will
be just as unpleasant as it was unpleasant for all nations to be forced
to adopt a new weapon by those who used it effectively.
Thank you. This ends my statement.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Dr. Wigner, for a very thoughtful
and a most provocative statement indeed on this important subject.
I will ask a couple of questions and then turn the questions over to my
colleagues.
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I take it that your position in general is that in pure science we have
a clear lead but in applied science and technology they have a lead.
What it boils down to is that we have in fact the human talent, the
resources to utilize but we are not directing them properly on key and
vital projects.
Dr. Wigner. This is what I tried to say.
Senator Jackson. I think you have Drought this out very clearly.
From time to time there has been much confusion about our scientific
capability. I for one have always felt that we have the scientific re
sources. It is a question of our purposefulness. It is a question of
whether we are going to have some direction in our society in those
areas which affect our survival. The Russians have been able to take
a situation wherein they have only had about 40 years to do this
enormous job but with limited resources they have channeled and mar
shalled them in the right direction, which has added enormously to
their power.
Dr. Wigner. Perhaps I should say the Russians were excellent in
pure science much before the Communists came to power.
Senator Jackson. I meant in quantity. They had great and famous
and outstanding scientists long before the revolution.
Dr. Wigner. They had famous people but what they have succeeded
so well in doing is making science flexible and adaptable to their needs.
In other words, they have succeeded in putting science into the service
of their Government and to the service for increasing their national
power to a much greater extent than we have. The progress of Rus
sian science is spectacular, unquestionably, but it is not at all unpar
alleled and the progress in science in many other countries has been
quite comparable, and in particular in this country.
I remember when I came to this country science was essentially a
neglected field. Now we are out in front but we are out in front in pure
science whereas the Russians, while strong in pure science, are perhaps
more nearly out in front in applied science.
Senator Jackson. By excelling in pure science we have made avail
able that information all over the world and in some areas of the world
it saved them from doing a certain amount of work, has it not ?
Dr. Wigner. Very, very much so.
Senator Jackson. I believe you tried to make that point and you did
in your remarks. The Soviets have taken that basic, scientific knowl

edge and applied it in the areas that would be most useful to them in
developing power in the broadest sense of that term.
Dr. Wigner. That is so, Senator Jackson, but we should not disre
gard of course the fact that they have been making very considerable
progress also in pure science.
Senator Jackson. They have outstanding physicists such as Peter
Kapitsa. There is a long list of them who are first rate, would you not

say?
Dr. Wigner. First rate indeed.
I can think of three in particular who were all first-rate scientists.
Three of these were trained in the pre-Communist time which shows
that they always had good science. The Communist system has sup
ported this wholeheartedy and has supported it not only where it in
creases its power and might but also in general. We should emphasize
this point : They have supported pure science also wholeheartedly in
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many cases with utmost vigor; but they have also supported whole
heartedly applied science and they did not permit it to be pushed into
the background.
Senator Jackson. Is it not a fact that they have made concessions in
their totalitarian system to the scientific community, concessions of
freedom to a point, giving them greater latitude, greater recognition,,
and so on.
Dr. Wigner. One suspects that there are several of the scientists who
would not be free if they were not scientists.
Senator Jackson. The Russians have found freedom a useful device
to be made available to the scientific community in Eussia in limited
doses where it will do the most good.
Dr. Wiqner. Yes ; and I think in some ways we should learn from
them. If we have a Communist on the faculty, we should not push
him out. He may be wonderful in teaching physics, for instance, andI very much doubt that he will convert anyone to communism. The
fact that he is a Communist should not make us dispense with his
services as a teacher.
Senator Jackson. As long as lie keeps teaching
Dr. Wigner. Only physics or mathematics.
Senator Jackson. You feel that Marxism has not been able to
revise the laws of mathematics and physics yet ?
Dr. Wigner. I am afraid mathematics and physics are more than
they can convert to the cherished beliefs of the Marxists.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel that the Communists have to bow to
the laws of physics every now and then and they find it useful to do
so?
Dr. Wigner. Yes ; they find it useful to do so.
Senator Jackson. I was particularly interested in your comments,
Dr. Wigner, about the importance of exchange and cooperation with
our Western friends and allies. I presume you refer in large part
to Western Europe.
Dr. Wigner. To Western Europe ; yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. As you know, some of us have been active in
promoting fellowship programs, within the NATO community. We
nave tried to suggest that there be even a more closely working rela
tionship within that community among the scientists. Is it not true
that we could avoid a lot of duplication, we could achieve certain
objectives faster by utilizing some of the fine talent in that great
community with which we are closely associated?
Dr. Wigner. I have heard innumerable very favorable comments on
the NATO fellowships and also on the contracts which the Naval
Research Laboratory has given in France, in Israel, and in England
as well as Belgium. They were extremely useful but they were ex
tremely useful principally in fostering good will and collaboration.
I do not know whether it is possible or even desirable to plan pure
science so as to avoid duplication, and I do not think that these fellow
ships and projects, useful as they are and important as they are, really
do accomplish this purpose.
If we speak about avoiding duplication, we should think mainly of
applied science which we are more nearly in a position to orient and
direct. It very often happens that a field of research is supported
strongly by the Government and a similar situation exists in Europe.
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They accomplish some marked success in one field. Well, we jump
into it. I think that is unnecessary. We should try to develop what
we have started and let them develop what they have started. I think
of duplication that way.
The fellowship programs are very useful and create an extremely
powerful bond between the countries but generally I feel our shortages
will not be relieved that way. Similarly, a fellow coming to visit our
country does not relieve our shortages.
I had occasion more recently to see what unbelievable difficulties
our smaller colleges experience in finding adequate teaching staffs.
Of course, it is very difficult to find some one in another country who
can really jump in and give a course on freshman physics at a small
college. However, if we bring them to this country first in the capac
ity of assistants or some similar capacity, I think they will grow into
our system and they will become useful members of our educational
and applied science system.
From all that I have seen, we can trust them just as much as we
can trust our own citizens. This country has the very fortunate abil
ity to be able to acquire the loyalty of relatively new immigrants to an
almost phenomenal degree.
Senator Jackson. At that point, could you elaborate on the number
of people who were at the top level in the Manhattan project who
were not born in this country and who made a substantial contri
bution ?
Dr. Wigner. It must be admitted that the number was substantial
and partly because many of our American born colleagues were put
into other projects earlier, so that many of us foreign-born scientists
remained available at the time when other projects were already well
on their way. Just the same, the number to which you have referred
is quite impressive and includes, of course, Fermi, Szilard, Teller,
Bethe, and a number of others.
Senator Jackson. And it included Niels Bohr, later in the project.I believe he was smuggled out of Denmark.
Dr. Wigner. He was smuggled out of Denmark. He had a more
distant relationship and on less of a working level.
Senator Jackson. Then there was a large number of scientists from
England, Dr. Penney, among others.
Dr. Wigner. Yes, sir. There the collaboration was truly whole
hearted. In fact, we reaped more benefits from it than the British—
much more.
Senator Jackson. The British made an enormous contribution to
the Manhattan project, did they not ?
Dr. Wigner. An enormous and wholehearted contribution to the
Manhattan proj ect.
Senator Jackson. Would you not say, therefore, that the Manhattan
Project was an outstanding example of cooperation among a group of
scientists who came from many different lands as well as our own *

Dr. Wigner. Indeed that was so. Unfortunately it is true that it
was made possible partly by virtue of the fact that many people be
lieved it would not lead to anything and it is easier to agree to whole
hearted cooperation if you do not believe it is going to lead any
where.

particularly of nuclear reactors.
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Senator Jackson. You feel, then, that if you feel you are going
nowhere you feel you can get more steam that way.
Dr. Wigner. That is right.
Senator Jackson. I think we have sometimes operated that way
and still we have had problems.
Senator Bush. I was interested in your discussion about the Man
hattan project. I felt that that was an illustration of how an enor
mously important project could be conducted and because of the tre
mendous importance of the national safety and the national security,
it was conducted on a secret basis and I think it is one of the outstand
ing examples of what can be done when the national security is in
volved. I think of it now because I have felt myself in the past year
or so there have been so many compulsions of a political nature upon
our military to disclose important data, that it has had a deleterious
effect upon our position, and it has even been somewhat dangerous.
I know some members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff have testified right
here in meetings like this that they were deeply concerned about that,
and I have always felt that the Manhattan project was a good exam
ple of what could and should be done when you are dealing with
matters that are of such importance to the national security. Do you
not think that is so ?
Dr. Wigner. Indeed so. However, at that time the program also
had the wholehearted cooperation of the press, and this is now a very,
very difficult problem. The situation now is if somebody leaks some
information to the press and it becomes public, nothing can be done
about it. I doubt that this situation is a tenable one.
Senator Bush. I notice in your remarks you commented about our
tendency to tell the world everything about our strength and position
and I was glad to see that cautionary note in your comment. I feel
exactly that way about it myself.
I think you have delivered a fine paper here, Doctor. I have full
admiration for this paper.
You pointed out some things that needed to be pointed out and
I hope a lot of attention will be paid to what you have said here this
morning.
I am particularly pleased to hear someone of your standing in science
say we are strong and as of now our leadership has not been effectively
challenged.
I do not think many believe or understand that is so. I believe com
ing from you that is good news.
I also applaud your caution against trying to have a finger or
even a fist in every pie. I do think we have had that tendency
and I recognize your caution that we cut the cloth to fit our own suit;
that we approach the scientific problems and develop the products to
our needs and for our defense and for our cooperative defense of the
free world. This is very, very important.
I am glad you have emphasized that.
I am glad too that you mentioned that the recovery under our system
was accomplished much more rapidly with infinitely less suffering.I do not believe people have recognized that.
It suggests that we not proclaim too much our own virtues ; that we
should be more interested in proclaiming the virtues of others rather
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than proclaiming the inadequacy of their superiority when an occa
sional illustration of that kind presents itself.
I regret that I have to leave. I am not a member of this committee,
but the chairman most graciously invited me to attend these meetings.
I want to say that I think you have made a very significant contribu
tion to our thought here and to the work of this committee and I con
gratulate you.
Dr. Wigner. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Bush.
Senator Muskie ?
Senator Muskie. I want to add my compliments to those you have
already received on this fine statement this morning.
The first question I have for the purpose of clarifying my own
understanding of what you have had to say, relates to this statement
which you made. You say that the danger is very great, therefore,
that U.S. science works for the whole world whereas Russian science
works for the increase of their might.
I take it from what you have said elsewhere and from your recom
mendations that you consider this to be a danger which we must
risk. You are not suggesting that we ought to do something less or
that we ought not work for the whole world ?
Dr. Wigner. I am sorry, but I could not follow you completely
there.
Senator Muskie. Perhaps I should repeat my question.
The quotation from your statement to which I referred was this:
The danger is very great, therefore, that U.S. science works for the whole
world whereas Russian science works for the increase of their might.

I take it from the tone of your statement and recommendations that
you consider this to be a danger that we must risk. You are not sug
gesting that we ought to do less than this or that we ought to change
our policy with respect to it.
Dr. Wigner. To a certain extent, I think we should change our
policy. I certainly would not recommend that we should not support
pure science wholeheartedly and I certainly would not suggest that
purely scientific results should be kept secret ; no. We should support
pure science strongly and wholeheartedly.
Senator Muskie. And there should be a free exchange of informa
tion and knowledge in this field.
Dr. Wigner. In pure science; yes. I am not too sure whether or
not we have gone too far in divulging technological accomplishments.
In particular, I was questioning—with very little knowledge—but I
was questioning the wisdom of our having communicated our results
on transistors so very, very fast. If we had waited 2 years, surely
our own work on transistors would have suffered some, but the differ
ence between the free world and the Communist system would have
been greater.
I do not believe that the Russians show an equal generosity in
communicating their results and much of what we learned from them
even in pure science seems to have been extracted with pliers.
If you are interested, I could quote the fact that our knowledge of
their accelerators until the first Geneva Conference was practicably
nil, and accelerators are some of the prime tools of pure science.
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Just a few weeks before the first Geneva Conference, they published
about six papers which evidently were not written in those few weeks.
In these papers, they told of very significant and very far-reaching
results in high-energy physics. This is an indication that they do not
consider it necessary to tell us about their results even in pure science-
at every point and very completely. They have told us many things,
but apparently not everything.
Senator Muskie. Are there two sides to this problem of getting in
formation as to Russian progress? Let me ask that question in the
oontext of a personal experience.
I was in the Soviet Union last fall with members of the Senate sub
committee to study Soviet hydroelectric progress. In the course of
our trip there, we accumulated a lot of Soviet scientific publications
in this field, quite a number of them.
When we returned to this country, we thought we would make sure
that all of these publications had been translated into English and
we wanted to be instrumental in arranging for this in connection with
any publications which had not. We were not under the impression
that any of these documents were particularly secret. They were*
simply documents that we had accumulated.
We found that not one of them had been translated into English.
Is this lack of alertness on our part depriving us of important infor
mation with respect to Russian progress not only in applied sciences-
but in pure science ?
Dr. Wigner. I think you have put your finger on a sore point.
Very few of us American scientists speak Russian and many of us
are so overworked that we do not find the time to read all Russian
publications; not even those which are available and not even those
which have been translated.
The Russian's situation is much better. I do not know how it is
managed, but they are more familiar with our work than we are with
their work. It is possible that their larger number helps them. It is
possible that they are more widely familiar with English than we are
with Russian. I agree with your point that not only is information not
always available but even the information which is available is not
always fully digested and utilized.
Senator Muskie. To go to another question that your observations
have suggested, you suggest that our discoveries and our progress in
applied science should not be made so freely available to the rest of
the world, including the Soviet Union.
Now, who is to make the determination as to what information ought
to be available?
Dr. Wigner. Of course, I do not know but it seems to me that if
there is a greater awareness of the problem, then, in the case of the
Government work, the contracting agency can do something. As a
matter of fact, I found in private companies a great deal of under
standing for this problem, not universal understanding, but a great
deal of understanding.
Senator Muskie. There appear to be only two alternative means
of exercising the control you mention. One is self-imposed discipline
on the part of the people who make these advances and, secondly, Gov
ernment control. I take it you would be reluctant to make any move^
in the second direction ?

52710— 60— pt 2 10
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Dr. Wigner. I really don't know. It is very difficult to have some
thing not divulged if many people know it and if there is no compul
sion whatever against divulging it. Most discoveries are not made
by a single person but by more or less large groups.
When transistors were manufactured, there were hundreds of people
who had known about them and had made some sorts of experiments
on them. I know I am making myself very unpopular with these
statements.
Senator Muskie. There is a difference between the Manhattan proj
ect and what we are talking about now. The fact that this secret
about the Manhattan project existed was an open secret and we were
able to control it

,

but with respect to a given project under a given set
of circumstances.
What we are talking about now is applying this type of secrecy now
across the board in undisclosed ways and this is more dangerous.
Senator Jackson. May I intervene right at this point? I had the
impression, Dr. Wigner, from your statement that what you had
in mind was a slowing down of the dissemination of the information
in applied science.
Dr. Wigner. That is right.
Senator Jackson. You can see that it is inevitable that this must
get out but we do not have to publish immediately to the world what
our findings are before we produce something in quantity. Once
production gets underway the world is on notice.

I believe your point in the case of transistors was to the effect that
we could have slowed down the Russian competence in this field by
maybe a couple of years if we had not accelerated the rate of dissemi
nation of information.
Dr. Wigner. That was the sense ofmy statement.
May I bring out another point, which is perhaps significant, that the
first attempt to make the information which led to the Manhattan
project secret came not from the Government but from some far^
sighted people, in particular, from Dr. Szilard. It was the scientists
who recognized the desirability of some secrecy.
What we are after is

,

of course, the greatest freedom and quickest
dissemination of information in every way, but I am getting a little
doubtful that we accomplish this b

y

giving out our information
freely and not asking for anything in return.
Quite possibly, the free flow of information in every direction would
be enhanced if we did not say, "Oh, we will give you everything re
gardless of whether you give us anything." The aim is and always
will remain for every scientist to have free flow of information, but
the question is how do we get to this most expeditiously ?

Senator Muskie. I am glad that Senator Jackson interrupted be
cause he stated what I understood to be your attitude on the whole
problem. I do not suppose we can go much further in nailing down
the means for controlling this.

I would like to point out, however, that in your recommendations,
of course, you suggest in some respects a freer exchange of informa
tion on applied science on a more nearly reciprocal basis which is

really a qualification.
Dr. Wigner. Yes, and it is meant to be a qualification that we should
try to obtain information from the other side approximately as freely
as we give it. I do not think that this is an unreasonable suggestion.
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Senator Muskie. Have you any feeling as to whether or not the
Russians would be more inclined to offer information as to their tech
nological advances more freely if a frontal approach were made to
this problem ?
Dr. Wigner. Of course, if I can get oranges free on the market, I
will not pay for them. If somebody gives me oranges only if I give
him nickels for them, I will give the nickels for them.
Senator Muskie. I think you have put your finger on it.
Let me turn to another question. I was impressed, as was Senator
Bush, with your point that we should be making a more selective and
a more balanced approach to our efforts in all fields including the field
of applied science. I think this statement of yours :
In particular we should not continue to project a marginal value because of
an outcry, "The Russians will get ahead of us."

It would seem to me you had something specific in mind and I won
der if you would be interested in disclosing what you had in mind.
Dr. Wigner. What I described happens not infrequently, but the
specific examples are not suited for detailed discussion because in
every specific case one can argue a great deal and no specific case is
clear cut.
Senator Muskie. Is that not the problem ?
Dr. Wigner. Yes, it is. But I do not like to see the situation that
as soon as somebody says the Russians will get ahead of us, this cuts
off further discussion. This is not a tenable situation.
Senator Muskie. I do not necessarily force this subject on you, butI wonder if you had in mind something like the competition between
the different military services in the missile field. Is this something
that you had in mind ?
Dr. Wigner. I am very unfamiliar with the missile program and
I really do not know the situation there. I did not have the missile
field in mind because I know so little about it.
Senator Muskie. In that, you are not alone.
I was interested in your suggestions for correcting manpower short
ages in the scientific field. You made the statement somewhere that
it is very difficult to find a first rate scientist in America in the applied
science field. The only recommendation you made which has any bear
ing upon that is that we employ more scientists from overseas and
from other countries.
Dr. Wigner. That is a very anemic suggestion.
Senator Muskie. Do you nave any suggestions as to how we might
strike at the heart of the problem ?
Senator Jackson. When you said it was anemic suggestion, I am not
so sure about that. Did you have in mind that by bringing in foreign
scientists who are highly competent in the applied field we could
save some time during this critical period when we need them until
we can train more applied scientists or applied physicists or applied
technologists?
Dr. Wigner. That is part of it. I believe another suggestion whichI made would also help. I know that very often when it is suggested
that someone undertake a project, he is scared away because he has
seen the many pressures, the many administrative difficulties which
he would encounter. This comes under the heading of letting him
start the program, give him time and money and leave him alone until
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the day of reckoning comes. It is very uncomfortable to work under
constant pressures when someone constantly comes to you and tells you
exactly what to do or what not to do.I think if we gave the scientists more freedom and let them use their
own initiative more, we would find more of them attracted to applied
science.
Senator Muskte. When I raised the question it was not for the pur
pose of criticizing your suggestion because I think all of your sug
gestions are excellent. I simply wanted to touch upon another subject
which I did not think you intended to touch upon, to which you might
have an answer for us.
It strikes me as strange that in this field we should have a shortage
of "practical" skills, to use another word for applied, because Amer
ica is a country that develops skills in the practical field. Why
should we have difficulty here ?
Dr. Wigner. It is very puzzling, indeed. A partial explanation may
be found in the fact that pure science is relatively new in America
and every novelty has a great attraction and challenge. Pure science
does present a challenge which is very difficult to parallel and it is
very difficult if not impossible, to persuade a person who is interested
in pure science to leave it alone and go and try to do something prac
tical.
Just the same, we should do at least our best to encourage it and
encourage applied science also. One of the ways of offering en
couragement —and I realize it is incomplete —is to give these projects
more standing and burden them with less interference. I am more in
favor of having a day of reckoning when the scientist will have to say
what he has accomplished. This is a challenge and not a brake.
Senator Mttskie. Might the reasons for this shortage be similar to
the reasons, for, say, the shortage of engineers ?
Dr. Wigner. Yes. Of course, there is also the question of our
training of large numbers of people and training them adequately.
I admit that I cannot propose a cure. All I have mentioned are
measures which would alleviate the situation.
Senator Muskie. Last year a subcommittee of the Government Op
erations Committee conducted a survey on the feasibility of having a
Department of Science. Legislation modifying that proposal was in
troduced but this proposition is still before the Congress. I wonder
if this is something to which you have given any thought and to which
you might have a reaction which might be of interest to us.
Dr. Wigner. I cannot see how a Department of Science would func
tion. This may be just a lack of imagination on my part, but the fact
is that neither I, nor any of my friends, with whom I have discussed
these questions can see clearly how a Department of Science would
function in this country.
Most countries in Europe have a department of education which also
is a department of science. It is in charge, however, of all the uni
versities, all the institutes of technology. These are all state con
trolled in the. countries to which I am referring and which includes
Germany and France in particular.
We do not have any U.S. universities, we do not have any U.S.
institutes of technology. All of our universities and institutes are
either State administered or privately administered. I think they
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function very well and it does not seem that there is a real need to
change their administration. I think that a change of our system
would lead to dislocations and problems which are unnecessary.
Senator Muskie. I think one of the arguments made for it last year
was that such a department might contribute to raising the prestige
of the work in the scientific fields particularly insofar as government
activity may be involved.
Dr. Wigner. I think the prestige of pure science is adequate and
I do not know whether a real scientist needs so much prestige. I often
think we have too much prestige. I think somebody who is sincerely
interested in science will become a scientist even if he will not be able
to parade in the first row.
Senator Muskie. May I suggest you are a prime illustration of that ?
Dr. "Wigner. I have perhaps had more than my share of recognition
and I appreciated it, but there is a need for recognition also in ap
plied science. This country has every reason to excel in applied
science. It was great in applied science much before it was great in
pure science.
Senator Muskie. Thank you, Dr. "Wigner.
Mr. Pendleton. In your statement, you refer to our not being out
in front on mission-oriented science. Could yon explain what you
mean by "mission-oriented science and technology" ? "Would the space
probes and satellite efforts be in that field?
Dr. Wigner. Yes; the production of satellites is very definitely in
this field. We do with the satellites a great many things or we expect
to do with the satellites a great many things which are pure science,
but putting a satellite into an orbit is mission-oriented science. When
the satellite is in orbit, it may be able to discover radiation of the sun
in a frequency region which we cannot discover under the atmosphere.
This would be a discovery in pure science.
In other words, the satellites launching and production is mission-
oriented. Some of the use of the satellites, I hope, will yield im
portant scientific results.
Mr. Pendleton. What is your reaction to the scientific results so
far from the space probe Pioneer V and the satellites Tiros and
Transit?
Dr. Wigner. I am delighted with our success with them. I am
not familiar with the purely scientific results which Tiros so far has
provided but I am very confident that I will in due course become
familiar with them and they will be significant.
As I mentioned in my statement, even though our satellites are
much smaller than the other satellites, they have provided the bulk
of scientific information up to the present time.
Mr. Pendleton. I have before me, Dr. Wigner, a column by Koscoe
Drummond from the April 6 edition of the Washington Post. Mr.
Drummond says:
The scientific knowledge we are now gathering from outer space is becoming
impressive. More dramatic achievements are in the making.
In spectacular firsts—first sputnik, first lunik, first to photograph the unseen
side of the moon, first to hit the moon, first to send an animal Into space and
retrieve it safely— the Soviet record is preeminent.
In significant scientific results the U.S. space program is clearly outdistancing
the Russians.

Do you agree with this?
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Dr. Wioner. If we know the Russian results, then I do. The most
important scientific results from the space program were published
by the United States.
Mr. Pendleton. You are referring now to this problem of reci
procity in the dissemination of technical knowledge?
Dr. Wigner. I just do not know what the actual facts are and I
do not see how I can know, and I do not want to make statements
on questions which I do not know.
Mr. Pendleton. Without objection, Mr. Chairman, I would like to
have the full article inserted in the record.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Drummond is a fine newspaper writer, but
he is not a scientist. However, we will include it.
(The newspaper article referred to follows:)

[Washington Post, Apr. 6, 1960]

Outee Space: Box Scobe No Longeb Is One Sided

By Roscoe Drummond

Now that U.S. Pioneer V is continuing to send back its reports more than
3 million miles toward the sun and U.S. Tiros I is orbiting the earth observ
ing the weather and transmitting its photographs, this is a good time to ask:
How do we now stand with the Soviets in the race to outer space?
The factual answer, I think, is this :
In significant scientific results the U.S. space program is clearly outdistancing
the Russians.
In spectacular firsts— first sputnik, first lunik, first to photograph the unseen
side of the moon, first to hit the moon, first to send an animal into space and
retrieve it safely— the Soviet record is preeminent.
U.S. space projects are beginning to move more rapidly. More launchings are
coming soon and in the development of rocket thrust, where the Soviets have
been far in the lead, the new Saturn launching vehicle, capable of lV4-million-
pound thrust, can be ready in 1963, ahead of schedule, if Congress approves the
funds.
Alongside the Soviet spectacular firsts, the United States is achieving some
outstanding scientific firsts.
Tiros I, weighing 270 pounds and containing two long-range cameras and
equipment capable of receiving instructions and transmitting data to ground
stations, is the world's first weather eye in space. It circles the earth about
every 90 minutes at an altitude averaging 450 miles. This is a marvelous,
though elementary beginning. The next weather satellite will contain greatly
improved instruments. The time will come when the weather forecaster will
no longer be the butt of jokes because of his mistakes. When man can predict
the weather scientifically, he may well be able to control it.
Pioneer V is another scientific first. It now appears probable that we shall
be able to talk to it and get information back even when it is 50 million miles
away. We are getting data on the temperature inside and outside of the satel
lite as it continues on its orbit toward the sun. It is also sending valuable in
formation on the magnetic fields in outer space.
Altogether the United States has now launched 15 earth satellites of which
6 are still in orbit. The Soviets have successfully launched three, all of them
much heavier than ours, of which one is still in orbit.
The United States has successfully launched four deep space probes. Two
of them—Pioneer IV and V—substantially achieved their orbits. The Soviets
have successfully launched three. Each achieved its principal objective, one
orbiting the moon and another hitting the moon.
As to failures, ours have been publicized. The Soviets have kept theirs secret.
There are three reasons why our space program has lagged in "spectacular"
firsts—and that adjective, spectacular, is used in admiration, not in criticism.
We were late in starting and we started timidly.
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We tied our space program to the military missile program and when we
found that militarily we did not need as powerful a launching thrust for the
Atlas as first believed because we developed much lighter weight nuclear war
heads, then there was no military reason for developing the kind of rocket best
suited to explorations of outer space. We didn't develop it. The Soviets did.
For too long the administration tended to look at outer space through the
wrong end of the telescope and hence failed to see until the Soviets were well
In the lead, that Moscow would garner incalculable prestige if we allowed them
to leap to the front in space exploration. We failed to see early enough that
by being first in outer space the Soviets were advancing the cause of commu
nism by demonstrating Soviet superiority on a very visible and dramatic front
The scientific knowledge we are now gathering from outer space is becoming
impressive. More dramatic achievements are in the making. We expect to
put a man into nearby outer space this year and we are making solid headway
in developing a rocket with a thrust of 6 to 12 million pounds capable of putting
a man on the moon.
No longer is the box score on space one sided.

Senator Jackson. Do you feel that authority should be delegated to
a person in charge, a highly competent person, and should he be given
full authority to do the job without being constantly interfered with?
Dr. Wioner. That is exactly how I feel about it.
Senator Jackson. Would you say Admiral Rickover's achievement
of the nuclear submarine is a good example of what can be done in the
way of applied technology when such an arrangement for delegation
of authority is provided ?
Dr. Wigner. Definitely. That is one of the programs in which we
seem to have been successful.
Senator Jackson. And we have been first in this area ?
Dr. Wigner. As far as we know.
Senator Jackson. That is true, so far as we know.
You have made it clear in answer to questions put by Senator
Muskie that there is a need to step up our effort in applied sciences and
technology. Would it be helpful to do more in the area of Federal aid
in particular for teachers, in critical subjects of mathematics and
physics? Do you have any opinions along that line, assuming that
the States are not doing enough ?
Dr. Wigner. The summer programs have been extremely useful and
very good.
Senator Jackson. You are referring to the provisions in the De
fense Education Act in which summer seminars have been arranged
for courses being made available to high school teachers in physics and
math?
Dr. Wigner. They have been very useful and very effective. I
think other similar measures would be very helpful also. Also a little
persuasion to employ as physics and math teachers people who know
physics and mathematics and not only education would also be very
useful. However, this is apparently not within the competence of the
Federal Government but within that of the State governments.
Senator Jackson. Dr. Wigner, once again we want to thank you for
your helpful contribution this morning. We particularly appreciate
your very honest and candid replies to the questions and the presenta
tion in general of your testimony.
Dr. Wigner. Thank you for the opportunity, sir.
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(The appendix to Dr. Wigner's statement follows :)

APPENDIX

Experimental Discoveries Theoretical Work

Renornialization

Explanation of super conductivity

Lamb shift and the electron's mag
netic moment
Maser

U.S.
PARITY NON-CONSERVATION

Mesons and hyperons
Size and shape of nuclei
Transistors
Pinn and nucleon scattering
New accelerators
Van Allen layer

TJ.S.S.R. :
Cerenkov radiation
Second sound
New accelerators

Elsewhere :
Pinch
Mossbauer effect

Strangeness
Nuclear shell model
Dispersion relations
A-V interaction
Many body problem

Conserved current
Theory of superfluidity
Analysis of general relativity

Collective model
Dispersion relations
TCP theorem
Statistical theory

Senator Jackson. Our next witness this morning is another physi
cist of world distinction, Dr. Edward Purcell, professor of physics at
Harvard University. He played a key role in the development of
radar in World War II and is a ranking authority on microwave
phenomena, nuclear magnetism, and radio frequency spectroscopy.
He has served on the Air Force Science Advisory Board and is
now a member of the President's Science Advisory Committee. In
1952 he received the Nobel Prize in physics for discoveries in nuclear
magnetism.
Dr. Purcell, it is a real privilege to have you with us this morning.
I believe you have a prepared statement.
STATEMENT OF EDWARD M. PURCELL, PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS,

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Dr. Purcell. It is a rather short and rather general statement
which I should like to read with some interpolations. Perhaps I
should add that I am, of course, a scientist working outside of govern
ment, and a teacher. I have been connected on and off with Govern
ment problems for the past 18 years in various capacities, particularly
the one the chairman mentioned, the Air Force Science Advisory
Board and most recently the President's Scientific Advisory Com
mittee. I have also worked on a number of ad hoc study projects.
I am not in any sense an expert on Government organization and the
observations which I shall make on organizational problems are simply
the result of a few practical experiences in a limited area.
Senator Jackson. You may proceed in your own way and when
you are finished with your opening statement we will ask questions.
Dr. Purcell. Science is deeply involved in the security and in the
welfare of our country. That is the overriding reason why the ad
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vancement and application of science is a concern of the Federal Gov
ernment.
The importance of science for military technology has become ob
vious to everyone. That science was also the origin of our advanced
industrial technology, whose benefits we take for granted, is not so
well understood, but people do look toward science for the solution of
problems of immediate human concern like disease. There is a grow
ing awareness, too, that one element in the challenge of Communist
societies—a serious and substantial element of the challenge— is their
purposeful dedication to the development of science and technology
across the whole spectrum from theoretical physics to agriculture.
From these considerations alone it is plain that the Federal Govern
ment has the responsibility to promote the most effective and rapid ap
plication of science to military defense, to encourage and support
scientific contributions to the public welfare, and to maintain our na
tional position in the forefront of science and technology.
But the job is even bigger, the horizon even wider. I am convinced
that science can make a much greater contribution to the welfare and
vitality of the free world than a simple projection of trends would
suggest. Indeed, I believe that if we come close to living up to the
potentiality of science and of our own intellectual resources, we shall
find the strength and knowledge to cope with the most acute material
and social needs of the coming decades and we shall be able to take on
confidently any Communist competition.
So, the challenge, in the widest sense, is to make the most of our
opportunities. The danger is that we may set our sights too low.
We ought not to look only to Government for leadership in setting
these distant goals. That responsibility is shared, in a free society, by
the whole scientific community. It is a task for all of us, including the
departments of Government, to promote a public understanding of
what science can mean for our future.
Now I turn to your practical questions about how we can best get
on with this complicated enterprise in which the Federal Government
is already so heavily engaged. What has to be done to insure effective
application of science in the national service? Two things, at least,
are absolutely necessary :

(1) Promotion of vigorous growth in the pure and applied
sciences ;
(2) Alert recognition of opportunities for application and—
what is often more elusive —action to concentrate effort on the
task.
The first mission depends on education and research. The Federal
Government is necessarily committed to support research on a very
"wide scale; through the fellowship programs it is directly supporting
the advanced education of scientists.
A point I would like to make in passing, a rather obvious one to
anyone who has been connected with this kind of an enterprise is

,

that not only money but administrative wisdom is needed in a long
term program of support for basic research.
One has to keep new knowledge and new ideas as the goal, not regu
lar reports and administrative tidiness. For instance, immediately
after the war the support of much research in the basic physical
sciences was undertaken by the military departments, notably the
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Office of Naval Research. Other departments had programs too.
There was no very logical apportionment of projects, often no direct
relation between a project and the mission of the supporting service.
Notwithstanding this rather illogical and makeshift structure of Fed
eral support, the program was remarkably fruitful. Our current
lead in many fields can be traced directly to it. That was an example
of imaginative and flexible administration which reminds us that a
logically unified organization is not the only good apparatus—perhaps
not always the best—for some functions.
Today we have in the National Science Foundation the proper
instrument for Federal support of basic research in the physical
sciences. It ought to continue to grow ; it is the right kind of organi
zation, and it has been doing a very good job.
The second function or mission, identification of a task and prompt
effective organization to accomplish it

,

is one that organizational
structure alone cannot bring about. But organizational structure can
surely hinder it

,

either because the task fits no agency's conception of
its own mission, or because several agencies can claim it and do, and
have to be coordinatedj or simply because a department's structure is

too rigid to allow the right team to be pulled together for the job.
It seems to me the watchwords should be flexibility and task-oriented
teamwork. I have no formula for accomplishing this and indeed,
would be suspicious of any general administrative solution. The
main thing is to find ways to give good men freedom to work directly
together toward a challenging goal.
After these general remarks I should like to reply briefly to certain
specific questions you have put.

v One, long-term planning for science and technology, is an essential
function of Government. We need to do more of it. We have to
remember that the scientific breakthroughs defy prediction but even
if one cannot accurately project the development of science, it clarifies
one's vision to try. Some trends and possibilities can be foreseen.
And I believe one can make a valid projection of some very important
national needs, to which science and technology can contribute
decisively.
To illustrate the problem of looking ahead, I should like to recall
an early attempt in this direction to which I was a party in the Science
Advisory Board of the Air Force just after World War II. Under
the leadership of Dr. von Karman, a document was prepared entitled,
as I recall it, "Toward New Horizons." It attempted to chart the
course that technology might take in the next decade or so and point
out its relevance to the Air Force mission. It would make interesting
reading now. I have not seen this report for many years, but I can
guarantee you some things are not in there. Some of us had the job
of writing the part of the report that should have predicted the tran
sistor. No such prediction was made; the transistor hadn't been
invented yet.
Despite such failures of clairvoyance, I believe it was the experience
of the Air Force subsequently that that report did play a significant
role in stimulating their thinking, in keeping them looking ahead
and more or less roughly outlining the shape of things to come.
This is the job one has to do over and over again. I think the Gov
ernment should call on the National Science Foundation and the Na
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tional Academy of Science for help in generating the long-range
visions and plans. The subject is certainly one that the President's
Advisory Committee ought to examine from time to time and one that
ought to be in the background of much of their deliberations. It is
indeed in the background of their deliberations in my experience. I
do not think, however, the Advisory Committee can alone make a blue
print for the scientific future of this country. This has to be done by
summoning all of our resources through the Academy and the Science
Foundation. Blueprint is a poor word to use in that connection, of
course. What we are trying to do is see what the opportunities might
be in order to be able to capitalize on them.
You have asked about how we can do a better job of coordinating
scientific and technical activities now scattered through many agen
cies. I have only a brief and not very helpful comment on that.
First of all, the fact that there are a bewildering variety of scien
tific and technical activities related to national security scattered
through many agencies is a perfectly natural situation and one that is
here to stay. It does not make any sense to gather all such activities
into one department. We are going to have to continue to have alert
coordination.
In critical cases, the President's Science Advisory Committee has
helped and should stand ready to do so in the future. I do not think it
•can assume any routine responsibility for coordination nor do I think
it should. It was, in fact, precisely the recognition of this need by the
departments themselves and by the President's Science Advisory Com
mittee that led to the recent formation of the Federal Council for
Science and Technology, which is an instrument to do this task. I
think it is too early to say how well it is working but the need was
recognized and action was taken to do something about it. I think
you have to keep improving your tools and strategy in this area every
year.
Your third question relates directly to the President's Science Ad
visory Committee and asks whether it would be wise and desirable to

§ive
it some kind of statutory position. I believe the President's

cience Advisory Committee on which I have worked for 3 years has
been effective and useful and I would even say indispensable. I think
its unique and important function will persist through any adminis
tration if only because of the very nature of the technical issues the
Government is bound to face.
I, therefore, believe that statutory recognition of its role would be
desirable. Its usefulness, of course, will always depend on the people
in it and on the relationship the President chooses to establish with it.
The next question returns to a point upon which I have already
commented, the problem of identifying technological opportunities
for action. I am not satisfied that we do have a good way of doing
this in all cases and, as I have said, I have no specific organizational
remedy to propose. Broadly speaking, I think we need more flexi
bility, the ability to create a team which may have to be drawn from
different agencies for one task, even from different institutions out
side of Government and combined into a team.
What one can accomplish under those ground rules, I think, is
astonishing, and you all know the cases where we have pulled to
gether the big teams and what has been done.
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I would like again to go back to very ancient history to cite one
very small example in my own experience of this kind of problem.
It is so small that it will not have any repercussions on present issues.
I think it was in 1951 that a group was formed at MIT to work for
the State Department and try to do somethingabout the problem of
the Voice of America, getting it through the Russian jamming.
We formed a small task force to work on this problem and I was
in charge of the technical half of the operation. We beat our heads
against the wall to figure out what we could do to get signals through.I am not sure that m the end we did very much to strengthen the
Voice of America in signal strength. We did, however, as a by
product, run onto something else and it came about in the following
way:
Some of the people who had been involved in radio wave propaga
tion picked up an idea, suggested by someone, that you might be able
to communicate over the horizon where radio waves would not ordi
narily go, by taking advantage of natural irregularities in the high
atmosphere. At the moment, this looked to us as one key point in the
problem of the VOA, which had to get its program over to the
continent in the first place in order to have it rebroadcast.
We thought we were justified in looking into the possibility. In
the space of about, I should say, 24 or 36 hours by the use of the
long-distance telephone, knowing scientists here and there, getting
the right decisions here in Washington, we pulled together a small
experimental operation which involved the National Bureau of Stand
ards, the Navy Department, which loaned us a transmitter, the State
Department, who was sponsoring the project, and scientists from
other organizations. In a matter of weeks the experiment was on
the air, and the signals came through.
Although it did not help the VOA as it turned out, it did lead
the present system of communication on many long-distance circuits
of critical military importance.
We were able to move fast in that particular case because there
were no administrative or departmental barriers toward pulling a
few knowledgeable people together to do a particular job that had
to be done and there was wisdom shown all around in people that we
talked to including the people in the Navy Department and the
Department of State.
So, you can do it on an ad hoc basis, I have seen a number of ex
amples of that. The real question is whether there is a more general
solution than this ad hoc business, and here I frankly am not sure.
I do not wish to comment on the problem of coordination in the
Department of Defense except to say that I believe the centralization
of responsibility for broad technical decisions in the Office of Director
of Research and Engineering was an exceedingly important and bene
ficial step. Whether further evolution of that structure is desirable
and in what direction, I am simply not prepared to say from my own
experience.
Finally, referring to your question about scientific manpower, I
should like to comment on two quite different problems. First, in
the top advisory committees, particularly the President's Advisory
Committee as an example, one has to cover a broad range clear from
pure science to engineering and on into industrial technology. It is
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often hard to get the men the country ought to have in these posts in
that last category —that is

,

engineers from industry. It is hard
partly because of the fear of a conflict-of-interest situation. Possibly
there is some legislative remedy for this particular handicap and I

hope you will give some attention to it.
A Second problem I will mention has to do with bringing the
younger generations of scientists into the Government, of training

a newer group of scientific advisers before the rest of us wear out or
go stale. I cannot think of any legislative device to assist in this
task. The President's Advisory Committee is acutely aware of it

and is working in this direction.
Turning to the much broader question of scientists in Government,I think it is clear that we have to make a Government career more
attractive for the research scientists. This is not merely a matter of
compensation, but also—and most importantly —of freedom and sup-

Sort
for long-term pursuit of distant research goals. Year-by-year

esign of scientific research by budgetary instruments hampers prog
ress in basic science anywhere inside Government and out.
That is the end of my prepared statement.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Dr. Purcell. We appreciate the
thoughtful time and effort that you have applied to the various ques
tions that we sent to you.
First of all, to start toward the tail end of your statement, I wonder

if I might ask a couple of additional questions in connection with
the recruitment of scientific personnel.
Assuming that changes are made in the conflict-of-interest statute—
which I hope will occur before long—still I must say that that remedy

is a negative one. It merely moved certain barriers that were estab
lished years ago. I would like to turn to another part of the problem.
Do you think it would be helpful if some kind of legislative authoriza
tion could be obtained which would authorize important departments
of the Government to enter into contracts with universities, nonprofit
corporations and private corporations for profit in which arrange
ments could be made to obtain key personnel in science, pure science,
applied science, whatever might be necessary to obtain such people,
for periods of time necessary to do important projects in Government
in which the rights of the employee could be preserved, the interest of
the Government could be properly protected and at the same time the
interests of the university, the nonprofit corporation, and the private
corporations likewise could be protected?
Dr. Purcell. I think that might well be a useful step in some cases.
There is this inbetween kind of service which this proposal, as I take

it
,

would be pointed at; namely, that you can get people to come to
"Washington once a month or even once a week to give advice and to
intimately learn a particular department's problems, but what we
need is a way of getting people for longer, continuous service, and
that is the thing I take it your proposal would be directed at.
Senator Jacksok. That is right. It would be a recognition of the
fact that there are outstanding people in universities, in private com
panies, in nonprofit corporations that it would be impossible for the

In other words, what I am suggesting is that if we are in a long-
term period of challenge by the Sino-Soviet bloc that may involve 25
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or 50 years, is it not the better part of wisdom to utilize and to
marshal the best talent that we have in this country wherever we may
find them on the projects that are indeed crucial and essential?
Dr. Puecell. i es. It seems to me the proposal has particular
merit from the point of view of getting people in from industry.
In the case of people in universities, their sacrifice is largely a
career sacrifice. It is a great deal to ask of a man to take 3 or 4 years
out of his life when he is a productive scientist because science moves
so fast you can go back and find you have no career left.
In the case of the industrial people, I think we have an enormous
resource of capable people who cannot now be properly used in
Government.
Senator Jackson. I appreciate having your favorable comments on
this, and I bring this out because the American public does not
realize how handicapped we have been. As a matter of fact, if it had
not been for the setting up of various nonprofit corporations and the
utilization of our universities and the utilization of industry, we would
not have been able to do the job in many critical areas.
Take one outstanding area, our whole atomic energy program.
The great industrial corporations run our large production facilities
both in the production of U-235 and plutonium. We call upon the
University of California to operate two important laboratories, one
at Los Alamos and one at Livermore. We pay these people salaries
that we could not pay in the Government. In other words, we have
had to indulge in certain devices, fictional devices, to get around
statutory compensation situations. If it had not been for this kind
of improvising, we would be in serious trouble, would we not ?
Dr. Purcell. I think so, very definitely.
Senator Jackson. What I am suggesting is that we also recognize
this as a fact but also recognize that we are in a long-term struggle
with the Soviets, and if our free society with all of the advantages
that go with free institutions must be utilized to the maximum, we
certainly should not say that we are not going to make the effort be
cause there are limitations in the procurement and the retainment of
key people.
I might point out, too, that we have, Dr. Purcell, a situation now
in which we are able to employ, through this circuitous device that I
have just referred to, men of great talent. They make recommenda
tions to people in Government who do not have the talent resources
to pass on those recommendations. Is this not generally a fact?
Dr. Purcell. Yes ; this is a very real problem.
Senator Jackson. I am not deprecating the fine career people we
do have in Government, but I think it is generally recognized that we
have to delegate a lot of the decisionmaking to these laboratories.
We have to delegate them to various industrial sources because we do
not have the resources within Government itself to make those de
cisions.
I was particularly pleased, too, with your favorable comment on
the suggestion made in connection with the possible statutory recog
nition of the President's Advisory Committee. I agree with you that
they have done an outstanding job and I think it would be a mistake
if the new President failed to utilize this very helpful tool after
January 20, 1961.
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I take it from your testimony, Dr. Purcell, that you would like
for the committee to continue in advisory capacity only. You do
not want to put it into the operating business ?
Dr. Purcell. I do not think it should be in the operating busi
ness. I think as soon as it gets into the operating busmess, you will
need another advisory committee.
Senator Muskie. May I add my appreciation to that of the chair
man for your willingness to come and discuss this with us.
If I may review some of the statements you made, again for clari
fying my own thinking, you are quite optimistic about the possibili
ties of science in the solution of social and other problems of our
society and the contribution of science.
Dr. Purcell. My feeling is there are important problems to which
science can make a big contribution. This is not to say that there are
not some other problems that have to be solved in other ways but
let me give an example or two of what we can see as we look ahead.
It seems to me pretty obvious that we have in this country a grow
ing serious problem in public transportation which threatens the
whole structure of our urban society. Well, what do you do about it ?
We are certainly going to have to do something about it within the
next 20 years. Although we do not know the solution, I think it is
clear that the solution will probably come along the technological
route. For example, I think we will have to have a new type of port
able energy source to solve this problem. At least it would offer one
solution. If this is true, then one should be working long-range very
hard on this particular problem which we are not, to my knowledge,
doing at the present time because it is not seen as an immediate, acute
problem. My own view is that we really do not take science and
technology seriously enough as a means to cope with the problems
that are upon us.
Senator Muskie. The objective of this committee is to insure that
we do take science seriously. I gather from the whole tone of your
testimony that you are skeptical about organizational answers to this
problem, particularly governmental organizations?
Dr. Purcell. To use a phrase that we use in science, they are neces
sary but not sufficient in most cases, in my opinion. I think organi
zational changes are very important. I think a wider understanding
of the nature of the problem both inside and outside Government is at
least as important. I think you have to approach some of these things
task by task. When you have pulled off a very spectacular and splen
did achievement, I think one should not be ashamed of that because it
was done out of context and in a special way. Well, you have done
it and you will do the next one the same way. The problem is to
recognize the opportunity and get on with the job.
Senator Muskie. The very task of identifying the tasks is a diffi
cult one.
Dr. Purcell. Yes ; but I think that is not quite as difficult as get
ting on with it. The task of sorting out wild ideas from ones that
only look wild but aren't is a very difficult one, but in the end the
hardest thing to do is get on with the job.
Senator Muskie. There is no organizational difficulty, in your opin
ion, in identifying the task ?
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Dr. Purcell, Frankly, I do not know of any. We just have to
keep on our toes all the way around.
Senator Muskie. We are just sort of disorganized rather than unor
ganized.
Dr. Purcell. One has to be alert and this is one of the important
things that a committee from the outside can look to so they can
see the woods and not the trees. This is a function that advisory com
mittees have performed and ideally should perform.
Senator Mitskie. With no additional organization on a govern
mental level, at least in the scientific field, do you feel that in a free
society that you just by the very nature of things get answers to
pressing current problems ?
Dr. Purcell. No ; I do not. You have to go after the answers.
Senator Muskie. There has to be some direction but you are re
luctant to turn to centralized direction.
Dr. Purcell. I am reluctant to put what I see as a problem of many
facets with many different sides and calling for many different people,
to try to put that all into one table of organization somehow, as you
might do if you said let there be a department of science and all appli
cations of science come under its purview.
I think this would be the wrong thing to do because of the variety
of the tasks that we have to do. We have the life sciences which is a
thing I have not spoken about because I am utterly incompetent in
that area. There, science is applied to human welfare, but still there is
overlapping because it is basic science with chemistry, biochemistry,
and so on. I don't think there is any neat central structure which will
by itself guarantee that we do not misunderstand in this enormously
wide spectrum.
Senator Muskie. You agree, neverthless, that in some way we
ought to be assured this essential scientific research and applied science
will be done ?
Dr. Purcell. Yes.
Spnator Muskie. Do you think our present efforts could stand some
improvement ?
Dr. Purcell. Absolutely. Even if they were perfect now, which
they are not, the problem keeps changing. For example, one of the
jobs that the Federal Council might do—and it was one of the ele
ments in the conception of that thing—they could look ahead so far
as the Government departments were concerned several years and see
what their needs for basic research were, the basic research which was
relevant to their particular mission— the Department of Agriculture,
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the Department
of the Interior, and so on. Whether that will work depends on the
people involved and the freedom they have to think, the time they have
to think in fact, whether they do have enough time to think about it

,

but that is one mechanism and we will probably have to invent more,
and we certainly have an overriding need to make sure that we do
not miss any important avenues here.
Senator Muskie. Thank you, Dr. Purcell.
Senator Jacksox. I just have the feeling, Dr. Purcell, as a layman,
that with virtually all the departments of government being in re
search and development in one way or another that there is a substan
tial amount of compartmentalization. They almost operate in water
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tight compartments. It would seem to me we could make better use
of our scientific resources within the Federal structure if there were
some independent means of really knowing what is going on and to
make sure that there is exchange of information. I know I have had
it called to my attention on several occasions, especially where there is
rivalry within the three services that information is withheld from
the other service because it might have an adverse effect on their par
ticular role or mission. I am just wondering if there is not some bet
ter way of getting at this structure. I have no way of knowing
because I have not looked into it on a great scale. They are working
counter to the kind of environment that a good scientist should oper
ate in, with compartmentalization and avoidance of exchange of infor
mation which is so essential to the attainment of answers to critical
problems.
In addition, I take it that it happens from time to time—you gave
one illustration—you can be starting off on a certain objective and
you may find an answer to a problem that you have no idea you would
be able to solve. Is this a fair observation ?
Dr. Purcell. Yes. One thing that helps greatly is combined task
operation. If you have to draw people in from different departments
to work on a given task, that automatically catalyzes the exchange of
information where it counts; namely, where the people are working
together. Incidentally, I do not think isolation is always to be re
garded with suspicion in matters like this. Science is a very de
manding business and it takes your whole attention. The fact that
there is a scientist in the room down the corridor working on a prob
lem and not really knowing what the fellow at the other end of the
corridor is doing is not necessarily bad.
Senator Jackson. If you have an enormous laboratory in which
the output from the laboratory
Dr. Ptjrcell. That is the other extreme. There should certainly
be no impediment to the flow of information where it is needed, but
you can sort of coordinate people to death who are doing basic re
search. If a fellow has an idea, you may have to leave him alone for
a while. You don't go around asking him "Have you read all of the
literature on this and do you know what other people are doing on
this?"
But we do have a continuing problem which is certainly going to
get more serious. We just have to keep working on it.
Senator Jackson. The President's Scientific Advisory Committee,
I know, has been helpful in making surveys.
Dr. Purcell. It is an enormous task. If you try to inform your
self about the scientific work in any of the denartments, especially
those with the vigorous programs, it is a big job.
Senator Jackson. You run into the problem of the independence
of the departments, do you not ?
Dr. Purcell. Yes.
Senator Jackson. If anything is going to be done, it would seem
to me it would have to be done at the top level, at the presidential
level.
Dr. Purcell. It has to be done by a nonoperating department. As
soon as you have an operating department then it has a different rela
tionship to the others.
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Senator Jackson. Do you have any comments about the role of
science in the State Department, the importance of it

,

and anything
that can be done to improve it ?

Dr. Purcell. I think they have a growing, important need for high
level advice.
Senator Muskie. Putting a scientist into organizational structures

is like putting blinders on a horse ; would you say that ?

Dr. Purcell. It all depends on the man.
Mr. Pendleton. Do you feel that the operation and planning in
government science lias been affected measurably by the establish
ment of the President's Advisory Committee, the Federal Council, and
the recent informal arrangement in the Department of Defense for
coordination between the scientific Assistant Secretaries by Dr. York ?

Dr. Purcell. My answer to that is "Yes." I have not yet seen
much of the Federal Council's work because I have not been involved
in that.
Mr. Pendleton. Do you feel that the scientific community would
want the Federal Government to set forth a 10- or 15-year plan for
science and technology, or rather would the scientists prefer future
flexibility to exploit breakthroughs as they occur?
Dr. Purcell. I think any very specific, rigid plan would strike the
scientific community as pretty absurd and it would not be worth much
anyway. I do think the scientific community would respond enthusi
astically to the notion that one should keep in mind the possibilities of
science in relation to the public needs and keep flexible and maneuver-
able so you can take advantage of the opportunities as they arise.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you, Dr. Purcell, and thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Dr. Purcell. We are grateful to you
for your contribution here this morning.
This afternoon we will resume and conclude this phase of our hear
ings on science and technology when we hear from Dr. Herbert F.
York, Director of Defense Eesearch and Engineering, at 2 p.m.
The subcommittee is now recessed until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m. the committee was recessed, to recon
vene at 2 p.m. the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator Jackson. The committee will come to order.
We are very pleased to resume this afternoon with Dr. Herbert F.
York, Director of Defense Research and Engineering. Dr. York re
ceived his 1'h. D. from the University of California ; served as a physi
cist at California Radiation Laboratory ; Director of the Livermore
Laboratory ; on the faculty, Physics Department, University of Cali
fornia; and immediately prior to his present assignment was chief
scientists for the Advanced Research Project Agency, better known as
ARPA.
He has served on the Air Force Science Advisory Board, Army
Science Advisory Panel, and the President's Science Advisory Com
mittee. He is a noted scientist and administrator; we are very
pleased to hear from you this afternoon, Dr. York.
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Suppose you start out in your own way and then we will ask some
questions. You have, I believe, a brief opening statement that you
wish tomake.

STATEMENT OF DE. HEEBEET F. YOEK, DIEECTOE OF DEFENSE
EESEAECH AND ENGINEEEING

Dr. York. Mr. Chairman, I don't have any opening statement ex
cept to say that recognizing the importance of the subject of these
hearings I am pleased to be here ana answer any questions that you
may wish to put to me.
Senator Jackson. All right, sir. Suppose we start out first by re
ferring to a process that has been with us for a long time and it has
been one I think of some trouble to administrators in the Govern
ment of all administration, the budget process.
I wonder if you have any comment as it affects your field as it works
at the present time, if you nave any suggestions for improvement, par
ticularly in reference to your operation.
Dr. York. That is a very big subject and, of course, a very impor
tant one. I mean the budgeting of available resources in the end is
one of the major factors that determines what it is we are going to do.
Additionally, of course, the other kinds of resources, such as resources
of people, particularly good people, also have major influence. The
competition between the various kinds of things within the Depart
ment of Defense that money has to go for is something that has to be
very seriously considered and takes a very large part of our attention.
Budget problems in the broadest sense take probably the largest
single part of our time of all the things we have deal with. As for
improvements, I don't have any really worthwhile suggestions, I am
afraid. I have been in my present job and with the Government about
long enough to know what some of the problems are, but not really
quite long enough to have thought of all the answers as to how to take
care of them.
One suggestion that is frequently made, and one which does appeal
to me, is the idea of a longer budget cycle than the present 1-year
budget cycle. Even this has its pitfalls. It is the fact of the 1-year
budget cycle that forces people to make decisions and make reconsid
erations of things that might be put off if there were no requirement
for a 1-year budget cycle.
Putting both of these factors together, though, I think that we
would be helped by a longer budget cycle than the one we have.
Senator Jackson. May I read this comment to you from page 37
of our hearings on which Mr. Lovett in testifying before the commit
tee addressed some comments to the subject of the budget :
Mr. Lovett. Mr. Chairman, I think there are two fields that I feel reasonably
confident in expressing an opinion about. The first of those is that I think that
the 1-year budget system is inadequate in many cases and in a sense is detri
mental to both the congressional and executive branches in their attempt to
make a policy effective.
I think that in any experimental development program involving research and
the awkward period during translation of research into an actual item, fund
ing it for 1 year is unrealistic. I think we need to have something longer in
order not to have to reset sights and suffer the vacillation which ensues.
One of the most painful things that an executive goes through in the Govern
ment departments is the change of program while you are right in the middle
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of It. You lose momentum and you delay the output. So I would say we ueed
some form of budgeting for certainly half of the i>eriod of gestation of any new
weapon, which used to be in the order of 5, 6, or 7 years—about 5 years to take
the low side.
That would mean, say, 2 to 3 years of funding for some approved experimental
research and development purpose. That would be the first area.

Do you feel there might be some merit in giving consideration to
this approach that Mr. Lovett suggested, which of course, as you
know, stems from rather long experience ?
Dr. York. Much longer than mine.
Senator Jackson. I realize that, but you have had the advantage
too of being a distinguished scientist and you ran a large laboratory
at Livermore very efficiently, very effectively, and made great
contributions.
Dr. York. From the point of view of running a program at almost
any level the annual budget cycle is

,
to say the least, a considerable

nuisance. There are uncertainties about what next year is going to be.

I might say, though, that in any good program the people who are in
charge know that this is not a total uncertainty. I mean if you were
to ask anybody who is running any of our programs whether he ex
pects to get money next year he would always say yes. However,
there is a certain amount of uncertainty with regard to just how
much and what it is you are going to be able to do.
The other factor is that it takes such a very large portion of every
one's time. Trying to make things work out, trying to make things
total up as they should, is something that takes a very large part of
every administrator's time at every level, and it is one of the many
things that forces recurrent reviews of programs.
As I said earlier, this reviewing programs is something that has to
be done; and on the other side of the coin, and something that one
would have to take a close look at, is the fact that as a practical matter
the people in charge, if required to produce a budget only every 5

years, might not do such a good job of reviewing things as really
needs to be done. Also, there are changes necessary as one goes along.
There are certainly new ideas that come up and the funds for some
of these new ideas, of course, can be new funds. But, in a great many
cases, because the economy is finite, it is necessary to find funds for
new ideas by eliminating projects which for one reason or another are
not as valuable as they were thought to be when they were started;
that is

,

projects that events have bypassed, projects in which difficul
ties have been encountered, and so on. It is very important to review
these new ideas. One of the stimuli for reviewing them is to find
the funds from those projects to fund the new ideas that do come
along. A great many new ideas would come along, say, in a 5-year
period. If you had the right people doing these reviews at all levels,
that wouldn t be a problem. The budget cycle does contribute to forc
ing people to make reviews which otherwise they might be willing
to bypass in order to take the easy way out.
On the whole I think it is a good idea to fund things over longer
periods than 1 year. Even so I just point out that there are some
problems on the other side here. In some cases, as in the case of
small basic research projects, it is possible today to arrange for longev
ity funding. It is not the rule, even in small projects, and it applies
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at the present time only to small projects. It would be desirable
to expand use of longevity funding very considerably.
Senator Jackson. I am sure that there are some desirable features
such as you have mentioned of keeping an eye on the expenditure
of funds, but I just wondered if there was any particular magic in the
12-month calendar. We have had some very difficult undertakings. I
am referring to, of course, some of these crucial R. & D. projects
where under our system there have been ups and downs. Mr. Lovett
had that problem m a previous administration. Then, too, there has
been the comment, and you touched on the fringes of it

, of the time
that is involved in the budget process.
Officers who are involved in important work I would hope would be
able to have more time available to spend on the crucial things instead
of wrestling with the budget they are living under, the budget that
they are justifying currently for the next fiscal year, and then pre
paring for the one after that.
Dr. Perkins alluded to that the other day, the three budgets that
ou are wrestling with. On top of that you have this funding process,
aving gone through all of the mechanisms that one must go through
to obtain budget approval for presentation to Congress, and then when
you get it from the Congress you have to go back somewhat the same
route again, do you not?
Dr. York. Yes. It is not done when the appropriation bill is

passed, that's right. The budgeting job is not done when the ap
propriation bill is passed.
Senator Jackson. It is a never-ending process almost.
Dr. York. Yes.
Senator Jackson. What this committee is desirous of doing, Dr.
York, is to see if there are areas where we can make this procedure
less cumbersome and yet have some physical safeguards.
It was in that connection that I was interested in having any com
ments that you might wish to make regarding improvements in the
process.
Dr. York. My basic comment is that it would be helpful to be able
to lengthen the cycle, but that in doing so one is going to have to be
cautious that people don't use this as an excuse or means for avoiding
difficult decisions that otherwise they are forced tomake.
Senator Jackson. Yes. Let me ask you one other question that I

run across, at least in connection with my work in the Joint Com
mittee on Atomic Energy, to be specific. Do you feel that the Bureau
of the Budget has sufficient technical staff to really evaluate projects
that are of a technical nature, especially in the research and develop
ment field ?

Dr. York. I think it is probably better that the Bureau of the
Budget not have a technical staff as such but to rely on technical
people within the departments to come up with the answers for that
department and, if necessary, the White House's own group, the
President's Science Advisory Committee. The Bureau of the Budget
has a role in reviewing projects to determine whether they are cor
rect from the point of view of certain legal, administrative, and
organizational considerations ; and whether they overlap or duplicate
important things which are going on in other departments and there
fore which should be pulled together at a still higher level ; and in
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assisting the President to come to his necessary conclusions with
regard to the overall budget. But I don't believe that technical
decisions should be made in the Bureau of the Budget, and if they
had much of a technical capability that would encourage them to do
so.
Senator Jackson. If they had a lot of technical capability you
could utilize some of the top ones, couldn't you ?
Dr. York. You could indeed. We can always use some more.
Senator Jackson. I certainly agree with your statement. I don't
see why the Bureau of the Budget should get into duplication of
technical effort and I think your analysis is a sound one. We have
had this problem a couple of time in the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy, where decisions have been made supposedly on technical
points in the Bureau of the Budget, and I say this is a problem that
has existed as far as the Bureau of the Budget is concerned under
all administrations.
Dr. York. Yes. I think all technical people in all types of organi
zations always have their problems with the comptrollers and budget
directors of those organizations, whether it is the U.S. Government
or whether it is the John Doe Laboratory, Inc. I do have my occa
sional problems and disputes with the Bureau of the Budget, but it is
not my experience that they do make very many technical decisions.
They do make decisions that relate to technical problems, but these
are usually because they have found some fiscal or legal reason related
to some law or some Executive order, as the case may be, that makes
the particular procedure that people want to apply improper.
It is all very well to complain about the kind of review the Bureau
of the Budget sometimes makes, and I complain about it myself ; but,
the record is that very frequently they do discover important errors
and mistakes in what has been put to them. The way to correct any
situations where they may be overexercising their authority or looking
into detail is for the level that produces the detail to turn out work
in which there is no major error for the Bureau of the Budget to find.
Senator Jackson. What you are saying is that they shouldn't make
technical policy decisions ; they should administer a program set down
by the President which he has agreed should be carried out and within
that framework it is their job to see that it is carried out ?
Dr. York. That is right.
Senator Jackson. But the technical decisions regarding a certain
project should be left to the departments that are technically com
petent to make that decision ?
Dr. York. They shouldn't make them, I think. Perhaps they do
on occasion, but much less often than some people would indicate.
Senator Jackson. You mentioned people nere and I wonder if you
have any comments, Dr. York, about the problem of, first, recruit
ment of good people, people of technical competence and people with
broad experience, for important assignments in Government. This
has been a never-ending problem all down through the years and I
wonder if you might have a suggestion.
Dr. York. Yes, and it still is. It is a problem that I have had to
face personally in the last year and a half. We need good people and
we need them at all levels, and there is a problem in getting them also
at all levels. Actually, I think in some ways there is less of a problem
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at the top levels in the Office of the Secretary of Defense than there
is at some of the lower positions. We need a variety of people. They
all need to be good, but there is more to it than just saying you need
good people. You need people who have the necessary experience to
do the job and there are subdivisions to what one means by the neces

sary experience.
You need people who are experienced in Government procedures,
and you also need people who are experienced in actually carrying
out big projects, and you need people who have experience and train
ing in technical details also. What you need are people of all these
types.
Senator Jackson. First, would you also comment in that connec
tion about getting people for fairly long periods of time in some in
stances, and others for shorter periods ? This becomes a problem.
Dr. York. That involves part of what I had said earlier, that one
needs experience with regard to how the Government works and one
also needs experience in actually directing large projects from posi
tions fairly close to the work itself. In order to have experience of
the first types, one has to be a permanent, or essentially a permanent,
employee of the Government, so it is necessary for offices like mine
to have a considerable part of the staff, including an important seg
ment of the top staff, composed of permanent Government civil service,
and to have these men in turn have the other qualities desirable,
namely, technical knowledge in some detail and be generally good
men. In addition it is necessary to have a certain number of people
of the second type who are experienced, who have had relatively
recent experience m the field.
This experience could be obtained in working for a Government
laboratory, or it could be someone with an industrial background who
has had recent experience in actually executing large and advanced
projects. When you first get them they naturally come without any
experience in broad governmental matters. It would be desirable
if somehow you could get a man who had just been working in a large
project, but at the same time he had had a good experience in the
Government in the past.
Normally, you can't do that. It means that what you have to do
is get people to come with fresh outside experience and hope that then
they will stay long enough so that they can also build up personal
knowledge and experience with regard to how to do things within
the Government. Kapid turnover is one of the most serious problems
I think we have.
Again this applies largely to the very top levels, the Presidential
appointment levels. The average length of time a person holds his
job, and this is not a new problem, is not really long enough to develop
expertise at doing what needs to be done.
Senator Jackson. As you know, the House Judiciary Committee
has held hearings—I don't know what testimony actually they have
taken—in connection with amendments to the conflict-of-interest
statutes. I personally felt this is long overdue. It represents, how
ever, the removal of certain negative barriers. I wonder if you feel
this isn't a useful move : to update the statutes that I think were first
passed almost 100 years ago.
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Dr. York. In my own experience at recruiting, the problem of con
flict of interest, or potential conflict of interest, or even possible ap
pearance of conflict of interest without any reality behind it

,
is one of

the most serious problems I have had to face in connection with get
ting people. A very large number are not available or cannot be
brought in because of these problems.
In Defense Research and Engineering most of the work on big
projects is being done, as we all know, hy industrial groups.
Senator Jackson. We have to contract a lot of it.
Dr. York. A great majority of our big development programs have
been contracted out and therefore a very large percentage of the
ablest project engineer and project manager type people in the United
States are in the industries that are doing defense work.
Senator Jackson. Don't you feel that the Federal Government at
least should not be denied talent which it cannot now get because of
problems in connection with the conflict-of-interest statutes because
of the various personal reasons that exist in connection with the career
that a given individual may have developed in which he has certain
proprietary rights, including stock options, and pension rights, and

a long list of rights that he would forfeit right in the prime of his
career if he goes to work for the Government?
Dr. York. My answer is "Yes."
Senator Jackson. Then I want to put the next question to you.I have a list of general informal suggestions I have tried out on a few
witnesses, and one is that Congress should enact appropriate legisla
tion and should make it possible for the appropriate departments of
Government to contract with universities, nonprofit corporations, and
private corporations for profit to work out by contract, an employ
ment arrangement whereby some of these top people could work for
the Government and at the same time those rights that I just referred
to would be preserved.
The public interest would be protected and at the same time these
companies, colleges, and nonprofit corporations would be saved em
barrassment from allegations of conflict of interest and all sorts of
unfavorable publicity that can come, as a result of sometimes even
vague provisions in a statute. This is merely a rough idea.
Dr. York. I am not quite sure what you mean, Mr. Chairman, but
wo do quite a bit of contracting with largely nonprofit institutions.
Senator Jackson. No ; I am talking about contracting for the em
ployment of people from those institutions to work directly in the
Government.
Dr. York. To work directly in the Government?
Senator Jackson. Yes; not to give them a contract such as we have
now with universities or with various corporations.
Dr. York. No; I didn't mean those groups. I meant groups such
as RAND, such as the idea groups, and others who do operations
analysis type work, weapon systems evaluation work, which does lead
and aid almost directly in determining what it is that we should be
doing in the way of further research and development.
Senator Jackson. Dr. York, I am not suggesting we do away with
those groups. What I am suggesting is that we are doing indirectly
now what we can't do directly. In other words, if we want to get a

job done we can't pay the salaries and we can't get the good people
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that we need on a given project. Therefore we make a contract with
a nonprofit corporation or with some industrial group to do a given
job.
It would appear to me that we need to have at least some of these
people in the Federal Government from time to time that we can't
get Decause they are not about to give up a job which gives them cer
tain vested rights, which in many instances, in order to comply with
existing law, they have to forfeit. We run into this constantly.
Dr. York. Indeed we do.
Senator Jackson. I am wondering whether or not we shouldn't
recognize the fact that we are in a long-range struggle with the Sino-
Soviet bloc, and in order to compete, and Mr. Khrushchev says it is
peaceful competition that he wants, with this kind of competitor it
would seem to me that the Federal Government should have the op
portunity from time to time to have available to it the finest talent
that it can obtain.
We are competing in so many critical fields where I just don't see
how the Federal Government can do the job unless it can have avail
able to it people who have the competency, regardless of what field
they may be in, to do the job that the Federal Government must do.
In other words, we concede that we have to do part of this and we are
doing it now by various contractual arrangements.
Those institutions, organizations, entities, call them what you may,
make recommendations, we will say, to your department in certain
instances. You need to have competent people to pass on those
recommendations.
Dr. York. If I understand you correctly, you are talking about
much in the nature of what we are already doing in places like RAND,
WSEG, Spake Technology Laboratory, and so on, brought one step
closer to actual decisionmaking process.
Senator Jackson. That is right.
Dr. York. Yes; it would be better if some way could be found.
Senator Jackson. I am merely suggesting that we get some of these
people directly. We are doing it indirectly now by setting up non
profit organizations. The Air Force started this I think quite some
time ago with RAND. I think that was one of the first, back in 1945
or 1946. That job couldn't have been done within the framework of
the Government.
Therefore, it does seem to me that we have had a long enough ex
perience in this area that we could certainly afford to give to the
Federal Government, not on an unlimited basis, but in the critical
positions at the top, or in other positions that are not exactly the top,
and yet are important, the kind of people that can really pass on some
of these recommendations that must be made.
Otherwise for all practical purposes, especially in the technical
areas, I would think, these contractors are making the decision and
not the Government.
Dr. York. I might comment on that. There is a small step in that
direction which we do find very useful. There is a statutory provision
which enables the Department of Defense to have on its staff up to 10
people on a without-compensation basis. That means these people
are paid by their parent companies. I am not adept at giving the
precise legal language, but what it amounts to is that these people are
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then by the statute, exempt from some of the usual conflict-of-interest
laws, except insofar as the very company that they are being paid
by is concerned. There are some further requirements, such as that
they have to be employed by the company which continues their salary
while they are in the Government.
They can't be suddenly employed by some one for the purpose of
then paying them and sending them to work in the Department of
Defense. We have made some use of this provision. As far as I
know we have never had all 10 positions filled or being used, but even
there there is always sufficient concern in the minds of many people
that despite the fact that this is a perfectly legal procedure, some
how or other it won't look good to someone and that it is something
to be used only in the most extreme and obvious cases.
However, that is perhaps a step in the direction you are speaking
of and it has been a useful one, but it apparently requires more than
that there just be a statute. It requires that somehow or other there
be a general acceptance of the idea that this is basically good and
necessary. The present statute doesn't even have quite that.
Senator Jackson. I am familiar with that provision, but I do think
to be completely fair about it that it may well leave the employee and
his company in an uncertain state in case some one wants to, shall we
say, take a fter them in public print and make all sorts of accusations
that could be very unfair.
Dr. York. That is the problem, yes. It is used very charily even
though it is there and available.
Senator Jackson. Dr. York, let me ask you this. As you know, the
week after next we are going to get into this question more in detail
and I wonder if you would look with favor on an exploration of this
area to see if a more suitable means by appropriate statutory legisla
tion could be obtained to deal with this area, if you think it is of
importance.
Dr. York. I look favorably upon an investigation into any means
of making it easier to get more good men into Government positions.
Senator Jackson. Don't you think this is one approach ? I am not
asking you to commit yourself to definitive terms.
Dr. York. I think it may very well be one good approach.
Senator Jackson. And you couldn't very well get by with 10 slots
in all of the Federal Government to carry out this kind of mission.
Dr. York. That is not very many.
Senator Jackson. Not when you are dealing with a number of
critical projects. Turning to your area again, if I may, we have pro
vided by statute for an Assistant Secretary for Research and Devel
opment for the Navy and for the Air Force, but there is no such pro
vision for the Army.
Dr. York. Correct me if I am wrong. I believe the statute pro
vides for three assistant secretaries and left it to the service to decide
what they should be assistant secretary for.
Senator Jackson. I believe you are right on that. I revise my
question.
Dr. York. And the Navy and the Air Force have chosen to use one
of these slots in each case for an Assistant Secretary for Research
and Development.
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Senator Jackson. Let me state it this way : We do not now have an
Assistant Secretary for Research and Development in the Depart
ment of the Army.
Dr. York. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel it would be useful to have such a posi
tion based on your experience.
Dr. York. It certainly has been a good thing in the Navy and the
Air Force. Furthermore, the Department of Defense has had the po
sition of that type for quite sometime. I think it has been a good thing
there. I can't imagine any reason why it wouldn't be a good thing
in the Army.
Senator Jackson. I know two of the scientist engineers that you
selected, for the Navy, Dr. Wakelin, and in the Air Force, Dr. Perkins
are outstanding men. I just know of Dr. Morse, who is I believe chief
scientist for the Army.
Dr. York. He is called Director of Research and Development.
Senator Jackson. For the Army.
Dr. York. Yes, for the Army. It is a job at a level lower than that
of Assistant Secretary. He has very much less authority than either
Dr. Wakelin or Dr. Perkins. I am sure he could do his job more ef
fectively if he had more.
Senator Jackson. I want to compliment you on the caliber of men
that are now in the department in research and development, I think
they are first rate.
Now, if I might turn to one other area, how important do you think
it is to have close coordination between your department, where critical
R. & D. projects are being developed, and the State Department.
Dr. York. I think that coordination between these two is very
important.
Senator Jackson. In other words, in this modern day of weapons
systems one has to treat the entire challenge as one overall problem
in trying to evaluate the action that you must take in the development
of a given project, is that not correct ?
Dr. York. Yes. What is done in the Department of Defense has
a very great bearing on the international position of the United States,
which is the Department of State's responsibility.
Senator Jackson. That is right and prestige is a very important
factor in all of this.
Dr. York. Prestige is important. Appearances and realities, both
separately and together, are important.
Senator Jackson. Do you think it would be helpful if more people
in the Department of State could be not necessarily trained, but maybe
better informed on the long-range direction of our R. & D. efforts
affecting vital weapons systems ?
Dr. York. I think it probably would be better if more people are
better informed.
Senator Jackson. I am not trying to single them out. I am trying
to be self-critical. I think this same suggestion might apply to Mem
bers of Congress, too, but I was just bringing up this point of trying
to see if we can't do a better job in making our foreign policy in a way
that will carefully consider various things that could have an impact
and a very important impact in our standing among the family of
nations.
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Dr. York. There is no question but what a great deal of what is
done in defense in general, and in research and engineering in par
ticular, has an internatioal impact, a world impact.
Senator Jackson. Not only on our potential foes, but it may have an
impact on our allies if they are not properly informed.
Dr. York. And on their degree of confidence in us.
Senator Jackson. Do you have any specific comments as to what
might be done in this area to make for better improvement? How
would it be, for example, if someone were assigned from the State
Department to your department and vice versa ?
Dr. York. I don't know what good it would do to actually assign
someone there.
Senator Jackson. For periods of time.
Dr. York. Except if they were assigned for a period of time in
order to familiarize themselves with what was going on, with the idea
that they were then going back to State. This could be a useful pro
cedure. If they are simply transferred there could even be some
value in that. Having them come over for purposes of becoming
familiar for a period might be a useful thing.
Senator Jackson. This is one area where we certainly could do
something more than probably what we have been doing in the past
and I say this goes way back, not just to the present situation, but
many years back, with science since the advent of the atomic bomb
playing such a very vital and important role in diplomacy.
Now, just two other questions: What is your attitude toward a
Department of Science?
Dr. York. I have heard quite a bit of discussion about it and with
out forming too concrete an opinion on the total question. There are
some subparts to the question, though, that I feel definite about. One
is that activities such as those in the Department of Defense, and
those of any other department which relate to the mission of that de
partment belong in that department and should be related to the rest
of that department's programs. The research and development pro
grams should be considered with the other programs both with regard
to objectives and also with regard to allocation of the resources avail
able. The budget problem should go there and be pulled together
with other aspects or the department's problem.
In other words, practically all of those things which the Department
of Defense is now doing should remain in the Department of Defense
whether a Department of Science was formed or not, and I feel cer
tain, without Knowing all the details, that one could make the same
remarks for the Atomic Energy Commission, for the Department of
Agriculture, and for others.
Senator Jackson. Wouldn't it be pretty hard to pull it all together
and put it in one place ? Do you think there might be a conflict be
tween departments if you attempted to have one Cabinet office that
was in complete charge of science ?
Dr. York. I think it is important to have science and technology
represented at Cabinet level and National Security Council level, but
that is a different thing from saying you should make a Department, of
Science.
When people in the Government talk about science and technology,
they are not talking just about basic science, but about development,
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engineering, and so on. It is something much broader than just basic
science. Actually a large fraction of the support of basic science is
now done in a separate agency, namely, the National Science Founda
tion, and it -works very well. But when most Government people
talk about science, and I believe that is what people are talking about
when they refer to a Department of Science, they are talking about
what scientists themselves call something else, namely, technology
and development.
If what you mean by a Department of Science is a department which
would take everything that is now being done in the field of science
out of the agencies where it is now being done and put it into such
a department, I think that a Department of Science would have two
drawbacks. One drawback, then, is

,

as I mentioned before, develop
ment and applied science, that belongs closely associated with what
ever it is being done for. I mean if it is being done for defense pur
poses it belongs closely associated with the rest of all the defense
activities.
The other drawback is that it is probably good in some ways to
have a certain amount of diffuse authority. A single authority would
be more likely to make very large and significant errors by throwing
out whole fields because whoever happened to be in charge at the
moment thought they weren't good ideas or worth pursuing.
Senator Jackson. Dr. York, I am not an advocate of a Department
of Science. The proposal reminds me of trying to establish a Depart
ment of Economics in the Government. Economics is involved in
every department of the Government, but you can't pull it out and
put it all in one place. I know you have made a very careful distinc
tion in your comment. It is one thing to talk about putting it all
into a Department of Science and Technology and something else to
provide support such as the National Science Foundation does, in
my judgment, for the improvement of science in all the departments
of Government. I believe that is the mission of the Science Founda
tion, among other things, not just in Government, but throughout our
country.
Dr. York. Yes ; to improve the state of science in the country.
Senator Jackson". This is right; and we all want to do that, but
what has concerned me is

,

like so much in life, there are people who
want to come in with some kind of proposal to set up a committee
or department that is going to solve a major problem. It would be
like setting up a department to end the cold war. I don't think it

is quite that simple and I just wondered whether this really will
work. Our previous witnesses have all indicated their opposition to it.
Dr. York. On the other hand, having a voice for science and tech
nology, such as a Secretary of such a department would have, is a

good thing. Some means can be found other than giving them an
operating department with all possible science included in it.
Senator Jackson. The President's Science Advisory Committee does
help in part, in advising the President on various things that should be
done, I believe.
Dr. York. Yes. Dr. Kistiakowsky has an effective voice in the
President's Office.
Senator Jackson. While we are on the subject of the President's
Science Advisory Committee, I have always felt that they have done
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a good job. They have very carefully maintained it as an advisory

der what you might think of giving some statutory recognition to the
President's Science Advisory Committee so that this concept will be
preserved when the new President takes over in January.
Dr. York. If I might, I might make a couple of remarks and then
return the question back. I do think that it is an important concept
and that it is important to continue it. Eight now the President's
Science Advisory Committee is an excellent committee in terms of its
membership and it is a very hard-working committee. Per member,
they put in more time, more man-days per year, than any other com
mittee I am familiar with, and they are listened to by the other mem
bers of the President's immediate office and their counsel carries weight
in decisions made by the President and the President's immediate
office.

They have done a good job and the important thing is to make
sure that their present stature, to use that word to cover all what I
said, be maintained. Now, if making them a statutory committee
would contribute toward that, then I am in favor of making them
statutory. Eight now they do have high stature. A few years ago
they didn't. Anything that can be done in insure continuation of the
present quality and the present influence of the committee is a good
thing in my view. If making it statutory helps on those two points,
that's good.
Senator Jackson. So that as long as those objectives are carried
out you do not find objection to it ?
Dr. York. The reason I just can't answer the question is that my
total experience in the Government has been during the period in
which the committee has had a high degree of influence without being
statutory.
Senator Jackson. I just want to say if provision is made for stat
utory recognition of this committee, and it has done a good job, I think
it is very important that the President have absolute control to use
it as he sees fit in a purely advisory capacity and without any require
ment of confirmation of the members by the Senate.
In other words, I think it shouldn't be used as a devise to inter
fere with his constitutional power to make his own decision, and my
only concern is that there might be a danger of this organization that
has worked so well falling apart with any change of administration.
Dr. York. I would also say that the executive privilege which they
now enjoy should be continued too. I believe it adds to their effec
tiveness and aids them in accomplishing their job.
Senator Jackson. I would agree with you on that and I think very
clearly this is a matter of the Constitution conferring on the President
that right, so that anything Congress might do could not affect it.
I don't think Congress should attempt to require confirmation of such
members.
We have just referred to a very fine Committee, the President's
Science Advisory Committee, but I wondered if you had any com
ments about the committee system as such. We have looked through
this long list of committees that are in the Department of Defense.
I am not asking you to comment on committees that are way outside
of your area, but I have been a bit concerned about the existence of
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some 900 unclassified committees and subcommittees within the De
partment of Defense alone. Some of them obviously are no longer
needed, but they are there.
Dr. York. Whether committees are a good or bad thing depends on
how they are used rather than being an intrinsic characteristic of the
committees as such.
I can't either confirm or deny the 900 figure. I just don't know.
Senator Jackson. We have a letter here.
Dr. York. I can say that in my own office there are quite a few.I guess we make a considerable contribution to that 900.
Senator Jackson. There are 733 full committees and 179 subcom
mittees, so that brings it just a little over 900. This does not include
the classified committees. This is from the Department of Defense in
response to an inquiry that we made on March 11 and signed by O. M.
Gale, special assistant, as of April 18.
Dr. York. This is committees also by all the different names that

Senator Jackson. I will tell you some of the names of them. One
is the Joint Master Menu Board. One is the Interservice Flight Ve
hicle Power Group. Another is the Fiscal Sponsors Committee of the
Toxicological Information Center. Another is the Department of
Army Accelerated Item Reduction Program Task Group. Another
one is the Interdepartmental Screw Thread Committee, and then there
is the Helium Policy Committee with the following directive in part :
To study national policies and prevent the loss into the atmosphere of any
appreciable part of the country's helium which has not first served the purpose
of helium.

I am not trying to be facetious.
Dr. York. I will stick by my original statement that a committee or
a committee system is not either bad or good on its own, but it de
pends on how it is used. I am certain that there are obsolete commit
tees. I know that in my own case there are a number of committees
recorded as existing which haven't met for a long time. It is simply
a matter of making a final decision that they never are going to meet
again. But, of course, there are very many kinds. Most of the com
mittees that I deal with are advisory committees of one kind or an
other through which we seek the judgment and advice of experts in
the vast number of fields that we have to deal with.
We have committees in aeronautics, we have committees in electron
ics, and so forth. In electronics we have quite a few different com
mittees, committees that deal with electronic tubes and parts who ad
vise us as to whether or not the total program in the development of
electronic tubes and components is sufficient in all of its aspects. We
have advisory committees on radar and so on.
This class of committee is the advisorv committee and it is

,

gen
erally speaking, not in an administrative chain of authority. Ques
tions which are up for decision are not, generally speaking, put
through the committee to get their views; but, they deal more with
long-range subjects such as whether we are doing enough in certain
scientific or technical fields or whether we are putting our attention
in the right direction.
On occasion a particular problem comes up that we are going to
have to make a decision on at some time in the not-too-distant future
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and we may refer to one of these committees for some particular tech
nical advice in that connection. With regard to committees which are
advisory to me, they are strictly advisory and not authoritative, and
they understand that situation and so do the people in my office.
1 here are other committees, and some of the ones you named come
in this category, which exist simply because there are interdepart
mental problems that need to be considered jointly on occasion. All
three of the services use aircraft engines. It is necessary to get people
together to inform each other as to what is going on and to determine
what might be omitted or where duplication might exist. You have
two choices. You can get a few knowledgeable people together when a
problem comes up and talk about it and then you can all go back to
your offices and 6 months later somebody gets some more people to
gether, or you can decide you are going to get the same people to
gether frequently, and if you do, then you call it a committee. That
is just the word used for a particular group of people that meet on
one problem more than once.
Senator Jackson. The committee system is an ancient and honor
able American custom and I think common to most free society. It
has invaded all of our institutions whether it be in the Federal Gov
ernment or even outside of the area of Government. All organiza
tions use it. I think advisory committees can be very helpful. I am
just wondering about the problem where you have an interdepart
mental committee, for example, or a departmental committee where
the chairman really doesn't nave any power to make a decision. I
believe Dr. Perkins the other day, and some others, pointed out that
so many times when the regular machinery of Government is not able
to provide an answer, it is turned over to the committee and then the
committee gets it and the problem is that no one has the authoritv to
make a decision within the committee and it will stay there awnile,
something will happen to it maybe, and something won't, so I wonder
if you made a distinction between the type of committee where a deci
sion can be made, and those where it cannot.
Now, as to advisory committees, I think they are very useful, but
that is in a different area. That is not what I am directing my ques
tion to.
Dr. York. With respect to the committee that I am concerned with,
in general the chairman has the authority and the only authority. If
votes are taken it is to get a consensus, but in most committees I am
familiar with or most, committees that I am on there is one person
with the authority and the committee is for the purpose of aiding him
to come to a conclusion.
Senator Jackson. I am glad to hear that. I think certainly a com
mittee can accomplish some very useful objectives where there is one
person authorized or some devices set up to reach a decision.
Dr. York. Two that I am involved with happen to be called coun
cils instead of committees. One of them is the Armed Forces Policy
Council. The chairman is the Secretary of Defense and he has the
authority and makes the decisions. The other is the Research and
Engineering Policy Council, of which I am chairman. It consists of
the R. & D. Assistant Secretaries of the services, including the Army's
Director of R. & D., the military chiefs of R. & D. of each service, and
the Director of ARPA. The existence of that committee does not in
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anyway reduce my authority. It is a means I use for finding out what
my colleagues in the services think as an aid to coming to decisions
that have to be made in defense.
Senator Jackson. You find it a useful device?
Dr. York. Yes.
Senator Jackson. I will conclude my questioning at this time by
just expanding a little bit on this point and ask you this. We all hear
from time to time about the amount of redtape within the Military
Establishment. I realize this is a generalized complaint that is made
not only as far as the Militarv Establishments is concerned, but
within other departments of the Government.
I wonder if you could indicate what your chief obstacles are at the
resent in trying to get things done, if you have them, and what might
e done to improve them. After all, we are trying to be constructive
here and certainly welcome any suggestions that you may have to
help get your business done with greater dispatch and more efficiency.
Dr. York. If I had any really good ideas on how to improve it I
would be trying to work them out with the Secretary of Defense or
some one like that within the Department.
Senator Jackson. Where you have the statutory authority.
Dr. York. And where he does.
Senator Jackson. I say to the extent that you have that authority
within the Department.
Dr. York. Redtape is something that we have plenty of. That is
not news. It takes all sort of shapes and forms and each and every
instance is something which can be justified in detail. It is only when
you look at it in general that you can feel that somehow it doesn't
add up. It, of course, causes delays. The problem we started with
is one piece of the redtape, the necessity for producing a new budget
every 12 months and the necessity for having this reviewed in all of
the places that it has to be reviewed within the executive branch and in
the legislative branch of the Government.
There are just myriads of rules. I am afraid that I don't know
what all of the rules are that my colleagues and I are faced with. I
have found it useful, instead of learning what all these problems are
myself, to have some other experts on them trying to give me guidance
or find loopholes in what we are doing. It takes a long time.
Senator Jackson. It takes a few Philadelphia lawvers.
Dr. York. It takes a long time. When one finally has decided to
do something there is a lot of time between when that decision is made
and when it is finally carried out. Much of the redtape which involves
the many reviews we have relates to laws that have been made to cover
one or another kind of special purpose, and relates to the fact that the
budget, comes in pieces.
The "Military construction" budget is an entirely different budget
item from the "Research and development" budget. In the "Military
construction" budget, of course, our facilities which are being built for
research and development purposes are handled within the executive
branch by different people, that is
,

these two budgets, and within the
Congress they are handled by two entirely different sets of committees.
Senator Jackson. That is right.
Dr. York. And just getting these two to mesh is a job. If you have
them meshed and then something goes wrong, there is a change in one
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of them, then you have to coordinate, in all of the expansive sense of
that word, to get the other one to come out right, and there are so
many involved in each of these that it is no mean job. I guess that is
what you mean by "redtape."
Then there are all of the rules and regulations and questions asked
concerning, for example, small business. I have no quarrel with any
of the legislation designed to protect small business and don't mean
to imply I do, but it is one more tiling that people have to take into
account.
There are complicated procedures that take a long time which you
have to go through, if you happen to need new land for some pur
pose. These procedures are designed to protect the public against
unfair seizure by the Government, but at the same time they are
another piece of redtape that we have to be involved with.
We are, of course, concerned with safety procedures at many of our
installations where hazardous activities are underway, such as in
connection with atomic energy, with launching missiles, or in testing
explosives. In order to make sure that safety against accident in
these fields is better than safety against ordinary accidents, which
happens to be necessary because of the kind of publicity that you can
otherwise get, we have all kinds of rules and regulations concerning
safety. These come under the general heading of redtape, too, I
think.
It is such a broad problem that I don't know how you could decide
to get rid of 50 percent or some flat figure like that. What you have
to do is make sure that there are in the Government, both in the Con
gress and in the executive branch, people who are willing to try to
either reduce it or at least not keep it from growing any further.
Senator Jackson. I certainly realize that it is difficult to make
specific recommendations for change without having an opportunity
to have it thoroughly gone into, even though some of these things are
very burdensome. The alternatives make it very difficult.
Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskeb. I take it we are going to be called.
Senator Jackson. We are going to have a vote in just a minute
on the coal mine safety bill. We will have a 15-minute recess and then
I am sure it won't be too long after that. We will be right back. I
hope we won't tie you up too long.
(A brief recess was taken. )
Senator Jackson. The committee will resume. I am sorry, Dr.
York, that we were detained.
Mr. Pendleton, do you have some questions?
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you.
Dr. York, you referred earlier to a Council called the Research and
Engineering Defense Council.

Mr. Pendleton. Could you describe briefly the nature and opera
tions of that Council ?
Dr. York. The nature of the Council is best given by describing its
membership. It consists of the Assistant Secretaries for Research and
Development for each of the services; in the case of the Army that
means the Director of Research and Development, It also includes
the military chiefs of each service, including the Marines, the Direc
tor of ARPA, my two deputies and myself.

Dr. York. Research and Engi Policy Council.
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It meets about once a month and its purpose is to discuss overall
research and engineering problems, particularly in this case from an
administrative point of view. It tries to come up with proposals or
solutions as to how to handle some of these problems better.
Mr. Pendleton. Do you think that this Council has been effective in
coordinating research and development within the services?
Dr. York. Yes; although not so much by its own deliberations but
by suggestions emanating from the Council on how to do it at levels
where more detail can be handled.
Mr. Pendleton. Now, turning next to the Department of State,
what is the present procedure whereby the Department of Defense
keeps the Department of State informed of developments in the
research and development field ?
Dr. Yokk. The primary contact between the Department of Defense
and the Department of State in all fields is through the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs. That is
other than at the level of the Secretaries and through the National
Security Council. In my office I have an Office of Foreign Programs
and one of the functions of that office is to work with the Assistant
Secretary of Defense, ISA, in things which involve State.
As far as I am concerned that usually has to do, though, with things
like problems concerning programs which we conduct in foreign coun
tries, and how we should conduct them, and so on, rather than with
larger scale questions concerning the influence of research and develop
ment on the U.S. foreign policy. These questions are generally han
dled by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for ISA and the Secretary
himself in connection with the Security Council and other groups of
that sort.
Mr. Pendleton. Through those people that you have mentioned,
information on your research and development progress does get to the
Secretary of State?
Dr. York. Yes; through those channels or through the National
Security Council and the Cabinet.
Mr. Pendleton. I have no further questions.
Senator Jackson. I understand you have a 4 o'clock appointment,
Dr. York. I think you can almost make it. It is not more than 15
minutes away.
We want to thank you for your appearance here today and we
appreciate having your comments on the various questions put to you.
The committee will stand adjourned subject to the call of the Chair.
We contemplate our next set of hearings the week after next. We
have not the final dates on that but it will relate to people and we may
be calling you again, Dr. York. If so, we will give you ample notice.
Dr. York. Thank you, sir.
(Whereupon, at 3 :45 p.m., Wednesday April 27, 1960, the com
mittee ad j ourned subject to the call of the Chair. )

X
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 11, I960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.ra., in room 3302
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson, Muskie, and Javits.
Also present : Senator Stennis.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, and Howard Haugerud, professional staff
members, and Edmund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
Today the subcommittee begins 3 days of public hearings on the
problems involved in securing our Nation's finest talents for Govern
ment service in the demanding years of the cold war which lie ahead.
From the outset of our study, we have recognized that human
talent is our most precious resource. Good people can often triumph
over poor organization ; poor people will defeat the best organization.
This theme recurred agam and again at our hearings 2 weeks ago on
"Science, technology, and the policy process."
While recognizing the indispensable role of the career service, we
are focusing this week upon the equally important problems of re
cruiting and retaining topflight political executives —the group of
high officials and their immediate assistants on whom rests the ulti
mate responsibility for governing.
The fact is we have encountered disturbing difficulties in securing
first-rate talent at the very time when the national security calls for
the country's "best brains" to man key posts at home and abroad.
One purpose of these hearings is to explore those difficulties—to
analyze the factors which have made manv reluctant to accept Gov
ernment service. In so doing, we hope to find new means for attract
ing the talent we must have to outthink, outplan, and outperform
totalitarianism.
With this in mind, we have invited seven distinguished citizens
from government, business, law, and the universities to give us their
views on this subject. All of them have wrestled with the problems
which concern us. All, I believe, have important contributions to
make to the subcommittee's work.
I should note at this point that the subcommittee has agreed with
the President that—

testimony by present or former Government officials who have served on the
National Security Council or its subordinate bodies regarding the National
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Security Council and its subordinate machinery will be taken first in executive
session.

We have notified our witnesses accordingly.
We are deeply privileged to have as our first witness this morning
Mr. Harold Boeschenstein, president of the Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corp. Mr. Boeschenstein's Government service began in World War
II when he served as Vice Chairman of the War Production Board.
Then and since he has worked on the problem of recruiting executives
for Government service.
More recently, Mr. Boeschenstein has served as Chairman of the
Business Advisory Council of the Department of Commerce and as
Chairman of the Special Committee on World Economic Practices,
having been appointed to the latter position by President Eisenhower
in 1958. His oackground in business and government for more than
two decades brings to bear a wealth of experience on the questions
before us today.
Mr. Boeschenstein, we are grateful for your presence here. You
may proceed in any way that you wish in presenting your testimony.
I believe that you have a prepared statement.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I have, Senator Jackson.
Senator Jackson. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD BOESCHENSTEIN, PRESIDENT, OWENS-
CORNING FIBERGLAS CORP., TOLEDO, OHIO

Mr. Boeschenstein. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
my name is Harold Boeschenstein. I am president of Owens-Corning
Fiberglas Corp., with general offices in Toledo, Ohio. I am here at
the request of your chairman to present my views as to the problem
the Federal Government has in attracting men of outstanding ability
to Government service for top national security positions; how to
train them better; and how to retain them in service for longer periods
of time. The opinions I express are based upon my experience in
industry and my observations in various assignments related to Gov
ernment under three Presidential administrations.
These include service as a member and (hen as Vice Chairman for
Operations of the War Production Board during World War II.
Subsequently in 1951-52 and again in 1954 I served as chairman of
committees created by the Business Advisory Council, at the request
of the Secretaries of Commerce, to aid in obtaining competent per
sonnel for the emergency agencies set up in the Korean war period ;
-and later to aid particularly the Department of Defense and the De
partment of Commerce in recruiting individuals with character and
experience for a number of important administrative and technical
positions.
I should make it clear that these latter committees were advisory
only to the responsible Government officials. The members functioned
merely to assist officials in locating for their consideration men quali
fied for the job in question and, if requested, we sought to help in
determining the availability of those proposed.
In 1953 I also served on a committee appointed by the Secretary
of the Army to study the organization of the Army and in 1958, at
the request of the President, the Business Advisory Council set up
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a special Committee on World Economic Practices of which I served
as Chairman.
Chairman Jackson, in his letter requesting me to testify, expressed
his conviction that
good policymakers and administrators can prevail over faulty organization,
whereas the best kind of organization, on paper, will still be ineffective if it is
administered and staffed by people not possessing enough knowledge, experience
or skill to discharge their jobs properly.

With this I fully agree.
The making and execution of national policy decisions requires
that key posts in a number of Government agencies—especially the
Deparments of Defense and State? the military services, the ICA, the
Development Loan Fund, and critical positions in the Executive Office
of the President, and the Departments of Treasury and Commerce —
be filled with experienced and able men of character. It requires also
that our Government be able to put to work on key projects—the
building of an airfield in Libya, the construction of a chemical plant in
India, or the extension of the DEW line—the best talents and resources
American industry has to contribute.
In short, as a nation, we must put our "first team" in the field. We
must find ways of attracting and keeping able men and we must find
better ways of utilizing this country's industrial, engineering, and
university facilities to develop and build the weapons, missiles, the
payloads—and to execute the major contracts overseas that constitute,
in considerable part, this country's security.
Your committee's staff has posed several guideline questions to me
and the first of these ask :
How seriously has our National Security policymaking suffered through not
being able to attract the right people for the right job?

Let me make it clear at this point that I believe that in many posi
tions we have obtained the right people. In a number of others, we
have not been successful.
In my experience, there are no one or two simple pat reasons why
we fail to attract more able people to important Government posts.
They vary, depending upon the circumstances and attitudes of indi
viduals.
Probably the most serious obstacle to bringing people from business
and the professions into top level posts in the Federal Government
arises out of the vagueness of the laws and regulations dealing with
conflicts of interest. As a consequence, in various cases there have
been different interpretations over a period of time by the Congress
and by the Department of Justice as to this application. This has
given rise to fear of legal reprisal for alleged or real conflicts of inter
est, and the gravity or personal sacrifices that are called for in order
to remove any basis for allegation of the existence of a conflict of
interest.
Solution may be found in the recommendation of the Special Com
mittee on the Federal Conflicts of Interest Laws of the Association of
the Bar of the City of New York. That now has been in prepara
tion for 2 years.
Senator Jacksox. Mr. Roswell B. Perkins, who is chairman, I be
lieve, of that committee, will be testifying on Friday, as well as Prof.
Bayless Manning, professor of law at the Yale University, who will
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testify this afternoon. I believe that he was the staff director for that
very fine and able effort.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Thank you, yes.
But, in any event, the present situation needs to be clarified promptly
and I hope your committee will find a reasonable solution. Consid
eration could be too late should we be confronted abruptly with a ma
jor emergency.
I should like to express my own view and, that is, I do not believe
that we can legislate probity.
Another deterrent for many men who might otherwise serve their
Government is the prospect of unwarranted abuse. The abuse I speak
of may come in the form of unjustified partisan criticism by congres
sional committees or in the form of extravagant assertions by selfish
pressure groups. Also, I might add, unwarranted criticism which
often comes from the press.
Many business and university people with the kind of experience
needed are neither accustomed to nor willing to subject themselves to
this kind of treatment.

I mention this deterrent without having any very positive sugges
tion as to what, if anything, can be done about it. I, like you, would
be reluctant to encourage any effort to curb freedom of the press or
the right of congressional committees to inquire into the operations
of government. Sometimes I think that these inquiries should be a
little more objective and a little more restrained than they are. Per
haps a realistic answer is the advice voiced by a former President, who
said: "If you can't stand the heat, stay out of the kitchen," even
though this means that some able men are going to be lost to Govern
ment service. They do stay out of the kitchen.
Another major hurdle for many men in private business who pos
sess the kind of experience required for top-level Government jobs,

is the insecurity of public employment and the inadequacy of com
pensation. Men climbing the ladder in a first-rate corporation or on

a university faculty, with children to send to college and homes upon
which payments are still being made, are understandably reluctant to
give up a permanent association, along with accumulated pension
rights, perhaps some opportunity for capital investment, and the
requirement that he sacrifice stock investment he may have acquired
for the uncertainty of a Government job at Government compensa
tion.
Further than this, the kind of men we seek are usually in important
and challenging positions in private life. It is often hard to convince
them that they can be more useful and effective in a Government posi
tion. Hence, we find ourselves time and again looking to older and
retired men, whose experience is adequate but whose vigor and imagi
nation are not always up to the demands of a tough Federal job.
One final point I should like to make refers to the work of the Spe
cial Committee on World Economic Practices, which I have men
tioned earlier, and which the chairman mentioned. The committee
was especially concerned with the study of the Soviet economic aggres
sion and means of countering it. Its membership counted unusually
talented and experienced men including S. D. Bechtel, Frank Stanton,
Eugene Holman, Henry Alexander, S. C. Allyn, Philip Reed, and
Thomas Taylor. These men gave generously of their time and studied
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a great many aspects of the critical problem of economic warfare.
They put in months and months of real effort.
One conclusion the group came to of especial relevance to the prob
lems of your committee, it seems to me, is the urgent need in our over
sea activities of enlisting the more effective participation of American
business. We devoted a section of our report to the topic "Organiza
tion for Public-Private Partnership." Our objective was, as I have
indicated earlier, to put "our first team in the field"—to prove our
capability as contrasted with the best the Communists can comman
deer. To do this, we pointed out that our Government requires im
proved ways of contracting with business and engineering firms and
universities to carry out many of the economic projects overseas that
are important to an effective foreign policy and our national security.
We need, for these tasks, a maximum use of private capital and also
of individual companies, universities, and foundations to provide engi
neering and management skills and technical know-how whether the
projects are financed privately, or by Government, or by a combina*
tion of the two. The effort to expand private enterprise participation
is beginning to make some progress and I hope this will gather mo
mentum so that we may put our country's best foot forward in the

The Federal Government now contracts for a variety of services
that are essential to its defense program as well as for foreign aid. It
contracts, for example, for the design and engineering of major weap
on systems; for critical research projects; and for the management
of laboratories. If we are to develop a fully effective public-private
partnership, there are other areas in which such contracting relation
ships should be developed. This is one sure way to bring to the service
of Government the ablest individuals and institutions this country has.I would like to say one thing, in connection with our experience
during World War II in the War Production Board, as to why I
think it is important that this commit tee do something now.
During the first year or so of World War II, because of conflict-
of-interest concepts, we could not have the steel men running the
steel division, or a man who was versed in the machine tool industry,
and who knew what the different factors were in the machine tool
industry and what different plants were capable of doing; we could
not have men qualified in their respective fields as directors of industry
divisions.
It was a year or more before we got rid of what might be considered
a demagogic concept, and modified restrictions to a point where
we could bring in people who were competent and who understood
the respective areas to which they were assigned.
Gentlemen, I believe that with the weapons available today for
war we would really be in trouble if we had an emergency situation ;
we could not expect a year's period of grace to get our "first team" in
the field.
Senator Jackson. We are very fortunate, I might say, in having
you as our first witness on this all -important subject. I want to
express our appreciation for your very fine statement.
Do you feel that we are in a long, drawn-out struggle with the
Communist bloc that may last 10, 25. or 50 years ?
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Mr. Boeschenstein. I think that we have to assume that. I think
we must assume that.
Senator Jackson. Is that a fair assumption ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. Yes.
Senator Jackson. And recent events, especially of the last few days,
bring into sharp attention, at least, to the people of this country that
we are, indeed, in the cold war, are we not ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. I think that is right.
Senator Jackson. And would you say that it is reasonable to assume
that being in a conflict, or a conflict that is different than any that this
country has ever been involved in, in the past, that is

,

the so-called
cold war, that we certainly should combat it with the same effort and
the same determination that we would in any other kind of a conflict—

is this not a fair assumption ?

Mr. Boeschenstein. Yes; I agree with that. The difficulty is
, I

think, that you do not have in this kind of a situation at least, pres
ently, the same emotional appeal that you have when you are really
fighting an all-out, hot war.
Senator Jackson. We do not have the drama and the advantage of

a hot war.
Mr. Boeschenstein. The main point being that the skill that is

required, if anything, is greater.
Senator Jackson. I am glad to hear you make that statement, be
cause I, personally, feel that the Communists are counting on the fact
that this is

,

indeed, a new experience and that democracies are not
accustomed to a long drawn out, protracted conflict. I think at times
they are sort of banking on a lack of staying power. They question
whether we will put up for this type of long drawn out conflict.
Mr. Boeschenstein. We are notoriously an impatient people.
Senator Jackson. And this can cause problems, to put it mildly ?

Mr. Boeschenstein. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Well, now, the reason that I asked the prelim
inary questions, of course, is in connection with the need that you have
to have the best talent in our Government at all times when we are
trying to combat such opponents, whose objective is to make over the
world in their image.
In the light of that fact, do you not feel, Mr. Boeschenstein, that
there is an opportunity to get better talent and better people into the
Government, if we remove some roadblocks and improve the environ
ment for people to come to Washington and to participate directly in

Mr. Boeschenstein. Well, I am sure of this, because we have had

a good deal of experience in recruiting people. And this has been
under three administrations, and in varying circumstances. The
Korean war was one. We had to find able people and we tried to help,
then, to induce them to come down here during that period of time.
Subsequently, we moved again into the cold war and we were again
called to locate people for these needs.

I would like to make this clear so that there may be no wrong impli
cation : I think that we have some very, very able men in Government
today. I believe that Secretary Gates, Mr. Douglas, and Dudley
Sharp, who have been down here for a long time, as well as many
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others in various posts who have moved up to their positions with
broad experience, have proven ability and dedication. I think a num
ber of the under secretaries and assistant secretaries are highly compe
tent men. I think that we have had some wonderful, competent
people in the past, such as Jim Forrestal and Bob Lovett, and the like.
You cannot find more capable and more dedicated people than they
were and many here now are.
I think that points up another thing ; that is, that those men are men
of character. And they would do their duty for this country, whether
or not they had to sell their stocks, or whether they owned stocks or
had other interests or not ; in other words, I think that this conflict of
interest situation is carried to a perfectly foolish point some of the
time.
A recent case that came to my attention through the press—and it

was after you had called me, Senator Jackson, so I clipped it out of
the paper—had to do with Mr. Mills, recommended for the Federal
Communications Commission. He was the beneficiary, during his
lifetime, of a trust which was controlled entirely by a Dank in which
he had no interest. There were several stocks in communications
companies included in that inherited trust over which he had abso
lutely no control. The bank, carrying out its legal responsibility as
trustee, decided it was unwise to sell the stocks which really belonged
to the children, he having only the benefit of income from the trust.
Yet this was apparently adjudged as a conflict of interest.
That, to me, is just carrying the thing to an extreme. If a man i9

dishonest, he ought not to be m Government.
That is nit-picking, in my opinion.
Senator Jackson. If we were in an actual shooting war it is obvious
that we would have to overlook
Mr. Boeschenstein. That seems to me right.
Senator Jackson (continuing). Some of these provisions in the
conflict-of-interest statute or the interpretations of the statute.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Yes; then this question of compensation is
one that comes up frequently, but I doubt whether compensation alone

is as much of a deterring factor with many as are the benefits which
a man gives up. His career is jeopardized, particularly if he stays
here over an extended period of time. He has the problem of uproot
ing his family and maybe maintaining two homes. He has a problem
of educating his children. He has on top of that, then, the required
disposal of stocks and investments and, particularly, stock in a prom
ising, growing company, if he is in such, that is likely to increase in
value. That may be a tremendous sacrifice to ask a man to make.
That is some of the fat he has to live on later.
Senator Jackson. You say, No. 1, 1 take it from what you have said
up to now, that the first order of business is to revise the conflicts-of-
interest statutes so that the statutes will be workable in the light of
the enormous threat facing this country, and that we will have to face
for years to come, so that we can get the best possible talent in Gov
ernment when we need that talent. Is that a fair statement ?

Mr. Boeschenstein. Yes, sir; so that those statutes are clear and
are not left to interpretation, depending upon the demagoguery, the
trend of the times, or people, either legislative or administrative,
people.
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Senator Jackson. I have suggested one thing that we might do, andI would like to get your reaction to this—and this is a very general
statement that I am about to make:
Might it not be helpful if when they come from industry or from
universities or from nonprofit corporations that are set up to do
research work of various kinds, that there be a contract between the
Government and the industry or the university or the nonprofit insti
tution which will spell out specifically the responsibility of the com
pany, the individual who is coming into Government so that all
parties will know what the responsibilities are, what the risks and the
rights are, so that it cannot later be subject to all sorts of fine interpre
tation which will be used to embarrass someone ; in other words, give
them a specific charter, an agreement, so that the public interest would
be protected, as well as the employer and his employee who comes to
work for the Government.
Do you think something along that line—I am not asking that you
be specific —something in that general direction would be helpful to
avoid unfortunate happenings later ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. Mr. Chairman, I hestitate to give a categorical
answer to that. I think that there might be some difficulties and that
it might be a clumsy way in which to have to deal with each individual
who might come down here. I scarcely believe that is necessary with
most of the businesses. Most businesses are willing to have their
people come if they feel that they are not going to be subjected to
unwarranted abuses and criticism and misunderstanding.
It is the removal of those things that will clear the barriers now
standing in the way of people coming down here.
Senator Jackson. I am thinking of a form contract. The point
that I am trying to make is that a man who may have given 2 or 3
years, productive years of his life, in order to come down toWashing
ton, can be hauled in later, and there may have been a lot of telephone
conversations about his coming down here, but when you get right
down to it

,

there has not been a real definitive understanding in writ
ing of what he is supposed to do, what the Government expects, and
the obligation of the employer. The result is that it can be brought
up many years later, and the individual placed in an embarrassing
position.

I merely thought there might be a better effort to spell out more
specifically the exact arrangement under which he comes to the Gov
ernment. I am thinking of an agreement that would apply to all
emnloyees with a certain company.
Mr. Boeschenstein. A standard form of agreement ?

Senator Jackson. This is what I mean
Mr. Boeschenstein. If that could be arrived at and could be sup
ported, certainly, it warrants investigation. I think it would be par
ticularly worth considering in connection with young men. Bring
young men in earlv for a period of indoctrination and training, so
that they have a background, and thev get some feel of how you
operate the Government and the conditions under which they have
to operate.
Senator Jackson. Is it not a fact that some of our ablest people
that we ne«d in Government are youna: men who stay in business who
are going up the ladder quite rapidly, they have acquired certain
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stock options, they have certain pension rights—they are in the
promotional process.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Yes.
Senator Jackson. It happens that they are the very individuals
also needed in Government. They might be outstanding scientists,
engineers, administrators. Under those circumstances, it seems to
me that we are confronted then with a situation that will require some
kind of special remedy if we are going to use that talent. Certainly,
if we are in a hot war, we would not hesitate to have them in. I
see no difference at all in the situation that we are in now insofar as
the long-range objective of the enemy is concerned. And we had
better be prepared to deal with the situations when they arise.
Do you have any comments as to how we are going to handle that
individual as contrasted, as you so ably pointed out, with the man who
has retired and is leaving industry—that simplifies the problem
there—at least—who has already left business—but how do you deal
with this able, young, aggressive executive that we need. What is
the solution?
Mr. Boeschenstein. I think that these people fall into several
categories.
Not your older man, who is pretty well along, and I mean by that,
is ready for retirement, who is kind of worn out and is just coasting—
rather, I am talking about the man who is at the top of his field—that
is one situation.
The junior executive is another.
Then you have young men, and I mean young men who, perhaps,
have been out of college a couple of years, who are coming into
business, who show real capability.
You have those three categories.
I think I have one suggestion. In the notes given to me by your
staff, and these have some appeal —I think that the program for
bringing these very young men here and giving them 6 months or a
year or more of indoctrination, so that they understand how the
Government works, so that they understand some of the problems
that are different than the problems that we are confronted with in
business—I think there is much value in that.
"We have another precedent, in some degree, in the Business and
Defense Services Administration at the Department of Commerce
wherein their industry divisions do have a turnover of people, usually
in the junior executive category ? who come in from industry and serve
a stint and then go back. 1 think that has worked out quite success-
fully.
The form of contract will have to be spelled out.
I am kind of suspicious of simple answers to these things.
Senator Jackson. We are contracting out now for services with in
dustries, or the universities, and with nonprofit corporations, which
have been helpful, as you pointed out in your able statement.
It is likewise necessary to have in the Government able men to re
view the recommendations that come from these organizations.
Otherwise we would end up in the situation wherein a policy can be,
for all practical purposes, made outside of the Government.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Are not those generally reviewed? For in
stance : the Atomic Energy Commission, when contracting out work,
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is this not reviewed by the Atomic Energy Commission? There may
be some blank spots, but from my own observation in most of these
situations, this work is reviewed and there is policy guidance. There
is an audit, if you please.
Senator Jackson. Yes ; I agree. They are reviewed, but what con
cerns me is this. Do we necessarily have the best talent to review
those recommendations? I know that in these outside organizations
we have some of the finest help in the country. In the end their recom
mendations must be approved by the Federal Government. I, per
sonally, have been concerned, that is in some instances at least, we do
not have comparable talent passing judgment on the recommendations
that have been made by the contractor.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I do not know whether this is done to the de
gree that it should be. I think that the problem is in getting men
who are as competent as the people that you contract with. That is
the problem. And there again, that becomes a matter of judgment.
For instance in the Defense Services, I do not think that a man needs
to be skilled in the military to be able to serve as the Assistant Secre
tary or the Under Secretary or even the Secretary. I think that he has
to be an able administrator. He has to be a man with broad experi
ence and judgment. He has to have a capability for dealing with
people and sizing them up. But to be completely proficient in the
profession as a military man, for example —and you can apply this to
the Atomic Energy Commission field, or any other—it is a little un
reasonable, because that is a lifetime career in itself.
Senator Jackson. I would agree with you, especially where the
civilian has had some experience in government.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Yes. Those are the kinds of people you are
talking about, I take it, that we ought to have to review these
contracts.
Senator Jackson. That is right. I have many other questions,
but I will turn now to Senator Javits.
Senator Javits. I want to join with our chairman in expressing
my gratification at your being present. This is one Senator who
would like to compliment you for your services rendered to our Gov
ernment, particularly in the area of public and private partnership
for helping the foreign economic policy of the United States in its
oversea work.

I am very well aware of your work there.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Javits. I find a number of things in your statement which
are specific which I should like to ask you about.
First, I notice that you make a considerable point of the fear of
legal reprisal and unjustified partisan criticism by congressional com
mittees of individuals who join the Government. We have had quite

a good deal of that. And I join you in protesting against it. I

would like to ask you this specific question.
Suppose we had a committee in the Congress, like this committee
which would in a sense be a public defender, so that if a man did
get his name dragged through the mud as often happens, that there
might be a committee, which because it is seeking to get the best man
power for our Government, would come to his defense. Do you
think that would ameliorate this situation for the individual execu
tive contemplating a career in Government ?
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Mr. Boeschenstein. I think that it very well might help, if it is
a well constituted committee, Senator Javits.
I think along with it, though, there needs to be clarification and a

cleaning up of the conflict-of-interest regulations and statutes that
now obtain. They are pretty fuzzy. And there needs to be some
criteria, it seems to me, as to what a man is expected to measure up
to, which will be guideposts that the executives or the legislative
branch of the Government is to follow in making appointments.
Senator Javits. I called it a public defender.
Mr. Boeschenstein. It could be very helpful.
Senator Javits. I myself, am the sponsor of a bill incorporating
recommendations of the Bar Association of New York, as to the con-
flicts-of-interest law. Would you be able to endorse that piece of
legislation specifically?

I know that you left that open here.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I left it open, because I have not had an op
portunity to review their conclusions. I have read their approach
to the problem. I know who the members of the committee are.
It is a good committee. But I have not read their specific proposals.
Senator Javits. Would you be in a position
Mr. Boeschenstein. You can become a little unrealistic in this
thing. I get back to one thing, that you cannot legislate probity. A
man either has character or he has not. Most of them know what is

right and what is wrong.
Senator Javits. But you do feel that we need to reinvestigate and
reclarify our conflicts-of-interest laws. You do feel that ?

Mr. Boeschenstein. We certainly do.
Senator Javits. Would you consider it too much of a burden, Mr.
Boeschenstein, to read the report of the bar association and let us
know in a letter to our chairman as to whether you agree with it

,
or

whether any changes should be made that you would like to see made.
It is my information that we are likely to get a fairly good reception
on that particular report from Government departments, so it may
become a very practical matter of legislation.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I anticipate reading it, anyway. If you would
like to have my opinion, I would be glad to supply it.
Senator Javits. I would appreciate that.
Senator Jackson. We would be very grateful for any comments
that you care to make.
Senator Javits. I have just one other question; that is the question
of operating by contract. That seems to be a fruitful way in which
to get a high level of help in the Government, and a fruitful way of
working out what you call private-public partnership.
Do you have any practical suggestions for us in that regard as to
how that process might be facilitated and expanded? It is being
worked out now in respect to technical assistance; that is

,

overseas
technical assistance. Is there any way you can suggest to us by which
we can utilize this tool of contract with private agencies more than
we are doing now? Is there anything in our laws—anything in our
practice—anything that we can do about it in the Congress?
Mr. Boeschenstein. I think that some of the departments of Gov
ernment are doing that very well today. I think that the Defense
Department does it very well.
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I think that the Space Administration is using it well.
I think that the Atomic Energy Commission is using it.
As I stated in my testimony, I think that we are doing better, so far
as our offshore operations are concerned. Your problem there, it
seems to me, is that in many of these missions we are represented
by people who have very little industrial experience, and their con
tacts in these countries are with other people in Government. They
are the people they know and want to get along with.
It is quite normal for governments in these various countries to
prefer to get money from us and then have the privilege of dispensing
that as they see fit. We have some of those same problems in our own
country.
The disposition very often is to go along on that kind of a basis.
We are improving, but instead of dealing on that kind of basis, we
should, wherever we can, handle these things by contract with com
petent people.I should like to give an example. We built a fertilizer plant at
one point, which was done incompetently, because we brought in a lot
of people who had never built a fertilizer plant before. And, conse
quently, it does not work. It is a failure. It does not do our country
any good or that country any good. It is a very costly proposition.
If, on the other hand, instead of giving the money outright, we
would contract with people who have built fertilizer plants and who
know how to operate them, and that contract was one which we some
times call a key-in-the-door agreement, in other words, one which,,
when the plant is operating and running and the people are trained
to take it over, then and not until then has the fellow who built it
fulfilled his contract. When he steps out, we would have a going
proposition and it could be done at substantially less cost and with less
money. It would be a demonstration wherever we did things in that
way of the skills and the ability that America has. It would sell our
system, our way of doing business.
We are becoming increasingly conscious of that, but it needs to be
pushed.
Senator Javtts. You have no specific techniques by which we can
push it.
Mr. Boeschenstein. It is a matter for the people who are handling
these agencies. I think that some are trying very hard to utilize this
method. They are trying to build up people with the missions that
we have around the world. I know that Mr. Dillon is trying very
hard to do that. But, we lack experience in these things. Very
often, particularly, the people in the State Department and in some
of the missions have not been trained as to our economic system.
Senator Javits. Do we have enough facilities in the country for
training people that we are going to send out on these jobs ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. No, we do not. We are getting them. Some
of them are through Government effort ; some are through organiza
tions like—I think of the initials; I have difficulty remembering the
full name although I am a member of it—the Business Council for
International Understanding —they have some courses that they are
now sponsoring for both business people going abroad and people in
Government. Business too often sends the wrong people. A lot of
the people that we send out representing industry know very little
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about the culture, about the language, about the economic background
of the land to which they are going. That is because these things
have not been important until relatively recently in the minds of our
people and in our educational program generally.
Senator Javits. Do you think that there is anything to a plan by
which American business would lend for a 2-year period, let us say,
lend its own personnel, and our tax law would allow those people to
be paid by their own companies, so that they do not lose the continuity
of their employment, and yet can help our Government for a limited
period of time ?
Such a scheme has been proposed by a professor at the Stanford
Research Institute.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I do not know just how the details of that
would work, but I believe that in principle it has a great deal of
merit.
Senator Javits. I thank you.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. I have just a few questions, Mr. Boeschenstein.
I take it that we have two major problems, one to upgrade our career
people, to expand the pool from which the policymaking executives
might be chosen ; and secondly, the problem of inviting people from
outside of the Government to come in, because they can make a con
tribution because of the fact that they are not career Government
people.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Will you give me the second one again?
Senator Muskie. The second one is that of bringing people in from
outside the Government, because they can make a contribution in view
of the fact that they are not career Government people. Is that so ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. Yes.
Senator Muskie. Well, now, with respect to the first group, would
you say that it is unrealistic to expect that the Government service can
ever offer the compensation in terms of salary and otherwise which
would compete with those which private industry can offer to young
people interested in careers ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. I do not think that that is quite as much of
a problem as we like to make it. It seems to me that in civil service
where your career people are located, that our problem is that over
a period of time in order to protect its integrity, we have built up
many restrictive rules and in correcting one evil we have set up addi
tional ones. We have arrived at the point—and I have had this
expressed to me by capable people in civil service—where career people
are extremely helpful as long as they do not have to stick their necks
out and make decisions that could be controversial and thereby get
themselves into trouble and impair their careers.
Senator Muskie. Are you saying that there are some people to whom
compensation is not as important as it is to people who are disposed
to seek work in industry and business ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. I believe it depends upon the character of the
people. Compensation means more to some people than it does to
others. There are a great many compensations m Government service.
There is the security that appeals to a great many people. There is
a community of living here that appeals to a great many people.

52710— 60— pt. 3 2
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There are satisfactions in the contacts that they have and in the
broad relationships that they are exposed to that are important.
So it depends a good deal upon the people and what their ambitions
are. I know that we have some extremely able, extremely competent
people among our career people in Government, but I do not think
that we get the most out of them, because too much recognition is
predicated upon seniority. It is a good deal like the situation many
railroads are in. It may get that way in other businesses, too, I find.
Senator Muskie. Is this part of the price we pay for giving those
people security which civil service provides ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. Well, yes, I think that is certainly one of the
prices that we pay.
Senator Muskie. The fact that the civil service employee cannot
be fired, except for cause, is this not likely to stifle his enterprise and
initiative and willingness to take risks in making decisions f
Mr. Boeschenstein. I have had some actual experience with career
people in that I am sure that most are reluctant to take risks. There
is little incentive to do this. I am also sure that because of the problem
in disposing of people for cause the process that you have to go through
presents some difficulties; that it is just not done except m extreme
cases.

Senator Muskie. In Government service, if you are an executive you
are likely to retain people who, if you were in private industry, you
would fire and not give it another thought.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I think that is true with a great many of them.
We do not fire all that we ought to fire in industry.
Senator Muskte. Looking at this conflicts of interest issue, from
this same point of view, particularly in connection with investment in
business interests, is it not true that many times when we are think
ing of Mr. X for a position which is as important as that of under
secretary of some department, that he is asked to divest himself of an
interest which he could not have accumulated if he had been in the
career service for the same period of time ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. That is right.
Senator Muskie. So that, really, what he has to decide basically is
whether there is the same appeal to him in Government service that
there would have been if he had considered Government service in the
first instance ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. That is one way of looking at it. I think what
needs to be kept in mind is that there is no problem in getting people
for high Government positions. The difficulty is getting people of
outstanding experience, ability, and integrity and courage. Those peo
ple are in demand everywhere, and they cannot be treated as self-
seekers.
Senator Muskte. I think that is a very good point of view. I would
like the questions I am asking you not to be looked upon as expressing
criticism of this point of view, but to pinpoint actually what you may
have in mind as a corrective measure.
You are thinking, then, of that area within which we have applied
the direction that business interests ought to be narrowed, that in the
interests of the country we should not require people to divest them
selves of those interests ?
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Mr. Boeschenstein. I think that is true. I think, also, it depends
upon the position that a man is going to occupy. If I am going to be on
the Federal Communications Commission, for example, not having in
mind the recent case I mentioned earlier as a very extreme kind of ex
ample, because it was nothing over which the man had control, then I
think that I should not have an interest in communication stocks. But
then we go into positions where people have no control over procure
ment at all and nave very little contact and nothing to do with the
decisions that affect things in which they may own an interest; we
carry these things too far, to the extreme.
Senator Jackson. I might mention at this point one example that
was called to our committee's attention by a professor at Yale Uni
versity, Mr. Manning, where one of the lawyers in New York was to
be appointed to the Federal Fine Arts Commission, but if he accepted
his law firm would have had to give up all of their Federal antitrust
and tax practice.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Yes, you get into those sort of things.
Senator Muskie. I was interested in your suggestion of contracting
for services. Would you have a different view of a man if he was
serving a Government operation under such a contract as against the
same man, probably, doing the same service as a Government
employee ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. I am not sure that I get your question.
Senator Muskie. Let me put it another way. Are you suggesting —
I take it that you are—that we could use this device of contracting for
services as a way of avoiding the problems of the conflicts of interest
laws which are created when we try to employ outstanding people
from industry ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. The suggestion of contracting for the services
of men came from the chairman, and not from me. I said I thought
it was worth exploring. I thought it was more applicable to younger
men.
Senator Muskte. That would avoid the conflicts of interest
problem.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Under a contract the company has to take
major responsibility. I think that is a clear responsibility. A younger
man might be influenced because of his connections. The older man
who has established his position in a business, who goes into Govern
ment service usually does so because he is impelled to dedicate him
self from a patriotic spirit, because he wants to add to his record, to
his stature, his standing, otherwise he does not come in. He does not
come down here to try to benefit his company, not if he comes from
a top position.
Senator Muskie. I have just one further question.
As to these people brought in from industry, there is the problem
of turnover. They have to return to their private businesses. Are we
likely not to lose some of them before we achieve all of the value that
we can out of their service? There is the interruption of service
which necessarily destroys continuity.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I think that is a very important point, Sena
tor. Unquestionably, service is interrupted down here frequently
just at a time when a man has really gotten the feeling of his job. I
think that very often that is because he can stand the reduction in in
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come and adjustment for a year or two, but when it gets around to 3
or 4 years or more, then it really gets rough.
He can step out of his business for a year or two very often, par
ticularly if he is a fellow who is on his way up, but when he is away
for 3 or 4 years, they close ranks on him and his spot is gone.
Usually a man who does a good job after he comes down here will
find that there is a demand for his services in industry. He can lo
cate someplace else. But when he has to make his decision, he is not
so sure about that ; and then after he is down here for 18 months or

so?
his company may say, "Well, Jim, you will have to make up your
mind to come back here or else we will have to fill the slot."
That is a tough alternative for him to decide to pass up, the pros
pect that his position will be filled up in his old business.
Senator Muskie. Is there an answer to this problem ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. I wish I knew it. I just wish that I knew
it. There are many men who do stay. A great part of them find a
place when they get through very quickly—often a better place than
they had before. But it is a risk.
Senator Muskie. Thank you, sir.
I have other questions. I appreciate your testimony and compli
ment you on it.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Thankyou, sir.
Senator Jackson. Senator Stennis, we are delighted to have you
with us this morning again.
Senator Stennis. Mr. Chairman, I really did not expect to be
called upon. I do not want to intrude upon any other member's
time.
I am concerned about this subject generally. Particularly on the
Armed Service Committee, where you and I serve together, along
with others, where we have a $40 billion budget, and the military man
may do an outstandingly fine job, in this particular field, in spending
large sums of money, but they are not skilled in business practices.
However, we have men like Mr. Gates and Mr. Douglas and Mr.
Sharp, as you have mentioned, and others.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I am quite sure of that ; yes, sir.
Senator Stennis. However, whoever may be elected President this
year to serve beginning January will find all or the major part of
the personnal will be changed. That is the system. They will have
to meet, that is

,

the new ones, this problem of spending $40 billion of
money.
By comparison, as I understand it, General Motors spends around
$3 billion a year, which is the largest corporation in the world, or that
the world has ever seen.

I do not think that there is anything that the administration or the
Congress or you gentlemen in business can do which would be of more
value than to try to formulate some definite plan on this conflict of
interest proposition.
It bothers us greatly on the Armed Service Committee. With what
we have on the books now, there is no other way to go about it. We
have no definite guidelines.

I wish that something could be presented along that line, some
thing definite that is clear.
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The system is not satisfactory to the men who try to serve the
Government. It is unsatisfactory to the members of the executive,
and to the Congress who have to pass on each nomination.
In that connection, there is another point As an illustration, we
had Mr. McElroy who came in, a very fine man. I think he did a
good job, but he was here only 2 years, and then he left.
Getting back to the other problem, take our mutual security pro
gram which is worldwide, with billions of dollars spent every year.
When the administration changes, the whole thing changes. We
must keep the personnel, if this cold war continues for 25 or 50
years, I think.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Yes, sir.
Senator Stennis. You are working in a vineyard here that has few
laborers, where much can be done.
I think that it is a bipartisan approach we must use to achieve a
permanent, civilian personnel in this mutual security program and in
the military, as well as in other programs.
I am close enough to it to know what the problem is.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I think that there is no more important prob
lem that we have in our Government, and I think there is nothing
more important to the country.
Senator Stennis. I do not think that our military, our political
leaders have realized that enough yet, even as we should. And I
commend this subcommittee for going into this subject. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman. Those are all of the comments that I have.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I think that the subject you touched on goes
back a long way. We have not appreciated the necessity or the impor
tance. Our people have been trained in diplomacy, but they have not
been trained upon a broad enough scale to deal with the problems
of economics and the problems of trade, and the character of the
situation that we are confronted with today. It takes time to build
up that kind of trained people, but we ought to be getting about it as
fast as we can.
Senator Stennis. And in these modern times, we will never get
there so long as we look upon it as a political matter. That is my
point.
Mr. Boeschenstein. That is quite right.
Senator Jackson. The mutual security program is one area of the
Federal service that should encourage career people so that we have
some continuity of experience. Unfortunately, that program has been
considered on sort or a year-to-year basis down through the years—
foreign aid would end next year and then next year, it would end the
year following—and the result is that the persons we have had in the
program have not been of that caliber.
Mr. Boeschenstein. That is right. We want to change the think
ing along that line. I think that most of us here have by now.
Senator Jackson. I was interested in the question that Senator
Muskie asked about the young men serving in Government, coming
out of industry for 2 or 3 years, and then when they want to go back
to their own particular firm, or university, their job is not there.
There has been a suggestion that a job placement bureau should be set
up in the Government that should be of help to the young men who
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are of outstanding ability, so that they would not necessarily have to
go back to their own firm or university.
I think that it is a matter of record that many of these able men who
come from industry have worked in Government and have not neces
sarily gone back to their own firm. Is this not correct ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. This is true.
Senator Jackson. Maybe industry could set up just such a bureau.
I did not mean necessarily only the Federal Government. I was
thinking that maybe this could Ibe a responsibility of industry as a
whole to have some kind of an entity that could be responsible for
that, so that where men are in Government temporarily, and want to

fo
back to industry, they could have access to their talents—a clearing-
ouse arrangement. Do you think that there is anything in that ?
Mr. Boeschenstein. I think that the problem is not the really capa
ble fellow, with some experience in Government, finding a position;
usually he finds a substantially better position. It is more a matter
of unwarranted apprehension on the part of the fellow coming here,
than it is an actual fact. As you were talking, I was reminded of a
capable young fellow that I know who has just severed his Govern
ment connections and who now has a number of good offers. There
are a number of management firms which you are familiarwith, where
there are always opportunities for those kind of people. I would not
think that a good man would need a placement bureau.
Senator Jackson. Really, it has occurred to me that there might be
some merit from the standpoint of security or assurance to the young
man who comes to Government, knowing that, at least, his talents
when he is ready to leave, will be well known. That is where the prob
lem arises in part, does it not? In coming here, he is thinking: "Of
course I will be out of the main stream of business, and I am going to
be lost."
Mr. Boeschenstein. It is most difficult to classify these factors and
put a clear evaluation on them, because along with it goes the problem
of pulling up stakes and moving into another community and putting
the kids in school, and running into the housing problem, whether to
rent, while you are in Washington, or to sell your other home. Those
things all go together in creating uncertainty and apprehension.
Senator Jackson. I want to ask you another question, which is in
line with the need to get not only outstanding men in Government,
but to get them to stay in the top political posts for a period of time.
I wonder what your reaction would be if the Senate adopted a resolu
tion in which it was indicated that it was the sense of the Senate that
in nominating people for top positions in the national security field,
that it would be reluctant to confirm people for top positions who are
not willing to stay for a reasonable period of time, inasmuch as the
Senate does have the constitutional responsibility to pass upon the
appointments by the President. We do not want to interfere, nat
urally, with the broad constitutional powers of the President, but we
also have the constitutional power to give our advice and consent. I
am speaking now in a broad sense.
We will have a new President next year, in any event,
And if we were to pass such a resolution this year, it might be help
ful to the new President in selecting top men of caliber, to know in
advance that if you come down here you will serve 4 years, and not
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serve a few months or a year or two. What would be your reaction to
that?
Mr. Boeschenstein. My judgment is that that would be a deterrent.
A man does not want to feel that he has to make a commitment when
he moves into something that is unknown.
Senator Jackson. I am limiting this now, you see, to the critical
positions, not to every Federal position. I am thinking of the key,
the important jobs in the field of national security.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Generally, I think that this must be empha
sized when a man comes in, but I think that if he thought that
there was such a formal expression on the part of the U.S. Senate,
he would feel then that he was taking on an obligation or a commit
ment to stay for an established period of time, irrespective of circum
stances which might develop, the uncertainties that he cannot antici

pate. I know of a fellow I helped to bring down here for a very
important Defense Department post; 4 months later his wife de
veloped cancer. He had a reason for leaving.
Senator Jackson. I meant a compelling reason.
Mr. Boeschenstein. And you have all kinds. That is an extreme
example, but you have all kinds of circumstances. And I think that
that would serve as a deterrent to these people, rather than a help.
Senator Jackson. If there were compelling personal reasons, that
would be one thing, but what concerns us, that is

,
some of us on the

committees that pass on these people who are appointed, is that we
know in advance that they are only going to stay 18 months, or 24
months. And I think that if they have a choice between two out
standing people and one can serve the full period, assuming that you
know that, and there is not any real reason why lie cannot, is this not

amore desirable situation ?

Mr. Boeschenstein. It is, sir. More desirable. I do not think
that is the way that you will get it. I believe, for example, that when
Mr. Gates and Mr. Douglas came down here, they anticipated much
less of a period than they have had. They have moved on from one
position to another.
Mr. McCone came down here, and he has remained on. I am sure
that he will stay on as long as he is wanted and needed.
A great deal depends upon the man.

I think that by setting up yardsticks, that might be considered
pretty rigid, you might have it serve as a deterrent rather than a help.
Senator Jackson. That is the last thing that we want to do, is to
make rigid standards, but to give some expression of concern about
the turnover. Frankly, I think it is better not to appoint people to
serve 18 months, 24 months. The turnover in the Pentagon has been
enormous, as you know. They are still briefing them when they leave.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I have been through the whole gamut of that.
That has been true through the whole period of my time.
Senator Jackson. I am not referring to any one period of time.
It does not make any difference whether the next President is a Re
publican or Democrat.
Mr. Boeschenstein. He still has the same problem.
Senator Jackson. That is right, and both political parties are
guilty of appointing these people because the first consideration
sometimes is given to what they did in the campaign. They come
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down here with the idea that they will receive a lot of prestige, and
that is fine for their wife, and so on, and then they leave. I say that
both political parties are guilty of that sort of appointment. What
we are trying to do in this broad area of national security is to see
if we cannot get some of these people who are dedicated and de
termined and are willing to stay a longer period of time. Of course,
this resolution would not be a straitjacket. It is merely to indicate
the concern of the Senate over the turnover in personnel in key na
tional security positions. I think too often they come down—and I
emphasize again under both political parties—with the idea that,
"well, I am going to get a job in Washington —it will be nice for a
couple of years—it is very intriguing," and then they leave.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I do not think those kind of people ought to
come down, in the first place.
Senator Jackson. But they are coming.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I think that we have got to try to persuade
people to come down for these top spots because this is of such great
importance and such a challenge to them that they want to come. ButI think that one of the things that you get into—one of the reasons
some of these people leave, to be perfectly candid about it

,

and we
might as well recognize this fact— is that they are not fitted tempera
mentally, they have no political feel and sense, they cannot take the
pressures—they do not understand the political give and take of Gov
ernment service. And then when some of them come up before the
Congress, somebody tries to beat them over the head. And they spend
so much time testifying before committees, they spend so much time in
interagency meetings, and in various policy and contact groups and
what have you—that they feel frustrated. They feel ineffective.
They get the heeby-jeebies. Sometimes they stay up too late at night,
too. A friend of mine once said that it was "not the per diem per day
but the per noctum per night" that compelled him to retire.
Senator Jackson. You have stated it very well. I think that you
have given an accurate description of life in official Washington, es
pecially those who come down for these special assignments.
Mr. Pendleton.
Mr. Pendleton. Mr. Boeschenstein, there is one question that I

would 1 ike to ask. You referred to the Mills case.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Yes.
Mr. Pendleton. In that case, by statute, there was concern with
stock ownership. I believe that situation applies in other cases for
the regulatory bodies. In many cases appointments are made to Fed
eral positions where the law does not have any provision covering
stock ownership. Yet a practice has grown up in some of the con
gressional committees to investigate a man's portfolio before he is

confirmed for these positions.

I think in many of these situations it has become a burden on the
appointee and on the committee which is trying to exercise judgment
without statutory guidance or without any clear definition of what its
responsibiltiy may be.
Do you have any suggestions or thoughts in regard to that?
Mr. Boeschenstein. I have tried to indicate what I think about it

but I believe there must be a clarification of the statutes, because
everyone is interpreting them according to his own lights and, with
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out disrespect, demagoguery of the worse kind is resorted to some of
the time. It is onerous to honest people, dedicated people to have
everything they own, their whole works, exposed and then impugned
one way or another, for no good purpose, so far as they are concerned.If they are not having to deal with things that conflict—if they have
no procurement power, if they have nothing to do with anything that
relates in substantial part to their interest, there is no point to it.
It is onerous to them. And these statutes will have to be clarified for
better or for worse. Then we do not have to rely upon interpretations
by various individuals.
These interpretations happen in the executive as well as the legis
lative areas: if you do not get hit in one place, you may get nit
someplace else.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you.
Senator Muskie. What would you say, where we can get an over-
supply of people anxious to run lor the House and the Senate, why
it is almost impossible to get people for these appointive positions?
Mr. Boeschbnstein. Perhaps it s because you do not have as many
statutes applying to you.
Senator Jackson. We can change them when we get here.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I think that you are entitled to be treated with
respect. And I think that some of these other people are, too. I
think that they are entitled to that.
Senator Muskie. Maybe if it was more selective, we could get more
selective people.
Senator Jackson. I wonder if you would care to comment on the
role of the citizens committees. You have served as the chairman re
cently of one. What is your general idea about their helpfulness and
drawbacks, if any? Would you care to comment on that?
Mr. Boeschenstein. I cannot speak speak for all of them. I can
not speak for the purposes of all of them.
The Business Advisory Council has been a very helpful instru
mentality, frequently in an informal kind of way. It lias no au
thority. It operates through the Secretary of Commerce and, at his
request, has also served the State Department, the Treasury, and the
Defense Department very extensively. It lias done a good job to
locate and to help recruit people, in persuading companies to let their
people come here. I believe that over a period of time the Members
have become very jealous in maintaining the highest kind of record of
integrity and complete honesty in Government. I think there are
other groups of that kind.
I think that another group that has quite recently come into being
is useful, the Business Committee for International Understanding,
which has set up a training course previously mentioned. And people
from the State Department and some of our missions abroad, as well
as business representatives of companies operating abroad, are invited
and urged to attend. They get some weeks of background in culture
and economics and languages, and a better understanding, so that they
are better representatives of the country. I think that those things
are good. I think they are very good for a better understanding of
our own Government.
Of course, we have had people on various advisory and other com
mittees and in the War Production Board who put their interest in
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their own industries or their own companies ahead of the country, but
show up pretty quickly and are put in their proper place, just like
that.
Senator Jackson. That is something that one has to anticipate,
whether it is in the Government or wherever itmay be.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Are there any further questions ?
If you have anything that you would later like to add to your testi-

and we will be delighted to have any additional comments that you
may care to make.
Mr. Boeschenstein. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. We are very grateful, as I said earlier, for your
appearance. You have been very helpful. We probably will be call
ing on your later for some additional advice and counsel.
Mr. Boeschenstein. I want to be helpful in any way that I can-
Thank yOu very much. You have been most courteous and considerate.
Senator Jackson. Thank you. You have been very helpful to us.
Our second witness this morning is the Honorable Roger W. Jones,
Chairman of the U.S. Civil Service Commission. I think that I may
safely say that no man in Government today better represents the

Mr. Jones entered Government in 1933. From 1939 to 1959 he
served with distinction in the Bureau of the Budget. He was an
Assistant Director and Deputy Director before being appointed to his
position in March of last year. It is no surprise that Mr. Jones was
one of the first to receive the President's Award for Distinguished
Federal Civilian Service and one of the first to receive the Career
Service Award of the National Civil Service League.
We are very pleased to have you with us this morning, Mr. Jones.
We will be delighted to have you proceed in your own way. I under
stand that you do not have a prepared statement.

STATEMENT OF ROGER W. JONES, CHAIRMAN, U.S. CIvTL SERVICE
COMMISSION

Mr. Jones. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I do not have
a prepared statement. The reason why may seem a little peculiar.I felt that I could not do the kind of a job that I wanted to do for
the committee if I had to stick to a prepared text.
Senator Jackson. We do not have any set rules. You just proceed
in your own way. We are delighted to have you with us and have the
benefit of your invaluable comments on this important problem.
Mr. Jones. Mr. Chairman, the committee is concerning itself with
matters to which I have probably given more attention over a period of
years than almost any other one subject in connection with my official
duties. Consequently, I do have some degree of experience and a high
degree of conviction about this whole problem of obtaining adequate,
competent manpower for the Federal Government at the political
level and at the career level, and at a third most important level, at
the level of the folks who advise those who are here in either the career
or political posts.
I recognize that the committee must deal with problems which are
primarily concerned with the national security. That, however, I

You will have a copy of it
,
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do not think removes the inquiry from the broader considerations of
similarities between national security problems in the personnel field
and similar problems in the other agencies.
We have made some effort in this country to adopt a position of
maintaining that on national security matters we rise above partisan
politics. In fact, this is often true. And certainly it becomes true
when we have a serious incident of the kind that recently has plagued
us. We find in the morning newspapers an account of the majority
leader of the Senate making it perfectly clear that there will be no
partisanship in the way in which this matter is handled.
There has been stressed this morning the necessity for bipartisan
ship in our foreign aid program—in programs pertaining to foreign
policy work. In very much the same way, I think the same type of
consideration should pertain to our defense picture.I may be unrealistic because I am a product of the career service,
but I think that in the fields in which you are looking, Mr. Chair
man and members of the committee, we could do more to remove
participants from the area and the arena of partisan politics.
This, however, means some rather considerable changes in attitudes
of our political parties and our political leaders.
I do not suggest that we should depart from the concepts of some
degree of partisan regularity in the major policy officers who are
attached to the administration. To do this, I think, would be a very
great mistake.
I think that it would build irresponsibility and give a false sense
of security which would not be justified. But I do suggest that if
the administration be Democratic and the principal appointees to the
Department of Defense be Democrats, or vice versa; if the adminis
tration be Republican, and the chief appointees are Republican, that
they could quite effectively be removed from the arena of partisan
politics by taking them off the speech circuits for one thing, and by
removing them from the necessity of having to make essentially par
tisan defenses of their policies before committees of Congress.
The witness who preceded me indicated that all of us in the execu
tive branch from time to time, if in policy positions, must expect to
give reports of stewardship in detail and at length to the committees
of Congress. With this I most heart ily concur.
I believe, however, there can be a greater degree, particularly in
the national security field, of agreement prior to the time of hearing
reports of stewardship, as to what, is going to be covered, who is going
to cover the ground, and how to share responsibility for keeping
things in focus and the effort on the track.
I would dislike to see a day in which America took the position
that it was not the proper function of Congress to investigate, to
question, and to do so in a most searching manner into the discharge
of the executive responsibility. This is a very necessary concomitant
of our entire democratic philosophy in our system of separation of
powers.
But I do make a plea for more responsibility at both ends of the
avenue as to how we approach this in the national security field.I will come back to this later on, if time permits.
Mr. Boeschenstein said he had some experience with senior career
people which led him to have some doubts and possibly some worries
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about the extent to which we can depend upon career people to serve
in a policy capacity. I have no doubt that this is the case. I think,
however, that here again we are growing up. The sort of lesson we
learned under the spur of necessity in World War II has taught us
to be more sophisticated in attitude of mind toward our career service.
In a strange kind of a way, perhaps one of the best services that
could have been done for the career service was performed by the
second Hoover Commission Task Force on Personnel and Civil Service
when, in their efforts to keep the career man, particularly the senior
career man, free of contamination of politics, they suggested a course
of action that would also remove him from any contamination of
policy.I think I was one of the first people to inveigh somewhat heavily
against this approach. Perhaps I have succeeded in convincing a few
people, including some folks at this end of the avenue, that the politics
of policy and the politics of party in the departments and the work of
the departments should be kept distinguishable, and clearly dis
tinguishable, and furthermore that the senior career man who is un
willing to concern himself with the politics of policy should not be
in a senior career post. He should either remove himself from the
scene completely and find his destiny elsewhere, or he should be con
tent to remain at middle levels, where policy questions are not his
concern.
The Congress itself over the years has done much to respect this
attitude of mind from senior career people.
Because of the turnover in policy jobs, to which the chairman has
referred, there has been an increasing dependence upon senior career
people to provide continuity in reports of stewardship, if nothing
more. And I do not complain about this. I think that it is sound,
because it gives the career man a sense of responsibility and sets him
in a framework which brings out the best in the senior career people.
The reverse item of the coin, of course, is where to stop the career
man. If he intends to fill or is permitted to fill the vacuum which has
been created on more than one occasion by too rapid turnover in
partisan politics, our system may be in trouble,
I wish that I could give you a simple answer to this dilemma. I
cannot. I can, however, make a suggestion or two which grew out of
considerable thought and conviction.
The committee is, I am sure, aware of studies that have been made
of this problem of turnover in senior positions in the Federal Govern
ment, particularly in the political policy officers. I believe I am not
shocking you when I indicate that that has dropped now to a point
which I, as the chief spokesman for the career service, being Chairman
of the Civil Service Commission, find extremely dangerous.
If the figures recently collected by Harvard are correct, we now have
a tenure of office in senior political appointees of only, approximately,
1 year. I submit that this is a political problem, and we have got to
approach it exactly in that fashion.
The reasons for the reduction in tenure of political officers are not
entirely because they are thin skinned and that they get kicked
around by Congress and the press and the like, or because they are
missing higher kinds of compensation or fringe benefits, or having
difficulties as to conflicts of interest.
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Those are all in the picture, yes. But in part those are not as im
portant factors, in my mind, as two other things, I do not know
whether they have been brought to the committee's attention.
The first? and perhaps of less importance than the other, is the feel
ing to which Mr. Boeschenstein referred—frustration which very
rapidly overtakes the policy officer in the kind of world in which we
live today.
I believe that this policy frustration grows out of a lack of readi
ness for Federal service and a consistent lack of information about
the kind of environment in which he is going to be operating.
This is a problem of communication and of proper indoctrination,
and it is a problem of training which our two major national party
committees will have to take unto themselves.
The second reason, which I think has not been very much referred
to hitherto, for rapid turnover is a different kind of thing. It is very
difficult for me to put it into words, but it grows out of a belief by the
policy officer that if he stays beyond a certain point he, too, will be
come contaminated with politics in the partisan sense, in a way which
will interfere with his subsequent business or professional career.
I have had no less than a dozen people tell me this over the course
of the last 7 or 8 years. As recently as this last weekend, I had such
a conversation. I tried to get permission to quote my informant this
morning. He asked me not to do it

,

because he was afraid that quot
ing him by name would make it appear that he was critical of the
Cabinet officer under whom he had served, and who had attempted to
get him to fulfill a somewhat more partisan role than he considered
professionally to his advantage.
We must remember that by and large our so-called political officers
today, are not politicians, in the whole sense of the word. They are
not men who have dedicated their lives to participation in the political
process in connection with partisan issues.
Many of them have never run for elective office. Many of them have
never held appointive office within their own parties, except on a nom
inal kind of basis, perhaps as a member of the town committee or
something of that sort.
This is in sharp contradistinction to the men who made up the
Cabinet and the sub-Cabinet offices, in the course of our history right
straight up to about the time of World War L

The change began to come at that time. It came at that time in
part because the responsibilities of Government began to grow very,
very rapidly. And as they grew, there came to be a greater need for
the expertise which could be given only by men who had been trained
in the free enterprise system.
It came also for another reason. That was because we had broad
ened the base of our involvement in the American political process
through the revolution in communications that has come about in our
own time.
Time and space have both been collapsed by communications.
It was a very easy thing to avoid politics when there was no need
to do anything other than to refuse to read a given column in the
newspaper. Today we cannot do that. We do not seek to do it.
Politics comes into our lives at every level of Government and outside
of Government, everywhere we turn.
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The radio, television, newspapers, periodicals, conversations over
the luncheon table, at the dinner table with our friends all touch
upon politics and national issues constantly. Politics has become
part and parcel of the American way of life. And this is good—
tremendously good.
If we talk about political issues, we find ourselves constantly sitting
in judgment on the political problems, but what we do not do, and
this is true of career people as well as people on the outside, is to put
ourselves in the position or in the shoes, I should say, of the persons
who have to make the political judgments, and to think "What would
I do if suddenly I had this responsibility ?"
It is something about which we are interested, but which we do not
feel a part of.
Here again the process of political education that I think we are
going to have to adopt comes in.
I have been somewhat leisurely in my remarks up to this point,
because I wanted to develop this in order to make what I hope will be
four points.
Senator Jackson. You may take your time.
I want to say at this point, if I may interrupt, that I admire your
rugged candor.
Sir. Jones. Thank you, sir.
The first of these points that I would like to make is this : We need
to ask both of our major political parties to do some soul-searching.
And in the process of that soul-searching, to agree that they will, in
turn, do three things : Look carefully among the rolls of their adher
ents and find men who, by training, experience, community standing,
known integrity, known aptitude for being able to take it on the
chin, would make good Government policy officers, if you will. Let
them make that choice.
And second, they must undertake the responsibility of seeing to it
that these people, in spite of their known predeliction to one point of
view or another with respect to politics and political issues, have a
basic understanding of how these attitudes of mind—how these ap
proaches of policy and principle are used on the national scene, and
why, if they become part of the national administration, they must
come down here primarily as policy administrators, not the captives
of the special constituency of the particular agency to which ap-

?ointed.
They must come down here as loyal lieutenants of the

'resident of the United States whom they must serve and whose views
about the principles and aims of his party they must put in the fore
front of their own consideration and discharge of their jobs.
In other words, I am asking our major parties to teach an under
standing^ what the party stands for before they appoint people to
office in Washington.
Third and finally, the parties themselves should tackle this problem
of turnover. Our political officers do not stay long enough. That is
manifest.
The experiences of the Department of Defense, which has been
referred to in the committee's report, published last January, is more
favorable than that of some other departments.
The impediments to a long period of service are all those which
have been laid forth before the committee in the testimony of others
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than myself, and in the very able staff work that has been performed.
I do not think that you have to worry too much about questions of
compensation, when it comes to the major Cabinet officers themselves.
But, gentlemen, there is a vast difference between being the Secretary
of Defense and being the Assistant Secretary of the Army. You can
always get men of integrity, foresight, courage and vision, of ability,
to become Cabinet officers.
You cannot always hold the standard quite so high for men in
subordinate posts unless you are prepared to meet some of the kinds
of criticism which have been made to this committee. And conflict
of interest is only one.
And in this respect our American businessmen are getting far too
thinskinned, in my particular view.
What you have to do is to look long and look hard and convince
these people that the obligation of Federal service has got to be some
thing other than the in-and-out-in-12-months' philosophy. "Whether
we like it or not, the complexity of the job we have to perform today—
and in this I can speak with complete authority—does not permit a
man in a major policy post to make very much of a contribution, short
of 1 year. It takes 6 months —literally that long—to get his feet on
the ground, and another 6 months to get to know how the system works
and to deal with the major issues, so that the full impact of his train
ing and experience and everything else can make a contribution.
There are thousands of personnel equations which have to be
learned. There are thousands of methods of doing things which have
to be mastered and which are quite different from those they have
had before. After 12. months he is in a position where he can begin
to make a contribution, and his contribution goes up in better than
arithmetic progression thereafter every month he stays on the job.
I will come back to what I said earlier.
If we constantly have this system of turnover, in which the ever-
changing professional policy officer departs as soon as he gets briefed
and the career serviceman gets adjusted to working effectively, and
you start all over again, you are going to find career service people
are going to do one of two things, and maybe a little of both. Either
they are going to do exactly what Mr. Boeschenstein said had hap
pened in some cases— they are going to pull in their necks and- not
want to get committed to any kind of policy lest they find themselves
out on a limb from which there is no retreat, or, alternatively, they are
going to get so careless about this whole system that they are going
to assume that there is no particular need for putting out, because the
new bosses are not going to be here long enough. Either course leads
them to appear inefficient and tempts them to provide continuity by
simply filling the vacuum as inconspicuously as possible.
You could perform no greater disservice to the responsible senior
career service than to give them the opportunity to do either one of
those things.
I repeat, gentlemen, this is a political party problem that our major
?arties

have got to face. You cannot put all of this burden on the
resident of the United States. We know how hard it is if he calls
you on the telephone and asks you to do a job, or if he has one of his
assistants do that, but what better position could you put him in, if
each party took over the job of seeing to it that folks were not only
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capable of working together, but agreed to stay and have the necessary
political indoctrination before they got here. And after they come,
we can do a better and a more responsible and a quicker job of agency
and governmentwide indoctrination. And that we are beginning to
pay some attention to.
If I may turn to another kind of problem for a moment, the sugges
tion has been made that part of the trouble with our career service in
Defense and elsewhere is the difficulty of getting rid of people.
In a civilian service setup of about 2% million people, something
within the neighborhood of only 17,000 firings for cause per year,
would seem to make the case self-evident.
Here again, I would submit to you that we are dealing with a very
strange phenomena. We are dealing today with the situation in which
being fired from a career job in the Government of the United States
carries with it a lifelong stigma. I say this with a great conviction ;
and I say it with a very great regret, and with the greatest of appre
hension for the future unless we turn this thing about.
A man can be fired by the Hecht Co. or the General Motors Corp.
for any one of a dozen reasons which have nothing to do with his basic
competence at all, and he can turn right around the next day and be
hired by Studebaker or "Woodward & Lothrop, with no stigma
attached.
I submit to you that a man who is fired by the Quartermaster Corps
of the U.S. Army lives under a cloud from then on. If he is fired by
the Secretary of Defense, the cloud is even greater.
Within his own community he finds himself almost an outcast.
I am not going to try to say what has brought this about. I do not
know. It is too easy to oversimplify. But the result is unjust to the
individual, just as the complicated procedures for dismissal for cause
can also be unjust to the agency.
This second problem grows out of the difficulty of the mechanics
of firing people either for incompetence or because they do not fit into
the picture. There is no method for making changes simply because
the situation is one in which you need new faces.
So long as we must have on our statute books the precise procedural
arrangements that are now part and parcel of the law as to preferences
for veterans, and which are increasingly by the courts being applied
to nonveterans —just so long are we going to interfere with simple,
equitable processes whereby we can get people out of the picture.I am not asking for power to fire career people for partisan reasons
or anything else of that sort. I do not think that we should do that.I do not think that we would. But I do suggest that perhaps if the
Congress and the executive agencies will take a little bit more chari
table view of giving administrators more discretion as to the kind of
people they need, we could keep our Federal service more responsive
to its needs by some personnel changes without interfering with the
advancement of the competitive civil service.
I am not afraid of the spoils system. It is gone. I think it is
gone for good.
No responsible administrator today could stand even before his
own party for very long and take the attitude of mind that, "I do not
want anyone working for me unless he is a good Republican," or "a
good Democrat."
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But I do think until we simplify discharges and until we do some
thing to remove the supposition that if a man loses his job in the
Federal Government that he is stigmatized as being unfit to do any
thing else, we are going to have increasing trouble.
The next problem I have to take up has to do with pay. We
cannot expect, and we should not expect, that Government compensa
tion levels are going to be directly competitive with American business
and industry, particularly at the top. This would be too much for
the American people to accept, and properly so, in my judgment,
because there are many, many intangible benefits of Government serv
ice that should not be measured in terms of dollars and cents. But
we should have reasonable comparability, and in the lower grades,
equality.
You will never have any difficulty getting Cabinet officers for
$25,000, partly because there are enough men in American who can
afford to be Cabinet officers at $25,000 and partly because those who
are not perfectly able to afford it

,

will do so because of the honor
and the prestige of the job, and the feeling that in this kind of service
they will have done a little bit for a way of life to which every one
of them is dedicated.
However, if we st ick to traditional views, we have to raise the Cabi
net salaries, and with them the salaries of the Congress of the United
States, which has adjusted its salaries onlv five times in a hundred
years. If you can point out to me any industry or business that has
waited for 20 years, on the average, for an adjustment of its salaries,

I will be very surprised. The American people expect that the Mem
bers of Congress are going to be at least comparable in pay with
Cabinet officers, although for a long time, as you, know, their salaries
were somewhat below that of a Cabinet officer. I think it is time that
Congress stopped being afraid of the salary issues with respect to ex
ecutive compensation and treated themselves and the executives of the
executive branch, and necessarily some others, in a manner which is

more directly comparable with what happens on the outside.
And only by so doing can you put a ceiling on salaries below the
top Cabinet level which do make you comparable enough with private
industry to get the kind of people that you want.
There are other impediments, such as pulling up roots to come to
Washington, buying a house, or renting an apartment, changing the
locus of your family. Those are things which I think the Federal
Government should pay for and should pay for directly. Industry
pays moving costs. So ghould Government. It should also give the
man an adequate salary to do the job he comes to assume.

I am not asking for anything specific at the moment, nor am I

indicating that this involves $2,000, or $5,000, or any number of thou
sands of dollars. I think it is a matter that could be gotten at very
quickly through proper committees, and would cost far less than many
Members of Congress feel.

I would suggest, for instance, that for less than $20 million a year
we could straighten out the entire top salary structure within the
Federal Government.
The fringe benefits of the Federal Government—and I do not like
the term that is in common usage—are good. The fringe benefits of
industry for executives are even better.

52710—60— pt 3 3
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What should we do about asking a man to come into Government
for a period of 4 years, and to interrupt the security which he is
building for the future through the other benefits, when the Govern
ment gives him nothing except social security for that period of time?
Kemember, he has to stick around 5 years before he comes under
the Federal Government retirement provision. I do not believe that
it is asking too much—that it is contrary to the American principle
and ideal—to arrange for our major political officers to continue what
ever kind of a supplemental retirement system may exist, in addition
to social security, when we ask them to come down here and serve 3-
or 4 years.
It will require, of course, the Federal Government to make the con
tribution to an outside retirement system, but I find nothing par
ticularly wrong with that.
It leads, of course, directly into the next question, which is the
question of conflict of interest.
Here again, at the risk of oversimplifying, I would state that this
pertains to three major problems. What kind of a life has a man
led before he comes to public office or is nominated for public office ?
What may he do while he is in public office ?
What may he do or, perhaps better stated, what must he not do when
he leaves public office ?
i As to the first, he must be publicly acceptable and must not be
unfit for the proposed office. I suggest another thing, too.
I have no pride of authorship in this idea. It has been laughed at
by a good many people, but I still think it is the nub of something
worth while.
I find that the willingness of many segments of the unthinking
American people to say that it is all right to cause a man to take a
loss of several million dollars for the privilege of serving his Govern
ment, simply because he can afford to do that, is not a reflection of
the basic belief of America in fair play.
Neither do I think when you ask a man to divest himself of all of
his interests, his financial interests, in a given company or a given
line of enterprise, that you are necessarily divesting him of a con
tinuing interest in that company or in that line of enterprise. If
anything, you are probably increasing his interest in it.
Into the bargain, you are making a kind of martyr out of him
that may go well for the moment under the pressure of public duty,
but does not over the long period of time.
I personally believe that we could undertake to have within the
executive branch and, if necessary, within the legislative branch—
although I think that the two should be entirely separate—advisory
services to the President and to the committees of Congress on the
man's portfolio. Probably some divestments could and should be-
made under given circumstances, if the man was going into a certain
line of work, but I do not think that the association of one part of a
portfolio with another means anything at all.
But even if they do mean something, I think that this could be-
managed very simply by the device of turning that portfolio over to
completely disinterested managers for the period of the man's service
in the Federal Government.
Some of the committees have opposed this idea on the grounds
that it is asking too much to assume that there will be no contact
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between the individual and the person who is doing the portfolio
managing. I think that can be very simply arranged by doing it
under a Federal statute, or under a Federal instrumentality setup
outside of the ordinary organizations of the Government to do it

,

with adequate safeguards against interference.

I would not have the Secretary of the Treasury do it. Some people
have suggested that.
Above and beyond that, I think that we need very much to clear up
the present confiict-of-interest statute along the lines of the New York
bar report. They have, perhaps, for my money, at least, overstressed
the part of advisory people, part-time folks, the consultants, and have
adopted a little bit too tight a rein on the people who come down for
full time, but perhaps this is just as well, because it is easier to modify
things that are too tight than it is to make them tight after you once
get them in.
When a man is here, we have never yet examined enough the concept
of permitting him to dissociate himseif from policy decisions affecting
his prior interests or work. Obviously they affect the way of life
which he has dedicated himself to on the outside for many years.

I think that we should try it. I think that we should try it in a

goldfish bowl, by public announcement in the same way a judge oc
casionally makes a public disqualification of himself in a given case.
If you think this only pertains to the man who comes in to serve in

a political post, I think that you are wrong.
The same kind of thing applies with equal force to the senior career
people. Theirs is the problem of bona fide investment versus conflict
of interest.

I do not like to be personal, but I know of no way to illustrate this
except by being personal.
In the 9 years in which it was my privilege and honor to serve as
Assistant Director for Legislative Reference of the Bureau of the
Budget, I felt that the present conflict-of-interest statute made it
quite impossible for me to own a single share of common stock.
Was this a reflection of fear? In part it was, fear or uncertainty
as to how the laws might one day be construed, but more it was a re
flection of what I considered to be proper ethics in the face of unclear
statutory standards. Someday someone might try to draw a line of
association between some action of mine and some knowledge that I

might have had.
In order to test the case I did this: On the basis of information
which I might conceivably have had in advance, any public knowl
edge as to what a congressional committee or the President was think
ing, I made hypothetical investments of a thousand dollars, and
then waited to see what would happen, what the possible impact of
that knowledge upon movements in the stock market might be. In
every case except one, I could have made a very substantial amount
of money. I did not make actual investments and I am glad thatI did not. Future events might have made it impossible for me to
say whether I had advance information that might be tied to market
movements. But this prevented, or so I thought, any kind of invest
ment except Government bonds.

I do not parade myself before you as having any virtues for not
having done this at all. I simply, say that this is the dictation of a
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prudent man in a situation in which he could not foresee either what

{mblic
reaction might be, nor could he foresee how the confused

anguage of our present conflict-of-interest statutes might be inter
preted at some future time. I think we need some means for protec
tion in such cases.
The career man today and the political man do not know really
what they are permitted to do on the outside. In many instances,
he does not know that he can even give a lecture for pay at a college
without getting himself into a certain amount of difficulty or, as we
discussea the other day in a meeting with your staff without taking
annual leave. Such activities should be permitted.
I think that some of the things that the New York bar is recom
mending would straighten out that kind of situation.
Basically, I agree with Mr. Boeschenstein that you cannot legislate
probity or morality or a high sense of ethics. What you can do is
put on the statute books language which is so clear and so unequivocal
that reasonable men will be willing to say how they believe the courts
will interpret that language. And I defy anyone to do that with the
present conflict-of-interest statutes.
Furthermore, we can recognize that the present statute was put
on the books, primarily, to protect the Government against lawyers
and others prosecuting claims against the Government after they
left it

,

and to protect against narrow selfish interests stepping in and
in effect subsidizing a man to represent their point of view before the
Government. In those days the Government programs did not run
straight across the entire spectrum of American life as they do today.
It is utter nonsense today, under the provisions of law which the
Secretary of Commerce has to administer, to take the point of view
that there is not a responsibility on the part of the Secretary of Com
merce to be the spokesman for American industry. Of course, he must
be. And if you will examine the general authorities of the Secretary
of Agriculture and the Secretary of Labor vou will see that there

is a specific statutory provision for them to be special pleaders for
American agriculture and American labor. It is part of their statu
tory duty, but the conflict-of-interest statutes could confound them
in ways not intended.

I urge simplification. It is most essential in the field of national
security.
The final point that I would like to make less one has to do with,
shall we say, the problem of getting better understanding and a wider
understanding of national policy. This is essential in the Department
of Defense. And under our security program, it is

,

perhaps more
essential where foreign policy is concerned. I do not think that we
have done a very good job of it. It does not get into the question
of public release of security data.
There are many things about our defense program which we can
not talk about, some of them even in executive session with the Con
gress, but I do believe that if we would work harder at the job of
explaining what our national policies are and with what our policy
offices must concern themselves we would be better off.
Furthermore, I think that when we adopt a new policy or a change
in policy it should become a matter of formal indoctrination and
training pretty much across the Government.
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In the last 2 years we in the Civil Service Commission and the
other staff agencies have been thrilled—and I use that word ad
visedly—by the success of an experiment which the Brookings Insti
tution has undertaken with a grant from the Ford Foundation. It is
a program where executive conferences are undertaken away from
Washington at Williamsburg. Some 300 senior career people in
groups of about 20 at a time nave been brought together to examine
individual experiences and conduct of their jobs, and to get a better
feel for the major issues which face the country.
We have brought out a climate of cross fertilization of thinking,
of opinion, of understanding of national interests, which could not
have been done except by such formal meetings.
I think the same kind of thing needs to be done on a very much
broader basis by the members of the Cabinet and the people behind
them.
Despite the fact that the Eisenhower administration has formalized
the machinery of the Cabinet and reduced many Cabinet issues to
papers which have reasonably wide circulation in a way which I think
is unique in our history, which may have great value for the future,
I do not think that this is the best way in which to bring about final
indoctrination in national policy issues at the subordinate levels.
Cabinet papers should have very restricted circulation but explana
tions of policy could be widespread. I think subordinate policy offi
cers should stop being afraid of going to school.
In our job set up, for the policy officers and senior careerists alike,
we should have discussion, and an explanation of, and at times, even
debate of major policy decisions, so that they can be understood and
properly applied. It is nonsense for us to assert that a decision on
contracting in the Department of Defense, whether it be in the field
of "Buy American", or almost anything else, has no implication for
the Department of Labor and Department of Commerce and the
Securities and Exchange Commission, or even for that matter the
Civil Service Commission and the Bureau of the Budget. They do
have. We should also give ourselves the job of keeping people
abreast of what is happening. In the field of foreign policy, an
American businessman who wants to open an office overseas today
cannot come to one place in Washington and find out what his Govern
ment expects of him, to say nothing of the fact that American business
through its trade associations, like the chamber of commerce and the
National Manufacturers' Association, has never attempted to tell its
Government the kinds of opportunities that it seeks abroad. There is
a vast field for cooperation here.
At the same time, we need better training and better indoctrination
of people who will someday do this work—perform the policy jobs.
Coming down to one minor subject on this, the question has been
raised with the committee, how do you get young men in industry
to come in and serve ?
Can we bring them down here on a kind of internship preparing
them for ultimate major policy responsibility when they become older!I not only think that we can, I think that we should.
This, too, is probably going to take some adjustment of our conflict
of interest statute. And it will take adjustment of some other things.
But here again, with careful experimentation, in which the Congress
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could, certainly, share full knowledge, if they cannot participate, we
should undertake a system of having working interns coming from
American business and industry into Government for 2-year periods of
service, possibly 18 months, without any loss of seniority or pay status
in their own companies in order to learn the internal workings at mid
dle levels of Government without which 5 or 10 years hence they cannot
quickly serve effectively as major policy officers.
I would like to see a program set up within the Department of De
fense whereby you could absorb as many as 50 a year, men who are
brought in because they are directly concerned in private life with
matters of direct concern to the Department of Defense, as a matter of
public interest and the like.
Senator Javits. Would you yield at that point? There is a man
named Fulton who works for the Stanford Research Institute in Cali
fornia who wrote a plan like that, a plan called Attap. He had been
looking around for somebody to carry it on. Do you think that it
would be feasible for your Commission to take a look at that with a
possible view of utilizing some idea that the Commission might work
out?
Mr. Jones. Perhaps, so. If I have any hesitancy, Senator Javits, it
is because the Civil Service Commission, if anything, is overcommitted
at the moment in the field of training people who are already here on
the job. I would much prefer to see some kind of coordinating
mechanism whereby this could be done by the Departments themselves.
During the war we did this kind of thing. If we required a special
ist in the cotton textile industry, we went to that industry and we asked
them to lend us a man who was an expert. And he came in to the War
Production Board, or into the Department of Commerce, or some other
place, and nobody thought anything about it. But now we seem
to think that if you do that kind of thing—if you go to any kind of
given company for such a man to come in—either you will have a man
who will have such strict instructions from back home to grind the ax
of his particular industry or, alternatively, you will get someone who
is a bit of a nincompoop.I think this takes a very awfully narrow view of American concept
of service to government and of government capacity to hold up a
man to a standard of conduct and work which will, if necessary, pull
forth something above his private interests.
Gentlemen, in 27 years I have seen man after man after man come to
major political posts with a narrow parochial interest. After having
been here for a few months, he rises above that and often has trans
cended even necessary partisanship in his desire to be a good American.I do not think that we have to expect that we cannot get effective and
objective service from the juniors. They need to get their feet wet in
the processes of government at an early age and to understand it.
Everyone of you who has had an intern in your office knows that by
and large those people have been able to make a contribution to your
work on behalf of the Senate of the United States and on behalf of the
constituency which you renresent. Certainly, we have done this with
our own career interns. We want to keep them in government, but
some of them we have recognized from the beginning we were not
goins to keep, but were going to train them first, then send them back
into industry.
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Let us turn it around. Industry can send some of its best to us for
18 months. We can give them the kind of training they cannot get
anywhere else, which will stand them in stead when the day comes to

Senator Javits. Have you looked over this bill that I introduced
on the conflict-of-interest recommendations by the bar association,
which is S. 3080. Unquestionably, your agency will comment on that,
but I just wondered whether you thought that contained adequate lati
tude for these interns that you are discussing.
Mr. Jones. I am not sure that it does. In fact, I am pretty sure
that it does not. That is a problem that I want to talk over some
time with either Professor Manning or Mr. Perkins because there are
still some parts of the language in that bill that bother me from a
practical operating point of view. I do not think that they are such
that they cannot be adjusted.
Senator Javits. Has your agency reported on it ?
Mr. Jones. I will have to ask Mrs. Wenzel, who is the Executive
Assistant to the Civil Service Commission, to answer that.
Senator Javits. I hope that you will get your report in very
promptly.
Mrs. Wenzel. We will check on that.
Mr. Jones. The final point that I would like to make this morning,
Mr. Chairman, is this : We are going to be faced in a very few months
with a transition from one administration to another.
The witness who preceded me, and Senator Stennis who has left
the room, indicated that most of the present administration would
be gone. I think that is just as true whether we have a Republican
or a Democratic President. It is as it should be.
Most of us who are in the room can remember the transition from
President Roosevelt to President Truman and the rapidity with which
the Roosevelt appointees left office.
One thing that we have not gotten into focus is the fact that gov
ernment is no longer the kind of thing that it was in the twenties or
even in the thirties when we thought we had only domestic prob
lems to deal with.
There are now dozens, if not hundreds of Government programs
which we must keep going from one administration to the next.
Frankly, in my judgment, we simply cannot afford even 2 weeks of
having the wheels spinning without traction. This is particularly
true in the Department of Defense and in our international obliga
tions, but it is also true on many domestic fronts.
I would hope that—I would confidently anticipate that—the same
extension of the facilities of the administration would be made by
President Eisenhower as were made by President Truman, and that
the new administration will appoint liaison officers, not to take re
sponsibility for what is going on any more than Mr. Dodge took
responsibility for the last Truman budget, but who will take respon
sibility for learning about the problems and the kinds of people that
are needed to see to it that those problems do not lie around with no
one paying attention to them for a period of 30 or 60 or 90 days after
the new administration takes office. We cannot afford that luxury of
delay. If there be anything in the very important doctrine of the
energetic executive which is laid down in the Federalist Paper No. 70,
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it is to be found in the application of this doctrine in the world in
which we live today. We should not permit inaction on the Federal
scene to force upon us alternatives which could be avoided if we are
ready to act and maintain some freedom of choice among alterna
tives. And that is the action of decision taken as opposed to the
inaction of decision forced upon you. The only way in which you
can prevent this is to see to it that the agencies are fully staffed, and
to the greatest extent possible that they hit the ground running at
noon on the 20th of January, 1961. We can do this if we all work
at it together.
We in the career service will do everything we can to see to it that
the personal equations are understood, that all of the tools which the
new administration requires will be available to it.
The policy officers, particularly in the Department of Defense, must
extend the same kind of opportunity to those who come after them.
I would like to see something of this sort built into our ongoing
machinery of government and see it recognized as an integral part of
the process.
It requires two simple things: first, belief in the integrity of the
person and the purpose of incoming people, and second, disciplined
capacity on their part to keep their mouths shut about the failings of
the outgoing people until they take over the job. Under those circum
stances, given a directive from the President to the outgoing policy
officers to cooperate, given a career service with knowledge of what it
should do and an order to proceed to do it

, I think that we can smooth
the transition.
This, Senator Jackson, in a rambling way is the burden of the state
ment that I wanted to make to the committee this morning. I did not
trust myself to put it down on paper, because I was afraid that if I
did I would start smoothing off the rough edges of candor here and
there. I have tried to be candid. I have tried to be sincere. I have
not tried to play to the grandstand.

I regret 1 had to illustrate from my own hypothetical experience,
but it was the only way that I could think of to handle one problem.

I am at the committee's disposal for any questions that you may
want to ask.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Jones, I am glad that you did not come to
this committee with a prepared statement. I want to say that in vour
"off the cuff" remarks you have addressed yourself to a most difficult
subject with clarity, understanding, and brilliance. I think that I

can speak for the members of the committee when I say, as I said
earlier, that your rugged candor is something that those of us who sit
on committees in the Senate welcome. It is refreshing.
Senator Javits. That sounds like a Senator, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. There are no self-serving declarations this morn
ing. I do want to commend you sincerely for speaking this morning
with such openness which, after all, is the only way that we can try
to make progress on this difficult path, dealing with the all-important
problems of government in the national security field. I should like
to just touch on one or two points, because of the lateness of the hour,
so that my colleagues can have an opportunity to ask questions, too.
What would be your reaction in general to the so-called sense of the
Senate resolution on period of service ?
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Mr. Jones. Frankly, I am afraid of it for different reasons than Mr.
Boeschenstein stated.
Senator Jackson. You are what ?
Mr. Jones. I am afraid of it, but for different reasons than stated
by the witness who preceded me. I am afraid it would create a

psychological hurdle in the minds of people who might otherwise come
here—not only for personal reasons, such as the man who for com
pelling personal reasons has to leave—but I think also, whether we
like to admit it or not, it would set the advisers of the President into

a frame of mind that they would not want to take a gamble on whether

a given man might make good or not.
We all recognize that loss of face, is after all, important in the
West as well in the East. And in public life we have got to have ways
at times of easing out of office appointees who have not measured
up. And if a prime criterion expressed in a sense of the Senate resolu
tion is an agreement to stay a given period of time, I think that we
would vastly complicate the process of letting some folks go before
that time had been served. Not only would there be a desire on the
part of the Congress to find out why they had gone, but there would
be an equal counterbalancing desire on the part of the individual to
give reasons that were not necessarily honest reasons.
And this brings in a degree of lack of candor in Government opera
tions that I would not like.
The other reason that I am afraid of it is this, the Government serv
ice wine is a heady wine, and it does a pretty good job under certain
circumstances of convincing people that they have got something to
offer, that they should stick around a while. The job persuades them
to stay, but it would scare them stiff, in a great many instances, if they
had to commit themselves openly and publicly, in the sense of a resolu
tion kind of way to stay 3 or 4 years in advance of learning that they
wanted to stay.
Mr. Boeschenstein stated that he thought men like Mr. Gates and
Mr. Douglas stayed a lot longer than they intended to, because of other
opportunities being opened up to them. I think this is true. But
even if the other opportunities had not opened up, I know a good many
political people— I have known them over the years, in this adminis
tration and prior administrations—who did not come down here with
any intention of staying a long time at all, but whose superiors, in
cluding in some cases the President of the United States were willing
to bet with themselves that if they could get them down here and to
stay even 6 months, they would then agree to say around a while
longer.

I think that you would scare off that kind of person. This worries
me about it.
In view of that I would, certainly, like to see the Senate of the
United States, with the prestige that it holds, and our two major
political parties, that is

,

the leadership of the two major parties, tell
them that there should be service for a longer period of time than
now is customary.
Senator Jackson. I appreciate having your frank comment on it.
What I had in mind was a recognition, of course, of the fact that the
person serves, naturally, at the pleasure of the President, but also in
some way that the Senate express its deep concern, and this is mani
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fest, as to the turnover that is occurring in these key national security
positions, and that the Senate is deeply disturbed by the turnover.
Mr. Jones. I think a resolution of the Senate expressing that con
cern, without the implication that the next administration should
turn its hands to the job of seeing that people stay longer, would ac
complish the same purpose and accomplish it in a much less psycho
logically impairing way.
Senator Jackson. And this you feel could be helpful ?
Mr. Jones. I think it would be very helpful.
Senator Jackson. That is fine. I probably was a little rigid in
my presentation of the subject earlier and the words were a bit mis
leading. It occurred to me in the light of the constitutional responsi
bility of the Senate that we do have a function here. It is something
that is on the minds of most thoughtful people in this area, especially
those of us who are on the committees who have a chance to see the
turnover occurring in key positions.
Just one other question. What is your attitude with reference to
the dual compensation statute ?
Mr. Jones. My personal view—personally I would repeal it. I do
not think that we should make this exception.
Senator Jackson. That is a clear answer. Is it not a fact, Mr.
Jones, and let us take an illustration, that we have these retired officers
who could make a real contribution in the civilian service to the Fed
eral Government who cannot do it because of the dual compensation
statute, but could go to work for a company —and it can be a profit
or nonprofit company or a university—doing work directly with the
Government and thereby, of course, not have to worry about the dual
compensation statute.
Mr. Jones. We have to administer these laws. On the one hand
is the national policy of up or out in the Armed Forces. A man
has got to get to the top or we are going to get rid of him. This is

We have, also, as a matter of national policy decided that we are
going to keep the armed services flexible as well as vigorous, that the
man in position of top commander is going to be capable of command
ing in the field and in the Pentagon offices as well. Again this is
good, but it requires extensive training in administration. Why deny
ourselves the ultimate benefit of that training ?
Yet we turn right around and we saddle these men, trained through
out their official lifetime in a way that we do not train civilians for a
minute with a prohibition against service after retirement. A mili
tary education begins at the moment a man enlists, and goes on up to
the last appointment he holds. Uusually retired officers are very
highly, highly trained—they are very competent —they are dedi
cated—they are experts—and many of them have expertness in some
thing other than how to fire a rifle or to shoot an artillery piece or to
guide a rocket, yet we deny ourselves the opportunity to use them
for some completely anachronistic policy of 1894 when the $2,500
limitation was put into the statute. Then that was a pretty handsome
salary. Most of the assistant cabinet officers were drawing about
$2,500 to $3,000 a year at that time. It was the retired pay of amajor
with about 30 years of service.
Then came the depression, and we added the second of these big
millstone around our necks, when we were trying to spread the work
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and we did not think it was a good idea for a man to have two offices
or to have too much compensation from the Government.
We have straightened that out piecemeal by increasing the limitation
to $10,000 but we are still dealing with statutes that are not designed
to handle today's needs.
We are talking today basically about Regular officers with more than
20 years of service who are not retired for disability which is combat
incurred. We are not talking about the Reserve officer. We are not
talking about the enlisted man or even the Reserve officer with long
years of service. He is not affected. And in most categories you are
not talking about the warrant officers. We are talking about the Reg
ular officer with more than 20 years of service, some 32,000 of them
today. There are plenty of them trained adequately to meet whatever
standard of competition the Civil Service Commission prescribes or
any examination you want to mention.
If they can meet that competition and come out top of the register
why, in the name of goodness, should we deny ourselves of their serv
ices and deny them another career, if you want to call it that, when
they still have 20 years of useful life ahead of them ? I think it makes
no sense at all.
Senator Jackson. That is a very fine answer.
Senator Javits. First, I would like to say that your testimony, as
far as I am concerned, is a complete success. I am glad to see that
we have some able men in our Government. I feel much reassured
by that.
Secondly, I would like to suggest that I will send to you some of the
people who are working on this intern plan with the hopes that you
can, and if you cannot handle it, that you might give them some useful
guidance.
Mr. Jones. May I ask you a question ?

Senator Javits. Yes.
Mr. Jones. Have they or you been in touch with the very consid
erable thinking that is being done at the moment by the Brookings
Institution ?

Senator Javits. I will send them to the Brookings Institute as well
as to you.
Mr. Jones. They have a man at Brookings now. Incidentally, he

is a retired brigadier general of the Marine Corps, who has concerned
himself with this.
Senator Javits. What is his name ?

Mr. Jones. I am ashamed, but it escapes me for the moment.
Senator Javits. We can get it.
What do you think about the award business? I notice that you
are a recipient of the Distinguished Service Award. Could we get

a little more mileage out of the whole matter of awards, for dis
tinguished service to our Government, of a nonmilitary sort ?

Mr. Jones. Yes. We should not overplay it. We should not put
ourselves in the position of deflating the currency, so to speak.
The one thing which I think is universal in everyone with respect
to public service is some desire for a modicum of recognition when
he has done a good job.
Because of our constitutional fear of titles and because of the degree
of rugged individualism and the American suspicion toward govern
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ruent, we have assumed over the course of 180-odd years that it was
all right to kick the public servant. But never pat nim on the back,
because it might give him a swelled head. I would like very much to
Bee the present system of awards, which is pretty much limited to
career people, extended in such a way that there could be presidential
or congressional or both recognition of outstanding jobs done in polit
ical posts.
The President's Award for Distinguished Civilian Service is limited
to five career people a year.
I am deeply honored that I was one of the first five to receive this.
But we have almost no system whereby we can even give one a year to
other people.
Within the Department of Defense you can get around this because
the President can, by a slight tug at statutory language, give some
military awards to nonmilitary men. I think we should go beyond
that.
Senator Javits. What do you think about the British system of giv
ing a purse or tax exemption as a special gift of the nation for un
usual service?
Mr. Jones. I do not by and large like that.
Senator Javits. You prefer an honor?
Mr. Jones. I prefer an honor.
Senator Javits. What about the converse of setting up a method of
rewarding distinguished service?
Mr. Jones. I would, first, think it is long overdue.
Senator Javits. Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Javits.
Senator Muskee. I want to extend my compliments for the man
ner in which you have presented your statement. I have several ques
tions that I would like to ask myself, but because of the time, I will
limit myself to one.
At the outset of your testimony you made reference to the need for
nonpartisanship in the area of national security. I am a little con
cerned about this in the sense that this suggests public attention ought
not to be called to important decisions beingmade.
Mr. Jones. Excuse me for shaking my head.
Senator Muskie. This is exactly the reaction I hoped that I would
get. And I hoped that you will expand on it.
Mr. Jones. I did not intend to leave that impression at all. I think
that what I said, and if I did not, I should have said, was this. Let
us take the Secretary of Defense and all of his subordinates off the
sawdust trail of making partisan dinner speeches. Let them be con
cerned with the explanation of their policies and let them do this
against a background which is just as nonpartisan or bipartisan as we
can make it

,

both here in the Congress and in public. There must be
both at this end of the avenue and among the American people a very
keen recognition of responsibility to criticize, to question, to ask for
reports of stewardship on anything that pertains to 60 percent of
our national budget, as our national defense program does. But I do
not think that we should insist that the Secretary of Defense be a

Bepublican or a Democrat first, and Secretary of Defense second. I

think that we ought to turn it the other way around.
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Senator Muskie. And recognizing, of course, that any action which
is interpreted by the public as a serious mistake should be taken into
account.
Mr. Jones. Of course, And for those mistakes, the Secretary and
the party of the President must take the responsibility. That is why
I asked for better indoctrination as to party responsibilities.
Senator Muskeb. Thank you very much. I had other questions,
but your statement overall is so comprehensive and clear that the
additional questions are not necessary.
Mr. Jones. May I ask permission to review this record? I have
a lot of sentences that are not complete sentences, I am sure. I would
like to tighten them down.
Senator Jackson. I think that you have done an outstanding job.
You have presented a statement here that I think will not need the
slightest correction, but you, certainly, have that privilege, as all
our witnesses are accorded.
Mr. Jones. I want to be sure that my sentences are sentences and
that my grammar is correct.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Pendleton.
Mr. Pendleton. In referring to the sawdust trail, you did not
intend to limit that to any particular period of time, did you?
Mr. Jones. No, no.
Mr. Pendleton. You cited the Harvard study in regard to the
tenure of political appointees.
Mr. Jones. Yes.
Mr. Pendleton. I have looked that over. My impression was that
there are two figures in that study : first, an average for those who
had been here and had left, and, second, the average figure for those
who were appointed and were still here. With the Chair's permis
sion, perhaps, those figures could be found and put into the record
at this point. I am not certain exactly what the figures were. It
was my impression that the 1-year figure, or thereabouts, applied
to those who had been here and left.
Mr. Jones. I am sure that is what I intended to say that it was
the people that left.
Senator Jackson. Any pertinent figures as to the discussion here
would, certainly, be in order.

[ Excerpt from study of "Bu Rinessmen In Government" made by the Harvard Business
School Club of Washington (195S), p. 18]

How Long He Sebved

Our survey confirmed the impression that businessmen usually serve short
periods with the Government, but many stayed longer than most of us believed.
For those BMG's presently in Government, 41 percent have served 3 years or
less, 23 percent from 3 to 6 years, and 36 percent more than 6 years. One
out of five (21 percent) has served 12 years or more. The average term of
service for the current crop is 4% years.
However, of those BMG's who have served and left Government over the past
16 years, as many as 48 percent served 1 year or less, 19 percent served 2
years, 19 percent served 3 years, and 14 percent served 4 years or more.
The median for this "have served" group Is 1% years.

Mr. Pendleton. The last point is this, in regard to the explaining
of our national policy. Is that not a chronic problem of this form of
government that we have, the difficulty in explaining to subordinate
officials and to the public at large what those policies are ?
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Mr. Jones. Yes, it is a problem, but I do not think that we ought to
run away from it. In a simpler era you could afford not to do it, but
we do not live in that era.
What I am complaining about is the attitude of mind and the as
sumption that he does not have to, and shirks it. I think that is wrong.I do not believe that busy men in Washington are prescient or all-
seeing or all-understanding, for that matter. Furthermore, I do not
think that they can all know just by reading. I think that we have
made too much of a fetish out of not seeing to it that the top side of
Government clearly understands what the policies are.
We may circulate a Cabinet paper or have a staff meeting when the
boss comes back froni some top meeting. I do not think this is enough.
It does not bring about uniformity of interpretation.
The process of training and indoctrination, of insuring understand
ing of national policies should be part of our conduct in the executive
branch. I must say it has not fallen on very receptive ears in Con
gress the two or three times it has been suggested as a productive way
for a man to spend his time.
Senator Jackson. Again, I want to express my appreciation, Mr.
Jones, for a brilliant presentation in connection with, I think, a most
difficult topic. I know that there are a number of other questions that
many of us would like to get into and we will have to postpone that for
another time. We will, no doubt, be calling on you for some help in
connection with many of the problems that nave been raised here this
morning and a number that we did not get around to.
Thank you again.

, We will reconvene at 2 :30 o'clock when Prof. Bayless Manning of
Yale Law School will appear before the committee.
(Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the subcommittee recessed to reconvene at

2 :30 p.m., this same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator Jackson. The committee will come to order.
Our witness this afternoon is Prof. Bayless Manning of the Yale
Law School. Professor Manning served as a Clerk to Mr. Justice
Reed of the U.S. Supreme Court before going to Yale. He was associ
ated for 6 years with the Cleveland law firm of Jones, Day, Cockley &

Reavis. For the past 2 years, Professor Manning has served as the
staff director of the Special Committee on Conflict of Interest Laws of
the Association of the Bar of the City of New York. In that capacity
he has studied in great detail many of the problems with which the
subcommittee is concerned this week.
Professor Manning, we feel that you can be of great help to our un
dertaking and we are delighted and pleased to have you with us this
afternoon.

I understand you do not have a prepared statement. However, I

know that you can address yourself to this subject with great ability,
and we will be pleased to have you proceed in your own way and then
at the conclusion of your informal remarks, we will ask you a few
questions.
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STATEMENT OF PROF. BAYLESS MANNING, STAFF DIRECTOR,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON CONFLICT OF INTEREST LAWS OF THE
ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

Mr. Manning. Thank you very much, Senator.
First of all, of course, I want to thank you for asking me to come
in and to talk with you. I have some hesitancy to talk about service
with the Government because my own Government service has been
so limited. I did wear a uniform for quite a while. And, as you say,
I worked at the Supreme Court for a year, but that is a rather sepa
rate part of the working government. I have, however, had the un
usual privilege of working for the last 2 years on the bar study of the
conflict-of-interest problem in the Federal Government.
I would like to talk this afternoon for a few minutes, though, not
expressly about the conflict-of-interest problem. The chairman of
the committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York,
Mr. Roswell Perkins, will be here as a witness on Friday to discuss
the conflict-of-interest issue specifically. As you know, Mr. Perkins
is eminently qualified to discuss the topic both from his own Govern
ment experience and from his work on the committee.
What I would like to talk about is perhaps a little more general.
Basically, I should like to pass along some of the things that we think
we learned in the course of our efforts to inquire into the conflict-of-
interest problem and into the effects of the conflict-of-interest statutes
on Government recruitment and Government personnel practices.
My major thesis is not complex. Neither, is it very startling. On
the other hand, I am afraid that I have found in discussing it with
others that it is not perhaps as widely recognized as it seems to me it
should be.
The thesis contains two points. The first one is that when you come
to an actual description of how the U.S. Government is staffed and
how it is run, that description looks a little different from what the
usual public conception of it is.
My second general point is that we tend to talk about the problem
of Government recruitment as though there were a single problem of
Government recruitment, while in fact there are several problems of
Government recruitment, not one. It is my opinion, that until we
break the problem up into smaller pieces and examine one part of a
time and try to resolve each of the separate subrecruitment problems
individually, we shall probably make little or no headway.
I will be very brief in outlining my thoughts on this point. I want
to emphasize that I am speaking for myself alone and not for the
lawyers' committee that sponsored the New York Bar Association
study.
I would like to begin with a few statements that are almost plati
tudes. The most obvious one is that the U.S. Government has
changed. The U.S. Government has changed on a scale and to a
degree that I think we tend to underrate. There are approximately
5 million employees of the U.S. Government today. About 2% mil
lion of them are in the military. I guess the figure that most brings
home to me the change that, has taken place in the scale of the Fed
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eral Government is that the total annual amount required to meet
interest payments on the national debt at the present time is larger
than the entire Federal budget was in 1933—that is not very long ago.
When you contrast the Federal establishment with the kind of Govern
ment we had the beginning of this century or in the last century, when
the major elements of our personnel system were established, I think
you gam an essential perspective in which to judge the changes that
have taken place.
Now, it is not only true that Government has grown in size. What
is perhaps more important is that it has grown and changed enor
mously in function. It not only now spends something over rough
ly $80 billion, roughly 20 percent of our national income, but it
spends it in every conceivable area of activity. The consequence is
that, without in any sense abandoning the fundamental notions of the
entrepreneurial system, we have certainly moved a long way from the
raw laissez faire simple Government of the last century. Without
moving in the direction of a formal ideological kind of a socialism,
we have created a new amalgam, an interpenetration of Government
and the private sector. Interpenetration is a rather academic word, but
it is the only one that occurs to me to describe the extraordinary ex
tent to which our Government today operates in every field and
reaches out into private economy. Private and public were once
clearly separate. This is no longer true.
I make this observation about interpenetration, because, as will be
seen in a few moments, it seems to me to be a key fact in this whole
problem of Government personnel.
The last general introductory point can be made quickly. The
stakes at issue in effective operation of Government today are no
longer stakes of convenience. They are stakes of survival. The
cold war is part of our cultural life and part of our environment.
It is something that we must live in and live through. Today we are
not talking about marginal problems of improved public administra
tion. We are talking about the maintenance of our National Gov
ernment.
I suggested that our personnel system as it actually operates today
is somewhat different from its usual description. It is actually
composed of four categories. But we are inclined usually to describe
it in terms of two.
We usually think of our civil service people and then of the po
litical executives appointed at the top of our governmental agen
cies. This is quite accurate so far as it goes. I am informed that
roughly 90 percent of Federal personnel today is under the civil
service system or some other merit system, quite unlike the situation
in the Jacksonian spoils era when there was a mass of political ap
pointees in the lower ranks of the Government service. Sitting on
top of this civil servant group we have a group of approximately
1,100 political executives. Some of these are confirmed T)y the Sen
ate ; the majority are not.
But there are two other major categories in the Federal personnel
structure and these are the ones I would like to talk about most.
The first of these, two is the block of personnel who work, how shall
I say, with the Government, to the ends of the Government, for the
Government, through the device of contracting out—through the
formal arrangement of private contracts. The last category is that
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increasing and increasingly important body made up of consultants,
made up of people who are not full-time regular Government people
but who make their services available on an intermittent basis to the
Government.
As for the civil service people, I have nothing to say today. One
of the two or three outstanding experts in the United States on this
topic—Mr. Jones— testified here this morning and I have no comment
at all. What difficulties there may be in recruiting civil service peo
ple and for what kinds of jobs, I am not informed.
When it comes to the top political executives, however (by that
I mean simply people who are appointed to top political office) we
can begin to see some of the problems of recruitment. It is important
to distinguish here between two kinds of appointees. There are
first those people who have arrived at a status of life where they
would be interested in serving the Government on a short-time basis in
what might be described as the capstone of their careers. These are
senior executives, senior lawyers, men who are looking forward to a
final span of Government service before they retire. The problems
of recruiting these people are very different from the problems of
recruiting the juniors in their organizations or of recruiting the next
bracket of middle executives just beneath them. The problems are not
only different, the elements that deter their acceptance of Government
assignment seem clearly to be different.
I think the difference can be most easily seen by concentrating on
the middle executive. It is customary to say that since Government
salaries clearly do not compete in any directly market sense of the
word with the corresponding salaries of people in business or in law
firms or, indeed, increasingly even in universities, the man who ac
cepts the Government appointment at this level must be prepared to
come to Washington at an economic sacrifice.
But the sacrifice required of the middle executive is of a very dif
ferent order from that required of the man at the top. This is the
fellow who is 35 or 40 or 45., perhaps 50. He is at the height of his
vigor and his powers. He is the man in many ways we need most
in Government service, particularly, let us say, at the sub-Cabinet
level. But he is the man whose children are in college, or are about to
he. He is the man who has not paid off the mortgage on his house.
He is the man who is living approximately 7 percent above his income

somehow next year he will be able to live 10 percent over his income.
This man cannot come to Washington because he doesn't have enough
cash. It is very simple. There are a lot of other things to talk
about. We all talk about them and hear of them. His position of
prestige, his position vis-a-vis what he hopes will someday be valuable
stock options, the problems imposed by the conflict of interest statutes,
et cetera. But I suggest that there are basically two effective deter
rents to accepting appointment, and they really resolve into one.
He cannot afford it. He cannot maintain two houses. He cannot
scratch up the moving expenses. And he cannot live on the Govern
ment salary at anything like the level to which his wife and children
have become accustomed.
The other factor to be mentioned is very close to the first one. It
is the question of what happens to his job while he is gone. Where

52710 —60— pt. 3 4
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does he stand on the company ladder, or the law firm ladder or the
university ladder when he comes back ? Was it an escalator he was
standing on that kept going up while he was away? Or will he find
that people passed him while he stood still on the same rung of the
ladder ? This was not a problem, of course, for the senior man. He
was standing at the top of the ladder anyway.
The point I want to stress is that it is essential to distinguish as
among who is being recruited, and for what kind of a job. To say
that there is a single recruitment problem, or single set of recruitment
deterrents does not correspond to reality.
Similarly, when we move away from the business executive or the
university person and move to special occupational categories such as,
for example, lawyers, the problems of recruitment are seen to vary in
accord with particular positions and particular vocations.
For example, it happens that the conflict of interest statutes, which
Mr. Perkins will be talking about on Friday, strike most devastat-
ingly at the lawyer. One example
. Senator Jackson. At who?
Mr. Manning. At the lawyer. There is no particular suggestion

are put together, the way they are drafted and the accidents of the
legal profession lead to this result.
Basically, lawyers practice in partnerships. They do this because
it is against the law to practice as a corporation. It happens, too,
that a major thrust of the conflict of interest statutes is to forbid a
Government employee to prosecute —I am abbreviating here—to prose
cute claims against the Government. Since he is dealing with a part
nership, the lawyer finds that the same restrictions apply not only to
him, but to his partners.
When the lawyer is asked to accept a Government appointment on
a short-term basis, he is confronted with the necessity to resign com
pletely from his law firm. And this is true even though he may be
asked to serve only on a temporary basis, on an intermittent basis,
and to work on something that bears no relationship whatsoever to
the work that his firm does.
I am familiar with a particular instance of a practicing lawyer in
New York, a partner, who was asked to serve on the Federai Arts
Commission as an unpaid adviser, to consult, I suppose, on the rela
tive merits of Rembrandts and Rubens. Despite his interest in the
job he turned it down. Why? Because if he accepted the appoint
ment and came to Washington once a month he would be an "employee"
of the Government and being an "employee" he would be under the
conflict of interest statutes. If he did not resign from his law firm,
his partners would also be affected by the statutes and the law firm
would arguably have to drop all of its tax and antitrust practice. It
all hn,rdly seemed worthwhile, even for the pursuit of art, and he did
not feel under the circumstances that he could make this great a con
tribution to culture. He did not accept, and in my view the Art Com
mission is that much the worse for the loss of his services. The law
firm is still practicing tax and antitrust work.
The situation in the universities is apt to be different still. I would
suppost that by now there is roughly a parity between many university
salaries and Government salaries. But except for the top people in

It just happens that the way they
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the universities—I am again speaking of the middle people, the ones
with the drive, the imagination, the vigor, the sense of public com
mitment—the problem of what happens to a man's regular job in the
meantime, how many more books could have been written, how many
more articles published—this problem weighs heavy. It is very, very
hard for these people to leave and come to Washington for any sub
stantial period of time.
Now, there are, of course, a variety of other forces at work. Some
are of the view that the official life that is said to be the Washington
official's life is itself a problem, that the risks of being sniped at from
political sources frighten people away. I suspect that that to some
extent may be true. Quite honestly, however, I have never been quite
sure how weighty it was, as contrasted with its being a convenient
rationalization for some other rather simpler forces at work. I don't
really know.
But in any event, it is perfectly clear that there are many people,
particularly today, in the area of technological development, whose
services the Government of the United States must have. And it is
equally clear that many of these people—either because of salary or
because of jobs at home, or want of prestige in the community, or the
goldfish life in Washington, or whatever —will not accept direct Gov
ernment appointments as employees. In large part as a consequence
of these facts, and as a major development in Government staffing,
there has grown up the practice of contracting out that I referred
to earlier. The development has been apparent since World War II
and even more particularly with and since the Korean war.
Now, I do not wish in any sense to hold myself out as an expert on
the operations of these organizations, these contracting organizations.
Most of them are working on highly classified security material.
What they do is not public knowledge, and this, of course, is one of
the problems. Further, I have only looked into the area collaterally
to our research into the conflict of interest field.
Senator Jac&soN. When you refer to contracting out, you are re
ferring to various contracts that the Federal Government has with
universities, with nonprofit corporations, as well as corporations for
profit ; is that right ?
Mr. Manning. Yes, sir, that is entirely right. I would amplify
that by saying that of course the Government has always bought
things from the outside and in a sense the term "contracting out is
not a very appropriate one. When the U.S. Army needs tomato soup
for its kitchens, it does not try to make its own tomato soup, it goes
•out and buys it. The Government has always done this and there is
no change here and nothing of particular import.
But what is happening today is that in addition to the purchase of
goods and hardware, and the contracting out of the development and
design of goods and hardware, increasingly the Government is turn
ing to outside organizations for the provision of services to the Gov
ernment.
Now, these will range from, for example, the cafeterias in the
Pentagon Building which are, in fact, handled by an outside caterer.
This is an example of contracting out of a service, though hardly a
dramatic one, or one to detain us for comment. But starting at the
level of this kind of service, there is really no service which could not
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be handled in this way. I suppose we could imagine the possibility of
contracting out, let us say, the problem of aerial reconnaissance.
Senator Jackson. The device can be used in the physical sciences
and in the social sciences, as well.
Mr. Manning. That is correct. That is entirely right. To use per
haps a related example of that, we have turned to private manage
ment consulting firms to make studies of our internal Government
operations.
Any kind of organization may be available to enter into this kind
of contract with the Government. You have mentioned some. Some
will be universities. Some will be, particularly in the technological
field, laboratories with loose affiliations with universities. The Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in California would be an example of this..
The Lincoln Laboratories at MIT would perhaps be another. The
contracting companies may also, of course, be profit corporations.
Sometimes they may be nonprofit institutions. Sometimes the con
tract may be with an individual person. Sometimes they may be very
special and rather odd institutions, new creations, designed to meet
the particular problem of getting a particular important job done.
The one I have in mind for the moment is the Institute for Defense
Analyses, generally known as IDA, a group working with the De
fense Department but pooling the resources of several universities.
I wish to be very clear that I do not use the term "contracting out"
as a term of condemnation. There is beginning to grow up an im
pression, I fear, that "contracting out" is in itself an individious prac
tice, suggesting an evasionary tactic. I, in no sense, mean to use the
term in that way. It is simply a descriptive statement of a range of
new techniques that are being worked out because Government agen
cies find themselves able, through this arrangement, to secure needed
personnel that they are unable to secure directly through the classic
simple device of hiring employees.
Nonetheless, these "contracting out" organizations, or companies or,
indeed, individuals, these organizations and this practice clearly raise
some problems.
They are very real problems. I would suppose that basically they
are two. The first one is that in a way they do not really solve the
ultimate personnel question. Someone must review the reports that
come in as a result of the "contracting out" of a. job. Whoever has
that iob, in whatever technical or legal relation he may stand, must be
totally committed to the U.S. Government. It remains necessary,
therefore, to find men for Government service who have sufficient com
petence and ability to review and screen the reports produced by the
contracting-out" arrangements. Especially in technical areas, it is
difficult to find such men.
Senator Jackson. I am glad to hear you make that statement be
cause I concur 100 percent in what you have just said. I think the
contracting-out device is not only necessary, it is useful. I think the
real problem comes—you put your finger right on it— if it follows that
we see fit to contract out certain undertakings which, under the cir
cumstances would normally be Federal functions, then it seems to
me that it follows logically if you are going to be able to integrate
the proposal into the policy process, you must have people of com
parable competence who will represent the Federal Government in
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passing judgment on the recommendations that are made by these
various institutions, whether they are private companies or universi
ties or nonprofit corporations.
Mr. Manning. I certainly concur with that, Senator. And your
reference to "integrating" the work product into Federal policy is the
perfect bridge term to carry to the other major problem posed by the
contracting-out mechanism. That problem seems to me to be the
problem of responsibility to the democratic process. The contracting-
out device—quite apart from the problem of security classification,
which further complicates it—almost necessarily works outside the
fishbowl in which we normally look at our Government. To that
extent it must necessarily pose the problem of publicity and public
scrutiny.
We thus have two main problems here. One is a matter of compe
tence, having people inside who can review ; the other is the matter
of public notice or disclosure so that we know who is making the deci
sions and where they are being made, a central premise of the opera
tion of a democratic government.
There is one other aspect which I think should be mentioned just
because it is there and there is nothing we can do about it. The
contracting-out problem has become blurred, in my view, by the intro
duction of ideological arguments. It is sometimes implied that con
tracting out is inherently a good thing in that it looks like something
we call "free enterprise, whereas, if the Government does it, whatever
"it" may be, that looks less like "free enterprise" and is therefore a
bad thing. I would suggest that this is a very dangerous way to go
about trying to work out a critical problem 01 governmental staffing
and democratic responsibility. These problems are difficult enough
without importing into them essentially extraneous ideological char
acterizations of one legal form as somehow compatible with the
national heritage and the other one somehow not I make the point
almost in passing, but discussion of the merits and of real problems
of responsibility and competence can easily become embroiled in an
emotional wrangle about which is the "moral" way to resolve the
matter.
So much for the moment for the contracting out area. The other
category I would like to comment on briefly is that of the Government
consultant. We don't really know how many consulting committees,
advisory committees there are working with the Government right
now. At least I have not been able to find out and I am informed
that responsible sources within the executive branch and the Congress
have not been able to find out. This is not because anyone is conceal
ing the data. It is rather that the use and practices of consultants
shift and change, and because there are many different kinds of ad
visory committees and consultants and advisers to the Government,
and it is very hard to figure what it is that is being counted.

I propose that the widespread use of consultants by modern govern
ment is inevitable. It is past time that we recognize that this is not
some strange passing one-legged sort of a duck about which we must be
somewhat doubtful and suspicious. The use of the technician or the
policy consultant, for that matter, is here to stay and indeed is certain
to grow. In a simple laissez faire government of the last century we
could live with a simple dichotomy between private employees and
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Government employees. But this simply will not work where the
Government and the private segment of the economy are as closely
interblended and intermingled as they are now. The range of modern
government functions, the number or activities in which it is engaged,
and the demands for executive personnel and for technical specialist
personnel are such that the Government today could never possibly
hope to have on its payrolls at all times the number of people with the
kinds of specialties that it needs. It must be free increasingly to use
outside specialists. And this means that we must adjust our legal
structure and our thinking about consultants to face up to the realities
of their existence, of their contribution, and indeed of their absolute
necessity.
Altogether, we need to develop a whole new way of looking at the
problem of stafling Government. We are accustomed to think about it
in terms of getting people who are outside Government into Govern
ment. But the premise of this approach is that there is a line dividing
inside and outside. By now the problem has grown much more com
plicated than that. We must increasingly deal with hybrids—person-
nelpartially in and partially out of Government.
The contracting out arrangement itself is an illustration. These are
semi-Government operations, part in, part out. The consultant here
in Washington 1 day a week, 1 day a month, is an example, part in,
part out. The political appointee who comes to Washington after
years of private work for a couple of years, goes back, and then comes
back again, offers still another example. The senior staff man of this
subcommittee is a perfect illustration of the public-spirited citizen who
moves into Government from time to time to undertake an important
Government assignment and then returns to private employment.
This interflow and interpenetration of personnel must be seen as
increasingly the norm. It is an inevitable specific product of the gen
eral process of mixture and blending of the public and the private
parts of the American economy, accelerated by the cold war.I would close with two general observations. The problem of
staffing the Government is not just money and it is not just conflict
of interest statutes. The problem is not just a legal problem at all.
One of the major forces at work, and this will always be true, is the
extent to which the Government itself and the leaders of the Gov
ernment provide the kind of leadership that will attract people to
serve the Government. The main thing that attracts people is chal
lenge, and an opportunity to do something worth while. When Gov
ernment service offers this kind of a challenge and opportunity to
do something, many of its personnel recruitment problems quietly go
away. Conversely, difficulties in recruitment may be symptomatic of
feeble leadership in Government.
Finally, the prevailing community opinion on the prestige of Gov
ernment office is an enormously important aspect of this whole prob
lem. Home and England were able to run empires successfully for
quite a long time. In so doing thev were able to create a climate of
opinion in which the most prestigious positions in the society were
positions in the government. This public attitude contributed greatly
to their ability to enlist people to enter government service as a career.
Today the Soviet Union is in a position where it can mobilize all of
its manpower resources, its talents, its skills, and put them at the
service of the state.
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In the United States, by contrast, we are trying to run a position
of international preeminence and worldwide commitments with a
series of institutions and a cluster of public attitudes toward Gov
ernment service inherited from a century ago when ours was a small-
scale laissez faire government of a second-class power, intent on
its internal affairs, and strongly disposed toward a spoils system
of public administration. Not only have we failed to correct these
inherited images. We have felt no hesitance to adopt legislation that
deliberately cuts off valuable sources of personnel from Government
service—for example, the so-called dual compensation statutes that
force young, trained retired military officers to sell Fuller brushes
or life insurance rather than work for the U.S. Government. If we
are to be successful in coping with our Government personnel needs
we shall somehow have to create not only better law but better incen
tives and a better general public appreciation of the Government's
need for talent.
We must move on this problem for in the final analysis a nation
and its government have no wealth, have no power, except in its
people.

Senator Jackson. Professor Manning, may I express my appre
ciation to you on behalf of the committee for your very fine statement.
You have invited attention in particular to the great change that has
occurred in our system over a period of time and in a most descriptive
way presented the challenge that we face.
Our job in this committee is to find some way in which your closing
note can be implemented, namely, the marshalling of our greatest
resource, our human talent, so that it can be utilized effectively in
coping with this broad challenge that we face.
I take it that the first consideration, of course, is a negative one,
namely, the change in the archaic statutes referred to as conflict-of-
interest laws. The difficulty stems in large part as to what is a conflict
of interest today. In order to do anything in this direction, that is
the No. 1 order of business, is it not ?
Mr. Manning. Well, I think
Senator Jackson. I mean this stands as an impediment based on
what you have related here and what has occurred as a result of
various hearings of committees of Congress, cases that have been
brought to light, and a long series of public disclosures especially
since, before, and immediately prior and during and subsequent to
World War II.
Mr. Manning. I have no doubt that certain adjustments in the
conflict-of-interest statutes would make a substantial difference in
the possibility of recruiting people into Government service. I have
no doubt of that whatsoever. I would point out, however, that the
problem is a difficult one because the conflict-of-interest statutes are
not just an impediment ; they are also a protection. We are obviously
not in a position where we can simply say they are all bad and there
fore should be scrapped. Unfortunately it is not that easy. The
problem is how to rebalance the restraints so the statutes perform
their major functions of protecting governmental integrity without
at the same time blocking the Government's personnel recruitment and
administration.
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Senator Jackson. We certainly all realize the obvious necessity of
protecting the public interest. One can make a very good argument
that working under an old statute which was supposed to protect
the public interest has impeded the public interest in that it has denied
to the Federal Government the talent that the Federal Government
needs at the right time and the right place. This, of course, is the
deep concern of the committee and we want to make sure that the
public interest, from the standpoint of honesty and integrity, is
protected.
The main difficulty I think in the conflict-of-interest situation stems
not so much from the fellow who is a plain thief as it does from the
fact that it is this fear of a technical violation of the conflict-of-interest
statutes, is it not, which deters him and which leaves him in a state
of uncertainty so that he is not quite sure where he stands. He works
for a firm and he is all ready to come to Washington, and then the
counsel for the firm tells him, well, now, look; you are up against
such and such. Something might happen to you if you don't do so
and so.
So when he listens to counsel for the firm, he decides, well, I had
better not come. It is bad enough to come down here anyway.
Mr. Manning. That precise point is one that we have sought to
make in our book on conflict of interests in Federal service. The book
should be available, incidentally, by June 15 or so.
The substantive provisions of the statutes themselves certainly im
pose a substantial deterrent to a good many categories of potential
employees. But over and above that, this point that you have added
is also valid. The sheer uncertainty in this particular body of legis
lation has contributed further to this deterrent effect. No one really
knows what it is he can't do legally, or he can do, legally.
Senator Jackson. Do you have any comments at this time as to—
assuming that appropriate changes are made in the conflict-of-interest
statutes, do you have any comments regarding affirmative legislative
actions that might be necessary to cope with the problems presented,
particularly by the top political executives who come to Washington
for a limited period of time, the employment of consultants and the
contracting out of Government services ?
Mr. Manning. I have some thoughts on it.
Senator Jackson. I have particular reference, of course, to the
middle executive, where you do have a multitude of deterrents at
the present time.
Mr. Manning. That is the one I was going to begin with, too,
precisely for that reason. I certainly wish I could offer a panacea.I do not expect to be able to, and I don't expect anyone else to be able
to find one. I say this because of my basic view that the main problem
is the overall attitude of this society toward Government service.
If it were considered part of the normal routine of the man's
life that he would work for the Government at Borne point for 3 or
4 years in the same way that it would be considered routine that
he would serve in the military or routine that he would go to school
for a while, or routine that he would take care of his aging parents,
if this were part of the mores of this society—as it has been m some
societies! —Cincinnatus' leaving the plow for government service and
then going back to the plow—if this were part of the general attitude
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of the American people toward Government service that, in itself,
would do more to resolve all these problems than any other single
thing. Short of that, and so long as we don't have that, we aren't
going to find any total solutions to the problem. But we can find
some lesser ones, I think.
Senator Jackson. The mores of the community are not always
susceptible to improvement by legislative process.
Mr. Manning. That is right.
Senator Jackson. The British, in the 19th century, I think, came
as close to the development of a great tradition of serving the Empire.
Their young men grew up with a deep sense of obligation to serve
in some capacity
Mr. Manning. Exactly.
Senator Jackson. Whether it was in the military service or in the
civil service throughout the world. Is that not a good example of
what you have in mind ?
Mr. Manning. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. Of course, it had to come with time. Maybe a
few more aerial incidents will help bring the story home to the Ameri
can people, that we are indeed in a cold war of serious consequences
and it is the responsibility of all our citizens to do their part, whether
they are in the Government service or in the universities, or working
for private firms or working for laboratories. Wherever their talent
is located, it is our job and our responsibility to come up with the legal
devices, at least, that will make it possible for the Federal Government
to call on their services without deterrents to overcome and without
the necessity of being delayed indefinitely in obtaining access to such
talents.
Mr. Manning. And I, for one, believe that there are some things
that we can do that within the limits of what we have just agreed
to be the barricades that surround us, the barricades of the mores of
our own society in this respect. Within these limits we can do a good
bit.
Now, you asked—and I would agree that this should be the first
question —what about the middle executive? What about the middle
lawyer, the middle assistant or associate professor, the middle doctor,
or whatever ? Well, my first answer is a trite one, but things become
trite usually because they are true. Money.
Senator Jackson. The root of all evil.
Mr. Manning. And of very considerable good, too. Very con
siderable good. These people need not large sums of money but
regular sums of money. The cash payment to meet that month's
mortgage payment must be found. To talk in terms of the public
sacrifice made by a senior retired executive who is required to sell a
block of A.T. & T. bonds to finance a Washington tour is one thing.
To talk of the middle executive pulling his children of out college,
and having the bank foreclose on his house, is really quite another.
The fact of the matter is, the man in midcareer cannot and will not
do it. Something must be done to make dollars available to these
people if we have any hopes of getting them
I wish to emphasize strongly that 1 am not just talking about busi
nessmen who are corporation executives. It is true, in my view, that
for peculiar and perhaps temporary reasons, corporate compensa
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tion standards, by and large, are out of scale vis-a-vis the Govern
ment, and indeed out of scale with most other lines of endeavor as
well. The corporate executive problem, for that reason, may be the
most difficult. But, nonetheless, this problem of finding money to
attract the middle executive talent to Government exists for the young
lawyer, for the doctor, for the accountant, for an engineer, for any
one else.
Secondly, and this is part of the money point again, combined with
Senator Jackson's point about the conflict-of-interest statutes, for the
middle executive, the section of the statutes that imposes the greatest
burden is title 18, United States Code, section 1914, basically forbid
ding the outside supplementation of the salary of the Government
employee.
Now, there are good arguments for the rule of section 1914. But
the trouble is

, if you make the argument, buy it, and live with it,

then you have to pay the cost. And the cost is this : A Government
agency finds and recruits a middle executive it wants. The agency
can pay $10,000 per year but the prospect is currently making $15,000.
The prospect's employer offers to pick up the other $5,000 while the
employee is in service. Section 1914 says that this is illegal and the
Government does not get the employee. And it is illegal quite re
gardless of whether his employer does any business with the agency
involved or with any part of the Government. The payment would
be a supplementation of salary, and, as such, is forbidden.
Now, I repeat. This issue isn't black and white. There are argu
ments for such a stringent Draconian position, but I think we must
be realistic and recognize that if we are going to keep section 1914,
we are either (a) going to lose the people, or (b) going to have to
raise their Government salaries appreciably. I think it is that clear.
On a different tack, a good bit can be done on the recruitment prob
lem that is not now being done in the field of public education. I

don't mean "public education" in a great vacuous sort of floating way
suggesting that wouldn't it be nice if everybody knew more about
everything. I am talking about this concrete problem of recruiting
executive talent. I do not think the public is aware of the problem.

I do not think that employers are really aware of the problem—
especiallymen of senior positions themselves, people whose impressions
of Government were formed in the earlier days before the revolution
ary changes of the last 30 years took place. It is my experience, at
least, that when you talk with these men in the law firms, in the doc
tors' offices, and in the companies, they just aren't really persuaded
that it is important, vital, that they let their younger people go to
the Government for awhile, that they should make this easy to do,
that they should hold their place open on the ladder of promotion
to the extent that it is at all possible, that they should encourage the
young people to go, and that there are manv kinds of advantages and
ref urns to the employer when they do. I think that story can be sold
and can be sold far more than it has been.
Again, back to the conflict-of-interest provisions. It seems to me
that certain kinds of outside economic interests must be permitted to
be held by Government employees. Certainly, for example, you are
not going to get people to come into the Government and work for it
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if they have to abandon their pension plans, their retirement plans,
their group insurance, and so forth. And there is some considerable
doubt as to the extent to which the existing conflict-of-interest statutes
may require that.
There are three, at least. I think there are rather a larger number
still that we can think of. If we can bring the contracting-out system
under some kind of public knowledge and control, leaving out, of
course—again, I qualify— the security classification problem, I see no
reason why we should view it with alarm. Indeed, I think in many
ways it should be viewed as a great line of hope when coupled with,
as we suggested and agreed earlier, devices for keeping sufficiently
competent people in Government to decide as among competing rec
ommendations made by the outside contractor.
There are many advantages and much flexibility in these devices.
They are almost certainly going to grow as demands change and
develop. I think probably if we can bring them out in the open suffi
ciently and assure ourselves of control inside the Government, we
should not resist them and should not view them as machinations of
the devil. And the same statement, I think, should be made about
consultants.
- Senator Jackson. Well, there is not much doubt that it is—at least,
let us put it this way : Isn't it entirely possible that we may need some
affirmative legislation to at least clarify the relationships of this mid
dle executive group, if they are to retain their stock options and
pension plans?
Mr. Manning. May I sav just parenthetically that it is the pension
plans that concern me much more than the stock options ?
Senator Jackson. Yes.
Mr. Manning. By my view, there has been much more talk and
attention given to the stock option than the topic deserves, whereas,
there has not been nearly enough attention given to the very real prob
lems of retirement schemes, retirement plans, and insurance plans.
Excuse me for the interruption.
Senator Jackson. To get back to the contracting-out device, how
important a factor do you think that higher salaries are in that par
ticular program?
Mr. Manning. I think they are very important; I think they are
very important.
Senator Jackson. Much—not much, but at least a good part of this
difficulty of getting good people can be corrected by reasonable ad
justment in the salary structure; is this not true?
Mr. Manning. That is certainly my impression. It is the kind
of thing that is very hard to document, but it is certainly my view.
Senator Jackson. What is your attitude toward the possible con
sideration of a Senate resolution expressing concern about the rapid
turnover in top political positions bearing on national security?
Mr. M\nning. The turnover rate is astonishing in the Defense De
partment. What is it now ? Something below 2 years.
Senator Jackson. I think the Harvard study brought it down to—
we referred to it earlier this morning—but for the Government as
a whole, I believe it was, around a year. We will have those figures
in the record as soon as we get the study.
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Mr. Manning. Well, that is a very, very difficult problem. Indeed-
in my view, it is an almost insoluble problem. May I indicate why
I am pessimistic about it.
We speak of the desirability of staffing our top offices by what w«
call temporary employees, and we have been talking of the middle
executive being excused, so to speak, from his regular line of employ
ment to go to Washington. I can imagine a shift in attitudes that
would lead to a wider acceptance by employers of the idea of Mr.
Middle Executive going to Washington for 2 or 3 years. But I am
not optimistic at the prospects of persuading a company or a law firm
or a university to release an important, key middle executive for 4
or 5 years.
In other words, on this issue we may be riding a horse in two-
directions at once. If we want men who will stay for 4 or 5 years*
we are no longer talking about the released man ; we are talking about
a different problem, I think.
Senator Jackson. Just one other question. I have several others,,
but I will stop with this next one.
What is your opinion with reference to the dual compensation
laws? As you know, this situation, of course, is becoming a very
important one with a tremendous number of retired officers going
into retirement status in their early forties, on up. Many of them
have outstanding talents. They would like to stay in the Govern
ment, and I know I have talked with a number of them who sincerely
want to stay in the Government. They find, however, that they have
their children to put through college, and they end up going to work
for a private corporation or with a nonprofit institution that has
in both instances contracts with the Government. So they can draw
their pay from the private company or university or research insti
tute, and also draw their retirement, which they can't do under the
$10,000 limitation.
Mr. Manning. Yes.
This was my passing reference at the very end of my semiprepared
statement. I think these statutes are catastrophic.
In the first place a great disservice has been done in ever permitting
them to be called dual compensation statutes. This is an ingenious
bit of public relations work. What the statutes forbid is not dual
compensation. They forbid single Government compensation to a
man who has earned and is receiving the retirement payment for
which he worked for many, many years. Whether or not dual com
pensation is good or inherently bad isn't material here because these
are not dual compensation situations anyway.
Secondly, in the example that you have suggested, sir, the U.S.
Government may receive at least some indirect benefit from this man's
training and experience if he goes to work for a company that is work
ing in the general area of his own expertise. But many of these
men do not do this, as I am sure you know.
Many will wind up selling life insurance or going into the hardware
store business. These are eminently honorable businesses. But for
a man who is an expert in naval gunnery and has spent 30 years at it.
to be forced to become an insurance man, because the U.S. Government
will not let him work for the U.S. Government, seems to me inexcus
able.
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Senator Jackson. The Government, in effect, is cutting off its re
turn on an investment.
Mr. Manning. Exactly.
Senator Jackson. It is like a man having an investment and decid
ing he is going to cut off the return that he should continue to receive
on that investment. Isn't that so ?
Mr. Manning. And particularly, I think that is borne out in our
present situation when our commitments overseas are as great as they
are, when for our overseas programs, particularly in the less devel
oped areas, we so badly need men with just these technical skills. I
should think the people in the Kremlin are much amused—if they
can bring themselves to believe that such statutes really exist.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits ?
Senator Javits. Mr. Manning, first let me commend you for your
remarkably fine job for my own bar association. I had the honor of
introducing the bill, and from what we are hearing here it seems you
may be a party to a very fruitful exercise.
I have just a couple of questions to ask.
One : "Would there be room in this bill, or could you make room in
this bill for the kind of internship plan we have been talking about
where you would borrow from industry people whom the Government
would not pay at all ?
In other words, I understand your point about supplementing com
pensation ; I agree with it. And I agree with you thoroughly about
these military officers. I think that is a shocking thing and I shall
welcome the first opportunity to vote against it I assume it is covered
by the bill.
Mr. Manning. The so-called dual compensation statutes ?
Senator Javits. What we are just talking about now.
Mr. Manning. No, sir ; it is not included in that bill. It is a sepa
rate statute.
Senator Javits. So we would have to act on that separately. Now,
what about this internship business? How could we accommodate
that?
Mr. Manning. Well it is not now included in the bill, as is implicit
in your question.
Senator Javits. I understand.
Mr. Manning. I would be inclined to think that—this is just a
technical point—it would be better treated in separate legislation
rather than in this bill. The function of this conflict of interest bill,
basically, is to provide an overall regulatory structure for executive
branch employees.
I would certainly welcome and endorse and be willing to do what
I could to work on some kind of an intern bill that would make it
possible for people to come into the Government, so to speak. We
really don't have the vocabulary to describe this. I had started to
say on loan," but it really isn't that. It is a new idea we are
wrestling with here on this intern matter.
Senator Javits. You have got yourself a job.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits, I want to say we have retained
Professor Manning as a consultant to the committee. "We will wel
come any suggestions you have.
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He is going to help us on some of the legislation that, obviously,
we will need to pass, negative and affirmative legislation, especially
with reference to the dual compensation law, and this intern matter
that you mentioned, and others.
So, he will be available, particularly after the adjournment of his
current professorship for the summer, maybe.
Mr. Manning. T was just going to say someone may have to talk
to Yale University about this matter of released time we have been
discussing.
Senator Jackson. You had better start at Yale with the British
tradition of the 19th century.
Mr. Manning. I agree.
Senator Javits. I had just one other point I wanted to pursue. I
had some experience with this kind of business when I was attorney
general of New York. We had a code of ethics and I set up a com
mittee to advise people who had troublesome questions and I also
administered the code.
Now, it brings to my mind two things. This is based on practical
experience. One is the urgent need for an advisory agency and I
notice here that your provisions for an advisory agency are largely
directed toward the President and agency heads. Well, you have a
very human problem there. I will find this in a minute.
Mr. Manning. With the Attorney General, sir.
Senator Javits. Yes. The problem often is that an employee will
not wish to go into this with an agency head because there may be
no reason for disclosure and getting into a proceeding about it. I
just give that to you to think about.
Mr. Manning. That is an interesting idea.
Senator Javitr. Because when you are dealing with individuals
with problems, they want an answer, not a case. That is what I
found when I was attorney general.
The other thing is that there is sometimes—and this is

,

again, trying
to bring this thing really abreast of the times—sometimes you want

a man and you want him awfully bad and you don't care what dis
ability he is under. You want him. Now, there must be some ele
ments of this bill that should be subject to waiver by the President
where in the national interest we have just got to have him.
It is a lot more important than whether he has a stock option or
some other wrinkle. Those are two things, as I went through this bill,
which I like enormously, which occurred to me as something which
peonle like yourself ought to think about.
Mr. Manning. I think both of these facts are extremely valuable.
To some extent, the second one, I believe, is incorporated. It is not
an across-the-board-exemntion power, but it is effective as to some of
the sections within the bill. Probably a good argument can be made
for going further by way of Presidential exemptive power than the
bill now does.

I will say further that I think—and this gives me an opportunity
to say this—we have got to take some risks. I think we are taking
one very devil of a risk right now, and that one is very permanent
and very substantial and it lives in the Soviet Union. I am prepared,
w>"ld be prepared as an individual, to take the risk that once in a

while some Government official will get caught off base if
,

in so doing.
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we can make a substantial contribution toward this personnel staffing
problem.
One of our major problems in the area has been the attitude with
which we have approached it

,

the attitude that if a company is willing
to supplement someone's salary while he is working for the Govern
ment, the reason for that must lie in evil motivation. The assump
tion that if a President, to take Senator Javits' point, has an exemptive
power, he will use it to pack the Government with people who have
come in to wallow at the public trough. I don't myself believe this
is descriptively true—at least it is not from what I have observed.
But, secondly, even if some of the time it should prove to be true, it

seems to me that the costs of our overcareful stringency in personnel
regulation are today much, much greater.
Senator Javits. Now, in that connection, I would like to ask you
this. Wouldn't it be possible to give the President the power of waiver
and give the Congress the power of veto ? We do that, for example, in
immigration cases and that would give everybody complete protection.
Mr. Manning. Yes, sir. That is a possibility.
Senator Javits. Do you think that would be entirely practicable ?

Mr. Manning. I do not now think of an objection to it.
Senator Javits. I don't want to commit you to a policy position. We
are just trying to spread on the record things you may be thinking
about later when you are working for the committee.

Senator Javits. That is all I have on that.
Now, there is one other thing I would like to ask you about. What
would you think of this, some concept of a committee like this one
having a responsibility to defend people just like so many committees
in the Congress take them apart ?

Mr. Manning. Well, that is a novel idea.
Senator Javits. Well, now, this is a very important thing becauseI will tell you something of my own experience and just take a second.I speak with the civil service groups very often and the most valuable
thing I tell them is not come to me if you want a promotion, but come
to me if you are unjustly accused. That is what 1 am there for. And
why shouldn't a high Government official feel there is some committee
of the Senate that will fight for the preservation of his values, for the
country, when some other committee may, he thinks, be taking him
apart on the subject.
Senator Jackson. I think this is a responsibility, if I may add, too,

I think, of each individual Senator. I took it upon myself to make a

statement for television on Monday saying that this is no time to criti
cize the President of the United States in connection with the aerial
development.
The President is going to a difficult conference and he has enough
problems.
There comes a time, I think, when people in public office have a re
sponsibility to be responsible.
Senator Javits. I am grateful for this opportunity. I don't wish
to intrude on Senator Muskie's time.
Senator Jackson. I would hope this, Senator Javits, that this would
be the code of honor of every Senator, every elected Representative
to the House of Eepresentatives, regardless of what administration is
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in power. I do believe that the public demands of its representatives
to be responsible when we find ourselves in the situation where re
sponsibility must be the order of the day. And this certainly is true
in the present crisis that we are in. It is true in the protection of the
rights of individuals who are accused. I think that a Senator has a
constitutional responsibility not to do anything that is going to impair
the very institution that makes it possible for us to hold our position.
Senaor Javits. May I just ask him a question ? I don't want to
Senator Jackson. I intruded on your time.
Senator Javits. May I phrase a question ?
Could we, do you feel, somewhat negate the impression that a man
who takes a Government job makes himself vulnerable to persecution,
to investigation in its onerous sense, to his character being impugned,
and so on, by getting a feeling among people who are likely candi
dates? that there are also defenders around here who will stand up for
people when they need a friend and if it is felt that they deserve it ?
Mr. Manning. One associated thought comes to me in connection
with your question, Senator. It is one that the bar committee talked
about a good bit and relates to the confirmation process. When
you think of it this way, is it not rather anomolous that the executive
branch, after working to persuade someone to accept an appointment
carefully grooms him down the avenue, then puts him in a taxicab and
ships him up here and into the Senate committee room where he is all
by himself. He is running a new and strange gantlet alone—what
ever his particular gantlet may be, whether his policy views or his
own stockholdings or his past political experience, or whatever it may
be. As you suggest, this business of a man standing alone against the
forces of Government on the other side of the table can be a fairly
traumatic sort of experience for many individuals —hardly a welcome
into Government service.
This is one illustration of the point you are making, that it would
be far more comfortable to know that some group is there trying to
help the appointee through this phase. In this area of confirmation
proceedings, we get a close tieup between your first suggestion about
prior advice on conflict of interest problems, and on the other hand,
your suggestion that someone be available to stand up for you.
Senator Javits. I am grateful to you, Professor. Certainly some
thing ought to be included on this as part of the problems that we are
trying to wrestle with.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Senator Muskie?
Senator Muskie. May I compliment you, too, Professor Manning
upon your contribution this afternoon? I have only one or two ques
tions. In a sense is it not true that the prospective Government em
ployee has business interests which might reasonably be expected to
affect his loyalties to his Government is better off if there are conflict
of interest statutes than he would be without them, because his repu
tation is more likely to be protected if he assumes employment in the
Government, if there are even confusing conflict of interest statutes
on the books than if there were not.
Mr. Manning. May I break your question into two parts sir, and
agree with the first half of it ?
Senator Muskie. Yes indeed.
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Mr. Manning. Yes, I do agree with you, there is no question that
they protect, and they protect the individual in the same way that
they protect the Government. Indeed they have another effect which
is not often spoken of particularly. They make it possible for the
Government to work with particular companies and to draw some
appointees whom otherwise they would not be able to draw upon.
I think I can use the example of Mr. Charles Wilson as an example.
Had the Senate Committee not required him to dispose of his GM
holdings, my guess is that the U.S. Government and Department of
Defense would have found itself dealing exclusively with Chrysler and
Ford, because of the public pressure and howl that would have been
raised whenever GM got a contract. After Mr. Wilson's divestment,
the Defense Department bought regularly from GM, and there was
little adverse public reaction. So I think there is this protective
element involved. And if you recall, sir, I too wanted to stress the
protective element of these statutes. They must be retained ; indeed
in some ways they should be strengthened.
Now the second part of your question contained a reference to the
protective usefulness even of a confusing conflict of interests statute.
No, I would rather lose that man from Government service as an
individual if we have to accept the confusing conflict of interest
statutes as the alternative. These statutes are rules governing across
the board and affecting many, many people. I would rather lose the
particular fellow we are speaking of by the force of a tough and clear
conflict of interest statute so long as we have a workable series of con
flict of interest statutes for a wider range of people.
Senator Muskie. I think we are not really in disagreement on that
point.
One further question I think you have probably answered already
but I would like to state it this way in order to get your reaction.
It seems to me that one of two assumptions could underlie a conflict-
of-interest statute: One, that the prospective employee ought to be
required to anticipate to the extent that he reasonably can, any con
flicts that might arise between his business holdings and his duties to
the Government.
The other assumption is that there are certain risks or conflicts
which we ought to be prepared to take. I wonder which of these two
assumptions would you support ?
Mr. Manning. Well, my answer might sound equivocating, but I
believe it is not. I think we have to operate on both of these assump
tions. What we need, most of all, is judgment as to which one is work
ing when.
There are some conflict-of-interest situations that I just do not think
we can tolerate. Because it is now a past issue, and I hope one that
has no political overtones, I think the example of Mr. Wilson can be
used as an instance. I do not think we would have thought it appeal
ing if we were looking at this problem outside of the United States
and saw the head of the Krupp Works going in as the German Secre
tary of Defense. The parallel is not exact, but it is close enough to
make the point that the general flavor and aura of the relationship
involved was simply unacceptable from a political —all that means to
me, is good commonsense—standpoint. Whether or not Mr. Wilson
would, under any conceivable circumstances, in fact favor his company
is just irrelevant to that proposition.
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I recall a little anecdote on this point attributed to a Senator at the
time of the Wilson confirmation. It stuck in mind and I think it
makes an important point. The Senator said :

If I thought he was the kind of man whose action in office would in any way
hinge on his personal holdings I would not vote to confirm him no matter what
he sold.

Now, where there is this kind of an overriding unsavoriness of ap
pearance with a corresponding inevitable undermining of public con
fidence, then it seems to me we must operate on your assumption num
ber two—that there are some conflict of interest situations that we
cannot live with.
Senator Muskie. In contrast you say there are some that we can
live with.
Mr. Manning. There are some, and I think Senator Javits' point is
entirely sound here. There are situations where the risk may be con
sidered to be one that we are willing to take considering the advan
tages that we would derive from the particular service. May I sug
gest a particular example? I have no trouble with this one and I am
sure you do not either.
If you will review the list of names of those in the President's
Science Advisory Committee, you will find that it is a magnificent
collection of the most eminent scientists in the United States. That is
statement 1. Statement 2 is equally true. One can find no issue
relating to scientific development in the private economic arena that
does not have an effect on one or more private representatives on that
powerful Government policy advisory committee. In this case we
make the judgment that, though Bell Labs, for example, is very much
interested in defense contracts, someone from Bell Labs can be very
useful on that committee. We recognize the risk, we decide it is
smaller than the corresponding gain, and we decide that here is a
conflict-of-interest risk we can live with.
Senator Muskte. How would you categorize that in such a way as
to provide an objective standard for measuring subsequent situations?
Mr. Manning. I guess I do not share the faith of many in the
possibility of articulating objective standards in words where the
real question is whether someone has good judgment in the particular
circumstances.
Senator Muskie. So it is a question of judging it case by case, sit
uation bv situation ?
Mr. Manning. Well, I think one thing we can do is to lay down a
general rule that is a stiff one and then, as Senator Javits proposed,
provide for an exemptive power in the President. The President may
use this power, however, only upon a particular finding by him that
the national interest requires it

,

the decision must be made public, and
the facts must be nublished in the Federal Register. What it really
means is that the President is putting his political head on the chop
ping block to underwrite this particular judgment, bringing the
force of disclosure and public opinion to bear whenever he uses this
exemptive power. Some such combination seems a useful approach.
Senator Mttskte. Is this technique utilized in the bill which you
and Senator Javits were discussing?
Mr. Manning. Yes, sir, it is contained there.
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Senator Muskie. Is the standard which is imposed so ironclad as to
impose a rather onerous administrative load on the President and the
President's Office in handling these individual exemptions?
Mr. Manning. We worked for a year and a half to try to hammer
it out so that it would strike a sensible balance between the risk of an
inadequate protection, on the one hand, and on the other the risk of
administrative unfeasibility. With increasing administrative func
tions being steadily laid upon the shoulders of the President, this prob
lem is a very real one, I know.
Senator Mtjskie. With respect to your four categories of em
ployees^
Mr. Manning. Yes, sir.
Senator Mtjskie (continuing). Would this discretionary power ap
ply to the last three categories which you have described in your
statement?
Mr. Manning. Well, sir, it is not set up in those terms. The par
ticular exemptive power I am now describing relates to one section of
the proposed general conflict of interest statute. But it does not ex
clude any category of employees.
It is across-the-board, and any employee could receive this exemp
tion. Our anticipation is

,

however, that it would be rarely used.
Senator Mtjskie. Thank you, Professor.
Mr. Manning. Thank you.
The Chairman. Professor Manning, I must leave right now. Mr.
Pendleton has some questions. Before I leave, I again want to express
our appreciation for your help, and we are looking forward to having
your valuable assistance in connection with the problems that we will
be trying to attack during the course of the committee's study.
Senator Muskie will preside in my absence until the hearings have
been completed.

I wanted to announce that we will meet tomorrow at 10 o'clock, andI believe our first witness tomorrow is Marion B. Folsom, director of
the Eastman Kodak Co. and former Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, to be followed by Crawford H. Greenewalt, president of
Du Pont, in the morning. Those will be the two witnesses tomorrow ;

and we will resume at 10 o'clock.
Excuse me, Senator Muskie, you take over.
Mr. Manning. Thank you again, Senator, for the opportunity to

"Mr. Pendleton. I have one question, Professor Manning, suggested
by your earlier statement. You referred to the tradition of service as
exemplified by Cincinnatus. In this country, since the advent of
World War II, we have pretty well established a tradition of military
service implemented under our system by the draft.
We continue this in recognition of this thing we call the cold war.
To fight the cold war, we have to do things other than train soldiers
and maintaining strictly military establishments. It occurs to me that
we might consider assigning some of our draftees annually to training
in the civilian service of some of the national security agencies, both
to equip ourselves more basically at that level with the young people
for another type of the service, and perhaps provide a crop later on in
future years in the time of a hot emergency of people who could be
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brought back in to active duty and that would have had some basic
experience with those agencies. How does that strike you ?
Mr. Manning. That is a veiy interesting idea, very interesting idea
indeed.
One will not infrequently hear discussion of the possibility of locat
ing a sufficient incentive to make it feasible to buud up a substantial
and serious executive reserve of the Government. Your thought might
be one way of moving in that direction. If these young men are in
service already, they might as well work in one ring of the Pentagon
as another.
That is a very interesting idea.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you.
I have no other questions.
Senator Muskie. Well, I think that we have come to the end of this
hearing at just about the right time. We have a roll call coming up
on the floor.
So, may I, again, Professor Manning, say that I have enjoyed this
afternoon's testimony, and compliment you upon your good common-
sense.
The committee will be adjourned until tomorrow morning.
Mr. Manning. Thank you, Senator Muskie.
(Whereupon, at 4:15 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Thursday, May 12, 1960.)



MOBILIZING TALENT FOR GOVERNMENT SERVICE

THURSDAY, MAY 12, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room
3302, New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chair
man of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson, Muskie, and Javits.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, and Howard E. Haugerud, professional
staff members; and Edmund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
The subcommittee continues today with its second day of hearings
on the problems involved in securing our Nation's finest talents for
Government service in the demanding years of cold war which lie
ahead.
As I indicated yesterday, we are focusing this week upon the im
portant problem of recruiting and retaining topflight political execu
tives—the group of high officials and their immediate assistants on
whom rests the ultimate responsibility for governing.
The subcommittee was privileged to hear some highly significant
testimony yesterday from Mr. Harold Boeschenstein, president of the
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Co., the Honorable Roger Jones, Chair
man of the Civil Service Commission, and Prof. Bayless Manning of
the Yale Law School.
This morning, I am delighted to welcome as our first witness the
Honorable Marion B. Folsom of the Eastman Kodak Co. Mr. Fol-
som needs no introduction to this committee. His contributions to
Government extend back over a period of three decades. We are all
aware of his recent distinguished service as Under Secretary of the
Treasury and Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. I might
also note that he is the only man in recent history from the ranks
of big business to serve as staff director of a congressional com
mittee—the House Special Committee on Postwar Economic Policy
and Planning. In view of that record, we will have to extend con
gressional immunity to you this morning, Mr. Secretary.
Senator Muskie. No greater and no lesser.
Senator Jackson. He thus has a unique background of business,
legislative, and executive branch experience.
I might say at this point that the subcommittee has agreed with
the President that "testimony by present or former Government offi
cials who have served on the National Security Council or its sub
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ordinate bodies regarding the National Security Council and its sub
ordinate machinery will be taken first in executive session." We have
notified our witnesses accordingly.
We are very delighted, too, that your able Senator is here, your
local townsman from Rochester, N.Y., Senator Keating. We are
pleased that you could join us for a while this morning.
Senator Keating. Thank you very much. I appreciate the invita
tion. Our witness is an oldtime friend, and one of the most distin
guished citizens of the State of New York. I am delighted to be
here, to hear part of this testimony, although I shall have to leave
shortly.
Senator Jackson. Secretary Folsom, we will be pleased to hear
from you now.

STATEMENT OP HON. MARION B. FOLSOM, DIRECTOR AND MAN
AGEMENT ADVISER, EASTMAN KODAK CO., ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Mr. F0L8OM. My name is Marion B. Folsom. I am a director and
mangement adviser of the Eastman Kodak Co. in the fields of finance,
public relations, and employee benefits. I joined Eastman Kodak in
1914 and became treasurer in 1935 and a director in 1947. I resigned
these positions in 1953 to become Under Secretary of the Treasury
of the United States. At that time I also resigned as Chairman of the
Committee for Economic Development and as a Director of the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York. In 1955 I became Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare. I resigned from that Office in 1958
and rejoined Kodak a month later in my present capacity.
Prior to 1953, I served the Federal Government in a number of
different capacities. I was a member of the President's Advisory
Council on Economic Security, which assisted in the development of
the Social Security System in 1934-35, and I served on the several
subsequent councils. Since 1936, I have been a member of the Busi
ness Advisory Council for the Department of Commerce. In 1944-46
I served as staff director of the House of Representatives Special
Committee on Postwar Economic Policy and Planning, and in 1940-
41 as a division executive of the National Defense Advisory Com
mission. I have also served as Vice Chairman of the President's
Advisory Committee on the Merchant Marine in 1947-48 and as a
member of the National Advisorv Board on Mobilization Policy in
1951-52.
I fully realize the importance of attracting able people into Govern
ment service and am pleased to present my views on the problem.
As far as my own experience is concerned, I found it satisfactory—
in the administrative positions, in working for the congressional com
mittee, and in the various advisory committees. I know many other
businessmen who have also found Government service satisfying
and rewarding. I do not feel that the difficulties faced by business
men in the Government are as serious as often depicted. The situation
has been exaggerated by the headlines arising from a few specific
cases. Nevertheless, the fact that this impression exists among busi
ness people does create a problem in regard to recruiting men for these
executive positions.
I have found that the factors involved in attracting men into Gov
ernment positions vary widely, not only as to individuals, but as to
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occupational groups. I will discuss four main categories: (1) busi
nessmen, (2) lawyers, (3) college professors, and (4) miscellaneous
professional men and State and local governmental officials.

BUSINESSMEN

It is true that businessmen will find working for the Government
different in many respects from their experience in business. Much
of the difficulty is due to the lack of appreciation of the fact that
officials must operate in public view, and that Congress and the public
have a right to know what is going on.
It is also hard for businessmen to become adjusted to the unique
processes of governmental administration as compared to business
administration. For instance, civil service rules make it difficult to
reward good service of employees by prompt promotions and pay
increases and to remove inefficient workers. Unless a person has had
previous experience in Government, it generally takes some months
for him to adjust to the different surroundings and conditions, and
the limitations of the numerous laws which reduce the flexibility of
administration.
It is unfortunate that in most cases the business executive stays
in Government positions less than 2 years. He generally leaves just
about the time he reaches the peak of his usefulness. A study recently
made by the Harvard Business School showed that in the past 16 years,
of the businessmen who had been in Government service and left, 48
percent served only 1 year or less and only 33 percent served over
2 years.

DIFFICTJLTtES IN RECRUITING

While my experience was satisfactory to me personally, I did have
difficulty in recruiting businessmen for top administrative positions,
both in the Treasury and in the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. Kecruiting was especially difficult for such positions as
Under Secretary, Assistant Secretary, and assistants—the appointive
positions between the top civil service and the Secretary. I know also
that other departments have had the same difficulty, not only in this
administration but in previous ones.
Businessmen with experience in handling people in large organiza
tions are uniquely fitted for many executive positions in Government.I have found the businessmen are available in two groups—the older
men who are recently retired or who are approaching retirement age,
and the very young men. Some very able men have been recruited
from the older group in this and previous administrations and many
of them have done outstanding jobs. It is often difficult, however,
for one who has had a top position in industry to accept a secondary
position as an assistant. Furthermore, the men in this age group
often cannot stand the pressure and the long hours required in most
of these positions. It is also more difficult for them to adjust to the
differences between Government and business. The businessmen in the
younger group who are available have generally not had adequate
experience, although there are some outstanding exceptions.
The persons really needed for many of these positions are men in
their late thirties or forties, with 10 or 15 years of business experience
and with several years in important administrative positions, espe
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cially in large organizations. Great difficulty is experienced in obtain-
ingbusinessmen in this category.
The difference in salary is a factor, but I found this was not the
main reason. The able men in this age group would benefit con
siderably from the Government experience. They would have a num
ber of years after their return to business to make up for any monetary
losses which might have been experienced during their stay in Gov
ernment.
Difficulty is also experienced in regard to pensions and other em
ployee benefits, stock options, et cetera, but these difficulties generally
can be ironed out. Family reasons, such as the maintenance of two
homes, change in schools for the children, and the difficulties in mov
ing, also are factors.

FEAR OF MISSING OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROMOTION

What I found as the principal reason, however, was the fear on the
part of the younger executive that, regardless of promises by the com
pany, he would find upon his return that he might have lost an op
portunity for advancement. While I would contend that the execu
tive should benefit from the experience and thus might be able to
advance faster, my arguments were not generally convincing. Be
cause of this factor, it probably will be necessary in many cases to
agree to a service of 2 years. An able person with the right expe
rience can make a real contribution during that period, although it
would be much better if he would stay longer.
All of the factors I've mentioned tend to make it difficult to attract
the able executives, but I feel that good progress could be made in
overcoming some of them if certain measures were taken by Govern
ment and industry.
While, as I've said, I do not think the climate for business execu
tives in Government is as bad as it's generally depicted, it would help
if congressional leaders would find occasion to say that they consider
it important that businessmen be obtained for some of these key ad
ministrative positions. It would also help if congressional leaders
could find occasion from time to time to praise the work of business
men who have performed an outstanding service. The press natur
ally plays up the cases where businessmen are criticized. A better
climate would result if Senators and Congressmen were a little more
careful in criticizing officials, and if—when they did criticize certain
individuals —they were more careful not to give the impression that
they were criticizing businessmen in general.
I found that the top officials of the large business organizations
were quite favorably inclined to let their young executives do a tour
of duty in Government, but the difficulty arises with the attitude of
the young executive in question. He quite often has the wrong opin
ion about the position of the businessmen in Government.

COMPANY BENEFIT PLANS

Of course, there are steps which industry could take to make Gov
ernment service more attractive.
Employee benefit plans are now an important part of an employee's
remuneration and many businessmen would naturally hesitate to ac
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cept a Government position if it should adversely affect their rights
to group insurance, group health, or company pension plans. A com
pany should continue the employee in the group life and group health
plans while is is in Government service, with the employee being con
sidered as away on a leave-of-absence basis, and with the same pre
miums being paid by the company and employee as when he was with
the company.
Ordinarily the status of the executive as to pension rights would
be frozen as of the date of his leaving the company, with no credit
being given for service while in the Government. The company
should also give credit to the employee when he returns to the com
pany for the time served in the Government. This practice was fre-
qently followed for men returning from military service.
The Government can help in the situation by making it clear in the
regulations regarding employment of businessmen that such arrange
ments regarding benefit plans are permissible to men on leave of ab
sence from their company.
It should also be understood that it would be permissible for a
company to make a reasonable grant to the executive at the time of
leaving, as was done in the case of those leaving for military service.
If arranagements of this type can be made, several of the obstacles
can be overcome. The company should also make it clear to the exe
cutive that a position will be available to him when he returns and
that everv effort will be made to locate him in a position at least as
good as the one he previously had. The company also should agree
that in case a general salary increase were made during his absence,
his salary upon return would reflect such increases.
Of course, a company in most cases cannot promise to hold an exact
position open and the executive will have to take that chance.
I feel quite confident that if measures along the lines I have sug
gested and will suggest later are adopted, there will be enough men
who are willing to devote 2 or 3 years of their career to Government
service. A capable man at the age I was talking about—35 to 45—
would gain considerable benefit from this experience and should ac
tually increase his earning power. But he should not go into the
service with this in view.
The businessman who will probably succeed in Government work
is one who not only has ability as demonstrated by his progress with
his company, but has shown an interest in Government policies. He
should have been active in affairs in his local community and his
local, State, and National trade organization, and thus become familiar
with problems faced by Government. It would also be very helpful
if he has had some previous experience with the Federal Government,
either in service on advisory committees or part-time work.

LAWYERS

Lawyers with corporate law experience are well fitted by training
and experience for many of these appointive positions, not just as
general counsels in the departments, but also as assistants and under
secretaries. This is especially true for the positions which call for
contacts with Members of Congress and the preparation and analysis
of bills. Lawyers also are very helpful in planning programs and
analyzing problems. Due to the nature of their experience, they are
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accustomed to adapting themselves to new situations. While not
many lawyers have had much experience, in administrative or execu
tive positions, this is not always necessary. On the other hand, some
of these young lawyers have turned out to be very able executives.
It is generally easier to obtain able young lawyers than businessmen.
Their income, in most cases, has not reached the point where the salary
of a Government position would mean much monetary sacrifice.
There seldom is any problem of employee benefits. The experience
gained, moreover, in many cases would be more in line with their
career.
There is one handicap in the rule that lawyers or their firms can
not participate in any case in which the lawyer was involved in his
Government work until 2 years after he has left the Government.
While such a rule is reasonable for lawyers in the Department of
Justice, Internal Revenue, and certain other positions, it would seem
that there should be more liberal interpretation in the usual appointive
position. A clarification of this rule would make it easier to obtain
able young men.

EDUCATORS

For many of these positions college professors, especially those in
the fields of political science, economics, and business administration,
are good prospects. Most of them have had little executive experience
and desire advisory positions rather than administrative positions.
They can be valuable additions for most departments and are
especially helpful in formulating programs. There is little diffi
culty experienced in professors' obtaining leaves of absence for a
reasonable time, and, as a rule, the Government salaries are higher
than in the educational institution. Educators in administrative
positions in their institutions are particularly good prospects, but
they are not so readly available.

OTHER PROFESSIONS AND GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

Good men are available also in other professions, such as hospital,
health, and welfare administrators, and men with experience in State
and local governments. These Government officials, however, would
probably prefer civil service positions so that they would not be sub
ject to loss of position when administrations change.

A CENTRAL RECRUITING AGENCY NEEDED

With so many able men available, the problem resolves itself into
one. of recruitment and proper placement. At present there is no cen
tral agency in Government service for recruiting these men. This is
left up to each individual department. It would seem highly desirable
to have a central recruiting office established in the White House
which would maintain a list of the various positions to be filled by
political appointees and the qualifications required for the positions.
One reason the service of so many businessmen is short is that they
were not properly placed in the first place. The present system is
too much hit or miss. The Secretary or agency head generally is
limited to suggestions received from friends or acquaintances and
there is little system to it.
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Such an office could also conduct a training program for the new
executive, mainly to cover such things as conflict-of-interest rules,
the mechanism of civil service, and the differences between Govern
ment and business. The attitude with which the executive approaches
a Government job is most important, and such a training course should
be very helpful in developing the right attitudes and approaches in
dealing with other executive departments and with Congress.
A start has recently been made in giving the new executives a course
of indoctrination but it is not uniform throughout the departments
and the present program can be considerably enlarged. Such an
office, to which the executive could come for help and advice, might
help to increase the length of time which the businessman spends in
Government.
It would be very helpful if more promising young businessmen or
men from other professions at an early age could obtain experience
in Government at a level below the level of presidential appointments.
A promising plan is now being tried out on a pilot basis in a program
recently organized by Brookings Institution called the public affairs
fellowship program. This plan calls for a number of Government
agencies taking promising businessmen into their organizations for
periods of 6 to 9 months. A number of businessmen have indicated
interest in this procedure and it is hoped that the Institution can
demonstrate through this pilot program the feasibility of such an
arrangement and encourage it to develop on a much broader scale.
It may be necessary for the Government to authorize a special category
of training positions in the intermediate class usually made by ap
pointment, without regard to civil service, for periods up to 2 years.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Questions regarding conflict of interest undoubtedly prevent many
executives from serving in Government positions. The publicity given
to a few outstanding cases has greatly exaggerated the actual situa
tion, however, as far as the effect on businessmen is concerned.
In the great majority of cases there is no conflict of interest, as
the executive would not be dealing with his former company and
there is no need for him to divest himself of his savings. Except in
the case of men in the very top positions, if a case should arise where
the executive would be dealing with his former company, he could
arrange to turn this specific job over to an associate. In the few posi
tions where a conflict of interest can be foreseen, the executive should
not be forced to sell his assets, but should be given the option of
turning them over to a trustee who would have complete control as
to investment, voting rights, et cetera. Such an arrangement could be
worked out with the assistance of the Department of Justice and with
the approval of the Senate committee which confirms the appointment.
This whole question of conflict of interest is in a great state of con
fusion and complexity due to the large number of statutes going
back many years, when conditions were quite different than they are
now. The situation would be alleviated to a great extent if these
statutes could be consolidated and a reasonable statute adopted to
meet present conditions.
Fortunately, a committee of very able lawyers from the New York
City Bar Association has recently completed an exhaustive study of
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this whole problem of conflict of interest. Their report contains
specific recommendations regarding divestment, employee benefit
plans, payment for outside services, gifts, post-Government employ
ment activities, and so forth. Their report also makes recommenda
tions about what phases of the problem should be covered by statute
and which by regulations, and includes the draft of a proposed con
solidated statute. I understand that the chairman of the committee,
Koswell B. Perkins (a very able lawyer, who formerly served with
me as Assistant Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare), will
present the report to your committee.
I have read the summary and the recommendations, and they seem
to me to be very reasonable and provide adequate protection for the
public interest. The enactment of a consolidated statute and the
adoption of other recommendations along the lines recommended by
this committee would, in my opinion, greatly improve the present
situation.
The conflict-of-interest statutes and regulations now cover part-time
employment, as well as full-time. Government departments find it
quite helpful to bring in, from time to time, consultants or experts to
help in specific problems, generally for short periods of time. These
people are now often considered as Government employees, the same
as full-time employees. This sometimes prevents these experts from
serving. I recall a case where a person declined to serve on one of
the advisory councils of the National Institutes of Health because of
this provision. It would seem to me that the usual rules should not
apply in the case of these part-time, temporary consultants, and that
they should also be permitted to maintain their usual connections and
income. The New York City Bar committee also covers this point
in its recommendations.
Most of the business executives who come into Government service
have only a vague idea regarding the conflict-of-interest statutes and
regulations, and there is very little systematic effort to acquaint
them with these rules. I would strongly endorse the recommendation
of this New York City Bar committee that a member of the White
House staff be designated to see that uniform regulations are adopted
in all the departments and agencies, and that the instructions de
veloped by the Department of Justice be given to each businessman
when he enters Government service. Such an official could be asso
ciated with the recruiting office recommended earlier.

SALARY REVISIONS FOR APPOINTED POSITIONS

In regard to the salary level of executive positions in Government,
the fact that it is lower than in industry undoubtedly discourages
business executives from accepting positions in Government. As far
as the top positions are concerned, such as Cabinet Secretaries and
agency heads, I doubt if any increase in salary which would be prac
ticable would make much difference. The people generally consid
ered for these positions are in most cases earning salaries considerably
above the Government level and a small increase would have little
effect. These men know that a sacrifice in income is necessary and ac
cept only because of an overriding desire to serve the Government.
On the other hand, an increase in the salaries in the second-line
positions—that is
,

Under Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, Assistants
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to the Secretary, and assistant agency heads—would make a consid
erable difference in my opinion. It is more difficult for the younger
men being considered for these positions to make the sacrifice in
income.
A careful study which preceded the latest salary adjustments about
3 years ago recommended increasing salaries of Cabinet officers to
$35,000, Under Secretaries to $30,000 Assistant Secretaries to $25,000.
This schedule was revised downward, however, by Congress, and the
salaries fixed between $20,000 and $25,000. The schedule as recom
mended, would have an appreciable effect in obtaining able men and
the cost would be very little as altogether only about 300 positions
would be affected.

CIVIL SERVICE SALARY REVISIONS

If the salary level of these political appointees were raised, it
would also be highly desirable to raise the maximum salaries in the
top grades of civil service employees. I feel that these maximum
salaries are now distinctly out of line with comparable positions in
industry, and the Government is losing too many of those who reach
the top grades.
The salaries of Government employees in the lower and medium
grades now compare favorably with those for similar work in indus
try. With the liberal sickness leave, vacation, pension, and now the
group life and group health benefit plans which the Government em
ployees have, the employee benefits in Government also compare quite
favorably with those of progressive companies in industry.
A change, such as that suggested in the top civil service grades,
could be made without much cost because there are relatively few em
ployees in these grades (approximately 1,500 in the three top grades).
I know of no one thing that would be as effective in improving Gov
ernment administration as an increase in the maximum salary for
these keyworkers. Not only would more of the able employees be
kept in the Government service, but the Government could attract
abler young people in the first place.
During the 1930's, governmental careers and salaries were attrac
tive enough that the Government received its full share of able col
lege graduates. In the postwar years, this has not been the case. It.
has become increasingly difficult to compete with industry and the
professions. It is important that steps be taken to make these careers
more attractive.
I might add that we in the Kodak Co. find in other countries where
we have establishments, like Great Britain, that when they go to the
universities to recruit men, we often are in competition with the gov
ernment for the able young men. In this country ; competition comes
from other businesses, and we seldom have competition from the Gov
ernment because of lower salaries, and also, the prospects of pro
motion.
In England, as well as in Australia and some other countries, we
find that the able young men are very much interested in going into
Government service because over the years a certain prestige has
been built up for a Government career which is very valuable.
I think that it is quite important to this country that we gradually
build up a prestige for Government service. We do very little over
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here to build up this prestige. It is quite easy to call everybody who
works in Government a bureaucrat, with some indicaion of a slur
in the term.
I find in my experience here that there are very able people in the
Government, civil service executives who do a fine and outstanding
job and who put in long hours of work.I do not think that the country as a whole appreciates the work that
they are doing.
I think that anything that your committee and the Congress can
do to build up confidence in our civil service, would be very helpful.
And it would make it easier to get some of these able young graduates,
many of whom should go into Government service as a career.
Senator Jackson. Industry and business have a substantial respon
sibility in this regard, too.
Mr. Folsom. Yes, I think so. It is quite customary for businessmen
to criticize.
Higher maximum salaries in the top grades would help. The Gov
ernment, should also do more in introducing executive and manage
ment development programs as is done in many industries today. In
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, we started a pro
gram a few years ago under which the entire Department is screened
periodically to identify the young people with the greatest potentials
tor development. These people, along with some directly from col
lege, are given a series of rotating assignments which will insure a
breadth of experience and opportunities for growth. I understand
that the program is working very well and also the "White House is
encouraging a program of identifying key individuals throughout
the Government for such development. This is an important step for
preparing individuals for these top civil service positions to replace
the older persons who retire or leave.
Summary : It is clear that Presidential appointees and the top-
grade civil service employees determine to a very large extent the effi
ciency and effectiveness of Government operations. It is important,
therefore, that every effort be exerted to obtain able men for these
positions.
For these appointive positions, men well fitted by experience in
business, law, education, and other fields are available for service in
Government. The following measures would help to attract able men
to these positions and hold them for longer periods :
1. A central agency in the White House should maintain lists of
positions and the necessary qualifications, recruit people, place them
properly, and instruct them in the unique features of Government
administration.
2. Certain obstacles could be overcome if the various conflict-of-
interest statutes were consolidated and a reasonable statute adopted to
meet present conditions.
3. Business concerns could make it easier for executives to serve in
Government for 2 years or more if they would grant leaves of absence
and continue coverage under group life, group health, and other em
ployee benefit plans. The company also should assure the executive
of at least a comparable position when he returns and should assure
him that recognition will be given for his Government service. In
addition, credit should be given him under the pension plan for his
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service in Government as was done for those going into military
service.
4. The status of lawyers as to clients during the first 2 years out of
Government service should be clarified.
5. Salaries should be increased moderately to reduce the monetary
sacrifice often involved for those taking these positions.
6. A program for giving young men work in Government for a
period of 6 to 9 months would be helpful in stimulating interest in
Government service and in equipping young men for positions in
Government later.
7. The maximum salaries of the three top grades of civil service
should be increased. This would serve to hold more able civil service
employees and to attract more young men into Government service.
8. A more extensive management development program should be
adopted throughout Government to identify and develop the most
promising younger people.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Folsom, I want to compliment and com
mend you for a very thoughtful statement, a very instructive pres
entation of a most difficult problem. I know that you speak from
practical experience and it is just this kind of counsel and advice
that we are looking for in trying to come up with some remedies.
What would be your reaction to a Federal recruitment program
at the college level for positions in the Government, aimed at students
who have an outstanding background, for example, in political science
and social science, that would fit into governmental administration?
We all know that industry is engaged in an active recruitment pro
gram. The Federal Government has certain recruitment programs
in connection with their key scientists, nuclear physicists, which is an
outstanding example, and there seems to be a void in this area of
governmental administration.
Suppose that the Government saw fit to select 50 outstanding grad
uates in social science, and would carry them on for a year or two
of graduate work, then bring them into the Government as an out
standing group. This is just a general thought. What would be
your reaction ?
Mr. Folsom. I would like to see something done in that direction.
I know that when I was down here and Mr. Young was then Chair
man of the Civil Service Commission it was proposed to recruit more
college men into Government service.
I think that this is a good proposition.
I think that progress could be made in that direction and it would
be very desirable to pick a special group with special training.
You might work out a fellowship program for graduate students
and then take them into Government.
Senator Jackson. It is true that our colleges represent a great well
of idealism, I mean, in the young men who are deeply concerned and
determined, who want to do something for the good of their country,
especially in the light of this long-term threat that we face; is this
not true ?
Mr. Folsom. Yes. I think that the Civil Service Commission should
really make a greater effort in that direction than has been made.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel that both political parties could ren
der some service in maybe agreeing to higher standards in the selec
tion of political appointees?
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Mr. Folsom. I do not know what kind of an agreement that they
could reach on that. I think that it is desirable to set higher stand
ards in the higher grades.
Senator Jackson. I have in mind giving at least some thought to
the idea of having the chairman of both political parties come in and
make some political promises to this committee, if they will.
Mr. Folsom. That is desirable.
Senator Jackson. Prior to the election, whereby they would agree
and adhere to certain standards in connection with the selection of
people for top or key positions that bear directly on the national secu
rity. This is the area that this committee is primarily concerned with.
Mr. Folsom. Well, sir, it is very important that we have such in our
Government, with such a high turnover in the top level positions, es
pecially in the Defense Department. And that is true probably, in
other departments as well.
It is difficult to get able people down here. By the time that they
get well trained, they leave.
I know that it would be very difficult to run a business on that basis.
Senator Jackson. Do you not think that the professional party
people in both political parties have a certain responsibility to review
the problem in terms of the threat which can last 10 or 15 or 25 or 50
years.
Mr. Folsom. Anything that you can do to get able people down here
would be well worthwhile.
I found that I did not have any difficulty, so far as political pressure
was concerned, in selecting men for these jobs.
Of course, those who are to fill these jobs have to be acceptable to
the administration. You cannot expect it to be otherwise. These are
Presidential appointments or persons working closely with the De
partment heads and they naturally want people with the same ob
jective as the party in power. That does not mean that it would be
purely a political appointement. You should always try to get the
best man for the job. Sometimes your choice is limited, because you
do not have many prospects.
Senator Jackson. Do you think it would be wise for both political
parties to agree, particularly as to the top positions in the national
security field, that such officers refrain from making partisan speeches,
especially in connection with the fund raising dinners—in other words
that both political parties reach some agreement on that ?
Mr. Folsom. I think that would be desirable in certain positions.
On the other hand it could not apply generally.
Senator Jackson. I am thinking in the national security field
particularly.
Mr. Folsom. I think that is a good point.
Senator Jackson. I have one or two other questions then I will turn
to my colleagues here.
As you know, we have so-called dual compensation laws that pro
hibit retired Federal officials, whether they be military or civilian,
from working for the Government where the gross total salary and
pension exceeds $10,000.
What is your attitude in general on the dual compensation problem.
Mr. Folsom. I am not quite clear on your question.
Senator Jackson. I was referring to the prohibition in the law that
denies to former Federal officials, military or civilian, the opportunity
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of working for the Federal Government after they have retired. I
refer specifically to the large number of retired officers in their early
forties, their late forties and early fifties, who are leaving the Govern
ment, many of whom would like to continue on in Federal service.
The Federal Government has invested, in many instances, hundreds of
thousands of dollars in their careers—they are specialists in fields
where the Government could utilize their services, but because of this
prohibition they have no alternative but to seek employment else
where, for example, with a corporation doing business with the Gov
ernment. In that way they can continue their career and continue to
draw their retirement benefits.
Mr. Folsom. Well, I think that some way ought to be found to
utilize their experience, because many of these people retire at a
comparatively young age. Very few people in industry retire until
they are 65, but these military people retire at 50 or 55 and they have a
number of years of service ahead of them. It is very unfortunate that
the Government has not taken advantage of their ability and
experience.
I do not see why you could not work out a plan whereby they would
continue their retirement benefit and get the difference between that
and what the job would pay. There should not be a prohibition
against it. You have 10 or 15 years in any case, of very good service
that you can get from these people. You have invested money in them.
You should not force them into outside employment.
Senator Jackson. Our previous witnesses have been of that same
opinion. It seems ridiculous that the Government would want to cut
off a good return on the investment which it has made.
Mr. Folsom. Especially when they retire at such a young age.
Senator Jackson. One last question, although I have many others.
Do you think it might be helpful if we passed a resolution in the Sen
ate expressing concern over the rapid turnover in high Federal posts
and asking that consideration be given in future appointments to the
kind of person who would be willing to stay on, assuming, of course,
that we can make some changes in the laws that we have discussed
this morning—do you think that this sort of approach might be help
ful?
Mr. Folsom. If you incorporate in the law some things that would
make it understood that the companies could continue their employee
benefits plans, and the like, that would be fine. I do not know whether
you have to pass a law on that. I think that it ought to be understood.I think that the companies would not be criticized for doing that if you
said so. And a man should not be criticized for accepting. It will be
very difficult to get people to come down if they lose their right to pen
sion plans, life insurance plans, and things of that sort. Because those
are difficult to get on an individual basis.
Senator Jackson. I definitely agree with you, Mr. Folsom. I have
suggested to previous witnesses that after we take action, that is

,

make changes m the conflict-of-interest statutes, to bring those statutes
up to date in the light of the problems we are faced with in Govern
ment recruitment, it might be wise for the Congress to pass further
legislation which would authorize the departments to bring into the
Government by contract arrangement with the companies, the uni
versities, and nonprofit organizations, certain key employees, and
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that this contractual arrangement would be spelled out as to the terms
and conditions, which could include authority for retirement benefits
to be paid, and the stock options maintained, in other words, to main
tain the status quo and the adjustments that would normally occur
during one's employment. In this way the Government would be
protected, the company or the university or the nonprofit institution
would be protected, and the employee would be protected, by having
something spelled out in specific language so that someone can't come
along later and say, "Well, you have done so and so in violation of
such and such a law." This would give them a piece of paper that
would tell the story in simple terms as to exactly what the contractual
arrangement is.
Mr. Folsom. That would greatly clarify it.
Senator Jackson. Do you not think something like that is needed?
Mr. Folsom. I certainly do.
Senator Jackson. People may come down here with a nice letter
but they really do not have anything that protects them.
Mr. Folsom. The arrangements with individuals vary.
Senator Jackson. And maybe several years later the fellow finds
that he is being investigated for something, whereas if he had some
written evidence of the arrangement he would be better off. And
when he checks back all he has is a telephone conversation or someone
patted him on the back when he left the service.
Mr. Folsom. And that is why I think that it should be clarified.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. May I, also, con
gratulate you, Mr. Folsom, upon your fine statement. I appreciate
listening to it. I would like to ask just one or two questions.
Mr. Folsom. Thank you.
Senator Muskie. First of all, I share the concern that you ex
pressed and that the chairman has expressed relative to the problem
of attracting people into the Government service.
I appreciate, also, that some of the difficulties involved in the divest
ment of business interests of one kind or another and breaking off
established loyalties in the business do present a problem.I do think, however, that we ought to be care ful as we review this
problem that we do not go overboard in accepting a system of divided
loyalties.
So I want to ask a couple of questions relative to some suggestions
that you made, simply to get your reaction in a little different way than
you have already stated.
In your statement, for example, you say that :
In the few positions where a conflict of interest can be foreseen, the executive
should not be forced to sell his assets, but should be given the option of turning
them over to a trustee who would have complete control as to investments,
voting rights, etc.

Would this change in the management of the securities actually
change the loyalties of the owners ?
Mr. Folsom. Of course, he could give the power to the trustee to
make any changes in the investments, and he would not necessarily
know what the investments were.
Senator Muskie. Well, he would not be unaware of that for some
time until he had turned them over, and he would have a continuing
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interest in certain companies, whose prosperity would affect the value
of his securities.
Mr. Folsom. Of course, as to the type of man that we are talking
about, I do not think that it would make any difference, but as long
as he does not have any control over the investments it seems to me
that you would get away from the chief difficulties.
Senator Muskie. I agree with the statement you just made that in
many instances we are guilty of nit-picking with respect to a man's in
vestments and business interests.
Mr. Folsom. Of course, in most instances.
Senator Muskie. And that we should take a calculated risk with
respect to some of them.
Mr. Folsom. That is it

,

at least. I know that this arrangement has
been made in certain cases.
Senator Muskie. Let me put it this way, Do you think that the con
flict of interest arises because a man may be concerned with the rela
tionship between his company's prosperity and the value of his secu
rities, or do you think that the conflict rather rises out of established
loyalty to his company ?

Mr. Folsom. I do not think any men that you are considering for
these top positions would ever consider the interests of his own com
pany. If he did, he should not be in the job.
Insofar as the question of established loyalty is concerned, naturally,
everyone has certain feelings and considerations, and you cannot
change them, but I do not think that would affect his decision in any
one particular problem that comes up to him.
Senator Muskie. However, what we are discussing here for the
moment is the situation which may be rare or not, where there is a

real risk of conflict of interest, and the question is
,

in my mind at least,
whether in this rare or not situation the suggestion you make will
really resolve the problem for the individual involved ?

Senator Jackson. What he is getting at, I think, if I understand
Senator Muskie's question is

, Will your proposal actually protect the
individual in Government under this trustee arrangement —will they
still be able to come back and say that this was merely a facade ?

Senator Muskie. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie is looking at it from the stand
point of trying to make sure that the arrangement will protect this
employee who does work for the Government.
Mr. Folsom. In this trustee arrangement, as I have expressed it,

the man in question has no control over the investments. He would
probably have investments in several concerns. He would not know
what his particular investments were. In fact, he would not want to
know.
Senator Muskie. I think that you make a valid point.
Would you have the same reaction in the instance of the individual
whose investment was primarily in one company, a company with
which he had been associated all of his life? Let us take a specific
case of Mr. Wilson of General Motors. In that case, do you think that
public confidence would have been his, if the General Motors stocks
had been placed in the hands of a trustee, and that it would have been
all right, and that the public would have felt all right about it?
Mr. Folsom. I would not like to comment on a specific case.
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Senator Muskie. Let us take Mr. Wilson's name out of it and pose
the same facts.
Mr. Folsom. I think that when you get into an unusual case as that,
it is quite a different problem. I do not know whether it would make
much difference or not. I am talking about the problem in general.
I think in that case if he had any control at all over it, it would
make some difference ; is that what you are referring to ?

Most of these cases would have to be gone into. And in most of
them the investments would be diversified, and would not be in any
one company.
Senator Jackson. Will you speak up to the microphone. I think
that it is a little difficult to pick it up. The acoustics in here are not
the best.
Senator Muskie. In this same area you make several suggestions
designed to attract younger men into the Government's service, and
all of these suggestions would result in a strengthening of the ties
between a young man and his company; that is, you assure him of a

continuance of stock option rights, pension rights, and to the extent
that you can, his opportunity for advancement, and so on—all of
these operate to tie in even more closely and firmly with the company
which he is leaving temporarily. Does this raise a problem in itself?
Mr. Folsom. No; it would not. As I said in my statement it is

very rare that the individual in a Government position is going to be
handling a problem with his company in which it is directly con
cerned.
In most instances, they will be here temporarily —you are not talk
ing about a longtime Government career person— I say that you can
not get these people to come, unless they have a fairly good assurance
that they will be able to go back with their company.
Senator Muskie. That makes a lot of sense.
Mr. Folsom. So you have got to take that aspect into consideration.
Once a man gets down here you will find it is very rare that he would
have to deal with problems relating to his own company.
There are very few cases that would arise. I think that in that
case, he would turn it over to somebody else, if there was a conflict
of interest.
In my own experience I did not run into any difficulties along that
line in dealing with the problems in which my former employer
was involved. And for peonle cominjj down here to join the Gov
ernment, we make it very difficult for them.
Senator Muskie. In this whole question of conflict of interest
are we not concerned simply with instances in which a company,
in which a Government employee is interested, may benefit by con
tracts, or are we concerned about a more general problem, that of
the influence of a man's business interests, as opposed to the whole
business of Government policy?
Mr. Folsom. Well, of course, that depends upon the individual.
You try to get people here from the professions, industry and every
where else for certain jobs. You are going to have some fellow
who will be more inclined to one point of view than another. If
he is the type of man you are looking for, the fact that he ever
worked for a, company, I do not think, makes any difference.
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The main thing you want is the type of experience he has had.
It is very valuable to have that.
On the other hand, there are jobs where I think a lawyer is better
equipped than a businessman, because of the type of his experience.
So far as the individual lawyer is concerned I do not think that
it is difficult.
You want the experience.
So far as policy is concerned we are assuming all along that these
individuals are going to follow the policies of the President, because
they are Presidential appointees. He works within those policies.
Senator Muskte. I appreciate the classification, because you have
given me your point of view.
Mr. Folsom. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Pendleton.
Mr. Pendleton. I want to congratulate you on the services you
have rendered to the Government and the American people. I think
that it shows the job that American business is doing for the
Government.
I do not think that we should be too harsh in looking at the
service of the businessman in Government and, therefore, underrate
what he has done.
You cited some figures as to businessmen in Government service
from the study of the Harvard Business School. You gave the
figures, citing the statistics of those who had served in Government
and had left. I think that we should add to those figures, in order
to have a good and complete record, those pertaining to the business
men in Government who presently are serving and who have re
mained. I think that makes a good balancing and a good story for
businessmen in Government. It shows that, of those presently in.
Government, 59 percent have served more than 3 years, and that
the average term of service is 4V2 years.
So I think it shows the jobs that the businessmen in Government
are doing.
Mr. Folsom. I think that is very good. Other people do come in
and stay.
I was dealing with those who were here on a temporary basis.
Mr. Pendleton. I think it is difficult to distinguish those who come
temporarily and stay a few years. Then the service becomes more
appealing to them and they remain on. But that is still a businessman
servingin government.
Mr. Folsom. Yes.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Mr. Pendleton.
Once again, Mr. Folsom, we want to express our appreciation to
you for taking the time out to be here and help us with these important
problems.
We look forward to seeking your counsel again as we try to come up
with some constructive changes.
It is obvious that in order to improve this situation we will certainly
have to make changes in the law. We have situations now that are
directly incompatible, I think, with modern-day requirements of
government.
We are grateful to you for your invaluable contribution.
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Mr. Folsom. I am very pleased to hear that and hope that I can be
of further assistance to you.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, sir.
Our second witness this morning is Mr. Crawford H. Greenewalt,
president of the du Pont Co., and generally recognized as one of the
country's outstanding industrial statesmen. In the course of almost
four decades with du Pont, Mr. Greenewalt lias had the opportunity
to observe and participate in the working relationships between gov
ernment and industry. Trained as a chemical engineer, he played an
important role during World War II in translating nuclear research
into practical applications for our atomic energy program.
Mr. Greenewalt now serves as a member of the Business Advisory
Council of the Department of Commerce. He was recently appointed
to serve on the President's Commission on National Goals.
Mr. Greenewalt, it is a real privilege to have you with us today, and
we want to extend a warm welcome to you. We will be happy to have
any comments that you would like to make in a preliminary way, and
then we will ask you some questions.
Prior to doing that, we are very pleased that your able Senator is
here this morning. Senator Frear, do you have any comments ?
Senator Frear. Mr. Chairman, it is not often that a pleasure such as
this is presented to a representative of the people of his State, to have
such a distinguished constituent come to Washington to give us his
advice and counsel.
We feel that the company that he represents, little as it may be, has
demonstrated many things, especially those in which, I believe, your
committee is now interested with respect to its cooperation with the
Federal Government. The examples, I know; that he can recite, will
be very valuable, and I think that you will enjoy his testimony today.
Mr. Chairman, it is indeed a pleasure to have been invited to come
today. I greatly appreciate, it, and I am very happy to welcome Mr.
Greenewalt again toWashington as a witness.
Senator Jackson. Would you like to remain. We would be very
pleased to have you do so.
Senator Frear. Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. You can sit down there or come up here, and sit
with us.
Senator Frear. This will be all right.
Senator Jackson. You may proceed, Mr. Greenewalt.

STATEMENT OF CRAWFORD H. GREENEWALT, PRESIDENT,
E. I. du PONT de NEMOURS & CO., WILMINGTON, DEL.

Mr. Greenewalt. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I

feel a little bit embarrassed about appearing before you, particularly
after the distinguished witnesses you have already had.

I labor under this difficulty, I have never had a tour of Government
service, so that I cannot speak at firsthand as to what is involved in
getting able people to come down here to serve.

I suppose that the closest I ever came to Government service was
my connection with the atomic energy program during the war.
That was as a company employee and not as a Government employee.
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Senator Jackson. In your defense, however, I want to say that your
company has performed in the past, and is continuing to perform
valuable services to Government in several fields and, in particular,
from my service on the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy of some 11
years, I know of my own personal knowledge the great contribution
that your company has made. I know you are familiar with some
of the problems in the light of the association that your company has
had with the Federal Government. I believe that Du Pont is now
operating the Savannah River operation as a contractor.
Mr. Greenewalt. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Among other projects on which the company is
assisting the Federal Government.
Mr. Greenewalt. Of course, we are very glad to do that.
I think that as a preliminary statement, I might make just a couple
of points. It is always worthwhile to define a problem before you
attack it.

'

.
It seems to me that this problem of getting able men into Govern
ment can really be divided into two parts.
One is the question of persuading people to make Government serv
ice a career. This is a question that we also face in industry. The
problem is to make careers in Government sufficiently attractive so
that numbers of able people when they get out of college will wish to
serve their Government. This, I gather, is not the problem which you
wish to explore with me.
That brings me to part 2.
As I understand it, the thing that concerns you is the case in which
you wish a particular individual to come here for a special task for
which, presumably, he is well qualified, and what you are asking, it
seems to me, is that the individual interrupt his career with his em
ployer to come here for a tour of duty with the Government.
You do not approach it from the point of view of asking him to
leave his employer, and to come down here permanently. You are
asking him, in essence, to interrupt his career for a period of 1, 2, 3,

or 4 years of Government service.

I think that distinction is an important one, because it means im-
plicity that the man is interrupting his career and has every expecta
tion of returning to it and completing his career with his employer.I think this consideration is important from the point of view of the
whole conflict-of-interest question, because it seems to me that it is

in a sense a contradiction in terms.
What you are asking a man to do is not to change his career but
to interrupt it. You are quite willing to have him go back to his
former employer on whatever terms he can arrange. You want him
to come down here and serve the Government for a brief period of
time to do a job that he is competent to do, but you are perfectly con
tent not to ask him to interrupt his own career.
Senator Jackson. We would not want that to happen.
Mr. Greenewalt. To be sure.
Senator Jackson. I just want to make this observation. I would
appreciate having your comments in this light, if it will help. We
have heard so much about the broad challenge that we face that I

think Americans generally are beginning to appreciate and under
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stand it. What it really boils down to, as I see it, Mr. Greenewalt, is

that the human resources that we need to mobilize to face the Com
munist bloc challenge cannot be found in the area of the Government
alone. The resources that we need to cope with this ever-changing
situation are located everywhere in America. We will have to draw
from the universities, from industry, from all of our free institutions.
This being the case, it seems to me, that one has to face up to the
fact that some way, somehow, these resources, that is, human re
sources, must be brought into the Government when needed, and re
leased when there no longer a need. Otherwise, the Federal Govern
ment would have to be all of America and this would be an impossible
situation.
And more important than that, it would be completely ineffective.
So it is in the light of that situation, this new, entirely new re
sponsibility that has come to the Federal Government, that I put this

. broad problem to you, and ask what can be done about it in the area
that you are familiar with, industry. I am sure that you will have
have some comments to make that will reveal to us some of the prob
lems that you face in wanting to do something in that regard.
Mr. Greenewalt. I suspect very strongly that the problems are
more on your side of the fence than on ours. I have tried to define this
problem on the basis of a brief interruption of a person's career. Let
us examine that for a moment from the point of view of the employer.
In the first place, we recognize the need very clearly. We know
very well that it is people who run business and wbo run Govern
ment. All of the bricks and mortar in the world, and all of the organ
ization charts in the world do not make a successful enterprise. It is
the people who do it.
You have got to have good people. There should be no doubt about
that.
Looking at it from our point of view, solely, we have been willing
and are currently willing, so far as the du Pont Co. is concerned, to
allow our able young people to come to Washington to take! on this
tour of Government service. Actually, in all of the cases that I can
recall where that question has been put up to us, as an employing
company, we have never said "no."
Senator Jackson. If you were permitted by law, as I gathered from
your letter to us of April 26, to maintain the regular fringe benefit
plans and the like, you would be willing to carry them on, that is.
those that they might be entitled to, assuming that it comes within the
law.
Mr. Greenewalt. Yes.
Leaving your problem out of it for a moment, and considering it

only from our point of view, what it really comes down to, is this :

If we are willing to let one of our top people come down here and
serve, that really is a gift that we are making to the Government.
So that having crossed the bridge of being willing to let him go,
then the rest becomes ofminor impact.
So on the few occasions when our people have come down here, we
have been quite prepared to send them down on a WOC basis, and
have done so.
From our point of view, there are several reasons for that. In the
first place, we have always felt a very keen obligation as a company
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to serve our Government, and have done so over a great many years,
as a matter of fact during all of our history.
The second thing is that there is a fringe benefit. By and large, a
capable young executive will benefit by what he learns during his
time here, and in the sense that he broadens his background and ex
perience, he becomes a more valuable man for the company. So from
our point of view, we really have no problem provided the man is
willing to come.
However, if you came and asked for 100 top executives, we would
be a little embarrassed. If you asked for two or three we would
not be embarrassed at all.
From our point of view, we would be quite prepared to maintain
their pension rights, their rights in our Ijonus plan, the insurance
plans, and again within reason we would be willing to go a step
further to hold their position open.
This is why I say that I do not think we have any problem. I
think the problem really is yours, because there is serious doubt
whether, under the present statutes applicable to this kind of situa
tion, that could be done.
Senator Jackson. What is your judgment as to the maximum
period of time that you could afford to permit your employees to work
continuously for the Government and still come back to the company
and have an opportunity to participate fully in the promotion ar
rangements ?
Mr. Greenewalt. Here again there are obvious limits. If a man
says that he wants to come down here for 10 years, we would say, "we
are sorry, that is impossible—but if it is for 1 or 2 years, all right."
Somewhere beyond that you get into the twilight zone.
A great deal would depend upon the individual, his age, and where
he was at that particular moment in his career.
Senator Jackson. It would be more difficult with the middle execu
tive, would it not ?
Mr. Greenewalt. Yes, I was concerned with the problem of the man
as distinguished from the problem of the company.
While we would be willing to do all of this, the man might have
a different point of view. I think that any honest individual is per
fectly willing to serve his Government within the limits of his ability.
I do not think there is any doubt about it.
Now I am speaking of people in the age bracket from 35 to 45,
who at that age, are really at the turning point in their careers. If
you are going anywhere, you are going at that time. When you get
to be 50 and still have a junior executive job, the possibilities of mak
ing a real improvement in your position become less and less.
So I think the thing that worries the fellows most is, will they
lose an opportunity while down there. This is a thing on which we
could give no complete guarantee. Our company has to go on, and
if a position becomes vacant, it has to be filled. We cannot say, "we
would like to put Joe Smith in it

,

but he still has 3 years to serve
in Washington." We cannot hold a job open that long. It simply
must be filled.
So if he was a candidate for it, he has, in effect, lost that oppor
tunity. We cannot guarantee that he won't. Of course, the im
portance of that varies almost directly with the time that is served.
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If he is asked to serve 1 year down here, the chances of his missing an
important opportunity are very slim. If it is 2 years, almost equally
so, but when you get into 4- or 5-year periods, and a man is 40 to begin
with, then he is taking a chance.
And this is why, actually, we have never pressed a man to take a
Government job. We say, "We will do our very best to see that you
have every opportunity, but we cannot guarantee that. You will have
to make the decision yourself."
And assuming the financial question is all right, this is the thing
that worries them most. And here, again, this depends very largely
on the period of time for which you want him. The longer it is

,

the
harder that decision is for him to make.
Of course, there are different categories of people. In the case
of men who have arrived, are close to retirement, and can retire volun
tarily, you have no difficulty. I believe that was Mr. Wilson's situa
tion.
Where men are in their early sixties, their companies, I presume, like
ours, have a provision that one can voluntarily retire. And they can
stay here as long as you let them, and there is no problem.
But with a young fellow of the caliber that you want, and you want
the really good ones, and not the duds, they are at a point in their
career where they may miss important opportunities by being here.
This is a great concern from the man's point of view, less from our
point of view.
If you want him badly enough, and there are not any other alterna
tives, of course we will help. However, that is rarely the case.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Folsom this morning alluded to the marvel
ous British tradition that has been built up over the years. I think
that is one of the outstanding examples of a community attitude to
ward public service. Every young man in 19th century England
felt a deep responsibility to his country for helping maintain a very
complicated system throughout the world called the Empire. There
was a strong feeling and has been since that time for Government
service.

I realize that you cannot legislate a tradition overnight; in fact,
you cannot legislate tradition at all. There may be some things, how
ever, that we can do.
What do you feel as a businessman can be done to instill in the people
of this country a high regard for Government service, for participation
in Government service, whether it is career or part time—what do
you think that we can do to help this situation ?

Mr. Greenewai/t. I think that the initial problem is yours.
If you look at it this way, for example, we in the du Pont Co. are
competing with many other employers for competent talent. This
problem of getting the best possible people to work for you is universal
among businesses. We compete with Mr. Folsom's company. We
compete with many other companies.
Senator Jackson. And we are competing with the entire Soviet
bloc.
Mr. Greent.walt. We are. The most important question, really, is

one of atmosphere. I suppose that we pay as well as Eastman Kodak,
and Owens-Illinois. We cannot count on pay alone to get people.
They have to feel they are wanted in the first place. They have to
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have a feeling of accomplishment and that you have an interest in
them as an employer.
If you say in one breath, "We want you" and in another breath
"You are a crook," and have these walls of regulation to prevent them
from doing anything that will favor their employer over their Gov
ernment, I would say that is an awfully poor atmosphere, and to try
to persuade them to come down to work here in that atmosphere would
be impossible. In other words, if I can put it bluntly, it might be
just as well if some of the agencies down here took a course in em
ployee relations and what is involved in creating the atmosphere
that will attract young people to come here and work.
We work at that every day, because this is the way we get competent
people and keep them.
As you know, an executive gets an offer from someone else and if
he goes, and you lose him—you lose his talent. We have very rarely
lost anybody at any important executive level.
This is not only a matter of money, because some have turned down
jobs that paid more than we were paying. It is one of ethics and
atmosphere. We have created one that they enjoy working in and
Jiving in.
I do not know whether that is the case down here.
I would suspect that the very regulations that apply to people
coming down here, who interrupt their careers, and so forth, is almost
prima facie evidence that while you like them, you do not really
trust them.
It seems to me as long as you have that atmosphere, you will have
trouble.
Senator Jackson. One thing, of course, that would help would be to
clarify the statutes with reference to conflicts of interest. It does
afford, of course, to some people who want to take advantage of it

,
an opportunity to raise serious legal questions. This, of course, stems
from the fact that we have archaic laws on the books that really work
against the public interest today, when you consider the enormous
responsibility that has been placed on the Federal Government in the
light of the international conditions.
Mr. Greenewalt. If I could pursue that point just a bit, our legal
people tell me that there is some question under the present conflict-
of-interest regulations as to whether you could legally maintain a

man's pension rights.
Then there is the business of selling their stock interests. The whole
premise is that this fellow is going to favor his employer, rather than
the Government, unless you put every possible block in his way.
The atmosphere, therefore, is that you ask him to come down, and
you are suspicious of him.

I think most people are honest. I do not think that you can legis
late probity under any circumstances.
A man is honest or he is not honest. If he is going to be dishonest,
the mere fact that you make him sell his stock and cancel out his
pension rights, will not stop him.
Senator Jackson. I think that is wise advice.
Mr. Greenewalt. I cannot emphasize too much this question of
atmosphere. When you get down to how a company gets good peo
ple—this is really the question whether you provide the proper at
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mosphere, and it is as simple as that. If you create an atmosphere
where you say, "We want you to come down here—we know you are
going to make a contribution," they will come and be happy about it.
Senator Jackson. Do you think a recruitment program at the col
lege level, in which the Federal Government might seek 50 or 100
outstanding graduates each year to go into Government service, would
be helpful?
Mr. Greenewalt. This is for a permanent Government career ?
Senator Jackson. Yes.
Mr. Greenewalt. Yes ; I think that would be very helpful.
Senator Jackson. Industry is doing it very effectively and to its
obvious advantage.
Mr. Greenewalt. Yes.
Senator Jackson. The Federal Government is doing it in the field
of science in various areas. The Navy has a program and other serv
ices have programs. We have the National Science Foundation.
When it comes to encouraging bright young men and women in
the field of Government administration, I think we have been a bit
derelict. It has occurred to me that there are people in the universi
ties who could make a great contribution to Government service.
Mr. Greenewalt. Of course, this is simply an ABC of industrial
recruitment. It would seem to me that if the Government wants good
people it could very well do the same thing. This, I assume, is for
the career people.
Senator Jackson. Yes ; I am referring to them.
Mr. Greenewalt. I am not referring to the others.
Senator Jackson. I am talking about picking the cream, picked
on a highly competitive basis—the outstanding, bright young men
and women—and doing that each year. We might start out with a
limited number as a pilot undertaking, and then gradually build it up.
Mr. Greenewalt. If you have enough people who will make a ca
reer of Government, you could really handle these things yourself.
If you have enough competence in Government, in the administra
tive agencies, as well as confidence, you will not have to go outside.
And, certainly, with an increase in the caliber of Government people
as a whole, you cannot lose on that. You can only gain.
Of course, getting bright, intelligent people to come into Govern
ment initially m their career is very important.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie has some questions. He has to go
to another meeting.
Senator Muskie. I like very much the commonsense approach you
have to this whole problem. I am sure that all of those of us who
are concerned with this do not want to keep people who come from
business into Government service from feeling other than welcome.
It is not, certainly, an issue.
However, I suspect that we are not quite ready to say that there
are no conceivable conflicts of interest which should not be of concern
to the future of this country.
You make the point that we ought to make the prospect feel at
home.
On the other side of it
,

let me say that it seems to me there is this
question. All of us who have come into Government service have come
into it knowing that we sacrifice opportunities for other measures of
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success, more material measures of success that we could achieve in
other fields of endeavor. Do we really want to make the prospect feel
that he can come with complete security, without any sacrifice at all,
without any risk? In other words, should our objective be to make
him completely whole after he has left Government service? And
should we so change our statutes as to leave no doubt in his mind on
this score? Is this the kind of person that we want in Government
service?
Mr. Greenewalt. I think that you are being much more specific
about this than I had any intention of being. I think that you should
approach a businessman on the assumption that he is an honest man
and that if he accepts the job he will do it to the best of his ability.
Senator Muskie. We can agree on this.
Mr. Greenewalt. Under those circumstances I do not know that
you need any conflict of interest law, although I am no lawyer and I do
not know all the ramifications of it. But just as an example, when we
hire a man in the du Pont Co. we do not make him swear to certain
things. We simply assume on the basis of our appraisal of his char
acter that he is an honest man. Sometimes we make mistakes. If we
make a mistake he gets fired.
Senator Muskie. Let us take the other extreme. We, certainly,
I would think, would want to so frame our laws that it would be im
possible for the president of a great automobile company to be Secre
tary of Defense on a simply leave of absence basis, without divesting
himself of any interest in the company, because of one or two things
that would happen. First, we would be deprived of the services of his
company, because you would lean over backward to insure that his
company did not benefit from his association with the Department of
Defense; or (2) if we got the rare dishonest man, his company would
get a disproportionate amount of Government business.
Mr. Greenewalt. Frankly, I think the burden of proof there is on
you gentlemen.
I have often thought, really, in the Wilson episode, what I would
have done myself.
Senator Muskie. It was a tough one.
Mr. Greenewalt. I have a great deal of du Pont stock. And if I
had been told to sell all of it

, I would say, "Well, maybe I would be
willing to sell it

,

but what about my wife who has a large amount of
du Pont stock, and what about my children who have some? Have I

got to take myself, my wife, my children, and my grandchildren
out of the du Pont Co. so there is no possibilitv that the du Pont Co.
will benefit?"
Of course, that is a sacrifice I would be willing to make for myself,
but which I would not be willing to impose upon my wife and
children.
After all, it seems perfectly silly to say that if I get rid of my du
Pont stock I am going to be clean, but my wife can keep hers. If I

am going to be venal for myself, sir, I would be venal for my wife and
family.
Senator Jackson. I was just going to say that technically you would
comply with the conflict-of-interest statute, unless you were in a com
munity-property State.
Mr. Greenewalt. That is true.
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Senator Jackson. It points up the fact that the statute certainly
does not. carry out its intended objective. I am sure that the members
of the family would not have to divest themselves. So it is absurd
in its application. That is all I wanted to say.
Mr. Greenewalt. Well, let me put it to you this way : I am very
strongly of the opinion that the great majority of individuals who
come nere and agree to take a top administrative post for their Gov
ernment would do that job with the most complete honesty and in
tegrity, regardless of their other associations or other interests.
I start with the premise that people are honest. These conflict-
of-interest regulations start with the premise that they are not. This
is really the bone of my contention with you.
Senator Muskie. Well, you have laws against embezzlement, and
we have these because of the assumption that people are dishonest.
Mr. Greenewalt. That is crooked and you get punished. I think
that is good.
Senator Muskie. You make two very valid points that I would like
to go into before you develop the question that we are adversaries on.
You make two valid points.
No. 1 is that it is almost impossible for a man to divest himself of
all that he has accumulated, or all of the associations which he had
developed, so that you can say that he is anesthetized. This is im
possible ; we know that.
And so our policies lead to absurdities. Of course they do.
Secondly, you made the valid point that our policy should be so
devised as to assume honesty on the part of people. We should not
create any doubt in their mind on this.
On the other hand, there is the very serious question of public con
fidence that is involved and how you devise your policy to meet the
occasion of the dishonest person, to protect the Government from him,
which is the real problem.
Mr. Greenewalt. Well, there is only one way of having confidence,
and that, is to have able people.
For instance, if you got a person to head the Defense Department
that I thought was a nincompoop, you could make him as clean as a
hound's tooth and I still would not have any confidence in him. On
the other hand, if you got a man who kept all of his investments, and
all of his fringe benefits, and all of his pension rights, and yet I
thought that he was an extremely able person and a very wise choice,
I would have all the confidence in the world in him.
I think you are attacking the wrong thing. I do not think that
people have confidence because of what you make a man do, or how im
possible you make it for him to be crooked. They have confidence in
the individual.
Why do your constituents have confidence in you ?
Senator Muskie. They know me—but they may not have confidence
in me, either. But if a man is chosen whom they do not know
Mr. Greenewalt. The point is that it is a matter of character.
Senator Muskie. They may not know his character.
Mr. Greenewalt. Well, they will, by his deeds, and by the attitude
he has toward his associates. In other words, I think that we are
really hammering on the wrong nail.
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Senator Muskie. Xo, we are not really, because what we are doing
is trying to review existing policies to see whether they should be
changed. Yon advance a point of view that needs advancing and allI am trying to get you to do is to nail it down in terms of as many
specifics as you care to present.
Mr. Greenewalt. You understand that I am politically very naive.I do not know what is possible politically.
Senator Muskie. I cannot think of a more attractive political phi
losophy to assume than the one you do.
Mr. Greenewalt. What you can do politically and what you can
not, I do not know.
Advancements in the du Pont Co. are made on the basis of charac
ter and proven ability, and nothing else.
Senator Jackson. May I interrupt? Let us go off the record.
(A brief discussion was held off the record.)
Senator Jackson. We will recess to vote.
(A short recess.)
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
Senator Muskie. I would like to say this, to try to get us back on
the track in the right way. Senator Jackson indicated almost at
the outset of your testimony what our problem is

,
that is

,

of getting
the skills that we need and the experience and the know-how that we
need in government. This conflict-of-interest problem is a problem. I

do not think that we should pussyfoot about it. I think that we ought
to look at it from every conceivable angle, pro and con. And that

is why I put the questions to you.
Mr. Greenewalt. Yes, I understand that. I understand there is

a lot of tradition to it.
What I am trying to say is that the importance of conflict-of-in
terest regulations to protect the Government is greatly overdone. I
have a strong suspicion that as a practical matter, not as a political
matter, you could get along without them.
Senator Muskie. Would it

,

also, be true insofar as getting Govern
ment contracts for his company, he could use political influence more
effectively if he were personally himself not m the company but the
occupant of an important policymaking position ?

Mr. Greenewalt. Well, that is certainly possible. Here again, I

do not speak from very much experience, because, really, our position
has been that it has been the Government knocking on our door rather
than vice versa. So that, for example, we had to be urged to assume
the Savannah River project. It was a major undertaking that we
certainly were not seeking. As you know, we are doing it for no pay.
We are doing it as a matter of patriotism, if you want to use that
word.
This whole business of how one gets a Government contract, if one
wants it

,
is not anything with which I have experience.

Here again, I think I would bank on the integrity of the individual.
And if there were a conflict of interest that arose in his mind, it would
be resolved in terms of his current employer, which would be the
Government of the United States. I cannot really imagine his doing
otherwise.
Senator Muskie. Let me suggest another consideration here. Most
people who come into Government business for the first time are
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strangers to it. They are completely unaware of the kind of situ
ation into which they are stepping. It seems to me on the point of
view you have just expressed, the setting up of standards of some
kind, possibly a code can be valuable to a man coming in from in
dustry, something to suggest to him at the very outset some of the
problems he may have in this area, in his own mind, when he steps
into the position. Is this a valid observation ?
Mr. Greenewalt. Well, I wonder a little bit. I think of these peo
ple in terms of what we would do in the du Pont Co. That is all
I know.
I told you at the beginning that I have never had a tour of Govern
ment service. So, really, I do not know what happens down here
or how, specifically, you do the job.
I do know this : the thing that we think about in the du Pont Co.
is the character, the ability, the loyalty of the individual.
We do not believe that we have to write rules as to how he should
conduct himself. As a matter of fact, we refuse to become involved
in his personal affairs. The whole question is what kind of a man he
is—what kind of character he has. The question is whether he is
doing his job, and not how he behaves.
Senator Muskie. Do you ever have the problem of taking on a man
from a competitor?
Mr. Greenewalt. That is almost unknown with us.
Senator Muskie. You have no competitors or you are not likely
to?
Mr. Greenewalt. We have many competitors.
Senator Muskie. The question was facetious.
Mr. Greenewalt. I think that there is a point here, that has to do
with the question of atmosphere, which is an intangible thing, to be
sure, but a very important one. The only reason we would be inter
ested in taking people from our competitors is that we had done a poor
job ourselves in developing people. We have 80,000 employees. If
we cannot develop 2 or 3 potential presidents out of those 80,000
people, we are doing a very poor job. It should not be necessary for
us to go to our competitors.
Furthermore, the very practical answer is that a fellow who has
worked for du Pont, for 20 or 30 or 40 years, knows the company, he
knows its principles, he knows the people in it. And he is a man of
given abilitv who has worked with us for a period of time and is much
more valuable than a fellow that we would sort of pluck from a
competitor.
And I think that this, perhaps, is really the heart of your problem
here. In other words, the development of a feel for public service that
will, by its very nature, attract people, so that this problem we are
discussing today becomes less and less impotrant.
Senator Muskie. One witness yesterday raised a problem in this
connection as to what extent can a career Government employee invest
in the securities of companies that do business with the Government.
That problem was raised. I did not raise the problem, someone else
did.
Mr. Greenewalt. Whoever did, I refuse to agree with him.
Suppose we said to one of our employees, "If you buy a share of
stock that is not du Pont stock, we are going to fire you." That would
be perfectly asinine.
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I suppose that there are a great many employees of our company
who have stock in competing companies. It would not occur to me
to even ask the question.
The thing we are interested in is their integrity and loyalty as
employees.
If a conflict of interest develops they are going to resolve that con
flict of interest in favor of their employer. We assume that.
Yesterday, I understand, the gentleman from the Civil Service
Commission said that he never bought any common stock while he
was the head of the Commission. Why on earth not?
Senator Jackson. I think in fairness it should be pointed out that
he mentioned in that connection that he was then in the Bureau of the
Budget.

Senator Jackson. Handling matters in which the Government
would be in a position to influence the value of stock in certain com
panies. He had this knowledge many months in advance. And he
pointed out that situation just to show that if he had taken advantage
of the situation and he had made investments, although he said he
made hypohetical investments, his testimony was to the effect that in
all but one instance he would have made a very substantial profit in the
stocks.
Mr. Grbenewalt. That is entirely another matter. As a matter of
fact, we have in industry conflict-of-interest regulations of that kind,
too. If an executive of the company buys stock and sells it within 6
months, the profits on the sale can be recovered for the company.
That is because of the Securities and Exchange Commission regula
tions which bear on the same point.
It seems to me that the average Government employee is simply
investing to safeguard his security, and it would be foolish to quarrel
with him over that.
Senator Mttskie. You are not going to quarrel with me. Thank
you very much. I appreciate this colloquy.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Pendleton.
Mr. Pendleton. Mr. Greenewalt, I was very much interested in
your discussion of the problems of the man in his middle career, the
difficulty in his deciding to come to Washington.
In this subcommittee we have the problem of getting better people
to come to Washington, to do a better job, and to remain longer.
One of the problems we face is the rapid turnover by people who
come in executive positions.
Some of the witnesses have been critical of the turnover, as for ex
ample, of a man who stays for 1 or 2 years. On the other hand, do
vou not think, in view of what you have indicated about his problem
back home, that that businessman in the middle of his career, has not
received adequate credit for the service that he has given, even though
he has remained only 1 or 2 years?
Mr. Greenewalt. Credit from whom ?
Mr. Pendleton. From, probably, the public.
Mr. Greenewalt. Frankly, I am not sure that makes much differ
ence. Businessmen usually work in an atmosphere of anonymity.
We do not sit in the limelight.
What the general public will think of any of our executives is not
as important as what nis boss or his immediate associates think of him.

52710 —60— pt. 3——7￼
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I am not sure that this question of credit is really very important.
The man will have the satisfaction of the caliber of work he has done
while he has been down here. That is where he derives his satisfac
tion.
As to this matter of business career that you have mentioned, that
is a difficult problem. As I tried to develop earlier, the longer you
want him to stay here, the harder it becomes.
I can review a lot of careers in the du Pont Co., and the period of
rapid rise usually happens in the late thirties and the early forties.
This is where the decision is finally made as to how far the fellow is
going. And it is hard time to be away.
Where the man has arrived, it becomes less difficult for him because
he holds a top job. For example, if you were after one of our general
managers —he has arrived. He has only one level of promotion left.
He, probably, would be able to ascertain what his chances were of
getting that.
Furthermore, we could keep his job open. You sort of fill in the
ranks on a temporary basis.
Also, the man in his sixties, who is eligible for voluntary retirement,
could make that election with very little difficulty to himself. He
would lose the extra income for his last 5 years of employment, but by
the time he gets to be 60, his kids are married, he is pretty well fixed,
he has only himself and his wife to take care of. He does not have a
very difficult decision. The problem occurs in this group of 35 to 45.
Here again, I would like to distinguish between the employer and
the employee.I might, as president of du Pont, be quite content to have one of
these younger men come down here for a 4-year tour of duty. On the
other hand, I could not guarantee to him that he would not miss an
opportunity by doing so. I simply say to him, "well, Joe, there is the
opportunity. I can only give you a limited guarantee. We will do
our best for you, but you have got to make that decision."
When you pile on that tough decision the conflict-of-interest regu
lations and the loss in compensation, unless you are willing to let the
employer pick up the tab for the difference, you are putting an awful
burden on that young man.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Mr. Pendleton.
I have a few more questions, Mr. Greenewalt.
We all know that prior to technology playing a very important role
in Government, that is in the Federal Government, that your firm had
done an outstanding job in working for the Government as a con
tractor on work the Government would not have been able to do itself.
One of the problems that I think we face in the Federal Govern
ment, is to bring in from time to time, at the Federal policymaking
level, outstanding scientists and technicians, who can pass judgment on
the results of various contractual arrangements that the Government
has. I wonder if you have any comments in this general area. I feel
personally we are short on people of a special competence to assist in
making sound policy decisions.
Your company has, I think, from time to time, made people avail
able to assist in connection with important Federal assignments at the
higher levels.
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Mr. Greenewalt. We have done that really in two ways.
I think the most common way is that a great many of us, myself
included, have served on advisory committees of one sort or another,
with respect to the various agencies here, which we are glad to do.
On the other hand, ifMr. Glennan, for example, asked me if a group
of us would serve, not as a named committee, but just to come down
and talk over some problems, I would be very happy to do so if I could
be of assistance.
So you get all of the people you want on that basis.I do not think you have a problem in the world there.
The problem really begins when you want a man to sever his con
nection and come down here and work.
I do not know, but perhaps the Government could do more contract
ing when these matters of judgment come into the picture. Of course,
you contracted with us for the Savannah River job. This is a job
where we designed, constructed, and operate a very major undertaking
for you, which involves many thousands of people.
It seems to me that where you have confidence in the judgment that
the du Pont Co. can bring to bear on a problem, you could get help
of people who can tell you whether in their judgment it is being han
dled right. I think more of that can be done. In my experience,
there has been very little of it.
But what you tend to do is to contract more for the accomplishment
of a given mission, and you are contracting less with people who would
be able to exercise judgment, and simply give you the results of their
judgment.
Senator Jackson. The Government has been making more and more
contracts with corporations, universities, and the like to assist in this
regard, to avoid the necessity of building up a Federal bureaucracy
to accomplish it. I think it has been a very invaluable help.
What I want to get into for a moment, is whether or not you had any
problem in making available technical people to assist the policymak
ers in making decisions in their areas where technical competence is a
prerequisite. One of the things that disturbs me is that we can
contract a lot of these things out. And this is good. Then when you
get your recommendations from the contractors, they must reach ap
propriate levels in Government for decision. What is the role of
industry in providing technical competence to assist the top level
policymakers in reaching proper decisions? Could you elaborate a
little on that ? That is

,

what experience your company has had and
difficulties if any, and suggestions for improvements?
Mr. Greenewalt. I do not think that we have ever been in quite
that posture with the Government. The only thing that I can recall
that bears at all specifically on the question you raise, is the service
of many of us on these advisory committees, for some branch of the
Government.
Senator Jackson. I agree with you that the advisory role is helpful.
Mr. Greenewalt. Where technical judgment is involved, what you
are really saying is
,

have we ever made people available simply to
exercise judgment, as distinguished from carrying out a mission ; is

that.it?
Senator Jackson. It is both. I think that the Government is sorely
in need of people with peculiar competence to understand the subject
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matter that is presented for top level decision and, also, judgment
and a broad understanding of problems generally, so that there can
be an integration of scientific and technical with the other factors
that must be resolved. I mean, in your case—you are a professional
chemical engineer, I believe
Mr. Greenewalt. I was.
Senator Jackson. You are an example of what I am talking about.
You have a fine teclmical background. Then you have been in the
administrative and the management end of the company, so that you
have the advantage of being able to identify the problems technically
when you bring in your technical people to talk with you, but you,
also, through long association with the company, have management
competence and a broad judgment as it relates to the many problems
that one faces in business as a whole, outside of your professional
qualifications. We have the same problem at the Federal level.
It seems to me that one of our real needs is to get good people from

your reaction is. I am not trying at this moment to be specific with my
questions, but just trying to present this problem to you.
It has been easy for the Federal Government to contract out, but is
it just as easy to bring to the Government, for a period, maybe, of 1? 2,
or 3 years, competent individuals who can make the proper policy
decision at the appropriate time ?
Mr. Greenewalt. It is certainly not easy. Your principal question
is how do you get able people who have this kind of judgment to
come down here and exercise it? The need is certainly there.
The experience that you get in industry and the exercise of judg
ment, really, is the exercise of choice more often than not. The ques
tion really is

,

do you do this, or do you do that, because you recog
nize that you cannot do both. And the thing that you really do in
industry is to have the qualification that enables you to make judg
ments of choice which are right, at least, in the majority of cases.
Senator Mttskie. Is this not, also, true that you cannot get this
kind of competence in the career Government sen-ice, no matter how
attractive you make the career Government service, because it is

essential that you get the judgment of people who have developed
the necessary technical skills in industry that find these skills es
sential ?

Mr. Greenewalt. If you had asked me 10 years ago, I think I might
have agreed with you. It seems to me that rightly or wrongly—and
this is essentially a political question —the Government is big busi-

Actually. if you compare the business aspect of the Federal Gov
ernment with the du Pont Co., we are like the corner grocery, re
latively speaking. If you are going to stay in big business—for
example, if you are going to have a defense establishment for the fore
seeable future that will cost you $40 billion a year or whatever it is

to maintain, and you are going to do all of these other things that
you are doing— it seems to me there is really no alternative but to
develop talents of the sort that you are talking about within the Gov
ernment itself.
Senator Jackson. You can only get, Mr. Greenewalt, a limited
number in that category. I think it would be unwise for the Federal
Government to try to bring that about in all fields.

industry who have that broad

ness.
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The world situation is changing. It would be a lot better to get
people in from time to time when you need them and then let them go
back to industry.
Mr. Greenewalt. I could see that as a solution in certain specific
cases, but if I understood you, Senator Muskie, you were saying this :
can we develop that kind of people as Government career people and
my response to that was that if you are going to maintain a business
establishment as large as it is

,

you are going to have to do so.
From your point of view, Senator Jackson, it seems to me that if
you have a problem in biological chemistry, and you ask us, say "let
us have a certain grade of biologist to help on this particular prob
lem," surely we will do so.
But the problem in industry, in management, really conies down
to this thing of making judgments, and judgments of choice.
Frankly, I do not see how you can run this establishment of yours
on the basis of borrowing that kind of people for 1, 2, 3, or 4 years
from industry. I think you have got to look forward to developing a

career echelon in Government that will, eventually, be able to supply
the major part of the executive judgment that you need.
Senator Jackson. Can I debate the point with you for a moment?
May I submit that some of the developments in the field that you
know so much more about than we do, about science and technology,
come to the Government with such rapidity that it is not possible,
necessarily, to have these people trained and you need the assistance.
Let us talk about space for a moment. Obviously, we did not have
within the Government all of the necessary technical competence to
make decisions in this area. So that you have to bring people in
from industry.

I grant that in the atomic energy program, where it was built up
over a period of years, and there was an extended interest in atomic
energy7, that we do have people with a degree of unusual competence
to make decisions. But it seems to me, as we make one breakthrough
after another in the newer areas that there is

,

at least, a period of
time where you must bring people in to assist the Government to
make decisions at a high policy level. And you may need them for

1
,

2
,

3
, or 4 years to get it underway. I am not talking about ignoring

the need for the degree of competence that one would like to have
inside Government for these problems, and these programs.
It does occur to me, however, that some of these things do happen
rather rapidly and it is necessary to bring in people from the outside
to assist actually in the decision process.
Mr. Greenewalt. Well, perhaps, we are talking to some extent at
cross purposes. I would certainly agree that where expertness
Senator Jackson. And judgment, the thing that you emphasized.
Mr. Greenewalt (continuing). Is concerned, that might be true,
but I am afraid, really, that you are giving a little too much emphasis
to technical specialization in reaching that judgment.
You were kind enough to say that I was technically trained, which

is certainly true. I spent the first 25 years of my career in and about
laboratories but, on the other hand, when it comes down to my per
sonal technical knowledge today of many things that come up to the
executive committee of the du Pont Co. for decision, I just do not
have it. But what I do have
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Senator Jackson. If I may interrupt, I will venture to guess that
your professional training is still helpful
Mr. Greenwalt. Yes.
Senator Jackson (continuing). In identifying problem areas.
You may not have the answers, but you know that maybe a certain
thing is not quite right, and you call in the people from that depart
ment who have the answers ; is that not true ?
Mr. Greenewalt. Yes ; but the point is that I would not want you
to put too much stress on specific competence in a given field. In any
industry, you simply cannot have personal technical competence in
all of the areas on which you are required to make judgments. You
rely on good staff work. And what you really rely upon is the com
petence of the person who is making the technical argument. Then
you simply have to scratch your head and exercise some judgment
and come to a conclusion.
I do not want to leave you with the impression that I think that
technical competence is not necessary, nor that you would not really
have to get them to come down here and help you wherever it is
possible.
When it comes to the final administrative process, the judgment-
making itself, here you are relying not on technical skills, but you are
relying on something that is in your head, some feel for the problem
that enables you to decide, "Yes; this is sound, and we will go ahead
with it."
Senator Jackson. But there are people in industry, too—and I do
not mean to belabor tin's—who have the technical competence who can,
also, render great service to the Government beyond the technical
field, who have that unique ability of comprehending how these tech
nical things fit into the broad policy problems of government. I have
known people who have demonstrated great imagination in that re
spect, who have been very helpful over the years to the Government.
I merely wanted to point that out.
I agree that for the most part the main service would be to render
at the higher levels of government the technical information and
judgment as to a eiven project, and let the policymakers integrate
that into the overall problem.
Senator Muskie. I think that the Chairman and Mr. Greenewalt
are in agreement.
Mr. Greenewalt. We really are. These are semantic problems.
People are using different words to say the same thing. I am sure
that we are in agreement.
I do want to repeat this, however, that the business which you fel
lows run down here is enormous, and you simply cannot run it suc
cessfully without having people of prime administrative ability on a
full-time career basis.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits?
Senator Javits. Mr. Greenewalt, I think that your testimony can
be very useful to us. I am verv sorry, with four committee meetings
this morning, I have been unable to be here throughout the session.
I know that you have an enormous company with eminent knowl
edge of the problems of getting suitable executives, and a company of
outstanding reputation. I would like to get the benefit of your views
on a number of particular subjects in which I am interested in this
field.
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First, if you have not been asked the question, or if you have, I hope
that you will give an answer which will not duplicate what has been
said.
I gather you do favor an internship program by which young people
could be taken right at the college level and given a modest period of
training in Government service, and then released to industry ?
Mr. Greenewalt. I have not been asked that specific question, andI will have to answer off the cuff. I am not sure about that. For ex
ample, suppose that you take a fellow with a bachelor's degree, 22 years
old, and he goes right into some Government job and stays there for 2
years. Then he gets a job, say, with us. And 15 years later, you
want him to come down here to do a job.I doubt that he will remember anything about the 2 years intern
ship with respect to the situation as it exists.
Senator Javtts. He might get a taste for the Government when we
get him.
Mr. Greenewalt. I was asked whether I thought it was a good idea
for the Government to have a recruitment program at the college level
to get them into the career service. On that level, I think it would be
fine.
Senator Javtts. Will you summarize for me as briefly as possible,
the main reasons why the kind of executive personnel we want is loath
to come down here?
Mr. Greenewalt. We spent several hours on that question.
Senator Javtts. Just give me a brief summary of it.
Senator Mtjskie. I shall listen with interest.
Mr. Greenewalt. Well, I think that you have to assume that the
regulations, as they are today, where some things are impractical and
illegal, and where there is a very open question as to the company's
preserving the man's pension rights, I think under those circumstances,
the position of the man is that he has to take a severe financial sacrifice
is most cases, and this is going to be one stumbling block.
As I said this morning, his employer would be perfectly willing to
pay for those fringe benefits, but under present-day conditions that
cannot be done.
The other thing that is more important, in my view, is in regard
to this question of atmosphere that we discussed at great length this
morning.
These conflict of interest regulations that Senator Muskie and I
have been discussing really seem to say that the man has no integrity
at all. And if he comes down here he has to be surrounded by all
sorts of blocks that will prevent him from taking advantage of his
Government position.
The average person, I would suspect, would say, "Well, if they
think I am likely to be dishonest, they do not want me down there. I
will not come."
I am exaggerating a little bit to make the point just a little stronger.
But there is that question of the atmosphere.
You go to work where you think you are wanted, and where your
honesty and integrity and ability are respected.
So, when you take the combination of the financial loss and the
atmosphere that you are suspected the minute you set foot in town,
these are stumbling blocks.
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A young man with a career ahead of him is reluctant to interrupt
it against that kind of an atmosphere, particularly, when you add to
it the financial sacrifice, in a great many cases, that these men have
to take-
Senator JAvrrs. Those are the two principal reasons ?
Mr. Greenewalt. Obviously so.
Senator Mtjskie. And there is the question of loss of opportunity —
there is that question, too.
Mr. Greenewalt. That is a point for those within the 35 to 45 age
group. The point becomes more important the longer the period of
time that you wish him to serve. If it is a year, it is a potential loss
of opportunity that is not likely to worry him. For 2 years it is a
little more, but not too much. But when he is going to be out of his
career for 4 years, many opportunities could arise in that period of
time that he will miss.
Senator Javtts. Do you not think that there should be mentioned
in the affirmative the opportunity for serving one's country in an
hour of great peril ?
Mr. Greenewalt. Well, of course, I think that is the only reason
you get any consideration at all.
Senator Javtts. How can we make No. 4 outweigh points 1, 2, and 3 ?
Mr. Greenewalt. Why do you have to have 1, 2, and 3?
Senator Javtts. We will get to that in a minute. Suppose we have
some problems in 1,2, and 3—what can we do to make No. 4 so com
pelling as to attract the kind of personnel we need ?
Mr. Greenewalt. I do not know what you can do anything af
firmatively in that regard. As a matter of fact, I think that you have
a considerable array of very competent people who come down here
and serve. I think you get them and will continue to get them.
Senator jAvrre. We talked yesterday with the Chairman of the
Civil Service Commission about awards. We talked about possibly
expanding the concept of the awards to include distinguished civilian
service outside of the civil service ranks, perhaps even the Congress
voting such an award in a more frequent way than it has. We do
have the right. We voted a gold medal to Admiral Rickover and I
guess that we voted it to other people. Do you think that would help
us much ?
Mr. Greenewalt. I think I would have to say not much. This is
not the sort of thing, really, that we do over here.
Somebody was talking here. I guess it was Mr. Folsom, about the
British system. They have their so-called honors list, which is to
the effect that if you are a good boy and do your job well, you may
become a knight or a baron. This is done quite frequently as a re
ward for merit and they set great store by it. This, however, is not
really a part of our mores. And neither are medals.
Of course, you are honored if you get one, but this is not really the
thing that a man will strive for. Over there, yes—he will work very
hard if he sees a chance of being made "Sir So and So."
Maybe there are a few people who would work very hard, if they
thought, they were going to get a medal, but I really doubt that the
chance of getting a medal would be very much of a drawing card for
the average American.
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Senator Javits. So you think that we are doing about as much as
we can?
Mr. Greenewalt. On your point 4. I do not think that you are
doing as much as you can on the first three.
Senator Javits. Do you think that we are doing as much as we can
on No. 4, because we cannot give him immunity from antitrust
prosecution ?
Mr. Greenewalt. Of course? that does not really involve the man.
Senator Javits. I know that it does not.
Mr. Greenewalt. That might involve the employer, but I think
that it would have very little effect upon the man. You do not pros
ecute the individual.
Senator jAvrrs. Of course not.
Going back to No. 1, 2, and 3, on the financial side and on the ques
tion of the loss of opportunity, the so-called closing-of-the-ranks
theory, of course, these are matters which are very heavily in control
of the business itself. In other words, the assurance to the individual,
the second ranking executive, that ranks will not close on him, which
is something that business controls.
Assuming that we straightened out the conflict-of-interest laws,
and the same is true of keeping his financial situation fairly good, is
there anything that we can do, aside from not making it illegal, whichI shall come to last, because that is the third point— is there anything
that we can do on those two points, that is the closing-of-the-ranks
theory and looking after him financially ?
Mr. Greenewalt. As to the first point, I said this morning that
I could only speak from my own company experience, but we have
been perfectly willing to maintain a man's pension and fringe bene
fits, and also to send him down here on aWOC basis.
So if you will clear that track, I think that you will find a lot of
cooperation from business. This is on the question of keeping him
whole financially.
On the question of closing the ranks, no going business can make
any guarantee there. All you can say—and this I have said per
sonally— is that, "we will try." And that is about all you can do,
because you simply cannot hold an important executive post open.
Senator Javits. Does the du Pont Co. consider it to be a recom
mendation for a higher job to have served the country well, in a Gov
ernment job?
Mr. Greenewalt. Not per se, no. I would put it this way, that in
the few cases where fellows that I know from du Pont have come
down here for a vear or two and have served, it has done them good.
In other words, it gives them breadth, greater experience, which is
good for them and good for us, but if you take two men and one has
served his Government for a period of time, and one has not, and you
have a particular job to fill, you take the best man for that particular
job.
Senator Javits. You do not give any special weight to the Govern
ment service?
Mr. Greenewalt. I do not really see how we could.
Senator Javits. Unless it has something to do with the background.
Mr. Greenewalt. To that extent, yes.
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you with us today. You have been very helpful. We, no doubt, will
be in touch with you later.
We would like to add that should you desire to submit any addi
tional information, we will keep the record open and the transcript
will be available to you. That applies, likewise, to Secretary Folsom.
Tomorrow we will resume at 10 o'clock when Mr. John J. Corson
will be the first witness, and the second witness will be Mr. Roswell
B. Perkins. That will conclude the hearings for this week on the
subject we have before us.
Thank you again.
(Whereupon, at 1 o'clock the committee recessed to reconvene at
10 o'clock on Friday, May 13, 1960.)
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FRIDAY, MAY 13, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 :10 a.m., in room
3302, New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chair
man of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson and Muskie.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, and Howard E. Haugerud, professional
staff members ; and Edmund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
Today is the final day of the subcommittee's public hearings on the
problems involved in attracting and retaining the country's "best
brains" to man key posts both here and abroad in the years of cold
war which lie ahead.
Yesterday we were privileged to receive stimulating testimony from
a former Cabinet member, Mr. Marion Folsom of Eastman Kodak, and
Mr. Crawford Greenewalt, president of du Pont. Both they and our
initial witnesses have underscored some of the serious problems we
face in attempting to attract the finest talent for Government service.
They have also suggested a number of cures which the subcommittee
hopes to develop and act on wherever possible.
Before introducing our first witness, I should note that our sub
committee has agreed with the President that testimony by present or
former Government officials who have served on the National Secu
rity Council or its subordinate bodies regarding the National Secu
rity Council and its subordinate machinery will be taken first in execu
tive session. We have notified our witnesses accordingly.
In view of the fact that today's first witness served on the Gaither
Committee, I should also like to remind the members that President
Eisenhower, in a letter to Senator Johnson of January 22, 1958, in
voked the claim of Executive privilege in withholding the Gaither Re
port from the Congress.
This fact, of course, does not prevent our witness from giving testi
mony concerning his personal views about national security problems
and issues.
We welcome as our first witness this morning Mr. John J. Corson,
a director and head of the Washington office of McKinsey & Co. In
his present capacity, he has had the opportunity to explore the prob
lems of Government in numerous departments and agencies. He is
constantly called on to advise on critical organizational and per
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sonnel questions. Mr. Corson himself has held important Government
posts for over 10 years. More recently, as I have indicated, he served
on the Gaither Committee, appointed by the President to survey na
tional security problems. He brings to our witness table a wealth of
direct experience with the difficult problems we are exploring here.
Mr. Corson, it is a real privilege to have you with us this morning.
You may now proceed in your own way.

STATEMENT OF JOHN J. CORSON, MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT,
McKINSEY & CO.

Mr. Corson. Thank you, Senator.
I am delighted to have the opportunity to help as best I can.
For approximately 10 years, as you pointed out, I was a Federal
civil servant. Throughout the last 10 years I have been engaged in
the practice of management consulting as manager of the Washington
office of McKinsey & Co., Inc. It is out of that experience that I
venture to respond to questions that your staff has asked I discuss
with this subcommittee.
During that decade I have been retained to study the operations of
more than a score of Federal agencies. During this period, too, I have
served with citizens' advisory committees on five occasions.
I appreciate the opportunity to contribute to your consideration of
what, to my mind, is an especially important problem, the problem
of attracting competent leadership for the formulation and execution
of national security policies.
The persistent cold war has attached large new importance to the
old problem of how to get better men to serve in key positions in the
Government. Prior to World War II the failure to find able people
meant less-efficient services by a relatively small Government. Today,
failure to get and keep the ablest people in the key jobs of our Federal
Government risks the devastating prospect that this country—the
American people—will come off second best in the cold war.
The totalitarian societies we face—Soviet Russia and Red China—
have in the key posts of their governments the ablest individuals their
society produces. In our kind of society imagination, enterprise, and
unflagging drive are rewarded most generously in business and in the
professions ; in a democratic free enterprise society, a large proportion
of the ablest people are necessarily attracted to serve in commercial
activities. Our longrun success in the cold war makes essential our
finding improved ways of bringing and keeping a greater proportion
of the ablest of our citizens into positions of leadership in the Federal
Government. Experience over the past 7 years in recruiting for and
retaining high talent in the governmental posts where national security
policies are formulated and executed demonstrates, with dangerous
clarity, the difficulties our Government encounters.
I see three major areas of difficulty :
1. These critically important governmental posts have been filled
by a succession of able individuals who serve, on the average, 2 years
or less. In short, the men responsible for aiding the President to
formulate and carry out this Government's national security policies
are a very transitory group—not all of them, but a substantial
proportion.
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2. All too often the individuals who agree to serve in this area bring
to their jobs substantial competence, but little acquaintanceship with
t he intricate problems they must resolve.
3. The career civil servant —upon whom these political executives
must rely to supply the familiarity with these problems that they
lack themselves— is often seriously handicapped. He has grown up
in the department he represents ; he is expected to support the posi
tion" of that department. Neither his status in the department nor
the breadth of experience equips him to challenge the "departmental
line," to formulate new, imaginative, and venturesome proposals which
hispolitical superior might accept or reject.
This is partly a problem of large organizations, those in industry
as well as in the Government.
Let me turn now to the first problem, the turnover in key national
security posts.
To demonstrate the rapidity of the succession through these key
executive posts, let me specify the positions to which I refer. The
"first team" for national security in our Government includes, in
addition to the President and Vice President, the incumbents of
eight, as I see it, positions. They are the Secretary of State, Secretary
of Defense, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, Secretary of the Treas
ury, Director of the Budget, Chairman of the Atomic Energy Com
mission, the Special Assistant to the President for National Security
Affairs, and Director of the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization.
Upon the decisions of the incumbents of these positions, the security
of this country and, in considerable part, the free world, rests. And
in these 8 posts, a total of 23 men have served during the Eisenhower
administration. On the average, each individual has served less
than 2x/2 years, from the date of swearing in until resignation.
Fortunately, there are a number that have served for a considerably
longer period.
During this period three men have served as Secretary of Defense
and two as Secretary of State, another two as Secretary of the Treas
ury, and still another two as Chairman of the AEC. Four men have
filled the position of Director of OCDM. In the position of Director
of the Budget, four men have served, as have four others in the vital
position of Special Assistant to the President for National Security
Affairs.
There is

,
it can be said, a "second team" for national security. This

group includes a total of seven vitally important additional posi
tions. The "second team," if you will, includes these positions : Deputy
Secretary of Defense, Under Secretary of State, Under Secretary of
the Treasury, Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Se
curity Affairs, Assistant Secretary of State for Policy Planning, Di
rector of the International Cooperation Administration, and Director
of the U.S. Information Administration.

I am sure somebody could point to one or two other positions that
equally deserve recognition, but for the purpose of looking at this
problem of succession this serves our purpose.
In these 7 positions, 27 men have served during the Eisenhower
administration. The average length of service has been less than 2

years, although again I should point out that there are individuals who
have served for considerably longer periods of time.
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Some of the individuals who have served on both the first and sec
ond teams have come to their jobs with prior experience in national
security affairs. The present Secretary of Defense, as did the present
Deputy Secretary, worked his way up, if you will, through the De
partment of Defense. But it can be questioned if either of the pre
vious Secretaries of Defense, and at least half of the 50 men that have
occupied these posts, had had experience either in the intricate, inter
related problems of international affairs, military management, in
telligence operations, foreign aid, and the development of unpre
cedented weapons systems, or in the practical problems of getting
thinjrs done within the Federal Government. Experience as a banker
in Boston or even as an Assistant Secretary of the Navy simply does
not provide the understanding of national security problems that is
required if the individual who is to serve only a short time will be off
to a running start.
In his testimony before your subcommittee some weeks ago, Mr.
Kobert A. Lovett, the distinguished former Secretary of Defense, said :
It takes a long time for an able man, without previous military service of some
importance and experience in government, to catch up with his job in this in
creasing complex Department. At a guess, I would say he could pay good divi
dends to the Government in about 2 years. Meanwhile, of course, he is becoming
a more valuable asset each day. To lose him before, or just as he becomes pro
ductive is manifestly a serious waste of the effort that went into his training.

What Mr. Lovett said as to the Department of Defense applies witli
even greater force to the posts that I have suggested make up the key
positions in the field of national security. If we accept Mr. Lovett's
conservative estimate of 2 years as the minimum break-in period,
simple mathematics tells us that the Government has a practical per
sonnel problem in the national security field.
Let me turn to my second point. This is the basic scarcity in this
country of individuals with the large executive talents required, with
the qualities essential for political leadership, and with an under
standing of national security affairs. I emphasize the combination of
talents that it seems to me are requisite in these positions.
Some men can be found who have acquired in business, experience
especially relevant to the jobs they go into ; e.g., as assistant secretary
for supply in a military service or as head of an industry division in
the Department of Commerce. But few Presidential appointees bring
to these jobs, in addition to substantial personal talents—and surely
I am not questioning their large personal abilities—real experience
in the complex problems this country faces in the field of national
security and a knowledge of what it takes to operate effectively in
Government in Washington.
To emphasize this point let me remind you of a statement in the
Task Force Report on Personnel and Civil Service of the Second
Hoover Commission. The report states (p. 40) :

1. The combination of abilities required is relatively rare. At the topmost
level these men require both well-developed executive ability and well-developed
qualities of political leadership. That is, a man must be able to direct, control,
and even inspire a large organization which has formidable functions, and he
must also be able publicly to discuss the Government's business with Congress,
interested parties, and the public in a way that makes simple very complex
matters, meets hostility (foreign as well as domestic), and wins confidence. He
must make decisions on matters of great importance for the future as well as
the present welfare of the country. His foresight must equal the hindsight of
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a host of critics, both amateur and professional, who are free to be as narrow
in their point of view and time perspective as they care to be. The rules of the
game of national politics allow no margin for error, and the American political
world has not yet perceived the point that "magnanimity in politics is not sel
dom the truest wisdom." To lead the life of a political executive of high rank
amidst the asperities of American politics is a test of toughness, of intelligence,
and of devotion to the public interest

My observations from the sidelines, over a score of years, convince
me that a majority of business executives are both uncomfortable and
unsuccessful in top level policymaking posts. There are many excep
tions to this generalization ; you know of businessmen such as Marion
Folsom who have been outstandingly successful. There are few highly
successful businessmen like him who will spend a stint as staff director
for a congressional committee before they get into executive office.
But generally, businessmen are unaccustomed to, and sometimes re
sentful of, the interest of the legislative branch in administrative af
fairs. They are unfamiliar with the necessity for clearance and
coordination with numerous other departments. In the smaller enter
prise with which most businessmen are customarily familiar—not all,
but most—the responsibility for' as extensive coordination and clear
ance does not arise. They are irritated by public scrutiny of their
actions and by the rigid controls exercised over the recruitment of per
sonnel, the budgeting of funds, and the procurement of supplies and
equipment. In many instances, the recruitment of outstanding busi
ness executives for these posts is both unfair to the individual and of
little advantage to the executive branch.
Let me, in support of this view, cite a statement made by former
Governor Bradford of Massachusetts, who is himself a corporate
attorney. He wrote of the added skill required in Government that
most businessmen have not had reason to acquire.
Writing in the early days of the Eisenhower administration, ex-
Governor Bradford noted that—
* * * business executives, taking over important Government posts, are find
ing, as the professors found before them in the early days of the New Deal, that
success in politics is an art which draws on qualities not necessarily to be ap
plauded or even desirable in the classroom or the industrial plant. The element
of compromise plays a highly important part in political decisions, as does the
balancing of interests and the necessity of persuading others to agree with your
point of view rather than cramming your decisions down their throat. With the
best of intentions and with the highest degree of efficiency, a government cannot
be run like a business, nor should it be. (Harvard Business Review, November-
December 1953, pp. 33-41.)

When placed in a post in the national security field, the individual's
newness to Government is multiplied by the uniqueness and complex
interrelatedness of the problems that arise in assuring the security of
this country or of our allies.
Turning to the third point, the capabilities of career men.
It is often said that the top career civil servants provide the ex
perience and continuity to compensate for the "here today, gone to
morrow" Presidential appointee. There is much truth in this state
ment. The top career servants in the Federal Government—as I see
it—are able and too-little-appreciated men. But they can only sub
stitute for the political executive in the most limited sense. The
latter remains the key source of administrative leadership, the Pres
idential representative with the responsibility for governing. Sec-

52710—60—pt. 3 8
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ondly, we must recognize that the career civil servant has been bred
from within, and his experience, over a period of years, is often con
fined to one department or agency. Such experience tends to imbue
him with a departmental viewpoint and to entrap him within a narrow
perspective.
Some 6 or 7 years ago I studied the careers of top civil servants in
the Treasury, Interior, and Agriculture Departments. I studied the
careers of all civil servants in these Departments in grades 15 and
above. It revealed that in the Treasury approximately two-thirds of
all the top career civil servants had started in clerical positions in
grades 3 and 4 in the Treasury, and had spent their whole career in
that Department.
Now, this is not a disadvantage in many respects. But the breadth
of experience the individual acquires within a single department will
not likely equip him to handle many problems that require a recogni
tion of the related concerns of other departments. It assuredly raises
questions as to whether he can acquire the breadth for judgment on
wide and significant problems.
The large majority of these men and women are able, conscientious
public servants, but existing means for broadening their skills and
their perspectives are entirely too limited.
The Federal Government does much less than many other employ
ers in trying to broaden the viewpoints of the individuals who come
into executive positions. Such understanding as they have of com
plicated problems of public policy, of the interrelationships between
the vast complex of Government activities, or the impact of their de
cisions on others—partly within and without Government—they have
acquired on their own initiative. As an employer, the Federal Gov
ernment does too little—I realize I am repeating—to broaden the
career man's viewpoint and his experience.
Nowhere is this problem better illustrated than in the State and
Defense Departments. The career man with a rounded understand
ing of foreign political affairs, of intelligence operations, of military
management, and of economic development, and of the relationships
between all four, is altogether too rare.
Let me turn, if I may, to what contribution I can make as to pos
sible solutions to these problems which I have suggested. Let me
suggest six points where in my opinion some action is needed.
Your subcommittee has already suggested a number of possible so
lutions to the problems I have discussed. Let me suggest six points
where, in my opinion, some action is needed.
1. We must discard our informal, haphazard system of recruiting
top political executives. The responsibility is now divided between
the White House and department heads on a most informal basis.
Under existing practice, if any attempt is made to search out the right
man for the job on a systematic and orderly basis, this is an exception
to the general rule of leaving it to chance, or the limited acquaintance
ship of the head or assistant to the head of the department. A cen
tral recruiting office of some sort, preferably tied to the Executive Of
fice of the President, seems a necessity if we are to be more successful
in getting into Government abler people for critically important jobs.
There is no factor that is more useful for bringing into critically
important jobs the right people than a request from the President
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himself. This is one reason for associating this function with the
Executive.
2. We must find ways of acquainting outstandingly capable men in
business, in the universities and elsewhere, with the problems of na
tional security and thus building up a reservoir to which Government
can turn. Service on advisory boards or commissions serves to pro
vide a few of the needed introductions of these critical problems. Ac
tive participation in private groups like the Committee for Economic
Development or the Council on Foreign Relations supplies some
understanding to others. The Business Advisory Council of the De
partment of Commerce is still another agency that acquaints some of
our outstanding business leaders with the problems the executive de
partments are concerned with. The executive reserve developed in the
OCDM is another means of bringing another group of business people
to an understanding of these problems. But more, it seems to me, is
needed. I urge consideration of how we can acquaint more of our
ablest citizens with these problems. I wish I could offer a more defini
tive recommendation, but I haven't found any panacea that I can
suggest.
3. We must develop the kind of career service that will produce
more broadly-trained career executives. The proposal for a Joint
Career Service betweeen State and Defense set forth in your interim
report is a step in the right direction. In my view, the concept
of interchanging career personnel between Departments to vary their
experience and broaden their viewpoints must be carried still further
than we have yet carried it in this Government.
4. We must accept frankly and fully the necessity of utilizing as
executives in key jobs men drawn temporarily from industry who
will continue to be compensated by their private employers. This
is WOC, as we tend to call it in the Government. I make this
suggestion first, because certain talents we can get no other way,
since we cannot overcome the financial obstacles which cause many
men to refuse public service, and while we cannot overcome them,I would urge continued consideration of how at least we can reduce
them; and second, because it is more important that we have this
talent in Government— if need be, on a restricted basis—than to
reconcile ourselves to the second-rate.
5. We must make even more extensive use of private citizens in
an advisory capacity—both as individuals and on committees. I am
aware of the criticisms and weaknesses of the so-called citizens com
mittees. But on the basis of experience with five such committees,
serving as staff member at times, and as a member of one or two,I am convinced that if properly established, staffed, and supported,
they perform three tremendously useful functions.
First, they do help to bring conflicting viewpoints throughout
Government together on specific problems. Second and importantly,
they can force the questioning of existing policies and practices —
questioning which can and has led to overdue change. Third, in a
unique way, the citizens committee, it seems to me, can unearth prob
lems and proposals buried in the depths of the bureaucracy and bring
them out into the light for the study and action they deserve.
If I may add a point there, it seems to me in any large organiza
tion, in a large private corporation, or a large university, or a large
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Government agency, there is a wealth of ideas flowing around among
the people in the third and fourth echelons down. There are bright,
lively, and energetic people in any such organization. To get those
ideas from the fourth echelon up through the bureaucracy is often a
very difficult task. The advisory committee, as I have seen them func
tion, oftentimes can reach into the fourth echelon that way and un
earth useful ideas and consider them, and reject many of them, and
perfect the better ideas, and bring them to the attention of the people
at the very top of this governmental structure. This, it seems to
me, is one of the services that such committees perform.
6. Finally, I believe that to bring to the service of Government
the ablest talent in this country, the Federal Government should make
even more extensive use than at present of the practice of "contract
ing out." The Federal Government now contracts with business
enterprises, with engineering firms and with universities for a wide
variety of services.
For example, the Rand Corp. The work of the much discussed
Space Technology Laboratory.
These services range from the development of highly important
plans, the development of missiles, the operation of laboratories by an
industrial firm such as Union Carbide, and universities such as the
University of Chicago— the conduct of training programs for Federal
officials by the Brookings Institution, for example, and the construc
tion of projects overseas as a part of our foreign aid program. It
ranges from these to the provision of a much more traditional service
in the supply of traditional products.
Vannevar Bush is said to have decided in World War II that the
development of weapons should be done in Government, in industry,
or in a university, wherever the human capabilities were found. This,
it seems to me, looking back, was, in the development of the weapons
required for World War II, a sensible and very important decision,
and one that varied considerably from earlier governmental practice.
This was a far-seeing decision and one that I think has a special sig
nificance in a free-enterprise democracy that is locked in an unending
struggle with totalitarian states.
I hope you find in those remarks, Senator, some points of useful
ness, and I thank you for letting me talk with you.
Senator Jackson. First let me express the appreciation of the
committee, Mr. Corson, for your having taken time out from a very
busy and I know hectic schedule, to assist in trying to find some solu
tions to the problems we face.
If I may start with your last suggestion, "the importance of con
tracting out," I hasten to add I certainly agree with what vou have
said.
Do you not feel that it is likewise important to have, at the top
policy levels of the Government, people with the same degree of com
petency to pass judgment on decisions that are made by the contractors
so that they are fully integrated into an overall national policy ?
Mr. Corson. It assuredly is

,

Senator. If I may add a point, it is

not only at the top level posts, but it is highly important that at the
key scientific posts of Government we have people competent to
evaluate (a) what they are asking the contractor to do, and (b) how
well he is doing it.
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But I would add this point : Rather than sacrifice the use of this
talent, Government should still "contract out" even if we are unable
to get, in every instance, the capable people in Government that we
should have. I say that I would still contract out, for I would not
deny to this Government the capabilities that we have in this country
in areas where we desperately need them, because we are unable to
meet the first problem.
Senator Jackson. I assume it is fair to infer that at least some of
the contracting out stems from the frustration in existing law to
provide the proper talent at the Federal level. Is this not a fair
statement ?
Mr. Corson. I think this is true; I think of instances that illustrate
your point. Senator. A great deal, however, involves a constructive,
useful effort to add to the arsenal of this Government the facilities
that are available throughout our society.
Senator Jackson. My only purpose in asking the question on this
particular point is to point out the concurrent need and requirement
to have people at the policymaking level and the decisionmaking level
with equal competency to pass judgment on the recommendations that
come from highly skilled institutions, either on a university level, or
such organizations as the Rand Corp., or business corporations who
have rendered a great service.
What is your reaction regarding the so-called dual compensation
statute?
Mr. Corson. I am not familiar enough with the details of the dual
compensation statute to be helpful. I realize the problems, but I am
not sufficiently familiar with the details of that statute to be helpful.
Senator Jackson. Can I give you an illustration ? As we all know,
we have reached a hump in retirement —this large group who served
20 years from World War II, in the military service, are being retired.
In many instances the Government has spent thousands of dollars,
and in some cases on individuals hundreds of thousands of dollars in
furthering their careers. Under existing law, as I understand it, an
individual is prohibited from receiving a combined Federal compen
sation over $10,000. The result is that many of the retired officers
who have skills and talents that they can offer to the Federal Govern
ment seek employment outside Government.
Thev do find a way out, however. They can go to work for a non
profit institution, or they can go to work for a corporation where they
would be doing the same work that they might be doing in the Govern
ment, but, of course, the law does not extend to those entities even
though indirectly all of the funds are Federal.

I am wondering if we are not defeating our own purpose when we
have the need and the requirement, but because of this old statute
we are not able to employ them.
Mr. Corson. I have two reactions, if I may offer them.

I spent most of my career in the Federal Government in the Bureau
of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance. There I spent my time study
ing problems of retirement. I think that there is a considerable waste
in a retirement practice that to a degree forces an individual out of
the service after 20 years of valued experience, and at an age where he
might be expected to be continuingly productive for a period of years.I think there is an inherent waste in such a retirement practice, whether

it be in industry or in government.
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I realize the unique problems in the military services, where the
individual is subject to unusual hazards over a period of time, and
hence early retirement has been adopted. There is still a considerable
waste in such retirement practice.
If, however, we have the practice, it seems to me secondarily there is
a waste in denying to the Government itself the use of that individual
in another branch of the Government.
I would hope we could find some means by which we could accept
him and overlook the dual compensation problem, and I would not be
adverse to overlooking it

,
but at least if that is not generally palatable,

adjusting the compensation so that the individual still has some benefit
over and above what he would earn in Government from his retire
ment. Perhaps he would be entitled to one-half of his retirement pay
for the duration of the time he is serving the Government.
Senator Jackson. It certainly seems inconsistent when one con
siders that the Federal Government takes the position of suddenly
terminating the return on an investment that the Government has
made over a period of years amounting to thousands of dollars. The
individual, it is true, works for a private employer, but in many in
stances this is a fiction, because the Government supplies the money.

I have a feeling that Government agencies will be more and more
Erone
to set up nonprofit instrumentalities to circumvent the Salary

limitation Act, which, while generally an effective thing, is subject
to abuse, is it not?
Mr. Corson. I think it is subject to abuse, Senator.
Senator Jackson. It could be subject to abuse. I do not know of
any situation now where this is true, but I am looking ahead.
Mr. Corson. I agree, but I think most nonprofit corporations that
have been set up to perform essentially complementary functions for
Government were established as a means of attracting talent that the
Government could not obtain through its normal mechanisms.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Corson, then I gather what you are saying
here is that in effect the challenge that we face, that is

,

that the Gov
ernment faces today, is so broad and enormous, that the Federal
Government itself must have the flexibility and the ability to reach
out and obtain talent wherever the required talent may be located.
Mr. Corson. Exactly, Senator. I suggest that in addition to the
conventional means of recruiting talent, that is by hiring them as
governmental employees, we must explore less conventional methods;
one method is by contracting for them ; another is the using of them
as "without compensation employees." We must explore and develop
to the fullest these less conventional methods.
Senator Jackson. When I said reaching out, I should define my
term by stating various means and devices including contracting out.
In other words, what we have is this enormous Sino-Soviet challenge,
which challenges the ingenuity and every facet of the life of this
country, so that when these challenges occur we have to bring the
talent we do have in this country to bear on the problem. Is this
not so?
Mr. Corson. It is, Senator, in my opinion.
Senator Jackson. And there are various means by which you can
obtain that talent. Our job, it seems to me, is to make the task for
the Federal Government easier, and more effective, so that in the long
run we can respond to these problems with rapidity and effectiveness.
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Mr. Corson. To better enable us, as Harold Boeschenstein said to
this committee the other day, "to put our first team in the field" ; to
put the ablest people this country has to work on the critical problems
his country has.
Senator Jackson. This is exactly right. It is exactly what the
enemy is doing. And unless we have the flexibility and the means of
doing it

,

we cannot possibly compete.
It seems to me that the resources are there and the advantage of
having some flexibility lies in the fact that many of these people are
not needed indefinitely, since the problems will change. But you can
get some experts in a given field and have them for 2 or 3 or 4 years,
or whatever the requirements happen to be, then when the problem

is no longer amajor one they can be released.
The other alternative is in effect to have the Government be the
whole country, which is of course the most unworkable bureaucracy
in the world. I think this is certainly the advantage of the operation
of a free system versus a totalitarian state, such as exists in the land
of our competitors.
If I may pursue this thought, in talking about various means of
drawing on our large talent and resources, on your point 4, on the
matter of bringing more people into Government on a WOO basis,
what do you feel realistically we can do in that regard first to protect
the Federal and public interests ; and, second, to protect the interests
of the employee who comes in ; and, third, the employer who makes
this individual available?

I am concerned about what has happened in the past, and the
tendency to label these people dollar-a-year men and, therefore, ipso
facto, they are not to be trusted.
What do you think we can do to help to clear that atmosphere,
realizing that we will have to operate somewhat in this way for years
and years to come ?

Mr. Corson. Let one make two points in answer to your question :

The most important thing we can do is to exercise the most judicious
care in the selection of the individuals. The whole thrust of what

I have been saying to you this morning is that we need to search for
people to serve in these top policymaking posts who combine several
talents. One is the large executive talent which you can expect the
individual successful in business or successful in the management of
a large university to have. In addition, the men needed in government
must be sensitive to the political aspects of democratic government.
The individual who is sensitive to the political responsibilities of a

policymaking post iwill lean over backward, and treat with the great
est care, those matters in which his objectivity in decisionmaking
might be questioned.
If we concentrate on selecting that kind of people for key policy
making posts, I would trust them. I will rely on Mr. Perkins, who
is to speak to you later this morning, to suggest the solutions posed by
conflict of interest statutes. I realize what a problem they constitute
but I urge that we resolve the doubts, in a much greater degree than
we have under the statutes in the past, in favor of the individual
carefully selected. My experience indicates that 99 out of a hundred
business people who come into government —and I can claim to have
seen many over a period of quite a few years, lean over backward to
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insure that they will not take advantage of their position in govern
ment in any way to benefit their personal interests. I am willing
to put greater faith in the integrity of these individuals than the
statutes imply. I fear this is a minority viewpoint on this issue, andI realize that the problem is more one of public relations as much as
it is of establishing essential safeguards.
Senator Jackson. I certainly concur in your statement. I have
known many of these people who have come to Washington and un
fortunately it only takes one bad illustration
Mr. Corson. Yes; one.
Senator Jackson. To upset the applecart in the public mind.
I wondered if there was anything—of course, assuming you make
changes in the law, which is obvious — I was wondering if there are
any other suggestions that might occur to you that would help to im
prove this situation. From a training standpoint it has been suggested
that there be a program at least where young business executives can
come in for an orientation of 5 or 6 or 7 months. Mr. Folsom made
that suggestion. So that they will at least be familiarized with the
basic workings of the Government, and when they do come in again
they will have that advantage.
While that does not pertain directly to my question, do you think
this would be helpful in getting men into government who desire to
make a real contribution ?
Mr. Corson. I think it would. At the moment the Brookings In
stitution is working on the development of just such a program. Such
a program would help to acquaint some businessmen with the under
standing, or part of it

,

they need to succeed in government. They
could, through such a program, obtain a familiarity with government
and with the political characteristics of government. It seems to me
that is an important bit of preparation.
Senator Jackson. It seems to me that American business, univer
sities, and certain other nonprofit institutions have a great responsibil
ity in the period ahead. On our side of it all we can do is to try to
find what can be done from a Federal standpoint to make their assign
ment a more workable one.
Personally I feel that these groups I have just referred to should
make up their own minds that it is a part, of their responsibility as
corporate citizens and as universities and nonprofit institutions.
Otherwise there is not much we can do at this end other than to change
certain technical provisions in the law.
Is there anything that can be done on the other end, the business
end and so on, to encourage and make business understand the enor
mous responsibility that is on their shoulders because they, in the last
analysis, have the reservoir of know-how that the Federal Government
must be able to reach when called upon to do so ?

Mr. Consox. I think there are a number of thincs that can be done,
and I think that government does more or less well a good portion of
this. Let me cite an illustration here.
For example, take the space program at the moment. Here is an in
stance in which, if the space program is to succeed, we must draw upon

a large number of private enterprises in this country that have the
skills required. NASA is doin<r. it seems to me. a very constructive
job in trying to acquaint American industry with what the program
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is
,

what its segments are, and what its objectives are, and inviting
businessmen to suggest where and how they can participate.
It seems to me this is the kind of thing, if done all across the board,
in foreign aid as well as defense, such an effort would enlist a larger
proportion of our society in the cold war.
Senator Jackson. One of the chief problems in bringing in busi
nessmen appears to be in the area of the middle executive group—
men between 35 and 45 years of age. They have all sorts of family
responsibilities; they have certain built-in prohibitions against com
ing to Washington.
What can be done, above and beyond aWOO arrangement, wherein
the company carries them and, as Mr. Greenewalt testified yesterday,
of course they would—his company, and it is true, I am sure, of many
companies other than du Pont^-they are willing to carry these people
for 2 or 3 years.
He, Mr. Greenewalt, also indicated that this is a period of time when

it is difficult for this junior executive group really to want to leave
the company for fear that they will lose out in the promotional ladder.
Do you have any panaceas in that area ?
Mr. Corson. I recognize all of the difficulties you point to, but it

does seem to me that there ought to be ways of developing a program
that would bring into this Government a goodly number —not just a

sprinkling of them, but a goodly number of people in the age level
between 30 and 40.
Senator Jackson. This is many times the most creative talent.
Mr. Corson. This is many times the most vigorous talent. This is

the age group that possesses the imagination and vigor that is re
quired in a large enterprise to push ideas through. But it seems to
me the one lacking ingredient which we have to somehow create is a
recognition in American businesses that an understanding of the
functioning of the Federal Government is valuable to the guy who
wends his way up in the corporate structure. It is valuable in a so
ciety in which 20 percent of all the goods and services produced by
private business are purchased by the Government. It is a valuable
understanding of an important customer.
If you analyze how many corporations are doing business with the
Government in one way or another, such experience in Government has
practical, selfish value within the corporation. If we can get that
idea better established in the corporate enterprises of this country,
then they will see a reason and the young man working up can see a

reason for having this particular understanding as well as what he has
to have to get ahead in his company, then we can hope to get a goodly
number that can be made available.
Senator Jackson. Thank you.
Senator Muskie ?

Senator Muskie. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I appreciate your testimony, Mr. Corson, and I have listened to

it with a great deal of interest. It seems to me your formal state
ment concerned itself primarily with the top policymaking positions in
Government. I wondered what the relationships would be between
this concern and your first proposal for a central recruiting office of
some sort. What numbers of employees or positions would this re
cruiting office be concerned with ?
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Mr. Corson. I think, Senator, only of those that are Presidential
appointees; those that the President himself must appoint. There
is a goodly number of such positions in the neighborhood of 600 to 800.
Senator Muskie. I think the figure of 1,100 was used yesterday,
which is the number we are speaking of.
Should we distinguish then, Mr. Corson, which is what my prob
lem is

,

between the experts and specialists in the technological fields,
which are needed in increasing numbers in the Government, and the
policymaking positions?
Mr. Corson. I think we do have to distinguish. The experts narrow
themselves down more specifically by fields. In the Department of
Defense, let us say, where you need a highly experienced group of
especially well equipped scientists, I think you have to rely on the
scientists in this Government to be able to search out and reach out
for them.
We still need the more hospitable attitude within private business
of the value of Government experience for these individuals. How
can we make these individuals available?
Senator Muskie. Within this area to a certain extent, of course,
you can develop career men, but because of the rapid changes in
technology it is necessary to rely more and more on short-term peo
ple—people who are coming in to do a specific job for a specific
period.

I was interested in your remarks at the outset of this statement,
emphasizing the fact that there is such a turnover among these people
who come into Government temporarily. You are speaking of turn
over in the policymaking posts. Is it not true in a democracy that the
policymaking posts are political posts?
Mr. Corson. They are political posts and should be political posts
in a democracy.
Senator Muskie. And political in the partisan sense as well as in a

nonpartisan sense.
Mr. Corson. Yes.
Senator Muskie. It is not true also in a democracy that we get our
policymaking people, that is

, our political people, not from any pool

and in all professions I The people who are Senators today are peo
ple who were lawyers, or people who were businessmen, or people
who were farmers, or people who came from the ranks of labor. These
people have made politics a career not in most instances as a result of

a decision made when they reached the age of maturity, but, rather,
as a career subsequent to some initial career which they have under
taken.
Is it not going to be necessary then for you to persuade people in
all walks of life to undertake political careers ?

Mr. Corson. I think this is an important part of the problem.
The part of the problem I was concentrating on, however, has to do
with those outside the partisan political structure. Government needs
more men who posses the understanding of the functioning of political
life that the partisan politician does and have executive abilities, and
the acquaintanceship with the interrelated intricate problems of na
tional security that so few posses today. The finding of such men is a

difficult task.

of
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Senator Mttskie. I enjoy your suggestion, but I want to press this
point a little bit more, if I may.
We have been listening all week to testimony the objective of which
is to make Government service more attractive to people whose talents
are important to the public service. A great deal of emphasis has been
placed upon making the Government service more comfortable, more
secure, less of a wrench from their real careers.
I was interested in your quotation from the Hoover task force re
port, the last sentence of which said, and I quote :
To lead the life of a political executive of high rank amidst the asperities of
American politics is a test of toughness, of intelligence, and of devotion to the
public interest.

The fellow who might have been a lawyer to start with, or a busi
nessman, who gets into politics at the lower ranks soon learns the
lesson that is implicit in this statement. He learns that he must be
tough, and he must develop a thick skin, and yet a sensitivity to the
public interest. I am all for bringing people in, and I think we have
to do it increasingly, to meet particular problems calling for special
skills and training in judgment-making. However, I am a little con
cerned—without saying we should not pursue it—I am a little con
cerned with this emphasis upon making service in the Government
comfortable to people—maybe comfortable is not a fair word, I grant
you, but I am trying to make a point—making Government service
comfortable for people who do not really have an urge to get into
politics.
Mr. Corson. Senator, you started out on the problem of succession,
if I may brine you back to that. It is more comfortable, if you
will, for the fellow who comes to Washington and spends 2 years in a
tough top policymaking post in this Government to get out and go
home. It is much more comfortable.
I am urging that we find ways of keeping him here after he has
acquired the experience, for a longer period of time. That is not the
comfortable thing.
I think it is essential these people we train, if you will, in Govern
ment, that they be available to the Government for a longer period
of time.
Senator Muskie. I agree with you wholeheartedly in this objective,
but some of the devices we are discussing this week which are de
signed to persuade him to stay longer, are devices designed to make
it more comfortable. I am all for doing the legitimate things that
ouffht to be done to recognize the problems that are inherent in this.
Of course we should.
Mr. Corson-. But if by the devices that would make life more com
fortable for him, we mean such things as shielding him from public
criticism and shielding him from appraisal by a congressional com
mittee, and shielding him from the review of an executive agency such
as the Bureau of the Budget, I would say, no. We should not give him
anv of those comforts.
Senator Mttskie. Would you agree with me a man is really not an
effective policymaker in the Government until he has been exposed at
least once to some raw criticism?
Mr. Corson. The really successful executive, whether it is a politi
cal man or businessman, is the fellow who can sell his program before
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the congressional committee and before the executive agency and be
fore the public, as well as administering it within. This is the twofold
duty of the fellow who succeeds in Washington.
Senator Muskie. And he has to be willing to undertake to sell a
proposition which initially might have had the support of only him
self against a storm of criticism.
Mr. Corson. That is right. He has to be that good a salesman.
Senator Muskie. And have that thick a skin.
Mr. Corson. And that great a skill. Yes.
Senator Muskie. I am not going to press this because I am interested
in hearing the testimony of Mr. Perkins, which bears so strongly on
the points we have been discussing. Your suggestions have been
thought provoking and I deeply appreciate it.
Mr. Corson. Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Pendleton, the minority counsel.
Mr. Pendleton. Reverting to your prepared statement, Mr. Corson,
you say :
Experience over the past 7 years in recruiting for and retaining high talent
in the governmental posts where national security politics are formulated and
executed demonstrates, with dangerous clarity, the difficulties our Government
encounters.

I am interested to know, in respect to this statement, Mr. Corson,
how you happened to pick that base period ?
Mr. Corson. I was looking at the period of the Eisenhower adminis
tration for no other reason than that it was a convenient and
practicable period to study the turnover of key executives in.
Mr. Pendleton. Up to the present time in this committee we have
accepted a period beginning with 1947, which was the time of the
National Security Act, in order that we might have a broad enough
base covering the two administrations. You can see the connotation
this places on the balance of your prepared statement, that every
conclusion is based solely on that 7-year period.
Mr. Corson. Had I know you had selected the period 1947 as a base
I would have gladly used it. I think it would have demonstrated
the same point that the period from 1953, January 1, 1953, on, has
demonstrated. You have had substantially the same succession in
that longer period to the best of my recollection as you have in this
more recent period.
Senator Jackson. May I just interrupt here to clarify the record ?
In connection with this particular subject, the committee had not
resolved on any period. The term 1947, Mr. Corson, merely refers
to the date when the National Security Act was passed. The problem
of people, of course, goes way back through Government.
I just wanted to say we had not selected 1947, or 1940, or 1930, or
1920. It is any period in Government. The reference to 1947 bears
only on the passage of the National Security Act.
Mr. Corson. I want to emphasize the connotation
Senator Jackson. So witnesses are free to pick any period. It
is for the committee to go into other areas, if they so desire.
Mr. Corson. I would like to emphasize that the connotation that
is pointed out here is to my mind not an applicable one—not a fair
one. I think that the points I have made here with respect to the
top political posts as well as to the career servants will, I hope, be
applied with equal strength to the period prior to January 1, 1953.
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Mr. Pendleton. Fine. I think that broadens this discussion here
to the point where we can look at the other questions in a better light.
Going back to your statement, you referred to turnover in Key
national security posts. In your opinion do you feel that turnover
at a rate of one Cabinet officer every 4 years is too fast?
Mr. Cobson. I do not think you can answer this in such generalized
terms. It seems to me it would depend entirely on {a) the depart
ment; and (b) the problems with which that department was faced
at the time; and (c) the individuals involved.I would think it is preferable by and large that where an individual
has come in and has learned the problems involved, that he be
available for a longer than 4-year period. It seems to me a shame
that a man like Marion Folsom, having acquainted himself with the
problems of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
and being a uniquely able fellow anyway, is lost to us after he has
just really gotten on top. It seems to me that this is a shame.If you will turn, let us say, to the ICA, for example, it seems to
me unfortunate that in a period of let us say the last 7 years—
because this is the period for which I have looked up the data—
that we would have as many people go through that job as we did
there, in as relatively brief a time.
The problem of thinking out the best use of our foreign aid funds
is a problem that takes time. It is a new form of government,
and it is a complicated form of government, and for an individual
to come in and spend relatively few—I do not want to exaggerate —I was about to say a relatively few months, but let us say a couple
of years—and then leave, it seems to me is to leave just when he is
getting to the point where he could be getting valuable, or more
valuable to this Government.
Mr. Pendleton. On the other hand, do you not think this, Mr.
Corson : As for business, that regular turnover at the Cabinet level,
offers an opportunity to train those people at sub- Cabinet level and
bring them on to the Cabinet spots with the kind of training you
desire ?
Mr. Corson. I think it offers that possibility. I think it is a possi
bility not generally used. Obviously, it is the exception. Tom Gates
is an illustration of a man who has, in the terms you have suggested,
learned in the jobs of Under Secretary of the Navy and Secretary
of the Navy and Deputy Secretary of Defense. It is fine where
we can hold on to a man that long. Our Government is seldom able
to turn to men with as rich experience.
Mr. Pendleton. Is there another method you can suggest whereby
people would get the suggested Cabinet experience ?
Mr. Cokson. I have suggested—and this is not a direct answer to
your question —but I have suggested in the latter part of this pre
pared statement —or let me put it this way : It seems to me the busi
nessman who come into Government, and the university presidents
and university professors who are most effective, are those who have
been identified in one way or another (a) with political processes
and (b) with those agencies like the CED, which I mentioned, and
the Council on Foreign Relations, which acquaint them and rub their
noses, if you will, in problems of public policy. The individuals
who come in with large executive experience and this complementary
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experience are the ones, it seems to me, who are most able to adapt
themselves quickly.
Marion Folsom is an excellent illustration of it—a man concerned
with public policies I know going back to the year 1928. He comes
Mr. Pendleton. Well, turning to that point you made in your
statement that service as "Assistant Secretary of the Navy simply
does not provide the understanding of national security problems that
is required if the individual, who is to serve only a short time, will
be on to a 'running start'." Could you describe a better position for
a man to serve in ?
Mr. Corson. Let me cite the specific instance I had in mind. I
don't think it is any reflection on the individual whom I respect. Jim
Smith served as Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Personnel.
Then he became Director of the ICA. The experience in the Navy
helped Mr. Smith to understand the machinery of Government, but
it had relatively little relevance to the post he was then assigned to
in ICA. It provided little more understanding of the problems he
encountered in ICA than did his prior service in Pan American
Airways.
Mr. Pendleton. Right. In other words, what you are saying is
that service as Assistant Secretary in certain of the security depart
ments in the management field does not necessarily qualify a man in
national security planning?
Mr. Corson. This is a helpful clarification of my point of view.
Mr. Pendleton. Now, reverting to your testimony on the question
of the amount of time in the Cabinet posts. The three Secretaries of
Defense that we have had have been Secretary Wilson, Secretary
McElroy, and Secretary Gates. Secretary Gates presently is serv
ing. Do you know the number of months that he served in that job?
Mr. Corson. No, I do not.
Mr. Pendleton. Six months or something of that kind. I presume
when you computed the average service for the three Secretaries of
Defense that you measured his number of months along with his two
predecessors.
Mr. Corson. This is right.
Mr. Pendleton. Do you feel that he is qualified for that job?
Mr. Corson. I think he is ably qualified for that job.
Mr. Pendleton. Right.
Mr. Corson. He happens to have been a prep schoolmate, so I
couldn't give you any other view.
Mr. Pendleton. Right. For the record, I didn't know that when I
asked the question.
Don't you feel that it would have presented a better description of
the qualifications of these Cabinet people if your average had been
computed on the basis of their Government service either in total or
in jobs related to their Cabinet positions?
Mr. Corson. Inevitably I thought about that. The statistics, how
ever, aren't the significant point ; they offer only a crude measure of
the succession that is significant. Out of the considerable number
that pass through these posts a substantial proportion come to these

J)osts
with real ability but with limited experience in the kind of prob-

ems they are confronted with, and leave when they have become
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acquainted with these problems. The problem isn't discounted any
way you amend the statistics.
Mr. Pendleton. Eight. Counsel agrees it is a real problem, and we
are very anxious to find ways of bringing people in to serve in these
spots. But I am concerned lest an improper light cast upon what has
been done may in any way serve to discount the efforts we are making
toward the future. And I think, turning to the next position, that a
glance at the statistics or facts of the case helps to make the service
that has been rendered look better rather than worse.
You indicate next that we have had two people serve as Secretary of
State. In your opinion, was either of these gentlemen unqualified for
the job?
Mr. Corson. I wouldn't venture such an opinion. I would venture
the contrary, that both of them were richly qualified by previous ex
perience. They represent the exceptions, really, to the rule I am
stating here.
Mr. Pendleton. Right, and the rather shorter service of the in
cumbent should be measured along with the fact that he served pre
viously as Under Secretary of State and in a series of jobs before that
which certainly helped qualify him for performance as Secretary of
State.
Mr. Corson. I heartily agree with you.
Mr. Pendleton. Now, there are two specific positions here I am
rather curious about. You say four men have filled the position of
Director of OCDM. Would you tell me those four men, please ?
Mr. Corson. As I recall, without looking at the record, they were
Val Peterson, Arthur Flemming, Gordon Gray, and Leo Hoegh.
Mr. Pendleton. Well, now, my recollection is that Val Peterson
served as head of the Federal Civil Defense Administration which, of
course, later was merged with ODM to make it OCDM. But the
direct line of that position now called Director, OCDM went back
through ODM. The incumbent of that position is the one who has
been serving on the National Security Council. Therefore, the fact
that there were two agencies merged to make OCDM, after Val
Peterson served as FCDA Director, m my mind does not permit say
ing that four men have served in the position of Director of OCDM.
Mr. Corson. Can you supply, if you would, the name of the Director
of ODM at the start of the Eisenhower administration ?
Mr. Pendleton. Yes. Arthur Flemming in 1953 to 1957 ; Gordon
Gray from 1957 to 1958. At that point ODM and FCDA were
merged and became OCDM. Leo Hoegh served from 1958 to the
present time.
Mr. Corson. I stand corrected.
Mr. Pendleton. Now, the next one, you say four others served "in
the vital position of special assistant to the President for national
security affairs." Do you know who those four are ?
Mr. Corson. Yes. Mr. Robert Cutler, Dillon Anderson, Bill Jack
son, and the present incumbent, Gordon Gray.
Mr. Pendleton. Now, it is my understanding that Bill Jackson
never was appointed as special assistant for national security affairs.
Mr. Corson. He served a limited period, a time between the other
incumbents on a perhaps ex officio basis, but nevertheless he served
in that capacity.
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Mr. Pendleton. Well, my understanding was that it—all right.
We won't get into that.
Senator Jackson. Why don't we just for the record—as I under
stand it—and let me say if counsel is worried about some partisan
reflection, I don't think we ought to be sensitive about this. I will
agree, and I am sure all the members of the committee will agree, this
turnover is a real problem and I don't think there is any point in say
ing it is a partisan issue. We are trying to bring in witnesses who
are outstanding members of the counsel s party, and they are out
standing businessmen, outstanding Americans. I want to say for
myself that this is a problem common to all administrations.
It is like anyone whoever worked for the Government prior to 1953

is
,

ipso facto, a bad person. That is a common comment. Or that
they just are not qualified to serve the Government. I think we ought
to just try to be objective here and let us try to do a good job.
And if we get off into little partisan sensitivities, I think we defeat
our purpose.
Excuse me.
Mr. Corson. I recall an experience that illustrates that this is not

a problem peculiar to any administration.I remember meeting in the hall of the Pentagon in late 1952 an
Assistant Secretary of the Navy I had come to know. "Well," I

said, "I expect you will be going back home now." He replied,
"Yes, and it is a doggone shame. I have just begun to learn what
this job is like."
This was under the Truman administration. It happened as often
then as it happens now. The problem was just as real then as it is

now.
Mr. Pendleton. Mr. Chairman
Senator Jackson. Could we just clarify this point? As I under
stand the statistics, and I say again it really isn*t too important, but

I gather from the record that Robert Cutler was appointed January
21, 1953. This is as Special Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs. He resigned April 1, 1955. The title was changed
to Special Assistant on August 1, 1953. Prior to that he was known
as an Administrative Assistant.
Dillon Anderson was appointed April 2, 1955, and resigned Sep
tember 1, 1956.
William Jackson became Acting Special Assistant on September 1,

1956, and he resigned January 1. 1957.
Robert Cutler then went back, was appointed on January 7, 1957,
and he resigned July 21, 1958.
Gordon Gray was appointed on July 22, 1958.

I want, to say they are all able men, and I say there are some fine men
appointed by this administration.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Those facts are
exactly what I wanted in the record. Each of these men rendered a

long period of service, not only in this position, as Mr. Cutler has on
two different occasions, but also in positions that led up to this, as
Gordon Gray did when he served as Assistant Secretary of Defense
for International Security Affairs. And I think it is important that
those facts be in the record in relation to your statement, Mr. Corson.
Now, turning again to your statement, you are referring to the
career man's viewpoint and his experience. And lest counsel be
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marked as being concerned only with executives recruited from the
outside, I want also to note your statement :
Nowhere is this problem better illustrated than in the State and Defense
Departments. The career man with a rounded understanding of foreign political
affairs, of intelligence operations, of military management, and of economic
development, and of the relationship between all four, is altogether too rare.

I would like to have you give me your opinion of three men whom
my faulty memory calls to mind are career people in the Department
of State.
First is Livingston Merchant, Under Secretary of State for Political
Affairs.
Second, Loy W. Henderson, Deputy Under Secretary of State for
Administration.
William S. B. Lacy, Ambassador Lacy, Special Assistant to the
Secretary for East-West Exchange.
Do you think that the career service of the Department of State has
qualified those men for the positions they hold ?
Senator Jackson. May I just—I don't want to get off the subject,
but really it is up to the witness if he wants to respond, but I don't
think the purpose of our hearing is to pass upon the quality or the
competency of people serving in the Government. 1 don't think that
is fair in view of the purpose for which he is up here. 1 will be very
frank about it.
Mr. Corson. Let me respond to the question as counsel has stated
it. Your question, as I recollect the exact wording, was, Do I believe
that the career service of the Foreign Service lias equipped those men
for the important national security posts they hold ? To that questionI answer, "No."
Now, I must add, I have met Mr. Merchant ; I have come to know Mr.
Henderson slightly. 1 know Bill Lacy well. I regard them all as
very able people, and each, I believe, has had a significantly broader
exjierience than is customary in the Foreign Service.
When you ask whether the career service of the Foreign Service has
provided the array of experience needed in national security posts; I
answer, "No." I do not believe that the traditional career service
within the Foreign Serv ice equips them with the breadth of under
standing. My point is illustrated by the difficulties that this Govern
ment encounters in interrelating foreign aid administration and our
traditional foreign service administration.
The Senate Committee on Foreign Relations has only within the
last month asked that the President again consider how these ac
tivities can be better interrelated. This is part of the problem. The
ambassador all too often who grows up in the career Foreign Service
has not by virtue of that had any experience in the intricate problems
of the economic development of a country, of what it takes to build
up the resources of a country like Iran, if you will. He hasn't had
that breadth of experience. Moreover, some men trained in the
Foreign Service are inclined to discount the necessity of such under
standing. Yet the administration of our total program in Iran, and
a dozen other critical areas is a problem of managing some thousand-
plus people, is a problem of managing an intricate array of activities
from the building of dams to the revision of the budgeting and tax
system of the Government. The career Foreign Service officer's pre-

52710— 60— pt. 3 9
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vious responsibilities for political liaison, political and economic re
porting, hasn't endowed him with an understanding of military man
agement, foreign aid administration, and related fields. Our Ambas
sador to Iran is a very able fellow with long experience in the Foreign
Service. He came to his assignment in Iran from an African country
in which none of these foreign aid problems exist, right into Iran
where he encountered a complicated batch of interrelated national se
curity problems.
This is what I am talking about. I emphasize that the three gentle
men you mentioned are able and broadly experienced public servants.
This Government is fortunate to have them.
Mr. Pendleton. My last question refers to your "Possible Solu
tions." Item I :
The responsibility is now divided between the White House and Department
heads on a most informal basis. Under existing practice, if any attempt is made
to search out the right man for the job on a systematic basis, this is an exception
to the general rule of leaving it to chance.

Would you mind, in order to clarify this point, what was the prac-
( ice in the past ? Was it the same as this or different ?
Mr. Corson. If by the past you are again trying to identify me
with an earlier administration, I would say as best I can
Mr. Pendleton. Make it the Hoover administration, if you want ;
any administration.
Mr. Corson. As best I know it, the practice was much the same.
It was as haphazard. My only experience with helping this Govern
ment obtain people for such posts has been with this administration.

I have had some minor opportunity to assist in seeking men for a few
such assignments with this administration.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. You were appointed by the President to help out,
were you not, in 1953 or 1952?
Mr. Corson. The firm with which I am associated was retained by

a group within the Republican National Committee. I directed the
work done by our firm.
Senator Jackson. You were first appointed by the Republican Na
tional Committee in 1952 to assist in certain research and advice and
counsel.
Mr. Corson. Again to be precise, I say b

y

an informal group
within the Republican National Committee that was then considering
what was in 1952 and is in 1960 an important problem, the problem
of Presidential transition.
The problem is: What does a new administration do when con
fronted with the task of taking over ? Our firm was asked to help in
identifying those positions where a new administration would need
able people for top policymaking posts. I appreciated the opportu
nity to do what I thought was helpful ; I found it a most interesting
experience.
Senator Jackson. Senator Mundt?
Senator Mundt. Well, I have just been scanning over the witness'
statement because I w as not here at the time he gave it, And I was

a little curious about this statement about a central recruiting office
of some sort tied with the Executive Office of the President,
Would you think that this would be a way for recruiting better
people to the Government? You are talking, I presume, of these
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offices that we refer to as political appointments; that is
,

appoint
ments outside of civil service.
Mr. Corson. I am.
Senator Mundt. That change normally when an administration
changes from one party to another.
Mr. Corson. I am.
Senator Mundt. And I take it that rather than a recruiting agency,
this would sort of be a screening or sifting agency which would pre
sent to the President a panel of names that in the opinion of these
expert recruiters or screeners would seem bo have competency in their
various jobs. It seems to me it is hard enough to get people of real
stature to leave their businesses, to do a Charlie Wilson, for example,
and divest themselves of millions and millions and millions of dollars
of stock at a sacrifice of tremendous financial income, to take a job.
It is hard enough to get them to do it if the President calls him up
and says, "Charlie, you are exactly the man I need for this job."
The President usually can get the man he wants that way. I don't
believe a recruiting, a screening agency calling up a Charlie Wilson—
and I just use that as an illustration, people of that capacity in pri
vate business— I think you almost have to approach them through
the personality and the persuasive capacity of the President himself.
Would you agree, or do you think a recruiting agency could go get

them and bring them in ?

Mr. Corson. I am a little allergic to your use of the term "recruit
ing agency." I said earlier that I think what is not needed is a screen
ing agency. What is needed is more positive help, (a) for the de
partment head, and (b) for the President. They need the assurance
that there has been an ordered look, "across the board," to find the
ablest people that might be available for whatever key post becomes
vacant.
As it is now, as I see it, they must rely, in considerable part, on the
department head'9 limited acquaintance or on the acquaintanceship
of his assistant secretaries to find the needed man. The need is for
an agency that will help the Assistant Secretary, the department head,
and the President, that will help by looking more broadly and more
considerately for the ablest people there are, than can the busy as
sistant secretaries, secretaries, or the President, in their spare time.
Senator Mundt. Which I think is very important. I think they
render a great service. I think maybe we don't exactly understand
each other, what we mean by a recruiting office or by a screening office.

I don't mean, of course, that the President picks them and then they
screen them. I didn't mean that. I mean an office that would search
the country over for the best people. But I am talking about how
you get the best man on the job.
It seems to me at that stage the recruiting office lias far less efficacy
and gets far less results than if the President or a Secretary of De
fense, let us say, or Secretary of State, were individually to call up
the man that had been found by this, what I call a researching agency,
an agency to find the best man.
Ultimately when you make the find and get him away from his
private practice, that is going to have to be done by somebody besides

a recruiting office.
Mr. Corson. I heartily agree. It is a point made before you came
in.
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Senator Mundt. 1 have one other question. That is about the
phrase "contracting out." I am a great believer, myself, in the con
cept of contracting out. I was one of the coauthors of a bill which
passed the Senate and ended up in the House which tried to provide
for greater utilization for farm products, for industrial products, by
contracting out to business concerns and to other concerns with stimuli
provided by the Government. And I am taking as an example known
processes of making wet paper out of cornstalks, and to do it instead
of just finding out it can be done and then stopping there.
Now, you are talking about contracting out in terms of a broader
concept, and I would appreciate it if you would dilate upon that a
little bit as to what functions you conceive as being contractual func
tions that you could place in the hands of these experts who would
continue to serve in their private capacities, but make their reports and
their know-how available to the Government. Just what did you have
in mind?
Mr. Corson. I illustrated earlier the wide array of functions that
the Government may, and does, contract out. For example, the Rand
Corp. develops highly important plans. In the development of mis
siles, the Space Technological Lal>oratories provide, under contract,
very valuable engineering services. The Union Carbide Corp. man
ages a laboratory for the Atomic Energy Commission, as does the
University of Chicago. Other contractors conduct training programs
for Federal officials, for example the Brookings Institution. These
are illustrations of how Government can reach out and get the ablest,
talent that there is in this country for a specific job.
Senator Mundt. You are thinking in terms, as I envision it, of
bringing in by contract this high caliber talent to achieve specific re
sults in specific areas to handle projects which need to be handled.
Mr. Corson. Even as the Senate does, if you will, in the retaining
of the Brookings Institution to make a study of foreign affairs admin
istration. Here again Government reaches out, bringing in the talents
of people who have had particular experience, and once they have
finished, they are through. On some assignments, maybe we may con
tinue indefinitely with them even as Union Carbide continues to run
the Oak Ridge Laboratory for the AEC.
Senator Mundt. Precisely. When I was in the House as a member
of the House Committee on Un-American Activities we ran into a

lot of controversy constantly on what the functions of the investigat
ing committees were, what the rights of the witnesses were, how you
were going to relate them, and I recall that we turned over to the
Brookings Institution this problem and said, "Why don't you try to
work out some rules of conduct for everybody ?" which they did, and
which we adopted. They became the rules for the House Un-Ameri
can Activities Committee and they have pretty well become the estab
lished rules of all investigating committees since.
They published a little booklet. All they had, of course, was moral
persuasion but it made sense, that they could do the job in looking
at it objectively.

I would like to carry it a little bit further. We are talking here
about the efficient use of manpower. We are talking here in terms of
utilizing the best abilities, bringing them into Government. I wonder
whether there isn't a function that you could put under the heading
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of contracting out whereby you could get some of these efficiency con
cerns—I don't know what they are called but they are corporations—
to take a look at the whole operation and see how they are doing, the
loss of manpower here and wasted effort there. I think it would be
a wonderful thing for eacli of the units of Government on occasion if
outsiders come in and take a look at what we are doing, and see
whether we are getting efficient results with the mechanisms that have
been established for the personnel.
Mr. Corson. Senator, I couldn't agree with you more. I happen
to represent one such firm.
Senator Mundt. I assumed that. I wasn't sure what the firm was.
Mr. Corson. Thank you very much.
Senator Mundt. I think it is a great service. The difficulty is that
after outfits like yourself make the recommendations, it is very difficult
to get them implemented.
Mr. Corson. This is a problem. It may be relevant to your question
to make this self-serving declaration. Over the past 10 years our firm
has been retained to make such analyses of the operations of at least
25 or 30 Federal agencies.
We are currently engaged in a number of such studies. You do put
your finger on the problem. Simultaneously we are engaged in the
same kind of service to many private business firms. In private busi
ness, after you have made an analysis, it is easier to go to the president
and get action. He has greater freedom to decide, "Yes, this we will
do and we will start tomorrow," than does the head of a Federal
agency. The Federal official may have to come to Congress for leg
islation to make the corrections that we recommend.
We are presently studying the operations of the Civil Aeronautics
Board. Some of the changes that we may conclude —and it is too
early to come to any such conclusion —may require the action of Con
gress. This takes a longer period of time. It involves other issues
than the mere efficiency of that agency, and, as a consequence, it is
more difficult to bring about change. Yet a decade's experience sug
gests that in the long run a competent firm that will stick with the
agency can achieve most of what is needed.
Senator Mundt. Well, I am sure that is right. I happen to have
some familiarity with some of these studies in one or two of the de
partments of Government, and I think that possibly basically some
of the reorganization plans to be set up under the Hoover Commis
sion concept have grown up out of recommendations made by organi
zations like yours.
It is more difficult. I understand that. And there is a big ques
tion whether, after you make your report, what do you do with it?
Do you just give it to the Department or give it to Congress and the
country ? You develop some pressures to get the job done. But you
can't assume omnipotency even for an organization like yours. Some
organizations might make a mistake along the line. So, by giving
too much publicity to it too soon, it could conceivably render it of no
use ; is that correct ?
Mr. Corson. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits ?
Senator Javits. Mr. Corson, first, I want to thank you for being
with us and helping us in this vital inquiry.
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I notice a number of your recommendations to which I would like
to refer. One is item No. 4, where you say :

We must accept frankly and fully the necessity of utilizing as executives in
key jobs men drawn temporarily from industry who will continue to be com
pensated by their private employers.

Now, have you read the Bar Association of New York's proposals
on that score which are contained in their report of the special com
mittee on Federal conflict-of-interest laws and my bill, S. 3080?
Mr. Corson. I have, and I think they represent a very constructive
effort to meet this situation.
Senator Javits. Do you think it represents a balanced approach to
effect this result?
Mr. Corson. I think it represents a balanced approach to meet a
very difficult problem which is, in part, a public relations problem.
Senator Javits. Do you think that is a commendable effort to make
progress along that line ?
Mr. Corson. I assuredly do.
Senator Javits. Now, you mentioned in your item 5 the need for
having more private citizens in an advisory capacity. Have vou done
any thinking about whether that ought to extend to the 'National
Security Council? That is the highest echelon of policymaking in
Government.
Senator Jackson. Well, Ave have a problem. We agreed that any
testimony, the witness having served on the Gaither Committee, any
testimony relating to the National Security Council, we would take in
executive session. If you want to refer to the executive level, we can
do it

,

or we can have Mr. Corson brought later in executive session.
But I do want
Senator Javits. All right. Do you have any specific suggestion
for the use of an advisory committee in the governmental hierarchy,
particularly in the strategic policymaking level, using this in the cold
war, rather than in itsmilitary sense ?

Mr. Corson. Well, it seems to me we have used in the Government

a succession of such committees dealing with problems. Senator
Jackson has referred to one on which I had the privilege of serving
that I will not refer to further. The Boeschenstein Committee studied
the problem of the Soviet economic offensive ; the Draper Committee
studied the problem of military assistance and foreign aid. I had the
privilege of serving as a consultant to eacli of these committees. In
my opinion, each committee contributed meaningfully to the making
ofpolicy in the national security area.

I think that they brought to these problems some very able minds
from industry and from the universities. They developed viewpoints,
ideas, and provocative suggestions. These were quite useful to the
Departments, and, as well, to the President.
Senator Javits. Those are what you would call ad hoc committees.
Mr. Corson. They were.
Senator Javits. There is considerable thought in the country that
we might need a continuously functioning group to give us and Con
gress and our Government the best minds of the country on these
overall strategic problems. Have you done any thinking about that ?

Mr. Corson. Senator, I haven't thought the problem through. I

have a reaction if you will accept it as such, that the problems in the
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national security area are not repetitive. They are a succession of
constantly new problems or, at least, old problems arising in new-
forms. Hence it seems to me the ad hoc committee has an especial
utility. It permits the President to bring to a particular problem
individuals with especially relevant experience at the time a problem
is urgent.
I am not sure the continuing committee —and again I emphasize I
haven't thought the problem through—but my reaction is that the
continuing committee does not serve that purpose.
Senator Javits. As an illustration, you take this U-2 situation
going on now. It occurred to me in that connection, for example,
as an example of what a continuing group could do, that you ]ust
didn't have time to organize an ad hoc group of the best minds of the
country, the leading publicists, the top radio and television people,
people who have testified before this committee, who have a tremen
dous reservoir of brains, on how these problems ought to be handled,
and yet our Government came to a very major decision —the decision,
as we all know, being to own up to the fact that this plane was actually
there for intelligence purposes.
Now, that raised the question in my mind as to whether in the pres
ent day these ad hoc committees are adequate.
We are talking about machinery here and the question is do we have
an adequate piece of machinery to get the best minds when we run
into this kind of a very high level decision of the greatest urgency
and in whicli you would love to call up all your friends but you
just haven't got the time.
Mr. Corson. Senator, we cannot substitute advisory committees for
the effective functioning of the agendas of the executive branch of
this Government. We can supplement the executive branch by the
suggestions of the best minds we have in this country on specific
problems, but I would doubt—and again this is a reaction to a prob
lem that you have thought about more than I have—but I doubt that
it is wise for the Government to rely on an advisory committee for
this kind of an immediate decisionmaking.
Senator Javits. Now, I just have one other question. We have
had a lot of discussion here with business executives—we had two
yesterday —who felt, that the businessman sort of runs into a problem
that troubles him witli the publicity which lie faces from the legisla
tive branch, particularly its investigations, and so on, which I notice
you specify rather well, I would say, in your statement.
Like Senator Mundt, I didn't have a chance to hear it. We had
another meeting downstairs. But you set forth what worries the
businessman.
Now, question : Do you think that it would be helpful if we could set
up some technique by which the new man in Government had a public
defender up here right in the Congress? In other words, if he was
under assault, there might be another group like this one which is
also a functioning committee of the Congress, which would look over
a situation and perhaps undertake his defense; and then also I empha
size that each of us, from our States, perhaps me from New York
more than others, because we are so heavily represented in the execu
tive echelon, must be in a position to assure people that we will go out
and fight for them, that they are not friendless and alone, and that
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the club doesn't dictate that if somebody attacks a man, nobody is
going to defend him.
Do you think that, could help us, and if so could it be put in some
more coordinated and organizational way than I have just put it to
you?
Mr. Corson. I would not put it in any more coordinated and or
ganized fashion. Earlier, in response to some questions Senator
Muskie posed, I expressed the opinion that the top political executive
and the top career executive that really is successful in Washington
is the man who is able to sell his program, and who accepts the re
sponsibility of selling his program to the congressional committee,
to the public, and to agencies of the executive branch as an integral
and important part of his job.
The individual who has been trained and skilled in such an au
thoritarian atmosphere that he hasn't had to do this, the individual
accustomed to dictating to his staff is the individual least qualified
for effective service in this environment.
Senator Javits. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Thank you very much, Senator Javits.
And once again, Mr. Corson, I wish to express to you our apprecia
tion for taking time out, as I said earlier, in your very busy schedule,
to be of help and counsel to this committee. We, I am sure, will
be calling on you later for further advice and counsel when we get
down to some of these specific problems.
We are very grateful to you.
Mr. Corson. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Jackson. We have one last witness.
In the brief span of years our second witness this morning has
distinguished himself both in law and Government. In Washington
he has served as Assistant Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare. In New York he has served as counsel to Governor Rocke
feller. He is now a partner in the firm of Debevoise, Plimpton &
McLean. Over the past 2 years he has been chairman of the Special
Committee on Conflict of Interest Laws of the Association of the
Bar of the City of New York. The report of that committee just
recently issued deals with matters of direct concern to this sub
committee.
We are very grateful to Mr. Perkins for coming down from New-
York this morning to discuss this important problem with us.
Mr. Perkins.

STATEMENT OF ROSWELL B. PERKINS, CHAIRMAN, SPECIAL COM
MITTEE ON CONFLICT OF INTEREST LAWS OF THE ASSOCIATION
OF THE BAR OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

Mr. Perkins. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I certainly
appreciate the invitation to appear before you and to present some
of the results of this 2-year study that you referred to of Ihe Special
Committee on the Conflict of Interests Laws of the Association of
the Bar of the City of New York.
The committee conducted research on both the legal and factual
fronts, the legal being an extensive analysis of the laws and regula
tions in the conflict of interest field and the factual research consisting
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of over 200 interviews of present and former Government officials
concerning the operation of the laws and their impact.
Our recommendations were issued in the form of a prepublication
edition of our report on February 22. At that time a bill which we
had drafted and included in our report—as embodying our recom
mendations in detailed legislative form—was introduced on the Sen
ate side by Senator Javits with Senator Keating and Senator
Proxmire joining with him, and on the House side by Congressman
Lindsay. That bill on the Senate side is S. 3080.
The report of our special committee, which will be published by
the Harvard University Press in about a month, has two themes.
The first is that ethical standards within the Government must be
beyond reproach and that there must, accordingly, be effective regula
tion of conflicts of interest in Federal employment. The second is
that the Federal Government must be in a position to obtain the
personnel and the information that it needs to meet the demands
of the 20th century.
These two themes are coequal. Neither may be safely subordinated
to the other. What is needed is balance in the pursuit of the two
objectives. We need a long-run national policy which neither sacrifices
governmental integrity for opportunism nor drowns practical staffing
needs in moralism. We need a careful regulatory scheme that effec
tively restrains official conflicts of interests without generating
pernicious side effects on recruitment.
Now, the basic conclusion of our special committee is that such
a scheme can be worked out. Our report and the Executive Conflict
of Interest Act which we propose contain a recommended new pro
gram for achieving this result.
It has been suggested by Mr. Mansfield that the committee might
be interested in a brief review of the existing restraints. In other
words, what did we find that was wrong with the present statutes
today ? I will take a few minutes to summarize our conclusions on
this score.
We concluded that the legal and administrative machinery of the
Federal Government for dealing with the problem of conflicts of
interest is obsolete, inadequate for the protection of the Government,
and a deterrent to the recruitment and retention of executive talent—
Senator Mundt. May I inquire, is the witness reading from a
different statement?
Senator Jackson. The statement that we have represents extracts
and he is ad libbing at various points.
Senator Mundt. Very good. I was just trying to catch up with
him and follow him, and I got lost.
Mr. Perkins. This isn't in your version, sorry, Senator.
Senator Mundt. That is quite all right. Now I will just listen.
Mr. Perkins. And also a deterrent to the recruitment and retention
of executive talent and some kinds of needed consultative talent.
Now, first as to obsolescence. The statutory law—most of it a
century old—is not broad enough to protect the Government against
the manifold modern forms of conflict of interest. Most of the sta
tutes were and are pointed at areas of risk that are no longer par
ticularly significant; mainly the prosecution of Government claims.
Today, with the greatly expanded regulatory functions of the Fed-
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eral Government;, applications for rulings, clearances, approvals,
licenses, certifications, grants, and other forms of Government action
are far more significant in the daily operation of Government than
the prosecution of claims. Several of the basic statutes now on the
books do not concern themselves at all with these modern governmental
activities.
Other aspects of obsolescence in the present statutes are:
(a) Their focus of interest upon a class of lower ranking politically
appointed clerks that has disappeared. The Government today ob
tains its manpower through a vast civil service, a top layer of short-
term political appointees, an increasing group of advisory and part-
time personnel, and through an unlimited variety of contracts for
services provided by non-Government personnel.
(5) Their failure to recognize internal procedures of modern Gov
ernment, such as the flexible processes of personnel administration
available to assist in enforcement.
(c) Their lack of recognition of the facts of modern economic life,
such as the existence of private pension plans.
(d) Their failure—and perhaps this is the most important thing
of all—to recognize the essential blending of public and private en
deavor in the modern American society, as illustrated by the partner
ship of Government, industry, and educational institutions in the
science field.
Senator Mundt. May I interpose a question ? Wouldn't there be a
fourth new development that should be taken into consideration in
view of a century of economic growth, and that is the general develop
ment of the corporate structure!
Mr. Perkins. Yes, sir.
Senator Mundt. They have so many shares of stock outstanding
that somebody who might own 100 shares or 1,000 shares couldn't con
ceivably engage in any conflict of interest to benefit himself materially
because shares are so widely scattered around the public. It seems
to me when we hold a man up to public scrutiny and say, "Are you fit
or unfit to hold a public position because you have 200 shares of stock
in General Motors or 1,000 shares of stock in General Electric ?", to me
at least, it doesn't seem realistic that he can do anything to benefit him
self if he were conniving to do it because there are just too many shares
of stock. Am I right or wrong about that, and would you comment ?
Mr. Perkins. You are clearly right, and that would be one other
example of what I gave as a general specification ; namely, the lack of
recognition of the facts of modern economic life.
The very broad ownership of American enterprise and the increas
ing commonness of persons holding shares in corporate structures un
questionably is one of the developments of economic life that has to
be recognized.
Now, as to another inadequacy —and this second one is partly by
reason of the deficiencies in the statutory law—administration of
the conflict-of-interest restraints has always been weak. The Gov
ernment over a period of many, many administrations has failed to
provide a rational, centralized, continuing, and effective administra
tive machinery to deal with the problem. If the statutes presented
a coordinated whole, a unified program, and if they imposed direct
responsibility on the President to carry out that program, the central
coordination and leadership missing over these past many administra
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tions would improve. A well-administered program could and should
guide the thousand good men as well as snare the one bad one.
The third deficiency is uncertainty in interpretation. Enacted fit
fully over a 100-year span, the uncoordinated statutes are inconsistent,
overlapping, and at critical points defy interpretation.
A fourth deficiency lies in an area for congressional concern. Con
gress has done a useful and constructive job in its capacity as an
investigator. But the Senate confirming committees have seldom
considered the overall issue of conflict of interests in relation to re
cruitment. The Armed Services Committee has applied a wavering
standard of stock divestment, useful for certain purposes, but over
emphasizing one single source of conflict-of-interest problems and
having little bearing on the question of actual conduct in office.
Fifth, the fifth deficiency is in recruitment. The main adverse
effect of the present system is its deterrent effect on the recruitment
and retention of executive talent and some kinds of consultative talent.
The restrictions tend to encircle the Government with a barricade
against the interflow of men and information at the very time in the
Nation's history when such an interflow is most necessary.
Now, as to our recommendations for seeking to meet some of these
deficiencies, I shall state our 13 major recommendations and, as you
will see, some of them point in the direction of broadening the scope
of the statutes and closing loopholes in the present laws. Nevertheless,
these recommendations tor expansion and tightening will not, in our
view, in any way adversely affect recruitment. Others of the recom
mendations point toward realistic adjustment of the laws in ways
which will help facilitate recruitment, and I will return to these rec
ommendations for a more detailed consideration after my listing of
all 13.
The capsulized statement of these recommendations may seem un
duly general and vague to you. However, I ask you to keep in mind
that each is backed up by precise statutory language in S. 3080, our
proposed Executive Conflict of Interest Act, as introduced by Senator
Javits, and a detailed technical commentary in our report on each
provision.

RECOMMENDATION 1

Conflict-of-interest problems should be recognized and treated as
an important, complex, and independent subject of attention and con
cern in the management of the governmental establishment.

RECOMMENDATION 2

The present scattered and uncoordinated statutes relating to con
flicts of interest should be consolidated into a single unified act, with
a common set of definitions and a consistent approach. Archaic pro
visions should be repealed.

RECOMMENDATION 3

The restraints contained in the present statutes should be greatly
expanded in their scope by making them applicable to essentially ail
matters in which the public deals with the modern Federal Govern
ment.
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RECOMMENDATION 4

Certain important restraints now covered in regulations or not at
all should be included in the basic statutes, particularly restraints
relating to receipt of gifts and coercive use of office.

RECOMMENDATION 5

The statutes should permit the retention by Government employees
of certain security-oriented economic interests, such as continued par
ticipation in private pension plans.

RECOMMENDATION 6

Wherever it is safe, proper, and essential from the viewpoint of
recruitment, the statutes should differentiate in treatment Between
regular employees and citizens who serve the Government only inter
mittently, for short periods, as advisors and consultants.

RECOMMENDATION 7

Regular, continuing and effective enforcement of the law and ref
lations should be assured by emphasizing administrative remedies,
rather than the clumsy criminal penalties of present law. The crim
inal penalties must be retained but they should be in the first instance
administrative remedies and with the criminal penalties backing
them up.

RECOMMENDATION 8

The statutes should create the framework for active and effective
administration of the system of conflict-of-interest restraints, headed
up with clear responsibility in the President. The President should
designate, pursuant to the proposed act, an administrator to assist him
in this function.

RECOMMENDATION 9

In addition to the statutes themselves, there should be a "second
tier" of restraints, consisting of Presidential regulations amplifying
the statutes, and a "third tier," consisting of agency regulations
tailored to the needs of particular agencies. The responsibility for
day-to-day enforcement of the statutes and regulations should, rest
upon agency heads.

RECOMMENDATION 10

At all levels of administration potential conflict-of-interest prob
lems should be headed off by preventive action, such as, for example,
orientation programs for all new employees to acquaint them with the
applicable conflict-of-interest rules, and periodic reminders as to such
rules.

RECOMMENDATION 1 1

There should be more effective prohibitions and penalties applicable
to persons outside Government who induce or participate in conduct
by Government employees in violation of the conflict-of-interest laws.
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'RECOMMENDATION 1 2

Each committee of the Senate considering a Presidential nominee
for confirmation should be given the benefit of a full analysis, pre
pared by the Administrator in consultation with the Department ofJustice, of any conflict-of-interest problems the nominee s particular
situation may present. The confirming committee should give due
consideration to this analysis and to the protections afforded by a
modern and effectively administered overall scheme of conflict-of-
interest restraints, if one is put into effect.

RECOMMENDATION 13

The Congress should initiate a thorough study of the conflict-of-
interest problems of Members of Congress and employees of the legis
lative branch of the Federal Government.
I have presented all 13 of these partly to give you a picture of
what I would regard as the balance of our total approach. It is one
of broadening the laws and tightening them on tlie one hand, at the
same time adjusting them in certain respects.I would now like to focus on three of the foregoing recommenda
tions which would help to facilitate recruitment.
Recommendation No. 5, you may remember, called for clarification
of present laws to permit the retention by Government employees of
certain security oriented economic interests such as continued par
ticipation in private pension plans.
Hallmarks of modern American society are the pension plan, the
group insurance plan, and other kinds of security-oriented arrange
ments. They are the basis of long-range economic planning by mil
lions of individuals and families. Under present conflict-of-interest
laws—passed when few, if any, of such plans existed—there is some
doubt whether an employee of the Government may legally continue
as a member of some plans maintained by his former employer, at
least if contributions to the plan by the employer are regularly made
which benefit the Government employee. This overhanging doubt
presents a great deterrent or creates a severe hardship to the non-
career employee.
Our proposed act permits Government employees to continue their
participation in certain private plans under some circumstances and
with adequate safeguards. For example, it woidd permit a Gov
ernment employee to remain a member of a pension, group insur
ance, or other welfare plan maintained by his former private em
ployer so long as the employer makes no contribution to the
plan on behalf of the former employee who is in Government
service. Similarly, a Government employee could continue to belong
to certain of these plans even if the former employer does make con
tributions on his behalf, so long as the payments by the former em
ployer continue for no longer than 5 years of Government service.
Now, that term of 5 years is a somewhat arbitrary selection. It
happens to be the time in which civil service pension plans become
vested. There is no magic to the 5-year period. However, we do
think it is a reasonable period within which one might say that a
Government employee continues to be primarily oriented to a career
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outside of Government and that after that time it would be unwise
and unsound to have a continued tie-in with an outside organization.
That, of course, would not be true of vested pension plans which one
could, and always has been, able to continue even though in Govern
ment service.
Now, there have been many examples of hardship. I know in my
own experience of an individual who served as an Assistant Secretary
at the same time I was serving who stripped himself of all his security
arrangements with his private employer, which is a well-established
firm in the Midwest.
I think it was an extreme act of patriotism on his part to do so. He
felt the call of duty when he was asked by the President to come down
here, but he literally denuded his family, with three growing children
headed for college, of any security whatsoever. An entire career of
20 years with this company had been swept away in one stroke. I
think that the vast majority of men in the same situation would not
have undertaken the hardship which he did and the risks which he
took.
And there certainly have been dozens and dozens of examples in
which this precise problem has been one of the many deterring factors
which has added up to a negative answer in response to a request
to come to Washington.
I would like also to emphasize that our recommendation as to re
tention of security-oriented arrangements would in no way permit an
individual to have anything to do with the company in which he would
hold continuing pension rights.
We stress this in another portion of the proposed statute; the mat
ter of disqualification dealing with an organization in which you have
an interest. We would say that if you hold pension rights in a given
company —and even more so, if those pension rights are being con
tributed to by your company while you are in Government—you would
have no business making any recommendations or participating in any
way in matters that would affect that company.
We think that this recommendation 5 is extremely important. It
is simple in concept, and, I, personally, am confident that it is ac
ceptable to even the most ardent advocates of more stringent conflict-
of-interest laws.
Turning to recommendation No. 6, recommendation 6 calls for
some differentiation in treatment between regular employees and citi
zens who serve the Government only intermittently, for short periods,
as advisers and consultants.
To an ever increasing extent the Government is dependent for in
formation and advice—for learning not only how to do it

,

but what to
do—upon part-time, temporary, and intermittent personnel. These
serve individually, or as members of committees, but that service is in
addition to their regular private work as scientists, technicians,
scholars, lawyers, businessmen, and so on.
Technically, they are, however brief their service, "employees" of
the Government, and at present, all of the conflict-of-interest statutes
apply to them. This fact, has brought about both refusals to serve
and conscious or unconscious ignoring of the statutes by those who do
serve. It has also resulted in a welter of special statutory exemptions,
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which add up to nothing but discrimination between governmental
employees who are serving on a temporary or intermittent basis.
Now, as a couple of examples of this situation, one of my own
partners served as the counsel to the High Commissioner of Ger
many, Mr. McCloy. When my partner returned from Germany after
2 years of distinguished service, he was asked by the State Depart
ment if he would continue as a consultant on German affairs. Ob
viously the State Department wanted to have the advantage of the
intensive experience which had been acquired by this individual dur
ing a critical period of German affairs.
After examination of the conflict-of-interest laws, and particularly
18 U.S.C., sec. 281 pertaining to assisting in matters involving claims,
controversies, or other matters with the U.S. Government, it became
apparent that to serve might run a risk of violation of law by the
individual since our firm, like every other law firm, has a going cur
rent tax practice.
Day to day our clients have matters dealing with the Internal
Revenue Department. Some of the clients also have contractual mat
ters with the Government. We never can tell what clients may be
involved in what at a given time, and the scope of sec. 281 of 18 U.S.C.
is so broad that a part-time employee who is a partner in a firm which
is advising and serving as counsel and representative to companies
who are doing business with the Government or have tax claims
against the Government or are fighting tax claims by the Government,
that that would be a violation.
A second example is that of a close friend of mine, a senior lawyer
in New York who for years was president of the Civil Service League
and has spent a good deal of his entire life being interested in and
supporting civil service.
He was asked either to chair or be a member of a new advisory
committee which the Civil Service Commission was creating. He,
too, came to the same conclusion that as a partner in an active firm,
he could not possibly do it without running the risk of violation of
18 U.S.C. 281 and other statutes.
In my own case, shortly after I left Health, Education, and Wel
fare, I was asked to take three separate posts of a part-time nature.
One was as a consultant on school construction. Another was to
be a member of the National Advisory Council on Mental Health at
the National Institutes of Health.
And another one was to serve on the Social Security Financing
Advisory Council.
I had to turn down all three of these on the very same grounds.
While these are not jobs that were pertaining to national security
and national defense, I shudder to think of the number of situations
in which the statute is either being completely overlooked or else

geople
are turning down the opportunity and the duty to serve their

overnment because of the technicalities of the present laws.
Senator Mtjndt. I think the chairman will recall that he and I a
number of years ago were members of a very exciting committee, the
so-called Army-McCarthy investigations. We were charged with
the responsibility of getting a counsel. We spent, I think, 2 weeks, or
maybe longer, trying to find one.
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We had a wonderful group of people recommended to us by the
American Bar Association. We had to have someone who would be
absolutely fair to all parties concerned. We didn't have much diffi
culty locating anyone as far as their being fair was concerned, but
as we went back through their names, directly or indirectly they were
doing business with the Defense Department. Since it was sort of a
contest of man against the Government, man against the Defense De
partment, it took us a long time before we finally found down in Ten
nessee a great, competent lawyer by the name of Ray Jenkins who had
no connection with the Government whatsoever. It is certainly in my
mind the whole conflict of interest problem, if you look at it in that
aspect. I can appreciate the problem of you lawyers in New York
City or any other city where you have business clients who almost
invariably must either directly or indirectly be doing some kind of
business with the Government or having a tax matter.
Now, of course, in this international complex in which we live, espe
cially I presume in coastal cities, you have the problem magnified
because of conceivable conflicts of interest between some other country
and the United States.
Senator Jackson. If we might interrupt a moment, Senator Javits
has to leave right away and he wants 1 minute to ask a question, if we
could just interrupt, if you will excuse us, Mr. Perkins.
Senator Javits. I wanted to express my great pleasure at having
Mr. Perkins here. His services in our State have been most distin
guished, and I think he is now in a position where he and his com
mittee will serve our country enormously in respect to this matter of
conflict of interest.
I hope you will excuse me for having to leave, but I do have some
thing else very important at 12 :30. I did want to ask you one question
which came up in the discussion here with Professor Manning, who
has now become a consultant to the committee.
There is some idea that we ought to provide in the bill for the
waiver of provisions—beyond what is now provided in the bill—by
the President when he has to, in order to attract a certain man urgently
needed in the national interest.
Secondly, that we ought to think about and make some provision
for the interpretive and advisory function at the level of the individual
employee in the particular department instead of putting up to the
employee the problem of going to his agency head, which makes it an
official matter, and having the agency head get the advice, the analogy
being the committee set up when I was Attorney General of New York
to advise individual employees so that they could be helped and not
run afoul of the law without getting into a complicated proceeding
with their agency head or employer, as the case might be.
I don't expect an answer necessarily to both of those, but I would
like to submit those to you.
Mr. Perkins. Very good. I will certainly try to cover those. I
think in two places in the statutes we do have provision for Presi
dential exemptions. As to how much further you can go, I think it
is certainly worthy of very careful exploration. I also think that
more can l)e done on the advisory side for the individual better. How
ever, there is a problem of coordination with the Justice Department.
The Justice. Department properly feels that it has to stay somewhat
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aloof from advising, in the sense that they have the ultimate respon
sibility for enforcement.
On the other hand, they don't want other people trying to give ad
vice as to what the law is. This is an inherent and difficult problem.
In any event, I think that we should make every effort to find new
approaches toward giving the employee some firm guidance when he
is faced with a particular conflicts problem.
Senator Javits. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chair
man.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Javits.
Mr. Perkins. Mr. Chairman, if I may continue with my discussion
of the intermittent employee, having given a few examples of the
problem—and picking up in the middle of page 6. Our proposed act
distinguishes, in a few key places where it is safe and proper, between
rules for regular full-time Government employees and rules for what
are defined as "intermittent employees." Under the proposed act, an
"intermittent employee" is anyone who, as of any particular date, has
not performed services for the Government on more than 52 out of the
immediately preceding 365 days. The 52-day limit could be increased
to 130 days by Presidential order in a narrow class of cases.
For these intermittent employees, we suggest certain special rules
under the proposed act.I should interpose here that the vast bulk of the conflict-in-interest
restraints can be applied equally to the intermittent and the regular
employee, and it is only in a few important and key places that you
would have to adjust the laws to permit intermittent employees to
serve.
For example, regular full-time employees would be forbidden to
assist private parties for pay in transactions involving the Govern
ment, as they are prevented essentially today ; intermittent employees,
who have to earn a living in addition to their occasional Government
work, would be allowed to assist others for pay in such transactions,
except in cases where the particular transaction is

,

or within 2 years
has been, under the intermittent employee's official responsibility or
where he participated in the transaction personally and substantially
on behalf of the Government.

I would like to add here that a formulation of conflicts standards
for intermittent employees is substantially incorporated in a vast
number of the exceptions which are now in effect for certain advisory
committees and bodies. I referred earlier to the welter of statutory
exemptions for intermittent employees and their discriminatory
aspects.
What these exemptions say, in effect, is that the basic conflict-of-
interest statutes won't apply, but there will be reimposed on the in
termittent employee a somewhat narrower test along the lines of the
one I just suggested. We think the proper standard should be in
corporated in the statute across the board, and Congress would be
through with the vast number of bills it gets for special exemptions for
special advisory committees, none of which are more meritorious than
any of the others.
Incidentally, if you look at the last section of our proposed bill
containing repealers, you will find that at least five of these special
exemptions which now exist for intermittent employees pertain to the
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advisory commissions set up under various of the fisheries acts of the
U.S. Government for different waters of the United States: The
Great Lakes Fishery Act, the Tuna Conventions Act, and the North
west Atlantic Fisheries Act, and the North Pacific Fisheries Act

Our thesis is that these exceptions, which apply a narrow test to
the intermittent employee, should be picked up and applied across
the board. In that way recruitment of part time, intermittent per
sonnel would be facilitated.
Similarly, since intermittent employees, by definition, are employed

under our proposed bill, be subject to the rule forbidding their Gov
ernment pay to be supplemented from private sources in return for
personal services. Finally, the rules we propose as to receipt of gifts
are somewhat different for the two classes of employees.
Turning now to recommendation 13—the third of the three which
I am discussing particularly because they involve the facilitation of
recruitment—our recommendation 13 deals with the problem of Senate
confirmation. There is substantial evidence that the Government's
efforts to recruit top-level executives have been impeded by the re
quirements of stock divestment imposed by the Armed Services Com
mittee of the Senate.
Now, this problem cannot be dealt with by statute. The confirma
tion power is a constitutional prerogative. However, this problem
should be a subject of joint concern and increased cooperation between
the executive branch and the Senate. There is some evidence that
recently the executive departments have taken more pains to pre
pare their nominees for confirmation. Legal opinions have on oc
casion been furnished by the Justice Department; plans have been
worked out in advance of hearing as to what need be sold and what
could be kept, and representatives of the appointing department or
agency confer in advance of hearing with appropriate authorities of
the committee.
If the proposed act were passed, the administrator would become
the central repository for all information concerning conflict of in
terest, and he would be expected to assist the executive branch in
working out regular procedures for preparing nominees for confirma
tion. He could, in cooperation with the Department of Justice and
general counsel to the agency in question, prepare a full analvsis of
the conflict-of-interest problems of the particular nominee. Over a
period of time, these analyses might be given substantial weight by
the confirming committees, and they might add up to a body of prece
dents that the committees would be able to follow and look toward.
Furthermore, if a modern and effective system of statutory re
straints is adopted by Congress and implemented by active executive
branch administration, the confirming committees might be willing to
place greater reliance on the statutory rules and procedures. One
clear example is the procedure for disqualification recognized by the
proposed act where a government official holds a particular economic
interest in a private entity.
For example, take the case of Robert Sprague, who came before you
early in your deliberations. Mr. Sprague was nominated as Assistant
Secretary of the Air Force in January 1953. The Senate Armed

of 1954.

by organizations in addition
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Services Committee opposed his confirmation because he refused to
sell his shares in his family firm, the Sprague Electric Co. His nom
ination was thereupon withdrawn on February 11, 1953.
I feel confident that if there had been on the books a strengthened
version of the present title 18, United States Code, section 434, which
is aimed at self-dealing, and if there were presently in operation a
well-established and effective system for self-disqualification of offi
cials from any matters in which they might conceivably have a per
sonal economic interest, the Sprague appointment could have been
saved. In other words, the confirming committees will relax their
efforts to impose a broad wall of disqualification prior to assumption
of office only if they can be assured that a strong and workable pro
gram exists for disqualification after assumption of office in specific
situations. In brief, the confirming committees can be greatly aided
in performing their function realistically, in the light of recruitment
needs, only if Congress as a whole lends support by modernizing the
entire structure of conflict-of-interest restraints.
There are several more points I would like to make, if I may, Mr.
Chairman, continue.
Having made these recommendations, I wish to point out one of the
major difficulties to legislative reform which I see. That is the num
ber of contradictory attitudes which exist in the various committees
of the Congress which have an interest in this problem. The conflict-
of-interest problem is being pursued or touched upon by a number of
committees operating on wholly different fronts.
For example, we have the House Judiciary Committee. The Anti
trust Subcommittee of the House Judiciary Committee has conducted
extensive staff studies, and has conducted several hearings on Con
gressman Cellar's bill and other bills. Mr. Celler's orientation ap
pears to be almost wholly one of wanting to tighten the criminal laws
and, in effect, his recommendations would make it more rather than
less difficult for the Government to utilize advisory and intermittent
employees.
Second, the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee
through the Committee on Legislative Oversight has been pursuing
specific instances of wrongdoing or conflicts of interest in independ
ent agencies. The orientation appears to be one of closing off informal
relationships with regulated industries and dealing with the problem
of favors and gifts.
Third, the House Armed Services Committee through a special
subcommittee, the Hebert subcommittee, has considered the problem
of retired military officers taking jobs with defense contractors. And
this is only one facet of a broad problem of postemployment activity.
Fourth, the Senate Armed Services Committee. You are all fa
miliar with the confirmation processes and the concerns of that
committee.
Fifth, the Senate Judiciary Committee, its Subcommittee on Ad
ministrative Law under Senator Carroll, is keenly interested in con
flict of interest from the viewpoint of administrative processes.
And finally—yet it is not "finally" because I am sure there are still
other committees —there is your committee. This committee has
demonstrated, I would say, the keenest awareness thus far of any
committee in the recruitment aspects of the conflicts problem.
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I am convinced that any reform, any intelligent reform, can be
achieved only by bringing together all of these different viewpoints
and committee experiences. How it can be done I am not quite sure.
One approach would be to create a special ad hoc committee, prefera
bly a joint committee, to take testimony from all the differing standing
committees in order to get their special viewpoints and experiences.
I think it would require great leadership and drive on the part of
several key legislators, but I am convinced the accomplishment would
be tremendous.
There is one other point I want to make and that is to encourage
what I understand to be the chairman's desire to at least consider the
formulation, or the pros and cons of formulation, of a possible new
relationship between Government, the individuals needed for Govern
ment jobs, and the private employers. It seems to me entirely possi
ble that an acceptable pattern of dual compensation could be worked
out in particular situations.
Now, our proposed act goes part way in two respects that I have
already covered:
First, by permitting private pension and insurance arrangements
to continue for a limited period and under appropriate safeguards,
complete severance with one's former private life is avoided.
And second, by removing some of the barriers to employment of ad
visers and consultants, the proposed act would permit part-time Gov
ernment employment for more persons on a broader basis.
However, our special committee did not take the next step, namely,
to recommend removing the present ban against outside compensation
for the full-time Government employee. This ban is contained in the
present 18 U.S.C. section 1914. Its justification is very real. It lies
in the inherent possibility of a dual mindedness of a public sen-ant
who receives a regular salary check from an outside party.
But it is equally clear that arrangements could be made to erect
safeguards around particular types of arrangements which are made
openly and publicly and with full understanding on all sides as to

We already have the limited situation of persons working without
compensation under special authorizations and safeguards: the so-
called WOC. It is entirely conceivable that a limited class of tech
nical or executive personnel could be created— those receiving com
pensation both from a former private employer and from the Govern
ment. I suppose that since everything in Government needs a name,
what we could call these people receiving dual compensation would be
called dukes or ducks, or something of that order.
They could operate under three-party contracts executed by the
Government, the former employer, and the individual. The contract
could establish specially tailored conflict-of-interest restraints far
more pertinent to the particular case than the broad, general statutes.
The contract could be published in the Federal Register for all to see.
I am not recommending this new category of employees, but I do
wish to lend support to any efforts to explore this as a possibility. Our
own special committee, in reaffirming the present ban against dual
compensation, squarely recognized that it represents the single most
significant deterrent to recruitment of certain kinds of personnel.
While I cannot speak for my committee on this point, I could encour
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age inquiry into the three-party contract as a possible approach, al
though it may turn out not to be fruitful.I would like to add one final comment on contracting out. Con
tracting out is an appealing concept. It is being used more and more,
but let us not fool ourselves that it solves any conflict-of-interest prob
lems. The conflict-of-interest problems are inherent in the situation
when you install parties from the outside into a Government function.I am speaking now of the kinds of contracting out where a function
might well be performed by Government employees but are being per
formed by outsiders. I am not thinking of the kind of contracting out
used to obtain an independent review of what an agency is doing. I
am thinking more of the situation which is so prevalent now in the
defense field, where missile planning and other types of technical
work are being done by private organizations but they are working
hand in hand with the Government. You have a top officer of the Air
Force working side by side with a top official of the private technical
organization and you can't tell one apart from the other so far as
their orientation, their duties, or their objectives are concerned. In
deed, the military man might not even wear a uniform.
So these two individuals are almost inseparable, and it is clear that
in this situation, where rolls are blended, we are not escaping any con
flict-of-interest problems by saying one individual is operating under
a contract and the other is a Government employee. Even the one
operating under the contract is performing a Government function.
One of the recommendations in our report, as embodied in our bill,
is that the conflict of interest administrator should train his mind
first to studying these contractual relationships from the viewpoint
of what protections may be needed—that is, what protections may be
needed to assure that the basic principles of conflict of interest aren't
overlooked at the same time the formalities of the relationship with
the outside party are by contract rather than by bringing him in as
an employee.
This does not mean to say that contracting out is not a very helpful
device to solve particular problems. I think it is. But I think we
just shouldn't fool ourselves that it means that the conflict problems
have been avoided. They have not. They are merely arising in a new
form, and in a sense the kind of three-party contract with an em
ployer, the individual employee and the Government would be per
haps a more frank and open approach to these conflicts. The conflict
of interest restraints would be built right into the contract, saying
what areas of activity the private employer would stay out of during
the course of time that his employee is in Washington.
I have one very final note. I would like add support to the idea
of a clearinghouse for jobs and potential personnel to fill them. This
has nothing to do with conflict of interest, but I do, in my personal
experience, constantly run up against people that think at one time
or another, they might like to serve the Government. Contrariwise,
while I was in Government I constantly received calls from people in
Government who were looking for persons on the outside, and I still
do receive calls from people in Government asking "Who can you
suggest?"
Well, I find myself a most inadequate mental clearinghouse of my
own. I can't remember who has asked me on the one side, or the jobs
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that were going begging on the other. I think if there were a formal
ized, institutionalized method, conceivably under private auspices if
not the Government, for keeping card tiles on people and jobs, it
would be extremely helpful.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Mr. Perkins. We are very grateful
to you for your testimony this morning, and I personally want to
express my appreciation in particular for the fine job you did in con
nection with the report on the problem of conflict of interest by the
Association of the Bar of the City of New York. I think you have
rendered great service to the country.
This is a subject that is a topic itself which is misleading because
the conflict of interest statutes for the most part at the present time
present conflicts rather than conflicts of interest.
Mr. Perkins. That is right.
Senator Jackson. And it is unfortunate that in the public mind
the technical provisions in the conflict of interest statutes seem to take
precedence over the tremendous problem that we have in Government
today to get the right kind of talent at the right time and at the right
place. I think this is one of the biggest problems that we face in
getting top talent.
I want to say you are to be commended. There are a lot of questionsI could ask, but I am going to defer them at this time. We will prob
ably—I know we will want to have you down another time more on
the basis of consultation than for further testimony, and after we
get along in our study and get into specifics, I know that you can be
of invaluable help to us.
I want to extend my appreciation to you.
Senator Muskie. I wanted to add my appreciation to, Mr. Perkins.
I haven't had an opportunity to study the bill closely, so I would
prefer to defer questions of my own. I would like to say I think the
approach is a commonsense one and an enlightened one. I suspect
that I may have questions with respect to its application when I have
had an opportunity to study the legislation more closely.
Senator Jackson. Any questions, Mr. Pendleton?
Mr. Pendleton. No questions.
Senator Jackson. Thank you again, and we will look forward to
being in touch with you.
Mr. Perkins. Thank you, Senator.
(Whereupon, at 12 :45 p.m., the committee adjourned subject to the
call of the Chair.)

X
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THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

TUESDAY, MAY 10, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Polict Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

(These hearings were held in executive session and subsequently
ordered made public by the chairman of the committee.)
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 3 p.m. in room 3302, New
Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Jackson, Mundt, Javits, and Muskie.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, and Howard E. Haugerud, professional staff members, and
Edmund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Also present: Charles A. Haskins, senior staff member, National
Security Council.
Senator Jackson. The committee will come to order.
Our witness this afternoon is Adm. Sidney W. Souers, chairman and
chief executive officer of the General American Life Insurance Co., St.
Louis, Mo.
Admiral Souers has combined a long and succe&sful business career

■with noted service to his country. He received the Legion of Merit
and the Distinguished Service Medal for his contributions during
World War II. In 1946 he became Director of Central Intelligence
under the National Intelligence Authority. This organization was
set up by Executive order. Admiral Souers, I believe, held that posi
tion until the first statutory Director of Central Intelligence was se
lected, who was Gen. Hoyt Vandenberg.
He was the first Executive Secretary of the National Security
Council from 1947 to 1950. Following that, he served as a special
consultant to the President on foreign and military policies until
January 1953.
Admiral Souers is eminently qualified to testify regarding the Na
tional Security Council, and we are delighted to have him with us
today.
I should note at this point that the subcommittee has agreed with the
President that testimony "by present or former Government officials
who have served on the National Security Council or its subordinate
bodies regarding the National Security Council !\nd its subordinate
machinery will be taken first in executive session." I understand you
are familiar with the guidelines, Admiral Souers ?

559
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Admiral Souers. I am.
Senator Jackson. In addition, you have received copies of the same
in connection with a letter that I sent to you some time ago on the
subject?
Admiral Souers. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. Do you have an opening statement, Admiral ?
Admiral Souers. I jotted down some points which occurred to me
as being ones that I would like to have in the record.
Senator Jackson. You may proceed in your own way. When you
are through, we will ask questions.

STATEMENT OF ADM. SIDNEY W. SOUERS, CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, GENERAL AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE
CO.

Admiral Souers. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
your invitation to me to appear here today to give my views on "how
can the National Security Council best function as an advisory mech
anism to the President" is appreciated.
I fully understand the sensitivity of the subject under consideration
and will attempt to confine my remarks to the limits agreed to between
your committee and President Eisenhower.
When the National Security Council was brought into being by
statute in 1947, I was appointed Executive Secretary and served in
that capacity until 1950. At that time, my assistant, Mr. James Lay,
succeeded me as Executive Secretary, and I was appointed special
consultant to the President on national security matters. I continued
in this capacity until January 1953.
Mr. Lay is a loyal and devoted public servant who was selected
because it was felt that he would be acceptable to subsequent admin
istrations and would provide continuity in the staff work, which is
so desirable.
My comments today are based solely on my own experience, and
since I am not acquainted with present operations of the Council,
my observations should not be considered as critical of anything that
is being done today.
I would like to make that very clear.
The National Security Council was a new mechanism injected into
our governmental structure. Much consideration was given to how
it would perform the functions for which it was designed, without
diminishing the authority or responsibility of the principal Cabinet
members. Its main purpose was to serve as a means by which the
President would receive advice coordinated in depth from his Cabinet
members having primary responsibility under him for national
security.
Care had to be taken to prevent it from becoming a decisionmaking
agency in the foreign field. The President is solely responsible for
such decisions under our Constitution.
We studied carefully the setup and history of a similar organization
originally known as the Imperial Defense Council, which was estab
lished in Great Britain in 1908, and undertook to benefit from the
growing pains experienced by it during its early days.I would now like to set forth briefly a number of principles which
in my opinion must be observed if the National Security Council is
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to function most effectively as an advisory mechanism to the Presi
dent. I will, of course, be pleased to develop these points further at
the end of my statement if the subcommittee so desires.
First, in the National Security Council, of the Cabinet officers
participating, the Secretary of State must inescapably be "first among
equals in foreign policy considerations. It is right and proper that
the viewpoints of the Department of Defense and other departments
and agencies concerned with the national security should be known
through the NSC to the President. Yet the Secretary of State, as the
President's principal adviser on foreign policy, must bear the main
burden of helping the President define our political objectives in the
world and initiating and developing policies for achieving them.
Second, the military also has an important role to play in the
National Security Council. Its responsibility is to make plain the
military implications of a desired policy, and to be prepared at all
times to carry out commitments arising from political decisions. But
it is not the responsibility of the military to determine foreign policy.
Third, the National Security Council, in my opinion, works best
when it concentrates on a limited number of primary issues affecting
national security. It is necessary at all times to guard against the
tendency to burden the Council with lesser problems not properly in
its province!—operating matters which should be solved through in
terdepartmental coordinating committees rather than through the
NSC.
Fourth, it is necessary to limit the attendance at NSC meetings to
those directly and immediately concerned with the problem at hand.I found that when, through laxness, the number of particpants was
increased—say beyond 9 or 10—the benefits to the President were
reduced proportionately. Cabinet members, in my experiencej were
reluctant to express their views frankly, and to engage in meaningful
debate, in the presence of a large audience. The National Security
Council was not intended to be, and must not become, a "town meeting."
Fifth, in the NSC it is important to measure the cost of national
security policies in terms of necessary manpower, resources, and
money—but budgetary considerations should not themselves be the
determinants of policy.
Sixth, a strong Policy Planning Staff in the State Department is
one prerequisite of an effectively functioning National Security Coun
cil. I say this because of my conviction, expressed earlier, that the
main burden of initiating imaginative policies in the national secu
rity field must fall upon the Department of State. I would add here
that the problem of achieving coordinated positions within the depart
ments themselves rivals in difficulty the problem of achieving coordina
tion in the National Security Council.
Seventh, staff assistance cannot be expected to substitute for vigor
ous personal participation in National Security Council problems by
Cabinet members themselves. These officers are charged with the re
sponsibility of advising the President with respect to foreign and mili
tary policy. Although these officers are beset by many problems,
nothing should prevent them from assuming the primary responsibility
of advising the President in their respective fields.
Some of these statements are almost truisms, but they do play a
very important part in making the mechanism effective.
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Senator Jackson. Admiral, may we express our appreciation to
you for your very thoughtful and helpful comments concerning the
National Security Council.
What is your attitude toward the participation by the Bureau of
the Budget in the NSC, or representatives of the Bureau of the Budget
in the NSC?
Admiral Souers. I took a strong position in recommending to the
President that they be represented at the Senior Staff level. I think
it is now known as the Planning Board. That was so that the budg
etary considerations should be considered at that level, but not regu
larly in the Council itself, except on a case-by-case basis when pri
marily budgetary or management matters are considered. They are
really not policymakers. In my opinion they should not be. They are
a staff arm of the President, and the President should determine what
national policy, domestic or foreign, should be, and the budget should
conform.
Senator Jackson. In other words, your idea is that the NSC should
measure the requirements, determine what they are, and then ascertain
the resources needed to fulfill these requirements, and this is a respon
sibility of the President as well. The Bureau of the Budget comes in
afterward when a sane and sensible decision has been made as to what
really should be done in the area of national security.
Admiral Souers. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. I was interested in your reference to the British
Imperial Defense Council established in Britain in 1908. Did you
find that their experience was helpful in connection with the setting
up of the NSC?
Admiral Souers. Yes we did, in 1945. While I was on active duty,
I was designated by Mr. Forrestal, Secretary of the Navy, as a mem
ber of the Eberstadt Committee for the purpose of covering the in
telligence chapter. We were studying the Imperial Defense Council
mechanism at that time. It served a very admirable purpose over
there, and even though it had many rough times, and some British ad
ministrations fought it

,

it was able to survive the Liberals and Con
servatives as they came and went.
One man, the Executive Secretary, Lord Hankey, started in as a

major in the Marines. He stayed there from 1908 until the end of the
Second World War. So he provided the continuity. He was very
careful to try to get coordinated advice for the Prime Minister, and
tried never to take a strong position of his own.
In other words, he might tell the Prime Minister, "I can't get this
Cabinet Minister to perform," and suggest that he get after him.
Senator Jackson. His job was to see that the issues were properly
presented and the machinery worked ?

Admiral Sotjers. That is right, that all viewpoints were brought to
the Prime Minister.
He was succeeded after the Second World War by Lord Ismay.
We had quite a visit with him over here. We explained our mech
anism. He thought we had improved on their setup. They used noth
ing but ad hoc committees over there, and we had the stability of the
Senior Staff as a permanent working committee. But we set up ad
hoc committees in certain situations in which technical matters were
involved. If we had a subcommittee we would call upon the head of
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the two or three departments involved to furnish technical staff to sit
with us, to prepare a draft that would coordinate their viewpoints so
it could be submitted to the Council for consideration and the Presi
dent for decision.
They thought that our use of both a permanent working committee
and ad hoc committees as well as our permanent staff would achieve
better results.
Senator Jackson. But you drew heavily on the experience of the
British?
Admiral Souers. We drew heavily on their experience.
Senator Jackson. They had good experience and bad experience
and you were able to profit from that experience.
Admiral Souers. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. I have one or two other questions and then I will
desist so that my colleagues can ask a few questions.
Do you believe that the NSC papers, as such, should normally be
prepared by the Department of State ?
Admiral Souers. The way we functioned before will indicate howI thought it should be done. If the Secretary of Defense wanted
guidance as to what our policy was in a certain foreign situation so
that he would know how to plan in the Defense Department, he would
write a letter to the Secretary of the Council, who would send a copy
of that to the Secretary of State and request him to come up with a
draft paper for consideration by the Senior Staff.
By and large I found that it was necessary, or certainly most desir
able, to have the State Department initiate the draft outlining some
policy they wished to adopt. They are the ones who should take the
lead. When they would do that, then we would go into the Senior
Staff to get the military implications, and if you please, even the
resources implications. We found that we had a far better paper if
only one department prepared the first draft than if all three tried to
draft it together.
State would get good results by having the head of their planning
staff consult one or more from the Defense Department just to help
guide him as he was drawing up his paper. It would not be Depart
ment of Defense policy, actually, but it would provide the viewpoint of
a military man.
Senator Jackson. This is all prior to a departmental position ?
Admiral Souers. All prior to that. They had the right to consul
tation. So when their paper came over it was not impractical from a
military standpoint. Exceptions might be taken to the paper by the
Defense Department as such or by the Army or Navy, or the Air Force.
But at least it would get in what I thought was the important thing,
the policy desired by the Secretary of State. Before it was recom
mended to the President of the United States for action it was coordi
nated to obtain the military and other implications. If they were all
agreed, it was simple.
Senator Jackson. It is at the level where the Secretary of State has
an opportunity to have it submitted to the key heads of departments
within the NSC?
Admiral Souers. That is right.
Senator Jackson. And it is the debate that comes out of this, the
sharpness of debate, and the alternatives that are presented, that pre-
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sents the kind of helpful assist that the President needs in making his
necessary constitutional decisions.
Admiral Souers. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. I take it in general you pretty much agree with
Mr. Lovett and Dr. Perkins' philosophy, which they have expressed
in their presentation, namely, that the Council should be small, that
the issues should be the critical or key issues, as distinguished from
collateral or relatively unimportant issues, and that there should be
sharp alternatives presented with debate.
Admiral Souers. That is right.
Senator Jackson. I am summarizing in a general way the testi
mony of Mr. Lovett and Dr. James Perkins, vice president of Car
negie. You, in general, agree with that ?
Admiral Souers. Yes, I do, especially as regards Mr. Lovett's testi
mony which I have read.
Frankly, Mr. Lovett and I helped develop our concept from the
beginning, so we arrived at our opinion as to the best method by trial
and error based on our experience from the beginning.
Senator Jackson. I take it that you more or less feel that in the
operation of the NSC, in this broad national security area, the Secre
tary of State should be more or less the orchestra leader?
Admiral Souers. He should be.
Senator Jackson. That is in considering the formulation of policy
for the President's consideration.
Admiral Souers. He must be. After all, the Secretary of State is
usually selected by a President because of his past record or expe
rience in foreign policy matters. The Secretary of Defense is usua. llv
a good executive who knows how to run a big business, and it is a
different type of selection for the military departments.
Senator Jackson. In that same connection would you not think it a
reasonable proposal that the Secretary of State be called upon to
justify the defense budget, that is

,

to appear before Congress? I do
not mean a justification in detail, but with respect to its overall
requirements. Would this be an unreasonable request ?

Admiral Sotjers. The Secretary of State should have a voice, I

think, in passing upon the size and character of the force in being
rather than the dollars involved and the cost.
Senator Jackson. From a functional standpoint ?

Admiral Sotjers. From a functional standpoint. In other words,

if we adopt a foreign policy, it implies certain commitments which
have to be assumed by the military, and you have to make estimates
as to the size of the force necessary to carry out that commitment.
Then the pricing is done by technicians in that field.
Whether the Secretary of State should pass upon the dollars or not,I am not prepared to say. He really has no way of knowing.
Senator Jackson. In terms of the implications for our national
posture, he certainly should be called upon to express his opinion.
Admiral Souers. That is right.
Senator Jackson. If the Secretary of State is going to be effective
at the bargaining table, and this is where the cold war may be resolved,
through a series of meetings or conferences, the Secretary of State cer
tainly must be able to back up his negotiating position with adequate
power.
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Admiral Soueks. That is right, with an adequate posture.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Churchill once expressed it in the phrase
"We arm to parley."
Senator Javits. I just have two questions. I had a few others, but
Senator Mundt will ask those.
There are two things that disturb me. To what extent should we
call into the National Security Council not only the technicians when
you have a highly professional subject, as you said, but the best brains
in the country, when you get into a problem such as "How do you
handle an incident publicly?"
The NSC, I assume, talks about it. But the question is when do
you call in also the best brains in the land, whether it is a matter of
public relations with David Sarnoff, who doesn't work for the Govern
ment, or somebody else, and when do you not? Has that at any time
ever really come up as a problem ?
Admiral Souers. There have been many discussions of whether we
should bring in outside experts, as experts, well informed people of
stature, who are not in the Government, to give advice, to freshen up
the advice which is coming in. There was some talk about having
Cabinet members without portfolio to do that because the Secretaries
were too occupied with their departments.I found that State was able to supply some of that by bringing in
outside talents, highly qualified people, to assist them in their policy
planning staff in drawing up a desired policy statement.
There were times when we used to bring in the President's advisers
on domestic matters, if something would have a repercussion domes
tically, because I did not profess to be cognizant in that field.
Senator Jackson. They called in consultants from time to time. I
assume this is what Senator Javits had in mind. I believe this is
being continued.
Admiral Souers. When I was there I opposed having advisers to
the President apart from the Council, because that could easily cause
a conflict between the President's outside adviser and his Secretary of
State, if the advice was contrary and he decided with the adviser.
But the advisers can be brought into the Council. The staff or
planning board is only their work team, as I see it. But even though
the outside adviser came into the Council, itself directly, there was no
reason why they could not also discuss matters at the Planning Board
level.
I would make that distinct difference, that they should not be
between the Cabinet members and the President but they should be
advisers to the Council, which consists of the President and them.If the Council members want to use their staff or planning board to
help whip the papers into shape or coordinate at that level, I see no
objection to that.
Mr. Javits. One other question: Do you think that the National
Security Council ought to have any independent entity so that, for
example, they could, as an entity, as a council, make some statement or
report to the Congress or to the people ?
Or do you feel that it is strictly a staff agency of the President?
Admiral Souers. The way it is set up by statute it is purely ad
visory to the President. He should make any statements called for
to the Congress or the public.
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Senator Javtts. Coming back to the consultant proposition, if the
NSC involves a debate between varying points of view, isn't it ex
tremely important that the best brains in the country, when the issue
is important enough, be right in on that debate, right there in the
Council ?
Admiral Souers. It isn't quite clear to me in what capacity they
would be there. The real difference occurs when State wants to do
something and the military, for some reason or other feels that it is
not advantageous from a military standpoint. So you have the con
flict of political-military viewpoints. It would be pretty hard for any
outsider to contribute much. It is pretty hard to have an outsider
give advice contrary to a Cabinet member who is responsible to the
President for the conduct of his departmental affairs.
Senator Javits. So you have felt that that kind of advice ought to
come up through the Cabinet officer, getting it in his own department,
rather than to be present at the Council.
Admiral Souers. That is correct unless the Council itself has con
sultants.
Senator Javits. Suppose that advice is never made available to the
President? Suppose the Cabinet officer does not like the advice, or
he doesn't agree with it or rejects it? In other words, what can we
do to get the best brains of the country advising the country in the
course of the dynamics of a decision, which is the debate between
A,B,C,andD?
Admiral Sotjers. I would like to think that the Cabinet member
would see that the President had available to him the assistance neces
sary to make a decision.
Senator Javits. But suppose they don't bring it up ? Suppose I am
the Secretary of State and I get a terrific idea from a fellow with the
best mind in America, Bernard Baruch, for example, and I do not
bring it up, I reject it. How does the President ever get that?
Admiral Sotjers. He will not get it. Whether it is desirable to get
it is another matter. He should have more confidence in his Secretary
of State than anybody else in the world to advise him on foreign
policy.
Senator Javits. He should be ready to stand or fall on that ?
Admiral Souers. I think so, getting into the thing himself to a
sufficient extent to be sure he has had all facets of the problem properly
presented to him.
Senator Javits. And the only debate he ought to hear is between
the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense, or other Secre
taries, as the case may be ?
Admiral Souers. Yes, but I think the President should be con
sistently assisted by his Special Assistant who keeps in close touch
with the departments as they are developing their policy views. This
ermits the staff assistant to be sure the President is fully informed of
iffering viewpoints.
Senator Javits. So you conceive of a National Security Council as
an intergovernmental piece of machinery, not as the best brains piece
ofmachinery ?
Admiral Souers. I wouldn't want to admit that the President
would not pick the best brains for his Secretary of State and his Secre
tary of Defense.
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Senator Javtts. Hemight not be able to get them.
Admiral Souers. He either will get them or he will get men who will
be qualified in the field sufficiently to be able to find the brains. Of
course they cannot do it all themselves, but they are certainly diligent
officeholders, we assume. They have ways of bringing in all sorts
of highly qualified ideas. They have had them in the past.
Senator Javits. But those ideas are to move through them to the
President. He does not have the access to those ideas under this plan.
They have the access. If they choose to convert them into a recom
mendation or a presentation to the President, they do. If they choose
not to, they don't.
Admiral Souers. I expect to a considerable extent, sir, that is ex
actly what takes places unless the NSC has its own consultants.
Senator Javits. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. Admiral, does the National Security Council in
your experience deal strictly with broad goals or does it deal with
strategy or get down to tactics ?
Admiral Souers. In my opinion it should confine itself to broad,
strategic national planning at the national level. State is expected to
be doing its operational planning to carry out the broad program.
The Defense Department has its planners that adapt its plans to the
overall strategy. But the basic work of the Council should be confined
to the broad, national strategic planning.
Senator Muskie. So it is not an operational agency in any sense of
the word ?
Admiral Souers. It shouldn't be. There should be interdepart
mental committees to do the coordinating on operational matters
within the framework of the overall policy.
Senator Muskie. Operational matters may develop problems which
are the seeds for future policy.
Admiral Souers. Or it might even suggest some change in the top
level policy. If that is so, it should come back up, and if there was
anv need for changing, it would come back.
Senator Jackson. It should be pointed out, perhaps, at this point
that the OCB, the Operations Coordinating Board, is the entity set
up back in 1953, I believe it was, to help implement decisions made
by the NSC.
You would say, would you not, that part of the NSC function would
be to contemplate what might happen in critical situations, and what
the remedy might be, and what our position would be ?
Admiral Souers. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. That is

,

in those situations that have tremendous
international impact.
Admiral Souers. That is correct.
Senator Muskie. NSC is primarily a think agency?
Admiral Souers. It should be.
Senator Muskie. Do you think that the method for bringing the
thinking subjects to its attention is adequate?
Let me put it another way. The word "security" is almost as broad
as all areas of governmental activity, if you want to so interpret it

today. How broadly was it interpreted when you were associated
with it?
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Admiral Sotjers. Our feeling was it was primarily to coordinate
the foreign policy planning function with the military implications
and with the resources implications through the use of the National
Security Resources Board and the CIA. State wanted to do some
thing. Instead of going off on their own without considering the
military effect of such a plan, they at least have to run the gamut
there. Actually, if the Defense Department said "That is a fine
policy but we couldn't think of carrying it out without having
mobilization; we need 3 million men in the services," then you have
to figure the budgetary, the resources, the requirements for that.
So the primary thing is that foreign policy has to do primarily
with the work of State and Defense, with the others as subordinate.
Senator Mtjskie. So you are not concerned particularly with the
utilization or development of natural resources, we will say.
Admiral Sotjers. Yes, they are, because the Council has on it a
member—it used to be— from the National Security Resources Board,
the Chairman of the National Security Resources Board. He was
a member.
Senator Mttskie. The Council is not concerned with the impact of
education, for example, on our long-range security.
Admiral Sotjers. Well, it was not in my day.
Senator Mttskie. It was primarily concerned with the immediate
problems of defense and foreign policy.
Admiral Sotjers. That is right.
In other words, you take into account the resources, and the Sec
retary of the Treasury has always sat in, though he was not a statutory
member, the theory being that he has to finance whatever was done.
Senator Mttskie. How close is the Security Council to the devel
oping of the thinking of the Department of Defense relative to new

How soon after an idea develops in the Department of Defense
does it rise to a level where it comes to the attention of the National
Security Council?
Admiral Sotjers. I am afraid I couldn't answer that because many
of these later discussions have developed since I was there. The
only one we were concerned with during my period was the atomic
and the hydrogen weapons.
Senator Mtjskie. How about missiles?
Senator Jackson. At this pointj I would like to make a comment
that we can not get into substantive matters. I think it is proper
to say that important weapons systems were considered, were they
not, at the time you were with the NSC?
Admiral Sotjers. Yes.
Senator Jackson. And it can be said that this continues to be an
important role of the NSC or one of the important roles. I am saying
this so we do not get into any specific weapons systems.
Senator Mtjskie. I was only interested insofar as it suggests the
kind of organization we have available to bring ideas to the top policy
making level.
Senator Jackson. May I make this observation to be helpful : The
question of the overriding priority given to the intercontinental bal
listic missile did come before the National Security Council. That has
been in the newspapers.
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Admiral Souers. I have read that, but I don't know it firsthand. I
am not undertaking to comment on things that I only learned from
the newspapers subsequently.
Senator Muskie. I am being a little vague in making the points I
want to make. But with the development of each year's defense budg
et, for example, this is the product, I assume, of the thinking that has
been developing in the Defense Department, in the Army, in the
Navy, in the Air Force, relative to what we ought to be spending our
money for in the next year in terms of our reasonably long-range
military objectives.
To what extent is the Security Council exposed to this thinking that
goes into the development of the Defense Department budget ?
Admiral Souers. We were gett ing into that to a considerable extent
before I left the Government. It was not easy to work up, but we
were making progress. The basic plans for the military were con
sidered. I would say there was a reasonable amount of give and
take in the discussions.
Senator Muskie. To the same extent that the Budget Bureau is ex
posed to details of the Defense Department plans ?
Admiral Souers. We always looked upon the Budget as the Presi
dent's arm for assisting him in carrying out his fiscal and budgetary
policy. We represented the arm that had to do with fixing the broader
policy. If he approved a policy for the Council, which came through
the Council, his arm, the Director of the Budget, had to follow it.
Budget did not make the policy.
Senator Muskie. Did the Budget Bureau make its decision relative
to how much money the Defense Department could have before or
after the National Security Council made its decision relative to its
recommendation to the President ?
Admiral Souers. That is a very delicate subject. Mr. Forrestal's
memoirs show his concern with the $15 billion budget in 1948-49 I
believe it was. The assumption was that the Budget Bureau fixed the
amount and we had to plan our defense to suit it. Actually, the Presi
dent made that figure. He named the figure and he stuck to the figure.
I do not believe the Director of the Budget could have changed his
mind no matter how hard he tried. It was studied in the Council.
Senator Muskie. Did the President listen to the Council's recom
mendations before he made up his mind ? Which one did he listen
to last?
Admiral Souers. It is pretty hard to delve into the mind of a
President.
Senator Muskie. But you know with whom he met before he made
these decisions.
Admiral Souers. He made it after he was given the amount of force
in being that he could achieve for different price tags. And he de
termined that the price tag of $15 billion would purchase the amount
necessary to carry out his foreign policy. I think that would be about
as fair a representation of what he did. Whether he reasoned it out in
that manner or not, I don't know. But I do know that the military
showed what they could do with differing amounts.
Senator Muskie. Was the National Security Council influenced
such that the judgment of the Defense Department was ever changed
relative to priorities that ought to be given to different weapons sys
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terns, or given recommendations with respect to the size of the armed
forces, manpower, and so on? Or did the Security Council operate
to more or less rubberstamp the judgments of the Defense Department
in this area?
Admiral Souers. No, I would say the President may have weighed
heavily the advice he got from the Director of the Budget, but he also
got advice from the Council. He arrived at what the amount should
be and that is the amount it was.
Senator Muskie. Let me ask it this way : If I trespass into the area
of substance, I stand to be corrected. For example, there is a con
siderable controversy now as to whether or not we are giving sufficient
priority to the development of missiles, or to the manufacture of mis
siles of current types, or to the Polaris submarines and so on. Ignor
ing the merits of these arguments now, would the National Security
Council as it was operated in your day have any part to play in re
solving the questions that are raised by this controversy ?
Admiral Souers. I should think it would have. I cannot certify
it would because we didn't have that problem.
Senator Muskie. Would its influence have been such as to actually
shape the direction in which the policy decision was finally made?
Admiral Souers. I think it would. It would be brought to play on
the President who might use the Budget as his instrument because
they have men in every department who have been there for years.
He might easily weigh their advice and find it more in keeping with
his desires than State's or anyone else. I would expect the same thing
would hold now, that this President would think he had a pretty good
idea of what the military requirements would be under certain cir
cumstances, and I have a hunch he would take all the advice and then
decide what he wanted to do. He might make that known through
the Budget.
Senator Mttskie. Would you say that the Secretary of State might
very well influence the President to accept a decision as to military
priorities which was contrary to the decision of Defense in that same
area ? That is

,

the Defense Department.
Admiral Sotters. I should think it would have some effect. It is

hard to know what finally influences the President. He could easily
be influenced by his Treasury Secretary, if he had great respect for
him, after weighing the monetary implications of a course of action.

I am sure it would have some effect on him.
As I read the paper, I am sure it has some effect even in recent
years. All I know is what I read in the press.
Senator Muskie. I have asked some of these questions particularly
because of the first principle which you set out in your list of seven
that ought to apply to the National Securitv Council. You say that
the Secretary of State must inescapably be first among equals.
Admiral Souers. In proposing foreign policy.
Senator Muskie. Not with respect to military policy?
Admiral Souers. No. I think he is not expert in that. I would
hate to think that the Secretary of State determines, as the primary
adviser, the military policy. It seems to me that State should be
prepared to recommend to the President the policy that it thinks is

capable of achieving the greatest results in the cold war. The mili
tary will show the implications of that course, if adopted, and what
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it will take to back it up. They will finally say what force it will
take, and then it will be a question of pricing it. It will be a ques
tion of deciding which of these weapons will give us the greatest
benefit for the least money, I suppose.
Then after all that is brought to play, the President would say, after
full consideration of all these discussions, "This is the policy we
should adopt." Then the military would proceed with their planning
to carry out this basic national policy. It then becomes the Presi
dent's national policy. By that time it has probably been through
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and so forth. Then it be
comes our policy and the military and the other people carry out their
responsibilities in implementing it. It seems to me that is about as
precise as I can state it.
Senator Mttskie. What influence does the Security Council have on
foreign policy ? We will put it the other way.
Admiral Sotters. The Council itself is purely the mechanism by
which all facets of a national security policy are delved into and
presented to the President, who makes the decision.
Senator Mttskie. So their function is to say whether or not the Sec
retary of State's foreign policy as presented by him is good or bad,
they approve or disapprove?
Admiral Sotters. No, that is not my understanding of it.
Senator Mundt. It would be better to say whether it is supportable
by our defense posture.
Admiral Sotters. That is right.
Remember, every foreign policy has to have a military policy that
fits it. Otherwise, we get ourselves all extended without any means
of carrying out the policy. So it is their purpose to say "This is
what it means if we go ahead with that foreign policy. These are
the military implications."
Senator Mttskie. So you don't try to change the foreign policy, but
try to assure that the military policy
Admiral Sotters. They may agree that this is all right and we can
back it up with so and so and so, and it goes to the President without
any controversy. They may say "If you do this, Mr. President, you
are going to have to draft X number of people, and you are going
to have to raise this, raise that." When he considers this foreign
policy, he debates in his own mind, "Is it worth it? Maybe we ought
to have another one."
Then they will go back and try another plan. But State is still the
foreign policy adviser to the President, and his Department imple
ments it. The military and others are only brought m to be sure the
President who is responsible under our Constitution for making that
decision has all the facts. We tried to give all the facts and view
points to him as best we could. Sometimes it was difficult. That is
not only at the Secretary's level but further down in the Department,
where careerists might be more cognizant; in other words, to help
him get or achieve a coordination in depth. It is purely an instru
ment to help the President make these tremendous decisions he has
to make with a systematized method or organization to get him all
the facts in a consistent manner and to hear any debate if there are
differences.
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Senator Muskie. It is more a coordinating agency, then, than a
planning agency ?
Admiral Souers. Well, actually I look upon it more as a cordinat-
ing agency, to assist the President in weighing all factors that go
into making a foreign policy decision.
Senator Muskie. Thank you, Admiral.
I have taken more time than I wanted to.
Admiral Souers. It is a very difficult subject because of the many
ideas of how our Government runs. In our early days we had some
members of the Government who felt that as Executive Secretary,
NSC, I should be the Director, that I should say what the policy
should be. But that would be a different form of government. The
Congress did not contemplate that, I am sure. They would have
called him a Director instead of an Executive Secretary. We tried
to limit the staff to the knowledgeable people. I think it is serving a
purpose. You never can tell from one time to another whether it is
doing its best, but it is the best you can do in the good democratic
government we have.
Senator Muskie. I do not know to what extent I am representative
of public reaction to the National Security Council, but it would have
been my impression that planning had a greater part of the Council's
function than it apparently does, planning for national security.
Admiral Souers. Well, it does. They debate the papers. I would
assume they still do it pretty much that way. The State comes up
with a paper on a certain policy matter. It comes in to the Planning
Board. The Planning Board debates these various elements. They
will have a representative of the Joint Chiefs, I presume—we did—
they will have the Secretary of Defense representatives and these other
representatives, and they will thoroughly discuss a problem. Then
they have a working staff that will redraft after discussion. By hav
ing the Planning Board—we called it the senior staff, and I presume
thev function pretty much the same way now although they have a
different name— there are individuals knowledgeable of the viewpoints
of their respective activities, departments or agencies. So you are
bringing it all to play there around the table. The desirable way is
to have a deputy to each Cabinet member on the Planning Board who
has enough time to engage in the thinking, exchange of views and the
deliberation which is needed for planning. That would be a desirable
way. We came near to accomplishing that by having representatives
on the senior staff who at all times had access to and confidence of the
members of the Council.
In other words, each Council member would have a representative
to assist him to develop policy. He would be on the senior staff.
Whenever we had that arrangement where the man really had the
confidence of his Secretary, these men debating among themselves
could accomplish a great deal without ever surrendering the sover
eignty of a department.
Nevertheless, thev developed a broader viewpoint sitting together.
Yet they would go hack and tie in with their departments.
Wherever we could have the Secretary himself following the plan
ning, with his staff representative, plus his planning staff, we had
pretty good results. It would be only if they downgraded the senior
staff, and then the member was not really representing his Secretary
at all, that we had difficulty.
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Senator Muskie. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. Senator Mundt.
Senator Mundt. I think we shouldn't try to divide the function of
the NSC into the either/or coordinating or planning. As I envision

it
,
it is both a planning and coordinating board. A plan is pretty

useless if it is not coordinated. There is no use in coordinating some
thing unless you have a plan. So as I envision it, it is both. I am
interested in how the President, the busy man that he is

,

gets all this
information. These are pretty prodigious decisions. 1 imagine the
debate goes on for some length of time. In your experience, did the
President preside at these meetings himself or did he get his informa
tion through some deputy or assistant or Secretary, perhaps you, who
would preside and then relay it to him ?

Admiral Sotjers. In the early days, we thought perhaps wTe would
have freer discussions between the Cabinet members if the President
did not preside. In other words, we wanted to be sure that the debate
would not be cut off by the President saying, "I want to do so and so,"
and that would end it. In that case, it would be the Secretary of
State presiding by designation from the President. Primarily we
met in the Cabinet room of the White House, and the paper, if we
agreed or modified it

, I would submit to the President the next morn
ing. But in all those cases the President controlled the agenda com
pletely and the individuals who could attend. We kept fighting always
to hold the number of members down, which is very difficult. Every
body wants to attend.
After the senior staff had completed its paper, I would send it out
to the members of the Council by stating that the senior staff had
prepared NSC so and so, which would be considered at the meeting
on such and such a date. I would at that time, the very next morning,
submit a copy to the President, and we would discuss it. I would give
him the benefit, as best I could, of the views of the military, the views
of State, and their reasons for their views, so that he would have a

little background on the paper. He was then just as familiar with one
of those papers as the other members were.
Starting in 1950 the President presided at practically all meetings
but he was careful not to state his position. He called on everyone for
his individual views.
Senator Jackson. The President attended most of these ?

Admiral Souers. He did, from 1950 on. He attended practically
all of them. Prior to that we tried to experiment this other way. We
thought we could have a freer discussion, perhaps, and then we would
submit the paper. But he was almost ready to pass on the paper by
the time it was submitted to him for signature. Even though he sat as
chairman we urged him never to approve a paper until the next day.
So if anything else arose and he wanted to make any comments or
modify it in any way, he could do it.
Senator Mundt. At the Council meetings did you vote or have a

show of hands? How did you arrive at the substance of opinion?
Admiral Souers. No; we did not. He, simply heard the viewpoints
of each. We would have some pretty heated discussions. I always
felt it was most productive when we did have.
Senator Mundt. In other words, it is the. President's decision.
He never asked "How many of you fellows feel this way?" But it

was just from the results ? ^~
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Admiral Souers. The decision was never made by vote. He wanted
to know all the facts in the case. My sole job, I felt, was to be sure
he got the best that we could get out of the brains he had in his Gov
ernment. If he appointed Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries and
they had planning staffs, all I could do was to try to see that he
received the best that was in them. It was not my view. I didn't try
to prevail.
Senator Mundt. Since this is really the President's decision and he
seeks this information, it would seem to me that each President would
sort of tailor this NSC to fit his own needs, his mode of operations.
Some President may feel he is pretty hep on foreign policy and weak
on national defense. Perhaps Mr. Eisenhower feels he is pretty good
on national defense, he has spent his life on it

,

but he might be pretty
weak in some other aspect. I suspect they rather tailor that to be
sure that they are shored up in those areas where they may feel a little
less certain.
Admiral Souers. I expect that is right. It will be used in different
ways by different Presidents over the years.
Senator Mundt. Then it probably should be kept that way rather
than legislated into any fixed form.
Admiral Souers. I think it is well to have the statute provide an
agency like the NSC, because we should not let it get lost as you shift
and change administrations. But I think the statutory members
should be limited to the number you now have. The President could
take advice from anybody he pleases, so you can't stop him from put
ting others on or asking them to sit. If you told him they could not
sit, he could call them in on the side and take their advice instead of
the Council.
Senator Jackson. I doubt whether that would be constitutional
anyway.
Admiral Souers. You cannot force the President.
Senator Jackson. If the statute made no provision, I think he can
ask anybody for advice.
Senator Mundt. The Constitution fixes that responsibility on him.
Senator Jackson. His constitutional power as Commander in Chief
and President of the United States.
Senator Mundt. Were records of minutes kept at that time, or was

it informal ?

Admiral Souers. I don't know what they are keeping now. All
actions taken, of course, are recorded, numbered and circulated, and
the reasons for the actions are in the files of the National Security
Council.
Senator Mundt. What I am getting at is if some future historian

a hundred years from now could go back and say, "Cabinet Officer
so and so said so and so," or as they do here, with a reporter making

a record.
Admiral Souers. No, we did not have a stenographer present, be
cause we didn't want a man to feel inhibited from giving his frank
viewpoint for fear someone would say "That fellow was for some
thing," unpatriotic or something else in the light of later events. We
had some of that in the past where one Cabinet member did keep min
utes of Cabinet meetings and he would say how the various members
stood on certain subjects. We tried to get away from it. There
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have never been any minutes of the discussions sent around to anybody
but only of a record of actions taken.
Senator Mundt. In your experience, were the recommendations
usually nearly unanimous ? In other words, would they hammer out
the idea with concessions to one point of view and another, until there
was a pretty general agreement oy art of compromise, or would ulti
mate!}' the President have to decide between two pretty determined
points of view, where one Cabinet or one position might be one way
and the other the other, and pretty unyielding ?
Admiral Souees. We did not try to force a compromise. We
wanted to be sure, if there were dissents, that they were clearly stated
so that the President would understand any different viewpoints, and
would be able to reach a sound decision himself. There were several
occasions, when we wanted to get ideas across to the President, that
we would enumerate different possible courses of action, show where
each might lead and then have general discussion of the advantages
and disadvantages of each as a basis for his decision.
Senator Mundt. Sort of a multiple choice solution.
Admiral Souers. That is right.
Senator Mundt. Was part of the function of the National Security
Council to set up a long-term objective, not just meeting the problems
of the cold war or the hot war, whichever you have on your hands, or
that you envision in the next 2 or 3 years, but to set target goals for 10
years, 20 years, and try to move toward them over the big sweep of
history ? Or was its function more to meet the immediate problems
of the day ?
Admiral Souers. That isn't the purpose of the Council. Unfor-
tuately many of those immediate problems did get into the mill. ButI think we succeeded in some rather well-conceived, long-range, basic
policies that stated our objectives, vis-a-vis a certain situation that are
probably still in existence, I don't know. But we tried to confine
our activities to the broader ones. Unfortunately, fires keep develop
ing all along and they are bound to distract any organization like that.
I presume that still happens. But I cannot answer for what hap
pens now.
Senator Mundt. If something urgent comes along, you have to con
cern yourself with that.
Admiral Souers. The President had a Council meeting according
to the paper—when was it

,

this morning, or yesterday? You do
have matters that are at the moment of very great importance, and the
President may want to call in a number of people for viewpoints on
what to do about it.
Senator Mundt. I am glad, Admiral, that you amplified in response
to a question by Senator Muskie the statement which concerned me

a little when I first read it, where you said that the Secretary must
inescapably be first among equals. It seems to me that the conno
tation of the term "Security Council" means, first of all or primarily,
concerned with the security and the protection of the country, and
that necessarily every projected foreign policy has to be measured
against the capabilities of our country militarily to sustain it. There
are some pretty good long-term objectives that we would like to have
the world evolve, but it might involve a considerably larger military
expenditure far beyond our capabilities. You defined in answer to
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Senator Muskie's question what you meant by that, as I understand
it
,

by saying that in terms of making the initial suggestion and rec
ommendation on foreign policy, this is where he became first among
equals, but on the defense level the}' could say "This is very fine, and
we would like to have it that way, too, but this would mean you would
have to draft every able-bodied man in America, that you might have
to take over every single fabricating plant to do it," and they might
point out the unrealistic aspects of the capability.
Admiral Souers. I agree a thousand percent.
Senator Mundt. It is clear now. But just standing on its own,

it is subject to different interpretations. I had placed on it a little
different interpretation.
Admiral Souers. The point I am making is that by our form of
government the Secretary of State is the No. 1 Cabinet member. I

don't think the Joint Chiefs of Staff should make foreign policy.
That is what I am trying to make as a point there. Nor should the
Secretary of Defense.
Senator Jackson. Nor vice versa.
Admiral Souers. I don't want the State Department to determine
military policy. But both factors have to be considered in every
policy decision.
Senator Mundt. Ultimately, under our system of government, of
course, the President makes the policy, and he gets his counsel from
the various departments.
Admiral Souers. Yes, sir.
Senator Mundt. I believe that is all.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Pendleton, have you any questions ?

Mr. Pendleton. No, sir.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Mansfield ?

Mr. Mansfield. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Are there any further questions ?

If not, may I express our appreciation to you, Admiral, for being
with us this afternoon. We are grateful for your help and your
counsel, advice, and suggestions.
Senator Mundt. It has been a very informative discussion.
Admiral Souers. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. The committee will meet tomorrow morning at
10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 4:30 p.m. the committee was recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Wednesday, May 11, 1960.)
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TUESDAY, MAY 24, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee ox National Policy

Machinery, Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.G.

The subcommittee met at 2 : 20 p.m., pursuant to call, in room 3302,
Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson, Muskie, and Javits.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, Howard E. Haugerud, Brewster Denny,
and Richard S. Page, professional staff members; and Edmund E.
Pendleton, minority counsel.
Also present: Charles A. Haskins, senior staff member, National
Security Council.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
The record will show that all present either have top secret clear
ance or interim top secret clearance.
Senator Jackson. We are delighted to welcome as our first witness
this afternoon Gen. Robert Cutler.
General Cutler served on two occasions as Special Assistant to the
President for National Security Affairs, in 1953-55, and 1957-58.
In that capacity he also served as a member of the Operations Co
ordinating Board, and Chairman of the National Security Council's
Planning Board.
He brought to these posts a distinguished background in law, in
banking, and in the service of his country in two World Wars. No
man is more eminently qualified to comment on the workings of the
National Security Council and its subordinate bodies during recent
administrations.
General Cutler, we are delighted and pleased to have you with us
this afternoon. I understand you do have a prepared statement and
you may now proceed in your own way.

STATEMENT OF GEN. ROBERT CUTLER, FORMERLY SPECIAL
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT FOR NATIONAL SECURITY
AFFAIRS

General Cutler. I would like to read this statement, if I may.
I am Robert Cutler, a citizen of Massachusetts. At present I am
serving a 3-year term as U.S. Executive Director on the seven-man
Board of Executive Directors of the Inter-American Development

577
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Bank, to which I was appointed by President Eisenhower and con
firmed by the U.S. Senate in January 1960.
I also serve, without compensation, as Special Assistant to the
Secretary of the Treasury. In order to give full time to the Inter-
American Bank, I have severed my previous employments and affilia
tions, except for a few charitable undertakings with which I have been
very long associated.
I voluntarily accepted Senator Jackson's invitation to appear be
fore this committee, solely in connection with its study directed to
matters involving the purposes, composition, organization, and pro
cedures of the National Security Council and its subordinate ma
chinery. These bounds are defined in the "Proposed guidelines" re
ferred to in letters passing between Senator Jackson and President
Eisenhower, July 9 and 10, 1959, furnished to me by the subcommittee
chairman.
My qualifications in this area derive from my service as Special
Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs for almost
4 years—January 1953 to April 1955 and January 1957 to July 1958.
During this period I was Chairman of the National Security Coun
cil Planning Board, a member of the National Security Council Op
erations Coordinating Board, sat with the Council on Foreign Eco
nomic Policy, and served on or dealt with other elements concerned
with national security affairs.
During my 3-year and 10-month tenure as Special Assistant, I
presided over 504 meetings of the National Security Council Plan
ning Board and assisted in the conduct of 179 meetings of the Na
tional Security Council—48 percent of all Council meetings held in
its 10%-year existence up until that time. The President presided
at all but six of these Council meetings.
In this period of my service, there was developed a procedural
method and a rhythm of Council operation which met with the Pres
ident's approval and has been generally continued, I understand, to
the present time; that is

,

the council normally meets about 44 times

a year for 2 to 2y2 hours, the Cabinet meeting somewhat less fre
quently. The National Security Council Planning Board normally
meets twice a week for 3 hours or more a meeting, and the National
Security Council Operations Coordinating Board meets every week
for about. 3 hours.
The subcommittee published in March 1960 a committee print en
titled "Organizing for National Security—Selected Materials."
This committee print includes on pages 8 to 28, inclusive, an official
description of the organization and procedures of the National Se
curity Council, the NSA Planning Board, and the NSC Operations
Coordinating Board. The earlier draft of this paper was prepared
by me as Special Assistant. On pages 48 to 61, inclusive, a paper of
mine prepared for "Foreign Affairs" in April 1956 entitled "The
Development of the National Security Council," is reprinted.
Because of my familiarity with these documents, and my belief
in their soundness, I should like to incorporate them into my testi
mony without burdening the subcommittee with repetition.
With the subcommittee's permission, I should like, first, briefly to
describe the operation of the National Security Council machinery,
with which I was so familiar; second, to list and comment orally
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upon what I consider the guiding points of such operation ; third, to
answer questions.
Mr. Chairman, if I fail to make clear what I am trying to say I
shall endeavor a clarification in response to immediate questions.
First, a brief description of the operation of the National Security
Council mechanism. In order to avoid misapprehension of any brief,
generalized description, it is necessary to have in mind these criteria:
(1) The Council's statutory function is to advise the President on
national security policy. It does not serve as a planning or opera
tional mechanism.
(2) The Council's statutory function is to integrate all germane
views in making national security policy recommendations to the
President.
(3) The Council also has a statutory duty, subject to the Presi
dent's direction, to assess and appraise the objectives, risks, and com
mitments of the United States in relation to our actual and potential
military power, in the interest of national security, for the purpose
of making recommendations to the President.
(4) Thus, the National Security Council mechanism is for the
personal use of the President in resolving his will on issues of national
security policy. But it is not an exclusive procedure which the Presi
dent is required to use. In fact, the President may—and does—use
from time to time other procedures and mechanisms for particular
national security matters.
(5) The Council mechanism's relation to the President is advisory
only. It recommends : the President decides.I thought it advisable to point out that during the early years of
President Eisenhower's term, the Council was concerned (1) with
reviewing and recommending revisions of the existing written na
tional security policies of the preceding administration, over 50 in
number; (2) with preparing recommendations for new national
security policies to deal with both gradually changing circumstances
and emergency situations.
As a result, some 70 policy statements were revised or originated
during the first 21,4 years while I was serving.
In the second term it was possible, in conformity with the Presi
dent's wishes, to adjust somewhat the Council's primary focus from
the necessary considerations and approval of written policy statements
more toward oral discussions of national security policy issues.
Thus, the annual review in 1957 of overall national security
policy—which usually consumes several months' intensive work each
year? was initiated by a series of six council meetings, at each of which
significant issues were discussed on the basis of brief discussion
papers—including alternatives—prepared by the NSC Planning
Board. Similarly, the 1958 overall policy review was initiated by
similar discussion papers based on the latest national intelligence
estimate of the world situation.
Now, may I describe how the National Security Council mechanism
would go about preparing a national security policy relative to the
mythical state of Ruritania—the procedure would be similar for a
wider geographical area or an aspect of the national economy or of the
national defense, or a functional activity of the U.S. Government in
volving national security, etc.

52710— 80— pt. 4 i
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(1) The Kuritania item will be scheduled weeks or perhaps months
ahead on the National Security Council Planning Board tentative
agenda, in order to give advance notice and enable preparation of
material. For this item, the National Security Council Planning
Board will be composed of officials—having the rank of Assistant
Secretary or its equivalent—of the departments and agencies that will
be represented at the council table when Kuritania is taken up by the
National Security Council.
(2) The Planning Board, at its first of three, four, five or more
sessions on tins subject, will have before it a national intelligence
estimate on Ruritania. It will also have before it a factual and
analytical statement, prepared by the responsible department or de
partments^ —or sometimes by an interdepartmental committee —on
the military, economic, political, and other germane factors relative
to Ruritania.
Sometimes this factual data and analyses based thereon are sup
plied in separate memoranda, sometimes as a consolidated staff
study. In the preparation of this factual and analytical material on
Ruritania are involved the vast resources of the informed departments
and agencies of Government, the brains and experience of the opera
tion personnel who work day after day in the particular area of Ruri
tania and who have learned the hard way the strengths and limita
tions that are involved, the very persons who staff the departments
and agencies which will be called upon to implement the policy on
which they are working when and if such policy receives presidential
approval.
On occasion, though less often on a "country policy," an outside-

to the material under study by the Planning Board.
(3) The intelligence estimate and the factual and analytical ma
terial are explained, discussed and chewed over by the Planning
Board in one or, more often, several meetings. Frequently, a senior
representative of a responsible department, a division or bureau chief,
or an Assistant Secretary, is asked to attend at the Planning Board

He will be questioned and cross-questioned about the factual sub
ject matter and tentative policy recommendations at one or more
meetings. The Board seeks to squeeze out of the material all the
juice that it contains.
(4) After these proceedings, a draft of policy statement is pre
pared by the responsible department or by an interdepartmental or
special committee. This draft will consist of (a) the "general con
siderations" drawn from the intelligence estimate and the factual and
analytical material referred to above and upon which the policy rec
ommendations will be based; (i) the proposed "general objectives"
of the U.S. policy toward Ruritania; (c) the detailed proposed "pol
icy guidance" in the different areas of United States- Ruritania rela
tions; and (d) appendices, covering anticipated financial costs of the
proposed policy, and military and economic expenditures and factual
data for past and future years.
Depending on the size and complexity of the subject, all this mate
rial may aggregate from 10 to 50 pages, or even more, the annexes
being single spaced.

be convened and its views added

table.
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(5) At as many Planning Board meetings as are required, this draft
statement is discussed, torn apart, and revised. In the intervals be
tween such meetings, a revised text based on these revisions and on
further information is drafted by the Planning Board assistants —
these are the assistants to the Planning Board members—and circu
lated for consideration at the next following Planning Board meeting.
In these intervals the Planning Board members are able to confer
with their principals as to the department's or agency's position on
the developing issues. I used to call this procedure, Mr. Chairman,
when I was chairman of 504 meetings in less than -4 years, an "acid
bath."
(6) Finally, through this arduous process, there result either
agreement on clarity and accuracy of text, correctness of facts, and
validity of policy recommendations or, as is often the case, sharp
differences of opinion on certain major recommendations or state
ments.
In the latter case, the draft policy paper sets forth clearly and
succintly these opposing views, often in parallel columns.
(7) When the draft policy lias been thus shaped, reshaped, cor
rected, revised, and finally stated, it is circulated to the Council mem
bers at least 10 days before the meeting at which the policy on Ruri-
tania is to be taken up.
Thus, sufficient time is provided for the Council members to be
briefed on the paper and familiarize themselves with its contents and
for the Joint Chiefs of Staff to express their formal military views
on the exact text which the Council is to consider, which views are
also circulated in writing to Council members before the meeting.
The Joint Chiefs, I might point out, have a representative who sits
with the Planning Board, as does the Director of Central Intelligence.
But the Chiefs, you know, are like the College of Cardinals. They
are a different body than anything else in the world, and cannot for
mally give an opinion on a paper until the paper is in final, formal
form and has been circulated to the members.
We know often very clearly, or we can estimate how the Chiefs
will react from their adviser who sits with us, but actually we do not
get it in writing until they see the paper that has been sent to the
Council members. Tims, the Council has befoi-e it in writing the
proposed policy or recommendations of the NSC Planning Board and
also the written view of the Chiefs on those recommendations.
(8) In this standard operating procedure, the views of all having

a legitimate interest in the subject are heard, digested, and integrated
or, in the case of disagreement, are separately stated. In a good
number of cases, as I have said, the views of experts or knowledgeable
people from outside of Government are sought and worked into the
fabric at the Planning Board level.
The intelligence estimates, the military views, the political views,
the economic views, the fiscal views, the psychological impact—all are
canvassed and integrated before the President is asked to hear the
case argued at the Council table and to come to his decision.
(9) At the Council meeting, the Director of Central Intelligence
covers in his oral intelligence briefing, which begins every Council
meeting, the latest intelligence on Euritania. I might add, Mr.
Chairman, that this opening of Council meetings with an oral intelli
gence briefing began in January of 1953.
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Hitherto, intelligence had been circulated only in writing, and
the director had talked only with the President. It occurred to some
of us a wise move to have every Council meeting opened with 15 or 20
or 25 minutes, and sometimes more, of the latest intelligence from
all over the world.
As I pointed out, since Ruritania is to be on our agenda, of course,
the latest intelligence on Ruritania is included in the Director's
weekly briefing.
(10) The Council may have three or four, usually not more, items
on a meeting agenda. When the agenda item on Ruritania is reached,
the special assistant explains the reasons for submitting the paper,
summarizes the high points in the general considerations, the ob
jectives, the policy guidance, and the annexes. He asks the depart
ments and agencies concerned to express their views on the integrated
recommendations.
This is one of the most difficult tasks that we have. You must know
your subject better than anyone else, in which vou have been helped
by getting the paper in shape. You must be able quickly and accu
rately to turn to the high points and thus give a rounded picture to
refresh the Council's mind before it begins its argument.
No matter how qualified people may be, I think that they find it
difficult to start off a hard argument unless they have a little in
tellectual stimulus at the beginning.
(11) With respect to the integrated recommendations in the paper,
there may be five or six departments which will have responsibilities
under the paper; and each of them is asked to make a statement of
what he thinks about it.
In the event of conflicts of opinion, the proponents are called upon
to state their views and are given opportunity to reply. The Joint

ments must be carried over to a second or more meetings, especially
if there may be perhaps 5 or 10 differences of opinion in one paper.
It would be unusual to have so many differences in a "country" paper,
but in the annual review of overall policy it is customary that there
will be that many differences, or more, of importance, to be settled.
In my experience, divergences of views appeared in over two-thirds
of the papers before the NSC. I would like to emphasize this point,
for one reads statements by people who have no real basis of knowl
edge that conflicts are swept under the rug and there are no differ
ences of opinion.
Well, I have helped to run more Council meetings than anyone
else, and in the 179 which were under my charge, I would say that
over two-thirds of the papers had differences of opinions in them
that were heard and discussed and had to be settled, either by the
Council coming to agreement after the discussion, or if they didn't
agree, then by the President after the discussion.
(12) The President is an active participant in the Council discus
sions. Sometimes issues which are in conflict are decided by him
in the course of the discussion. He has to be very careful not too
early in the discussion to intervene. If you are an affirmative person
and you intervene early in the discussion, and you have intelligent
Council members, they inevitably tend to feel a wind blowing from
one direction or the other.

Chiefs are requested to state
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That isn't what the President wants, but sometimes he gets so
interested in these discussions that he can't help but jump into the
discussion. Some of these discussions last a very long time.
I remember one discussion between the Secretary of State and the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs on a very interesting and difficult sub
ject where they had radically different points of view. Here was a
discussion which went on for over an hour between two men of very
superior mental ability and very strong beliefs. They spoke with
great deference, but with great clarity. This instance was a really
fascinating example of the kind of thing which can be done in the
council when it is at its best.
(13) Sometimes the President will decide right in the course of
the meeting on one of these doubtful issues or disputed issues. Some
times the President may make his decision a few days later when the
draft formal record of action of the meeting is submitted to him for
checking, modification, and approval. The record of action, consisting
of three or four pages, is a very formal document. It is initially
drafted by the Executive Secretary of the Council, working with the
Special Assistant, and is circulated in advance of submission to the
President to those Council members who were in attendance at the
meeting for their comment.
It seemed to me only fair to let the Council members have a chance
to see what the record was going to look like, before the staff submitted
it to the President in draft form, because they had participated in
the meeting it purported to reflect. This helpful innovation gave
them a chance to express views again if they wished. Presidential
approval of the record of action then determines the national security
policy for Ruritania.
(14) Then, as the last act, is the Executive Secretary's letter, trans
mitting the Ruritania policy, so approved, to the responsible depart
ments and agencies. In the usual case, this letter will advise that the
Operations Coordinating Board has been designated by the President
to assist the responsible departments and agencies in coordinating
their planning to carry out their responsibilities under the policy
statement.
So here is a synthesized photograph of how we would proceed to
create a policy paper about a particular issue. Like all photographs
that are made up this way, no particular case will be like this hypo
thetical one. And yet it partakes of what exists in all of the cases,
really.
The second part of my talkj Mr. Chairman, is this: I have selected
on these last 2y2 pages, 18 points which out of my experience seemed
to me to be the most significant. I call them guiding points in the
operation of the National Security Council mechanism, as a policy
maker. If I may, I will read them through. If you will permit me
as I come to a point that I think I might like to comment a little on,I will add a little oral comment and perhaps you will wish to ask me
some questions as we go along. I regret that I was not able to develop
in writing all of my views on these points.
Senator Jackson. That is perfectly all right. Why do you not go
through it in your own way, and when you want to supplement your
remarks you may do so, and then we will defer the questions until the
end of the opening presentation, if that is all right.
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General Cutler. 1. The NSC mechanism is a personal mechanism
for the President to use as one way of making up his mind on issues
of national security policy. The mechanism and its operation must
be satisfactory to a particular President. The admirable flexibility
of the National Security Act permits different Presidents to use the
mechanism in different ways.
There are several very significant things that might be said about
the concept I have just expressed. I have talked them over, as the
chairman knows, with his staff heretofore at meetings that we have
had. When I was fearful that some recommendations might be made
that I thought would not be in the best interests of this mechanism,
to which I have devoted so much of my strength, I had constantly in
mind that the Council is only one way a President makes up his mind.
He may make it up in any way that he determines, and Presidents do.
He may make up his mind at the Cabinet, and he may make up his
mind with some other people, and he may make up his mind when
he is alone. He is not compelled to make up his mind in any particular
way. I am sure you realize that no law can compel the executive
branch to come to a. policy decision in a particular way any more than
the Executive could compel the Congress to come to a legislative
decision in a certain way.
You have to have a mechanism provided to each President which he
finds useful and attractive. That is why I used the word "admirable"
in referring to the scope of the National Security Act. I think the
National Security Act is a remarkable piece of legislation because it
is so sufficiently flexible that two Presidents, who are quite different
in their makeup, have used it in different ways, yet each has found it
an instrument responsive to his needs. A third President might use
it in still another way. The danger is that the great flexibility of the
present statute which commends it so to Presidents, will in some way,
as I once said to Mr. Mansfield, get "embedded in legislative concrete."
I am afraid of that.
If the Congress adds people to the Council, a President might say,
"I don't want to deal with those people in policy matters." If the
Congress excluded certain people from the Council, a President, might
say, "I want to have these people come. If I can't have my advisers
around me, then I will form my own committee and I will use that."
In such a case, the Council would become a fifth wheel.
This would be a great loss to the United States, in my opinion.
The Council is the President's mechanism. If he likas it, he will use

it to the best advantage to himself and as best it can be used. Presi
dent Eisenhower has put the Council to extraordinary use—about 44
meetings a year. The first 2 years when I was special assistant we
were under great pressure of work. Then, we held 52 meetings in
each of the first 2 years, an average of 1 a week. President Eisen
hower likes this Council process, as now developed ; lie likes the meth
od of presentation ; lie likes the vigorous arguments in front of him.
That, is why he finds the mechanism suited to him and uses it so much.
Another President might prefer to proceed in another way. From
what. General Marshall told me, I think Mr. Truman used the Council
machinery in a somewhat different way. But that isn't the point I

want to make. My point is that it is a good mechanism and has ex
cellent aspects. Non constat that everything can be improved.
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To give a President a tool which he can use and mold to his own
use, is the reason why the National Security Act seems to me a major
triumph of our national legislature.
2. The NSC operates exclusively in the national security field, which
is only one part of the President's responsibilities. The Cabinet,
which meets about 33 to 34 times a year, has vast responsibilities for
the President, too. Here we have represented the Post Office; Agri
culture; the Attorney General; Civil Service; Interior; Commerce;
Health, Education, and Welfare ; and Labor. These Departments are
great elements in our country's strength : although I am enthusiastic
about the sphere and scope of the National Security Council, I must
always remember that there are enormous areas of government that are
not represented at the Council table.
Somebody said to me a few nights ago, when they heard I was
coming to testify : "Why don't you suggest that the Cabinet and the
Council be combined?" I replied that I thought this would be a
most retrogressive step. The Coimcil was created to carve out of
the total Government sphere certain areas that should be dealt with by
certain of the President's top advisers, leaving in the Cabinet areas
that had to be dealt with by all of his top advisers. To put together
what had been wisely separated would be a retrogressive step.
I feel sure that it would be so deemed in the judgment of you gen
tlemen, too.
3. The NSC focuses upon policy and not upon planning or
operations.
4. The NSC is advisory only, making recommendations to the
President for his decision. This point is very much misunderstood,
I suppose, because so little is known about the workings of the
Council.
I remember when we first came down here, reading in a news
paper that the Council was a secret cabal sitting in a back room, that
no one knew what they were deciding, and that such a top-secret star-
chamber process was a danger to the liberties of the people. But
we must remember that the Council doesn't decide anything, really;
except in that it decides to recommend certain things to the Presi
dent. That is my knowledge based on 179 meetings of the Council.
5. The NSC is an established forum for the coordination and inte
gration of the recommendations for national security policy which
are made by the principal national security policy advisers of the
President.
The idea of integration, if we look at the different walks of life
with which we are familiar, is now so well accepted that everybody
wonders why one should place emphasis on it. But integration in
government, just like integration in the teaching of medicine, is a
relatively new concept. In the old days, medical schools used to
teach the different medical disciplines in separate courses. You
learned anatomy in one course, you learned physiology in another
course, and so on. But these courses were not married together. In
the best of modem medical teaching, the disciplines are integrated
more and more.
As I said to Mr. Mansfield in our earlier talks, I understand that
integration was so little appreciated by Hitler that, when he was
planning in 1940 to invade England, a colossal undertaking which
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had never succeeded since the Komans, he saw his chief admiral, his
chief of air, Marshal Goering, and his chief army commander, to
gether at. an integrated meeting only once in the whole summer.
The top leaders were kept separate and did their work separately.
Perhaps that is one reason why the planned invasion was abortive.
Yet it was as late as 1940 that the largest victorious armed force in
the world up to that time had not seized upon the concept of inte
gration. The United States found integration necessary when we
went into World War II. The Army Service Forces were created
to integrate all of the small independent agencies within the Army
structure under one overall chief who could control and direct.
So I bear down on the acceptance of integration and the useful
ness that this concept has brought into our Government in many ways.
The NSC provides an excellent forum for vigorous discussion, with
the President participating, at which all interested parties are heard
by the President as Chairman and by the other members.
May I emphasize this next sentence, because this is what I have
found in the Council as it operates at its best? These recurring dis
cussions which come up almost every week, these discussions at fre
quent intervals tend to do two things: first, they tend to orient the
members toward action as a corporate body rather than as agency

Protagonists,
and, second, they lessen any chance or need for ex parte

'residential decisions.
I am not saving that you don't have agency protagonists still at
the Council table. Of course, you do. Department heads are hired
to be protagonists for their heavy responsibilities. But, by virtue of
these department and agency heads sitting together over a great num
ber of meetings, getting to know each other, getting to know that the
President wishes them to advise him as a corporate body and to use
their heads the way he has had to use his— the regular, frequent recur
rence of this process over a period of time gets the Council members
thinking more as a corporate body, more like a good board of direc
tors, than as merely representatives and protagonists of departments
and agencies.
My second point is also of tremendous consequence. Nothing is so
dangerous to any form of government or of any private enterprise
as the ex parte decision, based on the advice of only one of several
sides, privately spoken to the head man.
There are pressures brought on every President to do this or
to do that. But a President is always at liberty when he has these
recurrent Council meetings every week, to say "Tell the Special
Assistant to put the issue on the Council agenda ; then everybody can
have a crack at it." In this way, the issue is explored in the light of
day; and everybody hears what everybody else has to say about it.
This is a great virtue.
7. The formal record of actions of all NSC meetings, together
witli the approved policy statements, provide a valuable continuity of
written policy decisions.
I think Mr. Lovett in his testimony referred to this, the value of
having a continuous written record of the policy decisions. Until a
few years ago, the Cabinet had no regular written record of its deci
sions. They remained in the memories of the people who were present
at the meetings. Since 1954 this has been changed. President Eisen
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hower initiated the circulation of papers and agenda in advance of
Cabinet meetings, with time for them to be read and studied by those
to be present so that they would know what they were to talk about,
and the formal written record of action taken at the Cabinet to show
what had been decided.
All this may have removed some of the informal charm, perhaps,
of the old Cabinet meetings, but it made the Cabinet, I think, a more
responsive organization to the President's wishes.
8. The Council should not be too large, so as to render it infeasible
for vigorous, top-secret discussion of cleavages of opinion. Nor
should the Council be too small so as to miss the views of those who
should be heard on the issue to be discussed. There are normally
about 11 at the Council table, apart from the Special Assistant, the
Executive Secretary, and his deputy ; not too large a number, a total
of 11 normally participating at the table.
The President, the Vice President, State, Defense, and OCDM,
Treasury, and Budget ; about half of the time AEC ; the two advisers,
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs and the Director of CIA, and the
Director of USIA. ;

Around the sides of the Council room, away from the table, there
are a few other Presidential special assistants. These are in irregular
attendance. Almost always there is present the Special Assistant
for Science and Technology, Dr. Kistiakowsky, the Special Assistant
for Operations Coordination, Mr. Harr, and the person who now ad
ministers mutual security, I think it is the Under Secretary of State.
Sometimes Mr. Kandall, the Chairman of the Committee on Foreign
Economic Policy, is present. There may also be present the Assistant
to the President and the staff secretary. None of these six or seven
persons participates. They attend because the President thinks it
is a valuable thing for them to be present.
On rare occasions, as where an important study or report by "in
side" or "outside" consultants or committees is to be made, it is con
venient to hold a much larger meeting to hear the exposition, but not
for discussion thereof.
I do want to say a word about this, because this is a most important
feature of the Council, and I know it has been adverted to by some
of the people who have testified here already. There is an indefinable
line in what changes a profitable meeting into an unprofitable one.
The unprofitable meeting is the one which Queen Victoria character
ized when she said she didn't like Mr. Gladstone because he talked to
her as if he were talking to a town meeting. The profitable meeting
is where there exists what my law professor, Prof. Edward Warren,
used to call the pow-wow element. Somewhere between these two
extremes you lose out. It must be small enough to have the pow-wow
element. It must not get so big that it turns into a town meeting.
You can divide Council meetings into three kinds. There is the
big meeting where you have a Gaither Committee report, or a techni
cal capabilities panel report, or some report on some new thing that is
being developed in the Pentagon. Such a meeting is wholly exposi
tory in nature. Here you may run up to 40 people. This is a Coun
cil meeting, but it isn't for the purpose of discussion. It is for the
purpose of convenient exposition and information. I have found it
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much easier to handle this kind of work in one large meeting rather
than try to get these top-secret people together at two or three
meetings.
The second type of Council meeting is the usual type of which I have
been talking, the normal type where there will be 11 or 12 participants
at the Council table who are free to talk. The staff people are at the
table because they help to run the meeting for the President. Those
who sit around the side walls say nothing unless for some reason the
President might call on one of them and ask for an opinion on a par
ticular point.
A third type of meeting is one in the agenda of which more people
have a proper interest and the attendance must be, therefore, some
what enlarged. For instance, normally President Eisenhower ex
pects the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs to represent the Chiefs at the
council table, and the Secretary of Defense to represent the service
Secretaries. The service Secretaries and the Chiefs are always at lib
erty to go and see the President in his office whenever they wish.
They did so when I was in office. But sometimes it is desirable to
have them all at the Council meeting for a defense item. Then there
will be involved three service Secretaries and four Chiefs—seven more
to sit at the table. When there are as many as that in attendance,
other people think that they ought to be there, too. Sometimes such
meetings are necessary, whether or not they produce as fruitful results.
But the important point seems to me to be this. You have to have as
many people at a meeting as the President, who is in charge, feels
are necessary for the expression of the various points of view that he
thinks should be expressed. You should not leave out a small voice
which has a real interest just because it

.

is small. Civil Defense may
not have been the biggest agency, but if it had an interest to speak, it
ought to be permitted to come in and speak. It should neither be
neglected nor should it come in the back door through another
participant.
That is one criterion. A second criterion is

,

of course, to keep down
the number of people attending, because if any meeting gets too big
there is a tendency for people not to speak as freely as in small meet
ings. But it is my experience that it is not too big if you have at
the table around a dozen participants —plus the three staff people—
and also perhaps six or seven trusted advisers to the President sitting
around the back of the room. This number has not interfered with
free discussion or vigorous debate.
Someone testified that there was a mass of people present. There
are a mass of people present when you have an expository meeting
like the meeting to hear the Gaither Committee report first rendered
but I certainly don't consider the ordinary meeting a mass of people.

9
. Eacli President must be free to invite to the council table such

advisers as he feels are required to represent for him the basic national
security concepts of his administration.
In one of your subcommittee's interim reports, there was some sug
gestion that perhaps the role of the Secretary of State and the Sec
retary of Defense should be enhanced in some way. That, I think,

is something up to each President to decide. I don't think that you
could or should put this in a statute. Different Presidents have dif
ferent concept s of national security, and what is one man's concept may
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not be another's. If the President is to use the Council as his valued
mechanism, which is what we desire, then he must have the people at
the table who give him the balanced view which he feels is the cor
rect view of the national security. This is not an overweighting by
more voices on one side of the issue than on the other. In fact, that
is a balancing of the scale which is very important. We are really
saying that the Council attendance must be satisfactory to the
President.
10. There should be the fullest airing in the Planning Board and
at the Council of cleavages of opinion—sharply expressed in papers,
carefully explained to the Council with the President present, with
opportunity for all sides to be heard and to rebut.I wish that I could count up the hours that I have labored to try
to make these differences of opinion sharply stand out in a policy
statement in parallel columns, so that one could see the difference at
a glance even without the accompanying explanation.
11. Policy decisions at the apex of government must be broadly
phrased, leaving detailed planning to the responsible agencies aided
in coordination by OCB.
I have read in some paper or testimony that in the prior adminis
tration the operative part of the policy papers were expressed in
three or four paragraplis, sometimes in less than a page. In a country
as big as the United States, with the manifold things with which we
are concerned policy decisions must be explained in general and not
specific language. I don't mean by this that the language should be
bland or obscure or poorly expressed. I certainly struggled as hard
as I could to try to express clearly what was intended.
A Hoover Commission task force while I was special assistant in
1955, looked into the operation of the National Security Council. A
representative of the task force told me that they had heard from
people in the Pentagon that the guidance they were receiving in the
NSC papers was not sufficiently clear. They thought we should be
more specific. It is my experience that when you give people in
structions that they do not like, they may say that those instructions
are not very clear.
This is a human thing. You can't have detailed policy instructions
at the apex of the Government of the United States. They must be
broad policy decisions. We should be writing nothing but lengthy
papers if we had them otherwise than phrased broadly, yet phrased
clearly so people can understand what is meant.
Numbers 12 and 13 really go together. The fullest, most intelligent
use of the vast, valuable resources of the departments and agencies will
bring better results than use of a large ivory tower staff responsible
to the President, or of a continuing contract for studies with an enter
prise outside of Government, or of a continuing, semi autonomous
"political academy." There is no substitute for—

(a) The intelligence of the day-to-day operator who knows
the practical limitations ;
(5) The hard-pressed operator, who is a better adviser on
policy and action than the full-time theoretician.
The NSC Policy Coordinating Staff should be small, highly com
petent, and well paid, aiding the special assistant in his exacting task
as Chairman of the Planning Board and special assistant to the Presi
dent and assisting the executive secretary.
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When I came to the Council in 1953, I had had a little experience
in 1951 as the representative on the Planning Board of the new
Psychological Strategy Board. In order to study how to make the
Council more effective and report recommendations to the President,
I took advice from a number of people, Mr. Lovett, General Marshall,
Karl Bendetsen, the former Under Secretary of the Army, Professor
Elliott, about 15 of them as I recall, mostly meeting in small groups
for a day of conference. One of the issues then was whether we
should have a big staff. Some people thought it should be bigger and
some of them did not. I was interested in reading Mr. Acheson's
paper in this committee print. He took a blast at a large staff, which
made me feel I must be a wiser man than I am. For that is my view.
I think that you don't want a big staff at the top of Government
responsible to the President or responsible to the special assistant or
through the special assistant to the President. You need enough men
to help carry this heavy load that the special assistant carries, 11 or
12 hours a day, to help him do his work. But for the basic informa
tion, the facts, for everything that you need to carry on this enterprise
there are the great resources of our governmental departments and
agencies. I was always amazed by the quality of the people that
would appear from the departments, if you dug hard enough, on any
subject. The amount of information that they had was extraordinary
and the quality of expression of this information was high. These
are the people that you need to get advice from. They will do a lot
better than through hiring by contract a firm on the outside. I will
have something to say about employing outsiders in a moment. But
here I want to say that the people who can best advise you are the
people who have had the hard experience of doing the job and who
know what it is to do the job. They will advise you better than
the man who has never done the job but has theories about how it
should be done. Perhaps you should have both kinds, to some extent.
Senator Jackson. If you are going to come to this point later, that
is fine, but I think it might be helpful if you could elaborate a bit
on how you get the valuable ideas that are within the departments up
to the top. I happen to concur with you, General Cutler, and I
believe we do have within the departments great talent, and a very
valuable source of wise counsel.
I wonder if there is something that we could be doing that we are
not doing now to better tap that talent.
General Cutler. I do have a point coming later but let me now
answer you directly, because this issue is one of the things that helps
most basically to make this Council operate.
After my study in 1953, the President decided to call the subsidiary
body "the Planning Board" rather than the "Senior Staff." I sug
gested that the President himself appoint each member of the Plan
ning Board, on the recommendation of the Department head and with
my approval.
The man so chosen will represent the State Department. We made
a ground rule, every member of the Planning Board has Assistant
Secretary status or higher. Usually the Treasury lias sent an Under
Secretary. We look over the Assistant Secretaries. The Special
Assistant must know the man. When I talked to the Secretary about
his choice, I usually knew them—do you think this one or that one is
best qualified? We agree on somebody who will be satisfactory to
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both. The Secretary writes a letter to the President and the Spe
cial Assistant approves and takes it to the President for discussion and
Presidential designation. This process elevates the Planning Board
member. He isn t just appointed by the Secretary of State; he has a
letter signed by the President of the United States appointing him.
Such a letter goes to each Planning Board member. This seems to me
to elevate this man in his position and gives him a greater prestige to
have access to the total resources of his Department. He must also,
of course, be intimately associated with the Secretary of State. The
closer this association, the more useful the person will be as a Planning
Board member. When Robert R. Bowie was State's representative
at the Planning Board, he lent tremendous impetus, and stature to
what we were doing. He was not only interested, able, clear, intel
lectually aggressive, and strong in his views, but also because of these
abilities and his standing with Secretary Dulles, he was able to get the
best people from the State Department to assist when we were talking
about a particular subject.
So, it is important to insure that the Planning Board member has
the qualifications set forth in the NSC organization paper in your
committee print.
We were fortunate in having splendid men as Planning Board
representatives. They were keen, and interested to argue points, and
interested to get the best, and not willing to give up, until the best job
possible was done.
The resources are there in the Departments. If you have as the
Department's representatives a Secretary who is interested in the
Council mechanism and a Planning Board member who is competent
and interested, you will obtain from that Department all of the in
formation that you want. That would be my answer to this particular
question.
I had one more thing I was going to say later about it.
May I go on now ?
Senator Jackson. Certainly.
General Cutler. No. 13. The NSC Policy Coordinating Staff should
be small, highly competent, and well paid, aiding the Special Assist
ant in his exacting task as Chairman of the Planning Board and
Special Assistant to the President and assisting the Executive Secre
tary.
We have about 10 "think" people on this staff. That is a shade on
the low side, and I think that we could do with two or three more.
But not many more than a total of 12 or 13 or 14. It should be a
career staff, I think, as Mr. Lovett expressed it in his testimony. It
was always the intention that the staff would be built up to a con
tinuing hard core of 12, 13, or 14 very competent people, and well

f>aid.
Their work is fascinating, they will never run into anything in

ife again as interesting as this work. As long as a man has interest
ing work and is adequately paid, he is likely to make that work his
career. We have been very fortunate in attracting good people to
the NSC staff.
I would like to have had a few more.
The Special Assistant is a political figure, one who goes in and
out with the administration. But the staff, beginning with the Exec
utive Secretary and so on down, should be career personnel.
I feel this career quality of the staff is a very important matter.
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No. 14 is Robert Cutler's conclusion in regard to a controversial
subject that we have argued about for years. "Wise men without de
partmental responsibilities serving as permanent members of the
Council will not produce the most desirable results."
I used to call these wise men "Nestors," but some of my audience
didn't know who "Nestor" was, and so I went back to using the phrase
"wise men."
Many people have the idea of putting "Nestors," without depart
mental responsibditv on the Council. Mr. Baruch is one believer in
this concept. Mr. Baruch is a very wise man, and a counselor of
Presidents. The idea has come to me from all sides : "Don't you think
it would be a good idea to have a couple of Nestors without portfolio,
sitting as Council members? They would be able all day to sit in
their offices and think. They wouldn't, have other work to do; just
think and bring these thoughts to the Council."
I don't agree with this concept, as a permanent continuing pro
cedure. I will tell you why. If I were the Secretary of Defense, for
example, and persons of great ability, like James Bryant Conant or
Dr. V annevar Bush or Mr. Baruchj were sitting at the Council table
with the sole responsibility of thinking up and bringing in their
thoughts while I was practically running myself ragged carrying on
the operations that I was responsible for, I would find it difficult to
have these gentlemen telling me of the right policies to guide how I
ought to run my Department. I would be inclined to say, "Well, if
you know so much about this Department, why don't you come over
and run it

,

and I can go back home and run my own business."
The "Nestor" concept won't work, I believe. There is a better way
to get at the idea embodied in this concept, which is a very sound
idea. I am going to discuss it in a few minutes.
No. 15. Here is a "guiding point" that lies at the heart of the whole
Council operation and of the whole structure of the United States
under its Constitution :

No arrangement should be proposed or put into action which will
tend to cut across the lines of responsibility which run directly from
the President to his responsible department and agency chiefs.
Now, of course, the President can cut any of these lines he wants to,

if lie wants to; but I believe it would be unwise to do. But nobody
else can do it. I will give you three reasons why I feel so strongly
about this.
In the first place, the orderly conduct of any great department in
the Government depends on its having a boss, who is responsible to
the President who appointed him. Whether he is good or bad or
indifferent, he is running the department until he gets fired. His
responsibility is to the President. That is the first reason. The
second reason is this: It is very difficult to get qualified men to head
the big departments and agencies. To discourage them by substitut
ing for a direct line of responsibility to the President, the intervention
of a committee or someone else, is a very dangerous step. It will make

it all the harder to get qualified people to run the Government's big
departments.
In the third place, I believe that every one of these departments
has the resources and the information to enable these men to run their
departments well, assuming that they are competent and good men.
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Therefore, they should be the ones, carrying the load of their depart
ment responsibiilties, to advise the President.
When the AVilliam H. Jackson committee devised the present setup
of OCB in 1952 we wrote the Jackson committee report, a lesser Jack-
son, of course, Mr. Chairman
Senator Jackson. I would say we will elevate him to the summit, a
very able man.
General Cutler. As you read the OCB charter, you will see that
this primary law of direct responsibility to the President is carefully
preserved. The OCB charter provides that the OCB shall assist the
agencies and the departments in the carrying out of their planning
responsibilities under the national security policy. It has no power
to intervene, to order, to come between the President and his respon
sible minister. If one agency says I won't do it that way, I don't
care what the OCB says, there is no other way to settle the impasse
but to take it to the President. The dissenting agency head has the
right to do that. His responsibility is to the President and he isn't
responsible to any group, even if that group is composed of persons
of Under Secretary rank.
Many people believe parliamentary government is better than our
form of government. Well, it is a good form of government. But,
on the whole, I think that the United States has done pretty well. I
believe that this direct line of responsibility from an executive depart
ment chief to the President who appoints him is basic to our form
of government. I want to stand up for it.
ho. 16. For the introduction of new and fresh ideas and points
of view, other than those generated within the Government, the NSC
should use ad hoc consultant groups, carefully selected from "outside"
of Government for their specific or all around capabilities, using
them either before the formulation of policy recommendations, during
the formulation, or after the formulation (for the purpose of review) .
Such individuals or groups may serve from 1 day to several months,
depending on the issues involved. Outside consultant groups may in
clude qualified citizens with prior Governmental service. Outside con
sultants are free from the inhibitions which sometimes tend to affect
permanent Government staffs.
Since this matter is something that your staff expressed a great
interest in, Mr. Chairman, I would like to say a few words about it.
During my 3 years and 10 months of service as Special Assistant, and
because I am a great believer in using consultants on an ad hoc rather
than on a permanent basis, I used 15 separate groups of consultants.
The term of service of these groups ran all of the way from 5 or 6
months, like the Technical Capabilities Panel under Dr. Killian and
like the so-called Gaither Committee down to only 2 days. A con
sultant group chaired by former President Dodds of Princeton were
able to finish their work in 2 days.
In these ad hoc consultant groups we can draw on different fields
of endeavor, different areas of the country, and different experiences.
It is possible to obtain the ad hoc services of extremely well qualified
and intelligent men for a certain amount of time, when they might not
be able to come on a permanent basis.
Our first ad hoc consultant group composed of seven consultants,
was called in to review a policy that had been decided on. Later on,
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almost always, we brought ad hoc consultants in at the beginning or
during the course of policy formulation.
It has been said Mr. Chairman, that the views of these consultant
groups were not given attention to by the Council. Let me answer
that from my own experience. In the case of the Technical Capabili
ties Panel, which Dr. Killian headed in 1954 and 1955? the report was
presented to the Council at a 4-hour meeting, broken into 2-hour ses
sions. At 14 subsequent Council meetings different parts of this re
port were taken up and dealt with. For a year and a half different
recommendations of this report were principal items on Council
meetings agenda.
I was responsible for requesting the creation of the Security Re
sources Committee the so-called Gaither Committee with Presidential
approval and took a great interest in the work and its report of 40
pages. The Killian Committee report was 100 or 115 pages, I think.
Some of the top personnel of the Gaither Committee were received by
the President twice, before the report was rendered. Then the full re
port was presented to the Council at a full 2-hour plus meeting. This
was one of the larger Council meetings, convened to hear a report
but not for discussion of contents. I have earlier testified to the con
venience of making such sensitive reports at one, rather than several
meetings, at which all interested persons are present.
Later on, the Gaither Committee report was broken down for study
into its principal groups of recommendations. It seemed a sensible
way to proceed to break the many recommendations into naturally
related groupings and send the groupings to the departments in
terested in them and require that by a fixed future date departmental
reports be rendered by such departments to the Council so they could
be scheduled on the agenda of forward Council meetings. We held
13 Council meetings to consider specific groupings of recommenda
tions and departmental reports thereon, and fully discuss them. This
procedure went on for the better part of a year.
Out of the some 40 separate recommendations, certainly 35 were
exhaustively considered by the departments and made the basis of
written reports. Over a period of 7 or 8 months these reports were
heard and discussed by the Council. It is quite untrue that the Coun
cil paid little, or no, attention to the Gaither Committee report, as
has sometimes been stated. To the contrary, the Council devoted a
very great deal of time to its recommendations. Of course, it did.
That is what we wanted the report for. We appointed all the 15
consultant groups, during my tenure, to report to the Council. As
long as I was there, there wasn't a single consultant group that did
not have its reports very thoroughly worked over.
Now, Mr. Chairman, when intelligent people cherish ideas, cherish
strongly, and give up a lot of time and effort to propose and forward
them, they are naturally disappointed when those ideas are not ac
cepted in exactly the same way in which they are presented. They
are apt to feel that their work was for nothing; that attention wasn't
paid it because it wasn't accepted lock, stock, and barrel.
Does this reaction mean that the recommendations which they made
were right? No. But the reason I favor these ad hoc consultants
groups and valued their work in my 4 years was that they stimulated
thinking. They excited people's interest. They had a profound
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effect. Naturally this would be so, if you enlisted consultants of
highest possible quality. Look at the membership, for example, of
the Gaither Committee and the Killian Committee. Here you had
some of the greatest scientists in the world at your beck and call.
We had Nobel Prize winners talking to the Council, people of that
type. To me, it was a fascinating and contributing procedure. You
couldn't get this result by hiring a permanent staff. Nor could you
get it by hiring some corporation, either, to make these studies. Men
of the kind of which I am talking are not purchasable. But you can
get them for short stretches of time as a contribution to the national
security. They do not refuse the President's invitation on an ad hoc
basis.
Therefore, I believe, that the use of ad hoc consultants is the right
way. I think that a superior way to introduce new and exciting ideas
to the Council is to get the best qualified people that you can on a
temporary basis to help.
I also added No. 17. I think it is a good idea once in a while to
use an "outside" private research organization on an ad hoc basis.
Senator Jackson. Before you finish that point, could I ask this
question : You very rightfully have touched on the problem of human
nature and human behavior, that is the desire of people having worked
hard on an idea, to want it adopted. Let us take the other side,
however. What impact do you feel there is in trying to get new ad
hoc committees when we have to say so many key recommendations
of the previous ones were not accepted ?
Don't misunderstand me ; under our system of government, of course,
an ad hoc committee is not a substitute for the President or the regular
policy advisers to the President.
General Cutler. Let me make a slightly roundabout answer, be
cause you have put your finger on what is the most frequently raised
objection to these consultant groups. It is said that they take up too
much time of the top people in Washington trying to educate the
consultants.
Now, even when you have top-flight, qualified people as consultants,
they don't know what the current situation is and they have to be
educated by up-dating briefings. Who is going to brief these im
portant citizens? It won't work to have this done by someone way
down on the staff. So it means probably that persons at the Secretary
level have to do it

,

or to come for part of the time while other com
petent people are doing the briefing. But the educational process is

time-consuming. Then, secondly, persons who have left their univer
sity, their business, their bank, their political work, to come to Wash
ington and work as hard as is humanly possible at their appointed
job, feel a human and natural irritation to have distinguished con
sultants stand behind them and breathe down their necks while they
are trying to do their jobs. They tend to resent a little being asked
by a consultant: "Why didn't you do it this way?"

I have heard this often. And yet it is my overall experience that
the best opinion is that the use of ad hoc consultants, as we have used
them, was a good thing to have done.
Who says that the Council did not accept all of these ideas ? How
do people know that ? It is certainly true that not all of the ideas of

a particular report are accepted. But many of the ideas have been
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accepted, maybe not quite as proposed but in some modified form,
perhaps some improved modification dreamed up by a hard-pressed
operator. Possibly not all a report's recommendations really were
as good as believed. Maybe if the ad hoc committee came together
in 3 years, they would agree with this point of view.
One of the things I have learned is that almost as important as the
decision is the effort that goes into making up the decision, and the
stimulation that it provides. It isn't the decision only that is im
portant. It is the tremendous intellectual stimulation that everybody
gets in arguing and working over the problem. I have never found
that it was hard to get people to come down to Washington to serve
as ad hoc consultants.
Recently, there have been used distinguished people as consultants
with the Planning Board as it begins its annual study and review of
over-all national security. Men of the caliber of General Gruenther,
Dr. Arthur Burns, James W. Webb, to mention a few. They were
glad to give up their time and come down to Washington. Why
should they not be glad ? It is their life at stake just as much as it is
anyone's. They never refuse to come.
Senator Javits. Could I ask a question there? Do any of these
people ever actually sit in on the NSC meeting itself, as outside con
sultants? Do they have a chance to argue their point with the rest
of the high level people ?
General Cutler. In the early days of the use of consultants, this
was a practice which was followed. Later because of the number
of people that got involved in these studies, it was more frequent
either to pick one person to speak for them all, as was done in the
case of Mr. Robert C. Sprague, who came for a long time after a
certain report to help follow certain of its recommendations through
the Council.
Senator Javits. The answer is "Yes."
General Cutler. Not as a universal rule. When you have a con
sultant group with 50 or 60 people working on its staff it is difficult
to select who will attend. The President cannot have new people con
stantly coming into Council meetings. The members would hesitate
to talk in front of people they don't know. Perhaps there is a sug
gestion here which we should consider more.
At the beginning, it was customary to have consultants appear. On
the other hand, sometimes I can see awkwardness in this procedure.
Perhaps we should draw up a list of 40 or 50 men, starting with men
like Mr. Lovett and that type, who would be qualified to be called upon
for consultation and who would agree in advance to give brief periods
of service from time to time. They could be educated and brought
up to date every couple of months for a couple of days.
This is a thought which might help a little bit along the lines that
you have just been asking. It would establish a set of consultants.
Senator Javits. Thank you very much.
General Cutler. The last point (No. 18), Mr. Chairman, is this:
It is the quality and the caliber of the operators far more than the
quality or quantity of the mechanism that counts the most, whether
you are talking about the Council, or league, or a law school, or busi
ness management or research.
What one needs in government as in all else in human enterprise is
what a friend of mine calls "the pursuit of excellence." This is a
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wonderful phrase. Leadership lies in the pursuit of excellence. This
is so in all walks of life. You don't get results by money, and you
don't get results by high office, you get results by the services of the
best men that you can obtain for the job.
We can help mechanically. We can always improve mechanisms,
but—above all things—let us seek to improve the caliber and the
quality and the devotion of the operators.
Thank you for being so patient.
Senator Jackson. General Cutler, before I turn to the questions, and
I am sure I speak for all of my colleagues on the committee, I want to
express our deep appreciation for the time and the effort that you have
given over a period of time to the staff and to me, and for your
thoughts here today in connection with the study that we have under
taken.
I want to say that you have been very forthright and completely
five in the exchange of ideas and information, and we appreciate your
tolerance and forbearance.
General Cutler. You see, Mr. Chairman, for 4 years, practically,
the Council was my life so I am very fond of this subject.
Senator Jackson. We have something in common.
Senator Javits must attend a delegation meeting and I wonder if you
had a question or two you wanted to ask.
Senator Javits. I would just like to sav to General Cutler that I am
very grateful to you personally for being here.
I think that what you have outlined for us, the suggestion which you
and I both seem to like, makes a considerable amount of sense. I
might tell my colleagues and Senator Jackson the President com
mented in a personal letter to me which I will get his pel-mission to
share with the chairman and with the members of the committee, and
it is that kind of suggestion that I had very much in mind that we may
get, Mr. Chairman, from the patriotic evidence given by such witnesses
as Genera] Cutler.
I think that those will help us to chart a course in the days ahead
that will avoid even that minimum number of pitfalls which could be
so dangerous for a free people.
Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Javits.
Now I am going to ask just a few preliminary questions.
As you know, there has been considerable discussion, General Cutler,
about the desirability of the NSC concentrating its efforts on a rela
tively small number of policy questions of overriding importance
rather than getting involved in a lot of less significant issues.
Do you have any comment on that? Is there a danger that there
are so many problems in the complex country and world we live in,
that we could fall into the trap, so to speak, of not recognizing and
identifying effectively the critical issues and spending an unnecessary
amount of time on relatively less significant issues?
General Cutler. Well, may I divide my remarks into four parts?I have thought about this question and I have read some of the re
leased testimony that has been given and so I know how interested you
are in it. Of course, Mr. Mansfield and I have talked about this to
gether.

You are always provoca-
1 ' A
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Senator Jacksox. Mr. Lovett, I think, made this point and I think
Dr. Perkins mentioned it.
General Cutler. The first point is this : What will be satisfactory
to the President ? The way the Council runs is to satisfy the need that
he has for this kind of advice. This is the acid test.
Secondly, focus on "overriding and critical issues." How do we
decide, between the issues pressing on the President from all sides,
which are the "critical and overriding"? Let me try to show you
how difficult this would be for an imaginary special assistant who has
charge of the Council's agenda. Is he going to decide which are
the "critical and overriding issues"? Isn't this coming close to the
"invisible Presidency" about which somebody wrote a book? Will
it be said that the President's staff is shielding the President from
some issues and putting others before him ? Of course, your question
did not mean to put it that way. But we live in such an invidious
world, where harsh things are said of good men, that one has to think
of the difficulties implicit in trying to limit the Council operation to
what Mr. A judges to be "critical and overriding," a judgment as to
which Mr. B might differ.
Just to illustrate. It so happens that the present administration
has a very clear concept that there are twin pillars which support our
national security—one pillar is what George Washington called the
respectable posture of defense, and the other pillar is a strong na
tional economy that will be able to finance our defense expenditures,
provide things the civilan population wants, give help to our allies
overseas, and not be inflationary.
These two pillars of our national security are in this administra
tion's point of view of equal consequence. Now another administra
tion might not think so. So another administration coming in would
have quite a different judgment of what were the "overriding and
critical" issues. I have heard people say sometimes that an administra
tion "puts a dollar sign on defense." Well, in the period I served
for 4 years, I never felt that way about what the Council was doing.
I happen to believe in the two-pillar policy. I just don't think that
you can, through the long run to which we are committed, win this
struggle if you continue a long series of financial deficits and all
that goes with that kind of policy. Therefore, when you come to
"critical and overriding" issues, it depends on whether you have the
gentleman sitting on this side of the table or the gentleman sitting on
that side of the table who is to pick them out.
There is a cycle in the term of a President, particularly if he has
two terms, which is very noticeable. I spoke of it before, but I don't
think that Senator Muskie was present. In the early part of his first
term, the incoming President is faced with 50 written policy statements
approved by the prior administration. The new President has not
agreed entirely with those policies. What is his first impulse ? He will
say "Are we going to keep on with these policies?" Then, of course,
time is rolling on, events are happening, new situations are coming
up; and all these have to be met by newly made policy decisions.
Thus, the first 2 years of President Eisenhower's first, term were ex
tremely active Council years, because we were reviewing the old
policies and revising them and we were also making new policies.
When the second term began, the situation had begun to be different.
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We already had our own policies approved in the first term and we
did not have to make the same kind of review of them. We review
all policies every year or so, but it is a different kind of a review, be
cause you are reviewing that with which you are familiar and not
that which was entirely new to you. Therefore, in this second term
the President was able to do what he had long wished. He directed the
Council's focus to be more on oral discussions of significant topics.
Now, this is a cycle that every President is going to face. A new
President is different from a President who succeeds himself. A new
President is going to feel just the way Mr. Eisenhower did, and he is
going to look closely at the preexisting policies. This can't be done
overnight. It takes a long time and a lot of effort. But a President
can gradually achieve a situation, after a few years, where there will
be much more time for the kind of a goal that you are seeking. That
goal, it seems to me, would be this : As the cycle permits in the Presi
dent's term, let us spend more time focusing on and discussing a
smaller number of significant topics. I believe in this cycle.
After 13 years of Council operation, we have a written policy back
ground, a continuity which is very valuable. Apparently this written
continuity will continue, but its elements will have to be reviewed.
However, eventually, in each cycle, there comes more time to be less
busy with the formulation of written policy and more busy with dis
cussion of a smaller number of significant issues.
I think this tendency will occur with most Presidents. That would
be sound. But that is different from deciding which are the "most
critical and overriding" issues.
Senator Jacksont. It just occurred to me that, because the NSC is
at the summit in the executive branch, next to the President, and one
of the "tools" that is available to him to advise him, there is a certain
temptation to try to pump a lot of things into the NSC that must be
avoided so that the big issues can be dealt with effectively and in time.
General Cutler. Mr. Chairman, aren't we getting on dangerous
ground here ? On the one hand, it has been said in some circles that
the President does not mind the store, that he delegates too much.
Now you are askingif the NSC should not winnow all of this harvest
and bring up to thePresident only the "big" issues.
It seems to me there is an antithesis between these points of view.
You have to have a series of written out policies, geographical and
functional and administrative. The Government is so big that it has
to be run on the basis of something that is written out. But as you)
get it written out, and as you shake yourself loose from having done
this, the act of current review doesn't take nearly as long as it did in
the early stages. The Planning Board can review one of the policies
it has previously worked on in perhaps two and one-half meetings and
the Council can deal with maybe two or three of such reviews in one
meeting. In the early days of an administration, this work would
take much longer.
However, I agree, that as the presidential cycle permits, more time
can be spent focusing attention and discussion on fewer significant
subjects. I didn't say on significant subjects, but on fewer significant
subjects.
Senator Jackson. I realize that, and I think that we see alike. The
problem is to be helpful to the President.
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General Cutler. That is the problem.
Senator Jackson. The problem is to have matters presented to the
President in such a way that he can, in consultation with the NSC,
identify the areas that the Planning Board, for example, should
prosecute with great diligence. There would be other areas of lesser
priority.
It occurred to me that the NSC itself can be more effective if the
agenda is such that it can concentrate on the things that can be iden
tified as predictable of great trouble ahead, unless something is done to
prepare for them.
General Cutler. Sir, the waves of scientific discovery have beset
us with all kinds of policy issues that neither you nor I dreamed about
15 years ago. The advance of science has increased the Council's
workload. Sometimes we have been criticized because we did not
tackle these matters soon enough. Tilings that looked at first about
the size of a man's hand now look as big as a whale.
Senator Jackson. You do have in the NSC the Secretary of State
and the Secretary of Defense who can help identify the issues and
assist the Council and the President in bringing up these points. My
thought was that this should come up through the departments,
naturally, and that the President's top cabinet advisers in the national
security field, being present in the NSC, can assist in this process, too.
I was not saying that just the Assistant to the President for National
Security Affaire should take unto himself the selection.
General Cutler. There is one more red light, to put in the path.
When we first came to "Washington our responsibility was quite novel,
from the President on down. Therefore, we proceeded a little slowly.
Not all areas of national security were originally deemed by the
President to be suitable for this Council mechanism we were trying
to develop. It was my effort constantly to get the President to put
more and more areas into the Council rather than to decide them
outside of the Council.
There is a Parkinson law involved in this aspect: If matters which
belong within the Council's spectrum are decided outside of the Coun
cil's spectrum, there is a tendency for another department to feel that
if one such matter wasn't before the Council why does a particular
matter of that department have to come before the Council.
Gradually, this way, a great many matters may slide out. So I have
been driving the sheep into the pen until they are pretty well all
included now. I feel that the President likes the way the Council
now operates, and he uses it a great deal, and he always comes and
takes a lively interest in it. Naturally enough, I don't want to take a
step now to open the gate and let a lot of those sheep slip out so they
may be attended to outside the Council. Yet I do feel a great sym
pathy for the point of view we were just talking about; in the proper
time of the Presidential cycle, trying to focus on fewer of the signifi
cant issues.
Senator Jackson. Our minority counsel, Mr. Pendleton, has a
question.
Mr. Pendleton. In recent months there has been some discussion
of the operation of the National Security Council, and about the role
of the President himself. Would you elaborate with a bit of detail
on the scene that takes place, the role of the President, in decision
making at the NSC?
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General Cutler. Well, as I told you, when I was there, out of 179
meetings, the President participated in all but 6. He vigorously par
ticipated. He almost alw ays entered into debates and asked questions,
ferreting out answers and listening with greatest interest, turning his
head from one side to the other as they debated around him. He
intervened at times to precipitate the decision.
His serious illness occurred during the year and a half when I was
not special assistant. He did miss some meetings then. But I under
stand from Mr. Gray, the present special assistant, that the President
has participated in more than 90 percent of all of the Council meetings
held in his administration.
Those of you who know Dwight D. Eisenhower at all must know
what an extraordinarily vigorous man he is. When he participates, he
participates. He just doesn't sit. As I have said in my prepared
statement, he is a frequent and vigorous participant in the discussions.
The Council used to meet, in the first term, for 3 hours, because we
had so much work to do. Now the meetings last 2 hours, 2^2 hours,
not as long as they used to be. The meetings are held customarily
early in the morning, at 9 o'clock.
Mr. Pendleton. Now when the final decision is made, is that by a
vote? Does it occur at the same time, or the following day ; just what
occurs?
General Cutler. It may occur in either of two ways. Both of them
happen. As the argument goes on around the Council table, this
member has talked twice, this one has talked three times, and other
members have talked once. The disputed subject has really been
hashed over. Some one has to bring about the decision. More often
than not, this precipitating function is usually left to the special
assistant. At the time when he thinks that a consensus has been
arrived at, or that most of the people think one way, while he has
been busily trying to make an appropriate pencil note as to what has
been decided, you elevate your voice above the argument to say : "Mr.
President, on this point I would understand that the consensus is
about as follows."
Then, if there is no objection, in as small a waiting of time as
possible to see whether anyone is going to talk any more, the special
assistant moves on to the next point. There is a great deal of business
to be done and no time to waste. If the President does not object,
that means that this is all right with him. Sometimes he says "No,
that isn't what he said," and then you have to carry on the debate fur
ther. Some points he will leave for decision until the special assistant
brings the draft record of action to him. The Council meets usually
on Thursdays. I used to take the draft record of action to him on
Saturday morning and go over it with him. This interval would give
us time to prepare and circulate the draft to give members a chance to
ascertain if they thought it was correct.
Some of them might wish to correct the draft record of action.
Then I would have to take to the President the draft record of action,
as I drafted it, and also the Cabinet Ministers' comments. Thus, the
members would have an opportunity for another hearing before the
President. In such a case, the President frequently would get out
his pencil and rewrite the decision the way he wanted it
,

instead of
my way or someone else's way.
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The President took that kind of an interest in the formal record of
action. Of course, there also were more or less routine actions which
were generally agreed upon. But he would go through the record of
action and put his initials on it. When he did, that was it.
Mr. Pendleton. By doing that, he was making the final decision ?
General Cutler. Oh, yes. No paper was ever sent out until he had
OK'd it. He didn't always actually put "DDE" on each record of
action. Sometimes I would write "DDE by RC" under his authority.
These records of action, as approved, will be found in the records of
the Council.
Mr. Pendleton. Now, on the budgetmaking process, how has that
been brought into the policymaking process on the NSC level?
General Cutler. Well, it has beenbrought in a great deal more than
when we started in 1953. This is a continuing effort, one of the things
that I have talked to Mr. Mansfield about. One of my aspirations
has been to bring the budgetary process more closely into the Council's
mechanism. I think it was Mr. Lovett, or perhaps it was Dr. Perkins,
who commented on the difficulty of doing this, for the Federal budget
is wonderfully and fearfully made. The Government is working
on three budgets all at the same time. That is a very hard task to get
into proper focus.
Yet if I ever had to do this job again, one of the principal things
that I would try to do again would be to bring into still closer relation
ship the budgetary operations. Especially, I think, this could be
done in the early part of each budgetary cycle. The fiscal year 1962
budgetary cycle is starting now, the fiscal year budget that will be
presented to Congress in January. The hen is sitting on the nest now
and the egg will be gradually coming out during the next 7 months.
Now we want to get into the issues in the early part of the cycle. I
don't mean we should or can deal with all of these figures, for that
would be inconceivable for a body like the Council. But we could
identify the big questions that are involved, and have them brought
up before the Council. I think this would be a very wholesome thing.
I told Mr. Mansfield I would like to see this done. I tried to get
such a thing put into operation just before I left. We tried to work
out an arrangement on the way it could be done. I don't think it has
worked as well as we hoped. That does not mean that it should not
be tried.
Mr. Pendleton. Has it been your experience that a policy decision
made at the NSC has been replaced or modified by a budget decision
outside of NSC?
General Cutler. Well, now, let us remember something at this
point. The budget of the Federal Government is a budget that covers
all of the departments and agencies and offices. Half of these nu
merically are within the purview of the Cabinet and don't have
anything to do with the NSC. Now, the policies for programs that
have to do with the NSC—that is principally Defense, and State,
Mutual Security, AEC stockpiling —are laid down by the NSC. The
purpose of the budgetary process is to try to show the President
where the Government is going to stand if it spends all of the money
called for by the estimated programs. I don't know that I have ever
known a particular policy that was negatived or thrown into discard
because of a budgetary decision. What happens, as you run a bank
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or run a store or run a college, is to decide how much money overall
you are going to spend and then decide how much you are going to
put in the different operating pockets. If you espouse the theory
of national security which the present administration espouses—that
there are two pillars to our defense over a period of the next 20 years,
one, strong military posture, and two, a strong economy, capable
of enduring through this long pull without inflation and without
turning us into a garrison state, then someone has to sit down at some
time and make a decision on the precise figures. Does the Council
do this?
The Council is much more admitted into the budgetmaking process
now than it was when we first came to Washington. But I don't
think it would be realistic to say that the Council sits down and with
paper and pencil works out the figures. But it is familiarized with
the process as it goes on and it knows what is going on. The vast
defense budget is exposed to the Council before any decision is taken
on it

,

usually two or three times. This is an innovation, which
some people did not care for because it wasn't done that way before.

I agree with what I think the chairman is suggesting, and what
your questions are indicating, that a still closer relation between
the budgetary cycle would be helpful if it could be effected. The
closer the relation, the better off we would be, I think.
Mr. Pendleton. Mr. Chairman, I think that the testimony of
General Cutler here has been very helpful on a number of points.
There was one other point that has been covered by Senator Javits,
a member of the subcommittee, by an insertion in the Congressional
Record. This was an exchange of correspondence with Mr. Lovett,
an earlier witness before this committee. I would like to have you
examine that and if permissible to have that inserted in the record
at this point.
Senator Jackson. Did Senator Javits ask that it be put in?
Mr. Pendleton. No, he did not.
Senator Jackson. I think that we will ask him. I have no ob
jection, but I think that Senator Javits should make the request.
Mr. Pendleton. That is fine.
(The insertion referred to follows :)

[Congressional Record, May 17, 1960]

Statement of Hon. Robert Lovett to National Policy Machinery
Subcommittee

Extension of remarks of Hon Jacob K. Javits of New York in the Senate of the
United States, Tuesday, May 17, 1960

Mr. Javits. Mr. President, earlier in this session, Robert A. Lovett testified
before the Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery, of which Senator Jackson
is chairman, and of which I have the honor to be a member. This testimony
attracted widespread interest and comment when it was subsequently released
but a number of articles published subsequently interpreted certain comments of
Mr. Lovett as being critical of President Eisenhower. In order to make clear that
Mr. Lovett's testimony was both in word and intent directed at the institution
of the Presidency and not at President Eisenhower personally, Senator Mundt,
ranking Republican member of the subcommittee, wrote Mr. Lovett and received
a reply making this intent completely clear.
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I ask unanimous consent that the exchange of correspondence between Senator
Mundt and Mr. Lovett, and an article on the subject by Arthur Krock printed
in the New York Times of April 14, 1960, may be printed in the Appendix of the
Record.
There being no objection, the letters and article were ordered to be printed in
the Record, as follows :

March 30, 1960.
Mr. Robert Lovett,
Brown Bros., Harrvman & Oo.,
New York, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Lovett : During March you graciously appeared as the leadoff witness
before the Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery, of which I am a member.
At the close of your appearance, the subcommittee went into executive session
to receive your comments on the operations of the National Security Council.
Throughout your discussion of the NSC you referred to "the President." At
the time it was my impression that you were analyzing the position of President.
Subsequent published articles have been based on the assumption that you de
scribed the activities of the present incumbent of the Presidency, Dwight D.
Eisenhower.
One of these articles was a column by Mr. Walter Lippmann on March 1. Sev
eral days later I attempted to clarify the matter through a statement for the
Record. Attached is a copy.
Unfortunately my clarification statement seems to have clarified nothing. Your
testimony still is being interpreted as applying to President Eisenhower. I would
appreciate very much having a short note from you as to the meaning you
intended to give the phrase "the President" in your executive testimony. I hope
to insert it in the committee record.
Again may I say that your basic statement before our subcommittee was most
interesting and pertinent. With kindest regards, I am,
Cordially yours,

Karl E. Mundt,
U.S. Senator.

Robert A. Lovett,
New York, N.Y., April 4, 1960.

Senator Karl E. Mundt,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Mundt : On my return to the office today from the Pacific coast, I
found awaiting me your letter of March 31 requesting clarification of the mean
ing of certain language in my comments on the National Security Council given in
executive session before the Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery.
You are correct in your understanding that my use of the expression "the Pres
ident" meant "a President," or "any President." and not specifically the present
incumbent. I have made this same answer to Gordon Gray, special assistant to
the President, who made the same inquiry of me by telephone while I was in
California.
You will recall that, in my opening statement, I said (last sentence, p. 12, of the
subcommittee printed record, pt. 1) that "It should be clear, therefore, that
none of these observations is intended to be critical of any individuals or of opera
tional decisions." The few paragraphs I had written dealing with NSC were
excised from my public statement and were given in executive session in accord
ance, I am informed, with the terms of an understanding reached at the request
of the White House regarding the handling in executive session of questions
on NSC matters. The sentence quoted above naturally applies, as you rightly
understood, to all my testimony in ix>th open and executive sessions.
In view of the public interest shown in the subcommittee's hearings, it is not
surprising to find some agencies or individuals who feel that the shoe might fit.
I know of no way to keep them from trying it on for size.
With my thanks for your kind letter and cordial personal regards, I am,
Very sincerely yours,

Rohert A. Lovett.
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How To Make a Shoe Fit Ant Foot

(By Arthur Krock)

Washington, April 13.—Since Robert A. Lovett testified before Senator
Jackson's subcommittee several weeks ago, the impression has been growing
that he definitely subscribed to some of the harshest criticisms of President
Eisenhower and the National Security Council in their mutual relationship.
Some news dispatches and analyses of Lovett's testimony, and a Senate speech
by Senator Fulbright, are important sources of this public understanding.
The chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee concluded that the former
Secretary of Defense "indicated that the President (meaning Eisenhower) leads
a dangerously sheltered life as Chief Executive." Also, that Lovett "said » * »
the NSC protects Mr. Eisenhower from the debates that precede policy decisions."
The transcript of Lovett's testimony, both in open and executive session,
does not establish either of these conclusions, or the assumptions in the press
that when Lovett referred to "the" President, he always meant Eisenhower.
What the transcript does establish is this :
1. At the outset of his testimony Lovett stated a caveat. It was that his
remarks would be "based for the most part on notes made" during the Truman
administration, and that he intended "no direct reference to any individuals or
specific decisions."
2. But he did not regularly repeat this caveat. Therefore, when he answered,
and agreed with, questions about "NSC procedures" and "the President," so
phrased they could have been taken to apply to the Eisenhower tenure, it was
possible to assume that the witness replied in kind.
3. But close inspection of the transcript shows that the former Secretary of
Defense conceived he was discussing "a" President and the National Security
Council as an institution, and he has since said as much. Apparently he relied
on his opening caveat to prevent hypothetical exchanges in executive session
from being interpreted as applying specifically to Eisenhower and the current
procedures of the National Security Council.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

The following are such exchanges :
Mr. Jackson. Do you think the Security Council can operate effectively, as
it was designed originally, if you have a large number of participants?
Mr. Lovett. I would have very great doubts about its ability to operate in a
mass atmosphere. I think it would inhibit fair discussion * * * [and] be an
embarrassment as regards the vigor with which a man might want to defend
his position. I think it would limit the quality of the debate which the President
ought to hear.
Mr. Jackson. Xou do not necessarily lighten the load of the President by
bringing to him agreed-upon papers where no decision is involved, other than
to say, "We will go ahead with this." Don't you think there is confusion on
the point that there is a tendency to help the President, to lighten his load,
by trying to do his constitutional work for him?
Mr. Lovett. I think the President in his own protection must insist on being
informed and not merely protected by his aides [it being] a tendency of younger
assistant * * * to try to keep the bothersome problems away from the senior's
desk.
Probably it was because the witness did not steadily invoke his caveat, like
takers of the fifth amendment before racket inquiries, that many concluded
Lovett had conceded the points of criticism involved as currently applicable.
But if he fears that President Eisenhower's temperament, his military preference
for having issues intensely screened for him, and his awesome renown, inevitably
have diluted the essential concept and function of the National Security Council
in this administration, Lovett neither "said" nor "indicated" this. And the
National Security Council's statistical record—of the President in the chair at
90 percent of the National Security Council meetings, sharp debates in his
presence over fundamental differences in policy papers— refutes many assump
tions on which major criticisms are founded.

Senator Muskie. I do not think really that I could ask any questions
now that would cover the discussion of our subject any more pointedly
or specifically than it has been covered in General Cutler's testimony.
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I know that within our guidelines we are not permitted to inquire into
matters of substance. It seems to me that it is in this area that our
next concern would lie if we were permitted to ask questions. We
would be interested, of course, in the extent to which the important

in the extent to which, and the manner in which, priorities are assigned
to important policy matters, as disclosed by our long-range security
interests.
We would be interested in illustrations of the manner in which, the
effectiveness of which, and the speed with which newly announced
or revised policies are implemented at the operating levels of govern
ment.
General Cutler. I appreciate what you say. There is one point
that you mentioned that would not be inappropriate to speak of. You
spoke about the element of speed in the transmission of decisions.
It is sometimes said that the Council is not designed for rapid action.
I think it is hard for a body like the Council to act with rapidity.
And yet, during my experience, I can remember three instances where
(with a very short time to prepare material for the Council) because
of intervening events the Council acted very quickly. The Planning
Board had to work under great pressure, in some of these cases day
and night, in order to produce some very much shorter papers than
I would have ever preferred to have the Council act on.
Yet I have seen the Council take action within 2 or 3 days in matters
of extreme emergency. It can be done if it is the President's wish
to carry an urgent matter through the mechanism and not decide
it otherwise. It is difficult to get enough information and put it
together, and have it presented and studied and come to a decision,
but it can be done. To say that the Council is so slow and ponderous,
it can't act quickly, goes too far. I think perhaps it would be fairer
to say it isn't the most apt mechanism for quick action, but if quick
action is required I have seen it act in 3 or 4 days. Where it acted
with great rapidity, its policies were implemented very, very quickly.
Senator Muskie. Would you permit me to risk another question
since you have been kind enough to volunteer the comment on this?
General Cutler. I was talking about the question of speed in the
transmission of policies into action.
Senator Muskxe. Let me try to ask this general question, which
may have a specific application in your mind and mine, but I would
like to risk the question anyway.
If in the implementation of a major policy by an operating agency
the result in a specific instance is an incident which has an important
impact upon our world position in the eyes of the other nations, is the
machinery of the National Security Council so set up as to permit it
to take action with respect to (1) the handling of the immediate re
action of the U.S. Government to this incident and (2) revision of na
tional policy or of the national policy which resulted in the incident?
General Cutler. If the President of the United States were to de
cide that he wished to convene the Council to advise him on any mat
ter that affected the national security, he could do it. The Council
could be assembled and it could consider the matter, and it could ad
vise the President and he could take its advice or not take it
,

as he saw

questions We would be interested

fit.
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Senator Muskie. Is the relationship between the President and the
National Security Council such that it would be one of his first in
clinations to initiate such a consultation?
General Cutler. Well, the President has used the Council a great
deal. He likes this mechanism. But he may choose other mechanisms
or he may choose to decide it himself or in concert with some of his
trusted advisers. It really is what the President decides he wants to
do, I think. When I was special assistant, I suppose that I saw the
President four times a week, and we were in constant communication
with each other.
The relationship between the President and the Council through
his special assistant is very close. It has to be so.
Senator Muskie. Although this is not an operating agency, as you
have made very clear, at the same time it is an instrument that a Presi
dent might conceivably use as frequently as he might an operating
agency to serve different purposes. Is this one of his favorite instru
ments?
General Cutler. It is a policymaking instrument. It deals with
questions of policy and it wouldn't deal with operations or programs.
Senator Muskie. A President in a given day concerns himself
sometimes with operations and sometimes with policymaking, and
at times with tomorrow and long-range, and sometimes with yester
day. In connection with policymaking and in connection with the
relationship of policy to the day-to-day events, is it the President's
inclination to reach for the National Security Council as one of the
first instruments he uses to help him ?
I ask the question simply to get some impression of whether the
National Security Council is so flexible an instrument and so easy an
instrument to use that the President almost spontaneously and as a
first thought reaches for it

,

when he runs into a problem in the area
in which the National Security Council concerns itself.
General Cutler. I would think that the President, or this President,
would use the National Security Council as a convenient mechanism
in arriving at policy decisions. It meets every week. Sometimes

it meets twice a week. I don't think that I ever knew of it meeting
more frequently than twice a week. But it is a form of obtaining
advice on matters of national security which is very convenient. Peo
ple are accustomed to it and they have been doing it for 7 years now,
meeting together and discussing things. The Council is no longer a

lot of strangers meeting. I think the President considers the Na
tional Security Council a very useful mechanism. Yes; I do.
If he does not, I certainly wasted a lot of my life in serving him in
connection with it.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Muskie, and General Cutler,
once again, I want to express my appreciation to you in behalf of the
committee for coming here this afternoon. I have a lot more questions
but due to the lateness of the hour and another witness waiting, I

think that we will terminate now unless there happens to be any other
comments.
Senator Muskie. I would like to express my appreciation also.
General Cutler. I think the witness should be allowed to express
his appreciation to the subcommittee. This is the seventh different
congressional committee I have appeared before, and I have never
been treated with more consideration.
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Senator Jackson. Your approach to this entire matter, I think,
accounts for that, and we are grateful to you for your help. Thank
you.
Mr. Dillon Anderson, our second witness today, served as Special
Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs in 1955 and
1956. He was a member of our delegation to the Geneva Summit
Conference in 1955. Since his return to the practice of law in Hou
ston, he has served as a consultant to the National Security Council.
Mr. Anderson, because of your experience with the National
Security Council, we are particularly pleased that you could be with
us today and give us the benefit of your counsel.I take it that you do not have a prepared statement, but you may
proceed in any way that you see fit. If you desire to make an open
ing statement, then we will ask some questions.

STATEMENT OF DILLON ANDERSON, FORMERLY SPECIAL ASSIST
ANT TO THE PRESIDENT FOR NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS

Mr. Anderson. Thank you. Senator.
I began my acquaintance with the National Security Council and its
functioning under President Eisenhower in March of 1953 as one of
seven civilian consultants who were brought in, in the early days of
his administration, exposed to rather intensive briefings in the several
departments, and then invited to sit with the Council in some rather
lengthy meetings that were held in those days.
Then and thereafter, for particular matters, I came in as one of
smaller groups, as a civilian consultant to deal with particular sub
jects. Then, as you have indicated, I came full time for some 2 years
or a little less and succeeded General Cutler, who, in turn, succeeded
me when I went back to Texas in 1956.
Since that time I have come back in the capacity of consultant
from time to time, and I am at the present time a consultant subject
to call without compensation.
These exposures represent such qualifications as I might have to be
of any assistance to this subcommittee. I hope that I can be.
I come pursuant to an invitation of the chairman of the subcom
mittee, voluntarily and in the hope that as to any questions that
remain in your minds about our procedures after having heard Gen
eral Cutler fully this afternoon, I can help deal with them.I do not have a prepared statement, and I think perhaps some ex
planation of that may be in order. I was in Washington in another
connection, and you were good enough to let me fit this appearance
in with my being here to attend the annual meeting of the American
Law Institute.
Senator Jackson. I hasten to add it is not necessary to have a
prepared statement.
Mr. Anderson. I come emptyhanded except in this one respect :
When I learned that I would be appearing I got in touch with General
Cutler and I learned that he planned to prepare a statement and sub
mit it. He showed it to me in draft, and I went over it with him and
I had a few suggestions to make, mostly by way of amplification of
aspects of it where I thought an additional explanation or word might
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be in order, and I can say, if it will be a helpful predicate for my fur
ther statements or for the questions, that I concur in his statement as
to the methods and techniques that were employed in the Council
mechanism during the time I was there.
So I would like simply to adopt that statement.
This committee has been kind enough to include my article in the
Atlantic Monthly in j^our printed document, "Selected Materiels," and
if I can use those as statements, I would be glad to answer questions.
Senator Jackson. That is very good. The first question I wanted
to ask is this : Do you feel it desirable for the NSC to concentrate its
energies on a relatively small number of critical or key issues as op
posed to getting into a large quantity of issues that are of less
significance?
Mr. Anderson. I do.
Senator Jackson. Otherwise the mechanism itself will not be used
to its full advantage. There is always a danger, is there not, that
with an important advisory body such as the NSC, people will want to
introduce issues that may be their own pets, so to speak, and obtain
the NSC blessing?
Mr. Anderson. I think this is responsive to say that a highly selec
tive process would be the key to success of such a mechanism. These
Cabinet ministers and other participants in the NSC deliberations are
very busy men. The time that can be given to each duty is limited,
and if you fill the NSC with a plethora of all sorts of things it would
dilute the time that would be required for the vital and essential and
important policy decisions.
Is that responsive to your question ?
Senator Jackson. Yes.
Did you find during the time that you served, and since if you
served as a consultant and if you know, that the present setup of the
NSC is such that they have the necessary means of identifying the
critical issues and taking action on them in time ?
Mr. Anderson. This is an important part of the work that falls
upon the President for whose benefit this function takes place in the
exercise of his constitutional responsibilities. It is an important part
of the service of the special assistant, to assist him in the formulation
of the agenda of these meetings.
I am compelled to say I don't think of any techniques or organiza
tional procedures that I would suggest better to do the job, although
I am certainly not prepared to say that there might not be a way in
which it might not be improved.
Senator Jackson. But you certainly recognize, I take it, the im
portance of concentrating on the significant and the big issues.
Mr. Anderson. I do believe in that, and I believe it is essential.
Senator Jackson. If it concentrates on the big issues the NSC will
be plenty busy regardless of the less significant ones.
Mr. Anderson. I would certainly agree to that.
Senator Jackson. Now, inasmuch as several of the Cabinet officers
serve on the NSC, I wanted to ask this question :

Did you find it possible for the Cabinet officers to come in properly
informed on the matter that would be on the agenda, or would they
have to rely on their assistants to really get into the discussion, shall
we say?
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Mr. Anderson. I don't think that those two things are mutually
exclusive, Senator. I am sure that in their preparation for the meet
ings they did rely upon these assistants, although these are things that
took place within the departments.
Senator Jackson. I don't mean that. Naturally it is impossible to
know everything that is going on unless you are properly advised
within your own department, but when they came to the NSC were
they well prepared ? I ask this question without regard to what ad
ministration it is. It is our system of government which is so com
plex. Do you think that it is possible for Cabinet officers, with all
of the responsibilities they have within their own departments, to
come to the NSC table and really have the necessary information
themselves ?
Mr. Anderson. Do I think it is possible for them to be advised on
the subjects that are coming up ?
Senator Jackson. Yes. And did you find that they were ade
quately briefed when they would come in?
Mr. Anderson. Well, this calls for a recollection, of course, of par
ticular meetings and particular participants in Council affairs, during
the time I was participating in those meetings as the President's
special assistant.
I don't want to comment on whether it is possible or practicable for
these Cabinet participants to do all of their other duties and, at the
same time, become apprised of the issues that were before the Council
at its meetings for their discussion where the President would have a
decision to make.
I had the impression that the system that we used was working.
Let me elaborate. In the development of a Council paper, looking
toward its being dealt with on the agenda on a certain future date,
2 or 3 or 4 weeks hence, we depended, as the papers matured toward
that point of action, upon there being some reflection by the Planning
Board member—the Assistant-Secretary-level fellow who sat in our
meetings —of the viewpoint of his principal. We depended upon his
drawing from his chief his views, particularly where there were issues
that that would have to be resolved. We knew they would have to be
decided by the President in the Council itself.
I will put it this way : I think it is essential for it to work, for the
man who represents his Secretary on the Planning Board to be able
to reflect roughly his views on the issues as they emerge in these dis
cussions, in the Planning Board first. I think it worked.
Senator Jackson. At least you don't have any suggestions as to
change in procedures or briefing and so on before a Cabinet officer
comes to the Council meeting ? For your purpose I assume that you
have to rely on the information being given to him within the depart
ment and his representative on the Planning Board.
Mr. Anderson. Yes.
Senator Jackson. I have been concerned with any thoughts that you
might have to make improvements in this area so that the Cabinet
member could participate as effectively as possible by having maximum
understanding of a jriven subject at the time of the Council meeting.
Mr. Anderson. Well, I don't think of anything that in the form of
legislation would reach into the departments and cause that process
to be improved.
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Senator Jackson. I did not particularly have in mind legislation.
Mr. Anderson. I assume that that is one possibility. I don't think
of anything by way of legislation that would reach into the depart
ments and improve that process or bring closer the man who speaks
for his principal in the Planning Board, and the man who later, as the
member of the Council, expresses the views of that department. Of
course, I suppose in any administration there will be perhaps a closer
relation between the Planning Board representative and his principal
in one department, and not so close in another. There it depends on
the people who are administering this thing.
By and large, I thought in my time it worked. We had a pretty
sound indication in Planning Board sessions of the ultimate views to
be taken by the Council member when he came into the Council. It is
essential to have that indication, I think, for it to work smoothly.
Senator Jackson. Now, if I might turn to this question of the rela
tion of the budgetary process to the functioning of the NSC, there has
been some expression of opinion in the past that the NSC process and
the budgetary process operate in separate areas. In other words,
there is the feeling that the NSC may agree to a certain program or
a certain policy and then it could be vetoed by the budgetary process.
Do you think that there is anything that can or should be done to more
closely relate the NSC process to the budgetary process ?
Mr. Anderson. Well, during the time of my acquaintance with this
work we undertook by specific procedures to facilitate these proc
esses. I think it became clear that the adoption of a policy, in relation
to an area or to a country or to a subject, could better be digested if
some indication accompanied the proposed policy of what it would cost.
Senator Jackson. A price tag, you mean, of course.
Mr. Anderson. Yes, even though it could be no more than order-of -
magnitude figures. We thought that that facilitated the performance
of the policy formulation and the budgetary process, both of which of
course do take place in the sameWhite House.
Senator Jackson. Did you run into situations where you had im
portant NSC undertakings that had been approved by the President
for implementation, and then the budgetary process ran counter to
them or you had difficulty getting budgetary approval, or you had
difficulty getting a given project funded ?
Mr. Anderson. No ; I don't have in mind a specific case of that.
We were mindful, of course, as these policy papers matured that
many of them had budgetary implications just Deneath the surface.
And we assumed—and I believe it to be true—that in the settling of
the budget, within the President's Office, these policy papers were
taken into account. But it was what I would call a parallel function,
and each had its relation to the other, but with the President presid
ing over the Council and making the Council decisions in this area,
and the Director of the Bureau of the Budget carrying out the other
function for the President.
We assumed that they were coordinated, and I think that they were,
and I can't say that I know of one where a particular policy was
frustrated by budgetary decisions.
Senator Jackson. Can I put it another way :
When a given NSC policy was agreed upon and all of the appro
priate action taken so that it became definite policy, could the Bureau
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of the Budget or any particular part of the budgetary process negate
that? When the NSC policy was agreed upon with the President
and approved by the President, was this tantamount to a directive to
the Bureau of the Budget that this program would go forward and
was indeed a part of the President's program ?
Do I make myself clear ?
Mr. Anderson. You do. And you used the expression "approved
by the President," which might mean that it was served up.
The President does the deciding. So to clear up that point might
be helpful.
Senator Jackson. After there had been debate and discussion and
the matter was worked out and he made his decision, and then the
papers were prepared and he approves the decision as written down ?
Mr. Anderson. He approves the paper which reflects his decision
on that matter.
Senator Jackson. "When that occurred did that automatically sig
nal the Bureau of the Budget that this program was now to be car
ried out financially? Or do the Departments that are carrying out
a given policy—let us say it is Defense —have to go through a long
hassle with the Bureau of the Budget to get the money or to get the
appropriate recommendation to the Congress ?
Mr. Anderson. Well, I would assume so, of course, because in ihe
first place the decision in the Council is not a decision by the Bureau
or the Director. But the Director of the Bureau of the Budget is
there in Council meetings and he knows of action taken there. The
Bureau of the Budget is always represented by its Director in the
Council.
Senator Jackson. Does the directive go to the Director of the Bu
reau of the Budget at the time
Mr. Anderson. No.
Senator Jackson (continuing). That the policy is approved by the
President?
Mr. Anderson. No, the directives emanating from the Council do
not go there for implementation.
Senator Jackson. But, once approved by the President, the Bu
reau of the Budget is advised at that time ?
Mr. Anderson. The record of action he gets immediately after ap
proval by the President.
Senator Jackson. The President's decision ?
Mr. Anderson. It goes to every member of the Council.
Senator Jackson. But the Director of the Bureau of the Budget
is not a member of the Council ?
Mr. Anderson. It goes to every participant, and it goes to him
as well as to others.
Senator Jackson. It is assumed that he is to carry that out.
Mr. Anderson. Although this doesn't mean that the Council sub
stitutes for the Bureau of the Budget, but there is knowledge and
consistency there between the President's action and these two par
ticular contexts.
Senator Jackson. Did you feel that the NSC had sufficient author
ity by directive and otherwise to coordinate with the departments in
volved in critical undertakings so that when something did happen
they could avoid the danger of a department going off on its own
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unilaterally without the information being brought up to the top
level so that it would be available when and if the President wanted
the advice of the NSC?
Mr. Anderson. It sounds as if you are talking more about the
function of the OCB.
Senator Jackson. When I mention the NSC I am referring to the
subordinate agencies, and the OCB as a part of the NSC.
Mr. Anderson. It is a part of the structure like the planning board
is ; it is a part of the supporting structure, the OCB.
Your question again is what f
Senator Jackson. The question is as to the NSC-OCB structure
during the time you served. Did you feel that they had adequate
authority to coordinate with the departments matters relating to criti
cal and important undertakings so as to avoid the danger, in the event
of some situation arising, that a given department might go off on its
own, so to speak, unilaterally without having this important informa
tion or development brought up through the NSC structure as rapidly
as possible so that the NSC or OCB complex would be in a position
to advise the President without delay should he desire the advice?
Mr. Anderson. Well, the critical part of that question, as I under
stand it

,
is whether there was adequately authority to insure that

these things that you have described would or would not happen.
Of course, there is adequate authority, and it is in the President.
There is full authority, and that is in the President.
Senator Jackson. Were there adequate directives from the Presi
dent to make it possible for you to carry it out ? I realize the Presi
dent constitutionally has the authority.
Mr. Anderson. There reposes the full authority.
The thing, I think, where we are not quite in gear between what you
are asking about and what I am thinking, is that the President's ac
tion, whether through the directives that are called NSC directives
(i.e. through the Council) or otherwise, is always the action of the
President. The Council is there to assist him, and the OCB is there
to assist him in coordination of the things that are done by the de
partments, to carry out the policy directives.
Now that may not be a very satisfactory answer.
Senator Jackson. Your answer is in the affirmative, I take it from
what you say, that there was that coordination.
Mr. Anderson. Well? I think I would prefer to state it as I did, asI understood your question.
Senator Muskie. Let me ask you this :

The effectiveness of these procedures has a bearing, I suppose, in
part, on the comprehensiveness of the considerations that the National
Security Council takes. I am a little curious as to how comprehen
sive these policy discussions are. I suppose that geographically you
cover the globe.
How comprehensive are they militarily ? Do you get into the de
tails of weapons systems and the size of the Army and the National
Guard, and do you get down into the question of the extent of con
ventional weapons and their modernization, and do you get into that
kind of detail in your considerations of security ?

Mr. Anderson. I think that the best answer to that can be made
by backing up a little bit and saying that there are always these two
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considerations : one is the desire to keep the size of the subjects down,
as Senator Jackson pointed out in the beginning, to those which are
essential. Those are essential policy matters. On the other hand,
there is the need to try to cover those points which could involve
policy but which might not at first blush appear to involve major
policy issues.
The identification of subjects which do obviously or might possibly
involve major policy is quite a task and function within the operation
of the Council mechanism. As Senator Jackson pointed out, if you
have a plethora of subjects through the Council with a great num
ber of papers, then you would dilute the time and the energies and the
attention of these busy people. So the object always is to strike
somewhere a happy medium and to include the major ones but not
to cover the waterfront.
Senator Muskie. I would suppose that geographical areas within
which the Soviet Union might be tempted to play with nuclear black
mail, so-called, would be an important security problem. Involved
in possible solutions of this problem are weapons systems, particularly
the emphasis that should be placed upon conventional weapons or
tactical nuclear weapons, the size of conventional service forces and
the size of the Army and so on.
Here you have a combination of a very difficult security problem
and the means necessary to cope with it. Does the Council deal with
such a problem across such a range ?
Mr. Anderson. Well, you have talked about geographical areas
and you have talked about weapons systems.
Senator Muskie. In particular, geographical areas where the nu
clear blackmail problem is likely to exist.
Mr. Anderson. I think it is only fair to say that you couldn't
have papers relating to every country in the world, with the frag
mentation of countries, and you might take up all of your time on
countries. There are other subjects involving major national security
policy that might go begging.
The development of the Council subjects has in some instances,
where there is a critical country, related to a particular country. In
some instances it relates to a whole geographical area where there
would be a great deal in common from our viewpoint as we see it
between the several countries, and one viewpoint generally from our
standpoint would be virtually the same as to several countries.
There are papers which involve particular subjects without regard
to geography. Bear in mind that the national security in all of its
phases includes, for example, internal security as well as extenal se
curity. So, in these fields, it is necessary that there be developed,
from time to time if conditions warrant it, change in our stance or
our attitude of policy toward these matters.
The spectrum of national security being a wide one, the best way
to tackle it appears to be to recognize issues and alternatives in rela
tion to areas, countries, and subjects.
So, roughly, it is broken down in that way. Obviously, some types
of weapons developments in such a world as we occupy now involve
major expenditures and major decisions, and in some instances, let us
say, elimination of other approaches to weapons. Where they do
reach this magnitude, then there is a recognizable policy decision that
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emerges, and proposals come to the Council from the heads of the
several departments for policy decisions in these respects.
This is one of the most prolific sources of policy proposals to the
Council which originate in various ways, but which perhaps has its
most prolific source in the departments.
Senator Muskie. Let me ask you this question :
For example, a controversial policy decision in this area is the
reduction in the Army and in the National Guard? as to which the
President and some in the Congress have taken different points of
view. Is this a policy decision which might have been considered by
the National Security Council ?
Mr. Anderson. Well, isn't this getting into substantive matters,
the size of the National Guard ?
Senator Muskie. Well, I tried to stay away from that.
Mr. Anderson. I feel awkward in talking about it.
I think it might be helpful to say that whether it involved the
National Guard or whether it involved something in the field of
weapons systems or otherwise, whether it involved an administra
tion proposal to the Congress and in the judgment of the President
it was a matter with major effect upon our national security posture,
it would not come to the Congress until it had had the treatment that
he gets from the subject by the discussion back and forth among the
members of the Council.
Senator Muskie. That is fine and that answers my question. I
would like to follow it up with one more, to get a broader picture.
This business of nuclear blackmail, it seems to me, involves such
questions as the size of the Army, the size of the National Guard, the
extent to which we should modernize conventional weapons, and so
on, and then it seems to me that it also involves the question of sus
pension of nuclear tests, because in this area of nuclear blackmail
you certainly have to give consideration to the possibility of using
tactical nuclear weapons instead of the long-range strategic weapons.
So there are many pieces to this one policy problem. The ques
tion that I am asking is whether or not this total problem in ail of
these aspects is considered in these policy papers and by the Council
at one time. I am using this simply for purposes of illustration and
not to get any information as to what the Council may have done
with respect to this particular problem.
Mr. Anderson. Senator, I think that I can answer you in two
ways, and both I think are responsive to the question.
Obviously, not at every meeting of the Council could there be a con
sideration of all of these things, because there are other subjects that
are quite weighty which come to the Council which maybe involve
none of these things. But where you feel that they are interrelated—
and that, I take it, is your point— and you feel they are interrelated,
and you have named several specific substantive matters, then cer
tainly, if I were there today, I would recommend to the President
that the interrelated aspects which you have described would be very
rich material, ripe material for consideration in a Council paper.
There he would have the benefit of the departments' judgments first
in the crucible of the Planning Board before a paper came to him,
which may or may not involve splits or differences between the de
partments, all of which are argued out vigorously before he makes
his decision.
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If you are coming to an important aspect of it, there is the inclu
sion on the agenda of the Council not only of particular subjects but
the relation between several which should be considered together.I think that we are staying within the guidelines and you are not
getting into substantive matters, and I said to you I don't know all of
the subjects that have been considered by the Council, and I have
only dealt with the ones where I have been called in in recent years.
But, if I were recommending today to the President, I would recom
mend that things that are so interrelated as you have just discussed
would be considered together.
Senator Muskxe. I asked the question because, as I understand
the procedure, ideas are more likely to come from within depart
ments and, from them, through the Planning Board to the Security
Council. I wondered whether this procedure resulted in a fragmenta
tion of problems rather than a tendency to interrelate them.
Mr. Anderson. I think that is a good question, and I can see how,
viewed objectively, this possibility would occur to you.
Once each year, as you know, the whole ball of wax is dealt with ;

though this is not the only technique by which these possibly conflict
ing avenues might be brought out on the table. But once a year there

is a basic paper which gets long and elaborate treatment.I don't believe that fragmentation, that is the focusing, as I under
stand it

,

on one thing to the exclusion of something that might be
inconsistent that is coming up next week— I don't believe that such
fragmentation occurs. I don't think it is a weakness of the mecha
nism.
This would presume that only the department which brought a

¥aper
or a proposed paper to the Council would be heard that day.

his is not the case. When they meet they are all there. What was
done last week or the week before or last year, if these are alert peo
ple and I think they are, people who come in each administration
to the top of these departments, I don't think that it is consistent with
the even running of a department that you would go off this way
today, and next week go off that way.
Certainly, if there is an inconsistency, it would disclose itself, and
quickly.
Senator Mtjskie. To what extent are these policy papers, which are
prepared by the Planning Board, revised by the Council and by the
President? To what extent is there a pattern, not of automatic
approval but a pattern of approval of policy papers prepared by the
Planning Board ?

Mr. Anderson. Very substantially where there are issues that de
velop, there are some portions of the papers which are necessary for
a rounded document but which do not involve alternative issues, or,
rather, they state some things which are self-evident.
Senator Muskie. They are either accepted or rejected?
Mr. Anderson. I am talking about some portions of the paper
which are obvious but included because a rounded paper would not
be rounded out without them. But when issues arise, if the special
assistant and the Planning Board do a job that is good, in the rather
lengthy sessions that we have had three times a week, we will identify
and try to reduce to its simplest terms what the basic issue is.
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Sometimes the issues which appear to be true issues become illusory
on exploration between the departments, but where there is a basic
disagreement between the departments as to what alternatives should
be adopted, then we undertake to define that in what we call a split
paper. There may be two views and there may be three views, ana if
we do our work well in the Planning Board, then the special assistant
goes to the President? which, as you know, is a part of our function,
to bring to his attention what is coming up at the forthcoming meet
ing. Then he will be apprised in advance of what the issue will be.
Then the advocacy of the several department heads of their particu
lar viewpoint, as to what our policy should be, is considered quite vig
orously. At the end of this process, unless there are some questions
where the answers are not forthcoming—in which event somebody has
not done his homework—and the special assistant has failed maybe in
his responsibility to brief the President, or if a question is raised by
the President for which there is not an answer—then that would have
to go back, and the paper would have to come off the agenda. I must
say that that happens pretty infrequently because I think that the
Planning Board iob that is being done or was being done and started
by General Cutler was a thorough job.
But at the end of these exchanges by the Council members it is up
to the President to make his decision.
Senator Mtjskie. Recognizing that the decision is

, of course, the
President's, the policy that ultimately emerges has been pretty well
framed by the Planning Board before it is presented to the National
Security Council ?

Mr. Anderson. I am saying that the Planning Board has identified
the several alternatives and has identified the areas of disagreement,
and from those several alternatives the President decides which one
will be followed.
Senator Mttskie. Well, does the Planning Board recommend as be
tween alternatives ?

Mr. Anderson. No.
Senator Mttskie. It just presents alternatives.
Mr. Anderson. That is right.
Senator Mttskie. I have one further question, and, although I am
tempted to continue, I will desist with this one unless your answer
suggests a couple of others to follow up.
Are the policies which channel through the National Security
Council the policies which actually control our activities in the security
field?
Mr. Anderson. I would say "yes" to that.
Senator Mttskie. Is that completely ?

Mr. Anderson. Well, the effort, I am sure, is to identify those poli
cies which affect our national security. The effort is made to bring
them to decision in the presence of the Council. That is the objective.
That I understand to be the spirit and meaning of the act. And the
extent to which there is saturation dealing with these matters of the
Council depends upon the will and the methods of the particular
President who has this great responsibility under the Constitution.
During the time I saw it I would say that it seemed to me to be pretty
close to saturation covering those important matters that affect our
national security.
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My impression from the history of it and from the knowledge, from
reading as to the way it was used, it was not used as intensively or as
comprehensively prior to President Eisenhower's inauguration as the
system which is now in operation.
Senator Muskie. I think that that is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Pendleton. I have one question, Mr. Anderson.
You indicated that you favored the operation of the NSC on the
basis of a limited agenda or a small number of issues. Do you feel
that the NSC made progress in that direction during the time you
were working with it?
Mr. Anderson. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Thank you very much, Mr. Anderson. We are
very grateful to you for taking some time out in your busy schedule
to come up and give us the benefit of your views growing out of your
service as a Special Assistant to the President for National Security
Affairs, and also as a consultant to the National Security Council.
Mr. Anderson. I am grateful to you for giving me the opportunity
to speak before you, and thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Thank you.
We will adjourn at this time.
(Whereupon, at 6:20 p.m., the committee adjourned.)

X
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THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL AND THE
DEPARTMENTS OF STATE AND DEFENSE

THURSDAY, JUNE 2, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 :05 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 4200,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman or
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Jackson, Humphrey, Mundt, and Javits.
Also present : Senators Robertson and Bush.
Staff members present : J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy Fos-
dick, Grenville Garside, Howard E. Haugerud, Brewster C. Denny,
and Richard S. Page, professional staff members; and Edmund E.
Pendleton, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The committee will come to order.
The Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery continues today
its hearings on the critical problems of policymaking at the highest
level, including the National Security Council and the coordination
between the Departments of State and Defense.
Our purpose continues to be, first, to determine the adequacy of the
machinery for policymaking and policy planning in the vital and in
divisible fields of national defense and foreign policy ; second, to assess
the effectiveness of the means available to the executive branch for
coordination of policy implementation ; and third, to make constructive
recommendations for improvement.
The committee last week heard testimony from George F. Kennan,
former Ambassador to the Soviet Union and first director of the State
Department Policy Planning Staff.
In the weeks ahead the committee will continue to examine these
important problems of high-level policy formulation and coordina
tion. Among the witnesses who have agreed to appear in the next 2
weeks are the Secretary of State, Mr. Herter, and the Secretary of
Defense, Mr. Gates.
Public attention, since the failure of the summit, has been centered
upon more than the causes and consequences of that failure. Recent
events have also focused attention upon procedures for policy deter
mination and execution throughout the complex structure of depart
ments and agencies concerned with the national security program.
There has also been increased interest in coordination of policy be
tween the United States and its allies.

619
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Our witness today has had a long and varied experience in the de
velopment of U.S. foreign policy with respect to our relations with
our allies, with the Soviet Union, and in the foreign aid field.
The subcommittee is

,

indeed, pleased to welcome here today former
Gov. W. Averell Harriman. Governor Harriman had the unique ex
perience of serving as U.S. Ambassador to both the Soviet Union and
Great Britain. In addition to serving in these two diplomatic posts,
he was from 1946 to 1953 Secretary of Commerce, head of the Marshall
plan in Europe, special assistant to the President, and Director of the
Mutual Security Agency program. He was Governor of New York
from 1955 to 1959.
As is known, we have agreed with the President that testimony by
present or former Government officials who served on the National
Security Council or its subordinate bodies regarding the Council and
the subordinate machinery will be taken first in executive session.
Governor, I believe you have received a copy of the guidelines in that
regard.
We are most pleased to have you with us today and to welcome you
to this committee. I believe you have a prepared statement. You
may, therefore, proceed in your own way.
Senator Javits. Mr. Chairman, before the Governor proceeds, may

I say a word ?

Senator Jackson. Certainly.
Senator Javits. I, too, would like to welcome the former Governor
of my State with whom I served as attorney general when he was
Governor— I was his lawyer—and with whom I had a very happy
relationship, personally, though Ave may not have agreed politically.

I am glad that he is here today. I am sure he can make a. contribution
to this very important subject.

I might say, too, Mr. Chairman, that if there is any failure demon
strated by recent events I think it is the failure in the proper ma
chinery of our Government to meet a modern, streamlined struggle
between the two superpowers, and, therefore, I believe that what this
committee is doing under the most able and distinguished chairman
ship of Senator Jackson may well prove to be the biggest benefit
that we get out of the difficulties we have had, because difficulties are
most important with a great country like our own when they teach
us how to do our job of peace leadership better.

I, too, am glad to have Governor Harriman here.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me this brief statement.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Javits.
We on this committee, of course, have been concerned now for al
most a year since our studies were undertaken to really get at what

I think is the heart of our problem ; namely, the adequacy of our ma
chinery and coordination of that machinery effectively to carry out
policy. The U-2 affair is merely, as far as we are concerned, an inci
dent in this problem.
We hope that as a result of these hearings we can come up with con
structive recommendations, constructive suggestions that will make

it possible for a free society not just to compete with, but to out-
compete a totalitarian society.
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This is our objective. We have tried, Governor, to make it objective,
scholarly, and nonpartisan. This we will continue to do in the inter
est of coming up with constructive solutions.
Governor Harriman, we are, again, happy to welcome you.
Senator Robertson. Mr. Chairman, I wish to join with my col
league from New York in welcoming an old friend to this committee.
As a member of the Senate Appropriations Committee, I, of course,
am very much interested in what is involved in the problem of de
fense, the prospects of a total war, disarmament, and so forth. I
do not know of anybody in our country who has had a wider ex
perience than the former distinguished Governor of New York, Mr.
Harriman. I am sure he is bringing to us today a worthwhile mes
sage. I only regret that we have the mutual security bill pending
before our subcommittee and I have to leave before the completion
of the testimony. But I wanted to receive a copy of the testimony and
also to have this opportunity to welcome him.
Senator Jackson. I do not know of anyone who has had a greater
experience during the critical period with policy decisions and with
coordination at the highest level of the Government than our witness
today.
I should have added in my opening statement, and I believe I am
correct in stating, that the then-Ambassador Harriman was the first
to detect the Soviet change in policy toward the West in 1944. It was
months later that the break actually occurred. But it was the mes
sages that Governor Harriman had sent to our Government that laid
the groundwork for our understanding of the long-drawn-out cold
war to follow. We are, indeed, fortunate to have him as a witness.

STATEMENT OF HON. W. AVEEELL HARRIMAN, FORMERLY AMBAS
SADOR TO RUSSIA AND GREAT BRITAIN, SECRETARY OF COM
MERCE, MARSHALL PLAN AMBASSADOR IN EUROPE, SPECIAL
ASSISTANT TO PRESIDENT TRUMAN, DIRECTOR OF THE MUTUAL
SECURITY AGENCY, AND FORMER GOVERNOR OF NEW YORK

Mr. Harriman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, my own State's Senator,
Senator Javits, and my old friend, Senator Robertson.
I appreciate very greatly the opportunity to appear before you this
morning. This subject that you are dealing with is certainly very
current in its importance. There have been lots of mistakes made,
not just this one we are now dealing with over the U-2 incident, but
over the years ; and the coordination of our policy both between the
administration and the Congress and within the administration is of
vital importance.
We are engaged in a very, very long struggle, as you have indicated.
It is a worldwide struggle. It is not just between us and the Soviet
Union, but between the forces of democracy and communism. The
Kremlin has in recent years called it peaceful coexistence. I think I
spoke of it first as competitive coexistence, but whatever one calls it
we are engaged in an all-out competitive life. It covers not only the
military and political but also the economic and ideological fields.
Therefore, we are in it for a long, long time, until such time as we see
a more peaceful world ahead, not just the absence of hostilities, but
also good will among nations.
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I believe we can attain that if our country and our Government
functions in the manner which takes advantage of the opportunity
and the responsibility we have.
Therefore, I congratulate, if I may, your subcommittee and your
chairman for undertaking this nonpartisan study of how our Govern
ment should best organize to formulate and execute national security
policy.
I want to underline again that not only the military and political
but also almost all functions of our Government have a bearing on
the international scene.
It is of course true that governmental policies are made by living
men and not some inanimate abstraction called "governmental ma
chinery." But it is also true that our policymakers can be greatly
helped, or hindered, by the manner in which we organize human talent
to bear upon the policymaking process.
Therefore, I find myself in agreement with your subcommittee's
interim report, and I want to congratulate you and the staff, if I may,
on this most enlightening report. I particularly find myself in agree
ment when it says that—

Good national security policy requires both good policymakers and good policy
machinery. One cannot be divorced from the other.

I also agree with your subcommittee's insistence upon organizational
flexibility. Each President has his own work style, and each will,
therefore, wish to organize his office differently. Of course, the same
is true of cabinet members and other officials within the Government.
A type of organization admirably suited for one person may simply
not work for another, although the function must be performed either
by the head of an organization or by somebody within it.
Finally, I agree with your subcommittee in its warning against
confusing paper organizational charts with the realities of the policy
process. The real problem is not how to set up boxes on organization
charts ; it is to make sure that the right men are assigned to the right
posts, and that they spend their time grappling with the right
problems.
I have read the testimony of Kobert A. Lovett, my former colleague
both in government and in business over a lifetime. He has answered
many of the specific questions raised in the committee's interim report.
I find myself in substantial agreement with his statement and there
fore will not attempt to cover the ground he has so effectively dealt
with, and I would like to associate myself with many of the things
that he said.
Your review covers a whole function of government. Therefore,
I have selected only a few problems and a relatively small aspect of
government with which to deal. If I attempted to cover the whole
field, I am afraid your indulgence would not permit the time for me
to deal with it.
With these preliminary remarks, I would like to turn to certain
problems which I believe are of interest to your subcommittee. The
full range of questions you have been exploring obviously transcends
the knowledge of any one person, and my remarks will be confined
to those areas where my background and experience may make my
observations of some possible value.
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THE WHITE HOUSE STAFF

The first one that I touch on is the White House staff.
I was Special Assistant to the President during the early period
of the Korean war, and in my posts as Ambassador and Secretary
of Commerce, as well as Director for Mutual Security, I had an oppor
tunity to observe some of the immense problems of organization faced
by any American President.
Some students of public administration, I gather, have been favor
ing the establishment of large policymaking staffs at the White House
level. When I speak of the White House staff I speak of all the
agencies that work within the White House or directly under the
President. But such a move, in my opinion, would be a mistake.
Insofar as possible, the place for policymaking should be concen
trated within the departments. The departments are on the firing
line of planning and policymaking; they include specialized skills;
they have the invaluable advantage of intimate day-to-day contact
with operating problems. In contrast, those working in the White
House have largely second-hand information. Any effort to do de
tailed planning in the White House therefore inevitably runs the
danger of resulting in what one might call ivory tower policies.
The true worth of the President's staff is found in another direction.
Its real job must be to coordinate departmental positions, and that
is to bring together those policies which supplement each other and
to compose differences, where they can be composed by bringing people
together, and then to lay bare any conflicts which cannot be resolved.
I cannot emphasize too strongly my feeling that the President
must be made aware of such conflicts as exist between the depart
ments' thinking. These must be presented to him in sufficient detail
to permit him to understand the true issues in deciding between de
partmental views after discussions with the senior officers involved.
Any attempt to solve sharp differences of opinion short of the Presi
dent on a staff level can only lead to the lowest common denominator
solutions and, in most cases, it will, therefore, evade the real issues.
The staff can present a paper, but it can be meaningless if there is
no basic agreement.

THE SECRETARY OF STATE HIS RESPONSIBILITY AND BURDENS

The Secretary of State must have the senior position in the Presi
dent's councils on all matters relating to foreign policy. That gives
him a right, I think, to talk about anything even including our agri
cultural policies, anything that relates to our national defense. He
should have the right to express himself, if he cares to, on such matters
as the adequacy of defense programs or any other policy which affects
our foreign affairs, But this should be his right, not an obligation.
He has already a tremendous job, and he should not be further un
necessarily burdened with additional responsibility.
It is vital that the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense,
and that may be true, also, of other Cabinet officers, but particularly
between these two departments, should have constant personal com
munication with each other. This is something I know about. If the
Secretary of Defense and Secretary of State have close understanding
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of each other and are men who can work together, our national in
terests are furthered, and I would recommend to any President to
make sure when he selects his Secretary of State and Secretary of De
fense that the two men are of such temperament they can work to
gether and are ready to subordinate personalities for the common
good.
It is equally important that the staff members of their two depart
ments talk together and work together. I have seen times when they
did work together, and I have seen times when they did not work
together.
Senior policymakers in the State Department should have direct
personal access to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Planners in one depart
ment should have continuous cross-contact with their counterparts in
the other department, so that when points of view of each department
are being considered they can be brought to bear upon the problems
before the departmental position is taken. It should be provided that
any groups working in the State Department or Defense Depart
ment on policies should have the privilege of calling upon their op
posite numbers for advice during the formative period of
policymaking.
This is something, Mr. Chairman, that I know about and I have
seen the times when they were not permitted to do that, and we have
run into difficulties ; and at other times when they were permitted to
do so it was then far easier for the departments to come to agreement
and also for the President to reach decisions.
The burdens of the Secretary of State are, of course, enormous. His
first responsibility under our Constitution is to advise the President
on foreign policy. In addition, he bears a major responsibility for
organizing the Department of State. It is not fair to expect him to do
that himself. He should have an assistant who makes that his first
duty. He is expected to attend top level international meetings, which
are occurring with greater and greater frequency throughout the
world. Finally, he is called upon to testify before many committees
on the Hill. These are not all of his responsibilities, but they are
some of them.
If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to take the liberty of suggest
ing that this subcommittee inquire into the problem of how a Secre
tary of State can discharge his obligations to the Congress effectively,
yet with less time-consuming burdens. He must of course be avail
able to the Congress when needed. The Foreign Relations Commit
tee of the Senate and the Foreign Affairs Committee of the House
should feel free to call upon him to discuss, on or off the record, our
foreign policy problems. But the Secretary of State should not him
self be required to defend minute details of expenditures, or to answer
criticisms of minor incidents alleged to have been mishandled by some
U.S. representative somewhere in the world. It is not merely the time
he spends testifying, but also the time needed to prepare himself to
answer any conceivable question which may come up.
There is also another question, if I may suggest it, and that is the
role of different committees. I find it very difficulty to reconcile with
our national interest that after the Foreign Relations Committee of
the Senate and the Foreign Affairs Committee of the House have gone
into, let us say, the question of foreign aid, and have indicated its im
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portance, both the military or the economic side, the subcommittees of
the Appropriations Committee reanalyze the entire subject. They do
not have the benefit of all of the expert witnesses that have appeared.
Naturally, I would not suggest that the responsibilities of the Appro
priations Committee should be reduced in considering a total budget.
But at the same time, I do believe that consideration should be given
to the development of a tradition that the Appropriations Committees
accept the policy findings of the Foreign Relations and Foreign Af
fairs Committees.
Now, I want to hasten, Mr. Chairman, to add that close relations
between the Secretary of State and the Members of the Congress are of
cardinal importance. The Secretary must not only know what people
around the world are thinking. He must also know what the peo
ple of our country are thinking, and for this information the Congress
is a prime source of knowledge. In addition, a Congress which is
well informed on foreign affairs is one of the prerequisites of an
informed public. The Secretary of State can do a better job of keep
ing the Congress informed if he is not forced to dissipate his time on
testimony concerned with trivia of administration.

A SECRETARY OP FOREIGN AFFAIRS?

Now, I understand there have been a number of proposals for reliev
ing the Secretary of State of some of his onerous duties. One such
proposal, which appeals to me, calls for establishing, under the Secre
tary, a new office in the Department of State with the title of Secre
tary of Foreign Affairs. The title, Secretary of Foreign Affairs,
carries greater weight and authority than that of Under Secretary, andI am in sympathy with the establishment of such an office.
The duties of a Secretary of Foreign Affairs would naturally depend
a great deal upon the personalties of the Secretary of State and the
man occupying this new office. He might be of great assistance in
dealing with the Congress, if the Congress would be willing to accept
him, with senior Cabinet members, with other nations, and in attend
ing some of the international conferences. In great part, his contribu
tion would depend upon his own personality and his own personal
prestige.
Yet we must, remember that there are limits to the amount of re
sponsibility a Secretary of State can delegate, first, on advice to the
President. Then, he cannot delegate to a subordinate his responsibili
ties for organizing and strengthening the great alliances of free na
tions. There are certain international meetings which the Secretary
must himself attend. He should secure at firsthand the feel of how
other governments are thinking. He must be responsible both for
negotiating with the Soviet Union and for bringing about agreement
among our friends and allies involved in such negotiations.
So that I do not subscribe to the idea that he can divorce himself
from attending all international meetings.
Another way of helping the Secretary of State is to make fuller
use of the office of the U.S. representative to the United Nations. I
recognize that Ambassador Lodge has been given Cabinet rank. But
in dealing with other nations, we can make this channel of communi
cation more effective by keeping our representatives more fully in
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lormed of developments and by giving him greater authority to use
his office at the United Nations in our relations with other countries.
There are so many things affecting international policy that come
before the United Nations.
In conclusion, I would recommend, therefore, the establishment of
the position of Secretary of Foreign Affairs, but only with the under
standing that the President and the Secretary of State be given broad
latitude in determining how this new office can best take some of the
load off the Secretary of State.

STATE DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEMS AT HOME AND ABROAD

The proper organization of the State Department and our missions
abroad is of prime importance in developing the information for un
derstanding and judgments required for advising the Secretary of
State and the President, and the primary source in policymaking.
Once again, I would stress the necessity of adjusting organizational
patterns to the personalities of those in posts of responsibility. With
this caveat, I have certain suggestions to offer, if I may.
I have been told, and I have found it to be true, that in some areas
of the world, there is very little communication between the Ambas
sadors and their staffs of different countries, even though the Embas
sies have overlapping interests. I therefore suggest that ambassa
dors at large be appointed to effect coordination in such different
regional areas.
I understand that by and large the State Department has been
opposed to that because of bureaucratic desire for each region and
each country desk to have the primary responsibility, and I think this
committee would make a contribution if they were to support this
concept of ambassador at large.
I was an ambassador at large, if you remember, for the Marshall
{>lan,
and that gave me a wider scope to deal with many of our prob-

ems that were overlapping.
We have, of course, Assistant Secretaries of Stat© for areas. Both
the Assistant Secretary of State and ambassador at large for an
area should travel through the region, to bring the Embassies in con
tact with each other and to see that they interchange information
needed for a better handling of common problems. The exact divi
sion of the duties between the ambassador at large and the Assist
ant Secretary should reflect the personalities of the individuals in the
two posts.
The periodic area meetings which are now held are. splendid but are
not sufficient to cover the day-to-day problems.
I have great respect for our Foreign Service officers. T doubt if any
one has greater respect than I have. Many are the best men that
could be found for particuar assignments as Ambassadors. Their
knowledge of languages and judgment based on experience are of great
importance. Perhaps, however, we move them too frequently from
one post to another. There are, of course, advantages in rotation,
but I think that consideration should also be given to leaving men
longer at some of the posts.
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I believe, however, that some of our more important critical posts
should be filled by men of experience from outside the Foreign Service,
to be drawn either from broad governmental experience or from pri
vate life. An Ambassador must not only know the country to which
he is assigned, but he must also know the United States, and t lie points
of view and policies of the President and his administration. The
most important ambassadorial posts should be filled by men in whom
the President has personal confidence.
An Ambassador must be in a position to recommend a course of
action he believes in, even if his recommendation is unpopular. This
is sometimes difficult for a Foreign Service officer to do, who is a man
looking forward to a lifetime in the Service. He knows as a matter
of record that many a man's career has been set back by holding the
right view at the wrong time. In fact, some careers have been busted
by doing that. An Ambassador is not always necessarily right, but
right or wrong, he must be iu a position to express his views frankly
to the President and the Secretary of State. I want to suggest that
the President of the United States should have personal contact with
the Ambassadors in the more important posts, as much as his time
will permit. The Secretary of State should be willing to permit them
to report to the President and the Ambassador should be willing to lose
his job if his recommendations are not well received.
I cannot find words strong enough to express my feelings about the
selection of our Ambassadors because of large political cont ributions.
There are no longer unimportant posts which can be used for political
reward. I suggest Cuba as a case in point. The welfare and security
of our Nation are at stake in every country, and our Ambassadors
should be selected on the basis of their qualifications.
There are better ways to finance our political parties than at the
expense of our national interest and our Nation's security.
I am not letting off, Mr. Chairman, either party from this criticism.
Senator Jackson. This has been a bipartisan undertaking.
Mr. Harriman. Yes. Because I suggest Cuba I do not want any
one to think I have picked on one party.
Our foreign policy falls into four broad fields.
The first three—political, military, and economic—are clear. The
last—one might term the "fourth dimension" of foreign policy—is
less understood. It is called variously the informational problem,
the ideological conflict, or the battle for men's minds. Great admin
istrative skill is needed to blend these four factors into an overall
national policy best serving the needs of our country.
Take economic policy. The judgment of the Secretary of State
should be sought on all foreign economic matters. This applies to
our foreign trade policies, foreign financial policies, many of the
actions or the Secretary of the Treasury, and I should have added
certainly our foreign agricultural policies, and both the economic and
military portions of our mutual security program.
I do not believe, however, that the Secretary of State should have
the operating responsibility for the mutual security, or foreign aid
program. The State Department should be a policymaking organ
ization, not an operating organization. Furthermore, our political
and diplomatic relations with other countries should not be compli
cated by involving the Secretary of State in approving or disapprov
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ing this or that project. Such decision should be based upon the
economic or financial soundness of the project concerned or the general
policy in the program in which we are engaged.
In the field, however, the Ambassador must have disciplinary au
thority over every American official working in the country to which
he is accredited. We simply cannot have different groups of Ameri
cans working abroad except under one head. But m his diplomatic
discussions with the foreign government, he must draw a sharp line
between matters which are political and those which are economic
He can leave to his minister in charge of economic matters dealing
concerning the economic questions.
The director for the foreign aid program, whatever his title may
be, should be selected because of his ability to organize and direct
this vast worldwide operation. But, also, he must be a man who is
prepared to take the guidance of the Secretary of State.
There are some policy questions regarding our foreign aid program
that I will not touch upon today, but I do want to suggest that we
should carry out a foreign aid program that is important for our
security and not await agreement for cuts in arms. It is important
for us to give assistance to the underdeveloped countries in collabora
tion with other industrial countries. It should be done because it is
right and not because we save money through an arms cut. In the
second place, the program should be on the long-term basis and not
on a year-to-year basis. I hope, sir, your committee will give that
some consideration. The present year-by-year basis is to some extent
self-defeating, and we do not get full value for the investments we
make. The reason for the great success of the Marshall plan was
because it was a 4-year program.

THE FOURTH DIMENSION OF FOREIGN POLICY

I would like to turn to the fourth dimension of our foreign policy,
the so-called information service, the battle for men's minds. I would
like to suggest it is the Communists that are battling for men's minds.
They are trying to get control of men's minds. But we want to lib
erate men's minds.
I do not think in this area we have fully understood either as a
government or as a nation what the problem is and how we should
deal with it to meet the challenge of our times.
The head of the information service should be a man of exceptional
experience. He should not be chosen because of his knowledge of
publicity techniques. Instead, the kind of person needed is a man
who understands America and what our country stands for. He
should understand the ideological crosscurrents that are now surging
around the world; and of equal importance, he should understand the
problems and aspirations of the rest of the world, particularly the
underdeveloped countries.
This man also must be willing to lose his job, rather than tailor
recommendations for expediency, when he is attacked from any source.
He should obviously keep in close contact with the Congress, but the
Congress should not interfere with his daily operations. It is impos
sible to sit in an office in Washington and foresee correctly public
reaction in some other part of the world. There is no substitute
for intimate, on-the-scene familiarity with the country.
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From my experience I have learned that I would not undertake an
information program in any country unless I knew that country well,
because the reactions of people are often quite different than you
expect.
I might give you a couple of homely examples. When I was
Ambassador in the Soviet Union, during the war, we were very
careful to select the newsreels that we thought to be of most use in
developing the proper understanding by the Russian people. One
day I was told by a member of the staff that the Russian Government
had brought in a newsreel showing a riot in connection with a strike
in Detroit where the workmen were being beaten up by the local
police. I was very much disturbed by this.
I asked one of our Foreign Service officers, who spoke Russian,
to go to the theater and see the reaction.
I found the Government took it off very soon because the public
reaction was entirely different than expected. To have a workman
beaten up by a cop was something which was not extraordinary in
the Soviet Union, but the fact that these strikers had good clothes
and good shoes was something of very great interest to the Soviet
people.
There is another interesting incident, which I heard of secondhand.
After the war, Tito in Yugoslavia captured from the Germans a copy
of "Grapes of Wrath," and our people were all very much disturbed
when they heard this was going to be shown. They soon found,
however, that this film was good propaganda for the United States
because the manner in which the Okies lived was not bad compared
to the way the average peasant of Yugoslavia lived. They were
utterly amazed that a farmworker should have a jalopy.
I only mention these as rather colorful examples of the fact that
no one can sit in Washington and find out what goes on. I am sure,
Mr. Chairman, you realize this only too well from your own ex
perience.
In dealing with other countries, my own experience has made me
conclude that it is absolutely necessary to show the people of the
country why they are important to the United States. The first thing
we want to get across—to try to explain to the people of that country—
is why they are important to us, not why we are important but why
they are important to us. Any group is skeptical of someone offering
a helping hand. The centuries old expression "beware of Greeks
bearing gifts" is something which affects everyone. Also, the Commu
nists are constantly imputing ulterior motives to our actions.
Our ambassadors and other representatives abroad should go out of
their way to explain why we are interested in the well-being of a
country's people, and to make it plain also that every country in the
world, be it large or small, is important to us. We cannot buy grati
tude, and we should not try to do so. But we can win respect and
confidence. Then friendship will automatically follow.
I remember testifying before one of the committees of the Congress
in regard to the operation of the Marshall plan. A Senator or a
Congressman asked me if we were making friends in France, and what
were we doing about it.
I told him that I knew what some would like to have me do: Bring
back pictures of children dancing in the streets waving the American
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flag and singing "God Bless America." I said that is just exactly
what we are not trying to do. The French people are very skeptical
of anybody who gives something away.
So our job was to try to explain to the French people why they were
important to us and why we were concerned about their welfare.
I think that was one of the reasons we made a success in the Marshall
plan, because we understood that. The people began to relax and we
began to work together. We constantly said that what we were doing
was only a very small part of the job being done by the people of
Europe. I remember pointing out that our assistance was only 5 per
cent of the total effort, of the total production of European countries.
It was the critical 5 percent, but we did not emphasize that I think
the Congress can help very much in this respect.
It is likewise essential that our representatives present to the world
a true image of America. We do not want to portray our country as
a nation bent upon interfering with the internal social and economic
order of other countries. We should not try to impose the American
free enterprise system as we understand it. Nor should we convey the
feeling that our real goal is to promote American business.
Unfortunately, private enterprise abroad, many years ago, did ex
ploit the local people, and we have not lived down that situation fully,,
and therefore we have to be very careful.
I personally believe that private business in international affairs can
play a very important role in serving our national objectives. But we
must understand the immediate suspicion that exists in most unde
veloped countries, that American business is coming in to exploit them
rather than to help them.
Our true image should be composed of other things. It consists
of the ideals on which our Nation was founded; our Declaration of
Independence which has been through the decades an inspiration to
oppressed men everywhere ; our concern for human rights, individual
dignity, the equality of man, and the improvement of living standards
of people everywhere.
You take the question of India. I think it has been a mistake for us
to accept or name Mr. Nehru or Indians as neutrals. They are not
neutral, Mr. Chairman, on the basic principles. They are dedicated
to the fundamental principles that we are. That is the independence
of India from any outside interference. And Mr. Nehru and his
colleagues are dedicated to the principles of individual dignity and
the individual rights of the Indians as human beings.
Those are the fundamental things we are battling for and as such
they are our allies and we should recognize them as such. We should
recognize that they have a right not to sign military treaties, if they
do not consider that it is desirable for them to do so. We should be
the first to recognize that as we avoided military entanglements for
so many years, other countries may wish to do it now.
I am not suggesting military treaties are not a good thing, or
military alliances are not a good thing, but we should not resent those
who for their own reasons do not wish to join.
Senator Jacksox. Could I inquire right at that point ? You brought
up a very interesting subject. I wonder if you will agree with me
on this: Our interest should be to encourage countries to be hard
neutrals rather than soft neutrals so that they can be just as inde
pendent of us as they are of the Soviet Union.
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Mr. Harriman. I agree with that fully. I think that? since we are
the strongest nation, we should make it a point when we sit at a confer
ence, we sit at a round table and not at the head of it. And we must
be careful not to try to impose our views or to throw our weight around,
which we sometimes have.
The Secretary of State must, of course, control the policy of the
agency responsible for information whether it be set up as an inde
pendent agency or as an adjunct of the State Department. I would
prefer to see it outside the Department but under the policy control
of the Secretary of State. But the question of how our program is
conceived and operates, is more important than where it should be
placed within the organizational structure of our Government. Within
the policy set, our people must be free to do their work without undue
interference. We cannot get the right people to do the job, nor can
they achieve results, unless they are supported and not constantly
subjected to petty criticism.

THE BUDGETARY PROCESS

Then I would like to come to the budgetary process.
The requirements of the cold war, or may I say the continuing com
petitive life in which we are living—I would like to strike the words
cold war" out of this record, if I may, and change it to the require
ments of the competitive world in which we are living. No one wants
us to talk about the cold war. After all, we did not start the cold war,
but the Russians are now trying to blame it on us. It was the Russians
that started the cold war. I think we should avoid using it because
it is becoming a distasteful expression.
These requirements will continue to make great demands upon our
Nation's human and material resources. We must not squander these
resources on unnecessary programs, or on projects of marginal worth.
But neither must we forego crucial programs because of claimed
resource limitations which in fact may prove to be more fictional than
real.
The Bureau of the Budget and the Treasury Department have an
important role to play in protecting the President from unreasonable
program requests. In my opinion, however, Budget and Treasury
now exert too strong an influence upon policy decisions in the national
security and foreign policy field. I would suggest that their wings
be clipped.
If any of my friends in the Bureau of the Budget and the Treasury
are offended by that, I regret it, but state it advisedly and with full
conviction that I am right.
Both the Bureau of the Budget and the Treasury are essentially
"no" agencies, as far as expenditures are concerned, and they must be.
By the very nature of their responsibilities in the Government, they
are on the side of "go slower" and "do less." This has been true of
previous administrations and it will no doubt be true in the future.
The essence of the responsibility of the money agencies is to argue
why something cannot be done or why it should not be done. In
this time of growing across-the-board competition from the Com
munist world, our Government should be more concerned with the
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affirmative—with what must be done, what can be done, what should
be done, and how it can be done.
My own suggestion is that the views of the Council of Economic
Advisers should be given greater weight in measuring the impact of
national security policies upon our economy, and in determining when
adjustments in our economy will be required to fulfill national pro
gram objectives. Since it was first established in 1946, the Council
of Economic Advisers has been free of what impresses me as the
negative pressures of Budget and Treasury. The Council has been
well equipped to assess the impact of programs that are needed.
Today, we are not making full use of this important instrumentality
of our Government.
Our overall economic policies, naturally, affect our ability to carry
on in the security field and, therefore, I am one of those that urge
policies that develop an expanding economy rather than a contracting
economy or static economy. I think the advice of the Economic Ad
visers on all aspects of economic problems is of greater value sometimes
than the advice of the Bureau of the Budget, the Treasury, or even
the Federal Keserve Board. May I suggest you give consideration
to stepping up the Council of Economic Advisers within the councils
of the Government.
Your subcommittee has suggested the possibility of a fourth annual
Presidential report to the Congress —which would relate on a long-
term basis our national security needs with the resources required to
fulfill them. To me, such a report would serve a very useful purpose,
and I hope you will carry this idea further.
When I was Secretary of Commerce in 1946, I began to see the
effects of the economic report that was made. It compelled people
to think about our overall economic problems. The very fact that
people in Government and in Congress began to think about it made
them realize that the Government of the United States had a respon
sibility for the economic health and welfare of our economy as a
whole.
I remember Senator Taft was chairman of the joint committee.
It was an enlightening thing to all of us to see Senator Taft, who was
one of the conservative men, who believed in the free play of the
economy—to see his mind develop in understanding of the need for
greater responsibility of the Government in connection with our eco
nomic affairs.
By the same token such a report, Mr. Chairman, as has been sug
gested will open up new vistas for wise decisions.

STAFFIXG PROBLEMS

I would like to turn to the staffing problems.
I stated earlier that good organizational machinery can never sub
stitute for good people. The staffing problem of the national security
and foreign policy departments and agencies is therefore of overrid
ing importance. This applies both to the permanent career officials,
and to the policymaking executives and the specialists who come to
the Government from private life.
It should go almost without saying that an efficient career service
can be developed only if loyalty is given to the members of that serv
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ice. There can be no objection to fair and prudent reviews of an em
ployee's loyalty and moral fitness. But I would underline the word
"fair." We simply cannot expect highly qualified men to seek Govern
ment careers, and to give their jobs their best, if they are subject to
unfair criticism. Nor can we expect officials to act boldly and cour
ageously, and to advocate somemomentarily unpopular policy if neces
sary, if mistakes or differences of honest judgment can end m the de
struction of their careers. If this continues to happen, we will in
evitably end up with a "do little," "play safe," civil service, inadequate
for the needs of our country at this time.I fully agree with the ideas advanced by your subcommittee con
cerning the development of a senior career service, whose members
would serve tours of duty in a number of different departments and
agencies, and who would be given special opportunities for advanced
training. I have seen the system work in England, where high honor
graduates of the great English universities enter the senior civil serv
ice and follow career lines specifically designed to qualify them for
posts of great responsibility, including the permanent undersecretary-
ship of departments. They move from department to department and
eventually the permanent undersecretaries of the departments are se
lected from them. They are the ones who run the departments.
The Members of Parliament, as you well know, serve as the Minis
ter, and he is occupied with many activities. He has to depend upon
these men. They are trained to serve just as loyally a labor govern
ment as a conservative government.
I do not suggest that we copy in detail the British model.
For example, in American tradition, any system should permit
the promotion of men who have shown unusual abilities from the
regular civil service into the senior career staff. Nonetheless, the
fundamental concept of a senior staff corps is sound, and we should
get about the job of building such a corps.
Even with the best civil service, however, we will still need men
and women from outside the Government to fill our top policymaking
posts, and to do specific jobs requiring specialized experience. We
simply cannot find in the Government itself all the talent needed
to man all important posts and in such areas as technical assistance
programs abroad, and research and development activities.
Our goal must be to make it as easy as possible for the Government
to draw upon the immense reservoir of human skills available in our
business community, the labor unions, our universities, and the legal
and other professions. But today, I fear, we are doing exactly the
opposite. Far from offering affirmative encouragements to those
private citizens able and willing to serve our Government, we are
putting unnecessary roadblocks in their way.
I refer specifically to our outmoded laws and rigid regulations con
cerning so-called conflicts of interest. Today, stock divestment re
quirements, and hazy regulations concerning pension rights, often
mean that a candidate for some high Government post must sacrifice
both his financial future and that of his family before lie is permitted
to serve in a job for which he is eminently qualified and in which our
country needs him.
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During my many years of service in the Government, I have known
literally hundreds of business leaders temporarily in Government
service. They were men with few exceptions who would lean over
backward rather than use their official position for private or corporate
advantage. Yet our existing conflict-of-interest laws, and their in
terpretation, are based on the assumption that every person serving
our Government is a potential thief or knave. An updating of these
laws is clearly needed, and I strongly support the efforts of your
subcommittee in this direction.
I want to say that a businessman does not necessarily do a good job.
It is hard to take a man into government and be sure that he will
do a good job. Some men whom you did not expect have done extra
ordinarily well and others whom you would have expected have not
done so well. Sometimes executives get to a position where they are
so used to pressing a button and have their organization do their work
for them, that they cannot adjust themselves to a government position
where they press a button and nothing happens and you have to
do the job yourself.
Therefore, I am not suggesting that you take a man from business
with the guarantee that he will necessarily do his job well, but I am
talking about this question of conflict of interest and of making it easy
for him to come to government. In addition, of course, I think he
should agree to serve for a reasonable period of time if he takes an
important job. Naturally, some of the technical jobs can be com
pleted in just a few months. Then there is the question of the time
it takes to screen a man. I am told that still exists for loyalty. Men
are lost for technical jobs of great importance in the field because it
takes so long to decide whether he is a good American or not.
But I would like to speak of one further point.
During and immediately after World War II, we paid no heed to
a man's party affiliation in filling top positions in the Departments
of State and Defense, ambassadorships, and in other agencies, and
not only for the top positions but down the line in Washington and
abroad. The only yardstick of selection was the man's ability to do
the job. I would now like our Government, as a matter of policy, to
return to this practice.
If I may in passing indicate that in the different jobs that I had
during and after the war, I never, in many cases even knew the poli
tics of an individual, and I found in cases, if I may be a little face
tious, much to my surprise that a man was a Republican and in spite
of that I found he had done a splendid job.
Senator Jackson. A lot of these Republicans did a good job.
Mr. Harriman. One of the strengths of the Truman administra
tion was that while it was accused, if I may be facetious again, of
being infiltrated with Communists, the administration was in fact
infiltrated with Republicans. But I do not have to belabor the point.
Senator Mundt. Not the same individuals.
Mr. Harriman. Senator Mundt, I did not see that you had come in.
Senator, I am making an entirely nonpolitical statement. It is a
little difficult for me to do so.
Senator Mundt. I am aware of that.
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COMMITTEES THEIR USE AND ABUSE

Mr. Harriman. If I may go on and touch upon the interdepart
mental committees, their uses and abuses.
In a government as large and as complicated as ours, there is no
alternative to the interdepartmental committee to coordinate policy
and action. The reason for the existence of each such committee, how
ever, should be kept under constant review. There should be a com
mittee-killing outfit to review constantly the need for existence.
Many have become a waste of time. Many were established when a
need existed but now serve no apparent purpose except to give social
outlet to staff members.
There is nothing a member of a staff likes to do more than leave
his office, quit working and sit around, smoke his pipe and exchange
views with other departments.
When I was Secretary of Commerce, I found that many inter-
"bureaucratic espionage." A department might send a junior staff
member to a committee meeting in order to report back to his seniors
on the plans of other departments. Armed with this information,
the seniors could obstruct programs which did not meet with their
■own departmental bureaucratic objectives.
A committee can be of value only if the departmental representa
tive is a man able to speak for the department and to make decisions,
then and there. The only exception should be if the decisions in
volved are of such major importance as to require top level agreement.
This should be adopted as a principle.
While I was in England, during the war, in fact before our entry
into the war in 1941, 1 sat with one or two of the British War Cabinet
subcommittees and observed their system in action. This, I was told,
was the first time a foreigner ever sat on a War Cabinet committee.
Each member Minister was himself expected to attend these meet
ings ; if he could not, his under secretory would represent him. The
under secretary spoke for his department unless the problem required
referral to the War Cabinet itself. One of the small but very capable
War Cabinet secretariat took minutes of the discussion, and prepared
and circulated for immediate approval a paper based on what ap
peared to this very intelligent individual the consensus of the views
expressed. This document, with its recommendations for action,
represented the position of the subcommittee and was sent to the War
Cabinet for decision.

Turning to another subject, in our form of government, the basic
policies of our Nation must be established by our elected political
leaders, and in some cases by the men appointed to high position—
the President and his Cabinet and Members of Congress. Often, much
specialized technical knowledge must enter into the framing of wise
national policy . Our political leaders must and do pay close heed
to expert advice, whether it be military, scientific, economic, or other
wise. But the decision must be made by the political leaders.

departmental committees were term

POLITICAL VERSUS TECHNICAL DECISIONS
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The manner in which the British approach this problem may be
of interest to the subcommittee. The British, unlike us, can estab
lish a coalition government during a national emergency. The British
War Cabinet consisted of political leaders of all parties—Conserva
tive, Labor, and Liberal. The British War Cabinet did not include
the service ministries. The reasoning behind the composition of the
War Cabinet was that its decisions affected the very survival of
Britain. They were policy decisions, not teclrnical decisions. There
fore, they were decisions to be made by the political leaders.
The War Cabinet was built around ministers without departmental
responsibilities, and in the beginning the Foreign Minister was the
only exception to this rule. I can mention one decision that was made
by the Britisli War Cabinet, and that was the decision to send the
only fully equipped armored division to the Middle East in the sum
mer of 1940. This decision was made for political grounds. No
military man would ever have taken responsibility to do that. But
it was made on the basis that if the Germans attacked and invaded
England, which it was thought they might do, this additional divi
sion would not save England, but this division if sent to the Middle
East might well hold Cairo and the canal area, and that is what
happened, of course. I could point to other decisions.
It is interesting that the British kept their War Cabinet small. In
the beginning there were only five members. Mr. Churchill, who
was Prime Minister at the time, in referring to the Monday meeting,
called it the Monday Cabinet Parade which the service ministers and
other Cabinet members attended. On other days the War Cabinet
members met alone.
Senator Jackson. Right at that point, Governor Harriman, did the
military oppose the decision to send the armored division to the
Middle East?
Mr. Harriman. No. The military have a different attitude toward
the Cabinet. They are technical advisers, and when they have given
their technical advice their responsibility ends.
They would never think of opposing the decision of the War
Cabinet.
Mr. Churchill, in addition to being Prime Minister, was the Minister
of Defense. So he met with the. service ministers, but in his book, if
you will notice, he says, "As Minister of Defense I met with the
Defense Committee, which included the service ministers, with the
chiefs of staff in attendance."'
I do not know whether you get the significance of those words. The
chiefs of staff were technical advisers.
Of course, in England, the whole Cabinet are elected officials. They
are all in Parliament.
Senator Jackson. What you are saying is that the civilians made
real decisions ■

Mr. Harriman. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Not pro forma decisions. Is that correct ?
Mr. Harriman. That is correct.
There is another subject which I am not prepared to go into today,
nor am I prepared really to analyze it. One of the problems of the
United States when we are in war results from the fact that our
President is Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces, so that during
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the war the judgments of men like Mr. Hull and Mr. Stimson, and
other Cabinet members, were often not given consideration because of
the direct contact of the President with the Chief of Staff. That is too
long a subject to get into today.
Although Churchill dominated the situation in Britain, just as
President Roosevelt dominated here, the members of his Cabinet were
informed on what was going on except for the dates of military ac
tion. The Cabinet members never wanted to know these dates. Ex
cept for that, they were well informed about everything that went
on. There was much better security in Britain than there is in the
United States, and it disturbed them to read some of the reports in our
press. But that again is a different subject.
What I am trying to deal with is that I think my experience in
Britain has conditioned me to think that we in this country give too
much weight to technical advice in policymaking.
It is my feeling that in our country we too often mistake political
policy decisions for technical decisions. Take, for instance, the
question of whether it is a good thing for us today to agree to banning
nuclear tests. That is a political decision. Naturally, you have to
get the advice of experts in the field. Scientists' opinions must be
sought. Their opinions are, of course, absolutely essential to analyze
what the dangers and values are, but then the decision should be made
by the political side.
Let me make it plain that the experts play an indispensable role in
policy formation, but we must realize their limitations and not expect
them to assume political responsibility.
If I may be personal, Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that on such
subjects I for one would rather have your own personal judgment based
on your own political knowledge of affairs here at home and in the
world in which you travel, than I would that of some very highly
ualified expert whose experience is confined to his own particular
eld.
I want to apologize for the length of time that I have taken and
the relatively few subjects that I have covered. But if my comments
are of any value to your committee I will feel well rewarded.
Senator Jackson. Governor Harriman, first. I want to commend
and compliment you for your very constructive and objective state
ment. I think that you have made some very fine proposals. After
all, you do come to this committee, with a rich experience in the area
of national security policy decisions, and your testimony is most
helpful to us.
I would like to ask you a broad question relating to our relations
with the Soviets because I feel that you are eminently qualified in this
field to speak. Is it your judgment, in the light of recent events,
that the Soviets will be embarking on a tougher line?
Mr. Harriman. Sir, that is anybody's guess. I thought that after
the brutal behavior of Mr. Khrushchev in Paris there would be
tougher action. I thought it was a victory for those within the Krem
lin councils who did not. agree with Khrushchev's idea of achieving a
detente, and who wanted to veer more to the. Chinese Communist line.
There is a basic difference between Moscow and Peiping today ; that
is in the interpretation of Lenin.
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Moscow has interpreted Lenin's philosophy to mean that com
munism could be advanced by what they called peaceful or nonviolent
means, and that war was not necessarily inevitable. Mao Tse-tung
has stuck to the old interpretation of the inevitability of war and that
Communist advances could only be achieved by violent revolutions.
Khrushchev's whole political future has been based on following
the nonviolent line, which he calls peaceful. It is a tough line from
our standpoint, but it is a line which we, I think, would like to have
him follow. Therefore, I think our political and diplomatic efforts
should be to encourage that thinking within the Kremlin.
This cannot be done by appeasement but by taking carefully thought-
through positions and statements on our part. I am critical of those
who unnecessarily provoke adverse reactions within the Soviet Union
and also are unfavorably received by our friends and allies around
the world who want peace.
Now, for some reason or other, since Paris more reasonable steps
have been taken. Mr. Khrushchev said his fountain pen was poised to
sign the East German peace treaty whenever he wanted to. But
then he didn't use it

,

indicating he was going to wait 6 or 8 months ;

obviously, this was until after the American election was over. What
his reason was I don't know.
Of course, it was surprising the Russians didn't exploit the incident
of our Army transport plane that was forced down. They released
the plane and its passengers in record time. Some people thought
that they might well use that incident as they have in the past to
try to embarrass us and blackmail us into dealing with the East Ger
man regime.
Then, of course, the speech last Sunday of Mr. Khrushchev was
far calmer in its attitude and tone.
Now, what is happening within the Kremlin councils I don't know,
but it looks at the moment as if they have decided to keepthings
quiet for the time being. Yet, I don't think we can be sure. We may
well see next week some aggressive act in some part of the world, or
we may see a continuation of a kind of a phony peaceful coexistence
period.
This all adds up to the fact that I don't think anybody should base
future policy on a guess. I think we ought to assume the worst but
constantly be prepared to deal with the best. We should act as if

we think things are going to be quiet and, yet, be prepared for the
worst.

I don't think it does us much good to be shouting around the
world that things are going to be difficult, that there is going to be
aggression in every part of the world. I don't think that is useful.
But I do suggest that we ought to mend our fences but recognize that
the hopes for an early detente are not here. And I would like to see
us do whatever is necessary, which I am not competent to judge, to
fill whatever gap there is in our security and our defense, and also to
be even more vigorous in our policies to cement our alliances around
the world, both military alliances and our friendly relations as I

have suggested.

I would strengthen our foreign aid program rather than weaken

it
,

and I certainly hope that the Congress will not reduce what I think

is already an inadequate foreign aid program at the present time.
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Senator Jackson. You would see this as a time when we should
quietly and calmly strengthen our posture in its broad aspects, mili-

Mr. Harriman. Strengthen our posture. And, also, I was very
glad to see the President say in his speech to the Nation that he was
going to continue negotiations on a businesslike basis.
Senator Jackson. Now I like the way you put it: we should be
calm and we should strengthen our physical and moral position in the
world and take this opportunity to do so.
I think we will regain some of the prestige that we have lost if
we behave in a calm way. That is the way other people hope we will
behave. They are very much disturbed, the people abroad, when we
get excited. We are a bit volatile sometimes.
In other words, we get excited in an outward sense. They have a
feeling that maybe we are not as mature as we should be.
Mr. Harriman. Yes. They expect us to be all-wise, and they are
disappointed when we are not. I have constantly told our friends
abroad not to expect too much of us, and that is one of the things
that is a disadvantage to us.
Senator Jackson. Now, along this same line, I have another ques
tion, Mr. Ambassador.
Do you expect that there will be any downgrading of Mr. Khrush
chev's influence within the Kremlin or within the Presidium as a result
of this change?
Mr. Harriman. It is too early to judge that. You know he gained
power through controlling the Central Committee of the Communist
Party. The Central Committee has a couple of hundred members,
and the Presidium has about 15 members. When he came back from
Leningrad a few years ago he found himself in the minority in the
Presidium. So he threw this whole question of leadership and policy
to the Central Committee of the Communist Party.
That group, according to the Party constitution, has the power, but
Stalin never used it. Air. Khrushchev gained a majority vote in the
committee. Now I cannot tell, and I don't think anybody can tell, how
the lineup is within that Central Committee today. Certainly there is
no doubt that there are some who didn't like Mr. Khrushchev's dancing
around the world as he had been, hobnobbing with the "evil imperial
ists," as he has been doing. They thought it was undignified and
would reduce the force of world revolution. There is no doubt that
some thought all this was a mistake.
I don't think China can control any votes in the Central Committee,
but its influence is

, of course, brought to bear.
Now just what position the army has I don't know. One of the
questions after the war, which some of our military thought, Zhukov
was going to succeed Stalin.

I made it plain that of all of the things the Communists understood
was what they call Bonapartism, which is the military taking over in

a revolutionary situation ; it is very hard for me to Ibelieve that the
military is going to take over in Russia. It is the Communist Party
that will continue to dominate unless there is a blowup.
But the military influence is there, because many of these men who
are now in high positions of the Communist Party were officers during
the war. There is no doubt that the military is playing a more im
portant role, particularly since the secret police has been downgraded.
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Now Khrushchev's w ings have been clipped a bit, and he is not able
to make the independent decisions which lie could. Marshal Malinov-
sky sat with him and accompanied him wherever he went in Paris.
Senator Jackson. What do you think that was a sign of ?
Mr. Harriman. That was a sign that they didn't want to have him
go alone, in my opinion. That is

,

the powers that be didn't want him
to go alone, and lie wasn't able to have private talks with anybody.
That was an unusual procedure.
Now, some people seem to think that it was to show power and
strength. Malmovsky looks like a powerfully ugly military man, but

I personally think it was because they wanted to make sure that Mr.
Khrushchev didn't become too free-wheeling. He had his instructions.
These were decided upon before they went to Paris. The terms which
they demanded of President Eisenhower—these insulting terms de
manding apology and so forth—were not to be deviated from.
Senator Jackson. You feel Mr. Khrushchev went to Paris under
specific limitations? He was not there as a free-wheeling agent as he
had been on most of his visits abroad ?

Mr. Hakriman. You see, Stalin was a dictator. Though he con
sulted his associates, he made his own decisions. Khrushchev is a
political boss who has to carry along his organization with him. He
lias got to continue to have a majority of the Central Committee.
Now, he was riding high, wide, and handsome as long as things
were going right, but when, as a result of a series of events, it looked as

if his policy was collapsing, his wings were clipped and he was put
under surveillance. I would be surprised if he was set aside, but he
may have to adjust his policies, and also may have to subordinate him
self a bit to other people's judgment.
You see, during the war, I felt that there were two schools of thought
that were influencing Stalin, and, in fact, Stalin had two thoughts
in his own mind. Molotov was certainly the leader of the tough policy,
and I thought Mikoyan was one of those who was for more coopera
tion.
One concept was to cooperate after the war with the United States,
with the western allies, to get credits and help reconstruct the terrible
devastation of their country ; and the other was to push communism
during a period when the rest of the world was dislocated. And the
Molotov side won. Stalin as much as told me so when I saw him in
1945.
There is no doubt that Stalin thought Europe would collapse. I

believe myself Europe would have fallen to communism if it hadn't
been for the Marshall plan.
Now Mikoyan has been the second man to Khrushchev. All through
these years he has been one of those in the councils that has been for a

more cooperative attitude.
Let me hasten to say that they all have the same objective—eventual
Communist revolution—but it is a matter of tactics and method.
Now it looks as if Mikoyan is being pushed aside, and that is not
good news from our standpoint.
Senator Jackson. In other words, that was the signal, in your judg
ment, for a tougher line at least for the time being?
Mr. Harriman. Yes.
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But I am not sure that it gives an accurate impression to speak of
a tougher or softer line; the eventual objective is exactly the same—
world Communist revolution.
There has been the difference between Stalin and Khrushchev:
Stalin told me that communism would advance in the failures of cap
italism, and he used the words "cesspools of capitalism."
Khrushchev said, "We are making such tremendous success of com
munism that other countries are going to have to follow." That in a
short 15 years is an enormous change. It shows tremendous confidence
in their growth.
I think Khrushchev is really negotiating or basing his confidence
on what he expects the Soviet Union to be in a few years. The ques
tion is whether they think they can gain their Communist objectives
by nonviolence or whether they have to go the old route of sabotage
and internal explosion.
Now we want to have them go the softer route, but then we have the
grave danger of complacency in our country. That is a subject which
should be thoroughly discussed because I think that our great danger
doesn't come from without but it comes from within. It comes from
the fact that we all want to relax and tend to our own business. The
more calm the international scene is

,

the more we tend to relax.
Senator Jackson. Would you say that our effort should be a con
stant one? That is

,

to improve our position and to be strong in all
respects whether Mr. Khrushchev smiles or frowns?
Mr. Harriman. That is correct, and I wish we could get that on a

bipartisan basis and not have it a political discussion. These matters
ought to be discussed from the standpoint of what is best for our
country and not whether it is best for one political party or the other.
Senator Jackson. When we talk about building up our defenses
because of a worsening international situation, isn't that an admis
sion that we are poor planners and that we fail to recognize the long-
term threat ?

Put another way, should we have to rely, as a crutch, on a worsen
ing international situation? Shouldn't our program, as far as our
overall national security posture is concerned, be wise enough just
to prophesy and to predict and then to include in the planning these
eventualities?
Mr. Harriman. Well, I think that is basically true. But, at the
same time, if things get really tough, then you have to expand the
program. But we shouldn't be subjected to whether the currents of
air from Moscow are warm or cold. We should have our basic secu
rity policy. But, then, that in itself must, of course, be flexible if

some real dangers appear on the horizon such as has occurred in
the past.
Obviously, war is an extreme example. At times things may get
tense in one part of the world or another, and then we may have to
keep a larger number of men in service and step up some of our
programs. Of course, you know better than I do the leadtime that

is required, and, so, the very nature of our weapons makes it necessary
for us to have a consistent policy or we will find ourselves without
the weapons. But we can to some extent expand and contract our
forces, depending upon the immediate situation.
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Senator Jack60N. I would be interested in your views regarding the
wisdom of the summit approach to international diplomacy versus
the traditional approach through diplomatic channels in handling
these important matters.
Mr. Habriman. Well, I am one of those who believes in the summit
under proper circumstances. It is perfectly true that historians and
Foreign Service officers who have studied history don't believe in it,
and they have very good historic reasons for this, that it is better
to have negotiations through the Ambassadors.
But we are dealing now with a world situation which is not bilat
eral. We can't just deal with the Soviet Union. There are interna
tional subjects that we have to deal with. We can't deal with Europe
or Germany or the Far East without consulting our friends and allies.
That means that we have to get groups of nations together to consider

Sroblems.
Therefore, that doesn't lend itself to the normal type of

ay-to-day, unpublicized diplomacy. Therefore, we must have inter
national meetings. They can be on a ministerial level, and should be
as much as possible. They can be on the level of the disarmament
conferences where you have experts together. We should try in every
way to keep them on a lower level than the presidential level.
On the other hand, we have to recognize that in the Soviet system
power is concentrated at the top, particularly when Stalin was alive.
I never could get a major decision from Molotov or Mikoyan or any
body— from the military, at all—unless I got to Stalin. That is one
reason why I saw him so much. Even on small things it was true.
By the same token, many of the decisions will now only be made in
the Soviet Union by the top fellow. Therefore, I think our President
should be prepared to go to summit conferences if the situation is ripe
for them.
Now, I would say that a situation developed where it wasn't right.I am not being critical, but it looked as if the Berlin situation was not
ripe : whereas I? for one thought that the arms limitation discussions
were ripe—I think that if there had been a summit conference there
would nave been some progress made in setting a new direction in our
arms limitations in negotiations. I think in this respect there has
been a real loss.
As far as Berlin was concerned, the failure of this conference, the
blowing up of the conference has postponed the subject for future
decision, and that is probably the best we could have gotten anyway.
There are those who argue that the Russians wanted to blow it up
because they knew there couldn't be a decision on Berlin and they
didn't want to admit failure. I think that is a bit farfetched. But
there is something in it

,

too. I think we made too much of Berlin,
and we should have emphasized more the area in which it looked as if
we could get some agreement ; namely, arms limitation.
In my talks with Mr. Khrushchev last summer I was careful not to
raise any subjects, because I wasn't authorized to do it, but he talked
very freely. In these long talks, I got the impression he wanted to
curtail his military expenditures. The Soviets are making about the
same effort as we are, and yet their total economy is less than half,
or 45 percent of ours. So it is twice the burden on the Russian econ
omy. Mr. Khrushchev wants to use that effort in other directions.
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But there is one thing we don't seem to realize, which I hoped the
summit meeting might have brought out. The Soviets place a great
deal of importance on secrecy, and we are very unrealistic if we don't
recognize that they think that is a great military asset. And it is.
Mr. Khrushchev asked me, with reference to the open skies offer, did
we think he was such a fool as to accept it.
You know he speaks in blunt language, as you saw in Paris. He
said that he knew everything that he could gain from open skies by
buying our newspapers and publications whereas he said we knew
little or nothing. And to him, that is a very important asset and
there is no doubt that it has been. Stalingrad was held because the
Germans didn't know that the Kussians brought half a dozen di
visions from Siberia and attacked the German flank on the north.
They know that their secrecy has been a great asset.
In negotiations with them on the subject of arms limitation, we
have to recognize that secrecy is an asset and that we have to trade
something against it. They are not going to give it up for nothing.
This is the type of thing which I hoped would come out in a sum
mit talk, which does not come out on a lower level. Maybe there
would have developed some new directions to the negotiations which
would have been valuable.
I think, in other words, both sides were prepared to discuss at the
summit arms limitation and nuclear control and nuclear bans, but
not the Berlin situation.
Senator Jackson. Begardless of the U-2 incident, you felt that the
situation was not promising as far as Berlin was concerned ?
Mr. Harriman. I don't want to be a second-day quarterback, but
it didn't look like the Berlin situation was ripe for a summit talk.
It didn't look as if Khrushchev was prepared to make concessions,
which would be necessary. But I don't want to be second-guessing
the situation, and I have great respect for the President of the
United States for his willingness to go to the summit. He knew the
risks he was taking, and I admire him for his readiness to expose him
self to possible failure. Whether his judgment was right in this case
or not no one can be sure.
I was frankly disappointed that the President didn't use Mr. Khru
shchev's visit to the United States to get more into the other sub
jects than the limited discussions held. I don't think that enough
time was set aside for the talks. I would have hoped that they would
have gotten into the arms question, and then possibly they might
have found more common ground to move forward.
Senator Mundt. Mr. Ambassador, I think that you made a very
good point when you emphasized the fetish that the Communists have
for secrecy, which it seems to me would tend to make it increasingly
important that we know as much as we can about an area that places
such emphasis on secrecy, because in a competition in which one has
all of the secrets and the other operates in a goldfish bowl it seems
to me that the cards would be stacked against us. Would you agree?
Mr. Hakriman. I didn't hear the end of the question. I got the
first part but not the last sentence.
Senator Mundt. In an area in which one side places such emphasis
on secrecy and the other does not, it seems to me that it makes it all
the more important that we develop every conceivable intelligence
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capacity that we have to know as much about those secrets as we can.
In a long contest, if one side has the secrets and the other doesn't, you
have quite a handicap.
Mr. Harriman. Basically I agree, Senator. It is true that the Rus
sians had a fetish of secrecy throughout their history, which you are
fully familiar with. It goes back through the centuries. Peter the
Great opened the door a bit to the West.
Beyond that the Soviets are now very practical. They think it is
an asset, the fact that they know all about what we are doing and we
don't know about them. It goes beyond a question of fetish.
Senator Mtjndt. It would be an asset, wouldn't it? We can agree
on that ?
Mr. Harriman. Now we are open, and I think one of our major
objectives should be to do everything we can to break down this
secrecy. That is one reason why I have been for a maximum amount
of interchange back and forth. Every American that goes to Russia
leaves a little something there. There are dangers and risks in it

,

but
whatever we can do to break down the curtain will be helpful. One
thing leads to another.
Obviously, whatever information we can get through non-open
means is something which is an obligation of our Government to at
tempt to get. One of the things that I am unhappy about over this
U-2 incident is that we can no longer continue to get the valuable in
formation which we got. No doubt, we had to abandon the flights
because we were putting our allies in such an embarrassing position.
We can't fly these planes from the United States.
There was nothing to do but to abandon it. But, at the same time,

I do think that we ought to make it a matter of major policy to open
up the Soviet Union as much as possible, and I like the idea of the
United States placing major emphasis in attempting to develop
policies of complete openness. If we do get a satellite, as is proposed,
all of the information should be made available and not kept secret.
We should give the full information developed to everybody.

I think it has good psychological value, and it is good for us to
boast about the fact that we give all of our information freely.
The danger of surprise attack cannot come from the United States
because we are so open in everything that we do. The danger can
only come from a country that is as closed as the Soviets are. So
every pressure in all directions, open and covert, should be used to
break down that secrecy. I think that we would find ourselves in a far
more secure world if we could achieve some results.

I, for one, would be willing to pay quite a price in the arms limitation
for breaking down their secrecy.
Senator Mtjndt. Isn't the danger of a surprise attack such that the
world has other assurances besides an open-skies policy as far as the
United States is concerned ? We have moral compunction which, un
fortunately, our adversaries don't have, which would prevent our
making a surprise attack. I think that the world is pretty well aware
of that.
Mr. Harriman. Unhappily, some of our military have been going
around the world at different times and discussed the advisability of a
preventive war. That has not been helpful.
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It is unthinkable to me that any President of the United States or
any political leader of the United States should do it. But we have
created the impression by some things that were said that we might
engage in it. You know some of the loose talk that has been going on
by some of the less responsible of our military.
It is unthinkable for you or me that we should ever undertake a
surprise attack. You remember Mr. Churchill said that the world
sleeps soundly at night with the United States having control of the
atomic bomb. You remember we all thought that to be true, while we
had the atomic monopoly. But that no longer is so.I think that we should make a conscious effort to get back to a
position where the world sleeps at night without fear as far as we are
concerned.
Senator Mundt. Knowing the Russian mind as you do, do you or
do you not feel that the Russians themselves are fairly complacent in
the conviction that we are not going to launch a surprise attack against
them?
Mr. Harriman. I would not say because I don't know the Russian
mind. I know enough about it to know that I know very little about
it. But I would not assume that to be the case.
They have claustrophobia because of being surrounded by our bases.
One of the things that is most important to us in our defense, and
I am not saying otherwise, but everywhere you go in the Soviet Union
the people are concerned about those bases. They think it is a warlike
position on our part that may be used for attack.
I don't believe that the Russian military particularly is ready to
assume that it would not be possible for us to undertake a surprise
attack. I think it is wrong for us to assume that that is their assump
tion.
I cannot tell what their attitude is, but I think that no military would
ever overlook capabilities. It is the old story: The military has to
deal with the potential enemy's capability, and not with their inten
tions. Therefore, our capabilities must be very carefully weighed by
the Soviet military.
One thing that tended to confirm the opinion which you suggest—
they took a tremendous chance by taking the big jump from the
strategic bomber to the missile. That is where they got ahead of us.
We had to maintain and develop our Strategic Air Force. I think
the decision was right, but that is certainly one of the reasons why the
Russians were able to get ahead of us in missiles.
They took that chance, and you could well say that they took that
chance knowing that we would not engage in a surprise attack.
It may be, however, that they had limitations of capacity, and took

a calculated risk.
Senator Mundt. When I visited you in Russia it was in 1946, I

believe and you were Ambassador over there.
Mr. Harriman. Yes. I came back in January of 1946.
Senator Mundt. At that time the Iron Curtain was a lot different
from what it is now. I quite agree with you in your endorsement
of the whole American program, to try to shoot as many holes in
that Iron Curtain as we can, and, of course there have been a lot of
changes increasingly through the years.
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I am wondering whether it would be a fairly sound thesis to sug-
S;est
that, as a consequence of these inner changes, more Russians

xaving seen this country and more Americans having gone over there
and more Russians having seen Americans over there, whether some
of this may not have led to these changes in tactics in Russia, whereas
the military minded and the war-type leader begins to realize that if
this continues too long and goes too far the secrecy which is so im
portant to their position gets pretty well dissipated.
Mr. Harriman. Well, they closed down after I left. We had more
freedom of movement during the war than afterward. They closed
down very tight.
But I would think that you are right, Senator, that the inner
change has had an effect within the Soviet Union, and there is no
doubt that public opinion does play a certain role in the Soviet Union-
It did even under Stalin.
We once had a talk about public opinion, and I explained to Stalin
that public opinion fundamentally controlled our Government in the
United States. He maintained that public opinion would not permit
him to take certain action. I commented that he knew how to con
trol public opinion, but he replied :
No. You must remember that we have had three revolutions in a generation.

That was a significant statement. It did show that he recognized
that he could only go so far, and if he went too far there would be
mutiny.
But now there is more freedom of expression. I was amazed when
I went there last year, the greater freedom of the people. They came
up and talked to me, and they were ready to say things which they
would have been afraid to say before. All of this indicates that they
like this Khrushchev line of attempting to get a detente with the West.
Maybe they liked it too much and that made the Kremlin swing back.
I think there are many of the Kremlin leaders that didn't want to
see President Eisenhower go to the Soviet Union.I think, Senator—I am very glad to see you, Senator Humphrey.
You will agree from your trips to the Soviet Union that President
Eisenhower, if he would have gone there, would have had a tumultuous
welcome. He is not just the President of the United States; he had
been built up during the war as the great general and the great leader
of the alliance.
Stalin invited him to come to Moscow when I was there. The red
carpet was out. I still remember when he and Zhukov stood up with
their arms around their shoulders at the football stadium.
Senator Mtjndt. He had been glamorized in Russia.
Mr. Harriman. The crowd took the sky off, and not the roof off,
with their applause.
He would nave been received well.
The people want nothing better than friendship with the United
States.
In my visit last year, I was received very well by everybody becauseI was built up as Ambassador during the war. I didn't have a lot
of American newspapermen around and there was no publicity here
about it. At one place the crowd lifted the rear wheels of the automo
bile up as they didn't want me to get away. I had to get out and shake
hands with all of them.
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So the reception that I received made me feel that President Eisen
hower would nave a reception which had never been known before in
any country.
The people crave peace.
One of the great losses of the Paris debacle is that President Eisen
hower will not be able to go to the Soviet Union.
The man who would have been best received was President Roose
velt—to keep this bipartisan—because he was their friend. When he
died the Russian people felt they had lost a friend. Somehow he got
a feeling across to people that he cared about them and they believed
he would lead the world to peace.
But the next was President Eisenhower.
And this is a permanent loss.
If he had gone there, it would have been very difficult for the Soviet
propaganda to take hold, as it has in the past, against us. Many
people would have believed President Eisenhower when he spoke
with his warm personality that it is unthinkable that we should ever
start a war. This would have had a long-term influence.
Senator Mundt. I have one final question.
As I summarize your discussion with our chairman, I will put it
this way, that the objectives of the Communists remain pretty con
stant but their tactics change, and they adjust themselves to differing
conditions; and that you would recommend, and I think that our
committee would recommend, that the objectives of this country
should remain equally constant in opposition to this Communist
threat ; and, likewise, we have to change our tactics.
Mr. Harriman. I fully agree. I think that we should always stick
to our principles, that we should never compromise them. That is
why I am opposed to all of the ideas of accepting the status quo in
Eastern Europe. We must stand for freedom, the right of self-deter
mination, ana individual dignity as opposed to Soviet imposed
powerful state and dictatorships. We should never make any deals
which divide spheres of influence.
We should stick to that. We have to recognize, however, that to
the Kremlin, this means a struggle to the end.
They are fighting for world domination, for Communist dictator
ship, and we are going to struggle in a peaceful way, but constantly
and vigorously, for a world of freedom.
I think that we will win out in the long run if we stick to it, but
we must never deviate from our objective.
But don't let us talk about liberation.
Forgive me for using that word. But I have been sufficiently criti
cal both ways this morning.
That is a misunderstood word. That means war to most people.
But let us talk about the human rights, that we are going to uphold
human rights in any conference in which we are engaged.
Senator Mundt. Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Senator Humphrey.
Senator Humphrey. First, I want to apologize to my good friend
Governor Harriman for being delayed, but we had two other meet
ings this morning and it is a little difficult.

I was very much impressed with what you have just said in refer
ence to the reception that you thought the President would receive.
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In some of my private conversations around with people following my
trip to Russia, I have said—and told the President when I visited
with him—that I thought if he ever got there he would have a recep
tion that was unbelievable.
I think this is true.
I thoroughly agree with what you said about two men in American
public life who are heroes in the Soviet Union; they are Franklin
Delano Roosevelt and Dwight Eisenhower. There isn't any doubt
about it at all. Mr. Khrushchev, in his talk with me, mentioned several
times his respect for the President.I had a feeling that were this visit to take place, the people in the
Soviet Union would literally blow their tops, that the lid would come
off. And, as a matter of fact, I feel that when Mr. Eisenhower went to
India, that this shook the leaders in the Kremlin a little bit, the tre
mendous welcome that he received in India. I had some feeling that
Mr. Khrushchev may have become deeply concerned that the welcome
that the President of the United States would receive in Russia would
be too big.
I really think that we ought to be challenging the Soviet Union to
renew that invitation, and I am one that thinks the President ought
to go no matter what, if the invitation is extended, because it seems
to me that this would be the break in the Iron Curtain that is needed.
Senator Javits. I couldn't agree more, and I just wanted to record
myself there. I would like to agree with Senator Humphrey.
Mr. Harhiman. I don't know how you can get the invitation re
instated.
Senator Humphrey. I don't ask that, but what I am saying is that
I think the world ought to know that Mr. Khrushchev and the men
in the Kremlin were afraid to let the President of the United States
come to the Soviet Union, in the light of what I think would have been
a historical breakthrough to the public of the Soviet Union.
Mr. Harriman. I am inclined to believe that Khrushchev wanted
the visit, but I am quite sure that there were elements within the
Kremlin that were afraid of it and didn't want it from the very be
ginning, just, of course, as there were people in the Kremlin who
didn't want Khrushchev to come here.
But I am not sure that Khrushchev was against it because he would
bask in the glory of having produced President Eisenhower. He
wants popular applause.
You know he went back from his trip to the United States—and I
followed as carefully as I could from the American press and British
press, his accounts of his trip, and some of the translations from
the Soviet press—and he boasted, saying, "I was a great success over
there, and I have become a great friend of the President of the
United States, and I have brought peace to you. The chances of
peace are much better as a result of my trip."
Therefore, he said, "Now we can begin to have a little prosperity,
too, and I am going to give you some more shoes, and I am going to
give you some more refrigerators." These are things which the peo
ple want very much. He was running on a platform of peace and
a better life.
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The events leading up to the debacle in Paris were a great come
down for Khrushchev. I think you are right in this sense: It was
beginning to dawn upon Khrushchev that since President Eisenhower
had such a tremendous welcome in India it was having an adverse
effect on his prestige because he was not so well received on the occa
sion of his own trip there. The beginning of the difficulties, I think,
started in the southeast Asian trip where Mr. Khrushchev found he
wasn't as well received as he had expected.
Senator Humphrey. Well, I would join with you, Governor, in
your analysis of Mr. Khrushchev's reactions. I think that you are
right that Mr. Khrushchev would have looked upon the President's
visit as a sort of personal triumph.
An adviser to me on Soviet politics said something like this, and I
would like to get your observation on it. This gentleman, whom I
relied on for a good deal of the time, is a retired professor in the field
of international relations, and he said that Mr. Khrushchev, in his
understanding with President Eisenhower, said to the Russian people,
"I get along with this man, and I am going to bring you peace," but
that that understanding was shaken and shattered when the President
of the United States took sole responsibility for the U-2 flight.
This gentleman who consults with me, or gives me his advice, says
that in the eyes of Mr. Khrushchev, and of the Communists, this was
like breaking the pact and breaking the party line. He predicted to
me about 3 weeks ago that you could expect Mr. Khrushchev to carry
on a very bitter personal attack against Eisenhower because he,
Khrushchev, had staked his reputation, so to speak, in the Soviet
Union upon his relationships with the President of the United States,
and that he, Khrushchev, was being nibbled at and attacked from the
right, so to speak, in the Soviet Union by the Stalinist element and
the militarist element; and that when the President took the personal
responsibility for the spy plane incident there was nothing left for
Mr. Khrushchev to do but to attack as ferociously as he did.
I am not going to say that I subscribe fully to that observation. I
wondered what your view was.
Mr. Harriman. I will say this : I think this began before the U-2
incident.
Senator Humphrey. I do, too.
Mr. Harriman. I think, somehow or other, Mr. Khrushchev thought
he was going to be able to find some middle ground with President
Eisenhower about Berlin, and what happened, I don't know. In any
event, it appeared as if President Eisenhower was paying more atten
tion to the general approach of Adenauer rather than Macmillan, and
Mr. Khrushchev went to Paris and found out De Gaulle's strong
views—all of these began before the U-2 incident.
Now it is very easy to say the handling of the U-2 incident was
wrong.
Not to second guess how it should have been handled, but to apply
ourselves specifically to your question, I think there is evidence that
Mr. Khrushchev was very much hurt either because he thought Presi
dent Eisenhower let him down or because he had made a bad mistake
in judgment. He was counting on his political position to be improved
by this close personal relationship with the President.
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I thought myself, as long as you raise the question, that the Secre
tary of State was unnecessarily positive in the manner in which he
took responsibility. I would have hoped that the Secretary of State
or the President should not have taken responsibility for this. If
they did take responsibility, they should have played it down.
I don't have Mr. Herter's statement in front of me, but it was a fairly
vigorous statement. He said something like, "Considering the fact
that these people may attack us any minute"—I may be exaggerating
a little bit, but it was the implication —"we have to know and pro
tect ourselves against surprise attack." Mr. Herter also gave the im
pression that the overnights would be continued.
If he was going to take responsibility, I think that I would have
advised him to play it down, indicating that this was just one of
these things that the intelligence service does. They wanted to find
out about the weather and maybe get a little information and photo
graphs, but all of this type or information about us is known to the
Russians, and we are not concerned about it.
I think there wouldn't have been such a violent reaction on the part
of the Kremlin.
Then I believe that Mr. Khrushchev did offer the President a way
out. Some people think it was a trap. I don't agree with that. I think
the President would have done well to have disassociated himself from
the incident. I recognize there might have been domestic problems
involved in his disassociating himself from it—the question of the
President being on the job and all of that sort of thing. Just what
would have happened in the Paris Conference if he had disassociated
himself, I am not prepared to say.
But I do think, in the overall, that Khrushchev had gambled his
political position or staked his political position on the relationship he
had developed with President Eisenhower, and he felt very much let
down. Let down by the way events happened. That was why he left
a loophole open, even up to the time the President took personal
responsibility.
Senator Humphrey. I have just one final observation.
Without going into this past event, which is a subject before an
other committee where we are having very detailed discussion of it in
executive session, would you be of a mind, Governor Harriman, that
it goes to our national interest to attempt to have the most intimate
kind of contact with the people in the Soviet Union ?
Let me backstop that a bit. What I am getting at is this :
There is a tendency now, due to this summit debacle, to firm up.
When some people say "firm up" they mean just withdraw.
Do you think that we ought to pursue a policy which furthers our
cultural exchanges and which furthers the people-to-people contact ?
Mr. Harriman. I think that would be the worst possible position
for us to take. I think before you came in, Senator, I said that I am
very glad the President, in his report to the Nation, indicated that he
was going to keep our negotiations with the Soviet Union open on a
businesslike basis. We ought to encourage or increase rather than
decrease our efforts to get additional exchanges.I mentioned the importance of that before you came in.
There are obviously certain risks involved, some things that they
j^t, some advantages that we don't like, but the value of breaking
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down the Iron Curtain and breaking down the suspicion and the
secrecy with which the Russian people have been forced to live is of
vital importance.
We would be playing into their hands if we were to pursue a policy
of tightening up. In fact, I think it would injure us with everyone
around the worldj and nobody wants war. Therefore, any toughness
on our part is gomg to injure our prestige with our friends and our
allies and the uncommitted nations.
This is a time for us to be calm. I think, as Senator Jackson said,
this is a time for us to be calm and consistent in both our military
posture and our political posture, and unwavering from the policies
we have assumed.
We should attempt to reach an understanding, a human under
standing with the Soviet people.
Senator Humphrey. The only point that I think important to em
phasize from my point of view at this juncture is that there is a point
of view in this country that says, to wit, well we never should have
had Mr. Khrushchev here anyhow, and it is a good thing now that
the President doesn't have to go to the Soviet Union.
I disagree with that point of view. I think that the biggest blow
out of all of this summit failure was the fact that the President of the
United States is not going to go to the Soviet Union.
It is not because his going to the Soviet Union would express ap-

?roval
of the Soviet system, but, as I think you well put it, that the

resident, in going to the Soviet Union, would have had a very excel
lent reception, such a tremendous reception that he would have broken
through much of the propaganda which the Soviet people don't
believe themselves.
There wasn't a single minute for 8 days and 8 nights that I didn't
have people, when 1 would go down to these railroad stations and
talk to them, who would ask me this kind of question : Do you have

a house? And : Do you drive a car? And : Do you want to go to war ?

It was such questions that filled me with hope. I was of the
opinion that the appearance of the President of the United States
would be one of the greatest and most masterful propaganda strokes
on our part, if you can use the word "propaganda," and it would be
the presentation of the truth, right before the eyes of the Soviet
people.

I think the great tragedy of this whole thing was not what happened
to the spy plane, or the fact that they didn't even hold a summit
conference —but the real tragedy is the fact that the President of
the United States is not going to be able to make that trip. I think

it would have been much more significant than the trip that is being
projected to the Far East, as important as that is. The people that
need to see the President of the United States are the people behind
the Iron Curtain. Every time a prominent American can go behind
the Iron Curtain it gives the men in the Kremlin cold chills.
This is the way to wage the so-called psychological contest, and I

think that your trip, Governor, as the former ambassador — I heard a
great deal about this from many people—that your trip had a tremen
dous psychological effect. It was because of your position there and
because you represented a point of view in this country.

I wanted to say this because there has been so much talk, "Well,
now we have to be tough."
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It is one thing to be strong and another thing to be tough. If
you are strong, you don't have to be tough. If you know what you
are about, you don't have to act that way.
Mr. Harriman. Senator, the thing the Russian people want most
of all is a return to the friendship that they thought existed between
us during the war, and, of course, that came up all of the time while
I was in Russia last year as the people knew I had been our wartime
ambassador. It is really pathetic how much they cling to the hope
of peace, through this relationship with us.
We have been held up as being warmongers and imperialists, but
they don't believe it fully. And the President's trip, as I think I said
before you came in—I agree with what you say very much—it would
have had lasting effect. It was one of the net losses of this debacle,
which we will never recover.
I would be delighted if you could reestablish the invitation, and I
am certainly glad to hear that you would urge the President to accept
it if it came. And, if it can be reestablished, I think that he should
go, and I would hope that he would go.I don't quite see it happening, however.
Senator Humphrey. I don t think this is an impossibility, and I
think that this discussion is worthwhile because, let me tell you, if it
did happen there would be a hue and cry in this country that the Presi
dent ought not to go because of the insults that he has suffered.I can say that my immediate reaction would be "Don't go, because
you have been insulted, and the office of the Presidency has been in
sulted, and the Nation has been insulted."
But the one thing that could be the greatest blow to the men in the
Kremlin, to some of the forces in the Kremlin, would be the presence
in the Soviet Union of the leader of the free nations of the world. I
think this would have a tremendous effect. And it may be that one has
to be pretty big about swallowing some of the abuse. But once those
eople heard the President of the United States was coming, even the
oviet secret police couldn't contain them. What happened to Mr.
Nixon in Poland would look like it was a meeting in the vestibule com
pared to what would happen in the Soviet Union with the President
coming there.
Mr. Harriman. If this committee can find ways and means to re
establish the President's visit to the Soviet Union, it would be doing
a great service to our Nation.
Senator Humphrey. I doubt we will be able to do it.
Senator Jackson. Right on this point
Mr. Harriman. But may I say, it does indicate just what you have
said, Mr. Chairman —the need for us to be calm and not to make violent
statements, both for its effect within the Soviet Union and among our
friends and allies around the world.
Senator Jackson. Might I ask this question before I turn to Sen
ator Javits. It is in keeping with the questions asked by Senator
Humphrey :
When I visited the Soviet Union in 1956, both in the European and
Asiatic part of Russia, it was clear to me that the people were most
friendly. They didn't know me from anyone else in America, but they
were friendly because I was an American.
I want to ask you this question :
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For years and years the people have been told under Stalin that we
are bad, that we want war and only the men in the Kremlin want
peace, that the whole capitalist world is that way. How do you ac
count for the ability of the people to sort of throw that off and have
this warm attitude for our people as a whole ?
In your case and in the case of Mr. Roosevelt it is a different situa
tion. You were there during the war, a part of the alliance, and you
participated in what they called their "great patriotic war." They
don't call it World War II ; it was the "great patriotic war."
How do you account for the inability of the men in the Kremlin,
despite, as I say, years and years of propaganda abuse against this
country, to suppress this deep warmth, which it is, on the part of
the man in the street in the Soviet Union toward Americans as a
whole?
Mr. Harbiman. There are several factors. One is that, in spite
of the propaganda against us, we have been held up as the Nation to
copy. They want our machine tools, and they want our way of life,
and they have to catch up with us, and all of the things that we have
done they want to copy, including eventually our standard of living.
In addition to that, the propaganda has to a considerable extent
separated the American people from what they call the ruling circles.
They stick to the Communist idea that it is the great businessmen and
industrialists who rule our country, or the militarists. But they like
American people. It is almost the same with us: we like the Russian
people but we don't like the government ; and they have done the same
thing.
Senator Jackson. How did you overcome that suspicion, of being
a part of the so-called "rulingcircles" of this country ?
Mr. Harbiman. When Mr. Khrushchev came to my house—I asked
a number of bankers and business people to meet him—and most of
them were Republicans, but we had a few Democrats—and I said:
Now we are meeting with the people that you consider a cross section of the
ruling circles, and perhaps you would like to ask them some questions.

We had a very interesting talk.
But, in any event, during the war, we were allies, and, so, I was
held up as the American Ambassador and a friend.
But those two things are very important to recognize. And,
thirdly, a great many of the Russian people in one form or another
have come to this country. Others have relations or friends in the
United States or Canada and they have heard something about this
country. Communuication is too general in this world to keep the
bars up completely. But I think the important thing is

,

as you have
said, the friendship is there, and we ought to cultivate it. We ought
to recognize that everything we do and every statement made by pub
lic officials has a bearing, and some of it penetrates through. When
you have a censorship, the word-of-mouth travel of information is a

Very important one.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits.
Senator Javits. I am glad Senator Bush is here because I was
going to give you his personal greetings. We participated in another
meeting and I was dispatched to represent us both.
Senator Bush will say a word for himself, but I had a few ques
tions to ask.
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I would like to get back to national policy machinery. I would
like to ask you whether you believe, as I am sure you do, that the
struggle will be decided by military means or do you believe it will be
decided probably by the strategy which we undertake in various fields,
including the military field but not by the gauge of battle between
ourselves and the Communist bloc i
Mr. Harriman. I think it is the broadest strategy of almost all
aspects of our life. And I mentioned in my testimony that there is
this fourth dimension which is the ideological struggle which we
haven't really entered yet.
We should have a better information program, but we must also do
all of the other things. We must have military strength, and we must
have an economic program. But, along with that, there must come a
program which enters the ideological conflict as well. I think you
will agree, Senator, we really haven't tackled it yet.
Senator Javits. Do you feel that the way we are organized now
through the National Security Council, and our various Cabinet de
partments, we are organized to wage this strategic struggle, what you
call the fourth dimension, to the best effect?
Mr. Harriman. Well, I think that is too much of a question for a
yes-or-no answer.
I think, certainly, progress has been made in organizing the execu
tive branch of the Government. But my testimony indicates certain
areas in which I think it could be strengthened.
Before you came in, Senator Bush, I had indicated in my testimony
that I had read Mr. Lovett's testimony and I wanted to associate my
self with the suggestions that he made.
I think progress has been made, but I think the organization of the
executive branch or the relationship of it with Congress are not yet
adequate to the task that we have to face.
I am saying very readily that progress has been made in the last
8 years, and, so, this is not a partisan statement at all.
Senator Javits. I noticed your allusion to the war cabinet system
of the British, and, as a political decision of first importance, the send
ing of a division to the Middle East in the summer of 1940 notwith
standing Britain's precarious situation at that time.
Now, do you believe, from your knowledge of our organizational
machinery, that we would be capable of a similar strategic, coordi
nated decision at the top with the governmental machinery we have?
Mr. Harriman. Yes, certainly. That would be in our case a Presi
dential decision as Commander in Chief and one which he could make
without the necessity of consultation with anyone.I think, obviously, matters that are of major importance which
should be discussed with the leaders of the opposite party in the Con
gress, and, assuming there was agreement, bipartisan decisions could
be taken.
I mentioned the question of the ban on nuclear testing as a similar
point. It is one in which there are scientific reasons pro and con, and
it is a political decision as to whether we are better off in the long run
by taking certain risks and foregoing certain additional information
in return for the hope to avoid more serious risks in the future. That
would be a subject, whatever the decision may be, where it would be
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vital for both party leaders to agree, and it should not be subjected to
partisan debate.
Senator Javits. While we are on that subject, Ambassador Kennan
testified that he took a very dim view of summitry ; that is

,

of having

a summit meeting. Now do you believe from your experience with
the Russians that there is any likelihood of Khrushchev or Russian
leadership coming back to the summit idea after this experience?
Mr. Harriman. Mr. Khrushchev has made it plain that he wants
another summit meeting, and he said 6 or 8 months and went on to
say "and if we can't have it then, perhaps at a little later time."

I didn't read all of Mr. Kennan's testimony, and I have great re
spect for him. He was my counsellor in Moscow during the war,
and his knowledge of Russia is one that should be made constantly
available to the American Government. We don't always agree upon
final judgments. People trained in diplomacy tend to want to stick
to the diplomatic method of procedure. It is time honored. But the
situation today is different than formerly. Normally, two countries
would discuss their matters quietly between their ambassadors and
come to some agreement and undertaking. Today almost everything
has its effect among many nations. We cannot, for example, assume
responsibility for making commitments that affect the future of Ger
many. We can't make that decision alone and we have to bring in
other countries affected. At times we can keep the group down to just
the French and British, but we must constantly, as you know, consult
with the others affected. Therefore, bilateral consultations no longer
permit the old form of diplomacy. Therefore, you have to have
meetings on a multinational basis. These are meetings in regard to
disarmament, in which our experts get together, and we have meet
ings of the foreign ministers. Some of these are multinational in
their approach.
As long as we face a system in the Soviet Union where there is such
concentrated power in the hands of one man, or where one man ex
presses the will of the Central Committee, there is value in having a

summit meeting.

I believe that we shouldn't discard all idea of having further sum
mit meetings because this one has been a failure.

I think it underlines however, the caution that should be used and
the fact that there should be adequate preparation. It would be
foolhardy to have one otherwise.

I don't mean everything should be cut and dried except the sign
ing of the agreements, but sufficient progress should be made so that

a meeting among the heads of governments could produce some good.I testified before you came back, Senator, that I thought that we
had reached a point where a discussion between the heads of govern
ments would be of value in connection with arms limitation. That

I base on my talks with Khrushchev, and general discussions that have
taken place.

I felt that if they had met and had discussed the situation, there
would have been a new direction agreed upon to give to the more
detailed discussion by the committees now meeting.
We were not ready for the Berlin discussion. There was too much
of a head-on collision. I think as you look backwards—and I am not
criticizing the President, and before you came in I said I have great
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admiration for the President's courage to go there and take the
risk—but I have felt that greater emphasis should be given to the
arms area and less to the Berlin situation.
I didn't foresee very much coming out of the meeting, for the
reason that the Berlin situation had been overemphasized.
Senator Javits. So you believe that the national policy machinery
which we recommend should contemplate further summit meetings
and also action at the summit with respect to disarmament and per
haps even nuclear testing?
Mr. Harkiman. Yes; I think so. I think that it should contem-
Elate
summitry but under rather greater care and preparation than

efore.
You see, of course, we are all the product of our experience, and I
am affected by my own experience during the war. I could talk my
head off to Molotov and Mikoyan and the head of our military mission
could talk to the marshals of the Red Army and we would just get
absolutely nowhere. That was why I saw Stalin so much, because
when we got to a point, on almost every detail, everything had to be
settled by Stalin. Unless I could get to him, nothing could be done.
Now, Khrushchev is not in the same position as Stalin. But there

is
,

by their system, great suspicion of leaving policy decisions to sub
ordinates, and, therefore, as long as the Soviet system remains as it

is now, I think that there is great value in getting to the top. The
summit is one of the ways to do that.
Senator Javits. The Russian system then demands that we be ready
to meet at the summit?
Mr. Harkiman. Under appropriate circumstances.
Senator Javits. And our machinery ought to be organized in con
templation of that rather than in contemplation of the idea that we
are going back to old-style diplomacy ?

Mr. Harkiman. I think we should use every other means to come
to agreements, as we are now doing, by our different committees that
are meeting on disarmament and other consultations, and the foreign
ministers' conferences. But we should be prepared for the summit
meetings if they are necessary and if there is sufficient reason to hope
that an agreement can be reached.
However, I don't think that we should contemplate summit meet
ings where it is the probability of a major blowup, which I think
perhaps we would have had over Berlin if we judged the position of
Khrushchev as being his real position based on his Baku speech, and
the one that I think our President correctly took.
Senator Javits. We learned from recent events that preparation
should be for the new lines rather than back again along the old lines.
Mr. Harkiman. I would suggest that.
Senator Javits. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Senator Bush.
Senator Bush. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am sorry that I wasn't present to hear the Governor's presenta
tion, but I have it and I have been through it, and I will take it home
to read.

I would observe, if I might, that for some 30 years I have watched
the Governor's activity in public life with intense interest.
Mr. Harriman. And not always with approval.
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Senator Bush. Well, you would be surprised with how much, and
not always in agreement. But nevertheless I have had a great ad
miration of his public service which I think is unequalled by an
individual today in either political party.
I think that I can defend that statement on most any ground. The
important jobs which he has held, some of which are listed on the
face of this. I doubt any man in this country could possibly have
accomplished so much and done so many important things as he has
done. For that reason, it is obvious that his remarks to this com
mittee should have great weight, and, from my personal observation,
I think they contain excellent advice out of a long and intense experi
ence of devoted public service. I am very glad that the committee
has had the advantage of hearing Governor Harriman this morning.
Senator Jackson. If the Chair might interpose at this point, one
phase of our hearing thus far is related to the problem of getting good
people in government. I want to say that the firm of Brown Bros.,
Harriman has made probably the finest contribution to government
service of any firm in the country. That is Mr. Lovett and Mr. Harri
man and Senator Bush.
I can speak impartially because we have had Mr. Lovett before our
committee, and I want to say in all candor that I don't know of any
man living today who has the knowledge that Mr. Lovett has about
national security. Governor Harriman, with his long experience in
diplomacy during the war period and the postwar period, adds to that.
And Senator Bush, now serving in the Senate, has taken a very keen
interest in defense problems and the broad national security problem.
I think the firm of Brown Bros., Harriman is an example to the
whole country, and I might add there is never a problem of conflict of
interest. They went about their job and they came down here and
served for long periods of time. Someway and somehow, they seem
to solve those problems.
Mr. Harriman. May I offer my brother's name to the list you have
given. He was appointed head of the Bed Cross by President Truman
even though he was a Republican, and that is our major difference in
life. And he was reappointed by President Eisenhower.
Senator Jackson. I am sorry. I didn't mean to leave out Roland
Harriman from the list.
I do say, in all seriousness, I think it is one of the fine examples for
other firms to follow, Senator Bush.
Senator Bush. I again say that the Governor himself has encour
aged this, without which I am sure the rest of us would not have been
able to do what little we may have done.
Senator Jackson. It is true, Governor Harriman, that you started
the ball rolling in 1933 when you first went to work for Mr. Roosevelt,
and then followed Mr. Lovett and Senator Bush and your brother,
Roland Harriman.
Mr. Harriman. My great regret was that I was already committed
to support another gentleman for the Senate when Senator Bush an
nounced he was going to run for the Senate. And, so, I didn't enter
the campaign. I am very much gratified that my partner has taken
a strong position in many directions that I approve, and we reserve
some for argument.
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Senator Jackson". Maybe some of the strength of Brown Bros., Har-
riman is that there is a wide range of views within the firm on all
matters.
Mr. Harriman. That is as it should be in our country.
Mr. Pendleton. Governor, in your prepared statement, you indi
cated there is very little communication l)etween the American am
bassadors and their staffs of the different countries. Has there not
been a practice for the embassy people within a region such as Latin
America or Africa to meet periodically with representatives from
the Department of State to coordinate policy for that particular
part of the world ?
Mr. Harriman. I don't know if you heard my testimony. I added
a sentence there as to periodic area meetings now being held by the
Assistant Secretary. I said that they are good but they are not ade
quate. I think they are excellent.
I was told-—and I don't know whether it is true or not—there wasn't
enough money; some of our ambassadors wanted to send their staff
members to other countries in South America but there wasn't enough
money to allow the travel.
But this is something that dates back before the present adminis
tration, and I am not being critical of the present administration.
It has existed for some time.
Since many questions have an international, or regionwide if not
worldwide implication, it becomes increasingly necessary to brine
together individuals in our missions in different parts of the world.
Mr. Pendleton. In the next paragraph of your prepared state
ment you refer to the period of time of service of the Foreign Service
people in posts. Recently, I believe, the period of service has been
increased to 4 years. Do you think that that period should be in
creased ?
Mr. Harriman. I didn't realize that. Generally speaking, it has
been shorter than that.
I think that is a move in the right direction.I think it depends on the post, on how long you keep someone there.
The maximum number of Foreign Service officers should have serv
ice either in Moscow or some of the Eastern European posts or some
place of Communist domination. That is from the standpoint of
education. There is no use leaving them there too long. They get
very little value out of the post after a certain period of time.
I would move them fairly fast so as to rotate them. I would have
more flexibility as far as the ambassadors are concerned. There ought
to be flexibility, depending upon the post and depending upon the
individual involved. Take certain individuals: We had an agricul
tural expert in Russia. He knew Russian and had studied Russian
agriculture for years. He was enormously valuable. Such a man
ought to be kept in the area. On the other hand, we should have a
cross- fertilization of concepts. I found it of considerable value to
have in Moscow men from our China posts. That did us a lot of good
and it did them a lot of good. I am not suggesting that we specialize
too much or that people are left to become too set in their ways.
Mr. Pendleton. In your prepared statement, while discussing the
selection of ambassadors, vou cite Cuba as a case in point. Just what
was the point that you had in mind proving by the citing of Cuba ?
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Mr. Harriman. Senator, do you want me to answer that question ?
I would rather not. It deals with personalities, and I would rather
not put in the record personalities. If I may have that permission.
Senator Jackson. I think it can be stipulated, as the chairman re
calls, that the Ambassador to Cuba at the time in question was a
political appointee ; was he not ?
Mr. Pendleton. I don't believe the statement here refers to a
particular time. I merely wanted to cite the fact that Mr. Bonsai, the
present Ambassador
Mr. Harriman. He is a man that I have the highest respect for, and
he was assigned to me as political adviser when I was Ambassador in
charge of the Marshall plan in Paris. I am delighted to see him there,
and I wish him well.
I would like to say that Mr. Castro is exploiting an anti- American
feeling. I have no brief for Castro, and there is nothing about him
that I like, but I think that we should do a little self-analysis to
know why it is that he can find this anti- American feeling to exploit.
We are not here today to do that, and, so, I would rather not go into
it in too much detail.
But it does turn back to the fact that we have a history in Latin
America, dating back many years, when American companies did ex
ploit the people and showed very little interest in the economic wel
fare of the country. That is one of the dividends we are getting
today.
This has nothing to do with the last decade, but goes back into
early history. Therefore, I do think it is very important for us,
Mr. Chairman, to give consideration to the manner in which we do
attempt to make a great point of American property rights.
Ibelieve, of course, in supporting American property rights, but I
would prefer to see that done on a multilateral basis, and nave many
of these things referred to the Organization of American States.
Rather than attempt to battle it out bilaterally. Cuba has a long his
tory. It dates back to the time of transfer of these lands from the-,
small farm economy to the great sugar-producing economy which made
paupers of the peasants, gave them 5-month jobs at very low rates of
pay. No matter who owned the sugar companies, they were bound to*
be unpopular.
In dealing with Cuba, as well as other parts of the world, we should
try to understand what is happening. We are too ready to assume
that we are liked everywhere in the world regardless of what is
happening.
Basically, I think there is a disposition for most people to want to
like the United States, but that is not always true.
Mr. Pendleton. Further down on the same page you indicate :
I do not bellere * * • that the Secretary of State should have the operating
responsibility for the * * * foreign aid program.

That is the present situation, is it not? He does not have the
operating responsibility ?
Mr. Harriman. That is right. But it does not have the prestige
that it used to have as an independent agency.
Mr. Pendleton. Discussing the last paragraph on that page, about
the foreign aid program, I believe you indicated the relationship be
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tween foreign aid and military defense, and that military defense
should not be carried out at the expense of mutual security programs.
Mr. Harriman. What I said was that I thought we were making
mistakes when we only say that if there are arms limitations we will
divert a considerable part of the saving in arms expenditure to our

I think, if it is desirable in the welfare of the world and in our own
welfare, to expand those programs before we get the benefit of a re
duction in military expenditures.
To be plain, I think it is a very good thing for us to suggest, that if
we do have an arms limitation, it will be substantially increased, but
I do not think we should appear to the world as being only willing to
expand our economic aid if there is arms limitation.
Mr. Pendleton. I believe that is the position of General Lemnitzer,
too, the Army Chief of Staff.
Mr. Hakriman. I am glad to hear that. General Lemnitzer and I
were very close friends when he was first assigned as a junior officer
early in 1948 or 1949, when NATO was beginning, and I gained a
great respect for his judgment. I would be glad to associate myself
with his testimony about international affairs as I know so much about
his thinking.
Mr. Pendleton. In his statement on March 7, 1960, he says :
We are unanimous in our belief that not a single dollar should be added to our
respective service budgets if that dollar had to be taken away from the mutual
security program.

Mr. Harriman. That confirms my statement that I give him a blank
check in supporting his point of view. He was one of the finest officers
in the service, and a man who thoroughly understands the inter
national implications of what we are doing, both military and eco
nomic.
Mr. Pendleton. In discussing the fourth dimension of foreign
policy you made a statement to the effect that we should not try to sell
the free enterprise system abroad. If I don't quote you correctly,
would you correct me ?
Mr. Harriman. I think I said our objective is not solely to sell the
free enterprise system abroad, or that is what I intended to say.
What we should try to sell is our concept of freedom, independence,
and the worth of the individual, and some of the basic concepts of our
great Declaration of Independence.
There is nothing in the Declaration of Independence which de
scribes the free enterprise system.
Now the free enterprise system is something that we can't fully ex
port. I am not sure that many people or businessmen who talk about
it really fully understand it. Our American free enterprise system
has been undergoing a very considerable change in the last 30 years.
There have been greater mergers and more domination by the large
companies. Our system permits the widest latitude for individual
initiative and, at the same time, the Federal Government's responsi
bilities for the social welfare is increasing and, since the Employment
Act of 1946, a responsibility for the welfare of our economy as a
whole.
That is going on regardless of political party, and it is going to
continue.

foreign aid
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Now the thing that I object to, I would like to get in the record
if I may: I have been told that we are not permitted to finance a
government-owned steel mill because ideologically we think steel mills
ought to be owned by private enterprise.
Now, as a result of that, we find that in India that the Kussians,
British, and Germans finance the Indian Government on steel mills
and we have not. We have stayed clear of them. I understand that
is true in other countries.
If the steel is developed it is going to help private enterprise in
India. Today small industry can't develop because of lack of steel.
It would be folly for anybody to imagine that private enterprise could
develop steel mills in India to the extent needed. In India steel is
one of their most logical developments, since they have good coking
coal and cheap iron ore, and it is logical for India to make steel.
They will make steel as cheaply as anywhere in the world.
Now there just isn't $1 billion of private capital in India to build
these steel mills. American private capital isn't going to finance it.
Therefore, for us to not recognize that because it offends our ideologi
cal concept— is the trouble.
I decry our permitting Khrushchev to continue to shout "This is
a battle between capitalism and communism." Nobody knows just
what capitalism means. The battle is between dictatorship and
democracy, between freedom of the individual and the dignity and
worth of the individual and the all-powerful state which he is sup
posed to serve. That is where we ought to get our ideological battle
going. It is not in the area of some economic theories that some
people may have, and I am glad to have the opportunity, sir, to correct
any misunderstanding that there may be.
I would like to say that I am for private enterprise, and I think
private enterprise is of tremendous value in our own country, and,
insofar as we can promote it abroad, that is fine. It is of very great
importance.
When I was Secretary of Commerce I made some proposals which
later on were accepted in the tax field, to promote private enterprise.
But we shouldn't be putting it forward as an ideological objective.
I think I have said enough to make it clear that I am not trying
to oppose private enterprise or the free-enterprise system so much as
trying to put it into its place. Our own system is not a fully export
able system. It has been developed for our own consumption here
at home.
Mr. Pendleton. There is no reason we shouldn't talk about it be
cause of what it is in this country, but we should not establish it as
a condition of the granting of assistance and aid to another country.
Mr. Harriman. That is right, and I think that we have lost, Mr.
Chairman, by our refusing at times to finance some government-owned
enterprises only because it seems to be against our ideological con
ceptions.
Let me be quick to say I would not finance an operation by a gov
ernment abroad that could be financed by some American or British
or other private enterprise. But where it can't be done, I see no
reason why we shouldn't help the government finance it if it is a
sound project. In India at the present time about 90 percent of all
industrial activity is in what they call the private sector. The steel
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mills will substantially increase the amount of steel available in the
private sector, and, I think, will tremendously increase the private
industry within India. At the present time steel imports are being
held down because they haven't foreign exchange. The same thing is
true of such things as fertilizer. No one is going to put money in
fertilizer, and yet there seems to be no doubt that the Indian agricul
tural production could be almost doubled if they can get enough
fertilizer.
You can promote private enterprise in many ways by government
investment.
Forgive me for spending this time, but I didn't want to give any
impression that I was opposing private activity.
Senator Jackson. Simply stated, we have no right to insist that
other people be made over in our complete image.
Mr. Harriman. That is right.
It is impossible to do it, and, in the second place, we shouldn't want
to do it if we could.
Senator Jackson. Isn't it a fact that free private enterprise is only
known to the North American Continent ? There is a vast difference
between capitalism and free private enterprise, and they have had
capitalism in Europe, but there are cartels and all sorts of arrange
ments of private property. It is a vastly different concept than ours.If we got into the economic hassle, I can well imagine the difficulties
that we would have with our own allies. One of the most faithful
members of NATO, Secretary-General Spaak, is

, I believe, a Socialist.
So, if we got into a question of the exportation of our particular con
cept of private enterprise, we would Tbe in immediate difficulty with
our best allies.
Mr. Harriman. The harshest words which the Communists have
used have been for the Social Democrats in Europe, Ernest Bevan and
Spaak and others. They have reserved their harshest criticism for
them. They would like to see reactionary governments in as many
countries as possible because they think that they have a better chance
against them.

I think that we are going to win the battle because we are moving in
the direction of greater social consciousness.
Mr. Pendleton. Now, in your prepared statement, you say :

The Secretary of State must, of course, control the policy of the agency
responsible for information * * *.

That is the present arrangement, is it not?
Mr. Harriman. I assume so, yes. But, as I said, this is an argument
that has gone back and forth in the information agency as well.I want to underline that these agencies have been inside and out
side of the State Department, so often— I am not dealing on a partisan
basis; I was making my judgment on the basis of the longer-range
planning.
These agencies have been moved inside and outside of the State
Department, and as I have vigorous views on the subject, I wanted
to express them.
Mr. Pendleton. In connection with your prepared statement —in
order to keep this bipartisan as you have indicated and as we are
making the study— I would like to refer to some of the people in the
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present administration who could meet the requirements you have
suggested here. I would like to see whether you agree that they do
meet the requirements of your test.
Gordon Gray, Special Assistant to the President for National Se
curity Affairs.
Livingston Merchant, Under Secretary of State.
And James Riddleberger, head of the International Cooperation
Administration.
George Allen, Director ofUSIA.
Herbert York, Director of Research and Engineering, Depart
ment of Defense.
Mr. Harriman. Who is that?
Mr. Pendleton. Herbert York.
Mr. Harriman. I thought both Mr. Allen and Mr. Riddleberger
were Foreign Service officers.
Senator Jackson. You don't have to comment on personalities.
Mr. Harriman. You left out Mr. David Bruce, who was a good
Democrat, and I appointed him Assistant Secretary of Commerce,
and he was left out.
I am not discussing personalities, but I do think this is a subject
of very great importance. We should develop a national tradition,
and it should be so set that any administration or any administrator
that didn't select men from both parties would be under public
criticism.
Senator Jackson. If the purpose of the question is to get a com
parison of who appointed more of the opposite party, I think we
would be glad to have that put in the record.
Mr. Pendleton. It is not that.
Senator Jackson. I don't know what the purpose of the question

is
,

because if it is to show that some of these people are of the opposite
political party, I don't know.
Mr. Pendleton. It is not intended to show they were members of
any party. The statement of the witness was that the people should
be appointed without regard to a man's party affiliation.

I do not know the party affiliation of the Foreign Service officers
involved. The point was that I believe they were appointed to those
posts without reference to their affiliation.
Mr. Harriman. I think that he has missed the point entirely. I

wasn't talking about using Foreign Service officers for jobs. Obvi
ously, they are to be used.
But we go outside of the Government to pick people. Then you
should do it without regard to party, and I think it is very healthy.
When you put in the record the number of people who were in the
Truman administration, which was a continuation of the war, and
which was a natural outgrowth, I regret to find that there hasn't been
the same attempt that was made as previously.
Senator Jackson. The Chair will only comment that not only was

it good for the country but it was good politics as well. The country
comes first. I think the appointment of Mr. Knox and Mr. Stimson
was based on merit, and they were able and distinguished citizens.
It didn't hurt the Democrats politically. I will be frank. I don't
think other administrations have necessarily learned that.

52710— 60— pt. 5 i
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Mr. Harriman. When I was appointed Secretary of Commerce, I
asked Mr. Foster to be Under Secretary, and he was a Republican. I
thought, since so many businessmen were Republicans, it would be a
good policy to have a Republican there, and they would feel a little
freer.
Actually, Mr. Foster wouldn't have joined the administration un
less he had felt the objectives were right.
Later on he had a number of important positions. He became
Deputy Secretary of Defense.
Mr. Pendleton. Obviously, under the weight of overwhelming evi
dence, I misread the statement at the top of page 11 of your prepared
statement.
Finally, in your discussion after your prepared statement, you re
ferred to the desirability of adequate preparation for summit confer
ences as a condition of success in that effort.
Has that not been the position of President Eisenhower in this field ?
Mr. Harriman. Well, Mr. Chairman, I would prefer not to answer
that question.
Mr. Pendleton. All right.
Mr. Harriman. Unless we go off the record, because I am not here
to criticize President Eisenhower. I have expressed my admiration
for him, and I don't wish to put in the record anything else.
Senator Jackson. Your request is honored.
Mr. Pendleton. I have no further questions.
Senator Jackson. Again, Governor Harriman, I think it is obvious
to you that we are very grateful for your excellent presentation. You
presented a number of constructive suggestions, and you have been
most helpful. I am sure that we can profit much by what you have
had to say here today.
Thank you again.
Mr. Harriman. I want to congratulate you, Senator^ if I may, on
your leadership in bringing together so many different views, and I am
sure that it will have a long-range constructive value to our country.
Senator Jackson. Wewill recess at this time.
(Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the committee recessed subject to call of the
Chair.)
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U.S. Senate,
StJBCOMillTTEE ON NATIONAL POLICY MACHINERY,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 p.m., in room 3302,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman or
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson, Muskie, and Mundt.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, Howard E. Haugerud, Brewster C.
Denny, and Richard Page professional staff members; and Edmund
E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Also present: Charles A. Haskins, senior staff member, National
Security Council ; Robert Berry, representing Senator Karl E. Mundt;
Theodore F. C. Crolius, administrative assistant to Senator Javits.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
The Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery continues today
its consideration of problems of policymaking at the highest level,
with special reference to the National Security Council.
Our threefold purpose continues to be to determine the adequacy of
the national security policymaking apparatus, to assess the effective
ness of the means for coordination of policy implementation in the
executive branch, and to make constructive recommendations for re
form, where appropriate.
Our witness this afternoon has dedicated more than four decades
of his life to the service of his country. His distinguished naval
career, spanning two World Wars, has been recognized by the award
of the Distinguished Service Medal with gold star, and Legion of
Merit with gold star.
Admiral Radford served as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
for 4 years before his retirement in 1957 to enter private business. In
that capacity he had an opportunity to observe and participate in the
workings of the National Security Council during a critical period.
Therefore, we are particularly happy that he could join us today to
discuss the subject of the Council and its operations, and such related

Eroblems
as the coordination between the Departments of State and

>efense.
Admiral Radford, we are delighted to have you with us.
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STATEMENT OF ADM. ARTHUR W. RADFORD, FORMER CHAIRMAN,
JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

Admiral Radford. Is it my understanding, Senator, that in the case
of anything being released, I can go over it?
Senator Jackson. Yes.
Admiral Radford. In other words, there won't be anything released
unless I have had a chance to read it over ?
Senator Jackson. There are three things. You have a chance to
look over the record first, and if you want to take something out of this
record, you may do so, on reflection. I think this is fair. We have
done this with witnesses.
Two, anything relating to the NSC, the White House also has a right
to pass on for release. We have worked this out amicably. So far
we nave not had any trouble, have we, Mr. Haskins?
Mr. Haskins. It has been very amicable. Senator.
Senator Jackson. So even if you are willing to have it if the White
House makes a request, the Chair is certainly going out of his way to
see that requests are honored.
Third would be the question of security. So we will have a three
way check, you, the White House on NSC, and security.
Admiral Radford. That is fine.
Senator Jackson. I understand, Admiral, that you do not have a
prepared statement. Would you prefer to respond to questions that
we might ask ?
Admiral Radford. That is correct, sir.
Senator Jackson. Suppose we start out on the NSC. I might ask
thisquestion :
What in your judgment are the most important prerequisites for the
NSC as an advisory mechanism to the President? Should it be a
small body, a large body? Should it confine itself to major prob
lems, or should it get involved in many problems ?
Admiral Radford. I would say that first the NSC is an instrument
of the President's Office. Since it is an advisory body, I suppose to a
certain extent its means or methods of operating are up to the Presi
dent.
I personally think that it should continue to be as small as it could
be to handle any particular question. There are, as you know, cer
tain statutory members. There are others who are in attendance
permanently ; for example, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Then others are brought in for consideration of particular items on
an agenda. But generally speaking, it is and should be kept as small
as possible and still accomplish its purpose.
The items to be discussed in the NSC should be important items.
I think the agenda should be limited, and generally is, to important
questions on which the President himself feels that he would like advice
or counsel.
Senator Jackson. Shouldn't that be a kind of guiding principle?
In other words, the NSC is advisory to the President.
Admiral Radford. I think a lot of people are inclined to forget that.
It is advisory to the President, and I am sure that the President, in
working with his Special Assistant for National Security Affairs, does
control the agenda, and limit it to things he feels he would like more
information on.
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Senator Jackson. So on the two points, the size of the NSC should
be limited and its agenda should be limited. This is sound from the
standpoint of making the best possible use of the apparatus, would you
say?
Admiral Radford. Yes. Incidentally I was in "Washington and had
considerable opportunity to study the proposals for the Unification
Act before it was first enacted in 1947. I have always felt that the NSC
was one of the best things that came out of that act. I have watched
the NSC under various conditions ever since 1947. I attended some
meetings when I was here in the late forties. Later I attended some
meetings when I was commander in chief, Pacific. Then I attended
regularly for four years as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
So I have had an opportunity to observe it, and I think its operation
has been pretty well handled and pretty well standardized ever since
its creation in 1947.
Senator Mundt. Will you yield, Mr. Chairman ?

Senator Jackson. Surely.
Senator Mundt. Admiral, don't you think it would be perfectly
proper that while the agenda would be certainly fixed by the com
mander in chief, the President, it would be all right to have an under
standing that anybody sitting there who might want to probe the
minds of those who are associated with him on some problem he has,

it should be understood that he has a right to throw out some question
on which he might like counsel or on some suggestion he would like to
make?
Admiral Radford. During the meeting ?

Senator Mundt. Yes.
Admiral Radford. Yes ; there has never been any restriction in that
way.
Senator Mundt. While the agenda would be fixed by the President,
anybody would feel free to toss out on the table some particular
problem ?

Admiral Radford. They do.
Senator Jackson. I think what the Admiral had in mind was that,
with the President's responsibility covering so many different areas,
he may desire to identify certain critical areas that the NSC should
concentrate on so he can get the best possible advice on alternative
policies and possible solutions that should be formulated.
Admiral Radford. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. I agree with your comments on flexibility.
Senator Mxtndt. I did not want it to look as though it were frozen.
Senator Jackson. Some people have reflected the view that delibera
tions of the National Security Council actually do not have too much
to do with the military defense posture, and these people take the view
that in this area the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretary of Defense
and the President rather than the NSC play the vital role. Do you
have any comments on that ? Does the NSC, as an advisory body, play

a substantial part in the formulation of important defense policies?
Admiral Radford. I would say that it does. Of course, the Chair
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff attends every meeting, if he is in
Washington. If he is not there, the next senior member of the Joint
Chiefs attends and sits next to the Secretary of Defense. I remember
that when I relieved General Bradley and reported as Chairman, the
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President told me never to hesitate to speak up, even though I was not
a member, at any time in the course of the meeting on any subject that
I thought was of importance. I did that. In other words, that was
an independent action that I could take, without necessarily warning
the Secretary of Defense in advance.
The National Security Council has an opportunity to become ac
quainted with all the defense policies, and I would say in the ordinary
course of events it would have an opportunity to comment on im
portant questions of policy.
Senator Jackson. Now, if I might turn to the budgetary process,
some people feel that the NSC should be tied more closely with the
budgetary process. They feel that policies proposed in NSC and with
in the budget work independently of each other. In other words,
should the budget process enter into the picture at the time policies
are being proposed to the President for his approval ? Do you have
any comment in that area ?
Admiral Radford. I think generally speaking that is the case now.
On the other hand, again it becomes a matter of the individual Presi
dent and what he wants. He is the man who is responsible. If he
wants to do it another way, I presume that is his prerogative.
Senator Jackson. Your recommendation is

,
of course, that inas

much as the NSC is indeed an advisory instrumentality of the Presi
dent, it should be conducted and should be set up in such a way and
used as the President sees fit, with great flexibility.
Admiral Radford. I am sure the President will use it increasingly.
It is an increasingly important adjunct of his office.
Senator Jackson. Do you have any comments on the operation of
the Operations Coordinating Board, during the time you were Chair
man of the Joint Chiefs? There has been some strong difference of
opinion on whether it is doing its job or whether it usefulness can be
improved upon. If you have any comments or suggestions we would
appreciate it. All of this, as we told you, is an attempt to be con
structive.
Admiral Radford. The OCB is a vital adjunct of the NSC. It is
supposed to police the implementation of policy, to see that the pol
icies established are being carried out and report back to the NSC any
problems in connection therewith.
My feeling is that the OCB, or the membership of the OCB, con
sists of men who have important jobs. The only comment I would
have is that I don't believe that they can always afford to give it the
time that it should have. I have wondered if the OCB should not
have one or two very competent men on an almost full-time basis.
On the other hand, the advantage of the present membership is that

it is drawn from State, Defense, CIA, USIA, ICA, and I forget just
who the others are. In other words, they are drawn from offices
which have an interest and jurisdiction. Maybe the chairman of the
OCB should be an independent individual, full-time. But I do know,
for instance, that the Deputy Secretary of Defense who is a member
of the OCB had great difficulty in finding time to attend these meet
ings. I am sure the Under Secretary of State did, too.

I think the big question which you snould ask some of the members
of the OCB is whether they feel they can devote enough time to do the
job.
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Senator Jackson. In this same connection, wouldn't it be helpful
if they could monitor the implementation of the key or critical policy
decisions?
Admiral Kadford. I think that is what they try to do. However,
they are necessarily in the hands of their staff to a large extent, be
cause they are very busy men, all of them.
Senator Jackson. Your thought is that some permanent follow-
through, or permanent watchdog might be a constructive way of
handling it.
Admiral Radford. Maybe one member. Maybe the chairman of the
OCB might be a very capable man with no other job.
Senator Jackson. I personally feel that this idea is sound. We all
know that in a governmental setup such as ours, and the size of ours,
you can decide on a policy—even the President can—but it can get
chopped to pieces on the way down through the various levels of
bureaucracy. This is a problem common to all Presidents.
Admiral Radford. That is right.
Senator Jackson. I am not referring to any one administration. I
am sure you have seen evidence of this kind of situation. I think
Gordon Gray is now the chairman of OCB.
Senator Mundt. Yes, I just noticed that in this report.
Senator Jackson. He has other responsibilities and other duties
because he is the Special Assistant to the President for Security Af
fairs. He has responsibilities in the whole area of national security
as the adviser to the President in the White House.
We have had some testimony from several witnesses on the tre
mendous number of inter- and intra-departmental committees involved
in the decisionmaking process. This again is a part of the system that
has existed for many, many years. I say it applies to all administra
tions. I just wonder if you have any comments on this committee
system. We have had a lot of adverse testimony regarding commit
tees, and criticisms that as instruments of government they do not
seem to be too effective. It appeal's that there is a tendency to use
committees to defer action on a problem. Some of our witnesses have
made the distinction between committees in which the chairmen can
make decisions, and other committees in which no one can make de-
. cisions and a lot of time is wasted.
Dr. York pointed out that he had two or three committees which
he chaired and he was able to make decisions. Other witnesses have
pointed out that they have a problem and that it has been a part of
our difficulty in the executive branch over many years.I wonder if you have any comments you might want to make,
Admiral.
Admiral Radford. It has always been interesting to me to hear
people say that we should not have as many committees as we have, or
we should get along without committees, but I have never heard of
any really good suggestion as to how we would function in our Gov
ernment without committees or the committee structure. As far asI know, every government with which I have had anything to do or
any acquaintanceship has had committees. Big corporations in the
United States have to have committees. It is a device to keep various
parts of the organization acquainted with what is going on in the
other part. Not all committees are set up for the purpose of making
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decisions. When you talk about 900 committees in the Pentagon,
probably 850 do not meet very often and are more in the area of
keeping various offices informed of what is going on in other offices.
The really important committees that function quite often and have to
make recommendations to higher authority—in other words, have to
come to some kind of agreement —are rather limited in number. I
know of no other machinery that we could devise that could do what
the committees do.
I have never seen any expert on organization that had anything to
offer to take their place. I think that they are a necessary part of
our Government's structure. For the most part, if the committee is
not functioning well, it probably is the fault of the chairman, or there
may be one difficult member who causes trouble. The chairman of a
committee in my opinion today in Washington can either get on with
his job and get the work done, or he can stall around and have a lot
of trouble, one of the two. I think good chairmen get good results out
of committees. I think we should continue to have them.
Senator Jackson. Would you say that it would be helpful, how
ever, in setting up committees, to empower the chairmen to make de
cisions, after full discussion? People have said you should take a
vote and so on like you do up on the Hill, but there is a distinction.
The executive branch is not a legislative body and people who do run
the executive branch have a responsibility to make decisions.
Admiral Radford. I would hesitate to say that the committee
chairman or somebody has to make a decision because all of these
committees, or practically all that I can think of offhand, are advisory
to someone in the higher echelon, who wants information from this
group of men. He wants to know if there are differences of opinion.
In other words, he would like to know if the majority favor one
line of action, with a healthy minority another line. Or he wants to
know if there is only one man opposing the whole group. As a rule,
the decision has to be made by an officer or someone in the organiza
tion who is advised by this committee.
Senator Jackson. I didn't mean a decision in that sense, because
the committees are usually at a lower level. What I had in mind was
someone to give an advisory recommendation so that the man who
must make the decision ultimately would have a clear recommen
dation.
Admiral Radford. I don't know of any instance where a good
chairman of a committee cannot produce a recommendation when it
is needed, if he is on the job, even though the committee is split.
Senator Jackson. Now, I wonder if 1 might turn to the problem
of coordination between State and Defense. Do you think that it
might be worthwhile to give some thought at least to establishing
what we might call a joint career service, or a senior staff corps, com
posed of a small and carefully selected number of military officers
and senior civilians in State and Defense and related national security
agencies? The thought behind this is that in the interest of broad
ening their experience, these people would serve tours of duty in a
number of departments and agencies. They would be given special
opportunity for advanced training. One might start such a staff corps
on a trial basis. We have had some fine military officers who have
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!>erf
ormed great service to the country in the Department of State ;

'or example. General Bonesteel.
Admiral Radford. I know him.
Senator Jackson. And others, because of fine training and good
heads, have rendered outstanding service. As we all realize, the prob
lem of national security is so tied in with foreign policy. There is
no sharp line of demarcation between the two and the need to know
between the two Departments is getting more and more important
as time goes on. Do you think we could improve upon the process
in this area?
Admiral Radford. It is not clear to me exactly where this select
group would work.
Senator Jackson. For instance, what I had in mind was this : Let
us talk about the Defense Department first. We have three or four
outstanding staff, men in the military7 service who have demonstrated
that they would be eminently qualified to assist, we will say, the
policy planning staff in the State Department. You might want to
send one of them to serve there. But for many reasons you might
not want to have a military officer in uniform over in the State De
partment serving in that capacity. You would select a certain num
ber of these officers to serve not only the policy planning staff but in
some other department, and some people from State could go over to
the Joint Staff to assist over there. They would be known as part
of a senior officers corps with special status. The military officers
would no longer be subject to regular tours of duty out in the field.
Their military pay and retirement rights would be protected, and we
could give them additional compensation.
Admiral Radford. I would say, first, I have always been generally
afraid of these career specialists groups. My limited experience with
people in that category has been that they are liable to become too
parochial in their outlook. They stay too long in one place. There
have been suggestions, for instance, that the Joint Staff in the Penta
gon be composed of officers who have been selected from the various
services and made into a permanent Joint Staff, instead of having
rotation from the various services.
I would much prefer to have the present system where the officers
rotate. You get a fresh point of view. The great danger with a
career organization, as I would see it? would be that they would lose
touch with anything but their specialist work. They would not have
the broadening influence of going away and coming back. In my
opinion, if you asked one of these bright planning officers if he would
like to become one of the elite group and stay here in Washington,
he would say "No," especially if he wanted someday to be the Chief
of Staff of his service or Chief of Naval Operations. Should you
talk to outstanding young Foreign Service officers, you would prob
ably get the same answer. They would much rather become ambas
sadors and go on up in the Foreign Service than stay in Washington.
You would nave a nard time offering them a more interesting career
and more compensation.
Senator Jackson. My thought was that you might make it so
attractive that they would want to follow this new career. I certainly
agree with you, that if they wanted to be in a command position at
the top, they would have to stay in the regular military service.
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Admiral Radford. I wonder if you could make it more attractive.I would be afraid that an organization of that kind would become too
limited in its outlook.
Senator Jackson. Of course, I do not assume they would be tied
down to a specific Washington assignment for good. But maybe some
better use could be made of a limited number of individuals who have
demonstrated unique qualifications. Some of them could even become
ambassadors. They would lose their military status, but they would
be in a well-recognized and honored corps where they could further
serve the country.
I am sure you have been impressed as I have in going down to the
War College and talking with students. I think in many respects
some of the students are as well or better informed than some or our
Foreign Service people in the area of diplomacy.
Admiral Radford. Of course, we have Foreign Service students
down there, you know.
Senator Jackson. Yes, a limited number.

at the National War College. I would favor increasing the number
myself.
Senator Jackson. The number of Foreign Service students at the
War College?
Admiral Radford. Yes.
Senator Jackson. I am glad to hear you say that.
Admiral Radford. In the first place, I could say that in my opinion
we have quite a few military officers and Foreign Service officers who
are qualified in the field of foreign policy and national security affairs ;
Bonesteel is an example, and I could pick out 15 or 20 individuals who
are, I think, of that caliber.
Senator Jackson. I only mentioned him as an example.
Admiral Radford. Yes. I think we are fortunate, really, and this
is not accidental. The National War College has been doing a pretty
good job of turning out people who are going to grow into these
experts. I would say that as of right now, today, the United States
is pretty well fixed, and we will be even better off if we continue to
handle the problem as well as we have.
Senator Jackson. Along the same line, what about an exchange of
persons between the Departments of Defense and State, for limited
periods ? We have had some of that from time to time. Do you feel
that this should be encouraged ?
Admiral Radford. There is nothing that prevents it now. I might
say that there are military officers serving in a number of departments
around Washington, not just in the Defense Department. But the
great problem, if you are a young officer on your way up, and some
body says, "We want you to serve on the State Department policy
planning," you don't want to at all. Your career is in the military.
You don't want to have some State Department officer filling out
your fitness report for a couple of years. You would be afraid that
it might jeopardize your position in the Defense Department.
Senator Jackson. Don t you feel that there needs to be more and
more training in international political problems on the part of staff
officers who are working on military plans ? I realize the things you
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refer to have been going on in the past, but there is a change going on.
Don't you think that the military should meet it?
Admiral Radford. I think we are meeting it. All the service war
colleges, the National War Colleges and the Armed Forces Staff
School, are concentrating on training our military officers in the broad
field of politico-military affairs. They are doing an excellent job.
Senator Jackson. They take the course at the colleges. But what
I am asking is whether you think it would be helpful if they actually
got into the departmental operations for 2 or 3 years or whatever
the case may be.
Admiral Radford. The State Department has their part of the job
to do and the Defense Department has their part of the job to do.
There is good liaison between the two groups. I for the life of me
cannot see any reason for the State Department to have a military
officer over there. They can get advice any time they want. I used
to go over and give briefings to the top people in the State Depart
ment from the Secretary on down. They could ask me any questions
they wanted to. I would have been glad to send anybody over there
for a temporary assignment if they wanted to get some further
information.
Senator Jackson. For example, I am suggesting possible temporary
service in the State Department of an outstanding military officer who
has demonstrated he is not only a good military planner, but that he
understands the meshing of military planning with foreign policy.
This understanding may become critical in certain areas in deciding
what we want to do in providing military aid to a country, or what we
might do in a limited war.
Admiral Radford. They set up these ad hoc committees to do ex
actly that. You will find that joint State-Defense Committees are set
up from time to time to study a particular problem which may go on
for 4 or 5 months.
Senator Jackson. I have other questions, but in view of the time I
will call on Senator Mundt.
Senator Mundt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, it is good to have you here. I have two types of questions.
One is dealing with this National Security Council, and the other oneI would like to probe the mind a little bit about the general defense
picture.
Do you think that the executive branch has an adequate long-range
planning policy for the cold war? Are we looking far enough down
the road and setting up a plan of the way we would like to have things
eventuate if everything comes out according to our blueprints? Is
that part of the work of the National Security Council or is it part
of the work which is being handled some place in Government! I
have a feeling that the Communists look a long way down the road.
Incidents come along that tend to change their tactics, but their ulti
mate objective remains pretty fixed and pretty constant.
I wonder if in this cold war on the free side of the world we do
that job with equal decisiveness.
Admiral Radfokd. Senator, in the military we have long-range
planning. We have tried to visualize where we are going, and where
we want to go for some considerable years in the future. The State
Department has a less tangible area to work with there. I think the
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executive branch of the Government does try to forecast where we are
going and where we would like to go, but we are not like the Com
munist government. The Communist government has a firmly fixed
objective, and that objective is to dominate the rest of the world by
hook or crook. Our objective is to live in peace and to be let alone.
Having that attitude, which I think represents the attitude of the
American people, we are probably going to be caught off guard in
many instances, because we cannot always make firm plans ahead.
One of the reasons is that because or the appropriation cycle and
other factors, all of our plans are subject to a large extent, to a year

of government is not able, m my opinion, to do what the Communists
can do in connection with long-range planning.
Senator Mundt. We can't do it certainly by the direct action proc
ess that they employ, by gobbling up a free country or creating an in
cident in Berlin or stimulating some activity in Asia by Mao Tse-Tung.
But I think the President has stated it quite clearly, peace with jus
tice. After all, that is all we want in America, world peace with a
maximum degree of justice for people everywhere. I am wondering
whether in our long-scale planning we map out our foreign military
installations and foreign policies and our economic aid program, and
all the rest, so that we can sort of envision where we will be in 1962,
1965, and 1970, in achieving this objective of peace with justice, pro
vided things go according to the plans we set up.
Admiral Radford. We do try to do that. I was a member of the
Draper Committee which studied the mutual security program a year
and a half ago. One of the recommendations of that Committee was
that the mutual security program be put as a minimum on a 3-year
basis. In my experience as the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and traveling around the world, I found that it was most inefficient
to have to work on an annual basis in this military aid program. It
makes it very difficult for our allies. They have to plan. They have
their own budgetary problems. They need to know 2 or 3 years in
advance what we are going to do so they can fit it into their plans.
This is absolutely essential in order to achieve maximum efficiency in
planning. I know that the Defense Department tries very hard to
plan ahead. As amatter of fact, in the Defense Department budgetary
process, we are actually planning about 3 years in advance, sometimes 4.
For example, some of the longest leadtime items for which we are
asking money for this year won't be delivered for 4- years. But they
are in the budget.
At any given period of time it is very difficult to change the direction
in which you are going. If, in any given year, you wanted to change
our policy objective radically you would have a hard time finding all
the areas where it would be necessary to stop and start off in another
direction. In other words, we are working, I would say, at least
3 years and very often 5 years ahead toward an objective of one kind or
another.
In the foreign policy field, that objective cannot be quite as firm
and the planning cannot be quite as hard and fast as it can be in the
more tangible military field, but I think we are learning a lot more
about it and are constantly doing better.
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Senator Mundt. Is the formulation of policies of that type and long-
term goals something that is part of the function of the NSC ?
Admiral Radford. The NSC monitors the departmental studies and
pulls them all together in that field ; yes.
Senator Mundt. Admiral, do you think we have gone as far as we
can or as far as we should in the unification of the Armed Forces?
Since the chairman and I have been in Congress, we have passed this
unification law; and everybody had high hopes of great economies,
great standardizations, and great procurement efficiencies. Do you
think we have moved as far and as fast in that direction as possible ?
Admiral Radford. Senator, I would say that we have made enormous
improvements in the overall military picture. I would say that it is
probably true that if we had not taken the steps we did in 1947, the
events of the last decade would have caught us very badly off guard.
I think that we have room for further improvements and some of them
are being made. I testified almost 2 years ago on the last reorgan
ization act, which I thought was a step forward. I still think that
we may have to take some more steps. But my own feeling is that the
military organization is better than it has ever been in the past.
Senator Mundt. We hear criticisms and read them sometimes, and
I don't know how well founded they are; that the chiefs of the services
are somewhat hampered in having direct access to the respective
Secretaries. Do you think that is a valid statement ?
Admiral Radford. I think that is absolutely untrue. I do think
that the chiefs of services have access—and as far as I know they
always have had—to any Secretary that they want to see, and to the
President. Of course, they can't overdo requests of that kind. If
they have a good legitimate reason to see anybody above them, they
can do it. The one area I am not satisfied with is this: I am not
convinced that the Joint Chiefs of Staff can continue to be composed
of the service chiefs. I think it is a little bit too much to ask of a
man to take off his service hat and come in that room and I don't
think he does.
Senator Mundt. Have you any suggestions to make in connection
with the problem of recruitment of executives in the Department of
Defense ? We always hear it said it would be better if we could get
the top men of the country to devote themselves for a long period of
time to these problems. But you never really achieve that goal.
Have you any suggestions to make on how we might get the best people,
the best brains, wherever they are available, in this all-important job?
Admiral Radford. Senator Mundt, I think that is one of the most
serious questions we have to face in Government today. Our Govern
ment is set up to operate with noncareer civilians running the various
departments. In other words, you read under the unification act that
the military services are supposed to be under civilian control and that
civilian control comes in from civilian life. However, most of them
don't stay there long enough to exercise effective control.
Senator Jackson. They have not completed their briefing yet.
Admiral Radford. No. In these civilian jobs they should stay, I
would say, a minimum of 3 years to really be effective and make it
worthwhile.
Senator Jackson. I think President Eisenhower in his speech at
Notre Dame last night recommended 4 years.
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Admiral Radford. I would also recommend 4.
Senator Jackson. Excuse me. I did not mean to interrupt.
Admiral Radfobd. I would say 4 would be better. The conflict-of-
interest laws often prevent the right caliber of man from coming into
Government service at the right age level. I would say that there are
many men between 40 and 55, the prime of life, for doers, who will not
consider coming down here because of the conflict-of-interest laws.
Some of them come down and can't get confirmed when they find out
what the rules are.
Senator Jackson. I made a speech on that problem 10 days ago.
Senator Mtjndt. Did you have an answer?
Senator Jackson. It is in line with the testimony before this com
mittee. I think the cold, hard truth is

,

Admiral, that we get these
people in time of war. Yet the need for these people is just as urgent
today as in time of hot war, because we are, in fact, in a war. I

pointed out in my remarks to the recent meeting of the National Exec
utive Reserve, that the conflict-of-interest statutes are archaic. On
this point we recently had most helpful testimony from Mr. Greene-
wait of du Pont and Mr. Boeschenstein of Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corp.? Prof. Bayless Manning of the Yale Law School, who is an out
standing authority on conflict of interest, and Mr. John Corson, who

is very able in this field. For example, one ludicrous situation in
volves the man in a New York law firm who was asked by the Presi
dent to come down and serve on the Fine Arts Commission, and he
could not accept because his law firm would have to give up all its
antitrust and internal revenue litigation.
These statutes were passed years and years ago, and need to be
revised.
Then there are a lot of other problems, including the preservation of
certain stockownership rights, and pension rights. Young executives
are reluctant to come down here right in their prime. Yet they are
the very ones we need.
Senator Mundt. You can't get them now until they have made it

financially to the point that they can afford to retire, which means
90 percent of the time they are going on up in the age brackets.
Senator Jackson. When we are in a hot war, we do not have any
hesitancy in doing what is necessary to get the people we need. Just
because the cold war is not always so dramatic in spelling out the
danger, we do not take the necessary steps. Here is what the Presi
dent said at Notre Dame. We will have the President's statement in
cluded in the record, if there is no objection.1
Let me just quote this print from the President's address :

This does not mean that you need become permanently Implanted In Govern
ment. Quite the contrary. In policy-forming positions we constantly need
expert knowledge and fresh points of view. Some frequency of withdrawal and
return to private life would help eliminate the dangerous concept that perma
nence in office is more important than the Tightness of decision. Contrary-wise,
such a tour should not be so brief as to minimize the value of the contribution
and diminish the quality of public service. Normally, a 4-year period in these
policy posts would seem to be a minimum. Most leaders from private life who
enter the public service do so at a substantial sacrifice in the earning power
of their productive years.

1 The full text of President Eisenhower's speech at Notre Dame on June 5, 1960, appears
on pp. 087-690.
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This is very much along the line of the speech I made a couple of
weeks ago.
Senator Mundt. I am perfectly willing to have that speech go in
the record, too. I think it might be a good contribution. I really do.
You might hesitate to ask it

,

but if you think it is pertinent, I ask
unanimous consent that it appear in the record.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator, we will do that.2 I want
the committee to seriously consider a draft resolution which I think
would be helpful to the next President whoever he is. In this res
olution the Senate would express its opinion that people who come
down here are expected to serve a reasonable period of time. While
we all realize that we should make the climate as good as possible,I think it would help the next President if he could tell his prospec
tive appointees that they will be expected to stay a reasonable period
and that the Senate has expressed its opinion, exercising as it does the
constitutional power of giving its advice and consent. I have a

rough draft that I will submit later.
Will you excuse us, Admiral ? We have a rollcall.
(A brief recess was taken during which the meeting was moved
to room 3110, New Senate Office Building.)
Senator Jackson. We are sorry about the delay, Admiral. Sen
ator Mundt.
Senator Mundt. Admiral, in view of the probable duration of the
cold war, do you feel, first, that our defense program is adequate? and
second, that the United States is strong enough to defend itself
against this Russian or Communist threat?
Admiral Radford. I would say, Senator Mundt, that as of today we
have the most powerful military force in the world, and the only
reason that the free world has the peace that it has is because of our
military strength today. Our military programs are constantly being
reviewed, and I presume that will continue, and that we will main
tain a powerful force. I think the Russians respect our military
strength.
Senator Mundt. Do you think that the rest of the free world has
been adequately apprised of our strength, and that they recognize
the fact that we are as strong as we are ? Do they tend to downgrade
us, perhaps ?

Admiral Radford. I think that the leaders in the rest of the free
world do understand this. In many instances, for their domestic
political reasons they won't say so or say so publicly. But I think
that, in our country, our own press sometimes inadvertently creates
doubts in their minds and the minds of the people of the free world.
When you travel around the world, as I did when I was Chairman,
two or three times as well as on other occasions, you see these columns
with a Washington dateline critical of the programs here and down
grading our efforts. They are usually milled out and reprinted in full
around the world, whereas other official statements usually get very
little treatment. I would say at present we are very apt to down
grade ourselves around the world, thereby giving an incorrect image
which the Communists can and do exploit.

'The full text of Senator Jackson's speech on May 23, 1960, before the second National
Training Conference of the National Defense Executive Reserve appears on pp. 890-693.
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Senator Mundt. Itmight be a job for the Voice of America to under
take. It is a little hard ; we don't like to brag.
Admiral Radford. It is a little hard for them to do it. The inter
national press is the best means of reaching the people.
Senator Mundt. As a part of our overseas information program, we
bring in at different times leaders from abroad, journalists from
abroad. Maybe we should accentuate that and let them kind of come
here and get the feel of things.
Admiral Radford. I would say it is something on which we ought
constantly to try to do a better job.
Senator Mundt. Let me ask you a corollary. How about the Amer
ican public ? Do you think they are adequately informed concerning
our military capacity ?
Admiral Radford. I gather from my last 3 years of contact with the
public since I retired that many of our American citizens also are
somewhat puzzled by the great controversies that go on in this field.
They are not sure what is right and what is wrong.
Senator Mundt. We have a problem, don't we, Admiral ? We want
them to have a sense of security without developing a sense of com
placency so that they are not bombarding Congress and saying we are
spending too much.
Admiral Radford. That is right. This whole problem is a very
difficult one, because we have never before in the history of this coun
try, in the history of the world, had such rapid technological progress.
What is good today may be completely outmoded virtually overnight.
So I think the American public has to be told—and you can't do it too
often—that, No. 1, this country still faces a great threat from a de
termined and unscrupulous enemy. For the indefinite future, a very
large proportion of our resources is going to have to be allocated to
our security. We are going to have to help the rest of the free world
maintain adequate defenses. If we did not and if they succumbed to
the Communist offensive, we would be weakened with every further
one that goes behind the Iron Curtain. I think this is a continuing
job that has to be done with the American public.
Senator Mundt. You have watched this for a long time and partici
pated in it for a great number of years. In your opinion at the present
time vis-a-vis Russia, do we have a space gap or a missile gap or a
defense gap or some kind of gap that we should be plugging up ?
Admiral Radford. Senator, I am not up to date on the details of
our defense program, and I make no effort to try to remain so any
more. In the first place, it is almost a full-time job. In the second
place, we have very able men running it. If they needed my help, I am
sure they would come and ask me. I think myself that we have a very
sound program. From what I know I do not feel that we have any
great missile gap. However, I must admit that I am not acquainted
with all the details.
Senator Mundt. From your experience, it is imperative that our
country keep even with or ahead of the Soviet Union in every category
of defense, or is this something that we should try to evaluate on
balance rather than to try to say that in every area of activity we
have to be superior ?
Admiral Radford. I think we have to be ahead in those areas that
are critical from a military or security point of view. We either have
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to be ahead or we have to be so close to what they can do that they
won't think they can attack us without being destroyed themselves.
I think that, generally speaking, that is what we have managed to do.
Of course, you must remember the Communist dictatorship, such as
Russia has, is able quickly to concentrate talent in any particular line
of research or effort. They can order their people to go and work at
a place and to stay there until they have accomplished the desired
result. They have the advantage of having practically everything
available to them that we develop over here. At least a great many
of the developments that take place in the free world, and particularly
in the United States, are available to them either directly through our
trade magazines, or through other sources which are not too difficult.
So they can get a great deal of their technological development for
nothing. They don t belong to the International Patent Pool or Patent
Agreement. If they get hold of a device they don't mind copying it
and using it. So they can take the talent that we have to spread over
many areas and can concentrate their own as desired after getting a
free ride from us and others.
It is unfair, but it is a pretty difficult situation to control.
Senator Mundt. There is one place where they can't emulate us,
and they can't follow our techniques. I am wondering how big an
importance you attach to that phase of our Defense Establishment
which they cannot imitate, and that is the forward bases, this advanced
power that we have located in a peripheral circle around Russia. That
is something that they have not been able to do by stealing patents
or by anything else, because they just don't have the terrain, and they
don't have friendly governments close to us on which they can estab
lish their bases. We have that, Turkey and all these other places. Is
that a pretty important part of our defense posture?
Admiral Radford. It is something that people very often forget,
Senator Mundt. We have tremendous advantages of geography in the
military picture. It is one of the great assets of the free world. We
surround the Soviet bloc. We have the forward bases. We control the'
oceans of the world pretty well, and can maintain these forward bases.
Nobody realizes better the difficulties of their position than the Russian
military planners.
Senator Mundt. Reversing the position, we would feel quite uneasy
if they had that advantage.
Admiral Radford. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I would like to go
back to the National Security Council. As a layman and almost
totally unschooled in this field, it seems to me that our security policy
machinery must and probably does meet certain standards that seem
rather obvious to me. In the first place, it would seem to me that
it ought to have a total comprehension of all factors and forces bear
ing upon our national security and of the resources that we have
mobilized to bring it into play in the field. It seems to me secondly,
that it ought to be almost instantaneously sensitive to any changes in
circumstances bearing upon our security. It ought to be responsive
or readily responsive to such changes. Finally, it ought to be creative
in developing whatever new approaches may be needed to respond
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to these changes. This is at least the understanding of our security
policy machinery which I have gained through the course of these
hearings.
I am going to refer to something here and do it in what I hope will
be understood as a nonpartisan way, simply to get an answer. Presi
dent Eisenhower, in the summer of 1952, said that the National Secu
rity Council, as presently constituted, is more a shadow agency than a
really effective policymaker.
If this was an accurate statement at the time, then the National
Security Council at that time certainly did not meet the tests which
I have suggested here. I would like, then, from you, if you feel free
to give it

,

your own evaluation as to the accuracy of this picture in
1952, the picture today, and if it has improved, what has contributed
to the improvement.
Admiral Radford. I am a little mixed up to this extent, Senator.
The national security machinery is not all in the National Security
Council.
Senator Mtjskie. I should have qualified my question to that extent.

I suppose I should ask you first your reaction to my standards here as
they relate to the National Security Council and the part that it plays
in this picture.
Admiral Radford. I would say that in the executive branch of gov
ernment those, requirements that you outline are generally met. At
least that is certainly the aim. In the Defense Department we watch
the day-to-day military and political picture as well as we can; or
more accurately the intelligence community with representation from
all the important Government agencies takes care of watching the
day-to-day picture and keeps the responsible officials informed.
The Defense Department is set up to follow events and prepared
to take any necessary action in a hurry. The National Security Coun
cil is an organization designed primarily to advise the President. He
can beef it up or he can reduce it in accordance with his own methods
of doing business in order to respond to his indivdual needs. I don't
know exactly what President Eisenhower had in mind when he made
the statement to which you referred. However, I presume that in
1952 the National Security Council satisfied President Truman. I

remember attending meetings of the National Security Council about
that time. Its staff was probably smaller. However, all of these
agencies have grown tremendously as the problems have grown. In
1952 we were fighting in Korea, but we had a sort of lull in this coun
try from 1945 to 1950. We had not quite made up our minds that the
Communists were really going to try to get us. Then we had this
setback in Korea. Since that time we have developed the concept of
being ready for the long pull and being ready day to day. We have
become educated more and more to the point where we realize that
we have an intractable, unrelenting, unscrupulous group that is just
waiting for the day when we become weak enough to be jumped on.
So our national security machinery has to be ready all the time now,
and it has to be ready in its entirety.
Senator Mtjskie. What I am trying to convey here is that in my own
judgment, and I think in the understanding of most American citi
zens, when we are confronted with whatever posture the Soviet Union
assumes, and with any change in that posture, we like to think that
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we have some mechanism or some means for immediately accommodat
ing our own security requirements to this situation. I am trying to
avoid saying that we are trigger happy, or that there is a finger on the
trigger. We have to be a nimble fighter in order to survive. We on
this committee have been exploring the role that the National Security
Council plays in this. Can it play this kind of a role, or is it, as you
have stated, bound to be simply an advisory council? Is this role
necessarily one that must be played by the President alone ? We know
he has the constitutional authority which he cannot strip himself
of. Is he the only one that can do this job that I am trying to portray
here ?
Admiral Radford. I would say No. 1, he has this enormous respon
sibility, and most of it he cannot escape. lie can get help and he does.
He has the Secretary of State who keeps him up to date and advises
him of the current world situation in his area of responsibility. He
has the Secretary of Defense who keeps him posted in the military
area. These two principal assistants keep him advised. The National
Security Council really does not come into this part of the picture, in
my opinion. If I get what you are concerned about, our readiness to
react, and our organization for keeping aware of changes, that part of
the job is not done, in my opinion, in the National Security Council.
On the other hand, the President's Special Assistant for National
Security Affairs has constant contacts with these outside agencies and
with the Central Intelligence Agency. He very often may be the
one who keeps the President currently advised and not the Secretary
of Defense and the Secretary of State. In that way he assists them
in their work. I would say if we go back to 1945 at the end of the
war, when we dismantled our tremendous military machine, certainly
there was a feeling here in Washington that we had done a very good
job in the war. We had really destroyed our two major enemies and
thought we could look forward to a sort of new period of development
in the world at large. We gradually became aware that the Soviets
had not been an honest ally at any stage of the game. I think it was
hard for some people to believe that they were quite as bad as they
turned out to be.
I know that it was in 1947 or 1948 that Mr. Forrestal became con
vinced that we had to really build up our military forces in a major
way. He was convinced that the Communist threat was developing
very rapidly and that they were not men of good will or allies in any
sense of the word. We actually did not take steps to meet the military
threat until the invasion of Korea. By that time our military forces
were quite weak. Then we appropriated tremendous amounts of
money. Since that time we have been trying to reach and maintain
a level posture sufficiently strong to impress the Russians with the fact
that they had better not start anything else.
We reached that stage some time around 1954, and we have
maintained it since then. I think we are going to maintain it with
a gradually increasing military budget. The gradual increase comes
from the greater cost of new weapons and the general increase in costs
that go with a large organization, and the reluctance, which is some
times justified, and I don't want to intimate that it is not— to do away
with something that is old as you get something new. In other words,
the services are sometimes unwilling to eliminate something old for
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everything new that they get. One of the constant problems that the
Secretary of Defense has is to convince the services that there is some
thing that they can drop out.
Then the cost of some of the new research and development pro
grams are simply staggering. We are in areas of such magnitude of
expenditures that it is hard to believe and almost frightening when
the people who know what these programs cost make the estimates.
I would say that as of today, and I hope for the indefinite future,
we have impressed the Soviet military men with our strength. They
are the ones who have to continue to be impressed.
Senator Muskie. We have been told that we were misled, at least, by
the Russian bomber program or its apparent weakness 5 or 6 years
ago, and that we did not appreciate what appears to have been a fact
then, that the Russians were at that time concentrating on their missile
program as an answer to their lack of emphasis on the bomber pro
gram to compare with our own. Would you have a reaction to that ?
Admiral Radford. I would say that is not true. There were differ
ences of opinion. I was the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff at
that time. I recall coming up before the Senate Armed Services Com
mittee and making a presentation. There were certain members of the
committee who thought that we should be doing more in certain fields.
They thought the Russians were going to build more bombers. We
were urged to build more. We did not think the Russians were build
ing a big bomber fleet. It did not make sense to me, and time proved
that they were not.
One of the great areas in our intelligence estimates—no matter what
country—must be based on an estimate of what the maximum capa
bility of a country in a certain area is. In other words, in this area of
bombers, we would get one estimate saying if the Russians wanted to
do so, they have the capability of building a certain number of bomb
ers or missiles a year. Whether they are actually going to build that
many bombers or missiles a year is something else. That is an entirely
different thing. There 3'ou are trying to read their minds.
In the case of the bombers, I didn't think they were going to go all
out on this new type of bomber. I thought they were going to have
a steady building program.
In the case of missiles, I don't think they are going ahead and build
thousands of missiles, because they know as well as we do that in the
missile field today changes are liable to come very, very rapidly. You
may build a thousand missiles and then come up with a new develop
ment of a new propellant or a new guidance system that will make all
your thousand look pretty much like antiques. You could say they
are still going to be good but that is not always true. The Atlas mis
sile is a missile that can't be kept ready all the time. When we get
another missile that can be kept ready so that a button pushed in
Washington could fire them all over the United States, then all the
Atlases will go out the window.
The Russians are up against the same proposition. With them
maybe it is not a question of budgetary considerations because they
may not worrv about those things, but it is a problem of allocation
of resources: how much skilled labor they put into this particular
program, how much scarce material they must allocate to it. and
how many of their facilities they tie up. They have to decide whether
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they can afford to do a program of a certain size that way. Most of
the time their production programs are pretty reasonable from that
standpoint.
Senator Muskxe. We seem to be running into another committee
hearing, so I am going to limit myself to just two or three questions
or statements I would like to get your reaction to.
It would be inaccurate, from what I understand you have to say,
to describe the National Security Council, standing alone, as the Na
tion's security watchdog. This is a role that is performed really by
other agencies in our policymaking machinery.
Admiral Radford. I would say so ; yes.
Senator Muskie. In terms of the NSC's function, that of developing
policy, there is this statement in an article by Hans Morgenthau, and
I am going to refer to two of them for the purpose of getting your
reaction. He says this :
The system has enabled the NSC to handle the continuation and development
of established policies with a considerable measure of success. But the com
mittee system has failed—and was bound to fail—in the vital task of initiating
new policies and resolving major conflicts of views and interests among agencies
represented on the Council.

That is on page 161, Admiral, of the committee print entitled "Se
lected Materials."
Admiral Radford. What committee system is he referring to ?
Senator Muskie. He is referring to NSC here. He thinks of the
NSC as a committee system or part of the committee system for fram
ing policy or for developing policy. He does not think it works. Let
me refer you to the other statement.

Senator Muskie. This is Hans J. Morgenthau, who was a former
consultant to the State Department and is now a professor of political
science at the University ot Chicago.
Admiral Radford. I would disagree with him very stronglv. I sat
in the NSC for 4 years and nobody ever instructed me. I could be just
as free as I wanted to be when any new question came up.
Senator Muskie. Let me refer you to what I think is the nub of his
criticism and his reasoning behind that. It is on page 163.
The problem lies in the congenital inability of the NSC to present the Presi
dent with an overall view of the issue and sharply defined alternative policies,
since the NSC is not an independent agency with an independent outlook, but
only the sum total of the views and interests of the agencies represented on it.
It cannot cure the disease of fragmentation and parochialism, but institutional
izes it on the highest level. The President, deprived of independent sources of
information and judgment, is thereby reduced to one of three roles, all inade
quate: (1) Arbiter of interagency conflict, (2) rati tier of compromise or the
exhortative formula, (3) abstentionist who will return the issue to the agencies
concerned in the hope that they will finally agree upon a formula which he can
ratify.

Admiral Radford. I don't know. I would feel that this man was
never close to the NSC himself. The disagreements, if they come, are
usually over very important questions and very sharply defined.
Senator Muskie. Do they actually rise to the level where they are
discussed in the presence of the President ?
Admiral Radford. Yes. Maybe outside the NSC. He may also
discuss them with the individuals most concerned. A great many of
these questions may be differences of opinion between State and De
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fense. They don't have to be saved for the Security Council discus
sion. They may be discussed before the Security Council. They may
also be discussed in the President's office, or something like that.
Senator Muskie. It has been suggested as policy ideas rise from the
operational agencies and go through the organization of the National
Security Council and the Planning Board, that the sharp edges of
these disagreements are rubbed off in compromises that are implicit in
any recommendation.
Admiral Radford. There is always a tendency in our form of gov
ernment to accommodate differences of opinion. That is the way we
get along in this country in so many instances. I don't think there
are as many instances of very bright new ideas getting suffocated on
the way up as this would seem to indicate.
Senator Muskie. Did you find in your experience on NSC that the
Planning Board presented to the Council alternatives or a well-
rounded agreed upon recommendation in any particular policy area!
Admiral Radford. As a matter of fact, they do come up with split
papers. The splits are laid out. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have an
officer on the Planning Board, and he kept me as Chairman informed
of the discussions he was engaged in. He would report to me what
was happening, what did I think about this, or what did the Chiefs
think. We might have to have a meeting of the Chiefs. He might
ask for instructions under certain circumstances. I was kept informed
of the progress of an important paper. I think the Planning Board
had a couple of meetings a week, and I might not have a discussion
with him more than once a month ; a lot of it he didn't have to bring
to me. It is all very well to criticize what we are doing, but when it
comes down to what Mr. Morgenthau would do to change it if he
could, you would find out that following his reasoning to a logical
conclusion, the only alternative is to get one man to make all the de
cisions. That is wonderful if you can find him, and if you will all
agree with him when he makes the decision. These policy questions
that we have to face, and other decisions, are certainly enormous and
far-reaching decisions. They may involve the security of the country
10 years from now.
Senator Muskie. You are satisfied that the NSC itself does con
sider questions of this import %
Admiral Radford. Sure ; they can't escape it-
Senator Muskie. Let me ask you this, Admiral. You made the
statement earlier that military programs are being constantly re
viewed. I am sure they are. I was curious as to what part the NSC
plays in this review.
Admiral Radford. I would say that the NSC independently cannot
do much more than listen to the new program. They have no ma
chinery to review the Department of Defense planning, for example.
They can't duplicate it

,

nor can they duplicate the State Department
planning organization. A lot they have to accept. I suppose some
body in the NSC could sit in there and say, "I don't think we need
this many bomber squadrons," but somebody else would say, "What do
you know about it?"
Senator Muskie. Let me ask you this. If there happens to be a dif
ference of point of view in the Department of Defense as to, for ex
ample, the missile program, the number of Atlases that we should
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produce, and there have been some evidences of disagreements, at least
as suggested in the press, do those two points of view, if there are two
or more held within the Department of Defense, get presented before
the National Security Council ?
Admiral Radford. Invariably they are. Remember in that par
ticular instance, the decision has to be made by the President and not
by the National Security Council.
Senator Mttskib. I appreciate that. In any machinery we set up
we cannot dilute the President's authority. We know that.
Admiral Radford. In a presentation of the military program before
the NSC, the NSC is not asked to give its approval or disapproval as
a rule. They hear it. If any member wants to say, "I think this
should be changed," then he can start a conversation on the subject.
But very seldom is it that they do. They hear the difficulties. They
may contribute to a discussion. But the decisions on matters of grave
importance of that kind are passed to the President, and may have
been before a presentation is made to them. The matter may have
been discussed and probably has been discussed with him previously.
Senator Muskie. In the event the NSC might prior to the hearing
of this defense presentation have a consensus within itself as to the
nature of a particular military threat posed by the Soviet Union, and
if NSC should have developed a consensus on a policy recommenda
tion, it ought to make it to the President in this connection, and if in
the judgment of members of NSC the presentation by the Defense
Department appeared to suggest some programs that were incon
sistent with this previously arrived upon policy, "would NSC then be
in a position in any way to utilize its machinery to bring to bear upon
the defense program its consensus after appropriate study and review
and consideration ?
Admiral Radford. I find it a little bit difficult to understand exactly
what you mean. The NSC is composed of a number of individuals.
I can't believe that they would get together enough to discuss a ques
tion like that. In other words, they are all busy men, and they would
generally accept the report of the Secretary of Defense. If they had
as individuals some different ideas, they would still feel free to express
them, and on occasion they have. They would hardly have the ability
or the machinery to go exhaustively into the Department of Defense
background or planning machinery and find out and understand the
details of the question that they had raised. In other words, most of
the individuals there would not have the capability to really, if they
disagreed, go in and find out whether the Department of Defense
planning had been correct.
Senator Muskie. Then what you are saying is that NSC is not in a
position and does not have the resources to be creative in the field of
defense policy.
Admiral Radford. Policy is something else.
Senator Muskie. In the implementation of defense policy.
Admiral Radford. Implementation of defense policy means down
to nuts and bolts of what you are going to buy and wThat you are not
going to buy, and all that. No, they do not nave that machinery.
Senator Muskie. Would you complete the reaction you started to
make to my first phraseology, that NSC does not have the machinery
to develop defense policy ?
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Admiral Radford. I did not say that. Defense policy is different.
Yes; they have machinery. That is what they do get into, policy
planning. That is a different thing.
Senator Muskie. The point that you do make is that although their
function is to develop defense policy on an advisory basis, this has to
be implemented by the Department of Defense. Does the NSC per
form a function in determining or evaluating whether or not the
policy which they do set is being effectively implemented by the
Department of Defense ?
Admiral Radford. The OCB is supposed to check on that. Actually
defense policy is in a category where, if it is once approved, it is
carried out by the Secretary of Defense.
Senator Muskie. But only the President can second-guess the
Department.
Admiral Radford. Yes.
Senator Muskie. The NSC does not.
Admiral Radford. No. In formulating defense policy papers, for
instance, or plans, the Department of Defense representatives are in
on that at all times. It may be that there are matters of interest sub
mitted by the State Department or from the Treasury Department or
from some other agency represented on this Planning Board that may
change or influence the basic paper presented originally by the De
fense Department. The Defense Department planners might agree
that something very worthwhile has been added. If they don't, I
mean if the planning paper comes before NSC as a paper that has
very sharp differences of opinion on what should be our defense
policy, then it has to be resolved by the President. He listens to the
whole discussion. Then it is up to him to decide.
Senator Muskie. Thank you very much, Admiral.
Admiral Radford. I hope I have helped out a little bit, but I am not
sure I have.
Senator Muskie. You have clarified the picture for me in some
respects.
Senator Jackson. I think the counsel for the minority has questions.
Mr. Pendleton. No questions.
Senator Jackson. As a final question, I wonder if you have any
recommendations or comments regarding an improvement that might
be made in the NSC process or in the area of national security policy
planning as a whole. I do not ask this question in any partisan spirit
that might imply that recently things have not gone as well as they
should. I ask the question solely in a spirit of determining whether
there is opportunity for improvement.
Admiral Radford. I actually cannot think of any constructive sug
gestion that I could give you in that field.
Senator Jackson What about improvements within the Depart
ment of Defense? I realize that the problem of unification and a
better organization within the Department of Defense is a continuous
one. Do you have any comments since you last testified when you
were Chariman of the Joint Chiefs regarding further changes in
the law ?
Admiral Radford. Only the one I mentioned before. I think the
new reorganization plan is getting a good workout under Mr. Gates.
He certainly understood the background of it. It is a little too early to
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tell whether it is going to do some of the things that we hoped it
would do.
Senator Jackson. Admiral, we are grateful to you for your help this
afternoon. We appreciate your taking time out to give us the benefit
of your counsel and advice. We are most grateful to you.
Admiral Radford. Thank you. I hope I have been of some help.
(Whereupon, at 4:30 p.m., the committee was recessed subject to
calU
(The following statements were later submitted for the record :)

The WniTE House

Text op the Address by President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Delivered at the
Commencement Exercises at the University of Notre Dame, South Bend,
Ind., June 5, 1960

Father Hesburgh, Your Eminence, Your Excellencies, members of the clergy,
members of the graduating class and tbe trustees, faculty, and students, and
friends of Notre Dame:
I acknowledge with the deepest gratitude the receipt of the honorary doctorate
of Notre Dame. And I am overwhelmed by the terminology of the citation read
to me. But I want to say to all of you that as I listened to what was said about
Dr. Dooley, that I could not fail to believe that there are few if any men that I
know who have equaled his exhibition of courage, self-sacrifice, faith in his God,
and his readiness to serve his fellow men.

beyond the campus

At commencement time in our country a generation ago, a well-known English
man felt an urge to tell us something about ourselves. The theme he selected
was, "Why don't young Americans care about politics?"
He felt that the attitude of our young people toward civil government, at all
levels, was like that of "the audience at a play."
My simple purpose today is to talk to you these next few minutes about the
compelling need for all Americans to interest themselves seriously in politics.
There may be a plausible, if not necessarily a valid, explanation for the
American's traditional indifference to politics.
Historically, the 10th century in America was one of amazing growth. A
wilderness needed conquering ; vast resources had to be utilized ; illiteracy had
to be eliminated ; a great economic machine, reaching to every corner of the
world, had to be built. This unprecedented development commanded extraor
dinary talents in our private enterprise system. To people busy in productive
life, government seemed not only remote but relatively unimportant. The demand
for real skills in political pursuits was minimal.
Moreover, in that long period, a view develoi>ed that political life was some
what degrading — that politics was primarily a contest, with the spoils to the
victor and the public paying the bill. This belief had some justification at
one period in our history, and may still persist in local situations.
In these circumstances, some of our highly talented people have refrained
from offering themsleves for public service—indeed, often to refuse to enter it.
But times have changed, and the change includes the character of govern
ment. The first major platform drafted in 1840 by a political party required
only 500 words ; in the last national election each major party used over 15,000
words to deal with the highlights of the principal issues. This thirtyfold
growth in political platforms is illustrative of the increase of government in
fluence over all our lives.
The need for the best talent in positions of political responsibility is not only
great, but mounts with each stroke of history's clock.
A few years ago, Government represented only a small fraction of the total
national activity. Today, to support our National, State, and local governments,
and to finance our international undertakings, almost one-fourth of the total
national income is collected in taxes. In every phase of life, government
increasingly affects us—our environment, our opportunities, our health, our
education, our general welfare.
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Government is, of course, necessary, but it is not the mainspring of progress.
In the private sector of American life, commanding as it does the productive
efforts of our citizens, is found the true source of our Nation's vitality. Gov
ernment is not of itself a part of our productive machinery. Consequently its
size, its growth, its operations can be justified only by demonstrated need. If
too dominant, if too large, its effect is both burdensome and stifling.
Only an informed and alert citizenry can make the necessary judgments as
to the character and degree of that need.
We do not want a government with a philosophy of incessant meddling,
which imposes a smothering mist on the sparks of initiative.
We do not want a government that permits every noisy group to force upon
society an endless string of higher subsidies that solve nothing and undermine
the collective good of the Nation.
We do not want governmental programs which, advanced, often falsely, in
the guise of promoting the general welfare destroy in the individual those
priceless qualities of self-dependence, self-confidence, and readiness to risk
his judgment against the trends of the crowd.
We do want a government that assures the security and general welfare of the
Nation and its people in concord with the philosophy of Abraham Lincoln, who
insisted that government should do, and do only, the things which people cannot
well do for themselves.
This concept is particularly relevant to most activities encompassed by the
phrase "the general welfare."
But even with devotion to the principle that governmental functions can be
justified only by public need, government has become so pervasive that its
decisions inescapably help shape the future of every individual, every group,
every region, every institution.
Though we recognize this vast change—and though most persons in public
office are selfless, devoted people—we are still plagued by yesterday's concept
of politics and politicians.
Too many of our ablest citizens draw back, evidently fearful of being sullied
In the broiling activity of partisan affairs.
This must change. We need intelligent, creative, steady political leadership
as at no time before in our history. There must be more talent in government —■
the best our Nation affords. We need it in county, city, State—and in Wash
ington.
Human progress in freedom is not merely something inscribed upon a tablet—
not a matter to be shrugged off as a worry for others. Progress in freedom
demands from each citizen a daily exercise of the will and the spirit—a fierce
faith ; it must not be stagnated by a philosophy of collectivity that seeks per
sonal security as a prime objective.
Clearly, you—you graduates who enjoy the blessings of higher education —have
a special responsibility to exercise leadership in helping others understand
these problems.
And, by no means, does your responsibility stop there. To serve the Nation
well you must, for example, help seek out able candidates for office and persuade
them to offer themselves to the electorate. To be most effective you should
become active in a political party, and in civic and professional organizations.
You should undertake, according to your own intelligently formed convictions,
a personal crusade to help the political life of the Nation soar as high as human
wisdom can make it.
Now, some of you will become doctors, lawyers, teachers, clergymen, business

men. Each of you will contribute to the national welfare, as well as to per
sonal and family welfare, by doing well and honorably whatever you undertake.
But a specialist, regardless of professional skill and standing, cannot fulfill
the exacting requirements of modern citizenship unless he dedicates himself
also to raising the political standards of the body politic.
Now, I hope that some of you will enter the public service, either in elective,
career, or appointive office. Most of the top posts in government involve mani
fold questions of policy. In these positions we have a special need for intelligent,
educated, selfless persons from all walks of life.
I believe that each of you should, if called, be willing to devote one block
of your life to government service.
This does not mean that you need become permanently implanted in gov
ernment. Quite the contrary. In policy-forming positions we constantly need
expert knowledge and fresh points of view. Some frequency of withdrawal and
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return to private life would help eliminate the dangerous concept that permanence
in office is more important than the Tightness of decision. Contrariwise, such a
tour should not be so brief as to minimize the value of the contribution and
diminish the quality of public service. Normally, a 4-year period in these policy
posts would seem to be a minimum. Most leaders from private life who enter
the public service do so at a substantial sacrifice in the earning power of their
productive years.
Although these personal sacrifices are, by most individuals, accepted as a
condition of service, yet when these sacrifices become so great as to be un
endurable from the family standpoint, we find another cause for the loss of
talent in government.
We ought not to make it inordinately difficult for a man to undertake a public
post and then to return to his own vocation. In government one must ob
viously have no selfish end to serve, but citizens should not, invariably, be re
quired to divest themselves of investments accumulated over a lifetime in order
to qualify for public office. The basic question to be determined in each case is
this: Is such divestment necessary to remove any likelihood that the probity
and objectivity of his governmental decisions will be affected? And this question
is proper and ethical whether the individual holds either elective or appointive
office. We need to review carefully the conflict-of-interest restrictions which
have often prohibited the entry into government of men and women who had
much to offer their country.
But let me return to the more broadly based consideration : that thinking
Americans in all walks of life must constantly add to their own knowledge and
help build a more enlightened electorate and public opinion. For herein lies the
success of all government policy and action in a free society.
Leaders in America —and this comprehends all who have a capacity to influ
ence others—must develop a keen understanding of current issues, foreign and
domestic—and of political party organization, platform, and operations.
They must have critical judgments regarding actions being proposed or taken
by legislatures and executives at all levels of government. They need to be
knowledgeable so as not to be misled by catchwords or doctrinaire slogans.
Thus, they can analyze objectively how such actions may affect them, their
communities, and their country —and help others to a similar understanding.
Political understanding, widely fostered, will compel Government to develop-
national and international programs truly for the general good, and to refrain
from doing those things that unduly favor special groups or impinge upon the
citizen's own responsibility, self-dependence, and opportunities.
Graduates of the class of 1960 : A half century ago, when I was about to enter
West Point— and, incidentally, to meet shortly thereafter and to know that
gridiron genius, Knute Rockne—our country was in what now seems to have
been a different era. The annual Federal budget was below $700 million. Today
it has increased more than one hundredfold, and organized groups demand more
and more services, both expensive and expansive. At the turn of the century
there was a certain grace, calmness, and courtliness about human deportment
and the movement of events.
Now, we operate on a relentless timetable which we must race to keep events
from overwhelming us.
Complicating the lives of all of us today we know that in the dimly lit regions
behind the Iron Curtain, 800 million people are denied the uncountable blessings
of progress in freedom, and compelled by their masters to develop vast means of
destructive power. Elsewhere, among the underdeveloped countries of the world,
a billion people look to America as a beacon that confidently lights the path to
human progress in freedom.
This is no time to whimper, complain, or fret about helping other peoples, if
we really intend that freedom shall emerge triumphant over tyranny.
The enemies of human dignity lurk in a thousand places— in governments that
have become spiritual wastelands, and in leaders that brandish angry epithets,
slogans, and satellites. But equally certain it is that freedom is imperiled where
peoples, worshiping material success, have become emptied of idealism. Peace
with justice cannot be attained by peoples where opulence has dulled the spirit—
where indifference ignores moral and political responsibility.
Too often there is, in politics as in religion, a familiar pattern of the few
willing workers and the large number of passive observers.
Our society can no longer tolerate such delinquency.
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We must insist that our educated young men and women—our future leaders—
willingly, joyously play a pivotal part in the endless adventure of free govern
ment. The vital issues of freedom or regimentation, public or private control
of productive resources, a religiously inspired or an atheistic society, a healthy
economy or depression, peace or war—these are the substance of political deci
sions and actions that you young people must be ready to participate in. Neglect
by citizens of civic responsibilities will be a greater danger to a free America
than any foreign threat can ever pose; but an enlightened, dedicated people,
studiously and energetically performing their political duties will insure us a
future of ever-rising standards of spiritual, cultural, and material strength.
These duties and these opportunities must demand the dedicated attention of
all the people, and especially all who have so profoundly benefited from our vast
educational system.
My heartiest congratulations on this splendid preparation that the members of
this graduating class have received for exercising the leadership which this great
Republic must have as it faces the problems, the trials, and the bright oppor
tunities of the future.
Thank you, and may God bless you.

Mobilizing Talent foe National Security

Address by Senator Henry M. Jackson before the Second National Training
Conference of the National Defense Executive Reserve

I am delighted to be here today at the invitation of Governor Hoegh to par
ticipate in the Second National Training Conference of the National Defense
Executive Reserve.
You have been recruited to man top Government posts in the event of a na
tional emergency. I commend you on your willingness to serve. However, if
you do not think it presumptuous, I would suggest to you that we must con
centrate first on our current mobilization requirements for the cold war.
Naturally, it is vital that we be fully prepared to mobilize at a moment's notice
for the demands of all-out, shooting war. But the main tenor of my remarks
today is to express the hope that we can better mobilize our human resources to
meet the demands of the cold war. I would also hope that you, who have
volunteered to serve in case of national emergency, can share in this effort.
It is well to remember that the contest in which we are now engaged may
drag on for decades without reaching the hot war stage. If only a hot war can
be classified as a national emergency, then we simply do not understand the
nature of the cold war we are in.
Let us not forget that the Communists think in terms of power. Superior
power will, they believe, eventually prevail.
They do not merely plan to outstrip us militarily. They propose to have
better factories than ours, better scientific laboratories, better schools, better
houses, better farms, better cities—and yes, a higher standard of living than ours.
By beating us in one field after another, the Communists plan to show to
the world that their system represents the inevitable wave of the future, and
that there is no real alternative except to join forces with them.
And as long as the costs of a hot war seem too high, and other means are at
hand, we can expect the Kremlin to pursue its goals without resort to overt
aggression. The offensive will be pressed on all fronts—economic, military,
political, and psychological —and in all corners of the globe. If successful, loss
of the cold war could be as final, and fatal, as defeat in an all-out war.
So if we are talking about mobilization, I think we have to be mobilized
constantly to deal with the demands and challenges of the cold war. And if we
expect to put our best foot forward, we must seek new ways to solve the
critical problem of finding able citizens like you to serve their government now—
full time—and in the years of total competition which lie ahead.
We need and must have the best scientists, the best engineers, the best lawyers,
the best diplomats, the best planners and the best administrators this country
has to oiler. Above all, we need the finest leadership —at the Cabinet and sub-
Cabinet levels throughout Government —which we can produce. On the decisions
made and actions taken by this small group of men at the heart of the govern
mental process hangs the success of our national security policies, and thus
our survival.
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These men must be experienced in the arts of government. They must be
able to cope with the most complex economic, scientific, military, and political
factors. They must be able to go to the core of a problem, reach decisions and
provide aggressive leadership. This calls for the best brains, the finest talent
we can muster. Unless we can dedicate leadership of this caliber to govern-,
ment service, we cannot expect to succeed in the drawnout contest with the
Sino-Soviet bloc.
The Senate Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery —of which I am
chairman —is charged with the task of determining whether our Government,
is now properly organized to meet successfully the challenge of the cold war.
The fundamental problem is: How can a free society organize to outthink»
outplan, and outperform totalitarianism—and achieve security in freedom.
Our study is being conducted throughout on a scholarly, objective and non
partisan basis, I intend to keep it that way. We face a national task fax
transcending either political party or any particular administration.
At our first public hearings in February, we invited four distinguished Amer
icans—Mr. Robert A. Lovett, Mr. Robert G. Sprague, Dr. James Phinney Baxter
and Mr. Thomas J. Watson, Jr.— to give us their estimate of the nature and
scope of the problems confronting us in the decades of competition ahead.
In late April, seven eminent authorities gave us their counsel on the prob
lems Involved in gearing science and technology into the policy process.
Just 10 days ago we invited seven noted experts from government, business
and law to give us their views on the problem of attracting first-rate talent to
man key posts at home and abroad.
From the outset of our study, we have recognized that human talent is our
most precious asset ; that good people often triumph over poor organization ;
that poor people will defeat the best organization.
In sum, the testimony we heard on this subject was neither optimistic nor
complacent. All our witnesses recognized the urgent need to summon our best
brains to Washington to formulate and direct the battle plans of the cold war.
A< Harold lioesehenstein. the president of Owens-Corning Fiberglas, told us:
"We must put our 'first team' in the field." He, and all our witnesses, recog
nized our failure to attain this goal in many respects. In general, they were
somewhat pessimistic in their forecasts of our ability to field the first team
unless we change some archaic laws and antiquated attitudes.
Based on our hearings and our studies of this problem, let me summarize
some key points which affect our ability to attract first-rate talent :
1. Much of our recruiting has been on a haphazard basis. There is no order
ly attempt to catalog our human resources and use them wisely. Nowhere in
Government do we have a central office to assist the departments and agencies
in finding the right man for the right job. Marion Folsom of Eastman Kodak,
a former member of President Eisenhower's Cabinet, testified that : "One rea
son the service of so many businessmen is so short is that they were not prop
erly placed in the first place. The present system," he said, "is too much hit
or miss."
2. Many men appointed to high posts in the national security field have little
acquaintance with the intricate problems they are called on to resolve. A for
mer Government official and member of the Gaither Committee, John Corson,
now a management consultant, who worked on recruiting for the executive
branch when President Eisenhower first took office, told us that: "* * * few
Presidential appointees bring to these jobs, in addition to substantial personal
talents— and surely I am not questioning their large abilities — real experience
in the complex problems this country faces in the field of national security
and a knowledge of what it takes to operate effectively in Government in Wash
ington." Let me add that this comment applies to all recent administrations.
3. The Government has been plagued with high rates of turnover in key
posts. Roger Jones, the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission, told us
that turnover had reached an "extremely dangerous" point. Mr. Corson pointed
out that 23 men—serving on the average less than 2y2 years—had served in
8 key national security posts since 1953. Previous administrations hnve had a
somewhat similar experience. Mr. Folsom quoted a recent study covering sev
eral hundred businessmen who had served in Government and left : 48 percent
served only 1 year or less—only 33 percent served over 2 years.
Yet there is increasing evidence that it takes from 1 to 2 years for an able
man. without prior relevant experience, to begin to pay dividends to the Gov
ernment in a new job. This is especially true in the national security field,
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where the complexities of decisionmaking have progressed geometrically in re
cent years.
4. The so-called conflict-of-interest laws—passed many years ago to bar dual
allegiance to governmental and private interests —are out of step with the eco
nomic realities of the 20th century. They also run counter to the Government's
needs for talent.
Crawford Greenewalt, the president of Du Pont, told us : "I do not think that
you can legislate probity under any circumstances. A man is honest or he is
not honest. If he is going to be dishonest, the mere fact that you make him
sell his stock and cancel out his pension rights will not stop him."
The truth is we cannot expect men to give up stock options, pension plans, and
other benefits to accept Federal posts. These security-oriented arrangements
now provide the basis for long-range economic planning for millions of Amer
icans.
The conflict-of-interest laws hamper our efforts to utilize able men in more
than one way. As the laws now stand, for example, a large law firm might have
to give up its entire tax or antitrust practice just so one partner could serve
as a Government consultant. For this reason, able lawyers in New York
■could not accept service as consultants to the State Department, as members
of the Fine Arts Commission or the National Advisory Council on Mental Health.
These are typical cases in which outmoded statutes work to deprive the Gov
ernment of talents it might otherwise have.
5. The so-called dual compensation laws constitute another case where an
cient statutes hamstring our search for special skills and experience. Let me
illustrate with the example of an able military officer, highly trained at Govern
ment expense over a period of 20 years. He has technical knowledge and ample
administrative, diplomatic, and general leadership experience. Under our pres
ent system, he retires in his late forties or early fifties. There are many posts
throughout Government where he could continue to make an important contri
bution. But the dual compensation law says he cannot draw both his pension—
which he has already earned—and a Government salary where the combined
amount exceeds $10,000. So he will take his skills and experience outside the
Government to work for the same industries and research firms whose services
the Government eagerly seeks. "Why," the Chairman of the Civil Service Com
mission asked us, "should we deny ourselves of their services and deny them
another career * * * when they still have 20 years of useful life ahead of them?
I think it makes no sense at all."
6. We have encountered extreme difficulties in recruiting able young men in
their late thirties or early forties, yet this is the very group which can bring
to Washington the drive and imagination we need. The men in this group may
be at a critical point on the ladder of success, on the verge of the vice presi
dency or the partnership they have long sought. They also have heavy finan
cial responsibilities with children to educate and homes to pay for. The pros
pect of trading their paychecks and fringe benefits for the insecurity and
inadequate compensation of Government service is not a happy one. Even
more significant is the fear of losing vital promotional opportunities during
their absence.
With this group, as with others, we have failed to convince them of the genu
ine needs for their talents, of the demands of the cold war, of the challenge and
opportunities of Government service. If they are good enough for us to want
them, they probably hold important and challenging positions in private life.
They are not easily convinced that they are wanted and can make a real con
tribution in a top Government post. Therefore, as Mr. Boeschenstein put it :
"We find ourselves time and again looking to older and retired men, whose
experience is adequate but whose vigor and imagination are not always up to
the demands of a tough Federal job."
In discussing these problems, we cannot minimize the enormous tusk faced
by our Presidents in organizing our national security efforts.
Picture, for a moment, a company with some 3 million employees strung
around the globe. Picture a company with an annual budget of more than $50
billion. Picture a resourceful competitor whose every move is uncertain. Pic
ture countless decisions— technical, intricate decisions—which must be made
without full knowledge of the facts.
Picture, not four or five intracompany committees, but thousands. Think not
of trying to recruit three or four key executives, but literally hundreds. Im
agine not trying to weave two or three corporate divisions or plants into an
effective team, but scores of departments and agencies.
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This may give you some idea of the kind of job the President has. But just
imagine how much harder it must be when his chief lieutenants come and go.
When they approach their jobs with little knowledge of the intricate problems
involved. When he is foreclosed by law from tapping large reservoirs of talent
to help him. When he is faced on all sides by a state of mind which regards
Government service as a chore and burden, not a duty and a challenge.
We are not dealing here with some academic exercise in public administra
tion. As one of our first witnesses put it: "The stakes which are at issue in
the effective operation of Government today are no longer stakes of convenience.
They are stakes of survival."
So I suggest that Congress and the executive branch must recognize the para
mount needs of Government for the finest talent we can find.
Congress, on its part, must act to reform or repeal the archaic conflict of
interest and dual compensation laws.
It must act, in conjunction with the executive, to establish an orderly pro
cedure to catalog and utilize our human resources.
It must deal in an honest and realistic way with the problem of low salaries.
It must serve notice that it will be reluctant to confirm inexperienced ap
pointees who do not indicate a desire to remain in office long enough to give
the kind of service the country has a right to expect.
The executive branch, on its part, must provide the strong and dynamic lead
ership which will, in itself, help to attract men of talent. It must create a cli
mate of challenge and opportunity. It must create a clear public under
standing of the awesome nature of this contest we have not sought, but which
we cannot afford to lose.
Beyond this, both Congress and the executive branch must strive to develop
in this country a sense of duty and of obligation to serve—in the finest traditions
of our Founding Fathers—-which far transcends personal considerations.
In closing, let me simply say this: In time of an all-out, dramatic hot war,
we have brought into Government service every skill and talent we sought—
regardless of existing attitudes and archaic, statutory impediments. In a cold
war, the outcome of which can be just as final and conclusive, we must over
come these impediments by whatever action is called for, so we may call on
talents which match our needs.
Having heard preliminary testimony from substantial and thoughtful citi
zens, I feel sure that the subcommittee will recommend sweeping changes to ac
complish this objective.
When our work Is completed, I hope it will set the stage for a new and better
climate of understanding in which outstanding men can enter public service,
remain as long as required, and leave in the knowledge they have served well —■
without being pilloried and harassed by those few who would rather find a con
flict of interest than try to serve the broad public interest, which is nothing
more or less than our national survival.





THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL AND THE
DEPARTMENTS OF STATE AND DEFENSE

FRIDAY, JUNE 10, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room 3302,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson and Muskie.
Also present : Senators Stennis, Bush, Clark, and McGee.
Staff members present : J. K. Mansfield, staff director ; Dorothy Fos-
dick, Brewster C. Denny, Grenville Garside, and Howard E. Hauge-
rud, professional staff members, and Edmund E. Pendleton, minority
counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will be in order.
The Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery is continuing to
day its series of hearings focusing upon the problems of coordination
between the Departments of State and Defense and upon the National
Security Council and its subordinate agencies.
We are seeking counsel on these three questions : Is our Government
now effectively organized to identify and plan ahead on the critical
issues of national survival? Are we now adequately organized for
effective coordination of policy? Where is there room for construc
tive reform ?
Recent events have further contributed to focusing attention on the
process of national policymaking and upon a need for a governmental
structure to meet the issues and challenges in all their complexity.
In this connection, I might say that specific testimony on the U-2
incident as it relates to the national security policy process will be
taken in executive session.
As the members all know, we have agreed with the President that
testimony by former or present Government officials who served on the
National Security Council or its subordinate bodies regarding the
National Security Council and its subordinate machinery will be taken
first in executive session. The subcommittee welcomes to its session
this morning the Honorable Christian Herter, Secretary of State.
Mr. Herter over a period of 44 years has been concerned with the
foreign policy of this country. During the critical years of the First
World War he served abroad and in the State Department. I believe
he was in Berlin at the time that war broke out as far as the United
States is concerned. He has had a long and constructive career in
elective offices. He served as a member of the Massachusetts State
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House of Representatives from 1931 to 1943 and as a Eepresentative
in Congress from the 78th to the 82d Congress. Some of us had the
fine opportunity to serve in the House with Christian Herter, to work
with him closely and to count on him as a good friend. He then
served as Governor of Massachusetts. Our witness continued his
distinguished career first as Under Secretary of State and then as
Secretary of State since April 1959.
Mr. Secretary, we are very happy to have you with us today. You
may now proceed in your own way. I believe you have a prepared
statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHRISTIAN A. HERTER, SECRETARY OP
STATE, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM B. MACOMBER, JR., ASSIST
ANT SECRETARY OF STATE

Secretary Herter. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I welcome the op
portunity to offer this committee my views on those aspects of the
national policy machinery with which I am most familiar. My com
ments are based on reflections arising from my service as Under Sec
retary and Secretary of State, and of course as a member of the Com
mittee on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives.
It seems to me that several fundamental considerations underlie
the questions concerning the Department of State which you have
asked me to discuss today. While these are generally well understood,
they might bear restating to be sure we are on common ground.
First of all, under the Constitution and the historical development
of our Government, executive responsibility for the conduct of foreign
relations and the enunciation of foreign policy resides squarely with
the President. As this committee knows so well, the course of events
of the past two decades has given to these responsibilities dimensions
that are awesome, to say the least.
Secondly, it follows that the fundamental mission of the Secre
tary of State is to assist and support the President in the discharge
of his responsibilities for foreign affairs. Unlike, I believe, any other
major department, the basic authority of the Department of State is
left completely to the discretion of the President. The basic statute
of the Department of State provides that the Secretary of State—

shall perform and execute such duties as shall, from time to time, be enjoined
on or entrusted to him by the President of the United States, agreeable to the
Constitution * * *.

Thirdly, as became evident after the conclusion of the last war, and
as becomes more apparent with each passing year, international af
fairs no longer have an existence separate, from domestic affairs, and
they can no longer be treated except in the context of the entire range
of governmental activities. Practically every Government department
and agency has to a varying degree a proper concern, and in some
instances responsibility, for one facet or another of international
affairs. Conversely, the Department of State is properly concerned
with facets of domestic affairs which have major impact upon our
foreign relations.
Before proceeding further, I should like to make several observa
tions on the considerations I have just enumerated.
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The burden of the President's responsibilities for international af
fairs is almost indescribably heavy. I think all of us must be sympa
thetic and helpful in doing what we can to provide the President
with the highest possible caliber of assistance, both with respect to
his immediate staff and in each of the various departments of Gov
ernment concerned.
The relationship between the President and the Secretary of State

is
,

of necessity, a very personal one. It has, over the years, varied
with circumstances and personalities and will undoubtedly continue
to do so. The relationship can never be considered fixed beyond the
tenure of either incumbent, and any effort to make it so would hamper
rather than enhance effective performance.
Every President, in his own way, has defined the role he wishes the
.Secretary of State to carry out. President Eisenhower has set forth
quite clearly on repeated occasions his concept of the function of the
Secretary of State. Typically, he stated on June 1, 1953, that—

I personally wish to emphasize that I shall regard the Secretary of State as
the Cabinet officer responsible for advising and assisting me in the formulation
.and control of foreign policy. It will be my practice to employ the Secretary of
State as my channel of authority within the executive branch on foreign policy.
Other officials of the executive branch will work with and through the Secre
tary of State on matters of foreign policy.

These principles have been adhered to in succeeding years. I would
•doubt that any more explicit or enlarged statement is necessary.

I do not wish to leave the impression by my emphasis on the discre
tion that must be available to the President that there are not endur
ing guideposts within which we can approach the questions we are
considering today. In my opinion the Secretary of State should, under
the President, have in his relations with other Departments a clear
primacy in foreign relations and in all matters with a substantial effect
upon foreign relations. This is not to say that the Secretary of State
should be charged with operating all of the programs carried on
abroad in support of our national security goals, but that he should
have clear primacy as to policy on these programs. Nor is it to say
that the Secretary of State should normally have the power of deci
sion upon matters crossing departmental jurisdiction simply because
they involve foreign affairs. Rather, the Secretary of State should be
looked to for formulation of recommendations to the President, when
appropriate through the NSC mechanism, which take into account the
considerations and views set forth by other departments. Assistance
of this nature enables the President to focus effectively on foreign
affairs problems of transcendent importance. In following through
on these principles, it is hard to state general rules which will be self-
enforcing. It is more a matter of recognizing that the activities and
programs are for a foreign affairs purpose and should therefore be
guided by the official responsible for foreign affairs.
In my opinion good organization alone will not suffice for the solu
tion of foreign affairs problems of the magnitude and complexity
which confront us today. While I am well aware of the value of
good organization and soundly conceived relationships, I find that I

subscribe to the sentiments of those who place even greater value on
the human element—on the devotion, ability, and experience of the
personnel of the Department of State and the other principal depart
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ments of Government. This is why I have been such a strong advo
cate of the moves made in recent years to strengthen the Foreign
Service—and, indeed, the entire Department of State. While I have
been pleased with the progress made in matters such as training and
integration of the foreign and domestic officer corps, I have recognized
that there is much that remains to be done. This is a long-range
program, and I very much hope that it will continue to have the sup
port of my successors and of the future Congresses of the United
States.
The ability of any Secretary of State to serve the President is de
pendent not only on his own capacities but also on the support avail
able to him from the Department of State. The responsibilities custo
marily assigned to the Secretary of State for providing leadership
to the Government as a whole in the international field require the

Earticipation
of many parts of the Department. The capacity of the

department of State to provide leadership at all levels is dependent,
in the final analysis, not upon fiat but rather upon the competence,
judgment, energy, and comprehension of the many officers who are
involved.
I should now like to speak to the questions relating to the Depart
ment of State which were posed in the interim report of this sub
committee.
First are those concerned with whether the Secretary of State
should have a more dominant role in the formulation of overall
national security policy.
Are the responsibilities of the State and Defense Departments in national
security policymaking now correctly defined and divided? If not, what changes
are needed V

In my judgment, they are correctly defined, and the division is
working well. I do not believe that any major improvement in the
relationships between the Department of State and the Department
of Defense would result from further efforts to define their respective
responsibilities. A more immediate and profitable target is for the
Department of State to seek to improve its capacity to provide timely
political guidance to the Department of Defense and, reciprocally, for
the latter to seek to improve its capacity to provide timely military
advice. I should emphasize that this is being done not only at the
senior levels but at all levels in the two Departments. The advice
worked into problems at the lower levels is frequently the most
helpful.
The functional and organizational aspects of State-Defense rela
tions are, of course, important. More important, however, is the con
tinuing development of personnel in both Departments who share
understanding and perspective in the gray area where foreign policy
and military policy come in contact or overlap. In this regard, the
common experience shared by personnel of the two Departments who
attend the war colleges and the Foreign Service Institute, is very
helpful. In addition, I think it would be worthwhile to have a
greater exchange of personnel between the two Departments. The
men loaned would function as an integral part of the host agencv,
contributing their own special knowledge, and would return to their
parent agency at the end of the tour with the broadened perspective
which is acquired through shoulder-to-shoulder work. We mighty
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over a period of years with such a program, develop a nucleus of
highly trained senior officers within the two Departments, each hav
ing a profound and comprehensive understanding of the subject mat
ter and viewpoint of the other Department. If this understanding
were regularly and consistently brought to bear on the solution of
problems of mutual concern, much more good would be accomplished
than could result from efforts to adjust and refine the respective re
sponsibilities of the two Departments. I should add that the broad
ening of personal contacts among senior officers resulting from such
an interchange would be a major asset in insuring the continuity of
a productive relationship between the Departments of State and
Defense.

Should the Secretary of State be formally charged with more responsibility in
connection with our defense posture and the defense budget?

No. First of all, I regard somewhat skeptically the word "for
mally" as contravening the ba.sic concept that the Secretary of State
is the agent of the President and that it is unwise to prescribe how
the President may utilize him. More to the point, however, is my
belief that participation by the Secretary of State in the NSC, in the
Cabinet, and in confidential discussions with the President affords
ample opportunity to advise the President on the defense posture
and the defense budget. In addition. I feel free to advise and con
sult with the Secretary of Defense on these topics, and I do so.
Should the Secretary of State be asked to testify in the Congress concerning
foreign policy implications of the defense budget?

The Congress, of course, is entitled to obtain whatever advice it
deems necessary to insure the enactment of wise legislation. In re
cent years a number of steps have been taken in the executive branch
to insure consideration of foreign policy implications in determining
the defense budget. It must be recognized, I think, that should the
Secretary of State testify on the defense budget, he would undoubt
edly be supporting decisions in which he lias already participated.
These budget decisions, as I have seen them, have not been made in a
vacuum, and the Departments are fully aware of each others'
interests.

Would it be desirable to create a "su]>er Secretary of State" who would be
responsible for the overall direction of foreign affairs, and who might have under
him additional Secretaries of Cabinet rank for such areas as diplomacy, in
formation, and foreign economic matters?

Although I can fully understand and sympathize with the general
objectives desired by those who advocate a so-called super Secretary
of State with Cabinet level agencies reporting to him, I do not be
lieve that such a proposal would be desirable. There are a number
of factors that cause me to question this proposal. Among them is
the assumption of equivalence for areas such as diplomacy, informa
tion, and foreign economic matters. I do not believe the areas are,
in fact, equivalent. If these three principal areas are to lie equated,
it will then become necessary to establish what I fear would be an
excessively large coordinating mechanism at the level of the super
Secretary of State. Instead of being relieved of burdens, he might
find his load increased.
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This is not to say that I disagree with the concept that our foreign
economic and foreign information activities ought to be under the
control of the Secretary of State. It may be desirable at some time
for the overseas information activities to be brought into the Depart
ment in a semiautonomous status somewhat similar to that success
fully followed with respect to the ICA.
Next, in the interim report are those questions concerned with light
ening the burdens of the Secretary of State.
Would it be desirable to create a Minister of Foreign Affairs of Cabinet rank
resjxmsible to the Secretary of State who would represent the United States at
Foreign Ministers' meetings? Would any other arrangement help, such as
appointment of ambassadors at large?

The underlying question here is whether it is possible to lighten
the negotiating burdens of the Secretary of State in order to give him
more time to discharge his responsibilities at home. I do not con
sider feasible the proposal to create a Minister of Foreign Affairs of
Cabinet rank, responsible to the Secretary of State, who would repre
sent the United States at Foreign Ministers' meetings. When for
eign Ministers meet, they are meeting as their governments" chief
advisers on foreign affairs. Since the Secretary of State would con
tinue in this country to be that chief adviser, another representative,
no matter what his rank and title, would create problems for the
other Foreign Minister.
I am coming to the conclusion that it would be desirable for the
Foreign Ministers to curtail the occasions upon which they themselves
attend meetings. To do this would require greater delegation to
principal subordinates and greater reliance upon the normal mecha
nisms of diplomacy. Additionally, in this day when there are some
85 nations who must deal with each other, we may have to dispense
with some of the ways of protocol which we no longer have the time
to afford.
Next are those questions which concern State-Defense relations.

What is the proper relationship between State and the Joint Chiefs of
Staff (and/or the Joint Staff of the JCS)? Should a representative of the
Secretary of State participate in discussions of the JCS when appropriate?

The Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense, and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff do, and should continue to, form a well-coordinated
and smoothly working team in both the planning and execution of
national security policy.
The two Departments naturally have very extensive relationships
on a multitude of subjects which enable the Department of State to
inject foreign policy considerations into military affairs at all stages.
Secretary Gates and I confer with each other frequently and we also
participate in larger meetings such as the NSC and the Cabinet.
An Under Secretary of State confers regularly with the JCS and the
Assistant Secretary of State for Policy Planning meets regularly with
the Joint Staff of the JCS and officers of the Department of Defense.
State, Defense, and military officials work directly together across the
board and without any formalities and especially so when there is a
premium on speed of action. In addition to our broad and fruitful
policy relationships with Defense through ISA, we have direct rela
tionships with the three services on a variety of subjects.
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I believe it would be a mistake to have an officer of the Department
of State sit with the JCS as a representative of the Department of
State, but I would not rule out the long-term possibility that a senior
officer of the Department might be assigned to the JCS in an advisory
capacity. While such an official might not participate in the delibera
tions of the JCS as an official spokesman for the Department of State,
he might have a role comparable to that of a political adviser to a
unified military command.
Next are the questions directed toward improvement of planning in
the Departments of State and Defense.
Should officials with more diverse backgrounds and experience be brought
into the Policy Planning Staffs of State and Defense? Is there a need for a
Joint State-DOD-JCS Planning Staff? Can greater use be made of ad hoc
interdepartmental task forces on special issues of national security policy?

We have long recognized the need for officers of diverse backgrounds
on our Policy Planning Staff. I think that we have succeeded fairly
well in meeting this need. Naturally, we shall continue to select with
great care the members of this staff so as to insure a balance of knowl
edge and background.
A Joint State-DOD-JCS Planning Staff would have the merit of
bringing together diverse backgrounds, but might have the drawback
of being apart from the operating departments and out of the main
stream. The firm connection with reality which proximity to opera
tions gives is certainly a requisite of useful planning. This is one of
the reasons why the Planning Board of the NSC has been so useful ;
its members are active participants in the operations of their own
departments as well as members of a joint planning staff. Addition
ally, we have utilized interdepartmental task forces for planning on
special issues, and we have found it to be an excellent means of bringing
to bear upon a problem the best knowledge of several agencies.
Lastly, there is the question about a joint career service embracing
senior officers selected from State, Defense, and related national
security agencies.
Is the proposed joint career service practical and worthwhile?

The joint career service proposal strikes me as being a rather dras
tic and administratively cumbersome approach to the very desirable
objective of developing policymakers with nonparochial viewpoints
and wide breadth of experience. As I suggested earlier, I believe the
interchange of selected personnel between the Departments of State
and Defense and the use of joint task forces on planning might go a
long way toward meeting this objective and should be tried before we
resort to the more drastic proposal for a joint career service.
In conclusion I wish to thank the committee for this opportunity
to meet with it. I will be glad to answer questions on this statement.
Senator Jacksox. Mr. Secretary, I would like to commend you par
ticularly for your comments regarding the importance of people in
Government. I think we can all agree that you can have the finest
organization in the world but if you do not have good people they can
wreck a good organization.
I want to start out by asking this general question :
I think we are all conscious, and certainly the public is, of the enor
mous burden that the Secretaiy of State must carry. I think it is a
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burden second only to that of the office of the Presidency. What runs
through my mind is whether or not there might be some changes made
in the organizational structure within the Department that would
somewhat lighten that burden. In addition, it would make it possible
for the Secretary to spend time on the critical issues. We are deeply
aware of the requirement to travel many, many places, and while the
Secretary is going from place to place we have critical issues that must
be decided at home.
Without limiting yourself to the questions that we put in our re
port, Mr. Secretary, I am wondering if there is any area at all in
which improvement can be made. I address myself to this question in
a spirit that I am sure you understand. It is not with regard to the
present administration. I am referring to all administrations. This
is a growing part of the problem of the Office of Secretary of State.
It is oecoming more difficult, it seems to me, as tensions increase and
the problems of diplomacy include so many additional things that
were not included just a short time ago. It is in that spirit I ask this
general quest ion.
Secretary Herter. This is a subject that I would like to address my
self to for a minute. It is a very real problem. I don't pretend to
have the answer to it

,

but I would like to sketch out just what the
problem is.

I am drawing now on my own experience as Secretary of State. I

was given these figures by my office only 2 days ago. I have been in
office as Secretary of State for 414 days. I have been out of the coun
try during that time 156 days, or 38 percent of the time. This obvi
ously poses very real problems from the. point of view of the internal
administrative operation of the State Department, and the constant
contacts and the necessary service to the President in his consitutional
responsibilities.
This growing tendency to be required—and I use that word ad
visedly— to go overseas is a part of the technological development of
the times in one respect because travel is so much quicker than it ever
lias been before. But it has become almost a necessity as a result of
the treaty structure and the alliances that we have built up over a

number of years.
As you know, we are a member of the Organization of American
States. We are a member of NATO. We are a member of SEATO.
We are a member of the principal committees of CENTO. In addi
tion to that, the United Nations at its opening now is attended by
foreign ministers. This last year I think there were over 60 foreign
ministers in attendance at New York. The contacts with those foreign
ministers and the presence of the principal officer of the State Depart
ment at that has become practically a requirement.
If it were possible to find some alternate in the Department, regard
less of what the title was, who could take some of that burden off the
Department of State, that is

,

the necessity of attending these confer
ences that are alliance conferences and on which our allies count very
heavily for consultation, for periodic meetings — if it were possible to
find someone—that would be excellent. But what actually happens
and this is particularly so because of the sensitivity of many countries
that they are being downgraded or that those in one alliance are being
considered as less important than those in another alliance. They are
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never satisfied except with the top individual. They feel that if any
body else is assigned to the task of representing the United States
there, for some reason we are now paying less attention, let us say, to
South America, or to Asia, than to Europe or to the Middle East.
This makes it very, very difficult for the principal foreign officer to
avoid that particular type of meeting.
I have felt that the day is coming, and coming pretty soon, when
there will have to be another conference equivalent to the Congress
of Vienna from the point of the discussion of this type of problem. It
is confined not alone to these meetings. As you know, the question
of visits of high ranking officials to other countries has increased by
leaps and bounds, again with the facility of travel. The protocols
that have been established in years gone by require a degree of atten
tion to those visits that is extremely time-consuming. Just the mere
physical operation of going to airports, seeing people off at airports,
accompanying them on visits, and then going through the protocol
business of having to give so many dinners and return dinners, all of
which are set by these protocol arrangements that have gone on over
years and years, is a very time-consuming process, and a very difficult
process.
But again there is no substitute for the individual who happens to
be holding the position that I am holding now. I think the time has
come when internationally we ought to revise, if we can, the whole
question of the exchange of visits, and how we handle them. The

?uestion
of the recognition of Under Secretaries with special capacities

or attending international conferences, and things of that kind,
should be looked into. Until we can reach international agreement on
that, however, we have this very serious problem of not being able to
find a substitute without seriously offending a good many nations to
whom this means a great deal.
As you know, in the last 2 years we have created a new Under
Secretary of State to assist in the overall problem. We now have a
Secretary of State, two Under Secretaries who, by the power of dele
gation that Congress has given, can be alternated in the special re
sponsibilities of economic or political affairs. We have 2 Deputy
Under Secretaries of State in addition to the 11 Assistant Secretaries
of State who are largely specialists in their geographic and functional
bureaus.
The question that keeps going through my mind is whether, if we
create another new high-level position with a new title, it will take
the load off the top place or whether there will still be the demand for
the top fellow and a feeling of being downgraded if they don't get
him. I have not been able to answer that question in my own mind.
Senator Jackson. I sympathize with your problem. It does seem
to me from just outside observation that unless we come to some kind
of resolution of this problem I do not see how it will be possible for
the Secretary of State, with his broadened responsibilities, with new
elements that relate to power and therefore to diplomacy, to do the
job. He can be abroad and dealing with an urgent matter and then
at home we have a critical decision to make. If he has to do both, I
just don't see how we can compete effectively, Mr. Secretary, with our
adversaries. We are bound to make mistakes. We are all fallible,
and we just aggravate the situation when that kind of structure exists.
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I take it that as of now, at least, you have no specific recommenda
tions to make regarding a change in the organizational structure. I
take it that is your general view at this time.
Secretary Herter. Yes. I might add just one thing that is also
quite time consuming, and that is a good many committees of the
Congress are not satisfied with an Under Secretary of State as a wit
ness and insist on the Secretary.
Senator Jackson. You having served upon the Hill, I think you
understand that problem, too. I wondered if you had any comment
with reference to the appointment of ambassadors at large which has
been an old device to lighten some of the burden.
I note in your statement you indicated that you hope that one solu
tion would be for the Foreign Ministers to curtail meetings. This is
a kind of far-reached hope, at least for the immediate future, is it
not?
Secretary Herter. Yes ; it is. I am not optimistic that it will come
about very soon.
With regard to ambassadors at large, I have always felt that it is a
desirable thing to have a limited number of ambassadors at large.
There are so many unexpected things that come up where it is very
difficult to take anyone at a high level away from his operational re
sponsibilities and assign him to specific tasks that do come up un
expectedly. If we had a little more leeway in the ambassador-at-
large field—and I do not think many would be required, I would say
two or three at most—it would be a very useful thing. There is only
one difficulty about it

,

and that is how one rates them in relationship
to regular ambassadors and whether an ambassador at large in any
way downgrades the regular ambassador. I think that if it were pos
sible to assign to the Department for what you really might call
troubleshooting duties, two or three ambassadors at large without
designation to a given country, it would be a very useful thing.
Senator Jackson*. Especially I would think in that regard that if
the ambassadors at large happen to be men of experience, of substan
tial international reputation, that this would help to add to the im
portance of the position.
Secretary Herter. It would.
Senator Jackson. I mean good people that will be well received
and are known to the countries involved, being men who can speak
with some authority, would help to elevate their positions as ambas
sadors at large.
Secretary Herter. There is another thing, sir, that requires a little
working out. An Ambassador today at a class 1 post receives a higher
salary than the Secretary of State does. If you assign him as ambassa
dor at large still with the rank of a class 1 ambassador, he would be
the ranking officer in salary in the Department.
On the other hand, I don't feel that is an insuperable obstacle. I

think that could be worked out, because generally speaking, living
costs for anyone who is serving in Washington are very high. I would
not for a moment grudge the possibility of assigning a man at his am
bassadorial salary for temporary duty in Washington.
Senator Jackson. To return now to people and to getting good peo
ple into the Department, do you have any comments? I am speaking
now of people who come in for limited periods of time from outside
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the foreign service. Do you have any problems in connection with
conflict-of-interest statutes and provisions in the law that make it diffi
cult to encourage people to come into the Government?
This has been a real problem, as you know, especially in the De-
artment of Defense. I wondered if you had any comments, Mr.
ecretary, in that area.
Secretary Herter. Yes. We have run into that type of problem on
a number of occasions. It is particularly true, for instance, where
you have to find someone outside who can help you in international
negotiations. There, obviously, you try to go to someone of experience
in the international field and particularly m the legal profession and
you often find that the individuals whom you would like to have serve
have in their legal capacity had as clients people with international
interests. While there may not be any obvious conflict of interest,
there is always a danger that somebody is going to raise a conflict-of-
interest problem and it does make it difficult.
Senator Jackson. Usually it involves a technical conflict of interest.
Secretary Herter. Very much more than a practical and real one.
Senator Jackson. We have had some outstanding witnesses appear
before the committee on this question of getting good people in Gov
ernment, and I think there is a general consensus that if the fellow
wants to be a crook, just selling his stock is not going to change it. I
do think that the present laws are certainly archaic. I often wonder
when they talk about conflicts of interest whether or not in fact our
conflict-of-interest statutes today are really against public policy.
Public policy, of course, today should deeply involve the security of
our country. I think a lot of these statutes do more harm than good
in that they do prevent people that are needed in Government at criti
cal times.
Secretary Herter. I fully agree with you, Senator. I think you
are familiar with the problem of recruiting first-rate people for Gov
ernment service. This is certainly a complicating factor.
Senator Jackson. Now if I might for a moment turn to the co
ordination between the State Department and the Department of
Defense; do you feel that we do have good coordination in, for ex
ample, the area of research and development in the Department of
Defense with State ?
I have been interested in this problem for many years. I raised
it years ago when I expressed deep concern about the interna
tional political implications of the Soviets achieving the ballistic
missile before we did. I was not in that instance concerned about
their hitting us with it. I was concerned about ballistic blackmail.
It has been my view of the matter that at least a while back not too
much consideration was given to this problem of thorough and care
ful coordination between what Defense is undertaking in the area
of new weapon systems, and its possible implications for foreign pol
icy. I ask the question not in a critical vein, but to find what we can
do to improve the relationship in this area.
Secretary Herter. Very frankly, Senator, this is an area in which
the State Department has played a very small part. Naturally, we are
tremendously interested in certain aspects of research and develop
ment. It is probably greater in the psychological field than in the
field of weaponry with which obviously we cannot be too familiar.
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Senator Jackson. I want to make it clear that I was not inferring
for one moment that you should give advice regarding the develop
ment of hardware as such, but what concerns me is the need for the
Department to be currently and fully aware of the research under
takings by the Department of Defense, as they might have an impact
on the diplomatic arm of our Government.
It was in that light and that spirit that I wanted to pose the ques
tion. Of course, the satellite is a typical example. In other words,
there may be no change in fact as far as our military posture is con
cerned, but if our friends and other people believe that a change is
occurring, even though in fact it has not occurred, we are still con
fronted with a serious challenge to the prestige of our country. I just
wanted to ask the question as to what you think could or should be
done in this area so that we have a better monitoring of the situation.
I am convinced, Mr. Secretary, in the past—and this is again with
out any criticism because I am sure it was not done under previous
administrations —from my own personal experience, because this was
a little personal interest that I followed through for many years, I
am convinced that there was not always that coordination.
Secretary Herter. May I say this in that connection : Insofar as co
ordination, familiarity, and keeping in touch with what research
and development has been doing, we are in better shape now than I
think we have been in a long time. While I was Under Secretary
of State, I was instrumental in getting a science adviser appointed to
the State Department. He is now a part of our regular staff. We now
have a number of scientific attaches at our embassies abroad.
In addition to that, members of our policy planning staff have been
in very close touch with Dr. York and his associates in the Defense
Department. So I think we have a much better liaison than existed
previously with regard to the new technological developments.
Senator Jackson. Yes, I believe there is no question that the situa
tion within the Department of Defense, particularly, has been
strengthened. Dr. Herbert York, the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Research and Development, came into that office, which was a new
one, and indeed is a very capable man. I just hope that there is this
cross- fertilization of ideas as it affects your Department and that it is
carried on on a continuous basis.
I have been feeling that science and technology has become a very
important element in your work.
Do you feel that there is a need for raising the prestige and status
of the scientic advice within the Department of State ? You do have
a scientific adviser now?
Secretary Herter. Yes.
Senator Jackson. In the last 2 years you have scientific attaches.
Secretary Herter. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel that the present undertaking is
adequate in this regard ?
Secretary Herter. Yes. I do. I think there will be a gradual de
velopment in this field. It is not an easy field to build up in quickly.
In other words, the problem of recruiting first-rate scientists who also
perhaps have a foreign language of the particular post to which they
are going and can get leave of absence from their regular posts,
whether in the academic world or in the commercial world, is a matter
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of slow development. But in our principal posts now I think we have
first-rate men.
Senator Jackson. Referring now to the budgetary process, do I
understand that the Department does meet from time to time with
people in Defense so that there is some exchange of some ideas regard
ing what the Defense posture should be as it relates to foreign policy t
Secretary Herter. Very definitely. I would not want to give fig
ures, but I suppose I meet with Tom Gates and Jim Douglas two or
three times a week, entirely aside from Cabinet meetings or in NSC
meetings, but on matters of direct interest and concern to us.
Senator Jackson. In view of the fact that the Secretary of State
today has to deal with so many new elements of power, economic,
political and the one that has always been the right arm of the Secre
tary of State, the military capacity of the country, it seems to me that
you have the further burden of more or less being the orchestra leader
in this broad field of power to bring the various elements within the
other departments to bear in a coordinated way so that the hand of the
President can be strengthened.
I just wondered how you feel about the importance of the primacy
of the Secretary of State in these matters.
Secretary Herter. I put that in pretty strong language in my
prepared statement. I think it is very important, regardless of who
the Secretary of State is. Wherever any function of government
impinges upon or has a direct bearing on our foreign relations, his
voice should be heard. I tried to make it clear that there are certain
types of things— let us assume domestic policies—where there are
many other agencies of government that have a very great interest
and the Congress has a very direct responsibility in those. But in
those I think the voice of the Secretary of State should be heard be
cause sometimes domestic policies can have tremendous repercussions
on our foreign policies.
Senator Jackson. I am glad to hear you say that. Do you feel
that there is sufficient authority in the office of the Secretary of State
to do that coordinating job?
Secretary Herter. Yes. I think that is working out very well at
the present time.
Senator Jackson. What disturbs me, Mr. Secretary, is that some
of these other departments get off into the field. I am speaking now
of the basic bureaucratic problem and I am not talking about any
Cabinet official as such. The departmental structure of the Govern
ment being what it is

,

with other departments sending as they do
representatives abroad, there is a tendency for these other depart
ments to get their hand in the area of foreign policy.

I just wonder if the present status is such as to preserve the primacy
of the Secretary of State in this broad area of power that we have
been talking about.
Secretary Herter. I think in that respect the building up of the
authority of Ambassadors overseas, as the chairman of the country
team, has done a tremendous amount of good. There obviously you
have to have only one spokesman for the Government. Afore and
more it has come to be recognized that the Ambassador as chairman
of the country team is the responsible official. There is always the .
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danger of enthusiasm carrying individuals away. But by and large,I think the discipline in this respect is getting better all the time.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, it is a personal pleasure to welcome you here this
morning. I suspect that all of us have in back of our minds questions
illustrative of the points you made which we cannot ask in open
session. I would like to ask you to clarify two or three points which
you make in your statement.
First of all, I would like to express my complete agreement with
two of the points that you make. First, the Congress cannot by any
organizational legislation dilute the foreign policy powers of the
President, and should not. Secondly, you point that overorganiza-
tion can create more burdens than it lifts.
Now, I would like to draw your attention to the point in your
prepared statement where you state that :
In my opinion the Secretary of State should, under the President, have in
his relations with other departments, a clear primacy in foreign relations and
in all matters with a substantial effect upon foreign relations.

Then at the end of the same paragraph you state that it is more a
matter of recognizing that the activities and programs are for a for
eign affairs purpose and should therefore be guided by an official
responsible for foreign affairs.
The latter statement appears to be a much more diluted statement
than the first one. I wonder if the latter was a more accurate descrip
tion of your own position than the first.
Secretary Herter. There I think what you run into is this : What
I was trying to do is to say that sometimes it is difficult to identify a
particular activity as having a direct foreign affairs implication.
The queston of identifying and definitely saying, "This has an impor
tant foreign affairs bearing," is important and has to be dealt with
in order to clarify this question of the primacy of the Secretary in
the deliberations on policy matters connected with that activity.
Senator Muskie. It is interesting that another recent witness be
fore the committee made almost exactly the same statement, that the
Secretary of State should have primacy with respect to all decisions
or all policymaking bearing upon national security.
Apparently he meant it in a little different sense than you do. As
I recall his testimony, he intended to say that the Secretary of State
actually should be in the nature of an Assistant President with almost
a final impact upon recommendations of the national security field to
the President.
Secretary Herter. That again is really a question of the President
himself. It is a question of the degree to which he wants to delegate
to a Secretary of State direct responsibilities. As you know, and I
emphasized at the beginning, it is the President who under the Con
stitution has to make the final determinations. Different Presidents.
I think, are inevitably going to view that responsibility in different
ways from the point of view of the coordinating function, from the
point of view of evaluating the judgments of various Cabinet officers
and officials. I would hope that the Secretary of State's voice would
always be a very strong factor in the determination of policy by the
President.
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Senator Muskie. What you are saying, then, is that, if the Presi
dent believes that the Secretary of State should be the single most
influential voice in the national security field, this is his privilege and
his prerogative, but that the Congress should not undertake to impose
this kind of weight.
Secretary Hekter. I don't see how you can put it in legislative form
with the constitutional provision that stands at the present under
which the President must take the responsibility.
Senator Muskie. I think you are absolutely correct.
One other point : On page 4 you state that a more immediate and
profitable target is for the Department of State to seek to improve
its capacity to provide timely political guidance to the Department
of Defense and reciprocally for the latter to seek to improve its ca
pacity to provide timely military advice. The word "timely" intrigues
me and I wonder if you could expand on that thought.
Secretary Herter. Yes. There are a great many decisions, as you
know, that have to be made on a 24-hour basis. The question of
having available individuals with whom you can confer is a matter
of very real importance—whose judgment you respect with regard to
the military aspect from our point of view, from the Defense Depart
ment point of view, from the point of view of the political impact.
It is from this point of view that I made this recommendation for
an interchange of a larger number of people between Defense and
ourselves. I have been talking to Secretary Gates about that. I
think he fully concurs and we are in the process of trying to work

through the geographic bureaus. We have now in the foreign serv
ice about 300 individuals who have been to the war colleges for
training. That means that we are developing a larger and larger
group in our Foreign Service who have a familiarity with military
problems which the average layman does not have and which is
extremely useful. More and more military officers are coming to
our Foreign Service Institute for work there in order to get the
political background that helps them in making their own assess
ments. But the more we can weave these individuals into the actual
structure, particularly at lower levels, the better off, I think, we
are going to be.
Senator Muskie. You are using "timely" in an operational sense
rather than in a planning sense ?
Secretary Herter. I am speaking of both. From a planning point
of view I think our relationships are very good. In the operational
sense it is pretty much of an ad hoc business now. When a problem
arises, usually the judgments are secured by phone where the matter
requires a quick decision. The judgments are secured by phone both
ways.
Senator Mttskie. Do you have suggestions with respect to the or
ganizational relationships which might improve the timeliness of
this interchange of judgments.
Secretary Herter. Yes. Again it is the same problem as the
chairman stressed at the beginning. It is a question of finding the
right human beings. Because no matter how you set it up on an
organizational chart, the relationships and the value of those rela
tionships depend so much on the individuals who are selected.

out an even particularly at lower levels,
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Senator Muskie. Would you include in this observation, in addi
tion to State and Defense, our intelligence activities?
Secretary Herter. Yes, I would say it applied there also.
Senator Muskie. There ought to be a close operational relation
ship between the three activities?
Secretary Herter. There actually is. I do not feel that I am
warranted in discussing this in open session.
Senator Muskie. I am not going to press the point.
Then in the next paragraph, Mr. Secretary, you spoke of the advisa
bility of an exchange of personnel between the two Departments. A
previous witness discussed this same suggestion with a minimum of
hope that it will work out. He suggested that the personnel in both
Departments would feel that this kind of tour of duty would interrupt
the service which leads to promotion and advancement in their careers.
Would you think that might be an obstacle?
Secretary Herter. That is entirely a question of how these things
are viewed within a department itself. If the head of the Depart
ment is sympathetic and feels that this is an important tour of duty, so
to speak, it could become an asset rather than a liability. That is
always very hard to tell. For instance, I would not know enough
about promotional requirements and so on in the Defense Department
to know whether a tour of duty with the State Department would be
a liability or an asset. That is something that Mr. Gates could speak
of very much better than I could. But, as I say, from our point of
view actually selection for War College service or for the Imperial
Defense College in England or the Canadian Defense College in Can
ada is considered a choice assignment from the point of view of
overall, rounded experience.
Senator Muskie. Apparently you are more flexible in your promo
tional requirements than Defense.
Secretary Herter. I am not suggesting a promotional policy for
anyone else.
Senator Muskie. At the top of page 5 you say that :
It is my belief that participation by the Secretary of State in the NSC, in the
Cabinet and in confidential discussions with the President affords ample oppor
tunity to advise the President on the defense posture and the defense budget

Is that opportunity used?
Secretary Herter. Yes. Budgetary matters are discussed very
frequently on those occasions. The budgetary process begins way,
way back. In other words, it begins a year and a half before the
Congress has actually acted. Budgetary considerations obviously
are a matter of very great concern to all Cabinet members, NSC
members, and to the various departments concerned, and they are dis
cussed very frequently.
Senator Muskie. Is there an effective opportunity to evaluate the
effectiveness with which Defense posture or the Defense programs
implement security policies which are agreed upon with the participa
tion of department heads other than Defense?
Secretary Herter. Yes, I feel there is.
Senator Muskie. That is all.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Muskie.
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Before calling on Senator McGee, who is with us today as a mem
ber of the Appropriations Committee, I intended to but failed to
compliment you, Mr. Secretary, on the comments with reference to
the exchange of personnel between the two Departments, State and
Defense. I think your thoughts on this point are most important in
light of the growing closer relationship between State and Defense
by the very nature of the change in weapon systems and modern
weapon technology. I particularly share your judgment of the value
of the war college. I had an opportunity to talk to some of them.
I would only express the hope that more people from State will be
allocated positions at these various colleges.
It has been growing little by little each year, and I think this is
one area in which real opportunities exist.
Secretary Hehter. We now have 35.
Senator Jackson. At the National War College ?
Secretary Herter. At the different war colleges.
Senator Jackson. That is certainly going m the right direction.
Senator McGee.
Senator McGee. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have no appropriation questions to put. That may have been a
misleading introduction. I do have some questions to put as a student,
however. That is why I appreciate the chairman's including me in
this little seminar this morning. It has been very helpful to me.
The burden of the question that we have skirted around many times
here is that as a result of the intensifying of our interdependence of
all segments, economics, politics, diplomacy, and the impossibility
of separating them, we have created a power position somewhere along
the line that is rather awesome among our friends as well as our
selves. I think we are addressing ourselves to the proper location of
responsibility for the exercise of that power. I can recall in other
seminars of measuring the difference in America's emerging world
responsibility between that of a Chief Executive who in fact becomes
his own Secretary of State in some instances, or the opposite condi
tion, in which we had Secretaries of State who were m fact nearly
Presidents, at least on international questions. The conclusion was
reached that it made a difference in the conduct of America's security
considerations under each one of those circumstances.
I think the cases in point are rather well-known ones. John Hay
was pretty much boss for the first few years of Teddy Roosevelt's
term. Teddy Roosevelt was his own Secretary of State in the sec
ond term. It posed another kind of foreign policy projection. I
think it is generally agreed that William Seward was virtually Presi
dent for a little while until Mr. Lincoln by the crises became in fact
the real President of the United States. I think Charles Evans
Hughes was certainly boss in this area of international affairs when
he was Secretary of State under Mr. Harding. I think on the other
hand, we have had men like Teddy Eoosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, and
probably Franklin Roosevelt, who were in fact their own Secretary
of State. This suggestion and assemblage of power which in your
reply to Senator Muskie you said must remain a decision on the
part of the Chief Executive himself—I don't want to misquote you
on that—that is your belief, that there is no alternative to leaving it
there.
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Secretary Herter. Under the constitutional provision I see no
alternative to that.
Senator McGee. I agree with that, constitutionally. I think we
are concerned here today not alone with constitutionalism at the mo
ment but with the seriousness of a problem that faces us in terms of
exercising responsible power. Would you consider it wise if the
Constitution were to be modified accordingly to consider some alter
native to the present setup ?
Secretary Herter. I would have rather serious doubts on that. I
think that the Chief Executive of the country is always going to
have to take the major responsibility in connection with our rela
tions with other countries. I think it would be a very difficult thing
by statute or by constitutional change to put that into a nonelected
official who was appointed.
Senator McGee. I think I agree with you. I was only a little con
cerned, because there was a tendency that I sensed to dismiss the
consideration of alternatives because of the Constitution. It seems
to me that the times are serious enough so that we ought to have a
no-holds-barred look at all alternatives and then decide wisely what
we ought to proceed toward.
Let me ask you a second question on this. Would you envisage the
depositing of whatever this responsibility is that interrelates between
the Secretary of State and Defense and the like in what the Senator
from Maine alluded to as an "Assistant President" ?
Secretary Herter. That is a very difficult thing to say, as to how
one would exactly define an Assistant President's responsibilities, that
is. I think it is well worth exploring any possible and practical
way or relieving the President of some of his burdens. I think it is
a very useful thing to give great study to. I frankly am not clear
in my own mind as to the best way of doing it. It is a matter that
we have been thinking about, that is, all people who are interested in
the structure of government, and we must give thought to it.
Senator McGee. Is it not conceivable that perhaps a more respons
ible role for the Vice President of the United States could be worked
out ? At the present time the Vice President under the Constitution
among other minor things is to preside over the Senate. There are
those of us present who can testify that while that is sometimes a
taxing obligation for some of us, it doesn't require the greatest in
sight and the greatest talent in the world to do that. I am wondering
if under these modern times that we might really take a look at some
one like the Vice President of the United States as one to become the
repository for this kind of coordination of these various interrelated
responsibilities, for conveying them to and keeping in touch all the
time with the Chief Executive.
Secretary Herter. Senator, I think that is a question of degree.I think that the Congress did a very wise thing when they required
by law that the Vice President be a member of the National Security
Council. How far you want to extend that, I don't know. There
again the role of the Vice President depends a good deal on the respon
sibilities that the President himself assigns to him, largely in connec
tion with ad hoc committees and specific missions. I don^t know that
it would be easy to spell out a greater degree of responsibility and
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at the same time give the Vice President the primary responsibility
of presiding over the Senate.
Senator McGee. I certainly agree. I am sure it would not be easy.
I am sure we could find all sorts of reasons not to do it. It may not
be the wise thing to do. I am frankly just a little disturbed, in view
of the magnitude of the problem that we are all concerned with here
this morning, at the reluctance to open up wide what I think you
referred to here as "drastic steps."
I seriously wonder whether some drastic step is not required. We
would hope that it would be the wise drastic step, if it were to be
required. I personally find it just a little disturbing that we con
tinue to sink back to the conclusion that there is no great deal more
to be done except tightening up a few more bolts and screws that really
can be done on our administrative pattern, in view of the changes.
When our system was put together, it was a far simpler day than we
are living in now. Even in the realm of foreign policy alone it was
not very many years ago that five or six men could read the cables and
pretty much run the foreign policy of the United States. For a hun
dred years, almost, two men in the Department had a very large hand
in the formulating of American policy. But that is all gone now.
That is the reason, it seems to me, that we may have to go a little fur
ther than it is comfortable to think about at the moment if we are
to avoid the kinds of pitfalls that we are going to be confronted with
more frequently rather than less frequently in the days ahead.
Secretary Hjerter. I agree with you, Senator, this is a field that
deserves very serious consideration. I am sorry I cannot come up
with any pat answers for you because I haven't got them. But I come
back all the time to the question of individuals and the strengthening
throughout our entire Government service of what you might call
career individuals who give continuity and can give the kind of advice
to the political appointees who are a part of our system, who are the
Cabinet officers, and so on, with changes of administration, changes
of personality so as to give us a stronger continuity in basic matters.
I might say the original Department of State consisted of Thomas
Jefferson and five clerks. Those were in the days when there were
no typewriters and every message that was sent by mail overseas
had to be copied. But that was the entire Department of State.
We have come a long way from those days.
Senator McGee. The gap that I think we all admit exists prevails
between the final ultimate decision of responsibility, which the Con
stitution lodges with the Chief Executive, and the advisory agencies,
that is

,

the Cabinet positions. Because of the tremendous burdens on
the President not only for foreign policy or national security in the
immediate sense, but also economic, domestic, and all that sort of
thing, it seems to me off the top of the head that somewhere in that
gap there is a place and certainly the need for a clearly defined
responsible public official who serves direct for and is responsible
directly to the President at all times. The President cannot be in
Washington all the time. No President can. They have many taxes
on their time. Some one person—which I think is the gap that pre
vails right now— is needed. There is no one clearly defined publicly
recognized individual in such a role. I would think that our experi
ences certainly since World War II would warrant the wise people
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with the brains and ideas going to work on shaping up something
to close that gap. That would be my only concern here this morning.
I am just a little discouraged by the fact that we seem to retreat
to where we have been for the most part and try to patch it up a
little bit, and put a patch on a patch and do it a little better.
I question whether that is enough, or again to borrow your phrase,
whether it is drastic enough under the circumstances. That is all
I want to ask, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Muskie. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. I think, Mr. Secretary, you and I who have been
in the executive branch have a different point of view on this general
subject than the distinguished Senator from Wyoming. I would like
to put one other alternative, since we are posing them this morning.
It seems to me that what we are concerned with here is the point that
we don't really want anybody except the President to make the really
important policy decisions, both domestic and foreign, in this country.
So it seems to me that what we have to do is to categorize the decisions
which are primary in their nature and those which are secondary. If
we want him to devote more time to the primary areas, we have to
expand the secondary areas.
There is just so much time that a Chief Executive can give. There
is just so much energy that he has. As the demands on that time and
energy increase, then we have to be a little more clear and a little
more adequate and a little more accurate in pinpointing his primary
responsibilities and in expanding the areas of secondary responsibil
ities. In that latter area, perhaps, lie some of the answers in terms
of delegation of authority and the creation of new responsibilities
for somebody else.
Would you agree with this general approach?
Secretary Herter. Yes; I would agree with it. I think there is a
very fertile field for a study, particularly by the Congress, on the ques
tion of the number of agencies that report directly to the President.
You have not only the regularly constituted agencies that have pretty
long historic backgrounds, but you have a great many boards and
commissions of all kinds that are created, some of them regulatory,
some of them advisory, which report directly to the President.
I think it would be a very fertile field of study from the point of
view of relieving some of the burdens to see if those could not be nar
rowed down to where, at least in the first instance, they report to a
regularly constituted Cabinet officer or a regularly constituted depart
ment, so that it would take the load off the President having to deal
directly with these many boards and commissions. There are a great
many, I think you will find in the study of our Government struc
tures, a great number of agencies of all sorts that report directly to
him and that add very considerably to his burden from the point of
view of what you might call the regular housekeeping operation of
the Government.
Senator Muskie. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator Jackson. Senator Clark ?
Senator Clakk. First, Senator Jackson, may I express my grati
tude to you for having given me the opportunity to appear here this
morning.
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Secondly, may I say, Mr. Secretary, that I was particularly struck
with your comments in your opening statement concerning personnel
matters. I would like to make a brief observation and then ask you
to comment. I have reference to that part of your statement, and
I quote :
I subscribe to the sentiments of those who place even greater value on the
human elements, on the devotion, ability, and experience of the Department of
State and the other principal departments of Government.

I suggest, and I wonder if you would agree, that of equal impor
tance with a more effective and modern organizational structure is a
drastic improvement in the caliber of personnel who are used to staff
freedom all across the spectrum of American civilization, whether
it be in Government, in private industry, the arts or sciences, and that
we have no national personnel policy. We had better get one before
it is too late.
Part of any effective national personnel policy would be placing
in the White House and taking away from the Civil Service Commis
sion the responsibility for those functions of personnel management
which are an inherent part of an executive in private business.
Another important factor would be to create a Council of Man
power Advisers, also in the White House, with the purpose of coordi
nating their activities with those of the Council of Economic Ad
visers, and working with the Council of Economic Advisers, making
an effort to staff freedom, which would be to increase the rewards and
decrease the punishments of those careers which are clearly in the
interest of our national goals, and perhaps even to increase t he pun
ishments a little bit of those occupations which today have a very high
monetary return and perhaps are not very important in the pursuit of
our national goals.
I now bring this down to the problem of adequate recruitment for
the Federal services in general, and the State Department in par
ticular. I wonder if you would agree with me that we should in
crease the rewards of a career of service and decrease the punishments
of a career of service in the State Department, by such methods as
higher salary, increased representation allowances, and through every
public relations media to make the career an honorable one in the
eyes of the American people, instead of the striped pants boys who
balance cookies on their laps. And whether this is not a real area in
which a lot of hard thought could fruitfully be given.
Secretary Herter. I agree with you completely. I can speak only
for my own department. The strengthening of "our Foreign Service
is one of the things with which I have a very great personal interest.
It is an interest that runs back a good many years. Some years agoI was instrumental in founding a School of Advanced International
Studies here at Washington, which is now a graduate school of Johns
Hopkins, for the very purpose of the developing of better talent to
go into the Foreign Service.
We now have pending before the Congress a bill with respect to
the Foreign Service Institute that has some very important provi
sions in it from the point of view of strengthening the Service. One
of the most interesting ones is the one to which you alluded. To
strengthen the Service you have to make it possible for the talent to
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rise to the top and not to have such strict seniority that it is entirely
a question of age.
Senator Clark. There are some of us who think this would be help
ful in the Senate also, but we are in the minority.
Secretary Herter. I would like for us to have an opportunity to do
what has been done pretty successfully, I think, in the military serv
ices. That is

,

after 15 years of service, when one has had a really
good chance to examine the full qualifications of a man and his wife— ■

because they are both very important in our Foreign Service—there

is a possibility of giving him a chance while they are still young
enough to take up another career with a small pension for the years
that they have served. We have not been able to get that through.
We have tried for a number of years. From the point of view of the
selective process, it is a very important thing.
There are other provisions to strengthen our Service in the pend
ing bill, and naturally we are hoping very much that it will be given
favorable consideration before this session of the Congress adjourns.
Senator Clark. I hope so, too. Thank you for your comments.
Members of the press will recognize that in my statement I was
plugging, too, formy own bills.I nave only one other question, Mr. Secretary. And that is, whether
you think there is a field in which we could save the President val
uable time by curtailing his ceremonial duties, which appear to me
to be far too taxing and to take far too much of his energy. When

I was mayor of Philadelphia I operated under a new charter which
created an agency called the city representative. He was defined
as being the ceremonial representative of the city and especially the
mayor. He kissed the babies and cut the ribbons and went to the
meetings and welcomed the delegates. I wonder if some similar tech
nique would not be helpful at the national level.
Secretary Herter. Yes. I referred to that earlier in my testimony.
Today the ceremonial process, particularly with visiting dignitaries, is

a very taxing one, both on the President and on the Secretary of
State. It takes a great deal of time. It is a ceremonial function,
essentially. But, unhappily, you have had these standards built up
all over the world, that a person's prestige is built by the number of
officials that go to the airport to meet him when his plane arrives, or
the dock when the ship comes in, or the station when he comes in by
train. Then you have to go through just so many dinners in order to
comply with the standards that have been set.
Those standards have been set to a point where, particularly with
the ease of travel and the interchange of these figures among the dif
ferent countries, it becomes a very real burden.
Senator Clark. This I can understand; but I take it it would be
your view, as it is mine, that we would be wise in the future to delegate
far more responsibility to our ambassadors, to deal far more at a
higher level with the ambassadors of other countries here, and thus
curtail the need for either the Secretary of State or the President to
be traveling all over the world with respect to diplomatic matters
where you don't even have enough of a consensus to make a meeting
worthwhile.
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Secretary Herter. Yes, I would say that was true up to a point. On
the other hand, there unhappily is no substitute in dealing with human
beings, with having known them face to face. It is just one of those
human things that there is no substitute for. I think that a number
of contacts between heads of states are very desirable things. I am
not advocating at this moment particular types of conferences for the
negotiation of business. But merely from the point of view of getting
to know individuals, to know what their interests are, to know how
they function as human beings—that is always important.
Senator Clark. I agree with you thoroughly. This really is a ques
tion of degree. There is no substitute for those personal relations.
On the other hand, you don't have to spend your whole time at this
kind of business, nor do you actually have to greet Miss Peach Queen
from Pennsylvania when she comes down here, having won the na
tional award for having baked the best peach pie in the United States.
The President still does a little bit of that ; not as much as he used to,
to be sure.
Secretary Herter. As you know, Senator, the pressures from the
cake bakers are pretty strong.
Senator Clark. As every Senator knows.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Pendleton, do you have any questions ?
Mr. Pendleton. Mr. Secretary, you have very adequately described
the burden on the President and on the Secretary of State in travel
ing abroad to these international meetings. Is it not true, and do I
not understand you to state it to be so, that a reduction in this travel
cannot be acomplished unilaterally by the United States?
Secretary Herter. That is true. If we did it by ourselves, the im
plication would be that we are downgrading the importance of these
meetings, and I think it would be very much resented by our allies
and the others with whom we are associated in these international
meetings.
Mr. Pendleton. At the present time, you indicated that the Depart
ment of State has some 35 officers in training at the service colleges.
If those colleges requested the Department of State to double its
enrollment next year, would you have available officers to send?
Secretary Herter. I think we might. I have some doubt if we
have enough at the highest level. But if it were possible for them at
a lower level to be integrated and get the full benefit of those courses
given at those colleges, I think we could do it.
Mr. Pendleton. Do you have an adequate appropriation which
permits a staffing pattern that will leave your desks properly covered
and still permit you to do that ?
Secretary Herter. That is a struggle every year, may I say, from
the point of view of our salaries and expenses.
Mr. Pendleton. In earlier testimony before the subcommittee, the
question of the tour of duty of military and Foreign Service officers
was discussed. What is the present tour of duty for your Foreign
Service officers?
Secretary Herter. I would say that it varies between 2 and 4 years.
Sometimes it runs a little over 4 years, but it is not apt to in any one
post. Two years is almost a minimum. Four years is what we con
sider the preferable tour of duty.
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Mr. Pendleton. This morning you referred to the operation of the
agricultural attache service. Is it not true in most, if not all, of your
embassies that the agricultural attaches coordinate and clear their
formal reports with the ambassador's staff before sending those back
to Washington ?
Secretary Herter. On the whole it has worked out pretty well. We
have had instances where it has not. We have made no bones about
it. This is something that the Congress has prescribed and that we
have accepted.
Mr. Pendleton. In the interim report of the subcommittee, there
is reference to the British system of permanent Under Secretaries.
Does not the Department of State at the present time have in some
ways the advantages of that system through the utilization of its
Foreign Service officers in policy positions ?
Secretary Herter. As of this moment, the Under Secretary of
State for Political Affairs, Mr. Livingston Merchant, is a career of
ficer. Both of our Deputy Under Secretaries of State are career of
ficers, Mr. Anderson and Mr. Hare. So there is a definite provision
for continuity there. All of those apointments, however, are subject
to the advice and consent of the Senate and are at the choice of the
President. They could all be political appointments.
Mr. Pendleton. My last question relates to the foreign trade of
the United States. In recent years, two questions have been upper
most in the minds of the business community. One concerned the
volume of imports of certain goods into the United States. More
recently there has been a problem of increasing the exports of the
United States in order to better balance the payments situation.
Within the Department of State today, do you have an adequate
organizational setup that would permit detailed studies of these ques
tions as they are related to domestic production ?
Secretary Herter. We have actually set up a new coordinator
under an Assistant Secretory of State, Mr. Mann, for that very
purpose. Not only that, but in connection with American business
abroad and the stimulation of exports, our ambassadors when they
come back here on leave go to most of the principal concerns that
are doing business in that country by way of consulting with them
and doing everything they can to help in this overall effort, which we
feel is the answer to the balance of payments problem rather than to
curtailing imports.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, in your prepared statement, you
said :

This is not to say that I disagree with the concept that our foreign economic
and foreign information activities ought to be under the control of the Secretary
of State. It may be desirable at some time for the overseas information activi
ties to be brought into the Department in a semiautonomous status somewhat
similar to that successfully followed with respect to the ICA.

Could you elaborate a little further on that? I think it is im
portant that the Secretary have this authority to keep the appropriate
and responsible organizations under at least, some responsible control.
Do you have any other examples?
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Secretary Herter. From a statutory point of view today, as far as
the information service is concerned, the Department of State has the
policy responsibility. From the point of view of our relationships,
we are doing extremely well. Actually the head of our information
services is a Foreign Service officer and Ambassador, Mr. Allen, and
our relationship has worked out extremely well. As you know, there
has always been a difference of opinion, and I think for a long time,
of whether or not the State Department should assume operating re
sponsibilities in a field like the ICA and like the USIA.
Today, the relationship between ICA, which is really being brought
completely into the State Department, except from the point of view
of merging personnel services because of the need of special tech
nicians in the ICA field, is working out very well.
Our relationship with the USIA is working out very well. From
a purely operational point of view, I think it deserves a lot of thought
as to whether or not the USIA should not be brought in in the same
relationship to the State Department that the ICA has.
Senator Jackson. One last question. We have had considerable
testimony on the problem of inter- and infra-departmental commit
tees that are involved in the decisionmaking process, particularly
within the Department of Defense. This is a problem, as you know,
that has existed under all administrations, so I want you to under
stand the nature ofmy question.I wonder if you have any comments or suggestions that you might
be able to make for the wisest use of these committees? You can have
committees, and within the Department of Defense alone we have
about 900. The question is

,

is there any way to improve the com
mittee operation system so that there can be a wiser and better use
of that device?
Secretary Herter. I think it is very difficult to generalize on that
subject. I think all departments have different types of problems
and have different types of structural organization. So that the co
ordinating process, I don't think, can be reduced to a simple for
mula. In our own Department we have a staff meeting every morn
ing of the principal officials. Running for 3 days a week, it is a

small staff group of about 20. Twice a week it is a larger group of
35 or so. They last roughly an hour every morning. We start off
the day with them. To my mind they are the most useful method
of coordinating the different parts of the Department at a responsible
level to know what the other parts of the Department are doing.
They are extraordinarily useful from the point of view of interchang
ing and discussing problems as they arise on a day-by-day basis.
Senator Jackson. My only concern is that a lot of these commit
tees are set up and operate in such a way that they meet and time

is consumed, but some of them lack the ability to reach a decision.

I say this has been a part of the difficulty of bureauracy all down
through the years. That was the area I had in mind and which
concerned me, based on testimony that we received and a lot of inter
views that the staff has had with many responsible people.
Now we will recess briefly while we clear the room to take up
matters that will occur in executive session, as the Chair previously
announced. All matters relating to the so-called U-2 incident and
the National Security Council will be taken in closed session.
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I will say for the press that the committee does not contemplate
releasing any testimony relating to the U-2 matter. The testimony
relating to the National Security Council as worked out with the
President in connection with guidelines previously made public will
be released after appropriate consultation with the White House.
Secretary Gates will testify in open session on the same general
subjects at 10 o'clock on Monday, to be followed by a closed session
under the same rules.
(Whereupon, at 11 :45 a.m., the committee proceeded into executive

session.)



THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL AND THE
DEPARTMENTS OF STATE AND DEFENSE

FRIDAY, JUNE 10, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

executive session

The subcommittee met in executive session at 12 noon, in room 3302,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson and Muskie.
Also present: Senators Clark, McGee, and Stennis.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, Howard E. Haugerud, and Brewster C.
Denny, professional staff members ; and Edmund E. Pendleton, minor
ity counsel.
Also present: Charles A. Haskins, senior staff member, National
Security Council.
State Department personnel present : The Secretary, Hon. Christian
A. Herter ; William B. Macomber, Jr., Assistant Secretary of State ;
Howard Furnas, Herman Pollock, John White, Graham Martin,
Leslie Kood, and Alexander Schnee.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, in your judgment what is the most
useful and proper role of the NSC in assisting the President ? Can
it best serve the President with a large body with elaborate supporting
structure which prepares formal papers, or a small group of the Presi
dent's principal advisers who would discuss, usually without a formal
paper, current matters of importance and major policy changes?
Secretary Herter. My impression is that on the whole it is working
pretty well. The question of size is a relative thing. The law pre
scribes, as you know, the members of the National Security Council,
but also gives the President permission to bring into the National
Security Council as participants such Government officials as he sees
fit. Insofar as the Planning Board is concerned, and the papers that
are brought in, that I think in a way facilitates the work. I think that
unless you have some guidance for the discussion and that the issues
that are to be discussed are pretty well pinpointed, even if it is a small
group, you can wander all over the place. I think a certain amount of
paperwork is absolutely essential.
Senator Jackson. As a general matter, wouldn't you say that there
are obviously so many problems in this world of ours and that some
of our departments have a tendency to think that their problems are
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the biggest: and they would like to get these problems to the NSC
because if they get an NSC stamp of approval, it gives them top pri
ority ? Wouldn t you say that there can be a danger that in the NSC
an effort is made to cover too many problems ? Don't you feel its use
as an advisory body to the President is at its best when they try to
limit the areas of discussion and debate to the really critical issues,
and then try to take some concrete action on them ? In other words,
it would be better to try to keep out a lot of collateral issues?
Secretary Herter. In general I think it is true. On the other hand,
it is quite an extraordinary thing that you often start with a com
paratively small issue that muvbe relates to one country or one par
ticular problem, and it will bring out a very large issue in the course
of the discussion. So again it is pretty hard to generalize as to just
where you should draw the limit and who should have the authority
in drawing the line as to what comes before the National Security
Council. The Planning Board, of course, does a good deal of screen
ing in that respect.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. I hesitate to keep the Secretary here much longer.I know he is busy and probably hungry at this point. So I am going
to, if I may, simply read two comments on the NSC and ask if I may
have your reaction to them. These were made by William Kintner,
who was formerly a Planning Board assistant to NSC.
I wonder if you might give the Secretary a copy of this. This is
the committee print entitled "Selected Materials, page 131.
Secretary Herter. He was the Defense Department representative
on the staff, I think.
Senator Jackson. That is right. He is now at the University of
Pennsylvania, I believe.
Senator Muskie. Yes. On page 131 at the bottom he suggests a
standard for national security policy mechanism. He says that any
national security policy mechanism equal to the challenge facing us
must, therefore, be such that its personnel have, first, sufficient perspec
tive to be able to see our national security problems in their entirety,
and utilize every available means, public and private, in a flexible
combination in their solution. Second, sufficient objectivity to devise,
coordinate plans and policies, and impartial review and analysis of
operations so that essential goals are achieved by the operating agen
cies without the ability of compromise. Third, sufficient time to de
vise broad imaginative and coordinated action programs.
He sets up these standards. As I understand the rest of his article,
he says these standards are not met by our present national security
policy mechanism. He suggests, and I think that the best condensa
tion of his reasoning is found on page 132 in the third full para
graph beginning :

One reason why the U.S. Government Is not as yet involved in a more rational
staff system for the top levels of its national security organizations is the con
fusion that exists in many minds between the planning function at the national
level and the operational duties of the executive departments. The various
governmental departments have always been afraid that a staff at the Presi
dent's level would assume some of their prerogatives and functions. They are
perfectly willing to have the general planning function done by interdepart
mental representatives because they feel they can practically dictate the result
of such planning.
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So he makes two points in the excerpts which I have quoted. One,
that the national security policy mechanism does not meet these three
standards, and secondly, that they cannot be met by interdepartmental
organizations, but can be more effectively met by a staff at the Presi
dent's level.
I have done this hastily and sketchily, but I would like to get your
general reaction to that.
Secretary Herter. This is something I tried to touch on in my pre
pared statement. It is really the concept of the ivory tower planning
staff versus a planning staff made up of people who are in constant
touch with operational problems. I think you get more realistic
planning from those who are in constant touch with the operational
problems than from those who are completely divorced, as we would
have them here, from any operational relationships. An outside staff
presumably made up of individuals who did not represent depart
ments, and if they are completely divorced, as I tried to point out, in
planning work we try to get as many diverse points of view as we can.
This may mean that in the process of consultation and shaking down
you get to a common denominator which sometimes is not a desirable
thing. But from a very practical point of view in the National Secu
rity Council, there is never a piece of paper that comes up that does
not have split views on it. In other words, in the Planning Board
they just don't reconcile their views. This has to be done at the level
of the National Security Council itself with the President making the
final decision, but with the various department heads having a
chance to express themselves on split views.
Senator Muskie. I am sure on the operational level of the various
departments, and I am thinking of the Department of Defense, par
ticularly, that from time to time there develop very strongly held and
sharply different points of view on particular problems and issues.I think that the criticism in Mr. Kintner's article and others contained
in this volume are directed to the point that the sharpness and
strength of these differences is blunted before they reach the National
Security Council level. I wonder if you would react to that ?
Secretary Herter. No. If I read this correctly, what he has in
mind is that Planning Board would tell every department how to run
their show.
Senator Mttskie. Forgetting now his proposed solution, as to whichI agree there are objections, do you feel that arguments which start
on the operational level in a given department are given a full hear
ing, not by the people who hold these points of view on the operational
level, but in terms of merit of their cases, on the National Security
Council level now ?
SecretaryHERTER. At the National Security Council level, I think
they do. Wherever there are specialists in a given field whose views
might be important, they are brought into the National Security
Council discussion.
Senator Muskie. I am wondering for the purpose of illustration —I am reaching the guidelines, and ifI am, bring me up short— if Gen
eral Power's point of view on the adequacy of our missile program
was advanced as strongly on the National Security Council as it might
have been in the operational level ?
SecretaryHERTER. As it was in the press ?
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Senator Muskie. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary Herter. Very clearly you have the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs. You have the Secretary of Defense. You have the Under
Secretary of Defense. Something tells me that in the Defense De
partment, and I am speaking out of turn because I have no right to
speak to this, there are a great many conferences before they come in
with an agreed position, so to speak.
Senator Muskie. They do tend to come in with agreed positions.
Secretary Herter. If you had every service quarrel brought into the
National Security Council, there would be no end to it. Obviously
there has to be some screening process. The decisions have to be
formulated for the President to act upon. In his case, often he has
sessions with the Joint Chiefs, with the Defense Department, entirely
separate from the National Security Council to go into things much
more thoroughly than he could in the limited time for which a Na
tional Security Council meeting is held.
Senator Muskie. May I make this observation. I agree with you
that the National Security Council should not be an appeals board for
every quarrel that develops in any of the Departments. It also seems
to me that we ought to insure to the extent that it is possible that
strongly held differences of opinion, which are vital and important,
should rise to the National Security Council level. I am not sure
there is an organizational answer to this.
Secretary Herter. I have sat on it now for 3 years and I can assure
you that there are very lively discussions there and very lively differ
ences of opinion that are held absolutely freely before the final de
cisions are made.
Senator Muskie. Are these differences of opinion as between de
partments or differences of opinion within the given department that
rise to the National Security Council ?
Secretary Herter. Usually as between departments. On the other
hand the Joint Chiefs very frequently have a different view from the
Defense Department which they want to have expressed and they
always have a right to express.
Senator Muskie. Are there only differences on the level of the Joint
Chiefs or the Secretary of Defense brought to the National Security
Council or differences at lower levels ?
Secretary Herter. If we went to the colonels and the captains we
would never be able to resolve anything.
Senator Muskie. Thank you.
Senator Jacksot*. The Chair wanted to indicate that I think it would
be well to hold the record open in case the Department would like to
file any supplementary statements. I have particularly in mind that
Gerry Smith as head of the Policy Planning Staff would desire to
make some comments which we could include in the record. If there
is no objection, we will hold the record open because you may have
some additions that you may want to include, too, after you have had
a chance to look at the record.
Mr. Secretary, General Cutler has indicated that during the time
he served as special assistant to the President for national security
affairs—and he was there quite some time on two different tours—
the emphasis in the NSC gradually shifted, that is
,

in the sense that
less time was spent in the preparation of formal policy recommenda
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tions and more time was spent on prearranged informal discussions
and debate of extremely important issues based on the so-called dis
cussion papers. I believe this is the terminology.
Based on your experience, do you think this is a useful shift in
emphasis, that is

,

having the NSC concern itself more with the dis
cussion and less with, shall we say, grinding out papers?
Secretary Herter. Yes, I do. I think this has been an evolutionary
process.
Senator Jackson. It has been a healthy change?
Secretary Herter. I think it is a very good change.
Senator Jackson. If I may turn to the OCB for a minute, which
has the responsibility of coordinating the plans which the departments
and agencies must carry out in connection with policies adopted by the
NSC, do you feel this is an area that should warrant further study to
see if improvements could be made ?
Secretary Herter. I would never say there was any area in which
improvements could not be made. I was Chairman of OCB for 2

years. The feeling of utility varied an awful lot. At times you felt
that you were being very useful. At other times you felt you were fan
ning the air or spending a lot of time reviewing minutia. There are two
phases of it. The members of the OCB eat lunch together every Wed
nesday. In those discussions where there is very little staff anything
can be brought up and those discussions are extraordinarily useful.
Again it is a little like a staff meeting. When you get into the formal
sessions, you again apply yourself to paperwork. Sometimes you get
yourself so bogged down in the editing of a word or a sentence that
you say, "My God, why am I spending so much time on this ?" Other
times pretty important decisions are made and made very quickly. If
it were not for the OCB, you would have to have something similar.
That is always the answer you come up with. There has to be one
coordinating body somewhere where you can air out differences in the
operational end of things, and often you find that something may have
been decided upon but runs into operational difficulties that requii-es
a complete reassessment. From that point of view it is very valuable.
Senator Jackson. Could it be improved upon if they could concen
trate on fewer matters?
Secretary Herter. That is a question mark in my mind. We have
some 85 nations to deal with today, as I indicated earlier. Most of the
OCB's operations are in the international field. That is where the co
ordinating process is required. Sometimes we get into a domestic mat
ter where the individual concerned with it comes in. But the mere
fact of our geographic divisions in connection with the individual
countries and the problems in those countries makes a good inter
departmental review of what is going on in the country a healthy
process. It means a lot of work. You often get kicks why do I have
to come up with a new evaluation of how the operational process in
connection with some NSC decision is working. I think it is a healthy
process to take a good look at yourself at regular intervals. While
sometimes the taking a good look at yourself and a complete review of
an existing situation does not produce any particular change or very
minor things that come up in connection with it
,

the mere fact, that it

has been made comparatively recently gives you a feeling of some as
surance that you are not letting a situation just drag because it is not
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being reviewed. That means that a lot of matters do come in in
evitably. More and more, as you know, our problems have shifted
from areas where you consider a whole group of countries together to
now where we have these independent countries which have separate
problems and more and more you have to subdivide because there is
too much in an area that you just can't cover.
Senator Jackson. These emerging nations in Africa will cause even
more trouble.
Mr. Pendleton. Mr. Secretary, do you believe at the present time
that the NSC does cover too many issues ?
Secretary Herter. No.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, we want to express our apprecia
tion to you for taking time out in connection with your very arduous
schedule. We are grateful for your comments. We are most appre
ciative for your suggestions here today. Thank you very much,
Secretary Herter. Thank you.
(Thereupon, at 1 :15 p.m., the committee recessed subject to call of
the Chair.)



THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL AND THE
DEPARTMENTS OF STATE AND DEFENSE

MONDAY, JUNE 13, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room 3302,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson, Muskie, and Javits.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, and Brewster C. Denny, professional staff
members; Edmund E. Pendleton, Jr., minority counsel.
Also present: William Darden, staff, Senate Armed Services Com
mittee; Robert Berry, administrative assistant to Senator Mundt.
Senator Jackson. The committee will come to order. The Sub
committee on National Policy Machinery continues today its hearings
on vital issues of organization for national security. Is our Govern
ment now effectively organized to identify and plan ahead on the criti
cal issues of national survival ? Where is there room for constructive
reform? The current series of hearings is focused upon the problems
of policymaking and policy coordination by the Departments of State
and Defense and upon the National Security Council and its subordi
nate agencies.
Recent events have focused public attention upon the problem of
governmental machinery and the need for a governmental structure
capable of effective, timely, and coordinated response to the fast mov
ing complex problems which face us.
In this connection I wish to state again that specific testimony con
cerning the U-2 incident or other intelligence matters as they relate to
the national security policy process wilfbe taken in executive session.
As the members know, we have agreed with the President that testi
mony by present or past members of the National Security Council or
its subordinate bodies regarding the Council and its subordinate ma
chinery will be taken first in executive session.
At this point the Chair wishes to state that he has noted that the
Secretary's statement does refer to the National Security Council. The
guidelines which were prepared in cooperation with the White House
and specifically paragraph four which was included at the request of
the White House provide as follows :
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Any testimony by present or former Government officials who have served on
the National Security Council or its subordinate bodies regarding the National
Security Council and its subordinate machinery will be taken first in executive
session. Decisions as to the taking of subsequent public testimony by such
officials with respect to such matters and as to the subsequent publication of
their testimony or parts thereof taken in executive session will be governed
by security considerations as agreed in each instance between the subcommit
tee and a representative designated by the President, and any reference to the
National Security Council or its subordinate machinery with respect to any
matter not covered in paragraph 3 above will not be publicly released except
as agreed in each instance between the subcommittee and the representative
designated by the President

I must state for the record that the statement as released by the
Secretary does not conform with that section. The Chair under
stands that this statement, however, has been approved for release
by the White House. Is this correct ?

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS S. GATES, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE;
ACCOMPANIED BY OLIVER GALE, SPECIAL ASSISTANT; BRIG.
GEN. GEORGE S. BROWN, MILITARY ASSISTANT TO THE SECRE
TARY; BRIG. GEN. DON HITTLE, ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY
OF DEFENSE FOR LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS

Secretary Gates. That is correct, and not released by the Depart
ment of Defense.
Senator Jackson. I understand. The Chair has been advised
through the staff, by Mr. Pendleton, I believe, who has indicated
that the White House has approved it for release.
Mr. Pendleton. That is right.
Senator Jackson. The Chair only makes this point for the record
because we have adhered strictly to the guidelines, and the guidelines
were requested by the President.
I would like to state further—and I am making no point of it, but
just for the record—that the Chair was not consulted, the committee
was not consulted, in conformity with the guidelines with regard to
the release. The Secretary I am sure is not aware of that. The
Chair wanted to state that for the record. The statement having
been released is now in the public domain and the Chair will state
further, however, in order to strictly adhere to the President's wishes
that we will desist from any questioning about the NSC in public
session.
One recurring theme of our hearings has been the need to attract
to the high policy positions in Government experienced executives
who will stay for susbtantial periods and gain a broad base of ex
perience. Our witness today is a man who has met this test The
subcommittee welcomes today the Secretary of Defense, Mr. Thomas
Gates.
Mr. Gates, in addition to his distinguished business and civic
career in Philadelphia, has had a rich and varied experience in
serving this country in the national security field. As a commander
in the U.S. Naval Reserve he served overseas in World War II. He
has served continuously in the Department of Defense since 1953,
as Under Secretary of the Navy, as Secretary of the Navy, and as
Deputy Secretary of Defense, and now as Secretary of Defense.
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Mr. Secretary, we welcome you today and thank you for being
with us to offer your counsel on these difficult problems before us.
You may nowproceed in your own way.
Secretary Gates. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:
In common with a great many others, I have followed with interest
the hearings you have been conducting to explore the organizational
machinery now employed within the Government to reach policy de
cisions and to plan for the future. An objective review of policy
making machinery is most useful and constructive, and I am pleased
to have an opportunity to discuss the subject with you this morning.
In the letter inviting me to appear before this committee, Mr.
Chairman, you directed my attention specifically at two quesions:
The first question is : "Is the Department of Defense now properly
organized to discharge its responsibilities adequately today and in
the years lying ahead F If not, what changes are desired ?"
In my judgment, the Department of Defense has at present a
sound basis of organization within which it can discharge its re
sponsibilities. An organization as large and complex as the De
fense Department is always subject to administrative improvement.
In the future the emergence of new problems, new concepts caus
ing a shifting of emphasis in procurement and research, and the ideas
contributed by successive administrators all could indicate changes
in both structures and operation desirable. Since weapons technology
and military strategy are undergoing a continuous and increasingly
rapid evolution, there probably can never be an ideal or permanent
solution. A primary need, therefore, will always be flexibility, to be
used as necessary to meet changing requirements.
Certain major changes were made with the adoption of the Reor
ganization Act of 1958. It is too soon to completely evaluate these,
or to determine whether others are needed. One or them, the crea
tion of the position of Director of Defense Research and Engineering,
has already proved to be of great benefit and had made a major im
print on our operations. The centralizing of authority in one office,
empowered to make certain that maximum use is being made of our
resources for research in all military services—people, facilities, and
dollars—was a forward step, of significant importance.
The streamlining of the line of command from the Commander in
Chief to the unified and specified commands, eliminating the extra
step which formerly involved the military departments as executive
agents, has proved highly satisfactory, and could be of critical im
portance in a time of emergency. Other improvements contained in
the 1958 act have been beneficial.
I would suggest no further statutory changes until we have more
thoroughly digested this 1958 reorganization and learned, by living
with it

,

of any further changes in the law which might be indicated.
Meanwhile administrative measures to improve our operations can
be taken within the framework of the 1958 reorganization bill. I

trust it is in order to note certain recent actions of this nature.
Much attention has been focused on the workings of the Joint
Chief s of Staff. Some people have expressed concern because on some
important matters the Chiefs do not reach unanimous agreement, and
thus— it is suggested—do not give the Secretary of Defense clear, firm,
unanimous recommendations. Various solutions have been offered
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by those experienced and those inexperienced in the ways of the mili
tary. We are dealing with matters of judgment. We are considering
subjects of great complexity. Senior military men of integrity do
not compromise their views when they think our national security is
at stake. They will have differences of opinion, and it is both natural
and helpful to have them.
A procedure was instituted whereby the Secretary of Defense and
the Deputy Secretary of Defense sit with the Joint Chiefs weekly,
usually on Monday afternoon, and more frequently if desirable, to
discuss major issues. This has produced several important results:

1. We are exposed to the various views as they develop;
2. We have an opportunity to make certain by questioning
that there is a basis for evaluating these different views ;
3. A better basis is created for a sound decision between two or
more possible courses of action ;
4. The time required for making decisions is shortened.

To illustrate this procedure, I can give you this summary of re
sults. There have been, since January 21, six specific issues on which
decisions had to be made. These are in addition to a number of other
matters for discussion. These issues involved command arrangements,
military planning and doctrine, and matters pertaining to the mili
tary assistance program. Five of these six decisions were made before
the meeting ended, and the other was made within a week. There
are others pending of considerable importance, but this is the kind
of improvement that can be made through administrative changes in
internal procedure.
Another major change we have recently made is the establishment
of the Defense Communications Agency. This centralizes control
of all our long-haul communications under a single officer, who reports
through the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense. This
should result in improved efficiency of our communications. It is an
organizational concept which we shall watch with interest.
The second question specifically asked in your letter, Mr. Chair
man, was this: "How can the Secretary of Defense best contribute
to making the National Security Council an effective advisory
mechanism for the President ?"
Mr. Chairman, I should like to emphasize that, in my judgment,
the National Security Council is functioning effectively and effi
ciently as an advisory mechanism to President Eisenhower. It has
functioned in that manner through all the time I have been exposed
to its operations. Since the National Security Council is an advisory

froup,
I am sure each President will use it according to his own way of

oing business. I can assure this committee President Eisenhower
participates actively in all Council meetings, the pros and cons of any
issue are thoroughly and ably debated at the meetings, and the Presi
dent himself makes the decisions. All this, in my judgment, is
exactly as it should be.
Eecently, I have read some public comment suggesting that the
Council may be too large, suggesting that the meetings are conducted
in a so-called mass atmosphere, suggesting that too much of the es
sential debate may be taking place at lower staff levels, suggesting that
top-level discussions become smothered in papers, and suggesting that
the Council is somehow insulating the President from so-called hard
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facts and hard decisions. Frankly, I ain at a loss to know the basis
for such observations, because as far as I am concerned —and I am a
member of the National Security Council—not one of these suggested
criticisms can properly be applied to the current practices of the
National Security Council. The size and character of the meetings
vary with the agenda. For example, it has been the practice to have
experts present when they can be helpful to a discussion in their par
ticular fields. Vitally interested agencies may be represented when
they should be informed in detail oecause their responsibilities are
heavily involved. I cannot tell this committee what habits and prac
tices may have prevailed at other times or will prevail in the future ;
but I do know of my own knowledge that these faults have not existed
during my activity with the Council under President Eisenhower.
In my opinion, one can never fully separate the statutory composi
tion of any agency from the personalities of the individuals involved.
This applies to the National Security Council, and it applies also to
the daily interrelations of Government officials at all levels in the
departments involved. All members of the Security Council, along
with the responsible officers and employees in their departments, func
tion smoothly together as a team. To illustrate this, I have known
Secretary of State Herter and Under Secretary Dillon for years. I
enjoy working with them. The members of the Office of International
Security Affairs, that part of the Defense Department most con
cerned with military matters involving foreign policy, are working
closely and smoothly with the Department of State. In an average
day there will be several hundred separate contacts between indi
viduals in the two organizations—by meeting, phone call, or ex
change of correspondence. Similar contacts are made daily between
the State Department and the military services and the Joint Chiefs
of Staff.
There is

, I think, a common recognition on both sides of the Potomac
that most foreign policy issues have major defense connotations, and
conversely that even routine military activity may have major for
eign policy implications. In addition to the lessons of experience,
professional training programs at the National War College, service
war colleges, and the Military Assistance Institute are stressing the
relationships between political, economic, and military factors in our
security policies. State Department personnel are attending military
schools.
Thus, at the highest political levels, at Washington staff levels and
at the country team level, planning and implementation of national
security policies by Defense personnel reflect increasing integration
of political, economic, and military considerations. We have long
realized that the defense program cannot be prepared in isolation.
Working relationships between the State and Defense Departments
are excellent, and I am told they have never been better.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I know the subject
of your inquiry is a broad one. Bather than try to anticipate how
best I can contribute, or to cover matters which I know you reserve
for executive sessions, I have limited this statement to these few brief
comments to provide maximum time for any questions you may wish
to address to me.
Thank you.
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Senator Jackson. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. We appreciate very
much your coming up this morning to talk on this most important
subject. Naturally some of the vital questions will have to be left
to the executive session.
As I indicated in my opening statement, I think you have set a
fine example for the kind of person that we need in the Department of
Defense, both from the standpoint of know-how and a willingness to
stay on the job. We all know there has been a very substantial turn
over in the top positions in the Department of Defense. It is a prob
lem that has applied to all administrations, Mr. Secretary. Having
been down there now going on the eighth year, I wonder if you have
some thoughts or comments on things that could be done on the part
of Congress or otherwise to improve matters. I trust you understand
the spirit in which I put the question.
The committee, for example, has had a lot of testimony on the
problem of conflict of interest. I personally feel that a lot of the
statutes are archaic. They actually violate the public interest in the
sense that the most important problem insofar as the public interest
is concerned is the survival of this country, and if we do anything to
impede the bringing to Washington of men of talent when we need
them, I do believe that we are not rendering a public service.
I will appreciate anything you may have to say on this important
problem.
Secretary Gates. Mr. Chairman, I am sure I will forget some of
the things I might say in regard to a rather complicated subject. I
believe as we mature more as a country, and realize our foreign policy
is one of great responsibility in world leadership, perhaps the dignity
of Government service will be better understood and a more favorable
climate will be created. I have always deplored the fact that there
was not more dignity accorded the military uniform, and I think the
same thing applies to others, like Members of Congress, who work
hard in the public service, and people in statutory appointments. I
think holders of these positions have been compared to people who
earn more money and gain more recognition through our free enter-

Erise
business system. I think people are really unaware of how long

ours the Congress works in committees, how long hours those of us
in statutory appointed jobs work, how devoted the people in uniform
are and what long hours they work.
Until we can create a climate that better understands the dignity
of these responsibilities and positions, which will only come with edu
cation and understanding, I think that we have to expect difficulties.
On the conflict-of-interest laws, I think they are confusing. I think
they are subject to varying interpretations at varying times. I think
it would be very helpful to have them clarified. It seems to me that a
man who owns a few shares of some company's stock should be per
mitted to keep those shares by filing his holdings with the Senate at
the time of his approval, and perhaps filing any changes with the
Senate on an annual basis. I don't think a man should be appointed
to a statutory job in the Department of Defense who controls a defense
industry. But I think when he owns a few fractions of a percentage
of shares that it is rather unreasonable to exclude him from a job or
force him to sell some shares that he may have inherited from his
grandfather.
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Senator Jackson. Mr. Greenwalt, who testified before the com
mittee, and who is president of Du Pont, made this statement :

I do not think you can legislate probity under any circumstances. A man
is honest or dishonest. If he is going to be dishonest, the mere fact that you
make him sell his stock and cancel out his pension rights will not stop him.

Would you agree with that ?
Secretary Gates. I would agree with that? Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. The Chair agrees with the statement, too. I
don't think you can legislate probity. If a man is dishonest, the
mere fact thajt you make him do a certain act is not going to change
him.
Secretary Gates. There may be other things that would be involved
with certain good people that you would want to have come into Gov
ernment. I am sure more pay would be useful.
Senator Jackson. Do you think the salaries in the higher levels
might well be decisive in the case of certain people?
Secretary Gates. I am sure they would be in the case of certain
people. There are people here presently who are making a sacrifice
not only in relation to what they had been earning in business, but also
in terms of their ability to live here under the circumstances that are
required for their work.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel that this is an area that should be
looked into very thoroughly ?
Secretary Gates. I do, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Would you not say that the problem we face to
day is a long-range one vis-a-vis our potential enemies, and that the
need to get good people is almost as important as if we were in a hot
war ? I mean good people within the Department of Defense and in
the broad area of national security.
Secretary Gates. I feel very strongly that way ; I agree with you.
Senator Jackson. I personally feel that we will never have the
opportunity to bring in outstanding civilians in an all-out war be
cause it will be too late. Wouldn't you say that this is certainly a
possibility 1
Secretary Gates. I don't think there is going to be any time to
recruit anybody in a general war, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. The need to get good people into national se
curity posts in Government, then, is as urgent now as it has been in
the past in the gravest conflicts that we have been in ?
Secretary Gates. I live with a sense of urgency in the Department
of Defense, so I share this point of view.
Senator Jackson. I am nappy to hear you say that. I have a num
ber of other questions in this area, but I should like now to turn to
Senator Stennis of the Armed Services Committee who has devoted
many years to the specific problem of proper organization in the De
partment of Defense, and in the broad area of national security.
Senator Stennis has an appointment at the Pentagon, so we will turn
to him at this time.
Senator Stennis. Mr. Chairman, I thank you greatly. I really did
not expected to be called on. I have learned in my experience that
whenever Secretary Gates is testifying, if you follow him around you
will learn something and get some clear-cut opinions. I want to com
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mend him for the way he has moved in and kept in touch with the
problems of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and his ready and quick decisions
when he is called on. You enumerate in your prepared statement, Mr.
Secretary, some of the things that you have done in this area, being
exposed to views as they develop, and so forth. You say that five of
the six decisions that you had to make were made before the meeting
ended and the other within a week.
Mr. Chairman, as you know, that is outstanding and it is highly
commendable, in my opinion. I wish to publicly commend the Secre
tary for a very fine job that he has done along this line. I think it
reflects, too, the training, if I may use that word, or background of
experience that you already had when you came to this office.
Senator Jackson. The Chair would like to associate himself par
ticularly with the latter remark. I think that the ability to do what
the Secretary has been able to do in connection with these matters
within the Joint Chiefs, Senator Stennis, can only come in the last
analysis from one who has had previous experience over a period of
years within the Department of Defense. You can't deal with profes
sional soldiers and make decisions unless you have had that experience.
The witness need not answer that.
Senator Stennis. I think, Mr. Secretary, being brief here, your
mention here of the work between the Secretary of State, the Depart
ment of State, and the Department of Defense, its high importance
in your estimation, is the gravest problem before us in the critical posi
tion that our Government occupies in world affairs. I don't see, Mr.
Chairman and Mr. Secretary, how we can begin to solve it unless we
put in a system that will not shift all this personnel and cause a new
team, so to speak, to come in on change of administrations. When I
say "change of administrations," I am referring not only to change
from Republicans to Democrats, or vice versa, but any change, if it is
the Republican administration to Republican, or Democratic to Demo
cratic. We must have, I think, a great body of men in the Department
of Defense and Department of State who are trained over long years
and have experience, as we have, some staff members here on the Hill,
despite change of administrations. Would you elaborate your ideas
on the need of building up such a corps or group of people in the
civilian side of the military department! Continuity is the key word.
Secretary Gates. Senator, certainly continuity would be most help
ful. If with change of administration you could not achieve continu
ity, there certainly ought to be in my judgment an orderly and some
what reasonable type of transition over a period of months so that
people could come in and be briefed and informed as they replace
other people. I agree that in these days of constant change the value
of exposure to the past decisions is very great, and it is hard to repro
duce quickly. So if you could preserve continuity in statutory ap
pointees, that would be fine. If you could not, then I think you cer
tainly should have an orderly transition. Insofar as the people below
the statutory appointees are concerned, we are both trying to develop
career people who will continue on and carry on regardless of political
changes.
Senator Stennis. I speak of it in terms of need and definite policy
to be written into the law and recognized by the Congress and special
categories given to these people of talent that could be accumulated
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there over the years. You are not going to be able to walk down
Pennsylvania Avenue and pick them up, I know. You accumulate
them over the years. I think we are burning daylight by not getting
into a better system.
May I mention one other thing here ? You have your very fine mili
tary advisers, but I am increasingly convinced that it is just frightful
to have policy decisions, even though the men are able and highly
patriotic, made by military personnel that are still responsible to one
particular service for their promotions and for their future. I think
you could make a great contribution if you could give us some
thought—if not here, some time soon—on trying to build up a group
of talented men, capable of advising on military policy. I mean mili
tary men, that is

,

that have already been separated from their respec
tive services. I say that with great deference to all services. I think

it is one of the faults of our system. They do a mighty good job
under the circumstances.
Secretary Gates. This again is a complicated subject, Senator, as
no one knows better than yourself. You can make a case for separa
tion from service at the top level. Then you change the concept of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff system rather importantly and perhaps deci
sively. There is something to be said for having the Joint Chiefs of
Staff also carry out the operational responsibilities in which they deter
mine policy. I believe that as they are now doing, spending most of
their time on JCS work and turning over their daily responsibility for
operating their services to their deputies, we are getting good results
from the present system in the policy level. Most of the problems that

I think worry you and also worry me are not at that level. They are
at lower levels m the services. As far as I am concerned, I would con
tinue to support the Joint Chiefs of Staff system, which was the system
employed by Mr. Churchill and Mr. Franklin Roosevelt in World War
II. I would not undermine it or change it, unless I was awfully sure
that another type of system would really be an improvement. I am
not convinced that it would be.
Senator Stennis. I was thinking more in terms of a military staff
or a staff of militarily trained men, immediately adjacent to the Secre
tary of Defense and his advisory council.
Secretary Gates. This is what the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Joint
Staff are, really. A separate type of staff has been reviewed on many
occasions.
Senator Stennis. You used the word "undermine," the very oppo
site of my purpose. It is to strengthen them in those positions, but to
move on further in this field of those personnel who are taking a part
in these policy decisions that you are making. In other words, an
officer serving in such a position should be more of a general military
man with more of a general allegiance than is possible under the sepa
rate services all the way through.
Secretary Gates. I have found in my own experience — I have an
officer sittingon my left hand here—that officers associated with our
offices in the Department of Defense are absolutely leaning over back
ward to eliminate any service position. I have been very proud of
my experience in this respect, because in the policy advisory positions
of importance that they hold in our respective offices, I have yet to see
one who has a service prejudice.
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Senator Stennis. I am sure they do their very best and do a fine
job. I think that it still leaves a vacancy there. A man is indebted to
the other group.
Senator Jackson. Right at that point, I believe it was Mr. Lovett
who suggested in the form of a question that ought to be explored that
those officers who serve on the Defense staff in the higher ranks receive
their promotions not from their service, but from the Department it
self. I believe, Senator Stennis, you were here at that time.
Senator Stennis. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. I believe it was Mr. Lovett who made the com
ment and one or two other of our outstanding witnesses. They did
not put it in a categorical form, but they suggested it ought to be
explored seriously, at least.
Secretary Gates. I think the civilian officials in the Department
of Defense are definitely instrumental in these people's promotions.
They have to give personal reports on them. Certainly this is one
of the most important tools that these officers have during their
career.
Senator Jackson. There is a danger of retribution. They can get
promoted while in there, but when they move out, and having done
something that might not please their particular service, they might
have trouble. I think that was the idea underlying this point, Mr.
Secretary.
Secretary Gates. I think it is hard for me to visualize, Mr. Chair
man, that you would set up a sort of elite corps of officers within
the Department of Defense that would be promoted differently and
would not move back and forth in the stream of their military ca
reers. It would be most awkward to administer that kind of a pro
gram. I know we have service problems. I live with a lot of them.
But the individuals involved are not really the ones that have the most
important responsibilities.
Senator Stennis. I thank the Chair very much. I will not take
any more time now.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits.
Senator Javits. Mr. Secretary, there is one statement in your testi
mony that I would like to ask you about. It relates to a common
recognition on both sides of the Potomac that most foreign policy
issues have major defense connotations and, conversely, mat even
routine military activity may have major foreign policy implications.I would like to ask you in that regard whether you believe the
three principal questions which have been projected to the American
people, and nence the foundation for the very admirable work which
Senator Jackson has led this committee in doing, may be found in
these three questions. I will say them slowly. They are not very
complicated.
Is the leadership adequate to the mounting problem of our own
world peace leadership ?
Second, is there adequate coordination at the top ?
Third, are the people being adequately informed ?
Would you say that those are the three main questions which have
been projected to the American people by recent events ?
Secretary Gates. Yes, I think they are. Maybe they are not the
only three, but they are certainly three very important questions and
perhaps the most important ones.
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Senator Javits. One of the things that interests me the most about
the work of our committee is

,

in view of your statement, and these
three questions which are before the American people in this election
year with bo much force—the American people like the fact that itwill
pay off, whoever wins this debate—and I don't think I have to empha
size to you my interest in seeing that you win it

,

the tiling that concerns
me is

,

do you think, and can you say publicly— if not, we will get it in
executive session—that there is some new approach which we need
which will put into policymaking machinery this common recognition
that most foreign policy issues have major defense connotations, and
that even routine military activity may have major foreign policy
implications ?

For example, to give you a clue to what I am seeking to get some
information on, Ambassador Kennan was here the other day. He says
you need a new authority in the Secretary of State which will really
make him the lieutenant, in terms of these two coordinated questions,
of the President. So in a sense he would be the President's chief of
staff for the top strategy which marries these two now closely inter
related questions.
The question I would like to put to you, and I am sorry to make it

so long, is this : Do you think that our present machinery is adequate
to take care of this new meshing of foreign policy and defense policy
so very dramatically illustrated oy the TJ-2 incident, and a dozen other
things, as you stated in the very profound analysis in your prepared
statement, or do you think we have to move in some other direction ?

Secretary Gates. No, sir. I think the leadership is adequate, the
coordination is adequate, and that people have been as well informed
as they could be. I feel that different people will work differently
with others. The Government is very large and complex. It cannot
be run by creating, in my judgment, other superstructures or other
superjobs. The Secretary of State has a great deal of authority. I
have a great deal of authority, reconfirmed in 1958. I thought there
was plenty of authority before that, but if there was any question about

it
,
it certainly exists now. This is decentralized to some extent, but

brought together by various mechanisms constantly. I have been one
who believed that you must in the most modern sense decentralize and
hold people responsible, and then coordinate. Someone said to me
once, Americans never have any idea how to coordinate. The British
seem to be great coordinators. I don't know whether this is true or
not. But coordination in its true sense is a very difficult art for an
American because he wants to run something. But I feel that the
machinery and mechanisms and leadership exist. There will always
be administrative procedures within it that can be improved and
changed.
Senator Javits. You and the Secretary of State have a coordinated
responsibility, is that correct, according to your statement ?

Secretary Gates. Yes.
Senator jAvrrs. You believe that?
Secretary Gates. Very sincerely.
Senator Javits. You do not believe that either one of you should
be the chief man over the other ?

Secretary Gates. I do not believe we should, no, sir.
Senator Javits. You believe you can work effectively this way ?
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Secretary Gates. I do.
Senator Javits. Do you believe you have worked effectively this

Secretary Gates. I do, to the best ofmy ability.
Senator Javits. You do not believe, therefore, that whatever prob
lems we have suffered in the recent past have been attributable to the
fact that the machinery was inadequate ?
Secretary Gates. Tnat is correct, Senator Javits.
Senator Javits. We will all stand up to the question as to whether
the persons were adequate or inadequate. I am sure you feel that way.
Secretary Gates. Certainly.
Senator Javits. You are satisfied that the machinery itself was not
inadequate?
Secretary Gates. That is correct.
Senator Javits. I have just one other point, Mr. Chairman, to keep
within my 10 minutes. The Chair is very liberal, but if I may sug
gest, I think we should stick to the 10 minutes. At least on the
first go-round, as we say.
I notice that you say also in your prepared statement :
Thus at the highest political levels, Washington staff levels and at the conn-
try team level, planning and implementation of national security policies by
defense personnel reflect increasing integration of political, economic, and mili
tary considerations.

This brings back to my mind a long line of experience beginning
when I first served on the Foreign Affairs Committee in the House
back in 1947, about the idea that the Ambassador always ought to be
the head of everything that goes on in every country. Otherwise it
won't run right. This has been a concept agitated for years right up
to today.
Could you tell us or give us your view upon that subject. Do you
feel that the Ambassador ought to run everything as the chief man
in every country, everybody and everything being responsible to him?
What is your view upon that subject ?
Secretary Gates. Senator Javits, I don't know that I am competent
to answer the question. I have never been an ambassador. This is a
State Department organizational matter. In so far as the Military-
State Department relationships are concerned, the Ambassador is the
head man in the country in terms of the military assistance program.
He is head of the country team. We have unified commanders who
have a political connotation to their responsibilities, and take it quite
seriously on an area basis.
As far as defense relationships with the State Department's affairs
in a country are. concerned, the Ambassador is the head man. We give
him attaches, or we give him the chief of the military assistance
group who really in a sense works for him, although they have mili
tary lines of command to a unified commander for requirements.
I think we have recognized the importance of the Ambassador in
our dealings with him.
Senator jAvrrs. And that works well in terms of what you call the
increasing integration of economic, political, and military consider
ations ?
Secretary Gates. Yes.
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Senator Javtts. You have no suggestions for improving that
machinery, either, that is

,

the machinery in the country ?

Secretary Gates. The only suggestion would be in minor detail.
Senator Javits. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. I think I should yield to the majority whip.
Senator Jackson. Senator Mansfield, we would be delighted to have
you proceed now, because I know you have another meeting.
Senator Mansfield. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator Muskie.
Mr. Secretary, as usual I was much impressed with your testimony,
and glad to note that you had emphasized two of the most important
reforms which I hope are only beginnings, which you have instituted
in the Department of Defense : One, the fact that if there is a lack of
decision among the Joint Chiefs of Staff, that you will take the re
sponsibility and make the decision. I understand what you state in
your testimony is that on five occasions that decision was made at the
time and on the sixth occasion it was made within a week, is that
correct ?

Secretary Gates. Yes, sir. Perhaps it would be wise to summarize,
because there have been more meetings. There have been 27 meetings
and involved in those meetings were six decisions. I would also like to
say that I trust the committee does not think I am bragging. There is

a lot of work to be done. Maybe these will prove to have been easier
than the decisions that are ahead. I know I face some very difficult
ones immediately ahead. What has been done should not be taken as
an ideal or anything else. I think we have made a good start.
Senator Mansfield. Mr. Secretary, I think I can speak for the
committee and the Congress when I express the hope that you will be
able to do a lot more bragging along these lines, because I think these
are steps in the right direction, and long overdue. The second reform
that you have instituted is the centralization of the communications
system emanating out of the Department of Defense. Is that correct ?

Secretary Gates. That is correct, sir.
Senator Mansfield. It is my understanding that it will take from

6 to 9 months to bring about a successful conclusion of this reform.
Secretary Gates. That is right, Senator Mansfield. We have ap
pointed this last week the man to head the agency.
Senator Mansfield. You mention, relative to certain changes in the
Reorganization Act of 1958 :

One of them, the creation of the position of Director of Defense Research and
Engineering, has already proved to be of great benefit and has made a major
imprint on our operations. The centralizing of authority in one office, em
powered to make certain that maximum uses is being made of our resources for
research in all military services—people, facilities, and dollars—was a forward
step of significant importance.

Are you referring to the office which is now headed by Dr. York ?

Secretary Gates. I am, sir.
Senator Mansfield. Which I think is another noteworthy advance,
and which I think you are to be commended for. Incidentally, be
fore I get to my next line of questioning, I would like to state to the
chairman and members of this committee that I was very pleased with
the testimony which I read in the papers on Saturday relative to
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what Mr. Herter had to say about good will visits, summit meetings,
and too many activities of the Secretary of State in foreign travel.
Also, incidentally, the emphasis he placed on the authority and re-

•! "1". 1-1 1 l -l » . a. 1 " T .

wholehearted accord with what ne had to say.
Now, Mr. Secretary, how many Assistant Secretaries do you have
in the Department of Defense ?
Secretary Gates. We have, if you include the General Counsel as
equivalent rank, eight, I think.
Senator Mansfield. How many do you have in the entire Depart
ment of Defense, including the Secretaries of the three services ?
Secretary Gates. There are three Assistant Secretaries in each serv
ice and one Under Secretary.
Senator Mansfield. It would be nine and eight in the Department
of Defense itself, your office.
Secretary Gates. Yes, sir.
Senator Mansfield. I was under the impression that you had about
33 Assistant Secretaries of Defense, or people who could be considered
in that category.
Secretary Gates. In the Office of the Secretary of Defense there are
11 positions in this category: the Secretary, the Deputy Secretary,
the Director of Defense Research and Engineering, and 8 assistant
secretaries if we include the General Counsel. In each service depart
ment there are five: the Secretary, the Under Secretary, and three
assistant secretaries. The total, therefore, would be 26.
Senator Mansfield. Are there a number of political appointees
who are not Assistant Secretaries whom the Chiefs of Staff of the
various services have to go through before they can establish contact
with their particular secretary, or with you as the overall Secretary
of Defense?
Secretary Gates. No. There is a standing rule that any Chief of
Staff can come to me at any time individually, and they can certainly
come any time collectively. As a matter of fact, in their capacity as
military advisers to the President, they can go to the President di
rectly. Certainly within a service they go directly to their service
Secretary.
Senator Mansfield. The genesis for that question lies in an article
by Hanson Baldwin 2 or 3 years ago which appeared in the New York
Times to the effect that Gen. Maxwell Taylor had to go through 19
people before he could establish contact either with the Secretary of
Army or the Secretary of Defense. Was it a true statement ?
Secretary Gates. General Taylor, as Chief of Staff of the Army,
might have signed a routine paper that would pass through innumer
able coordinating agencies which would take a look at it

,

the number
depending on its character. But General Taylor, as Chief of Staff
of the Army, has not only the ability but the obligation, in my judg
ment, to report directly to the Secretary of the Army, and the Secre
tary of Defense, and the President, if lie so desires, and if he thinks

it is important. Certainly there is no reason that he can't.
Senator Mansfield. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask that that
particular article by Hanson Baldwin be given to the Secretary, and
that his comments be asked for thereon.

sponsibility which should I am in
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Secretary Gates. I would be glad to do that, Mr. Chairman.*
Senator Jackson. We won't need to give him a copy, I suppose.
He probably has it or his able informational service within the De
partment of Defense will furnish it.
Senator Mansfield. They probably have a Hanson Baldwin file.
Secretary Gates. I think it is highly likely.
Senator Mansfield. Mr. Secretary, how much time do you spend
in appearing before the committees ?
Secretary Gates. So far up until this morning 43% hours without
considering the time of preparation. That is in actual testimony.
Senator Jackson. That is this year ?
Secretary Gates. This calendar year.
Senator Mansfield. Some ofmy other questions have been answered
or will be answered. How can we get people to stay in the Depart
ment of Defense ? There does seem to be a large turnover. Mr. Wil
son lasted 4 years, Mr. McElroy 2 years. Now you are in office. But
the saving factor in your position is that you had 7 years of under
graduate study, so to speak. On that basis you have certainly proved
yourself, because of the reforms which you have instituted up to the
present time. How can Congress —we have a responsibility—do some
thing in addition to overhauling the conflict-of-interest law and other
matters, to bring about a greater degree of continuity, a greater draw
ing to Washington of people who are well qualified and in that way
help to bring about the establishment of some kind of a continuity, as
Senator Stennis referred to.
Secretary Gates. I think I tried to answer this somewhat in my
answers to the chairman. I don't know what Congress can specifically
do, other than reviewing the conflict-of-interest laws, and reviewing
the salary conditions. I am a great believer in congressional testi
mony. Perhaps more authority in certain committees and less re
quirements for appearances might be possible under Congress. I
think the remarks I tried to make concerning a recognition of the
dignity of public service or a public career are important in this re
spect. I think it is growing. I think there is growing recognition
that people who serve in the Congress and serve in statutory appointee
positions dealing with important questions, particularly defense and
foreign policy, are beginning to earn a more important position in
the way of life of the United States, which perhaps up until recent
years has been more preoccupied with financial and business success
as terms of recognition.
I don't know, Senator Mansfield, specifically what Congress could
do. I don't think it would be wise to put mandatory terms of office
on appointees. This might be another handicap in getting people.I think perhaps only time will cure the problem.
Speaking of time, the real difficulties about jobs like mine and the
ones I have had is the fact that time to do the job and do the think
ing—the reflective thinking—that should go with that kind of a job,
is sometimes in a good deal of conflict with time required for the
public part of the job, which is part of our system. When you pile
a public responsibility, as I believe the Secretary of State testified,
• Statement from the Department of Defense In response to the request of Senator
Mnnsfleld Is shown on p. 750.
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on top of a very difficult administrative responsibility, and I think a
serious requirement for reflective type of consideration of problems,
you do ask a good deal of any individual.
Senator Mansfield. Mr. Secretary, I had in mind that certain ap
pointees of the administration came down here and said they would
serve 1 year, one of your predecessors 2 years. I think that there is a
real problem here because you can't learn your job in a year. You
can't learn it in 2 years. These are important times. People should
be expected to make sacrifices. Maybe we have been wrong in some
of the conditions we have laid down. I would anticipate and hope
that this committee would get from various branches within the exec
utive part of our Government suggestions from that side as to what
should be done rather than depending on the laws made by Congress,
because we are subject to error, and we make mistakes, and they
ought to be corrected, too.
Senator Jackson. If the Senator will yield on that point, the
President, in his address at Notre Dame on June 5, made this state
ment, referring to Government service in the critical areas especially :
"Normally, a 4-year period in these policy posts would seem to be a
minimum. Most leaders from private life who enter the public serv
ice do so at a substantial sacrifice in earning power during their pro
ductive years," and so on. I thought it was well to note that the Presi
dent, in his address at Notre Dame, did come out very strongly.
While I agree with the Secretary that you cannot put a mandatory
4-year period, and I am sure the President will agee on that, I do
think, Mr. Secretary, that there needs to be a greater urgency in this
regard.
Some of us have been even considering the possibility of a Senate
resolution expressing the hope that the next President would keep in
mind that the Senate would look with disfavor on people who can
only serve a year or 2 years, and so on.
Not that this is to be a final and positive thing, but I do think that
the question Senator Mansfield has posed goes to the heart of our
problem.
Secretary Gates. From the standpoint of the ability to do the work,
I would agree with a 3 to 4 year requirement as being about correct.
I think you can only start to make a contribution after the first
year.
Senator Mansfield. Mr. Secretary, in response to a question by
Senator Javits, you said that in your opinion responsibility should
be coequal between the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of
State. Is that correct?
Secretary Gates. In the sense of coordinating our respective
responsibilities, yes, sir.
Senator Mansfield. It would appear to me that you have drawn a
little sharper line of differentiation between the two because the De
partment of State is

,

in effect, charged with policymaking whereas
the Department of Defense is charged with carrying out policy.I thmk it might be well to consider the possibility of recognizing
the seniority, if I may use that word, of the Secretary of State because
of the fact that policy is paramount. He is charged with the respon
sibility for carrying it out, whereas the Defense Department is

charged with the responsibility of carrying out and not making it.
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Secretary Gates. I did not mean to imply in my answer to Senator
Javits that I was questioning the seniority and the foreign policy
making responsibilities of the Secretary of State which, of course,
I recognize.
We also are responsible for defense policy.
I meant in terms of our respective responsibilities and his most
important one in foreign policymaking, that we coordinate these re
sponsibilities without, as I believe Senator Javits asked me or inferred,
a superposition being created to do both.
Senator Mansfield. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Javits. Would the Senator yield at that point ?
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits.
Senator Javits. That is what I had in mind and I did understand
the Secretary's answer not to imply that there would be any takeover
of authority by either one.
The present machinery by which each had paramountcy in his own
field with the President as the final voice and the deciding and coordi
nating figure is what you consider to be a more satisfactory arrange
ment, than giving either the Secretary of State or the Secretary of
Defense an additional authority over the responsibility of the other,
whichever one that might be ?
Secretary Gates. Yes, that is the way I understood the question.
That is why I answered it affirmatively.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Mtjskie. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I must say, Mr. Secretary, that one of the finest decisions of a con
tinuing nature that you have ever made is the decision to spend as
much time each summer on the Maine coast as possible.
Secretary Gates. My recent years have interfered with that, Sen
ator.
Senator Muskie. I was interested in a comment that you made in
the course of your reply to one of Senator Mansfield's questions, when
you pointed out that one of the problems for people in your position
is that of finding thinking time. Yet you have indicated in your
paper, and in your responses to Senator Javits, that you are reasonably
well satisfied with the organization both of the Department of Defense
and of the National Security Council.
It seems to me that leadership in the security field—and perhaps
you can expand the concept—has four or five very important functions.
I would like to review those with you to see if you agree. I suspect
that you probably will.
First of all, it has the function of anticipating the shape of the
future in terms of probable or possible events and developments.
Would you agree with this?
Secretary Gates. Yes, I do.
Senator Muskie. Secondly, it has the function of comprehension.
It must be able to comprehend the meaning of the future which is
anticipated and its relationship to the present, and the steps which
must be taken to permit orderly transition from the present to the
future.
Would you agree with that ?

52710— 60— pt. 5 9
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Secretary Gates. I agree this should be an objective. It will, of
course, be a matter of difficult judgment to comprehend the
relationship.
Senator Muskie. Yes. But it is an objective that ought to be
undertaken ?
Secretary Gates. Yes.
Senator Muskie. Thirdly, it seems to me, another function of
leadership is that of permitting or generating creativeness ; that is,
the ideas technologically and policywise which would enable us to
meet this future.
Secretary Gates. Yes.
Senator Muskie. Fourthly, a function of leadership is decision as
to these ideas. We must make selections as between them and assign
priorities to them. We must assume the burden of deciding which
alternatives to accept.
Then, finally, we have the function of implementing the decisions.
Would you agree that these five functions of leadership are reason
ably realistic ones?
Secretary Gates. Yes, I would, Senator.
Senator Muskie. Ideally, of course, these functions could best be
met if they could be combined in one man. Unfortunately, with the
limitations of human beings and because of the tremendous size of
government, this is not possible today.
It seems to me that, in undertaking to implement these five func
tions of leadership, we tend to over-organization rather than under-
organization, and that the effect of our overall position is to further
limit the thinking time which our policymakers have.
Would this be an accurate observation from your own experience?
Secretary Gates. I am not sure that I could, without further re
flection, really answer that question. When you look at the charts
and the people involved, you certainly get a feeling of overorganiza
tion. On the other hand, many of the committees and organizations
that appear on those charts meet rarely and make a contribution of
either an ad hoc or advisory character toward the five points that
you have listed.
Comprehension of the relationship of the present with the future
involves the most serious kind of calculated risks and judgments.
The business of being creative and imaginative involves risks and
judgments.
Decision often requires technical help these days as well as mili
tary judgment—technical review and help. In recent years in the
Department of Defense we have tried to reduce committees and reduce
overorganization : For example, the personnel of the Office of Secre
tary of Defense has gone down from 2,500 to 1,700 people since 1952,
excluding the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Joint Staff. Some days
I think we are overorganized and some days I do not think -we are.
I do not think we are, basically, overorganized at the important levels.
I think it is probably difficult to get the flow of work done without the
organization that exists.
Senator Jackson. Right at that point, Senator Muskie has the
listing, but I think there are some 900 committees in the Department
of Defense in the unclassified area.
It seems to me that some improvement could be made.
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I again hasten to add that this is a problem that has plagued all ad
ministrations. Surely it seems to me that some efficiency could come
about with the elimination of some of these committees.
I think a committee is a useful thing when you can get decisions.
Secretary Gates. In May 1958, there were 293 joint Department
of Defense committees. We have reduced that number down to about
100 now from 293 since December 1958. We have also reduced inter
agency committees, dissolving something like 134 of them.
We have, however, as you state, Mr. Chairman, a lot of committees.
This, in itself, is somewhat misleading because these committees may
meet frequently or they may meet on call. When you deal with so
very, very many people in such a vast establishment, it is a little hard
to visualize how you would do business very differently.
I agree we should make every effort to streamline the show.
Senator Jackson. This is a part of the system. It is not a partisan

Senator Jackson. The thing that disturbs me is that committees
get appointed and then it is hard to abolish them.
But there are committees that really make decisions. Dr. York
presides as chairman of a couple of committees where decisions are
made. We have had testimony from him. But I have talked with
many departmental people who have very strong feelings on this com
mittee business. They feel a lot of time can be wasted in some of these
committees where they gather, talk, discuss matters, and then go away
without a decision.
There is another aspect of it. When up against a real tough prob
lem, it is human nature to appoint a committee. This happens in
the local chamber of commerce in every community in America. It
is part of our democratic system. But it can be abused. I think some
times it is a device to escape making the real decision.
Senator Muskie. I do not want to emphasize this but there are
amusing things in the work of these committees and the work of gov
ernment. I was rather amused by these titles of committees in the
Department of Defense. There is the Department of Defense Life
Insurance Board, the Joint Master Menu Board, and the Human
Factors Engineering Committee. Is this next one serious? The
Interdepartmental Screw Thread Committee.
Senator Jackson. It is all on the list.
Secretary Gates. The menu board probably establishes the menus
for the whole Pentagon, which is 30,000 people, and maybe does
something about the menus for the services.
Senator Jackson. I assume it is for the services.
Secretary Gates. Perhaps the whole world feeding problem. I
am sure we can find some foolish names for committees and probably
some foolish committees.
Senator Mttskie. And some foolish ideas.
Secretary Gates. That is right.
Senator Muskie. I do not want to overemphasize the point at all.
Secretary Gates. Basically, I would like to make the point that
I think the system, outside of a few silly things and perhaps unsound
things, the method is not as bad as it would appear from the number
of committees. The situation is not as bad as it would look.
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Senator Mtjskie. I would like to make just one more point, Mr.
Secretary. I know that we are reaching the point in our discussion
where we can best illustrate what we are talking about with examples
and we cannot continue that in open session. I do not want to prolong
the open session.
There is a point, I think, which is made by Mr. W. W. Rostow in
the Harvard Alumni Bulletin of May 25, 1957, which I think is worthy
of comment.
If you want to follow this in the committee print, "Selected Mate
rials," it might be easier for you to do it

,

because I want to read a
paragraph or two.
Will you turn to page 91 in this material ?

We now have in Washington two institutions designed to assess the overall
position of the Nation in the world and prescribe unified policies to guarantee
our survival : The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the National Security Council.

* • * At first glance it would appear that we have accepted our permanent
burden as a world power; staffed Washington with the best products of our
graduate schools each in a specialized section fitting his doctoral working papers ;

and crowned the structure with unifying institutions to formulate neatly and
cleanly the choices open to the Commander in Chief.
But it doesn't work.

And these are the reasons he assigns for this :

And the reason is this : Successful policymaking in a world where weapons
systems are outdated in (say) 4 years, a world caught up In revolutionary
change, depends on a series of major innovations ; that is, on major new ideas
quite discontinuous with past experience.

Now go down to about the middle of page 92.
The JCS and the NSC are committees of operators, bureaucratic departmental
chieftains, each freighted with large vested interests to protect, each biased
heavily toward the status quo.

I would like your comment on that, Mr. Secretary. I know from
what you have already said that you would not subscribe to that.

I wondered if, in your experience, you might be able to comment
on impressions Mr. Rostow might have gained that would, to him,
give validity to this observation.
Secretary Gates. I do not know the gentleman. I do not know
what his association, if any, was with the Department of Defense.
We certainly do not believe that we are static in our weapons sys
tem, changes in weapon models, and so forth, as indicated on the
first part of page 92.
Senator Mi'skie. May I interrupt at this point ?

I am asking my question not in the context of this administration
or any particular administration.
Secretary Gates. No, I understand. I am not answering it in that
context.
The changes that come in weapons systems have been, I think,
pretty imaginatively adopted, from my own experience. The Polaris
weapon system into which we put $3.7 billion up to this session of
Congress, was just a dream 5 years ago. So was the intercontinental
ballistic missile system as far as really getting ahead with the business
was concerned.

I think Ave have been bold and imaginative in not sticking to the
status quo and in constantly changing our military systems. As a
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matter of fact, we have changed the defense program somewhat right
within this particular Congress, in April.
I have testified before many committees that we can not be static
and must have a continuous review because as we get technical in
formation from some of the systems we know we want, we should
buy them as quickly as we can get them.
Sometimes we feel it is just prudent to wait for a little more proof.
I disagree that we are bound by any tradition of sticking to old
fangled systems, although sometimes we perhaps could change more
quickly than we have.
As far as the JCS being prisoners of a bureaucratic system, weighted
with large vested interests to protect, I do not think that needs any
comment.
I do not think they are the product of a large vested interest. They
are the product of a major responsibility, the military security of
the United States, if that is a vested interest.
Senator Muskie. Forgetting the words that Mr. Rostow uses, would
you say that there is a tendency on the part of large bureaucratic
organizations—not using the word "bureaucratic" in a critical sense
but simply in a descriptive sense— to move along and to continue mov
ing along in traditional grooves and along traditional routes ? I mean
the sheer weight of organization and governmental machinery tends
to move in this direction, does it not ?
Secretary Gates. There are things that would give some substance
to that statement. For example, the services are extremely loathe
to give up any property or give up any installations. Why are they
reluctant ? Because to replace those installations they have to go on
a line item basis before their own priority reviewing boards and the
Congress for a new item.
I think there is a bureaucratic tendency to hang on to things that
could be disposed of.
I am sure we could find some other illustrations to indicate that a
complicated set of circumstances probably does produce some bu
reaucracy in this democratic government.
Senator Muskie. This exists in both Democratic and Republican
administrations.
Secretary Gates. I am sure, and probably in Federal, local and
State governments.
One qf the reasons we have added two secretaries in the services, for
example, was to try to get into these things. We are trying to get bet
ter surplus disposal, better accounting, better financial management,
trying to get better procurement practices, trying to get away from
the old way of doing things, bringing in modern analysis and review
officers and ways to improve management.
While Government will always leave something to be desired in this
respect, I have been here for some time and I am sure these things
show some improvement as we go along.
Senator Muskte. I wanted to call to the Secretary's attention one
final paragraph in Mr. Rostow's article, and that is in the middle of
page 92 :
High level policy tends to emerge in one of two forms : Either as general
statements so broad that operators can go on doing what they are doing, in
terpreting policy statements as they will ; or as tough, practical compromises,
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allocating money or other scarce resources, in which the pattern of policy is
much less important to the outcome than the bargaining weight of the negotia
tors. First class ideas cannot emerge from a committee of hard-pressed bureau
crats anymore than a first class book can be written by a committee of profes
sors.

We must say this fellow is articulate. "Whether he is accurate I will
leave for your comment.
Secretary Gates. I agree he is articulate.
Senator Muskie, this is something one has to think about. He is
talking really of the whole philosophy of doing business here. Cer
tainly sometimes there are compromises that are tough and practical
and certainly sometimes there are statements that are too broad. We
try and battle out policy statements so that they are definitive. But
when you cover a very complex and comprehensive field you some
times have to leave them broad.
I would say this statement is neither true nor false. It perhaps
carries a connotation that is a little more critical than I would be, and
I would not agree that some of the things exist. First class ideas
cannot emerge "from a committee of hard-pressed bureaucrats," for
example, any more than a first class book could be written by a com
mittee of professors.
I think there have been some first class ideas produced by coordina
tion at top level.
I do not know of any committee that has written any books.
I think this is a generalized statement that would, be better if it
had made a more specific analysis.
Senator Muskie. Mr. Rostow has made his case so badly, in your
judgment, that I hesitate to call your attention to his conclusion butI will nevertheless. At the top of page 93, he says :
What shall we conclude? Instinctively—as good Americans —we think first
of institutional change ; and indeed, the NSC would be vastly improved if it had
an independent staff of first rate men, freed of ties to particular bureaucracies,
paid to think in terms of the totality of our policy problem, empowered to lay
proposals on the table.

Secretary Gates. This is an ivory tower staff created out of first rate
men freed, apparently, of all experience and association with the
problems.
I do not believe it should be organized that way.
Senator Muskie. Thank you for your comments, Mr. Secretary.
They have been to the point.

Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, if we can get back to people and
the selection of people, I wonder what your reaction would be to this.
Suppose that both political parties agreed in their platforms or other
wise that, first, in the selection of people in the national security field
partisan politics would not be considered, at least not as the funda
mental criterion in the selection of people for the job and, second, that
once they have been selected they would stay out of partisan political
activity.
I ask that question in the spirit that there has been some testimony
on this matter before the committee and there has been evidence of
this situation having occurred in the past.
I am not singling out any administration. I am merely asking it
as a general question.
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You recall Mr. Lovett raised this question.
Secretary Gates. I would be happy to say what I think, Mr.
Chairman.
Over the years that I have been familiar with the problem—and
by that I mean starting back before World War II and earlier—
there have been many illustrations where people of opposition parties
have held office in the Department of Defense—or in the service de
partments before the Department of Defense was created. There
are people today in this position. I think this has been fine.
As far as I am concerned, any resolution or guidance that the
Senate would give a new President to the effect that partisan politics
should not be paramount or be decisive in terms of an appointee in
the Department of Defense, I would be in accord with.
Senator Jackson. I am pleased to hear you make that statement.I would hope that both political parties would, during the coming
conventions, lay down some general policy rules on this, and, as far
as I am concerned, this should not be construed as reflecting on any
one administration, because, as a matter of history, it does not.
These things have occurred in all administrations.
Secretary Gates. The other part of your question has always been
difficult for me. I would prefer personally, and most of my associ
ates would, to be disassociated from any political activity while hold
ing office in the Department of Defense. As a matter of fact, I have
made a few speeches to Republican audiences—one or two for money
raising when I was in the Department of the Navy—but I believe
direct political activity is unwise.
Senator Jackson. It is not good politics sometimes.
Secretary Gates. Except for the fact—this is the balance that I
quite do not know how to appraise—that the administration, whoever
the administration may be, has to depend upon its statutory appoint
ees to defend its programs, particularly when they are under attack.
Senator Jackson. I agree, Mr. Secretary, that the administration,
through its secretaries, should defend with all its vigor its position.
My question was directed to the direct political activities.
Secretary Gates. In my judgment, we have too big a procurement
program, too big a cross section of American industry, too big a
responsibility to nonpartisan committees of the Congress —bipartisan
and nonpartisan— to engage in direct political activity. I hope we
do not.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, I want to commend you for your
statement. I think what you have said here today should be accepted
frankly by both political parties. I think it would go a long way
to getting the best people in the Department, and I think it would
help with the public as a whole if we all agree that the long-term
pull that we are faced with requires that we bring in the best possi
ble people.
I want to commend you highly for what you have said here. It is
certainly in accord with what Mr. Lovett had to say, and, in my judg
ment, Mr. Lovett has set an example that all Secretaries can well live
up to.
I think you have performed a public service by your willingness to
stay for what is now the eighth year in the Department of Defense.
I take it, insofar as authority given to you by the Congress is con
cerned, that you have ample authority to deal with problems of organ
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ization and reorganization within the Department of Defense. 1
mean you are satisfied with your statutory authority?
Secretary Gates. I am at the present ; yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. You have mentioned some of the things that you
have been doing. Do you have any general ideas as to the trend, look
ing ahead a year or two, where the needs for further reorganization
will occur?
If you can, look into a crystal ball for a moment.
Secretary Gates. I have certain preliminary thoughts that I would
like to think about more before I get people upset by expressing them.
They would largely be in the fields of management. I mean people
who now work in the Pentagon. I would not want to upset peopleT>y
preliminary ideas.
In the field of management and planning and policy, I think that
we could or should continue to review our administrative procedures
and try perhaps to perfect them. These would be the two areas that
I would be interested in exploring to see whether we could perhaps
make some further improvements.
Until we tried this administratively, I do not believe we would want
to propose legislation pertaining thereto. If we did, it would involve
a fundamental change in the statutory appointees.
Senator Jackson. What you are saying is that you feel you should
exhaust the remedies that Congress has already given you before com
ing in and asking for more ?
Secretary Gates. Yes, but not rest on our laurels, so to speak, but
continue to try to think how we can improve and perhaps make future
recommendations for change.
Senator Muskie. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question at this
point ?
Senator Jackson. Certainly.
Senator Muskie. Do you envision today that it might be wise to
consider eliminating the Joint Chiefs of Staff and substituting for
them a singlemilitary man ?
Secretary Gates. No ; I do not visualize that, and I am not in favor
of it.
Senator Muskie. You do not think of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as a
transitional organization, but one which, as far as you can evaluate it
today, is a final form of organization ?
Secretary Gates. That is correct, Senator Muskie.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, during the course of our hear
ings on the problem of science and technology, as it bears on national
security, we noted that the Air Force and the Navy had Assistant Sec
retaries for Research and Development but the Army does not have
such a comparable position.
Do you not feel that science and technology should be elevated to
the same level within the Department of the Army ?
Secretary Gates. I always sort of hesitate, Mr. Chairman, to talk
too quickly about Army organization or Air Force organization whichI do not know as well as I do the Navy organization. They have
their setup in the Army divided through the technical services. I
believe they presently have under review their whole research activ
ities in order to strengthen that activity.
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I believe they have had some committees and other people looking
at it and the matter is now corning up to a point of decision.
I am hopeful that out of that it will be strengthened and further
I believe, as a matter of principle, without knowing whether they
could work it better by another title or a different kind of arrange
ment, the research activities of all of the services require the impor-

Senator Jackson. It certainly should be singled out and elevated
because of the important bearing on national security.
Secretary Gates. Yes. We nave a very fine working arrangement
now with the office under Dr. York and the three men, including now
Dr. Morse, who has the title of Director of Research in the Army.
They are working as though they are partners in the business.
Senator Jackson. With the same rank, so to speak ?
Secretary Gates. Yes; it has not handicapped any cooperative ef
forts, as far as the Office of Secretary of Defense is concerned.
Senator Jackson. While we are on research and development,
you may recall Mr. Lovett mentioned that, in connection with the
budgetary process, he felt that there should be an appropriation to
cover a period of 3 to 4 years when you are dealing with new systems.I think that may be about the period of gestation of a given system
being developed.
I wonder if you have any comments on that I This point has been
raised by many people. When you are getting into a new weapons
system, you can ill afford the ups and downs that occur. It occurs
both ways. Sometimes when it is brought up on a year-to-year
basis, the Bureau of the Budget will cut it, and then the Congress may
cut it

,

not knowing the real consequences in connection with a given
weapons system that is being developed.

I wondered what your judgment is on that matter from your own
experience.
Secretary Gates. I cannot visualize under present circumstances
how we can make decisions pertaining to modern weapons systems in
competition, you might say, with similar weapons systems without
at the time we make the decision seeing through the technical aspects
of them, the date at which they may become operational, and the final
obligations that are going to be incurred throughout the period. So
that when we review those systems presently we look at those three
factors over a period of time, and somewhat, you might say, disregard
initially the annual budgetary problem.
If we are developing, for example, five strategic systems, first, do
we need five; secondly, when do they come into being; thirdly, how
mucli are they all going to cost in total, not just on an annual basis?
Sd, any flexibility that could be put into annual budgeting would
be helpful as far as I am concerned, if this is possible within the
Congress.
We do get, I believe, $150 million, free exchangeability for an
emergency fund in research, which is one of the two places the Con
gress gives us this flexibility. The other is in connection with the
airborne alert, as the Senator well knows. It is helpful to have this
flexibility.

tance of an Assistant Secretary'!
n j. x T. .
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There have been discussions about putting our budget on a func
tional basis and on a different format. This is extremely difficult to
do because a lot of our systems do not fall into a functional area.
It is sometimes easier to do with a single purpose system. It is
almost impossible to do with a multipurpose system, like an aircraft
carrier, for example. I can only say that flexibility in the budget is
helpful, and accountability, I think, could be made to go with it in
some way that might ease the rigidity of an annual review.
Senator Jackson. I am glad to hear you say that because certainly
large business firms realize the necessity of some kind of funding for
at least 2 or 3 years ahead in order to save money in the end because
planning at that stage becomes very, very important as to what obli
gations you can make.
I think the Department has done a fine job over the years of sending
military officers to the National War College and the other war col
leges. But it has been called to my attention that the effort in the
civilian career area has not been what it might be.
I wonder if you have any comments on that and whether it is not
possible to step up the training in connection with your top career
people to see if they can participate at least in greater numbers in
connection with our very fine system of war colleges that are available
to the services. I realize that some civilians are attending now, but
I wondered if you had any comments about increasing that effort.
Secretary Gates. No, Senator, I really have not thought about it
very much. I would hope that we could continue to plan for better
career people and train them and have thus the stability that comes
with them in the Department.If participation in some of the advanced schools and colleges that
we have would be useful, I think we should consider it.
Senator Jackson. Suppose you look into it. I do not want you to
get committed here on something that you have not had a chance to
look into. When you have time later, you can submit a statement on it. .
I think it might be helpful because we are very much interested in
this facet of the problem, and any comments that you and your people
could make would be helpful.
Secretary Gates. I would be glad to.*
Senator Jackson. Secretary Herter, on Friday, suggested that it
would be worthwhile to have a greater exchange of personnel between
the Departments of State and Defense. He suggested :
They function as an integral part of the host agency contributing their own
special knowledge and to return to their present agency at the end of the tour
with a broadened perspective which is acquired through shoulder-to-shoulder
work.

What are your general comments on that ?
Secretary Gates. We agree completely. I have been discussing
this with him. This is an objective we both have and hope to put
into effect, at least in a preliminary pilot plant manner, to see how
it will develop.
I think only good can come from it.
Senator Muskie. The previous witness prior to Secretary Herter,
commenting on this suggestion in terms of the Department of Defense,

♦Statement from the Department of Defense In response to the request of Senator
Jackson is shown on p. 757.
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indicated that career people in the military side would tend to be
cool toward this suggestion, feeling that it constituted an interruption
in their careers and thus might affect their opportunities for
promotion.
Secretary Gates. There would be some feeling in this respect. But
the pattern of military career planning is changing. I would be op
posed to putting a man in a 10-year position in the State Department.
I think he ought to go in for his normal tour of duty and then go back
to the stream of his service. I think on that basis there would be very
few sensible arguments against the interchange. There might be
some feeling about it because people like to stay in their own competi
tive world.
I think we could overcome those if it was done on a normal routine
basis and a normal rotational basis. I do not really believe there
would be much validity in any objection. I can see a great deal of
good coming out of it

,

frankly. I think we should be careful not to
create a special kind of military corps that becomes a State Depart
ment-Military Corps of some character or another, or an elite group
of officers that would be sort of different. But I think we should put
in the career promotional system of good officers the opportunity for
some of them to become better informed on political-military matters.
Senator Muskie. I think that is a sound observation to make.
Senator Jackson. It is certainly helpful to a good officer to have
had the political experience in the Department of State in connection
with his own military planning requirements. Is this not true ?

Secretary Gates. I think so. We have many military officers in
the International Security Affairs Office. This has not interfered
with their career.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, I want to commend you for your
willingness to go along on Secretary Herter's suggestion. I know it

is your suggestion, too. Certainly we all realize that the problem
of national security cannot be isolated into military hardware alone.
One has to know the kind of weapons systems that are needed in given
areas and how well they can fit into a given international political
situation should they be used in a given area of the world.
Secretary Herter also mentioned on Friday that he was willing to
consider the possibility that a senior officer of the Department of State
might be assigned to the Joint Chiefs of Staff in an advisory capacity,
in a role comparable to that of a political adviser to a unified military
commander. This is on a long-term basis in the unified commands,

I understand, which do have that setup now.
Secretary Gates. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Would you rather not answer it now ?

Secretary Gates. No, I will be glad to try. I will answer it tenta
tively because I had not heard of it before he made, this suggestion.
As a matter of fact, we talked about it yesterday. That is the first
time he and I talked about it.
My immediate reaction to it would be that it would be preferable
to consider having a State Department officer of importance assigned
to the office of the Secretary of Defense with my present relationships
with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, rather than sitting in with the Joint
Chiefs of Staff or advisory to me. I tliink maybe it would be useful
and this I do want to think about. Maybe it would be helpful to
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me and helpful to the Department of Defense-State relationships to
have at the Deputy Secretary of Defense level the same kind of rela
tionship that the State Department now has with the unified
commanders.
Senator Jackson. This would be a good starting point.
Secretary Gates. It seems that is more appropriate than doing it
at the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Senator Jackson. You say at least this would be a good starting
point right in your own office?
Secretary Gates. It is worth thinking about.
Senator Jackson. What about a reciprocal arrangement, that is,
one of your people over in the Secretary of State's office?
Secretary Gates. This is worth thinking about also if the Secretary
of State feels any need for it.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Pendleton ?
Mr. Pendleton. Mr. Secretary, earlier witnesses before this com
mittee have raised some question as to the adequacy of the defense
program of the United States at the present time. In view of the
probable duration of the cold war, do you share that concern?
Secretary Gates. I have testified before a good many committees
that I felt our defense program was developed in an atmosphere
that did not anticipate any substantive agreements with the Soviet
Union. I have said that it was adequate to meet the problems that we
face ahead, but that we have to have it under continuous review.
We have to be very flexible and imaginative when we get more in
form:! t ion on which to proceed.
I think my record on this has been completely consistent in all the
testimony I have given, both publicly and privately, in the Congress
and in speeches. This is the way I feel about it.
Mr. Pendleton. Are you aware as to whether our allies and the
uncommitted nations of the world share your feeling on this point,
as to the strength of our defenses ?
Secretary Gates. If they did not, it would concern me because we
must have belief in military strength if we are going to negotiate
satisfactorily from the standpoint of foreign policy. If our allies
had doubts about our military capabilities, that would concern me
greatly. I have not heard any from them. I have not any reason to
believe they have any doubts.
Mr. Pendleton. Turning to the question of executive personnel in
the Department of Defense, could you indicate anything of the prob
lems of recruiting people into those positions, problems that you
have encountered personally or that you are aware of from the efforts
of your organization over the past years ?
Secretary Gates. Yes. I think I could say with some certainty that
it is difficult to recruit people of the quality that you would like to
have in the responsibilities that become available. It is seldom the
first gentleman that you would like to have that is the man that you
suggested in persuading to come to Washington and undertake these
responsibilities. It is the tenth. I think there is difficulty in recruit
ing the type of person that, in your judgment, you want for the
position.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
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Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, one last question in the open
session here.
It will be general and I am afraid it will take a long time to answer
it but, if you have any immediate thoughts, we would welcome your
counsel. I am referring to the budgetary process. I know this is dis
cussed constantly. The onerous job of preparing a budget is well
known to you: You have been wrestling with it now for 8 years.
Each service has a comptroller, the Defense Department has a comp
troller and guidelines are issued. I just wonder if you have any
thoughts about improvements that could be made in this area. If not,
can we have the benefit of your comments later ?
Secretary Gates. It is a procedure that many persons work on
for many months. You start with military requirements at a service
level. You go through the service priority review under their comp
troller and their senior military people within their own establish
ment. You go through various interested Assistant Secretaries of De
fense, particularly in R and E now with authority in this field. You
come up through the Defense comptroller into decisions that we all
participate in. It is a long and almost a year-round process.
We have already started to work on the 1962 budget and we do
not have the 1961 fiscal year budget yet approved by the Congress.
I believe it goes to the floor of the Senate this week.
So it is a laborious and difficult process. It has one collateral ad
vantage, and that is you learn an awful lot about the programs and
business when you go through one of these processes. People become
very well informed.
Senator Jackson. I am not always so sure that the Bureau of the
Budget really sticks to their business. I respect them, but I think
it is by nature that some people in the Bureau have a tendency to
become experts, they think, in other areas. This results in a lot of
difficulty.
Secretary Gates. Senator, the only improvement that I can think
of we are making. Mr. McElroy, last year, brought the JCS into
the budget discussions in a specific manner for the first time. I intend
to do this, too.
The other one is that we are going to try and have an earlier and
greater participation on the part of the Assistant Secretary, Interna
tional Security Affairs, in the budget procedure, which will put the
foreign policy implications into the budget earlier in the Pentagon
planning than it has been heretofore.
Those are the two improvements that are recent and I think both
very useful.
Senator Jackson. How about in the funding process, which is
almost as onerous as the initial process?
Secretary Gates. You mean the apportionment?
Senator Jackson. Yes.
Secretary Gates. We have made a great deal of progress in that
in the years I have been here. It used to be almost unbelievably
difficult to get apportionment procedures through rapidly. I think
now the apportionments come through reasonably promptly.
I remember in military construction we could not get apportion
ment until toward the end of the year and we could not get anything
started. Now they come through as soon as the Congress acts, I
think.
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I think we have made progress on the apportionment end of the
business.
Senator Jackson. Thank you very much.
The Chair would like to announce that the record will be open in
the event that Assistant Secretary Irwin, who is head of International
Security Affairs, or the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staif, General
Twining, wish to make statements.
The committee will go into executive session, and we will a little
recess.
The Chair wishes to announce that General Taylor will be here at
2 o'clock tomorrow in open session and later in executive.
(Whereupon at 12:05 p.m., the committee proceeded in executive
session.)
(The following statements were submitted later for the record:)
Department of Defense Statement in Response to a Request From Senator
Mansfield Concerning an Article by Hanson Baldwin, New York Times,
February 6, 1958

The article in question, which appeared in the February 6, 1958, issue of the
New York Times was the fifth of a series evaluating U.S. military posture in rela
tion to that of the Soviet Union. In this article, Mr. Baldwin attributed the fol
lowing statement to Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor, then Army Chief of Staff :
"There are 19 civilian officials between the Army Chief of Staff and the Com
mander in Chief, who either command, control or influence his (the Chief of
Staff's) conduct of the business of the Army."
This is a slight paraphrase of an extract from an address given by General
Taylor at the 14th annual meeting of the National Security Industrial Associa
tion in New York on September 25, 1957. At that time General Taylor made this
statement :
"After a little over 2 years as Chief of Staff, I must confess that I have found
some illusions and disappointments in that position." * * *
* * * "Having reached that position by the dint of luck and circumstance,
I am often impressed with how many things the encumbent cannot do, any of
which he should do or would like to do. In the first place, I would remind you
that he commands nobody in the entire Army, unless you count the aides and
stenographers who sit immediately outside the office door. He issues all orders
to the Army in the name of the Secretary of the Army. Although there are no
soldiers above him in uniform, there are 19 civilian officers between him and
the Commander in Chief who either command, control, or influence his conduct
of the business of the Army."
One word makes it easy to misinterpret this statement : The word "between".
Under the present organization, as well as the organization in 1957, there are
only two civilians in the Department of Defense who stand "between" the Chiefs
of Staff (CNO) of the military services and the Commander in Chief, these being
their respective departmental Secretaries and the Secretary of Defense. On a
matter which a service Chief might feel is of such importance that he must
personally advise or consult the Commander in Chief, it is not credible that
either the departmental Secretary or the Secretary of Defense would prohibit
such contact.
It appears that General Taylor was referring to those key civilian officials,
both In the military departments and in the Department i>f Defense, whose
Individual judgments might normally be sought in connection with a military
department's day-to-day plans or programs, especially in the areas of comp
troller, manpower, installations, R. & E. and logistics, and as specific authorities
are delegated to certain Assistant Secretaries by the Secretary of Defense or
the Secretary of the Army. These civilian officials would very properly exercise
a "control and influence" in those matters over which they have been assigned
authority. In addition, the Bureau of the Budget and the Secretary of State
might also be considered as exercising a "control and influence" over pertinent
plans or programs.
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In order to approximate the figure of 19 civilians General Taylor made refer
ence to, It would be necessary to include not only the Under Secretary of the
Army and departmental Assistant Secretaries, but also the Deputy Secretary of
Defense and the Assistant Secretaries at that level. It is difficult to visualize
any single action by the Chief of Staff (CNO) of any Service which would
require the concurrence of all these individuals. The distribution of these
civilians with delegated authority from the Secretaries is largely horizontal
across the organization, and not so arranged that successive concurrences of each
are routinely required.
The following excerpt from a memorandum (December 29, 1959) from the
Secretary of Defense to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, indicates the clear access which
uniformed Chiefs of services enjoy in their relation to the Secretary of Defense:
"I would like to emphasize, however, that the above procedure [Secretary
of Defense policy of meeting with JCS] should not be interpreted as precluding
any member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff from bringing to my personal attention
any matter affecting the Joint Chiefs of Staff or an individual service. I look
upon such discussions as matters of the highest priority within the Department
of Defense and will gladly make time available in my schedule for such meetings
regardless of any other schedule I may have."
With respect to the nature of General Taylor's authority vis-a-vis that of the
Secretary of the Army, the following extracts from title 10 seem pertinent:
"(b) The Secretary [of the Army] is responsible for and has the authority
necessary to conduct all affairs of the Department of the Army, including—
"(1) functions necessary or appropriate for the training, operations,
administration, logistical support and maintenance, welfare, preparedness
and effectiveness of the Army, including research and development; and
"(2) such other activities as may be prescribed by the President or the
Secretary of Defense as authorized by law."

Section 3012 also provides that—
"(c) The Secretary may assign such of his duties as he considers appropriate
to the Assistant Secretaries of the Army * * *."
The Chief of Staff, on the other hand, "except as otherwise prescribed by law
and subject to section 3012 (c) and (d) of this title, * * * performs his duties
under the direction of the Secretary of the Army, and is directly responsible
to the Secretary for the efficiency of the Army and its preparedness for military
operations, and plans therefor."
"(d) The Chief of Staff shall—
"(1) preside over the Army Staff;
"(2) send the plans and recommendations of the Army Staff to the Sec
retary, and advise him with regard thereto ;
"(3) after approval of the plans or recommendations of the Army Staff
by the Secretary, act as the agent of the Secretary in carrying them into
effect ;
"(4) exercise supervision over such of the members and organization of
the Army as the Secretary of the Army determines. Such supervision shall
be exercised in a manner consistent with the full operational command
vested in unified or specified combatant commanders pursuant to section
202(j) of the National Security Act of 1947 as amended;
"(5) * * *" (Section 3034, Title 10, USC.)

From the above it is apparent that General Taylor's statement as to "orders
being issued in the name of the Secretary of the Army" was correct, as such a
procedure is in accord with existing law and, in addition, this limitation has
been continuous subsequent to passage of an act to increase the efficiency of
the Army (General Staff Act) in 1903.

Department of Defense Statement in Response to a Request From Senatob
Jackson Concerning Attendance at the National War College and Other
Colleges

We recognize that for career civilian personnel who are concerned with broad
policy matters of government, there are certain benefits to be derived from the
kind of training obtained at the senior joint war colleges : the National War
College and the Industrial College of the Armed Forces.
In recognition of this, an increasing number of senior personnel from various
governmental agencies, over the years, have been accepted for enrollment at
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these colleges. For example, during the past academic year, out of a total of
278 students, there were 20 civilians from the State Department, 13 civilians
from the Department of Defense, and 19 civilians from other governmental
agencies. Ten years ago, out of a total of 255 students, there were 16 from the
State Department, 1 from the Department of Defense, and 9 from other govern
mental agencies.
Since these colleges are now operating at absolute capacity, to increase
significantly the number of career civilians who could be accommodated in
these colleges, we would have two alternatives: we could increase the size or
number of the establishments, or we could reduce the number of military officers
and increase the number of civilians. We have looked at each of these possi
bilities and we find that each presents serious problems.
To increase the size or numbers of the establishments would require the
diversion of funds from other high priority areas, and, perhaps equally impor
tant, the diversion of trained military personnel to augment the teaching staffs.
A change in size of the present institutions would also have to be viewed from
the standpoint of its effect on the highly individualized training permitted by
the present size.
To increase the number of civilians without increasing the total size not only
would mean a reduction in the number of military officers who would be receiv
ing this important experience, but also would threaten to change the very nature
of the colleges. They were established originally, and their curriculum designed,
to fill an important military need. It was later decided that a moderate number
of civilians could be accommodated without sacrifice of the original objectives;
however, further dilution of military participation and further diversion from
the original objectives, would probably result in the necessity for establishment
of another institution with concomitant costs in order to meet the military need.
The type of broad training and policy thinking derived from attendance at
the senior war colleges is needed to an ever-increasing degree among military
officers today. We feel that anything which diminishes the full benefits of this
training to our military organization would be harmful in the long run, even
though it might produce advantages in other areas of government.
Another consideration which cannot be disregarded is that increased rep
resentation from the State Department could ultimately lead to a majority of
their key civil service personnel having been graduated from institutions which
are basically military. The question can be raised whether such a situation
would be regarded favorably in this country.
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U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

EXECUTIVE session

The subcommittee met. in executive session at 12:15 p.m., in room
3302, Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Jackson and Muskie.
Stan3 members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director: Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, and Brewster C. Denny, professional staff
members; and Edmund E. Pendleton, Jr., minority counsel.
Also present : William Darden, staff, Senate Armed Services Com
mittee; Robert Berry, administrative assistant to Senator Mundt; and
Charles A. Haskins, senior staff member, National Security Council.
Department of Defense officials presesnt: Hon. Thomas S. Gates,
Secretary of Defense ; Oliver Gale, Special Assistant to the Secretary
of Defense; Brig. Gen. George S. Brown, Military Assistant to the
Secretary of Defense ; Brig. Gen. Don Hittle, Assistant to the Secretary
of Defense for Legislative Affairs.
Senator Jackson. The committee will come to order.
Let us make sure that everyone here is cleared. I vouch for the
Senate staff people present. I take it all the departmental people
at the table are cleared?
Secretary Gates. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Would you rather touch on NSC first?
Secretary Gates. Yes, if that is satisfactory.
Senator Jackson. Surely. I think we can be fairly brief. I real-
izeyou have other appointments.
The Chair wanted to state that first of all, as you know, the NSC
testimony will be released pursuant to appropriate arrangements as
provided in the guidelines.
Regarding the U-2, this committee is not going to release any testi
mony of any kind. I have admonished all members here that nothing
is to be said about what is said in here. The record will be available
to the Department, of course. As we get into any of those areas, if
you want to go off the record, you may do so.
Mr. Secretary, you have been on the NSC as a full statutory mem
ber since becoming Secretary of Defense last fall
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Secretary Gates. December ; yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. But you have attended a lot of NSC meetings
prior thereto in connection with your position as Deputy Secretary of
Defense, Secretary of Navy, and also as Under Secretary of the Navy.
Secretary Gates. Under Secretary, Secretary of Navy, and as
Deputy Secretary of Defense ; yes.
Senator Jackson. From your knowledge of the NSC, how does it
work best as an advisory mechanism to the President? When there
are fewer people in attendance and dealing with a few big issues, or
when they can cover many issues with many people? What is your
feeling as to how it can be best utilized to advise the President? It

is
,

after all, an advisory mechanism.
Secretary Gates. I would not draw much distinction based on the
numbers of people present, Mr. Chairman. It sometimes is smaller
than at other times. For example, when important military matters
are involved, we have the service Secretaries and the service Chiefs
there. That immediately adds, you see, seven people, including the
Commandant of the Marine Corps. When we have special briefings
for the NSC, we may have experts who have worked on these briefings.
They make a presentation. The briefers do not participate in the
policy discussion and usually leave after the briefings are finished. I

would not feel that there was a distinction to be made between the
number of people present and the work of the NSC.
Senator Jackson. Let us put it this way. Do you feel that at least
the membership should be held down? You don't want it to be a
big body if it is going to be advisory to the President ?

Secretary Gates. No.
Senator Jackson. I am merely asking these questions in general
and not with reference to any specific point.

small body from the standpoint of membership.
Senator Jackson. Yes; but at times there have been meetings when
you could hardly find the statutory members, if you know what I

mean. You can bring in a lot of others and the tendency to bring in

a lot is always great in a body like that.
Secretary Gates. There have been large meetings of the NSC for
special briefings, where a number of responsible people were present
and it was important to have them informed of the character of the
briefings. But the freedom of discussion has been usually confined to

a very modest sized group.
Senator Jackson. Let me ask you this : Would you say that the best
use of the NSC would be to concentrate on a smaller number of ex
tremely important issues rather than trying to cover many issues? I

am not asking this in a critical way and saying that this does or does
not occur. I am just talking about the philosophy in utilizing this
important mechanism.
Secretary Gates. I feel that the system we have been using is

sound and that items that come before the NSC are of importance. I

don't think that I can recall an occasion when we could have disposed
of the item in as sensible a manner without bringing it there, • Of
course, certain items are more important than others. I feel in prin
ciple the NSC has been working well from my experience.

Secretary
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Senator Jackson. What about the operation of the Operations Co
ordinating Board ? Do you feel that it has been functioning well ?
Secretary Gates. Yes. My personal experience with the OCB was
limited to a very short period of time. That was during the time I
was Deputy Secretary of Defense from last June until December. I
was one of the group of Under Secretaries among the agencies who
attended the OCB Wednesday meetings. They meet weekly at lunch
and after lunch. I felt that the meetings I participated in were most
helpful for coordinating the actions and implementation of NSC
policies. Those were always attended, in those days, by Bob Murphy
and the AEC man and the ICA representative and the Under Secre
tary of the Treasury. It is largely the Under Secretary level in the
agencies involved. I thought that they were helpful and useful and
out of them came a good method of followthrough. I think the OCB
mechanism or something like it is vital to assist in coordinating the
implementation of NSC policies.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. We have gone over this ground so many times in
generalities. It is difficult to really illustrate one point of view or an
other with respect to the effectiveness of the National Security Coun
cil unless we get into illustrative situations, and that w7e are forbidden
by the guidelines from doing. In your statement, Mr. Secretary, you
made some points which I would like to emphasize, particularly be
cause I agree with them. You said that some people have expressed
concern because on some important matters the Chiefs do not reach
unanimous agreement. I could not agree with you more that this
is not objectionable if there are strongly held differences of opinion.
My question here, and I have asked it several times of several wit
nesses, is whether disagreements within the Department of Defense
on important matters rise to the level of the National Security Coun
cil as freely as they should? I am aware that the National Security
Council should not be an appeal board for quarrels within any de
partment. I am not suggesting that. I think there ought to be a cer
tain accessibility to the National Security Council for people below
the level of Chiefs to present strongly held differences of opinion on
vital matters. Do you think that this happens freely ?
Secretary Gates. Of course, the National Security Council is not
the only time that the Joint Chiefs and myself meet with the Presi
dent. We meet on many other occasions throughout a year. If there
is any disagreement of a strong character that affects important mili
tary policy, I would say that a Chief should present his case to the
President directly, and he does. Frequently, they have expressed
strong opinions in the NSC when they are present for the purpose of
military discussions. Also, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff is a regular attendant at the NSC meetings, and he feels it part
of his responsibility, if it is solely a military discussion, to recognize
the position of a given service as being different from his own, and to
state it. So the service's strong conviction on an important subject
is available.
Senator Muskie. If I may pose an illustrative policy problem, I
was the beneficiary of an excellent briefing by the Army early this
winter and was grateful for it. I. gained an impression, not from
anything that was said directly, but simply from the implications—
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and I may have drawn them erroneously—that some of the senior
officers present were less than happy with the pace at which we were
modernizing conventional weapons. Forgetting about the merits of
this for the purposes of my question, if there is disagreement on some
thing of this sort, is this the kind of subject that would be discussed
on the level of the National Security Council, appreciating what you
have already said that it might get to the President by some other
route ? Is this something that would be discussed in the inner National
Security Council, or might be? I am not asking if it was, because
that is forbidden.
Secretary Gates. If it was a position that was not just that of a
few officers but was shared by the Chief of Staff of the Army, you
might say a very strong position with or without his Secretary's ap
proval, this position would be first reviewed —this is one of the things
I would meet, with the Joint Chiefs of Staff on, because there would
be a split, paper involved—within the Department of Defense, first by
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Joint Staff, and then by Mr. Doug
las and myself participating with them. If it was considered to be
fundamental enough, a grave enough question so that we felt a ruling
on it would be better and that we would make a better decision on it
with the participation of the Secretary of State or somebody else who
could make a contribution to the matter, then we would discuss it
with those people that could aid us in it. Certainly, if it was funda
mental, I would consider that it should be discussed with the Presi
dent, and at that time the other point of view should be expressed.
Senator Muskie. I take it that, you would be the initiating force.
This sort of subject would not get on the agenda of the National Se
curity Council unless you thought it ought to be there.
Secretary Gates. Unless I thought it should be there, or unless the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff thought it should be on the
agenda, and I agreed, I feel it would not get on the agenda; that is
right. After all, we are responsible for the management of our own
Department.
Senator Muskie. If a subject of this kind appeared on the agenda
of the National Security Council, would the other members of the
Council, other than the military members, have an influence on the
Defense Department, policy in this respect ?
Secretary Gates. When any person with grave responsibility can
bring an additional light on an important subject where I myself have
a doubt in my own wisdom or the wisdom of the majority or minority
of my advisers, I think the only sensible thing to do is to get that
advice and throw all the light you can on the subject. I would not
know how to operate any other way. Therefore the answer to your
question is "Yes."
Senator Muskie. I suppose what I really want to get your reaction
to is a generalization from this specific situation that we have been ex
ploring. Is there a major impact, or less than that, an important im
pact, made by the National Security Council on the actual defense
program ?
Secretary Gates. From the standpoint of the policy of the de
fense program, there is a most major contribution made. The basic
military policy is most important in this respect.
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Senator Muskie. Could you illustrate that without breaching our
guidelines?
Secretary Gates. I have always tried to be as frank as I can before
any committee, and I don't know how to interpret some of these guide
lines at times. The major defense policy is approved by the National
Security Council and the President. This is the policy within which
the programs are developed for Defense. If a unified commander has
a strong point of view about something he wants to do unilaterally,
we don't take this to the National Security Council. We try to handle
this within the responsibilities that we have of our own. If it is so
strong that it worries us, that we feel we need broader review, then we
seek the broader review. We would not take a speech or something
of that character beyond the Department of Defense if we felt that
we had confidence in our own collective thinking that we should not
do so.
Senator Muskie. There is some difference of opinion as to the ade
quacy of our posture with respect to limited warfare, and I say dif
ference of opinion, rather than disagreement, because I am not inter
ested in discussing this on the merits, but simply in an illustrative
way : the difference of opinion as to whether our conventional arms
are being modernized at a sufficiently fast rate to meet the security
policy objectives which apparently have been agreed upon. In other
words, the spirit is right but the flesh is a little weak.
Secretary Gates. The Joint Chiefs of Staff and myself consider
that we are within the framework of the policy regarding the use
of nuclear weapons. We are in accord on this.
Senator Muskie. Does the National Security Council review your
judgment or is there an opportunity for the National Security Coun
cil to review your judgment on a thing of this sort ?
Secretary Gates. A thing of this sort would be a matter of the
basic policy which is approved by the National Security Council and
the President. A thing of this sort would be definitely a part of that
policy.
Senator Muskie. On the implementation of policy the Council tends
to accept your judgment and that of the Joint Chiefs of Staff ?
Secretary Gates. And the President. If someone wants to contest
that in an important matter, really contest it with a sound convic
tion, then it could be reopened. It does not stay static. In fact, that
particular subject comes up every year. It never stays put.
Senator Muskie. I think Senator Jackson already touched on the
Operations Coordinating Board. I got the impression, and I hope
the chairman will correct me if I am wrong, from Secretary Herter's
statement, first of all that there is excellent coordination among the
members of the National Security Council in the development of
policy. That the Operations Coordinating Board works effectively in
implementing policy. But that there was no effective way, and in
Secretary Herter's judgment no justifications, for any review on the
part of the National Security Council or evaluation of the implemen
tation of this policy by the operating agencies. Have I stated that
correctly ?
Secretary Gates. Yes, I think you have; at least as I interpret what
you have said. We have a responsibility to carry out policy actions.
There is a check-and-balance followthrough. As matter of fact,
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major policy decisions are reviewed annually. I think that policies
are reviewed by the OCB on a 6-month basis. So within my own
responsibility I have a responsibility to see that NSC policy actions
are carried out. If they require coordination by the OCB as deter
mined by the guidance of the NSC, that is done.
Senator Muskie. One more question on the general value of the
NSC. Do you feel as an important department head, and an ex
perienced one, that NSC gives you thinking time that you would not
otherwise as effectively utilize or even have at all ?
Secretary Gates. The NSC gives me what ?

Secretary Gates. We spend a great deal of time on it. I have a
formal procedure of preparation for it.
Senator Muskie. I think we would be interested in this.
Secretary Gates. The mechanism is this : The ISA charter, which
includes more than just international security affairs, established two
offices composed of nine professional people, full time, on NSC and
Planning Board and OCB responsibilities. The first review is held
in those offices. The subject is then farmed out to the services, which
have their own departments and their own people on NSC matters in
the politico-military division of the military staff under the Chief.
The service Secretary himself has a large amount of responsibility in
this respect. Then the services' positions are reassembled by ISA and
then reviewed in close consultation with the Joint Staff. Then this
position is taken up at a Planning Board session which meets twice a
week at which the Assistant Secretary of Defense is the Defense rep
resentative. Then the position is brought either to Mr. Douglas or
myself, usually both of us, and we review it with the people who have
worked on it. This meeting, which may last any amount of time,
depending on the item, then prepares me to represent the Department
at the NSC meeting.
The procedure goes on from there through a record of action, back
to the Secretary of Defense, back to the services, to the OCB working
groups, who may develop plans, and may even come back to me for
further action at a later date.
So this is the mechanism that we go through. It is considered to-
be of major personal importance to a service Chief and to a service
Secretary and to myself, that we participate thoroughly in the posi
tion that the Department of Defense will take.
Senator Muskte. Through this process, is there a tendancy to em
phasize compromise and accommodation of points of view at the ex
pense of maintaining sharp alternatives ?
Secretary Gates. I think you will find that there is usually a fairly
strong position involved if we want to take it forward for action, and
that we take it forward in articulate and strong form. If there is a
matter that is not quite that important, one that perhaps could be done
the other way as well as this way, then we say so when we bring it up.
But if it is a strong position, it is then the Department of Defense
position representing the military departments, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and the civilians who have participated in it.
Senator Muskie. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator Jackson. That will conclude the questions on the NSC.
May I, Mr. Secretary, express at this point in the record, the warm
thanks of the subcommittee for your forthright and informative testi
mony before us today.
(Thereupon, at 12 :45 p.m., the executive session was concluded.)
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The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:15 p.m., in room
3002, New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chair
man of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson, Muskie, and Javits.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, and Brewster C. Denny, professional staff
members and Edmund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The committee will come to order.
The Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery continues today
its hearings on the National Security Council and the problems of
organization and coordination between the Departments of State and
Defense. As before, we are examining the organizational machinery
by which critical national policy problems are identified, and by
which policies are developed, coordinated, and implemented.
We are continuing in our effort, first, to assess the effectiveness of the
means available to the executive branch to coordinate complex diplo
matic, military, and economic programs, and then to make construc
tive recommendations for improvement. As is known, we have agreed
with the President that the testimony by present or former officials
who served on the National Security Council or its subordinate bodies,
regarding the Council and its subordinate machinery, will be taken
first in executive session.
A recurring theme in our hearings has been the interdependence
of foreign affairs and military affairs and the need for the fullest
coordination between the Departments of State and Defense and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff in these critical areas.
We are pleased today to welcome Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor. Since
his graduation from West Point, General Taylor has had a distin
guished military career. During World War II he served with the
82d Airborne Division and was the commander of the famed 101st
Airborne Division.
General Taylor is richly experienced in the development of our
military leaders. He taught at West Ponit from 1927 to 1932, and
served as its superintendent from 1945 to 1949. His understanding
of the interrelationship of military and diplomatic problems has been
reinforced by service as a soldier-statesman in the Far East, Latin
America, and Europe.
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General Taylor, it should be noted, is one of the Army's most gifted
linguists, and, I might add, one of its most gifted scholars.
Following his notable service in the Far East, he became Chief of
Staff of the U.S. Army in 1955. He served in that post until his
retirement in 1959.
General, it is a great pleasure to welcome you to the subcommittee
today. I believe you have a prepared statement, and you may proceed
in our own way.

STATEMENT OF GEN. MAXWELL D. TAYLOR, U.S. ARMY (RETIRED),
FORMER CHLEF OF STAFF, U.S. ARMY, ACCOMPANIED BY LT.
COL HAYDEN J. PRICE, OCLL, OSA

General Taylor. Senator Jackson and members of the subcommit
tee : I would like to express my thanks to the subcommittee for the op
portunity of testifying on the subject of the adequacy of our national
policy machinery. I have noted the list of distinguished witnesses
who have preceded me and can hope to add very little to the evidence
already accumulated.
One comment of a general nature may be in order before getting
down to particulars. I have noted that most of the prior testimony has
dealt with the effectiveness of existing governmental organizations
and procedures for formulating and executing national security policy.
It occurs to me that the insertion of the word "security" before policy
may tend to limit the range of examination by the committee and ob
scure the fact that security policy is only one important aspect of
national policy and is not an end in itself. Security, like safety, tends
to have a defensive, negative ring, whereas national policy should be
a blending of dynamic forces focused upon the overall objectives of
the Nation. To speak of security policy also suggests a restrictive
attention upon military measures whereas national policy properly
implies the presence of indispensable nonmilitary components. Thus
it would appear to be a broader point of departure for the delibera
tions of the subcommittee.
The formulation of national policy, to include security policy, may
be said to be the first responsibility of the fountainhead of govern
ment. There follows immediately thereafter the requirement for a
national strategy which combines in proper proportion all available
ways and means to implement the national policy. These ways and
means include political, economic, and psychological elements as well
as military. Thus, military strategy in proper perspective is but a
part of national strategy, and is formulated at a third level in the
echelons of national planning.
At all three of these levels—national policy, national strategy and
military strategy—there is need for clearly fixed responsibility for
planning, execution, and followup. Often the stress is placed upon
planning but execution is the payoff and the adequacy of execution
requires verification. Under our present system, the responsibility
for these functions at the level of national policy and strategy rests
with the President assisted by his civilian advisers and advisory agen
cies. For military strategy, the President bears the responsibility
as Commander in Chief but in practice delegates direct responsibility
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to the Secretary of Defense assisted by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It
is the adequacy of this total organizational structure which I under
stand concerns this subcommittee.
In my observation, the existing organizational system is inadequate
in certain respects for the complex task set before it. Viewed from
the position of a service Chief of Staff, the system is most visibly
defective in its failure to provide clear guidance for the formula
tion of military strategy and for the generation of the military forces
to implement that strategy. As a result, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
have often been at odds over what is expected of the Armed Forces
and have been unable to agree on the size and kinds of forces needed
to provide the military component of the national strategy.
In the absence of agreement by the military chiefs, economic and
budgetary factors have come to play an overriding part in determin
ing military posture. Each year the services receive rigid budget
guidelines which control the growth, direction, and evolution of the
Armed Forces. These guidelines are often set with little knowledge
of their strategic implications.
As a matter of fact, it is very difficult to determine their implica
tions because of the way in which the defense budget is constructed.
In spite of the fact that modern war is no longer fought in terms of
a separate Army, Navy, and Air Force, nonetheless we still budget
vertically in these service terms. Yet, if we are called upon to fight,
we will not be interested in the services as such. We will be in
terested rather in task forces, these combinations of Army, Navy, and
Air Force which are functional in nature, such as the atomic retalia
tory forces, overseas deploj'inents, continental air defense forces,
limited war expeditionary forces, and the like. But the point is that
we do not keep our budget in these terms. Hence it is not an exag
geration to say that we do not know what kind and how much defense
we are buying with any specific budget.
This kind of budgeting makes it hard to determine what our mili
tary posture will be at any given time in the future. It would not,
however, prevent the determination of actual strength in being at
any present moment, provided the forces in being are viewed in func
tional categories. Some such recurrent appraisal is particularly neces
sary in view of our worldwide political commitments to some 48
nations. Although these commitments carry serious military impli
cations, there is no standard procedure to my knowledge for compar
ing military strength and political obligations. We lack a system
of politico-military bookkeeping to assure that commitments and
capabilities are kept in balance. I suggest that this is an area worthy
of the attention of this subcommittee.
As a result of the foregoing conditions, we have the strange phe
nomenon of the partial loss of control of the military in a Government
where all parties, including the military, are dedicated to the prin
ciple of civilian control. The implementation of the principle has
been too often confused with the need for layers of civilians between
the responsible military chiefs and the seats of decisionmaking au
thority. Actually such layering often contributes to the opacity of
guidance reaching the military as well as to the filtering out of re
sponsible military advice needed in formulating high policy. True
civilian control, on the other hand, should be such as to assure that
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the military build forces of a size and kind consistent with the ap
proved national policy and capable of providing the President and
the Secretary of State with a flexible tool for defense and maneuver.
The lack of a clearly defined national strategy, the resulting vague
ness of guidance—other than fiscal—provided the military, and the
obsolete method of budgetmaking combine to make difficult if not
impossible this meaningful kind of civilian control.
If certain defects are found in our present policymaking machinery,
it would be fair to ask for suggestions as to improvement. I would
suggest the need for five improvements or changes :
(a) A more clearly defined national policy to include a national
security policy.
(b) A better staff organization for planning and implementing na
tional strategy and for verifying its execution. The revised proce
dure should include a tie-in between national strategy and the na
tional budget, a tie-in which does not presently exist.
(c) A defense budget based on operational functions rather than
on the military services.
(d) A division of the functions of the present Joint Chiefs of Staff
between a Defense Chief of Staff and a Supreme Military Council.
(e) Clearer guidance for the development of military strategy and
the generation of military forces.
As these points are broad generalities, I will illustrate specifically
the kind of clearer guidance which I view as badly needed by the
Military Establishment to assure a flexible military strategy appro
priate to the threat confronting the United States. Such guidance
flowing from the Commander in Chief to the Department of Defense
and the military services might read as follows :
The objective of the military preparations of the United States is to create
respect for the strength of the United States without arousing fear of its misuse.
That respect should be sufficient to deter military attack on the United States
and to discourage aggression in any area of U.S. interest. If deterrence fails,
our strength should be sufficient to impose appropriate punishment upon the
aggressor.
In short, U.S. military strength should be such as to impress possible enemies
and encourage friends and neutrals but should not inspire fear arising from the
nature of its weapons or from the character of the strategy which directs its use.
To achieve this kind of military strength, the Department of Defense will
conform to the following guidance :
(a) The Armed Forces of the United States will be so organized and trained
as to have the capability of deterring a general atomic attack on the United
States and of dealing a crippling second strike against the aggressor if deter
rence fails. The weapons system for retaliation will consist primarily of long-
range missiles with atomic warheads, firing from mobile or concealed positions
removed from important friendly targets. To add to its deterrent effect as well
as to its capability of survival, the system will be provided with an active air
and antimissile defense.
(6) Concurrently and with equal priority of effort, tie Armed Forces of the
United States will be so organized and trained as to have the capability of sus
tained combat on the ground and at sea, placing primary reliance on the use of
nonatomic weapons but having tactical atomic weapons in reserve. These forces
will have strategic and tactical mobility to permit prompt and timely interven
tion in any area of vital U.S. interest.
(o) The role and missions of the military services will be redefined to fix
clearly service responsibility for the organization and training of the forces
required under subpara graphs a and 6 above.
(d) To support the foregoing forces the Department of Defense may plan upon
receiving an annual sum approximating 10 percent of the gross national product
For midrange fiscal planning it will submit to the President annually a 5-year
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military program for overall approval. This program will define and justify
goals for all categories of operational forces required in this period. These
goals will be based upon the estimated military threat and the extent of the
political commitments of the United States which have military implications.
The Department of Defense will justify its annual budget in terms of operational
forces required to meet the approved force goals.
(e) The Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense will make an annual
report to the President on the adequacy of the military forces in being in relation
to the current military threat and to the current commitments which may require
the use of military forces for their fulfillment.

It is believed that some such terse directive as the foregoing would
provide appropriate initial guidance to the Department of Defense to
assure a flexible military strategy appropriate to our needs. Many
interpretative and supplementary decisions would later be required
on such matters as the conditions for using atomic, chemical, and bio
logical weapons, the policy on maintaining overseas deployments and
bases, military aid to allies, and civil defense. The ultimate result
would be, I hope, a strategy of flexible response ofTering many military
alternatives to our civilian leadership. Moreover, by the change in
budgeting it would assure that we put first things first and that we
know better what we are buying for our defense dollars.
That terminates my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. General Taylor, may I first commend you for
giving the committee a concise, a penetrating, and, in my judgment,
a highly provocative statement.
General Taylor. Thank you, si r.
Senator Ja'ckson. It is refreshing to have a short statement tlnit
includes so much in it. I commend you most highly for it.
General Taylor. Thank you. '

Senator Jackson. I wonder first if I might turn to that point in
your statement where you refer to the situation with reference to
civilians that get into the fabric of the Department of Defense in
several layers which makes the decisionmaking process very difficult.
1 wonder what your own feeling is

,

based on your long experience, of
the difference between the civilian who has had an opportunity to
serve a considerable period of time in the Pentagon versus the one who

is here for a short period of time insofar as its impact on the military

is concerned ?

General Taylor. There is no question about the advantage of the
former type. This is a very complex business, as we all know. Those
of us who have given our careers and lives to the business have to work
constantly at our homework just to keep abreast of the current prob
lems in the Pentagon. Regardless of the patriotism and ability of the
civilians who come in, they are under a great handicap.
Senator Jackson. In other words, wouldn't you say it would be fair
to conclude that if you are going to have true and effective civilian
control, which is a traditional part of our system, that a civilian must
be well qualified so that he can make independent judgments in the
area where he has statutory and constitutional responsibility ?

General Taylor. He must have inherent ability, and then a willing
ness to stay and work very hard at a difficult job.
Senator Jackson. That is right. If he is going to do that job, and
do it with some independence, he obviously mustnave had the neces
sary period of service before he can be effective.
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General Taylor. Yes.
Senator Jackson. We have been deeply disturbed by this situation*
I know the President has been concerned, because he suggested, I be
lieve in his Notre Dame speech, which we have included m the record
earlier, I think, that they should serve at least 4 years. Would you
say that this is at least a minimum ?
General Taylor. I would say that is a fair minimum.
Senator Jackson. We have been considering the possibility of intro
ducing in the Senate a turnover resolution in which the Senate would
express its concern over the turnover of civilians in important jobs,
and its hope that future appointments would be for longer periods
of time. Otherwise we would look with disfavor on them. I mention
this, General Taylor, as a problem that applies not only to this ad
ministration, but has applied in previous administrations.
Now, I would like to nave your judgment as to the influence of the
budgetary process on national security planning, and particularly
with reference to the military part of national security planning.
General Taylor. Undoubtedly it played a very important role in
limiting or controlling defense planning, and more importantly, de
fense execution. I would not suggest for a moment that economic
and fiscal factors should not be considered. Also I would place some
of the blame on the military Chiefs because of their inability to give
advice without disagreement or splits on many important points.
Someone has to decide these controversial matters. Usually it is the
requirement to agree on a budget which has ended many of the strategic
arguments within the Pentagon.
^
Senator Jackson. You feel if we had a functional budget that we
would have, first of all, at least a better idea as to what kind of defense
program we are buying with a given number of dollars.
General Taylor. We would know what we are arguing about.
Frankly I don't think many times in the past we have really been
clear as to the issues.
Senator Jackson. I think it might be helpful to members of the
committee who have not had an opportunity to hear this recommenda
tion of yours explained if you could take a moment to illustrate what
you mean by functional budget.
General Taylor. As you gentlemen are thoroughly aware, the de
fense budget is cast in three compartments or perhaps four compart
ments. The Army budget, Air Force budget, Navy budget, and a
small budget for the Department of Defense. These are considered
more or less in isolation at the time of their formulation. In other
words, the Secretary of the Army and Chief of Staff appear before
the Secretary of Defense and argue the requirements in Army terms,
how many divisions, what kind of equipment and that sort of thing.
The same kind of procedure applies to the other services. Then the
service budgets are all put together, and adjusted under whatever
ceiling has been fixed for the overall defense budget.
As a result, we can't know what we have in fighting forces. We
don't fight by armies, navies, and air forces. Instead, we are interested
in how strong is the capability of the atomic deterrent force. How
many planes, how many missiles, how many bombs on target it is capa
ble of delivering under certain conditions. Similarly in the case of
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limited war reaction, we are interested in knowing how many divi
sions can be transported to an overseas area, in what period of time, and
maintained for how many months of combat. We are interested to
know how effective the air defense of the United States is in terms
of the probable penetration of hostile bombers and missiles.
To have a meaningful idea of where our money goes, we ought to
price these various categories of operational forces. When we look
at our defense budget of $40 billion or whatever it happens to be, we
should be able to say we put in say $8 billion for atomic deterrent
forces, and so on. I always made this kind of analysis in the Depart
ment of Army for my own edification. But this is not something that
an individual or single service can do accurately. It has to be done as
part of the overall budgetary organization, not only of the Pentagon,
but also of the Congress.
I am not sure if that covers the point adequately.
Senator Jackson. Another outstanding witness before this commit
tee made this statement. This is from Dr. James Perkins of Carnegie
Corp. :

Modern weapons and derived modern strategy have made largely obsolete
existing organizations in the Pentagon. If anything is clear, it is that modern
warfare does not divide itself into problems of land, sea, and air. Weapons
have made the globe one large integrated battlefield ; strategy, tactics, and
organization to support these must recognize this fact. Functional tasks now
divide along the lines of strategic deterrence, limited warfare, continental mili
tary defense, civil defense, military assistance to allies. The hard unvarnished
truth is that it has been impossible to assign tasks on a functional basis along
existing lines.

Would you agree in general with this statement?
General Taylor. Yes, I would agree in general and point out at
the same time that we do organize our forces on a functional basis
overseas. A unified command is just that. It is a proper balance
of the three services to perform a given task.
Senator Jackson. We don't do our budgetary planning that way.
General Taylor. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Isn't that the main burden of your presentation?
General Taylor. That is right. It is almost impossible to identify
the use of our money in functional terms under the present setup.
Senator Jackson. Do we have a long-range national strategy inso
far as our overall strategy is concerned ?
General Taylor. We put out an annual document which I think
we probably ought to discuss in executive session, which undertakes
to define our national security policy each year. It was never really
overhauled in the 4 years I was Chief of Staff, but rather carried
forward with comparatively minor changes.
Senator Jackson. You mentioned in your remarks a need for plan
ning for the military responsibility of the national strategy on a 5-year
basis. Do we have that now ?
General Taylor. No, sir ; we do not. We have a plan in the Joint
Chiefs which is called in the jargon of the Pentagon the joint strategic
objectives plan (JSOP), which is designed to forecast the forces re
quired 4 years in the future. I added an extra year because I think
that a 5-year range is probably necessary. The JSOP has never been
an effective document, however, in actual application.
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General Taylor. You have to examine as specifically as possible the
situations which might arise. It is quite possible to think of a dozen
brush fires breaking out at once and hence creating astronomical re
quirements. Commonsense has to temper this kind of estimate. The
first tiling is to know your commitments and hence the possible mili
tary obligations that may grow from them. That establishes goals
for functional categories of forces which then become the basis for
the budget.
Senator Javits. I am warning you that I am a lawyer. I am lead
ing you somewhere. So you be alert.
General Taylor. I am on the edge of my chair, Senator.
Senator Javits. Under those circumstances, do you feel that we
need some really decided change in the top echelon which will co
ordinate more closely than there is coordinated today defense policy
and statecraft? In that respect we have had one suggestion, and
that is Ambassador Kennan's suggestion that the Secretary of State
shall have a responsibility under the President, as his lieutenant, as
it were, not only for diplomacy but for security.
General Taylor. I am not sure how drastic a change in the top
echelon organization is needed. As you know, I have never been an
attendant at the National Security Council except occasionally on
invitation. I have seen it in practice. Judging T

b
y

what has come
out of the system I form my opinion which is only partially quali
fied. I would say we have not got the clear guidance in the past
for the military authorities to know what is really expected of them.
Obviously they have to make assumptions. They don't stand still.It has been clear in subsequent years that civilian leadership has
been sometimes surprised by what kind of military forces we have
constructed. We have not been close enough together.
.Senator Javits. That is just my point. In other words, the mili
tary have made a series of assumptions which are the function of
statecraft, because they have not had the directive from the people
in charge of diplomacy and politics to tell them what assumptions
to make.
General Tatlor. That is correct. That is what I refer to as par
tial loss of civilian control.
Senator Javits. So then a fundamental need, would you say, in
your observation —we understand you are one witness with one view—

a fundamental need, therefore, is to find a technique for stating to
the military, let us say annually, the basic assumptions which they
should make in terms of statecraft upon which their military budget
and their military organization should be based, and that is a big
risk, and that risk needs to be taken by some official of this Govern
ment short of the President.
General Taylor. I agree as to the requirement with regard to the
military. I would suggest, also, however, the same kind of thing is

necessary to guide our economic and political strength. In other
words, across the board. You mentioned at the end, short of the Pres
ident. Of course, all of this is inevitably the overall responsibility of
the President. I can only visualize advisers to the President who
will assist him. I could not visualize his being relieved of that respon
sibility.
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Senator Javits. I agree with that thoroughly. I was stating it
loosely. You are stating it very accurately. We do need to have a
piece of governmental machinery which will enable the President,
or require him, if you will, in terms of the necessities of the situa
tion, rather than by direction—nobody can order him around and
nobody wants to—require of the President the fundamental assump
tions which the military are to make in terms of the diplomatic and
military position of the United States in order to develop their mili
tary program, and this, you say, is not being done now.
General Taylor. It was not as I observed the function during my
4 years as Chief of Staff.
Senator Javits. That is the main point I want to make. We are
not here to engage in orders of supererogation. If it is done, great.
From your observation having been at the controls, this has not been
done and needs urgently to be done. In practical effect, what you are
telling us is that for all practical purposes the military have to make
the assumptions themselves. They are making some right now.
General Taylor. They have to make many, but not all, of course.
Actually the most direct control of the military becomes that of the
budget.
Senator Javits. I thank you, Mr. Chairman. General, will you
excuse me now ?
General Taylor. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I must say your
statement and the discussion between you and Senator Javits has been
the most useful we have heard in the course of our hearings. I would
like to ask one or two questions in the open session because I am anx
ious to get to the closed session, which I think can be equally useful.I like something you said at the beginning of your opening state
ment. Again I would like to nail down the point. You say :
At all three of these levels—national policy, national strategy, and military
strategy — there is a need for clearly fixed responsibility for planning, execu
tion, and followup.

I would like to get your impression, if you think you can make it in
open session, as to the present existence of each of these three ele
ments—planning, execution, and followup.
General Taylor. I think we should pursue it in detail in executive
session. I would say that they are divided in at least two of the
echelons.
Senator Muskie. I think perhaps we better put this over until
executive session.
Now, you say :
Security, like safety, tends to have a defensive negative ring whereas national
policy should be a blending of dynamic forces focused upon overall objectives
of the Nation.

Would you say that there is not now such a blending with respect
to overall objectives ?
General Taylor. I think I am making rather a psychological point.
Senator. It always surprised me that we ever named this great council
the National Security Council, because it suggests that security is all
we are worrying about. Security is something like happiness. It is
one of the byproducts that comes from purposeful living as a nation.
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Hence it seems to me that perhaps we get our eye off the real objective
by stressing security, because it is only one very vital objective which
we are pursuing.
Senator Muskie. I think as a psychological factor it is important.
I know at the outset of these hearings some of us strained upon the
limitations which the concept of security imposed upon our studies.
Gradually we found ourselves restricted within those limitations. I
think that is so because this is the nature of our policymaking ma
chinery. I simply wanted to get your judgment as to whether or not
this kind of restriction is a part of our national policy machinery.
General Taylor. I think all of us tend to criticize ourselves as not
taking the offensive in many of these policy areas. Instead, we sit
back and try to be safe. Anything which would give another twist to
our efforts and point them in the direction of postitive and affirmative
action would be good. It seems to me that stressing the word "se
curity" in our planning does work against that affirmative concept.
Senator Muskie. Do you think any agency of government which
is concerned with the making of policy which produces a military
result ought also in its policymaking to consider factors which would
produce an educational result and an economic result?
General Taylor. Very much so. That is exactly my thought. "We
must work in all these fields and pull them together at a focal point in
our Government where we consider all of these factors across the
board. I have often been impressed that most of our troubles and
problems are not military. The military side is relatively simple.
It is an application of force to gain a specific end. Most of our prob
lems are in the political, the psychological and the moral fields and
require a much more sensitive touch than the job turned over to us in
uniform.
Senator Muskie. With respect to your five suggestions for improve
ments, simply as a point of clarification, you discuss the Supreme
Military Council. I take it this would be an advisory group ?
General Taylor. It would be advisory to the Secretary of Defense,
the President, and the Congress.
Senator Muskte. Mr. Chairman, I have no other questions I can
ask at this time.
Senator Jackson. General, I have just one or two others. I wonder
if you could make a brief statement regarding our present military
posture in relation to the threat and the direction that we are headed,
assuming a greater effort is not made on our part ?
General Taylor. I regret to say, Senator, that I view the com
ing years, the next 5 years, let us say, with very great concern. I feel
that we will have to do better than we have in order to close the
missile gap. By the missile gap, I don't simply mean the deficiency
in numbers of our operational missiles, but our entire missile system to
include protective devices, particularly the antimissile missile require
ment. ,

Senator Jackson. The ability to have a missile system that can sur
vive a first strike.
General Taylor. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. Not just the number of missiles we have and
the number they have. It is the number of missiles we will have after
they have struck the first blow.
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General Taylor. And the number of those we can get on target.
Senator Jackson. First of all we want our missiles to survive, and
then we want to make sure that they are operationally effective.
General Taylor. And that they get on target in such numbers as
to destroy the enemy.
Senator Muskie. Mr. Chairman, I suggest that this committee ought
to take judicial notice of General Taylor's opinions with respect to
our military posture.
Senator Jackson. This is being televised. We can refer to it.
It is "The Uncertain Trumpet," which all of you know is by General
Taylor.
General Taylor. Harper & Bros, will be very grateful.
So we have the problem, then, of maintaining our second strike
capability in the transition to a missile system. Then secondly, we
have deliberately allowed our limited war capabilities to drop away.
We have accepted as a deliberate decision continued inferiority on
the ground in those areas where we may be challenged on the Com
munist periphery. If we don't do something about both missiles and
ground forces and develop both more or less with a parity of effort,
I would say from 1961 to 1965 we are in for trouble. Unfortunately,
we can't correct this situation quickly even if we try. I think we forget
the leadtime of readiness for modern weapons. I often see statements
made by our responsible leaders that our military strength is sufficient.
But I like to see a time date put on that statement. It is true we
are very strong today. But how relatively strong will we be in 1963
considering the past decisions which are guiding our military pro
grams, and which we can't do much to change F I have a feeling
unless we change our attitude, get urgency in our decisions and follow
up on those decisions, that we will face a critical period in these
coming years.
Senator Jackson. All of this has an impact on our foreign policy.
General Taylor. Unquestionably. We predicted some time ago
that as the Soviets became sure of themselves in a military sense that
the level of their provocation would rise commensurately. I think
history is showing that today. I think the summit was a grim re
minder of what we can anticipate in this period to come.
Senator Jackson. It is inevitable that they will become more ad
venturesome as their strength continues to grow in relation to that of
the United States and its allies, wouldn't you say ?
General Taylor. I think that is a fair assumption.
Senator Jackson. Are there any further questions ?
Senator Mttskte. One question on this point, since we are getting
a little bit into the defense posture today. It has been my impression
that the burden of your case in this respect has been that we are not
taking the steps today that we ought to be taking to be sure that from
the period 1961-65 we have the first and second strike capability that
we have today.
General Taylor. That is right. We have a second strike capability
based upon the manned bomber today. The question is will we have
it based on the protected missile in 1963 ?
Senator Mttskie. I ask the question simply because there is still
confusion among many people that you are criticizing our posture
today which I am sure is not your position.
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General Taylor. That is correct. I am looking to the future.
Senator Jackson. At that point I hasten to put this question. In
order to have a continuance or our present level of strength, I take it
your point is that we have to do the job now and should have been
doing it a while back because of this factor of leadtime.
General Taylor. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. It is not like going into a store and buying what
you need. We put our order in and we have to wait for some items,
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 years. Is this not a fact ?
General Taylor. That is correct, particularly if we allow business
as usual to guide our behavior. It is always possible by taking urgent
methods to collapse some of that time, but not all of it.
Senator Mttskie. It does not take much leadtime to purchase the
items Senator Douglas was displaying yesterday.
Senator Jackson. One last question, General. I know there has
been disagreement within the Joint Chiefs of Staff almost since their
existence. I wonder if in your judgment these disagreements stem
from the present setup of the three services as the arrangement is at
the present time, or whether some of this results at least in large part
from a lack of clearly defined national policy.
General Taylor. From a number of causes I woidd say, Senator
Jackson. First, if the national security policy were written so crystal
clear that there would be no argument over its language that would
certainly help. However, I doubt any human instrument can ever be
that clear. , .

Next there is a real philosophical division among us or was with
regard to massive retaliation and its effectiveness as a national mili
tary strategy.
Third, and perhaps the most important, is the budget itself. By
the nature of budgeting, which we mentioned, in effect we put a sack
worth $40 billion in front of four very earnest men and ask them to
agree how to split it. That is asking almost the impossible whether
the men are in or out of uniform. Again I would say if the basis of
the argument were not what the Army is going to get, but for example
how much continental air defense will get, a function in which all
three service Chiefs have some interest, we could eliminate much of
the battle which thus far has been inevitable.
Senator Jackson. And we could save some money.
General Taylor. I would hope so, or at least use our money better.
Senator Jackson. Any further questions on this? Mr. Pendleton.
Mr. Pendleton. General, in your prepared statement, you discuss
the question of disagreement or agreement among the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. What I would like to do is read to you a couple of quotations
from your successor, and see whether yon agree or disagree with him.I would gather it will probably be the latter.
General Lemnitzer, before the Preparedness Investigating Subcom
mittee of the Committee on Armed Services, made the following state
ment:

I jnst don't see how any group of men who are confronted with the com
plexities of our present military problem could fail to have differences of
opinion. I am not so much concerned with differences of opinion in the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. It will be a sorry day for this country when there aren't honest
open differences of opinion.
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Then a little further on, in response to the question : r
Are you satisfied with the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the unified command
organizations? , . : • . .: >f, -

General Lemnitzer said :
Yes; I am. I think we have a decisionmaking mechanism that can work
and does work. I realize that there have been criticisms that it may have been
slow in certain circumstances. Since I am a part of this decisionmaking mecha
nism, I may say that some of the decisions are not easy ones to make and require
a great deal of detailed and exhaustive study to be sure that we are making
the right ones. In this business if you make a wrong decision, It may be irrev
ocable.

'
. - •

Do you have any comments on his statements ?
General Taylor. You quoted a number of things. I believe they
fall into two groups. The first is that General Lemnitzer says it is
quite natural for the Chiefs to split, and they probably should. I
agree with that 100 percent and I have said itmany times.
With regard to the overall satisfactory nature of the Joint Chiefs,I can only say I spent almost 4 years as a member of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff not sure as to whether we had the best system or not. WhatI put in my book, which I have just outlined, was my final thought
on the subject. I would not have advanced it in my second year or
third year, but I ended up with that conclusion for better or worse.
I also would like to make the point that I am told the Chiefs are
working much better now because of Secretary Gates' personal inter
vention. I think that is an excellent thing. Many of the disabilities
which I have commented on undoubtedly sprung from personalities
in the past. The system can be made to work better than I saw it
work.
Mr. Penbleton. Next, you say :
Although these commitments carry serious military implications, there is no
standard procedure to my knowledge for comparing military strength and polit
ical obligations.

General Lemnitzer had this comment to make upon his commit
ments in response to this question :
When we make a military commitment, are the military people consulted
about it?

General Lemnitzer said :
Generally; yes.
Always?
General Lemnitzer. I would say now they are. I can't say categorically the
48 number [referred to earlier] is correct or whether the military were con
sulted in every instance. This I do not know. But I would say generally
speaking, yes.

Then skipping down :
Apart from NATO are you consulted about these commitments around the
world ?
General Lemnitzeb. Since I have been Chief of Staff I know of none that we
were not consulted about.

Is this a change in procedure from your experience ?
General Taylor. No. I had on the wall of my office as Chief of
Staff a chart that showed the world with all the commitments, 48 of
them, as I counted them, to these various nations. I am quite sure the
record would show that whenever a commitment was made, it was
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done with the knowledge of the Department of Defense and the
Chiefs of Staff, if they existed at the time.
My point is that no one sits down and decides what are the military
implications ; what kind of navies, armies, and air forces will be nec
essary to carry out these commitments. Furthermore, no one checks
regularly to see what we have got now to make good on these 48. In
other words, it is the followup deficiency.
Mr. Pendleton. Wouldn t that be the duty of the Chief of Staff
of each service ?
General Taylor. No, indeed. Certainly any conscientious Chief
will bear these commitments in mind, and I can assure you that I did
as an individual. That is not the important thing. The important
thing is to find out if the whole Military Establishment is geared to
meeting these obligations.
Mr. Pendleton. Next, in your recommendation (b), you say:
The revised procedure should include a tie-in between national strategy and
the national budget

Is it not true that recently the Joint Chiefs have been brought into
the budgetmaking procedure for the first time ?
General Taylor. I have been told that. I hope it is true because
it was high time.
Mr. Pendleton. You approve of the step ?
General Taylor. I donx know the details of how it is actually geared
in, but certainly not to have the Joint Chiefs required to review the
overall defense budget and express an opinion to their civilian chiefs
and also to the Congress is a serious omission.
Mr. Pendleton. On the discussion of the present military posture,
first on the question of limited warfare, General Lemnitzer had this
to say :

We have a considerable capability for fighting limited war.

Further on, he said, in response to questions :
I feel if these programs we are talking about (that is, the 1961 budget that
was being discussed) are carried out that we will have the capability of deter
ring the Soviet Union from general war, and I believe that we will have a sub
stantial capability of meeting any limited war within the period that you are
talking about.

Based on your understanding of the situation as of the time you
knew it

,

do you agree or disagree with his comments ?

General Taylor. If you will define "substantial," I will be able to
answer your question.
Mr. Pendleton. I am afraid I can't.
General Taylor. I can't, either. I was worried about it. I did not
think our capability was enough.
Mr. Pendleton. Each person is entitled to his opinion.
Finally on the comment about general war, General Lemnitzer in
his address of March 7

,

1960, made the following statement :

Furthermore, as one familiar with our capabilities I want to assure you that
even if the Communists launched an all-out thermonuclear attack on the United
States tonight, nothing could prevent them bringing down upon themselves vast
destruction from the retaliatory blows which we would still be able to deliver
against them. My colleagues in the Joint Chiefs of Staff share this view.

Do you have any comment on that ?

General Taylor. What was the date ?
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Mr. Pendleton. March 7, 1960.
General Taylor. As of March 7, 1960, 1 would agree.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you, General. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. General, if I may just followup on this point,
first on the budget, from your experience in trying to formulate the
requirements for the Army, did you have a free hand in trying as best
you could to meet what you felt to be a justifiable requirement of the
Army?
General Taylor. Within the Army very definitely so. My relation
ship with Secretary Brucker was very close and intimate. We worked
out freely, based purely on military considerations, our initial request
for the budget, which was the starting point. Like any requirements
budget, it was never the budget we eventually got.
Senator Jackson. Did you get guidelines in the first instance?
General Taylor. It varied from year to year. In point of fact,
eventually guidelines were always applied. In other words, ceilings
were applied. At the outset the restraints were not nearly as tight as
my last year as Chief of Staff.
Senator Jackson. But in your earlier years of serve as Chief of
Staff you had definite instructions as to how much you could ask
for, that is guidelines ?
General Taylor. As I say, it varied each year somewhat. It
amounted to that. We could be pretty sure that we would have to
stay within a certain overall figure. Sometimes we would be allowed
to vary say 10 percent over or short, some device like that, to permit
the original submission in a flexible form.
Senator Jackson. You indicated earlier in response to my question
about the present posture of our country that we can meet the imme
diate threat. I turn now to the direction in which we are headed.
What in your judgment should we be doing that we are not now doing
to meet this continuing threat in the years ahead in the way of addi
tions to our defense budget?
General Taylor. My views 9 months ago, when my information
was still current, were something like this. We should take certain
immediate steps where the time factor did not make it difficult, and
where the expenditures of effort and money would not be very great.
I suggested that we should improve the organization of our limited
war forces, pulling them together under a single headquarters, with
responsibility for their readiness and training comparable to SAC
responsibility for our atomic strike forces. That was purely an
organizational change.
Senator Jackson. You developed STBAC as Chief of Staff, did
you not?
General Taylor. That is correct. But it is only the Army com
ponent. What we need is a component from the Navy and Air
Force as well.
Senator Jackson. I mean the Army's counterpart to SAC.
General Taylor. I would visualize a joint headquarters comparable
to SAC. Next it seemed to me 9 months ago that the absence of
reliable long range missiles could be supplemented by the use of the
Jupiter intermediate range missile as a mobile field weapon as orig
inally designed by the Army. As you know that feature has been
taken out and much of its value thereby lost.
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Third, I have always been concerned with the vulnerability of
SAC, as you gentlemen are. It seems to me anything we could do
by dispersion or air alert of SAC within reason should be considered.
Finally, we ought to get started on a fallout program for civil
defense. Those three things could be initiated quickly, and in my
judgment would help tide over the difficult period we are facing
ahead of us.
Then the long range actions I have already referred to. We have
to get a second generation of mobile missiles protected by antimissile
missiles, modernize our limited war forces, give our Army at least
as good equipment as the enemy is likely to have, and improve our
strategic mobility. Those are actions which you cannot do tomorrow.
They require considerable funds and considerable time.
Senator Jackson. The modernization of the Army in particular
has been lagging, has it not ?
General Taylor. Very much. We have not been able even to
replace the obsolete equipment that is passing out of our inventory.
Senator Jackson. Vis-a-vis the enemy, we are outnumbered quanti
tatively. They have made enormous progress qualitatively insofar
as modern arms are concerned for their ground forces.
General Taylor. That is correct. They completely reequipped the
Soviet divisions after World War II and are now in the course of
a second go-round of modern equipment. At least that was the
information I had when I was last current.
Senator Jackson. During the time that you have served as Chief
of Staff, did you have opportunity to have full access to your su
periors, including the Secretary of the Army, the Secretary of
Defense ?
General Taylor. Certainly there was no impediment to approach
ing any of these officials. However, except in the case of approach
to the Secretary of the Army, it was not on a day-to-day basis. In
other words, there would have to be a good excuse for any Chief of
Staff going beyond the Secretary of the Army.
Senator Jackson. How about the Secretary of Defense? Was
that more difficult?
General Taylor. The door was always wide open, but there was
never in my time that intimate give and take that would make for
a complete exchange of views. I am happy to hear that this condition
is changing.
Senator Jackson. What about to the White House, to the President.
General Taylor. There is no question but what I could have seen
the President any time that I asked.
Senator Jackson. There never was any difficulty in that respect?
General Taylor. Other than the natural inhibition against re
questing anything like that except in a real crisis.
Senator Jackson. Thank you very much.
I might just ask one last question here. In your judgment, with
out reflecting on any individual, general, do you really have civilian
control in the present setup the way it has been working out in the
last few years?
General Taylor. As I implied in my opening statement, we often
have it in the areas which are not essential, but we miss the most
important part, which is to be sure that the sword being forged by
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the Armed Forces is the one which the civilian leadership wants
placed in its hand.
Senator Jackson. It is in this area where you have serious
reservations?
General Taylor. That is where I question whether our present
procedure is the best for that purpose.
Senator Jackson. And whether it really leads to the kind of civilian
control that has been contemplated by the Congress and our system
of government.
General Taylor. That is true. There is one other comment. That
control should be exercised at the top only after hearing a clear un
impeded voice of responsible military counsel.

hard to attain.
General Taylor. It sometimes gets blurred in transmission.
Senator Jackson. The title of the book, "The Uncertain Trumpet,"I guess covers it.
Senator Muskie. I did not say that General Taylor is an uncertain
trumpet.
Senator Jackson. No. I don't think he implies that he is the un
certain trumpet in the book. That is what made possible the book.
If there are no further questions, we will stand in recess while the
television equipment is removed, and will then convene in executive
session to hear General Taylor in connection with the matters relating
to the National Security Council.
(Thereupon at 3:25 p.m., the committee proceeded to executive
session.)

unimpeded voice has been





THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL AND THE
DEPARTMENTS OF STATE AND DEFENSE

TUESDAY, JUNE 14, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Government Operations Committee,
Washington, B.C.

executive session

The subcommittee met in executive session at 3 :35 p.m., in room 3302,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson and Muskie.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, and Brewster C. Denny, professional staff members; and
Edmund E. Pendleton, Jr.,minority counsel.
Also present: Kobert Berry, representing Senator Karl E. Mundt;
Charles A. Haskins, senior staff member, National Security Council ;
Kenneth E. BeLieu, staff director, Committee on Aeronautical and
Space Sciences.
Senator Jackson. The committee will resume the executive session
in accordance with the guideline rules relating to the National Se
curity Council.
General Taylor, did you have a statement specifically prepared on
the NSC?
General Taylor. No, I did not.
Senator Jackson. Suppose I ask a few questions and then I will
turn to Senator Muskie and to the minority counsel.
I assume that in the course of your duties as Chief of Staff of the
Army you frequently turned to papers of the National Security Coun
cil for policy guidance ?

Senator Jackson. Did you find these papers gave you a clear and
effective guidance ?
General Taylor. It is hard to generalize. In many cases, yes; in
other cases, no. The basic paper that really should guide the Mili
tary Establishment is called the basic national security policy. This
is drawn up or at least revised every year. It really should be the
starting point of the work of the Department of Defense. It includes
not only guidance for the Department of Defense, but for other de-

Eartments
as well. But it is a document of primary interest to

>efense.

However, many hard battles of compromise have taken place over
its paragraphs. So in many cases it is very difficult to get clear guid
ance which will decide the inevitable divisions of opinion within the
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Pentagon. For example, during the 4 years I was here, we had a di
vision over massive retaliation versus what we call now a strategy of
flexible response. It slowly built up. By 1958 it was a clear split right
down the middle of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, crying for decision. It
was never laid before the National Security Council as such but ap
peared indirectly twice anually. Once, when the revision of the
basic national security policy was considered, where the general lan
guage was debated. Second, when the budget came up, which really
was presumably based on the thought. that inspires this particular
paper. So at least twice a year the existence of this kind of split
was apparent.
We had formal presentations of the two points of view before the
NSC at the time of the consideration of the Defense budget. But in
spite of this evidence of division the next year the basic national
security policy document was not rewritten to decide the issue one way
or another so we would not continue this particular kind of argumen
tation. In that sense I think I would be justified in saying we were
not getting clear guidance in this area.
Senator Jackson. Some witnesses before our subcommittee have
taken the position that the NSC process should be more closely geared
to the budgetary process. I wondered if you had any comments on
that point f
General Taylor. I think to have any kind of realistic planning, or
execution, one has to keep in mind the budgetary impact. As I men
tioned before, there is at the present time no direct tie-in between
national strategy and the budget. It is true a certain planning paper
may carry an estimate of price and for that reason may be opposed
by the Treasury or the Budget. But that fiscal commitment then is
not carried over as a debit, so to speak, against the next budget It
stands on its own against all the other competing requirements for
funds.
Senator Jackson. The budgetary process should be closely related
to the National Security Council decisions and long-range objec
tives. Otherwise the budgetary process becomes the final policy proc
ess, does it not?
General Taylor. The budget has to be decided on time every year.
You cannot compromise with the budget. So when the budget is de
cided, consciously or unconsciously, countless other issues which have
been hanging fire in debate are settled, sometimes without the knowl
edge of the authorities making the decision.
Senator Jackson. The real problem is to coordinate the two proc
esses more effectively.
General Taylor. That is right. It is a difficult problem.
Senator Jackson. Coordinate the two processes at the NSC level,
don't you think, in order to give the proper advice to the President?
General Taylor. I would not visualize moving the Federal budget
into the National Security Council. It does not belong there. But the
decisions taken by the National Security Council should be recorded,
perhaps in the Bureau of the Budget, so that when the annual budget
is being constructed, these decisions are brought out and are either
implemented or consciously omitted.
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Senator Jackson. I agree. I would not suggest that we would
formulate the budget in the NSC. I am talking about requirements.
Assuming you have a long-range national strategy, then you have
your requirements and priorities. My point is that the budgetary
process should support those requirements and objectives. You agree
with that?
General Tatlor. I agree.
Senator Jackson. Whether this should be done finally at the NSC
level or directly in the President's Office is a matter that is not too
important as far as you are concerned. The point is that those two
processes must be brought together. Isn't that the general burden
of your position ?

Senator Jackson. As you know, the Operations Coordinating
Board, the OCB, has the responsibility of following up the imple
mentation of the national security policies. In your opinion has the
OCB done a good job in this field? If not, where do you think the
weaknesses lie?
General Taylor. I should be the first to say I am not an expert on
the internal operation of the NSC. But I have been close to it and
have seen the end product. I would say that the OCB in concept is
good. You must have a followup agency. But the members are all
senior people and very busy people. Furthermore, my understand
ing has always been that they were concerned with implementation
only of overseas aspects of decisions taken, leaving all of domestic
activities more or less without, that kind of followup given the for
eign activities. So I would say that because of its character as a body
which meets only intermittently, because of the high rank of its mem
bers, and because of its restricted responsibility for followup, I would
think that there could be an improvement in this particular area.
Senator Jackson. Regarding the nature of the NSC papers—did
you find that they were clear and unequivocal or did you find that
there was substantial compromise for the most part in some of these
papers ?
General Taylor. Many times a great deal of compromise. I would
make the same general criticism which I have often directed in the
Pentagon to the Joint Staff papers. AVhen a staff or subordinate com
mittee has a tough problem, it is often much more useful to the de
cisionmaking authority to lay out the pros and cons rather than to
come up with a single compromised recommendation. Many times
the senior authority does not sense what is behind the compromise.
So I think more emphasis on bringing up a clear statement of the
pros and cons to facilitate decision on the part of the senior authority
would be more helpful in many cases than compromised agreed papers.
Senator Jackson. Is it possible sometimes to find sufficient com
promise in these papers so that each service could look to the paper
for support ?
General Taylor. That was certainly true of the basic national se
curity policy which we all quoted to support our several causes.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Mtjskie. You referred earlier, General, to the fact that no
decision was made by the National Security Council, presumably, with
respect to your theory of massive retaliation and the strategy of flex
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ible response. Would you say that the failure to arrive at this deci
sion had an organizational basis ?
General Taylor. Not entirely. I would say it could have been de
cided under the present organization, but this big gathering of the
NSC does not lend itself to really hard study and discussion. My
own picture of how to have settled the issue would have been for the
President, the Secretary of Defense, and the Secretary of State to sit
down and really talk this thing through, until the national policy
aspects were decided. Then they would pass their decision to the
National Security Council where the national strategic aspects would
be pulled together. Then in turn the national strategic decisions
would be passed to the military for development of the military strat
egy which would support the national strategy. At least that is the
conceptual procedure that I would recommend.
Senator Muskie. Did I understand you to say that you believed
this problem to have been included on the agenda of the National
Security Council ?
General Taylor. Never as such, although it might be said that the
argument over certain changes in paragraphs of the basic national
security policy paper did in effect require consideration of this basic
problem. At no time was the issue isolated as a decision to be taken.
Rather it appeared as a part of the procedure of changing of text of
the basic national security policy.
Senator Muskie. Let me ask you a question that may be a little
unfair. If the National Security Council had not been in existence,
would you think that the top policymaking authority of the country
would have been more likely or less likely to make a decision on this
point ?
General Taylor. Senator, I am afraid I could not answer that. If
the NSC did not exist but if good staff work existed in the Federal
Government, as one would hope, there would be ad hoc committees
pulled together to deal with questions which now are put on the agenda
of the National Security Council. I would say all these issues would
be solvable without the National Security Council, but there would
have to be a careful supervision of staff handling of problems which
now are taken care of by the standard operating procedure of the
National Security Council.
Senator Muskie. It sometimes seems to me, and this point has oc
curred to me more than once in the course of these hearings, that
sometimes we overorganize. The result of over organization is to
dilute our ability to come to grips with questions of this sort, and other
important questions.
General Taylor. There is that danger.
Senator Muskie. Realizing that you have never been a member of
the National Security Council, I would like to get your reaction to an
observation that was made by William R. Kintner, formerly planning
board assistant to the NSC. It seems to me to make a lot of sense but
I have not been able to get a witness to agree to it yet. So I would
like to ask it of you. It is on page 132 of the subcommittee's publica
tion entitled "Selected Materials."
General Taylor. I have a copy here.
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Senator Muskie. If you would not care to comment on it with re
spect to the National Security Council, you might be willing to simply
as an observation on sound organizational principles. The quota
tion is :

One reason why the U.S. Government has not as yet evolved a more rational
staff system for the top levels of Its national security organization is the con
fusion that exists in many minds between the planning function at the national
level and the operational duties of the executive departments. The various gov
ernmental departments have always been afraid that a staff at the President's
level would assume some of their prerogatives and functions. They are perfectly
willing to have the general planning function done by interdepartmental repre
sentatives, because they feel they can practically dictate the result of such
planning. But planning accomplished by the interdepartmental system does
not, and cannot, produce the integration or synthesis that is now so necessary.
A total or overall approach to the problem represents much more than the sum
of the individual contributions which the departments and agencies can give to
it.

Senator Jackson. Might I add this footnote to the statement:
In open session I referred to your recommendation for a better staff
organization for planning and implementing national strategy and
for verifying its execution. Revised procedures should include a tie-in
between national strategy and national budget.
General Taylor. That relates to this subject we are discussing.
Senator Jackson. I thought it did. Will you keep that point in
mind when you respond to Senator Muskie's question ?
General Taylor. I made the point in my prepared statement that
there are really three pieces to this business : planning, execution, and
followup. Under the present NSC organization, the planning board
does the first function. Then the departments take over the execution
and the OCB, presumably, checks upon results but they don't check on
the domestic end of it

,

unless the procedure has been changed. That
is the area where I think we are defective.
My own thought is

,

and I would put this out rather diffidently be
cause it would have to be strutinized by the people who have worked in
the heart of the NSC, that you need a permanent NSC staff pulled to
gether more tightly than now, which would do the planning and fol
lowup on the implementing actions of the departments. I think execu
tion will always properly remain with the departments as long as we
have our present kind of governmental organization.
We need a permanent NSC staff which will perform the followup,
and have full authority to look over the shoulder of the departments
and require them to report on execution. That would be my approach.
Senator Muskie. It is important, as you have so well brought out
today, that we know the military implications of our political commit
ments. Our planning must be geared to that. Insofar as I have been
able to discover in the course of these hearings, there is no followup
on that point. You have stated that today.

I am reminded of what the grasshopper said to the caterpillar : "All

I do is set policy around here." There is no effort to make sure that
the caterpillar is able to measure up to the policy. It seems to me
that is a very important impact of the testimony we have had here.
Even those who feel that our organization is adequate and reasonably
geared to our national needs, agree that there is not effective followup
as between the planning operation and the implementation. You are

52710— 60— pt. 5 12
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the first witness that I recall who has assigned a reason for this insofar
as the military consequences are involved, and suggested this func
tional approach to the budget. So it seems to me that what we have
to tie together is planning, budget, and followthrough in the military
field. I don't think that these three things are being done adequately
at the present time. This seems to be the burden of your testimony.
General Taylor. I think the need for followup applies to more than
just the military. I think all the departments that have a role to play
m our national strategy need to be followed up just as the Department
of Defense needs a followup.
Senator Muskie. Getting back to something a little more general
for a moment, you have emphasized several times today that our plan
ning ought to be geared not only to military results but also to politi
cal, economic, and psychological results. Is it your feeling that NSC
should have this kind of broad jurisdiction?
General Taylor. Yes. Under the present organization, it is the
element in government that should make national strategy, which
means using our assets of all types to gain our national ends, to execute
national policy. That was, I think, the guiding purpose in the crea
tion of NSC. I think its merit or demerit should be measured very
largely by its success in producing an integrated national strategy.
Senator Muskie. Apparently, it has made no effort to work in this
field.
General Taylor. I wouldn't say that. I think you will find a lot of
work and thought have gone into it

,

but I would still question whether
the end product is as good as it should be.
Senator Muskie. That produces no end product except a military
one at the present time.
General Taylor. In the "Basic National Security Policy" there are
parts of the document which are directed toward psychological war
fare and economic policy. Thus, the recognition of these factors other
than military is made in the document. But again I raise the ques
tion, is the followup sufficient to be sure that these statements of good
intention are carried out ?

Senator Muskie. To be specific, would you say that the National
Security Council ought to deal with the question of the national effort
in the educational field ?

General Taylor. It can't ignore it, certainly. That is a matter of
domestic internal policy and would normally, I would say, fall outside
of the competence of NSC. On the other hand, I have heard discus
sions in NSC which seemed to be quite appropriate, of the shortage of
scientists and what might be done to stimulate interest in that partic
ular field of education.
Senator Muskie. So there is a differentiation to be made here be
tween study of political, economic, and psychological elements which
have a direct bearing on our military capacity, and the broader more
social aspects of those questions.
General Taylor. That is right. There is a gray area there whichI do not think you can ever entirely define.
Senator Muskie. Would you recommend that NSC go into this
gray area?
General Taylor. I would not put them in the education field as the
major guiding agency. On the other hand, I would not discourage
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their recognition of the fact that the educational program of the
country does have an impact on many of our other national programs.
Senator Jackson. Especially as it relates to long-range planning
to sustain a national strategy which calls for the addition of trained
people in certain categories.
General Taylor. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Would that be a fair statement?
General Taylor. Yes. Whenever a matter is a factor which im
pinges on the execution of the national strategy it should fall within
the scope of NSC.
Senator Muskie. I am intrigued by this suggestion of yours for a
political military bookkeeping system. I was wondering if you had
in mind any means for implementing this organization.
General Taylor. Yes ; I have. Limited war planning, in my judg
ment, has been deficient in the past and largely because of the attitude
taken by JCS. We have never had any centralized limited war plan
ning at the Pentagon level. Most of this planning is done in the field
by unified commanders. For example, our commander in chief in the
Pacific looks over all the wide area of his responsibility and conjures
up possible situations which might arise and keeps in his drawer
certain military plans for dealing with them. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff can, of course, get the copies of these plans and bring them to
the Pentagon, but we rarely do. Since the commander usually does
not have enough forces to execute even one of these plans., the Joint
Chiefs give him a long list of forces which are in the United States
which might be available to him in an emergency.
So what he does is simply look at that list and then say : "For plan
A, I would use such and such imits to constitute my task force." Per
haps for that one plan he would need all the forces on the Reserve list.
Meanwhile, in Europe, the European commander has been given the
same set of possible reinforcements and he is buliding his plans on the
use of the identical ships, planes, and divisions as the man in the
Pacific.
At no central point do we ever bring in all these plans together
and determine the adequacy of our forces to execute contingency
plans. We don't pose such questions as to how to cope with situations
A, C, and X, which might be concurrent. That kind of centralized
bookkeeping is not done but could be done and should be done by the
Joint Chiefs. If so, they would usually find that the existing forces
are not sufficient even for a conservative estimate of the possible obli
gations arising from political commitments. With proper bookkeep
ing, they would have a basis for saying to the budgetmakers, "Look,
we are asking for these forces in order to be able to execute certain
specific plans which obviously may have to be implemented." With
such centralized bookkeeping by the Department of Defense, it would
be possible to tell the Secretary of State exactly what the military can
or cannot do. As we presently operate, I do not think it is an exag
geration to say that no Secretary of State since I have been around
has ever known how many division-months of combat the U.S. Army
is capable of fighting. He knows there are 870,000 men in it. He
knows there are 14 divisions. But what does that mean in warmaking
capability ?
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That fact has never been clearly presented to a Secretary of State
to my knowledge, so that he may know exactly what he can and cannot
do with the military tools at his disposal.
Senator Muskie. If we can get top policymakers of the Government
to agree that this is a worthwhile objective, organizationally, how
would you set it up as between State and Defense?
General Taylor. It would not be difficult at all.
Senator Muskie. Simply a liaison function ?
General Tatlor. I would visualize a recurrent meeting between our
senior State and Defense representatives in the meeting room of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. We would brief the Secretary of State and
his principal assistants and show them exactly what we can do mili
tarily in the year of our Lord 1960.
Later, in another meeting, we would consider what we can probably
do in 1963 as the result of the 1961 budget. You have to view the
situation with two focal lengths, so to speak. The focal length of
this year, the current capability, and then the focal length which
shows what we are creating by the budget for that particular year.
Senator Muskie. If you would indulge, and you say you have to the
extent that it is possible for an individual, in this political-military
bookkeeping, and you add up all the requirements, you know you can
not get the astronomical forces that are necessary, then on what basis
do you compromise ?

I based the limited war requirement of the Army on being able to
close a corps of three divisions in an overseas theater in 2 months, and
to have the necessary logistic backup to fight those divisions until
a supply pipeline was established. That was taken merely as a com-
monsense objective, something more than we could do, but a goal far
enough in advance to give us something to strive for regardless of
whether it was theoretically adequate or not.
Senator Muskie. Before you compromise —I guess "compromise"
is not a good word, but accommodate your political programing —
isn't it necessary that State give you some order of priorities with
respect to the political commitments ?
General Taylor. They never did. I refer in my book, I believe, to
the attitude of the Department of State toward our very hot arguments
in the Department of Defense as to what the Japanese call a fire on
the other side of the river. It was viewed as something that really
didn't affect State particularly. It was an inner defense squabble.
Senator Muskie. That raises another question with respect to mod
ernization of our weapons.
I have had limited exposure to this, but such exposure as I have had
suggests to me that it is almost beyond debate that we ought to mod
ernize as quickly as possible.
Why haven't we? What is the other case? Since you are not an
advocate of the other case, perhaps you would not care to try to state it.
General Taylor. It is the budget. To start with, the Department
of Defense knows it is going to get about $40 to $41 billion. Then De
fense budgetmakers have to consider the competing requirements. In
order to make progress in the general war, atomic forces, in the big
missile field primarily, tremendous sums have to be reserved.

feasibility. For example,
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So when that requirement is satisfied —and we have been fascinated
by that requirement to the extent of wearing blinders on the side of
limited war—there is just not enough money left or has not been in the
past to modernize the Army and the Marines and those portions of the
Air Force and Navy involved in limited war operations.
Senator Muskie. So that priority is assigned within the Department
of Defense and not by NSC ?
General Taylor. No. NSC has established a climate favorable to
that kind of budgeting by the language in which they have expressed
the basic national security policy. The budget itself is presented to
them without any real discussion of strategic implications, as if it is
obviously the way to use our resources.
Only in recent years have there been dissenting voices, initially rep
resented by the Army, lately by the Army, Navy, and Marines, saying
that the unbalanced effort between limited war and general war should
be modified.
Senator Muskie. It strikes me that this is the very kind of decision
that I would expect to have considered by NSC, the question of the
pace at which we gear ourselves to meet limited war situations. It is
your impression that they have not done this specifically ?
General Taylor. Not in the sense of a political-military book balanc
ing to verify that we do have means to cope with probable limited war
situations. That has never been done in my time.
The NSC members hear the debate on the language of the "Basic
National Security Policy," which is in general language which only
the experts really understand. That debate takes place usually about
May. Then the budget guidelines are issued which should produce
military forces compatible with the strategic concept of that basic
document.
Then the budget cycle starts and along about November the budget
is ready to be presented to the National Security Council where it is
taken pretty much on faith without very much question about strategic
implications.
Senator Muskie. We have had impressed on us over and over again
that constitutionally the President has complete and ultimate author
ity with respect to our national defense and with respect to our foreign
policy.
Of course, we in Congress cannot by any legislation undertake to
set up organizations within this sphere, use organization to dilute the
President's authority. So really what we are talking about is the
extent to which the President is interested in getting advice and
recommendations on this level.
General Taylor. That is correct. Of course, none of us knows how
many private discussions have taken place between the President and
his senior officials. It never comes out in the National Security Coun
cil.
Senator Muskie. I feel a little foolish in asking this question, but
do you think that the President himself personally has considered this
question of the pace at which we modernize the Army's weapons?
General Taylor. I did not get the start of the question.
Senator Muskie. Is it your impression that the President himself
personally has considered this question of the pace at which we ought
to modernize the Army's weapons ?
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General Taylor. I am sure he did in recent years because the issue
was laid out very clearly in our budgetary discussion.
Senator Muskie. So whether or not this went through NSC ma
chinery, it did get to the President.
General Taylor. It always got before the President at the time of
the presentation of the budget where the services were able to com
ment on the effect of the budget on their own service.
Senator Muskie. One final question : This discussion of the modern
ization of our weapons raises another question that has been asked
several times. It is your feeling that strongly held differences of
opinion within the Department of Defense generally rise to the level
of the National Security Council discussions f
General Taylor. No; they generally do not. Again I recall, I be
lieve it was in my second year as Chief of Staff, Mr. Dulles came to me
and said that he understood that I was defending a minority position
in the Joint Chiefs and he would be interested in hearing it.
I said I would be very happy to discuss it with him but I would
like him to get the concurrence of the Secretary of Defense. Whether
he ever approached the Secretary of Defense I do not know, but I
was never called upon to give the discussion.
Up until 1957 most of this division was submerged in the Depart
ment of Defense, and only in the debates over the revised language
of the "Basic National Security Policy" in 1957 and 1958 did this split
come out in the open.
Senator Muskie. Do you think that this was good or bad ?
General Taylor. I would say it was bad insofar as this major ques
tion was concerned. But there are plenty of issues in the Pentagon
that ought to be settled in the Pentagon. The vast majority should.
Here was the question of whether we were placing too much re
liance on weapons of massive destruction for our national security.
I cannot imagine a more important question which should have been
met squarely and answered squarely.
Senator Muskie. Whether or not this kind of selectivity is de
veloped with respect to NSC consideration of differences of opinion
of the Department of Defense really depends not on any organization
that you can set up, but upon the judgment of the Secretary of De
fense.
General Taylor. And of the President. We cannot forget the
National Security Council is purely advisory and can be used in any
way that the President sees fit.
Senator Muskie. No matter how much we disagree with the Presi
dent as to how he ought to use the NSC, and no matter how much we
might wish we could encourage him to use it as we thought he should,
he does not have to.
General Taylor. No ; I would say this is not a legislative issue.
Senator Jackson. Our minority counsel, Mr. Pendleton.
Mr. Pendleton. General, what was the origin of this doctrine of
massive retaliation ?
General Taylor. It really started back in 1945 when we dropped
the first two atomic weapons on the Japanese. I think all of us were
tremendously impressed, perhaps overly impressed, with this weapon
which we called the absolute weapon for a while.
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I think most of us were a victim of the illusion that by these great
weapons we could impose a Pax Americana on the world. However,I would say massive retaliation became a formalized doctrine with
the advent of the "New Look" in 1953. Early documents of the "New
Look" put into cold print definite statements that we intended to use
these big weapons —where, as, and under the circumstances which we
would choose. Mr. Dulles gave his name to that doctrine.
Senator Jackson. Time and place of our own choosing.
General Taylor. That is right. As a very broad man, he changed
his views and later admitted that while massive retaliation might have
been good at a time, it had ceased to be valid. That was his opinion
in 1959.
Mr. Pendleton. These documents were what—papers before the
National Security Council ?
General Taylor. Generally it was this one big paper, the "Basic Na
tional Security Policy," which as the name suggests, is the vehicle for
guiding agencies of the Government toward the attainment of security
objectives.
Mr. Pendleton. Once this doctrine has been formalized in this man
ner, did the Joint Chiefs understand that this was the military policy
or the broad strategy within which they would operate ?
General Taylor. It was understood only in the sense that the budget
was always consistent with it. But there was always enough language
in the National Security Council paper to give grounds for argument
which my predecessor, General Ridgway, used very strongly and ably
in opposition. I took generally the same position because I agreed
with the soundness of his views.
The paper was often ambiguous. For example, it would say we will
depend upon these weapons of massive retaliation, but at the same time
will maintain flexible mobile forces capable of coping with lesser situ
ations in the world. Paragraph (a) would support the need for gen
eral war forces and paragraph (b) the need for limited war forces
but the budget would not provide for both. The ground for argument
was there all the time.
Mr. Pendleton. The case was arguable but was there ever any doubt
in your mind once that doctrine was adopted that that was the estab
lished military policy ?
General Taylor. Yes. Because the Government immediately failed
tj follow it. The ink was not dry on the "New Look" before we had
the situation in Vietnam where massive retaliation obviously was not
an acceptable course of action.
Other failures of the policy arose. Korea was an example of the fail
ure of our atomic monopoly to maintain the peace. So we had these
historical events which stultified the doctrine while the arguments in
the NSC were going on.
Mr. Pendleton. Are you saying that the policy, in your opinion, was
not adequate to the crises which arose, or that there was a failure to
implement that policy ? Was there ever any doubt in your mind that
was the policy?
General Taylor. Yes; because our Government did not follow it.
Our leaders said they were going to base their action on massive re
taliation, but they did not do it when a specific case arose, nor in
deed should they nave done it.
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Senator Jackson. That is right. You were referring to Vietnam,
and you were referring to the tragic situation that the French found
themselves in in having tomove out of North Vietnam.
General Taylor. That is right.
Senator Jackson. And discussion was underway to use atomic
weapons if necessary.
General Taylor. That is right. That is the incident I am refer
ring to.
Senator Jackson. Excuse me, Mr. Pendleton.
Mr. Pendleton. It is my impression from reading your book that
you waged a struggle, which was fairly unsuccessful, to convince theJoint Chiefs and the President to change this policy.
General Taylor. I eventually got the Navy and Marines with me.
That was quite an achievement.
Mr. Pendleton. Yes; I noticed that. I thought that was a very im
pressive conquest to your point of view.
What I cannot reconcile in my thinking is how you could clearly
have seen an objective, which was to change this policy, and at the same
time be in doubt that this was the policy.
General Taylor. Because we knew this. We had a written docu
ment which was supposed to put into clear language what our military
policy should be. That language was compromised—was fuzzed in
many paragraphs.
So I could find support in this document but the other side could
also. We both ended up in a dialetical impasse. But year after year
the budget was being cast in complete consistency with massive re
taliation.
There was no doubt that we were creating forces which imposed a
strategic doctrine on us which I felt to be disastrous to our country.
Mr. Pendleton. In other words, the budgets as they came at that
time were consistent.
General Taylor. No question about it. Budgets still are.
Mr. Pendleton. In several places here in your book you do refer
to this rather specifically. You say on page 18 that :
The adoption of the "New Look" was one of the most significant actions of
the new Eisenhower administration. It established the direction which U.S.
military policy has followed from 1953 to the present day.

Then you say on page 26 that :

In January 1955, the National Security Council made its first comprehensive
review of the 1953 statement of the "New Look."

That is massive retaliation ?
General Taylor. That is right. But the 1955 text made very sig
nificant variations from the orthodox "New Look" which encouraged
me very much, as I think I mentioned further on.
Mr. Pendleton. Yes ; you do, on page 29. You said that :
It was following my return to Japan that I first saw the 1955 text of the
"Basic National Security Policy." Struck by the breadth of its language and
the degree of departure from the dogma of massive retaliation—

and so on.
It seems to me that, although there may have been some people in
doubt it was certainly clear to others that this doctrine, good or bad,
was the established military policy of the United States at that time.
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General Taylor. It was clear to those who wanted to read it that
way, and many wanted to.
Mr. Pendleton. Let us leave it that it was arguable, depending on
your point of view.
Thank you, General.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Are there any further questions ?
If not, thank you, General Taylor. Once again I want to express
to you my appreciation for taking time out to assist this committee
in its study in an all-important field. I commend you most highly
for the clear and unequivocal statement of your position which I have
found very helpful.
General Taylor. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to
have been here. I wish all good things for the results of this com
mittee.
Senator Jackson. Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 4 :15 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon
vene at the call of the Chair.)
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THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE, THE POLICY PLANNING
STAFF, AND THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

THUBSDAY, MAY 26, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 : 30 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 3302,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson, Muskie, and Javits.
Also present : Senators Stennis, Robertson, and Mundt.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, Howard E. Haugerud, Brewster C.
Denny, and Richard S. Page, professional staff memmbers; and Ed
mund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The committee will come to order.
The Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery is beginning this
week a series of hearings focused upon the National Security Council
and its subordinate organizations, and the problems of coordination
between the Departments of State and Defense. These hearings have
a triple aim : First, to determine whether the policymaking machinery
at the highest levels of our Government is now adequate to identify
and plan ahead on the critical issues of national survival ; second, to
determine whether this same machinery promotes effective coordina
tion of policies; and third, to make constructive recommendations for
improvement when necessary.
Earlier this week, on Tuesday, the committee held an executive-
session hearing on the National Security Council. Testimony was
taken from two former officials who served as special assistants for
national security affairs to President Eisenhower, Brig. Gen. Robert
Cutler and Mr. Dillon Anderson. Next week and the weeks to fol
low, the committee will continue to examine these important problems
of high-level policy formulation and coordination.
Among the witnesses who have already accepted our invitation to
testify are the Secretary of State, Mr. Herter, and the Secretary of
Defense, Mr. Gates.
Recent events have again focused attention on the problems of
policymaking and upon the coordination of policy determination and
policy execution throughout the complex structure of departments
and agencies concerned with the national security program.
In this connection, I might say that specific testimony on the U-2
incident, as it pertains to the national securitymaking process, will
be taken in executive session.

801
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Our witness today is one of several distinguished citizens who has
urged that we examine, as he put it

,

and I quote, "in a spirit of cour
ageous self -scrutiny" the methods of national policymaking, with a
view to identifying the governmental practices and procedures which
need to be improved.
The subcommittee welcomes to its witness-chair this morning
George F. Kennan, permanent professor at the Institute for Advanced
Studies at Princeton, N.J.
Over a period of 25 years Mr. Kennan served with great distinction
in the Department of State and its Foreign Service. During the
critical years of the postwar period he was Director of the Departs
ment's Policy Planning Staff. Before his retirement in 1953 he
served as Ambassador to Russia. Since that time Mr. Kennan has
continued his distinguished career as a teacher, historian, and a fre
quent source of provocative and stimulating comment on the inter
national issues which confront us. His book "Russia Leaves the
War" won the Pulitzer prize for history.
As the members know, we have agreed with the President that
testimony by present or former Government officials who have served
on the National Security Council or its subordinate bodies, regarding
the National Security Council and its subordinate machinery, will be
taken first in executive session.

I believe, Professor Kennan, we sent you a copy of the guidelines,
and I assume, of course, that you are familiar with them.
Mr. Ambassador, we are delighted to have you with us today, and
you may now proceed with your prepared statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE P. KENNAN, FORMERLY DIRECTOR
OF THE POLICY PLANNING STAFF, DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
AND U.S. AMBASSADOR TO THE SOVIET UNION

Mr. Kennan. Senator Jackson and members of the Subcommittee
on National Policy Machinery, I appreciate your courtesy in inquir
ing into my views on the subjects which you have under examination,
and am happy to contribute what I can.

I have, I believe, particular reason to welcome the effort this sub
committee has undertaken to reexamine the effectiveness of our pres
ent governmental machinery. For many years I have felt that organ
izational deficiencies had a much greater relative importance in ham
pering our performance as a world power than has commonly been
realized in this country. Even if we had the most excellent con
ceptual foundation for an American foreign policy and the greatest
mastery of diplomatic method in our external relations, I feel we
would still find ourselves seriously hampered, as things stand today,
by the cumbersomeness of our governmental machinery and by the
inappropriateness of much of it to the purpose it is supposed to serve.
The appalling growth in numbers of personnel and the seemingly
endless proliferation of competing agencies and committees has ap
peared to me to be only in minor part a response to real needs and in
major part the result of some unhealthy internal compulsions, the
source of which no one has as yet fully identified and the cure for
which has certainly not yet been found. These are the reasons why I

feel that the work this subcommittee is performing is of exceptional
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importance, and I should like, if I may, as a private citizen, to express
my high respect for the insights that brought the members of the sub
committee to this work and my appreciation for the determined
effort you have put forward to get to the bottom of these baffling
but important problems.
You, Mr. Chairman, were kind enough to suggest, in the letter
inviting me to appear here today, certain of the questions on which
you and your colleagues would welcome my testimony ; and I thought
it might save your time if I were to summarize at the outset my views
on some of these points.

1. THE ROLE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE IN THE INITIATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY

It is my view that there should be some one senior official in the
executive branch of the Government who could act as the President's
principal executive agent for all matters affecting the national security
and, indeed, our relations with the outside world generally. This
would include military as well as other matters.
There are, of course, a number of alternative solutions of this
problem. All of these have both advantages and disadvantages. To
my mind, the most desirable of these alternatives would be that the
Office of the Secretary of State should be recognized as enjoying a
certain primacy in all matters of external relations, including the
national security. Such primacy ought properly to be assigned, it
seems to me, to the office which has primary responsibility, anyway,
for the conduct of the Nation's foreign relations on the political level.
There is

,

as I understand it, a certain historical justification for
such a distinction both in the title "Secretary of State" itself, which
suggests that the office is not one limited merely to the conduct of
foreign affairs, and in the fact that the Secretary of State was desig
nated as the keeper of the Great Seal of the United States.
In expressing this view, I recognize that the Secretary of State,
even under such an arrangement, would remain essentially an assistant
of the President. He could not absolve or relieve the President of
any of his present constitutional responsibility in this field. He
should, however, if given such position and authority, be able to relieve
the President of a good deal of the executive burden now connected
with this responsibility, and to assure a better coordination of military
policy with national policy generally than we have had in recent years.
If this expedient were to be adopted, one might well wish at some
stage to supplement the office of Secretary of State with that of a

Secretary for Foreign Affaire, as suggested by Mr. Kobert Lovett in
his recent testimony before this subcommittee. But this expedient
should not be hastily adopted, and the arrangement should first be
given a trial without it.
Among the organizational evils to which our Government has been
vulnerable in recent years has been a tendency to the inflation of titles,
giving more and more lofty names to positions which are really
much more subordinate than the title would imply. I suspect that we
have already been too prodigal in the dispensing of Cabinet st atus, and
we should certainly not add another official of Cabinet rank unless we
find this to be absolutely necessary.
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A basic principle of organization which has often been ignored in
our Government is that there are narrow limits to the number of

officer, be it the President or a Cabinet Secretary. To create a Cabinet
larger than the President can effectively use as an intimate agency
of his authority is merely to impair the value of the Cabinet as an
institution. These are the reasons why, as it seems to me, we should
be very circumspect about adding further Cabinet offices.

2. WHAT IS THE BEST WAY OF PROVIDING FOR THE POLICY-PLANNING
PROCESS IN THE STATE DEPARTMENT?

I believe that the policy-planning process as established by Secre
tary of State George C. Marshall in 1947, and as maintained until
the end of 1949, was essentially sound. Prior to the establishment of
the policy planning staff, only two officials in the Department of State
were competent to take into account, in their advice to the Secretary,
the entire range of the problems of our foreign relations. These
were the Under Secretary of State and the Counselor. Neither of
these officials had both the time and the facilities to give careful and
exhaustive study to long-range problems of policy or to problems of
exceptional intricacy, involving the orderly assembling of informa
tion from a wide variety of sources. All other officials of the Depart
ment were able to advise the Secretary only from the perspective of a
limited geographical or functional competence.
This presented a serious problem for the Secretary of State. If he
asked the various geographic and functional offices to reconcile their
views by the process of compromise before advising him on a given
problem, the issues were apt to be obscured before they ever reached
his attention. If they presented their conflicting views to him without
prior reconciliation of them, the task of identifying the elements of
conflict and determining to what extent they represented disparities
of information, to what extent parochial concerns of the respective
office, and to what extent important questions of principle, was a
task for which he himself lacked the leisure and for which he required
an independent staff. It was this gap which the policy planning staff
endeavored to fill during the period of my incumbency as its director.
While under no illusions that our work could not have been im
proved, I felt—and Secretary Marshall subsequently expressed him
self as being of this opinion— that the staff was useful in meeting this
need. Its greatest usefulness, as I saw it, was that it provided the
Secretary of State with a continuous series of advisory opinions, repre
senting the expression of a consistent and disciplined point of view,
based on the obligation to consider all aspects of national policy, and
applied to a variety and succession of international problems.
Obviously, the usefulness of such a staff would be greatly affected
by any decisions taken with respect to the office of the Secretary of
State itself. If the Secretary should be given a position of primacy
in external relations and matters of national security as I have sug
gested, then it is particularly fitting that the policy planning work be
done by a unit directly advisory to him.
Let me stress that the sort of staff I have in mind cannot be effec
tively replaced by a group of officials having other competencies and

people who can be expected ionally to any single superior
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responsibilities and meeting only occasionally in an ex officio capacity.
To be effective in the manner in which it was conceived by General
Marshall, such a staff would have to be composed of individuals devoid
of any other institutional loyalty or disciplinary relationship within
the Government, serving only the official to whom their advisory
capacity relates, and able to give their opinions with the most rigorous
frankness and independence, uninhibited by any ulterior obligations
or interests.

3. WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS AND POSSIBILITIES IN THE USE OF EXPERTS AND
CONSULTANTS IN POLICY PLANNING IN STATE AND DEFENSE?

There is
,

of course, real need from time to time for the consultation
of outside experts in the work of policy planning. Where this need
exists no opportunity should be neglected to enlist this sort of assist
ance. The services of such people should be utilized in such a manner
as to make most economical use of their time and that of the Govern
ment officials involved. In particular, care should be taken not to
take up the time of consultants and of staff members by personal meet
ings until all available written evidences of a consultant's views have
been carefully studied and taken into account.
However, it is important to bear in mind that the function of such
consultants is to help make the responsible governmental judgment
an informed one, not to substitute for it. The consultant must not be
formally relied upon to tell what the answer is ; he must be asked to
give information and opinion which facilitate decision on the part of
those who bear the governmental responsibility for coming up with
that answer.

4. IN WHAT WAY MIGHT OUR FOREIGN SERVICE BE BETTER PREPARED AND
RECRUITED, ESPECIALLY IN THE LIGHT OF THE NEED FOR UNDERSTANDING
BY CAREER OFFICIALS OF POLITICAL-MILITARY-SCIENTIFIC FACTORS?

I respond to this question with some hesitation, for it is now some
years since I left Government, and I am not fully informed about pres
ent procedures.

I have had misgivings from the start about the soundness of certain
features of the reform conducted some years ago in the recruitment
and organization of the Foreign Service, and about our subsequent
practices in this respect.
First of all, I have the impression that the Service is overstaffed and
that we take in too many people.
Secondly, I think the Service should not include people who, while
they may be technical experts in some specific field, lack the broader
background of education and character necessary for foreign service
work generally.
Thirdly, I question the adequacy of an entrance examination which,
as I understand it, includes no question of prose composition and thus
fails to test adequately the candidate's ability to express himself clearly
and effectively in his own language, which is also a test of his ability
to think clearly.
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I might add here, incidentally, that the essential of the diplomatic
function as seen by a number of people who have thought long and
carefully about it and written about it—and this is a view with which I
associate myself— the essential of this function is the assurance of the
utmost accuracy of communication between governments. That is the
deepest and most important function of the career diplomat, and if he
doesnt know his own language and cannot write it clearly and accur
ately, he cannot perform this function.
Senator Jackson. The repercussions that come from such a failure
are too well known to elaborate.
Mr. Kennan. Precisely.
Senator Robertson. As long as the witness is pausing in his formal
statement, I regret that I have to leave in a few minutes to attend a
conference on the Treasury and Post Office bill, but I have been very
much interested in what Ambassador Kennan has to say about this
Policy Planning Board. Since I have reason to believe that the cold
war will last for quite a while and it may be intensified, I fully endorse
his proposal for a group of dedicated, highly competent experts to
analyze and present first to the Secretary of State and, through him, to
the President their views on our policy.
Thank you. And I am sorry I have to leave.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Robertson.
You may resume, Professor Kennan.
Mr. Kennan. Fourthly, I have the impression that we go too far in
emphasis on broad geographic distribution. I am referring here to
distribution and selection of candidates for the Service.
Senator Jackson. You mean the geographical quota system?
Mr. Keenan. That is right.
While I would like to see the Service as representative as possible
of all geographic regions and professional sections of our country,
I do not feel that the standards of admission, either educational or
in point of character and personality, should be in any way sacrificed
to the achievement of this goal. The concern of those who control
admissions to the Foreign Service should be to see that we find the
people best qualified for the performance of the functions of the
Service, and this effort should not be impaired by making a fetish
of geographic distribution. In particular, it should not be held against
candidates that they have attended specific institutions or come from
specific parts of the country. This last is a form of negative discrim
ination no less invidious than would be a discrimination on behalf
of these people.
Fifthly, the system of security controls, as I recall it from own
most recent governmental experience, seems to me to have been poorly
conceived, in some respects illogical, overly mechanical, humiliating,
and in many instances discouraging to the individual officer. I am
unwilling to believe that some better means could not be found to
assure the loyalty and reliability of Foreign Service personnel : means
which, without in anv way weakening the national security, would
inspire greater confidence in the people themselves, would involve
greater recognition of demonstrated loyalty and devotion to the Gov
ernment's interests, and would place greater weight on the opinions
of superior officers who have known a member of the Foreign Service
in his daily work, and less on the opinions of security agents whose
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identity is often unknown to the subject himself and who have no
intimate acquaintance with either the subject's personality or his sub
stantive work.
I am frank to say that I cannot conceive of an effective Foreign
Service otherwise than as a gentleman's service, not in the sense that
it would be based on distinctions of birth or social status, but in the
sense that extensive reliance would be placed at all times on the honor
:and the sense of obligation of the individual officer himself, and he
■would be treated with the confidence and tact and consideration cus
tomary in circles where high standards of honor and responsibility
are assumed to prevail. You cannot treat people like crooks and
expect them to react like enthusiastic, high-minded public servants.I deplore in particular the compartmentalization which makes cer
tain people responsible for the substantive aspects of a man's work,
and others responsible for matters of his loyalty and reliability. I
believe that people can be usefully looked at only in their entirety,
ne whole personalities; I do not believe that the various aspects of
character and personality can be separated when it comes to judging
a man's usefulness to the Government in any respect.
With particular relation to the range of knowledge of Foreign
Service officers in political, military, and scientific fields, I consider
that all Foreign Service officers ought to pursue, particularly in the
first 10 or 20 years of their service, the effort to broaden their general
educational background; that it should be the duty of the Depart
ment of State to encourage and help them in this respect; and that
for this purpose there should be occasional periods of in-service edu
cational training along the lines of those now provided for a few
officers by the National War College and other service academies, but
embracing all officers and not just a highly selected minority.

6. TO WHAT EXTENT DOES THE COMMITTEE SYSTEM AS IT NOW OPERATES
COMPLICATE AND IMPEDE DECISIONMAKING IN THE NATIONAL SECURITY
AREA?

It is my opinion that the committee system as it now operates com
plicates and impedes very seriously decisionmaking in the national
security area. We are confronted here with what appears to me to
be some very basic misunderstandings and malpractices in the use of
advisory committees. The greatest of these faults is the setting up
of committees in which no one person has the basic responsibility for
decision and where each participant has in effect the power of veto
over the committee's findings. We will not, I believe, get away from
this evil imtil we adopt a system of rigorous personal responsibility
down through the entire machinery of these branches of government.
The designation of such responsibility would in many instances have
to be arbitrary, but even an arbitrary designation of major responsi
bility would be better than none at all.
Committees could and should be formed or invited to assemble only
under the chairmanship of an official who has been given primary
responsibility for the question or questions under examination. It
might be made incumbent on the chairman, when the committee has
completed its work, to report dissenting opinions along with his own.
But he should bear full responsibility for the recommendation made,
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and should not be bound in this respect to achieve either unanimity
or majority approval of the members of the committee.
The present system leads to endless compromises, both of substance
and of language, with the result that these committees, operating on
the basis of the negative veto, often come up with compromise recom
mendations weaker than any of the conflicting points of view orig
inally put forward around the committee table. It would have been
better, m many instances, to take the original view of any one of the
participants than to attempt to work on the basis of the compromise
language finally produced. The reason why this cannot be done under
the present system is that there is no one to decide which of these
views to take; and if the disagreement is bucked to the next higher
level, the result usually is that the same process of compromise is
merely repeated there.
One great need which this reform would serve would be to save some
of the loss of people's time involved in these committee meetings. A
chairman who has the power to decide something can conduct a meet
ing with dispatch, obtain the views of others present, make his deci
sion, and be done with it. Meetings under the present system are
endlessly time consuming, so much so, I might add, that I have often
thought that in this machinery of the Department of State a tremen
dous proportion, well over 50 percent, simply is absorbed in the fric
tion of the machinery itself and is lost to the end product.
It is often argued that the replacement of the present committee
system by a system of rigorous personal authority and responsibility
would be undemocratic. In my opinion, this view involves a total
misconception of the nature of the executive branch of the Govern
ment, and a misuse of the term "democracy." It is here, on Capitol
Hill, where parliamentary principles have their place. The executive
branch is not supposed to be a political community. Its officials are
there to serve the President and to help him in the exercise of his con
stitutional authority. Whatever results in the fragmentation and ob
scuration of that authority, as does the present committee system, is
surely not serving in the best possible manner the purposes of the
Constitution.

6. IS THERE A DANGER THAT WE ARE NOW OVERORGANIZED?

I cannot speak for the Defense Department, but the Department of
State and the Foreign Service, as I knew them when I left Govern
ment, seemed to me to be seriously overorganized. I have heard of
nothing to suggest that this condition has been substantially corrected
to date.
I can offer only hypotheses as to where the root of the evil lies.
The first of these would be in the committee system I have just
described.
A second would be what I might call the contagion of bigness in the
governmental machinery generally. It is hard, if only for the liaison
demands it is called upon to meet, for any governmental unit to remain
compact in a general atmosphere of huge and complex governmental
machinery. Here, I suspect that the State Department has been in
part the victim, indirectly, of the prodigal use of personnel to which,
as I see it, the armed services have long been prone.
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A third and very important source of this unhealthy condition might
be found in the tendency to complete separation of managerial and
personnel functions from substantive ones. Closely connected with
this would be a conscious attempt to rule out individual judgment,
individual responsibility, and the person-to-person relationship as
factors in the operation of the personnel control, and to attempt to
achieve a degree of impersonality and mechanistic functioning of the
whole administrative structure which would make it unnecesary to
have talented and experienced people to run it.I am satisfied that a much smaller and more compact group of indi
viduals, bound to each other by personal intimacy and confidence as
well as by a long community of experience, could accomplish far more
expeditiously and effectively what is now accomplished by a badly
bloated apparatus operating, for the most part, without these advan
tages.
The frequent experience that in moments of real urgency it becomes
necessary to bypass whole great sections of the regular machinery
in order to get something done is simply a proof that this machinery
has achieved a degree of unwieldiness which makes it unsuitable as
a vehicle for the formulation and execution of the policies of a great
government in a precarious world.
The task of reducing this official machinery once more to workable
dimensions is obviously a baffling and difficult one. I don't pretend
to have the answers to it myself. It is a process which could lead
to great injustices if it were not performed with much understanding
and care.
With the greatest of respect for the individuals involved, I find it
difficult to believe that the ideas and impulses necessary for such a
sanification can come primarily from those now bearing the adminis
trative responsibility in the various echelons of the Department. This
is partly because they are themselves among those who are most
harried and exhausted by the effort to make the present cumbersome
machinery work and they have little time to study these matters
with detachment, partly because the inquiry would have to be of so
broad a nature as to involve the questioning of many things they
would no doubt feel it beyond their competence to question. I am also
skeptical of the ability of business efficiency experts to find the proper
solutions, for the work of a governmental office differs in many essen
tial respects from that of a business enterprise and cannot be ap
proached on the same principles.
I fear that we have yet to develop a proper theory of administrative
practice for use within the executive branch of the Federal Govern
ment. The work of developing such attheory is work that could be
done only by people who combine long experience in this branch of
the Government with an interest in, and insight into, the administra
tive process, and it could be properly accomplished only if such people
were to apply themselves consistently to the task over a prolonged
period of time, with high executive backing. If they are simply
called in as short-term consultants and at once dismissed, the job
will not be done. But this M-ork must at some point be undertaken
before we can cure the disease of overorganization which is rapidly
making the Department of State and, I suspect, other governmental
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entities as well, into unhealthy and ineffective instruments a£ tb»
executive authority.
Now, Mr. Chairman. I would like to add to this statement only this
suggestion, that I would be very happy if the papers produced by the
policy planning staff in the Department of State during the period
of my incumbency might be made available to this committee for pur
poses of its study. I think that they would perhaps illustrate better
than some of the things I can say the possibilities involved and perhaps
even the mistakes that can be made in this form of governmental work.
Senator Jackson. We will certainly make that request. I know
it would be very helpful, Ambassador Kennan, to the committee.
First, may I express my appreciation to you for the very fine and
thoughtful and provoking and stimulating comments that you have
given us this morning.
I would like to start out by asking this question :
All of us on the committee would be interested in your comments
regarding the decisionmaking process in the Soviet Union as it relates
to national security planning. Can we learn any lessons from them
in this regard ?
You are a distinguished Russian scholar and, on top of all of that,
your very able service to this country as Ambassador and, in addition,
your other assignments during your long service as a career officer,
are such that I have no hesitation in saying that you are qualified as
one of the most eminent people in this field.
Mr. Kennan. I might say, first of all, that if I mention some of the
advantages which I think their method of taking decisions has, I
certainly do not mean to imply that I think these advantages extend
to their system of government as a whole. I hope nobody will be
misled by what Imay say.
Senator Jackson. With that disclaimer, which of course goes with
out saying, you may proceed.
Mr. Kennan. I can see, just offhand, certain significant advantages
in the way they do things. Their policy decisions are taken within
the framework of the party machinery., not of the governmental
machinery. They have a very good disciplinary rule in the Communist
Party of Russia, which is that up to the moment a decision is taken
anybody may state his views with the utmost frankness in the proper
deliberations, if he is a member of the body which is taking this de
cision.
Senator Jackson. Does this sort of environment leading up to im
portant decisions, that we have heard so much about in the scientific
community, exist to the same extent in the political community in the
Soviet Union ?
Mr. Kennan. I believe that it does. I have the impression that they
proceed in a very orderly way to take their decisions and in a manner
that has considerable merit to it.
While you may state your views in a Soviet Party organ, with the
utmost frankness up to the moment the decision is formally taken, if
the decision runs against what you have been urging, it will not be
held against you afterward that you urged a different line so long
as you do not continue to urge it after the decision is taken.
Senator Jackson. Not to divert you from your further response to
my question, but to pursue this specific point just for the moment,
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"would you say that this relative freedom extends even to the point
where the position taken might be in opposition to established
Marxist-Leninist lines, right down to whatever the Khrushchev line
is?
Mr. Kennan. I think that you could not, of course, go to the point
of questioning the dogma.
Senator Jackson. The infallability of the dogma ?
Mr. Kennan. Yes. But in speaking of specific, practical questions
before the Government
Senator Jackson. The application of certain alternative decisions
thatmight be made ; is that the point ?
Mr. KennAn. That is exactly the point.I am very glad that you called attention to that because I should
have made that clear.
Senator Jackson. I just wanted to get this in proper perspective
because there are limitations to this freedom which the Soviets impose.
Mr. Kennan. There certainly are. But I think within those limits
that the discipline with which they take their decisions in the party
is effective and sound.
Another advantage they appear to me to have is that the highest
policy decisions are taken in a relatively small and very highly cir
cumscribed group of men who bear government responsibility for
various echelons and segments of the governmental and the party
authority. These men meet as members of the Presidium of the
Communist Party. I think that they meet reasonably frequently and
they accept full responsibility for these decisions. I have the im
pression that they work out their decisions together to a very extensive
degree on the spot, instead of relying on elaborately prepared and
compromised papers which come up or boil up from underneath.
I think they do not make the mistake of trying to state everything
in policy papers in advance, of trying to write a policy for the world
and write it for several months ahead. I think that they are prag-
matists, they they face important problems when important problems
arise and then ask themselves whether their existing directives are
or are not adequate to the situation which exists as of a certain day.
Senator Jackson. In other words, contrary to the belief of many
perhaps, they have a certain pragmatic flexibility, would you say ?
Mr. Kennan. Yes, in the decision-taking on matters of foreign
policy, they certainly do.
Senator Jackson. Their bureaucracy does not impose a long list of
prepared solutions for every possible situation that might arise
throughout the world ?
Mr. Kennan. This is my impression. These men acknowledge a
very high order of responsibility as a body, and they face problems
when they feel that problems are ripe for being faced. When they
issue a directive that directive applies until a new decision is taken.
Senator Jackson. Now, if I may inquire further on the point you
brought out so well, I gather from what you have said that at the
summit level of the Soviet Government the decisionmaking process is
limited to a few really well qualified experts?
Mr. Kennan. It is limited to the responsible political leaders, the
members of the Presidium.
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Senator Jackson. Yes ; but their staff is not enormous, is it?
Mr. Kennan. I don't know, but I have the feeling that very few
staff people, if any, are present in the room when they discuss these
things. They insist on the privacy of their deliberations. I think
that once they have taken a decision they make that decision public,
but they do not make public the deliberations that led up to it.
Senator Jackson. Would you say they have turnover problem
among the advisory and technical experts ? They are well experienced
men and well qualified men ?
Mr. Kennan. Those are the experts to whom these very figures
would turn for advice.
Senator Jackson. This is right ; this is what I am referring to.
Mr. Kennan. My impression is that they have very able and well
trained men. They are stultified in certain respects especially when
it comes to foreign affairs because these men are not permitted to have
free and easy contact with people in other countries which a more
mature and confident type of government would permit. This is one
of the great drawbacks and they have many others, too.
Senator Jackson. So I think it is fair from what you have said up
to now, Ambassador Kennan, to infer that it would be wrong to
assume that the Presidium members are deprived of the exchange of
points of view, the differences of opinion that lead up to a decision of
importance. In other words they do enjoy the benefits of a substantial
amount of freedom of discussion.
Mr. Kennan. Within their group at the proper time? in the proper
room and at the proper stage of the deliberation, I believe they have
complete freedom to discuss the merits of any particular solution they
are studying, and they will also have had the benefit of expert counsel
from down below. But it is my impression—none of these things can
be proven because none of us is there on the spot; we have to go on
such evidence as exists—that when they do come together to decide an
important policy matter they usually meet alone. They debate this
thing through; they have plenty of time. The telephone does not
ring ; the press is at a greater distance than would be the case in our
country. They take their decisions in all privacy and they then
announce them.
I am not recommending that we could or should follow these pro
cedures in all respects, but I think they have certain advantages which
we might well study, the advantages of privacy and of a very great
orderliness of procedure.
Senator Jackson. They indulge, within confined limits, in some of
the virtues of democracy, freedom of discussion, to help reach an
ultimate decision?
Mr. Kennan. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. I only ask these questions, not that we ought to
copy them, but to try to give to our people as best as we can an under
standing of just how they reach certain decisions. I have a feeling
that many people believe that the decisionmaking process within the
Soviet Union follows a strict party line concept, and that debate is
not a part and parcel of the decisionmaking process.
Mr. Kennan. It is my impression that this is not true, but that the
time and place at which debate may take place is more strictly limited
than is the case in our own government procedures. There are many
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occasions on which you cannot debate these things freely. You have
to wait until the meeting has begun, and it is the proper meeting, and
you are a proper member of it. And then, once the decision is taken,
you stop debating them.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel that Soviet policy machinery is
geared for a long cold war and that there is a long-term plan for its
conduct ?
Mr. Kennan. I think it is geared for a long cold war in the sense
of a long and intensive competition with the non-Communist world.
I do not believe that there is a long-term plan for all this. I think
these people are too wise to try to look very far ahead in a world
where no one can predict the way things are going to break, and I
think they play it very much more by ear than we suppose. They have
their basic concepts and general ideas of how they hope things will
work out in this world and how they are going to contribute to the
process, but these are not nearly so rigid as many people in the western
world would seem to think.
Senator Jackson. And, of course, all of this has real implications
for our own policy machinery as suggested by the very statement you
have just made in response to my question ?
Mr. Kennan. That is true.
Senator Jackson. It means that we must likewise be geared for a
long-term effort with great flexibility.
Mr. Kennan. This is something in which I believe very profoundly,
Senator. I think that to be adequate to the needs of this country our
whole apparatus of diplomacy, both the decision taking and the exe
cution, has to be able to serve as a sensitive instrument for people who
follow the world situation day by day and who adjust the tone and
the style and the nature of our action, and our utterances, to the needs
of the moment. I am very much afraid of any attempt to settle on
what in government they sometimes call programs, which you would
expect to follow regardless of how the world develops.
Senator Jackson. There is danger in just cranking out certain
solutions that have been prearranged in advance; is this not true?
Mr. Kennan. This can lead to considerable difficulty on occasion.
Senator Jackson. Ambassador Kennan, you recently wrote a very
line letter to the New York Times, and in it you referred to deficien
cies of intergovernmental coordination as one of the problems contrib
uting to some of our difficulties in relation to the Soviet Union. Could
you elaborate on this ? I realize, you will want to speak of this matter
in executive session, but you may have some general comments at this
time?
Mr. Kennan. Senator, I would only say this : To my mind the task
of intelligence gathering, particularly in the military field, is or can
be in its way also an act of foreign policy in the sense that it can
affect the nature of our relations with other people. This, let me
stress, is a matter of the "how" much more than of the "what." It
is not so much a matter of what you do ; it is a question of how you
do it. How you do these things can have important effects on our
foreign relations.
It was not my impression during the time I was in Government,
and it is not today from such external evidences as I see of our Gov-
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ernment's working, that this fact has been given due recognition in
the way our Government is ordered.
I strongly suspect that people who are charged with the function of
intelligence gathering are often not charged with bearing in mind the
full range of our foreign policy objectives, and I think that there
probably have been gaps. I know there were in my time in Govern
ment. I know that these things very often troubled me at that time—
that I feared we were giving to other people false impressions on
occasions by our failure to coordinate this oranch of governmental
activity with our foreign policy in general.
Senator Jackson. Based on just what you have said and based on
your prepared statement when you pointed out so effectively the im
portance of the broad responsibility of the Secretary of State and
his representatives in the field of foreign policy, I take it, Ambassador
Kennan, that you feel that coordination in this area between intelli
gence and State is indeed of the highest importance?
Mr. Kennan. I do, and I think this goes, in fact, for our military
preparations in general, for our military activity in general. I think

it is terribly important to assure that, as we make ourselves strong
in the military field—and this intelligence-gathering is only one small
part of making ourselves strong—we do these things in such a way
that the impression conveyed by them is in complete accord with the
impression we are trying to convey on the straight political level of
our relationships with other people and that it does not create mis-
impressions which simply cancel out other things we are doing. This

is my concern.
Senator Jackson. Just one last question for now.
We would appreciate your comments on the subject of personal
diplomacy versus traditional diplomacy, or, stated another way, sum
mitry versus traditional diplomacy.
Mr. Kennan. Senator, would you mind if I were to read to you a
few sentences from the statement I had occasion to make 3 years ago
over the British radio in lectures given to the British listening public ?

Senator Jackson. Not at all.
Mr. Kennan. I had occasion to speak on just this subject at that
time, and I would just like to go over what was said then because I

think perhaps it is still relevant.
Senator Jackson. There is a quotation here on the Archives Build
ing : "What is Past is Prologue".
Mr. Kennan. I was talking about the possibilities generally of deal
ing with the Soviet leaders by personal conferences, and I said this :

It is no good trying to argue them around to our point of view on any one
occasion. They are men who can be directly influenced by situations, but not
by words expressed in any terminology other than their own. There is nothing
that can be said to Mr. Khrushchev on any one occasion by any Western figure,
however illustrious, that would suddenly dispel this obscurity of vision. What
we are confronted with here is not just misunderstanding, not just honest error,
but a habit of mind, an induced state, a condition. Even assuming for the sake
of argument that it were possible to explain away in some satisfactory manner
all the sources of misunderstanding and suspicion that prevail today between the
Kremlin and ourselves, and to start all over again with a fresh slate tomorrow
morning, I would still hazard the guess that 24 hours would not elapse before
that fresh slate would be fouled with new misunderstandings and precisely as a
consequence of the congenital inability of our Soviet friends to see themselves and
us and our mutual relationship with any proper degree of realism.
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In the face of this situation, I wonder about the wisdom of engaging the
persons of the senior Western statesmen directly in the process of negotiation
with the Soviet Government. With people whose state of mind is what I have
just described no intimacy of understanding is really possible. There is only
one sort of thing that can usefully be said to them and that is : what we would
be prepared to do, and what we would not be prepared to do, in specific con
tingencies. This sort of thing they understand ; but to say it, you do not need
the physical presence of a president or prime minister, and there are even
reasons why it is better not to have it. I would not wish to say that there
is never a time for summit meetings. There is a time for almost everything
in the strange world of diplomacy. But surely, if the usefulness of these
senior figures is to be protected and the raising of false hopes avoided, such
meetings should occur, if at all, at the end of the negotiating process, and for
the purpose of formalizing agreements already arrived at, rather than at the
beginning and as a means of starting the wearisome process of accommodation.
(Quotation from pp. 23-25, "Russia, the Atom and the West")

I had occasion to reiterate this view last fall in a speech here in
Washington, and I did add to it this one thought at that time :
If these top-level exchanges fail to take place, or take place and lead to no
agreement, then much damage may have been done; for we will then have
exhausted to no avail all the expedients, including even the ultimate one of
summit meetings, which we might require for more final and momentous
occasions. Not only that, but this very limited and unstable relaxation of
tensions which we have witnessed could, in this event, very easily change to
something much worse than what we had before.

Senator Jackson. Would you say this latter point which you made
in your remarks last fall has application to the recent failure in
Paris?
Mr. Kennan. I would, and I think that this is just the situation
we are probably in today.
The only reason I read these earlier statements is that I would not
like to say anything today that might seem like the wisdom of hind
sight, and I would like to emphasize that this has been my view for
a long time.
Senator Jackson. I think what you have read is wisdom of fore
sight. You have in that last statement, at least it so appears to the
chairman, described recent occurrences in Paris.
Mr. Kennan. These are the reasons why I think we should be
very careful, as I say, about engaging the persons of the senior
statesmen— and this goes for the Secretary of State as well— in
negotiations with Soviet representatives. I do not believe that things
have to be done this way. I think that if there is a real possibility
of agreement —and I believe that an agreement is sometimes useful
and possible with these people in narrowly circumscribed fields—it
can be explored through the normal diplomatic channels and does not
require the presence of the very top statesmen to do it.
There are great advantages, in my opinion, in the Secretary of State
and his assistants remaining as much as possible at their desks in
Washington. Their competence is not limited to a single country.
The time they take away from their desks to attend to one single
portion of our foreign affairs inevitably proceeds at the cost of the
attention they can give to other sections.
And, beyond that, there is what seemed to me to be an evil, which
I was able to observe in my period in Government here, namely, that
when the top figures in Government give their personal attention to a
given problem of our foreign relations by going somewhere and nego-
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Senator Jackson. Would you yield just for a point on this?
Senator Mundt. Yes.
Senator Jackson. In that connection, do you feel that it would be
helpful if the Secretary of State was called upon to testify before
Congress in support of the defense budget, not in detail but in defense
of our overall military image and posture as far as diplomacy is con
cerned ?
Mr. Kennan. I think that this is certainly a very important part
of the conduct of foreign relations in this country. Perhaps it would
not be suitable for the Secretary of State to testify about this if he had
no responsibility with relation to it or was not sufficiently informed.
Senator Jackson. I am presupposing that.
Mr. Kennan. Under what I have suggested here, I think that his
views on this should be heard.
I am afraid, precisely, that we will go off in two different ways,
that we will say "Now this is our foreign policy" and then, because
we feel that we need a strong posture of national defense, we will
do a number of things in that respect which give quite different im
pressions than we mean to convey on the political plane.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Mundt.
Senator Mundt. I would like to have you go into that a little deeper
because it leaves me a little bit disturbed to think that you are going
to have a Secretary of State who is going to have a primacy in de
termining our decisions in national defense.
I suppose we might find a Solomon so wise that he would know
all of these international matters, and also would be able to tell how
we should use carriers or offshore bases or what we should do in the
field of missiles. But it seems to me this whole business of defense
has become so complicated we are just awfully lucky to have a Secre
tary of Defense who knows all about that, to say nothing of the other
things.
It seems to me this has to be a team play. You have to have your
Secretary of State dealing with external affairs and saying to the
President and to the Defense Establishment, "In terms of foreign
conditions today, we need a lot of force in the Orient" or in some other
place, but when it comes to determining the decisions from the stand
point of defense posture, I think he should bow gracefully out and
leave that to the experts. Am I totally wrong in that or can you find
a fellow who knows all those things ?
Mr. Kennan. No. There is certainly great merit to that view.
Obviously, the whole machinery of the Defense Establishment must go
on. I am thinking of the Secretary of State here only as a servant
of the President, exercising in this respect no responsibility greater
than that which the President, of course, himself already bears.
If this solution that I mentioned commends itself to me it is because
I have had the impression, perhaps wrongly and perhaps becauseI don't know enough about it, that the burdens of the Presidency
are becoming almost superhuman in our present age and that the
President does need more in the way of an executive assistant for
this whole range of activity involving our external relations than he
has had in recent years.
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Senator Mundt. I think that is true about these burdens and the
problems, but in this day and age he probably has no more important
burden or problem than to try to enable the free world to survive and
all of us to survive and meet these challenges. We have people who
presumably are experts in the field of foreign policy and what the
other nations are calculating to do and what the other side is planning.
He should be able to report the conditions as best he can discover
them through intelligence and whatnot, and then the job of the mili
tary, it seems to me, is to seal off the situation so that our diplomatic
procedures can bring about the best result. I think almost inescapably
you have to keep them pretty close at a par. The President then,
working with them and with the National Security Council, has to
arrive at these decisions. I just am afraid if we leave both the deci
sions on military posture and foreign policy to be delegated to the
new concept of the Secretary of State, they might be placed in the
hands of a man who might not be an expert about decisions.
Mr. Kennan. I understand very well your misgivings about this,
Senator, and if, of course, the President can do all these things per
sonally, that perhaps is the best way under our Constitution. But I
find myself moved, as I am sure many of us do constantly, by a feeling
of sympathy for anyone who has to combine the functions of a
European Prime Minister with all the functions of a party leader and
of royalty as well. It is, it seems to me, a lot for one man.
Senator Mttndt. In your stressing of the preparation of a Foreign
Service officer I don't believe you mentioned one phase which I am
sure, from knowing your attitudes previously, you believe in. You
say that the multiple-choice questions and true-or-false questions are
not certainly the best test to determine the capacity to serve in a
foreign office. You suggest, therefore, that he have a certain capacity
in our own language.

I wonder why you didn't include something about the other fellow's
language. It seems to me he ought to have a capacity in that.
Mr. Kennan. I fully agree. That is simply an omission which I

might well have filled. I think a knowledge of foreign language is a
vital part of any Foreign Service officer's equipment and that this
should be energetically pursued.

I think, in that respect, I omitted one or two things. The over-
staffing in the Department of State and the Foreign Service seems to
me to be partly a result of the excessive paternalism of the Gov
ernment as compared to the earlier days of my own service. Before
World War II nobody ever bought our railroad ticket for us or found
apartments for us or provided grocery stores for us.
Senator Mundt. They even come in and pack your furniture now
when you want to move and take care of everything.
Mr. Kennan. We had to do all these things, and it helped us to learn
foreign languages. And, while it was a little rough perhaps on some
of the wives to have to buy in local markets, in some ways it did them
good, too.
Senator Mundt. You mentioned something here which really in
trigued me :

The concern of those who control admissions to the Foreign Service should be
to see that we And the people best qualified for the performance of the functions
of the Service; and this effort should not be impaired by making a fetish of
geographic distribution.
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I don't know whether you are referring to the late Senator Langer
and his position on diplomats or not, there, but I come to the next
sentence :

In particular, it should not be held against candidates that they have attended
specific institutions or come from specific parts of the country.

If there is such a blacklist in operation, it is entirely new to me.
Would you tell me what you mean by that ?
Mr. Kennan. I may be poorly informed and I would welcome it if
you could find out from the people in the Department of State just how
they handle these matters, but a general impression prevails that today
it is a handicap if you have been to Harvard or have been educated at
certain of the eastern institutions, that you have better chances of
getting in if this hasn't been the case.
Please don't misunderstand me. If a boy comes along from any
other place in the country and competes successfully, I don't care a fig
about the fact that the other man came from Harvard ; I think this ele
ment should not be brought in. I don't think you should discriminate
on this basis in favor of Harvard or any other educational institu
tion, but I think that our main purpose should be to see that we get
the best prepared boys and t he boys best qualified by personal charac
ter to serve in this branch of the Department. We should not distort
it by ulterior considerations.
Senator Mundt. I agree, of course, in the axiom that you have laid
down. But, my dear friend, if you think that the Ivy League has been
discriminated against in the Foreign Service to the advantage of the
Midwest, you should spend 15 minutes looking up the home addresses
of the people who serve in the Foreign Service. It is quite the con
trary, and those of us who come from the Midwest share in this axiom
which you presented. We feel we have a great many competent peo
ple, I am sure, and I am glad to have on the record this statement that
you made. I was afraid you were pointing the finger at us—I didn't
know—because we haven't had much success getting people in the For
eign Service.
Senator Muskie. It isn't confined to the Midwest. It applies to in
stitutions up our way.
Senator Mundt. I am happy to represent the Midwest.I don't think there is such a blacklist against the Ivy League. There
couldn't be, because they come from there, and properly so when they
are best qualified.
Mr. Kennah. I think I can speak to this with some objectivity. I
come from Wisconsin, and went neither to Groton nor to Harvard,
and I was in the Foreign Service for a long time.
Senator Munot. You have done very well in spite of the handicap.
When you are talking in terms of the security problems in the State
Department. Mr. Ambassador, you are working in a garden in which
I have had a little experience in pulling out weeds.
I am certainly sympathetic with any program that will provide, as
you say, some better means to assure the loyalty and reliability of
Foreign Service personnel. That is a very difficult problem, as you
know. We have had considerable difficulties in the area.
Do you have in mind perhaps some mechanism or some concept or
some program or some better means whereby we can protect the secu
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rity of the country and protect the integrity of the Foreign Service
and do it within the framework of what everybody would like, to do
the maximum to protect the individual ?
Mr. Kennan. I might just say this, Senator, that I think we might
give greater weight to the opinions of senior officers in the Service
about their juniors. That is

,

we might place greater reliance really
on the experience and judgment of the senior people in the Service
and not run these security checks in so routine a way on all officers high
and low.
It seems to me that there are a great many people in our Service who
have pretty well demonstrated their loyalty to our Government by
decades of faithful service, and that there is no need to have their
security checked on by people who have served far smaller periods of
time and who have had no opportunity for demonstrating any greater
loyalty, themselves.

I am very conscious that if I were to return to governmental service,
they would send around and ask my neighbors where I live as to
whether I am an honorable citizen. Perhaps this is necessary, but it

does seem to me that after 26 years in Government, if the Government
doesn't know whether I am honest or not, I don't belong there at all.
If they can't make up their minds on the basis of 26 years' observation
and experience, something is wrong.
It does seem to me that some people could be given the benefit of
the doubt, and that the Secretary of State or his leading assistants
ought to be able to say, "Look, it is not necessary to run a security
check on this man every time he is given a new job. We will take the
responsibility of saying that he is well known to the Government."
The present system has involved great absurdities. We have all had
the experience of having people come around to us to check on the
reliability of men whose names are so well known and whose per
sonalities are so familiar to the American public that it really seems
an excessive and absurd thing to have people running around asking
whether they are reliable or not. This is one place in which I think
the system could be improved.
The second thing I would like to see is greater weight given to the
opinions of the men who have known a given officer in his work, who
have seen him in his work, who have experience with him as a man at
a desk, and less weight given to the opinions of men who know him
only as a card among a great many other cards, who have never
seen him personally and have no personal knowledge of him.
This represents perhaps a personal conviction, but I don't think
that you can avoid in governmental work real personal responsibility
for decisions of this sort. I don't think that the best business machine
can substitute for that type of responsibility.
It may be that we individuals make mistakes occasionally and that
this is dangerous, but I think that the dangers of doing this in an im
personal way are greater than the dangers of an occasional mistake.
It seems to me that the reliability of the American Foreign Service
has in general been very high and that the amount of time and effort
we devote to periodic checks on the reliability of these people is ex
cessive and is somewhat discouraging to them.
Senator Mtjndt. I think we have to keep in mind, Mr. Ambassador,
that the system which we have now has developed out of a system
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substantially such as that which you have described. We have gone
historically through the period when precisely the two things which
you have mentioned prevailed. Secretaries of State would pick some
well-known individuals, appoint them, and nobody ever thought for
a long time of making a security check of any kind, and it was assumed
that the heads of the department or of a division, picking their people,
would pick competent people and honest people and loyal people.
Well, the experience has shown, of which we are all aware and I need
not mention names, that that system was inadequate; something had
to be done.
It simply cannot be accepted, and I am sure you will agree, that we
have infiltrated into this sensitive area people whose loyalties are
somewhere else. And, so, out of that alarming and disturbing situa
tion there developed these security setups and security checks. It
wasn't that they were imposed like they would be under a party con
cept system in Kussia. It wasn't the original American policy. It
grew up because, lo and behold, here they were, name after name after
name. Here we found, for example, that the situation got so bad one
time that the Vice President of the United States, Mr. Barkley, ap
pointed a separate committee. Those of us who served on the commit
tee—I happened to be one—assumed that the reports, that there were
hundreds of sex deviates in the State Department were all false. I
would have bet my bottom dollar it wasn't true the first day I sat on
that committee, but there were well over 200. That was a humiliating
thing. They succeeded in getting them out by the hundreds without
ever mentioning any individual by name.
It was a bad enough thing, but nobody would accept the concept,
surely, that these are appropriate people to serve in that sensitive de
partment, because they are subject to blackmail. Nor could we ac
cept the other hypothesis, that they were appointed by people who
knew the people. In other words, the good administrator of a division
of the State Department may not be able to detect these human defi
ciencies or these disloyalties, and it seems to me that you need expert
counsel in that area just like you need it in this other area. Would
you agree ?
Mr. Kennan. Senator, I have great respect for all you have said,
and I realize fully that there is need for these procedures. I think
perhaps there is more need for it in, say, the State Department itself,
where people are very often taken in directly out of private life who
have had no previous experience with the Government, than there is
among, let us say, Foreign Service officers who are career officials and
whom we have had long years to observe in their work abroad.
Senator Mundt. Let me say I would concur in that because, as one
who sat through that for many, many years, I have said frequently
that the Foreign Service is peculiar ly and uniquely free from the type
of thing that bothered us and that we discovered in the State Depart
ment.
Nothing is perfect, but I think you are exactly right : either by more
careful recruitment or better luck or some way or other, we have cer
tainly had a wonderful high degree of performance from the Foreign
Service officer.
Mr. Kennan. Admittedly there is no universally happy solution to
this problem, but it has occasionally pained some of us who worked
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in the Foreign Service to see colleagues, who had wonderful records
of service to the Government, investigated in the ways that they were
investigated, and we have always had to ask ourselves this awkward
question : How the investigators themselves earned so much higher a
degree of confidence that they are investigating these people and not
vice versa? This question is

, I think, not always asked frequently
enough in the Service. However, when I say these things I do not wish
to create the impression that I believe that we could get along with
out the security services. I recognize that the overwhelming majority
of the people working in these services are performing their duties
conscientiously and with every desire to spare unnecessary hardship to
the people they are investigating.
Senator Mundt. That is good enough for me on that point. I just
didn't want to leave that statement go without some colloquy. I

wanted to be certain of what I was sure was actually your position.
One other question, Mr. Ambassador.
You leave in me a kind of pessimistic mood. You say that there
are some baffling and difficult problems as a result of official machinery
which becomes unworkable because of its size, and you say you do not
believe that people who are involved in the mechanism itself can cor
rect it

,

and you do not believe that business efficiency experts working
from the outside can correct it. That leaves only those who used to
be in the mechanism who are now on the outside, and they probably
can't correct it or they would have corrected it while they were there.
Who is going to do it ! If the fellow can't do it who works there,
if the fellow having worked there and who retires to something else
can't do it

,

because if he knew the answer he would have used it while
he was there, and if the outside efficiency fellow can't do it, who is

going to do it?

I quite agree with your description of the awkward mechanism and
the dangers of overstaffing and getting too big. I had hopes that
maybe you were going to say outside efficiency experts or groups like
yours, a scholar or something like that, can help out. We have to find
some answer or we will have to live with the problem.
Mr. Kennan. That is very penetrating criticism and one that I

deserve.

I do think that you can find a considerable number of people today
who have served, if not in the State Department, the Foreign Service,
at least in analogous branches of the American Government, in the
Defense Establishment, in one place or another, who have the qualities
to investigate these matters and to come up with useful recommenda
tions about them. I do think it important that they be people who
are not themselves at the moment embraced in the machinery and not
in a state of disciplinary relationship to anybody in Government, be
cause this makes it difficult for them to speak their minds on it.

I think, for example, of a person like Mr. Lovett who had experi
ence in the Government. I am sure that he would be outstandingly
qualified to study matters of this sort, and I think there are many
others, perhaps not men of his great distinction but men who could
serve usefully in this respect. They should be men who have known
the Government from the inside, who have struggled with these prob
lems, who have seen what their nature is
,

and who have some under
standing of the process of decision taking and policymaking —because
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one of the evils of our Government is this complete separation of the
functional approach to administration and the political approach to
policymaking. These things are not as separate as people think. If
the governmental machinery we are talking about is to serve as a
sensitive instrument for our national policies, even such things as
personnel and administration must be carefully adjusted to the needs
that we have in mind.
Senator Mundt. One final question.
Are you entirely skeptical about the desirability of occasionally
bringing in these outside efficiency experts, as you call them, experts
or study groups? It seems to me sometimes it is good to have some
body from the outside take a look at a situation, Decause if he lives
with the problem he gets a certain experience. The fact that he did
not change it while he was there, that he did not correct it then when
he had the chance, means he is like all of us—we tend to accommodate
ourselves to a situation which we don't just exactly like, and gradually
it moves to the point of acceptance. So, sometimes maybe, coming
in from the outside, you can see things which you don't get when
you are actually there. Is there a place for that or not ?
Mr. Kennan. I am sure that is true, and this is a matter of indi
viduals. But I am a little afraid of the attempt to apply to a gov
ernmental office exactly the same principles of organization that you
apply to a business, because I don't think it will necessarily work.
Senator Mundt. Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Mundt.
Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. Ambassador Kennan, I must say I have enjoyed
your testimony this morning. I know we will have your testimony
in executive session, so I will not take up too much time on questions.
I do want to emphasize the point that this committee is concerned
with security policymaking and we are concerned with the machinery
set up for that purpose.I like a quotation which I think is appropriate in the light of your
view on this problem, a quotation from Chief Justice Taft who said
that it is not a good idea to talk of governmental machinery because
there are too many people who really think it is machinery.
We are talking about policymaking in foreign affairs.
It is true, isn't it—and I know it is true—that complete authority
for foreign affairs is lodged in the President under the Constitu
tion? When we are talking about policymaking machinery we are
talking about the tools that can be set up to enable him to perform
this constitutional function. We cannot in any machinery that we
set up dilute this constitutional authority or modify it in any way.
We can undertake to set up organizations, instrumentalities, agencies.
Whether he uses them or not is for him to decide. In other words,
we can lead the horse to water but we can't make him drink.
I think it is important to think of it in these terms in order to
consider realities, particuarly what this committee or the Congress
can do about the policymaking machinery in foreign affairs.
Paul Nitze set down some criteria that I would like you to consider
in applying your general approach to this problem, to the questions
which I would like to ask.
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Paul Nitze, in a paper which he prepared for delivery at the 1959
annual meeting of the American Political Science Association here in
Washington on September 10-12, 1959, and which is reprinted in
this committee's document "Selected Materials," made this statement :
For the sake of analysis, three different phases of the policy process can
be distinguished from one another, although, of course, in practice the de
marcation lines between them will be fuzzy and the phases will overlap.
Roughly, these may be described as the formulation phase, the decision phase,
and the execution phase.

In your statement which you wrote for the Journal of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, and which is also reprinted in our
"Selected Materials," you were concerned with the effect which big
ness and overorganization is having upon our policymaking. If I
get your point of view correctly, you are concerned with the impact
of bigness, not so much on the formulation phase or the execution
phase as on the decision phase of policymaking. Am I right?
Mr. Kennan. On all three.
Senator Muskie. On all three ?
Mr. Kennan. On all three.
If I may just speak to that a moment, on the formulation phase, as
Mr. Nitze correctly says here, this is an intellectually creative process.
It is my belief that you cannot use to good effect more than a given
number of people in this sort of process. The moment you have so
many that you lose the intimacy of communication between them, you
get into undesirable processes which merely clutter up the whole
procedure and do not lead to clarity or decisiveness of thought.
Senator Muskie. May I pinpoint that a little more.
I take it from your letter to the New York Times and from what is
implicit in your various statements that I have read that you are
critical of our policymaking decisions. Do you think that the basis
for that criticism is in the machinery or the people who are utilizing
it ? I am not asking a political question in the partisan sense.
Mr. Kennan. Certainly both factors enter into the equation. I can
only say that if you had the best equipped individuals to take these
decisions, I think that the machinery of the Department of State as
it exists today would be a handicap to them and would make decision-
taking more difficult for them than it needs to be.
Where I see the great drawback of our present type of organization
is in the way that it interferes with intimacy of understanding be
tween the people at the top of the Department and the people far
down the line.
Even in point of execution I am sure that one of the faults in the
way the machinery of the Department of State works today is the
inadequate delegation of authority by the top people. One of the
reasons for that inadequate delegation of authority is the fact that
these top officials feel that they do not know junior people well
enough and intimately enough to be sure that the latter, if given com
plete freedom to act, will carry out their views in the proper way.
In a smaller organization this would not be the case. This was not
the case in the Department of State at the time I entered it 30 or 35
years ago, and I question whether it needs to be the case in the same
degree that it is today.
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I do realize that times have changed. You could no longer use
the completely small? compact organization that you had in the
early 1920's, but I think that this machinery—I use the word "ma
chinery" only for lack of a better one—this apparatus, if you will, has
outgrown anything called for by the real needs of the Secretary of
State.
Senator Muskte. I wonder if at this point you make a distinction
really. In your article to the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences you make this criticism : that—

the present system Is based throughout on what appears to be a conscious
striving for maximum fragmentation and diffusion of power.

Now you have just suggested the criticism that there is an absence
of effective delegation of authority. Would you draw the distinc
tion?
Mr. Kennan. These are two different things. I feel that the Sec
retary should make the decision, but he should delegate the execution
of it insofar as possible to people down the line to whom he gives the
real power for execution. Today this doesn't happen. Even if these
men are charged with execution, they often have to clear it with X
number of other divisions before they can do anything. This is what
I object to.
Senator Muskie. Getting back to the point I made at the outset,
Ambassador Kennan, since every man thinks in his own way and he
is going to use the tools in the system in this process that come most
naturally to him, to what extent should we undertake to organize his
thinking tools?
Mr. Kennan. There has to be a permanent apparatus of the De
partment of State; and this is a very difficult question that you raise
because, as you quite correctly say, different Secretaries of State make
different sorts of use of this apparatus. There are dangers in having
too small an apparatus, in having it inadequate to the use of a man
who knows how to use an organization. But there are also dangers
in having an apparatus so cumbersome that it cannot be useful even
to the best organizational executive. We must find a compromise
somewhere between these extremes.
Senator Muskie. You suggest in your statement that the Cabinet
is of uncomfortable size at the present time. Yet in some of these
auxiliary organizations that were established, we are in a sense by
passing or at least fragmentizing what used to be a total function
of the Cabinet in the advisory field. Am I correct in that?
Mr. Kennan. It is my impression that we are, and the same thing
would apply in the Department of State. It is my impression that
the number of officials in the Department of State who might be
supposed, from their titles and their ostensible responsibility, to report
freely and directly to the Secretary of State is probably greater than
is mechanically possible, if you see what I mean. There probably
are so many of these people that the Secretary would not be able to
see them. t
It is also my impression that the organizational chart of the De
partment of State today would probably be quite beyond the ca
pacity' of any Secretary of State to remember in its details.
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Senator Muskie. I have a question here to which it has been sug
gested I might get an interesting answer. It does not fit in with my
current line of questioning, but I can't resist asking you.
I wonder if you would describe to us the initialing system on
cables in the Department of State ?
Mr. Kennan. Senator, of course, this question should, if you want
up-to-date information, be addressed to someone who has initialed
cables within recent years. But, as I remember it, these drafts of
outgoing cables used to float around the Department of State and
were not ready to go out until they had been initialed by a large
number, as a rule, of divisions. So far as I can remember, while one
division might be designated as the action office, and the one that
drafted the cable, this did not absolve it from the necessity of getting
the initials of the others on that cable before it could be sent out.
This merely caused a repetition, on the written level, of the same
compromising of views which took place in the committees and to
which I have referred in my paper. It was, in other words, just an
extrapolation of the committee system on the written level. Of course,
this was again a cumbersome way of doing business, because some
times the attention of the official who had to initial it couldn't be
obtained. He often had little time to initial telegrams, and sometimes
he was ill, and this simply meant that the apparatus of the Depart
ment of State was a very difficult one through which to get any sort
of action promptly and decisively.
Senator Muskie. Getting back to my line of thought, it seems to
me that of all agencies available to the President the Cabinet is most
likely to be made up of persons in whom he has personal confidence
and with whom he can work closely and intimately. To the extent that
their function in this advisory capacity is diluted it seems to me that
there is likely to be a deterioration of their inclination to be useful in
this capacity. Would you agree with that?
Mr. Kennan. Fully.
Senator Muskie. Would you think that there might be some merit
in considering the reinstatement of the Cabinet in the advisory status
and in the national security policy field ?

Mr. Kennan. Yes. This question, of course, involves the very diffi
cult problem of distinguishing between those parts of the Cabinet
which are concerned with external affairs and those which are con
cerned only with internal affairs. Again it is my impression that there
ought to be a much closer intimacy between these two fields of the
President's competency and that this should find its expression in a

greater use of the Cabinet as a whole. Even internal affairs need to
be coordinated with external ones and vice versa, on many occasions,
to a greater extent than has been the case in our Government.
You get also here into the very difficult question as to the relation
ship of the Cabinet as an advisory body to that of the National Secu
rity Council. I don't profess to have studied this whole problem
thoroughly enough to have views on it which I ought to state in this
context. But I can only say that it is obvious to one that the matter
deserves very, very careful study at this stage of our national life.
Senator Muskie. I think we are both approaching the area which
should be considered in executive session. So I will discontinue my
questions for the time being.
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Thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador.
Senator Javits. Mr. Ambassador, I would like to join my colleagues
in appreciation for what is obviously an extremely informed and well-
thought-through point of view. I would ask you this question :
I see that your definition of the kind of authority you want to vest in
the Secretary of State is comparable to my definition of what the
National Security Council is supposed to do. I gather, therefore,
implicit in that, that you nonetheless feel we have to have a single
official for that purpose.
Mr. Kennan. Not, Senator Javits, to replace all of the functions of
the National Security Council. I think that the National Security
Council would in any case have to continue to exist as an advisory
body to the President and to anyone who works for the President,
including the Secretary of State. But it seems to me that the Presi
dent, as an executive head, needs someone, some one person to help him.
Senator Javits. In other words, really to carry part of the burden
of the actual work which is now his. He, in his own person, unifies
what you call military, economic, and social strategy.
Now may I ask you this question which rather challenged me :
You read your previous remarks as to your views on summitry, and
they proved, as the chairman said, to be farsighted. Do you feel the
same way about the new efforts for summitry ? There are groups of
very high people in our Government and in the Congress who are
beseeching the President and the country and Mr. Khrushchev to have
some new summit meeting. Are your views exactly the same as ap
plying to the soundness of their judgment ?
Mr. Kennan. My views remain unchanged, Senator, on this sub
ject. Particularly after what has recently occurred, I think that we
should look very, very carefully before we again submit the prestige
of the President of the United States to the sort of thing that happened
at Paris.
Senator Javits. Whether the suggestion comes from within or out
side of the administration or from the Congress or any other source ?
Mr. Kennakt. That is correct.
Senator Javits. Your opinion is the same ?
Mr. Kennan. Yes, sir.
Senator Javits. I think that is a very valuable thing and could be
very helpful to the country.
I notice also your feeling about what you call the long and intensive
competition which the non-Communist world is in for. Would you
feelj therefore, that what we need to do is to more appropriately or
ganize our machinery to get the non-Communist world to work more
closely together, that that is the garden that can produce the biggest
fruit and the best fruit right now, rather than persevering in the effort
to arrive at some kind of top-level agreements with the Russians ?
Mr. Kenxan. I feel that both of these things have to go hand in
hand. The areas in which it seems to me there might be a possibility
of improving the state of the world by agreement with the Russians
are very limited at this particular moment. Therefore, I think our
greatest and most important possibilities at the moment probably lie
in the development of our relations with the other nations in the non-
Communist world.
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Senator Javits. So you would say that the preponderance of our
resources of mind and material should be devoted to what I call—and
I don't want to put any words in your mouth—the more perfect in
tegration of the free world.
Mr. Kennan. Yes, sir, at this stage. I believe that that is correct.
I think we should also be on the alert for opportunities to negotiate
profitably with the Russians on individual issues. I have never been
able to accept the view that there is never any point in talking with
these people. There are times and there are subjects about which
you can negotiate with them, and there are even times and situations
in which they will respect agreements, and this can be useful to the
peace of the world. We should not exclude this. But these areas
are limited, and they are limited in particular at the present time.I think that we must go ahead with both things. We must vigor
ously develop our relations with the non-Communist world and try
to make them as fruitful and as happy and as profitable to both
parties as they can be made.
Senator Javits. You would identify this would you not, as a
major shift in strategy in response to the failure of the summit at
Paris?
Mr. Kennan. Well, this is something I would have hoped we had
been doing all along, because our strength in negotiating with the
Russians will always depend on the strength of our relationships with
the countries outside of the Communist orbit.
Senator Javits. Now, Mr. Ambassador, may I ask you a question,
and I think you know how much I respect your views, and, so, I need
not apologize for a question which might sound provocative. Do
you honestly feel that, given a sound strategy—let us say we adopt
your strategy? what you have just been explaining

—that the ma
chinery, notwithstanding the fact that it is cumbersome —and you
even used the word "bloated"—and overstaffed and overcommitted,
could give a sound strategy, that even this machinery could carry
on?
Mr. Kennan. Yes, sir. I do not think that this machinery is fatal
to the United States. I think it would be easier for the very people
in Government to work if we had more suitable means.
Senator Javits. Now may I ask one other question.
I agree with you thoroughly about streamlining it, but may I ask
you one other question : I like what you say about faith in your top
people and about running the actuarial risk, that you might suffer
some losses down the line, but you gain a lot more in decision and con
fidence and dignity by the men who are making the decisions.
But do you think that that could all be helped, getting the Ameri
can people to adopt that same point of view, having confidence in
proven people— if we had a code of ethics, and a conflict of interest
laws that were more specific and more comprehensive and more mod
ern than those we have today ? Do you think we would be helped to
get to that point which is really a question of public confidence?
Mr. Kennan. I am not sufficiently familiar with this problem out
side of the limits of the executive branch of the Government, and For
eign Service, really to have a good opinion on that, Senator. I doubt
that laws alone will do it. I think this is a matter of the spirit and
the atmosphere, and I think that confidence and loyalty are received
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in this world where confidence and loyalty are given. It is up to the
senior people in Government to create an atmosphere in which the
deepest disgrace that a man could suffer would be his own feeling of
having let them down if he were not fully loyal, and if there were
lapses in his integrity.
Senator Javits. Thank you.
Senator Muskie. The chairman, who just now had to go over to
the Senate Chamber, asked me to announce that we stand in recess
until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12 : 30 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
2 p.m. this same day.)

AFTEK RECESS

(The subcommittee reconvened at 2 p.m.. Senator Henry M. Jack
son (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.)
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will resume its hearing.
Ambassador Keiman, I wonder if you would care to comment on
the present nature of the threat. Is it diminishing; is it increasing]
or just what is the situation vis-a-vis the Sino-Soviet bloc as of today {

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE F. KENNAN— Resumed

Mr. Kennan. None of us, of course, know for sure what has been
the effect of recent events on the Soviet Government, and on the re
lations among the Communist governments.
I am afraid, however, that there lias probably bean a deterioration
from our standpoint in the situation with which we are faced.
Mr. Khrushchev was certainly not the ideal person from our stand
point. There were many elements in his outlook and his way of doing
things which would continue to be a problem for us. But it is my
impression that there were other people in the Communist bloc whose
ideas and concepts of how they were going to proceed were even less
fortunate from our point of view than those of Mr. Khrushchev him
self, and it looks to me very much as though these other people had
now received an access of strength and as though they might be going
to control events from here on out.
It is too early to see yet what have been these effects. I am sure
that very intensive reconsiderations of Soviet policy are in progress
during this week. They will presumably find some expression within
the course of the next few days. We will then know more where we
stand.
I might just say this, Senator: I have always considered that the
problem which the Soviet Government presents for us is a very long-
term problem, and that while there may be fluctuations up or down
from time to time in the attitudes of that government and in its
behavior toward us—it is in a state of competition with us—of a very
serious and in some ways dangerous competition.
I do not think, and I have never thought, that war is the answer
to this problem, or should be regarded from our standpoint as the
answer. Obviously we are not the only people who control this, and
there are circumstances in which we would have no other choice but
to defend ourselves. But I do not think that we should look to mili
tary means as the most desirable way of straightening this out. I
have bean reluctant to believe, all of my life, that it could not be
solved by other means.
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I do not think that we should get too excited by any of these
fluctuations. We should not let our guard down in the good times,
and we should not despair in the bad times. But it does look to me
as though we are now going to be up against a stiffer attitude and a
more ugly one on the Soviet side than we have known in recent
months.
In these circumstances, I think that our response must be to col
lect our strength and our resources, and to proceed with even greater
determination than before to do a businesslike job in the develop
ment of our relations with other countries, and in the strengthening
of our own country, precisely in the way you are talking about in
this subcommittee ; in the streamlining, that is

,

of the processes of our
own Government, so that we can pack a good, hard punch in what
ever we try to do, diplomatically or otherwise.
Senator Jackson. Our aim should be one of growing strength^
should it not ?

Mr. Kennan. Growing strength in all respects, and not just in
military matters.
Senator Jackson. I am glad to hear you say that. When I speak
of power, I am speaking of it in the broad context of military, politi
cal, economic and psychological strength—and the prestige that flows
from those factors. This is in itself a very important thing, is it not ?

Mr. Kennan. Yes, indeed it is; and I think that this situation
which we face today in dealing with Communist power, and not just
Russia, but China, is one to which Theodore Roosevelt's well-known
advice, "Speak softly, but carry a big stick," is very relevant.

I want to see us strong, but I want to see us be strong in a quiet
and self-assured way, not bluster with that strength and not be tact
less with it

,

but simply be strong and not talk about being strong.
Senator Jackson. We don't need to be blatant about it. The most
important thing is for the Soviets themselves and the Sino-Soviet
bloc, to know of this strength, is it not? We do not have to engage
in saber rattling.
Mr. Kennan. That is absolutely true. They will know it if we
are strong. One more thing is that I think we must be very careful
not to cultivate strength in such a way as to give people the impression
that we have despaired of any other way of ever settling the problems
of the cold war.
In other words, let us not arm in such a way as to lead people to
think that we think a military contest is inevitable, or that we have
resigned ourselves to it.
Senator Jackson. In other words, let us give our defense posture
the recognition that it deserves as one of the elements of power that
must be available to our Secretary of State and to our President in
projecting and keeping and maintaining a sensible and a sound for
eign policy.
Mr. Kennan. That is absolutely correct, sir. May I add one word
to that : As you perhaps know, I have l>een occupied for the last few
years as a diplomatic historian and I have done a good deal of lectur
ing on the diplomatic history of this century.

I have been very much impressed with some of the dangers that
arise from the militant psychology, especially from the example of
the period of World War I. I see that people can get themselves in a
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frame of mind where they are quite incapable of negotiating any sort
of political compromise even when it is desirable, simply because they
have fallen into so militant a state of mind that talking with the
adversaries is inconceivable.
I think, despite the provocations that we have been given, and
despite the feelings we all have about what recently happened in
Paris, we should be very careful not to get ourselves into this state of
mind, and we should remember that we must continue, as the President
said in his speech last night, to find solutions short of war for these
problems. We must not close the doors to that sort of progress.
Senator Muskie. Before you leave this subject, might I ask one
question there?
I happened to be in the Soviet Union last fall when Khrushchev
was here, and I traveled over much of the country. I gathered the
impression that there is a very strong urge among the rank and file
of Russians for peace, and particularly for friendship with the United
States.
I could not help but wonder, since I had no benchmarks in this
connection, whether this was simply a temporary reflection of the
current image of the country as projected by their Government, or
whether this was something that is a strong current in the reaction of
the Soviet people toward the outside world.
Mr. Kennan. Senator, I am confident that this is a longstanding
condition in the Soviet Union, and a very extraordinary one, and one
that ought to make us not arrogant, but humble.
The fact is that the people in the Soviet Union have shown, over the
whole course of my experience with that country, a most extraordinary
friendliness toward Americans. I lived there as Ambassador in what
I am sure was the lowest point of relations with the Soviet Govern
ment we have ever had since we resumed relations in 1933, and that
was in the last year of Stalin's life, and I was Public Enemy No. 1.
Senator Jackson. In fact, you were evicted by the Kremlin, is that
right?
Mr, Kennan. That is right. And if people think that Mr. Krush
chev's speech of the other evening was strong, you should have seen
the anti- American propaganda going around Moscow at that time;
the fences were placarded with insulting posters about the United
States. It was the time of the Korean war, of the charges of bacterio
logical warfare, and all of this sort of thing.
Yet I never, myself, met with a single instance of an exhibition of
personal hostility from any person in Russia. I will never forget that
I was also in Moscow on Victory Day in 1945, and a friendly, en
thusiastic Soviet crowd demonstrated for 14 hours outside of our
Embassy building and could not be induced to leave.
Senator Jackson. This was a spontaneous and not an organized
meeting.
Mr. Kennan. If there was any organizational influence, it was in
the other direction.
Senator Jackson. The party line was already changing and it was
rather hard even at that point to adjust ?
Mr. Kennan. That is right.
Senator Muskie. The existence of this feeling may be a partial ex
planation for the violence with which Khrushchev seemed to think
that he had to make his point.
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Mr. Kennan. Yes, and I suspect that this would be even more true
of the people who have been putting pressure on Mr. Khrushchev be
hind the scenes. I think that he individually is actually less afraid of
these friendly feelings than are certain other people in his entourage.
Senator Mttskie. Would you think that this most recent posture of
Khrushchev and the Russian Government would have any material
effect upon this feeling on the part of the Soviet people ?
Mr. Kennan. I think very little effect, although I must say that
Russians are extraordinarily sensitive. To many of us they seem
irrationally and abnormally sensitive to any secret penetration of
foreign agents into their midst, or to the idea of people flying around
over them.
This has always, to us, been a very strange sensitivity. So this last
one may affect them more than other incidents.
Senator Muskie. Just the event more than anything Khrushchev
said?
Mr. Kennan. That is right.
Senator Muskie. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. As a matter of fact, this last incident fits into
their propaganda pattern, does it not, that they have built up over
a period of years?
Mr. Kennan. Very much so. The party has tried for years to
cultivate this image of foreign capitalist countries dropping secret
parachute agents into them, and that sort of thing.
Senator Jackson. Now, if I might turn to another question in con
nection with a very interesting point that you developed, Ambassador
Kennan —the role of the Secretary of State in the initiation and
development of national security policies. Someone has said that the
Secretary of State should be an orchestra leader in command of various
instruments of policy; that he must have knowledge of them and
must be certain those instruments are adequate.
Now, I take it that your position is that in the conduct of foreign
policy, the Secretary of State today has to call upon many new ele
ments that were not involved heretofore in what we call power. Is
this a fair statement ?
Mr. Kennan. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Is that a fair understanding of your position?
Mr. Kennan. It is.
Senator Jackson. The President is presumed to know everything
about everything that involves the exercise of his constitutional power
in all fields, and more particularly for our purpose he is Commander
in Chief and he is the head of state and he is m the last analysis the
man who is ultimately responsible for our foreign policy and the
conduct of our foreign affairs, is he not ?
Mr. Kennan. That is right.
Senator Jackson. If this is true, it follows logically that someone
needs to pull these things together, so that the President can exercise
his powers more efficiently, and more effectively, and needless to say
more wisely through the support that he would get from, for example,
the Secretary of State when it comes to his constitutional responsi
bilities in foreign policy.
Mr. Kennan. Yes, Senator; that is quite correct, and that is what
I had inmind.
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The way in which our country conducts its affairs, that is
,

the way
in which we live here on this land mass that we occupy, affects the lives
of other people and of other countries in many more ways than most
of us commonly suppose.
All sorts of things we do affect other countries, not just what we
do with our Armed Forces, but the size of the Armed Forces we culti
vate, and the way in which we cultivate them, and what we do with
our radio wavelengths, and even what we do to the atmosphere, what
we do to the ocean, our immigration laws—all sorts of things affect
foreign countries.
What diplomacy really consists of is the discussion with foreign
governments of these various impacts, and the working out of com
promises, so that our life is made compatible with their life in a
peaceful way.
Now, in order to conduct these discussions successfully, the Secre
tary of State has to have at least some responsible knowledge of a
great many facets of the U.S. Government's activities.
The Department of State, in itself, has no instrumentalities for
backing up policies. It has none of the sanctions for policy. It

is usually the activities of other branches of our life which are under
discussion in a diplomatic conversation.
In order to conduct this discussion, the Secretary of State, in my
opinion, should have a good, responsible range of both knowledge
and authority within the whole portion of our Government that deals
with external affairs.

I am not sure whether I have made myself clear.
Senator Jackson. In other words, for example, the Secretary of
State must have some degree of competence about the makeup of our
national defense forces. He certainly must understand our ability,
for example, to supply technicians in key areas, which means that
he must have available to him proper working relationships with the
Department of Commerce and the Atomic Energy Commission.
Is that not what you are saying?
Mr. Kennan. Yes.
Senator Jackson. And the role of the Secretary of State today is

a different role than it was 30 years ago, because in order to be effec
tive at the conference table, he must not only have that knowledge,
but he must also be the individual that portrays this total power of
our country.
Mr. Kennan. That is true, and he must be able to speak for a wide
sphere of activities of the U.S. Government. You cannot separate
these things.
It is not just in our relations with Russia, but sometimes even more
in our relations with countries closer to home, and in our relations
particularly with Latin American countries that I have felt that our
diplomacy has been largely paralyzed by the inability to use more
than a small segment of our contacts with this country for our own
overall political purposes.

I think that all of our activities affecting a given country, be it

Cuba today or Nicaragua some years ago, ought to be shaped to serve
the basic policies of our country.
This cannot be done unless there is a wide degree of coordination
of the activities of different sections of the Government, and different
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agencies and departments. This we have not had in the past, and
very often not only has the right hand not known what the left hand
is doing, but the right hand has been crossing up the left hand at the
same time.
Senator Jackson. You have made very clear, I think, the responsi
bility of the Secretary of State in this year of 1960, and the years to
come. That is to pull together and have this capability of dealing
with all of the elements that make up power. I take it, and you al
luded to it at the end of your statement, that this brings up the prob
lem of coordination ; does it not ?

Mr. Kenyan. Outstandingly ; yes.
Senator Jackson. This means clear responsibility in one place
for an announcement, or an ultimate decision, with the concurrence, if

it requires, of the President, rather than confused responsibility,
which usually results in no responsibility.
Mr. Kennan. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Do you follow me there?
Mr. Kennan. Exactly. All of us who grew up in this country
know enough about athletics to know that in most sports it is not the
actual amount of physical strength you have but the manner in which
you are able to coordinate that strength which makes you effective.
This is just the situation of our Government. We can build up great
strength in many areas, but unless that is coordinated in such a way
that it can all be used as an effective instrument of governmental
power, it will not do us the good that it could do us.
Senator Jackson. If you were an Atlas, it would not follow that
you would be skilled in playing golf.
Mr. Kennan. Precisely.
Senator Jackson. The problem of coordination is so important that
your Secretary of State, unless he has that capability, and unless he
has that responsibility, really cannot in the end be truly responsible
to the President in the way he should, with the demands being made
today on our Department of State.
Mr. Kennan. Of course, there have been other suggestions as to
who could bear this responsibility that I have been speaking about.
As you know, it has been suggested that there should be a special
executive assistant of the President for this purpose, or that the Vice
President should fill this role. These are very complicated problems,
and one could lecture about them a long time.

I merely meant to say in my initial statement today that, so far as

I can see, the solution that would have the least disadvantage would
be to give this position to the Secretary of State.
Senator Jackson. I want to raise what I think is an important
question : What impact does the Bureau of the Budget and the budg
etary process have on all that we have been talking about today?
Mr. Kennan. Well, it has a tremendous impact because not all
phases of foreign policy, but a great many phases of foreign policy,
today, cost money in one way or another —cost the Government
money.
Where they do, again, the ideas are, of course, if we are going to be
effective, not just enough alone, but they have to be implemented, and
unless they can be implemented and unless they can be implemented
promptly in some instances, and also consistently over a long period
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of time, sometimes over a period of many years, they lose their effec
tiveness.
Now, here is where we have often come into conflict with the Budget
Bureau. I say "we" as though I were still a member of the executive
branch of government. You cannot cure this in an old workhorse like
myself. But here is where the rest of the executive branch often comes
into conflict with the budget.
There ought to be not just a coordination, but really an intellectual
intimacy between the people who shape foreign policy and the people
responsible for shaping up the budget. By intellectual intimacy I
mean this: The conduct of foreign policy requires a philosophy of
public affairs. Any one who gets into this soon finds that you have to
think about a lot or quite deep problems in order to know what you are
doing. This involves questions as to what you think this country
should be trying to do in foreign affairs, what sort of a country we are,
and what is in character for us, and what is not. And if you are to
have the proper coordination in Government, all of the people who
are dealing with important segments of our behavior have to know
something about this.
This is why I stress the intimacy of the President or the Secretary
of State with other people in the Government. It is not enough just
to try to say to somebody, "This is what we have decided." People
have to understand the logic, the rationale, and the point of your ac
tion. I cannot stress this too much. The conduct of foreign policy
is partly a matter of style. It is not just a matter of concept. It is a
matter of the way you do things. This is terribly important, because
one person can do a thing in such a way as to make the worst possible
impression with it

,

and somebody else can do it in such a way as to be a

diplomatic success.
Now, this spirit in which you act has to diffuse itself through the
Government and, for my money, it has to diffuse itself to the Budget
Bureau as well as to the State Department, or to anyone else who comes
prominently into this act.
Senator Jackson. This is a problem of our system of government
and not of any one political administration, is it not?
Mr. Kennan. This is quite true ; it is a problem of our system of
government, and I stress again that it becomes harder to solve this
problem when government is vast and complex, and when there is no
personal intimacy between the people who are conducting foreign pol
icy and other important officials in Washington.
Senator Jackson. Do you think that some of the budgetary guide
lines that are developed may have a stifling effect, too, on new ideas
and new projects. Is not the individual often advised that, "This is

a wonderful idea, but it does not fit into the proposed guidelines"?
Mr. Kennan. I am sure this can happen and it does happen. I see
that this is a very difficult problem. The desire, naturally, of the
people who draw up the budget is to know precisely what they are
going to be in for during the coming year, whereas, the conduct of their
national affairs is something which cannot be run entirely on the basis
of prediction.
We are dealing here with a medium, the nature of which we do not
predetermine entirely ; we only determine a part of it.
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For this reason, it has been my view for a long time, that means
will have to be found in at least certain limited areas to give the execu
tive branch considerable flexibility in this respect.—budgetary flexi
bility. I know of no other solution to this. I think, perhaps, if peo
ple in the legislative branch of the Government have strong feelings
about how this money ought to be used, it is proper and useful that
they should say this in the clearest way ; and perhaps in another year,
if it has not been used that way, there must be some sort of a reckoning.
But it does seem to me that in many branches of activity we will be
cutting our nose off to spite our face if we do not permit considerable
flexibility in the use of funds.
Senator Jackson. Now, Mr. Ambassador, if I might revert a mo
ment to the colloquy regarding the many elements that are involved
in power, which the Secretary of State must have available to him.
In this connection, I have been particularly interested in the develop
ment of individuals within the State and Defense Departments who
have a broad understanding of military and foreign policy—a cross-
fertilization between the two services and Departments.
I wanted to mention to you that we have talked with people in the
departments concerned about the possibility of assigning Foreign
Service officers for tours of duty within Defense, and military officers
and civilians from Defense for duty within the Department of State,
I can think of some outstanding men in this connection. I know
you can. For example, General Bonesteel, who demonstrated great
capacity as a military officer and then participated, with magnificent
comprehension of the problems, in the early stages of the Marshall
plan.
I would like to have your comments on this point. We have even
been thinking of a kind of senior officer corps.
Under the customary practice, as Senator Stennis knows so well,
military men are caught in an automatic IBM machine. They serve
a term as staff officers and then they must go out into a command posi
tion, even though the world situation, at the time, is such that their
staff experience could add immeasurably to the knowledge that we
need in a certain field.
I have considered the possibility of a senior staff corps to deal with
military-political problems. Men could stay on after they reach a
certain grade and be protected, promotionwise, and, perhaps, even
take off their military uniform, and be a part or such a corps.
I would appreciate any comments you may have in this connection.
Mr. Kennan. I very warmly welcome these suggestions that you
have made. This is a matter which is quite close to my heart, not
only because I had occasion to see a good deal of the relations between
the Foreign Service and the military services during the war, but
also because I was the first Deputy for Foreign Affairs at the National
War College, had a part in establishing that institution, and went
through it for the first year.
Senator Jackson. I have had occasion to speak many times to the
National War College, and those gentlemen can really give you a
workout during the interrogation period. I recommend it to my col
leagues.
Up here, we are on the interrogating end and it is very helpful to
the improvement of the interrogating process to spend a few hours
down there.
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You leave with a better sense of humility.
Mr. Kennan. This experience was a lesson to all of us in just what
you were talking about, in the wealth of resources that the armed
services have in men who could be useful in other parts of the Gov
ernment.
This works both ways ; and if I could, I would like to go one step
further and call your attention to the problem that has troubled me
very long, and which is intimately connected with this. This is the
relationship of the Foreign Service to questions of military obligations
and of the armed services.
During the war, we had no solution to this. The result was that the
Foreign Service was unable to recruit, during the war, just at a time
when we needed new personnel greatly, because it was felt we could
not compete with the draft. Our officers were themselves regarded as
subject to the draft, and this caused very great conflicts in their own
minds as to where their primary duty to the Government lay.
I would very much welcome an examination of this problem, too,
because I think, perhaps, something might be worked out whereby all
entering Foreign Service officers might do their basic training. There
has always been a certain amount of criticism, I think, almost totally
unjustified, that the Foreign Service is a place of refuge for people
who could not stand the physical gaff that the Armed Forces are
supposed to stand. I personally would welcome it if every entering
Foreign Service officer went through regular military basic training,
if he has not had it. And I think that Foreign Service officers should
then have an ordered relationship to the armed services, and ought to
be Reserve officers. It ought to be possible to transfer them flexibly
from time to time to military work, if they are needed.
There may also be cases where the Army needs an officer for purposes
of liaison or of political advisory work, and you could very well then
send a Foreign Service officer. A number of us served in this
capacity with the Army for certain periods. I think this ought to be
possible for anyone in the services, and I think it ought to work both
ways, that you ought to be able to take military officers into our work.
Senator Jackson. The British come quite close to this type of an
arrangement, do they not ?
Mr. Kennan. They do. That is because of the far greater degree
of civilian control of the armed services, which they have, and their
general flexibility about arranging such matters.
But, I would like very seriously to urge that this question of the
relationship of foreign service to military service be examined, so that
if again—which we all hope will never happen—we find ourselves in a
state of war, we can solve the problem of the relationships much better
than we have been able to do in the past.
We can then use men where we need to use them.
Senator Jackson. I think that your point on commissioning them
in the Reserve is an excellent one, because it would certainly provide
additional support to the military' services, and vice versa, to the State
Department. This would be especially true for younger officers who
could meet certain minimum requirements.
I do not know of a better way to bring about a closer coordination
than to have people in both departments getting their feet wet in this
business.
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We pass all kinds of bills and resolutions up here, and we can
issue all kinds of directives on paper, but unless they actually lead
people into these things directly, we would not be achieving this
very important objective that you have inmind, would we ?
Mr. Kennan. No, sir, and I think that it would contribute to
mutual respect between personnel in the armed services and the State
Department if this relationship could be ordered. I would welcome
it if Foreign Service people were caused to learn something about mili
tary life.
It would seem to me that would not be bad. There could be much
worse ways of training them.
Senator Jackson. I think you have touched upon a very impor
tant point, because those of us who have had a chance, in recent years,
to watch our operations overseas, will find every now and then dif
ficulty between the ambassador and the MAAG Chief.
I think if we are honest, we must admit that, going back many
years, there has been a certain antipathy between officers within the
Department of State and the Department of Defense, when you get
down to certain policies. Is this not the case ?
Mr. Kennan. That is just what I think could be very well corrected
by a closer identity of experience between the two services.
I would like to add that this has a bearing on the matters that Sen
ator Mundt was asking about this morning, namely, the problems of
security. I personally would welcome it if Foreign Service officers
were subject to court martial for any dereliction of duty in the way of
honor and loyalty, or anything of that sort, just in the way military
officers are. I think that is the way it should be.
Senator Jackson. They are officers in the highest sense, and tliis
does not involve the question of militarization of the Foreign Service
either. When you are an officer, you represent not just yourself,
but almost 200 million Americans.
Mr. Kennan. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Unless there is some order or some discipline,
the consequences of misconduct on the part of one individual can

Mr. Kennan. And it seems to me that if you had such a system
where men were held to military standards, under military sanctions,
then you could, perhaps, afford to relax some of the less desirable
of the present security arrangements with regard to them.
Senator Jackson. Senator Stennis is deeply concerned, Ambassa
dor Kennan, with this whole national security problem. He is on
three committees, Armed Services, and Space and Aeronautics, and the
Appropriations subcommittee dealing with national security.
Senator Stennis. I am here to listen, and it has been a great privi
lege to hear this outstanding witness, as well as to hear your dis
cussion about many of the problems that come to the surface re
peatedly in our Armed Services Committee work, and, in fact,
throughout the Government.
I have just been handed here a statement that I had written up
yesterday in which I just touched on the problem that we do not
have enough men that are trained in international affairs. I men
tion that we have fallen back so very much, of necessity, on the mili
tary since World War II, and they have done an outstanding job.
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If we had not had that repository, I do not know where we would
have been. Still it is not the answer. I think that you have made
very practical suggestions here. We in the Armed Services Com
mittee feel there must be personnel brought up for an agency in a
new category, part State and part military. I am satisfied that the
lack of such personnel is one of the major weaknesses of our post-
World War II Government in trying to handle our problem.
We should, on basis of this experience, make rapid moves, I think.
You have given very concrete suggestions here. We have been con
cerned about a joint staff for the Joint Chiefs, and, perhaps a future
single chief, that includes men disassociated from their services. I
think the discipline and training of the military is very fine, but I do
not believe that these men, at that level, can continue to be Navy men
or Army men, and Air Force men, and still live up to their possi
bilities.
I think that you have made a real contribution here. I under
stand, Mr. Chairman, you want to go into executive session and I
know the questions I am interested in have been answered. I heard
your prepared statement this morning. I want to stay for the execu
tive session, if I may, and thank you, again, for your testimony and
for this privilege, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Stennis.
Senator Muskie, did you have any questions ?
Senator Muskie. I will wait.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Pendleton, the minority counsel, will have
some questions.
Mr. Pendleton. Mr. Ambassador, I was interested in the discussion
here of the conflict between the diplomatic and the military point of
view. I think an excellent illustration of that might have been that
story of some years ago "A Bell for Adano." I think that conflict
was within the military itself. But it illustrates to me most suc
cinctly the sort of thing we have been discussing here.
Mr. Kennan. Exactly.
Mr. Pendleton. One of the points that you made in regard to a
First Secretary interested me. It raised a question in my mind in this
way:
Suppose that you created the position of First Secretary in the
Government, otherwise known as the Secretary of State. Would you
not have a problem, then, in interesting highly qualified people to
come down for the position of Secretary of Defense, if they found
themselves in a position of reporting to or through the First Secre
tary ?
Mr. Kennan. That is a very practical and, I am afraid, a very
pertinent suggestion. However, I think that this would be true
however you solved this problem.
The only alternative is to leave no single assistant or major assist
ant to the President in this field, and to let the present situation en
dure, which is that the Secretary of State and the Secretary of De
fense and a number of other people concerned with national security
report directly to the President, or try to compromise their views
before approaching him.
It is also entirely possible, as I see it, that it may be better to leave
well enougli alone, and to get along as best we can with the present
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system. But I have felt increasingly in recent years that this is not
adequate and it is too much of a burden on the President, and that
we do need someone who can take these functions over.
There, as you know, is a tendency —we know such arrangements
exist—for this to be done through informal arrangements; that is
Presidents sometimes find individuals to whom they assign, in fact,
these functions, if not in name.
I do not know whether that is better or worse, and perhaps that is
better, too. But I am inclined to think that it would be a good thing
if this were more highly formalized.
Mr. Pendleton. Certainly it is worth looking into very carefully.
My last point is this : You indicated the need for flexibility in the
budget process. I think everybody agrees to thatj perhaps every
body also agrees to the burden that having a budget imposes upon the
operating agencies.
You do not have any thoughts as to any way to replace the budget
process, do you ?
Mr. Kennan. No ; I can see no way to replace the budget process.I do think that whoever runs the budget should be a person much
more accustomed to dealing in the problems of foreign policy, and
much more familiar with this field, and perhaps a person with some
experience in it.
I think this would be very helpful. He must be a person who is
capable of seeing that in the field of foreign policy you cannot work
entirely on the basis of "programs," that very often you have to do
things when and as the necessity arises. You have to improvise.
For that there must be sufficient financial flexibility so that it can
be done.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. Now, the subcommittee will go into executive
session in accordance with the rules.
(Whereupon, at 3 p.m., the subcommittee proceeded in executive
session.)
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THURSDAY, MAY 26, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

The subcommittee met at 3 p.m., pursuant to call, in room 3302, New
Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson, Muskie, and Javits.
Also present : Senator Stennis.
Stat!' members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, Howard E. Haugerud, Brewster C.
Denny, and Richard S. Page, professional staff members; and Ed
mund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Also present: Charles A. Haskins, senior staff member, National
Security Council.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will resume its hearing in
executive session.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE F. KENNAN, FORMERLY DIRECTOR
OF THE POLICY PLANNING STAFF OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
STATE, AND U.S. AMBASSADOR TO THE SOVIET UNION

Senator Jackson. I want to ask a question that relates to the Na
tional Security Council. I have before me your article entitled
"America's Administrative Response to Its World Problems.'" Re
printed in our committee document "Selected Materials," beginning
on page 107.
From page 115, I want to read the following quotation:
There is. of course, the National Security Council : but this is a hotly capable
only of si>oraclic, solemn decisions, laboriously prepared and negotiated among
the various Government officers prior to their submission to the President. It
does not yet have, to my knowledge, the independent professional staff it would
require for the kind of decision which is needed : and the very nature of its
composition (the executive heads of various Government departments) mili
tates against detached judgment. What the foreign affairs segment of the
Government needs is not primarily an occasional National Security Council
paper but intimate day-by-day, hour-by-hour direction, sensitive to the smallest
significant change in the world situation. It needs, in the language of the day,
to be ridden herd on ; and this is precisely what the National Security Council
cannot do for it.

S43
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Should I take it that this is still your judgment? This article was
written in 1958, 1 believe.
Mr. Kennan. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Do you have any comments that you would care
to make in this connection ?
Mr. Kennan. Insofar as I am aware of the way in which the Na
tional Security Council works—I realize that it is entirely possible
that changes have been made in its procedures of which I am un
aware—if it does, that is

,

not have today a professional staff as dis
tinguished from an ex officio staff, this comment would certainly still
be pertinent.
Now, by professional staff I mean a staff which is not sent in there
from outside —which is not composed of officers who belong to the
different departments and who bear an ulterior institutional loyalty
in their staff work.
What I think that they need, certainly, is men who are not part of
the Defense Department or part of the State Department but men
who can speak entirely independently, who don't have to fear that
they are going to be criticized, if they speak their minds, back in any
office from which they might have been sent. This is no good for staff
work, I assure you. If you send one officer from the Navy and one
from the Air Force and one from the Army and one from the State
Department, you do not get the sort of exploration you ought to get of
the problems your subcommittee is engaged in. You just don't get
an honest approach. I don't mean that the individual people are
dishonest, I merely mean that they appear there from the start as the
advocates of a point of view to which they are bound by tremendous
institutional bonds of discipline and decision, and they would shock
everybody back in the shop they came from if they went into the
NSC and agreed to something that was not the view of people in their
home office.
Senator Jackson. Could I help to clarify one point here? I as
sume that what you are primarily commenting on is what is known
today as the Planning Board. There is a small professional staff
under the NSC, but whatyou are mainly speaking about is an arrange
ment like the Planning Board. What you are suggesting is that we
follow the precedent of the policy planning staff in the State Depart
ment.
Members of that staff owe no loyalty to any particular division
within State. They come in fresh and they will serve at the pleasure
of the Secretary, and at the pleasure of the administration.
Mr. Kennan. This is exactly what I have in mind, yes; and may I

just make one more observation about the way that our planning staff
was useful? I think, as I recall this experience, that perhaps our
greatest usefulness lay in this common phenomenon.
As we took a problem under discussion in the staff and as we began
to discuss various ideas of what could be done about it

,

we would
invite representatives of the various divisions of the Department of
State to come down and talk with us and hear what we were saying.
They would sit there and hear all of this, and run back to the divisions
saying, "You know what the planning staff is thinking of doing?
We had better do something ourselves, quickly, before they go ahead
and write a paper about it."
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The very existence of this staff led to many decisions being taken,
I think, in the geographic divisions, simply because they knew that
somebody else was thinking about these things, and they didn't want
the recommendations to come from any other source. I must say that
whenever we saw this happening, we made it a rule to back out and
to act as though we never touched the situation, because all we wanted
was to get things done and we didn't care who got the credit. But
this is one of the uses of a fully independent staff, it can raise questions
which other people of their own accord might not have raised.
Senator Jackson. It brings a freshness and a certain vigor and
more important than anything else, a stimulant for new ideas.
Mr. Ivennan. Exactly. This is hard to get when you have an ex-
officio staff, because people come in a guarded frame of mind, fearing
that they will say something which their superiors in the office from
which they came would not approve of. It is particularly true in the
armed services, and not again because it is the fault of any individual,
but simply because the disciplinary system within the armed services
is what it is.
Senator Jackson. Loyalty to the service becomes the predominant
guideline, which is understandable, and last but not least, human.
Mr. Kennan. And you get both the interservice loyalty plus the
strong feeling that if the Joint Chiefs have passed a paper, it would
be unthinkable for a military representative on a staff to say anything
different than from what is in that paper.
Senator Muskie. It strikes me that with the growth in the size of
our responsibilities, and the size of the problems and their complex
ity, and the speed with which we move around these days, actually
what we are trying to do with all of this Government machinery is to
enable the President to see more, and hear more, and comprehend
more, and to consider more, discuss more, understand more, think
more, and do more.
Now, obviously we haven't developed a race of supermen, so there
is a limit beyond which he can work in this enlarged way. So we are
trying to provide him with mechanical or organizational means for
accomplishing this. It seems to me that we have to understand, and
in the reprint of your article here it seems to me you bring it out, that
in addition to trying to enable the President to do more, we have to
understand that we have to narrow the area within which he can
give personal attention.
Mr. Kennan. That is absolutely correct.
Senator Muskie. Now, there are two ways of doing this : One is to
actually withdraw his personal attention from many areas of the
Government, and this is a horizontal restriction, or secondly, to lift
him up above to some extent the larger area and deal with a more se
lective group of problems.
In other words, we have to lift him further above the routine and the
lesser relatively unimportant decisions. It strikes me that the Na
tional Security Council does not do this. Indeed, I would like to get
your reaction to the point that the National Security Council tends
to deluge him with more business, if it works efficiently as designed.
The NSC would tend to deluge the President with more work and
more decisions and more detail rather than less. Is this a fair judg
ment?

52710— 60— pt. 6 i
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Mr. Kennan. Yes, and I think it might help us to bear in mind Mr.
Nitze's classification here, which I had not previously seen but I think
it is a very useful and correct one, namely of what was, first, the assem
bling of information and the advisory function, secondly, the decision
making, and thirdly, the execution.
Now, insofar as it serves this first function of the preparation for
decision, I think that the National Security Council has this effect that
you speak about.
I think that it is a very proper organization, and a very useful one
to serve the President at the moment of decision taking. If I were
in the President's position, I would certainly like to have the Secre
tary of State and the Secretary of Defense and my most responsible
leading advisers around me, and to have a share in their thoughts at
this stage, too.
Execution is something in which the members of the Security Coun
cil might help the President individually, but I don't think that they
should help him as an institution. I think there has been a confusion
of these functions, in the way that the National Security Council has
been working. I think for the first function, preparation of the de
cision, the President should be helped by a professional staff of his
own. He might want to consult his advisers as individuals, but not as
a body. For some reason or other, this seems to me wrong that their
advice should come to him as the advice of a body. He ought to have
a free and flexible exchange of ideas with them at that stage.
When it comes to taking decisions, I think that this is perhaps more
suitable. I don't see anything wrong in certain decisions, great deci
sions of state, being taken as decisions of this body, although of course
the NSC, too, cannot absolve the President of the ultimate personal
responsibility as President of the United States.
He cannot, as I understand it, delegate this authority in the formal
sense even to the National Security Council.
Senator Jackson. Could I ask a question there ?

Referring to the professional staff, Mr. Kennan, would that staff
be a part of the White House, or a part of the NSC apparatus? What
was the context in which you said that ?

Mr. Kennan. My thought, and it is not one to which I have been
able to give long reflection, but simply thinking about this today, is

that the staff should be attached to the man who has the authority to
act, and that is to the President himself. It should therefore be a

part of the White House. The staff itself should not be a staff t<%an
advisory body anyway.

Mr. Kennan. That is right.
Senator Muskie. I do not know whether you can answer this, but
do you think that there is an inclination when one is utilizing an
organization such as the NSC, to assume that the answers produced
by this machine are automatically the right answers?
There is a tendency to accept these answers without making a mil
effort to examine them and to modify them ?

Mr. Kennan. This is what I fear may have been happening in
recent years. I know it happened to some extent in my period. The
fact that the decisions of the body at the earlier stage, aside from the
final Presidential approval, came up through such a tremendously
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impressive hierarchy of authority, meant that by the time they were
ready as a recommendation to the President, it was not an easy thing
for anybody really to discuss them.
This was one great difficulty we had in the State Department
getting any normal or proper discussion of decisions in which the
Joint Chiefs of Staff were involved. If they knew a certain subject
was going to be discussed, they took it under consideration before
it ever got to the National Security Council level. Anyone who knows
the decision-taking process of the Joint Chiefs of Staff knows that
this is a very ponderous and impressive machinery in itself, and when
you get a decision of the Joint Chiefs, to thousands and thousands
of high-ranking people, it was something which not for anything
would anybody want to question or go back on or change a word of.
Senator Mttbkie. It is like trying to argue with Univac.
Mr. Kennan. That is right. Such a decision would then come into
the National Security Council discussions. Now, you see, this wasn't
right. The discussions in the National Security Council should, in
my opinion, have been able to begin in a way much less complicated
than with papers like this lying on the table. I don't know whether
I make my thought clear, but people are already partly committed,
or have a tendency to commitment, when documents of such authority
and solemnity are there. This is already half of the decision.
Senator Muskie. I think General Cutler or Mr. Anderson made
the point the other day that the Planning Board never submitted final
recommendations to the Council, but alternative recommendations.
Am I correct in that?
Senator Jackson. Yes, if there were differences of opinion, their
job was not to make the decision, their job was to present the alterna
tives, if there were alternatives. They would go to the Council on
that basis.
Mr. Kennan. I suppose this flowed from the fact that they were
the staff of the Council and not of the President personally.
Senator Muskie. Yes.
Mr. Kennan. The Council itself was a divided body institutionally.
Senator Muskie. We have been discussing today many principles
or possible principles relating to this business of machinery, but I
don't know that we have actually assembled the ingredients for a
structure as yet. Would it be your judgment that the NSC should
be a smaller organization and a less complicated one?
Mr. Kennan. A less complicated one, you say ? I am not sure
that I am even up to date on its membership. I thought that it was
carrying it a bit far to have the head of the National Resources
Planning Board a member, as I believe he was in my time.
Senator Jackson. That agency has been abolished, and so it is no
longer a member. However, the successor to it is the Office of Civil
and Defense Mobilization. He is a statutory member now.
Senator Muskie. I have in mind, Ambassador Kennan, the state
ment which Senator Jackson read as part of the paragraph:
What the foreign affairs segment of the Government needs is not an oc
casional National Security Council paper but intimate day-by-day and hour-by-
hour direction sensitive to the smallest significant change in the world
situation.

Certainly the National Security Council as now constituted is not
that.
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Mr. Kennan. It is quite true, and that is why I meant to say before
that I don't think it is suitable, really, as an executive organ in this
sense, for the President.
Senator Mtjskie. You think it is possible to make it that kind of
an organ?
Mr. Kennan. Not unless some one person with real authority can
preside over it daily, even in the absence of the President. This is
my reason for feeling that the Secretary of State ought to have this
position of primacy.
Senator Mtjskie. So we come back to that, which is a judgment
you have persisted in for at least 2 years.
Mr. Kennan. That is right.
Senator Mtjskie. Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Pendleton, do you have any questions ?
Mr. Pendleton. Mr. Ambassador, I was delighted to hear your
statement that you think the threat of surprise attack is overrated.
I hope to heaven that you are right.
Mr. Kennan. I hope so, too.
Mr. Pendleton. Nothing could make me happier if you are right
on that.
Mr. Kennan. May I put a reservation in there. I think it was over
rated in these recent years. If the atmosphere deteriorates now, I
would not want to commit myself. It has always been my view that
to the extent that this came to be viewed as a military contest between
ourselves and the Russians, the danger of surprise attack might in
crease. And I would say this: If the Soviet leaders are ever put
into a position by us, knowingly or deliberately or otherwise, where
they believe war to be both inevitable and imminent, then I think we
can expect them to try to choose the time of its beginning rather than

Up to this time I had never thought that they had viewed war as
either inevitable or imminent. Therefore, I did not feel that we were
in any danger of surprise attack. But this is where we must watch
the shaping of our own defense preparations extremely carefully, be
cause if these preparations are of such a nature as to give the Russians
this impression, we may produce consequences we didn't want to
produce.
This is why it seemed to me highly undesirable for us to create a
nuclear striking capacity which was only a first strike capacity, which
could have been used only if the conflict were initiated by ourselves,
and then to leave this capacity vulnerable to attack by them.
This is the worst possible combination of things that you could do.
It would have been better not to have such a capacity at all than to
devise it and leave it in such a way. And I must stress this very
strongly : If we are going to base our security on these weapons, thenI think that we had better do everything in our power to make it
clear to the Soviet leaders that we do not propose to strike first with
them at any point, and secondly, that they are not vulnerable to a first
strike on the other side, because otherwise we may create an invitation
we did not mean to create.
Senator Jackson. Could I interrupt right there ?
What you are saying is that we must have an invulnerable or a sur-
vivable deterrent force.
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Mr. Kennan. If we are going to keep that sort of weapon in exist
ence, let us have it survivable.
Senator Jackson. As long as they have a system that is in being and
capable of a nuclear destruction of our country, and since we would
never be the first to attack, the important thing is that they know that
we have a sufficiently effective survivable deterrent to inflict the kind
of damage on them if they strike first that would be unacceptable.
Mr. Kennan. That is correct. What I do want to stress in reply
to your question, is that if we continue to leave our retaliatory ca
pacity largely vulnerable to their strike, and if then we contrive to
give them the impression that we think war is imminent? then all
bets are off so far as I am concerned. I make no predictions as to
what they will do in such circumstances. I think it is then quite
possible that they might take the initiative.
But in recent years, these conditions have not all existed, and for
this reason I have not thought that we needed to fear this.
Mr. Pendleton. Well, then, in your opinion a mix between the
Polaris submarine, the Strategic Air Command, the intermediate
range ballistic missile, and the various weapons of that kind would
seem to offer us the opportunity for retaliation without at the same
time forcing them to take the first step.
Mr. Kennan. Yes, I think that these things are all useful in that
respect, provided they are not cultivated in such a way as to give
the Russians the impression we contemplate using them at some early
date. I would not advise putting stories in the paper about targets
in Russia. In other words, if these devices are cultivated in the proper
way and the proper spirit, they are just what we need.
Mr. Pendleton. For that same reason, you would not advocate
any kind of a crash program to supply a certain amount of arma
ment by a certain date in order that it might be ready for use by
that date?
Mr. Kennan. I think that this is extremely dangerous, to go nam
ing terminal dates for military preparations, which give the impli
cation that you expect any peak of danger to occur by that date. This
is an old question. The Policy Planning Staff was once asked by
General Marshall to give an opinion, precisely because the Defense
Department was pressing along these lines as to whether the danger
with which we were confronted by the Soviet Union was of a long,
continuous nature or was one which would reach a given peak, for
which we ought also to have a peak stage of preparation.
We strongly recommended that our preparations not be shaped to
ward any prospective peak of danger, but toward a long, indefinite
period of preparedness. The same principle, I think, holds today.
Mr. Pendleton. You referred earlier to the announcement in the
papers of an NSC study. It is my understanding that, if that did
involve NSC deliberations, it would not then have been announced.
I don't believe that they announce anything that they do or have
done. Am I incorect in that ?
Mr. Kennan. My memory may have tricked me about it being
NSC. It may have been some military planning echelon. However,I think that you will find the story within the past 4 or 5 days. If
it would be useful to the subcommittee I would be very happy to dig
it out and send it to you, or to the staff.
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Senator Jackson. That will be fine.
Mr. Pendleton. Your next point concerned the desirability of the
President's going to the summit meeting. Is it not true that the
President was not among the initiators of summitry as a policy ? Was
he not extremely reluctant originally to engage in this type of per
sonal diplomacy ? Did it not come about only as a result of pressure
from our allies, and after a very careful review with leaders in the
Congress and the Executive?
Mr. Kennan. I don't have the authority to answer that question.I can well conceive that it may have been this way, and certainly these
meetings did not arise with him. I think that Woodrow Wilson was
ill advised to go to the Paris Peace Conference in the circumstances,
and I have never thought at the time that the summit meetings during
the war were desirable, so that these are old and longstanding feelings
on my part. I can well understand that the President may nave been
subjected to very heavy pressures in this respect, and it still does not
alter my view that this is a manner of conducting diplomacy, which
ought to be avoided as a general thing or resorted to only with the
greatest of circumspection.
Mr. Pendleton. From the conditions he first set up, as a precondi
tion for going to the summit, the President apparently felt the same
way ; he was very careful to itemize quite a number of those.
Mr. Kennan. That is right.
Senator Jackson. I ha ve one last question for clarification.
You spoke about the danger of announcing target dates for certain
weapons systems, to reach a peak, and I certainly agree with the dan
ger, from the public standpoint, of giving out such dates publicly.
However, I assume that you do not want to leave the impression that
we should avoid achieving a survivable deterrent by a specific date
when our present means of retaliation might be placed in extreme
jeopardy from a first strike by an adversary.
Mr. Kennan. No. I appreciate your question, because it enables me
to clarify my statement here.
I simply am against our acting in such a way as to convey to others
the impression that we think a given peak of military danger is going
to come at any given time in the future, unless that of course is really
the case. But there has not been such a time for a long time, and I
can remember when the planners within our Government were setting
1952 as a year of peak danger from Soviet attack, and we strongly
disagreed with this, and I did personally, as Director of the Planning
Staff, and I said, "I see insufficient evidence of this, and if you act as
though this were true you may make it more true than it needed to
have been."
Senator Jackson. Are there any further questions?
I am sure I speak for the members of the committee, and I wish to
express our appreciation to you. Ambassador Kennan, for taking time
out and coming down here to Washington to help our committee and
to see if we can find some solutions to these vexing problems. We
are grateful to you for a very thoughtful and a highly provocative
presentation of what I think are some of our truly great problems in
the area of decision-making, affecting the national security.
Mr. Kennan. Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 4:35 p.m., the committee was recessed subject to
call.)
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The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice at 10 a.m., in room 3110,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson, Muskie, and Javits.
Also present : Senator Mansfield.
Stall' members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, and Brewster C. Denny, professional staff members; and
Edmund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The committee will come to order.
The Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery continues today
its hearings focused upon the National Security Council and its sub
ordinate organizations, and the problems of coordination between the
Department of State and Defense. These hearings have three pur
poses; first, to assess the adequacy of the policymaking machinery at
the highest levels of Government to identify and plan ahead on the
critical issues of national survival; second, to appraise the effective
ness of this machinery for coordination and implementation of policy;
and third, to make such constructive recommendations as are indi
cated.
The subcommittee has heard a number of distinguished witnesses
in this series, including the Secretaries of State and Defense, three
former Assistants to the President for National Security Affairs, two
former members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the first Director
of the State Department's Policy Planning Staff.
In view of the fact that our witness today served as an adviser to the
Gaither Committee, I remind the members that President Eisenhower,
in a letter to Senator Johnson of January 22, 1958, invoked the claim
of Executive privilege in withholding the Gaither report from the
Congress. This fact, of course, does not prevent our witness from
giving testimony concerning his personal views about national security
problems and issues.
The subcommittee is pleased to welcome today Mr. Paul Nitze,
former Director of the State Department Policy Planning Staff. He
brings to our discussion a rich background of experience and excep
tional understanding of military-foreign policy problems. In addi
tion to a distinguished business career, Mr. Nitze has held a wide range
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of Government posts in the military, economic, and foreign policy
fields. Since leaving his post as Director of the Policy Planning Staff,
Mr. Nitze has continued to perform distinguished public service as
adviser to the Gaither Committee, as an author, as president of the
Foreign Service Educational Foundation, and through his associa
tion with Johns Hopkins University and its School of Advanced In
ternational Studies.
I might say in addition, as the members of the committee know,
we have held hearings on the subject of getting better people into
Government. At an earlier meeting when Mr. Averell Harriman
testified, I mentioned the great contribution that Brown Bros., Har
riman had made in the field of national security. I called attention
to the fact that several members of the firm had made an outstand
ing contribution: Mr. Lovett, Mr. Averell Harriman, Mr. Roland
Harriman, and Senator Prescott Bush, who now serves in the U.S.
Senate. Today the witness who will give us testimony is a former
member of another famous business firm in New York—Dillon,
Read. From that firm several men made outstanding contributions
in the field of national security. Everyone knows the great contri
bution made by James Forrestal, General Draper, who just com-

{jleted
a report not long ago on the subject of foreign aid, Mr. Doug-

as Dillon, currently serving as Under Secretary of State, and Mr.
Ferdinand Eberstadt, who played a leading role in drafting the
National Security Act.
Our witness today is Mr. Paul Nitze.
I also mention the great contribution from business on the part of
the present Secretary of Defense, Mr. Gates. The point I want to
make is that these men came to Washington at various times during
periods of crisis, stayed on, and served their Government, not a few
months, but many years. It is this kind of a tradition that we need
to develop in this country if we are going to have the talent and the
know-how that will carry us through for the long pull.
It is easy to get people when guns are being fired and everyone
knows that we are m a national crisis. But to get people to stay
several years is a difficult thing, indeed. I want to pay tribute this
morning to our witness and the others like him who have set an ex
ample of high standard of public service that many, many other
able people throughout the country could well emulate if this Nation
is going to survive.
This committee is concerned about policymaking machinery. Ob
viously, the machinery and its improvement is important. But the
best machinery that man can devise will be of little use and of no
value if we do not have the top talent to utilize that machinery to
advantage.
As the members know and as Mr. Nitze understands, we have
agreed with the President that testimony by present or former Gov
ernment officials who have served on the National Security Council
or its subordinate bodies regarding the Council or its subordinate
structure, will be taken first in executive session.
Mr. Nitze, we are delighted to have you with us today. I believe
you have a prepared statement, and you may proceed in your own
way.
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Before I call on you formally for your remarks, I want to yield
a moment to Senate Mansfield, who regrets that, due to the fact we
are going into session in a few minutes, it will be necessary for him
to go to the floor as assistant majority leader.
Senator Mansfield. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to associate myself with the remarks you just made
and to express my appreciation for the continuance in public service of
Mr. Paul Nitze, who has made so many sound contributions while he
was Director of the Policy Planning Staff of the Department of State,
and who has since leaving Government kept alive his interest in for
eign policy, and has made many significant contributions. It is a
coincidence, I suppose, that you are appearing before us on June 17,
1 month after the debacle in Paris and 1 day after the cancellation of
the President's visit to Japan which occurred yesterday. I am also
glad to note that in the room is another foreign policy expert, a man
who served with you on the Policy Planning Staff of the Department
of State, and also made many sound contributions while a foreign

})olicy
adviser to Congress, Charles Burton Marshall. He likewise

las kept alive his interest, and has also made many contributions to
a better understanding of our foreign policy. I think that much
good is going to come out of the hearings held before this commit
tee, Mr. Chairman, and certainly in my anticipation not the least of
the contributions will be those we expect from Mr. Nitze. I am de
lighted to have you here.
Senator Jackson. The Chair might interject at this point and say
that we have here almost a quorum of former members of the Policy
Planning Staff of the State Department. Dr. Dorothy Fosdick, who
is a member of the staff of this committee, likewise was a member.
So we have three former members here today.

STATEMENT OF PAUL H. NITZE, PRESIDENT, FOREIGN SERVICE
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION; FORMER DIRECTOR, POLICY PLAN
NING STAFF, DEPARTMENT OF STATE; ADVISER TO THE GAITHER
COMMITTEE

Mr. Nitze. Mr. Chairman, any person attentive to the wide ranging
and perceptive testimony already given before this distinguished sub
committee must wonder just how to add anything of value on his
own. My ideas, far from being original contributions, can only
serve to underscore points brought out by preceding witnesses.
The topic is the problem of gearing up the Government for effective
foreign policy and defense policy. It is always with us—a problem
never solved with finality.
These realms of policy do not differ from purely domestic policy
in respect to purpose and controlling principles. All policies of this
Government are supposed to be informed by the great purposes of
the state laid down in the preamble of the Constitution. What dis
tinguishes foreign policy and defense policy—the specific concern to
this subcommittee — from the domestic policy is a matter of jurisdic
tion. Foreign policy and defense policy are directed toward the
world environment. They reflect the national will toward matters
lying beyond our jurisdiction. In that realm the Government does
not exercise ruling authority. It cannot quite lay down the law.
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It can at best only influence events and circumstances, not ordain
them. Other wills are at work. They stem from premises and focus
on purposes often different from our own and quite often not merely
different but inimical.
This basic, simple characteristic makes foreign and defense policy
more chancy and speculative and sometimes more exasperating than
domestic affairs. While the inherent character of these realms of
policy sets limits on what can be accomplished by planning, it also
makes important and essential that we muster all the foresight, in
tellectual rigor, and circumspection that we can.
It is for this reason that I, among many, welcome the efforts of this
subcommittee in developing a greater consciousness of the nature of
policy in these fields and the problem of so organizing as to make
possible our best performance.
There are dangers of oversimplification in any discussion of this
subject. Analysis inevitably produces some distortion. One makes
nice distinctions between policy formulation and operations or be
tween command and staff functions. One draws neat charts dividing
responsibilities into geometrically precise compartments. One speaks
of levels of authority as if government could be arranged with the
measured symmetry of a staircase. For analysis we divide things up ;
in practice they are all of a piece together.
Another set of difficulties arises. The precepts of sound policy
and sound policymaking boil down to a set of maxims of copybook
clarity—concepts indisputable and obvious. One is likely to say of
them that the principles are mere matters of commonsense, that every
body knows them. In a way this is true. Yet I think also that some
thing which Clausewitz said of warfare is applicable here. He said
that the important things were all simple and that the simple things
were most difficult. I am sure that there is nothing recondite about
sound policymaking. On the other hand, putting the simple precepts
into practice in a government is an enormously exacting task. It re
quires sustained and rigorous application and unremitting exercise
of authority and intellect. Discipline and order within a governing
apparatus have to be created anew continuously.
My own way of getting at the problem is to divide the field of policy
according to the breadth and the duration of the ideas involved.
I would begin with the enduring end of U.S. policy toward the world
external to our fiat. It is to maintain and to enhance conditions in
the world environment favorable to the survival, as political realities
within our domain, of the precepts and values chosen and asserted in
the foundation of our Nation. This is the constant purpose. What
it entails varies from one historic phase to another.
What it entails in any one phase might be called our national strat
egy. This strategy must be recast from epoch to epoch. To do this
requires encompassing judgments and broad decisions which set the
tone and establish the general premises of our undertakings in world
affairs.
You may ask for examples. I suppose the first one in our national
history was the decision to venture into independence, the decision
that the Americans would constitute themselves as a nation, work
out their own history, and deal with the external world in their own
right. A second, surely, was the early decision to establish a base
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of continental scope. A third was the great decision asserting the
inviolability of the American Hemisphere.
More recent decades give us other instances : The decision recogniz
ing the threat to us explicit in the ambitions of the Axis and deter
mining to counter that threat : the decision to bring on and to relate
ourselves to an organized pattern of international responsibility in
the sequel to World War II ; the decision recognizing the true nature
of the threat inherent in the power and thrust of communism and of
the necessity of countervailing action.
How are such decisions arrived at ? One may often pinpoint their
emergence in some specific pronouncement such as Washington's Fare
well Message, President Monroe's message which marked the origin of
what has come to be known as the Monroe Doctrine, or, to take a
recent instance, the Truman doctrine. These specific, clear acts are
certainly great sources of policy. They are also, however, results of
policymaking. They were not struck on as sudden, original acts with
out antecedents. They emerged from great interplay of forces and
ideas and hard consideration within administrations, between adminis
trations and the Congress, and between governing institutions and the
public. I know no way of reducing to a graph or to any neat formula
the complexities that go to make up the great decisions of policy which
in turn serve as the bedrock on which still further structures of policy
are erected.
Take one decision which is rarely commented on: The decision
which grew out of the experience of the Korean war to involve our
selves specifically and concretely by the continuing commitment of
U.S. military forces to positions on other continents.
Parenthetically, it is noteworthy how often this aspect of the Korean
struggle is overlooked. The tactical frustrations of the fighting on the
Korean peninsula are dwelt upon almost to the exclusion of considera
tion of the great strategic decisions of global importance accompany
ing that struggle and essentially related to it.
"What I wish to emphasize here is merely the elusiveness and com
plexity of these great decisions. They were of historic import. Yet,
from what I know about the processes producing them, I should find
it most difficult, to identify the moment when it will become resolved,
or when multifarious forces converged to produce one clear stream
of action, or to say that this or that was the procedure by which it
was accomplished.
What. I would stress here is the fallacy of the idea—however muchI find implicit in much that is said and written about policy—that
the great decisions are matters requiring only periodic attention.
Decision in this field is not like buying a new car. It is not a case
of giving heed to the requirements at stated intervals—making up
one's mind on what model to get and then putting the matter out of
mind until the thing becomes worn out or outdated by changes in
style. The requirement is for unremitting hard work. The great
decisions can be made adequately only in consequence of a great many
contributory determinations.
The articulation of our national strategy by no means exhausts the
formulation of policy. The attitudes, appreciations, and the will to
act reflected in the major strategic determinations must take form in
wide arrays of policy undertakings. Auxiliary actions to give effect
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to our main intentions must be determined upon. Particular situa
tions making demands upon our capabilities arise, and old exigencies
decline—often in consequence of actions we ourselves have taken.
The allocation of resources among our purposes must be continu
ously reappraised and modified to suit circumstance. Specific pol
icies must be refreshed in response to surges of change m an ever-
fluctuating environment. Demands arise from political changes
within and among other political entities, from shifts in their econ
omies, and from the dynamic of invention. New means have to be
devised for emerging situations. Our own schedule of priorities for
action must undergo continuous reexamination so as to make the best
use we can of what resources we can bring to bear.
So, to recapitulate, our policies have an enduring end. What this
enjoins upon us, phase by phase, must be decided on in major strategic
determinations. In keeping with these, a host of lesser and more
particular decisions have to be made and actions taken—narrowing
down to matters of mere detail and matters of limited and passing
significance. Yet I would warn against any attempt to classify de
cisions according to any fixed scale of importance. There are great
fluctuations in importance and difficulty among particular facets of
policy from one phase to another. Problems have a way of blowing
hot and cold—rising and falling in their criticalness, passing along
on the escalator of importance both upward and downward. What
are marginal problems in one phase may become central problems in
another and vice versa.
Obviously, one characteristic of a properly functioning Govern
ment is that problems should always get to the proper level of au
thority for decision —proper according to a sensible notion of who
should be deciding what and of the criteria for decision. This is
something so easy to say and so very difficult to insure. Things go
wrong when the level of the deciding authority fails to match the
intrinsic importance of the things decided or when the criteria by
which decisions are resolved are too narrow.
Obviously a proper economy of authority requires not only that
decisions be recognized for their inherent significance, passed to a
sufficiently high level of responsibility, and decided according to
the fitting criteria, but also that the time of those in the high places
of authority should not be squandered on questions of inferior im
portance. This is elementary.
Now there is no final formula for determining the ratios of im
portance among problems and assigning them to various levels in the
hierarchy of authority—the question can be worked out only through
constant superintendence.
The other main principles of sound policymaking can be reduced
to similar simple statements of the obvious. The strategic concepts
should be in focus with the actualities of the exterior world and repre
sent an adequate correspondence to the enduring purpose of our
policies. Our broad undertakings should be commensurate with the
strategic appreciation. The particular actions giving effect to these
undertakings should be up to the mark—that is
,

adequate with re
spect to the intentions they are supposed to effectuate. Our means
should be allocated among these intentions in accordance with some
rational and realistic conception of the hierarchy of our interests and
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the range of our capabilities. All of it sounds so simple, and all of it
is so endlessly exacting in practice.
If our problem were one of mechanics, we could devise our answers
on charts, settle our difficulties by procedure, and keep things from
gettingout of hand by rigging up devices for balance and coordina
tion. The trouble is

,

however, that our problems are not of this order.
They involve another dimension—the factor of will. Empirical proc
esses can tell us much about the nature of the world exterior to our
jurisdiction and the forces operating in it

,

but they never complete
for us the image of what these things are or the understanding of what
we must do. What we must do flows, in part, from what we are.
A study of the environment tells us the problems but never the answer
for which we must strive. This must come from some inner dictate—
from values inherent in our nationhood and in our concept of human
dignity. The whole society is custodian of these values. The defining
of what they impose on us in relation to our environment falls, above
all and essentially, to the President.
The task of seeing that the major policies are all of a piece and that,
taken together, they are congruent with the strategic concept deter
mined upon requires continuous superintendence which only the
powers of the Presidential office can supply.

I do not mean just an office. I mean also a man and his full atten
tion. The appreciations necessary to the strategic conception which

is the basic element of our policy cannot be achieved by intermittent
attention. They cannot emerge from briefings designed to reduce all
complexities to a nutshell. They cannot be arrived at through policy
papers designed to cover up dilemmas and smooth over the points of
crux. The job cannot merely be distributed among subordinates.
If this central requirement of Presidential leadership and executive
energy is not fulfilled, it is difficult to the point of impossibility to
redress the lack at other points. A thousand committees may deliber
ate, 10,000 position papers may issue, and the bureaucratic mills may
whir to unprecedented levels of output in memorandums, estimates,
and joint reports—but little will come of it all if the exercise of the
central authority vested in the President is faltering, intermittent, or
ambiguous.
What I point out here is a consequence of the way our system is

geared up. This subcommittee, the Congress as a whole, or any num
ber of people however concerned they may feel, cannot provide substi
tute answers.
The task of seeing that the major policies form a consistent whole,
congruent with the strategic concept determined upon, requires con
tinuous superintendence that again must fall mainly to the President's
responsibility. I would not, however, expect any President to do this
alone. He will certainly require a vicar, a general manager, a chief of
staff, for the foreign policy-defense fields. I believe that vicar should
be the Secretary of State. No committee can perform this function
for the President. No council can do it. The role must be assigned to
an individual —authorized, deputized, and recognized for that pur
pose. I believe he should have the backing of one of the line depart
ments of the executive branch.

I know that it is a common practice to invoke the magic term "coor
dination." It is assumed that all that is required is to divide up the
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pie of responsibilities between the departments and agencies of Gov
ernment and then to direct that lateral coordination between them
shall take place. I doubt that the problem is that simple.
The policy framework within which coordination is to take place is
all important Unless that framework is filled in first, coordination
in foreign and defense policy become meaningless, even mischievous-
In this connection I shall quote from my colleague, Charles Burton
Marshall :
My ears pick up on hearing some new plan for coordination among, say, the
political, military, and economic aspects of policy. What shall one call the
preeminent function, the engrossing principle—as to which the elements of
policy are to be coordinated and to which they are to be subordinated — if not some
political function or principle?
States relate to each other in many ways—the intimidatory or reassuring
effect, one to another, of their capabilities for force; 'the interplay of their
capacities to help or hinder or excel each other in production of goods and
income; their influence on one another regarding the arts and training; the
interchange among them, or the withholding, of organized knowledge about
natural phenomena ; and direct touch between governments through official
channels and through the organizations created to facilitate interchange and
collaboration. That list—military, economic, cultural, scientific, diplomatic, and
organizational — is representative but not exhaustive. My question is : What is
the political function if not that which encompasses, transcends, and interrelates
all the other aspects? The political is the coordinating function, not a funetiou
to be coordinated.
A source of feebleness in our making of policy is that we have forgotten the
preeminently and essentially political character of the state and have vainly
expected coordination of policy to materialize without any sufficient political
principle around which to coordinate its elements.

I do not mean to rule out committees and councils and the like.
They are unequivocally necessary in running a government. More
over, I am sure that the National Security Council as conceived in
the National Defense Act of 1947 is an adjunct of high utility to any
President who uses it rightly—that is

,

as a forum of decision and not
just as a papermill grinding through the motions of action without
really acting or formulating apparent decisions that often do not
decide anything.

I do not intend to dismiss the staff function either. Ideas must
flow in both directions—up as well as down— in the channels of
policy. The President, his Secretary7 of State, and all the chiefs of the
organs of policy concerned must, always have the candid counsel and
steadfast assistance of the best brains they can get.
This brings us to an old point of discussion : Whether organizations
or individuals count for most in this respect. It is a futile argument.

I cannot imagine any organization functioning in the abstract with
out people to fill the slots. I cannot imagine individuals at work in
this field without some understood and rational relationship among
them. You must have good organization to get good use out of the
right, people. You have to have the right people to make even the
conceptually best organization work. Good men will demand good
organization or else leave. Good organization makes it possible to
get and to bold onto the talents of good people.
It is well to remember that we are speaking of functions of govern
ment, and that that word conies from a Greek verb for operating a

ship. That requires a man at the bridge with a destination in mind
and a sense of direction. It requires a first officer who accurately
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reflects the master's intentions and estimates. Beyond that, the ship
must be well organized and well manned. These are not two differ
ent things. It is not a question of which at the expense of the other.
The two are mutually dependent.
The continuous reappraisal, the sensing of the exterior situation,
the sensing of opportunities for action, the sorting out between the
feasible and the infeasible in the realms of action, the anticipating
of problems even before they emerge, and the recognition of those
which have emerged for what they are—all these tasks integral to
policymaking require mental exercise as exacting as any in human
affairs.
It sometimes seems to me that the human attributes for this are the
rarest and most highly required of all our needs. Yet in retrospectI often wonder at the richness of the talents available to the Govern
ment. Whatever may be wrong with the situation in which we find
ourselves, I am sure that the deficiency is not in respect to the spirit
and skills of the people available.
Yet we should not take the attributes of the right human resources
for granted. The component elements—here I draw on my own
recollections of the public servants of true creative value I have known
in the Government— include, first of all, energy ; sheer capacity to get
hard work done. Second is acumen ; the capacity to engage the mind
with reality. Third is intellectual honesty. That is a moral quality
involving a sense of devotion to truth, however painful and however
at odds with what a superior may wish to hear. I recall a Secretary
of State who in a salutatory address to the Department, laid stress
on what he called positive loyalty. I think something should be
said for the importance of negative loyalty also—a faculty for shak
ing the head and saying no when that is what the situation demands.
These are the qualities to be sought, cultivated, and preserved in
the channels of policymaking. Good organization is that which at
tracts individuals with such attributes and makes good use of them
by giving them scope and opportunity to be heard. There are no
formulas for this in terms of structure and procedures. It is mainly
and essentially a question of the spirit which informs policy from
the center of authority.
In conclusion I offer a few tentative ideas on organization for
policymaking in this complex and difficult field.

President's will. He alone can know his own requirements and how
they can best be met.
( b ) It would seem to me to be normal and sensible if the President
were to turn to his Secretary of State to act as his general manager
in the foreign field where diplomatic, military, economic, and psycho
logical aspects need to be pulled together under a basically political
concept. In this general manager capacity the Secretary of State
would have the responsibility of seeing to it that the significant
questions and data were brought, to the President's attention and
that he was spared the necessity of squandering his time on the less
significant issues.
(e) If the. Secretary of State has, or is given, this general manager
responsibility, he will need a staff recruited, trained, and organized
to help him in this policy development and coordination function.

must be responsive to the
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This function is quite different from that of diplomacy for which,
most of the Foreign Service is now trained.
(d) The National Security Council, the Secretary of Defense's Of
fice, perhaps the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Bureau of the Budget,
under this organizational concept, would require staff people having
general training and a point of view similar to that of the Secretary
of State's staff for policy development and coordination.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Mr. Nitze, for an excellent state
ment. We are most grateful to you for your generous counsel and
advice.
I should like to ask you a few questions before turning to my
colleague, Senator Muskie.
Secretary of State Herter testified before us a few days ago about
the tremendous burdens placed upon the Secretary of State because
of attendance at the growing number of international conferences,
the requirements of protocol, and the like. Some people have sug
gested that we should create a new position, a Secretary of Foreign
Affairs. The holder of this position would report to the Secretary of
State, but he would try to relieve the Secretary of State of part of
the burden of attending international conferences, and some of the
ceremonial functions.
Do you think such a proposal is worth exploring?
Mr. Nitze. I think it is definitely worth exploring. There are, how
ever, possible objections to the idea. I think the principal objection
stems from the fact that one needs one clear, senior person in this field
of foreign policy, pulling together all the things which affect and which
implement one's foreign policy. I take it that the idea would be that
it would remain the Secretary of State's function to do that.
I think the person who does that on behalf of the President needs
to have at least a good deal of the experience which the Secretary of
State now gets from his personal negotiations with other foreign
ministers and heads of states, and things of that kind. I do not be
lieve that the President would be well advised to have a general
manager who is merely a deputy in his own office. It would seem to
me that this function requires a person who is really senior, who
is in command of a line department. I believe that department
should be the Department of State, and that the Secretary of State
should both have the contact up with the President, and the ex
perience, the wisdom, and the contact out to the principal people in
other countries.
I know this places a tremendous burden upon the Secretary of
State. I think it is important to organize the Secretary of State's
office so that his time is economized as much as it is desirable to
economize the President's time. I think one could contemplate ad
ditional positions within the State Department— the position of rov
ing ambassador, for example. In fact, perhaps more than one such
would be desirable.
Mr. Dulles served very ably in that capacity under President Tru
man and Secretary Acheson in the negotiation of the Japanese peace
treaty. Other senior negotiations, top-level negotiations, have in the
past been handled by an ambassador specifically designated for that
purpose. Perhaps one could accomplish the purpose that is con
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templated by the appointment of a Secretary of Foreign Affairs
through action of this kind.
It may be necessary, however, to give the negotiator a somewhat
senior title. I take it this is why the proposal is made, and why it
should be explored.
Senator Jackson. Yes, I believe that is correct. I was particularly
interested in your comments about additional ambassadors at large.
Is it fair to say that if you fulfill two conditions, (1) appoint am
bassadors at large and (2) appoint men of international stature in
that office, that will help to relieve some of the onerous responsibili
ties of the Secretary of State ?
What I am getting at is that it is important not just to name an
ambassador at large, but to be sure he is an individual of internation
al stature. You cited Mr. Dulles. There are other examples, such
as Averell Harriman. If you get a man of international stature
with that office, you have then the dual combination that helps to
relieve the Secretary of State of some of those responsibilities. Is
that a fair estimate of the situation ?
Mr. Nitze. Yes. Mr. Arthur Dean has been handling the law of
the sea negotiation, which is a very complicated negotiation. I think
Mr. Arthur Dean is recognized as an international figure in the world,
due to his handling of the Korean armistice negotiation. Mr. Wil
liam C. Foster handled our negotiations in the surprise attack nego
tiations in Geneva. He was head of our delegation. He, I think,
is also recognized as an international figure, because of the various
jobs in this field which he has handled with distinction in the past.
Perhaps one might generalize the idea I was suggesting before and
say that what the Secretary of State needs is a whole stable of dis
tinguished, experienced representatives that he can call on from time
to time and at will and for as long as he needs them, to concentrate on
specific problems and specific fields of negotiation where you need a
distinguished person, a man of real experience and background, work
ing at length on the problem. Mr. Frederick M. Eaton, I think, fits
in the same category. He is handling our disarmament negotiation.
Senator Jackson. In this same area, I want to turn to one other
point. Mr. Lovett and Mr. Herter, as you may know, proposed a con
ference on protocol for the purpose of reducing protocol. In other
words, there are certain activities, as I understand it—and Mr. Her
ter made this clear—where the Secretary of State's presence is manda
tory under international protocol. Mr. Lovett mentioned the possi
bility of appointing a Secretary of Foreign Affairs. Mr. Herter did
not think this would fill the b^w, Mr. Lovett thought the idea should
be explored, at least. n(j
What is your reaction to (.jj^s suggestion, and the need to reduce
activities where the Secretaant' presence is mandatory under inter
national protocol ? d'etat
Mr. Nitze. Anything thpjiaj. tj;be done to cut down on ceremonial
functions and other functv&pr~" chich interfere with the Secretary
of State's attention to the ir^dSuiisij^y functions which he must carry
would seem to me to be helpful* saj <J«- s
Senator Jackson. Mr. Nitel^we have had, of course, in recent
months, examples of summitry. We have had summitry in the past
under several administrations. I wonder if you have any particular
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reflections on this approach as contrasted with traditional diplomacy.
Mr. Nitze. I take it the question at issue is the level at which per
sonal diplomacy takes place, because all diplomacy is in fact princi
pally handled through individuals.
Senator Jackson. That is correct, but historically you have those
two general routes, personal versus traditional.
Mr. Nitze. If the implication of the word "personal" diplomacy
means that it is largely the public opinion impact, the impact on
world opinion, world psychology, if this is the main purpose of the
negotiation, this is quite a different type of purpose than the purpose
of arriving at specific agreement on difficult and complicated matters
of international relations. If the purpose is to arrive at agreement
on a treaty, for instance, it would seem to me that the public opinion
type of approach may be important in the early stages before the
matter is ripe for decision, just to set the right climate. But when
you get to the real business of trying to arrive at the specific wording
and the details of what each side proposes to agree to, then it would
seem to me that this should be done—virtually all of it right up to
the very end—through the traditional channels of diplomacy. It
should be done largely in secret. I think it is only if it is done in
secret that one avoids many of the pitfalls which otherwise are
inherent in the process. I think it is much easier for one side to give
and the other side to give and to find a common meeting ground
if this is done at low levels rather than committing the prestige of
the senior people in government.
Even though negotiating toward agreement should generally be
done through the traditional pattern of diplomacy, this does not
exclude other functions for Presidential visits, Presidential state
ments, and so forth.
Senator Jackson. In other words, in its proper setting, top level
personal diplomacy can be justified. But day in and day out, the
traditional approach in your judgment is the soundest.
Mr. Nitze. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. What are your views as to the values of so-called
distinguished committees, such as the Gaither Committee, as a method
for review of policy or pplicy procedures, and as a source of new
ideas for policy direction?
Mr. Nitze. I think they can serve a very great function. The
danger is that they may be regarded as, a substitute for the responsi
bilities which only the executive branch, which only those within
Government, can properly take. It seems to me that many of the
distinguished citizens' committees hat»i been used for this purpose
as a way of dodging responsibility, rajaier than as a way of getting
the best advice when one is preparer aro accept responsibility and
proposes to do something about it. Af.iniall, it is only those who will
be responsible for the action that takepaplace who can really finally
determine a policy. The outside djact, piished citizens' committees
are perhaps more free to explore n*^_, as; perhaps they can do a
better job of integrating a complex s$r"'t£^ucts, but in the last analysis
it is a decision by the executive braticn, by the people responsible in
the executive branch, which is the precondition for action.
Senator Jackson. Thank you. Your suggestions that the Secre
tary of State be in effect a general manager for the President in the
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foreign field where diplomacy, military, economic, and psychological
aspects need to be pulled together under a basically political concept
is one which has been suggested in a number of forms on previous oc
casions before this committee and elsewhere. I wonder if you would
under this concept make the Secretary of State senior to, say, the
Secretary of Defense, or have him act without statutory changes as a
kind of Assistant President, speaking for and with the authority of
the President ?
Mr. Nitze. I do not think it would be wise to change by statute
the relationship between the Secretary of State, the Secretary of
Defense, and the President. Today the Secretary of State is

, I think,
the senior member of the Cabinet by virtue of the history of the State
Department. As I understand it, there were originally only three
departments of the executive branch : the Department of the Army, the
Department of the Treasury, and the State Department. The State
Department handled all matters other than matters of finance and
defense. It was really the arm of the President in the execution of
general political policy. I think from that tradition, the Secretary
of State always has been viewed as being the first among equals in the
Cabinet. It would seem to me that this is all that is appropriate and
wise and necessary. The Secretary of Defense on purely military
matters, on matters having to do, for instance, with the organization
of the procurement of weapons and material that we need, clearly
should be in a relationship which goes directly from the President to
the Secretary of Defense.
All I am suggesting is that there are areas which are of crucial
importance where the military and the political cross, and where the
problem really is a joint military-political problem. When it becomes

a joint military-political problem, there you cannot just direct the
Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense to coordinate later
ally. It is not going to work. You really have to look to one as being
the senior.
The way in which this is done, and it seems to me properly done, is

for the President to look to his Secretary of State for advice in this
field. When the rest of the Government realizes that the President
does so look to the Secretary of State, then they accommodate them
selves, in these areas where the political and the military overlap, to
the Secretary of State's guidance. They seek it. It is not that this is

something imposed upon them. The military know that their job is

to support our policy. That is the purpose of the defense organization
and of our military forces, to support our policy. Where are they
going to find help in the definition of what that policy is in terms that
are meaningful to them? They can't go and should not go to the
President every time this kind of a question arises. The President's
time must be conserved to the important strategic or crucially im
portant decisions. They want help. I think the place where they
can get help is from the Secretary of State. But then the Secretary
of State has to recognize that this is his responsibility, that it is up
to him to give help and guidance to those portions of the Defense
Establishment that want guidance on policy so that our military policy
can become an integral part of our overall policy.
Senator Jackson. Your point is
,

then, in summary, I take it, that
there is no need for a statutory change. This approach that you
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have- suggested involves basically the philosophy that
the President

himself adopts or does not adopt in the utilization of the Cabinet

positions.
Mr. Nitze. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Another proposal we have heard advanced

before

the committee is that we should create Cabinet
positions for three

Secretaries; one in charge of diplomacy, another concerned
with in

formation, and the third with foreign economic matters. These three

men would in turn report to a sort of super-Secretary who might
be

called the Secretory of Foreign Affairs. What are your
comments on

this proposal ?
Mr. Nitze. Again I think this is a proposal which merits explora
tion. My first comment would be that I would prefer to see the Sec
retary of State be the designation of the top position.

This has been

our traditional title for the senior person in this field.
I would hate

to see it lost.
Secondly, a question arises as to what the relationship should be

between the Secretary of State and the Secretary for Foreign Affairs.

The third question arises as to whether one i-eally wants to put the

whole economic field and the information field on a coordinate level

with the conduct of diplomacy and the conduct of our foreign affairs.

I think however, that the idea is worth exploring. Certainly the
foreign economic field is a field of growing importance, of very serious

importance today. Certainly the information field is a problem of

very great importance. I don't have a firm feeling one way or an
other about this suggestion.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel that the economic field is particu

larly ripe for handling in this way % Mr. Dillon certainly is a man

well qualified in the economic field. I am sure you would agree on
that,
Mr. Nitze. Yes. The current arrangement by which the Under
Secretary of State has the power to guide the foreign economic activi

ties of the U.S. Government gives one even a higher level for the
guidance of these economic activities than I think one would have if
one merely had a Secretary for Economic Affairs. If one's main
channel of recommendation to the President in the foreign field is

through the Secretary of State to the President, then the Under Sec

retary of State becomes, in real terms, a more effective person than

some other Cabinet-level person, irrespective of his title. The thing
that counts is where he is in the effective channel of command.
I would say that Mr. Dillon today is very high in the effective
channels of command in this field. So I don't think that one gains
anything by setting up a separate department with a Cabinet-level
officer. I think one is apt to overestimate Cabinet-level rank as being
something important, It is important in protocol, but I doubt if it
is that important in the way in which decisions in fact get made and

executed.
Senator Jackson. As far as you are concerned, Mr. Dillon has a
pretty clear line of authority and it is well defined ?
Mr. Nitze. I think that is correct.
Senator Jackson. Secretary Herter has come out in favor of a
greater exchange of personnel between the Departments of State and
Defense for the purpose of creating more officials with nonparochial
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backgrounds of experience. Do you think this would be a good step ?
Mr. Nitze. I think this would be a very good step. It might help in
the training and recruitment of a pool of people who could fill the
staff functions which would be called for by the conception which was
in my prepared statement. If the Secretary of State is going to take
on an increased measure of responsibility for policy guidance in the
political areas where defense, economics, and diplomacy overlap, then
it would seem to me he needs the help of staff people who not only have
the inherent qualities of ability and character, but also long training
and experience with political matters, military matters and economic
matters, so that they can give staff assistance to the Secretary in per
forming this function for the President. I think the suggestion you
refer to would help in that regard.
Senator Jackson. Along this line, Secretary of State Herter also
told us that as a long-term goal, he thought it might be desirable to
have a representative of the State Department sitting as an adviser
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. When we discussed this point with the
Secretary of Defense, he felt it might be useful to have a high repre
sentative from State assigned to the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
Do you have any comments on this sort of proposal for coordination
between the Departments ?
Mr. Nitze. There are many ways by which this type of coordination
can be done. In our day we used to have weekly meetings between a
group from the State Department directly with the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. We used to spend 2 or 3 hours once a week with the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. At these meetings we talked out any problems which
were of interest to them and any problem which was of interest to us.
This was not for the purpose of arriving at a decision. The NSC was
the appropriate channel through which a decision was to be made.
But this was of invaluable help, I think, to both of us in keeping our
understanding of their problems current and their understanding of
our problems current.
Senator Jackson. It was helpful in getting good ideas up to the
NSC level, was it not ?
Mr. Nitze. It was even better than that. You needed this in order
to have the knowledge and background by which you could even de
velop the ideas. Unless you had this degree of understanding of the
real problems of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, you could not really work
out the ideas to be submitted to the NSC.
Senator Jackson. On that same point, do you think it would be
desirable to have a representative from the Joint Chiefs or the Secre
tary of Defense assigned as an adviser to the State Department, say,
on the Policy Planning Staff, or for that matter in the Office of the
Secretary of State ?
Mr. Nitze. I am somewhat skeptical of the idea of representatives
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff or of the State Department going to this,
or that, or the other group. The point is not to have somebody repre
senting the bureaucratic position of the State Department vis-a-vis
the Joint Chiefs, or representing the bureaucratic point of view of
the Joint Chiefs vis-a-vis the Policy Planning Staff. To have the
Policy Planning Staff function as I would like to see it function re
quires that everybody there work as a member of the Policy Planning
Staff with no particular bureaucratic jurisdictional or topical points
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of view. Everybody has to work together as an entity. If you have
on this group somebody whose specific job is to represent the view
point of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, I think you change the nature
of the institution. What is required here is not cross-representation.
What is required here is joint development of ideas in a field which
affects policy as a whole. What we are talking about here are polit
ical-military problems and not just military problems or purely dip
lomatic problems. So here you have to work on these things together.
It is the State Department and the Joint Chiefs of Staff together who
have to work up the recommendations which eventually go up to the
NSC and the President for decision.
Senator Jackson. I take it your point is that the Policy Planning
Staff should bring together people who do not have rigid and fixed
ositions—people who have ideas to offer, and who, with intellectual
onesty, achieve a policy position that draws from the rich experience
containing all of the elements that should be brought together in com
ing up with a specific position to be recommended to higher authority.
Is that a fair statement ?
Mr. Nitze. That is a fair statement.
Senator Jackson. I have a lot of other questions, but I just want to
ask one or two more.
Your predecessor on the Policy Planning Staff, Ambassador Ken-
nan, has suggested that there is a serious overstating in the Govern
ment, including the Department of State.
I would also be glad to have your comments on the role of intrade-
partmental and interdepartmental committees.
Mr. Nitze. I think the problem flows in part from the preceding
matter we have been discussing. If it is not clear who is giving the
guiding political concept under which coordination is to take place,
if you are merely trying to get agreement between State, Defense, the
International Economic Administration, or what have you, and no
body knows exactly what is the idea that you are trying to carry out,
you can carry on committee meetings forever and a day. You can
elaborate staff. You can turn out papers. The issue is never decided
because you have no resolution of will according to which a decision
can be arrived at. So what you need in order to make a committee
work is

, I think, a chairman who will take responsibility to get a

decision made, even if all the rest of the members of his committee
are against it. He has to make this decision, however, with every
member of his committee having had a full opportunity to put for
ward their point of view.
Secondly, the chairman should be geared in to the main line chain
of policy formulation. If this question is one which cuts across
military, diplomatic, and economic lines of consideration, then it

would seem to me the chairman of the interdepartmental committee
should be a State Department person in a direct line or chain of
responsibility to the Secretary of State who in turn is in the direct
line to the President. Certainly every other agency could appeal the
decision through its direct line to the President. But if the President
consistently backs up the Secretary of State, and if the Secretary of
State supervises and sees to it that the people down the line from him
are carrying out or developing his and the President's political con
cepts as to how these things should be done, then I think one can get
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dispatch in Government. Things can move rapidly and you can
. make much more effective use of the talents of Government. Then, I
think, one can use large numbers of people effectively.
I think what George Kennan was worried about is that if you have
large numbers of people who are not working in some effective scheme
of organization, they fall all over each other and they make the job
more difficult. They don't help. I think the task that faces the U.S.
Government today is so great that one needs fully the number of
people we have working on policy matters that we have today. But
one needs to organize them so that one gets more effective results
from them than one does today.
Senator Jackson. And with emphasis on quality.
Mr. Nitze. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. I have many more questions, but I want to turn
to my colleagues. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. Mr. Nitze, as I consider the number of witnesses
we have had and some remain, I don't understand why we are not
holding these hearings at Bar Harbor, where it would be much more
comfortable.
I was interested in your statement and also in your discussion with
Senator Jackson and your recommendation for a general manager.
I was struck by your use of the word "vicar." I thought I might
check the dictionary to make sure of my own recollection. A vicar
is a substitute in office, a deputy, that is God's vicar. Did you use it in
this sense?
Mr. Nitze. It seems to me that the term "chief of staff" had a purely
military connotation. The term "general manager" had primarily an
-economic connotation. I found it difficult to find a third term which
gave a sense of what it was that I had in mind. It seems to me in part
that the function should cover a deep political relationship. He
should be the second in command in putting together the political
ideas of the President in relation to the external field. This has to do
with spirit as well as will and analysis of fact. What term could
come to mind ? It seemed to me that vicar was the best I could think
of.
Senator Muskie. I am not going to get into too many details. I
would simply like to clarify what I understand to be your point of
view. Incidentally, I would like to say it is a beautifully articulated
one. It has struck me as these hearings have gone on that one of the
problems involved is that of dividing the President's responsibilities
into two groups : The primary responsibilities that bear most heavily
upon national security, and the secondary responsibilities which per
haps roughly might be described as more nearly in the nature of house
keeping, and might even include responsibilities in the domestic field.
It seems to me that in some respects our organization has tended to
fragmentize both groups of responsibilities. What we really ought to
be doing is expanding the secondary group of responsibilities and
delegating them and restricting the field of primary responsibilities
to which the President can really give the kind of attention he ought
to.
Is that a valid point of view in your opinion ?
Mr. Nitze. It would seem to me that there is some degree of differ
ence between the domestic field and the things that bear upon the
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foreign interests and purposes of the United States. In the domestic
field, it would seem to me that the Congress can and does play a more
substantial role in the determination of policy than it is possible or
proper for the Congress to play in the foreign field.
In the domestic field the execution of policy is of the true essence
as far as the President's responsibilities are concerned. So the func
tions of the Budget, of the Treasury, of the recruitment of personnel,
of the management of the executive end of the Government would
seem to me to be a prime responsibility of the President.
In the foreign field, it would seem to me, as is recognized in the
Constitution, the President has a somewhat greater relative sphere of
responsibility vis-a-vis the Congress than Tie does in the domestic
field. So I find it difficult to look at the foreign field and the domestic
field as being quite on all fours.
Senator Muskie. If I draw the proper implication from what you
said, then we ought to free up the President's time to deal more effec
tively in the foreign field and perhaps divorce him a little more from
direct responsibilities in the domestic field.
Mr. Nitze. For instance, it would seem to me quite possible that a
deputy in the AVhite House dealing with budgetary, personnel, and
other management functions, as the President might have been con
sidering, might be helpful in the domestic field. I don't know. I
don't think the same difficulties arise as I think would arise in the
foreign field if one had a person in the White House who was more or
less general manager in that area.
Senator Mttskie. With respect to this objective, is it your judgment
that we need more organization or less organization or simply a dif
ferent organization than we now have which would help the President
discharge his foreign responsibilities, which are the diplomatic and
security responsibilities ?
Mr. Nitze. I was suggesting that the present organization could be
made more effective if one went at it in a different way. I was sug
gesting that one strengthen the staff assistance primarily to the Sec
retary of State, but also in part to the National Security Council staff,
to the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and perhaps
the Bureau of the Budget ; that one create a staff corps which would
have the necessary general training. This does not necessarily mean
more organization. I think this again fits in the category of trying
to develop tools which would make the existing organization run more
smoothly.
Senator Mttskie. It seemed to me implicit in what you said that too
much organization can become an objective in itself. Do you think
imposing this new suggestion, which is not really new organization
but simply a different concept of the existing organization, upon
present structures would constitute overorganization ?
Mr. Nitze. I think it would make the current organization work
more effectively and that it does not constitute overorganization. I
would think it simplified the organizational problems that exist today.
Senator Muskie. I have no more questions.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits.
Senator Javits. Mr. Nitze, we welcome you here. I am sorry I was
not here earlier. I have read your statement.
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As I see it from what I have heard from your answers to questions,
the central core of your point is that we have to coordinate, we have to
tie together—I see you don't like the word "coordination" — the diplo
matic, military, economic, and psychological aspects of our national
strategy in some organizational form. Would that be a fair
summary ?
Mr. NrrzE. Yes, that is correct.
Senator Javits. That implies, and I wish you would state this, that
this is not being done now.
Mr. NrrzE. I think it is not being done as well as it could be.
Senator Javits. Or let us say adequately.
Mr. Nitze. That is a matter of judgment. I don't believe it is
adequate.
Senator Javits. Would you say that to tie these aspects of our na
tional strategy together is essential to our national security?
Mr. Nitze. I think this is correct.
Senator Javits. Your practical suggestion is exactly the same as
that of Ambassador Kennan, that the President should turn to the
Secretary of State to be the lieutenant who ties these aspects of the

Mr. Nitze. Yes.
Senator Javits. You say, and I could not agree with you more, that
this is no substitute for the directive, for the objective of what is to
be the national strategy.
Mr. Nitze. Yes.
Senator Javits. We are dealing here with policy machinery, but
would you wish to state, because after all the machinery derives from
the objective, your concept of the national strategy at this time?
What should it be?
Mr. Nitze. I attempted to state it in as simple terms as I could in my
statement. I think this goes back to the question as to what one con
ceives to be the main and enduring objective of our foreign affairs.
I take it on this there is not too much disagreement ; that is, the foster
ing of an environment in the world within which a nation such as
ours with purposes such as ours can survive and prosper. I take it

that the problems that we face in the world today are twofold. One is

that the system of world order which existed prior to World War I

was shattered by World War I and World War II. That preexisting
system of world order revolved around the balance of power in Europe,
England's control of the seas, the economic system which really flowed
from London. That British leadership, and the balance of power in
Europe, no longer exist. I would think that one of the prime purposes
or prime elements of our national strategy today is to work on the con
structive job of building a system within the non-Communist world
which gives a degree of order, which is a framework within which the
new and emerging countries can develop economically, politically, and
where the disagreements between the various parts of this system will
be limited, and where warfare does not get out of hand.

I would say that the second part of our national strategy is to pro
tect this constructive job from frustration by the U.S.S.R. and its bloc.
The question of what you do in order to most effectively handle the
threat constituted by the Soviet Union and its bloc in turn divides
itself up into a number of significant questions. I should think that
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your national strategy then would have to be spelled out area by area
as to how one views these tasks and what are the appropriate means,
what kind of things can we really carry out within the resources that
we are prepared to make effective.I would add a third point to this question of national strategy, and
that has to do with the interrelationship between our domestic line of
policy and the foreign line of policy. Do we consider this foreign
policy to be something which is just to be added onto the primary re
sponsibilities of government which run to the domestic end, or do we
consider this to be something on a coordinate level or even perhaps
a more important level ? This goes to the whole allocation of our
effort and resources to the various areas of policy. I should think all
these matters were part of a national strategic concept.
Senator Javits. So you would place the main effort, as I see it, on
the integration of the free world.
Mr. Nitze. Concurrently one must defend it

,

though.
Senator Javtts. I understand. But the main effort would be the
integration of the free world ?

Mr. Nitze. That is right, in the sense of building a structure of
order in the free world.
Senator Javits. You would defend it against the U.S.S.R. You
would relate it to domestic policy. But the fundamental thrust of
our national strategy, as you see it

,

would be the integration of the
free world.
Mr. Nitze. That is correct.
Senator Javits. Do you think that this results from what hap
pened in Paris, or was this your view before ?

Mr. Nitze. This was my view before.
Senator Javits. Do you think that this has been made more certain
by what happened in Paris?
Mr. Nitze. I think it has not been made more certain. I think it
has been made more doubtful.
Senator Javits. I did not mean so much as to its success. I meant
as a line of strategy. You are surer of it now than you were before!
Mr. Nitze. I don't have that hopeful feeling. I am not quite as
optimistic as I believe you are.
Senator Javits. I don't think you quite get my point. I am not
asking you for a qualitative judgment so much as to say that you are
confirmed in your opinion that this must be the main threat by what
happened in Paris.
Mr. Nitze. That is correct.
Senator Javits. That is all I had in mind.
Do you think the Secretary of State is the proper officer with whom
we ought to do something along this line?
Mr. Nitze. That is correct.
Senator Javits. And such practical suggestion as you have is con
tained, as I read it, in your recommendation :

It would seem to me to be normal and sensible if the President were to turn
to his Secretary of State to act as his general manager in the foreign field
where diplomatic, military, economic, and psychological aspects need to be
pulled together under a basically political concept. In this general manager
capacity the Secretary of State would have the responsibility of seeing to it

that the significant questions and data were brought to the President's atten
tion and that he was spared the necessity of squandering his time on the less
significant issues.
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Mr. Nitze. That is correct. • • • •

Senator Javits. Mr. Gates, who testified before us, feels that should
not be done. He and Secretary of State Herter should be coordinate
officers on the same level and liaison between them, using that word
in its professional sense, is adequate to do everything that you say
ought to be done.
Mr. Nitze. I profoundly disagree.
Senator Javits. In other words, you don't think it is being done
now or is capable of being done now under existing lines of authority
as laid down ?
Mr. Nitze. No; I think it is capable of being done. I do not think
it is being done.
Senator Javits. If it is capable of being done, then do we need to
deal with the machinery ? Isn't your point that we have to change the
men?
Mr. Nitze. I think we do have to change the men. I do not think
that the prime job is the machinery.
Senator Javits. That is the main point that I wanted to get from
you, because that is after all what we are considering. We are con
sidering whether to offer legislation to change the machinery. If it is
your judgment that the machinery is okay, if you had the right fellows
running it, it seems to me that is the answer.
Mr. Nitze. It seems to me that is correct. The machinery is OK.
If you have the right fellow running it on the right idea
Senator Javits. Then you would agree with Gates. Gates said you
don't have to change the machinery.
Mr. Nitze. As I understand it, the machinery which exists is the
machinery that the President wants and that he feels is performing
the functions which he wants it to perform. I have heard Mr. Gray so
testify. If that is so, I don't know now one can from the outside change
this.
My first point in my recommendation was that the machinery should
be responsive to the will of the President in this field.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits, I wanted to interject earlier that

I think our job in this committee is twofold : To recommend changes
on a statutory basis in the machinery^ and then to make general rec
ommendations as to the use of machinery which would not involve
statutory change. I just want to mention that. I am sure you agree
that we might well make suggestions as to how machinery could be
used in a better way by the incoming President, no matter who that
President might be, based on the testimony that we have received, and
the wise counsel of our witnesses.
Senator Javits. As a lawyer, I would say we would either seek legis
lation or give our reasons for not seeking it.
Senator Jackson. That is another way of saying the same thing.
Senator Javits. Except that we do not have jurisdiction except m
respect of legislation. I think that is a very important point for all
congressional committees to remember. We are not running the execu
tive department unless it is in respect to legislation.
Thank you,Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. That is right. I have an idea that all Presidents
will welcome suggestions now and then. I have heard that even Sena
tors and Congressmen write letters to the President suggesting that
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certain things be done. Now, I take it if that is true, it is not out of
order for five Senators to do it all at once.
Senator Javits. I think we want to do a good deal more than write
him a letter.
Senator Jackson. We will write a number of reports.
Might I just touch on two last questions in the open session, and then
I wilFturn to the minority counsel, Mr. Pendleton, and Senator Mus-
kie, if he has any further comment.
Should State and Defense and perhaps other agencies concerned
with national security participate fully in the initial establishment of
budgetary guidelines for national security programs? I am talking
about programs in the broad sense and not just military hardware.
Mr. Nitze. I think they should. As I understand it, this was the
traditional practice. At the beginning of the budget year, it was the
practice of the Bureau of the Budget to call in State, Defense, and
all the other people involved, and have a preliminary go-around of
the problems as they saw them, and discuss the budgetary require
ments which these problems might entail. This was the first step in
the budgetary process each year. I believe in recent years this has
been somewhat curtailed by the policy of fixing a budgetary limita
tion in the defense field, at least, for a long period of time. So this

is now decided not year by year but has been decided over a number
of years in advance.
Senator Jackson. Which precludes any realistic participation.
Mr. Nitze. That is correct. It is merely a question of how you
divide up the pie.
Senator Jackson. We have heard a great many proposals for mak
ing greater use of contract research in the general field of policy
planning. I am referring, of course, to the Rand-type organization.

I am not referring to Rand as such, necessarily. Some say, for exam
ple, there should be a State Department Rand. I would welcome
anything you might like to say about making greater use in general
of contract research in the field of policy planning.
Mr. Nitze. I would welcome greater flexibility in the executive
branch to contract for such research. I believe the Rand Corp. has
provided analyses that have been of great value to the Air Force.
Stanford research has done work for the Defense Establishment and
the Army which has been of great value. I believe the Institute for
Defense Analyses and a number of other people have done very useful
work, primarily, however, in the area where technology and military
strategy overlap. They have dealt primarily with the question of
what you can develop through technology to meet various military
problems. I don't believe that much work has been done in the area
where defense considerations and political, diplomatic, economic con
siderations, and psychological considerations, overlap. I believe this

is a more difficult area in which to do contract research. Research is

more difficult in this field than it is in the purely technological field.

I still think, however, that the executive branch ought to have greater
freedom, and this implies, of course, some money with which to con
tract for such research.
Senator Jackson. One last question, Mr. Nitze. Many people have
commented on the question of how well we are organized and staffed
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to do a good job on the whole problem of disarmament. Would you
care to comment briefly on that subject?
Mr. Nitze. I should think this has been one of the areas where we
have not been well set up to do the necessary staff work. After Mr.
Stassen resigned, or was relieved of his job, I think there was a very
great hiatus or long hiatus in which there was no really effective staff
organization within the executive branch devoting its primary time
and effort to the problems of disarmament. I believe when Mr. Foster
went to Geneva as head of our delegation in the initial surprise attack
negotiations, he had, I think, 2 or 3 weeks within which to recruit
his staff prior to the opening of the negotiations.
The staff work was done concurrently with the negotiations. When
Mr. Foster returned from those negotiations, I believe that staff was
allowed to evaporate. I think even today the staff work on disarma
ment is highly restricted in relationship to the magnitude of the job.I can recognize the difficulties in getting this organized, but I do not
believe that a good job has been done in providing the staff work that
we need for the exploration of the complexities of this field.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Pendleton.
Mr. Pendleton. Dr. Nitze, in your comments about the liaison
between the Department of State and the Department of Defense, you
gave some indication that the people involved might be a problem as
well as the machinery. I was wondering whether you were referring
to the Secretaries or their staffs ?
Mr. Nitze. Incidentally, I am not a doctor. You flatter me when
you give me that designation.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Nitze was formerly an investment banker.
Mr. Nitze. I have some difficulty recollecting that portion of my
testimony to which you referred. At one time I was referring to the
qualities of persons that one would seek in staff personnel to help the
senior members of Government, the Secretary of State, Secretary of
Defense, and the Joint Chiefs.
Mr. Pendleton. It was your exchange with Senator Javits where
he questioned what we are looking at, machinery or people.
Mr. Nitze. I took it what Senator Javits was referring to was
primarily the person of the President. I had testified that I thought
that the organizational arrangement should be responsive to the will
of the President.
I had also said that I thought that the present arrangements were
satisfactory to the President, at least those close to him nave so testi
fied. Therefore, Senator Javits very properly said, then what you
are suggesting is that this is a question of men rather than organiza
tional arrangement, and I think he was suggesting that another man in
the White House might wish different types of organizational ar
rangements. I think this is correct.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. This will conclude the open session and the com
mittee will declare a brief recess, and then we will meet in executive
session.
(Thereupon, at 11 :45 a.m., a recess was taken, pursuant to which the
committee proceeded to executive session.)
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Senator Jackson. The committee will resume its sitting in executive
session as previously announced.
Mr. Nitze, based on your experience, what do you think are the
prerequisites for the NSC to function best as an advisory mechanism
to the President ?
Mr. Nitze. I think the prime prerequisite is that the staff work
that is done in the NSC machinery bring before the President and the
Secretary of State, and the other full-time members of the NSC, those
issues which really should be discussed by the NSC in good time, and
with the appropriate data and material attached thereto. This is
necessary so that the full-time members of the NSC can have and do
have a real discussion of the basic and most crucial issues.
Senator Jackson. In other words, for the most part the NSC should
be limited to the critically important issues.
Mr. Nitze. That is right.
Senator Jackson. As I recall, you were the State Department rep
resentative on the NSC planning board which was then called the
senior staff.
Mr. Nitze. That is correct. At one time I was.
Senator Jackson. What are your reflections on the strengths and
the weaknesses of the planning board device?
Mr. Nitze. It was my feeling that there were certain types of 'hings
which it was very difficult for the senior staff to do. It was ve y dif
ficult for the senior staff to originate basic ideas of policy. Most of
the work of originating papers which contained new approaches to
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foreign policy was done outside of the NSC machinery, generally with
the knowledge of Jimmy Lay, who was secretary of the senior staff.
But the atmosphere within the NSC senior staff was not conducive
to original and integrated policy formulation work. I think the reason
the atmosphere was not conducive to that was that all the members
of the senior staff felt themselves to be representatives of the organi
zations that they were representing. They felt that the forum of the
NSC was so close to the President and the ultimate power of the Presi
dent's power of decision, that when one went into the NSC framework,
one was approaching a decision on policy which could very seriously
affect the bureaucratic interest of your own department or agency.
Therefore, from the first consideration of a problem in the NSC the
members of the senior staff viewed the process as a negotiation of the
bureaucratic interests of the people involved. That is not the at
mosphere in which one produces integrated, sound, original, compre
hensive approaches to new upcoming situations.
You could get another atmosphere in ad hoc committees, recruited
from the most talented, most knowledgeable people, either from the
staff of the Joint Chiefs of Staff or the Secretary of Defense's Office
or the Bureau of the Budget or the Treasury or the economics organi
zations of Government. They would know about the given problem
that you were working on. They would have the talent and intelli
gence to come up with something. You would then put them together
in an ad hoc committee to work on this problem. They would know
that the final result or the resulting paper still would not be a decision.
It still would have to be subjected to the NSC coordinating and de
cisionmaking process. I think every paper in our day that was worth
anything was generated outside the NSC and then went into the NSC
for coordination. Not all of them even went to the NSC for coordi
nation. Sometimes the President and the Secretary of State and the
Secretary of Defense would decide the matter themselves without the
benefit of the NSC discussion, because time was short, or it was some
thing they did not want decided that way.
By and large, the NSC procedure was available to the interested
agencies, if they did want to have that kind of treatment of the paper.
Senator Jackson. Do you think your comments apply today? I
take it that the burden of your position is essentially that the senior
staff or the planning board, as it is called now, is not necessarily the
best forum for the generation of new ideas. Is this still true ?
Mr. Nitze. Obviously I have not had the same contact with the
NSC machinery as I used to have prior to June 1953. But my guess
would be that it is still true. I know of nothing that has changed in
the structure to make it easier today to generate new ideas thoroughly
integrated and worked out.
Senator Jackson. What changes do you think could be made, espe
cially with reference to the planning board, that might take the ideas
that come up through the various departments and really sift them
and digest them and come up with some creative criticisms and sug
gestions based on those ideas ?
Mr. NrrzE. My personal view is that it would still be better today
to do this function outside of the NSC. But your question relates to
a different question.
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Senator Jackson. Yes.
Mr. Nitze. You say let us suppose that the President has decided
that he wants it done through the NSC staff; then how might the
NSC staff be so set up as to do this job more effectively than it has
been possible in the past.
Senator Jackson. Without duplicating the work of the Policy
Planning Staff and the work of the Joint Staff in Defense.
Mr. Nitze. I think it will in part duplicate it. I don't see how you
can avoid it.
Senator Jackson. I mean without doing a complete job of dupli
cation.
Mr. Nitze. I should think the first question would be the question
of whom one selects as the director of the staff, and what he then
understands his responsibility to be. I think the directors of the staff
have up to today understood their responsibility to be that of assuring,
first of all, that there has been full coordination, that each one of the
departments, members of the NSC, have had a timely and adequate
opportunity to form their views, and that the NSC does take account
of their views. They have not considered it to be their primary respon
sibility to come up with new suggestions. In fact, they have shied
away from this.
Senator Jackson. What in your judgment is the appropriate role
of the Secretary of State within the NSC, particularly in the light of
your concept of the primacy of the Secretary of State in the formula
tion of State, Defense, and other elements of foreign policy ?
Mr. Nitze. Frankly, I think the Secretary of State's role in the
actual meetings of the NSC has been such as I described. I can't
think of any meeting of the NSC in Mr. Acheson's and Mr. Truman's
day in which Mr. Truman did not look to Mr. Acheson first for a
statement of the views of his advisers. I can remember occasions on
which Mr. Truman decided contrary to the advice of all the members
of the NSC except himself. If he was looking for advice, he would
look first to Mr. Acheson. I think the same was true of all the meet
ings that I saw in which Mr. Eisenhower and Mr. Dulles were in this
relationship.
Mr. Eisenhower looked first to Mr. Dulles for Mr. Dulles' views. I
think the occasions were few and far between as I understand it when
Mr. Eisenhower decided contrary to Mr. Dulles' recommendations if
there was a conflict between Mr. Dulles and the Secretary of Defense,
for instance. On occasions, as I understand it, he again decided inde
pendently on some matters contrary to all his advisers, which is

proper. Therefore, it is not so much to the way the meetings of the
top members are conducted that I was addressing myself ; it was rather
with respect to the subsidiary structure of problems.
Senator Jackson. What is the role of State in the drafting of NSC
papers and what should it be ?

Mr. Nitze. I think most of those papers which have an important
component of diplomatic or overall political interest have been as
signed to the State Department for primary responsibility in prepar
ing the original draft. At least this was so in the days that I recollect.I can think of few papers which really had a high diplomatic or politi
cal content which were not assigned to the State Department. Those
which were of a purely military content were assigned to the Depart-
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ment of Defense. I don't know how one would change that. I think
that is probably the way one should do it.
You earlier suggested that the President might desire that the NSC
staff itself produce integrated, new papers. In that case it would seem
to me one would assign the drafting to the Assistant to the President
for the NSC Affairs and the NSC staff. One would suggest to them
that they prepare the primary draft, utilizing people from the Joint
Staff, the Secretary of Defense's Office, the Policy Planning Staff,
the particularly interested divisions or bureaus of the State Depart
ment, Bureau of the Budget, Treasury, and so forth, as the need arose.
This could be done.
There is not any mechanical reason why it could not be done.
Senator Jackson. I take it, though, you prefer the primacy of the
State Department.
Mr. Nitze. Maybe due to my experience. I have seen the other
system work. It seemed to me to work reasonably well. I could
visualize its working again. This idea of having the NSC staff do

it itself is one that could work. I can see things that would make

it difficult. But itmight very well be possible.
Senator Jackson. In short, how would you summarize the main
shortcomings of NSC as you have come to know them?
Mr. Nitze. These difficulties have had a history. The initial dif
ficulty with NSC was that it dealt only with specific questions.
Policy toward Berlin, policy toward German elections, policy toward
Latin America or parts of Latin America, policy toward Russia. It
did not address itself to the overall question of the strategic concept
which we proposed to follow. I think this was the situation up until
1949, until the series of papers beginning with NSC 68 was undertaken.
From that time on, the main difficulty with NSC had to do with
the relationship between the resources which were to be made avail
able for the execution of policy, and policy. Our tendency had been
to write papers in which we discussed objectives. What were our
objectives with respect to China? What were our objectives with
respect to European integration and developments behind the Iron
Curtain? These objectives were always the desirable things which
we would like to see happen. They were not the things to accomplish
which we necessarily were prepared to allocate the necessary re
sources. So that during this period, our main problem was to convert
the NSC approach from being one which was discussing merely the
desirable to one which bore on a close relationship to reality, one
which dealt with the specific difficulties of the situation and trans
lated objectives into intentions. That was our main problem during
this period.
Senator Jackson. Along that same line, I wonder if you could
refer to your experience in connection with the development of NSC
68 without getting into the substance of it

,

because we do not get into
the substance of these matters. What comments do you have to make
in light of that experience and any lessons that can be derived from

it ? NSC 68 is the document that called for very substantial buildup,
among other things, of our defense capability prior to the Korean
conflict, as I recall it. I believe you and Mr. Marshall and Dr.
Fosdick and others of the policy planning staff were involved in
that, and you were chairman of the staff at the time. I wonder if
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you could use that paper as an illustration to comment on, without
getting into the substance of the document.
Mr. Nitze. It is rather hard to do because the substance of the
document related more to the nature of the approach than to any
specific recommendations. As I stated earlier, our difficulty up to
that time had been that we had no NSC papers which dealt with our
full problem. The papers up to that date dealt largely with the
major components of policy rather than policy as a whole. The
attempt in this paper was to deal with policy as a whole. So it did
deal with the question of the enduring ends of our policy. It did
deal with the tnreat under which we conceived that we were and the
nature of that threat. It dealt with an estimate of enemy capabilities
and our capabilities and enemy weaknesses and the various openings
which were available to us. It dealt with the question of what hope
there was for a modification in the nature of the Soviet regime and
of its ambitions and its ends. How could one modify this? What
was the character of the struggle which existed between us? What
kind of risks were we running? What kind of requirements did
these risks suggest that we needed to fulfill ? What was one apt to
foresee over the course of time as being the development of this
contest ? What alternatives of action did we foresee before us ? What
was apt to happen if we followed one general line of policy or an
other general line of policy?
It also attempted to estimate our economic and domestic capability
of providing the resources for the various alternatives which is dis
cussed. It finally came out with a recommendation for one of these
lines of policy.
But as 1 say, I think the important thing about the paper was the
comprehensiveness of the approach rather than trie particular
recommendations contained therein.
Senator Jackson. This was the first real pulling together at the
summit level of government of all of the component parts of policy
into one cohesive whole that would provide for some meeting of
broad strategic requirements in the light of the threat that was not
only one for that time but for years to come.
Mr. Nitze. This is correct. I would not want to suggest that this
kind of an approach had not been in the minds of the senior people
of government prior to this time. I think the great period of policy
making in the U.S. Government was in the spring of 1947 when the
inherent decision was made to face up to our responsibilities in the
world and to the nature of the threat under which we were. A whole
series of actions were taken. This was a very rich period of policy
making and decision. NSC was brand new. We had no general paper.
You can still make policy, you can decide without this kind of ma
chinery, without reducing to paper all the various points involved.
So NSC 68 was the first attempt to put into a piece of paper an inte
grated approach. It would be presumptuous to suggest that this was
the first time that we really developed a true national strategy. We
had done that before.
I would like to make one further point, if I may, Mr. Chairman,
and that is to me the main value of the NSC approach—it causes
people to focus upon a time range which is longer than the usual time
range that they have in mind. The forum is one in which you tend
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and usually do look at problems 5 years ahead. Perhaps one also looks:
at their implications for 10 years ahead or for a long period ahead.
Also, it is a secret forum. It is a forum where you can really let your
hair down to discuss what you really believe about things.
In the conduct of government, it seems to me to be a very important
thing always to keep the flag of hope and of optimism flying every
day, no matter how bad the situation is. The President, the executive
branch of Government must do that. They must carry forward with
full optimism and on the confident side, rather than on the pessimistic
side, if they want to carry others along with them. But within the
councils of government when you are looking at problems 5 years
ahead, and at their implications 10 years ahead, it seems to me to be
necessary to look with all care, realism, even skepticism, at what is apt
to be the situation 3, 5, 10 years ahead. It is only if you take the re
quired measures today in good time, when the problem is not there, or
is not realized by the public to be there, that you will be in good shape
at that later time to meet these upcoming problems.
As an example, I could refer to the problems of the Japanese peace
treaty. As early as 1953 it was evident that the specific language of
the treaty did not really reflect the understanding between the parties.
The language of the treaty gave us the unilateral right to determine
what use we would make of various military facilities in Japan. Even
by that time, many of those who worked on the matter were fully
cognizant of the fact that those bases would not be effectively avail
able to us, and should not be so considered, unless the Japanese agreed
with us that what we might consider to be a threat to the peace of the
Pacific was one which they also considered to be a threat to the peace
of the Pacific.
As I understand it, our Ambassador in Japan recommended at least

3 years ago, and I think more than that, that the actual wording of the
treaty be changed to bring it into closer conformity to the true under
standing before the issue became a matter of public interest in Japan.
The reason it would have been wise to do it then was for the very
reason that there was then little pressure on us to change the treaty.

I think at that time an opportunity existed for making the change
which was not taken. In part, our difficulties in Japan today are due
to the fact that too optimistic a view was taken 3 or 4 years ago as to
the long-run developments in the Japanese situation.
Senator Jackson. I will conclude by referring to the testimony of
Dr. James Perkins in executive session, which was released to the
press, which is a summary statement of his judgment of NSC. He said
this, and I wonder if you would agree with it :

In short, it has served the process of interagency agreement well. It has not
served the job of creating new policy lines and for anyone to expect that it
would, would seem to me an error in organizational judgment.

Mr. Nitze. I am in general agreement with that. I think I would
phrase it differently.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. I think you have covered the whole subject so
thoroughly I hesitate to take time to ask any more questions. I would
like to ask if you would comment more specifically, if this is within
your experience, on the effectiveness of the Operations Coordinating
Board.
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Mr. Nitze. I really have had very little experience with the Opera
tions Coordinating Board. In the days when I was in the Department
it was called the Psychological Strategy Board. It seemed to me that
at that time its charter was overambitious. It seemed to me that it
"would have been more effective had its responsibilities been narrowed
somewhat and brought down to a narrower range, dealing more with
the public opinion reaction to the things that we were doing rather
than purporting to be an agency through which the main lines of ac
tion were to be coordinated. It was never going to be able to do the
job of coordinating the main lines of action of military, diplomatic,
and other policy.
Senator Muskie. As it has been presented to us in these hearings, its
principal function today appears to be that of implementing the policy
■decisions of NSC.
Mr. Nitze. I think this is too much of a load for the organization, or
perhaps too much organization for the load. This really has pro
liferated into a panoply of committees and people.
Senator Muskie. I think this has an interesting bearing upon your
observation that we tended in our policy papers to make simply a state
ment of desirable goals, without too much consideration of detail or
applying resources to implement those goals, and so on. If the Opera
tions Coordinating Board is not the kind of agency to do this, is there
some other type of agency that can, or is it an organizational problem
atall?
Mr. Nitze. I doubt if it is an organizational problem to which a
general rule of thumb can be applied, or some standard procedure. As
I recollect, its problems change in significance. Take, for instance,
the Iranian oil problem which started quite small and got more and
more important— originally this was a problem which properly was
in the hands of the Iranian desk officer. Then it got to be a problem
so important that it was in the hands of the Iran-Turkey-Iraq division
chief. Then it was a primary concern of the Assistant Secretary for
Middle Eastern Affairs. Finally the President and the Secretary of
State, the Policy Planning Staff, all became involved in it. It did have
interdepartmental considerations. The ODM and the Defense Estab
lishment and various other people were interested in it. It came to
be of obvious general international importance? witli the British pri
marily involved. Certainly, you needed organizational machinery to
cope with the problem. But that machinery had to evolve as the
problem evolved. So at one time I remember we used to have a
daily meeting of a group which seemed to be the appropriate group
to bring about the coordination, and not just the coordination but
the direction of action with respect to this problem. If you just take
some standard operating procedure, I don't know how you would apply
this to Iran or Berlin or what have you. These things go up and
down the line of importance. I was trying to suggest that in my open
ing statement. At one stage in a problem it will be appropriate to
have the decisions made here, in another stage it is necessary to have
them made at a much higher level.
Senator Muskie. You think it would be preferable, then, to elimi
nate the Operations Coordinating Board and rely upon existing de
partmental lines for implementation ?
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Mr. Nitze. I don't know enough about it to have a firm opinion. My
offhand opinion would be yes, scrap it and start anew. I think this
is a tremendous organization which, as I understand it, has devoted
itself largely to the preparing of papers and has not succeeded in
effectively directing the conduct of policy or of producing action which

is going to bring about the desired results. I think it has been a
diversion of the time of important people from things that they could
have done better if they had been given a freer hand to organize them
selves, to really get something done, rather than just reducing some
thing to a piece of paper.
Senator Muskie. Narrowing the same line of inquiry a little more,
with respect to political policy that has military implications, to what
extent should the NSC independent of the Department of Defense
undertake to implement this kind of policy, and to what extent should

it follow up the implemention of this kind of policy ?

Mr. Nitze. I am afraid I did not quite understand the question. I

got the implication you were suggesting that the NSC, independent
of Defense, might do something in the defense field.
Senator Muskie. I am thinking of this. A political policy is set
with respect to some country or some area of the world, which has
military implications. The instruments for providing the tools to
implement this political policy are now in the Department of Defense
and the Budget. To what extent should the NSC have a function,
in addition to setting this policy, with respect to its implementation
in the military field ?

Mr. Nitze. I should think, for instance, taking the case of South
Korea and its defense, that the Department of State would have a
very great interest in whether or not and how nuclear weapons might
be introduced into the defense of South Korea. Similarly, with respect
to the offshore islands. Under what circumstances and how does the
Department of Defense propose that nuclear weapons be used ? This
has implications for policy that I think are overriding. I do not see
how one could simply say this is merely a problem and then assign

it to the Defense Establishment. This is exactly what I was trying to
get at in my prepared statement. It is not enough to cut up the pie
of responsibility and say this is a defense problem and therefore should
be decided by the Defense Establishment. This is a problem which
can make or break foreign policy. This is something that could affect
every other part of your foreign policy if it is decided unintelligently
or under inadequate criteria.
Senator Muskie. Do you think NSC as an organization can bring
these two together ?

Mr. Nitze. I think it can play an essential role. I think the primary
work on it has to be done by the Secretary of State and his staff, and
then you use the NSC in order to be sure that all the agencies of Gov
ernment have had a chance to express their considered views on this,
and that the President then makes his decision on it in the light of the
hearing of the considered views of all the other agencies.
Senator Muskie. In a sense aren't you thinking of the NSC as a

staff function for the Secretary of State ?

Mr. Nitze. In part I am. Basically, of course, it is a staff function
for the President. But if the Secretary of State is in fact his vicar,
general manager or chief of staff in this particular field, then this is
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the staff that is working for the President and the Secretary of State to
assure real consideration, coordination, decision in the light of the
facts.
Senator Muskie. Would your answer be basically the same with
respect to bringing NSC or the Secretary of State closer to the budget
process and its impact upon policy ? Would you say that the Secre
tary of State ought to be the instrumentality for reviewing the budget
implications?
Mr. Nitze. I think, in certain instances, he should. In fact, I think
he does.
Senator Muskie. Outside of his own department ?
Mr. Nitze. Outside of his own department. I think the decision,
for instance, as to the level of foreign assistance appropriations which
would be approved by the Bureau of the Budget for submission to
the Congress was made by the Under Secretary of State and the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget in collaboration.
Senator Muskie. Is this true of the defense budget ?
Mr. Nitze. I think it should be. I think the Secretary of State has
almost a paramount interest in the level of defense which will be
available to support policy.
Senator Muskie. It seems impossible that we have covered so much
ground in such a short time, Mr. Chairman, but we have. I have no
more questions.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Muskie. Mr. Pendleton, our
minority counsel.
Senator Muskie. I do have one more question. I think the answer
to this one is implicit in your entire testimony, but I would like to
ask the question : Is it your impression that strongly held points of
view on issues and policies within departments in important matters
always rise to the level of NSC discussion ?
Mr. Nitze. I don't believe that they arise as effectively as they
should. I think they have arisen. Such disagreements are referred
to the NSC from time to time. My concern is that they do not arise
in a broad enough context. The type of decision on which disagree
ments have gone to the NSC are decisions as to whether or not to go
forward with this weapon system or that weapon system at such and
such a time, or whether or not we will do this precise thing with
respect to an agreement with respect to Berlin. At the same time
there is a tendency to ignore some of the longer range considerations
which bear upon where we are going to be 5 years from now. I refer
to such matters as the integration of our policy or how much reliance
we really want to put on nuclear weapons as the main foundation for
our foreign policy. Certainly in 1953 or 1954 this latter was the cru
cial question which underlay where we were going to be in 1960-65
with respect to our foreign policy. I don't believe that was discussed
in the NSC in the deep manner appropriate to the longer range sig
nificance of the question.
Senator Muskie. Do you think that this shortcoming has an or
ganizational base, or is it again a question of what use the President
should make of the organizational instruments which he has?
Mr. Nitze. I see no way by which legislation could require the
President in the secret conclaves of the NSC to discuss given problems
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in a given way. This seems to me to be beyond the power of the
legislature.
Senator Muskie. Thank you, Mr. Nitze.
Mr. Pendleton. Mr. Nitze, I believe you served in the NSC mech
anism at the time that Admiral Sidney Souers did ?
Mr. Nitze. I did.
Mr. Pendleton. Earlier before this committee he made the state
ment that, "I think it (the NSC) is serving a purpose. You never
can tell from one time to another whether it is doing its best, but it is
the best you can do in the good democratic government we have."
Do you have any comment on his statement?
Mr. Nitze. I agree with the general purport of the statement.
When he says it is the best we can do with the form of democratic
government which we have, this goes beyond what I would say. I
think it has done a necessary job. I think it is possible to do a better
job.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you, Mr. Nitze. Thank you, Mr. Chair
man.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Nitze, on behalf of the committee we want to
express our appreciation to you for the help you have given us this
morning, and assure you that we have quite a long way to go in our
study, and we will not hesitate to call on you for further advice and
counsel. We are most grateful to you for a very able and scholarly
and objective presentation of the problems as you see them in this all-
important area of national security.
Mr. Nitze. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Thereupon, at 12 :40 p.m., the executive session was concluded.)



THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE, THE POLICY PLANNING
STAFF, AND THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

MONDAY, JUNE 27, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

The subcommittee met. at 10 :30 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 3302r
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson and Javits.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, Howard E. Haugerud, Brewster C.
Denny, and Richard S. Page, professional staff members, and Ed
mund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Also present: Charles A. Haskins, senior staff member, National
Security Council.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee continues today its hearings
on the National Security Council and the relationship between the
Departments of Defense and State in the planning, coordination, and
implementation of national security policies.
Our effort continues to be:
First, to appraise the adequacy of our policy machinery and pro
cedures to identify and plan ahead on the key problems of national
strategy in this critical long pull struggle.
Second, to study the machinery for coordination, followthrough,
and implementation of the policies thus determined.
And, third, to arrive at constructive recommendations for improve
ment where needed.
Our witness this morning is the third director of the Policy Plan
ning Staff to appear before the committee.
We welcome today Prof. Robert Bowie, director of the Center for
International Affairs, Harvard University.
After a distinguished career as a lawyer, and a professor of law at
Harvard University, Mr. Bowie served in important posts in the
national security field, including service as general counsel to the
U.S. High Commission for Germany and, from 1953 to 1957, as
Director of the Policy Planning Staff of the State Department, and
Assistant Secretary of State.
As the members and Professor Bowie know, we have agreed that
testimony on the National Security Council by present or past officials
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of the National Security Council or its subordinate machinery con
cerning the Council or its subordinate bodies, will be taken, first, in
executive session.
Therefore, our hearing this morning is in executive session.
Professor Bowie, I believe you have a copy of the guidelines and
are familiar with the information that I have just mentioned.
Mr. Bowie. Yes.
Senator Jackson. We are delighted to have you with us this morn
ing. I realize that you have not prepared a formal statement, but
that you would like to make some opening remarks in an informal
way and then we could turn to some questions if that procedure is
agreeable.

STATEMENT OF PROF. ROBERT BOWIE, DIRECTOR, THE CENTER
FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Mr. Bowie. That is entirely agreeable.
Your letter indicated four topics to which you would like me to
address myself. So I might make a few opening remarks to indicate
my general approach to these subjects and you can start questioning
from there.
Senator Jackson. Very good.I want to say for the record that you may revise, correct, and
extend your remarks as you deem appropriate. This matter will be
left entirely to you.
This is a study and not an investigation.
Mr. Bowie. May I say, first, that I appreciate your interest in my
views. I am very glad indeed to give them to you for whatever use
they may be.I think your committee is engaged in a very important job and so
far as I have been able to follow it in the newspapers and reading
some of your reports, you are approaching it in a very serious ana
objective way.
Senator Jackson. We appreciate those comments.
Mr. Bowie. I will try not to get into a lot of details, Mr. Chairman.I will simply comment briefly on your questions and then you can
proceed from there.
You first asked about the function of a national strategy and the
problems in developing such a strategy including the role of the Na
tional Security Council.
It seems to me that a broad national strategy is central to an ade
quate policy today. By that I mean a framework which defines the
general direction in which we are going to try to go, which tries to
relate our appraisal of the situation we race and the world we are liv
ing in to the broad purposes we ought to pursue and the means which
will be required to pursue them.
The interrelation of these factors is a very important and difficult
part of developing a coherent policy. I do not suggest for a minute
that any broad framework of this sort can "solve" our problems. The
practical problems of foreign policy come up as concrete, specific de
cisions and the answers cannot possibly be deduced from any broad
general strategy.
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But it is a mistake to take the view, as some do, that because a gen-
•eral strategy does not answer all the questions, therefore, it is of no
value.
This, it seems to me, misconceives the process of policymaking.
As I see it, it is necessary to proceed by a succession of approxima
tions down to the concrete case you have to deal with.
Senator Jackson. Would you say the situation in World War II
was comparable, when we had a broad strategy to win, but there
were battles where things did not quite work out the way we antici
pated and we had to make changes.
Our general strategy then was no substitute for decisions in particu
lar situations.
Mr. Bowie. That is a good example of the way I see the process.
As I understand it, in World War II, certain basic decisions were
made to give priority to the war in Europe as against the war in the
Far East, and to conduct the war in Europe according to a certain
broad plan.
None of them gave the answer as to when and where to go into
Normandy, but they gave a focus for fixing priorities, and for the
things that you had to accept along with the priorities.
It is not a stock of answers, but it is an absolutely indispensable
framework within which to try to arrive at answers on the Dasis of
specific analyses of the particular cases which are the warp and woof
■of foreign policy.
One reason such a framework is essential is because many of these
problems require combined or concerted action by quite a lot of people.
They require combined action within the executive branch, between
the State Department and military services and economic agencies and
so on. And they require cooperation between Congress and the
executive branch. And often, they require cooperation of allies.
Now, in order to get the kind of cooperation which is required, there
must be some conception on the part of the participating people of
what they are about, the nature of their purposes and the ways in
which they are approaching them.
That is one thmg.
The second thing is that the most important problems are long-term
in their effects and in their requirements. I am thinking of the mili
tary problems, economic assistance, and various others. No single set
of actions or series of actions is going to be adequate to resolve these
problems quickly. Their solution will require steady work over a

period of time.
These requirements are not likely to be met unless the tasks are seen
in perspective.
Without some guiding general framework none of the particular
actions will seem worth doing. So it is essential to have some kind of
strategic framework.
When you come to the question of how to get this framework, this
seems to me one of the prime purposes of the National Security
Council.
As I indicated, for this purpose, I think that it is a pretty good
mechanism if properly utilized. If you expect it to produce a blue
print for all the actions which are going to be taken in foreign policy,
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the Council just cannot do it. It is not that kind of mechanism. To
criticize it on this ground is to miss the point.
Doubtless some of its decisions —actually, the National Security
Council does not make decisions; it makes recommendations, the Pres
ident makes the decisions —some of the output of the process is more
general than would be desirable in some cases.
But some criticism of the generalities fails to understand what it is
trying to do. In formulating broad strategy, the Council will inevita
bly set out fairly general propositions.
In the working of the National Security Council certain agencies
are very important. For instance, CIA is quite a crucial element in
trying to produce a unified appraisal of the problems we are up against.
Much of the output of the CIA cannot be specific and certainly can
not predict exactly how world events are going to unfold. But it can
help to identify some of the basic forces and some of the long-term
trends that will shape the world the policymakers are trying to deal
with. I think they do quite a good job and are a very valuable in
strument in the whole process.
The success or failure of the National Security Council really turns,
as I see it, on the quality of the staff work in the executive departments,
and in particular in State and in Defense.

I haven't any doubt that the quality of that staff work can always
be improved. There is a real shortage of people who are trained and
equipped to think in the terms which are required to integrate the
various policies and considerations which ought to go into a broad
strategic conception.
This is not a kind of analysis or thinking to which we are accustomed
by our domestic political experience which takes for granted the
framework within which we are operating. Much of our internal
politics is within a wide consensus of basic purposes.
In the foreign field, we have to develop these more consciously.
In other words, we have to identify them and find them on the basis
of specific analysis. They must be based on analysis of the actual
conditions we face to determine the purposes which ought to be pur
sued to cope with them and of the means which we ought to generate
and use in seeking to modify or influence the situation.
Each of these factors interacts on the others. Our appraisal of the
situation is partly a function of our own purposes, our own means,
and so on. This is a fairly complex kind of analysis for which other
types of activities do not necessarily provide adequate training. So I

am sure, as I will indicate later in response to another of your ques
tions, that the quality of people engaged could be improved.
But I am partisan to the view that the staff work should take place
primarily in the departments and between the departments.
The process of planning is too intimately tied in with the whole
conduct of policy and depends too much on the feel of the situation
and on the ability to revise plans in the light of operating experience
to be divorced from the executive departments. Any effort to lodge
the responsibility to generate broad strategy in some separate entity
does not appeal to me as a fruitful line of action.
Because, if you take my view of it, a strategy is only a starting
point. You can't apply it in the sense that you can a blueprint. It
is only a starting point for analysis as you proceed to deal with the
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concrete cases. It seems to me, therefore, that the process of generat
ing a strategy is valuable in developing the attitude within the execu
tive branch which will facilitate its utilization in the actual conduct
of affairs.
To my mind, many people misconceive the nature and purpose of
long-term planning. It is not planning for some remote future, that
is to say, for the things to be done way off. It is planning how future
events or purposes ought to affect what you do now because the deci
sions of foreign policy today may set the course for the coming period.
What is important, therefore, is not to have plans which are for
implementation 10 years hence, but to consider the implications of
what you do today 10 years hence. Thus long-term planning is
directly related to day-to-day work. That fact is absolutely central
because you cannot divorce the two.
What is done tomorrow in the Middle East may color or shape
what ther situation is in the Middle East 5 years hence. The urgent
need is not to have a plan to take effect 5 years hence. What you do
want is a conception which will help guide action today in terms of
what its meaning and effect will be 5 years hence.
Again the point is obvious.
Senator Jackson. I want to say for the record that what you are
developing here is very good and we have not gone into it this fully
before in our hearings.
We have talked about it among ourselves a lot. I think you are
serving a very useful purpose in developing these points.
Mr. Bowie. Where I simply duplicate things which are familiar
ground, just let me know.
Senator Jackson. No, this is new. This is good, sound counsel.
Mr. Bowie. To return to the National Security Council, I look on
it essentially as a forum within which the principal executive agencies
can discuss the central issues of policy in the presence of the President.
That it seems to me is the primary function which it fulfills.
It is a mistake to look on it as a committee. That is not really the
way it operates. As I saw it over a period of 4 years, it was a place
where the heads of the interested executive departments presented
their views to the President on the basis of a paper prepared by their
assistant secretaries on the Planning Board. Then the President had
the opportunity to weigh the considerations as presented in the paper
and discussion.
It seems to me that this is a good device for enabling the Presi
dent, who after all, has the authority and must take the responsibility,
to get the benefit of real give and take directed to issues which have
been formulated in the Planning Board.
Now, again, I do not mean to suggest that the Planning Board
papers are always ideal because they are not. But still, as devices
for posing issues and alternatives and proposals for solutions, it seems
to me that they were not too bad. One criticism of the work that
was done in the Planning Board might be that too many topics were
tackled. The cause may have been the search for the kind of blue
print which I think is unattainable.
Therefore, it seems to me that the National Security Council
mechanism ought to be utilized primarily for posing and analyzing the
basic issues, purposes, and appraisals, which are necessary to provide
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a coherent pattern for our policy. The Council ought not to aim at
prescribing what should actually be done in specific terms all over
the world in the next 2 or 3 years.
That is an impossible goal and the effort to achieve it is bound to
cause frustration.
In other words, the NSC should be a mechanism for setting out a
framework of policy, expecting the executive departments, in their
operations and in interagency work, to elaborate and develop this
strategy in the face of concrete problems as they actually arise.
Now, that is my conception. I have spent more time on it than I
meant to on that.
Senator Jackson. No, that is all right. Do it in your own way.
Mr. Bowie. Your next question was the role of the Secretary of
State in the national security field including his relation with National
Security Council and Secretary of Defense.
I am afraid my views are rather orthodox.
The Secretary of State, it seems to me, should clearly be looked on as
the chief adviser of the President on foreign affairs. Certainly there
should be nobody between him and the President through whom he
must proceed to reach the President.
Now, it seems to me equally necessary to recognize that the Presi
dent alone has the ultimate authority and has to provide the ultimate
leadership in carrying forward our policy in respect to the public and
to the Congress and, indeed, in respect to allies. But he has quite a
lot of other responsibilities.
The Secretary of State has the advantage that his exclusive province
or responsibility is the field of foreign affairs. Therefore, he ought to
be able to provide the intellectual leadership so to speak, the analytical
part of producing a coherent national strategy as probably his No. 1
]ob. Now, this means that in his thinking he ought to try to integrate
the military and economic and political and all the other elements.
Some people have moved beyond that and said, well, then, the Secre
tary of State ought to be a supersecretary with the power to give direc
tions to other Cabinet officers like the Defense Department, the eco
nomic agencies? and so on.I think this is both unwise and unnecessary. I doubt that over any
extensive period of time in our kind of government you could in fact
give the Secretary of State a real directing power. A supersecretary
in that sense hardly seems feasible.
Nor do I think it is necessary. All that is required is that the
Secretary indeed understand his role as the primary adviser in the
field of foreign affairs, and that other people conceive of him in these
terms and have confidence in him. The Secretary will actually have
great de facto capacity to coordinate the actions of other departments
if it is understood that normally his views on the broad strategic as
pects of policy will prevail if the issue is taken to the President.
Under those conditions, most issues don't have to be taken up because
Cabinet officers don't like to lose before the President, and, therefore,
the Secretary of State will in fact exercise great authority as a coor
dinator of views within the executive branch.
To my mind this is enough. It also avoids the inevitable jealousies
and frictions which would result from trying to elevate the Secretary
into some sort of formal command position over the Cabinet officers..
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But to play this role the Secretary has to have an intellectual grasp
of the issues which is broad enough to encompass the functioning of
the other departments and their relation to foreign policy.
Secondly, he has to be supported by adequate staff who can enable
him to play this kind of role.
Senator Javits. Would you mind answering a question about that?
Mr. Bowxe. No, indeed.
Senator Javits. A number of people have recommended elevating
the Secretary of State—George Kennan did that ; Nelson Rockefeller
recommended a cut above that, some kind of lieutenant of the Presi
dent ; other people have recommended below that, a minister of foreign
affairs, to do the traveling and to do the negotiating on the world
scene and so on.
Mr. Bowie. Do you want me to address myself to the others ?
Senator Javits. I think I have your answer on the cut above and
on the Secretary, himself.
What about on the cut below ?
Mr. Bowie. On the cut below, I certainly would be prepared to
experiment with anything which would save the time and energy of
the Secretary and give him the opportunity to remain more in Wash
ington. It seems to me that over the recent past the Secretary has had
to devote an undue proportion of energy and time to travel for con
ferences and similar purposes.
I don't know whether it was avoidable or not. Anything that would
offer the possibility of mitigating this drain would seem to me to be
desirable.
One way which might well be very simple, would be more use of the
customary device of the ambassador at large whose function would be
negotiating and similar kinds of functions abroad, troubleshooting,,
and that sort of thing.
Senator Jackson. With ambassadors being appointed, who have an
outstanding reputation ?
Mr. Bowie. Yes ; people who would have standing in their own right
and would be recognized as entitled to be listened to because of their
relationships to the Secretary and to the President.
Senator Javits. How many deputies do the Russians have ? Six or
seven, do they not ?
Mr. Bowie. I don't know what you mean.
Senator Javits. The Russians have six or seven fellows who are a
cut under the Foreign Minister and who go to all these meetings and
negotiate and everything else.
Mr. Bowie. I don't think the Foreign Minister really is a very im
portant position with them. For instance, Gromyko does not seem a
significant factor in policymaking —he does what he is told and that is
his role. I don't believe it is really comparable.
There would certainly be some difficulty in getting other countries to
accept this kind of substitution, but if two conditions were fulfilled it
could perhaps be done to some degree ; namely, first, an indication on
our part that we were going to insist on doing it and, second, a selec
tion of people who did really speak with considerable authority.
Senator Javits. The second is very important ?
Mr. Bowie. Very important.
Senator Javits. In other words, he really represents the President?
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Mr. Bowie. That is right.
But he must act, it seems to me, through the channel of the Secre
tary.
Senator Javits. The minute you say that, Mr. Bowie, if you will
forgive me, you will knock the whole thing on the head because then
they will not take him.
You have to say he is the representative of the President. Who he
coordinates with is his job.
Mr. Bowie. Every ambassador is a representative of the President.
Senator Javits. You and I agree on too many things to argue about
that, but we will be writing a report and it strikes me that we want to
be very clear, you know, on your recommendation.
In other words, you believe that if you said in advance he will co
ordinate, you do not take any luster off him. It struck me you could
treat it straight, like Arthur Dean. Arthur Dean was not known as
one to coordinate with anybody. He was the President's plenipotenti
ary. That was his job.
Mr. Bowie. I agree with you if it is understood in the Government
that he in fact coordinates with the Secretary. You could not con
duct your policy if you have two or three people operating out of the
Office of the President.
Arthur Dean went through the Secretary of State within the Gov
ernment although, as you say, it was perfectly clear he spoke for the
U.S. Government.
That is crucial. I don't think this relation is impossible. It is ob
viously the conception of the ambassador to start with.
He is the representative of the President.
Unfortunately to some extent, the role of ambassador has been
downgraded, but the conception is unquestionably the one you de
scribed.
If we pick people of sufficient stature they can make this believable.
But we must not have any notion that he does not proceed through
the Secretary in his relations with the Government.
Senator Jackson. To get back just a moment to the primacy of the
Secretary of State, I in general agree with what you are saying on
this point. To be more specific, how would you view this primacy in
the area of development of the budget ?
In other words, the Secretary of State is deeply concerned about the
adequacy of, we will say, defense as it relates to certain policies. He
may be concerned about our educational effort or about our overall
economic situation. What technique is there for the Secretary to
express his concern so that when the budget is developed it will sup
port what he feels to be the essential elements of his policy ?
Maybe you are going to get into that a little later on.
Mr. Bowie. Your letter did ask me as the next question, about de
veloping national security planning and the budgetary process.
So why don't I simply pass to that topic and in the process try to an
swer your point.
Senator Jackson. Fine.
Mr. Bowie. This seems to me one of the most difficult problems in
terms of governmental machinery.
The Bureau of the Budget and to some extent the Treasury are very
much concerned in the broad budgetary process, quite properly. The
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statutory authority for budget administration and development is
■with the Budget Bureau.
But it is equally clear that one of the key questions in any strategic
approach to foreign affairs is the problem of allocation of resources
both to particular purposes and in the priorities assigned.
There are really two questions. It is partly a question of gross
amounts and it is partly a question of allocation among the different
claimants.
In terms of foreign affairs the big items are things like military
budget, the economic assistance program, the foreign military assist
ance program ; those are the ones that take substantial sums of money.
To a lesser degree, but also important, are USIA and so on.
Senator Jackson. Science probably, more and more.
Mr. Bowie. Science is important, but funds for that tend to get
split among these others, particularly in the military budget.
The issue is posed most clearly perhaps, in terms of U.S. military
position because it is the hardest one and the most important one.
The Secretary of State has a vital interest in certain aspects of the
military budget, and military forces, but by no means in the whole
range of things which are the responsibility of the Defense Depart
ment.
He is interested, it seems to me, in essentially the broad military
strategic conceptions because of their interrelations with foreign
policy.
When a military strategy calls for a wide ranging base structure, it
involves at once political and economic relations with other countries.
And, conversely, the kind of force which you can expect to mobilize
and call on in case of crisis may affect very much the kind of position
you take in any diplomatic discussion.
So he is interested, it seems to me, in the aggregate level of the de
fense budget to see to it that it provides a sufficient underpinning for
the foreign policy and for the same reason he is interested in the kinds
of forces which we can bring to bear. A military establishment may
be terrifically powerful, but may not be very helpful in the case of
a Lebanon or of other situations where what you are trying to do is
hold on or keep order or do other things which require not massive
power, but selective poAver.
Now, the difficulty, as I see it, is how to pose the problem of the
budget for the defense forces in a way where somebody like the Sec
retary of State can reach and express rational judgments as to the
adequacy of the budget.
If the requested expenditures come up in a form which simply says
that so much will be spent on the Army, so much on the Navy, so much
on the Air Force, so much on the Marines, it is virtually impossible
for a civilian, like the Secretary, no matter how well briefed, to form
any judgment as to what this means in terms of military capabilities
as related to foreign policy.
What he really wants to know is what is the adequacy of our forces
for deterring all-out war by the other side; what is their adequacy
in case of limited engagements in different parts of the world. In
other words, what is the spectrum of force which they can apply and
what is its relation to the threats that we may be exposed to ?
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On this he is really interested in rather broad choices. No amount
of spending for military purposes is going to cover all the risks. So
the political issue which is always posed in any choice among means,
particularly military means, is which risks are you going to simply
live with and which ones are you going to cover ? Now, this is a matter
of degree. As I say, there is no way to buy absolute security no
matter how much you spend.
So the real issue is at what point added spending will not buy enough
more security, enough more capability, to make it worthwhile. This
can be judged, I think, only in terms of capabilities of particular sorts,
capabilities with respect to all-out war, capabilities with respect to
limited aggression, capabilities with respect to police actions and so on.
Now, I do not know what the situation is today. I haven't been close
to it now for 3 years. So I cannot really speak at all about whether
or not there has been any change. But as the budget was handled be
fore the National Security Council, when I was familiar with it, which
was very largely in terms of allocations by the different services, it

did not permit an adequate judgment as to the capabilities which
would result from the proposed level of spending, or any level more
or less than what was proposed.
This procedure makes it very difficult indeed for a Secretary of
State to arrive at judgments as to the adequacy of any particular
budget, whether it is too much or too little, or the allocations within
that budget of the sort he is interested in.
Now, I do not think he can fulfill his role unless in some way the
question of allocation of resources is posed in a form such that he can
see what it would do to our capability if we spent this or that amount
more or less.
Only in these terms can he really relate the military forces to the
foreign policy requirements.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits has another engagement. He
wants to ask a question.
Senator Javits. I have just one question. I was much interested
this morning in Ayub's statement questioning whether we had the
governmental machinery to react. It seems to me that this kind of
summed up in a rather important way this whole thing we are work
ing on.
In other words, if you assume that we are pursuing all the policies
you are for and Senator Jackson is for, and I am for, what is wrong
here ?

Well, what apparently is wrong is how much can we move with
dynamism, as it were, riding forward in the saddle, and how quickly
can we react ?

I wondered if you had any reaction to Ayub's statement in terms of
your testimony this morning ?

Mr. Bowie. I was not clear myself whether Ayub was referring to
our ability to react to physical aggression or whether he was talking
broadly across the spectrum of foreign policy.
Senator Javits. Frankly, I don't care what he had in his mind. It
prompted something that I had in my mind.
Mr. Bowie. I have no doubt on the military side we are perfectly
capable of reacting quickly and quickly enough —at least against large-
scale aggression.
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So I am not really concerned about that side.
In terms of adequate action in many other fields such as economic
development and a whole lot of similar other fields, I am more con
cerned. I will have to say, though, that I do not feel that this is some
thing which can be solved merely by governmental machinery. I
think it is a problem which involves quite a lot of things.
It involves the conception of leadership at the top and the way in
which that is carried out.
It involves the quality of thinking in the executive branch, the
human beings who are domg it.
It involves an awareness on the part of Congress as to the reality
of the dangers we are up against and its willingness to take what
may in the short run be unpopular actions in order to respond to it.
It depends in very large part, too, on the popular attitude, the gen
eral frame of mind of our people, which is partly, I think, the result
of the degree of leadership. It is also partly a function of the way in
•which congressional members try to educate opinion.
I must admit that I am very concerned about the next decade or two.I have no doubt of our ability in terms of resources, in terms of talent,
to cope with the problems we are going to face, but I wish I were more
certain that we are going to really mobilize those capabilities and re
sources tomake an adequate effort.
On the other hand, I feel that our democracy has shown great ca
pacity for learning and understanding. If you look back to 1945, and
the many illusions we started with then, and consider how our Nation
has come to understand more about the world we are living in and more
about our position in it

,

more about how international politics operate,
we have come quite a long way.
The thing that concerns me is whether the evolution of attitudes
may proceed at too majestic a pace for the times we are living in.
Therefore, it seems to me what we really must do is speed up the
process of learning about the tasks that we face.
For this reason, I would put great stress on our short falls in action.
There have been deficiencies in the quality of thinking and planning
in the executive branch, but our actions, as a government and people,
have fallen short of the requirements which have been recognized as
necessary for our survival. The governmental machinery for plan
ning can surely be improved. But we have not even acted up to the
level of wisdom which it has been able to produce.
Senator Javits. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Bowie. One last thing you asked me to comment on was the
question of recruiting, training, and holding of top people.
Senator Jackson. Before we come to that point, maybe I might
ask one or two questions which come to my mind.
Mr. Bowie. Certainly.
Senator Jackson. One previous witness mentioned in his testi
mony that the way the budgetary process has been working, the
Secretary of State, as far as defense is concerned, really is not sure
just what he is buying.
Mr. Bown:. To repeat, I cannot say what the current situation is.
But as of the time when I knew it, I would be inclined to say that
if I had been Secretary of State I would not have been at all confi
dent as to what was being bought.
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Senator Jackson. General Taylor made the comment referred
to. His testimony is being released shortly. I thought you would
like to have that information.
One other thing came to my mind while you were discussing the
important role that the Secretary of State must play in the budgetary
process. I wonder if you would care to comment as to whether or
not the Department of State should get into this matter at an early
point in the development of the budget and to what extent there is a
need to have greater cross- fertilization between State and Defense at
the lower levels all the way up to the top.
Mr. Bowie. This I think is probably the key to the thing. If
thinking in the two departments proceeds in isolation, it will be hard
to integrate at the level of the Secretary.
The need is for continuous staff work between the two and people
on both sides who are competent to think both in foreign policy and
military terms and able to relate the military capabilities to the for
eign policy purposes. When I was in the Government I felt that
this was by no means adequately carried on.
My understanding is that today the situation is much improved.
Judging at second hand, from talking with a few people, the degree
of cooperation between State and Defense in the various staff levels is
much better than it was when I was familiar with it. I do not mean
to suggest that then there was not some working together. Obvious
ly there was on some problems like NATO and some others, but still
it did not seem to me to proceed at the depth or with the continuity
which was necessary for the problems.
This is one area where people, qualified people, make quite a dif
ference in the frame of mind, in willingness on the part of both de
partments not to play their cards too close to the chest, not to feel
that they are engaged in a contest, but to feel that they are both on
the same side of the table.
We ought to try to understand sympathetically some of the obstacles
to the adoption of this kind of attitude. In a period such as ours
marked by such rapid change in military technology and in strategies,
when leadtimes on weapons are 5 or 7 years, the effort to foresee what
kind of forces we will want and could have that far ahead is bound
to create considerable differences of opinion among various segments
of the military organization.
This is no criticism of the organization j it is inherent in the nature
of the problem. When differences exist within any organization there
is always a hesitancy to bring others into the middle of internal
quarrels and discussions until your own house is in order and the
issues sorted out.
In human terms this reluctance to bring together the staff work at
the lower levels when things are not sorted out is perfectly under
standable. But these attitudes should not be allowed to govern. It
is important, even at that early stage, to have participation by people
who can bring to the choices the point of view of foreign policy.
This underscores the point I want to make on your fourth question ;
that is
,

the indispensability of having in these departments officials
who can think effectively in terms of the problems of the other de
partment. That does not mean that all the State people have to be
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military strategists or that all the military people have to be foreign
policy experts.
But it does mean that they have to have competence to appraise
conflicting considerations and to understand the uses and limitations
of experts in those areas. They should be able to hold up their end
of the stick without being fully expert in that field. The same thing
is true in the contribution which the Defense people ought to make
to the relating of their problem of force to the purpose of foreign
policy.
Senator Jackson. Right, at that point, one thing has disturbed me
over the years. I was interested very much in the impact of new
Weapons systems on foreign policy. As a result of personal experi
ence in connection with the ballistic missile program, I had the feel
ing that the foreign policy implications would be enormous.
Defense really did not see this. They did not see what the effect
would be on our prestige, the ability to blackmail our allies to a
certain extent, and so on. They missed this also with Sputnik.
Defense is relatively isolated and they do not make vital informa
tion available to the people in State at all levels.
Thus there is not the opportunity to give critical programs the kind
of reflective consideration that should be given.
For example, there has been so much talk about the use of tactical
atomic weapons in limited war. Well, 1 query whether that is the
best means.
How much consideration has been given to bacteriological warfare
and chemical agents and all the other tilings that could be used without
the same degree of destructive effect. ?
I am just citing a few illustrations.
Mr. Bowre. These are all illustrations of the point we are talking
about ; namely, the close interconnection between the political and the
military in this whole range of things. As you indicated, in many
ways today the problem is not merely the actual use of force; it is
a question of converting the threat of force into a political instrument
without using it.
It seems to me the Soviets have been extremely skillful in doing
that.
Senator Jackson. When I tried to point out the effect of the missile
on diplomacy the answer that was given to me was that we have
enough B-47's to cover us. This was not the point I was trying to
make.
My point was that the Soviets and the Soviet bloc could make enor
mous progress in the world through the political use of these weapons
systems.
That leads me up to a matter that we have been considering—the
possible development of a joint career service of some kind at a senior
staff level.
I have been impressed, and I am sure you have, at the number of
military people who have a wonderful understanding of the political
situations throughout the world. Certainly what our war colleges
have been doing is ample proof in this area.I just wonder if we might start out with a small corps on a trial
and error basis and see what could come of it.
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Mr. Bowie. I have not given any thought as to how one could or
ganize, set up, or administer such a service and I certainly would not
want to express a firm, view as to its feasibility before thinking through
how one could manage it and operate it.
But the general idea of finding some way to create a small corps
of people who had shown special aptitude and received special train
ing in the policy process and who could be utilized in a variety of posi
tions, key positions for policymaking jobs, appeals to me very much.
In some ways the military services through their training programs
and their service colleges and the National War College have done a
good deal more to try to provide the foreign policy framework for
military thinking than the people on the foreign policy side have
done the other way around.
It is, of course, true that a number of State Department people
attend the war colleges each year, and this is all to the good and very
useful.
The new senior course for Foreign Service officers has also been
putting more stress on this range of things.
Still there has been a certain reluctance on the part of the career
Foreign Service to become too much involved in this wider range of
issues. Indeed a first-rate man at diplomacy may not thereby be
especially equipped for the kind of analysis and thinking required for
the integration of military and political planning.
So it seems to me there is room for selecting a few experienced
people from the military and foreign affairs agencies and perhaps
from other sources for special training and service in different de
partments in positions which especially utilize these special talents.
In general, the idea of trying to do this in some fashion appeals to
me very much.
Maybe it could be tried on a small scale by systematic efforts to
exchange a few people among departments. A military man or two
could be put in some kind of position in State on leave or so that
he clearly is not serving as a Pentagon representative, but as a member
of the State staff, and similarly perhaps a few Foreign Service officers
could be placed either in the Joint Staff or in the ISA office, so as to
give them an exposure to the way in which these problems are posed
from the military side. And perhaps some men of both sorts could
be assigned in the NSC staff or in the White House to give them a
chance to see it from that perspective. Such exchanges would allow

a small start without creating all the technical problems which would
arise in trying to develop a brandnew service.
Senator Jackson. Try to do as much of it by administrative action
without getting into legislation
Mr. Bowie. Yes, I think a good deal of it could be done that way.

I am not thinking in very large numbers, and I don't suppose
you are.
Senator Jackson. No.
Mr. Bowie. You don't really need vast numbers of people, but
merely a small number who have special qualifications.
Senator Jackson. You might start out with 8 or 10 as an experi
ment. That is what I had in mind.
Mr. Bowie. Yes.
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Senator Jackson. And try to see how it works out, what the prob
lems are.
It may well be, for example, that the military people as time goes
on should have some protection insofar as their own careers are con
cerned. The State Department service might hurt their career
chances.
If this is a possibility, then this would involve some statutory con
siderations to provide the kind of environment that would encourage
them to pursue this line of service.
Mr. Bowie. I certainly would also urge that the adequate training
and opportunities for going to universities which has been started
in the last few years in the State Department, be strongly backed.
The military services have had a much better break from Congress,
it seems to me, on this than has the Foreign Service.
In a world that is moving as fast as ours, an opportunity to get
away from the day-to-day work and try to get perspective on the
problems is absolutely indispensable for the top policy jobs. A de
partment cannot allow this unless it has enough people so that it
can release some of them that cannot easily be spared. The only
ones to send are the first-rate ones. The only way to do this is to
have a modest amount of overstaffing.
The making available of facilities and the expectation that this
was a normal thing and not going to be subject to criticism as misuse
of manpower would be a real contribution.
Senator Jackson. It may not be directly in your area. Would
you also say that it might be wise to have a comparable program for
some of the civilians, career civilians in the Department of Defense ?
Mr. Bowie. Yes. I would not limit this to military services. I am
talking about anybody who is engaged in the defense side.
Senator Jackson. In the broad sense of the term ?
Mr. Bowie. Yes.
For all I know you might even broaden it out at some point to in
clude some of the people in the budgetary side.
Senator Jackson. That would not hurt, either.
Mr. Bowie. That is pretty much all I wanted to develop.
We have covered in the questions the point I was going to make
about the training program.
Senator Jackson. Do you have any general comments about the
conflict-of-interest problems, getting key people down to Washington ?
Mr. Bowie. I really have not been into that to a sufficient degree.
. Senator Jackson. We have held some hearings on this subject.
Mr. Bowie. Yes. I don't think anything I could add would be
important.
I would say this, though, that it does seem to me that it is highly im
portant to minimize the turnover in top positions.
Senator Jackson. We have? incidentally, a unanimous resolution
from this committee dealing with turnover which we are going to take
up in the Senate. We are getting a report together to take up in the
Senate this week in which we express in completely nonpartisan terms
the concern of the Senate over the turnover in national security fields.
It has been a problem under several administrations.
The new President will be on notice that we are going to view it
with some concern.
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Mr. Bowie. An appointee cannot learn the rudiments of these top
offices without a reasonable exposure unless he has already the benefit
of working rather extensively at some fairly important lower levels.
Some of the weaknesses of our machinery have resulted from the fact
that people have not really understood their roles. They have not
understood what their job was.
Senator Jackson. It is knowing how to make the best use of talent
and machinery.
Mr. Bowie. It is both understanding what are the key parts of the
job and what means are available for performing it.
Without getting into personalities, I think that able people have
come down to Washington and have tried to do their very best and
exhausted themselves without ever having quite fully understood the
primary requirements of the job.
Of course, if an official puts his mind and attention and allocation
of effort on the wrong things, then no matter how hard he works he
is not going to get the necessary results.
Senator Jackson. It seems to me that our emphasis has been on
getting people to come down to Washington, like the recent meeting
of the National Executive Beserve, for a day or two and explain to
them that when we get in a national emergency, meaning a war, we
are going to call them all in.
Well, I have a feeling that what is really needed is an acceptance of
the idea that we are in a conflict now, a long-drawn-out conflict, and
that we must get these people to come in and help out from time to
time as they are needed and then go back to their profession or busi
ness.
It seems to me that we are still indulging in a lot of this sort of false
thinking about mobilization for the emergency and that we fail to
realize that we are in an emergency and will be in it for years to come.
Now, if I may just conclude on this point: the same is true with
regard to the problem of conflict of interest, in getting these people
down.
The moment the guns start booming, why, we get these people in.
The laws are waived or we grant war powers to the President and he
can do most anything in this regard and in other areas.
It seems to me that what is needed is an ability on the part of the
executive branch to act in the same manner now and for years to come
as the President has been able to act in the Korean war and in World
War II to cite recent examples.
Mr. Bowie. I fully agree with that.
This seems to be really the question of the atmosphere of the
country, the general attitude, the sense of what the situation is.
It is what I was trying to refer to earlier.
You ask what is our problem. It seems to me this is the part which
is most difficult to get at.
An illustration I often use in talking to business groups is : Suppose
ou have educated your son and he has done well at college. He comes
ome to you and he says, "Father, now I am going to work in Laos for
3 years."
I said, "I bet ever}' one of you would say to him, 'Son, you are tired.
You worked hard at college. You take a month off and then you
come back and we will t alk seriously about what you are going to do.' "
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Most of them laugh enough at least to suggest that this is probably
what they they would do.
There is something wrong when this is the frame of mind because
there is something wrong with our priorities.
In a way the problem we face as a nation is not so much machinery
as attitude—frame of mind. It is the sense of urgency and the aware
ness that we are engaged in a struggle which is going to go on for
quite a long time to which we have to devote human resources, the
physical resources, financial resources.
That is a matter of political will. We can devote enough or more
resources than we need without even talking about serious sacrifice.
Senator Jackson. The most conservative economists agree on that.
If we make up our mind as to what we really need in the way of
physical resources the job can be done.
Mr. Bowie. That is right. And it can be done, in my opinion, with
out anything that can remotely be called material sacrifice.
In terms of human effort, it may be different. Here first-rate people
will have to be willing to do the first priority jobs even though these
are not the jobs which our social attitudes and tradition treat as the
most important work to be done.
Senator Jackson. I know you have had this experience constantly,
but when I get on a campus and make a few remarks expressing great
concern about where we are headed, a student invariably pops up and
says, "What can I do to help?"
I wonder if we cannot do a better job of indicating a few years ahead
the kind of training and experience that we need in government over
the long haul and provide a competitive system by which we can get
some of the fine young minds on the campus to come into government.
Mr. Bowie. Of course, the foreign service right now has a tremen
dous number of applicants each year, I don't know how many times
the number that they can take.
My colleagues at Harvard believe that a thousand or more seniors
coming out of college could be recruited every year to do most any
thing for 2 or 3 years in one of the underdeveloped countries.
Senator Jackson. Not only with talent, but with a sincere desire
to be helpful ?
Mr. Bowie. Very definitely.
These are people who don't expect to make this their career and cer
tainly don't expect to make any money out of it.
Senator Jackson. This involves a sort of missionary zeal.
Mr. Bowie. That is right. They want to feel they are being useful.
Senator Jackson. That might last for a couple of years anyway.
Mr. Bowie. That is right. That is all they can afford to undertake.
In Cambridge recently I was visited by Mr. Dike who is in charge of
one of the universities in Nigeria. One of the problems in Nigeria is
obviously education. They don't have enough qualified people to teach
elementary school.
I asked Dike whether Nigeria could use several hundred of these
young people in their schools. He was excited by the idea and seemed
sure that the schools in Nigeria could utilize these people.
The official language in Nigeria is English. He said that if they
were willing to come and live in a modest way and take things as they
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found them that Nigeria could utilize them if well selected and if
somebody else would pay the transportation.
To my mind this would be a dual benefit.
In the first place, it would provide manpower at a level which is
hard to recruit, to teach people literacy and other things. It would
give the Africans a chance to see something which is unfortunately not
common in Asia ; namely, educated people who are not afraid of get
ting their hands dirty.
Finally, it would mean every year some thousands of young people
would have seen at first hand the problems in these areas and would
begin to provide in every community a small nucleus of public opinion
to support the kind of steps we have to take.
Senator Jackson. It would help to develop what the British people
had in the 19th century ; I mean a sense of public service, a sense of
dedication.
Mr. Bowie. This need not be done by government at all. It could
be done entirely by private agencies recruiting seniors if somebody
would provide the transportation money.
If such a scheme were tried and worked, it could be expanded into
something which would be beneficial in many, many of these countries.
In many of them English is either the official language or it is the
language of actual communication among many of the people.
Where this is not true, French is often the language so that people
from Europe as well as this country could be utilized.
Senator Jackson. It is something that our NATO partners could
well join in.
We have a language study underway in the NATO Parliamen
tarians Conference that Professor Philips, of London, undertook at
our request, almost 2 years ago.
As you know, there are some 700 mutually unintelligible languages
south of the Sahara. The study group has identified for Asia- and
Africa about 70 key nuclear languages that should be concentrated on.
Here again our European friends could work with us. Obviously,
sending people from the West into these countries and into the edu
cational systems would have enormous impact for the future.
This merely illustrates, I think, your contention that some decisive
things can be done to make better use of our talent.
Mr. Bowie. That is right.
Senator Jackson. And it is not so expensive, either.
Mr. Bowie. No; at this level the rewards are mainly a sense of
service.
If vou get them early enough they are not going to be worried by
the idea that they are interrupting their career. It will be looked on
as an opportunity to have a different kind of experience.
This kind of experience may also interest more able people to go
into Government service, either immediately or later on.
There is still a big role for people from private life to serve for a
period in the Government even though they don't make government a
career. They can contribute something which is not always assured
by the career service, a sense of independence, a willingness to speak
up for the unpopular position, because they expect to return to private
life.
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Senator Jackson. Your point is well taken. Certainly the founda
tions and other private institutions could play a most helpful role.
This is likewise an area where the Government could aid and abet.
Mr. Bowie. Yes. One problem in most of these newer countries
is obviously need for capital, but before they will be able to use capi
tal effectively on a really large scale, they will have to have institu
tions, people, skills, and all those things which make possible effective
action.
They do not even have the base now for effective political action.
Senator Jackson. This gets at the heart of the problem. The So
viets are telling these people, "Look, America may be rich and power
ful, but we are the one living example of a nation that has come from
feudalism to a powerful industrial position in 40 years. If you want
to get there rapidly, follow the Soviet example."
This is a compelling argument to people in the uncommitted areas.
Certainly we do have the capacity in my judgment to do a much bet
ter job than the Soviets if we only identify the problem.
Mr. Bowie. Basically these people still want to get their help from
the West if it can be done without attempting to put them in leading
strings and if they feel we are going to be adequate to the job.
They want to get help from us if they can get it, but if they can't get
it, from us, they will take it from where they can get it.
Senator Jackson. Now, if I may turn back to the National Security
Council, what should be the division of labor between the National
Security Council staff and the Planning Board and departmental staffs
in originating policy papers?

I might quote from Paul Nitze's comments on this from the tran
script. This is what he h ad to say :

I think every paper in our day that was worth anything was generated outside
the NSC and then went into the NSC for coordination. Not all of them even
went to the NSC for coordination. Sometimes the President, and the Secretary
cf State and the Secretary of Defense would decide the matter themselves-
without the benefit of the NSC discussion, because time was short, or it was-
something they did not want decided that way.

Mr. Bowie. Basically I would not differ much with the implica
tions in Paul's statement. I think it would be fair to say that some
changes which were made in the National Security Council machinery
at the beginning of this administration in response to a study by
Kobert Cutler, had the effect, I believe, of elevating the role of the
Planning Board.
But my own feeling would be basically that, as I indicated earlier,
the place for initiation of ideas and creative planning is in the executive
departments.
Now, oftentimes more joint work could be done between the key
departments in generating proposals or in developing them. The
Planning Board can play and does play a very important role, how
ever, in analyzing and coordinating proposals. Indeed on occasion

it can originate them in the sense that its discussions may lead to the
conclusion that there is need for some kind of proposal or policy
action which then can best be prepared, I think, within one of the
departments and submitted.
Senator Jackson. Back?
Mr. Bowie. Yes ; back to the Planning Board.
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Senator Jackson. You mean origination in the Planning Board in
the sense that through debate and discussion some new angle comes
up.
Mr. Bowie. New angle, new idea, need for study, new aspect, which
in a way would be a new policy or new proposal. But the staff work
on it would be done primarily through the executive department or
perhaps through a working party of several departments. This was
the typical way it was done when I was on the Planning Board and
I think it is a constructive way to do it.
Consequently, I do not share the view of some that it would greatly
contribute to the process if the National Security Council staff were
built up into some sort of planning staff with its own responsibility.
I still think that the resources for planning are better in the depart
ments if they get some people whose job it is to do that, and who are
competent to do it.
But either method requires that. In either case the first question
is whether you can get people who are equipped to do the job.
If you can get them, I think they are more likely to do the job in
the Policy Planning staff in State or some similar position in Defense
than by putting them all in some cubbyhole under the auspices of the
National Security Council staff.
That does not mean that there is not a role for National Security
Council staff. I think there is. Its Chairman can play an important
role in probing and pushing the executive departments to examine and
reexamine positions in which they may be frozen.
The Planning Board staff itself can request a study on a subject
which might not have been originated by the executive department.
The Chairman can ride herd to see that the things really are integrated
and that real differences are brought out rather than just papered
over or compromised by words.
This is a very important function in preparing issues for discussion
by the National Security Council, itself and, of course, for the
President.
You have to focus issues in some way especially where there are
differences of opinion so that people who have the top responsibility
can size up what the problem is, what the issues are, what the differ
ences of opinion are, what the considerations are.
Now, this is a very important function, as I see it, of the Planning
Board, which could not be performed by any one department.
Senator Jackson. If I may turn back again to the best use of people.
We talk about bringing in people from outside the Government and
certainly this is important.
But we also know that industry promotes people from within. WhatI am wondering is whether or not there should not be a greater em
phasis on trying to identify the bright young career people within
Government. —they are already there—and then bringing them into
key posts. Has enough been done in this regard or should greater
emphasis be placed on it?
Mr. Bowie. Of course, this is supposed to be the practice in career
services like the Foreign Service or the military services and I am
sure that they try to do it.
At the same time, I am not certain that the Foreign Service always
succeeds in identifying an officers particular talents. I do not mean
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to say that the competent man does not get advanced —I think he does;
but I am not sure that in practice the system has operated to analyze
and develop the special talents of each individual and to utilize him
in posts which take the best advantage of them.
To my mind, the qualities which are required for a first-rate am
bassador, for instance, are somewhat different from those which may
be required for a man engaged in making policy. I do not think that a
sufficient distinction is made among the various functions or enough
effort is made to identifying officers who have the special qualities
for these types of activities.
Senator Jackson. They can be entirely different.
Mr. Bowm Precisely.
An ambassador requires certain skills for representation, negotia
tion, and executive capacity.
Senator Jackson. A good reporter.
Mr. Bowie. Good reporting. These are not at all the same as the
ones needed for analysis for policymaking.
A particular individual, of course, may combine the qualities for
both types of activity, but a good many people have better abilities
or greater talent in one direction than in the other. More effort could
be made at some stage of the career to say that this man has special
talent on this side and this one special talent on the other and to give
one his future in one direction and the other one his future in the
other.
This does not mean, of course, that the officer who is tagged to be
a policy man should not serve at intervals in the field.
He ought to for his own education, but it would certainly mean
that the emphasis on where he served would be different than would
be the case of a man who is best fitted to be an ambassador.
Senator Jackson. You have not commented on the OCB, which is
supposed to follow up on the National Security Council decisions.
Do you have any comments on this ?
Mr. Bowie. I don't have any firsthand experience with the OCB.
I knew its work only at secondhand.
The idea of the OCB was that when basic policy had been settled,
then the various executive departments which were charged with some
part of carrying out that policy would develop the necessary plans
and proposals and programs and that these would be coordinated in
the OCB.
It seems to me that this idea was a good one, a useful one. Whether
or not the OCB has been fully effective in really coordinating the pro
grams of the different departments with respect to particular regions
or countries, I am not sure.
The ambassador may be at least as good a point of coordination of
actual policy in the field as any other single place.
I do not mean that he can take the place of some apparatus like the
OCB in Washington. But still if you have a strong ambassador and
the concept that he is the leader of the team in that country and is
responsible for the full range of activities which the Government is
carrying on there, then his proposals for the way in which the program
there is applied and developed ought to be well worth listening to.
If the ambassador has that role and is equipped to play it, this
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would greatly reinforce the actual coordination of policies which OCB
alone can only deal with on paper.
I don't mean to minimize the importance of having a common as
sessment of the problems and a common plan of action among the
executive departments.
Still the proof of the pudding will be the way in which the am
bassador exercises his authority in really seeing to it that the program
as carried out is coherent and coordinated.
I think the two things work together.
Senator Jackson. Back to the National Security Council now.
We have had comments to the effect that the National Security Coun
cil is pretty good in handling routine matters, but that when you
get down to major policy matters it has not been very effective. The
Council spends so much time dealing with a tremendous number of

Mr. Bowie. I think I said earlier that fewer items might well be
presented to the National Security Council in order to allow them
more time for the more basic issues.
To say that the Council has not been effective, however, in dealing
with basic issues seems to me to overstate it. The National Secur
ity Council has been extremely valuable in posing many of these
issues and in assuring that in deciding them the President had the
benefit of informed advice by each of his Cabinet officers.
The advantage of the National Security Council is this: In de
veloping a Planning Board paper, the bureaucracy in the key parts
of the executive branch has had to work on and think about the
range of problems at the same time.
Then the paper goes on the agenda of the National Security Coun
cil. Typically each Cabinet officer then has a briefing on the paper
in his own department. So he spends at least an hour or so in dis
cussing the problem with his staff and considering the pros and cons,
and reaching at least a tentative position from the point of view of
his department.
If nothing more the process has focussed a considerable amount
of attention by the Cabinet officers before they even come to the
National Security Council.
Then at the National Security Council the discussion may go for
a couple of hours and on some of the basic issues may go on for
several meetings. This means that 3, 4, 6 hours have been devoted
to intensive discussion of an issue before the President by the key
people who themselves have had prior time to brief themselves and
think about it.
It does seem to me that this is about as good a mechanism as you
can devise to cause key people to address themselves to these issues,
to apply to them the expertise which is available in the departments,
and to arrive at tentative views of their own and ultimately to make
the results available to the President for his thought and decision.
During the period I was familiar with it, the National Security
Council certainly addressed itself to what I thought of as most
essential problems.
That does not mean that the answers they came up with were the
answers I would have reached in all cases. That is not the point.

matters
ones.
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After all, it is the job of the key people to strike balances, to reach
judgments, and to make decisions. But if the question is whether they
addressed themselves to key issues, I think they did.I have already indicated that in some realms such as the military
budget and forces, I did not feel that the issues were posed in the
"way that would make it possible to judge competing factors so as to
reach wise decisions.
Nor do I want to suggest that the system is perfect or that it cannot
be improved. But that view seems to me quite different from the
notion that it really does not work at all.
Senator Jackson. Yes, I agree. What I was getting at is when
you get into some complicated problems, whether the National Se
curity Council system works very well.
I understand there is some feeling in Departments : "We will send
that problem into the NSC, at least to get its Messing."
Mr. Bowie. I would not think that attitude was very common. The
notion that people tried to pass the buck to the National Security
Council was not a real problem.
If anything, the departments tend to be reluctant to get the real
issues out on the table before the National Security Council.
Senator Jackson. I am thinking of cases where it is to the advan
tage of a Department to have the stamp of approval of the National
Security Council— is there much of that—even though it is not of
any major consequence?
Mr. Bowie. What does it mean to get the stamp of approval of
the National Security Council. The real question is what does the
President decide, and how far is he ready to go to back up the decision ?
The function of the National Security Council is to develop and
bring out, for those participating, the background of the problem,
the considerations which go into its decision and the implications of
the decisions.
But the National Security Council imprimatur means hardly any
thing in the Government structure in terms of added authority.
At least I would not have thought that this was a principal value,
or something much sought after.
It is hard for me to recall any case where an agency was eager to
get the OK of the National Security Council aside from the necessity
of getting coordination.
Senator Jackson. But in general you feel that the National Secu
rity Council process, I take it, wherever possible, should confine itself
Mr. Bowie. This would be my instinct.
Senator Jackson. To make t he best use of it ?

Mr. Bowie. Yes. I think it should not be looked on as the sole
machinery for coordination. If the basic policy issues are really
worked out within the National Security Council framework and
relatively clearly understood, then there is a wide range of other ways
of coordinating, by interagency actions, by informal discussion, by a

whole lot of other ways, which do not involve the time and effort of
so many people, particularly the key people.
Now, obviously, it is a matter of judgment and degree as to which
are key issues and which ones are not so important.
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You could hardly expect that everybody will share the same judg
ment on this because each will tend to look on things which have to do
with his area as more central, more important, than some which other
people may be primarily concerned with.
But within a broad range you could probably get consensus on
the kinds of things where it is valuable to use the Nfc>C procedure for
discussion, for sorting out of issues, for resolution in a formal way
before the President and for recording the basic elements of the
decision.
Now, a good many day-to-day things do not seem to me to justify
this elaborate machinery or even require this amount of participation
all around in trying to resolve them or coordinate them.
Senator Jackson. I have so many questions I want to get into. I
will terminate with this general one, as to your views regarding per
sonal or summit diplomacy versus the traditional type diplomacy.
Mr. Bowie. I don't think this is an "either/or" issue, I think it is a
matter of degree.
Unfortunately summitry has been blown up to an extent which does
not seem to me justified as a way of resolving problems. Therefore,
I would be circumspect, to say the least, in promoting summit meet
ings.
As for the problem of meetings at the level of foreign ministers,
here again it seems to me necessary to make a distinction.
The discussions among foreign ministers of the NATO countries
or even smaller groups of two, three, or four friendly countries, does
serve a necessary and usef ul function. : ,

Senator Jackson. Personal diplomacy within our own free world
community is one thing.
Mr. Bowie. Yes. This does offer opportunities for real under
standing of the purposes of each country and for developing confi
dence in the ways in which they do things and their reliability and
all that.
Senator Jackson. Which is almost mandatory ?
Mr. Bowie. I think it is inescapable. One can quarrel about how
much, how often, which forums, and so on, but this process is a very
vital and useful part of building up consensus among cooperating
countries.
As for the kind of meetings which tend to be far more demanding
in terms of time, such as meetings, say, with the Soviets. I am much
more skeptical about the value of meetings of the foreign ministers
or higher. Generally these cannot fail to involve quite a lot of propa
ganda and it is very easy for them to degenerate into not more than
that.
It seems to me this is a very expensive way for a Secretary of State
to spend his time and energy. I cannot help but feel that if and when
we can get down to serious discussions with the Russians, it will be
a much quieter kind of diplomacy, with much less publicity and more
opportunity for exploring issues than you can usually do at high level
meetings.
So I don't think you forego real possibilities of any resolutions of
issues as between the Soviets and ourselves by insisting it be done
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initially at least on a businesslike lower level, less publicized than
any meeting of foreign ministers is going to be.
That does not mean in order to put on the final touches it may not
be essential to have a meeting of foreign ministers. This is a dif
ferent thing from counting on foreign ministers to elaborate the pro
posals and work out the details.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Pendleton, the minority counsel.
Mr. Pendleton. No questions.
Senator Jackson. There are many, many other areas we can get
into. I know we will want to talk to you from time to time, Professor
Bowie.
At this point I want to express our appreciation for your coming
here this morning to give us the benefit of the very fine experience
you have had and continue to have in the Government, as well as in
academic life.
Mr. Bowie. Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. We are most grateful to you.
Mr. Bowie. I have enjoyed being here. I wish you well in your
inquiry because it is very important.
I am pleased that your group does not believe that machinery is a
panacea, as important as it may be.
Senator Jackson. Good people can survive very poor machinery.
We do feel that good people in Government can be aided, of course,
by improvement in the machinery process.
Mr. Bowie. Absolutely.
I don't want to minimize that for a minute. I am sure you can
economize on peoples' energy and time and improve their effectiveness
by giving them means to work which help rather than hinder.
Senator Jackson. That improvement also includes our own ma
chinery on the Hill.
Mr. Bowie. Yes, I did not want to get into that because I am no
expert, but my impression is that it is a fruitful field for work.
Senator Jackson. I think in that regard that when changes are
made in the executive branch improvements are likely to occur on
the Hill.
To be specific, I think if executive branch officials took the position
of wanting to present the overall national security requirements once
a year to Congress they could do it to one committee —they would
force Congress to act. When we passed the National Security Act in
1947, eliminating the War Department and the Navy Department
and setting up the three services under the Department of Defense,
this resulted in setting up one Senate committee, the Armed Services
Committee, doing away with the Military Affairs and Naval Affairs
Committees.I merely cite this as an example.
Mr. Bowie. Yes ; I was impressed when I was in the State Depart
ment at the real drain on the time and energy of the Secretary in
making appearances before Congress. Now, I am fully aware not
merely of the necessity, but of the desirability of his appearing enough
to make known to Congress the basic policies and the reasons for them
and so on.
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But still when you consider the amount of time that goes into pre
paring for a hearing and then the time that is devoted to the hearing
and then frequently the time that has to be devoted after the hearing
to particular issues that were raised, and when you consider the num
ber of repetitious appearances which the Secretary makes before dif
ferent committees on virtually the same subject, I really do think this
is another place where a genuine saving of his energy and time could
be made without at all losing the contact between him and the Con
gress, which is absolutely essential.
Senator Jackson. Again, many thanks. We are deeply apprecia
tive to you for your help.
The committee will now stand in recess until tomorrow morning at
10 o'clock.
(Thereupon, at 12 :25 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to recon
vene at 10 a.m., Tuesday, June 28, 1960.)

X
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TUESDAY, JUNE 28, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington-, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 3302,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson, Muskie, Mundt, and Javits.
Also present : Senator Clark.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Brewster C. Denny, and Howard E. Haugerud, professional
staff members; and Edmund E. Pendleton, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will be in order.
The Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery is continuing
today its series of hearings on the organization of our Government to
meet the challenge of world communism and the building of a peaceful
world order. We are seeking advice and counsel on three main ques
tions: Is our Government now effectively organized to identify the
critical issues facing our Nation, and to prepare wise policies to meet
these issues? Is our Government well organized to coordinate the
political, economic, military, and other related elements of policy?
What constructive reforms might be suggested?
Our work is a stud}', not an investigation. The subcommittee takes
pride in its effort to conduct the study on an objective nonpartisan
basis. It is our privilege today to hear testimony from Mr. Henry
Robinson Luce, editor in chief, Time, Life, and Fortune publications
which have played a large part over the years in keeping the American
people informed on publ ic affairs. I am sure that everyone is familiar
■with the series of articles recently published by Life on our national
purpose, which has been helpful in alerting the country to the chal
lenge of the sixties.
Mr. Luce has served as a member of the overall panel of the
special studies project of the Rockefeller Bros. Fund, whose reports
on international security, the military aspect, and on the midcentury
challenge to U.S. foreign policy have contributed much to our under
standing of America's world position.
Mr. Luce, on behalf of the committee, I take great pleasure in wel
coming you here this morning.
I believe you have a prepared statement, and you may now proceed
in your own way.

(til
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STATEMENT OF HENRY R. LUCE, EDITOR IN CHIEF, TIME, LITE,
AND FORTUNE PUBLICATIONS

Mr. Luce. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the honor of your invita
tion. You have undertaken a most important task and all your
witnesses will surely join in deep good wishes for the success of your
committee's work.
Your staff director, Mr. Mansfield, has been most helpful in giving
me a list of questions to which this committee would like to have such
answers as I can give. From Mr. Mansfield's questions and from your
letter, Senator Jackson, I understand that the business of this com
mittee is to consider how the Government of the United States can bn
better organized to carry out the national purpose. The basic ques
tion concerns national purpose. Once it is clearly established what
the national purpose is

,

then means to carry it out can be more readily
devised, and men and resources can be dynamically mobilized.
Mr. Mansfield's first question tome is as follows :

Do we, as a people, now have a clear understanding and consensus about our
national purpose?

With your permission, I should like to concentrate mainly on this
question, believing that a serious effort to answer this first question
will indicate whatever answers I can give to the other questions.
For some time there has been a growing demand for definitions of
our national purpose. All kinds of study groups and committees, of
ficial and unofficial, have been formed to seek the answers. So far

it has seemed that all this earnest talk and thought has produced no
results. So it seems—but I do not believe that is strictly true. I be
lieve that something very important has been going on in America,
that some results are already visible and that greater results will soon
be evident. So the first part of my answer to Mr. Mansfield's question

is : No, we as a people do not have a sufficiently clear consensus about
our national purpose —but we are proceeding rapidly to get it.
What is the American national purpose ? In my view, the United
States was founded for a purpose, and it can endure only so long as
that purpose is its highest law. The founding purpose of the United
States was to make men free, and to enable them to be free and to
preach the gospel of freedom to themselves and to all men. That pur
pose has withstood all manner of trial and tribulation, stress and
strain. It is still our purpose. Our task now is to reassert that pur
pose by our own actions in our own time so it may continue in the lives
of our children and their children through unimaginable changes in

the circumstances of human life.
You will agree, I am sure, that freedom becomes a reality in the
political order only when it is tied to law and to justice. Thus, the
national purpose of the United States is properly stated only in terms
of the very largest concepts known to political man. The two noblest
and most inclusive concepts are freedom and justice—or freedom and
order, or freedom under law.
Many influences have been at work in western civilization in recent
years to cast doubt upon and to undermine these concepts and indeed
all nonniaterialistic concepts. Much of latter-day philosophy and
literature has tended to say that human life has no special or reliable
meaning. The present quest for a sense of national purpose itself
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signifies that the true nature of man is asserting itself against the
long rule of the fashion of cynicism and materialism.
The affirmation of the profoundest principles of human life does
not, however, relieve us of the need to define immediate tasks and
goals. On the contrary, the effective affirmation of the most profound
goes hand in hand with an urgent desire to see what practical things
have to be done now, and a will to do them. In Professor Toynbe?s
famous formulation, human life consists of challenge and response.
The challenge must be seen in its full height and depth, and the re
sponse must be made accordingly. But also, at any given time in a
nation's history, the challenge must be defined in simple, popular terms.
The challenge to America, and therefore to freedom and justice—the
challenge, most simply yet truly stated, is organized armed commu
nism. And the simplest, yet true, statement of our immediate national
purpose is the reduction of organized communism as a threat to
America.
The question can be asked, quite properly, whether such a purpose
would lead to war. We are all of us united in hoping not so ; but we
are likely to fail in any and every American purpose unless at all
times we are prepared for war, not only in military posture but also
in our minds and wills.
While striving with all intelligence to avoid the arbitrament of war,
we fight what has long since come to be called the cold war.
It is in relation to the cold war that our sense of national purpose
can be most sharply defined and will be most profoundly tested.
What should be our purpose in the cold war ? Very simple : we must
win it

,

and the sooner the better.
Life has just concluded a series of nine articles on the national pur
pose. Each article made a valuable contribution to our present con
cern ; perhaps the most specific statement of national purpose was
made by Gen. David Sarnoff. He said that we must decide to win the
cold war. There must be, said General Sarnoff, "an unequivocal de
cision to fight the so-called cold war with a will and on a scale for com
plete victory." And furthermore, the news of this decision must be
plainly told to the whole world.
Further quoting General Sarnoff :

Our message to humankind must be that America has decided, Irrevocably,
to win the cold war and thereby to cancel out the destructive power of Soviet-
based communism * * *

The great decision, once made and communicated to all concerned, will dictate
its appropriate program of policy and action.

Gentlemen, I hope that this decision will be sweated out in the
forthcoming presidential campaign. If so, the campaign will be one
of the two or three most vital—and most truly American— campaigns
in our history. This sweating-out process is one for our leaders and
for all the people. Many political leaders have already made clear
their sense of grave responsibility to keep this issue clear—unclouded
by the commonplace appeal to lower motives of pocketbooks and pres
sure groups. We, the people, have the grave responsibility —now or
never—to put the national interest ahead of our self -desires and group
prejudices.
Leaders and thoughtful people realize that a decision to win the
cold war involves enormous risks. It involves, indeed, the greatest
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foreseeable risk of total war. The nearer we come to winning the
cold war, the greater the risk of hot war. So long as we are only half
hearted about the cold war, there is no reason why Soviet communism
should turn to total war. But when they see they are losing the cold
war, then Soviet communism may face the choice of war or disinte
gration.
There are those who say that we should never present our enemies
with so hard a choice. Perhaps they are right. Let us by all means
agree that sound international politics includes the building of silver
bridges for a beaten enemy, that it is not for men to demand un
conditional surrender of the devil, and that the war aims of a civilized
nation must be limited aims. Accordingly, let me suggest limited
aims.
A minimum definition of victory in the cold war would be : to sever
the state power of Russia and Red China from the mission of their
present Communist rulers to communize (he world.
In other words, as Lincoln said about slavery, communism must be
so stopped from spreading that men can confidently foresee its
withering away. That is a limited war aim. It would be quite a
victory. Certainly it will not be achieved by our being only half
hearted about the cold war. It is quite a different aim from waiting
like Micawber for a happier turn in human affairs. That course I
believe would be in the highest degree irresponsible, and probably
fatal to the United States and the cause for which it lives.
In any case, we must be prepared for total war. Are we? In my
opinion, no. In saying we are not prepared, I do not have in mind
primarily the problems of weaponry or military budget. I have in
mind primarily the physical defense and protection of the people
and the lard of America. I have in mind civil defense and, specifi
cally, shelte,-s. We believe we will not strike the first blow in nuclear
warfare. Therefore we must be prepared to receive it. We are not
now so prepared.
No one knowTs how many millions of dead and wounded we can
afford and still have a nation. But anyone with the least common-
sense must recognize that a difference of 50 million dead, more or less,
is likely to make the difference between the survival or disappearance
of the United States as a nation. Therefore-, it is shocking that the
Federal Government announces to the people that it will be able to
do nothing to protect their lives for several weeks after the opening
of hostilities.
The determination to build shelters and thus to lessen the real
danger of the annihilation of the American people will be the clear
est sign that the leaders and Government of the United States have
decided to win the cold war. Far from being a sign of cowardice, it
will be a sign of courageous realism.
Having firmly decided to win the cold war, how do we go about it ?
We may continue to do what we are doing—only bigger and better.
P'conomic aid is one obvious tool. There may l>e a need to give more
economic aid, but in any case much more can be done to stimulate
the normal processes of free, enterprise and free trade. To this end
there are many pract ical proposals such as the one made by Hermann
J. Abs, the leading banker of Germany, and which he calls a Magna
Carta of worldwide trade and investment.
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Great though the opportunities are in the economic field, there is
another subject which is even more urgently in need of full discussion.
That is the political aspect of our worldwide efforts. Good economics
is indeed a help toward establishing a good political order. But the
hard fact we must face is that politics is more important than eco
nomics—and much harder to deal with.
When one nation concerns itself with the political condition of an
other nation, that is commonly called "interference in internal affairs"
and officials seem to be required to be piously against it. This, I sug
gest, is the major hypocrisy of contemporary world politics. The
plain fact is that every nation which exerts any influence at all is in
terfering in the internal affairs of other nations—and every nation,
no matter how small, does exert some influence. I do not know what
phrases or formulas statesmen may devise to rid themselves of the
polite anachronisms which they now exchange. I do know that we
would do well to get out from under this total unrealism, this childish
pretense.
We can begin by seeing what are our objectives in the cold war. One
objective, as has been said, is to reduce the threat of organized com
munism. If this is described as a negative aim, it is no less valid. Yet
we all realize that you can't beat something with nothing. If we do
not want Communist governments or Communist chaos to prevail,
then what do we provide in its place ?
This question challenges all of us and requires me today to attempt
to state the positive national purpose of the United States in world
affairs. Our national purpose must be to promote, by every honest
means, the establishment of constitutional governments —that is

,
gov

ernments which respond to man's dream of freedom by giving him
freedom under law. In 1917, President Wilson expressed this purpose
by saying we must make the world safe for democracy. For me, that
is still the best one-phrase definition of our national purpose. But I

would add the correlative: We must make democracy safe for the
world. Democracy becomes actual only when it exists in and through
constitutional governments.
Experts seem to agree that many of the existing nations of the
world are not ready or able to establish stable constitutional govern
ments. Indeed, only a very few of the nations of the world have a

background of history and tradition conducive to constitutional gov
ernment. Most nations lack many other attributes, too. They Tack
current experience, they lack competent personnel, in many instances
they are dangerously divided within themselves. All of this under
lines the vastness and extraordinary difficulties of our task. The task
nevertheless is there and we must undertake it— to promote and sup
port constitutional governments.
There is one step we can take which will greatly improve the chance
for the development of constitutional governments in dozens of coun
tries. That is

,

the advancement of the rule of law in international
affairs. The United States ought to take the lead in strengthening
what law there is and in making more law by all the ways by which
international law is made, including treaties and arbitration agree
ments covering all manner of subjects.
By advancing the rule of law in international affairs, we bind more
and more nations, ourselves included, to a framework of law. Many

52710— 60— pt 7 2
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leading men in many nations are ready to join with us in the advance
ment of the rule of law. A sense of law is far more widespread than
an understanding of the proper uses of freedom.
I believe that vigorous leadership in this field would, in the next 5
years, meet with far greater response than can now be easily conceived.
It involves a tremendous amount of work by the lawyers of the world,
by the foreign offices of the world and by other agencies. But the
work is ready to be done.
First steps must be taken. For us, the first step is to repeal the
Connally amendment concerning the World Court. Many people who
desire strong, farsighted leadership by the United States in world
affairs were deeply disappointed that the Senate of the United States
did not choose to act on this vital matter at this session.
I assume that the Connally amendment will be repealed at the next
session, and I also assume that the next President of the United States
will make his major theme and insistent purpose in world affairs the
advancement of the rule of law. To this end he will surely receive
the creative collaboration of the Senate of the United States. I make
these assumptions because the logic of the world situation demands
them and because I believe the leaders of the United States are capable
of that degree of vision without which any nation perishes—especially
ours.
The essential part of the vision of the future which needs to be
stressed is that of the so-called free world becoming more and more
bound together by respect for law and by strenuous efforts to develop
it creatively. Within a framework of international law, including
regional law, the nations of the world will have a better chance to
work out constitutional governments wherein the rights of individuals
are honored and through which arrogant sovereignties are curbed by
mutual and healthy respect for other sovereignties under law.
You gentlemen who are concerned day by day with such matters as
the conquest of space have a close and constant awareness of the tre
mendous changes so rapidly occurring in the circumstances of human
life. In our present state of knowledge there is only one form of
government under which men may follow the beckonings of scientific
truth wherever it may lead, and at the same time maintain those roots
of basic principle without which humanity is dehumanized. That
form of government is constitutional government, guaranteeing free
dom under law. This form of government has room for much varia
tion of style and manner but its basic characteristics are unmistakable.
The promotion of constitutional governments throughout the world is
therefore our principal business in the world. By our successful
progress toward this goal, we shall win the cold war. And we shall
vindicate by our actions in our time all that has been so deeply hoped
and expected of America.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Luce, may I express my appreciation and
that of the committee for your fine statement. I would like to ask
a few questions before turning to my colleagues.
First, in your judgment, Mr. Luce, are we gaining or losing, that

is
,

overall, in the contest with world communism? If in your view
we are in any respects losing, what is the single most important weak
ness in our effort? When I say our effort, I mean the effort of the
United States and its allies.
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Mr. Luce. In many respects one sees gains. For example, there has
been in many parts of the world a tremendous gain in the economic
situation. Notably Europe, but also elsewhere. Economic gain we
believe strengthens constitutional governments. So that is to the
good. On the whole I would say that we are gaining, even though
some of the aspects of gain seem to be rather painful. For example,
when you have an upset in a government as they had in Turkey a
few weeks ago, is that a gain or loss ?
It would seem to me that is a situation where the people of Turkey
are probably moving in the right direction, toward a better constitu
tional government. It is hard to estimate these things, because it
depends upon your evaluation of each particular event. On the
whole I think we are gaining, but not gaining rapidly enough.
Senator Jackson. There are other areas, such as Latin America,
where the situation is rather difficult. Would you say that Africa
is a great new theater of the contest now ?
Mr. Luce. A new theater that we are hardly acquainted with.
Nobody has had much experience, including the Africans themselves,
who have had very little experience of how they will do in their efforts
to develop good governments.
Senator Jackson. I am sure all my colleagues would join with me
in complimenting you and your associates, Mr. Luce, for the series
of articles you just concluded on national purpose. It has always
seemed to me that our American press bears a tremendous responsi
bility in helping to generate public support for a wise national secu
rity policy. Have you any suggestions as to how our press and all
other information media could be more effective in this vital area?
When one makes a speech on the threat that we face, people always
ask, "What can we do ?" This is what they ask us in political life.
Now, I want to ask you what you think that the responsible press
of America can do to better enlighten our people in this broad area
of challenge?
Mr. Luce. I understand the question very well. I think when an
editor or publisher is asked to say what the press of America as a
whole should do, his proper inclination is to reflect on what he himself
should do. The press of the United States is not an organized whole.
There are indeed various press associations of one sort or another.
But the individual editor and publisher is not responsible to any
particular association, except in very minor degrees. So the ques
tion of responsibility for what the press should do, the point I am
trying to emphasize here, is very much an individual responsibility
upon a given publisher or a given editor or a given writer. I don't
know any way in which the press as a whole can be made to do a
better job than it is doing except by being exhorted from time to time.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Luce, we have had some hearings on the
question of getting better people in Government. We have in mind
improving the structure internally as well as bringing people from
the outside, from business, from the professions and so on. Witness
after witness has come before our committee and said that we must do
a better job of getting and keeping good people in Government. We
know that there are various impediments today that discourage people
from coming. One can give a rather long list in that regard. I
wondered if you had any comments on this particular problem at this
time.
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Mr. Luce. Senator, first of all I would agree with the other wit
nesses that this is a very important subject. I don't think I can
remember a time, except during wartime, when it was not said that
we needed better people in Government. But I think that applies
even more now when we have this great world job to do. It is more
important than ever that there should be able people and dedicated
people in the Government. There should be more of them. The ques
tion is how do you go about that.
It would seem to me that there are some obstacles which might be
removed to some extent, such as the question of conflict of interests.
It seems to me in the last 2 or 3 years there has been an unnecessary
confusion about that. Or rather there lias been a tendency to get
technical instead of relying on the integrity of individuals.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Luce, if I may interrupt at that point, on
the conflict of interest problem, an example was cited to the committee
where the President desired to appoint a lawyer in New Yoi'k City
who is a member of a large New York law firm to the Fine Arts Com
mission. It is a nonsalaried job. The gentleman had to refuse the
assignment for the reason that if he accented this Federal position,his firm would have to give up all their J* ederal practice. I merely
cite that as an example of the difficulty that we have today in getting
such people to come to Washington.
Mr. Luce. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that the legislative branch
of the Government would have quite an opportunity in straightening
that out. xV willingness to trust the integrity of the people who are
appointed to Government positions must be implicit.
There is a second thing, and this would apply both to experienced
people, to people who have other important jobs or professions, and
also to younger people. I refer to the clarification of the national
purpose. If younger people felt that the Government of the United
States in the next 10 years really had a job to do and intended to do it,
this would be a strong appeal. People would be glad to have a part
in a great accomplishment in the present and near future. Not that
we are going to solve all the problems of the world in the next 10
years, but if there was a feeling that the United States is fully engaged
in a tremendous effort to accomplish something in the world, this
would be important for many young people.
Senator Jackson. Don't you feel that we have failed in our efforts,
at least in part, to convey to the people of our country the fact that
we are now in a war? Isn't this a part of what you have been dis
cussing about national purpose? We are in a conflict now. If we are
in a conflict, then it seems to me we should make the same kind of
effort in getting good people to come into Government as we have
done so successfully in previous conflicts. If there is a hot war going
on, we get them in here one way or the other, don't we?
Mr. Luce. I agree entirely, sir.
Senator Jackson. I am pleased to have that observation. It seems
to me that this is one of the good things that can come from the good,
thorough debate on the subject of national purpose. If people fully
understand and appreciate it
,
it seems to me we will be able to make
more progress than we have been making.
Senator Mundt.
Senator Mundt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Luce, as one who cherishes among his possessions a little black
and white publication bearing the legend "Volume 1, No. 1, Time
Magazine," I have been reading you and observing you for a long
<ime. It is really a pleasure to have you as a witness before our com
mittee this morning. Of course, I cherish among my congressional
experiences t lie close association I had with Clare when she served with
such distinction as a Member of the House of Representatives.
I like this comment about the reduction of organized communism
as a threat to America. That means it seems to me more than simply
strengthening ourselves and strengthening the free world if we are
going to reduce the threat. We are going to have to weaken the
Communist apparatus, and decrease the size of its operation. It would
seem to denote liberalization and liquidation of something of the
areas which are now under Communist control. Do you have any
thoughts? Are we going to saddle the world with a status quo, with
the Communist half of the world Communist and our half of the
world free. Do you visualize as our national purpose to provide op
portunities of freedom to areas of the world now under communism?
Mr. Luce. Senator, I am very clear on one thing. I think
most people in responsible positions in the Government and in the
Senate are, too. That is

,

certainly we must never in any formal
way agree to the perpetuation of communism in any particular area
of the world. In other words, the idea of working out a long-range
permanent agreement which accepts the existence of Communist rule
in any part of the world— I am sure everybody is against that. In
the first place, it would seem to me to be quite foolish to trust Commu
nist States under such a deal as that, so the deal is not worth any
thing. More than that, it would stultify all our principles to make
a solemn agreement under which any particular number of people
would be required to live under conditions of tyranny.
Senator Mi ndt. Our national policy insofar as it is enunciated
in official words of people who operate it seems to sort of swing in

a pendulum movement from containment to liberation. I must say
we never do very much about liberation. Sometimes we talk about

it more than we do at other times. Could you give us any suggestions
as part of our national purpose as to things we might do more suc
cessfully and effectively in the area of liberation as a part of our
national policy, as against simple containment \

Mr. Luce. I suppose when containment is used as a definition of
policy, if not purpose, the thought there is that if we effectively con
tain communism, this will tend to weaken communism within the
area in which it is contained. I suppose that is implied. It is on
the general principle that everything will either grow or decline.
So if you absolutely stop the growth of communism, this will tend
in itself to bring on its decline. The word "liberation" is obviously
a difficult one, because this seems to imply our taking an initiative in

a hot war.
Senator Mundt. Or it might be an encouragement of the self-
liberation on the part of the people who are presently enslaved.
Mr. Luce. It seems to me we should encourage all people to revolt,

if you like, who live under conditions of what we consider tvranny.
It seems to me this is an old American custom. Long before the
United States felt it had any positive or had much positive responsi
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bility in world affairs, it was in general sympathetic to, and even an
advocate of people throwing off the yoke of tyranny.
I should think, for example, the case of the Italians is a case in
Eoint

where the sympathy of the American people and of President
incoln, was quite clearly on the side of those who wished to bring
about Italian freedom. So to encourage liberation seems to me just a
part of an old American custom.
Now, the question is

,

Do you encourage it by organized means such
as propaganda or other means? I should think it would be quite
consonant with the policy as well as the purpose of the United States
to do so.
Senator Mundt. In line with that, because it seems to me that a

well prepared and well informed and well trained group of Americans
who really understand the significance of communism plays a mighty
important part in all of this, and as one of the cosponsors of legisla
tion to create a Freedom Academy in this country, I have noticed
with great pleasure editorials in Life from time to time, and articles
supporting the creation of the Freedom Academy. I wonder if you
would dilate a little bit on some of the things that an organization
of this kind might accomplish in the direction of giving us a stronger
voice in helping to weaken communism and promote freedom?
Mr. Luce. Senator, I don't think I can say anything about that
that you are not quite familiar with. Your proposal for a Freedom
Academy seems to us to be a very good thing in itself. And it is the
kind of new thing which we should be attempting to work out in this
country. New ways of doing things.
Senator Mundt. To me one of the greatest advantages of something
like the Freedom Academy is this : I think there is a lot of value in
what President Eisenhower refers to as the people-to-people program
and campaign. But for it to be effective, our part of the peoples nave
to be informed. They have no understanding. There is no question
about the other half of the peoples who come here as visitors from
Russia. They know what they want. They know what communism
is. They have a fixed idea of freedom. When they come over here
they come here as agents and they come here for a purpose. They
come here as missionaries for an evil thing. I think we have to incul
cate our visitors abroad, and our public servants and business repre
sentatives abroad with some understanding of what this is about.
Would you agree ?

Mr. Luce. I would agree with you on that as an ideal. It seems to
me that practically you have to recognize that Americans are very un
equal in their interest and understanding of politics. The people-to-
people program is good in that it gets all kinds of people into the
act whether they know much about politics or care aoout it. Some
people who are interested in music and other arts don't know much
about politics.
The importance of a thing like the Freedom Academy is to insure
that there are enough people who are specialists in the art of interna
tional politics. The more the businessman or the artist or the educa
tor can have a good, clear idea of practical politics the better. The
people-to-people program in part is an act of faith that human con
tacts of all kinds will serve our interest. We have nothing to hide
in our attitude or in our efforts and struggles to make a better life.
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While some of the people that get involved in our people-to-people
program may be very naive about politics, on the whole we have to
make an act of faith that the people-to-people program does much
more good than it ever will do harm.
But we should make sure we have a sufficient number of people in
an organized way that do understand the tough realities of interna
tional politics.
Senator Mtjndt. I was very much interested in a question that the
chairman asked you about the responsibility of the press and the
media of information in this country to help equip our people ideol
ogically for an appreciation, No. 1, of the nature of communism and
its relentless objectives, and, No. 2, of the realization that we are in
a cold war which has to be fought on a day-to-day basis. It has to be
fought to victory just as a hot war. You either win a war or lose
it ; it seldom ends in a stalemate.
You said quite properly, of course, that the press associations and
the editorial associations cannot dictate policy to their members.
Each publisher, each editor and writer, has to search out his own
conscience and his own ability and conduct himself accordingly. But
as one of America's outstanding publishers, and a fellow who has
been working at that last for a long time, I would be interested in
any exhortation you could give to your colleagues and associates as to
what you think might be done better to help achieve this objective.
Mr. Ltjce. How the press could do a better job ?
Senator Mtjndt. That is correct ; in this area.
Mr. Ltjce. That is an awfully big subject.
Senator Mtjndt. You are an awfully big authority.
Mr. Ltjce. That is one subject I can't claim I know too little about.I can claim that about almost anything else. One thing, Senator,
obviously is the question of maintaining a high degree of interest in
the cold war. As I said in another connection, we cannot assume
that all people are equal either in their political knowledge or in their
political interest. In a free country people have the right to differ in
the degree of effort they put into politics or in the degree of interest
they take. We may try to get everybody from childhood on to take
a basic and serious interest in politics. In fact, we know that some
people are interested in politics to a considerable extent and some
people are not.
In putting out a daily newspaper, let us say, the editor and publisher
must put in the paper what interests people. An awful lot of what
interests them has very little to do with the cold war. I think this is
maybe the key of the problem : That the editor and publisher ought to
make the facts and problems of the cold war more interesting to peo
ple. And they will do this, if they themselves are seriously inter
ested.
This is one of the problems of a free country. You don't control
the press. You don't control the television. You cannot control what
people will be allowed to hear about. If they want to hear about sports
andf problems of housekeeping and children, whatever it is

,

then they
have a right to. So in a sense the job of an editor of any general
newspaper is to make special efforts to make the cold war interesting,
understandable, important.
Ultimately we know it is the most interesting thing in the world, be
cause the whole fate of the Nation and the individual is involved.
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Senator Mundt. The whole question of survival.
Mr. Luce. The very life of the children in any family depends on
this. So it ought to be interesting, but sometimes it is not made suffi
ciently interesting.
Senator Mundt. One other question. I read a very interesting
brief or article the other evening from an individual looking at the
way we fight the cold war, who made this analysis and allegation.
He said that a country even like the United States cannot do every
thing at once. There are limitations to our power. So we have to
have some selectivity in what Ave do abroad as we have to have se
lectivity about how many dams we can build in any given year to im
prove t lie national resources of the country. He said he felt that one
of the mistakes we were making as a country in fighting the cold war
is a tendency to dissipate our resources by spreading them over too
wide an area. Trying to do too much, too soon, especially the sug
gestion and the theory that we should do more in those areas which
are industrialized and where we can toughen and tighten and make
them stronger allies, in the areas which presently are able to do some
thing should a hot war eventuate and to join us in leadership in
supporting a cold war.
In other words, suppose we are down to the last billion, and we
want to lay it out overseas to do the most good. Do we spend it in the
underdeveloped areas trying to get them clothes, and change sandals
to shoes, and to change huts into houses, or do we spend it in areas
where it is important to develop an industrial complex and a little
stronger recognit ion of the dangers of communism and a greater reali
zation of their part in joining us in fighting this global conflict ?
Would you have any comment to make as to which horn of the
dilemma we should choose if we get down to our last billion dollars'?
Mr. Luce. It is certainly a dilemma. The United States is in a
situation, I suppose, such as no other country has been in. We must
necessarily be concerned with nearly every country in the world. I
can't keep track how many there are. I believe it is almost up to a
hundred now.
Senator Mundt. It changes all the time.
Mr. Luck. So the first thing I would say is that the United States
should show interest in these countries. It very often does not take
a great deal of money just to show that one is interested in a country
and has some appreciation of its problems. As to the industrial thing,
as to whether we should concentrate on those countries that already
have a big start in industrialization, it seems to me that maybe we
don't have to concern ourselves about that so much now because no
tably Europe has developed a very high industrial and commercial
viability. Western Europe, as you know, is in extremely good shape.
I suppose they will have zigs and zags in the economy like all nations.
But from what I gather the general trend in Europe should be upward.
There is the development of the Common Market. If they work
out a proper relationship of the Common Market with the United
States, the prospect is for a very great development of economic
progress in Europe. I would say the same thing is indicated in Japan.
It would seem to me that we would not have to use taxpayers' money
to help industrialized countries. The more important thing is that
the correct relations of trade and investment be developed and main
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tained. I should think that our economic aid, which is what you are
referring to, should primarily go to underdeveloped countries.
Senator Mundt. I was thinking in terms of the whole mutual se
curity package, not necessarily economic divided from psychological
or educational or cultural or military. I was referring to the whole
Eackage.

In other words, do we concentrate on being sure that we
old an area like Japan and Italy and Turkey, or do you concentrate
perhaps on these new African countries which for years and years and
years and years at best are not going to be important adjuncts in this
fight.
Mr. Luce. I would not think that Africa—central Africa—would
become strategically important in the next decade or so. In other
words, if other countries are held on our side, it woidd seem to me that
Africa would not be a major strategic factor in world affairs for some
<ime to come.
Senator Mundt. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. Mr. Luce, I join in the expressions of appreciation
that were rendered by the other members of the committee. I would
like to refer, as the chairman and Senator Mundt have, to the state
ment that we must win the cold war and the sooner the better. Would
you agree that one of the alternatives to winning the cold war is co
existence?
Mr. Luce. Yes, I think so.
Senator Muskie. So you would dismiss coexistence as an appropri
ate objective of our national purpose at this time?
Mr. Luce. I think a phrase often used by Mr. Khrushchev and
others is peaceful coexistence. I do not think there can be peaceful
coexistence between the Communist empire and the free world.
Senator Muskie. You do not think there can be ?
Mr. Luce. That is right.
Senator Muskie. So we should dismiss that as a national objective?
Mr. Luce. If you take coexistence to be a fact of life, such as that
things are what they are, there is a Russia and there is a France and
there is a United States, of course they coexist in the sense of existing
simultaneously. But peaceful coexistence is another matter and is

,

in the nature of things, impossible between the Communist empire and
the free world.
Senator Muskie. In other words, you cannot envision coexistence
as a stable status between the Communist countries and the free world ?

Mr. Luce. Will you say it again, please ?

Senator Muskie. You cannot see coexistence as a state of stability ?

Mr. Luce. No.
Senator Muskie. Then the only other alternative to winning the
cold war is losing it ?

Mr. Luce. Yes.
Senator Muskie. What would our losing the cold war mean to the
Communist world? What would be the manifestations of our defeat
for Russia and China ?

Mr. Luce. That more people and countries became Communist or
became sympathetic to communism.
Senator Muskie. What would the manifestations of defeat for the
Communist bloc be? What would defeat mean to them, if we were to
win the cold war ?

52710— 60— pt. 7-
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Mr. Luce. One could always hope that in a period of 10 years they
might not feel their loss of the cold war as defeat because change
might occur. I don't think that we can sit around and wait for time
to change situations in Soviet Russia or elsewhere. But if we pro
ceeded toward winning the cold war and had success in it

,

then along
with that one could hope for some change in attitude in the Communist
world.
At any time, we should show our interest in having any part of the
Communist world join with us in something which has been recog
nized as the rule of law. This invitation should be open at all times.
So a Communist country could figure that it could go on being Commu
nist, although no longer interested in the promotion of communism or
communizing the world. That would be a change of attitude—a radi
cal one—which is devoutly to be hoped for and might occur. I think

it will only occur if we are successful in fighting the cold war.
Senator Muskie. In these terms you are not thinking of defeat of
communism as an undermining of their economic strength or their
ability to provide a better living for their people?
Mr. Luce. I am not sure I follow you.
Senator Muskie. When you say we must defeat communism, you
are not saying that we should undermine the Communist countries
economically.
Mr. Luce. No, not economically.
Senator Muskie. One of the purposes of communism at the mo
ment— it seemed to me to be true as I traveled through Russia last
year— is to improve the lot of the average Russian citizen. In your
terms, a victory in the cold war for America would not diminish the
ability of the Soviet Union to provide a better life for its people?
Mr. Luce. On the contrary.
Senator Muskie. If the Soviet Union could continue to improve the
lot of its people, would it not thereby be continuing to demonstrate to
uncommitted peoples that communism can improve the lot of their
people ?

Mr. Luce. I am not at all sure about that, Senator. It seems to me
this is one of those very difficult equations. It would seem to me that

if there is a really great improvement in the standard of living in
Russia, this is likely to bring a change in what we call communism.
Senator Muskie. With that I could agree. I think two factors
working for us in the Soviet Union are, one, the education of their
people, which I think tends to free the human mind and enable it to
range beyond the restrictions that the government might be trying
to impose, and secondly, the improved material condition of their
people. But this is something different than the result of a positive
effort on our part to win the cold war. It seems to me that if we
are going to win the cold war on terms which you have laid down,
that we must undermine the image which communism is able to project
to the uncommitted nations of the world that communism is a means
for effectively promoting the economic lot of those people. So long
as communism is working in the Soviet Union and in China effectively
toward this objective for those people, the Communist message is going
to continue to have appeal in the uncommitted countries, is it not?
Mr. Luce. Yes. I think I agree there. It is very difficult to know
just what the appeal of communism is. After all, it is to be remarked,
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I think, that not a single country has ever gone Communist by free
and open vote. Communist activities in various countries, as in South
America, are very often not in terms of the Communist doctrine but
in terms of exploiting whatever they find to exploit. If there is a
tendency in South America, as there has been as long as anybody
can remember, toward being anti- Yankee, then the Communists pick
up this and exploit it. If it is a former colonial area, the Communists
will exploit anticolonialism. Communism will exploit any appeal
its agents find handy. I would say the Communists rarely sell people
on any coherent economic theory or even pragmatic demonstration.
Senator Mtjskie. I agree with that, Mr. Luce. I wanted to clarify
simply the concept that victory and defeat in the cold war, victory
for us in the cold war will not necessarily mean defeat for the Commu
nist, countries except in relation to its ability to extend itself.
Mr. Ltjce. That is right. I tried to say the ability to extend itself.
The ability and the compulsive urge.
Senator Muskie. So that defeat for the Communist countries will
not mean a weakening economically or socially or politically of China
and Russia internally ?
Mr. Ltjce. Here we get into some problems. My guess would be on
the basis of what I can see that the Chinese in fact would be better off
if they were not under a Communist regime-
Senator Muskie. Do you think that underminig the ability of the
Communists to extend themselves would undermine the political dom
ination of the Communist philosophy internally ?
Mr. Luce. I think that is what they would be afraid of.
Senator Muskie. Would this manifest itself in an evolutionary way
or a revolutionary way internally ?
Mr. Luce. Probably both. Evolutionary in some places, revolution
ary in others.
Senator Muskie. If it should develop in an evolutionary way, then
actually what we would achieve would be coexistence.
Mr. Luce. We have coexistence any way.
Senator Muskie. But coexistence in the sense of a stability.
Mr. Luce. This would tend toward peaceful coexistence, if I under
stand your meaning. This would tend toward peaceful coexistence.
Senator Muskie. When you speak then of victory in a cold war,
you are not speaking of something that can develop quickly or which
will be manifested clearly at any single point in history. You are
really thinking of a gradual thing in the status and relations of coun
tries to each other.
Mr. Luce. Senator, I think our determination and scale of effort
should be greater in what we call the cold war.
Senator Muskie. I would like then to turn to this. In discussing
the instruments which we should use to work toward victory, you
refer briefly to the military, a little more at length to the economic
and then greatly at length on the political. Is it your judgment at
the moment that our military effort is adequate to the tasks which
you lay down ?
Mr. Luce. Adequate to what ?
Senator Muskie. To the tasks which you laid down in your
statement.
Mr. Luce. I think so, or if not, very nearly so. In budgetary terms,
and I am not an expert in these matters, I would say that our
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Military Establishment is within a billion or $2 billion, let us
say, of what it ought to be at the present time. The thing that I
did remark was that always behind the cold war is the possibility of
a hot war, and this, it seems to me, we are not prepared for, because
we have not faced up to the question of civil defense. That, it seems
to me, is the main gap in our defense— the almost total inadequacy
of civil defense.
There are some other important matters. There is the question of
whether we are efficiently equipped to fight what is called small wars
or brush fires. I expect we are, but I recognize that this is a question,
and perhaps not enough attention has been paid to the type of organi
zation, the type of units which should be developed for small military
action.
In general I would say that, except for civil defense, our military
situation is about adequate.
Senator Muskie. Would you say that the decisions which are being
made today with respect to our military posture are such as to insure
the adequacy of our military posture for the indefinite future ?
Mr. Luce. I would think that there can be no assurance of that at
all. The change in technology can be so rapid I believe Mr. Khru
shchev has already said that lie either has a weapon or is about to get
a weapon which will make all present weapons look like toys. He
may be just bluffing. But in any case, the rapidity of development
of technology is so extraordinary that one cannot say that you can
maintain this balance of terror or balance of deterrence indefinitely.
At one point or another one side or the other may get ahead.
Senator Muskie. Conceding that, would you say then to the extent
that it is possible to anticipate our requirements and the instruments
which may be available to meet those requirements that we are mak
ing adequate prepn ration for the future ?
Mr. Luce. I think I would always like a little more.
Senator Muskie. There are two or three other areas I would like
to cover, but I will touch on one more now and leave some time here
for my distinguished colleagues. With respect to establishment of
new constitutional governments over the world, within a given under
developed country, what are the necessary conditions, in your judg
ment, for the establishment of constitutional governments and free
institutions?
Mr. Luce. Of course, there is a tremendous variety among all these
countries. When thinking about that kind of question, one thinks
about certain countries. The country I am thinking about now is
Pakistan. There they did work out a constitution. It took them 5 or
6 or 7 years of work on this constitution. I believe it was a good
constitution. They had certain advantages in Pakistan, as well as all
the disadvantages that we know—poverty, ignorance, and so on.
One advantage they had was that they did have some experience
with the British judicial system. So they understood about law.
They understood something about the administration of justice and
what this culls for in modern terms. So the constitution was adopted.
Then for various reasons it did not work. It seemed necessary to
suspend it. The present chief of state of Pakistan says that he is work
ing on another constitution. Perhaps within a year, he will attempt
to have new elections under the new constitution. Here is trial and
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error. I would say the first requirement for constitutional govern
ment is an understanding and a desire to have a constitutional govern
ment as evidenced by writing a constitution. Then secondly by put
ting it into operation and trying to make it work. Then you can see
what the troubles are. Obviously one of the troubles right away be
comes a matter of the personnel. Have you got the people who are
capable of not only running the administrative government, but who
have the understanding of what the British call parliamentary gov
ernment, and we would call a constitution ?
One important trouble in the Pakistan experience comes under the
head of what is generally called corruption. We are not unfamiliar
with the problem of corruption in this country. This is a problem
which becomes relatively more acute in other countries in most of the
countries of the so-called free world. This is the kind of thing that
we have to be aware of. A tendency, therefore, to diminish —I am
using the general term—corruption, is a very important condition of
successful constitutional government.
It seems to me that when our officials who are engaged with a cer
tain country see that corruption is becoming intolerable, there are ap
propriate attitudes or actions which the relevant officials of the
United States could take. In other words, great care should be ex
ercised not to encourage a country or a government which is involved
with corruption, but rather the contrary.
Senator Muskie. Do you think we should take positive steps to cor
rect conditions of this kind within a country ?
Mr. Luce. Yes. This is the kind of thing which it is not always
necessary to spell out officially. But if a fellow knows what he is sup
posed to do, he can find ways of doing it.
Senator Muskie. Would you use recognition or withdrawal of rec
ognition of a government as a means of control ?
Mr. Luce. Recognition of government? I didn't mean that. I
meant, for example, economic aid.
Senator Muskie. I am not suggesting you meant it. I asked you
this question.
Mr. Luce. This could be the ultimate thing. I would say that there
could come a point. If we become clearer and clearer in our minds
that our job throughout the world is the support and development
of constitutional governments, then this would be one of the measured
criteria of a great deal of our action. I am perfectly willing to con
template the exceptions of expediency. You have to deal with a cer
tain country which is simply not prepared to have a constitutional
government. There is this reason and that reason. You should at
all times be aware of the exceptions we are making to our general rule
and purpose, and try to have in mind why we are making the excep
tion. The presumption should always be against our collaboration
with a government which does not have or is not really striving to es
tablish constitutional government.
Senator Muskie. Thank you, Mr. Luce. I know my colleagues have
questions. I may have another chance.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits.
Senator Javits. Mr. Luce, as my constituent and friend, I am de
lighted you are here. So far you have certainly helped us enormously
in this area. We are constituted to study what changes should be made
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in governmental machinery. That is one subject to which you have
not really addressed yourself as yet.
Will you give us your comments, especially in the light of the sug
gestions which have been made to us in this committee, as to how you
think our Government machinery might best conform to these very
urgent demands of the world situation? For example, it has been
suggested to us that the Secretary of State should be the man who
would head the whole national strategic direction of the country as
the President's principal lieutenant. Ambassador Kennan made that
suggestion. Governor Rockefeller, who testifies before us on Friday,
and who is our Governor in New York, has suggested that a higher
official than that be especially charged by the President with coordi
nating the national strategy. Others have suggested that we have
a system of Deputy Secretaries of State to do the traveling and nego
tiations.
I only make those points to implement what I mean by my question
We would certainly appreciate any comment you have on the funda
mental purpose of this committee, which is to advise on what should
be the national policy machinery.
Mr. Luce. Senator Javits, on the big subject of organization of the
Government, I know that there are a great many people whose com
ments are much more useful than anything I could say. I think it
is interesting that these suggestions are being made. I did read most
of the testimony of former Secretary Lovett, and what I got out of
that was that while there are some changes that might be made here
and there, the changes in Government organization do not go to the
heart of the matter.
There is undoubtedly need for more decisiveness on the part of
certain senior officials. This would seem to be more a question of the
officials themselves. I may be wrong, but I take it that the Secretary
of Defense has a great deal of authority and can exercise it in the
manner that he wants to.
Senator Javits. In the hierarchy of national policy machinery,
one; two, national policy; three, people to execute them, the policy
beginning with the President, which do you think at this time requires
the most urgent revision? Which one of the three do you think
requires the most urgent revision; first, machinery, which you have
just discussed; second, policy, which is discussed in your paper; third,
personnel, which you have just referred to ?
Mr. Luce. I think first policy and second personnel.
Senator Javits. I notice on that subject that you have in your
prepared statement the following statement :
Gentlemen, I hope that this decision will be sweated out in the forthcoming
presidential campaign.

Do I understand, therefore, that you expect that one of the basic
issues of the current campaign is going to be which candidate declares
that we have got to win the cold war and what he is going to do
about it ?
Mr. Luce. Yes.
Senator Javits. Do you think that should be a basis upon which
the American people make their decision ?
Mr. Luce. Yes.
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Senator Javtts. You recommend, I gather, Mr. Luce, that there
ought to be a fundamental declaration that we intend to win the
cold war. You have given us, I gather, your thoughts ?
Mr. Luce. Yes, Senator. As to the question of policy, in one of
your committees —I think it was a subcommittee of the Foreign Rela
tions Committee, that Senator Fulbright set up just before he became
chairman of the full committee, to review foreign policy a year and
a half or so ago—one of the people testifying there suggested that
clarification of purpose was the most important thing. One of the
witnesses suggested that this could be greatly helped by a resolution
of the U.S. Senate, the Senate being the continuing body in our Gov
ernment. While the greatest responsibility for policy and purpose
rests upon the President of the United States, nevertheless it would be
entirely appropriate for the Senate of the United States to make a
statement of the purposes of the United States in this period of his
tory. Not that this would have to have a unanimous vote of the
Senate, but a very big majority or two-thirds should make this state
ment, and this would have a great effect around the world.
Senator Javits. Do you believe there is any question about the
decision to win the cold war? Don't you believe that Eisenhower,
Nixon, every Democratic candidate, and every one of us, and you
agree that this is the national purpose, to win the cold war?
Mr. Luce. No, I don't think we have agreed quite solemnly about
that. It seems to me in all our minds from time to time it is too easy
to entertain qualifications or confusions. For one thing, there is a
tendency for people to sound very wise by saying the cold war will go
on for 30 or 40 years. I don't particularly like that kind of talk.I recognize the possible truth in it. I certainly don't think that the
world is ever going to be Utopian in 30 years or 3,000 years. But it
seems to me that the minute you start talking, as so many wise people
do, about this being a long 30- or 40-year struggle, right away the effect
on me and others is to say, I don't have to do anything today. I will
go fishing. So while I am all in favor of the truth, our emphasis
should be on winning the cold war now, soon. I do not think there
is real agreement on urgency. I realize that you cannot get in cold
war or peacetime conflicts the same kind of urgency you get in a
shooting war. William James is often quoted as saying that what the
United States needs is the moral equivalent for war. This is true
even if there is no communism. So we are all familiar with the diffi
culty of getting a sense of urgency when the enemy is not at your
gates and has his gun barrel right in your stomach.
I believe we could get a greater degree of agreed determination to
win the cold war than we have.
Senator Javits. You would therefore spend what it took in national
resources and in people and time and energy, dedication and policy, to
not only make that determination but to go ahead and do it in the most
expeditious time without any preconception that it will take one, two,
three, or four decades.
Mr. Luce. Yes.
Senator Javits. I agree with you. I think that is absolutely what
we mean and I hope that is the main thing that comes out of all of the
argument that is going on now. I think if we could make that deci
sion in the national campaign, the national cause as distinguished from
the national purpose would have been enormously advanced.
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Now I notice that your implementation—I will just be a minute,
Mr. Chairman—calls for a number of things. I would like to go
over those with you very briefly. Shelters, and a civil defense posture
on the part of the United States. It will interest you to know, Mr.
Luce, that we have been knocking ourselves out to get the House of
Representatives to agree with the Senate on spending $12 million, and
this is the third time it has been up—not billions, millions— to supply
adequate personnel, let alone shelters, around the country and it has
not been done. From what I hear now, it still is not likely to be done.
What do you think about that ?
Mr. Luce. I think it is one of the most difficult things currently in
the American mentality, this question of shelters. I think we have to
work this out. I don't know why we got ourselves in this psycho
logical situation. I am told, and this may not be right, that 10 years
ago, the Pentagon was against it. The Pentagon wanted to hear
nothing about civil defense, giving some real reasons and some phony
ones. Maybe the real reason that they did not want the money spent
there was they wanted it all. The phony reason was that shelters
would be a sign of cowardice. It is not the American thing to crawl
in a hole—that is the kind of stuff which has been used against shel
ters. I hope this is not introducing politics into this session, but be
cause it is such an extraordinary tiling I would like to pay my own
personal respects to Governor Rockefeller for having the courage to
really take the subject up. I think he has not gained by it politically.
It is not a good thing politically.
Senator Javits. Mr. Luce, the next point you make is the buttress
ing of oversea private investment. I would like to point out to you
that our minority counsel suggests that we don't even have shelters for
Congress.
Mr. Luce. I would agree that first things come first.
Senator Javtts. Talking about private investment, I noticed that
you mentioned Dr. Abs, the head of the German bank, as calling for
results by which worldwide trade and investment may be stimulated.
We have had going through the Congress a bill called the Boggs bill
to give some very elementary tax inducements to oversea private in
vestment. I don't know that is going to get anywhere this session.
I don't mean that particular bill, but the general idea.
Mr. Luce. I am for it. But it is even more important to get other
countries into agreements, whether the Abs agreement or some other
agreement. Note, for example, our most difficult experience today with
Cuba. We did not have any prior treaty or other arrangements with
Cuba as to what should be done about expropriation. So while the
American people seem to be very much annoyed with this thing, in
fact as far as I know we have no case in law, or not much of a one.
against the outrageous behavior that has been going on.
Senator Javits. The third point you make is to promote and sup
port constitutional governments. In that regard I would like to ask
you what do we do before this constitutional government or before the
people are ready, and you mentioned that yourself. Should we have
some effort to have the United Nations step in for all of these coun
tries ? Do we try to do something about it unilaterally ? What do we
do in connection with the government of a country which is at the
stage where its people insist on not being colonial and subject to some
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other government and at the same time are apparently not ready or
incapable of governing themselves at that particular moment ?
Mr. Luce. One thing that we have working with us and have had
working with us is inclination of all these new countries, and some
that are not so old— let us take the South American countries—toward
what is generally called democracy, toward what I tried to call more
precisely constitutional government. This is generally the tendency
of the times—or at least the apparent desire.
Now a given country undertakes to establish a constitutional gov
ernment and it fails or shows signs of failing. Then one has to be
very pragmatic with that particular country. We have economic,
military, and other relations. In these relations we have to keep in
mind that our main concern is to maintain constitutional government.
Incidentally, some experts, I think, would say that the United States
sometimes is at fault m not keeping in touch with the opposition,
with the loyal opposition in any given country. Sometimes we play
too much on one side of the street, whereas the United States ought
to show what it is interested in is not primarily the government of
the day, but the maintenance of constitutional government including
the proper throwing out of any existing government according to
constitutional methods.
Senator Javits. Of course, the thrust of my question is what do we
do about the dictators with whom we admittedly do business and
which is very distasteful to many people ?
Mr. Luce. I said we have to make exceptions for expediency's sake.
AVe should be aware at all times how many exceptions we are making
and realize that they are exceptions and that we do not like them.
Senator Javits. And of what is our fundamental objective, which
is constitutional government.
Mr. Luce. In a country where we have diplomatic relations, which
is a dictatorship, it should be indicated for an American ambassador
to say day in and day out, your reasons for having a dictatorship may
be quite justifiable in your eyes, but let us make it perfectly understood
that this is not the kind of government the United States likes.
Senator Javits. Finally you mentioned the rule of law and you
mention that we have not been able to shed ourselves of the Connally
amendment which is proper. We had a treaty up the other day which
sought to give absolute jurisdiction to the International Court of
Justice in disputes, and that phase was promptly turned down and is
still pending. Under all these circumstances, and my reason for re
capitulating these for you is the following : Don't you believe that we
need to take a national determination, and you were asked, for
example, what can newspapers and magazines do. It seems to me
your work is cut out for you right here. Somehow or other the people
of our country, and we reflect the people and this goes for the col
leagues who vote "No" as well as I who vote "Aye," some people of our
country don't feel as I do and you do. They have not made these
decisions. Don't you think that is really the nub of our problem ?
Mr. Luce. Yes ; I do.
Senator Javits. And really, therefore, whether it is by the presi
dential debate or what you folks do with your tremendous publications
and what the press does, our common job is the development of the
American mind to make these decisions?
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Mr. Luce. I agree.
Senator Javits. I thank you.
Senator Muskie. I am happy that Senator Javits made that point.I think it is critical on issues of this kind. In the absence of SenatorJackson, who will return shortly, it is my privilege to turn this over
to Senator Clark.
Senator Clark. Mr. Luce, I would like to compliment you and my
good friend, Andrew Heiskell, on that splendid series of articles
which Life sponsored, and which you and the New York Times pub
lished. I thought they made a real and important contribution to
this important national debate that is going on. Personally, I happen
to like the articles prepared by Archibald MacLeish and Adlai
Stevenson and Walter Lippmann and James Reston probably because
they represent my own point of view a little better than that of
General Sarnoff. But they were all good. I think you did a fine
public service in putting that out.
Mr. Luce. Thank you, sir.
Senator Clark. I wonder if you would turn your attention to your
prepared statement where in discussing our national purpose you say
that the two noblest and most inclusive concepts are freedom and
justice or freedom and order or freedom under law. I wonder if you
would not agree that we should also have a national purpose of equal
importance and equal nobility with the promotion of freedom and
order to, in the words of our own Constitution, promote the general
welfare ? In other words, is not advancement or the Christian ethic
of loving one's neighbor, the promotion of compassion, a high and
noble national purpose, at least as great as that of freedom and order?
Mr. Luce. Senator, it seems to me that the answer to your statement
is a question of what is properly seen as being in the political order.
If I may use the concept of categories, there is the political order,
the economic order, there is the moral order and there is the spiritual
order. I would think that the intellectual problem in political phi
losophy is to relate these various orders to each other and yet main
tain proper and useful distinctions.
Now, as to Christian compassion, obviously you cannot legislate
that.
Senator Clark. No, but we do every day. We did it yesterday in
the Health, Education, and Welfare bill.
Mr. Luce. I could question whether that could properly be called
compassion. It may be that there was quite an element of self-serving
interest. Perhaps not on the part of the Senators, but on the part of
the people for whom it is done.
Senator Clark. I do not want to get into an argument with you.
I have raised the point and you have given your answer.
Mr. Luce. My answer is that we are concerned with the political
order and what is relevant to it. In the political order freedom and
justice are the two correlatives which state what the political order is
all about.
Senator Clark. Perhaps we are talking at cross purposes. Would
you not agree that in our search for a national purpose, or a series
of national purposes, we are not confining ourselves merely to the
political order? We are thinking of the whole spectrum of Ameri
can civilization, are we not ?
Mr. Luce. Senator, I don't want to take up your time.
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Senator Clakk. I think this is fascinating and I won't take much
time.
Mr. Luce. It happens this question touches very much on my inter
pretation of American history, and of the significance of the United
States in the whole unfolding drama of human affairs. The great
and particular contribution which the United States was intended
to make and which we largely have made on this continent was the
establishment of a political order, not ideal in any platonic sense,
which would be unrealistic, but the establishment of the best political
order known to man. That it seems to me is our great contribution
to mankind and the thing which we have been working on mainly
in this country. Meanwhile, this being a free country, individuals
and groups have been working on all kinds of things to their own
satisfaction, whether they are the highest aspirations or the lowest.
But as a nation, what we have mainly done is to establish this form
of government. It seems to me, therefore, that our greatest con
tribution to the world now, when it becomes a question of the world,
is to see whether we can help others first to see that this is the best
form of government with its many variations in accordance with local
customs and habits, and, second, to help other countries work out
their versions of freedom under law.
Now, I would agree with you that as Americans we are coming
into another stage, where our concern becomes more and more for
what we will call American civilization as distinct from just the
American form of government. It becomes more and more the
concern, you might say, of the whole of the community. The ques
tion of educational standards, the question of standards of life and
thought, and not simply living standards. Up to now living stand
ards which can be expressed in material terms have been considered
to be the proper subjects of government in seeking the general
welfare.
Now, we are concerned with American civilization. I would agree
with John Gardner who said we could hardly hope to exert a salutary
influence in this world unless American culture or civilization be
comes something that we can be proud of. So I would agree that
we are in the stage now where not simply as individuals, but more
and more as a community we are interested in American civilization,
and the development of it in this amazing age. But it still seems
to me that the special meaning of the United States in the history
of the world is the development of what we call our form of govern
ment—of freedom under law.
Senator Clark. I think this colloquy adequately establishes for the
purposes of the subcommittee our differing emphases on these differ
ent matters so I would like to turn to another subject, Mr. Luce.I am a little surprised that you did not mention the subject of
disarmament in your statement. I would like to ask you how you
think it is possible to advance the rule of law in the world without
achieving substantial universal disarmament and the creation of an
international police force to enforce world law ?
Mr. Lttce. I am glad you brought that up because if I had extended
my statement to any other topic it would have been disarmament.
First of all, it is an extremely difficult subject. Permit me to call
your attention to an article in this month's issue of Fortune by Oskar
Morgenstern on disarmament which is an extraordinarily good job.
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Senator Jackson. I might interrupt there to say that I think he is
one of the most able men that we have in the scholarly community. I
have worked with him over a period of years.
Mr. Luce. I don't know him personally.
Senator Jackson. He is a brilliant mind. He coauthored '"Theory
of Games and Economic Behavior" with Dr. John von Neumann.
Von Neumann was one of the world's greatest mathematicians. It
was a great loss to the free world when he died about 3 years ago.
Dr. Morgenstern is professor of economics at Princeton University.
Mr. Luce. His article outlines the incredible difficulties of arm;
control or disarmament. He suggests that arms control would require
an enormous, well-equipped organization including thousands of
hysicists, engineers, chemists, biologists, and astronomers. He could
ave mentioned some others.
Senator Clark. We don't have it now in the United States.
Mr. Luce. Any conception of disarmament in the world must con
tain the picture of an enormous organization on a worldwide scale.
Senator Clark. Wouldn't you agree that it is perhaps as important
for us to have that kind of enormous organization for peace as it is
to have the enormous organization for war?
Mr. Luce. I would be delighted if it seemed at all practical at any
time to take X billion dollars from what we call defense and put it
into that. Dr. Morgenstern's overall argument might be summarized
like this :
He says there are three interlocking elements. One is mutual
deterrence. But the trouble is that you may be mutually equal today
and not tomorrow. Then, even with neutral deterrence, you have to
have effective armament control which is what I was referring to on a
worldwide basis. Then he says you have to have an open world.
If you have an open world, I would say we won the cold war.
Senator Clark. I agree with you, the difficulties are enormous. I
suggest, however, that this is the most important national purpose
to which we have not been giving adequate attention.
Mr. Luce. May I suggest to you that if a greater effort were made
toward the advancement of the rule of law, we would make a great
deal of progress on that more quickly than we can make directly on
disarmament. We may get some little breakthrough on disarmament
at some time. It does not look that way this morning.
Senator Clark. My own view is that they have to go together.
Mr. Luce. If we develop throughout the world, first of all with our
friends and neutrals, the habit and custom of law, this would itself
begin to set up a kind of framework within which you could put a
part of the disarmament effort.
Senator Clark. Except, wouldn't you agree there has to be some
agency to enforce the law ?
Mr. Luce. Yes. I am simply saying that I believe that much greater
speed could be developed for development of the rule of law if we
put our backs into it
,

than could be developed by attacking disarma
ment directly. If you had a development of the rule of law you would
then have much better background for proceeding with disarmament.
Senator Clark. Let me turn to my final question and to your com
ments about the need for a better level of ability in Government em
ployment. I think we all agree. The problem is how are we going
to get it. I wonder if you would not agree that in order to get it we
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have to increase both the material and spiritual rewards of public
service and decrease the punishments of public service ?
Mr. Luce. Yes, I would.
Senator Clark. Let us see if we can't work that out.
Mr. Luce. I am a little surer about the first proposition, increase
the rewards, material and spiritual, than I am about the punishment.
If the rewards are good enough, it then seems to me in a democratic
system the man who goes into public service can be prepared to take
a certain degree of punishment, which may not always be justified.
Senator Clark. I agree with this. I just make this brief observa
tion which you may want to comment on. That public service in
elective office is an extremely hazardous occupation. Those of us who
are in it will want to dish it out, and therefore we must be prepared
to take it. I would suggest that perhaps the young people coming
out of our schools and colleges would be more apt to go into public
service if they thought there was a better opportunity to make a real
contribution to American civilization while at the same time getting
enough money to marry a wife and raise and educate some children,
and that one aspect of this which you may want to consider is that
the status of the public servant in American mores of today is pretty
low. This may be? which came first, the chicken or the egg.
Maybe if politicians and public servants were of a higher level wTe
would not have the low approach of the American people t o the career.
On the other hand, at some time you have to right the vicious circle.
Because you don't carry the cartoon in any of your publications,I have always had a little fun thinking of Mr. Lichty and Senator
Snort. I enjoy the cartoons very much indeed, but I don't think it
tends tomake high school graduates seek public service.
Mr. Luce. I think I agree with all you say and would make this
observation. The extraordinary paradox m the United States
throughout our history is that, w7hereas our great mission and accom
plishment in the world has been the working out and establishment
of a political form of government, there is almost nowhere in the
world where the words politics" and "politicians" have such a low
rating. This has always been true.
Senator Clark. I wonder if it has. The Founding Fathers were
leaders in the American community. They were all politicians.
Mr. Luce. They were. At that time the press had not developed
the great degree of responsibility which it now exhibits, but you will
recall the Founding Fathers were most brutally attacked in a most
irresponsible press.
Senator Clark. Thank you very much.
Senator Jacksox. Mr. Luce, I have two or three questions beforeI turn to Mr. Pendleton, the minority counsel.
Just to follow up on what Senator Clark had to say, what do you
think can be done to create a greater sense of public service on the
part of the students who are coming out of our colleges? In other
words, are we getting so much emphasis on prosperity and the
material that they want to go to work Avhere they can make the
most money? Do Ave have to get shaken up a bit before people
really sense the challenge that we face? Much lias been said here
this morning in the colloquies, Mr. Luce, about the importance of
spreading freedom through constitutional governments. Certainly
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the most valuable thing we ever exported was the idea of freedom
which stemmed from our own Revolution and spread throughout the
world. It was an idealistic thing. Now we are confronted with
a competitive ideal. We don't respect it

,

but many people must admit
that communism to many, many millions of people is an ideal, as
wrong as it is. How do we bring to bear the idea of freedom, which

is the greatest force and has been throughout all history? How
do we really tap what I think is the greatest source of idealism in

America today that is to be found on the American campus? It is

dormant. It is latent. How do you stir it up ? Young people really
want to do something. You talk with them on the campus and you
tell them that we have great problems in the world, great challenges
to meet, and then they ask that tough question. They say, "Senator,
what can I do to help ?"
It is like the question they put to you at a luncheon after talking
to some business people. I think this exists in the high schools and
colleges. Students are mature. They are thoughtful. Maybe it gets
back to what you have been trying to emphasize, the importance of a

national purpose. It seems to me it is a mixture of many things. I

wondered if you had any particular comments in this more specific
area? How do you tap this real source of idealism? We need
teachers in Africa. We need doctors in various places. We need
engineers. We need technicians. I am sure that some of these people
who are attending schools would like to go forth in the world for 3 or

4 years and help and do their stint, much in the tradition of the
British in the 19th century. How do you get that missionary zeal ?

You are a son of a missionary and you were born, I believe, in China,
and your parents went forth and did a wonderful job in China. I

would just like to have your reaction on this. It is a tough one. I

don't profess to know the answer.
Mr. Luce. Senator, first of all, I would agree with you that my im
pression is that the young people on the campuses today are, by and
large, good people, hard working and interested in making a contribu
tion. As to missionary zeal, I would like to revert to what Senator
Clark was saying, and that is to get clearly in focus this question of
the political order. After all, the religious missionary is not moti
vated primarily by the idea of serving the political order. His in
spiration comes from a higher source. That does not mean that the
political order is not of immense importance.
So it seems to me in regard to what you are especially concerned
with, it is not simply zeal in general, of which there may be a great
deal, both religious and of other kinds such as the quest for scientific
truth, and other worthy directions. The question is to see that this
thing which is the United States has to be defended and can only be
defended by a successful coping with the environment of the 20th
century.
Senator Jackson. Don't you feel that the real objective of our for
eign policy should be to create the kind of world in which we can live
in freedom ?

Mr. Luce. That is right.
Senator Jackson. This in turn, it seems to me, involves a question
of community responsibility. What it boils down to is that we are

8 people, to use an illustration, out of 100 in a community—we are 8
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percent of the world's population—we are rich and wealthy, compared
to the rest of the world. If you are rich and wealthy, living in a
community where over half the population is poor, isn't there a re
sponsibility to help other people regardless of what the threat might
be?
I want to be specific. I think too many times we say that we are
foing

to help other countries because of the threat of communism,
houldn't we be willing to help even though the Soviet Union did not
exist? Isn't this the kind of idealism and sense of responsibility, a
willingness to share some of our material advantage, some of our
talent, with other people as you would in any community ? The world
is getting smaller and smaller. I think we hurt ourselves when we
try to pitch this in terms of helping a certain country because the
Soviets are about to move in. We are negative in that sense. It seems
to me that we should be willing to help even though the Soviet bloc
did not exist. If we could convey that impression, wouldn't there be
less hesitation about accepting aid from us? It is hard for us to
believe that people hate us after we have given help. I think a lot
of it in those cases stems from the fact that they feel we are up to
something ulterior.
Mr. Luce. Senator, you have touched on several things here. First
of all, about the obligation to help other people. I would say this
is something quite new in the political order. I am not aware in the
past history of the human race that any one nation or power has felt
a moral obligation to help another nation, economically or otherwise.
This is an obligation which the American people through their Gov
ernment can impose on themselves if they wish. I would hope that
there would still be a distinction made as to that which is a community
obligation, accepted through due process of our Government, and
that which remains an individual obligation from an individual sense
of his moral or spiritual obligation. I would like to keep the dis
tinction —the distinction between what we decide to do as a nation,
and what is quite permissible for individuals to decide in terms of their
own sacrifice or their own pursuit of idealistic ends.
As to the attitude that we show to other nations, here it comes down
to a question of diplomacy, of good public relations, or whatever we
want to call it. No doubt in many cases our offer to help should be for
its own sake. I counter that by saying that we have to bear in mind,
in my opinion, that we have a serious enemy to overcome in this
world. I do not think that we can spend too much effort trying to
hide that from somebody else. If country X has no appreciation of the
danger of communism, then there is no use trying to force that ap
preciation on them. But we must never forget it.
Senator Jackson. I was saying that there is so much in the way
we do it. I certainly agree with you.
Mr. Luce. In other words, I don't think we should try to con
ourselves that we are doing this purely for altruistic reasons. I think
we have to be realistic. We have a reason. If I may say one more
thing, this obligation to do a great deal in the world would exist if
there were no such thing as communism. This is because of where
we have arrived technologically and every other way in the 20th
century. We cannot maintain our freedom unless you have a suit
able environment in the world. So you can rightly say we would still
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have this obligation even if there were no communism, and I agree.
But the fact that there is communism is the fact -which points up the
issue.
Senator Jackson. To {rive the devil his due, he is speeding up the
process of helping and aiding.
Mr. Ltjce. I think so.
Senator Jackson. As a matter of fact, I think he is making us do a
lot of things we would not do otherwise.
Mr. Luce. I agree.
Senator Jackson. I think he is helping to make us strong. The
question is whether he will always be a good ally in that regard.
Mr. Pendleton, minority counsel, would like to ask some questions.
Mr. Pendleton. Mr. Luce, in your prepared statement, you refer
to the economic program. You say : Economic aid is one obvious
tool"—that is

,

to participate in and win the cold war. Do you have
any comments that you want to make about a continuation of the
present level of the economic aid program of this country ?

Mr. Ltjce. I think that it is more important to work on the stimula
tion of what I call the normal processes of trade and investment, or
making what we think ought to be normal, normal. I think there is

more mileage in that than in an increase of X dollars of handouts. It

may be necessary to increase what is sometimes called handouts. I

agree in principle with what Senator Jackson said, that once having
determined to do this job, then all our national resources should b

e

put into it. I think we should use our heads and be sensible. So
there may be a case at any given time that a hundred million here and
there could be used to advantage. But I think there is more mileage
to be obtained by work on such things as the Abs proposal or other

Eroposals
to really establish a reliable pattern of economic relations

etween individuals and nations.
Mr. Pendleton. At the present time there does not seem to be much
consideration given to increasing the aid program. As I see it, the
big discussion is do you generally maintain it or do you cut? Do you
have any comments to make there ?

Mr. Luce. I would say generally maintain.
Mr. Pendleton. I was pleased to hear your statement in regard to
the military defense program in which you said, I believe, that with
the exception of civil defense, the program today generally meet?
the requirements of this country. I was wondering whether you had
seen the testimony on this subject of Admiral Radford, the former
Chief of Staff.
Mr. Luce. I think I saw reference to it. I am not sure I have it

clearly in mind.
Mr. Pendleton. It was released this morning by the subcommittee
based on an earlier executive session of the committee. Let me read
the one point that I think is particularly pertinent here, because, I

think with the discussion of the problem of communication media, this
would be important.
He says in response to a question by Senator Mundt :

As of today we have the most powerful military force in the world. The only
reason that the free world has the peace that, it has is because of our military
strength today. Our military programs are constantly being reviewed, and I

presume that will continue, and that we will maintain a powerful force. I think
the Russians respect our military strength.
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I felt that would be important for you to hear at this point in refer
ence to your statement.
I have no further questions. Did you wish to comment on that ?
Mr. Luce. If the Congress would see fit in terms of some particular
programs to add up to a billion dollars to the next defense appropria
tion, I would be for it. I would rather be on the safe side. It seems
to me that in the next 2 or 3 years we are going through a rather diffi
cult period where we have to maintain very expensive weapons which
are becoming obsolete while developing new weapons. In the next
2 or 3 years we have a pretty important hump to get over. So I would
be in favor of a billion dollars more rather than a billion dollars less
on defense.
Mr. Pendleton. Yes; if it could be done just by "a billion dollars
more or less."
Mr. Luce. In terms of a particular program. If there is a particu
lar weapon that should have more money spent on it in the judgment
of Congress, I would be in favor of that.
Mr. Pendleton. So the important thing, as you see it

,
is a con

tinuing review of the programs of research and development to deter
mine which should be expanded and those which can be contracted. On
the basis of the continuing review, continue then to plan the military
program.
Mr. Luce. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Luce, as the appropriation bill passed the
Senate unanimously, that is

,

the defense appropriation bill, we are
about a billion dollars over the President's budget request. You
would think this might be a good thing from the standpoint of the
danger we face ?

Mr. Luce. Senator, I have to agree with my own editorials. We
advocated 2 billion more.
Senator Jackson. I think you went along on this, too, in the Rocke
feller report which called for a step-up.
Mr. Luce. That figure was three. We are getting into the numbers
game here. That report said 3 billion more every year for several
years. I thought that might be a little high.
Senator Jackson. But the point is that you commend the efforts.
Mr. Luce. Our public statement was that we settled for 2 billion.
Senator Jackson. You do support the need to invest now so that
we will have the weapons systems in the years ahead. Admiral Rad
ford's testimony bore on the fact that as of now we do have that deter
rent capability. You know as a businessman you must purchase these
things on the basis of putting down the money and then you don't get
the product that same day.
Mr. Luce. Yes. I am afraid, sir, that the Senate with the respon
sibility for the defense of the country has a more difficult task than tho
businessman. You have a longer leadtime than most businesses.
Senator Jackson. That is why we must invest now in order to have

it in 1963, 1964, and 1965.
Mr. Luce. You can't get your money from the insurance company,
either.
Senator Jackson. That is right.
Senator Muskie. I have just one more question, Mr. Luce. Re
turning to this concept of victory as soon as possible in a cold war :
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In order to achieve victory in a hot war, it is necessary to destroy or
substantially reduce the ability of the enemy to wage war. The sug
gestion which you discussed in your formal statement and the sugges
tions that have been discussed in these various colloquies related to
what we must do positively to make an impact on the rest of the world
Do you have any suggestions as to what we can do or should do to de
stroy the ability of the Communist governments to wage the cold
war?
Mr. Luce. You use the word "destroy." That is quite a big job.
Senator Muskie. Or substantially reduce.
Mr. Luce. I think we can continuously make it tougher and tougher
for them in many ways. I would like to refer again to the question of
civil defense and shelters. If this country were to steel itself to em
bark on a real civil defense program, whatever the Soviet Union may
now think about its capabilities of destroying this country, next year
or 3 or 4 years from now, it would have to make a greater effort to get
in that position. This is why I am for disarmament. Meanwhile, we
are in an arms race. As long as we are in an arms race, there is some
thing to be said for making that arms race very tough.
Senator Muskie. This would make it more difficult for them to
destroy us. In a hot war we destroy their armies or undertake to.
We destroy their line of communication. We destroy their war-
making capacity and their industrial complex. This has to do with
their ability to wage a hot war. There really is not much we can do
to destroy their ability to wage a cold war. The analogy to a military
victory is not really apt, except as far as it conveys the idea of victory
which we all like. What we are really talking about is making our
effort to win a major part of the world to our side a more effective one.
Is not that right ?
Mr. Luce. Will you say that again, please ?
Senator Mu8kie. What we are talking about is not an exact analogy
to victory in war, but to winning a major portion of the world to
our side.
Mr. Luce. Yes. If anybody had an idea for in some respect dis
arming the Russians in the coid war, that would be good.
Senator Muskie. Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Luce, may I on behalf of the committee ex
press our deep appreciation for giving to us today very generously of
your time. We are most grateful to you to have the benefit of your
views and counsel and advice. We thank you very much.
Mr. Luce. Mr. Chairman, may I say what a very special pleasure
it has been for me to be for such a period in such distinguished com
pany. I am most grateful for the real pleasure of this dialog.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, sir.
The committee will meet again on Friday morning at 9:30 a.m.,
when Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller will testify. The meeting comes
as the result of an invitation the Chair extended to the Governor on
April 6. The meeting will be held in room 1202 of the New Senate
Office Building at 9 :30 on Friday.
(Thereupon at 12:15 p.m., a recess was taken until Friday, July 1,
1960, at 9 :30 a.m., in room 1202, New Senate Office Building.)
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FRIDAY, JULY 1, 1960

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.G.

The subcommittee met in public session at 9:30 a.m., pursuant to
recess, in room 1202, New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M.
Jackson (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Jackson, Mundt, Humphrey, Muskie, and Javits.
Present also: Senators Mansfield, Stennis, Bush, Keating, Clark,
and Gore.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick, Grenville Garside, Howard E. Haugerud, Brewster C.
Denny, professional staff members; and Edmund E. Pendleton, mi
nority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The committee will come to order.
Almost a year ago, the Senate of the United States unanimously
authorized the Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery to make
a nonpartisan study of how our Government should best organize to
make and carry out national security policy. The subcommittee has
endeavored from the outset to make its study scholarly, responsible,
and objective. We have sought the counsel of literally hundreds of
past and present Government officials concerned with this problem.
We have also been aided greatly by the advice of distinguished
students of the national policy process.
Our aim throughout has been to tap the wisdom of the finest brains
of our country. During the coming months we will make a series
of reports containing recommendations for improving our Govern
ment's ability to meet the challenge of the cold war. We shall intro
duce remedial legislation where appropriate and necessary. Our
witness this morning is Gov. Nelson A. Kockefeller, of New York.
On April 6 1 wrote to Governor Rockefeller inviting him to give testi
mony before our subcommittee. We are indeed pleased that he has
been able to find the time in his busy schedule to join with us this
morning.
Governor Rockefeller has rendered distinguished service to our
Nation under three Presidents. He was Coordinator of Inter-Ameri
can Affairs and later Assistant Secretary of State for American
Republic Affairs under President Roosevelt.
He served under President Truman as Chairman of the Interna
tional Development Advisory Board. Under President Eisenhower
he served as Under Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
and later as Special Assistant to the President for Foreign Affairs.
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Governor Rockefeller speaks to us today with great authority on
the problem of government organization. From 1953 to the end of
1958 he served as Chairman of the President's Advisory Committee
on Government Organization. In this capacity he recommended some
13 reorganizational plans to the Congress in the interest of more
efficient and more effective government. Ten of the plans were
approved.
In 1958 Mr. Rockefeller was appointed by Secretary of Defense
McElroy as a consultant to the Committee on the Organization of the
Department of Defense. As chairman of the special studies project
of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Governor Rockefeller has been
closely associated with the project's reports on our foreign policy
and military program.
Our subcommittee has agreed with the President that testimony by
any former Government officials who served on the National Security
Council or its subordinate bodies regarding the National Security
Council and its subordinate machinery will be taken first in executive
session. These guidelines have been transmitted to Governor Rocke
feller.
When the public meeting is completed, the subcommittee will ad
journ into executive session with Governor Rockefeller to take testi
mony on matters relating specifically to the National Security Council.
Governor, on behalf of my colleagues I would like you to know
how grateful we are to have you with us today and how much we are
looking forward to your counsel. I believe you have a prepared state
ment. If it is agreeable with you, I suggest that you now proceed
with your formal statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER, GOVERNOR OF
THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Governor Rockefeller. Thank you very much, Senator Jackson,
distinguished members of the committee; I deeply appreciate this
opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee on National Policy
Machinery of the Senate Committee on Government Operations.
This subcommittee is performing an outstanding service to the
Nation. The Nation's problems, the world's problems, press upon the
policymakers in Washington with ever-increasing urgency and in
ever-growing complexity.
In seeking solutions to these problems, there can be no substitute
for able men in government —men of vision, of capacity, of courage.
But not even the best of men can perform to the fullness of their abili
ties, nor will men of ability be attracted to government or encouraged
to stay in government, if inadequate organization frustrates accom
plishment. Tims, in its extensive exploration into the question of
improving the organization of government, this subcommittee is ad
dressing itself— importantly, constructively, and with nonpartisan ob
jectivity— to a fundamental need of this Government in dealing with
a world of danger, of opportunity, and of fantastically rapid change.
That need is to provide the framework within which able men can
perform the great deeds demanded by the challenges of our times.I know from personal experience that no man is more deeply con
cerned with this question than President Eisenhower. During the 6
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years of my chairmanship of the President's Advisory Committee on
Government Organization, 14 reorganization plans presented by the
President were adopted by the Congress. The President's vision,
breadth of concept, and creativity made possible the substantial ad
vances in Government organization achieved in recent years. In
addition, they have profoundly influenced the thought behind specific
proposals I shall make to this subcommittee today, although, natu
rally, I alone assume responsibility in recommending these proposals
for your consideration.
With recommendations from the President, the Congress at its
next session should, as a first order of business, set about adapting
the Government's machinery to the needs, the urgencies, the demands
for decisive action that the times require. I am confident that the
work of this subcommittee will be of great value in accomplishing
this.
As a fundamental step to be taken either at this Congress or at
the next, I recommend the extension of the Reorganization Act of
1949, which expired last year. This legislation provided the basis for
the reorganization plans adopted in the last decade, and, in my opin
ion, should be renewed.
Governmental reorganization is necessarily a matter of coopera
tion between the legislative and executive branches. Understandably,
it is a matter in which many toes will get stepped on, many vested
interests within the Government feel imperiled. The blunt truth is
that—despite all past progress—the present structure of the Federal
Government is still not geared to support the President in developing
and executing integrated policy, thoughtfully and purposefully,
either in the complex areas of national security and foreign policy, or
in the equally complex area of domestic affairs.
Few realize the tremendous load the President carries in his mul
tiple responsibilities as Chief of State, Chief Executive, Commander-
in-Chief of the Armed Forces, the man constitutionally responsible
for the conduct of our foreign policy, and leader of his political party.
More than 50 departments and agencies of the Government report
directly to the President. Their number imposes upon him an almost
impossible burden—in the need to resolve conflicting approaches and
divergent advice, and, from such sources, select and set a determined
course of action.
In an effort to bring order to this array of agencies, a host of inter
departmental and interagency committees has been set up. These
have come to number approximately 160 in the field of international
affairs alone.
In fact, international affairs involve, one way or another, the activity
and responsibility of every department of our Government. There
are also some 18 mdependent agencies, as well as sundry boards and
commissions, involved in aspects of international affairs. The field
of foreign economic aid alone involves as many as four Government
agencies—and six international financial organizations.
This overelaborate pattern of interdepartmental committees has been
designed over the years in an earnest effort to meet the legion of com
plex problems in both foreign and domestic affairs. The simple fact
is this: the committees of a democratic government cannot hope to
meet or to master these problems by simply trying to outnumber
them. The critical need is for a revamped structure of government.
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The fact, today, is that the structure of our Government too often
moves slowly, even sluggishly, to meet this world of swift-moving
change. It tends to be stiff and static—when it should be quick, alert,
and creative. There is

,

therefore, a growing public awareness and con
cern about the structure of Government and the efficiency of its deci
sionmaking process. And one great proof of this public concern and
interest is the existence and the work of your committee.
With all this in mind, I deeply believe that the time has come when
we can look forward to achieving important reforms at the next ses
sion of the Congress.

I have no illusions about the complexity of these tasks. In the
light of my own experience in Federal Government, and having un
dertaken, as Governor of New York, that State government's first re
organization in 30 years, I am well aware of the toughness of the
problems. Yet, I believe very strongly that both the clear need of
the Nation and the quickened concern of the people make this a neces
sary, and a realistic, time for action.
Let us proceed, then, to the major specific areas of action—both for
eign and domestic. For in both these areas the structure of Govern
ment demands reorganization to assist the President in wisely formu
lating and effectively executing national policy. As early as 1955,
former President Herbert Hoover recognized this sweeping need by
suggesting the creation of two appointed Vice Presidents with spe
cific responsibilities respectively for foreign and domestic affairs.
This problem was given active and detailed study by the President's
Advisory Committee on Government Organization —while I was
chairman of that committee.

I welcome this opportunity to make the following recommendations
in these two important fields :

1
. Foreign affairs and national security : (a) Creation of the post of

First Secretary of Government to assist the President in the exercise
of his authority in this whole area.
(b) Further reorganization of the Defense Department to achieve
unified doctrine, planning, and command.

2
. Domestic affairs : (a) Creation of the post of Executive Assistant

to the President, to be head of a newly created Office of Executive
Management.

(b) Consolidation, in certain areas, at the departmental and agency
level, of functions now scattered among various Government agencies,
particularly in such important fields as transportation and water
resources.

I. FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND NATIONAL SECURITY

Let us examine how further—and more forceful—support may be
given to the President in his constitutional responsibility for the
formulation, coordination and conduct of foreign affairs.

THE PROBLEM

The problem is too complex to be soluble by simply adding more
authority or more power or more functions to the Department of
State. Foreign operations involve the Department of Defense and
other major departments and agencies—each with its own special
concern, and attitude toward, international problems.
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The crux of the problem is to help develop a coordinated Presiden
tial policy and program which can then be administered, on a day-to
day basis, by the existing agencies of Government. The proliferation
of agencies and committees in this whole field has tended to increase
and complicate —rather than ease and clarify—the burden upon the
President in defining and directing policy.
The reason is obvious. The more numerous and varied the sources
of divergent advice and advocacy — from departments, agencies, com
mittees and individuals —the less chance or time has been left to the
President for reflective, overall, long-range defining of purpose and

The proper role of the committee, in our Government, is a subtle
and delicate one. The system of committees, of course, works well
in the Congress: it is basic to the legislative process, providing ma
chinery for concession and consensus as well as means for mustering
votes for final legislative decision. And committees also have a proper
and important place in the executive branch—either by sharing counsel
among those empowered to act, or by conducting ad hoc studies on
specific problems.
But excessive government by committee can be anything but con
structive. In the field of executive action, it can reduce the level of
Government action to the least bold or imaginative—to the lowest
common denominator among many varying positions. In such cir
cumstances, policy may be determined not for the sake of its Tight
ness—but for the sake of agreement. And then the bold and imagina
tive action most needed, in these critical times, becomes least probable
or possible.

The essential objectives are three.
First. In support and furtherance of our national purpose, we must
integrate fully, at the Presidential level, the international political,
diplomatic, economic and social, military, informational, cultural and
psychological aspects of foreign affairs.
Second. We also must relate and integrate these matters—from the
perspective of the responsibility of the Presidency—with all of our
compelling domestic concerns—economic or social, financial or regula
tory—as all these affect our national conduct in the world.
Third. We must provide the governmental structure that can ef
fectively assist the President in developing objectives and policies,
in all the area of foreign policy and national security, so clear and
so thoughtful that they will give unified and purposeful direction
to America's unique role in serving—and enhancing — the future of
freedom.

To achieve these objectives —vital equally to our national security
and our world role—I recommend two broad courses of action.
1. I recommend creation of the post of First Secretary of the Gov
ernment to assist the President in exercise of his constitutional respon
sibility and authority in all the area of national security and inter
national affairs. This means in more explicit detail the following:
(a) The First Secretary should be appointed by the President,
subject to the confirmation of the Senate.

THE OBJECTIVES

THE RECOMMENDATIONS
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(b) He should have statutory designation as Executive Chairman
of the National Security Council.
(c) He should exercise authority as delegated to him by the Presi
dent, and subject to withdrawal of such authority by, and at the will
of, the President.
(d) He should be empowered at the discretion of the President
to act for the President in international matters at the prime minis
terial level, with the Secretary of State operating on the level of the
ministers of foreign affairs.
(e) He should have a staff of his own and be empowered to use
and reorganize all of the interdepartmental planning machinery of
the Government in the area of national security and foreign affairs.
While the First Secretary, deriving his authority from the Presi
dent and acting on his behalf, would have a status above that of the
Cabinet, the operating responsibilities of Cabinet officers would not
be changed. Thus, the Secretary of State would continue to be in
charge of the day-to-day conduct of diplomacy. So, too, the Secre
tary of Defense would continue to be in the direct line of Presidential
command of the Armed Forces.
As Executive Chairman of the National Security Council, the First
Secretary could be delegated the authority, by Executive order or by
legislation, to appoint the Chairmen of such supporting groups as the
Operations Coordinating Board, the Council on Foreign Economic
Policy, and the National Advisory Council on International Monetary
and Financial Problems.
2. I recommend the reorganization of defense planning and com
mand to achieve, under the President, unified doctrine and unified
direction of forces. More specifically this means the following :
(a) The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff should be desig
nated principal military adviser to the Secretary of Defense and the
President, and be responsible for development of overall strategic
doctrine.
(&) The staff of the Joint Chiefs should be organized on a unified
basis under direct authority of the Chairman.
(c) All officers above the rank of brigadier general or the equivalent
should be designated officers of the Armed Forces of the United
States—not the individual service of their earlier careers—and their
promotion should be placed in the control of the Department of De
fense.

(d) Full authority should be given to the Secretary of Defense over
all military research, development, and procurement, so that he may
assure the most productive utilization of research and development
funds.
(e) The budget process of the Defense Department should be re
vised so that Congress appropriates all funds to the Secretary, thereby
fixing in him a focus of fiscal responsibility similar to that held by
other departments.

II. DOMESTIC AFFAIRS

The urgencies are as clear and great in the area of domestic affairs
as in the areas of foreign affairs and national security. Here, too,
the President needs the service and support of a structure of Govern
ment more effectively assisting him to define national purpose and
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execute national policy, in meeting the swiftness and the complexity
of the problems and challenges of our time.

THE PROBLEMS

Such is the nature of this period of history that the problems con
fronting the Government have seemed to multiply even faster than
the agencies created to cope with them. To be specific :
There is the sheer number of departments and agencies reporting
to the President—in essentially domestic affairs, no less than 8 depart
ments and some 40 agencies.
There is the ever-widening scope of problems confronted within
the Executive Office of the President itself. This Office includes such
diverse duties as those of the Bureau of the Budget, the President's
Assistant for Personnel Management, the other specialized officials
within the White House Office, the Office of Civil and Defense Mobi
lization, and the Council of Economic Advisers.
There is the constant and ever more difficult task of resolving con
flicts between program objectives and budgetary limitations.
There is the ever- increasing volume of legislation pending in the
Congress each year, including legislation proposed by the President—
all reflecting new problems, freshly and forcefully challenging all
departments of government.
And there is the need for thoughtful long-range planning and de
velopment of policy—made ever more difficult, and ever more neces
sary, by problems ever more complex.

THE OBJECTIVE

The President alone simply cannot undertake to meet the volume
of problems and functions today demanding his attention, study, and
action. To ignore this fact would be to strain the structure of our
Government at its very apex—to allow it to be weak where it must be
strong.
The essential objective, then, is to give to the President a strong sup
porting structure within his own Office for policy formulation and
concrete decision.
A second objective, is to assure that, at the level of the departments
and agencies themselves, there is an organizational structure adapted
to meeting the key domestic problems of today.

THE RECOMMENDATIONS

1. I recommend the creation of the post of Executive Assistant to
the President and Director of the Office of Executive Management, to
assist in planning and management in the sphere of domestic affairs.
There should be created immediately under the President a new
Office of Executive Management. Five key functions should be trans
ferred to the new Office of Executive Management, to be carried out
by five bureaus created within the new office. Each bureau should be
under the direction of a noncareer official appointed by the President.
The Director of the new Office would report directly to the President.
Under the plan I propose, these five bureaus and their functions
would be :
(a) Bureau of the Budget—functions: Budget formulation and
administration.

62710— 60— pt. 7
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(b) Bureau of Legislative Clearance and Coordination —functions :
The review, clearance, coordination, and development of legislation
proposed by the executive branch, and of the administration's position
with respect to other legislation pending in Congress.
(c) Bureau of Program and Planning— functions: Development
and coordination of recommendations concerning executive branch
programs, including participation in long-range studies and planning.
(d) Bureau of Organization and Management—functions: Co
ordination and improvement of the organization and management
functions of the executive branch, including accounting and statistical
programs.
(e) Bureau of Personnel Management— functions: Assistance to
the President in exercising his leadership in personnel management
throughout the executive branch.
The Office of Executive Management, if created along these lines,
would serve the President more effectively than the present structures
of government in the general management of administrative matters,
including budgetary, personnel, planning, and organizational activi
ties. The Office would assume the functions of various units within the
Executive Office of the President and would, over a period of time,
remove the need for numerous temporary staff arrangements estab
lished to meet special problems.
Even with an ideal organizational structure at the White House
level, the President's responsibilities with respect to domestic affairs
cannot, any more than in the field of national defense, be effectively

{>erf

ormed without sound organization at the departmental and agency
evel. All too often the location of a particular function within a de
partment or agency is more a matter of history than of logic. Thus,
in a number of areas improved governmental machinery is essential
to sound policy development in meeting the critical and emerging
problems of today and tomorrow. In these areas :
2. I recommend the consolidation of functions which are now
scattered among various Government departments and agencies, par
ticularly in such important fields as transportation and water
resources.
The field of transportation is a good example because of its critical
importance to the growth of our economy in time of peace and to the
defense of our Nation in time of war.
In spite of general recognition of the importance of transportation,
we still do not have today a single focal point within the Federal
Government for the formulation of overall national transportation
policy, accompanied by broad powers to develop such policy and co
ordinate the activities of other agencies.
To remedy this, I recommend the creation of a new Department of
Transportation, to which would be transferred all governmental
transportation functions now located both inside and outside the
Commerce Department. These transferred functions would include
all the responsibilities of the Federal Aviation Agency, as well as the
present promotional and administrative functions of the regulatory
agencies : the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Civil Aeronautics
Board and the Federal Maritime Board.
Another example —equally clear— is the area of water resources
policy, where a dispersion of responsibilities has made the development
of a coordinated and coherent Government policy very difficult.
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in. CONCLUSION

I have outlined—briefly—a program of some specific measures to
assist the President and the executive branch of the Federal Govern
ment in meeting the clear responsibilities and compelling challenges
before it.
I believe such measures will enable the executive branch, in all areas
of national policy, to give direction more firm and unified, and deci
sion more swift and thoughtful.
No citizens are more keenly aware than you, gentlemen, of what is
ultimately at stake here. The matters discussed seem technical and
mechanical. They rise, in ultimate meaning, far above this level.
They are tests—practical tests—of whether free government can
work, and can work well. They are tests that come at a time when
the processes of freedom—the workings of democracy —stand under
fire and under challenge in the world at large. They are tests that
we, as a people and as a nation, can and must meet.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Governor, I want to commend and compliment
you for giving to this committee and the Senate specific recommen
dations for improvement. I particularly, as chairman, am grateful
to you for the constructive suggestions that you have made. We can
get a lot of debate and argument on these various points, so I wanted
at the outset to commend you for making specific recommendations.
I take it that it is your position generally that reorganizing our
Federal structure, especially in the broad field of national security, is
critical because of the long-term struggle that we are in.
Governor Rockefeller. That is correct. To meet the current chal
lenges and opportunities, and also, as you say, to be able to sustain
the effort of the United States related to long-range plans and objec
tives in what I feel very strongly is a protracted conflict that exists
in the world and will exist for a long time to come.
Senator Jackson. Would you also say that there is no doubt about
the capability of this country, both in human and in material resources
to compete effectively on a survivable basis with the potential enemies
of this country ?
Governor Rockefeller. There is no question in my mind about
that.
Senator Jackson. Is not our real problem whether we are going to
marshal those forces so as to get the proper allocation of them to meet
the threat?
Governor Rockefeller. I agree completely. I think in order to
do that most effectively we have got to have a clear national purpose,
clear specific long-range goals, and relate our actions and the events
and developments in the world to those, so that we can shape emerg
ing forces to serve our purpose and not allow them to overwhelm us
in the form of crises.
Senator Jackson. Governor, do you feel that we can do more in cer
tain critical areas than we are doing now?
Governor Rockefeller. I feel the kind of structure that I am sug
gesting would make it possible to mobilize our forces more effectively
so that we can accomplish these objectives with greater dispatch and
greater clarity.
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Senator Jackson. Do you feel that our economy can carry a greater
load in the areas of national security in order to keep ahead of the
threat which we face ?
Governor Rockefeller. I feel it can. I feel it can do so by one of
two methods, the second of which I would prefer. I think it could
by taking a larger percentage of gross national product than presently
is taken for this purpose, or by increasing the speed of the rate of
growth of our economy so that the present percentage of the gross
national product which is stated by Government as 20 percent at all
levels, half of which goes to the defense effort, will be in total larger
moneywise by acceleration of our growth rate.
Senator Jackson. As a matter of fact, the percentage of our gross
national product that is being used at the present time for national
security has been declining, has it not? We are spending less than
10 percent on national security, including defense, atomic energy, and
related fields. Our point is that we can increase our present rate of
growth to around what, five or six ?
Governor Rockefeller. Five or six.
Senator Jackson. In your judgment, this can be done without any
great strain on the economy ?
Governor Rockefeller. I think quite the contrary. I think it
would remove any strain on the economy because the demand in all
segments, civilian, governmental, foreign investment is tremendous.
If the growth rate were faster there would be more available to meet
the demands in the various areas of our total economy. I think this
can be done not by large Government spending or Government con

trols but by encouraging a more rapid rate of investment in capital
plant and equipment.
The present rate is about 16 percent for all investments. Whereas
other nations are up as high as 25 or 30 percent, and are getting a much
faster growth rate. Japan and Germany are perfect examples.
Of course, the Soviet Union is.
Senator Jackson. What you are suggesting is that the Federal
Government adopt the wise practice of large companies that plan
ahead and provide for growth ?
Governor Rockefeller. That is correct. I think what you touch
on there is very important, that at all levels of government if we are
going to have fiscal responsibility we have got to look ahead to see
what the new problems, the new needs, the new challenges are and
see the steps that we are taking today, what their implications are,
their adequacies, their implications, in terms of monetary needs so
that we can really intelligently plan ahead.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel that national security requirements
should be determined on the basis of actual need, exercising, of course,
wisdom and good judgment and, more basically, commonsense, rather
than using some predetermined and arbitrary budget ceiling?
Governor Rockefeller. Yes. I think our national economy has the
capacity to meet whatever our needs may be to insure the security of
our people and the free world. Obviously, we do not want to see
waste, duplication, and overlapping functions, nor do we want to see
waste growing out of inadequate strategic doctrine, and lack of clear
objectives. Elimination of these impediments is essential in order
to get the maximum for the dollar spent in terms of defense capability.
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I think whatever is needed this country has the capacity to meet and
deal with.
Senator Jackson. Do you think there is a tendency —and I must
say I am directing this not to any one administration but all adminis
trations^ —to determine in many cases, at least, our national security
requirements on the basis of a predetermined budgetary ceiling ?
Governor Rockefeller. There is a great deal of pressure, naturally,
and rightly, to hold down expenditures, particularly with the three-
service structure which we have and the competition for weapons and
weapons development and functions between them, with the lack of
clarity of the original concept of roles and missions which existed in
land, sea, and air, this situation could get out of hand. It is a difficult
responsibility for the President and Secretary of Defense to determine
what are essential expenditures and there must be constantly a screen
ing to hold down those expenditures, because the requests run way
beyond what seems from a total point of view may be necessary.
Senator Jackson. Yes. But there should be a better way tomeet our
basic national security requirements than to follow a preset pattern
as to what the expenditures should be, do you not agree ?
Governor Rockefeller. It is a balance between the two and it is a
difficult balance. But I think it can be found.
Senator Jackson. We have had some recommendations in this area
of budget, economic growth, and resources. Some have suggested
that there be a fourth annual report from the President—a require
ments and resources report. In broad outline, the report would have
five main elements. One, it would contain a statement of our overall
long-term strategy for national security. Two, it would present our
overall long-term requirements for foreign policy, defense, domestic
programs affecting our world position, including a statement of pro
gram priorities. Three, it would present long-term projections of the
resources needed to meet these requirements. I am talking now in
budgetary terms beyond a year. Four, it would relate both require
ments and needed resources to the Nation's present and future eco
nomic capacity, again, projecting growth. And, five, it would con
tain recommendations for effective action wherever future resources
appear inadequate to meet our needs.
Do you think there might be some merit in this, and do you think
it ought to be seriously considered ?
Governor Rockefeller. I think there is certainly merit in all of
the aspects of the plan you just suggested. It is the kind of long-
range thinking and planning that needs to be done, providing we do
not get frozen into some plan and lose our flexibility. Because with the
speed with which scientific inventions and developments are taking
place, something may happen in the laboratories now and next week,
or next year, which would completely change—I mean the develop
ment of new form of power such as atomic energy —completely change
all that. Therefore, we have to preserve a flexibility in meeting
changed circumstances and conditions.
Senator Jackson. I would certainly agree with you, Governor.
What I had in mind is that there is the problem of leadtime.
Governor Rockefeller. That is right.
Senator Jackson. In economics as well as industry ?
Governor Rockefeller. Yes.
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Senator Jackson. You have to look ahead to make sure that you are
marshaling far enough in advance the resources that you need to sup
port what you deem to be the overall defense requirements 2 years,
3 years, 5 yearSj and 6 years hence. Otherwise, we can certainly run
into some deficits. Not just in money but in people and in basic
material resources. You would agree in general with that ; would you
not?
Governor Rockefeller. In general as long as everybody recognizes
that we have to be able to make changes of major proportions to be
able to meet new circumstances and conditions and not be afraid be
cause we said one thing today, with new circumstances, we ought not
to be able to change it tomorrow.
Senator Jackson. With reference to the First Secretary, do you
think that we might not have some problems if you have a strong Secre
tary of State and a strong Secretary of Defense, if this other chap is
kind of up and above all of them ?
Governor Rockefeller. It depends entirely on the backing the
President gives him. He would not have statutory authorities in his
own name because the President has all of these in his. It would only
be to the degree that the President delegates to him and backs him up
in his decisions and positions. That whole question would be dealt
with by the President. If he backs him up there is no problem. If
he does not, I think the President ought to bring in the Secretaries of
Defense and State when these matters are discussed so there is no loss
of continuity and intimate contact here.
Senator Jackson. One thing that concerns me is the personality
problem. If you have a strong Secretary of State and a strong First
Secretary, it will take a superstrong President to keep them both
strong.
Governor Rockefeller. That is what our country needs.
Senator Jackson. That is a good reply.
Governor Rockefeller. But he would have control of the organiza
tion mechanism of the Security Council, Operations Coordinating
Board, of all of these interdepartmental committees related to the in
ternational field, and through those he could exercise a very important
degree of leadership with these departments and agencies. Because
somebody has to make the decisions when there are conflicting points
of view.
The President is the only person but he can delegate a share of that
responsibility to this First Secretary.
Senator Jackson. The workability of it would certainly depend on
thepersonalities.
Governor Rockefeller. Personality and the President's backing of
him. That really is the key to this thing. Obviously if the man does
not have the capacity he is not going to make the right decisions and
the President will not be able to back him. But if he has that ability
and the President backs him, there should be no problem.
Senator Jackson. We all agree that the key to any organization is
people.
Governor Rockefeller. Yes.
Senator Jackson. If you just change the chart and you do not get
good people, you are not going to solve much. I am sure you agree with
that, Governor.
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Governor Rockefeller. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Do you have any suggestion how we can get
better people in Government ? As soon as we get into a hot war, the
brains start rushing to Washington. But I am sure you would agree
that we are in a war now, are we not?
Governor Rockefeller. Yes.
Senator Jackson. It has been called a cold war. It is a long drawn
out conflict. Do you not feel there are impediments to getting good
people in the conflict of interest statutes and so on ?
Governor Rockefeller. I do.
Senator Jackson. When we are in a hot war some way or another
we remove the barriers and the impediments. What do we do now
to get good people ?
Governor Rockefeller. Having been here during the last war,
the frustrations are still there, but the deep sense of national purpose
and dedication is so strong that people will come to Washington.
They don't know about the frustrations to begin with until they get
here. So they come on down with a tremendous sense of patriotism
and a good many of them get chewed up and thrown out. There
are those who can adapt themselves to the environment. I think we can
do a great deal to simplify the environment. With strong leadership
at the top and with the President having adequate support both in
the international field and the domestic field, I think it would very
quickly help in solving the conflicts.
There is nothing wrong with a conflict as long as there is somebody
in a position to make a decision between conflicting views. As soon as
that is made, everybody can go back and do their job. The difficulty
is that they go to these committees and there really is no authority
to make that decision because the President cannot get at all of these
questions. So they compromise at a low common denominator and the
result is that everybody is frustrated and the national objectives are not
furthered as they should be.
Senator Jackson. We have over 900 committees in the Department
of Defense alone.
Governor Rockefeller. My figures were more modest.
Senator Jackson. You were dealing with the interdepartmental
committees ; this is within the Department of Defense alone. We have
a compilation right here of the committees.
Governor Rockefeller. Well, it is frightening.
Senator Jackson. I have many other questions. But I will turn
now to Senator Mundt.
Senator Mundt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I should like to associate myself, Governor, with the statement of
the Chair on the fact that your testimony has directed itself primarily
to specific suggestions and specific recommendations. We nave had
some splendid testimony throughout these hearings but most of it
has been in general terms directed to the obvious problem that Govern
ment is getting bigger and more complicated and that ways should
be found to make it more effective and efficient. You have made a
number of specific suggestions and some very helpful ones.I think I will ask the first question as a followup to the one that
the chairman asked because I believe that you responded to his ques
tion about conflict of interest.
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In an area different from the one he had in mind, or at least differ
ent from the one I thought he had in mind
Senator Jackson. I want to interrupt by saying that what I had
in mind, if the Senator will yield for just a second, is the problem of
the various legal impediments, the conflict of interest laws, that have
reached the point where a man cannot hardly serve his Government
and maintain the normal economic relations that now exist in the
American community. We do overcome these impediments in time
of war. But when we are in a crisis short of a hot war we are impeded
by them.
Senator Mundt. I was sure that is what the chairman had in mind,
because we have been discussing that with other witnesses. It is
difficult to get the good man down here in the first place, because of
alleged conflicts of interest. Congress asks him, Do you have a share
of stock in this corporation or that, or a thousand shares? Is your
department likely to do business with this corporation? And he
says "yes," and a conflict of interest develops. It gets larger and
larger depending upon his holdings. A conflict of interest among
people down here, as you rightfully point out, is good. We don't
want a monolithic structure and everybody thinking the same. How
do you get strong, able, young, vibrant leadership to divest itself of
profitable employment and connections and come down here in a
cold war?
Governor Rockefeller. If I may say, Senator, on this subject
which I sympathize very much with the point of view you are rais
ing here, it seems to me that too much emphasis has been placed on
the monetary aspect of conflict of interest, whereas in my opinion
the basic conflict, if it is going to exist, is in a person's loyalties. He
may divest himself of some stock but if he has been associated with a
company for 50 years or 25 years, or 10 years, and all his friends are
there, whether he owns the stock or puts it in his children's name,
really has to me very little significance. The real question is his
integrity and loyalty to his country. I think most Americans when
they come to serve their country certainly are not coming down for
monetary remuneration because the pay in the Government is not in
any sense competitive with private remuneration.
Therefore, I think we have to look to the loyalty and dedication of
these people. I think most Americans are. My personal feeling is
better take a risk and have a few cases which when they develop a
person can be prosecuted and removed than it is to hold off thousands
of men and women of great integrity who would like to serve in
Government but simply because of their responsibility to their families
cannot afford to.
Senator Mundt. It would probably take some adjustment in our
Federal statutes.
Governor Rockefeller. Yes. I think they are too stringent and
they do not strike at the heart of the question, which is the person's
loyalty to his country which must come ahead of his loyalty to pre
vious associations. I think with most Americans it does, and this is
the basis of the effective functioning of a democracy, the loyalty of
its citizens to its country and government.
Senator Mundt. I quite agree. I have often looked with a jaun
diced eye on the testimony from individuals, who say, I will transfer
this stock to my wife.
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Governor Rockefeller. That is right.
Senator Mundt. It is meaningless. He is either loyal to the overall
purpose or he is not. Obviously if he is disloyal even if he transferred
it to Aunt Susan he can still give favors.
Governor Rockefeller. The real question is when he takes the oath
of office and his loyalty to the Government, does he mean what he is
saying ? The other is secondary.
Senator Mundt. Your recommendation concerning the first Secre
tary, part (6), is most fascinating to me because it runs sort of in con
flict with some of the other testimony we have had from other wit
nesses, who have urged that it is very important that the President
himself attend as many meetings of the National Security Council as
possible, preferably all of them, so that he gets the benefit of the give
and take and the discussion. They argue that it is better for the Presi
dent to sit there and hear pro and con, the different points of view dis
cussed, than it is to be given a paper which is the digest and summa
tion and the conclusions.
You point out and rightfully, I say, that this is a tremendous de
mand on his time. You suggest, as I understand it, that this new First
Secretary should sit there. You say he should have statutory designa
tion as Executive Chairman of the National Security Council. Do vou
feel there ismerit in the position of those who argue that the President
should be there and hear all points of view, or do you feel that is not
as meritorious as you are suggesting that he devote his time to other
problems and rely on his Executive Secretary to brief him after it is

over?
Governor Rockefeller. I would make two comments, Senator:
One, this would not preclude the President's attendance, the fact that
he had an Executive Director of the Security Council. Two, I would
state
Senator Mundt. It is a little hard to envision the President sitting
there with somebody else being the Chairman.
Governor Rockefeller. I would assume if the President was there
he would preside.
Senator Jackson. I do not want to interrupt here, but President
Eisenhower, of course, specifically asked the Chair when the commit
tee was set up that we not discuss anything directly about the Na
tional Security Council in open session.
Senator Mundt. I do not think we are discussing any military
secret We are talking about an organizational program.
Senator Jackson. I know, but the President asked for the guide
lines. The Chair must abide by them. I did not initiate them, but
ienator Mundt. Let me ask the question in a purely hypothetical

Senator Jackson. If you want to talk about the summit levels of
government, I have no objection.
Senator Mundt. Assuming that we could devise a constitution or a

new republic in Africa and do it in a Utopian manner? would youthink it would be well for the President of that Republic to sit and
preside at the National Security Council ?

Governor Rockefeller. If this African Utopia had a blank board
that functioned in connection with its council and this board threshed

wa
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out all of the problems and the paper came up, I would think a dis
cussion there would be where the real issues were discussed and that
the final approval or disapproval of the paper would not bring out
the fundamental questions. Maybe we ought to discuss this in the
closed session. I have not read these regulations. I want to stay
within them but I am not quite sure where the line is.
Senator Mundt. Still dealing with an ideal situation and the Utopia
in a new country, having nothing to do whatsoever with the situation
in Washington —we are setting up a new government in a new
country and we want to bring together all the experiences we have
had in democracies all over the world-
Senator Jackson. Call it Ruritania.
Senator Mundt. Very well. And we decided to have a national se
curity council. And we have a constitutional republic and we have a
president charged with a great many responsibilities that the Presi
dent has in the United States, what I am trying to determine on the
basis of your testimony, and I can see a lot of merit in divesting the
president of his responsibilities of attending these national security
councils, and having it done by a first secretary. On the other hand, I
must confess I was intrigued and persuaded by the testimony of many
previous witnesses who feel that the president of this African republic
should really get the different points of view expressed by his secre
tary of state and his secretary of defense, and that hearing that give
and take, and listening to it

,

since he has to make the ultimate con
clusions, is much more beneficial than being given a paper by some
body who was there and who said this and who said that, and I think

it ought to be this way. You cannot do both.
Governor Rockefeller. I would agree that the Ruritanian presi
dent ought to attend the meetings but I think he still needs a chief
of staff, or whatever you want to call it

,

in the area who can report to
him about all of the previous discussions that led up to the prepara
tion of the paper, who took what positions, and give him an informed
background on the situation, so when he does preside that he is doing
so with an informed background on what might be a very brief and
maybe less profound discussion.
Senator Mundt. We will now ride on a magic carpet from Africa
to the United States and talk about another subject.
In setting up this Department of Transportation, you would bring
in rail transportation, I presume, water transportation, air transpor
tation, everything wherever you find it scattered around the Govern
ment dealing with the movement of people and freight ; is that correct?
Governor Rockefeller. That is correct. There would be one cen
tral location. Of course, not the quasi-judicial regulatory functions.
The regulatory functions would not be in this department.
Senator Mundt. Would this new department of government be
of Cabinet status?
Governor Rockefeller. Definitely.
Senator Mundt. At the Cabinet level ?

Governor Rockefeller. Definitely.
Senator Mundt. Would you transfer to the Department of Trans
portation other matters than the nonregulatory functions of the move
ment of people and freight?
Governor Rockefeller. Definitely. I think, Senator, that there
must be more flexibility with the rapid changes that have taken place
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in the means of transportation —with the fact that we are taxing
some forms of transportation, we are subsidizing others, they are
competing with each other.
I think we find ourselves in a situation where today the national
interest in this field has no central focal point. Again coming back
to the question of planning, looking into the future, where these
different factors can be weighed, and where a Federal policy can
be developed. I know that as the Governor of one of the States in
this country we have some very difficult problems just in the area
of commuter traA^el in relation to the railroads, where we are trying
to deal with it on a State basis, working with the municipalities, and
so forth, but where Federal policy and Federal rate control is a major
factor over which we have no control, and there is no central point
to which we can come in Washington and discuss our problems and
work out mutual policy which will be effective in representing the
people's best interests.
I think we might find ourselves in a very serious situation in time
of war because of the developments that have taken place, particularly
in relation to railroads.
Senator Mundt. That leads to my next question. Would you have
the rate structure regulated also by a concentrated unified board
so that we can have or would have the rates set respectively by the
Interstate Commerce Commission for the railroads and CAB for
airplanes. How do you get away from that feature? That is one
of the big difficulties.
Governor Rockefeller. It is. Personally, I feel that Congress
should make a complete review of these various ratemaking organiza
tions in which they have a tremendous interest, and which have long
standing associations to see whether this consolidation you refer to
might not take place. I think this is going to be one of the most
difficult problems that we have ever approached because there are
tremendous vested interests both in the agencies themselves and in
the forms of transportation.
Change is always resisted, although I think change in this case is
essential. This to my way of thinking would be one of the most im
portant studies that could be made. It would be controversial but it
is essential.
Senator Mundt. There is a going body of public opinion that there
should be this type of approach. But it just occurred to me that
simply setting up a department of transportation at Cabinet level
without doing something to unify the place at which the rates are set
would not accomplish the results Ave are trying to get.
Governor Rockefeller. I concur completely in your position and
only hesitated to enter into a field which really is controversial because
it not only is an executive branch question but also importantly relates
to the legislative function here. I think what you are suggesting is
the ultimate and necessary approach to this problem.
Senator Mundt. One other question: In order to implement this
series of changes that you suggest, and others which probably are
needed, and modifications of these which would come from congres
sional study, do you envision or recommend the creation of a new
Hoover Commission, so called, that would sort of be a continuing
advisory body. Some of these things you recommend can be done by
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Executive action. Others require action by Congress. Somebody
sort of has to keep stimulating these changes or they do not occur.
Governor Eockefeller. That I agree with. I think your commit
tee here is tremendously important. There must be a focal point in
the legislature. I think the Eeorganization Act should be extended
because I think it does very importantly facilitate the handling of
these problems through Executive recommendation and legislative
action. I feel that this Executive Management Department or Office,
this Bureau of Organization and Management, which is (d) on my
list, that should be their function. Not only studying organization
within the departments but they should be continuing for the Presi
dent a review of organization and changing problems on an overall
basis in the Government.
Senator Mundt. Because you never get this thing mixed like you
do on amultiplication table.
Governor Eockefeller. That is right.
Senator Mundt. It is good on Monday, and Friday afternoon you
have to make changes.
Governor Eockefeller. That is right. Changes are always difficult
and they always step on people's toes. Somebody has got to see it in
sufficient perspective so that they see the needs of the Nation as a whole
and have the courage to recommend them and I think your committee
is doing a tremendously useful service and a very courageous one for
the Nation as a whole.
Senator Mundt. Thank you. I believe my 10 minutes have been
used up.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. Thank you,Mr. Chairman.
Governor, I am sure you would be interested to know that for the
purpose of listening to your testimony we had to seek a larger class
room. We are also grateful to you for attracting a larger student
body.
Governor Eockefeller. I am honored.
Senator Muskie. I must say your testimony is the kind of imagina
tive statement that I consider very important in this field and very
necessary.
We are studying policy machinery because we are interested in the
results it produces. In your judgment is our Government now pro
ducing decisions which are adequate to our needs?
Governor Eockefeller. I think the mechanism is such that some
decisions which should be made never come up to a point where they
can be made. In other words, the President is the only one who can
make certain decisions. The process is such that they do not come up.
They are compromised in committees where I think in many cases the
compromise is not the right answer. A decision should be taken by
somebody with authority to make it.
So in many cases we are not making decisions which nobody knows
about because they are never up for decision. I think in other cases
decisions are made where all of the information that is pertinent to
that question is not brought to bear on that question. This is a very
difficult problem because these things are so completely interrelated,
domestic and foreign and all aspects of foreign. Therefore, I think
the mechanism suggested here would give an extension to the Presi
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dent's arm, and authority, which would be sufficiently organized to
accomplish on a more effective basis what the President tries to accom
plish but which the mechanism makes very difficult of accomplishment.
Senator Mttskie. What you are saying, then, is that our Government
is not now producing decisions adequate to our needs, but that the
fault lies in the machinery.
Governor Rockefeller. Exactly, and the structure.
Senator Muskte. Would you say that it lies wholly in the machinery ?
Governor Rockefeller. Human weakness, obviously, all along the
line is bound to slow down the decisionmaking process. If somebody
makes a recommendation that is not the most penetrating or the wisest
on the way up, then the decision when it is made obviously is not
going to be as good as it should be. I think considering human weak
nesses and considering the machinery, the best job under the circum
stances is being done. I think these changes are urgent, though, if
we are going to effectively understand the implications of both actions
abroad and actions in our own country.
I would like to add a thought here. It seems to me that the Presi
dent in this decisionmaking process really needs what I would call a
position room, if you use the military terms, where visual material
can be brought to bear so that you can sit down and discuss a problem
and see the facets of that problem in terms of economic, psychological,
military, political, and so forth, in different parts of the world that
have an important bearing on the decision you are about to make.
This is so complicated that I think there is need just as the military
uses a map room or position room or whatever you want to call it

,

there is need for that in this decisionmaking process in government.
Senator Muskte. You seem to be saving, Governor, that the policy
ideas generate at the lower echelons of government, and that the ma
chinery should be such as to stimulate the rise of those ideas to the top
policymaking level. Would you agree, and I think you do from
your statement, that the constitutional powers of the President in the
field of foreign policy and defense are such that the Congress can do
nothing and should do nothing to dilute those powers?
Governor Rockefeller. I certainly agree with that.
Senator Muskie. Thus we cannot and should not undertake to create
machinery that the President would not want to use.
Governor Rockefeller. I agree with that.
Senator Muskie. As a matter of fact, he can't be forced to use it if

he does not wish to use it.
Governor Rockefeller. That is right.
Senator Muskie. Do you think that the insufficiency or the inade
quacy of the policy decisions which our machinery is producing is

causing us to lose the cold war ?

Governor Rockefeller. No. I think that conclusion could not
fairly be drawn.
Senator Muskie. There has been some emphasis on the part of
some leading figures within the Government and without the Gov
ernment on the need for winning the cold war. I don't know whether
this emphasis is designed to suggest that some of us want to lose it.I don't know whether the emphasis is designed to suggest a comparison
to military victory. Assuming the latter rather than the former,
would you think it possible to win the cold war in this sense? Let me
make this analogy.
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To me winning a military victory means destroying the ability of
the enemy to wage a military war. If we are to win a cold war in the
same manner, then we must destroy the ability of the enemy to wage
a cold war. Would you subscribe to this point of view?
Governor Rockefeller. No. I don't see the situation in exactly the
terms that you depict. I feel myself that the struggle really is more
a struggle between freedom and the concept of freedom—those who
believe in the right of the individual to develop himself to his maxi
mum capacity, and those who believe that the individual is a cog in a
machine to be disciplined and dominated in the service of the State—
the struggle really is between those two ideological beliefs. To achieve
a victory for the concept of freedom and freemen does not mean that
it is necessary to destroy those on the other side.
It means that it is necessary to prevail through the force and
strength of those who believe in freedom and to ultimately win over
those who have this other concept. I think it is not a case of destruc
tion. It is a question more of a conversion through persuasion and
the effectiveness of the results and achievements in terms of human
values of our system and our basic concepts.
Senator Muskie. In this connection, then, Governor, we are com
peting with the Soviet Union.
Governor Rockefeller. And the Communist concept.
Senator Muskie. Relative to the Soviet Union, in your judgment,
are we today, in terms of winning this struggle, relatively stronger or
weaker than we were 10 years ago ?
Governor Rockefeller. We have to take it in various facets. If
we take it in the military area, 15 years ago we had a supreme situa
tion of power militarily relative to the Soviets which was far greater
than we have today, with their acquiring weapons and the delivery
capacity. Their power has risen and relatively, while ours has also
risen, it has not risen as much because they have gotten this new
capacity.
In the economic field, they have again made tremendous progress.
While we have gone forward, relatively they have come forward to
a greater degree. In the psychological area, I think they have made
great strides in certain areas of the world.
Senator Muskie. Relatively they have closed the gap ?
Governor Rockefeller. That is correct.
Senator Muskie. Economically and militarily. Could our policies
have been such as to have avoided this closing of the gap ?
Governor Rockefeller. Hindsight is always easier than foresight.

Governor Rockefeller. Looking to the future we are facing as a
nation certain very fundamental problems that we have to decide.
I think traditionally we have always been ready to move out and un
dertake any major effort, whether it is military or economic, like the
Marshall plan, with a tremendous dedication as a nation in resource?,
manpower, and so forth, and do a terrific job. Our ultimate objective
usually is to come back, to disengage ourselves. The real question,
in my opinion, is whether this country is ready to assume a much
more permanent and a much more active political role in its associa
tions with free peoples. I think our freedom and our well-being can
no longer be preserved, it is obvious, from within our own borders
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alone. And the strength and vitality of other free peoples is going
to depend on a much more intimate association. I feel we have to
examine the possibility of developing confederations of free people,
either on a regional basis or Atlantic community basis which give
permanent structural relationships. This has not to date been a
part of our accepted national policy. I think myself that we are
now at a point where we as a people have got to decide whether we
are going to permanently associate ourselves with other free peoples
in a common effort to preserve and extend the cause of freedom,
peace, and justice.
Senator Muskie. I think it is a stimulating idea, I noted that you
expanded on it in a speech at Binghamton, N.Y., not long ago.
Governor Rockefeller. Thank you, sir.
Senator Muskie. I would like to ask you this relative to the nature
of the challenge that confronts us with the Soviet Union. It is a
matter of simple statistics that the Soviet Union has natural resources
at least equivalent to our own and in excess of our own in some respects.
It is also rather clear from their achievements in outer space and
missile field and science generally that they have developed the know-
how to develop these resources. This would seem to suggest, if we
add 2 and 2, that it is going to make 4, and eventually and almost in
evitably the Soviet Union will match us in their economic and military
posture. Would you accept this conclusion ?
Governor Rockefeller. I do. The estimate is about 80 years at the
present growth rates.
Senator Muskie. There is really nothing we can do about it in terms
of our policy ?
Governor Rockefeller. With that I don't agree.
Senator Muskie. This I would be interested to have you expand.
Governor Rockefeller. I think we can, by changing our tax struc
ture, by other methods, encourage a more rapid rate—or encourage
a larger percentage —of our gross national product to be invested
in plant and equipment, because that is basically one of the major
factors in increasing productivity and in modernizing our plant and
getting a higher per capita or higher per manpower productivity rate.I think that is a very important factor both in terms of the standard
of living of the people of our country, the rising standard of living,
and our capacity to meet social needs at home and foreign policy and
military needs internationally. I think we can do that.
Senator Jackson. If I may interrupt, to be specific I recall being
in the House of Representatives at the time we had testimony in the
spring of 1950 that the most we could spend on defense was about
$14 billion. It was only a matter of months that we had appropriated
over $60 billion. As a result of steps taken to provide for stepped-up
plant capacity in this country, the economy did expand. It is true
there was some inflation. We have been carrying a $40 billion load
ever since. Is that not a fact ?
Governor Rockefeller. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. It demonstrates the vitality of this economy of
ours to do whatever is demanded of us. The main difficulty seems to
be we only make such an effort when there is a hot conflict on.
Governor Rockefeller. What you are saying, it seems to me, Sen
ator, indicates that as a people we have got to have a clearer sense of
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national purpose, so that we relate all of these efforts to goals that
are larger than our own self-interest or temporary excursions in inter
national commitments. This, I think, is a fundamental and most im
portant problem we face in the future.
Senator Jackson. This determines whether we will survive. The
Communists are counting on the fact that we may only move when
there is a direct military threat. They feel that maybe we do not have
the staying power to really engage in a long, drawn-out conflict. I
think Mao Tse-tung has referred to this in a book on the doctrine of a
protracted conflict. Communist theorists feel we do not have the capa
bility for a protracted conflict. Is this not the heart of the challenge
to us ?
Governor Rockefeller. In a way, yes. But I think the greatest
challenge is to the leadership of freedom and the area in which we can
operate without all of these encumbrances and an area over which
we have important control in the sense of what we do is in the area
of our association with other free peoples in achievement of their
hopes and aspirations, including our own. To me this is the really
big challenge and this is the area which involves commitments and
concepts which go beyond the concepts we have had as a Nation in
the past.
Senator Muskie. I would like to ask one more question in this line.
Then I would like to ask some more specific ones relating to actual
machinery. On this question of growth, it can go into consumer
goods, coal or TV appliances, or go into what people might consider
more useful things in terms of our national strength.
In your judgment, can government, and if it can, should govern
ment guide our growth in such a way as to help make us strong as
well as comfortable ?
Governor Rockefeller. I would say encourage it. That would be
the word I use. Government can create a climate which will en
courage growth by its actions, its policies, particularly in relation to
taxes. But I think it also requires on the part of the American people
acceptance of the concept that it is to our interest to grow more
rapidly because the decisions are made by individuals in this whole
complex and effective system of private enterprise.
Senator Muskie. People like to make this kind of decision for
themselves or will they do it only under the stimulus of strong
leadership?
Governor Rockefeller. I think if we have as a national purpose
certain clear goals, then the people as individuals will relate those to
their action. I think, of course, one of the most stimulating things
is the impact of the tax structure on the rate of corporate invest
ment. The depreciation rate is particularly important. If with the
speed of modern invention you build a factory and it may be obsolete
in 5 years because of new developments and you can only amortize
that over a period of 20 or 30 years, you hesitate to make the invest
ment because you don't know whether it will be obsolete before you
have finished amortizing the investment. Therefore, accelerated de
preciation rates is a very important factor in this. I think there
needs to be by the Government a complete review of the tax struc
ture and its impact, not only Federal but State and local on this
whole question of the factors leading to economic growth. In our
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own State we are trying to do this, to create an atmosphere and
climate which will be favorable to growth, which will result in
increased job opportunities and better earnings. We have the enthu
siasm, interest, and cooperation of both business and labor in this
effort. I think the same is true on the national scene.
Senator Muskie. You have opened up a line of questioning which
I hope we may be able to pursue before the morning is over. At the
moment, I would like to touch on one or two questions now relating
to policy machinery. I think it is rather interesting that in our mutual
security program, security should embrace not only the military and
the economic but education and all of the other aspects of national
strength.
Whereas in our national security concept at home and our agencies,
we confine the concept of security to foreign policy, military ana
intelligence. In your judgment, thinking of the agencies that are
concerned with it

,

should the concept of security he expanded to
include, for example, a concern with the effect of national economic
policy and national educational policy and so on, and relate them to
security. Should, for example, the unmentionable security council
concern itself in shaping national security policy with these domestic
concerns?
Governor Rockefeller. In my opinion it does concern itself. The
Chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisors attends
these meetings of the summit, and these problems are considered.
But I think what is needed is leadership with authority that can
effectively make decisions that implement the interest and concern.
That to my way of thinking is the most important part of this, that

is
,

somebody who can make the decisions, who has the time, with the
President's authority. It is very difficult to delegate that authority
and have our system of government function. I don't mean to dele
gate, I mean to take it from him by statute. I think it can only be
delegated by the President himself to people in whom he has con
fidence. The structure would facilitate that, I think.
Senator Muskie. In response to an earlier question of mine, you
stated that under some circumstances policy may be determined not
for the sake of its Tightness but for the sake of agreement.
Governor Rockefeller. That is right.
Senator Muskie. It seems to me as the result of hearings we have
had here that overorganization tends to lead to this result. That is

,

these ideas which are generated on the lower echelons of government,
as they move up through the chain of command, tend to be compro
mised by lower policymaking people or advisory people, in order to
reduce the amount of attention that the top executive must give to
considering alternates. Would you agree with this ?

Governor Rockefeller. I think it is the committee structure, really,
where you compromise not because one person in his department or
agency doesn't want to do it— is fighting for itself—he has to go
through a committee before it goes on up. In that committee some
other agency or department has a competing view and this would
conflict with his interests or objectives or purpose and the thing gets
compromised to the lowest common denominator at which they can
find agreement. So the thing has already been watered down before
it goes up.
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Senator Muskie. I think specifically of disputes which arise in
departments and I am thinking of particularly the Department of
Defense.
Governor Rockefeller. The same process would apply.
Senator Muskie. As to alternative weapon systems and so on.
There seems to be some dispute among our witnesses as to whether
these disputes have any opportunity for consideration before the top
policymaking agencies of our Government, including the President.
Governor Rockefeller. That is why I feel there should be a single
military adviser to the President and Secretary of Defense, and ne
should have a unified staff so that strategy and weapons technology
and research and development can be blended and melded in the in
terest of the Nation as a whole rather than compromised because of
its impact on a particular service.
Senator Muskie. Your suggestion for a First Secretary would im
ply that you suggest a concentration, within the discretion of the
President, of considerable decisionmaking power.
Governor Rockefeller. That is right.
Senator Muskie. Would you have any fear that this concentration
would tend to resolve these differences before they reached the Presi
dent?
Governor Rockefeller. I would hope that a good many of them
would be because he hasn't got the time to make all the decisions which
need to be made and can only be made with his authority.
Senator Muskie. But the First Secretary would be the final author
ity as to which policy questions were so important that they ought to
go to the President.
Governor Rockefeller. No. I think you would find that any
Cabinet officer would always have the right to appeal to the Presi
dent directly. You could not have a system as we have without that
capacity. The President will hear them and he will have his First
Secretary there and he will make the decision. He will soon find out
whether he agrees with the judgment of the First Secretary in cases.
There are bound to be few mistakes. But if the batting average is low
the fellow will have to go. If he has a good batting average he will
stay. It would have to be the Secretary of State, the Secretary of
Defense, Secretary of Treasury, who could go directly to the Presi
dent and lodge a complaint and then the President has to exercise his
judgment and this will soon balance out.
Senator Muskie. I would share your hope that they would feel free
to do that.
Governor Rockefeller. I think they would. I have worked at all
levels of the Federal Government, and as Assistant Secretary and
Under Secretary and as Special Assistant to the President in Inter
national Affairs and I have seen this process going on in the last 20
years. I think it requires administrative judgment and experience on
the part of the President. But it is not an impossible problem at all
if he has good people properly structured to whom he gives responsi
bility and whom he supports but always with the opportunity of some
one who is reporting to him to raise a question challenging the issue
and he can review it .
Senator Muskie. On this line, some of our witnesses have taken
the position that the Bureau of the Budget and the Treasury have
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overstepped their proper bounds in exercising undue influence on
policy. Would you agree to that ?
Governor Rockefeller. I think there has been overweighting of
the budgetary aspect, the fiscal aspect, as compared to planning, pro
graming, personnel, organization. That is by the nature of the struc
ture. That is why I recommend that this Office of Executive Man
agement be established and the Bureau of the Budget be placed under
an Executive Assistant to the President who then can balance out
these questions on program planning.
Let us say you are a Cabinet officer and you want to come over and
talk about new plans and meeting new problems. If you go solely
to the Bureau of the Budget as the only instrument in the White
House to which you can present your case, there is a natural aversion
to entering into some new program which is going to involve a pretty
big commitment over the years. However, if you can discuss that
with the man who is above both the Bureau of the Budget and the
Planning and Programing Division, you can get a more balanced
decision. He can halance these things out as seen from the total
national interest. You not only have to do this within a department
but between departments. I think this is one of the important and
urgent reasons for this kind of a structure on the domestic front for
the President.
Senator Mtjskie. Thank you, Governor.
I regret that I have overstepped my time.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits.
Senator Javits. Governor, we are delighted to have you here. I
think the State of New York should be very proud that we have a
Governor who is capable of giving us advice upon this policy level
both by experience and what he has actually done in our State along
the same line. I am very gratified. And I am sure the people of our
State would feel the same way.
Now you said on a number of occasions in your testimony that the
people or the Government needs to have a clearer sense of national
purpose. You ref erred to national purpose on a number of occasions.
Would you like to state your concept of what is our national purpose
or what it should be ?
Governor Rockefeller. My feeling is that we have through the
creation by our Founding Fathers of our Federal structure of govern
ment, a Government dedicated to the opportunity of free people to
develop and improve their own individual capabilities and capacities.
This concept of freedom was not a concept which was limited to those
living within the borders of this newly created nation, but it was a
universal concept—believing in the worth and dignity of the individ
ual everywhere under a spiritual-religious belief in the brotherhood
of man under the fatherhood of God. So it is a universal concept.I think we are now coming to a point in our history as a nation where
in a sense we are challenged as were our forefathers when they could
not realize those values in the existing political structure.
I think we have to recognize the fact that we cannot within our
borders alone preserve and realize to the full extent these values for
our people. Therefore, I feel that our purpose today must be to
approach the problem of political creation our forefathers did, only
now on a much larger basis. As one suggestion, I suggested the con
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sideration of the formation of confederations of free nations into
larger units. I think there is promising experience. The economic
union of six nations in Europe is a step in this direction.
We have other examples. The whole history of the Organization
of American States, the Pan American Union. I think that our pur
pose must be basically the original purpose of the Founding Fathers
which is the value of man, the worth of the individual, his realization
of his capacities.
Senator Javits. So you would say our national purpose would be
to bring to the free world in reality a governmental and political
organization embodying the principles of the Declaration of Inde
pendence and the first 10 amendments to the Constitution of the
United States ?
Governor Rockefeller. Yes. Not only bring to the free world but
importantly because that is the only means by which we can preserve
these values in my opinion for ourselves. So it is not completely
altruistic. It is altruistic but realistic in our own self-interest. I
think the time has come for us as a nation to view this question as a
people realistically and appraise where we are and what we have to do.
Senator Javits. We had Henry Luce before us the other day, who
is very well known to you and to me and so many of us here, and
he said that our national purpose should be winning the cold war.
Would you feel that is the same thing you just described ?
Governor Rockefeller. Yes. By achieving what I am talking
about, in my opinion we would do what he is talking about—which is
to win the cold war.
Senator Javits. You would prefer your own statement of the na
tional purpose ?
Governor Rockefeller. I think it is the positive side of the problem.
I think that the American people basically are positive and creative by
nature and this is the side which will challenge them and particularly
the young people. I think the young people need to feel an identifi
cation with a goal, a mission, a purpose in life that is bigger than
themselves, bigger than our Nation ; that they want to be members of
mankind in general, you might say—humanity in general —and it is
within the tradition of our whole political and spiritual heritage.
Senator Javits. Do you feel that the young people of our country
are being adequately inspired with an ideal or a national purpose
today ?
Governor Rockefeller. I think we have this basic conflict between
this idea that each person develops himself and determines his own
purpose, which is in a sense our basic concept of freedom, and the idea
of trying to develop as a nation these broader goals or this broader
purpose.
I don't think they are inconsisent. I think, just listening to the
discussion of a lot of these young people, that they are concerned and
they are striving to find for themselves as individuals and for us
as a Nation and as a people these goals, these objectives. I think it
is a very exciting and a very encouraging thing that there is this
tremendous concern on the part of the young people.
Senator Javits. You think by phrasing it the way you have, in terms
of the national purpose, this will inspire them?
Governor Rockefeller. Yes. I think that is correct, although in
this country I think we cannot hand down from above some goal and
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say, "That is it; take it." This goal has to grow from the members
of our society and be based on their awareness of what we are up
against and what we face. I think we can have as a sense of national
purpose the solution of problems in the field of housing, problems in
the field of the care of the aged, problems in the field of education.
They are all part of this total picture of how do we make it possible
for the individual to develop himself or herself to the maximum
degree and to live the fullest possible life.
Senator Javits. You made a comparison for Senator Muskie be
tween the economic and strategic capability of the Soviet Union and
of the United States. I gathered you went along with him pretty
much on the fact that if they had resources in excess of ours over a
measurable period of time, considering their rate of progress, both
scientifically, educationally, and the building up of their productivity,
they could move ahead of us merely by virtue of these resources.
Governor Rockefeller. I didn't make that statement.
Senator Javits. I am anxious to have you clarify that. I think it
is very important. I think it is also important to put that in the
context of your view, which I share very strongly, that the course of
the United States must be toward regional action, a regional federa
tion.
Governor Rockefeller. That is right.
Senator Javits. Governmental forms very different from any that
we have heretofore considered practicable or feasible for this reason.
Would you not agree, therefore—and of course you will state the
thing in your own way—that taking the combination of resources
available to the free world if it would utilize these new forms of
supergovernmental organization, it could get way ahead of the
Russians without question ?
Governor Rockefeller. I think that is exactly the point. We have
been traditionally the greatest free trade area in the world. We have
had a weight in world trade that no other area had until the six nations
of Europe joined together. Now we have another area that is devel
oping in the free trade area, which has an impact and weight in
economic importance in the world comparable to ours. This has
pointed the way to new possibilities. It is perfectly conceivable that
the Atlantic Community as a whole could join in such an area, work
ing gradually toward that goal. We have in the Western Hemisphere
worked toward a free trading area with some more firm relationship.
By the year 2000 there will be a billion people at the present growth
rate in the Western Hemisphere.
There is no area of the world today with a billion people with free
trade, with the ability to grow, with the resources which this hemi
sphere has. It would be a fantastic economic political entity. One
can let one's imagination run, and that is only 40 years from now.
Senator Javits. Do you advocate, then, because I think it is neces
sary to be specific in terms of what governmental organizations are
needed to meet it

,

the exploration by our Government of new forms of
regional organization, giving greater opportunities for cooperation
and the utilization of resources than any we have heretofore under
taken ?

Governor Rockefeller. Yes, I do. But this involves long-term
commitments on our part in association with other nations. This is
,

in my opinion, the thing which our people have got to face as a na
tion and as a people and consider. I think the Soviets really are of
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fering a system for world organization, wherever it is. We have got
in our own interest and in the interest of our concepts of the individ
ual to have a structure or structures which will be not only equally
compelling but more compelling, because not only will they be able
to achieve the economic progress, but the use of that economic prog
ress will be for the individual and his development rather than the
domination of the individual.
Senator Javits. I would like to ask one or two questions along an
other line. That is

,
where the private economic system, which is our

great strength, fits into our present strategic effort in the cold war,
and whether it is being adequately used, because that, too, just like
regional federations, is a potential, in my opinion, we are not begin
ning to use adequately. Would you address yourself to that for a

moment, Governor ?

Governor Rockefeller. I would like to, because it is the greatest
system that the world has ever known. The individual worker, the
individual citizen, has achieved a standard of living and opportunity
unknown in history with not only material advancement but spir
itual, intellectual, cultural advancement available, as never known
anywhere else. I think that this potential here is unlimited. The
interesting thing to me is that, in the case of Western Germany since
the war? they have moved much more toward our free system of eco
nomic life and away from the cartel structure, and so forth, which
they had known and used before, and as a result of moving toward
greater freedom they have been able to achieve an accelerated rate of
growth in the neighborhood of 8 percent a year with a very high in
vestment of gross national product into new plant and equipment,
using our system rather than using government controls and govern
ment expenditures. I think we have in both Germany and Japan
perfect examples of what our system is capable of doing.I think we have the greatest system in the world, and that we—
those of us who are in government, whether Federal, State, or local— ■

have got to now, with new understanding and new perspective, con
sider our actions in relation to this factor. What do we do to retard
or encourage these forces which make for advancement ?

Senator Javtts. Do you think we are using them adequately in
terms of the governmental machinery which we have dedicated to the
total, as you call it

,

overall national security and strategic effort ?

Governor Rockefeller. I don't like the word "use." I would rather
say "encourage." I don't think our system is dedicated to direction by
the Government. I think it is a system whereby the Government cre
ates a framework within which these forces can operate with freedom
and encouragement. It is the climate that we create, the attitude that
we have, that determines the rate of development.
Senator Javits. I have just one other question on your First Secre
tary, which interests me enormously because I think it is a very orig
inal and provocative idea. I might say, Governor, that I shall hope to
Eress
the matter in this committee and also to sponsor legislation for it

ecause I think it deserves consideration in a very affirmative way by
the Congress.

I shall do my utmost to see that it gets it. I want you to know that
so you have the feeling that your testimony has not fallen on barren
ground. I am sure it has not. I would like to point to the fact that
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you say the First Secretary should have a staff of his own and be
empowered to use and reorganize all of the departmental planning
machinery of the Government in the area of national security and
foreign affairs. Then when one turns over to the next page under the
heading, "Domestic Affairs," you say the urgencies are as clear and
great in the area of domestic affairs as in the area of foreign affairs
and national security. Is it your idea that the first secretary shall
be confined to the area of national security in foreign affairs as in
dicated in your section I, "Foreign Affairs and National Security,"
or that he should also cover domestic affairs as indicated in your sec
tion II, "Domestic Affairs."
Governor Rockefeller. I don't mean to have him cover domestic
affairs except to be responsible for the reconciliation of differences
between our domestic interests and our foreign or international in
terests. This is one of the areas of conflict that gets compromised in
government and that needs to be dealt with and dealt with, in my
opinion, more decisively and more rapidly than the committee system
allows. Any time there is a problem and conflict, the longer it is left,
the more difficulty develops from it ; the faster decisions are made that
are sound and reflecting the best overall interests of the country, the
better off we would be.
Senator Javits. So unlike the French system, where you do have
now a strong President with a Prime Minister, you would have the first
secretary confine himself to the coordination of the national security
in foreign affairs with the domestic affairs only as they relate to those.
Governor Rockefeller. I think the executive assistant to the Presi
dent in charge of this executive management office would be very help
ful in workmg with him because he would be not exactly in a com
parable position, because I think there is an entirely different rela
tionship. Our domestic activities enter much more immediately into
the economic, political, and social life of our people. I don't think you
could superimpose over the departmental decisions in the domestic
field the same kind of delegation by the President that you can in the
international field.
Senator Javits. I wish to repeat, Governor, that I think it is a most
provocative suggestion. I will make it my business to see that it is
before us in legislation. I hope to have the privilege of offering it.
Senator Jackson. Thank you very much.
Senator Bush ?
Senator Bush. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for the privilege
of being here to hear Governor Rockefeller this morning. I have
heard some of the witnesses and read much of the testimony before
this committee, and I think the Governor has displayed an astounding
grasp of the problems of the organization of our Government. I am
amazed at the ease with which he seems to discuss them.
Governor Rockefeller. Thank you.
Senator Bush. I am a little familiar with their complexity myself.I do not think there is any other witness that we have had that has
displayed such a wide understanding of the difficulties and problems
of our Government organization. I have one major question I want
to ask, but I also wanted to thank the Governor for pointing out what
seems to be more lacking today than anything else, the sense of urgency
in our country, the lack of understanding of the real dangers that
we face.
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Governor Rockefeller. Hear, hear.
Senator Bush. And his characterization of us and our tendency to
go from one side of the pole to the other. We rush in after the crisis
has broken wide open and then we rush out as we did in 1945 and
1946 and we literally let a great military organization disintegrate
before the eyes of the world while the Russians began to build up an
organization which is now a threat to the free world.
We should thank their leader for bringing us to our senses. It was
a very expensive reminder of the world situation. But perhaps if it
had not happened we might not be here today discussing these things
in the freedom of this kind of a government.
I also was very much impressed with your statement of how we
should go about increasing our rate of growth in this country, and
developing more jobs. I think that is an important contribution, not
only to the work of this committee, but our other committees, such
as the Banking and Currency Committee and the Joint Economic
Committee, who have been dealing with that problem.
One more thing before I ask my question. I want to express my
gratitude to you and that of many others on the Armed Services
Committee for the great contribution which you made toward the
adoption of the Reorganization Act of 1958. I was glad to see from
your statement that you do not feel, and I agree with you, that we
went far enough in that act. I assure you that the recommendations
which you specifically make in your statement should have, and as
far as I am concerned, will have urgent attention in the next session
of Congress. I believe they are urgently needed.
The question I wanted to ask may not be quite in order here, and
if you are not prepared to discuss it I will not press it, but I happen
to agree with the senior Senator from your State, that the great prob
lem we face today is not the danger of military destruction, because

I don't believe that we are in actual danger of that, despite the fact
that we must prepare for it

,

and being prepared for it we can avoid
it. The graver danger is one that is not so obvious, which is the eco
nomic relationship between our country and other countries in the
free world, and indeed, behind the Iron Curtain, too. It is the trade
war. It is the cold war on the economic level. What our future
economic policy is going to be is a matter of grave importance to
this country, and to the whole free world.
We have been trying to reduce our trade barriers and improve our
economic relations with countries of the free world, and we have done
so to a marked degree. This has created a situation, however, which

is now beginning to cause great concern in our country. As we have
seen these countries which have been restored to strength greatly im
prove their productivity, greatly improve their competitive ability
with us in world markets, and also to considerably increase their im
ports into this country. I wonder if you would care to comment on
that situation and what you think our policy should be in dealing
with that?
Governor Rockefeller. It certainly goes to the heart of both inter
national relations and domestic problems and all of us who are respon
sible to constituents are finding this competition cutting in on us
increasingly and are directly aware of what you are talking about.
It is extremely serious and I think more serious than perhaps is fully
recognized.
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Obviously, these other countries have the same ambitions, their
people and governments, for economic growth and higher standards
of living. So we cannot question their objectives because we share
those objectives and we are trying to work with them for the achieve
ment of those. The question is

,

How to do it so we all move together
on a constructive basis. It seems to me that basically we have to pull
closer together among the free nations. I am not talking about trade
in the free world area. I will mention the other one in a minute.
The competitive position of this country, which has been paramount
in the past because of our industrial development and increased pro
ductivity, for the first time now is challenged by nations who have
labored with great skill and who are getting a man-hour productivity
that is equal to and greater than ours, but are paying lower wages.
In the past we have relied on our greater productivity and therefore
our ability to pay higher wages and therefore ability to compete.

I think one of the important factors, to come back to this growth
rate, is this question of an acceleration of the investment of capital
into new plant and equipment. I do not think many people realize
that our plant as a total national plant is aging at the rate of three-
tenths of 1 percent a year. I think most people think our plant is

becoming more modern. It is not. It is aging at the rate of three-
tenths of 1 percent a year. In many of these other countries, notably
Germany, Japan, and Italy, but particularly those two, their rate of
investment in these modern machines and equipment is faster than
ours and they are getting their costs down and productivity up.
Therefore, we have to think of it in these terms. I think we also
have to think very realistically about the question of hours. Since
World War II, we have been reducing the number of hours per worker
at the the rate of 12% hours a year. Of course, that reduces produc
tivity per man on an annual basis unless there is technological advance
to compensate. I think we have to examine as a nation whether the
increased leisure time, at the point we have now reached is a goal that

is desirable in the face of this competition.

I think one of the reasons, one of the pressures for cutting hours,

is because of technological unemployment, because of automation.
We had a conference on automation in New York State with business
leaders, labor leaders, and Government people, and the consensus
there was that the answer to automation is not to fight it because
automation gives a worker an opportunity to earn more but to acceler
ate the job opportunities through increased production. So again
we come back to that question of our growth rate in relation to this
problem. Again we come back to a conscious awareness of all of
these factors and their interrelationships.
There is another question that we have to face realistically, I think,
and that is the question of the speed with which we increase our wages
in this country. We have increased wages at the average of 5.5 per
cent a year. Productivity has gone up by not more than 3 percent a

year on straight productivity, leaving out population growth. So that
the result is you have 2- to 21/£-percent inflationary factor because
wages have gone up faster than productivity. Therefore, about 40
percent of the increased wages has been lost in inflation. Maybe we
Better examine this question, too, and consider whether we can afford
to increase wages at the rate we have without commensurate increases
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in productivity or whether we better consider that in terms of our
competitive position in the world. Maybe we better also examine
whether enough of the earnings of industry are being ploughed back
into new or modernized plant and equipment. I don t come to any
conclusion on this thing but these are the factors that are involved.
In addition, it seems to me, I saw somewhere last week in the papers
that trade in the six nations of the Economic Union in Europe nad
gone up 40 percent in the last year, showing that there is a tremendous
stimulus and vitality in this association. So you put your finger on
something that is the heart of a problem which is going to be social
increasingly, political, economic. It affects every one of our com
munities. I have visited the communities in our State where we have
lost business and it is disrupting generations of investment in com
munity life and our churches and various organizations in the com
munity and schools and so forth, and it is a tragedy to see. So we
have to consider also this question of its effect and impact on our
society, on our life as a nation.I think all of these things point to this whole question of looking
into the future with a clearer sense of purpose and a clearer under
standing of the forces and factors at home and abroad that are affected.
I am encouraged by the fact that labor, management, citizens, are
all interested in facing up to these problems and are ready and open-
minded about it

,

and a lot of the traditional concepts are being
dropped. The cliches of the past are being dropped. We are now able
to look at these things in terms of the future rather than conditioned
positions of the past. I am very sympathetic to what you are saying.I think this is one of the major questions we need to face in our day.
Senator Jackson. Senator Bush, if I might interrupt at that
point
Governor Rockefeller. I am sorry to talk so long.
Senator Jackson. Not at all. We ask questions that are not sug
gestive of one-sentence answers. I hope you will forgive us.
With reference to foreign competition, Governor, if growth is es
sentially an increase in output per man-hour, if we increase our out
put per man-hour, won't this help us to face up to the foreign competi
tion problem ?

Governor Rockefeller. That is right.
Senator Jackson. If we build up that factor it will help to meet the
foreign competition.
Governor Rockefeller. There is no question about it.
Senator Javits. Would the Senator yield ?

Senator Bush. Yes, I will yield to anyone who wishes to develop
this subject.
Senator Javits. It is a fact, is it not, Governor, that while the in
ternal trade of the European Economic Community went up 40 per
cent, at the same time our exports to that European Common Market
went up 50 percent ? I supply that fact.
Governor Rockefeller. This last year our exports increased 50
percent.
Senator Javits. Within the last 3months of this year ?

Governor Rockefeller. The rate of the first 3 months.
Senator Javits. This was the most extraordinary rise at the same
time.
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Governor Rockefeller. What you are saying gets back to the in
terest we have in seeing other areas of the world develop who will then
be in a position to demand machinery and equipment to satisfy the
production needs of their economies which will be bigger consumers
for their own production and for the things which we can produce
more cheaply man they can. This whole thing, I think, will benefit
greatly from larger economic units, more efficient and more effective
economic units, and will permit increased earnings through wages and

froductivity
in this country. I would like to say one thing, Senator, if

may, about the Soviet trade.
There was a lot of enthusiasm when Mr. Khrushchev was here and
some of his ambassadors came ahead of him about increased trade
with the Soviet bloc. I think we don't want to forget what the Nazis
did in the use of the asking mark and the penetration of free coun
tries with a very cleverly controlled trade program where they domi
nated the commerce. I think the Soviet, if theirs is an increase in
trade, while they only represent 3 percent today of the total free world
trade, it is entirely controlled by their Foreign Office, and they can
penetrate and dominate the markets of specific nations and through
that gain political and other advantages. I think that they should,
if we are going to trade with them, adhere to the basic principles of
the GATT organization, and that we should insist on that prior to
our enthusiasm for expanding trade with them.
So that they cannot use this for additional political penetration and
psychological domination.
Senator Btjsh. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Senator Jackson. Senator Keating.
Senator Keating. Mr. Chairman, I want to express my apprecia
tion to you for being invited here this morning to hear our dis
tinguished Governor. I have heard him before. He is always good.
Governor Rockefeller. You are a good friend.
Senator Keating. I think you made a great contribution here this
morning, Governor.
I will presume on the time of the committee just in two respects. I
am very much interested in your suggestion about a first secretary.
Your concept of that, am I correct, is sort of an Assistant President
to make decisions in some cases and in certain areas final decisions,
unless they are overturned by the President ?
Governor Rockefeller. I think it would be safer to refer to him
as an assistant to the President rather than Assistant President. I
think we have to be very careful that there is no differentiation or
subtraction of the President's powers.
Senator Keating. I agree with that. The first secretary concept
is certainly preferable in my mind to the one suggested by former
President Hoover as a Vice President in charge of domestic affairs, and
a Vice President in charge of foreign affairs. I do like the word "first
secretary." It is his functions that I am interested in. Your idea
is that he would have the power to resolve a conflict between the
heads of various Government departments.
Governor Rockefeller. Yes.
Senator Keating. That would be a final decision unless one of the
Government departments desired to appeal his decision to the Presi
dent
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Governor Rockefeller. Yes. I would not limit this concept of the
first secretary to one of being simply an arbitrator between depart
ments. I think there is a very important need for the encouragement
of centralized thinking, planning, and strategy, which involves all of
these factors. There is no spot for that today in a staff that can be
used and lead by some one who has this kind of delegated authority.
I think he could play a very important role on the positive side as
well as an arbitrator and decisionmaker in the event of disputes.
Senator Keating. One objective or result of it would be, I believe,
in your thinking that the President himself would have more time
to think.
Governor Rockefeller. That is correct. He would have more basic
information that was not compromised and watered down to use in
connection with his thinking.
Senator Keating. Let me turn for a moment to your very interest
ing suggestion about the reorganization of the armed services. We
all know of the waste and duplication and the conflict which has
taken place between various armed services. It is historical. We
have always had it. I suppose to a degree we always have it. A cer
tain amount of those interservice rivalries, I think, serve a useful pur
pose. It keeps them on their toes and being a source of new ideas.
They certainly at times have gone far beyond what is in the national
interest in endeavoring to promote the interests of their own indi
vidual services. Your suggestion is that above the rank of brigadier
general, they be officers of the armed services.
Governor Rockefeller. Yes.
Senator Keating. I have an interest in asking you how you happen
to hit on the rank of brigadier general in that remark.
Governor Rockefeller. We have this system now of unified com
mands which have in them either geographic or strategic commands,
components, or elements of the various services. The top ranking
leaders of those commands, it seems to me, should represent the De
fense Department, because the responsibility for those commands, the
executive agent, is no longer the Secretary of the service, it is the
Secretary of Defense, staffed by the Joint Chiefs. I think it should
who lead those commands should all be from that central authority
and above that rank of one-star general you find the officers who will
be leading that. Their allegiance and their responsibility should be to
the Defense Department as a whole and not looking back to individual
services.
In my opinion, it should be the ambition of every officer to find his
promotions coming up into the armed services as a whole. That will
importantly affect his orientation and thinking because the emphasis
on the parochial point of view which is an important factor, and
actually so, in promotion, loyalty to the service, the ability to represent
that loyalty effectively, is an important factor in promotion within
the service. So in a sense it is emphasizing as one of the elements of
promotion a factor which is devisive in the structure rather than one
that is unified. I think that this scheme would work out very well
and we would then have one uniform for men above that rank and
they would be serving the Defense Department as a whole.
Senator Keating. Under your concept instead of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff—would you still retain the Joint Chiefs of Staff?

It seems to me that the men
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Governor Rockefeller. Yes. The Chiefs of the individual services
who would be the members of the Joint Chiefs would be more advisory.
Then they would have the actual responsibility for advising the
President and Secretary of Defense. They are part-time men who
are busy carrying a tremendous load, even though their deputies have
been given great authority. They still have the responsibility for
developing the service for which they are responsible. They also are
developing strategy and strategic doctrine for our national defense
in terms of their own service.
So you have four strategic doctrines being developed separately and
then compromised into a whole at the top level. I think that we cannot
afford any more not to have a single doctrine, because the weapons
today cut across all of the services and are moving so fast that if you
don't have the development of a staff that is unified, not looking to
its own service for approval of every move, that can think about the
latest scientific development, the use of these weapons and total strat
egy and doctrine, I think it is going to be very difficult to keep abreast
of the pace of events in the military field.
Senator Keating. "Would the other members of the Chiefs of Staff,
other than the Chairman, be men who had come up through a par
ticular service, even though they were then, as you put it

,

wearing the
uniform of the armed services generally?
Governor Rockefeller. Yes. They would have come up through
the ranks.
Senator Keating. Their experience would have been in the land,
sea, or air forces originally.
Governor Rockefeller. Exactly. They would have had to have
service in one of the unified commands so that they would have a back
ground of the joint effort. They are responsible under the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs on behalf of the Secretary for developing the
orders and commands to unified command.
Senator Keating. But the decision would be made by the Chairman.
Governor Rockefeller. That is right.
Senator Keating. After consultation.
Governor Rockefeller. And he would have a unified staff.
Senator Keating. You would not have the amalgamated views of
all of them. The Chairman would be the man deciding.
Governor Rockefeller. You would need these, how many hundred
committees that were referred to, because this would simply be one of
the major problems. I know there is always reference to the man
on the white horse and the German General Staff, but the Secretary
of Defense is responsible for the unified commands and the Joint
Chiefs now, and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs under this system
would be his staff in giving direction. But we would preserve the
civilian control through the Secretary of Defense as distinct previously
from the Secretaries of the three services.
Senator Keating. I will desist for the moment, and I want to thank
the Governor for his testimony.
Governor Rockefeller. Thank you, sir.
Senator Jackson. Senator Clark.
Senator Clark. Mr. Chairman, let me thank you again for your
courtesy in inviting me, not a member of this subcommittee, to come
here and permitting me the courtesy of asking questions.
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Governor, it seems to me that you have made a magnificent contri
bution to helping us overcome the really frightening political lag
which I think you know impedes action down here so often. I think
I agree with almost everything you said, which is normally not so
for a northern Democrat. There are specific questions I would like
to ask you in terms of organization, but preliminarily I wonder if you
would not agree that for the foreseeable future, in view of our com
mitments abroad and our domestic requirements, that we are going
to have to have a good deal more rather than less revenue at the Fed
eral level for the foreseeable future ?
Governor Rockefeller. I think the requirements at the State and
local level are growing far more rapidly than at the Federal level.
In the last 10 years there has been a virtual doubling of expenditures
at the local level. That is the area of the most rapid growth today.
What is it

,

about two-thirds of the money spent by local governments,
and I don't think it will be very long before they will pass the Federal
Government in total expenditure. I don't deny what you say that
there will be a need for increases at the Federal level. The question

is whether we get that by increased taxes or whether it is derived from

a more rapid growth rate within the existing tax structure which will
provide the next increases.
Senator Clark. I rather would duck that, because we can be here
all day on that. I agree with you that the needs of local and State
government have resulted in an enormous increase in their needs for
revenue, and that this will continue. I don't want to pursue this
point any further except to suggest that we are going to have to take
more out of the private sector of the economy and put it into the pub
lic sector of the economy if we are going to meet our national require
ments. This seems to me to be entirely consistent with your thought
of a revision of a Federal tax structure in the interest of encouraging
growth. But I still suggest to you, and I take it you do agree, that
we can't meet our domestic needs in terms of education, housing and
transportation and water pollution, or our foreign commitments in
terms of defense and mutual security unless we get more money at
the Federal level.
Governor Rockefeller. If we had a 6-percent growth rate for the
next 10 years instead of a 4-percent growth rate, under the present
tax structure we would have a 50-percent increase in revenues for all
levels of government in the next 10 years.
Senator Clark. This I appreciate, and this I hope for.
Governor Rockefeller. Then you have to figure whether within
that framework we haven't got enough money. Take New York
State. In order to restore the fiscal integrity of the State when I

took office a year and a half ago, I had to, in addition to making as
many economies as was possible, which we did, to ask for an increase
in taxes, which was voted.
However, the economic growth of the State during that period has
produced increased revenues of almost the same magnitude as that
resulting from tax increases. So there is a perfect example of what
we are talking about. Half of the increase came from increased
taxes, and the other half came from the growth. I think if we can
incur growth we can maintain stable taxes.
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Senator Clark. I am not asking you to commit yourself for higher
taxes because I, too, am an elected public official, and I don't want to
commit myself either.
Governor Rockefeller. I am already committed. That is my
trouble.
Senator Clark. I think you do agree that we have to get more
money in the Federal Treasury in the foreseeable future in one way
or another.
Governor Rockefeller. I go along with that.
Senator Clark. Turning specifically to the reorganization plan
which you have been so helpful in presenting, I wonder where you
would fit in the structure the planning and the negotiating of dis
armament agreements in conjunction with the rest of the free world
and with the Communist world, and whether you don't think that
function has to be upgraded.
Governor Rockefeller. I do. I think it should be under the First
Secretary, at the highest level in the Government, and that it should
be undertaken on a continuing basis, integrating all of the important
areas of government concerned —military, diplomatic, and so forth.
I think it should be also integrated with the thinking of our NATO
allies,, so that we as a group present a common point of view of a very
positive character in this field of the Soviets.
Senator Clark. Would you not agree that we need not only more
but better brains directed to this aspect of our international policy,
since if we could achieve some meaningful disarmament this would
have a very real and beneficial effect on the climate in which we live?
Governor Rockefeller. I don't know whether the caliber of brains
needs to be improved. There are some very bright people working on
this. I think we need a continuity of sustained effort in this field
and drawing on a much wider range of experiences and knowledge in
and out of Government to achieve the plans we are talking about.
Senator Clark. You have not mentioned your thinking with re
spect to the relationship of our whole security structure at the execu
tive level to the United Nations and whether you think it is enough
just to say, of course we are for the United Nations. Would you not
feel that the time is almost ripe for us to take the lead in a rather
comprehensive revision of the Charter of the United Nations?
Governor Rockefeller. I think there are many areas where revi
sion would be extremely useful. What the possibilities are of achiev
ing revision in the light of the basic conflict that exists between the
Communist world and the free world, having sat through the United
Nations Conference in San Francisco in 1945 and knowing as a mem
ber of the staff the problems which were then up and the basic differ
ences and the advantages that exist in the present structure to certain
interests of the Communist world, I think it is going to be very diffi
cult to achieve. I think there is every reason to want to try to achieve
it.
Senator Clark. This next question is not loaded. It really is not.
Governor Rockefeller. That means it must be.
Senator Clark. No, it is not. We can consider it in Ruritania.
Governor Rockefeller. All right.
Senator Clark. Don't you think we ought to make a better utili
zation in our organizational structure of the office of Vice President,
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an elected public official, who I don't think could be relegated to mere
ly presiding over the Senate or not, as Senator Muskie says, there
is a very shadowy ground where he performs. I wonder if you have
given any thought in your reorgamzational suggestions as to what
could be done with the Vice President? I said again this is not a
loaded question.
Senator Jackson. This is the vice presidency in Kuritania.
Senator Clark. Let the Governor take it any way he wants it.
Governor Rockefeller. I will take it here. I won't take the job,
but I will take it here. This is one of the reasons I wouldn't take it.
We studied this question at great length, as to how the Vice President
could, in the executive branch of the Government, play an active role.
But all of the experts in the Held interpret the Constitution as written
to bar anybody who has a position in the legislative branch of Gov
ernment which he does as presiding officer of the Senate, from hold
ing any office, policy, administrative or operational, in the executive
branch of the Government. So you have a constitutional problem. If
you want to sponsor a constitutional amendment, then maybe we
could get a change in that structure.
Senator Clark. Don't you think, though, constitutionally the Presi
dent could delegate temporarily, subject to taking back, a number of
important functions to the Vice President, just as he could delegate
them to an appointed officer in the executive branch ?
Governor Rockefeller. That was not the conclusion that we came
to in studying this question. It was impossible, because some of the
subjects we have been talking about for the First Secretary, for in
stance, which Mr. Hoover suggested, be handled by an appointed Vice
President.
Senator Clark. He was to be appointed.
Governor Rockefeller. That is right. We studied very carefully
if it could be handled by an elected Vice President and the consensus
was that it not only could not be constitutionally, but would raise all
kinds of questions administratively within the executive branch of the
Government. It is not like a State where the Governor goes out of
the State, the Lieutenant Governor is Acting Governor. When the
President goes out of the country, the Vice President is not Acting
President. He has no more authority than before.
Senator Jackson. The Vice President is an important member of
the National Security Council under the National Security Act
of 1947.
Governor Rockefeller. He is a member.
Senator Jackson. Yes. What other duties might be acceptable for
the Vice Presidency ?
Senator Clark. I guess this is not going to be a profitable field for
further development.
Governor Rockefeller. I think it is very desirable. I think what
you are saying is very desirable. My comments are completely em
pirical on the subject that this was the opinion of the best constitu
tional lawyers, that it could not be achieved. To attend and partici
pate in discussions is one thing. But to have responsibility, either
policywise or administrative, that constitutionally is not considered to
be possible.
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Senator Jackson. But he can participate in an advisory capacity.
At least he can under the statute. He does have today by statute a
responsibility that far transcends his constitutional duty.

Senator Jackson. As a matter of fact; these other duties take up
90 to 95 percent of his time under certain situations.
Governor Rockefeller. What we have been talking about here is
not an advisory function. We are talking about a delegated au
thority from the President to make policy and operating decisions in
the Government.
Senator Clark. I was not thinking of that so much as I was that
he could delegate to him an awful lot of the quasi-ceremonial duty
which is taking the President all around the world in the interest of
goodwill. He could delegate to him certain diplomatic negotiations
if he saw fit and generally utilize the Vice President as an arm of
the Executive to a much greater extent than presently. I think this
has been done during the last 7y2 years quite substantially, would
you not agree ?
Governor Rockefeller. Yes, I do. You will find if you study the
inner workings of the executive branch that it is one thing to under
take ceremonial functions, but it is another thing to undertake diplo
matic negotiations where there are others who have responsibility
for those negotiations. It does lead to trouble and difficulties and
confusion.
Senator Clark. Let me turn to an entirely different subject, Gov
ernor. You have advocated a Department of Transportation. I have
been very much concerned as a former mayor how we were going to
handle these expanding problems of metropolitan areas. It was my
experience that there are three areas which a metropolitan area
should concern itself with very much : Transportation which has to
do with traffic, roads, highways. Housing, which has to do with the
whole field of urban redevelopment and rebuilding of our metro
politan areas. And water, which is essential to the life of a metro
politan community. What bothers me now is that these three matters
are handled in so many different governmental agencies, and they
are to such a wide extent neglected by the States, that the cities and
metropolitan areas are in a very bad position with respect to getting
their needs properly planned and carried out.
For that reason I have advocated what may appear to be a rather
primitive solution which is to have a Federal Government interest
in metropolitan urban affairs. I have naturally because of my back
ground given that a higher priority than the Department of Trans
portation. Could you give us your observation on this pretty serious
problem ?
Governor Rockefeller. I must say my thinking moves along the
same line as yours does on this subject. We have established in
New York at the State level an office of local government, which is
what you are talking about, to do this very thing, to pull together
the problems and develop a legislative program which created a
framework for local home rule which permits local communities to
contract with each other, to join together in studies and plans and so
forth. I think there is a lot of merit.
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I think a similar approach on the Federal level might be very use
ful. I think the Federal Government could pass laws, the Congress,
which would permit our States to work together in solving these
problems in a way that would be very useful—if we had a right to
join together and a greater freedom in joining.
Senator Clark. One trouble which you don't face in New York
but certainly we do in Pennsylvania and other States, is that the State
is relatively indifferent to the problems of the city and metropolitan
government, particularly in the legislative area. I have rather de
spaired of getting States back into the ball game, so to speak. I know
you made great progress in New York, but I suspect your experience
there is atypical. Would you comment on that ?
Governor Rockefeller. From what I found when I took over, this
is true. This in a sense is a new area, and I think what you did in
Philadelphia was outstanding, and there it was a case of a city taking
the lead. In New York the State has taken that lead. At my request
an Office of Transportation was created by the legislature. We lifted
the tax burden from the railroads to the tune of almost $15 million
and set up a means by which the Port of New York Authority could
buy commuter equipment and lease it to railroads. We set up a new
water resource structure. So our thinking is very much the same as
yours. These are the problems. That is why I mentioned trans
portation and water today, because I think your question of housing
is a very important one, particularly for us, in the middle income
housing field. We set up a finance corporation with authority to
sell a half billion dollars worth of bonds, tax exempt, with a semi-
State guarantee so that we get low interest rates and buy bonds of
labor cooperatives and other middle income limited housing projects.
Senator Clark. At the Federal level that is known as the Javits-
Clarkbill.
One final subject, Governor, and I shall be through. This is the
general field of personnel which you commented on in your state
ment. As I see it, there are two aspects of it. The first is the plan
ning aspect. I have been concerned, and I wonder if you are, about
the whole problem of the effective utilization of manpower, not only
in government, but throughout the country, and that this ties in
almost inevitably with the problems of education at all levels. At
the workers' level because of automation. At the higher educational
level because of the need for more brains in almost every field of our
national activity. Again this has to do, in a way, with economic
planning. I wonder if you have any thought to the possibility of
either one, expanding the function of the Council of Economic Ad
visers, so that they would have manpower planning powers, and some
oversight in terms of education to meet manpower and economic needs,
or in the alternative, the creation of one or more additional councils
of Presidential advisers to cover the field of manpower planning and
education planning?
Governor Rockefeller. I think that is a very interesting sugges
tion. In my suggestion today I have gone as tar as the Bureau of
Personnel Management, but I am frank to say it was limited to man
agement of personnel policy in government. The work that you
have been talking about has been done on an ad hoc basis importantly
in government. On the State level we have been trying to meet the
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problem primarily by adequate education at the secondary educa
tional level and now a doubling of the facilities of our college and
university capacity of the State which we have done in the last 7 years
in New York.
Senator Clark. Maybe I can get this out of you. Would you agree
that this is a subject that Congress could profitably explore?
Governor Rockefeller. I would certainly go that far.
Senator Clark. Finally, I am an enthusiastic supporter of your
plan for an executive management agency within the White House,
one of whose subordinates would be able to deal with personnel man
agement functions. I think we agree that the personnel management
function is essentially an executive responsibility.
Governor Kockefellee. That is rignt
Senator Clark. Would you not agree that this would involve a
restating of the powers of the Civil Service Commission and perhaps
a restriction of its field so that it was entirely a quasi- judicial office
passing on grievances of employees and protecting the merit system
against inroads of the spoils system, leaving the positive functions
of personnel management to be dealt with m this executive group
within the White House which you mentioned, and that would include
recruitment, promotion, and all the normal functions of personnel
management which are the part, in a private corporation, of the
President's responsibility ?
Governor Kockefeller. I am not sure that it needs to be a restate
ment of the service functions and responsibilities. I think most im-
Eortant

is a recapture by the executive branch from the Civil Service
tepartment those functions which are today primarily the responsibil
ity of the Executive.
Senator Clark. I agree with you. I will ask you to take a look at
the Clark bill.
Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Senator Stennis, we are very delighted to have
you this morning. You have spent a lot of time, in this field, particu
larly on the defense reorganization. I am delighted you could come
over.
Senator Stennis. Mr. Chairman, I am delighted to be here. In
fact, I was so impressed with the Governor's statement, even though I
had to leave to fulfill a promise to the Appropriations Committee, 1
came back, not to ask questions, but to listen.
Governor Rockefeller, I certainly am impressed with your very
fine statement. It so clearly states the problems, the objectives, and
then makes hard firm recommendations, a great deal of it based on
experience, and I think very practical.
I will content myself, Mr. Chairman, to directing the Governor's
attention to one part of your prepared statement, as I have it, Gov
ernor Rockefeller. It is with reference to the military. That is whereI do part of my work and have heard testimony for a number of years.
You say that the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff should be
designated principal military adviser to the Secretary of Defense
and President, and be responsible for the development of overall
strategic doctrine; that the staff of the Joint Chiefs should be or
ganized, and so forth, on a unified basis. Your point is where my
question would start. You propose that all officers above the rank
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of brigadier general or equivalent should be designated as "Officers
of the Armed Forces of the United States" and that their promotion
should be placed in the control of the Department of Defense.
In the first place, you realize what a far-reaching recommendation
that is that you are making. Do you mean to say that all officers above
the rank of brigadier general or its equivalent and not just those that
are on the staff or belong to the Joint Chiefs ? Are you referring to all
officers across the board?
Governor Rockefeller. That is correct, sir.
Senator Stennis. May I ask your primary reason for reaching this
conclusion ? After they reach this general officer rank, from then on
up they are selected by the Department of Defense. What is your
reason 'i
Governor Rockefeller. I think the primary reason perhaps is that
we no longer have any exclusive service commands. The commands
are now all unified commands either on geographic or functional bases.
Virtually all of them are composed of all elements from all of the
services. So that the commanders of those are not responsible to the
Secretary of the Service of which he happens to be a member, but re
sponsible to the Secretary of Defense through the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. So you have a situation where the command function is now
exercised by the Department of Defense as against the three services.
Therefore, I think that it is logical to have your commanding officers
also receive their promotions from the people to whom they are report
ing. I think it would help very much overcome the natural and very
logical tendency of men in the service to try to do everything possible
to promote the morale of that service and its attainment of more as
signments, more weapons? more responsibility, which is a natural
thing. At a certain point if they shift over to the Department of De
fense as a whole, their orientation will be different and their basis of
promotion will be different.
Senator Stennis. It would release them of certain encumbrances
and certain special obligations that they have to their own services.
Governor Rockefeller. Yes.
Senator Stennis. Who in the Department of Defense would be
qualified to make those promotions ?
Governor Rockefeller. The Chief of Staff, or I mean the Chair
man of the Joint Chiefs would be the man through whom the recom
mendation would be made to the Secretary of Defense and then go to
the President.
Senator Stennis. In that respect he would have to act through a
special staff.
Governor Rockefeller. That is true.
Senator Stennis. Equivalent in a way to the old Selection Board.
I think you have a very practical suggestion there. You mentioned
the unified command. Is that not a step, a reluctant step, but never
theless a necessary one, in the direction of your proposal ?
Governor Rockefeller. Which is already taking place, the unified
command. The unified operational commands in the struct tire in the
Joint Chiefs, they now have a structure which relates on a functional
basis to this operation.
Senator Stennis. I certainly can largely subscribe to that recom
mendation. I think it is forced on us by die times and the changes
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and the men and officers now filling those responsibilities who are
doing a remarkable job under the system, but the system itself handi
caps them. Is that your idea ?
Governor Rockefeller. That is correct. I was interested in this,
Senator. This subject was discussed at considerable length during
the reorganization discussion in 1957 and 1958. There was far less
opposition to this than I expected there would be. In fact, in various
areas, there were military men who thought this had real merit.
Senator Stennis. I find some that way, too. I believe it certainly
is well to emphasize it.
May I read your point (d) :
Full authority should be given to the Secretary of Defense over all military
research, development, and procurement, so that he may assure the most pro
ductive utilization of research and development funds.

Do you use "procurement " there in the broadest sense to include all
procurement or just procurement connected with this research and
development ?
Governor Rockefeller. It is limited here to procurement in con
nection with research and development. However, I think that in
(e), the budget is in the name of the Secretary of Defense. As in
other departments, you then would have the complete control and
allocation of these functions so they could be moved back and forth.
Senator Stennis. I was going to come to that. If you did not mean
procurement in the broader sense in section {d) , you certainly included
itin (e).
Governor Rockefeller. That is right.
Senator Stennis. As one who has gone over this military budget
for several years now, I feel if we had a different system and one in the
direction you recommend that perhaps 10 percent of the $40 billion
bill we passed yesterday in the Senate could actually be saved through
a better system, if it included procurement and personnel. Perhaps
that could be increased up to as high as 15 percent. I am not saying
it could be done overnight. The change itself would take time.
Governor Rockefeller. I am very interested in your point of view
on that, Senator. It is very encouraging. I think also it would
permit the development of a budget along lines of the unified com
mands so that it would be easier for you gentlemen and for the Secre
tary to see where the funds were going and for what purposes. Today
the various components of those unified commands have their budgets
made up in their services and it is pretty hard to tell just where that
money is being allocated and for what command.
Senator Stennis. I think that is one of the M-eakest points in our
Defense setup now. These men carrying the responsibility of a unified
command do not have any control and frequently have little consul
tation in setting up their own budget. I have known this year where
large sums of money were taken away from that command after having
been once allotted and appropriated, without consultation with the
general that was responsible for the unified command. It might have
been a wise decision to have made that change, but the whole idea of
doing it without consulting with the unified commander was shocking
to me, and it shows the weakness of our system, without individuals
being at fault. I think you have made a very fine contribution on
this point. I hope you will keep trying.
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Governor Rockefeller. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator Stennis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Stennis.
I wonder, Governor, if I might not ask first a question of clarifica
tion. In referring to the 50 percent increase in Government revenues
in the next decade if we step up the rate of growth 6 percent, I assume
you were talking in terms of constant prices.
Governor Rockefeller. That is correct, and a 20 percent take of
the gross national product. Absolutely, those are at constant prices.
Senator Jackson. I wanted to clarify that because this very in
crease could be absorbed by higher prices, as we all understand. I have
been very much interested in what you had to say about the first
secretary. I believe Mr. Eisenhower has spoken, too, of the impor
tance of at least seriously considering this. Do you have the im
pression that he feels that it might be helpful ? Maybe you would not
want to comment on that. I am not asking you.
Governor Rockefeller. Beyond saying "Yes, I do," I would not
want to elaborate. I do think he does.
Senator Jackson. You, of course, had an opportunity while serving
at the White House level as an Assistant to the President to acquire
knowledge of the problems that are inherent in the Office of the
President under present conditions.
Governor Rockefeller. And as Chairman of his Committee on
Government Organization I worked with him on this problem.
Senator Jackson. Yes. I just wanted to get that in proper context.
In connection with the general themes that you developed this
morning, what in your judgment is the responsibility of our political
parties for creating a popular basis for progress toward the goals
that we all share ?
Governor Rockefeller. I think our political system is so designed
that leadership and public understanding and continuity of concern,
plus public discussion, and leadership of public discussion, impor
tantly evolves as a responsibility of the parties.
Senator Jackson. You feel, 1 take it

,

that these matters should be
thoroughly discussed and debated in a highly responsible way.
Governor Rockefeller. I do. I don't see how our democracy is

going to function, with the increasing complexity of the problems
with which we are faced, unless we do discuss these problems and try
to reduce them and interpret them in terms that the public can under
stand and relate to their own lives and their own hopes and ambitions.
Senator Jackson. You feel that the problems of national security
certainly are not immune from debate as long as the debate on the
part of both major political parties is a responsible one.
Governor Rockefeller. I do. I think that while the public feels,
and many of us are faced with problems of tremendous complexity,
they are not insoluble. These problems can be managed providing
we can bring to bear all of the factors that are related to their solu
tion and see them in proper perspective, and then have the power and
the authority in the hands of competent individuals who make deci
sions and they can be worked out.
Senator Jackson. I have previously asked other witnesses—Mr.
Lovett discussed this point and Mr. Gates mentioned it
,

too—do you
not feel it advisable that as far as the officers at the top level of the
Government who are dealing with national security—and I ask this
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not in any partisan sense, because this is a question that has arisen
under all administrations —they should refrain from active political
participation such as political rallies, fund-raising dinners, and things
of that sort ?
Governor Rockefeller. Yes, I know the problem you are referring
to.
Senator Jackson. Not to create a situation where they cannot an
swer attacks that are made on an administration, but what I am say
ing, do you think it is wise for high officials in the national security
field to participate actively in political rallies, fund-raising affairs,
and such? This is not to say that they should not have the oppor
tunity to answer attacks.
Governor Rockefeller. To be perfectly honest, I don't see any ob
jection to officials in an administration who happen to be associated
with the military or diplomatic or some other function attending po
litical rallies relating to their party, providing what they say is dis
creet and does not violate any security positions. I don't see that
their presence in and of itself is a violation of any ethical or security
measure.
Senator Jackson. I want to say that Mr. Lovett and Mr. Gates dis
agree with you on that.
Governor Rockefeller. Secretary Gates ?
Senator Jackson. Yes. Maybe I did not state it clearly. I think
what is really involved—there is no question about attending such a
function — is making a political speech. I am referring to partisan
speeches. I am trying to differentiate between people at the Cabinet
level who naturally deal with the domestic political problems and
those primarily in the national security area.
Governor Rockefeller. Our system is that when an administra
tion is elected, they appoint people who represent the thinking and
attitude of the party that was elected and the people whom they rep
resent. Therefore, that is true in the military and security fields.
They may select somebody from the opposite party for those func
tions. I don't see in the very fact of attendance anything that is
wrong. I think if they use their position to make statements that
could be used for political purposes, that would be far more objec
tionable than the actual attendance at a political meeting.
Senator Jackson. I think you have clarified it. I was referring
to the making of partisan political speeches.
Governor Rockefeller. That I agree completely on.
Senator Jackson. We see eye to eye. We have clarified that point.I want to ask one general question. Do you think we as a govern
ment and a people are doing enough to meet the challenge we face
as a Nation, and I refer to that part of the challenge that is military,
economic, and political. If you think we are not measuring up to
the challenge, how wTould you sort of summarize, if we might at this
point, what we should do about it now ?
Governor Rockefeller. I feel as we look into the future, and as
we see the rate of increase in Soviet capacity from the military point
of view, and particularly in two fields—one, the question of retalia
tion which is our basic military strategy, and the vulnerability which
exists in our retaliatory forces today in view of the development of
missiles—that there is a need for an acceleration for the interim
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period of a percentage of our SAC forces that are airborne and for
the runway capacity that permits more accelerated takeoff of the
remainder of forces. The acceleration of the hardening of our bases.
The acceleration of the protection of our military and civilian per
sonnel against the danger of fallout in the event of attack, all of
which will act as a deterrent to both blackmail and ultimate attack,
I feel. I feel in the long term we should accelerate—which will not
take effect immediately— the production of existing families of mis
siles and that we ought to accelerate the production of new missiles,
which are in the works but are not operational and will not be for
some time. Because of the importance today not primarily of our
forces in being and their devastating power but what will those forces
be after a hypothetical strike by the enemy and our then retaliatory
power which is today the important factor.
Senator Jackson. You are emphasizing, then, the need for making
our retaliatory forces survivable.
Governor Rockefeller. Yes, and the strike afterward
Senator Jackson. That is what I meant. In other words, it is
what we have after they have hit us first that counts. Then, I would
add to that, as we get into a future position where there is a balance
of the survivable forces on both sides, the question of limited war
becomes increasingly important and we have to strengthen and in
crease the mobility of our forces for limited warfare.
One final question: You feel that our economy can afford an in
creased rate of growth over and above what we are doing now ?
Governor Rockefeller. I think our economy can afford whatever
is necessary for our survival.
Senator Jackson. You stated it well.
Mr. Pendleton, the minority counsel.
Mr. Pendleton. Governor, earlier witnesses before this committee
indicated that under the present system the service Chiefs of Staff
may go directly to the Secretary of Defense or to the President if
they wish to appeal or discuss a problem. Would your recommenda
tion here on the organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff change that
feature?
Governor Rockefeller. Yes. As the principal military advisers,
they would not be in a position to go. But in view of the fact that he
is responsible for the administration of those departments, that is

,

the Secretary of Defense is responsible for the services under his
direction, I would assume that there would be no difficulty for the
Secretary of one of the services, with or without his Chief of Staff,
or the Chief of Staff with or without the Secretary, of seeing the Sec
retary of Defense to discuss a problem.
Mr. Pendleton. In discussing the question of growth of gross na
tional product, you estimated that it would be approximately 80 years
before the productivity of the United States and the U.S.S.R. became
comparable.
Governor Rockefeller. I do.
Mr. Pendleton. In a speech to the Economic Club of New York
last November, you raised some question as to whether the U.S.S.R.
could sustain the rate of growth of productivity which would be nec
essary to accomplish that matching in that period of time. Coidd
you elaborate on your point and the questions that were in your mind
when you made that point ?
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Governor Rockefeller. Yes, I could. With the higher standard
of living in the Soviet Union which has been achieved, I think there
will be an increasing demand for consumer goods on the part of their
public, and therefore I think it will be increasingly difficult for them
to divert as large a percentage of gross national product to both the
military and the capital investments which they now are making. SoI think the pressures internally will be great to put more gross na
tional product into consumer goods than they are now doing, or a
larger percentage. I also think they are going to have difficulty in
getting the manpower necessary because of the lack of success of their
agricultural program in increasing at a sufficiently rapid rate the in
dividual farmer's productivity, and therefore the need to keep a very
high percentage of their population compared to ourselves on the
land. It is that kind of problem.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you very much, Governor.
Senator Jackson. Do you have any further questions, Senator
Muskie ?
Senator Muskie. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Governor Rockefeller, on behalf of the entire
committee, we want again to thank you for a very constructive pres
entation of a most difficult, if not the most difficult problem we face,
namely, the mobilization and organization of our free society to meet
the long-term challenge. I personally want to commend you for the
constructive spirit you have injected into the discussion this morning.
You have been here over 3 hours. We have a few minutes more in
executive session, but we will have a recess. Again we thank you very,
very much for this wonderful contribution you have made.
Governor Rockefeller. I appreciate the opportunity of appearing
before you, gentlemen, and I would like to express as a citizen my
appreciation of what you are doing in an all important area.
Senator Jackson. Thankyou.
Governor Rockefeller. Thank you very much.
(Thereupon at 12:40 p.m., the committee proceeded to executive
session.)
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Governor Rockefeller. Good. So they will delete anything they
want.
Senator Jackson. Whatever involves security. You will have an
opportunity to take anything out you may wish.

Senator Jackson. We have allowed this with all witnesses. We
want to avoid getting into anything of a substantive nature as it went
on in the NSC.
Governor Rockefeller. Then I was chairman of a planning co
ordination group which was established when I came to the White
House. The purpose of this was to try to develop a more imaginative,
creative approach to the currying out of NSC policy.
The Operations Coordinating Board is a coordination of opera
tions, just as it says.
Senator Jackson. It is set up to follow through on NSC decisions.
Governor Rockefeller. Yes. They felt, this was prior to my ar
rival, and I think it was the director of the Bureau of the Budget who
happened to be a sponsor of this, that there was a need for a more
imaginative pursuit of these objectives as stated in NSC papers than
developed by the departments, particularly from the psychological
point of view. Therefore, this body was set up with representation
from State, Defense, and CIA. It had certain secret assignments but
it also had this broad assignment. However, this was bitterly resented
by State, because they felt it was an invasion of their authority and
responsibility and the result was the lack of cooperation from that
area made it impossible of effective functioning after about 6 or 8
months. You could just go against a wall of opposition so far and
then it is useless. So I recommended the abandonment of the opera
tion. But it was an evidence of the fact that there was a feeling that
there was need for more creative and imaginative thinking.
I think this is the kind of thing that this First Secretary could put
into this. I made some recommendations about the Operations Co
ordinating Board which were carried out subsequently, namely, that
the President's representative be chairman and not the Under Secre
tary of State; that it have a staff of its own and not a borrowed staff
from the departments which was rotated, and that it be given author
ity other than advisory. It is advisory now. That was not carried
out.
Going back to your question, I would say it has two phases. One
is the structural question and the other is the substantive question.
Structurally the Planning Board is so constituted that it is like these
other committees we were discussing. A major question is presented
to the Planning Board and the various parties at interest, namely,
the departments, each with its own role in relation to the area under
discussion, work pretty carefully with highly skilled representatives to
get language into the position paper which while it does not violate
the objective, protects their own position and their own special— I
don't say interest —responsibility in this field.
So you get a watered down version before it comes to the NSC and
language which permits considerably more freedom than would ap
pear on a superficial reading of the document.
Senator Jackson. There is a tendency to compromise ?
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Governor Rockefeller. To compromise and also to get permissive
language which is not too obvious in the phi-aseology. This is quite
an art, this business.
Senator Jackson. You feel, I take it, that what should occur is that
these matters should be presented to the NSC from the Planning
Board with sharp alternatives, so that you can encourage debate
and discussion.
Governor Rockefeller. Yes. If you have a man who is of the
stature and has the staff to support him of the kind that I was sug
gesting, and who has the responsibility for this mechanism and these
other mechanisms, he, then, can, through that staff, prevent the devel
opment of a paper that is so watered down by simply taking more of
a responsibility in the development of the paper, or as you suggest,
Senator, presenting alternatives. If he presents those alternatives
rather than a department, they are going to carry more weight. So
when the President comes into the meeting, and this paper is there,
he will have been briefed by the First Secretary and will know the
background, and also the alternatives and the strength of the paper,
in my opinion, will be lifted very importantly, because he can make
some decisions in the process of developing this material which today
nobody has the authority tomake.
Senator Jackson. What you are saying, at least as I interpret it, is

that the NSC should not encourage debate for debate's sake, but,
where there are some critical problems, the various points of view
should be presented so that the President can exercise his constitu
tional responsibility and make the decision. I gather you feel that
there is a tendency sometimes in this whole departmental process to
save the President work, which certainly is helpful where problems
are not highly important and where they really should not be passed
on to the President. But there is a vital area, namely, the area relat
ing to national security which is a constitutional responsibility of the
President, and problems in this area should bo presented to him in
such a way that he can see the clearcut alternatives and then make
the decision.
Governor Rockefeller. Exactly.
Senator Jackson. You share that philosophy ?

Governor Rockefeller. I feel very strongly that way. I think the
public does not recognize the degree to which the Planning Board
really does 95 percent of the work, and it is not very often that a

paper is changed by the Security Council. So the real work is done
in the Planning Board on these position papers and very few items
are taken up without a paper and very few papers are substantially
changed.
Senator Jackson. Did you get the general impression when you
were there that the tendency was to reach agreement and compro
mise in the Planning Board so all the departmental interests would
be taken care of, rather than to develop papers with sharp alternatives,
so there would be an encouragement of debate and discussion, and
so on ?

Governor Rockefeller. I think that almost is the necessity under
the structure which they have and under the system which they have.
Senator Jackson. You feel that the thing that generates this re
sult in part at least is the way the Planning Board is set up ?
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Governor Rockefeller. Yes, because there is nobody with author
ity to make a decision when there are differences of opinion. There
fore, to get a paper, it can only be by compromise. I think there
needs to be a strong Presidential leadership at that level, which is
the Planning Board level.
Senator Jackson. We have had quite a bit of testimony suggest
ing that the Secretary of State should be in a position of primacy
in this area, the orchestra leader dealing with all of the elements that
go into national security. What do you think of that suggestion as
an alternative to your concept of the First Secretary ?
Governor Rockefeller. We discussed that and explored that very
fully, because that is almost the obvious solution as distinct from
this other one.
Senator Jackson. The point is that someone must bring all these
elements in the national security area together.
Governor Rockefeller. That is right.
Senator Jackson. It is a question of whether the Secretary of State
leads, or the First Secretary.
Governor Rockefeller. If you could go back to the original con
cept of Secretary of State, when that office was set up, where he had
the national seal and so forth, he was in a sense in this position.

However? if you now elevate him to a position of super-Cabinet re
sponsibility, which this involves, because he has to be able to make
decisions between Departments, you then have a Cabinet officer with
a constitutional responsibility delegated by the Congress in his func
tion, arbitrating in a dispute between himself and another depart
ment. So he is sitting over himself in a sense, making decisions. It
is a pretty tough thing to have the party at interest in a discussion
finally say, "All right, I decide I am right," rather than a third party
representing the President directly who is not responsible for these
immediate operations, on behalf of the President exercising that.
That is one of the reasons.
Another reason is that if this man is elevated—that is the Secre
tary of State—to the concept that we are talking here, then it would
put such an additional load on him that he would not be able to
negotiate with his counterparts, the Ministers of Foreign Affairs, and
would be largely precluded from going to those conferences, and
then you would have to have somebody, either a Deputy Secretary of
State— and I think the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of other coun
tries would feel they were being slighted if the Secretary of State
himself did not come. So you run into a very serious time factor on
this.
We had thought of setting up a Department of Foreign Affairs in
the Department of State. You could organize the Department of
State with a Department of Foreign Affairs, a Department of Eco
nomic Affairs and a Department of Informational Affairs. But it
would be very hard to establish the authority and prestige of that
Department internationally, because the Secretary of State is the
man they want to see and talk to. We felt it was easier in the long
run from both of these points of view to create a new office which in
a sense goes back to some of the original concepts that this Nation
had in establishing the Secretary of State as against a Secretary of
Foreign Affairs.
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Senator Jackson. I gather that the thing that runs through your
mind is that if the job in the national security field is to be properly
coordinated, the one who is doing it must in fact be above other Cabi
net officials because he will be calling on them and in a sense direct
ing them to do certain things that are essential and necessary to bring
about this overall policy on national security involving, as it does,
military, economic, political, and psychological factors and so on.
Governor Rockefeller. Exactly right.
Senator Jackson. So you would either be calling the Secretary of
State the super-Secretary and make it so in fact and in law, or you
would actually create a new position. You feel there is no avoiding
the elevation of this official who must coordinate this job.
Governor Rockefeller. That is right.
Senator Jackson. I think you made a very clear analysis.
Governor Rockefeller. The administrative responsibilities are so
great in the State Department already that to add all of these others
seems almost insuperable. You have to delegate. At some point the
fellow has to be above the administrative responsibility, which this
man would be.
Senator Jackson. One thing that troubles me about your proposal
is whether you would be able to get a good strong Secretary of State
and Secretary of Defense if you have this singular super-Secretary po
sition right in the White House.
Governor Rockefeller. In my opinion it would facilitate the func
tion of both the other two posts. I have been Assistant Secretary of
State and had a great deal of contact with the military department
through OCB and through the reorganizations and so forth. As a
matter of fact, at one time I agreed to become Deputy Secretary of
Defense. So I am pretty familiar with their problems. I think this
man would give them someone with whom they could discuss their
problems and with whom they could sit down, who is more available
than the President is

,

so that they could get these things straightened
out at the Presidential level without having to go to the President on

a basis which is impossible from his point of view, timewise. I don't
think it would downgrade them. They might think prestigewise at
first, but their functions and responsibilities are so tremendous they
don't need additional prestige. What they need is decisions and time
and authority to carry them out. This man could give it to them.

I know this is also true in the domestic field. For instance, as Under
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, when Mrs. Hobby was
Secretary? we would come on the questions of policy of Federal aid
to education and these important problems. We wanted to sit down
and talk with somebody in the White House as to what national policy
was on this. There was not anybody there who was responsible for
that except the Bureau of the Budget. Of course, their enthusiasm

is less than complete for any program which was going to involve
more money.
There is very important need for Cabinet officers and their deputies
to have somebody to whom they can go in the White House to get
policy guidance and who will participate with them in the planning
and thinking for the future in other than money terms.
Senator Muskie. Really this is a super-Cabinet that you are think
ing about.
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Governor Rockefeller. President Hoover was perfectly right in
the two suggestions be made, except it raises so many sort of taboos
there because of the concept of the Vice President being an elected
official.
Senator Jackson. You get into constitutional problems.
Governor Rockefeller. Yes. I don't think you can put somebody
in the domestic scene who has authority over a Cabinet officer because
these things are too hot in terms of domestic political life. I don't
mean partisan political but whether it was water or economics and
so forth. There could be a man who could serve the President in this
area far more effectively than he is now serviced, even though he has
I don't know how many dozen special assistants in these different
areas.
Senator Jackson. To get back to the question I asked, I had the
impression in World War II that Mr. Hopkins' role caused some fric
tion with Hull.
Governor Rockefeller. No question.
Senator Jackson. During the latter years of Mr. Hull's occupancy
of the position of Secretary of State I had the impression that he was
quite unhappy about Mr. Hopkins' role. This leads me to the question
whether an Acheson or a Dulles would accept a First Secretary over
them.
Governor Rockefeller. I talked about this position to Secretary
Dulles on various occasions. In fact, I worked with him on the devel
opment of this concept. He was completely for this. He visualized
himself in that position.
Senator Jackson. You made the answer very easy.
Governor Rockefeller. That is right. I don't think you have to
worry as long as the position is there before the people take the other
posts. The only difficulty would be this superimposition over existing
personalities. I think it is so needed and so recognized by all that
there would not be real difficulty. This will facilitate the work of
everybody.
Senator Jackson. I want to go back a moment to the Planning
Board and the process of developing papers. Unless the principals
discuss the paper in depth in the NSC and discuss alternative courses
of action, will they really understand what the policy is I
Governor Rockefeller. That is fair.
Senator Jackson. In other words, by getting the kind of situation
developed where you have hard alternatives, and you have the debate
and discussion, isn't this the way you really come up with a final
Presidential decision where everyone will understand fully the policy.
But when you attempt to compromise and meld it in with everything
it is something of everything and no one really knows what it really
means. They all interpret it individually from their own parochial
point of view.
Governor Rockefeller. I think that is a very fair statement. But
in order to have a really intelligent discussion on the kind of question
which comes before the National Security Council, in my opinion there
has got to be some additional material available. 1 feel, as I men
tioned in the open discussion, the need for what I call a position room.
So when you are going to discuss problems in Africa relating to these
new nations becoming independent, I would like to see these Security
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Council meetings held in a position room and on the walls would be
the pertinent economic factors, a map showing which countries are
being discussed, which country has come out from colonial status to

independence when, what their economic problems are, what the
political structures are. I think you have to have certain background
information for many of the members of the Council who are not
familiar with these questions. They need to have really a factual
briefing by the briefing officer of the pertinent information so that
they can bring that to bear on the subject of discussion in the paper.
Senator Jackson. As a matter of fact, the way it works out prac
tically, the statutory participants in the NSC are heavily burdened
with their own operating responsibilities.
Governor Rockefeller. That is right. They don't have time to
brief themselves. General Marshall used this system a great deal. I
thought he did a superb job in understanding the collateral factors
which related to the decision in question and having that factual in
formation available and interpreted before the decision was made, and
visual presentations I think are very useful.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. I have just a couple of questions. I don't know
how many times I have said that and then found a whole string of
questions following.
With respect to the Planning Board, did you find in your experience
that there was a tendency for disagreements within a department to
be smothered ?
Governor Rockefeller. Yes, before they got there.
Senator Muskie. Before they got to this position that you are
speaking of.
Governor Rockefeller. There is no question. That is natural.
Again if the First Secretary and his staff are functioning properly,
and he controls the mechanism of these various interdepartmental
agencies related to the National Security Council, he would be aware
of that kind of situation, and would see that it got the opportunity of
reflection.
Senator Muskie. With respect to OCB, it strikes me that this
agency ought to perform three functions : One, that of liaison in the
process of implementing policy; secondly, to review the effectiveness
of the implementation ; thirdly, to judge the effectiveness of the imple
mentation.
In this connection the OCB should have the power or authority to
bring to the attention of the NSC and the President the failure to
implement adequately. Would you agree with that ?
Governor Rockefeller. I agree completely with what you are say
ing. I saw that first hand for a period of a year. There is no ques
tion about the wisdom of it. I think the structure as it exists of these
committees —I was just looking to get my paper on the number of
those—this review work which you are referring to is done by these
committees which are largely chaired by members of the State De
partment. It is very hard for someone, no matter how honest and
empirical he tries to be, to review the work of his own department and
to say that it has been a partial failure or an utter failure, and to
call it to the attention of the Security Council. There are 36 OCB
working groups, and these are the groups which are reviewing these
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programs and appraising them. They are almost exclusively chaired
by State Department personnel. I think this is one of the weaknesses.I don't blame State for wanting to have their own people as chair
men of these committees, because they are a very delicate area. But
it does make it difficult—not criticizing individuals, it is just natural.
I worked very hard trying to get reviews that were independent and
to get them back to the NSC. But in so doing I ran into feeling on
the part of State that here I was interfering and they would go to
the President and complain. That man is causing trouble. He is
just raising havoc with an orderly effective procedure.
I think you put your finger right on the thing. We have to get
fast appraisals, honest appraisals, and have the courage to admit
something is not working, the policy was not right, the program was
not right, and revise it.
This goes back to your first question, Senator Jackson, and that
is as to the amount of material that comes before the Security Coun
cil. I think myself that too much time is spent on position papers
that go for a year and everything is frozen for a year. There needs
to be much more flexibility with planning in depth, not just on a
calendar basis, that leads to a constant review and somebody who can
bring up when things look as though they were going to get hot can
bring such a question up off the calendar. The calendar is frozen
months ahead.
Senator Jackson. There should be more flexibility so that the Coun
cil can concentrate on critical issues and not have a paper on every
country in the world and have it come up constantly on an automatic
calendar system.
Governor Rockefeller. No. You can't get the paper reviewed
unless you get it on the calendar and you can't get it on the calendar
because the events don't happen that way.
Senator Jackson. The people planning the NSC calendar don't
have the exact information as to what the enemy is doing to alter
the calendar.
Governor Rockefeller. That is right. This would be a function
of the First Secretary and he would be in a position to do it.
Senator Muskie. I think the First Secretary with his finger right
on the pulse could direct functions of OCB as little more effectively
in this respect.
Governor Rockefeller. And the Planning Board, and leading up
to the Security Council.
Senator Muskie. I think it is a challenging idea.
Governor Rockefeller. It really is.
Senator Muskie. I don't have any more questions. I would enjoy
going on indefinitely.
Senator Jackson. I just have one or two. Some of the people
that we have talked to said that the NSC process should be tied in
more closely with the budgetary process. In other words, NSC comes
to certain policy conclusions and then there is a problem of whether
they will really be implemented or will run afoul of the budget
process. Do you have any comments on bringing the two processes
more closely together ?
Governor Rockefeller. This is where I think the Office of Execu
tive Management is terribly important. That we do both of these
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functions, because then you will have a man who is over the budget
and who is in a position with the planning group and various other
groups working under him to sit down and talk with the First Secre
tary and see that these things are done, so you don't get a purely

monetary domination and thwarting of the execution or policy that
is agreed to.
Senator Jackson. Because if an NSC decision, as approved by the
President, is to have meaning and be effective, it requires a budgetary
implementation.
Governor Rockefeller. Absolutely.
Senator Jackson. That is why I am raising the question. You
feel that the Office of Executive Management might be in a position
to do that.
Governor Rockefeller. Yes. The head of that office should be
able to work with the First Secretary in seeing to it that these things
flow. In other words, he is the operating man who carries out these
programs to see that they don't get bogged down or blocked. He has
the responsibility that is one step higher than the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget.
Senator Jackson. We, of course, as members of this committee, are
alert to the relationship of the President and the Congress in the
national security area. Many of the things you have mentioned, and
that we have discussed in our hearings, can be handled by Executive
order. Some require legislation. What do you think is the most
helpful thing that we as a committee could do s For example, would
you think it in order for us to suggest, first, recommendations as to
the use of existing instrumentalities that are available to the Presi
dent and as to what the Office of President might have available and
what he, the President, might do by Executive order? Then, sec
ondly, we might work on statutory changes which the President would
need in order to give meaning to certain reforms. Would you think
this is a sensible approach ?
Governor Rockefeller., Yes ; I do.
Senator Jackson. What we are trying to do is to talk to people
like yourself and others that are qualified, and who have had expe
rience in the Government at various levels right on up to the highest
level of the executive branch. We want to come up with sensible,
objective, scholarly, nonpartisan recommendations after the election,
so that the new President will have available to him at least some
views that other thoughtful people have expressed and try them out
if he likes. I just wondered if you had any comments as to what you
think our role should be.
Governor Rockefeller. This is where there is need for intimate
working between the Executive and legislative, because neither can
function here without the other. In view of the timetable which you
suggest as your thought here, I would think that recommendations
from the administration, if the Reorganization Act were extended,

cause it can combine both legislative and administrative action in a
plan which you can review and goes through your committee, which
seems to me is the logical place because it has the breadth of under
standing and concern. Therefore, I would hope myself, as I said in
the prepared statement, that the Reorganization Act could be ex-

would facilitate
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tended and that there could be discussions with the President or his
representatives as to whether he would, under those circumstances,
consider making recommendations. 1 see no reason why they should
not be discussed informally prior to the making of the recommenda
tions, to come before your committee, and would already reflect the
thinking of both sides in an informal way.
Senator Jackson. It would be helpful, too, if the committee gave
him the benefit of the committee's thinking on matters that could
well divide themselves into better utilization of existing machinery,
and then statutory changes.
Governor Rockefeller. He is in a unique position in the fact that
he is going out of office. So whatever he may suggest is not for per
sonal gain or aggrandizement or anything else. This is an unusual
time. The new man coming in, of course, his authority will be very
strong, newly elected, and so forth, and his concurrence should be
important. Just the way that President Hoover was effective in
recommending plans, if your group working informally with the
President developed some ideas which he might recommend.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Pendleton, our minority counsel.
Mr. Pendleton. Governor, two conflicting allegations about, the
operation of the NSC structure have appeared from time to time in
the press. One has been that which has been discussed here: the
compromise of issues before they reach the final level. The other is
the overcrowded agenda. Obviously both can't be true. Do you have
any thought ?
Governor Rockefeller. I think both are true. I think on the items
that come before there has been too much compromise, and I think
there are too many items coming before the group. So the agenda was,
at least when I was there— I can't speak with authority today—too
long. You had to wait in line to get on the agenda. The plans were
a compromise which in some cases—I won't try to make an estimate
of the percentage —which I think did not reflect the best interest of
our Nation.
Mr. Pendleton. Taking the first one first, the question of over
crowded agenda, could you solve that by bringing less problems to the
NSC level?
Governor Rockefeller. Yes, I think you can. If there is a person
who has the President's authority delegated by the President to make
decisions, I think it would be unnecessary to bring some of these mat
ters before the NSC. I think they could be settled the way you would
in any operation. There is a conflict, there is a difference of opinion,
a hearing is held, points of view are discussed, and the decision is made.I don't think they need to come before the National Security Council.
Some of them are much too complicated to be able to have an intelligent
decision made by people who are not familiar with the background in
a half-hour discussion. These things need to have staff work leading
up—staffed by the person who has the authority —to his making a
decision.
Mr. Pendleton. But the way the NSC operates now, as I under
stand it
, it is consultative to the President. It puts before him de

cisions to make.
Governor Rockefeller. That is the concept. In actual pract ice the
Planning Board makes the decision in the paper, and it is very seldom
that paper is substantially modified.
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Mr. Pendleton. On that question, the idea of the compromise at
the Planning Board level, both Dr. Cutler and Gordon Gray, who
participated in that Planning Board operation, have indicated in
testimony before this committee
Senator Jackson. Not Mr. Gray. Mr. Cutler did. Mr. Gray has
not been a witness.
Mr. Pendleton. That is right. Excuse me on that. Mr. Cutler said
this: "In my experience divergencies of views appeared in over two-
thirds of the papers before the NSC."
Mr. Gray said, "In fact, more than half the policy statements which
are sent to the Council from the Planning Board contain split views
largely on important issues on which one or more of the NSC agencies
have indicated a strong divergence of opinion." This is from his
article prepared for delivery at the 1959 annual meeting of the Amer
ican Political Science Association and reprinted in our "Selected
Materials." I take it you disagree with their opinions?
Governor Rockefeller. No, I don't disagree that there were split
views in papers that came before us. I would not know the percentage.
Bobby Cutler was responsible for the operation. He was Special
Assistant for Security Affairs when I was there. But the fact that
there is a split view on one question or two questions does not mean
that, there were not widely divergent views on a dozen more questions
which were not reflected. You just could not bring these things up
in the number of differences that exist. I personally would rather
see those decided by someone with authority and who is informed and
who is close to the President and had his confidence rather than see
them compromised by representatives from 10 or a half-dozen de
partments who by the very act of compromise have got to reach a
lower common denominator.
Mr. Pendleton. In order that they be brought to the President for
decision.
Governor Rockefeller. Yes. You just can't have all this stuff
coming before the President. He hasn't got the time.
Mr. Pendleton. That is the basio issue involved—how much of this
you want to bring to the President for decision.
Governor Rockefeller. Yes. If he does not have the time, then
do you have someone who lias his authority to make a decision, or do
you let a committee compromise the issue?
Mr. Pendleton. I can see the two points of view and certainly the
idea you have is very direct and one approach to it.
Governor Rockefeller. This gets down to the question of whether
you give authority to individuals to make decisions or whether you let
groups compromise, in the last analysis, and I don't think myself that
we can substantially improve the system without some form of higher
authority who can realty speak for the President with his responsi
bility.
Mr. Pendleton. You don't think under an approach like that that
you would have the charge that the President is

,

being shielded from
major issues ?

Governor Rockefeller. No, because if you have an executive as
sistant who is working with you and he has your confidence, he can
give you very quickly, when you are working together, as they would
be, intimately—and I see in not security matters but just state op
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erating matters —a man whom I trust, for instance, the secretary to
the Governor, works on policy and operating problems and the de
partment heads see him and he will come to me. I can get from him
m a matter of 5 or 10 minutes the essence of the problem. I know
him. I trust his judgment. I know his background. We have
worked together for years. So I know when he says something, I get
the feel of the thing and I can make that decision very fast if he feels
that he should ask me about it. Or he will inform me of decisions he
has made. I just have not the time to hear these people. If a de
partment feels very strongly that they have been shortchanged on a
decision and it was wrong they will come to me and I will listen to
them. But he is a fairminded man and they have confidence in him.
That, I think, is the kind of relationship which is true in any big
operation. There needs to be a delegation of responsibility.
Mr. Pendleton. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. What it really gets down to is that the NSC,
being an advisory body, should concentrate on the highly critical
issues so that the President can be exposed to them and make the
decisions. These other matters that are of lesser importance, in
volving differences and so on, should not get into the machinery so
as to reach the Presidential level.
Governor Rockefeller. Via that route. They might reach it
through a 5-minute talk with his First Secretary.
Senator Jackson. I gathered from the analogy you used that his
First Secretary would give him a daily briefing or as need arose.
Governor Rockefeller. That is right.
Senator Jackson. The First Secretary would brief him on deci
sions he has made and what they relate to, so that the President would
be currently informed of what is going on. This gets down to the

into creative thinking, into planning ahead and seeing and visualizing
these emerging forces and how we are going to develop policy and
programs to deal with those and shape them. Then we are taking
the initiative not only at home in our mechanism, but in the world
scene, which I think is of tremendous importance. That we not be
dealing with other people's man-made crises but that we be shaping
our own forces.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Khrushchev has time to run around and go
various places and still the machinery keeps moving. Not that we
are trying to emulate their system but we do have to look at our
competitor and what he is able to do.
Governor Rockefeller. Yes. We have to make those decisions
and know that all of the pertinent factors will be brought to bear
on the decision by somebody.
Senator Muskie. Do you suppose Khrushchev has an opportunity
to consider sharp alternatives ?
Senator Jackson. There appear to be some alternatives from time
to time, and the main one is survival.
Governor Rockefeller. That is right. You know if we have a
clear sense of purpose, then things that happen have meaning in re
lation to our purpose. If we don't have a clear sense of purpose, then
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something happens and you don't know how to judge it
,

because you
have no reference to judge it. I think this is one of the key factors
in this thing, if you notice where you are going. I use a very simple
analogy of two people coming into a room. One is going out the other
door and somebody shoves a chair around him. He has no problem.
He just pushes it out of the way. The one who has no plan, does
not know what to do, walks around the chair and the chair becomes
a problem to him. It is simple but it does have some bearing. With
clear purpose, with more time to devote to that, a lot of these prob
lems we will know how to handle which now sort of assume stagger
ing proportions because we don't have any basis for judging them.
Senator Jackson. Governor, I can only repeat what I said in the
open session. We are terribly grateful to you for your constructive
recommendations and suggestions. You have given us over 4 hours.
We are sorry to trespass on your lunch time. I am sorry you cannot
join us for lunch.
Governor Rockefeller. I appreciate very much the opportunity
of being here. It is a privilege for me. This is a whole field that
we are all deeply interested in. To have a chance to discuss it with
informed and concerned people is a great pleasure. I have enjoyed

it and I would like to express again my respect for what you gentle
men are doing.
Senator Jackson. Thank you. If you have no objection we will
undoubtedly be in touch with you later, maybe informally, to dis
cuss some of these matters when we get around to the recommendations
that we want to make.
Governor Rockefeller. If I can be of any help, it will be a pleas
ure. I am trying to do the same thing in the State. Not since Al
Smith have they had a reorganization. Bill Ronan, who was dean of
the School of Government Administration at NYU and I have made
a complete study and plan and got through 23 bills this year.
(Thereupon, at 1:45 p.m., the executive session was concluded.)

X
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THE BUDGET AND THE POLICY PROCESS

MONDAY, JULY 24, 1961

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.G.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room
3302, New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chair
man of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Jackson, Muskie, Mundt, and Javits.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Robert W.
Tufts, chief consultant; Dorothy Fosdick and Brewster C. Denny,
professional staff members, and Roderick F. Kreger, minority
counsel.
Senator Jackson. The committee will come to order.
This morning the Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery
begins a series of hearings bringing to a close its nonpartisan study
of how our Government can best staff and organize itself to outthink,
outplan, and outperform world communism.
These windup hearings, like those the subcommittee held last
year, will take a frank and searching look at the number one problem
facing our country, the planning and management of national se
curity policy.
The Berlin crisis and the rising tempo of Communist activity in
Asia, Africa, and next door in Latin America, underline the problems
of making policy and coordinating its execution in a world of
change and danger.
Old programs must be revised; new demands for manpower and
resources must be accommodated; projections of the impact of Gov
ernment upon the economy must be amended.
From the outset, the subcommittee has been concerned with the
question of "dollars and survival" —with the problem of the bud
getary process as a prime executive instrument for the planning and
management of national security policy. Does it provide the Presi
dent, nis chief lieutenants, and the Congress with the information
needed for wise and prudent program choices?
Are the budgetary process and the national security planning and
programing process properly related?
Is budgeting done on a long enough time scale to permit effective
forward program planning?
Is the budgetary process an effective coordinating and perform
ance auditing instrument for the President and his key civilian and
military chiefs?
The first four sessions in this concluding series of hearings will
be directed to these and related questions.

1003
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Tomorrow we will hear from Mr. Wilfred J. McNeil, who was for
many years Comptroller of the Defense Department.
Next Monday, July 31, our witness will be Mr. Maurice Stans,
former Director of the Bureau of the Budget, and on the following
day, we will hear from Mr. David Bell, the present Director of the
Bureau of the Budget.
During August we will take testimony on State-Defense problems
and the National Security Council. The witnesses will include Sec
retary of State Dean Husk, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara,
and others.
During these hearings, the subcommittee will adhere to the same
rules it has used in the past in taking testimony concerning the Na
tional Security Council and its subordinate machinery.
This morning we are pleased to have with us Mr. Charles J. Hitch,
Assistant Secretary of Defense, and Comptroller. Mr. Hitch has had
a distinguished career and made an international reputation as an
economist. He served for 13 years, from 1948 to 1961, as chief of
the Economics Division of the Rand Corp. While serving in that
post he was coauthor of an important study, "The Economics of De
fense in the Nuclear Age," which was published last year.
Mr. Hitch, we are pleased to have you here this morning. You
may now proceed. I helieve you have a prepared statement.
STATMENT OF HON. CHARLES J. HITCH, ASSISTANT SECRETARY

OF DEFENSE

Mr. Hitch. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, before pro
ceeding with my statement I would like to say a few words about the
attachments to this statement. These attachments are all internal
memorandums of the Department of Defense. They contain no classi
fied information. Some of them are marked "for official use only,"
because they were tentative at the time they were issued.
In fact, some changes have been made in the details since they
were issued. We will prepare an up-to-date set of these attachments
for publication with the committee proceedings, if you desire to pub
lish them.
Senator Jackson. Will it be all right now to make them available,
Mr. Hitch, to the press ?
Mr. Hitch. I have no objection if they are made available to the
press.
Senator Jackson. Fine. They will be placed on the table so that
members of the press may look at the attachments during the course
of the testimony today.
(The documents appear as attachments at the end of this hearing.)
Mr. Hitch. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I wel
come the opportunity to appear before this committee to discuss the
role of the budgetary process in national security policymaking and
execution. The work of your committee has been of great interest
to all of us concerned with the problem of national security.
Since Secretary of Defense McNamara will appear before you in
August, I will leave to him the National Security Council aspects
of defense planning and limit myself today to a discussion of what we
are doing to improve the planning-programing-budgeting process
within the Department of Defense.
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But first I want to make clear that we are not starting this task
from scratch. No one who has studied the budgetary process as it
existed in the War and Navy Departments at the end of World WarII can help but be impressed by the tremendous progress achieved
since that time.Just one example : as late as fiscal year 1948, the Navy Department
had to manage its financial affairs through some 136 separate ac
counts, each of which had to be separately considered and appro
priated for by the Congress. They ranged in size from $50 for the
payment of certain claims to $1,294 million for pay and subsistence of
naval personnel. The War Department budget was similiar. Al
though the major appropriations paralleled the organization of the
two Departments, they did not follow any functional pattern what
soever. Furthermore, a large number of the appropriation accounts
were for minor and obscure purposes which merely represented the
accretions of some 150 years of history.
Since then the Defense budget structure has been greatly simplified
and rationalized under five principal titles—"Military Personnel";
"Operation and Maintenance" ; "Procurement" ; "Kesearch, Develop
ment, Test, and Evaluation"; and "Military Construction." The
number of appropriation accounts has been greatly reduced. We are
now asking for new appropriations in only 13 accounts each for the
Army, Navy, and Air Force. Comptroller organizations have been
established throughout the Defense Department. Basic patterns
have been developed for budget program and activity accounts.
Progress has been made in achieving cost-based budgets. Institu
tional arrangements designed to promote efficiency and economy, such
as consumer funding and the use of stock and industrial funds, have
been established. Financial accounting for materiel inventories is
now standard in all the services and much else has been accomplished.
For these notable achievements, we have to thank my distinguished
predecessor, Mr. W. J. McNeil, the first Comptroller of the Depart
ment of Defense, who is scheduled to testify before this committee
tomorrow. He was the principal architect of these numerous reforms.
All these reforms are useful and necessary, and we plan to retain
them and improve upon them. But there is one area in which we be
lieve we have to add significantly to what we already have.
The revolution in military technology since the end of World War
II, or even since the end of the. Korean war. has had a profound
effect on the character of the military program. The great technical
complexity of modern-day weapons, their lengthy period of develop
ment, their tremendous combat power, and their enormous cost have
placed an extraordinary premium on the sound choice ofmajor weapon
systems in relation to tasks and missions and our national security ob
jectives. These choices have become, for the top management of the
Defense Department, the key decisions around which much of the
Defense program revolves.
Yet, it is precisely in this area that the financial management system
showed its greatest weakness. It did not facilitate the relating of
costs to weapon systems, tasks, and missions. Its time horizon was
too limited. It did not disclose the full time-phased costs of proposed
programs. And it did not provide the data needed to assess properly
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the cost and effectiveness of alternative programs. As General Taylor
pointed out to this committee last year :
In spite of the fact that modern war is no longer fought in terms of a separate
army, navy, and air force, nonetheless we still budget vertically in these service
terms. Yet, if we are called upon to fight, we will not be interested in the serv
ices as such. We will be interested rather in task forces, these combinations of
army, navy and air force which are functional in nature, such as the atomic
retaliatory forces, oversea deployments, continental air defense forces, limited
war expeditionary forces, and the like. But the point is that we do not keep
our budget in these terms. Hence it is not an exaggeration to say that we do not
know what kind and how much defense we are buying with any specific budget.
This kind of budgeting makes it hard to determine what our military posture
will be at any given time in the future.

Admittedly, the financial management system must serve many
other purposes. Certainly it must produce a budget in a form accept
able to the Congress. It must account for funds in the same manner
in which they are appropriated. It must provide to managers at all
levels in the Defense Establishment the financial information they
need to do their particular jobs in an efficient and economical manner.
It must produce the financial information required by other agencies
of the Government—the Bureau of the Budget, the Treasury, and the
General Accounting Office.
But all this is not enough. The financial management system must
also be made to provide the data needed by top Defense management
to make the really crucial decisions, particularly on the major forces
and weapon systems needed to carry out the principal missions of the
Defense Establishment.
These decisions cannot be made rationally without an adequate
knowledge of the available alternatives, in terms of their military
worth in relation to their cost. Because of the long life cycle of major
weapon systems, the cost of the systems must be projected over a period
of years, ideally over their entire lifespan. Only in this way can the
full cost implications, present and future, of program decisions be ap
preciated. And, finally, the entire system must be oriented to provide
top management with essential data in terms of programs, since it is in
terms of programs that major decisions have to be made.
What we visualize, under the new approach to budgeting, is a three-
phase operation :
( 1 ) The review of requirements ;
(2) The formulation and review of programs extending several
years into the future ; and
(3) The development of the annual budget estimates.
The first phase—the review of requirements —has been underway
in the Department since March. Secretary of Defense McNamara
assigned to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the military departments, and
the various elements of the Office of the Secretary of Defense? specific
projects dealing with the most critical or difficult requirements
problems.
One, for example, attempts to estimate how many strategic bombers
and missiles we will need during the next decade to destroy priority
target systems. Another examines requirements for airlift and sea-
lift to meet various contingency war plans, and the most economical
means of providing them. Another estimates, for various major items
of ground equipment, the comparative advantages and costs of :

(a) refurbishing existing equipment;
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(6) replacing it with new equipment off the assembly lines;
and
(c) expediting the development of still better equipment.

These are not requirements studies in the traditional military sense.
They are military-economic studies which compare alternative ways
of accomplishing national security objectives? and try to determine
the one which accomplishes the most for a given cost or achieves a
given objective at least cost.
Some of these requirements studies involve rather complex analyses
which are being conducted by various elements of the Defense Estab
lishment with the help of such research groups as the Weapons Sys
tems Evaluation Group, Rand, et cetera.
The requirements studies are selective rather than comprehensive
in scope. They are directed at the most important areas. In these
areas, they should provide a firmer basis for the program decisions in
the second phase of the operation.
The second phase—the formulation and review of programs—was
started in May. Attachment A, a memorandum for the depart
mental Assistant Secretaries for Financial Management, provides
general guidance to the military departments for the development
and submission of the program data. (See pp. 1036-1039.)
No dollar ceilings were assigned to the military departments. They
were instructed, instead, to use as a base force projections prepared
by the Joint Staff of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, which reflect the pro
gram decisions, explicit or implied, in the fiscal year 1962 budget,
as amended in March and May of this year.
They were asked to submit proposals for additional forces and new
programs (projected wherever possible through 1970) which, in their
judgment, are required to support our basic national security policy.
The departments were particularly encouraged to submit alternative
forces and programs so that the Secretary of Defense, in reaching his
decisions, would have before him the principal choices available to us
in achieving our national security objectives. The total costs of each
proposed program must be shown for at least the next 5 years.
The time schedule for the submission of the programs is shown at
the very end of attachment A (p. 1039). The first package of pro
grams, "Central War Offensive Forces" (more familiarly known as
Strategic Retaliatory Forces) , was scheduled to be submitted by July 3
and that target was met.
My office, working with the Joint Staff and the military depart
ments, developed a standardized list of program packages and pro
gram elements, as shown in attachment B. (See pp. 1039-1046.) By
a "program element" we mean an integrated activity, a combination of
men, equipment and installations, whose effectiveness can be related to
our national security policy objectives. As examples, we have in mind
such forces as B-52 wings, infantry battalions, and combatant ships,
taken together with all the equipment, men, installations, supplies, and
support required to make them effective military forces.
By a "program package" we mean an interrelated group of program
elements that must be considered together because they support each
other or are close substitutes for each other. The Central War
Offensive Forces is an example of such a package. The unifying
principle of each package is a common mission or set of purposes
for the elements involved.
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As you can see from a perusal of attachment B, we have attempted
to identify each specific item or activity which would meet the defini
tion of a program element; we have organized them into large re
lated groups, and finally into program packages related to the major
military missions.
For example, on the first page of attachment B are listed the pro
gram elements included in the Central War Offensive Forces program
package. You will note that they are divided into a number of general
categories : aircraft forces ; land-based missile forces ; sea-based missile
forces; command, control, and communications systems; and head
quarters and command support.
Within the aircraft forces are the B-52's (with HOUND DOG and
QUAIL air-to-surface missiles listed separately), the B-58's and
B-47's (including the reconnaissance version of the B-47) , the tankers,
and the B-70.
Within the missile forces are ATLAS, TITAN, MINUTEMAN,
and POLARIS, plus the THOR and JUPITER IRBM's, and the
submarine-launched REGULUS missiles. Also included in the Cen
tral War Offensive Forces package are the communications links and
the command and control systems required for the effective direction
of the strategic forces, together with the headquarters and command
support associated with these forces.
The Central War Defensive Forces (or Continental Air Defense
Forces) program package is another of the more easily definable pro
gram packages supporting a clearly identified major military mission.
The third and largest program package is that for the General Pur-

f)ose
Forces. These are the forces on which we rely to fight local or

united wars, or theater engagements in general war. This package
is organized broadly along service lines; within services the basic,
identifiable combat units form the program elements. Under the
Army are almost all its regular combat units and command support
elements. They range from the four basic kinds of divisions through
the missile groups and commands to tank units, artillery battalions,
air defense units for the Army in the field, and aviation companies.
The Navy's list is even longer, embracing all of the combatant ships
and support vessels, except for the strategic-missile-firing submarines,
which are in the strategic offensive package, the radar warning picket
ships in the defensive package, and Military Sea Transportation
Service (MSTS) ships, which are in the sealift and airlift package.
All of the Fleets' various aircraft units are also included, except those
assigned to the airborne early warning squadrons.
All Marine Corps units are listed under "General Purpose Forces,"
including the Marine Air wings.
The Air Force General Purpose Forces include principally those
units assigned to the Tactical Air Command and the theaters. The
tactical fighters and bombers, tactical reconnaissance aircraft, KC-50
tankers, MATADOR and MACE missiles, and the associated com
mand and control systems and headquarters all fall under this
category.
The fourth program package is that for Sealift and Airlift. The
troop carrier wings of the Air Force, including theater airlift, Mili
tary Air Transport Service (MATS), and Military Sea Transporta
tion Service (MSTS), make up the essential pieces of this grouping.
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The fifth program package is composed of the Reserve and Na
tional Guard Forces. The program elements are arranged according
to service and within each service according to which of the major
missions they support. Actually, Reserve and National Guard pro
gram elements will be reviewed in the appropriate mission package —
Central War Defensive Forces, General Purpose Forces, or Sealift and
Airlift, depending on the character and function of the individual
units.
Program package No. 6 includes all of the Department's Research
and Development projects not associated with other program elements.
Space projects are gathered in a separate group in the R. & D. pro
gram package.
The seventh program package is labeled Servicewide Support. This
is the "all-other" package, containing all the activities not readily
allocable to missions, forces, or weapon systems. Some of its major
elements are recruit, technical, and professional training, the over
head of the supply and maintenance systems, medical support, and
higher headquarters. The other packages are self-explanatory.
No doubt, as we gain experience, there will be further changes in
this list. There will be a continuing task of adjusting the list to
reflect changes in the forces and programs, as well as in plans, con
cepts, and organization. As a result of last week's Executive order
we will begin to fit civil defense program elements into the Central
War Defensive Forces package where they belong.
The first and second phases of the new process, i.e., the requirements
and programing phases, will, after this first year, be continuous year-
round efforts. Once the initial formulations of requirements and
programs have been completed, reviewed, and approved by the Secre
tary of Defense, the continuing effort will be concentrated on program
revisions to take account of changing conditions, new developments,
and new requirements.
For example, we are now working into our program projections the
effects of the new set of amendments to the fiscal year 1962 budget
which President Kennedy will send to the Congress on Wednesday.
As each year goes by we will project our requirements and programs
forward another year so that at all times we will be looking at least
r> years beyond the current budget year. Thus the Department of
Defense will have at all times a tentatively approved program, fully
costed, and projected at least 5 years into the future, to serve as a
planning guide to the entire Defense Establishment.
If the system develops according to plan, we should be able, in the
fall of each year, to draw up rather quickly a detailed Defense budget
by using the first year increment of the approved programs, together
with other policy guidance, as the basis.
There should be no need for a hectic and hurried program review
crammed into a few weeks in the midst of the annual budget review.
The basic program review will have been accomplished and only a final
check and some last minute adjustments should oe needed as far as the
programs are concerned. This should make for a much more orderly
and thorough budget preparation, and provide time for a careful
scrutiny of program detail, shopping lists? production schedules, lead-
times, activity rates (flying hours, steaming hours), personnel grade
structures, cost estimates, status of funding, and all of the myriad
tilings involved in the preparation of a Defense budget.
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To facilitate the translation of approved programs into budgets we
have requested the services to submit the costs of each program ele
ment by fiscal years and in several ways :
1. By obligational authority required and expenditures expected;
2. By appropriation account and budget title, in line with the pres
ent budget structure ; and
3. By three broad categories of costs—research and development,
investment, and operating—covering the three principal phases in the
life cycle of a weapon system.
"Research and development" costs are denned, for this purpose, as—
all costs associated with developing a new capability to the point where it is
ready for introduction into operational use. Such costs include not only the
equipment (prototypes, test vehicles, etc.) required in a development program,
but also the related facilities, supply, and personnel costs, where applicable.

"Investment" costs are denned as—

the onetime or initial outlays required beyond the development phase to intro
duce a new capability into operational use (including initial training, initial
stockloads of spares and supplies, the bases and installations, etc.).

The culling out of programs, obviously, should be done in the re
search and development stage, before heavy investments are made in
committing the system to production. That is one of the reasons why
we have separated the E. & D. from the investment category —so that
we can plainly see the costs involved in a decision to produce and
deploy a weapon system as contrasted with the cost of its development.
We also believe the operating costs should be clearly identified and
estimated years in advance. All too often these costs are overlooked
when decisions are made on weapon systems; and they can be sub
stantial. For example, the cost of operating a B-52 wing for 5 years
is roughly equivalent to its investment cost—about $500 million in
each case. The ratio of operating to investment costs varies widely
from system to system.
Attachment C is an example of the instructions and formats used in
cost estimating. These particular schedules are designed for the Navy,
but they are typical of those designed for the other two Departments.
Taken together, these schedules will provide the essential cost data
needed for planning, programing, and budgeting within the Depart
ment of Defense, for Presidential and National Security Council con
sideration, and for congressional review.
We visualize the program package review within the Defense De
partment as a team operation involving not only the Secretary of
Defense and his staff, but also the service Secretaries and Chiefs, and
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Each of the military departments and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff are receiving copies of all the material submitted
by the military departments. Thus there will be a complete inter
change of information and Secretary McNamara will look to the serv
ice Secretaries and the Chiefs, as well as his own staff, for advice and
counsel on the defense program as a whole.
The primary function of the Comptroller's office will be to assemble
and organize the data submitted for the use of all participants in the
review process, and to review specifically the cost estimates. The
evaluation of military effectiveness will be the primary responsibility
of the military departments and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Other ele
ments of the Office of the Secretary of Defense will review the submis
sions and advise the Secretary on aspects of the programs within their
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areas of functional responsibility. For example, the Director of De
fense Research and Engineering will review and advise on the scien
tific and technical aspects of all programs ; the Assistant Secretary of
Defense, Manpower, on the personnel aspects, etc. In this way we
hope to bring to bear on the formulation of the defense program the
full knowledge and skills of all the principal officials of the Depart
ment of Defense.
The first program packages have already been submitted and copies
have been furnished to each of the services, the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
and the various elements of the Office of the Secretary of Defense. My
office has just completed and distributed a summary of the first package
and an analysis of its cost implications over the years.
Over the next several weeks, in accordance with the schedule shown
at the end of attachment A, the Secretary and Deputy Secretary of
Defense will review the data and analyses and, with the assistance of
the principal civilian and military officials of the Department, establish
a tentatively approved overall defense program for the next 5 years.
This phase of the review process should be completed during Sep
tember.
During October and November the services will prepare, and the
Office of the Secretary of Defense will review, the annual budget re
quests and final decisions will be made on those portions of the ap
proved programs whicli are to be financed in the fiscal year 1963
budget.
As I have already indicated, we have undertaken the new planning-
programing-budgeting process on what amounts to a "crash" basis,
with the best information at hand. This fall we shall address our
selves to the problem of adjusting the information reporting systems
to meet the full requirements of these new procedures. With the help
of three contractors who have done pioneermg work in relating costs to
weapon systems and programs—Rand, Stanford Research Institute,
and the Institute for Defense Analyses—we plan to review the existing
information systems and devise and install the necessary modifications.
We do not anticipate any insurmountable difficulties in making these
needed adjustments, and we estimate that they can be effected in 1
to 2 years. Our objective is to develop an integrated reporting sys
tem which will provide reliable cost and program data in terms of the
program elements and packages. While we do not expect the financial
accounting system to provide all the cost information directly in terms
of programs, we do expect it to furnish the basis for good statistical
cost estimating and for after-the-fact checking on the estimates.
Financial reporting of obligations and expenditures by appropriation
account will of course be continued as an essential part of the financial
management system.
Further, we want the new information reporting system to give us
the data needed to assess properly the progress and status of each of
these program elements in relation to the approved program. This
will enable us to match performance against plans, both in physical
terms and in financial terms. For the first time, the Secretary of De
fense will have an integrated financial management system specifically
oriented to the manner in which he has to make decisions —by program
in relation tomilitary mission.
Mr. Chairman, I have outlined the improvements in the planning-
programing-budgeting process of the Defense Department that we are
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trying to achieve. These improvements, of themselves, will not make
the hard decisions easy, nor will they make simple the complex prob
lem of formulating national defense policy. What they will do, we
hope, is facilitate the rational analysis of national security problems.
They will make us aware of the full cost implications of the choices
we make. They will permit us, in shorter time and with greater ac
curacy, to cost out the various policy alternatives presented to the
National Security Council for its consideration.
I feel very strongly that whether one is choosing among particular
items of equipment or among various policy proposals, it is extremely
useful to array explicitly the alternatives and their respective costs and
effectiveness. The procedures we are developing will promote this
way of looking at defense problems, this way of deciding how best to
defend the security of the United States.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Hitch, on behalf of the committee I want
to express our appreciation for a most illuminating statement. I
know it will be helpful to our overall study of the national security
policy process.
As you indicated in your statement, the President will recommend
tomorrow a strengthening of our defense posture. In this connection,
do you think that the changes you are instituting in the budgetary
process are helping the Secretary of Defense and the President to
reach wiser decisions sooner?
Mr. Hitch. Mr. Chairman, I think it would be fair to say that the
program packages would have been extremely helpful in this review
if they had been developed in time.
However, if you will look at the schedule by which the program
packages are to be submitted, you will see that the general purpose
forces, which were the most directly involved in this particular review,
have not yet been scheduled for submission. Therefore, they were
not available and this review had to be made, as so many reviews in
the past, starting more or less from scratch.I think that in the future when we have these program packages
ready and approved it will be easier to make such reviews. We can
make them quicker and we can make them more meaningful.
Senator Jackson. In the future.
Mr. Hitch. In the future.
Senator Jackson. As I understand it, you are now on your third
supplemental request, or third amendment to the Defense budget
since taking over your present assignment. Is that not correct ?

Mr. Hitch. That is correct. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. You also have the job of trying to meet sched
ules for submission of the budget for next year as well as for the
programs you have outlined in your statement today.
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir ; these long-range programs.
Senator Jackson. I would say you are rather busy.
Do you expect to ask for long-range obligation authority from
Congress next year in connection with the long-range budget plans
that you have outlined in your statement ?

Mr. Hitch. No, sir. We intend to ask only for the annual budget
in the form in which we have asked in the past.
The annual budget now includes, in a number of cases, funding
for programs that require several years to complete. The funding
in such cases is not limited to the next fiscal year.
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In summary then, we propose to ask for an annual budget organized
under much the same appropriation accounts as in the past. Some
of these accounts would be annual accounts, others would be "no-year"
accounts.
Senator Jackson. But would it be presented to the Congress in such
a way that, where feasible, the projected requests for the years fol
lowing the immediate budget request would be included?
Mr. Hitch. The budget request that we make for next year will
be related to these longer term programs so that the Congress will
be able to look at the implications of the budget in terms of the long-
term programs that the budget will be supporting.
Senator Jackson. Now, I want to give an illustration that comes
to my mind from personal experience, and see what will happen under
the proposed plan.
A few years ago I was pushing very hard for the Polaris submarine
program—that is the long-range strategic striking force made pos
sible by the development of the nuclear-powered submarine and the
POLARIS missile.
The problem I ran into was that the Navy had its current require
ments to meet, requirements for limited war, for its role in general
war, requirements for antisubmarine warfare, and so on.
I was told it was a fine program and they would like to ask for
more POLARIS submarines, but the trouble was that it would not fit
in their budget ceiling.
At the time I tried to suggest that in view of the invaluable future
use of the POLARIS submarine that the program probably ought
to be included in a special budget that covered our strategic long-
range striking forces.

I wonder if you could indicate how that weapon system would be
handled under the program that you have outlined here today.
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir; I think it will make a considerable difference
in the way a new program of this kind will be handled. We are not
assigning any overall dollar ceilings to the services.
A new program, like the POLARIS in the strategic offensive area,
would be submitted by the service in the strategic offensive package.
In the review it would tend to be competing directly not with other
Navy programs, but with the other means of carrying out the strategic
offensive mission.
It would not be compared with the antisubmarine warfare activities
of the Navy; rather it would be compared with other strategic sys
tems such as Air Force bombers and land-based missiles.
I think this will make a great deal of difference in the way in
which these new programs are looked upon by the services and by
the Secretary.
Senator Jackson. What you are saying, then, is that the contribu
tion that each weapons system could make to a military mission would
be the basic consideration in this case ?
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir; it would compete in relation to the mission
area for which it is primarily designed.
Senator Jackson. As you see it now, what effect will this new
program have on cutting up the defense budget pie ?
Mr. Hitch. I could not predict that, sir. The decisions that the
Secretary makes on the basis of all the advice he gets and all the
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information he receives will be the primary determinant. I cannot see
that the program package concept will in itself necessarily affect any
service favorably or adversely.
Decisions will depend upon the quality of the programs that each
service submits in comparison with other elements of the program
package.
Senator Jackson. You feel that, under this approach, the vital
weapons systems we need are not going to get crowded out, at least,
of consideration ?
Mr. Hitch. That is correct. I am not saying that we will be able to
do everything we want to do in the defense field. I am sure we never
will. However, a program should not get crowded out simply be
cause of competition at the service level with other elements of the
service program.
Senator Jackson. Senator Mundt ?
Senator Mundt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to asso
ciate myself with the chairman's compliments on the very informative
and comprehensive report, Mr. Hitch.
Through the years everyone has read a great many articles and
speeches about the tremendous savings which might accrue to the
Defense Department through some system of common procurement.
I do not know how much validity there is to all these suggestions, butI presume there was some.
I wonder what progress is being made in the direction of establish
ing procurement and a standardization of supplies in those areas where
the various services might well utilize the same kind of material.
Mr. Hitch. Sir, there has been a good deal of progress in this direc
tion. It has been gradual progress. The Department generally has
added one thing at a time, that is one category of items at a time, to
those which are handled by a single manager for the Department as
a whole.
There are under study various proposals for moving more rapidly
and more drastically. However, as Comptroller, I am not primarily
involved in these studies.
I am quite interested in them, of course, but the person who is
primarily concerned is the Assistant Secretary for Installations and
Logistics, Tom Morris.
I do not know what the final recommendations will be. This is a
very difficult problem. It is easy to see the waste and inefficiency of
the present system. For this reason I think sometimes it is too easy
to jump to the conclusion that you could solve all the problems by
extreme centralization of the functions. I think it is not that simple.
There are also some sizable problems involved in extreme centraliza
tion of such functions.
This is probably one of the reasons that so many large industrial
corporations decentralize them.
I am not really clear in my own mind whether faster, larger scale
movements in this direction would pay off to the extent that some peo
ple hope. But there is certainly room for improvement.
Senator Mundt. But there are studies being made.
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir. Studies are underway.
Senator Mundt. Under the direction of one of the other assistant
secretaries?
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir.
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Senator Mundt. Are those reported to you? You are sort of the
keeper of the house, obviously, of everything that is going on.
Mr. Hitch. I am the financial manager ; yes.
Senator Mundt. I was wondering whether in your office you did
have some coordinating recording system to indicate the progress that
is being made. I don't know how astronomical these savings are
going to be when you look at them in actuality, but certainly a lot of
people believe we can save a lot of money that way, and any time we
can save money by standardization, it should be done.
Mr. Hitch. Yes. We will, of course, keep track of how much is
being spent under the new system as compared to that under the old
system. However, before we make this change and have a new system
in operation we are in the very treacherous area of prediction, and no
body is really good at predicting in this area.
Senator Mundt. You mentioned that you are going to try to estab
lish a sort of 5-year prognostication, I believe, as to cost involved in
defense.
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir.
Senator Mundt. How good do you think that conjecture is going
to be in view of a world changing so rapidly that even the annual
submissions to Congress have to be supplemented two or three times.
We have to have special messages from the Chief Executive, because
Khrushchev changes the emphasis he puts on his push against free
dom here and there. It will be very hard to make 5-year prognostica
tions, will it not?
Mr. Hitch. I am sure they will not be fully accurate. I am sure
we will not rigidly adhere to any particular 5-year program we lay
out.
In fact, if we did we would be foolish because undoubtedly there
will be changes in circumstances and in technology that we cannot
predict.
Senator Mundt. Not only the political changes, but it is the
changes in technology. The inventive mind of man is going to come
up with some new devastating weapon that will upset your budgetary
plan. You have to rush up to the Appropriations Committee for
new money.
Mr. Hitch. That is right.
Senator Mundt. Another question that lies before us many times
and is a constant source of discussion in our Appropriations Com
mittee is the problem of competitive bidding. This is a competitive
economy and by and large our citizens are happier if they think their
money is being spent through competitive bids.
We have pressed that point in appropriations and you fellows on
your side of the table representing defense are very liberal in re
questing bids on a truck and automobile.
That does not work so well if you are buying a JUPITER or
POLARIS weapon, or something.
Can you indicate any encouragement as to what progress we might
make in the area of competitive bidding and in the absence of that,
can you give some assurance that taxpayers' money can be guarded
equally well through other accounting systems, such as renegotiations,
recapture contracts and so forth?

74285—61 2
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Mr. Hitch. I cannot give the last assurance, sir, because I do not
think there is any substitute for competition. I think the best solu
tion is to get competition into this procedure in one way or another.I don't think you can provide an equal degree of economy by any
other method.
Senator Mundt. I share that feeling, but I also share the feeling
of the people testifying at the other end of the table and represent
ing the Defense Department point of view. How do you get com
petition when you are building a guided missile base, or when you
are getting ready to shoot a man into space ?
You do not have many competitive firms in that business, do you ?
Mr. Hitch. As far as actual construction of the bases are con
cerned, there are a lot of firms competing. In general the construc
tion contractors have been selected on a competitive bid basis. It
still is not entirely satisfactory because once the contract is let you
get locked into your contractor and then you have lots of changes
and these have to be negotiated.
In general, however, the base construction has been done on a com
petitive bid basis.
Senator Mundt. The base construction, but not the construction of
the thing that is shot up in the air.
Mr. Hitch. Nobody has ever learned how to get competition into
procurement of the missiles themselves.
Senator Mundt. That is the big expense.
Mr. Hitch. How you can bring about real competition for these
very new weapon systems, which you simply cannot describe in ad
vance in the kind of detail necessary to get competitive bid sub
missions—even if there were several people who could make them—
is a problem which has defeated everybody who has looked at it so far.
Senator Mundt. The failure to do so, maybe the impossibility of
doing so, I think you will agree, has added to our defense cost.
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir ; I would. I think some progress is being made.
Not in these extreme cases, but in some other cases, we are attempting
to get the drawings earlier so that only the first production run is
made by the person who has the development contract. We do get
competitive bids on subsequent production runs of a good many items.
Even so I do not believe that would solve our problem in relation to
a weapon system such as the TITAN missile, for example.
Senator Mundt. I think the importance of this was dramatized last
week when a subcommittee of the Appropriations Committee of which
I am a member, dealing with different types of Government activities,
actually some reclamations projects, some of which are in the chair
man's area, found in project after project we had been able to cut
back $8 million, $5 million, $10 million, and in one case $23 million,
from the anticipated cost.
The contractors in the area were hungry and were bidding competi
tively whereas the costs of defense have constantly gone up.
So as we can inject more competitive bidding into this weapon
system certainly we are going to move in the direction of buying more
defense for the taxpayers' dollar.
Mr. Hitch. Sir, I entirely agree. I think we must keep trying to
get competition in wherever we can. The Secretary of Defense, Mr.
McNamara, believes strongly in competition ; so do I. But it is very
difficult in some of these cases.
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Senator Mundt. I know that, but I am encouraged to know you are
■continuing to try because we will become standardized, I am sure, in
some of these areas after a little more experience and experimentation.
Now, there is another area where it seems to me, and it has seemed to
me for a long time, that we could economize. You mentioned three
categories, ITselieve, in your opening statement, the categories in
cluding the life cycle of the weapon system, research and develop
ment, investment and operation. I was hoping that you would have
a fourth category.
Senator Young, of North Dakota, and I, sitting on the Defense Ap
propriations Subcommittee, have suggested this at one time or another.
We have been hopeful that a new look from a man who has had great
experience in this field might bring in a fourth category. For want of
a better name, never having had the advantage of knowing all the
technical terms they use down at Band, I would simply say a recapture
category.
Our experience indicates, and our study of this over a great many
years, indicates that one great place where the taxpayer just does not
get value received is when you finish using the jeep or a truck or an
airplane. You justr wash the thing out of your hair—I am talking
now about the Defense Department—wash it out of your hair, get it
out of sight, sink it in the ocean, bury it in the ground, without any
thought that this is a piece of merchandise with value. You do not
have to give it away. You do not have to make it a free donation to
some community which would be immeasurably better off to pay for it
than the poor old Federal Government.
Why do we not do something in the direction of trying to recapture
value from some material which is excess or surplus?
It is a shocking experience to walk down the wrong side of the
street, in the wrong part of town, in any of our metropolitan areas and
find brand new military merchandise for sale, a nickel's worth on the
dollar.
Somebody has gotten that from the Government almost for nothing
and is pedaling it around in Army and Navy stores. Some big ma
chinery we urge people to come and get, almost for free.
I was hopeful that as you realized this from your broad base of
experience you would say, "Look, out of these $50 billion that we spend
every year and the thing becomes obsolete and surplus maybe we can
pull back and save and recapture $4 or $5 or $8 or $10 billion and put
it back into the Defense of the future."
Mr. Hitch. Well, sir, it is perfectly apparent that there is room
for improvement in what the Defense Department has done in this
area in the past. I am afraid it is one of the areas into which I have
not yet found time to delve.
Senator Mundt. This would come under your general purpose?
Mr. Hitch. No, sir; I don't like to rim away from problems, but
this is considered a logistics problem and as such falls under the
purview of Assistant Secretary Morris.
I am keenly interested in it, however, and I might say I have
been concentrating my effort on the problem of how we keep from
making mistakes in ordering these things in the first place, rather
than on the problem of a better method to dispose of them after we
have made themistake.
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Senator Mundt. I am not critical of the fact because anybody is
going to do that, your successors are going to do it.
What is the use of keeping a lot of things that are obsolete. But
things that are obsolete in defense are not necessarily worthless to
the community.
Mr. Hitch. No, sir.
Senator Mundt. We have tried hard, and I hope vou will carry
this back to your associates who worked on the team, Senator Young
and I have tried hard to get so simple an improvement as to send up
to the 537 offices of the Hill an inventory of the band instruments
that you no longer need, of the fire engines you no longer need. All
of us have in our respective communities people who would like to
buy these things.
Instead of that, we hire a retinue of people to try to give them
away, or to bury them in the ground.
This is a tremendously important thing. This is not a 5- and 10-
cent store decision. This is really important.
It seems to me that it comes in the category of the things that you
have discussed with us. I do hope you wul take a new look. It is a
tough problem.
Now, on this business of inventory. We sometimes read the start
ling headlines about some department of the Government that has
bought 1 million padlocks and has only 500,000 doors and things of
that kind. That would be in your department, and I hope you will
make progress in that direction.
So when those mistakes are made—and some of those I suppose are
inevitable—we do not like to see the padlocks turned back for 5 cents
on the dollar.
And the same wise procedures that you have been discussing in
terms of procurement snould also be employed from the standpoint
of getting rid of the material we no longer need.
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir. I agree.
Senator Mundt. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits, would you rather defer until
later?
Senator Javits. I will defer for the moment, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Hitch, in order to clarify the procedure in
your new program package system, let us consider POLARIS as an
illustration. Who would be charged with the responsibility of making
the POLARIS presentation, for instance, for the central offensive
force package?
Mr. Hitch. The Navy Department.
Senator Jackson. Then from there would it be handled by the
Joint Chiefs, or by the Secretary of Defense? What would be the
procedure ?
Mr. Hitch. The decision about the program would be made by the
Secretary of Defense. He would, of course, get military advice from
the Joint Chiefs. He would undoubtedly in a case like this also want
the advice of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering on
the technical aspects of the problem and the advice of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense, Listallations and Logistics, on the production
problems and production schedules. As Comptroller, I would provide
the cost analvsis, and under our new procedure, the Programing Office
would assemble and present all of the data.
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The decision would have to be Secretary McNamara's. There is no
one else who can make these decisions that influence so profoundly
the allocation of resources among the Services.
Senator Jackson. What troubles me is that if

, on this first go-round,
under the program package approach, the service finds that with the
big increase occurring—in this case in the strategic striking force—
other items are cut back, maybe they would be reluctant to push the
newer and more costly programs that would tend to offset the so-
called balance of forces within their own department.
Mr. Hitch. All I can say is that it seems to me that under the pro
gram package procedures there is less chance of those cutbacks affect
ing programs in the same service, so that the tendency to hold back
for this reason should be considerably less.
Senator Jackson. Now, you will come to Congress, as you said you
would, with the conventional budget, but would you also come with
the program packages?
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir. Our present plan is to present the budget in
both ways. The Secretary wants to present it and justify it by pro
grams.
We also, of course, have to present it by appropriation title. That is

the manner in which we expect the Congress to appropriate the funds.
Senator Jackson. Now, who will defend the package, or packages?
Mr. Hitch. This will be the primary responsibility of the Secre
tary. He will have the help of all of us, including, we hope, some of
the people in the services.
Senator Jackson. That is what I am leading into, the question of
the role of the commanders of the unified and specified commands in

Now, if for example, you are dealing with the strategic striking
forces, the organization is divided at the present time.
My questions, I want to assure you, are merely questions ; they are
not judgments on my part. I am just trying to bring out the full
implications of your plan.
If the organization of the program packages along these lines makes
sense for reasons of budget and decision-making, is it not possible that
they make sense for the actual organization of the forces?
Or perhaps this does not necessarily follow. In other words, you
may do it for purposes of budgeting, you may not do it for purposes
of organization.
It would still seem to me that a single program package— in this
case, the offensive striking forces—would be best advocated and
defended by one overall commander.

I presume at the outset you are going to have this package defended
by the people who are responsible for the separate elements.
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir ; each element of a program package will be
defended in detail by the people who are responsible for that element.
Senator Jackson. So there would be no change organizationally?
Mr. Hitch. There will be no change. I am not saying there will be
no organizational changes in the future, but we don't at present en
vision any change in this respect.
Certainly, ideally, the way you program and budget should parallel
the way you are organized ; they are interrelated. But the two do not
have to mesh perfectly.
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You can program and prepare your budget in one way while you
are organized in a somewhat different way.
Senator Jackson. Then, I assume, in the case of our strategic
offensive forces, you would have the commander of SAC defend
most of the budget and the Chief of Naval Operations would handle
it from the standpoint of the submarine-launched missiles.
Mr. Hitch. At present the commanders of the unified and specified
commands do have an input to this programing. They make their
submissions through the Joint Chiefs organization. They submit
their requirements as they see them to the Joint Chiefs and it is the
Joint Chiefs who directly advise the Secretary.
Senator Jackson. I want to turn again to the question of the pro
gram packages themselves. This, in general, is what General Taylor
was advocating in connection with his functional budget approach,
was it not?
Mr. Hitch. Yes ; as I understand what General Taylor said, we are
talking about the same things.
Senator Jackson. You have made certain refinements, but the ap
proach is essentially the same.
Mr. Hitch. Yes.
Senator Jackson. You generally agree with his approach to this
problem?
Mr. Hitch. To this problem ; yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. In what way will the preparation of a budget
estimate for a program package differ from previous practice so far as
the roles of the services, the individual military departments, and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff are concerned ?
In other words, is the central war offensive package merely a com
pilation of figures which have been prepared by the individual serv
ices, or is it a package in the sense that the balance between its various
elements has been debated and agreed by the Joint Chiefs or some
other appropriate joint body ?
Mr. Hitch. The elements proposed for inclusion in a program pack
age will each be prepared by some service. Each of the elements is
a service element and the responsible service will prepare the cost
estimates associated with that particular element.
The decisions about the balance of the package as a whole, that is,
which elements you will approve, and how large each of these ele
ments should be, will be made by the Secretary on the basis of advice
that be gets from, among others, the Joint Chiefs.
Senator Jackson. In other words, the services provide the elements.
Those elements are known.
Mr. Hitch. Those are known to everyone. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. The Secretary of Defense will have the ultimate
responsibility.
Mr. Hitch. I am sure that the sum total of the costs of all the ele
ments proposed by the services will add up to considerably more than
the Secretary of Defense or the President or the Congress will approve.
So there will be, as usual, the necessity of review and of reduction
in the proposals.
Senator Jackson. I mentioned earlier the question of long-range
authority. We do have that provision for certain cases involving
contracts in previous appropriation bills which have been passed.
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Is this not helpful, especially in research and development projects,
so that you could have some assurance that the projects could be seen
through to completion ?
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir; I think it is desirable. In a good many re
search and development projects we now have what is called longevity
funding. While there is a considerable amount of this now, it still
is a very small proportion of the total research and development pro
gram.
In addition to longevity funding for some research and development
programs there is what is called full funding for a number of procure
ment programs, particularly naval vessels. Naval vessels are now
fully funded at the time Congress first approves going ahead with a
particular naval shipbuilding program.
Senator Mundt. Does the record which you have studied very
fastidiously, I know, in preparing these new identification areas, indi
cate where any research project or naval vessel has been suspended
in midair and stopped because of the failure of the Appropriations
Committees of the Congress to go through with a project which has
been initiated ?
Mr. Hitch. I do not recall any case in which a naval vessel has
been suspended inmidair.
Senator Mundt. I cannot think of any. It seems to me whether
you talk of contractual authority, obligational, or full funding, or no-
year spending, I do not believe that any valid criticism can be launched
against the Appropriations Committees of the Congress for failure
to go through with whatever the Defense Establishment has initiated.
Mr. Hitch. I agree.
Senator Mundt. It is no problem in anything but semantics.
Mr. Hitch. In the case of research and development, I think there
are cases where it would be desirable to give assurance of a longer
range research program. This has been done recently, for example,
in the area of materials research. In this case it was apparent there
was not enough research on metals and other materials useful in air
craft and missiles going on in the United States. The Department
was anxious to get some materials research going on a substantial
scale at a number of universities.
In this case I think it was extremely helpful that the Department
was able to assure funding for 5 years so that research organizations
could embark on a program to provide the installations and hire the
people, which they wouldn't have been able to do on a 1-year basis.
Senator Mundt. These accommodations have been worked out time
and again down through the past with the Appropriations Com
mittees of the Congress.
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir.
Senator Mundt. I think there is some misunderstanding on the
part of some that because Congress meets every year it has an appro
priation bill every year, that every once in a while it goes along
chopping off the heads of projects.
If there is such evidence this is the place to get it on the record.
If there is not such evidence then it is a pretty good place to give
some solace to the general public and let them know that decapitory
practice is not engaged in by the Appropriations Committees of the
Congress.
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Mr. Hitch. Certainly some of the apprehension around the country
is unjustified.
Senator Javtts. I notice in your statement you say:
Establish tentatively approved overall defense program for the next 5 years.

Just as you disclose your program packages to the Appropriations
Committee authority, do you also disclose the tentative approved
overall defense program for the next 5 years?
Mr. Hitch. Well, sir, exactly how we will handle this has not
been decided. We will have to discuss it with the President and
with the Appropriations Committees.
Senator Javits. For myself I say that I would hope that the long-
range implications of defense, as indicated in the budget, and the
tentative decision you have taken to incorporate it in a 5-year plan,
would be disclosed to the congressional committees.
For myself, I would say we suffer from a very serious shortage of
dependable defense information.
I knew a lot more about what you were doing when I was a lieu
tenant colonel in the Chemical Corps than I do now as Senator. I
think I am at least as good a security risk.I would like to ask one other question if I may while we are
pursuing this.
That is : How is the contribution—which may also be increased or
changed —by our allies evaluated in terms of the American defense
budget, let us say over a 5-year period? Where do you get that
estimate as to what Germany can do, what France, Britain, and other
powers can do on perhaps an ascending scale?
Mr. Hitch. Well, sir, the only place that this information is fully
evaluated in relation to U.S. defense programs is the National Se
curity Council in which the Department of State participates. What
our allies can do, we get through the machinery of such organiza
tions as NATO, SEATO, et cetera, and through our military assist
ance advisory groups.
Senator Javits. Does it get them, and is it a part of the 5-year
swing?
Mr. Hitch. We hope to make this an integral part of the 5-year
planning-programing procedure. It is going to be a hard one to
do, as you have implied, but some progress has already been made.
I do not believe we will make a great deal of progress with it in
connection with this first review, but it is certainly in our mind to
include it eventually as an integral part of the system.
Senator Javits. Do you know whether our Government tries to
get any correlative commitments from our allies which will enable
us to plan dependably over that kind of 5-year period?
Mr. Hitch. Well, sir, I think this question is one I might better
leave to the Secretary who will appear before you next month.
Senator Javits. Is 5 years the optimum forecast period for defense ?
Mr. Hitch. I am not sure that it

is
3 sir. It was a number plucked

from the air. I think it is clear that in general, 10 years is too long.
There are just too many programs that you can't extend that far.
Everything becomes too hazy.

I think it is very clear that 2 years is too short. Five years is

somewhere in between, but I am not sure that it is exactly right. We
are going to have to experiment.
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Senator Javits. But this is the figure you are using?
Mr. Hitch. Five years is the figure we are using now; yes, sir.
Senator Javits. Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits, with respect to our NATO
allies, I wanted to point out that we have been trying to get longer
term commitments, as you know and I know, from our work with
the NATO Parliamentarians Conference. This has not been easy.
Mr. Hitch, I assume your boss, Secretary McNamara, is trying to
get some commitments right now while he is in Europe.
Mr. Hitch. I would not be surprised.
Senator Javits. I think that the budgetary process can help us to
get them. That was the point of my question.
If we are now embarking on this kind of approach and we will
endeavor to include the Congress in that operation, I think that we
may find that we may get further because we are adopting a budgetary
approach in which we need certainty and we have legitimate reason
to ask for it.
Senator Jackson. I agree with you. I think this will be helpful
in putting our friends on the spot to do something comparable so
that we can make our plans and meet our commitments.
Senator Muskie, we are sorry you were detained.
Senator Muskie. I am sorry, too, Mr. Chairman. I hesitate to
ask any questions lest I duplicate some that have already been asked
or cover ground which has already been covered.
If I do that, I hope that Mr. Hitch will so inform me so that we
will not waste any time.
I have had the opportunity of reading your statement this morning,
Mr. Hitch, and it seems to me that what you are advocating here is a
functional budget very similar to that advocated by General Taylor
before the committee last year. Is that not so ?
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir; that is true with respect to the programing
aspects.
Senator Muskie. Do you think this kind of approach would be more
effective if the budget estimates were prepared by and defended by the
chiefs of functional commands ?
Mr. Hitch. Well, sir, this is a matter that we have already referred
to a little in our discussions. The operating commands do have an in
put. The operating commands do prepare a statement of their re
quirements over a number of years and they present these requirements
to the Joint Chiefs who in turn advise the Secretary.
We could have the Chiefs of the operating commands participate
very directly in the programing and budgeting procedures, but that
has not been done in the past and is not currently proposed.
Senator Mtjskie. Their participation, then, is at the very beginning
or near the beginning of the budget process.
Mr. Hitch. Yes, in the planning phase.
Senator Muskie. They do not retain responsibility for their pro
posals as they move along in the budgetary process ?
Mr. Hitch. They retain a great interest in what happens to them.
Senator Muskie. Simply as bystanders, not as participants ?
Mr. Hitch. Yes, essentially as bystanders, although I am sure if
anyone of the unified or designated commanders felt very strongly
about some decision, he would make this known.
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Senator Muskie. Would another description of this approach be
the mission approach ?
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir ; it is a mission approach.
Senator Muskie. This almost argues that there is organizational
validity to this budget approach. It seems to me this almost argues
for the reorganization of the military forces along the same line so that
you will have a consistent approach operationally as well as budget-
wise.
Mr. Hitch. Well, sir, perhaps ; I am not sure. There is a relation
between the way you are organized and the way you prepare your
programs and budgets, but as I have indicated before, they do not
have to be perfectly parallel. You can be organized in one way and
you can prepare your programs and budgets in a somewhat different
way. I see no reason why we can't retain our present organization
and do our programing and budgeting in the way I outlined this
morning. However, it may add something to the argument for chang
ing the organization in tne direction of greater responsibility for
specified and unified commands.
Senator Muskie. Now, the recommendations of the functional chiefs
would be modified presumably, drastically modified in some cases, as
the budget process moves on ?
Mr. Hitch. Undoubtedly.
Senator Muskie. Would these changes be subjected to review or to
evaluation by the chiefs of the functional commands along the budget
process?
Mr. Hitch. They would certainly be informed and would have an
opportunity to make their views known, yes, sir.
Senator Muskie. The ultimate decision would be made by others
than the chiefs of the functional commands ?
Mr. Hitch. The ultimate decision has to be made by the Secretary
of Defense, by the President, and by the Congress.
The requests that come in from the Services and from the func
tional commands always have, and I expect always will, add up to
very substantially more than the Secretary, the President, and the
Congress are willing to give in total. They are prepared on essen
tially a unilateral basis and must be brought into balance from a
Defense- wide point of view.
Therefore, the ultimate responsibility has to lie somewhere else.
Senator Muskie. Is it realistic to hope or to expect that this ap
proach, if it is a wise one, and it makes a great deal of sense, that
this approach will retain its integrity and the true maximum effec
tiveness with the present structure of the Department of Defense
and the three Services ?
Mr. Hitch. Well, sir, T hope wlfcan be assured of integrity. We
are doing a good many things to insure, for example, the integrity of
the cost estimates.
Thore are problems with our present form of organization, but I
am sure there would be problems with any form of organization.
The Department of Defense is a tremendous business. It is so
large that it has to be decentralized in some way in order to manage
it properly. The present way of decentralizing or organizing it
may not be ideal, but it is not absolutely clear to me as yet that there is
some other way that would be significantly better.
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I am not an expert on organization. I am not really prepared
today to address myself to the overall problems of the organization
of the Department of Defense. I expect that whatever we are able
to do here will be some distance from the ideal.
Senator Muskie. What concerns me here is that a budget proposal
is developed on a mission basis, initially by the chiefs of the func
tional commands, and the purpose or concept behind it is that the
country shall have at its immediate beck and call, if the budget
process results in the proper military posture, a wide variety of mili
tary tools needed to meet the wide variety of challenges that con
front us.
If this concept originates at the functional command level, who is
there above them who will keep it constantly in mind and insure
that this is the thing that finally emerges from the whole process?
Mr. Hitch. I think the major answer, sir, is the Joint Chiefs of
Staff to whom the functional- commands report and to whom they
are operationally responsible.
Senator Muskie. And you have no fears in that respect ?
Mr. Hitch. There are problems. There always will be.
Senator Muskie. You do not think the effectiveness of the missions
is likely to be distorted depending on the ability that either of the
three services have in advocating their own function in the mission.
Mr. Hitch. Well, sir, there is a Chairman of the Joint Chiefs and
there are the Joint Chiefs who, as a corporate body, are involved in
these procedures. Many of these decisions involve development and
procurement that cuts across the responsibilities of two or more of the
functional commanders.
This is not something that is built up exclusively from the require
ments of the functional commanders. There are a lot of inputs that
do not come from them at all. In fact, in general, the functional com
manders do not have a capability to cost out the total requirements
that they say they have for several years in advance. The capability
for doing this costing exists in the services, within their headquarters
and logistics commands.
Senator Muskie. The arguing will be done higher than the func
tional command chief. I am wondering this : How is the debate over
military issues going to differ under this system than under the old
system? Is the Chief of Naval Operations going to take a different
stand now as he argues for the part that the Navy will play in a given

Srogram
package than he did when he was simply arguing for the

avy?
Mr. Hitch. I think that one of the differences that we did discuss
earlier is that when the Navy lias a new program, for example, in the
strategic offensive area, this program will be competing in the review
process with other programs in the strategic area which all will be
looked at together m the review process. It will not be competing

it has so competed in the mind of the Chief of Naval Operations.
I think this will make a rather fundamental difference in the way
in which programs are reviewed and in the attitude of the service
chiefs toward new programs.
Senator Muskie. Forgetting now about what impact tradition and
custom and the old ways of doing things have upon our method of
organizing our efforts for the future, as a practical matter could you

with other parts of the Navy in other packages. In the past
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not devise this kind of budget or implement this kind of budget ap
proach much more effectively if you abolished the distinction among
the services?
I am just asking this as a devil's advocate in order to pinpoint what
is troubling me on your approach.
Mr. Hitch. The existence of the services, as I say, raises problems,
but I expect any other form of organization would also have its
problems.
Senator Muskie. Perhaps fewer.
Mr. Hitch. I cannot compare something with an alternative that
hasn't been clearly defined.
Senator Muskie. I am not sure if we adopted that philosophy we
would ever make any progress to more efficient organization.
Mr. Hitch. I am not suggesting that. I am just not prepared to
address myself this morning to the larger question of the reorganiza
tion of the Defense Department.
I think it can be regarded as a somewhat separate but related
problem. We can do the programing job within the present organi
zation.
Senator Jackson. I think earlier Mr. Hitch made a point in re
sponse to questions I asked, Senator Muskie, that the approach that
is being made here will undoubtedly have some organizational
implications.
I take it that that question is for the Secretary of Defense to decide.
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. I think he concedes there may be some organi
zational implications involved in connection with this approach in
formulating the budget.
Is that correct?
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir; that is correct. In general, the Secretary
said, when he took the job, that he wanted to wait at least a year
before he made up his mind about the organizational problems of
the Department. I don't want to anticipate him.
Senator Jackson. As a matter of fact, in connection with unified
commands, virtually all of our combatant forces are now organized
into unified or specified commands. Is that not correct ?
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir ; that is right.
Senator Jackson. This has been developing gradually within the
powers that the Congress has given to the Secretary of Defense.
As I understand it, in the case of the unified commands, the com
mander has command over elements of all the services in almost every
instance.
Senator Muskie. That is reassuring that there will be no organi
zational problems in this implementation of this budget approach.
Senator Jackson. I think there will be some interesting organiza
tional problems.
Mr. Hitch. I simply said that I thought we could do it without
organizational change.
Senator Muskie. I have one or two other questions.
Does this new approach have any bearing upon the Budget Bu
reau's relationship to the defense budget and to its responsibilities
to the President ?

Mr. Hitch. I think it will help the Bureau of the Budget. We
have kept them fully informed as we have developed these program
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package procedures. We have discussed all aspects of the matter
with them in detail. I think it 'will help the Bureau of the Budget
because they also are very interested in what is likely to be asked for
next year and the year after.
In the past, they have had to make projections pretty much on
their own, so I think it will be very useful to them.
Senator Muskie. In other words, the Bureau of the Budget itself
will be committed to long periods ?
Mr. Hitoh. The Bureau of the Budget is very much interested in
developing something similar to our long-range program projections
for the Government as a whole, but it would not be committed to a
budget for more than 1 year.
Senator Muskie. When we get this long-range planning for military
and foreign aid, it seems to me we can look forward to the day when
Congress will convene only every 5 years.
Senator Jackson. We will still be engaged in a thing called review.
Mr. Hitch. Defense intends to continue to ask for annual budgets.
Senator Muskie. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. At this time I would like to turn to Mr. Robert
Tufts, chief consultant of the committee, to ask some questions.
Mr. Tufts. Mr. Hitch, I would like to return to the question of the
budgetary guidelines.
I take it that you have removed them from the process this year
because you have found in the past imposition of budgetary ceilings
or guidelines have in some way adversely affected defense planning.
Will you comment on that?
Mr. Hitoh. No, sir ; I think this is a substitute for the dollar ceilings
that were imposed in the past. We are substituting longer range pro
gram decisions for the dollar ceilings.
In the past there have not been these longer range program decisions
to serve as a guide. In their absence it is hard to see how limits could
be established except as total dollar ceilings for the services, since we
are organized by service.
I am not criticizing anyone for having imposed them in the past,
but I think we have a better substitute here.
Senator Javits. Do you not think it is going to be necessary to do
something about the congressional authority here? If you are going
to bring programs to the Appropriations Committee rather than to
the Armed Services Committees of the House and Senate, do you not
think that we are going to have to do something about our congres
sional review of your programs in a committee sense in order to Keep
abreast of a very much more profound concept than has heretofore
been the province of the Appropriations Committee.
Will we not find that some joint committees of Defense will be rep
resented in a number of our committees because you are going to be
crossing very sharply many committee lines.
I can conceive of where you would be involving committees of which
I am a member which have nothing to do with the appropriations
process.
Mr. Hitch. More so than in the past ?
Senator Javits. Yes, because you are coming now with a concept,
not with essentially money in appropriation form of organization.
You are coming now with the basic program concept. When Con
gress approves your budget it approves the concept.
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Mr. Hitch. This will be a problem mainly for the Congress. Of
course, we will be submitting our programs to the Armed Services
Committees as well. We have to obtain from the Armed Services
Committees authorization for appropriations for procurement of mis
siles, aircraft, and naval vessels, and for military construction that
are required by the programs. This means that we will have to justify
those things in terms of the total programs.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits, if I could interrupt right there,
I think the question you have raised is a very important one. When
you put the entire program of national security together as it must
be sooner or later, in a package which will go beyond the Department
of Defense and get into the other Departments—that is

, if we are deal
ing in terms of long-range requirements, then it seems to me there
may develop the need on the Hill for, shall we say, a committee on
national security requirements.
Now, I would like to say that in connection with what Mr. Hitch

is doing, within the Department of Defense there will be no problem
in the Armed Services Committee because we deal with all three serv
ices.

With the establishment of the Department of Defense, the old sepa
rate committees, of course, were abolished : The military affairs and
naval affairs were made into the one committee.
There is no problem here. There will be a problem, I think, in the
House Appropriations Committee where they divide their subcom
mittees up, I believe, and deal with Army, Navy, and Air Force sepa
rately.
Mr. Hitch. No, sir; now there is a Defense Subcommittee which
deals with all of them.
Senator Jackson. They are sitting as one panel ?

Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir. There is no problem.
Senator Javits. What I had in mind, Mr. Chairman, is that if we
are going to be saying something about this matter, as well as rais
ing the problems which are inherent in this new approach of the
Department, we should also revise the organizational structure of the
Congress to deal with them.
Senator Jackson. I agree with you completely. When the admin
istration presents the kind of package up here that will not fit our
committee system, then I think we will move in response. It usually

is initiated from the Executive side, or at least, it has been in the past,
and we will be forced to do something about our committee structure.
Mr. Tufts?
Mr. Tufts. Mr. Hitch, I have read your testimony and listened to

it this morning. It strikes me that agreat many features of this proc
ess closely resemble past practices. The services will prepare the indi
vidual budgets for the individual program elements more or less as
in the past

I do see a new thing in the removal of the budget ceiling or guide
line in the earliest part of the process, but I wonder if I could ask

a very simple, probably a very difficult question :

How do you basically view the changes that you are making in the
defense budget? Are they primarily extensions of , or refinements of,,
past practices, or is it really something quite different ? If it is quite
different, could you indicate what you think this difference really is V

Mr. Hitch. There are two essential differences it seems to me. One
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is that the costs are assembled by programs instead of only by ac
tivities and organizational units in appropriation accounts. This
has never been done systematically in the past.
The other is that the costs are assembled by programs 5 or 6 years
in advance instead of only 1 year in advance.
These, I would say, are the two fundamental differences. There
are some other differences, too. For example, the review of these pro
grams will be by mission packages rather than by services.
I think this last is a fairly fundamental change, but the two most
important are that we are assembling our costs by programs, and
that we are doing it over a 5-year period.
Mr. Tufts. Are you saying in effect then that the Defense budget
in the past has not really told us what we axe getting for our monej'
in terms of strategic deterrence and continental defense and so on?
Mr. Hitch. No, sir ; you could not break it down in that way with
any degree of accuracy.
Mr. Tufts. You could not?
Mr. Hitch. You could not.
Mr. Tufts. In that case, if that is really so, I am genuinely puzzled
about it. We have had some pretty able Secretaries of Defense in
the past and how did they make their decisions ? Did they simply
not have this kind of information ?
Mr. Hitch. One never has as good information or as complete in
formation as one wants in making decisions.
I think in some cases the answer is "Yes," they just did not have
the information they ought to have had, in the form in which they
really needed it.
Another part of the answer is that whenever a major decision was
pending there would be an ad hoc effort to pull together the informa
tion on a relevant basis for that particular decision.
In my opinion, this is not a very satisfactory way of doing it. It is
always difficult to pull this information together at the last moment
when your information system is not designed to give that kind of
information. Further, it is very difficult to make the information
that you get from one service comparable with the information that
you get from another service. And, there is no cumulative learning
process if you are continuously doing these things on an ad hoc basis
1orparticular decisions.
What we are attempting to do with the program package approach
is to provide this information systematically and comprehensively.
In the past it has been provided, from time to time, on the basis of
special requirements.
Mr. Tufts. A student of the Presidency once remarked that the
real question about a budgetary process is whether a great debate
takes place over the really significant issues.
It seems to me, as I nave listened to you this morning, that the
participants in the debate, at any rate, will be much the same people
who have participated in the past.
I am a little puzzled, then, as to why you think the outcome of the
debate will be different if the same parties are involved, with the
same service loyalties and so on.
Why should the results be much different? I do understand the in
formation part : They will have better information.
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Mr. Hitch. First, they will have better information, and second^
the discussions and decisions will be focused on military missions.
The decisions that have to be made on the program elements associated
with each of these missions will be laid out in relation to each other.
Senator Muskie. May I interrupt at that point ?
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. Are you saying that our experience previously has
been that there has been no focusing of attention on missions as de
fense budgets have been prepared ?
Mr. Hitch. No, sir ; I am not saying that I am saying that a great
many individual but very important program or weapon system de
cisions have been made m the past during the period of budgetary
review, and that budgetary review has not been focused on missions.
Certainly many of the specific problems associated with a mission
have been looked, at in the past and decisions have been made on a
mission basis in the past.
But many of the decisions, as a practical matter, many of the pro
gram decisions affecting missions, have been made during this annual
hectic budgetary review. That review has not been mission focused.
Senator Muskie. But at some point in the budget process before,
at least a beginning was made at focusing our whole defense effort on
the mission concept?
Mr. Hitch. The budget is arranged by "Military personnel," "Op
eration and maintenance," "Procurement," "Eesearch and develop
ment," and so on.
Senator Muskie. There might be a question as to whether or not
the missions are the proper ones, the ones that are necessary in order
to develop an effective military posture, but it seems inconceivable to
me that the full defense budget is not geared to the mission concept.
And if it were, then I am puzzled as to where the difference is.
Now, is it a matter of procedure ? Is it a matter of the organization
of the budget process ?
There will be no organizational change you have made clear.
Mr. Hitch. That is correct, we do not anticipate organizational
changes at this time As for the budget process, in the past, it simply
was not focused on the mission concept. It was not organized in
that way.
Senator Muskie. What was the focus—the requirements of the in
dividual services without relationship to each other?
Mr. Hitch. It was focused on the requirements of the individual
services by appropriation title and these titles were things like "Mili
tary personnel," "Operation and maintenance," "Eesearch and de
velopment," "Procurement," and "Military construction." These were
the ways in which the budget was organized, and presented, and
defended.
You could? by making a special study, pull out approximately the
cost implications of some mission or task. But this has not been done
systematically and' the budget and other information systems were
just not geared to provide the information in that form.
Senator Muskie. I can understand the difficulty of pulling out the
mission concept from the old appropriation method, but it seemed
to me inevitable that at least the information went into the budget
on the basis of some mission concept.
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It might be difficult to see it once you had put it in there because
of the complexity and outmoded budget forms you were dealing with,
but it seems to me the material must have been fed into the mission
complex.
Would you say that is not so ?
Mr. Hitch. I would say you have to define very carefully what
you meant before I could answer that question, yes, or no.
It certainly is true that the proposals from the services for pro
curement of a certain type of equipment were made with the accom
plishment of some military mission in mind.
Senator Muskie. I am talking about mission in the same sense
you are in your statement.
Mr. Hitch. But all of the procurement proposals tied to that
mission were not pulled out separately so that they could be looked
at as a whole. Further, they were not pulled out and shown in their
relation to the construction proposals, to the military personnel pro
posals, and to the operations and maintenance proposals that were
all related to the same mission.
Senator Muskie. In your plan you still have an Army budget
presented, a Navy budget, and an Air Force budget.
Am I wrong there?
Mr. Hitch. We are going to present the budget in a number of
ways. We are going to present it by the present appropriation cate
gories, by the old budget titles, each of which is limited to a specific
service. In addition, we will also present it by program package.
Senator Muskie. Cutting across the service lines?
Mr. Hitch. Cutting across the service lines, but by program and
mission.
Senator Jackson. This is sort of by way of introduction to this
approach, is it not?
Mr. Hitch. Yes, it is.
Senator Jackson. Maybe later you will make a move forward to
cut down some of the service identifications in some of the areas.
Mr. Hitch. That is possible. I might say that in presenting the
first set of President Kennedy's amendments, and indeed, the second
set of President Kennedy's amendments, to the fiscal year 1962
budget, we attempted to present the budget in both manners.
The Secretary of Defense appeared before the Appropriations
Committees and presented the amendments in program terms and I
subsequently appeared and translated these program additions into
the appropriation categories.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Tufts?
Mr. Tufts. Would it be a correct implication from your view of
your new approach, Mr. Hitch, to say that you would expect the role
of the Secretary to be somewhat larger in these program decisions in
the future than it has been in the past?
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir; I think the role of the Secretary will be some
what larger in the future. Program decisions will be required in the
future if this system is to work, which have not systematically been
made in the past.
They are decisions of the sort which can only be made by the Secre
tary and, therefore, the role of the Secretary and of the Secretary's
advisers will be greater. There will be, for the first time in the

74285—61 3
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Department a comprehensive set of programs approved by the Secre
tary.
To get such a set of programs we need Secretarial decisions. In the

East,
we have not had such a set of programs and therefore have not

ad the Secretarial decisions.
Mr. Tufts. May I turn to the question of Defense relations with the
Budget Bureau ?
As I understand it, in the past, mainly for reasons of the technical
complexity of the defense budget and the length of time required for
its preparation, representatives of the Bureau have cooperated rather
closely with your Office in the preparation of the defense budget?
Mr. Hitch. That is correct.
Mr. Tufts. Has that been changed in any way ?

Mr. Hitch. No, we expect to continue this joint review with the
Bureau of the Budget.
Mr. Tufts. In your judgment, does this practice, which is con
tinuing, have any bearing on the independence of the Bureau's view,
on its ability to advise the President, to help inform the President
about the factors which he should bear in mind in his review of the
defense budget?
As I understand it, the notion has been that the Bureau should
preserve an arm's length relationship to the departments and agen
cies in the executive branch. One wonders whether there is quite this
arm's length relationship between the Bureau and the Defense because
of the close involvement of the Bureau personnel in the defense
budget preparation.
Does this interfere in any way with the Bureau's responsibility at
present ?

Mr. Hitch. In theory, I suppose it might. I would say from my
limited experience that the BOB seems to be able to maintain an
independent point of view. I expect that ideally it would be better
to have successive budget reviews, first within the Department, then
by the Bureau. However, the amount of business to be done, and
quantity of review that is required, is such that we just do not see
how we can carry out completely separate reviews and fit the budget
cycle into an annual timetable without adding a couple more months
to the year.
Mr. Tufts. Do the Bureau people participate in all of the three
phases of your program : requirement phase, programing phase, and
budget ?

Mr. Hitch. No, sir, I am referring to the budget phase.
Mr. Tufts. They do not participate in the first two.
Mr. Hitch. They are interested and we keep them informed, of
course, but I do not anticipate that they will be regularly involved
in the review during the requirements and program phase.
Mr. Tufts. Insofar as you have succeeded in clearly separating
these phases, the Bureau's participation will be limited to the final
phase, the budgetary phase ?

Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir, it will. Of course, as I have pointed out,
after this year we envisage the requirements and programing phases
as being continuous year-round operations. They will not be con
centrated in any particular month or two of the' year.
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Mr. Tufts. Now, at some point in this process, a budget limit has
to be imposed. In your concept of budget preparation, where is the
budget limit introduced, at what point and by whom?
Mr. Hitch. I do not think you have to impose a dollar ceiling at
the service level. Certainly at some point the Secretary of Defense
and the President and the Director of the Bureau of the Budget have
to decide what the limit is for the Department of Defense as a whole.
As I see it, this is something that can be narrowed progressively
as we go through this procedure. You can begin with some idea
about the likely limit for the Defense Department as a whole in Junej
say. As you look over the program and decide what the utility g~
new programs will be, you can get a better fix on the best size of the
budget as you proceed. By the time of the budget review proper,
you will have a very definite idea as to the budget implications of
the programs that you have approved. But I think it is a question
of getting a better fix on overall requirements as you move ahead.
You can do this if you know approximately how much benefit you
could derive from new programs that are proposed.
Senator Muskie. Are you not, in effect, going to have two budgets
under this proposal, the traditional one that is broken down accord
ing to three services and then this new one which in some way the
committees of Congress are going to have to relate to each other?
Mr. Hitch. It will be one budget, sir. There will be two ways in
which you can look at it

,

but we will reconcile them.
Senator Muskie. Who is going to be the program package com
mander? Each of these missions is going to have its own budget.
Who is going to be the commander of that budget package ?
Mr. Hitch. I do not know that each package will have a com
mander. The Secretary will be the Secretary for each program pack
age as a whole.
Senator Muskie. You will have a general but no troops.
Senator Jackson. There will be a lot of troops there. I have never
been to a hearing yet that they did not have troops.
Mr. Tufts. I suppose it is rather early to tell because you are only
part way down in your list of submissions of the packages, but how
is this working? Are the departments submitting new proposals for
forces greatly in excess of what can be provided without a substantial
increase in the budget ?

Mr. Hitch. I think it is safe to predict that they will, yes, sir,
and the evidence so far bears this out.
Mr. Tufts. Then the process from here on out is to trim this down ?

Mr. Hitch. Not exclusively. That is an important and arduous
part of the job. But the real task is to insure that each program pack
age provides the greatest overall capability for the resources expended.
It may be when you trim some things down that you have to put
something in for balance, for example.
Mr. Tufts. At what point in this paring down process to get to thb
eventual budget limit for Defense as a whole do you expect the Depart
ment to seek advice from outside the Department, from the National
Security Council or from the President or Budget Bureau ? How far
does this go in the Department of Defense before you seek outside
guidance ?

Mr. Hitch. I think this is a question that we had better leave for the
Secretary to answer in the hearing next month. I know he has ideas
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about this but I think it would be more appropriate for him to address
himself to it.
Mr. Tufts. I was struck by the statement in your testimony that
each Department and the Joint Chiefs of Staff as a corporate group is
receiving copies of all the materials submitted by each Department.
Now, is each Department and the Joint Chiefs as a corporate body
commenting on each proposal ?
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir, each will be given ample opportunity to com
ment and explain their judgment on the overall package.
Mr. Tufts. In other words, Navy will comment on SAC and the
Air Force on POLAKIS and so on ?
Mr. Hitch. They will be given every opportunity to do so and I
think this is entirely proper. I think each of the services ought to
comment on the program as a whole.
It is certainly of interest to the Army, for example, how much we
devote to strategic offensive forces even though they may have no ele
ment in the strategic offensive package.
Senator Jackson. Has this approach been followed in the past, do
you know, where each could comment and information was supplied
so that they could comment?
Mr. Hitch. I really cannot answer that question very authorita
tively. Perhaps you could get a better answer from Mr. McNeil
tomorrow.
Senator Jackson. What I gather you are trying to do is to take this
budget document I have here—and, incidentally, although this is the
whole budget, and Defense is over a half of the total, Defense is only
one-eighth of the pages in here. It seems to me that you are really
trying to take this document and make it possible for our military and
civilian leaders to understand what is available to them in working out
a long-range plan for national security.
Mr. Hitch. That is a good way to summarize it

,

Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. I want to commend you, Mr. Hitch, on what you
are trying to do because those of us who have looked at budgets in
general find them complicated.

I think when you get into the Defense budget it is even more com
plicated because in the committees we have been getting these pro
grams in pieces.
What you are trying to do is to make it possible to put these pieces
together in different shapes and forms tomeet the requirements of your
country as determined by the President of the United States in the
last analysis ?

Mr. Hitch. That is a very good way of stating it.
Senator Jackson. I certainly feel that what you are trying to do

is a most important undertaking. I know there is no simple solution
to this problem.
This may be a premature question. I suppose you may not know
the answer right now. But what is the reaction of the services to
this approach so far?
Mr. Hitch. I find that a very difficult question to answer at this
time.
Senator Jackson. Could you answer it better when they know how
much money they will get?
Mr. Hitch. I expect that I will have a better fix on it when some
of the decisions are made under the system.
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I must say, though, that I have had the fullest cooperation from
the services. I have no complaint whatever on that score. We
have been working very closely with them in connection with both
the longer range programing procedures and with all of these reviews
that we have had to make, that is

,

the reviews and rereviews of the
fiscal year 1962 budget. We have had nothing but full cooperation
from the services.
Senator Jackson. I have one last question. I have always been
concerned about the amount of time consumed in preparing budgets.
In other words, responsible officers who have enormous responsibili
ties are often tied up, working in effect on three budgets at one time.
Do you hope to be able to at least cut down on some of the time-con
suming tasks and to make it possible not only from the standpoint of
saving manpower but to make the budgets more current?
Mr. Hitch. Yes, sir, this we do hope to do.
Senator Jackson. You agree that at least there should be a better
solution ?

Mr. Hitch. Yes, as I said in my statement we have the hope that
once we get this programing procedure rolling we will be able to
pull together rather quickly in the fall of the year the financial budget
for the next fiscal year.
Senator Jackson. And cut down the long leadtime ?
Mr. Hitch. And cut down the long leadtime.
Senator Jackson. We find in the Congress, Mr. Hitch, that we
spend hours and hours authorizing and appropriating funds. It is

a time-consuming job.

I know from my own personal experience that after we have taken
detailed testimony and have gone into a matter very carefully, we
have been advised that these programs are urgent, only to find by the
time the process is complete that some programs have already been
canceled. Not that our time alone is important but it is important
for all those who participate. I mean we have the top officers up here.
It seems to me if you can achieve your objective of keeping the re
quirements quite current, that you will save a lot in the way of our
country's resources, both material and human.
Mr. Hitch. I think we can cut down on leadtime by keeping the
programs current.
Senator Jackson. This is not to say that there are not going to be
changes.
Mr. Hitch. No, sir, there will be changes.
Senator Jackson. There will be changes continuously. Research
and development programs will always play hob with the best-laid
plans, will they not?
Mr. Hitch. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie, do you have any further ques
tions ?

Senator Muskie. No further questions. I want to say I appreciate
the opportunity to participate in this hearing. I want to compliment
the Department of Defense and the administration upon this attempt
to find a more effective way to make important decisions that involve
the development of our defense posture.
Mr. Hitch. Thank you.
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Senator Jackson. We are very happy to have the minority counsel
Mr. Kreger, here, this morning. He has deferred any questions at
this hearing for another occasion.
On behalf of the committee, Secretary Hitch, we want to express
again our appreciation for your coming here and the helpful testi
mony you have given us today.
Mr. Hitch. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Whereupon, at 12 :25 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Tuesday, July 25, 1961.)

Attachment A

Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D.C., May 13, 1961.

Memorandum for—
The Assistant Secretary of the Army ( FM ) .
The Assistant Secretary of the Navy (FM) .
The Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (FM).
Attached is the first in a series of instructions providing guidance to the
military Departments for the development and submission of program packages
to my office during the programing phase of the fiscal year 1963 budgetary
process. This initial set contains general instructions applying to all Depart
ments, along with the list of program elements and packages and the time
schedule for submitting the various program packages.
Additional instructions will be provided in the near future. These will be
special instructions applicable to the individual Departments including specific
formats for submission purposes. Certain initial alternative program element
configurations of particular interest to the Secretary of Defense will also be
set forth.
I fully realize the magnitude of the task over the next few months but am
confident that the immediate objectives of the programing office can be met
through the concerted efforts of all concerned. In every way possible, personnel
of the programing office will work with departmental personnel to assist in
preparing for development of the program elements and packages to be sub
mitted.

Charles J. Hitch.

Instruction Number I. General Instructions

The fiscal year 1963 budgetary process will be divided into three major phases :
a requirements phase (May and June 1961), a programing phase (July and
August 1961 ) , and a budgetary phase thereafter. During the requirements and
programing phases, the Secretary of Defense, with his military advisers and his
staff, will examine a range of alternative programs and make decisions that will
form the basis for guidance to the services on the preparation of the fiscal year
1963 budget. During the programing phase, attention will be focused on choice
from among alternative programs to achieve the national security objectives out
lined in the basic national security policy paper. For this purpose, cost and
effectiveness comparisons will be made, for the most part using statistical cost
estimates and factors rather than the more detailed information supporting the
final budget submission.
The purpose of this memorandum is to provide guidance regarding the submis
sion of program element packages to OSD during the period July 1-August 31,
1961.

PROGRAM ELEMENTS AND PROGRAM PACKAGE8

The program element will be the basic unit of submission. A program element
is an integrated activity—a combination of equipment, men. facilities, and sup
plies—whose effectiveness can, in some way, be related to national security policy
objectives. For purposes of summarization, the program elements have been
combined into a number of program packages. The program packages are com
pilations of related program elements. For example, the "Central War Offensive
Forces" category is a program package. The B-52, ATLAS, and FBM submarine
(POLARIS) weapon systems are examples of program elements within the
Central War Offense Forces program package.
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A listing of program packages and their program element content is contained
in appendix I ( attachment B ) .
The departments will submit program packages to the OASD (Comptroller) in
accordance with the schedule outlined. Twenty copies of each program element
and package will be submitted on standard 8- by 10}<2-inch sheets.

BASIS FOB DEVELOPING THE PROG EA II

Element submissions
The basic OSD-required submission for a program element will be the projected
major military forces contained in the JCS answer to the Secretary of Defense's
project No. 3 (the so-called Wheeler forces). The Departments will be required
to work out the cost implications of these forces on a program element basis
assuming no new major procurement and R. & D. decisions over and above those
already made in the fiscal year 1962 and prior years' budget deliberations, and
assuming that the forces involved would be deployed and operated as currently
envisioned. In this context the phrase, "decisions already made," is defined to
include those definitely implied, though not technically authorized, In fiscal year
1962 and prior years' deliberations. For example, in the fiscal year 1962 process,
several additional POLARIS submarines were authorized for procurement, but
the related missiles were not specifically authorized because of the shorter lead-
time on the missiles. In this case, and others similar to it, the procurement deci
sion for the missiles is an implied one (from that for the submarines) and hence
the cost of the missiles would be included in the "spendout" costing of the Wheeler
forces. Military personnel for fiscal year 1962 are to be considered as a maximum
only and not part of the force structure.
The costing of the Wheeler forces will be done in terms of obligational author
ity and expenditures for fiscal years 1962-64. (Costs cannot be developed for
later time periods, because the Wheeler force structures are projected out only to
fiscal year 1965. ) These costs will be submitted according to the program element
submission schedule referred to above, except that a total for fiscal year 1962,
identified by program element will be submitted to OSD by June 12, 1961. This
June 12 submission may be preliminary in nature, to be refined later as submis
sions are made during the period June-September.
In addition to the spendout costing of the Wheeler forces, the Departments will
be required to make departmental submissions. The basis for these submissions
will be as follows.
The "Basic National Security Policy" (BNSP) paper will be circulated in the
near future. Based on this, and other guidance provided by the Secretary of
Defense, the military Departments will develop force structure projections ( fiscal
year 1961-70), representing departmental proposals for attaining the national
objectives. These force structures will serve as the framework for developing
departmental proposals of program elements to the Office of Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Comptroller), and will provide the context in which the time-phased
resource implications of individual program elements can be estimated. The
Departments are encouraged to submit alternative configurations of program
elements where deemed desirable.
Additionally, during both the requirements phase and the programing phase,
the Secretary of Defense will want to consider alternatives within particular
program elements. For example, the Secretary may want to consider a different
force size, development program, operational concept, etc. Some initial alter
natives will be issued in the immediate future. When the Secretary desires
only alternatives during the requirements or programing phases, they will be
submitted to the Departments to be costed. The appropriate Department will
consider each alternative as a variation to the departmental proposed program
element submission, work out the costs thereof, and, where possible, point out the
possible impact on other program elements.

CONTENT AND FORM OF THE SUBMISSION FOB A FBOORAM ELEMENT

There will be two components to the submission for each program element:
a program element description component, and a cost component.
The program element description component will contain sufficient descriptive
information to provide basis for an understanding of what has been costed in
the cost component of the program element submission. Discussion of the data
desired from the Departments will be contained in the special instructions for
each Department
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The cost component will be submitted in tabular form indicating cost esti
mates by budget appropriation account for each fiscal year. Also, sufficient
detail will be provided so that: (1) cost estimates for a program element may
be approximately segregated, where applicable, into three broad categories—
B. & D., investment, and operating cost; and (2) cost estimates for major equip
ment items (e.g., ships, tanks, aircraft, missiles, etc.) may be identified. Specific
format will be discussed in more detail in the special instructions for each of
the Departments.
The three broad categories referred to above are defined as follows :
Research and development.—All costs associated with developing a new
capability to the point where it is ready for introduction into operational
use. Such costs include not only the equipment (prototypes, test vehicles,
etc.) required in a development program, but also the related facilities,
supply, and personnel costs, where applicable.
Investment. —The one-time or initial outlays required beyond the develop
ment phase to introduce a new capability into operational use (including
initial training, initial stockloads of spares and supplies, etc.).
Operating. —The recurring costs required to maintain and operate the
capability year by year throughout its projected life in operational use.

SUMMARY SUBMISSIONS

In addition to the program element submissions discussed above, the Depart
ments will develop summary program package submissions. The format for
these submissions will be as follows: fiscal years (1962-67) in the column head
ings; program elements in the stub. Summaries will be submitted for: (1) the
OSD basic request (the "spendout costing" of the Wheeler forces) ; and (2)
the departmental proposals.

PROGRAMING/COSTING TIME HORIZON

The time horizon specified for developing the program element packages is as
follows :

Force struc Cost esti
ture,1 fiscal mates, fiscal
year 1961 year 1962

65
70

64
67

' Ycarend position.

COSTING CONCEPTS

Program element costs will be developed in terms of total obligational au
thority and expenditures. All costs will be presented in terms of 1961 dollars.
Costs for each program element will reflect the total costs that may reasonably
be identified to that program element. The major criterion for this purpose is
as follows: Is a particular item of support cost likely to vary with changes
in the program element under consideration? If so, identify the cost to the
program element. If not, do not identify the cost to the program element.

MOBILIZATION RESERVES

Each service will cost mobilization materiel procurement objectives in sup
port of the projected force structure through fiscal year 1967. War readiness
materiel or specific prepositioned deterrent objectives, not to exceed 90 days,
will be costed to applicable force/weapon system program elements and sepa
rately identified. Peacetime allowances will be treated as part of the war
readiness materiel or prepositioned deterrent. General mobilization reserve
objectives (other than WRM and prepositioned deterrent) will be costed by
major items under the servicewide support program package.

TREATMENT OF MATS AND M8TS

The general rules for treatment of MATS and MSTS are as follows :
(1) "Funded costs" (e.g., cost of new procurement and military personnel
cost) will be included in the MATS and MSTS packages.
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(2) "Tariff costs" will be included in the various departmental program ele
ments using the services of MATS and MSTS. However, a total of MATS and
MSTS tariff charges (separately identified) for each Department will be sub
mitted as a memorandum item when the Departments 'submit their respective
servicewide support program packages.

RESERVE AND NATIONAL GUARD FORCES

All Reserve and National Guard forces will be included in the Reserve and
National Guard forces program packages. However, those forces which are,
in effect, on active status (e.g., interceptor squadrons on alert duty) will be so
identified —both in terms of the forces involved and their approximate costs.

Program package submission, schedule submission
date to OASD

Program package (Comptroller)
I. Central war offensive forces July 3
II. Central war defensive forces Aug. 21
III. General purpose forces Ju!y 31
IV. Sea and airlift forces July 19
V. Reserve and National Guard forces July 10
VI. R & D (including "Space") Aug. 14
VII. Servicewide support Aug. 28
VIII. Classified projects Aug. 31
IX. DOD Aug. 31

Attachment B

Program Package and Program Element List

Revised June 1, 1961

I. Central War Offensive Forces :
Aircraft forces :
B-52 (Including separate identification of GAM's)
B-58
B-i7 and RB-47
KC-135
RC-135
KC-97
B-70

Missile forces, land-based :
ATLAS
TITAN
MINUTEMAN H. & D.
MINUTEMAN Mob.
THOR
JUPITER

Missiles, sea-based :
FBM submarines
REGULUS submarines

Command, control, and communication
Headquarters and command support

II. Central War Defensive Forces :
Air defense interceptors (includes GAR's) :
F-101
F-102
F-104
F-106
F-4-D

Surface-to-air missile forces :
NIKE-AJAX battalions
NIKE-HERCULES battalions
NIKE-ZEUS units
BOMARC
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Surveillance and warning systems :
Ground environment 416-L
BMEWS
DEW line
DEW line extension
A.E.W. & O.
Picket ships
Bomb alarm

Command, control, and communications :
Missile master
Norad COO
Other Conad/Norad (except headquarters)

Headquarters and command support :
Norad
ADO
AAC
USARADCOM
Other

III. General purpose forces:
Army :
Airborne divisions
Armored divisions
Infantry divisions
Mechanized divisions
Infantry brigades
Armored combat commands
Missile commands (air transportable)
Infantry battle groups
Artillery groups (REDSTONE)
Special forces groups
Armored Cavalry regiment
Air defense battalions (HERCULES)
Air defense battalions (HAWK)
Air defense battalions (AW)
Tank battalions
Engineer battalions (combat)
Engineer battalions (construction)
Artillery battalions (CORPORAL)
Artillery battalions (LA CROSSE)
Artillery battalions (HONEST JOHN)
Artillery battalions (LITTLE JOHN)
Artillery battalions (SERGEANT)
Artillery battalions (PERSHING)
Artillery battalions (280-millimeter gun)
Artillery battalions (8-inch howitzer)
Artillery battalions (175-millimeter gun)
Artillery battalions (155-millimeter howitzer)
Artillery battalions (105-millimeter howitzer)
Armored infantry battalions
Tank companies
Aviation companies
Infantry companies
Air defense batteries (AW)
Artillery batteries (105 millimeter howitzer)
Combat supporting elements
Other supporting elements
Command and control

Naval Forces:
Attack carriers, Essex class
Attack carriers, Midway class
Attack carriers, Forrestal class
Attack carriers, Enterprise class
Attack carriers, Forrestal class, missile
Cruisers, CA—heavy cruiser
Cruisers, CAG—heavy cruiser, missile
Cruisers, CLG—light cruiser, missile
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Cruisers, CG(N) —Cruiser, missile, nuclear power
Cruisers, CG, missile
Cruiser, CLG— light cruiser, TYPHON missile
Destroyers, DL frigate
Destroyers, DLG—frigate, missile
Destroyers, DLG(N) —frigate, missile, nuclear power
Destroyers, DD— destroyer, general purpose (other than FRAM
I)
Destroyers, DDQ—destroyer, missile
Destroyers, DDE— escort destroyer
Destroyers, DDR—radar picket destroyer (other than FRAM I)
Destroyers, DD—general purpose (FRAM I)
Destroyers, DDR—radar picket (FRAM I)
Amphibious ships, AGC—amphibious force flagship
Amphibious ships, LPH—assault ship (helicopter) (new)
Amphibious ships, LPD—transport, dock (landing craft, helos)
Amphibious ships, LSD—dock landing ship (landing craft)
Amphibious ships, LST—tank landing ship (heavy material)
Amphibious ships, APSS —transport submarine
Amphibious ships, AEA—attack cargo ship (landing craft and
material)
Amphibious ships, APA—attack transport (landing craft and
troop equipment)
Amphibious ships, APD—attack transport fast (landing craft)
Amphibious ships, LPH—assault ship helicopter (CVS conver
sion)
ASW carriers
Submarines, SS—general purpose
Submarines, SS(N)—general purpose, nuclear power
Submarines, SSG, missile
Submarines, SSG(N) —missile, nuclear power
Patrol ships, DE—general purpose patrol ship
Patrol ships, DER—radar picket patrol ship
Patrol ships, DEG—missile patrol ship
Patrol ships, DEK
Seaplane tenders AV and AVM— large seaplane tenders
Seaplane tenders AV—small seaplane tenders
Mine warfare ships, DM—minelayers
Mine warfare ships, MC—mine countermeasures craft
Mine warfare ships, MSC
Mine warfare ships, MSO
Mine warfare ships, LSD
Underway replenishment ships, AO—oiler
Underway replenishment ships, AOE—fast combat support ship
Underway replenishment ships, AE—ammunition ship
Underway replenishment ships, AKS—general stores issue ship
Underway replenishment ships, AF—combat store ship (refrig
erator)
Underway replenishment ships, AFS—fast combat store ship
Underway replenishment ships, AOR—fast oiler and store ship
Underway replenishment ships, AVS—cargo and aircraft ferry
Major fleet support ships, AD—destroyer tender
Major fleet support ships, AR—repair ship
Major fleet support ships, ARG—engine repair ship (advance
base)
Major fleet support ships, AS—submarine tender
Major fleet support ships, AGB— icebreaker
Major fleet support ships, AVB—aviation advanced base ship
Major fleet support ships, AGMR —communications relay ship
Minor fleet support ships assigned to active fleets
Miscellaneous ships not assigned to active fleets
Auxiliary and special combat suport units
Attack carrier airgroups (by squadron and type aircraft)
Patrol squadrons, land-based (by squadron and type of aircraft)
Patrol squadrons, sea-based (by squadron and type of aircraft)
ASW carrier airgroups (by squadron and type aircraft)
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Fleet combat support squadrons VW (radar aircraft)
Fleet combat support squadrons VQ ( ECM aircraft)
Fleet combat support squadrons —VFP/VAP (photo aircraft)
Fleet tactical support squadrons VR—transport (by type)
Fleet tactical support squadrons HU—helicopter (by type)
Fleet tactical support squadrons, VU—utility (by type)
Command, communications, and command support

Marine division/wing teams :
Divisions
HAWK battalions
Heavy artillery rocket batteries (HONEST JOHN)
Tank battalions
Close support artillery weapons battalions
Wings (by aircraft and squadron)
Fleet Marine Forces (including command, communications, and
command support)

Air Force :
F-100
F-101
F-104
F-105
TFX
B-66
B-57
RF-101
RF-105
RB-66
KB-50
MATADOR
MACE
MRBM
F-102
F-106
Theater command, control, and communications
Theater headquarters and command support

IV. Sealift and airlift :
Troop carrier wings (including theater airlift) :
C-123
C-124
C-130
C-141
Headquarters and command support

Military Air Transport Service:
C-118
C-121
C-124
C-130
C-133
C-135
C-141
Naval personnel assigned to MATS
Headquarters and command support

Military Sea Transportation Service :
Commissioned Naval ships (by type)
Civil service manned ships (by type)
Headquarters and command support

V. Reserve and National Guard Forces :
STRAC and theater reinforcements:
Infantry divisions
Infantry brigades
Combat and combat supporting elements
Other supporting elements
Command and control

Ready Reserve (STRAF) :
Infantry divisions
Armored divisions
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Combat and combat supporting elements
Other supporting elements
Command and control

Ready Reserve mobilization:
Infantry divisions
Armored divisions
Combat and combat supporting elements
Other supporting elements
Command and control

Air defense onsite
Air defense battalions (AJAX)
Air defense battalions (HERCULES)

Headquarters, command, and support
ASW ships :
DD
DE
SS
Patrolcraft

ASW aircraft :
VP squadrons, land-based
VP squadrons, sea-based
VS squadrons, carrier-based
VS squadrons, carrier-based (helicopters)

Mine countermeasure units (MSC)
Attack carrier air units :
VF squadrons — fighter aircraft
VA squadrons —attack aircraft
HU squadrons —utility helicopters

Fleet augmentation (designated individual officers and EM's)
Fleet support activities units :
Advance base command units
Amphibious beach command units
CB units
Harbor defense units
MSTS units
Aviation maintenance units
Ship activities maintenance and repair units
Ships supply department units

Shore Establishment units :
Naval Reserve training not assigned to other elements
Reserve tactical air transport, VR
Reserve combat support aircraft

Marine Corps division/wing team reserves :
Organized Reserve, ground
Organized Reserve, air

i Inactive Reserve, ground
Inactive Reserve, air

Tactical fighter/tactical reconnaissance squadrons (including
tankers) :
F-86
F-100
F-101
KB-50
Other (by A/C type)

Tactical airlift :
Transport
Troop carrier
Air rescue

m
Aero-med transport

Air defense interceptors :
F-89
F-102
Other (by A/C type)

Other Reserve activities :
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V. Reserve and National Guard Forces—Continued
Headquarters and command support (including Headquarters,
CONAC)
National Guard Bureau :
Army contribution
USAF contribution

VI. Research and development : 1
Army :
Basic research
Applied research
Management and support
Ranges
DSAEPG field test facility
Tactical communications
Tactical applications of ADPS
Aerial combat surveillance equipment and system
Ground based combat surveillance equipment and system
Unmanned aerial surveillance system
Light observation helicopter
Aircraft propulsion systems
Operational evaluation V/STOL
Nuclear powerplants
MAULER
PERSHING
Extended range PERSHING
Missile A/B (w/AK)
SHILLELAGH
Assault reconnaissance vehicle
Tank, main battle
Aerial crane
Navigation and air traffic regulations
Other development projects

Naval Forces :
Basic research
Applied research
Management and support
Pacific Missile Range
TYPHON
Naval tactical data system
Vertical takeoff and land/triservice (VTOL)
Mark 46 torpedo
Marine Corps tactical data system (MTDS)
Other engineering developments

Air Force:
Basic research
Applied research
Research support
Development support (STL, MITRE, Rand, etc.— List)
Operational support development
Missile ranges (Atlantic)
X-15 ((sr,3A)
ANP (657A)
Recoverable boosters (656A)
Triservice VTOL (498B)
System studies (699A)
ASG/18-GAR/9
Penetration aids
Development planning studies
R. & D. not otherwise identified (list major efforts by PE number)
Test instrumentation
Headquarters and command support (Office of Aerospace Re
search)

1 Not associated with other program elements.
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Space systems (all services) :
ADVENT
TRANSIT
SAMOS
MIDAS
DISCOVERER
DYNA-SOAR
Communications satellite

ARPA:
Project DEFENDER
Project VELA
Other projects

VII. Servicewide support :
Army :
Recruit (replacement) training
Professional training (including ROTC)
Service academies
Supply operations
Maintenance activities
Single manager operations
Other joint service projects
Port operations
Intelligence
ASA
Mapping and geodesy
Reserve industrial capability
Inactive installations (nonindustrial)
Procurement for mobilization reserves (by major item)Army stock fund
Command and direction (higher headquarters, including DOD-
JCS)
Specialized financial and administrative support
Communications
Installation operations and construction not associated with
other program elements (including family housing)
International activities (not including MAP)
Alaska communications
Medical services

Naval Forces :
Recruit training (including recruiting)
Flight training
Professional training (including ROTC, PG schools)
Technical training
Service academies
Headquarters and command support
Supplymanagement
Supply operations
Navy petroleum reserves
Naval contingencies
Naval intelligence
Reserve Fleet (by categories) (Identify by PE numbers)
Reserve A/C (by class)
Reserve industrial facilities
Inactive installations
Procurement for mobilization reserves (by major item) (identifyby PE number)
Navy stock fund
Marine Corps stock fund
Communications systems
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VII. Servicewide support —Continued :
Naval forces—Continued
Command and direction (higher headquarters, including DOD-
JCS)
Naval district headquarters
Support activities, bases
Family housing
Specialized financial and administrative support
Special Navy and Marine Corps operating activities
Special fleet operations
Hydrographic and oceanographic
Medical
Transients, patients, and prisoners

Air Force :
Recruit training
Technical training
Flying training
Professional training (including ROTC and headquarters AU)
Service academies ( including AFA )
Headquarters and command support
Maintenance activities
Supply activities
Transportation (other than FDT)
Procurement activities
Logistics base support
Headquarters and command support (including AFLC)
Logistic support squadrons
Intelligence
USAFSS
Reserve industrial facilities
Inactive installations
Procurement for mobilization reserves (by major item)
USA!1 aerospace communications complex (Air Com)
Traffic control and landing
Air Force communications centers
Headquarters command control
Command and direction (higher headquarters, including DOD-
JCS)
Base operation/construction and procurement not associated with
other program elements (including family housing)
Weather service
Weather reconnaissance (WB-50, WB-47)
Medical support (nonorganic)
Aeromed Transport (C-131, C-140)
SAM (1254th Air Transport Special Mission Wing)
Air rescue
Mapping and charting

VIII. Classified projects
IX. Department of Defense:

Office of Secretary of Defense :
Retired pay
Operations and maintenance
Emergency fund
OSD miscellaneous

. Defense Atomic Support Agency
Defense Communications Agency
Armed Forces Supply Support Center
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Attachment C

Mat 19, 1961.

Memorandum foe the Assistant Secretary or the Navy (FM)
To supplement the general guidance for the development and submission of pro
gram packages provided by my memorandum of May 13, 1961, a set of detailed
instructions which apply specifically to your Department is attached. The con
tent of these instructions has been reviewed with members of your staff and, in
sofar as possible, reflects their comments and suggestions.

Charles J. Hitch,
Assistant Secretary of Defense.

Instruction No. 2C : Special Instructions to Department of the Navy for
PROGRAM PACKAQE SUBMISSIONS

The following instructions for the Department of the Navy are supplemental
to the general instructions for the development of program packages transmitted
by memorandum of May 13, 1961.
Addenda to the list of program elements may be necessary, by informal agree
ment, during the next few weeks. Required changes will be formalized later.
Program elements should be assigned security classifications consistent with
their contents. Program elements classified higher than secret should be in
cluded in the "Classified Projects" program package. In such cases the original
program element number should be identified.
Force level projections for each of fiscal years 1961-1970, serving as the basis
for costing program elements will be submitted to the programing ofliee 2 weeks
after receipt of the draft Basic National Security Policy paper. Alternate pro
posals may also be presented for separate consideration.
The purpose of the program element description component called for in the
general instruction will be to provide descriptive information, nonfiuancial in
nature, which will provide an understanding of what is being presented. Since
measures of effectiveness vary from one program element to another, no single
format or definition of narrative content can be described. The following sug
gestions, however, are illustrative of the desired program information :
(a) Force structure and deployment commitments.
(&) Missions and tasks of the forces-weapon system-program element.
(c) Description of major systems or equipments and their performance char
acteristics.
(<t) Description of supporting items such as armament, ship and ground sup
port equipment.
(e) Equipment status of the force-weapon system-program element.
(/) Status of supporting projects such as research, evaluation, test, military
construction, special training, etc.
(g) Activity and tempo rates, such as steaming and flying hours, initial
spares factors, logistic support factors, etc.
{h) Measures of effectiveness or capability of program element.
(i) Average or year-end personnel strengths for program elements (officers,
enlisted, civilians, contractor personnel-technicians, etc.).
(/) Maintenance, overhaul, and rework concepts and policies.
(k) Projected delivery schedules of forces or major weapons systems (ships,
aircraft and missiles).
( I) Concepts and assumptions used in developing prepositioned deterrent items
and general mobilization reserves.
As indicated in the general instruction, cost estimates are to be developed by
fiscal years in terms of total obligational authority and expenditures. These
terms are defined as :

74285—61 4
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Total obligational authority.—The total funds programed In each fiscal year
from all sources, Including new obligational authority, transfers, carryover of
prior year funds, and reimbursements which benefit Navy and Marine Corps
programs.
Expenditures. —Payments in each fiscal year for assets acquired or goods
and services received.
As indicated In the general instruction costs of supporting activities such as
training, operation and maintenance should be allocated to program elements If
they are likely to vary significantly with changes in the program element. Some
specific applications of this general rule have been discussed with Navy De
partment representatives and agreements reached on methods of allocating costs
of supporting activities.
It is recognized, however, that additional problems of cost allocation will
require decisions during the process of developing the program package submis
sions. Representatives of the programing office will be available for consultation
on specific questions of cost allocations and revision to the program package list
Program element costs should be submitted in a format similar to attachment
1. The objective of the format is to identify program element costs with fund
ing sources. The subcolumn should therefore indicate appropriate subcost
categories to identify what has been costed. Subtotals should be shown for the
primary cost categories i.e. research and development, initial investment, and
annual operating.
In several instances, program elements listed under the research and develop
ment and servicewide support packages are intended to collect residual costs
which cannot be meaningfully allocated to other program elements. Adequate
details should be kept of costs distributed to several program elements to facili
tate review and possible development of alternative estimates.
Major items such as missiles, tanks, weapons, ASW equipment, etc., La,
Tartar, Bullpup, Hawk, M-60 Tank, Dash, ASROC, SUBROC, torpedoes, etc,
will be listed as subcost categories.
A summary sheet should be prepared, listing by item, mobilization reserve
procurement objectives (quantities and cost) separately costed under the general
purpose forces and servicewide support packages. Available assets (provided
through fiscal year 1962) will also be shown, by item.
Research and development.—Where identifiable, research and development,
test and evaluation, will be related to a program element. For R. & D. items
which contribute to several program elements (e.g. Typhon), indicate such,
without entering costs. The direct cost will be shown as a program element
under "Other R. & D."
Initial investment. —These are the outlays necessary for major improvement,
modernization, or acquisition of new force capabilities. Such costs are generally
those financed under the procurement accounts ; "Shipbuilding and Conversion,"
"Procurement of Aircraft and Missiles," "Other Procurement, Navy," "Marine
Corps Procurement"; and "Military Construction, Navy." Additional inven
tories will be considered as a part of the Initial investment Identifiable costs
of special training required to activate new units will also be Included as initial
investment
For appropriate Marine Corps units (e.g., a ground unit), initial Investment
Includes :
(a) Equipment procured to provide a new unit with its initial issue, includ
ing support and general organizational equipment, and initial spares and a
pro-rata share of additional depot and pipeline inventories which may be gener
ated by the establishment of the new unit
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(b) Equipment to bring an existing unit up to full allowance.
(c) Equipment to reequip an established unit, and which increases unit com
bat capability or effectiveness.
Replacement-in-kind for wear-out or attrition is part of annual operating cost.
To distinguish between replacement equipment and initial investment equipment,
consider all procurement of a new model as initial investment, even though
some fraction of the total procurement may replace wear-out or attrition of
earlier items.
Operation and maintenance. —These are the recurring costs for support of
the operations of the program element. Training costs include direct, indirect
and weapons (ordnance) training. "Direct training costs" are those directly
identifiable to the program element (e.g. ships, personnel). "Indirect training
costs" include general and specialized training which contribute to several
program elements. "Weapons training costs" are those related to ordnance
and ammunition usage for noncombat crew proficiency training. Where re
quired, allocation of training costs will be statistical, as a function of the man
ning level of a program element or weapon system, as appropriate.
The general rule for identifying training costs for allocation is as follows:
If the particular item of training is primarily a function of the total Naval or
Marine Corps structure, it will not be identified with an individual program!
element ; if its exists primarily as a result of the existence of a program ele
ment, identify and allocate it as such. In particular :
(a) Recruit training will not be identified or allocated. It will appear as a
program element under servlcewide support
(6) Flight training. Advanced and combat crew training which can be
identified to program elements will be allocated. The remainder will be shown
under appropriate entries in servlcewide support.
Repair and overhaul costs will include costs for overhauls, reworks, repairs
and upkeep of program elements. "Fuel costs" include all petroleum products
and utilities attributed to a program element Facilities repair costs are those
upkeep and maintenance costs clearly attributable to a program element.
Supply costs will be either direct or indirect. Direct supply costs are identi
fiable with the program element on an Issue basis. Indirect supply costs will
result from statistical measurements and be allocated to program elements.
Military pay, allowances and travel.—These costs will be projected as a
function of military personnel Involved in the program element on a statistical
basis where required.
Coat summaries. —In addition to the program element cost sheets additional
summary data will be required as follows :
(a) For each program element, a summary of cost categories, by fiscal years,
on one page. See attachment 2.
(6) For each program package, a summary of program elements, by fiscal
years. See attachment 3.
(c) For each program package, a summary by appropriation titles by fiscal
years. See attachment 4.
(d) For each program package a summary of cost categories by fiscal years.
See attachment 5.
(e) In addition to program element and package summaries Navy and Marine
Corps will provide acquisitions projections (shopping lists—quantities and cost)
for specific models of weapons systems, I.e. ships, aircraft, missiles, tanks, etc.,
by cost categories. See attachment ft.
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THE BUDGET AND THE POLICY PROCESS

TUESDAY, JTTLY 25, 1961

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room 3302,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson, Muskie, and Mundt.
Also present : Senator Case.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Robert W.
Tufts, chief consultant; Dorothy Fosdick and Brewster C. Denny,
professional staff members, and Roderick F. Kreger, minority
counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will be in order.
This morning our subcommittee goes into its second day of public
hearings on the subject of the budgetary process as a prime executive
instrument for the planning and management of national security
policy.
The subcommittee's study of this problem represents one part of a
broader task. That broader task is to determine how our Govern
ment can best staff and organize itself to meet successfully the chal
lenges of the cold war.
Yesterday we heard significant testimony from Mr. Charles J.
Hitch, Assistant Secretary of Defense, and Comptroller.
This morning we are privileged to have as our witness Mr. Wilfred
J. McNeil president of Grace Line, Inc.
Mr. McNeil has combined a distinguished business career with nota
ble contributions to the National Government. He served as special
assistant to the Secretary of Defense from 1947 to 1949 and as Assist
ant Secretary of Defense and Comptroller of the Defense Department
from 1949 to 1959, under both the Truman and Eisenhower adminis
trations.
Perhaps more than anyone else, Mr. McNeil is entitled to be called
"Mr. Pentagon."
I do not know how you want to take it ; anyhow, it represents the
tremendous effort you have put in the Department of Defense.
Mr. McNeil has served his country in the Navy in both World
Wars. He was one of the very first Reserve officers to be made ad
miral. We feel that he is admirably qualified to discuss the role of
the budgetary process in national security policymaking and
execution.
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I want to say, Mr. McNeil, that we on the committee are partic
ularly grateful to you for the advice and counsel that you have given
us and to the staff. We particularly appreciate the fact that you are
a very busy man these days in your own business. It is most thought
ful of you to take the time and put forth the effort that you have to
make your presentation here today.
We welcome you to the committee and we will be pleased to hear
from you at this time.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILFRED J. McNELL, FORMER ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE AND COMPTROLLER

Mr. McNeil. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I feel
complimented in being asked to appear before your committee. As
to being called Mr. Pentagon, I will accept that because at least you
smiled when you said it.
First, on the subject scheduled for the hearings this morning, let
me say that seldom in the long history of congressional investigations
and studies has any committee approached their task in a more non
partisan, thorough, and studious manner than is evidenced by the
published reports from this committee. These reports, with their
clear-cut comments and conclusions, should be studied by everyone
having a real interest in improving the management of public affairs;
they should be required reading for everyone.
You have expressed concern with the role of the budgetary process
in national security policymaking and execution.
Among other things, you have asked whether the budgetary proc
ess now provides the President, his chief lieutenants, and Congress
with the information needed for wise and prudent program choices.
You have questioned whether the budgetary process and the na
tional security planning and programing are now properly related :
whether the budget is now done on a long enough time scale to permit
effective forward planning, and whether the budget process is now
an effective coordinating and performance-auditing instrument for
the President and his key civilian and military chiefs.
Generally speaking, I think that the committee may find the an
swers to be very much the same as the conclusions it has reached
on other major facets of the organization for national security;
namely, that the budgetary process has served rather well, but that
there can be substantial further improvements in and a tightening
up of the whole process.
We should never allow ourselves the luxury of becoming com
placent or self-satisfied with the progress that is being made.
I think, however, it should be encouraging to find the real improve
ment that has been made in the last 14 years since passage of the
Nat ional Security Act, in national security planning.
The situation today is a far cry from that which existed in 1947.
Then it was surprising to find how little one service knew about the
operational problems and equipment needs of the other.
There are still troublesome differences of opinion, but the fact that
there are now in senior positions hundreds of graduates of the joint
schools with experience serving in the joint commands and on joint
planning boards, has produced, by comparison with 1947, startling
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results in developing a greater understanding of interservice prob
lems, and of all facets of defense requirements.
Fourteen years ago during a planning session a senior Army officer
strongly objected to the maintenance by the Navy of the large reserve
fleet, until it was explained at length, rather unconvincingly perhaps,
that it represented the "mothball" fleet and not a manned force along
the lines of the National Guard.
Similar examples of the then lack of understanding could be at
tributed to the Navy and the Air Force. I do not believe that would
happen today, certainly not to the degree that it did at that time.
Questions such as those mentioned a moment ago seldom can be an
swered by a simple yes or no. For some time proposals for weapons
systems or major programs have been projected for a long time
ahead—and the present budget process does not place a restriction on
the development of such long-term proposals.
After all, or part of, such a proposal is adopted, it may, of course,
be carried out by providing, as necessary, annual increments in each
succeeding budget assuming, of course, that the proposed project con
tinues to have sufficient priority to warrant allocation of resources in
future years.
Usually, considerable information has been available and has been
presented generally in the detail and manner desired by those respon
sible for final recommendations or decisions. A major weakness, how
ever, has been the fact that subsequently it has been impossible to
achieve many of the time schedules and performance requirements
outlined in the initial projections.
Whenever technical problems or manufacturing difficulties create
delays, which frequently happen, the initial cost estimates become in
valid. As a matter of fact, the increased costs resulting from such de
lays, together with the fact that the need for the project itself may
lessen because it has been overtaken by later scientific or engineering
developments, may invalidate the original decision.
This will continue to be true and it will be all the more true the
more we try to press forward with putting into manufacture, devel
opments at their early stage.
All would agree that the better and more understandable the in
formation, the better can be the decision. The problem is not con
fined, however, to the comparison of major weapons systems—it also
must encompass the degree of readiness, desired from such systems,
the level of supply support, et cetera, because they all consume
resources.
The package plan presented to your committee yesterday could be
a worthwhile step. Any step in this direction which will provide those
responsible for making decisions with information that they believe
they need, should be taken.
The plan covers, however, only one facet of the budget process,
and I will touch on this point later in this statement.
While the package plan idea was presented in an excellent man
ner, the substance of the new proposals are very much along the lines
of developments discussed with Budget Director Stans and his staff,
and the staff of the House Appropriations Committee in 1958 and
1959.
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The idea then, as I believe it should be now, is to provide another
way to evaluate major programs and to size up the problem.
In reading some of the material presenting the plan, however, I
would be forced to conclude there is some lack of knowledge of what
has been the general practice for years.
I might add, from the presentation I got the impression that Sec
retaries Lovett, Wilson, McElroy, Gates, and General Bradley, Ad
miral Kadford and General Twining really have not been doing very-
much along these lines. I can assure you that is not true. They
were in this business of looking ahead day in and day out, month in
and month out.
Although I am sure that there are better and more formal ways
to get comparisons of systems than has been true in the past, cer
tainly the ''new look" of 1953 was not decided in a budgetary vacuum,
nor on the basis of a single year.
Certainly the successful B-52 program of some 500 or more air
craft, planned for execution over a number of years, was not under
taken without some knowledge of the long range budgetary con
siderations.
In the late forties and early fifties, the decision was made to limit
shipbuilding because, at that time, the fleet was relatively new and
because there had been but limited technical advances since the war.
This decision was certainly made with the knowledge that in the late
fifties and early sixties a substantial increase in the shipbuilding pro
gram would be required and could be justified as having high priority.
From a budgetary standpoint, I believe that every major program
undertaken in the last decade has been so considered.
Surely there have been errors. Scientists and engineers in many
instances were overly optimistic and they will be again. Manufac
turers in many instances have not always been able to live up to-
their schedules of production, nor will they always do so in the future,
particularly in attempting to produce newly designed weapons.
This does not mean that every effort should not be made to examine
these things carefully, but we should not expect the impossible.
I might add that generally speaking, any errors in decisions as to
weapons or quantities have received plenty of publicity, and I think
that is helpful. An examination will show, however, that the per
centage of "misfires" will probably be less than have occurred in many
successful business institutions in the United States.
I might cite some examples to put in perspective what the U.S.
Government has done compared to some of these outstanding com
panies, proportionately at least. A steel company building a large
steel mill so far up a river as to be impossible to reach it by large
seagoing ore vessels; a chemical company building a new plant for
a new process, finding later that the process was not feasible; an
automobile company expending millions to bring out a new automo
bile, but which when developed missed the market; a shipping line
that embarked into a new area incurring substantial losses on the basis
of projections of the chambers of commerce, and without fully taking
into account what competing forms of transportation might do.
I can speak to the last example because it happened in our company.
Earlier in your hearings it was recognized that the American system
of government provides no good alternative to reliance on the budget
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process as a means of coordinating and reviewing the activities of
the departments and raising periodically for Presidential decision and
review, their effectiveness m actual performance. Certainly the
budget process is an integral part of the management process in any
government department.
The budget problem within the Defense Department is to achieve
the best possible balance among all our requirements. As a practical
matter, this can be done only by bringing together in one place, and
at one time, all the various pieces of the defense program and budget
so that each piece can be judged in terms of the whole.
Obviously, in this process of achieving proper balance within the
defense budget and between the defense function and other functions
of the Government, as well as between revenues and expenditures,
adjustments in the budget requests are unavoidable.
Unfortunately, sometimes these adjustments come at the very last
minute and place a great deal of stress and strain on the budget
machinery.I might add that there is a saying around the Pentagon that while
you try to make every effort to make decisions earlier, there is only
one person in the United States who can force a decision, and that is
the Government Printer.
No matter how precise the planning may have been ; no matter how
determined the management that budget planning would not en
counter a last-minute rush, it is almost certain that something in this
day and age will come along and upset it.
As an example, the press and radio are guessing that based upon
U.S. reaction to the Berlin matter, the President may tonight an
nounce some changes in defense plans not contemplated or decided
upon only amonth or two ago.
From a long-range viewpoint, we must have a total national
strategy in which each element is in proper balance. Resources must
be allocated on the basis and the allocation shifted in line with shifts
in overall strategy.
Fortunately or unfortunately, the allocation cannot be entirely on
a scientific basis. Allocations usually must be a matter of judgment.
While we may see some differences in interpretation of certain aspects
of the total problem from one administration to another, I believe
you will fina general agreement that the threat is multif aceted and
of a long-term nature, and, that the strategy and its implementation
must be geared to the long pull. This, in itself, helps determine the
best approach to a solution and to the effort allocated to defense.
Furthermore, defense requirements cannot be viewed in isolation.
The benefits of additional dollars spent for defense are weighed by
any administration against the benefits of additional dollars spent
for other governmental purposes, and against the additional burden
placed on the taxpayer, or the additional debt which future genera
tions would be required to bear.
It is not simply a matter of figuring requirements and adding up
their costs. The defense program must be judged in context with the
Government program as a whole, and in the light of other desirable
objectives, particularly in the fiscal and economic areas. This is the
crux of the problem of budget planning at the national level.
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So while the Defense Department has a job to do, the amount of
resources to be devoted to all Government functions and their alloca
tion among those functions, is a matter of subjective judgment.
In the final analysis, it is the President, with the assistance of his
chief advisers, who must initially decide what programs and activities
are best for the country. The annual U.S. Government budget consti
tutes his recommendations to the Congress.
The test of the correctness of these judgments is in how well the
needs of the country have been met and how efficiently the Government
managers have used the resources placed at their disposal. Neither of
these tests is subject to any immediate or precise standard or measure
ment.
This is an aspect of budgetary planning which often is not clearly
understood. Many people, even though associated with the defense
program for a long period of time, come to think of military require
ments as finite quantities. This is a misconception. Virtually all mili
tary requirements stem from decisions on major force levels, and deci
sions on the levels of readiness of these forces.
The determination of the forces required for national security and
their level of readiness at any particular time is a complicated and by
no means exact process. Decision as to the course of research and
development and weapons themselves, if rapid advances are to be made
are, in part, a matter of judgment. There is a good deal of room for
honest differences of judgment among equally competent persons.
As mentioned earlier, the package plan, as contemplated, seems to
cover but one phase of the budgetary process, and is but one method of
evaluating its contents. It seems to contemplate a very high degree
of preciseness and ability to perceive successful weapons development
and suitability.
Certainly past experience would indicate that is not true, although
certainly it is all right as a goal to look as far ahead and as precisely
as one can.
But in addition to evaluating the relative merit of different weapons
systems and programs, there are times when those responsible for the
making of decisions want the package grouped in other ways ; for ex
ample, to indicate the portion of effort allocated to offense as compared
to defense of the United States. At times an important element in
making decisions has been a projection of the effort allocated to defense
of the fighting forces themselves in forward areas. Other groupings
which from time to time occupy the attention of responsible officials are
a projection of the effort allocated to various areas of the world — in
Europe, the Mediterranean, the Far East. In the formulation of na
tional policy, there are times when the allocation by areas is considered
just as important as comparison of weapons systems.
Another consideration which may be considered just as important is
the proportion of the defense effort going into research, development,
and testing, compared to the volume of procurement or the amount
of hardware that is actually being procured for use by the fighting
forces.
To summarize my views on this matter, budget decisions cannot be
based upon any single method of approach. Justification and support
for the various programs can be in any form deemed desirable by those
having the responsibility to make decisions.
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The budgetary process is vital, and of particular interest in your
current study, but there are other important facets of financial man
agement of the Defense Department and I would like to mention a
couple of them, if I may.
The full use of the tools which have already been provided by Con
gress in title IV of the National Security Act will, in my opinion, pro
duce more savings, or, saying it another way, more defense for the
resources provided than the value of all the mistakes in judgment
or errors concerning weapons which are made and which will prob
ably continue to be made by the Department of Defense.
Everyone would agree that it is of vital importance that the hun
dred or so major programs of the Department receive every attention.
However, someone has to look at the myriad of minor programs and
transactions which in the aggregate involve huge sums. The prob
lem of the management and control of maintenance and operations,
and the utilization of personnel is the hardest to get at and the most
difficult to solve.
Here organizational and financial arrangements which "make
human nature work for us, rather than against us,"' are most helpful.
A broad area where such arrangements can be applicable is the
greater use of working capital funds to finance the operation of com
mercial- and industrial-type activities in the Department of Defense.
Congress has authorized and urged the establishment of what have
been called stock funds. In effect, there are "merchandising institu
tions" for the management and control of consumable-type inventories.
Under such an arrangement, nothing can be withdrawn from inven
tory without a charge being made against current operating funds
within levels established by Congress and the executive branch. Ex
perience has shown that responsible commanders and managers im
mediately assume greater responsibility for the proper use of ma
terial when accountable in such a manner. "Free issues" of such
material from stock are conducive to carelessness or waste. Account
ing or statistical reports after the fact will never do the job. While
real progress has been made in establishing such merchandising ar
rangements, and in their use, much more can be done.
AlsOj Congress provided in title IV of the National Security Act
authority to organize commercial- or industrial-type activities carried
on in the Department of Defense under conditions similar to that
found in private enterprise. Such activities include shipyards, print
ing plants, aircraft, vehicle overhaul facilities, ordnance plants, et
cetera.
Under such organizational and financing arrangements able man
agers, civilian or military, are given an opportunity to operate and
produce results in almost the same manner as if they were in highly
competitive private commercial and industrial concerns.
Increased cost consciousness is the result, both within the plant and
with the customer who must "pay" when the work is completed, by
accepting a charge to his current appropriation and allotment.
In certain military departments real advantage has been taken of
this excellent legislation, but elsewhere a great deal remains to be
done.
The use of working capital funds in itself greatly facilitates and
simplifies budgeting on the basis of cost of resources consumed, since
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budgeting and accounting for such working capital funds are per
formed on an accrual basis.
This enables the consumers to budget, fund, and account for the cost
of goods and services consumed in the same amounts as their obliga
tions.
Another facet of financial management that can contribute to a
tighter defense operation is a strong, well-rounded audit program,
suited to a decentralized pattern of operations and carried forward
in each service. This should include an independent audit of procure
ment operations in the financial aspects of contracting, as well as in
the verification and review of contract costs.
I would like to make a brief observation on the method of making
appropriations. The principle of making appropriations for the
Department of Defense based on full funding of either complete pro
grams or usable increments of a program is sound and should be
continued. Only in this way will there be either within the Depart
ment or in the Congress an opportunity to grasp and understand the
magnitude of the programs under consideration. Congressional and
departmental control can only he exercised in advance of undertaking
the program and not later at the time the liability is to be liquidated
and a check to be written.
I am emphasizing this point because in the past it has been proposed
and in the future Congress may again be urged to make appropria
tions on the so-called expenditure basis.
Certainly the rate of expenditure is a vital consideration, but real
control must be exercised before a project is undertaken or the obliga
tion is created and not afterward.
I would urge that the Congress be wary of proposals for any change
in this basic principle of making appropriations and I believe the
experience of the Appropriations Committee will support this observa
tion.
At this point I might add that the so-called package plan does not
provide a suitable basis for an appropriation structure. I will repeat,
it is one method of evaluating major weapons systems.
One more thought, your studies emphasize the importance of devel
oping, attracting, and retaining qualified and experienced personnel.
I cannot emphasize it too much, and I would like to say this is
particularly true in the budget field.
Throughout your earlier reports, there seems to be a real effort to
find new and better ways in which to do things. However, these con
clusions have been tempered and made practical by the down-to-earth
approach toward basic organization concepts and clean-cut lines of
authority.
You recognize the all important point usually overlooked in the
quest for perfect solution and that is the organization and procedures
must lie, flexible and geared to the probability of constant change.
As the first Secretary of Defense said—
there is no finality to the stream of history—no black and white decisions. The
stream of history is always flowing and problems between nations never end.

Organizations and procedures must meet such situations. Thank
you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator Jackson. Mr. McNeil, we are grateful to you for a most
thoughtful and a candid presentation of this very important problem.
In your opening statement, you state :
While real progress has been made In establishing such merchandising arrange
ments and in their use, much more can be done.

I wonder if you can elaborate a little bit on that.
Mr. McNeil. Yes. This, incidentally, was not my original idea,
although I attempted to push it during the time I was there. It
started in the Navy first about 1908, 1 believe, as one means of carry
ing a common inventory of consumable type supplies.
The Navy has done a pretty good job with it. I think they can go
further, particularly in the field of aircraft spares and things of that
nature.
The Army started in 1952 and 1953 and have done a very excellent
iOD-
The Air Force has not been as enthused about it. I think it is con
ducive to real economy of operation without stifling or hindering any
operation.
Senator Jackson. What about the Navy ?
Mr. McNeil. The Navy started in 1908 and carried it forward
and did a very excellent job with the idea over four or five decades.
They expanded it somewhat to medical supplies and things of that
nature in the last decade. I think they can still go further in such
areas as aircraft spares.
Senator Jackson. What in your judgment, Mr. McNeil, are the
strengths and weaknesses of the program package approach to the
budget ?
Mr. McNeil. Mr. Chairman, I think, as I tried to point out in the
statement, it is all right as one way to walk around the "elephant"
and to take a look at the other side. It is one way to evaluate the
problem.
I don't think it is the basis for a satisfactory budget structure, that

is
,
a way of making appropriations.

The grouping proposal is one way which might suit the present
management and if it is, it should be used. If one takes a look at
the detail, however, he finds that almost the entire Army, with the
exception of Air Defense, is in one grouping.
Well, you can get that today from the present appropriation struc
ture, without sorting out any programs except air defense missiles.
But I think if this serves a purpose to the present management and
provides a better understanding of what they are doing, I certainly
am in favor of it. But to me, it is just one more way to look at the
problem and it is all right if treated as such.
Senator Jackson. I know you referred to the arrangements you had
with the Appropriations Committee back in 1958 and 1959. Did you

five
substantial consideration to this approach from the standpoint of

udgeting?
Mr. McNeil. Yes, but the grouping would be a little different.
As I said, if this particular grouping suits the present manage
ment, certainly there would be no objection. At that time, the think
ing, and apparent need were a little more along the lines of what
part of the defense effort might be, let us say, devoted to the
Mediterranean.
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I think a great deal of this package program idea must depend
on allocations. That is you have to distribute certain overall or
overhead costs.
As such, it can be a perfectly good system to help evaluate a
program, but not precise enough to be the basis for a budget.
Next, if carried into the budget I believe it would not be conducive
to economy of force. Navy destroyers are a good example of a type
of force. I haven't checked this year but I would assume the num
ber of destroyers in active service is probably around 225. I can
assure you that if you broke that package up, broke that force up
budgetwise, and allocated and assigned both for command, mainte
nance, and budget, separate groups of destroyers to the carrier force,
to a possible convoy force, to an antisubmarine force, and to the
various odd jobs they do, that you will find requirements above 225.
You just cannot do it and get the best utilization.
By budgeting for the maintenance of 225 destroyers and then think
ing flexibly about their use, you will assign them where, as, and if
needed. You will find you don't need quite as many as you would
if you divided them up in neat packages.
1 think budgeting along any other line tends to compartmentalize
the forces.
Senator Jackson. What I gather from what you are saying in
part is that maybe the package approach would be an additional
way to look at requirements, but you would not want to rely on that
approach exclusively. Is that a fair statement ?
Sir. McNeil. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. And the more one can develop different ap
proaches to these troublesome problems, the better off one may be as
long as you do not rely exclusively on any one approach?
Mr. McNeil. That is correct, sir.
I am sure probably it is more a matter of presentation, but the
way the presentation was worded, as I read it last night, it seemed
to indicate that this was the plan.
However, to my mind, it can be only part of the budgetary process.
As I tried to bring out in my statement, the budget of the Depart
ment of Defense is one problem, but it has to fit in the whole picture.
The President has quite a job of fitting in the Defense budget along
with that of Agriculture, State, and allthe other tasks this Govern
ment has to perform.
I want to repeat : I think it is all right, but it is just one part of
the budget problem. I think you would have to think of the Tbudget
as a whole.
Senator Jackson. What would be the organizational implications
of the package approach ?
Mr. McNeil. If carried into the appropriations structure, I think
it would not be good for the Department of Defense.
Again as a method of statistically grouping these programs for
evaluation, OK.
Senator Jackson. My questioning on this point does not necessarily
indicate my point of view, but I am wondering if you use the program
package or functional approach for purposes of budgeting, is this not
apt to lead logically to reorganizing your command structure in a
corresponding way?
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Mr. McNeil. Carried through to the budget, it would affect the com
mand structure sooner or later because sooner or later management or
command channels follow the money.
Senator Jackson. I have a broad, general question, Mr. McNeil.
At the time you left the Pentagon, what do you think were the great
est weaknesses insofar as the Defense budgetary process is concerned,
and the unresolved problems, shall we say ?
As you properly pointed out, these things go on forever, and chal
lenges are always with you, but what stand out in your mind as the
most, serious unresolved problems insofar as the Defense budgetary
process is concerned ?
Mr. McNeil. The question is a difficult one to answer for this reason :
I felt one of the biggest problems ever since the passage of the Na
tional Security Act 14 years ago, has been the problem of getting a bet
ter understanding between the different services, an understanding of
their requirements, their equipment, their needs. I thought it had to
be an evolutionary process and it has been.
During the period between passage of the act and GO days later when
the act took effect, I recall talking to Secretary Forrestal about the
matter. At that time he thought that if you could get substantial
understanding between the services in from 10 to 20 years, it would be
quite a marvelous accomplishment.
I believe that the progress has been even faster than might have been
forecast in 1947. So it is hard to prescribe a solution except just to
press forward constantly through the joint schools, the joint com
mands, the constant pressure to improve the combined planning.
Senator Jackson. In that connection, don't you feel that the joint
schools, the National War College, the Industrial War College, and
all the other schools of a joint nature, have been particularly helpful.
Mr. McNeil. They certainly have. I think they have been excellent
because living together for a year, studying each others problems, has
been conducive to mutual understanding.
In fact, when I was in the Pentagon I always was delighted if I
could have the benefit of the services even for a short time, of the
graduates of any of those schools or people who had served for a time
in a joint command because they have a much broader outlook, have a
much better understanding of the whole problem.
Senator Jackson. I am glad to hear you say that. I have been im
pressed in visits I have made over the years to the National War
College and Industrial War College, and the service colleges that
they have done remarkable jobs in selecting and training top people.I believe they come away from the college with a broader attitude and
they can see a lot more of the problems we face than they could before,
and with more understanding.
Mr. McNeil. I felt strongly enough about it to spend 4 or 5 days
down at Fort McNair this past year and I certainly will do it again
should I be invited, because I think anyone who contributes to that
is performing a real service to the country.
I think that the problem that Mr. Hitch is attempting to get at in
his package plan is something that we can go much further in.
In my remarks today I do not mean to write off as a worthwhile
effort, the improvement and evaluation of programs, improvement
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and method of trying to find out which weapon or system will do the
job best and the cheapest.
But that, again, is an effort that is a continuing one. Certainly the
problem was recognized when the Weapons System Evaluation Group
was established in 1948, when the Institute of Defense Analyses and
its predecessor, was established. Those were all efforts to get at this
same problem.
There will be no quick and easy solution. The more this country
presses toward getting new weapons quickly, the more mistakes we
will make, and that is perfectly all right. I think it is the thing to do.
We cannot expect to start development of ideas and have every one
work out. So we ought to expect that a certain amount of the things
that we do will not work out as originally planned, and if so I would
not be too critical. I would only be critical if, when they are not
jroing right, we haven't the courage to step up and stop it. That is the
real thing that we should have been criticized for when I was there,
and I would think the same way in the future.
Senator Jackson. I have a lot more questions, but I am going to
turn to my colleagues. Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity of listening to your comments on this
very important problem, Mr. McNeil. I think we are all agreed that
it is much easier to say generally what we are trying to do, than it is
to reach agreement as to how it ought to be done.
There are two very broad objectives, I am sure, on which we could
agree. First, particularly in this field of defense, we want to do what
is essential to our country's security but, secondly, we recognize we
must stay within certain practical limits as imposed by limitations on
our resources and by political realities.
In this connection, I would like to ask a few questions about your
evaluation of the importance of budget ceilings. I hesitate to even
use that phrase, because it has developed a political connotation whichI do not give it in asking this question. But since our resources are
limited and since there are practical political limitations on what we
do with them, and since there are other claims upon them, at some
point in the process we have got to set a dollar limit on what we
spend for defense.
The phrase "budget ceiling" has developed a connotation that those
dollar limits are set before we decide what we need to do.
So I would like to get your evaluation of the importance of the
budget ceilings and the point at which the dollar limit has to be
imposed or ought to be imposed.
Mr. McNeil. First, the word "ceiling" used in connection with
budget, to me, is not a nasty word at all. It is one way to get a job
done. It is a method that has been used by cities, States, and the
Federal Government off and on for years, and will in the future.
I would attribute no political significance to the word, although
I know how it is used sometimes, because it was used in recent years
by both President Truman and President Eisenhower as a way to
get something done.
It would be very nice if budgets could bo prepared without a ceil
ing but there are times when it is the best method.
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The adding machine lists of demands are probably going to be
more than can be fitted into the resources available. Budget ceilings
can, of course, be restrictive and they can stifle or prevent the bringing
up of ideas and plans which should be considered.
When a ceiling is used to prevent or which has the result of
preventing ideas or plans from being presented for consideration,I think it is the wrong use of the ceiling idea.
Sometimes, to get around objections of that kind in the Depart
ment of Defense, they have used A, B, and C budget ceilings, three
different levels, in order to get a perspective and then said "Above
that, if you can't get it all in A, B, or C, you state it separately."
The budget ceiling idea or plan is used more or less by everybody
at some stage in the budget process, within a bureau or within a com
mand, even if it were not done in departmental headquarters, as one
way to force, at lower levels, consideration of a myriad of minor
things that in the aggregate total huge sums.
If it accomplishes that purpose, I would say it is worthwhile be
cause no one at the top can ever really control the millions of things
that are going on in a huge department with activities around the
world unless you do it with some kind of money limitation at some
stage of the game.
I want to repeat that if the budget ceiling idea is used, and used
properly, I think it can help a great deal so long as it does not bury
or avoid bringing up for consideration vital things that should be
considered in the interest of defense as a whole.
Now, a ceiling can be established to get that done and done in a
way to carry out long-range policy but it is a controversial point and
there are heated discussions on it on many occasions.
I recall General Marshall outlined in the fall of 1950 his idea of
what the buildup should be at the time of Korea. That was in
December, shortly after the Communists came into North Korea. At
that time, he proposed that there be a rather rapid buildup to a rea
sonable plateau and that the plateau be one which will be carried on
for years so long as there were clouds in the sky and the country
apparently in trouble.
Certainly President Truman subscribed to that viewpoint at the
time.
I think President Eisenhower, as I recall it was April 1953, reaf
firmed that same general policy in a national broadcast after 2 or 3
months of study.
So for a long time, about 11 or 12 years, this country has had what to
me has been a basic and underlying militarj' policy. That is

,

we
would get strong and stay reasonably strong.
Now, that might be achieved at a $40 billion level. I am just using
that figure as an example. Whether it was $38 or $42 billion I would
still say that policy was being carried out.
If, at the same stage of budget ceiling, the President and his advisors
thought that within that figure the general desired level of defense
could be achieved, the establishment of a budget ceiling at $40 billion
would not be capricious. It would be one way to force consideration
of minor elements and to get all the high priority items in that you
could.
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I know of no time in the last 10 years that if a person felt the pro
gram within the first $40 billion was pretty solid and that something
additional ought to be done that you could not get it in.
Senator Jackson. Will the Senator yield on that point.
Last year General Taylor testified before our committee and I quote
this particular paragraph from his statement on page 769. He said
this :
In the absence of agreement by the military chiefs, economic and budgetary
factors have come to play an overriding part in determining military posture.
Each year the services receive rigid budget guidelines which control the growth,
direction, and evolution of the Armed Forces. These guidelines are often set
with little knowledge of their strategic implications.

I emphasize at the outset of his statement he points out "in the ab
sence of agreement by the military chiefs," he says, "economic and
budgetary factors have come to play an overriding part."
If you will forgive me, I thought this was pertinent to the question
that the Senator from Maine has raised. Would you care to comment
on that ?
Mr. McNeil. I think it is pertinent, sir. I would like to answer that
question nicely, but I may have some difficulty.
Senator Jackson. I hope my tone was all right.
Mr. McNeil. The question was very nicely stated. My recollection
is not quite his.
Senator Muskie. I think you have achieved your objective.
Mr. McNeil. I would like to carry it one step further, if I may. sir.
It was very carefully arranged, because of such statements, that
General Taylor would nave the opportunity to present his case not
only within the councils of the Joint Chiefs and in the councils of
the Department of Defense. Also arranged was a schedule of presen
tations or discussions so that he could present anything he chose along
with the Secretary of the Army, to the National Security Council and
to the President.
The President overruled him on several occasions after such differ
ing views had been presented. I wouldn't know what to do about it
because I thought the President was the "boss" at the time.
Senator Muskie. I think you have made your position quite clear
on the question of budget ceilings. I think your statement was a
reasonable one.
I would like to follow that up with two or three specific questions to
nail it down. I take it you do not agree that it would be wise to
impose this kind of budget ceiling; that is

,

to have the Budget Bureau
say to the Department of Defense, "Now, you have X billion dollars
to spend for defense next year. Now, you come back and tell us how
much defense we can buy for that amount ofmoney."
This is the wrong use of the budget ceiling in the light of what 3'ou
said.
Mr. McNeil. The Bureau of the Budget, in some of their memo
randa and initial budget letters, will convey that tone and such letters
read very much along that line. Many times the Department has inter
preted them exactly that way.

I look at it a bit differently, sir, in this way: Back in 1049, 1950,
and 1951, it had been decided that we would increase the level of
defense and carry it on at a rather high plateau looking ahead for
some period of time and to avoid the old system of peaks and valleys.
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The projections of what it migh cost to get this reasonably high
level of defense in the early part of the 1950's, 1952, 1953, and 1954
was in the neighborhood of $35 billion, or a little more.
Therefore, as a result, the Bureau of the Budget the following year
said, "We would like to see what an initial plan for the coming year
looked like at the $35-, $37-, or $38-billion level." I would not con
sider that the Bureau of the Budget was setting that figure.
It was a figure that was more or less agreed upon in the councils
of the Government months before, as a general approach.
Now, the $40-billion initial planning level came along in the late
1950's, after there had probably been price changes of 10 percent, so
that really the initial cedings were based on, let us say, a stable dollar
and were still in the ball park, so far as overall planning was con
cerned.
As I mentioned a minute ago, looking ahead and making plans,
whether initially it was 5 percent more or 5 percent less, does not
mean that the final decision cannot take into account any important
program that cannot be accommodated within the initial planning
or initial target ceiling.
I know of no budget in recent years that came to the Congress
in the precise amount established as the initial budget ceiling.
A couple of times less; several times considerably more.
Senator MrsKiE. I have had some budget experience as Governor
of my State. I found it useful to adopt this procedure in the budget
process :
I asked each department at the beginning of the budget process
each year to provide three pieces of information : First, what would
it cost you to continue services you are now currently performing;
second, if that figure is higher than it is for the current year, why
is it higher; third, what in addition do you think your department
ought to be doing, or what services you think your department ought
to De discontinuing.
The purpose of these questions was, first of all, to accumulate
the information as to what current services would cost the taxpayers,
but, in addition, to stimulate creative thinking relative to new
programs.
Is this kind of question implicit, or should it be implicit, in the
Budget Bureau's approach to the Department of Defense?
Mr. McNeil. In my work with the Department of Defense budget.I construed a ceiling approach, with trying to ascertain what would
you do with a little less, and what you are not doing that should be
added?
I interpret the ceiling approach very much as you described the
way you used it.
Senator Muskie. In other words, the ceiling should not be used
as a means of discouraging creative thinking, or advances into alter
native programs or weapons systems?
Mr. McNeil. I did not interpret it that way, nor do I think did
Mr. Lovett, and he had to operate under ceilings.
I don't think General Marshall did, and he operated under ceilings.
I don't think Mr. Gates considered it in that way.
But I want to add that I think the staff of the Bureau of the
Budget, by the very nature of their operation, does think — as Ger
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trude Stein might have said— that the budget ceiling is a budget
ceiling is a budget ceiling.
It would be perfectly natural for people in that line of work,
and not being exposed hour by hour to operating people, to get that

impression.
But I do believe that the Pentagon, the Army, Navy, Air Force,
and the Marines, are pretty good at this business of presenting
their views. I don't think that any ceiling they really didn't believe
in would not be discussed a bit in private, if not in public.
Senator Muskie. In other words, you would agree that the budget
ceiling ought to be high enough to enable us to do what is essential
for the national security within time limits that are realistic in terms
of the challenge that is being posed?
Mr. McNeil. Yes, I would.
The corollary to that is a budget ceiling can be established at an
approximate level in a knowledgable way.
Senator Muskie. I would like now, if I may, to ask just a few more
questions and then I will suspend in order that my colleagues may ask
questions.
I was concerned yesterday, as Mr. Hitch presented this package
program, I was concerned as to whether or not this kind of program
ing or budget planning —I am not sure you can call it budget plan
ning at this point—as to whether or not it could fit within the present
organizational structure of the Defense Department.
Can you do this kind of mission budgeting or program budgeting
or function budgeting within the limitations imposed by the existence
of three services and their rigid organizational lines?
Mr. McNeil. Personally, I would not like to see the budgeting
done and appropriations made on the basis of the grouping outlined
in the package plan.
However, if the proposal helps the present management to grasp
the problem a little better, I think it is worthwhile. I think it might
be helpful to know that x percent of our effort is groing into the
strategic retaliatory force, now to be called the central war offensive
force. Such an evaluation can be accomplished within the present
organizational structure.
I don't know that that in itself would change the number of B-52's
kept in service, or not, because I think it is agreed that it is a very
essential force that must be maintained and at a very powerful level.
I think continental defense has been a subject where the Senate
was way ahead of the Pentagon in looking ahead and demanding
better planning for continental defense in the last. 4 or 5 years.
I think the Congress has forced the consideration of a little less
enthusiastic use of some types of weapons that probably had out
grown their usefulness.
But if we find that 10 percent of our effort is going to continental
defense, so what? Unless we at the same time find that we are not
doing a decent job and then we might say, "Well, I wonder if we
are not putting a little too much in the offensive strategic force or
some other type of force."
If it will encourage that kind of provocative inquiry, it can be
very helpful, I think.
As I tried to say in my statement, it was important to me—althoughI didn't make the decisions or "run the show'*— to force consideration
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of whether we were getting to the point that we were spending so
much in research, development, test and evaluation that we were not
buying enough "hardware" for the troops. Certainly you ought to
buy something to fight with. You should not neglect research, but
it seemed to me proper and necessary that there be a grouping which
pointed up the issue and forced the senior military and civilian people
of Defense—I am using the word "forced" loosely, perhaps—to con
sider the best distribution of effort between research and hardware.
I think it is a useful exercise. That is why I would not be critical
of anything that would help the people grasp the problem better than
in the past.
Senator Muskte. What you are saying is that this program pack
age approaches a useful way of looking at the budget, but it really
cannot be a new form of budget ; is that correct ?
Mr. McNeil. That is correct.
Senator Muskie. I will suspend for the time being, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Senator Mundt.
Senator Mundt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I was pleased to read in your statement that you emphasized the im
portance of budget planning under the geographic approach. Of
course, we are living in that era right now. Tonight we will undoubt
edly hear a message from the President requesting changes in the
budget based on conditions evolved out of the geographical area.
I wish you would dilate on that part of your statement a little
further. You touched on it in the paper you presented, but it seems
to me in terms of budget handling it also must play a rather impor
tant part.
Mr. McNeil. I think it does play an important part. Again with
out reference to either administration, it is important even for nonde-
fense matters, such as spending abroad or the gold outlook.
It emphasizes, I think, Senator, the importance of looking at this
package from a number of different angles m order to grasp it.
With respect to weapons systems, the relationship between research
and hardware, the effort, if we are going to maintain our position in
the Far East, the 5th Fleet, 7th Fleet, in Korea or Germany,
without an understanding of the resources that go into each effort, I
don't believe the decisions will be as fairly considered, or as well done,
as if there is a reasonable grasp of the problem.
I would like to mention in that connection, if I may, that so often
there is an effort to be too precise and to think that such things can be
worked out to the last dollar.
I have mentioned on several occasions, I think, that the senior peo
ple could probably decide whether the 6th Fleet in the Mediterra
nean was worthwhile if they knew one-sixth of the naval effort was
put in the Mediterranean.
Whether it was precisely 15 percent or 17 percent. It wouldn't af
fect the decision, but an approximation, say, about a sixth, is very im
portant, I think.
I think it is important to know that perhaps $3 billion of our effort
is going to the mutual defense of the continent.
But whether it is exactly $3 billion, or $3.1 billion, or $2.9 billion
Senator, would not affect the important decision to participate at
about the present level in Europe.
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An effort to be too accurate or too precise, can get the real objective
lost in the details.
Senator Mundt. In other words, what I think you are saying is
that in the final analysis this whole business of defense gets down to
the problem of what does it take to protect a given area of the world
likely to be in trouble, whether it is continental defense, or whether it
is one of our far-flung areas of interest.
This is the problem that must be met and it is impossible to predict
with complete accuracy in December of any year what that problem
is going to be in December of the following year.
Mr. McNeil. That is correct, sir. That gets back to one point
that I was touching on in response to another question a little earlier,
and that is

, if we budget by certain weapons system type compart
ments it tends to freeze the use of the forces thus supported.
Senator Mundt. Precisely.
Mr. McNeil. I would far rather support the forces at the approxi
mate level we thought would do the job and then leave flexible the use
of such forces where, as, and if, necessary.
But it is helpful to know in genuine terms at least, what part of
your effort is being used in different ways and in different parts of the
world.
Senator Mttndt. My next question is on this view of the problem
of budgetary ceiling. I speak as one who has never been especially
disturbed by the fact that ceilings are established because it seems
to me in this era of necessarily colossal spending there is no substitute,
no realistic substitute, for establishing some kind of ceiling.
Now, I may have a different concept of what the term ceiling means
than some of the people who write articles about it

,

and indicate that
our defense at times goes to the dogs because it is being held down
artificially by a budgetary ceiling.
In a great many years on the Appropriations Committee, I can
never recall the time when a service has been denied some essential
piece of hardware because the ceiling has been set up sometime down
at the other end of the avenue.
There are lots of ways of penetrating that ceiling. Sometimes the
Defense Establishment can produce a change in the budgetary ceiling.
But if it gets down to the last ditch fight, the advocates of a specific
project—whether it is in research or in the Air Force or in the Navy—
are sitting in front of the Appropriations Committee, they do not lose
all the valor that they are expected to show on the battlefield. If
they are asked, "All right, this is what the budget asked, but as the
man in charge, what do you believe you ought to have?" I have
never noticed any great reticence for them to tell what they think
they ought to have.
The Appropriations Committee very frequently goes over the
budget in order to provide that.
For many years I was in the homebuilding business. Simply be
cause we always had a cost target in building a house, we never left
the roof off it if it cost another thousand dollars.
In your long years, can you think of any time when a fixed ceiling
stopped the Defense Establishment from evolving in the way it should
after it had finally gone through the long processes of budget hear
ings, clear through the final appropriation action and passage of the
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bills by the Congress ? In addition we frequently considered supple
mental requests when there has been some short changing.
Mr. McNeil. Generally speaking, certainly since 1949 or 1950, I
can think of no time that a budget ceiling has prevented the presenta
tion and full discussion of any item that senior people in Defense
thought was really necessary.
Before you came in, Senator, I mentioned that I didn't think that
"ceiling" used in connection with budget, was a particularly nasty
word.
I have often prepared budgets without a ceiling when it could be
done. It is a painful process. It takes a bit longer. You can with
difficulty come out with about the same answers.
I recall in 1950 when I think preparation of the budget without a
ceiling was a perfectly proper way to do it. In fact, I think using
the ceiling approach would have been wrong. That was the first
year just after the Korean hostilities began and it was decided to build
up rather rapidly to a reasonable plateau. There was no long back
ground in the United States, with 150 years of peak and valley expe
rience as to what carrying on a high level of defense year in and year
out for a long period would cost, or what was involved.
I think a very good start was made in listing everything that any
one could think they needed. It was possible then to go through and
whittle it down, knowing full well, however, at that time that if you
overbought certain engines or trucks, it could be balanced out the
following year.
That method was used for a year or two and then sufficient experi
ence had been gained—and this was without regard to which adminis
tration was in office—to know that the approximate plateau that the
Government as a whole desired to have in the form of defense would
cost in the neighborhood of $35 to $40 billion.
Therefore, to do initial planning the following year at that level
seemed to be a good way to do it.
I think it was. The spending for defense is made up of millions
of items all over the world.
Senior people and the President just cannot control, probably said
facetiously, how often they mow the grass on an army or air base, but
in cost items such as the maintenance of establishments, the mainte
nance and operation of equipment, ceilings can do a great deal to
cause people to think carefully early in the game and not plan on
expensive programs that are really not too important, not really vital
to defense.
Senator Mttndt. In other words, the overall ceiling breaks down
to a whole series of little ceilings for special operations?
Mr. McNeil. That is right.
Senator MrrNDT. So that each group that is charged with a ceiling
has to make a determination as to which seven of eight items they
prefer to have.
If there were no ceiling, they would say, "Let us take eight and put
in a ninth." If there were a ceiling they would say, "Let us select
the seven that have priority status."
It seems to me it would serve a function in that area. If you asked
everyone in every phase of Government—especially in Defense —
where the ramifications are so great, only the question, "How much do
you want?" it would be a pretty hard thing to control and it is a pretty
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evening to tell the Director of the Bureau of the Budget the "foolish"
things that were being proposed, we thought it was healthy from
the standpoint of the best interest of the U.S. Government to do it
that way.
I think over the years there has developed, as Senator Mundt just
mentioned, a greater knowledge in the Bureau of the Budget of the
problems of defense, so it has become less and less an uninformed and
strictly a dollar ceiling approach.
Senator Mundt. I think that is correct.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Mundt. We are very pleased
to have with us this morning Senator Case. While the Senator is
not a member of this subcommittee I invited him to attend the
sessions.
Senator Case is a member of the Senate Armed Services Commit
tee and he has been very active in all of these matters relating to
national defense.
We are glad to have you, Senator Case, and you may proceed in
your own way.
Senator Case. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I did ap
preciate the invitation to come, first because I have in my own heart
and soul applauded the work which you and this subcommittee have
been doing in attempting to study the problem of budgeting in rela
tion to the meeting of our total requirements and particularly the
national defense requirements.
I was also prompted to attend this particular session because of
my own personal high respect for the work Mr. McNeil did while he
was Comptroller in the Department of Defense.
I used to deal with military appropriations in the House of Rep
resentatives, and I have some familiarity with the hit or miss methods
that were used at one time and some recognition of the work that was
done by Mr. McNeil when he came in in 1947.
I noted with interest that Mr. Hitch yesterday recounted some of
the reforms that were achieved in the simplification and the consoli
dation of different accounts and said :
For these notable achievements we have to thank my distinguished prede
cessor, Mr. W. J. McNeil, the first Comptroller of the Department of Defense
who is scheduled to testify before this committee.

Then Mr. Hitch said he was the principal architect of these nu
merous reforms. That is a very well deserved tribute and explains
in part my own feeling why I am particularly glad for the invita
tion to be here today.
I want to comment briefly on the general theme that has been dis
cussed here and then I have a specific question to ask.
I share the respect which my colleague, Senator Mundt, has ex
pressed with regard to the value of ceilings.
I have always thought that ceilings forced consideration of pri
orities and essentialities and in that sense they are constructive and
creative.
One of the best statements for a defense budget that I ever heard
made was made by General Marshall when he was Chief of Staff. He
said that the problem that he had to deal with within the Military
Establishment was the problem of "localitis," that every military com
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mander thought that the war was going to be won or lost in his par
ticular theater, and his problem was in deploying his men and his
materials, his equipment and his resources to get them properly de
ployed for the best overall result.
I think that is identical with the problem that Mr. McNeil here
this morning stated when he said the budget problem within the
Defense Department is to achieve the best possible balance among all
our requirements.
It is essentially the military problem of deployment of men, mate
rials, equipment. Applied to dollars, it is the best deployment of our
dollars.
Then I also like what, you said this morning, Mr. McNeil, that
defense requirements themselves cannot be viewed in isolation, that
within the Defense Department the different requests have to be
viewed in relation to the total defense effort.
The defense program must be judged in context with the Govern
ment program as a whole, and in the light of other desirable objec
tives, particularly in the fiscal and economic area.
Now, the question I have relates itself to what you said at the
closing part of your statement where you made an observation on
the method of making appropriations. You said:
The principle of making appropriations for the Department of Defense based
on full funding of either complete programs or usable increments of a program,
is sound and should be continued.

Immediately the Congress is being confronted with the problem
of making an authorization for the foreign aid program, which pro
poses both authorization and appropriation in the same bill, through
the way of borrowing techniques applied to the Treasury or through
the use of the demand authority upon the Treasury which would in
effect draw funds from the Treasury without appropriations for a
long-time program.
Y ou advocate here in your statement, Mr. McNeil, the funding of
a program in its entirety. You said:
The principle of making appropriations for the Department of Defense based
on full funding of either complete programs or useful increments of a program
is sound and should be continued.

The question I should like to ask you is whether or not you could
make any suggestion for dealing with the foreign aid program. Do
you feel that we should fund that in its entirety, or should we pro
vide in some way for annual review so that the progress of the
program and the fiscal position of the country could be taken into
consideration each year ?
Mr. McNeil. With reference first to the method of appropriation

got into the form of bills and hearings, which would go back to a
system of contract authority and of appropriating cash on the basis
of the volume of checks to be written in the forthcoming year.
In other words, if a $100 million ship or other project was to be
started and if $10 million was to be spent in the first year, that was
all that would be appropriated with additional increments each year
until completion the fifth or sixth year.
I think the Department itself, the executive branch, and the Con
gress could better grasp the problem if the full cost of the project

in defense, there have been i iosals, some of which
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is presented and considered and the full appropriation is made, even
though actual spending takes place over a period of time. That is
the system that we are using today.
We have gotten away from the contract authority system of the
Department of Defense, and I think it is one of the healthiest things
that has been accomplished in that particular phase of the appropria
tions process.
But you have been urged, and I am sure you will be urged again,
to go on the basis of appropriating for cash expenditures. It would be
a mistake to do so even though the idea is supported by some of the
accounting fraternity.
That is no way to "run a railroad" or control it. You can't control
a program at the time a check is written. You have to do it before the
project is started. You can only do it by control of obligations al
though that is considered old fashioned.
As to the appropriations for foreign aid, I probably can't speak
with too intimate a knowledge of the economic side of foreign aid,
but we did have a bit to do with the military portion of foreign aid
for a good many years.
I don't see any reason for any unusual authority for foreign aid.I am talking about procedures for the foreign-aid program and not
the amount. I am not familiar with what is in the program at this
time, so I can't venture an opinion whether it is adequate or inade
quate, but the method of appropriation I would think, perhaps being
a bit old fashioned on the subject, should be a direct appropriation
for whatever size program is approved.
Now, I grant that in the military aid program and in the economic
assistance part of the foreign aid program, there may be sizable por
tions in which the United States does not have a firm idea of exactly
what should be done for the period ahead.
If so, I have found that the Congress in the past and the Depart
ment of Defense at least has gotten along pretty well ; has provided
funds that were not tied down too specifically, and changes could be
made in a process called reprograming.
In other words, there was some latitude in the use of funds if condi
tions should change.
Senator Case. That device of reprograming has been used in the
Defense Department?
Mr. McNeil. Yes, so either that device can be used within the frame
work of appropriating on a normal basis, or the provision of a certain
amount of emergency type funds which are not justified or restricted
in their use to any one particular project or area.
Senator Case. It has been customary for each of the military serv
ices to have a little contingency or emergency fund that could be used
for unforeseen problems.
Mr. McNeil. The foreign aid appropriations have contained an
emergency fund also. It has not been justified or restricted to particu
lar projects of particular areas.
It would seem to me a better solution if the emergency fund has been
inadequate to increase the amount but the basic principle of appro
priation should not be changed.
Senator Case. Thank you very much for inviting me here this
morning.
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Again I want to say that personally I appreciate the service that
Mr. McNeil has rendered as Comptroller, during this period of time.
He was one that believed it was not merely important to keep the store,
but also to keep the score.
I do not know how the Government can be run unless there is
someone to keep the score on obligations.
Senator Jackson. I think we can all agree that the country owes
a great debt to Mr. McNeil for his long service to the Government.
He certainly served in a period of ups and downs and under most
trying and difficult circumstances and we are fortunate that he was
able to take time out from his busy schedule in business to come down
here and to give of his time and effort in connection with the study
that we are making.
Mr. McNeil, we nave discussed budget ceilings quite a bit. I wonder
if you would not agree in general that the important consideration
is how one arrives at a budget ceiling. This is the question, the
key factor, I am sure you would agree on that ?
Mr. McNeil. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. In other words, we all have to realize that at
some point you reach a ceiling on the amount that you are going to
spend. As you say, if there is any emergency or any situation that
needs to be specially presented then the door should always be open
for that presentation.
If you allow each component within a service to come up with what
ever they want, you can come to some rather astronomical results
that will distort the whole effort.
Mr. Lovett, in his testimony before our committee, made the fol
lowing statement which I thought was quite helpful; his statement
was in response in this part of the record to the question that we
had put and I will read it to you :
On the budgetary process, should State and Defense (and perhaps other
agencies concerned with national security) participate fully in the initial
establishment of budgetary guidelines for national security programs?

His answer:
I believe they should since a sound budget can only be developed If both State
and Defense— the latter In particular—go painfully through the steps of deter
mining (a) what is necessary (and not merely desirable) for national security;
and (6) whether it is feasible from the point of view of national resources
and production machinery; and (c) whether it is socially or politically accepta
ble to the people.

Then he concludes with this last paragraph in response to the same
question :

An added reason lies in the importance of having the budgetary goal deter
mined from the outset by a great concern for a system of priority of national
need and not having them too greatly Influenced by the officials of the Bureau
of the Budget Itself.

Do you think this is a fair statement ?
Mr. McNeil. I think it is a very fair statement.
Incidentally, he was one ofmy teachers.
Senator Jackson. He has been one of ours, too, in the course of
our study. Mr. Lovett is entitled to be called "Mr. National Security."
I gather what Mr. Lovett feels is that spokesmen for the principal
elements that go into national security should have their say at an
early stage and then the matter should be put to the President for
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decision. It is at this point that the ceiling occurs. As I understand
Mr. Lovett's view, it is that the bureau itself should not too greatly
influence the ultimate substantive decision.
Mr. McNeil. They certainly should not do it in isolation. Some
years ago, I think they did in large part. I think it has been less true
in recent years.
That may be a point you would like to bring up with Mr. Stans be
cause he was a very worthy advocate of his position, but I will have
to say that Mr. Stans did not go off and do it all alone. He expressed
his views in the councils of State, to Defense, before the National Se
curity Council and the President. Sometimes people didn't like the
answers, but the mechanism, I thought, was proper.
Senator Jackson. It seems to me that the vital thing is that we
make sure that the departments which do and should play a role in
national security have their day in court, so to speak, so that the Presi
dent can have presented to him the hard and tough alternatives and
then make the decision. You would agree with that ?
Mr. McNeil. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. When you reach a budget ceiling in that manner,
it is a sensible ceiling. But if ceilings are arbitrarily reached without
proper consideration of the basic elements that go into national se
curity, then we could say that we are getting into the arbitrary and
capricious area.
I am asking this hypothetically and without reference to any par
ticular budgets.
Mr. McNeil. I agree with you. I feel very strongly that is the right
way to do it. I felt strongly enough about it that I didn't have to
urge, all I had to do was bring up the subject, that once we had to come
to a certain conclusion within the Department of Defense, the matter
was presented to the President, that if there were any items that had
been the subject of serious discussion in the Pentagon that had not been
included, that the Secretaries of the Army, Navy, or Air Force and
the Chiefs of Staff or Chief of Naval Operations, should not rely on
others to present their story, but they should come to the Cabinet room
and present their story so as to be sure that it would be presented ade-
quately and not be buried.
I might say, just in reference to a question asked earlier, that at the
time of the statement by General Taylor the arrangement was made
that each Chief would present his story separately to the NSC as to
what he thought had not been included within the plan prepared in
the Department of Defense. I think that was a proper procedure.
I think it should be done regularly.
Senator Jackson. I just have a few more questions.
Earlier I mentioned General Taylor's comment regarding the func
tional budget. You recall he did testify before our subcommittee
last year and among other things he discussed the budgetary process
at some length. The burden of his criticism was, and I quote:
* * * we do not know what kind and how much defense we are buying with
any specific budget.
This kind of budgeting makes it hard to determine what our military posture
will be at any given time in the future.
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My question in this connection is this : On the basis of your experi
ence, do you think that the Secretary of Defense had the information
he needed to make the decisions about the kind and quantities of
forces we needed to achieve our national security goals ?
Mr. McNeil. In general, yes. But there, again, I don't think the
information today is adequate and it will not be completely satisfac-

I think the quality of the information can be improved. By that
I don't mean just money or statistical data. I am talking about the
capability of weapons systems. Can the system that is being proposed
and discussed—because we are always talking about something in the
future—be built? Will it be successful ?
Can it come into service within the time scale that is proposed?
Because if it is not, decisions can be made which are not sound.
So I would say it is a problem we were struggling with for years.
It has been improved; it should be improved still more.
Anything that can be done to improve it should be encouraged.
But the information has been quite good. Not good enough, it
never will be, but it has been quite good.
I mentioned in my statement that whether we believed in restrospect
that the so-called new look was the right thing to do, it certainly
was not done in a vacuum. It was done with the idea that there
would be a certain strategic force that would have the highest priority.
So on down the line, and about what it would take to do it. It has
been carried out pretty well.
Now, the force strengths contemplated in the new look have never
been reached. They have always been above it. In other words,
they were not reduced as rapidly as initially planned because the con
ditions did not turn out to be quite as favorable as might have been
expected.
The B-52 weapons system in 1952, I think, was an excellent deci
sion. That was approved by Mr. Lovett. I mean the decision made
initially. The program was costed to completion. A little trouble
was experienced forecasting when the plan might come into service
and what it would replace—also to validate cost projections.
I recall that instance very clearly because of the strong difference
of opinion of the program's cost. Mr. Lovett got some outside help
from the aircraft industry to help validate some of the things that
my own staff thought might not be correct.
The fact was that when the decision to proceed was made it was
known to be three or four times as costly as the initial proponents
proposed but this did not mean it was not adopted. The Department
still went ahead with the B-52 although I repeat it was known that it
would be far more costly than the initial proposal indicated.
Senator Jackson. But in time you did get a more accurate picture
of the ultimate cost.
Mr. McNeil. Yes ; and it was deemed a necessary item and we went
ahead with pretty full knowledge of what was involved, the number
of people it would take, the number of planes. I think General LeMay
might well recall the 4 days that were spent in going over the target
system and so forth, with Mr. Lovett, and a representative group of
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advisers to determine the general magnitude of forces which were to
be equipped with that kind of weapon.
I don't think that these things have ever been perfect ; they can be
improved, but as I mentioned in an aside from the prepared statement,
Mr. Lovett and the people who followed him as Secretary of Defense,
General Bradley and the people who followed him as chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, have not been completely idle. They have been
working on this problem.
Senator Jackson. What you are saying in connection with General
Taylor's statement is that there is room for improvement in helping the
commanders to get a better picture of what we have and what we are
trying to do.
Mr. McNeil. That statement puzzles me, however. I have heard it
made before. I have argued about it a bit.
Anybody in his position can read the force statement. Certainly
he had information available to him, to the last item in inventory, as to
every conceivable type and size of weapon we had. Hopefully he
knew what the Army had. Certainly it was not too difficult to find
out, in general terms, at least the deployment of the Navy and the
deployment of the Air Force.
There is one qualification in his statement as I read it in Mr. Hitch's
statement of yesterday. In a particular budget, you are supporting
forces not for a particular year. You are supporting a level for a
longer period of time. You are buying new equipment not for the
entire Air Force, Army, or Navy in any one year. You are buying an
inventory or an increment of some larger program.
It seems to me it does not take too much study to get a pretty full
grasp of what is being done. However, if it can be done in a different
way, you can understand it better. I certainly would not be against a
statistical grouping that would do it.
This present package would not do General Taylor much good,
T am afraid, because it puts the whole Army except the antiaircraft
missiles and certain overhead in one group.
Mr. Hitch made it very difficult for me today, I might add. Senator
Case mentioned that he had said some nice words about previous
progress, so I don't like to be critical.
Senator Jackson. To refer again to the so-called functional ap
proach, let us take the development of the POLARIS missile system,
involving the marriage of the POLARIS missile with the nuclear
submarine.
I was interested in this program from the very outset, going back
many, many years. I found that in trying to get the Navy to do
something about it

, I ran headlong into the competition within the
Navy for requirements in connection with their day-to-day opera
tional needs, whether it was antisubmarine warfare or limited war
renuirements ; whatever it was.

I was told that this strategic system would just eat away and erode
their limited funds.
The result was that POLARIS was not pushed hard until sputnik
came along.
What I am leading up to is this : If there had been some different
approach where POLARIS could be evaluated as a part of our stra
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tegic striking force, it seems to me it would have been given greater
consideration because of its obvious capability in this area.
Would you care to comment on that ? I relate this only as a personal
experience and it seemed to me that this is an item that might well
have been budgeted separate and apart from the Navy because they
were looking at it—and I do not blame them for their position, from a
purely Navy point of view—looking at it within the limited resources
made available to them.
I asked Mr. Hitch about that yesterday, too, and I would like to ask
you.
It seems to me there should be some better and broader way of
evaluating such a system.
Mr. McNeil. I am not a weapons expert, but I think you backed a
good horse.
Senator Jackson. Thank you. It was a good horse to start with.
Mr. McNeil. I recall your urging it at the time and I thought it was
right.
A few "political" considerations enter into that situation. I use the
word "political" in a broad sense. The Navy had been criticized for
years for trying to get into the strategic business and there was a little
reluctance to expose themselves directly to what, I would say, would
certainly be recognized as a strategic system.
I think that had just a bit to do with it.
Next, I think that occasionally important programs like that can be
pulled out and handled separately. I had a similar problem with the
Navy earlier. I thought there ought to have been at least a few proto
types of supply ships built for MSTS. However, nobody wanted to
include it in the shipbuilding program for the Navy so we started hav
ing a separate appropriation.
Every once in a while you do run into that type of situation. Some
times it is narrow thinking. But also the POLARIS program was
rather a new venture for the Navy in the sense that it was a complete
package program with a single mission and something rather new to
them.
I had to appear before a Navy board on two or three occasions on
this problem because there was quite a little discussion on how to
organize to develop that system. I think the special organization that
was set up under Admiral Raborn has done a magnificent job.
There are a limited number of programs that I think could be
specially managed like that within tne naval structure. I think it is
healthy organization policy to keep the regular pattern of organiza
tion intact, but, if necessary, to organize a special task force to do a
job of this kind. To select and bring in at one point, 30, 40, or 50
of the most capable people to do a particular important job, I think
is excellent.
As a matter of fact, the Navy does it at sea as a matter of habit.
There is no specific definition for a task force. It is made up specifi
cally for whatever job they have to do. It might include four car
riers, it might have one.
So I think if we, on the whole, maintain pretty much a standard
organization day in and day out, in maintenance and operation and in
procurement, you have a healthy situation. You can always put an
urgent tag on one product, that is going through the factory and
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have it successful. However, if everything carries an urgent tag,
nothing happens.
Senator Jackson. My only concern was the means of identifying
a very worthy project like POLAKIS was not the best at the time.
It happened that the program was developed in the midst of com
peting requirements within the Navy which I do believe had an
effect that was not the most advantageous to the Department of De
fense and our defense posture as a whole.
That is why I raised it. I appreciate having your comments on it.
Mr. McNeil. That is why I think that if this package type of
proposal will help to bring it out, and encourage decisions along the
lines of your remarks a few minutes ago, I think it is worth every bit
of effort it will cost. While I would group the programs differently,
if this grouping suits them, fine.
I still would not budget that way.
Senator Jackson. I certainly commend you, Mr. McNeil, for your
objectivity in these matters. One who has served as long as you have
in the Department of Defense might be expected to have a very rigid
approach to some of these things. I must say it is refreshing to note
the judicial and impartial way in which you have answered the ques
tions and approached this entire problem.
Mr. Tufts?
Mr. TtiFrs. Mr. McNeil, there are two or three points I would
like to touch on.
In his appearance before the subcommittee last year, former
Secretary Lovett spoke of the need for long-range funding of certain
research and development programs. If I may quote him he said:
* * * we need some form of budgeting for certainly half the period of gesta
tion of any new weapon, which used to be in the order of 5, 6, or 7 years—about
5 years to take the low side.
That would mean, say, 2 to 3 years of funding for some approved experimental
research and development purpose.

I wonder whether the reforms that were introduced in the Defense
Department after Mr. Lovett left, while you were still there, move
toward meeting the problem he ref erred to.
Mr. McNeil. Yes, I think they do.
Some years ago there were no continuing type funds in the Depart
ment of Defense except for shipbuilding and construction. At the
present time all research and development funds in the Department
are of the continuing type. All, or at least, 99 percent of the major
procurement funds, are of the continuing type.
Wherever you have continuing type funds available, first, you cut
out the tendency for the June buying rush and can have a more studied
approach to the use of funds, because June 30, the end of a fiscal year,
has no particular significance.
The mechanism is such today that if in the judgment of the Depart
ment or administration or Congress they wished to finance or support
by appropriations a long-range program, all it has to do is specify the
amount or identify it in the committee report or have an understanding
that it is so earmarked, and it is available as long or as far ahead as
you choose to carry it—5 years, if you wish.
Today the funds for an aircraft carrier last—or are continued avail
able—for 6 years. So it sits there available for the purpose.
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In identically the same way, if Defense and Congress chooses to do
it
,
it could be done for research.

The mechanism is available. The principle is established.

I might say Congress really has taken some very forward steps in
the last 10 or 15 years, to finance the defense effort, to put it on a

sounder basis than ever existed before World War II.
Mr. Tufts. I would like to refer to President Eisenhower's last
budget message and read one final paragraph from the message :

The budget process is a means of establishing Government policies, improving
the management of Government operations, and planning and conducting the Gov
ernment's fiscal role in the life of the Nation. Whether that role is increasing,
decreasing, or remaining unchanged, the budget process is perhaps our most sig
nificant device for planning, controlling, and coordinating our programs and poli
cies as well as our finances.

I wonder if you could tell us a little about the use of the defense
budget as a device for controlling and coordinating defense programs
and policies?
Was it, for example, a function of the Comptroller's office to keep
the Secretary and the President informed about the progress of de
fense programs, or lack of progress? Did you make use of the budget
for 'what in business would be called top management control?
Mr. McNeil. Yes. I never was satisfied with the adequacy of the
product. xVnything that my successors can do to improve the ade
quacy, I think, will be very helpful.
There was no particular problem on the money side.
But I never thought we were relating our progress reports from a

scientific angle or engineering viewpoint — -let us say the progress in
the development of new missiles —with the money as well as we might.
Anything anybody can do to help that situation will be taking a

step ahead.
Is that responsive to your question ?

Mr. Tufts. Yes, it is.
Do you think that there is important progress to be made in the
Government, as you have observed it over the years, in the budgetary
device as a controlling and coordinating procedure? I am thinking
now of something more broad than defense.
Mr. McNeil. I do. I have felt strongly about that over the years
because while, as the chairman knows, and as has hinted a little bit
even this morning, there have been times over the last 10 years that in
attempting to carry out some of those ideas you just expressed, there
were some who thought I tended to go a little bit too far.
Am I saying it nicely, sir?
Senator Jackson. Right. I said earlier you were very impartial,
fair, and judicious.
Mr. Mc> Jell. But I urged that within the Department of Defense
the Comptroller function be established, and be established by statute.

I discussed it with the Armed Services Committee at length some
years ago. Mr. Eberstadt, whom I think the chairman knows quite
well, helped very much in presenting the idea to Congress and as a

result it became part of the National Security Act of 1949, with the
hope that it would establish the principle very much along the lines
that you are talking about.
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We started from scratch in 1949 because up to that time the budget
was just merely a device to present appropriations and it was not
considered a part of the management tool of the Secretary or the
management as a whole as it is today.
Mr. Lovett did a great deal to further this principle. He under
stood it very, very well.
Mr. Forrestal understood it very well.
It can be developed much further.
In fact, without their help, without Forrestal's basic thinking, I
don't think some of those things would have been in the National
Security Act today.
I would say more than the surface has been scratched, but they
have a long way to go. They are still in grade school.
Mr. Tufts. Now, I would like to return a little reluctantly to this
question of guidelines and make the point that I think has not been
made.
One of the criticisms that is frequently heard is that important
program decisions have had to be made in the hectic rush of final
budget review. As I understand the approach now being introduced,
it is designed to separate program decisions on the one hand from
budgetary decisions on the other in the sense that program decisions
would be made on a continuing basis throughout the year and that the
problem of preparing the budget would be simply a matter of costing
approved programs when budget time rolls around.
I wondered if you could comment on this approach. Is it possible
to separate program decisions and budget decisions in this limited
sense?
Mr. McNeil. I think it is a worthwhile goal. I don't think it will
be realized. I just don't think it is quite that simple.
Certainly a decision to proceed with an aircraft or a particular
missile does not have to wait until the last minute in December, but
as long as we live in the kind of world we have there are going to
be changes and there will be last-minute decisions. I took the liberty
of mentioning in my opening statement that a month or two ago I
doubt very much if we could have found anyone who would have
said that there had been a firm decision on what the press says will
be presented tonight by the President. I would call that a last-min
ute change.
But to the extent that during the year you can firm up the fact
that we ought to have an 1,800-mile POLAEIS or a 2,500-mile PO-
LAEIS, I think you should try to do it. I thought that such plan
ning had been done for a long time. Finally, however, you put the
package together in December when it comes to Congress.
There was a time when we presented the budget in September, al
most a year before the beginning of the operating year.
This was changed with the help of the Bureau of the Budget. It
was changed back in 1950 with Mr. Webb and Mr. Pace and carried
on through the succeeding years because of the peculiar nature of the
defense budget and because it is recognized it ought to be prepared,
incorporating the. final decisions as late as you can, before the request
is submitted to Congress.
Both the Bureau of the Budget and Defense have worked together
in order to be able to keep open until the last minute in December
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the chance for last-minute revisions deemed necessary. Now all de
cisions are not held until that time.
In previous years—I suppose they will go to Hyannisport now—
we used to go down to Georgia for the final decisions in December.
All decisions were not made then.
Perhaps a half dozen final decisions were involved at the time,
some of them rather large, perhaps, some of them firming up tentative
earlier plans, or just going over the last draft to be sure that what
came to Congress represented the best thinking at the latest date
possible.
The submission to the Bureau of the Budget in December, rather
than the old practice of September, means that 3 or more months'
experience can be put into the message. I would favor making de
cisions early but keeping the budget open as long as you could for
up-to-date revisions.
I hope they will continue to make last-minute revisions but still
make every decision as early as can properly be done.
Mr. Tttts. You have just alluded to the relation between the
Budget Bureau and the Defense Establishment which reminds me
that you have discussed the advantages of close involvement of the
Budget Bureau in the preparation of the defense budget right along.
Do you see any disadvantages in this from the point of view of the
President?
The traditional notion has been that the Bureau should have an
arm's-length relationship with the departments and agencies of the
executive branch. Do you think that the procedures that have devel
oped have interfered in any way with that arm's-length view?
Mr. McNeil. Perhaps I did not make that point as clearly as I
might have a little bit ago.I mentioned it was rather a difficult type of relationship to maintain
and continue, but to emphasize the very point you made, I think there
should be a bit of an arm's-length relationship. I said it in a different
way a minute ago. I said it was difficult to have them working in the
Pentagon, reporting to work at 8 in the morning, but on the way home
stop by and tell the Director of the Bureau of the Budget of the things
going on in the Department of Defense.
We endeavored when I was there—and I am sure they do today to
keep the arm's-length relationship, but still develop an intimate knowl
edge between the two agencies of what was going on.
Now, you have to "work" to keep this relationship. The minute that
the Defense Department attempts to "seduce" the Bureau of the
Budget stuff the idea should be abandoned.
As long as they go back each night to report to the Bureau of the
Budget, Idoubt that that will happen.
Mr. Tufts. I have one last question. What role in your time did
the unified and specified commands have in the budget preparation
and would you see an advantage in strengthening their role in any
way in the preparation of the budget ?
Mr. McNeil. No ; I would not. I think their views are now pretty
well presented, both directly—under the present type of organiza
tion—to the Joint Chiefs and joint staffs, to the Secretary of Defense,
but separately, every one of them has their direct connection or "pipe
line" to a military department, I think their view is pretty well pre
sented.
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I think if you get a unified or specified commander devoting more
time to the details of the budget picture, I doubt if planning for use
of the fighting forces assigned to them would be as good.
It seems to me they should emphasize that part of his job because
those are the resources given to him to utilize. It is not a budget
problem at that juncture.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Kreger ?
Mr. Kreger. I have no questions. I would just like to join in
thanking Mr. McNeil for a most objective and useful statement. They
told me before we started this morning that he had appeared before
90 congressional committees, during 1 session of Congress.
I would certainly say that your statement and appearance here this
morning is testimony to your experience in the past. I appreciate
your frank expressions.
Mr. McNeil. Thank you, sir. I told you in order to reach that
number that I doubled up on you. I counted the morning and after
noon as two appearances, and if I had to go at 10 o'clock to one place
and at 11 o'clock to the other, I counted that as two.
Senator Jackson. You have been away from it for 2 years, but I
must say you have not lost any of your ability to be an able advocate
before a congressional committee.
I just have one last question, Mr. McNeil, before we conclude.
As you know, this committee has been concerned in this part of our
study about how we can obtain better talent in the Government and
get them to stay.
You certainly have been a fine example of the kind of individual
who was willing to stay on in the Federal Government and to carry
a heavy load in both administrations.
I wondered if you have any general comments that you feel jrou
could make that might be helpful in our endeavors to assist in every
way possible to obtain the best possible talent in the broad area of
national security.
Mr. McNeil. I think your question, Mr. Chairman, touches on prob
ably one of the most important aspects of government or defense and
government as a whole because it is people that make this thing work.
There is a tremendous number of able people in government today,
both in uniform and out. Many times the past 2 years I wished I had
been able to have certain talent ordered to duty. It would be a lot
simpler than my present task of trying to lure them away from gov
ernment at apparently noncompetitive salaries. Considering the top
level, however, I think the Government does not have the advantages
of some able people in the country because of the conflict-of-interest
problem.
If in some way we could define, either by legislation or a statement
of principles, a policy in that regard, it would probably do a great-
deal to solve that one important phase of the problem.
Senator Jackson. We are able to get these people here when a hot
war gets underway. You were there, of course, during the Korean
conflict, and we got whatever people we needed into the Government,
did we not ?
But in the long-drawn-out cold war, we run into the archaic conflict-
of-interest statutes that really inflict damage on the security of our
Nation.
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Mr. McNeil. Very much so. I recall Secretary Lovett making
some calls and making some visits to secure able talent for Defense.
In one case, we called: 57 people before we could fill one job and we
thought we only called good prospects, we didn't go out completely
cold to recruit.
Secretary Wilson's confirmation was quite a celebrated case of con
flict of interest. Later I thought it was interesting to see that General
Motors which was No. 2 or No. 3 on the list of those holding defense
contracts when he became Secretary was not even among the first
hundred when he left.
Several people in General Motors, whom I know, were quite critical
and in the future hoped nobody left that company for Government
service because if they wanted to get their fair share of the business,
they had better not have a representative in the Defense Department.
It seems to me in conflict of interest of that type—in his case the
ownership of General Motors stock could have been accepted. Every
body knew he had been there most of his life and certainly would
have some sympathies, but at the same time knew that he would prob
ably have to lean over backward to be sure his former company
would not benefit. You live in a goldfish bowl in one of these Gov
ernment departments. Under such circumstances it would appear
that if he would file a list of securities, et cetera, with the parent com
mittees in the Congress — in this case the Armed Services Commit
tees—not requiring nim to dispose of his securities —I wonder if you
would not have a pretty safe system because I know of no one thatI have served under, Mr. Forrestal, Johnson, Lovett, "Wilson or Mc-
Elroy, or Mr. Gates, that would not lean over backward to be objec
tive. I am sure Mr. McNamara would lean over backward to see
that his former connection did not receive an unwarranted advantage.
As a matter of fact, Mr. Lovett, when Secretary, would not touch
anything in connection with the Lnion Pacific Eailroad, just because
of family relationships even though he held no securities in it.
That is the kind of people that future Presidents are going to select
for these important posts and I think the parent committees of Con
gress would be sufficient watchdogs because the press, the radio today,
and the Federal employees, are not going to let people get by with
much.
Now, I think a great deal can be done by the Government, the
administration, itself, and the executive branch in making Govern
ment jobs more attractive.I am not thinking at this juncture of salaries alone, but there is the
feeling among many employees that they are martyrs if they work
for the Government. They are not—at least I don't think so.
I got a great deal out of it. Certainly I did not make any money,
but I had the satisfaction of working with some very wonderful
people in this country.
I am wondering if we are doing quite as much as we could to con
vince people who are now working or who could be induced to come
that working for Uncle Sam is quite respectable and really a very
decent way to live.
I think the salary levels for certain of the higher grades are too low.
The United States never will pay as much as industry in the very top
grades, nor do I think it should. Nevertheless I think the levels at
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the Assistant Secretary and perhaps the next two or three layers,
are too low.
The Executive and Cabinet members are too low.
I would not object to seeing Senators and Representatives getting
more.
Senator Jackson. I will relay it to my colleagues.
Mr. McNeil,. I think you could do something along that line.
Generally speaking, the Government pays more today for the inter-

Senator Jackson. This is where the bulk of your personnel cost
occurs. Is that not true ?
Mr. McNeil. That is right.
Senator Jackson. I mean raising it in some of the key spots in the
higher echelons would not be as costly, relatively speaking, would it ?
Mr. McNeil. You could not find any better way to spend a limited
amount of money. However, in the middle grades it is different. I
know a dozen people in Washington I would like to employ. They
are in the middle grades, staff people, but they are getting more today
than I can pay them.
I would have to change the whole salary scale of 50 or more very
competent people in our organization if I employed any of them.
So I can't,
But when you get just above those grades it is no trick at all. We

scales are just a little bit above them.
Senator Jackson. In other words, selective salary adjustments
could be a very helpful factor in retaining and obtaining better
people?
Mr. McNeil. It would, indeed. I don't know whether it should be
the Civil Service Commission, probably not; or perhaps the White
House, who should take the lead in selling both present employees and
outsiders on the advantages of working for the Government. And
there are many. In many positions—I repeats—they think they are
martyrs to work for Uncle Sam, and it is not correct, in my opinion.
Senator Jackson. We certainly thank you very much for your
important comments. Again, our thanks to you for helping us with
our study. We are very gratef ul to you.
The next witness is Mr. Maurice Stans, former Director of the
Bureau of the Budget on Monday next, at 10 a.m., to be followed the
following day on Tuesday by Mr. David Bell, the present head of
the Bureau of the Budget.
Thank you.
Mr. McNeil. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. The committee stands in recess until 10 a.m.,
Monday, July 31.
(Thereupon, at 12 :35 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to recon
vene at 10 a.m., Monday, July 31, 1961.)

trouble because our senior salary



THE BUDGET AND THE POLICY PROCESS

MONDAY, JULY 31, 1961

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m. in room 3302,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson and Mundt.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Robert W.
Tufts, chief consultant; Dorothy Fosdick and Brewster C. Denny,
professional staff members ; and Roderick F. Kreger, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
The subcommittee continues today its hearings on the problems of
the budget as a primary executive instrument for the planning and
management of national security policy.
This series represents one part of the subcommittee's broader study.
That broader study is to determine how our Government can best staff
and organize itself for the demanding years of cold war which stretch
ahead.
The budgetary process lies at the very heart of national security
planning and programing. Policies without dollar signs attached
are mere statements of aspiration. It is the budgetary process which
converts them into actual programs.
Last week we took important testimony from Mr. Charles J. Hitch,
Assistant Secretary of Defense and Comptroller, and Mr. Wilfred
J. McNeil, president of the Grace Line, Inc., and former Comptroller
of the Defense Department.
This morning I am delighted to welcome as our witness, Mr.
Maurice. H. Stans, president of Western Bancorporation, Los Angeles.
Mr. Stans needs no introduction to members of this committee.
He served as Director of the Bureau of the Budget in the Eisenhower
administration from 1958 to 1961. He is highly qualified to discuss
the role of the budgetary process in the making and execution of
national security policy.
Mr. Stans, it is a real privilege to welcome you to the committee
this morning and we will De delighted to have your statement.I understand Dr. Ralph Reid, a former Assistant Director of the
Bureau of the Budget, is with you and he may during the course
of the questioning respond to some of the matters that may be asked.
We are delighted to have you too, Dr. Reid.
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STATEMENT OF MAURICE H. STANS, PRESIDENT, WESTERN BAN-
CORPORATION AND FORMER DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF THE
BUDGET, 1958-61; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. RALPH REID, FORMER
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

Mr. Staxs. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I very
much appreciate the invitation to meet with you today and to discuss
some of the problems related to organizing our Government for na
tional security. Certainly this subject is one which is vital to our
future as a nation, and the committee is to be commended for the
serious attention which it has focused on it.
The committee's careful and judicious consideration of the points
of view offered in these hearings can lead to valuable conclusions that
will strengthen the national capacity for survival. This will be true
even if the committee concludes that in many areas past and present
procedures are not susceptible to significant improvement—since the
endorsements of the committee, where appropriate, will strengthen
the confidence of our citizens in the management of our affairs in these
times of stress and tension.
Although the responsibilities of a Director of the Budget are mani
fold, it seems to me that there are two areas which are of particular
interest to this committee: (1) the assistance given to the President
in respect to the Federal budget; and (2) the aid provided to the
President in regard to the organization and management of the Fed
eral Government. Within this compass I thought it might be helpful
if I were to devote some time in these initial remarks to two separate
areas in which in one way or another I carried responsibilities: (1)
the budgetary process; and (2) the organization of the Executive
Office of the President. These two subjects, of course, relate to the
efficiency of the staff assistance available to the President.

THE BUDGET PROCESS

For perspective, I would like to touch first on a few elementary
facts about the budget process :
1. The Bureau of the Budget is a statutory arm of the President.
In budgetary matters it does not operate in a vacuum. It undertakes
to carry out the express or implied policies of the President. It acts
as it believes the President would act if time permitted him to deal
with each particular situation in the light of all the known facts.
2. The annual budget is the President's budget. The decisions
which it reflects are his—not only as to programs and activities but
as to fiscal policy.
In other words, the major budgetary function of the Bureau is to
evaluate priorities and issues for the President and to advise him of
their relationship to his policies. All of the Bureau's activities in
the budget process are directed to the end of preparing a document
which represents the President's concept of national needs and priori
ties. From this the Congress exercises its judgment in making appro
priations.
One even more elementary fact: Budgeting is choosing among
spending alternatives. If there is enough money to meet all demands,
and no choices are necessary, then the plans are no longer a budget
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but a spending list. Actually, there is never enough to go around—
which means that it is necessary to fix the priority of claims on
resources. Priority may be recognized by inclusion of a request
in whole or in part, or by rejection.
It is natural then that there may be dissatisfaction with this process
by those dedicated, determined people in the Government agencies
■who seek more funds than they receive. They sometimes fail to
see that their own budget requests are based on subjective, provincial
points of view. Only the President sees the overall measures of the
Nation's needs and can keep them in proportion. (If I may be per
mitted a less serious note, I think the matter is summed up m a
phrase which I used some time ago and which has since been publicly
referred to as "Stans' Law": 'Effective budgeting is the uniform
distribution of dissatisfaction.")
Thus it is also natural in budgeting for an organization as large
as the Government of the United States that there be misunder
standings. These misunderstandings result in various accusations,
some of which have crept into these hearings: The Bureau of the
Budget is "arbitrary and capricious." It "fixes ceilings." It is
"preoccupied with balancing. It "controls our defense policies";
and so on.
My first and perhaps major point here today is a defense of the
budget process and of the Bureau of the Budget as essential to the
Nation's organization of its activities. If there were not a budget
process basically similar to that which we have there would be fiscal
chaos. If there were not a Bureau of the Budget there would have
to be another agency under another name performing the same
functions.
With all this as background, I come now to the matter of how the
process works and how it can be improved, to the advantage of the
President, of Congress, of the national security and of the taxpaying
public.
In this regard, it has seemed to me that perhaps it would be most
useful if I were to discuss seriatim some of the principal questions
raised about the budget process during the past year—both before
this committee and elsewhere. I am sure there are other questions
to which you would like me to respond and I should, of course, be
happy to do so later.
The question which appears to have been raised most frequently
is whether our national security processes and our budget processes
have been closely enough related. During my term of service as
Director of the Budget, I was quite convinced that they were.
This is not intended to mean that there are no opportunities for
betterment in the mechanics of budget analysis and presentation.
Some notable improvements were made in the last few years, other
changes are now being planned, and as time goes on there will surely
be found many ways of making more clear the significance of budget
proposals. But I do mean that there has beenj I believe, every rea
sonable opportunity for the exposure, communication, advocacy and
evaluation of program ideas advanced by all agencies, including
Defense, and that the President formulated his budgets under these
conditions.

742S5— 01 7
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Perhaps the second most frequently raised question has been
whether the budget process, over the past few years, has permitted the

Over 2 years ago I testified under oath on this question before the
Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed
Services of the Senate. For your own records I should like to repeat
again what I said at that time in response to the question:
Have you fixed a ceiling or formulated a target for the 1961 budget?

My reply was :
Well, I want to answer that carefully because the choice of words is very
important. I have not fixed a ceiling this year and did not fix one last year.
I do think that it is important, in considering a budget of this size, to take
a look at it at various levels. By that. I mean I think the Department of De
fense should determine what kind of defense it can provide for $40 billion.
If this is done and everything is given its proper ranking in priority, then
it can be determined whether or not it provides an adequate program, which
items are next in rank of priority that should be considered, and which items
are marginal or least essential. This does not mean I think that the defense
of the country can unquestionably be satisfied for $40 billion. It means that as
a matter of method I think the Department should start with a figure of that
general magnitude and see what kind of a budget it can prepare at that level,
and what, if anything, is then left out that is still sufficiently important that It
has to be added.
That, in my opinion, is not a ceiling at all and it is not a target either. It Is
a method of procedure that I think is a desirable one to follow. I think all
agencies of the Government should use a similar approach.

In the context of today's hearing, with the committee looking for
constructive ways of improving the budget process, I would like not
only to reiterate this view but to express a related thought. There is
a tendency at budget time for both defense and nondefense agencies
and subordinate units to look at a budget for one year as a "floor" for
the next year, with new programs and other growth entirely additive.
To accept this would be to ignore the responsibility to require the
older items to compete properly with the new in priorities. Every
item in a budget request should be severely tested, and this cannot be
done unless some flotation process is found to bring to the top the
lesser or marginal items of the previous budget. This is why I believe
so strongly that a budget base for one year should start at a point
significantly less in total than the previous year, and that items pro
posed for addition to that base should be evaluated in relative import
ance and need, whether old or new. Only by this means will less im
portant going programs ever be retired or reduced.
This leads to a question, raised in one of this committee's early re
ports, of whether there might be advance preparation of alternate
budgets for major national security programs. The report noted :
Some wish to see one proposed budget at X dollars; another at perhaps 10
percent below this level ; and still another at perhaps 10 percent above. Such
a procedure, they hold, will permit policymakers to see more clearly, and sooner,
what is sacrificed and what is gained at various expenditure levels. Can and
should this be done?

In actuality, in the development of the Defense budget the past
several years, this is substantially what was done. Since we had to
take some common starting point, we selected the total expenditure
figure for the current year and asked the Department of Defense what
the adequacy would be for the next year of a budget which provided

Budget Director to impose ceili; the Department of Defense.
1 ll ? _ A.' 1_ ^ ll
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either the same amount of money, or 10 percent less, or 10 percent
more. The Secretary of Defense used this formula, but with other
percentages.
Pursuing the matter a step further, however, it has also been sug
gested that the budget document itself might well reproduce these
alternative possibilities. I have considerable doubt whether this
would be feasible. The budget must necessarily reflect decision rather
than indecision, and in any event the budget message itself can and
should provide in regard to certain major programs some explanation
of why a particular course of action was selected. It is the responsi
bility of the President to recommend, and it is not conceivable to me
that any purpose would be served by parading anywhere in the
budget some or all of the items that he does not recommend.
Another question which frequently arises is whether or not we
would profit from budgeting for longer periods of time—say for 5
years. Here I believe we should distinguish carefully between plan
ning and budgeting. There is no question but that flamming for years
ahead is desirable. However, budgeting, in the sense of seeking ap
propriations for such periods of time, could create several types of
serious problems.

PRIORITIES

The net effect of a multiyear budget for any period for any pro
gram is to give that program an absolute priority over all other pro
grams which do not enjoy such an automatic availability of funds.
In other words, in the preparation of each year's budget, it would be
necessary to allocate to such a program whatever amount had previ
ously been appropriated in advance, regardless of the requirements
of other programs. Assuming that funds are not unlimited, and since
the controllable portion of the annual budget is relatively small, this
could effectively destroy budgetary management.

LOSS OP CONGRESSIONAL CONTROL

Depending on the year in which it was approved, a 5-year program
budget could deny to one or even two succeeding Congresses any con
trol over that program through the appropriations process.

INFLEXIBILITY

One of the most serious objections to any 5-year budget lies in the
fact that it is almost impossible to project requirements so far ahead,
even if one pays no attention to the priorities of competing programs
or the projected availability of funds. The 5-year projection may
turn out to represent more than is actually required, so that adherence
to the plan would represent a waste of funds. If the projection turns
out to represent less than is required the result is to place completely
undesirable restraints on the program.
A fair question is whether what is really intended in discussions of
multiyear budgets is the provision of some minimum amount for a 3-
or 5-year period, with these amounts augmented each year to meet
presumably new and pressing requirements. In such case, of course,
it is no longer a 3- or 5-year budget.
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None of these objections applies to long-range planning, and that
is certainly to be encouraged. As you know, it is relatively easy for
the Government to start an activity with a small amount of money,
with clear knowledge that subsequent expenditures will be much great
er. Unless the full implications of ongoing programs are projected
well into the future, the aggregate significance of enacted commitments
may not be recognized, and this can have a disastrous effect on future
fiscal management of the Government.
For some years, the Bureau of the Budget has required most of the
agencies to develop 3-year estimates of requirements, and these have
entered to some extent into the President's consideration of new pro-
osals. Without doubt this procedure can be improved and extended,
ut I would express the caution that any public use of future projec
tions should be clearly labeled as tentative and for planning purposes
only, so as not to imply any commitment of future resources.
The committee will undoubtedly be interested in knowing that inJanuary of this year I delivered to the President a 10-year projection
of future Government spending. Although this is a public document,
it does not seem to have received the attention it deserves. As a guide
to future planning, it provides a projection of amounts of spending by
1970 at three levels : one somewhat austere, one which carries on the
trend (and the commitments) of the last decade or so, and one in be
tween these extremes. Further study and work along this line should
be encouraged.

ORGANIZATION

Perhaps the most important question which can be raised with re
spect to organization for national security is to ask what process can
best assure that the total intellectual resources of the Government are
made available to assist the President in making crucial policy deci
sions.
Several points are critical here. First, that in making such policy
decisions the President have available the advice of all those counselors
whose responsibilities bear on the matter at hand ; there is no substi
tute in the making of policy for the participation of those who will be
charged with carrying out that policy. Secondly, and equally import
ant, is the matter of confrontation—of assuring that proponents of
alternative courses of action, or of modifications of proposals—debate
each other before the President; no other procedure will as rapidly
expose the totality of facts bearing on the problem. Thirdly, and also
very important, that communication of policy factors and decisions be
precise ; this means that oral reports of considerations and policy con
clusions will not do, because they are too often incomplete and inac
curate, or become so as they pass through agency networks. Carefully
written and debated policy statements, approved by the President,
are essential to avoid confusion and worse.
Just how a President assures that these concepts are achieved is

,

of
course, a matter for his own determination. Personally, however, I

thought the national security policy process as it has evolved over the
last decade, and as I participated in it, met these requirements well.
A second question which might properly be raised is how the Execu
tive Office of the President might be better organized to meet the
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President's requirements. In this connection I would like very much
to recall to you certain points which President Eisenhower made in
his last budget message.
He wrote :
The duties placed on the President by the Constitution and the statutes demand
the most careful attention to the staffing and organization of the President's
office. While the present organization of the Executive Office of the President
reflects many constructive steps taken over a period of years, much remains to
be done to improve the facilities available to the President. The first require
ment for improvement is for the Congress to give the President greater flexi
bility in organizing his own office to meet his great responsibilities.
Specifically, the Congress should enact legislation authorizing the President
to reorganize the Executive Office of the President, including the authority to
redistribute statutory functions among the units of the Office; to change the
names of units and titles of officers within the Office ; to make changes in the
membership of the statutory bodies In the Office ; and, within the limits of exist
ing laws and available appropriations, to establish new units in the Executive
Office and fix the compensation of officers. Such action would insure that future
Presidents will possess the latitude to design the working structure of the Presi
dential Office as they deem necessary for the effective conduct of their duties
under the Constitution and the laws. Enactment of such legislation would be
a major step forward in strengthening the Office of the President for the critical
tests that will surely continue to face our Nation in the years to come. These
matters are obviously devoid of partisan considerations.
My experience leads me to suggest the establishment of an Office of Executive
Management in the Executive Office of the President in which would be grouped
the staff functions necessary to assist the President in the discharge of his
managerial responsibilities. In an enterprise as large and as diversified as
the executive branch of the Government, there is an imperative need for effective
and imaginative central management to strengthen program planning and evalu
ation, promote efficiency, identify and eliminate waste and duplication, and
coordinate numerous interagency operations within approved policy and statu
tory objectives. The establishment of an Office of Executive Management is
highly desirable to help the President achieve the high standards of effective
management that the Congress and the people rightfully expect.
I have given much personal study to the assistance the President needs In
meeting the multitude of demands placed upon him in conducting and correlating
all aspects of foreign political, economic, social, and military affairs. I have
reached the conclusion that serious attention should be given to providing in
the President's Office an official ranking higher than Cabinet members, possibly
with the title of First Secretary of the Government, to assist the President in
consulting with the departments on the formulation of national security objec
tives, in coordinating international programs, and in representing the President
at meetings with foreign officials above the rank of Foreign Minister and below
the rank of head of state.

I would urge that this legacy of thought by an outgoing President,
after 8 years of experience with the burdens of office, be seriously con
sidered by this committee.

CONCLUSION

Now, in conclusion, I would like to recall one other paragraph from
his fiscal year 1962 budget message, in which President. Eisenhower
said :

The budget process is a means of establishing Government policies, improv
ing the management of Government operations, and planning and conducting
the Government's fiscal role in the life of the Nation. Whether that role is in
creasing, decreasing, or remaining unchanged, the budget process is perhaps
our most significant device for planning, controlling, and coordinating our pro
grams and policies as well as our finances. Thus the President and the Congress
will always need to give attention to the improvement and full utilization of
the budget system.
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As to ways and means for improving the overall budget process, I
would have two suggestions.
First, although the President presents one budget for the entire
Government to the Congress each year, the Congress considers the
budget in a multitude of pieces rather than as a whole. Financing
methods outside the regular appropriation process (so-called back
door spending) are one phase of the problem. The complete separa
tion or the handling of tax legislation from the consideration of ap
propriations and expenditures adds to the total difficulty. There
would be marked gains if the Congress could find a mechanism by
which total receipts, total appropriations, and total expenditures could
be considered in relation to each other.
Secondly, I believe that future Presidents ought to have the au
thority to veto items of appropriation measures without the necessity
of disapproving an entire appropriation bill. Many Presidents have
recommended that this authority be given our Chief Executive and
more than 80 percent of the States have given it to their Governors.
It is a necessary procedure for strengthening fiscal responsibility, and
a proper way by which the President can, m effect, ask the Congress
to reconsider an item. As in the case of other vetoes, the Congress
would have the authority to override an item veto.
I would not be wholly in character if I did not end with one plea.
The protection of the Nation's security requires that we be economi
cally strong as well as militarily strong. We could lose the cold war
as easily by the pursuit of unsound fiscal policies that resulted in im
pairment of our money and our economic strength as we could by
neglect of our military resources. In times of tension such as the
present, the budgetary flexibility we need to meet emergencies can be
provided only if all Americans exercise restraint in their demands for
more nonmilitary domestic spending programs. I hope the com
mittee, in whatever conclusions it reaches, will emphasize this point.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Mr. Stans. I know I speak for the
committee in expressing our appreciation for your coming here today
and putting the time and thought into the presentation you have made.
Mr. Stans, it has been stated, or at least some people have the idea,
that the Bureau of the Budget itself has grown into a big department
that is much different today than was originally conceived ; namely,
when the Budget and Accounting Act was passed in 1921. The idea
was that it would be a personal arm of the President in assisting the
President to work out budgetary matters and improve organization.
Some feel that the Bureau of the Budget has become rather large and
unwieldy and it has sort of become a power unto itself, separate and
apart from the President.
Would you care to comment in general on that ?
Mr. Stans. I would like very much to comment on that because I
think this is a common field or misunderstanding, and I think it is
very important for the effective operation of the Bureau in the future
that any questions like this be answered.
Senator Jackson. I think it is a basic question because it accounts
for the fact that the Bureau of the Budget is made the target of vari
ous claims and counterclaims and countercharges and so on.
Mr. Stans. I think that is right.
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First, as to size, during the time I was Director we had approxi
mately 420 people in the Bureau. Of these, only about 250 were di
rectly engaged on the budgetary process. The others were engaged in
the other responsibilities of the Bureau in the coordination of legisla
tive matters in the executive branch, in the improvement of manage
ment, and in the improvement of accounting and statistics.
That, obviously, is more than the original structure of the Bureau
in 1921, but, of course, in 1921 the budget of the United States was
somewhere between $2 billion and $3 billion and now it is above $80
billion in addition to large amounts of money that go through the
Government trust funds.
As to the function of the Budget Bureau, I think it is quite clear
that its sole responsibility is to act as staff to the President, as his right
arm in the management of the Government. In a sense, it is a business
manager over the Government operations. The Bureau, as I said in
my statement, operates under guidelines laid down by the President.
It does not make decisions in its own name. It makes whatever con
clusions it reaches and whatever action it takes in the name of the
President.
This, of course, is frequently misinterpreted as the usurpation of
power by the Bureau itself, and it leads to a great many of the at
tacks on the Bureau that it is arbitrary, capricious, and so on.
As I said in my statement, also, this is a responsibility that some
one has to perform. The President has only 24 hours a day and by
the provision of 250 people in the Bureau to review the programs of
the Government, the President is given what amounts to another
2,000 hours of time in a day for the review of what is going on and
for the review of the plans for the future.
The Bureau gets its guidelines from the President in the state of
the Union message and the budget message and the economic message
and individual conferences with the President, by the representation
of the Director of the Budget in the Cabinet, and by the presence of
the Director of the Budget in meetings of the National Security Coun-

Its sole purpose is to interpret in every action it makes the views
and desires of the President. If the Bureau fails in any case in this
respect, or if an agency believes it is not carrying out the wishes of
the President, that its interpretation of the President's policies are in
correct, the agency has the right and the opportunity of going to the
President as an appellant with the Director of the Bureau of the Bud
get, discussing the matter and getting the President's decisions.
I think by this process the Bureau effectively serves the President
and that in this procedure it does not exercise any independent pow
ers, and that the rights of the agencies are fully protected in every

Senator Jackson. In your experience, did you have a close and
continuous working relationship with the President on the matters
you mentioned ?
Mr. Stans. I would say that in the 3 years that I was Director of
the Budget I probably saw the President more often than anyone in
the Government, except the people on the immediate White House
staff. It was almost a daily matter to meet with him and review some

til.
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problem or other, in addition to the regular attendance at the meet
ings of the Cabinet and the National Security Council.
Senator Jackson. In other words, there is a real effort to keep the
President currently and continuously informed from the standpoint
of carrying out his directives, determining his policies on a given mat
ter, and making sure that progress reports are given as to what is
happening.
Mr. Stans. Exactly that. From time to time specific progress re
ports were given him as to the course of budgetary events, as to the
course of other directives that at one time or another he had issued,
and obviously he also initiated on his own a great many questions as
to how specific matters were proceeding.
Senator Jackson. In other words, major decisions which are an
nounced by the Bureau of the Budget are really the decisions of the
President even though the President is burdened by a multitude of
things. I take it it has been the policy of the Bureau of the Budget
that the President really makes these decisions.
Mr. Stans. Exactly that.
Senator Jackson. I am asking these questions not with reference to
President Eisenhower, but as to the instructions of the Bureau of
the Budget and how it operates. You can base your answer only
on your experience, but we are trying to get at the operational effect
of the Bureau.
Mr. Stans. It is exactly as you describe.
Senator Jackson. I do not want you to think my questions were
personal in that respect. I just wanted to get at the operation of the
mechanism.
You feel at least on the major decisions, the President had to dele
gate to you the exercise of judgment in carrying out the details of
his major point of view in a given area ?
Mr. Stans. Yes. Obviously the President could not consider all
che details of the application of each policy that he had enunciated.
If we ever had any doubt as to what the President intended, he was
available and we would ask him what his purpose was or exactly the
ground rules under which he wanted us to operate on that particular
subject.
Senator Jackson. Obviously in the budget there are items that are
far more critical than others. I would like to ask a question or two
in the area of national security.
Was it your job, as you saw it

,

to let the President know what the
alternatives were in the vital area of national security in formulating
the final budget as it was to come up to the Congress? Could you
mention it as far as you can without getting into details about the
National Security Council which we will cover in the executive ses
sion?
We are applying the rules, Senator Mundt, which were adhered to
previously in that regard.
Mr. Stans. We had a special procedure for dealing with the budget
affecting the Department of Defense. It was a procedure adopted be
cause of the complexity of its budget and because of the time factors.
That procedure was to participate with the financial officers of the De
partment of Defense in a review of the requests of the various services
for budgetary allowances.
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By participating in the review, we were able to formulate questions,
to raise doubts, and to make suggestions as to changes in the requests
of the services and present these suggestions or doubts or questions to
the Secretary of Defense for his consideration. The Secretary of
Defense always did respectfully consider any such suggestions or ques
tions that we advanced to him and in some cases agreed with us and in

some cases disagreed with us.
If, at any time, we were not satisfied with a decision of the Secre
tary of Defense on a matter which we had raised, we had the right,
and many times did so, to go with him to the President for considera
tion of a particular item. But the basic point I want to make is that
the Bureau of the Budget did not arbitrarily reject or assume the
power arbitrarily to reject any item in the budget of the Department
of Defense which was proposed by the services or by anyone.
What the Bureau of the Budget did was to question or challenge
or to express doubts about the necessity of a program, the size of a
program, the timing of a program, the cost of a program or any other
features in the budget requests, and convey these doubts to the Sec
retary of Defense for his consideration.
Senator Jackson. In the final analysis, did you make a recommen
dation on, say, defense, to the President as to what the overall budget
would bo and then the Secretary of Defense would make a recommen
dation and then, I assume, one from the NSC level ?
Mr. Stans. It did not work quite that way because we dealt with
specific issues and specific programs in our consideration of the De
fense budget. When all of these specific issues and programs were
resolved, either by the Secretary of Defense to our satisfaction, or by
the President—one way or the other—the budget then was the result
of all of the considerations up to that point and there were no further
issues to be resolved in respect to the total size of the budget.
Senator Jackson. But you did not start from the premise that it
was going to be $40, $41, or $42 billion, or if you added something,
something else had to be automatically taken out.
Mr. Stans. No, we did not start from that premise nor did we
start with any preconceived idea that the Government had to stop at
a certain figure and everything above that had to left out.I would like to refer to some testimony before this committee which
is so inaccurate that it should be corrected. This is a statement by
one witness in two short paragraphs :
All of us know how the total budget has always been prepared —except in
shooting wars. First, a budget ceiling is determined. This rests upon a judg
ment about national income, taxes and Federal debt, and the most recent levels
of Government expenditures.
Once the total budget ceiling is set, the more or less fixed costs of domestic
programs are subtracted. What is left is available for national security. Only
In time of shooting war do we begin by asking, "What do we need?" The rest of
the time we tailor the defense program to fit the budget. The ceiling is usually
an arbitrary judgment figure.

I would say that statement is totally incorrect. If I have not fully
cleared up in my statements how the process works, I should be very
glad to answer any more questions to show that it just does not work
in the way this witness testified.
Senator Jackson. I have other questions, but I will defer them
until later.
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Senator Mundt ?
Senator Mundt. Thank you Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Mr.
Stans for a very interesting and informative statement. I did not
hear the beginning of it but I have read it. I think I will pick up
where the chairman left off.
As I understand this process you were describing, that was taking
place at the time it did, it provided that any one of the service heads,
from the Defense Department or the Pentagon, could if he were
persistent enough in his viewpoint, carry his views right up to the
top before the budget was finally submitted to the Congress. Is that
the way it would work ?
Mr. Stans. I would say that is exactly correct and that is the course
that frequently happened.
Senator Mundt. Under that process, anyone charged with a re
sponsibility of any type of defense whether it would be missiles or
ships or tanks or men, believing that he is right, has a right to go
up to the President. The President eventually rejects or approves.
Mr. Stans. That is correct.
I would like to amplify that a little more because the question fre
quently comes up as to the qualifications of the personnel in the Bureau
of the Budget to raise this type of question. I testified previously
before the Congress that the Bureau of the Budget does not fix or
question military strategy. It does not have anything to do with war
planning. But it does have people who are qualified as specialists in
military budgeting, people who have had many years of experience,
some of them with 15 or 20 years of reviewing defense programs, de
fense program costs, timetables and projections. They have such a
capability, I think, because their tenure in some cases exceeds that of
those whose responsibility in the Department of Defense it is to pre
pare or recommend the programs. I think their capacity in this
respect makes them extremely valuable in asking questions, in challeng
ing the programs or a particular proposal, in challenging the estimates
submitted as to what a program will cost, and in general questioning
the validity of the assumption and the basis underlying budget pro
grams and proposals.
They also may very well question the apparent duplication of pro
grams as between services, the apparent necessity of a particular pro
gram at a given time and in many other ways ask the question "why ?"
This I think is the proper function of the Bureau of the Budget. If
a question can be properly and satisfactorily answered, no further ob
jection remains. If the problems cannot in the opinion of the Secre
tary of Defense or in the opinion of the Bureau of the Budget be re
solved, the only recourse is to take the issue to the President. I think
this is a responsibility that has to be performed by someone in Govern
ment, someone has to represent the general public and the taxpayer
in asking why so much money is being spent, and this is the right role
for the Bureau of the Budget in our national security program.
Senator Mundt. Chronologically, Mr. Stans, just when did the
Bureau of the Budget come into being as a functioning institution such
as it is today as you have described it? We did not always have it.
Before we had the Bureau of the Budget, what did we have?
Mr. Stans. Before we had the Bureau of the Budget, before 1921,
each agency prepared its own submissions to the Congress and the only
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central act performed by another agency was that of one clerk in
the Treasury who added them up and sent them to the Congress for
consideration. There was no budgetary process at all.
Senator Jackson. Was that true during World War I ?
Mr. Stans. To the best ofmy knowledge it was.
Senator Mundt. I was just going to ask if we went through World
War I without some type of Government control.
Mr. Stans. It is my understanding that we did not have the present
control or anything similar to it.
Senator Mundt. We were living in a time when the necessity for a
budget was not as clear cut as previously. In 1921 the concept which
you nave described began to evolve.
Mr. Stans. Yes, there is one somewhat significant change since
1921 which I think I ought to mention. The original concept of the
Bureau as outlined by the first Director, Dawes, was that it was not
in any sense a policymaking institution and did not participate in any
way m the making of policy. Subsequently, and particularly in the
Eisenhower administration, the Director of the Budget did play a
part in the making of policy in the sense that he was a regular mem
ber of the Cabinet and was invited to attend and participate in meet
ings of the National Security Council. It gave him an opportunity to
raise questions and to express doubts and frame issues at the time
policy was developed rather than exclusively later on in the applica
tion and interpretation of policy.
Senator Mundt. The Bureau of the Budget frequently writes let
ters to congressional committees now in conjunction with depart
mental reports. The departments write in and say the Bureau of the
Budget has no objection to our making such and such a statement.
That is standard operating procedure in reports from the depart
ments on legislation which does not involve expenditures at all— just
pure matters of policy. So I think now the Bureau of the Budget
during the Eisenhower Administration—I believe this was true back
in the Truman and Roosevelt eras—insisted on a little paragraph
which indicated that the Bureau of the Budget had looked the situa
tion over and had passed judgment on it.
Mr. Stans. Since 1921, the Bureau has been given additional re
sponsibilities from those with which it originally started. Some have
been by delegation by the President and some by new legislation. The
one responsibility that you refer to is the process of legislative clear
ance within the executive branch, and for that purpose the Bureau has
a staff of some 30 people who review legislative proposals from the
agencies and who review the views of executive agencies on other
legislative proposals. The purpose of this is very simple. The Presi-
ent enunciates his program and it is important that there be unanim
ity of opinion amoung the agencies as to how his programs are to
be carried out. Therefore the Bureau serves as a clearinghouse for
the expression of views of the agencies on legislative matters. If there
is a difference of opinion between two agencies on a matter of legisla
tion which in one way or another affects both of them, the responsi
bility of the Bureau is to get them together and try to get a uniform
attitude toward that particular legislation. In that respect the White
House staff and even the President himself may play a part in recon
ciling the views of the agencies or in deciding which of the views
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should be supported. This is essentially a mechanical function in the
Bureau of seeing that there is coordination and unanimity among
the executive agencies in the development of the President's pro
gram.
Senator Mundt. The function is twofold. The most important is
fiscal control. It also functions as a house of coordination between
the various departments and bureaus of Government to avoid juris
dictional overlaps and duplications and disputes. It functions like
the Parliamentarian of the Senate. If we just put bills in the hopper
and just grab for them we would not have much order. Sometimes
Senators disagree and argue it out and on rare occasions change the
designations. In government you have to have correlation. As I
envision the Bureau of the Budget, while its reports are not dealing
with fiscal affairs, it does serve as a sort of a house of coordination
or catalyst for keeping government from knocking itself out from
internal disputes.
Mr. Stans. Yes; it sees that the executive branch speaks as one
voice.
Senator Mundt. I thought you made a tremendously interesting
point when you said that the Bureau of the Budget or congressional
Appropriations Committees sometimes have a tendency to feel they
have done pretty well if they look at the budget for last year and use
that as a floor without bringing into focus the realities of the situa
tion. Some previous expenditures sometimes have no legitimacy at
all in the new budget and barring a new source of expenditure, there
should be a sharp cutback. I wish you would discuss that further
because I think it strikes a fallacy both in the executive departments,
on the hill, and with the public. There is some kind of Sir Galahad
merit about not exceeding the previous year's budget, without exam
ining whether there were previous expenses which did not have a
right to recur.
Mr. Stans. That is one of the most difficult things we have to
contend with. If an agency assumes a 5-percent increase in workload,
it usually assumes it ought to have a 5-percent increase in its budget.
If the Bureau of the Budget made allowances on that basis, our
expenditures would be tremendously greater than they are. I feel
that any additional items proposed should not only be examined but
the whole composition of the agency's budget has to be rescreened
annually. The worst thing that could happen would be merely to
add a factor for an increased workload to an existing base. Some
times it is difficult to review all of the activities of an agency annually
in connection with each budget and it is for that reason that I felt
from my experience in the Bureau that the test to apply was the test
of the agency's own ideas of its priorities. For example, if an agency
had a budget of $100 million and wanted another $10 million for
new programs, I would like to see that agency prepare its budget as
it would operate if it had $80 million or $90 million, to see what it
really considers to be the most essential of its activities. The result
of that is to bring to the top, as I said, the marginal items, those
which are of lesser value, and make them compete with the $10 million
of proposed new items, and thereby determine which really is of most
significance and of most value and of greatest need to the activities
of that agency. In that process, it is possible to fix the real priorities
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and I think this is one procedure that ought to be used for every
agency of the Government.
Senator Mundt. I want to develop that a little further because I
think in that area there is real chance for economy. Budgets come up
to the Hill and our Appropriations Committees look at them. We
could think of the budget in terms of sort of setting in motion a pa
rade of priorities, having a comparison of last year's expenditures
with next year's expenditures. I think some items have to be chopped
off and I think that is especially true in defense. There is a tendency
to hang on to the almost antiquated defense instrument tool or hard
ware even after we go into a new era when we know we need missiles
and jets and so forth. I recall we were maintaining stables a long
time after people though you would never use a horse in another war,
but for sentimental reasons, constituency reasons, and many other
reasons, we continued in that direction. We were buying saddles
almost at the same time we were buying jets. If we got this thing
on a priority basis, somebody at one end of the avenue or the other
would say, "What are you going to do with saddles ?" What is a pilot
to do with a saddle when it is in the cockpit of a plane ?
Somebody might go around with an investigator and find 10,000
saddles in a warehouse and discover that it was too bad we bought
them because we didn't need them. In this budgetary business we
should think in terms of priorities and comparisons.
Mr. Stans. I think the phrase "parade of priorities" is an espe
cially apt one and I would like, to add to what you said one other
point which I think is very important to our national security activ
ities and that is this: If by failing to disclose or uncover the less
valuable and marginal items in an existing budget, the result is to
leave out some new item that is of real value and real importance
to our national security, we thereby weaken the defense posture of
this country. Every item in a budget ought to be on trial for its life
each year and matched against all the other claimants to our resources.
Senator Mundt. I would like to ask you a question now concern
ing a new concept that Mr. Hitch dropped before our committee.
He was talking m terms of missions, studying the orthodox proce
dures and policies and in terms of a 5-year program instead of a
single-year program. Looking at it now from the standpoint of the
budget office and the White House do you have any comments to make
on that ?
Do you feel that would resuft in any economy ?
Mr. Stans. As I understand Mr. Hitch's proposals—and my fa
miliarity with them is only in the last 24 hours since I had time to
read his testimony —he covers two grounds. One is a suggestion that
the defense budget ought to be planned ahead for more than one
year, and the second is that the structure of the defense budget ought
to be supplemented by another form or method of presentation that
divides the expenditures in the budget for the programs in the bud
get along functional lines. I would say that I am in general agree
ment that this is a good procedure, that it can be very helpful to the
Secretary of Defense, to the Bureau of the Budget and to the Con
gress in evaluating the proposals that are made for defense spending.
Certainly I would not agree that we should appropriate for de
fense purposes for more than 1 year in advance, but I think it is very
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important that the Congress and all concerned know the implications
of the beginning of a program in 1 year on the budget requirements
of future years.
As you know, it is easy to start a program with a small amount of
money and have the requirements grow year after year, so I do be
lieve, as I said in my opening statement, that some method of pro
jection or of planning of expenditures and requirements over a period
of years is very desirable in the Department of Defense and it is
very desirable in connection with the overall budget.
If I may say a little bit more about the package plan that Mr. Hitch
Presented

for the reclassification of the items in the budget along
unctional lines, this is a procedure which the Bureau of the Budget
itself adopted in less formal style during the several years that I
was Director. In other words, we did not deal in our analyses with
the requests according to services exclusively or according to the basic
categories of the budget in terms of personnel, construction, procure
ment and so on. We were interested in a breakdown of the budget
to determine what we were spending in the various functional areas
of our defense, such as the amounts that were involved in the budget
request for our strategic striking forces as a whole, for our conti
nental defense as a whole, for our ground and sea forces, and for the
supporting activities. This would give us a basis for determining the
extent to which there might be overlapping of concepts between the
services because we brought together the uses to which the expendi
tures would be put rather than the unit by which they would be used.
As I say, we did this on an informal basis and it was very helpful
to us in analyzing the budget requests and it was helpful to us in
raising questions and issues for the Secretary of Defense and the
President to consider.
Mr. Hitch's procedure would formalize that and as I understand
it he would use this cross sectioning of the budget or this vertical
analysis of the budget as a supplement to the regular budget presen
tation. The functional characteristics of the budget would be ana
lyzed and revealed to the Congress as a basis of considering the va
lidity of the requests in each of these various fields. I think that is
good.
I would have only one doubt that I would express, and that is
whether or not the procedures that are proposed might be quite time-
consuming and somewhat expensive, and whether or not it might not
be possible by dealing with the relatively major items in each of these
categories to have the picture in somewhat simpler and a less detailed
way. I am sure that Mr. Hitch and the Secretary of Defense will
consider that point and if the method of collection of the information
is too cumbersome that they will simplify it and streamline it. That
is the only doubt I have with respect to that suggestion of Mr. Hitch's
and the program that he is carrying out.
Senator Mttndt. I have a number of other questions but I should
now like to direct your attention to your concluding thought in which
you point out that it would be most helpful if the Congress could have
a mechanism by which total receipts, total appropriations and total
expenditures could be considered in relation to each other. That cer
tainly is a tremendously significant challenge to Congress and I think
it is a goal to be desired.
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I don't suppose any Member of the Congress, and I am not sure
any member of the Government could tell us what actually are the
total receipts, the total appropriations and the total expenditures of
the Government in any given year. This is because of a hybrid type
of expenditure program, which we have. Part of it is identified by
the slang expression, "Back door spending," obligational authority or
contractual authority. It gets to be pretty complex in terms of finan
cial jargon and is hard to interpret in terms of what we have actually
done.
Could you go any further than you say in your statement :
There would be marked gains if the Congress could find a mechanism by which
total receipts, total appropriations, and total expenditures could be considered
in relation to each other.

Could we perhaps arrange to put out public documents so that
people would actually know how their Government is faring ? What
could we do to come closer to achieving this goal? I think we are
reaching the peril point from the standpoint of fiscal responsibility.
Mr. Stans. This is not a new idea, Senator. It has been discussed
a number of times and recommended by President Eisenhower and
other Presidents in budget messages. There have been some sug
gestions as to how this could be done. One perhaps might be a joint
congressional committee on the budget which would deal with the
budget as a whole and express its views on it prior to the time that the
appropriations committees took any action on the individual parts of
the budget or prior to the time the Ways and Means Committee con
sidered any pieces of legislation dealing with taxes.
There may be other ways of looking at our financial situation as a
whole. But I think this is the important substance of the suggestion :
obviously the considerations of any segment of the budget by the sub
committees of the Appropriations Committee are subjective considera
tions that deal with that one subject only and not in terms of the
overall financial predicament of the Government. Unless there is a
way for the committees before they deal with each of these individual
subjects to see the picture as a whole, we may very well find ourselves
in the position of committing ourselves to new legislation and in
appropriations to greater amounts of spending than we can afford.
There was one step that was instituted while I was Director which
I think was a very small step toward accomplishing this overall re
sult, and that is that I appeared as a witness before the House Ap
propriations Committee with Secretary Anderson in a discussion for
a day or two of the budget as a whole. I think that gave the mem
bers of the Appropriations Committee a general view that they might
not otherwise nave had, but obviously it was only an informational
discussion and there was no way in which the committee could ex
press any conclusions that had been reached or take action on them

I do think we need some better mechanism for the Congress to look
at the revenues and the expenditures not only for the current year but
over a period of years and to adjust policies accordingly as the con
ditions indicate.
Senator Mundt. How much of a function of the Budget Bureau
is it considered to be in connection with the possibility of submitting
to Congress more frequently supplemental messages recommending
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curtailment of expenditures in certain areas ? We get a great many—
three or four or five or more—supplemental messages from the Budget
Bureau for increased expenditures if something new comes along.
How much thought is given to sending a supplemental to Congress
recommending that an item should be cut back? Is this a novel idea
or is it heresy ?
Mr. Stans. It is not an entirely novel idea. During my term of
office, however, we did not use supplemental messages as the basis for
suggestions for reducing expenditures. In most cases reductions in
expenditures can come only by changes in the basic legislation. For
that purpose we used the budget message itself as the means of mak
ing the various proposals. In each of the last several budgets, we-
listed somewhere from 10 to 20 items of recommendation to the Con
gress for changes in laws that would make it possible to reduce exist
ing programs or to eliminate them. As the specific individual mes
sages were sent up dealing with those particular subjects, we reiterated
those suggestions.
Where it was possible to propose reductions in programs without
changes in legislation, we made those proposals directly in the original
budget submissions for the agencies.
I might say that it was somewhat discouraging to find that we
were not very successful in recommendations for reductions in ex
penditures.
Senator Mundt. I know that, so I just thought it may not be a bad
idea if the Budget Bureau established a precedent in sending up
messages on supplemental expenditures. I think we could get a Tittle-
more help from the Budget Bureau in this direction. We appreciate
and understand the request for additional funds. Nobody can predict
Berlin. Nobody can predict Gagarin and the challenge of space.
It would seem to me if we could adopt a modus operandi whereby the
Budget Bureau, when it sends up requests for additional funds, would
recommend curtailment of some of the expenditures previously rec
ommended it would help recognize the importance of the new impact
on the budget. Would this be out of reason ?
Mr. Stans. Not at all, and I would say I would welcome this or
any other approach that would focus the attention of the Congress
on the necessity of reducing or eliminating existing programs in order
to pay for new programs and especially in order to meet the require
ments of national defense.
Senator Mundt. Congress sometimes does try in its timid and awk
ward way to reduce expenditures and existing programs when these
new and necessary expansions of expenditures occur. But if we
could get the same kind of intellectual and persuasive guidance from-
the Budget Bureau for reduction as we do on expenses, I think Mr.
John American taxpayer would go out and buy a new hat and we
would be happy for him.
That is all I have.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Tufts ?
Mr. Tufts. Mr. Stans, 2 years ago in a speech, you said that:
If we go about it in the right way, we can consider the Federal budget as &
mirror of the great purposes which motivate us as a nation.
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In other words, if I understand you, the role of the Budget Bureau
should be much more than that of a "nay sayer." How would you de
scribe the Bureau's positive role?
In your experience did the Bureau ever urge upon the President the
importance of larger programs in the area of national security— for
example, defense and foreign aid ? Did you conceive it to be part of
your job as Director to advise the President whether the departmental
programs were adequate to the great purposes of the Nation?
Mr. Stans. The Bureau has several positive roles. One of its roles
is the responsibility that it has and carries on for the improvement of
management within the Government. It has a staff of people whose
time is devoted to the introduction of modern management techniques,
of the modern processes of management, and I think it works quite
effectively.
For example, one of the responsibilities that the Bureau undertook
on its own volition in the last few years is that of exercising surveil
lance over the introduction of electronic data processing and equipment
in the various agencies. It has the responsibility for the improvement
of financial management in the Government and for the improvement
of statistics.
In addition to this, it possesses a very positive role in connection
with the agencies by making recommendations to them in the course
of the year, and particularly at the time of the annual budget review,
as to how their operations may effectively be improved or how services
may, in one way or another, be improved or how unnecessary activities
may be eliminated.
In other words, our attention is not devoted strictly to dealing with
money amounts. It is devoted as well to the better management of the
affairs of the agencies and in that sense, of course, the money amounts
are secondary.
Mr. Tufts. I would like to pursue this with reference to programs.
Did the Bureau have any positive role with reference to these pro
grams ? In your experience, for example, did the Bureau ever urge
to the President the importance of larger programs in the area of
national security, for example, foreign aid or defense ?
Mr. Stans. I would say that there have been a number of occasions
in the past in which the Bureau has questioned whether the amounts
of expenditures or authorizations for a given program were adequate
to accomplish the objectives of the program. There have been some of
those, both in the military and in the civilian agencies.
Mr. Tufts. Did you conceive it as part of your job as Director to
advise the President, then, whether departmental programs were ade
quate for what you call great purposes?
Mr. Stans. I considered it our responsibility to do that just as
much as to indicate that programs were excessive or unnecessary.
I might say that the occasions for us to make recommendations
along that line were very much less frequent, because the agencies
themselves did a pretty good job in asking for all the things that they
thought they could effectively carry out.
Mr. Tufts. Apart from the item veto, what reforms of the budg
etary process did President Eisenhower particularly desire? Was he
fairly well satisfied with the way the budgetary process worked ?

74285— ei— 8
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Mr. Stans. I would say that that was only one of the more signifi
cant of the various budgetary improvements that we thought ought
to be made. As a matter of fact, there were continuing studies of
the budget mechanics and procedures by the Bureau and quite a
number of improvements that could be made administratively that
were made through the time that I was Director. There were reports
issued to the President as to the nature and number of these
improvements.
There were other improvements that could not be made without
legislation and these were listed and recommended in the annual
budget message.
For example, in the budget message for 1962's budget, there were
six items listed as recommendations for legislation that would im
prove the budget processes. These specific legislative proposals were :
(1) Establish revolving funds for major business-type activities.
(2) Extend budget provisions of the Government Corporation Con
trol Act to certain mixed-ownership corporations.
(3) Keview and reduce number of permanent appropriations.

(4
)

Repeal requirements for reservations of foreign currencies, and
require accounting for their use in the same way as dollar transactions.
(5) Eliminate requirements for annual authorizations for continu
ing programs.
(6) Authorize the item veto for appropriation bills.
Mr. Stans. All of these, we thought, and the President thought,
would have some significant benefits toward improving the budget
processes.
Mr. Tufts. Did President Eisenhower have any specific thought in
mind as a way of improving the budgetary process as a means of con
trolling and coordinating our programs and policies? I am referring
to the paragraph that you quoted from his last message in which he
spoke of the budget as our most important means for controlling and
coordinating programs and policies.
Mr. Stans. I would be inclined to say that except for those I men
tioned and except for the continuing improvement in detail, I do not
believe that the President had anything specific in mind and that
nothing specific comes to my mind as I sit here today.

I think the budgetary process is in a state of evolution and it al
ways is subject to improvement, both in terms of the review, and also
in terms of public understanding, which I believe is also very impor
tant to effective budgetary control.
Mr. Tufts. One of the questions which has interested the subcom
mittee is following through on the execution of policy. It seems to
some of us studying these problems that this is an area in which im
provement is very much needed and I thought perhaps you might
have some specific thoughts about the use of the budget as a device
for controlling and coordinating.
Mr. Stans. I am not sure that I understand the question. Do you
mean follow through in the sense of actions by the Bureau of the
Budget after appropriations are made ?

Mr. Tufts. Yes, to see that programs were carried out as they were
supposed to be.
Mr. Stans. I think the Budget Bureau is quite conscious of its
responsibility in that field. It has the responsibility by law as you
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know to control apportionments of the funds to the agencies in such
a, way that the amounts available are not dissipated early in the fiscal
year and then turn out to be inadequate.
It also has the responsibility and it does act to see that even after
funds are appropriated, if the purposes have changed or if the re
quirements have changed, they are not spent.
For example, the simplest illustration I can think of is that if the
Congress appropriates a given amount of money to the Post Office
Department on the assumption that it is going to handle 65 billion
pieces of mail per year, and it turns out because of business conditions
that only 63 billion pieces are going to be handled, the Bureau of the
Budget very definitely undertakes to work with the Post Office De
partment to place in reserve some of the moneys appropriated to it
that ought not to be used to see that they are not, in effect, dissipated
beyond actual needs.
Mr. Tufts. Did you, for example, make your own studies of the con
duct, say, of the foreign aid programs, to see whether the programs
were accomplishing what, in your judgment, they were supposed to
accomDlish as a basis for your review of the coming year's program ?
Mr. Stans. We made some informal studies along that line. I
would not say we ever made a thoroughly comprehensive analysis of
our foreign aid program, but members of our staff did make studies
on spot locations of what was going on and did make recommenda
tions of one kind or another.
We did under section 604 of the Mutual Security Act, last year,
make a study in the Bureau of the Budget of the organization of the
mutual security activities and this was the subject of a report early
this year.
Senator Mundt. In this area of followthrough that we are talking
about, Congress has something which is somewhat tantamount to a
budget bureau of its own in the Office of the Comptroller General.
We nave set it up to serve us and check on funds.
I wonder what, if any, coordination there is between the Office of
the Bureau of the Budget and the Office of the Comptroller General.
Mr. Stans. His responsibility is essentially a postaudit. He reviews
the application of funds after they have been spent and determines
whether they were spent in accordance with the purposes of the Con
gress and were spent efficiently.
What we do is follow very closely the reports of the Comptroller
General and in, I think, 1959 or 1960, we issued an order to all of the
agencies requiring them to deal with these reports in a certain way
and keep us informed of their action with respect to the criticisms
and recommendations of the Comptroller General so that we could at
all times be satisfied that any appropriate actions were taken, that
corrections were made, and that any resulting savings to the Govern
ment were reflected in future budgets.
In addition to that, there was another coordinated activity known
as the joint financial management improvement program in Govern
ment. This was a joint activity conducted by the Bureau of the
Budget, the General Accounting Office and the Treasury Department,
exercising intensive effort to cause the modernization and improve
ment of accounting processes in all of the agencies.
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Senator Mundt. This sounds interesting. Is this a new develop
ment—a continuing development —and does it function today? To-
whom does this group report. To the Congress or to the White House
or to the Bureau of the Budget? Or is it a matter of self-discipline
among the groups ?
Mr. Stans. This is a program which was instituted about 11 or 12
years ago and it has been carried on quite aggressively during this
entire period. Its activities are reflected in a quite voluminous annual
report which is made available to the President and to the Congress,
in which the accomplishments of the program are recited and to some
extent the deficiencies in the agencies in meeting their statutory and
practical accounting requirements are noted.
Senator Mundt. Does it move in the direction of trying to provide
this composite picture referred to in the paragraph that I cited in my
final questioning to you to provide the mechanism by which total
receipts, total appropriations and total expenditures might be con
sidered in relation to each other? Does it operate in that area, too?
Mr. Stans. No. It has not particularly operated in that area. It
has operated more in connection with the refinement and improvement
of the accounting processes, the reporting processes, the procedures of
analysis, statistics and cost accounting in the individual agencies of
Government.
Senator Mundt. It seems to me you have in that kind of committee
just about the proper experts and authorities to operate in the area of
making suggestions to Congress about some mechanism which they
might evolve to provide this composite picture.
Mr. Stans. I have felt, Senator Mundt, that the executive branch
does a pretty good job of relating expenditures and authorizations to
expected revenues. This is done by the Bureau of the Budget and the
President in the review of the annual appropriations requests. I think
the inadequacy that exists is basically that in the Congress itself, in
dealing with, as I said, these appropriations request on a purely sub
jective basis, and while suggestions of one kind and another have been
made as to how these procedures might be improved, the Congress
itself has not found a way of accomplishing the results which have
been sought.
Senator Mundt. Are you thinking in terms of this joint appropria
tions commission report, that we are talking about ?
Mr. Stans. I thought something like a joint committee on the
budget or something of that sort could review the budget first before
there was any consideration of appropriations by the Appropriations
Committee or any consideration of revenue-raising legislation by the
Ways and Means Committee.
Senator Mundt. As you know, we have two joint congressional com
mittees which are functioning rather successfully and rather fruit
fully, one on taxation and one on atomic energy. Both of these com
mittees have justified the joint committee approach, but in the field of
appropriations we have had difficulty with our Members in the House
who rightfully believe that the Constitution imposes upon them some
special responsibilities on appropriations. They are understandably
reluctant to call in the Senate and say, "Let's call in the Senate and
say 'Let's operate on a par in this matter,' " I think it is a. goal to ■
be sought.
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I have joined in the sponsorship of legislation to produce it but we
need a little more education in the House.
Mr. Stans. There is

,

also, I believe, a Joint Committee on the
Economic Report.
Senator Mundt. I am a little less enthusiastic about that than the
other two.
Mr. Stans. I do not believe it addresses itself with particularity to
the budget as a whole. But a joint committee on budget could hold a
limited number of hearings on budget requirements for a given year,
on the proposals of the President, on the implications of these pro
posals over a period of years, the relationship of the budget to econ
omic conditions, present and expected in the near future, on the im
plications of the budget to the national debt and other factors ; it could
be a very salutary benefit to the Appropriations Committees and to the
Ways and Means Committee in the consideration of revenues and
expenditures in their individual facets.
Senator Mttndt. I think that is right and I have joined in sponsor
ship of that type of resolution. The Senate has passed it but the
House has not. Both the chairman and I have been Members of the
House and we understand the House's position. I am pretty well
convinced that the House is never going to pass it.
Perhaps this triumvirate group that you mentioned might give
study to other suggestions and how the goal might be achieved. I

think there might be other roads to the top of the mountain. I don't
think we are going to succeed in inducing the House to relinquish a

special responsibility which the Constitution places in their hand.
But I don't want to abandon the ship on the concept.
Mr. Stans. I would not expect the House to waive any of its con-
situtional prerogatives, and that is why I would suggest a joint com
mittee on the budget rather than a joint committee on appropriations.I think a joint committee on the budget could review the fiscal policies
of the Government in light of economic conditions and in the light of
trends and other factors and express its conclusions which would be
helpful to the House in exercising its constitutional privileges on ap
propriations.
Senator Mundt. Every time a Senator walks into a committee room
with a House Member, the House Member is suspicious of any con
clusions we might reach. So I would recommend you experts in the
field of making recommendations to the Congress try to find some
ways the committees of the Congress, acting independently, can
achieve the same goal. That, I agree, can be achieved better if we
operate together.
We have expressed ourselves and we have held out the olive leaf sev
eral times.
Mr. Tufts. I would like to turn for a few moments to the Office of
Executive Management. Could you tell us something more about
what its place in the executive office would be, what its specific tasks
would be, and in what ways would it be especially helpful to the
President ?

Mr. Stans. A discussion of this was pretty thoroughly presented to
the committee by Nelson Rockefeller in his testimony last year. Es
sentially—and I participated in a great many discussions on this with
the President and with members of the White House staff, with Gov
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emor Kockefeller's Committee on Government Organization, and els©
where—it is based on the conviction that there should be a better way
to give staff aid to the President in the business management end of
the Government and a better way to organize these various activities
that fall within that responsibility.
Essentially, the thing that troubles me is the fact that the manage
ment activities of the Government, being in the Bureau of the Budget,
have a cast which makes them in a sense subordinate to the budget
functions. I think the reverse ought to be true. I think the budget
functions ought to be a subordinate element of management. If you
were to do that then you would come to the conclusion that we ought
to have an office of executive management in which budgeting would
be one of the activities ; the improvement of management in all of its
ramifications would be another.
The general aspect of longer range planning of the affairs of Gov
ernment would be one that would come under the general category of
management and would be within this organization. I think there are
some units that for expediency did not fit anywhere else in the Govern
ment that the President in recentyears took into the White House staff
that could well be part of the Office of Executive Management. This
is an extension really of the philosophy that was recommended in one
of the commissions m about 1939, at which time the Bureau of the
Budget was removed from the Treasury and given added responsi
bilities. Another 22 years have gone by and I think it is time to look
again at the business management of the Government, at the part
that the Bureau of the Budget plays, the part of the various units
in the White House that relate to this field, and pull them all together
into one staff unit reporting to the President.
I think that in that process, as I said earlier, budgeting should be
one aspect of management and that the focus should not be wholly on
budgeting with management subordinated.
Mr. Tufts. A number of these functions are at present in the
Bureau of the Budget?
Mr. Stans. Yes ; some of them are in the Bureau of the Budget and
some of them are in the White House office.
Mr. Tufts. Would the Director of this office have more powers than
the Director of the Bureau of the Budget has ?
Mr. Stans. He would have the same powers but the scope of his ac
tivity would be increased. I think, for example, he should under
take more responsibility particularly in the field of long-range plan
ning and consideration of Government activities.
Mr. Tufts. Would his relation with Cabinet members be any dif
ferent from those of the Director of the Bureau ?
Mr. Stans. I would think not.
Mr. Tufts. I think you were referring to the Brownlow Committee
recommendations.
Mr. Stans. That is right.
Mr. Tufts. They recommended that there were three major man
agement functions that could be placed in the Executive Office of the
President: Personnel management, fiscal management, and what he
called planning management, I believe.
As I understand it, you think of the Bureau as the President's
principal management agency at present and the Director as the
principal manager for fiscal affairs. Should the director of this new
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office also have responsibility for personnel management and planning
management ?
Mr. Stans. I would think so. You mentioned three essential func
tions^—personnel, fiscal management, and planning —and the concept
which Nelson Rockefeller testified to and which I feel would be ex
tremely valuable would add to that two others: One, the existing
process of legislative clearance within the executive branch which is
an essential function that fits nowhere else and, two, the various
aspects of the improvement of management, the improvement of
accounting, and the improvement of statistics in the Government
which are now subordinate units of the Bureau of the Budget. So, in
essence, the plan would call for, I believe, five distinct units within
the Office of Executive Management.
Mr. Tufts. One last question on this topic : Would the powers of
this new office extend both to domestic and also foreign and military
programs ?
Mr. Stans. I think their powers and responsibilities would extend
to those fields as part of the central management. I don't think that
it should be implied by that that they would encroach upon military
policy or tactics or military operations. But they would deal, for
example, with governmentwide personnel matters some of which would
relate to the Department of Defense. They would deal with the
overall budget processes very much as they do now. They would
deal with legislative clearance matters as they do now and with man
agement improvement programs, a large part of which are focused in
the Department of Defense.
I do not think this agency would in any way reduce the indepen
dent responsibilities of the Department of Defense and of the other
agencies to conduct their affairs in the most efficient way.
In another sense, they would be an aid or a help to the agencies
in accomplishing those results.
Mr. Tufts. With a little reluctance, I will turn now once again
to this question of budgetary guidelines. I think in spite of all of
your efforts, Mr. Stans, and you might agree, there is still a good
bit of misunderstanding on the subject of Budget ceilings and their
role in the budget process. It is obvious, I take it, that, somehow
or other, sooner or later, in the process a limit must be placed on
spending including spending for national security purposes.
In your experience, how was this limit established ? Did the Sec
retaries of State and Defense have an opportunity to make their
case for national security requirements early enough in the process
to have an influence on the limit ? Was there a chance, so to speak,
for national security requirements to take priority over budgetary
restraints?
Mr. Stans. I can assure you I have no reluctance in answering the
question you raise because I think it is extremely important that
this part of the work of the Bureau of the Budget be understood.
The Bureau of the Budget at no time put a fixed frozen limit on
spending on the budget as a whole or on the Department of Defense.
At the same time I agree with you that somehow or other it must
be recognized that there is a practical limit on Government spend
ing, even including spending for national security purposes. Any
budget must be developed with a proper relationship between total
revenues and total expenditures, considering economic conditions
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and many other factors. Defense expenditures cannot be unlimited
because if they are so great as to cause the total budget to impose
udue financing strains on the Treasury and to threaten inflationary
consequences, that would weaken rather than strengthen our overall
defense posture. The cold war is being fought on a number of fronts.
One of these is the economic front and Khrushchev has made it

Klain
that he expects our economy in time to collapse internally

3cause of its own weaknesses. To avoid playing into his hands it
must be accepted that there is some limit to what we can spend on
defense, and especially in this period of cold war. The overall level
of the budget expenditures was necessarily under discipline, but no
effort was ever made to determine a spending limit so precisely as to
impose a strict dollar ceiling on the defense bxidget.
The process of preparing a budget proceeded generally each year
on three different fronts concurrently. One was the continuing esti-
ates and reestimates of the level of revenues that we could expect.
We did not have the final figures on the revenues to go into an annual
budget until almost the last day before it went to press.
The second front on which the budget procedures were carried on
was in that of the Department of Defense and here the process was to
work with the Department in the review of the specific programs
conducted by the financial office in the Department, principally by
the Comptroller himself.
As I said, we made recommendations, raised questions, and we had
some influence, I'm sure, in the decisions of the Secretary of Defense
by challenging some of the proposed expenditures.
We also urged the Secretary of Defense, and to some extent he
accommodated us, to look at the budget in terms of what could be
bought for a lesser amount of money in order to get a more specific
and conscious decision on the relatively marginal items.
The third front on which the budget proceeded was the review of
all of the civilian agencies of the Government. This was a day-to-day
process and it was not possible for us to put a ceiling on the aggregate
of that because we ourselves could not determine what amount should
be spent until we had conducted our budget reviews of each of the
agencies.
All of this tended to proceed concurrently and to be completed at
about the same time. There is very little flexibility in the budget be
cause of the tremendous number of commitments that are made, years
ahead. There is very little flexibility in the Department of Deiense,
either, unless there could be a change in the size of the forces or struc
ture of the Department, since personnel costs are almost fixed in ad
vance by statute. The same thing is true in procurement because of
the long-term character of a procurement program.
What I am trying to say is that our work was a careful, objective
review of the needs, the requirements of the country in the area of na
tional security and in the civilian programs and no ceiling was ever
put on either the total budget or in the Department of Defense.I would not in any way mean to imply that we did not, when we
started to make a budget, hope that we could come up with one in
balance. We had a careful measure of the expenditure figures that
might accomplish a balance, but those estimates were not even con
veyed to the agencies. They were our own calculations as we went
along of approximately how we were going to come out and what
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actions might need to be taken, what decisions might need to be
made, to accomplish a balanced budget.
In many of those cases the specific items were reviewed with the
President to see whether or not he was willing to make the decisions
that were required to come out to a hoped for result.
With respect to the Department of Defense, I have said on some
occasions to the Secretary of Defense "I hope that you can come up
with a budget that will not exceed a given amount of money. I
would like you to start out with a lesser amount and see what else
is required." But at no time was a ceiling ever established during
the time I was Director of the Budget on the amount that would
be spent for the programs of the military services. I do not mean to
imply by that that it would be wrong to fix the ceiling. I think
in some cases it is a helpful means, but the fact is that no ceilings
were actually imposed by the Director of the Budget on the Secre
tary of Defense.I do think that in his dealing with the individual services, the
Secretary of Defense indicated figures which he wished the services
to adhere to but in every case in which he did that, I am quite
sure it was made clear that any items that could not be accommodated
within such figures could be proposed separately by the services to
him, and that was done.
Senator Jackson. As I understand it, when the discussions were
going on, say, on national defense, you went into these discussions
without a fixed ceiling. You have indicated that you might try to
see what they could do for, for example, $40 billion and maybe a
lesser sum, or an alternate higher sum if it could not be kept within
the $40 billion figure which had been the budget for the previous
year.
After you had listened to all of the services and to the individuals
involved, would you prepare then a recommendation to the President
as to what you felt the overall budget should be and what the portion
should be for national defense?
Mr. Stans. No, it was not done in quite that way. What we
would do is prepare for the Secretary of Defense a list of items
that we thought he ought to reconsider as to either inclusion at all
or as to the amount which was being allocated to them. We would
sit down with him and review that list and express our doubts and
in many cases he would call the people back in who had proposed
the particular programs and review them with those particular
individuals.
Then he would make his decision as to what he thought ought to
be done with the questions and the challenges we had raised. At
that point, if we were not satisfied, if we still felt that the doubts
were of sufficient significance to raise serious question as to the in
clusion of an item or an amount, we could take it to the President and
many times we did by giving him a list of items that he would then
discuss with the Secretary of Defense or the Joint Chiefs of Staff
or with the National Security Council as he saw fit. He then made
his final determination on the basis of all of the advice he got includ
ing not only those sources but his scientific advisers as well.
Senator Jackson. It was in the form of suggestions. The illus
tration you have given would be a list of items the President might
want to review with these people, but he would make the final decision.
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Mr. Stans. That is exactly the point I am making. The Bureau
of the Budget asked questions, made challenges of amounts, and the
Secretary of Defense made the decision and the President in the final
instance decided what should be included and for how much money.
Mr. Ttjfts. In your testimony before the Senate Preparedness Com
mittee, I think you used the term "dollar tag" as a way of differen
tiating budgetary ceilings from budgetary targets as a method of
approaching the building of a budget.
In practice, could it be that such dollar tags appeared rather dif
ferently to the people in the military departments from the way they
appeared to you ? Might they have been regarded as sort of ceilings
by the various services?
Mr. Stans. I think again it should be made clear that the use of the
term "dollar tag" was in connection with the method of raising the
budgetary questions and not as any means of fixing a ceiling or even
a goal as to what should be placed in the budget for the military
f«rvices.
I do not think there is any doubt that in some cases subordinate
officials of the Department who were not in on the discussions that I
had with the Secretary of Defense would interpret this procedure
differently, and that is unfortunate, but that does not in any sense
change the character of the suggestions that were made.I think the record of the hearings of the Preparedness Committee
of the Senate, which included testimony by the officials of the Depart
ment of Defense, would bear out the fact that this is the way we
operated and that we did not impose ceilings as such.
Mr. Ttjfts. In your judgment, then, the use of dollar tags would
not have prevented the consideration of some program by the
President.
Mr. Stans. Not at all. As a matter of fact, we did not even break
down our suggested base figure as between the individual services.
The Secretary of Defense was the one who determined the formula
of analysis he was going to use and gave that formula to the indi
vidual services.
So the whole process was so designed that any program that had
strong sponsorship could under any circumstances be reviewed care
fully by the Secretary of Defense and by the President.
In substance, the burden was assumed by the Bureau of the Budget
to challenge whether something was unnecessary or should not be in
cluded. The burden of proof was on the sponsoring agency or service
to satisfy the Secretary of Defense and the President if we raised a
question.
Mr. Tufts. It would seem to me that a good deal of discussion of
budget ceilings has missed an important point, namely, who has the
chance to argue this case for additional programs and before whom
do they argue it? There have been in recent years, for example, some
people who felt that the Nation needed greater capabilities for con
ventional warfare. Do our procedures, in your experience, permit the
advocates of such programs an opportunity to make their case to the
President and to make it at a stage in the game when there is really
a chance of affecting the outcome?
Mr. Stans. There isn't any doubt about that in my mind. That
issue was debated a number of times in the National Security Council
and in meetings with the President and elsewhere, and I am sure

i
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that all points of view were carefully considered by President Eisen
hower on a number of occasions.
Mr. Tufts. Turning now more specifically to the Defense budget,
as you know the subcommittee heard testimony from Mr. Hitch and
Mr. McNeil. There was testimony to the effect that the 1960 Defense
budget, at least when General Taylor was actively involved in it

, did
not tell us how much defense we were buying with any specific budget.
General Taylor, as you no doubt recall, recommended a so-called
functional budget. My question is

,

did you and the Budget Bureau
have any doubts about the form of the Defense budget, the way in
which it was prepared, or any suggested changes you wanted from
Congress with regard to the budget.
Mr. Stans. There were many discussions on the manner in which
the budget was prepared and the manner in which the appropria
tions were made. We had discussions with the Secretary of Defense
and the Assistant Secretary-Comptroller on the question of whether
the Defense Department might be more effectively administered if

all appropriations were made directly to the Secretary of Defense
without being made to the individual services.
There were other technical discussions as to how the defense budget
might be improved and modified.
There was also a discussion from time to time with Secretary
McNeil and others on the so-called vertical approach to the budget,
the one of dividing it along functional lines.
As I said earlier, the Bureau of the Budget made its own recalcula
tion of the Defense budget requests in those categories. I have some
idea that the Chiefs of Staff did the same thing but I am not in a

position to testify as to how they went about it.
As I said earlier, without doubt the proposal that Secretary Hitch
has made is a good one. I think it ought to be carried out. I think
we ought to particularly see, however, that it does not involve such

a tremendous amount of work that it is a duplication of all of the
budget figure work every year. I think there are basically simple
ways of dividing the budget into these various six or seven functional
categories that Mr. Hitch outlines and I would hope that it be kept
simple.
As far as the presentation to the Congress, of course, it has to be
in the form that the Appropriations Committees want it. It is my
understanding it is Mr. Hitch's plan to present the budget to the
Congress as before but in addition to give this supplementary analysis
which is

,

in effect, another way of looking at the same general
program.
Mr. Tufts. Have you found it useful for your purposes to divide
the budget functionally ? If so, might not the Congress also find it

helpful in making its decisions to see what the functional breakdown
would be?
Mr. Stans. I don't think there is any doubt about it. I think it

would be very helpful to the Congress. 1 don't think using this partic
ular approach as a supplement to the budget is going tomake any easier
the decisions which the Secretary of Defense and the President will
have to make or the decisions that the Congress will have to make as
to what amounts of money we put in to each program and which pro
gram we carry on, but I think it is an excellent idea to take the building
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blocks apart and pile them in different ways to see how they look
when you put them together in terms of their characteristics or their
use instead of in terms of broad bookkeeping categories or by services.
Mr. Ttjfts. When you pulled the defense midget together, what fig
ures were you pulling together? Did the unified and specified com
mands, for example, submit specific proposals, or were the figures which
you used figures which had been worked up by the military depart
ments ?
Mr. Stans. We did not get figures from the various commands. The
figures we used were the figures which were in the budget requests to
the Secretary of Defense by the services.
Mr. Tufts. Do you think the plans and recommendations of the
unified commands would be more helpful?
Mr. Stans. I think only time will answer that. This whole new
approach raises questions as to organization. If it were determined in
time that the functional analysis of the budget should be the principal
way of making appropriations, then it would raise the question as to
whether or not in time the organization of the Department of Defense
should not proceed along similar lines.
I think it is too premature to reach any judgments in that respect but

1 think that the subject will have to be kept under consideration as
time goes on.
Mr. Tufts. I would now like to turn to the question of long-range
projections.
I am glad that you referred to your 10-year projection in your state
ment. What was the purpose of this projection and does it indicate
that in your judgment such projections may be useful as a part of the
budgetary process?
Mr. Stans. The purpose of the projection was to carry out the belief
that it was very important for the general public, for the Congress and
for the President to look ahead for a somewhat longer period of time
than 1 year and see what the consequences of existing legislation and
existing activities of the Government agencies would be in terms of
dollars.
This would be a good guide to planning ahead, to measuring rela
tionships between revenues and expenditures in each of the years, and
it would be a good indication of the extent to which new programs and
new activities might be undertaken by the Government in not straining
our fiscal resources.
This exercise was, I think, the first that has ever been done along
this line and of course it has many of the inadequacies that a first effort
has, but it does project for 1965 and again for 1970 what the expendi
tures of the Government might be under three different basic premises.
One premise is that we would carry on on a relatively austere basis^
taking care of the real needs of the country but not going into a great
many of the other demands that are made for Federal Government ac
tivity.
The other extreme would be one which, in effect, projected the
trends of recent years which, as you know, have been very strongly
upward, and assumed that all along through this period there would
be new and additional programs that would be urged upon the Fed
eral Government and adopted by it.
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The third course that was laid out was one of some compromise be
tween the two points of view. These two points of view would give
a measure of spending that we could expect by 1970 depending upon
which philosophy the American people were to adopt. Under the
austere program we could have for fiscal year 1970 a budget in the
magnitude of $84 billion. Under the more generous type of projec
tion which carried on the trends of recent years our budget would be
in excess of $122 billion. In medium terms, it would be about $97
billion.
If you assume that the normal growth of our economy would pro
duce a gross national product of about $750 billion by 1970, which I
think is the generally accepted assumption at this time, and the tax
rates were unchanged we would have an annual revenue of about $120
billion in 1970. Under the high spending projection we would run a
deficit in 1970 and we would have deficits in most of the intervening
years. Under the low projection we could, I believe, take care of the
basic needs of the country, and we could have substantial amounts
available for debt reduction and for tax reduction in the intervening
period.
The general purpose of exposing these figures is to encourage dis
cussion of which of these courses of action we really want our Govern
ment to undertake.
Mr. Tufts. Which of the three levels do you think is the most real
istic projection ?
Mr. Stans. I would find that a little hard to answer without ex
pressing a political view and I would rather not. My personal convic
tion is that the lower projection would be the best for the country, as
it would allow more of our national income to be spent in the area of
private choice.
Mr. Tufts. We always have to keep the revenues side and the
expenditures side in mind. I was a little troubled by the fact that
your study projected, chiefly, expenditures except for a few comments
on revenues. I wondered whether a projection of expenditures alone
might not result in a somewhat misleading impression of the Govern
ment's overall position in the future.
Mr. Stans. I would hope that it is not a misleading impression. I
would concede that it is an incomplete impression. Our difficulty was
that in the time we had to complete this analysis before January 20 we
could not explore all of the elements related to our revenue picture.
One of the things that gave us trouble was the question of how in
projecting revenues we could recognize the impact of business cycles
along the way or of changes in economic conditions.
Only because of the complex of items to be considered and the
limited amount of time did we fail to include in this projection a reve
nue assumption.
We felt that the projections of the expenditures themselves were the
real meat, however, of the question of trend in Government programs
looking ahead and this was a significant start on some type of long-
range planning, some kind of long-range thinking about the kind of
Government we wanted to have by 1970.
Mr. Tufts. Do you think the time has come when projections of this
sort would be helpful to the Congress in its consideration of national
policies and that such projections should be made available to the
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Congress from the executive perhaps as part of the budget message
or perhaps in some other way ?
Mr. Stanb. I would hope that this would be recognized as a very
valuable tool in Congress in the consideration of its appropriations,
and in consideration of its tax policies, and that stimulation of dis
cussion generally around the country would cause people to think
about what course of events they wanted the Government to enter
into in the longrun future.
Mr. Tufts. Now if I may, I would like to ask a couple of questions
about the relations between the Bureau of the Budget and the Council
of Economic Advisers. Did CEA play any role in the budgetary
process?
Mr. Stans. Yes; very distinctly. The Council of Economic Ad
visers was consulted for its views on a number of individual programs,
particularly in the field of housing and elsewhere. It was also con
sulted with respect to the economic impact of various levels of budget
and it played a part in the estimates of expected revenues. We worked
very closely with the Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers
throughout all of the budget process, and in the development of the
budget recommendations.
Mr. Totts. Did CEA prepare revenue estimates on a fiscal year
basis?
Mr. Stans. The revenue estimates were usually not prepared uni
laterally by any one agency. Usually the procedure was for some of
the economists in CEA, in the Treasury, and in the Bureau of the
Budget to meet and consider the economic factors and to develop
mutually agreed estimates.
Mr. Tutts. I have often wondered why CEA used a calendar-year
basis for its published reports rather than a fiscal year. This has
made it difficult for the citizen to compare CEA's work with the Bud
get's for example. Does this indicate any reluctance on the part of
CEA to become too deeply involved in the budget process ?
Mr. Stans. I am sure it does not indicate that. I can only surmise,
because I do not have all the facts, that the only reason the Council
deals with a calendar year is because the statutory requirement is
that it must submit a report early in the congressional session and the
Council is able much better than the Bureau of the Budget to bring its
figures and its estimates of conditions up to the end of the calendar
year.
Mr. Txjfts. Do you see any opportunity for CEA to play a larger
role in the budgetary process in the future than it has in the past ?
Mr. Stans. I would not think that it would be necessary. There is
a very close relationship between the two, there is a great frequency of
contact. There is participation of the Council in many of the bud
getary considerations and I think that all should be continued. I do
not think offhand of any means by which that relationship could be
significantly increased.
Mr. Tufts. You said previously, in answer to another question, that
the planning management function should be located in the new
recommended Office of Executive Management.
As it is now organized, does this planning management function
partly belong to CEA or would the President turn to this group for
recommendations on such matters ?
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Mr. Stans. I would say the planning management was now some
what a scattered function. The CEA dealt with some aspects of it,

particularly with respect to the aspects of the Economic Keport. The
White House in the last few years had an office and a staff that was
engaged in the planning of public works projects and water resources
projects.
The staff of the White House itself dealt from time to time with
longer range thinking in various fields, but there was no central focus
or separate staff for the development of the longer range thinking.
Mr. Tufts. One further question on the Bureau's relationship with
the Department of Defense and other agencies of Government.
In view of the special arrangements between the Bureau and the De
partment of Defense, which you have described, did you have any
difficulty at all in maintaining what you have called an arm's-length
relationship with the Department of Defense, and is it your view
that the Bureau should maintain an arm's-length relationship with
the Department so that it can provide the President with a truly
independent review of programs proposed by the agencies ?

Mr. Stans. I think without doubt the Bureau has to have a cor
dial but arm's-length relationship with all of the other agencies of the
Government in order to be effective. I think we had that in the De
partment of Defense. Certainly the number of issues we raised, the
number of questions and challenges that we expressed was evidence
of the fact that our people were in no way controlled in their think
ing by those in the Department of Defense, and I would say the re
lationship was entirely at arm's length. I see no reason for it to be
otherwise.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Stans, I want to ask you a few more ques
tions before we conclude the open session.
Did you have any staffing problems within the Bureau? Do you
have any recommendations as to staff or organization? Some have
suggested that there may be too much career service within the Bu
reau. Alluding to the question I asked earlier, that the Bureau tends
to become an independent agency, independent of the President and
tending to set its own policies and programs rather than carrying out
his, do you think there should be more policy or schedule C ap
pointments ?

Mr. Stans. I don't feel any real need for any change in that re
spect. There were five of the top positions that were subject to re
placement on a change in administration. I think the personnel of
the Bureau at the career-service level is highly qualified, nonpolitical,
and deals very objectively with the problems it is given to deal with.I think the staff of the Bureau has the capacity to change direction
as the political administration is changed and as the philosophies of
the different administrations change and still see that the programs
inherently are sound and that their details make sense.I would say that I think the potential turnover of five positions
at the top is all that would really be necessary for a President to
impose his policies and his philosophy upon the work of the Bureau.
Senator Jackson. In other words, you feel there is sufficient flexi
bility and the career people in the Bureau as a whole are responsive
to the requests of the President as directed by his Director of the
Bureau of the Budget ?
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Mr. Stans. Yes ; I do.
Senator Jackson. One last question.
As you know, one of our major concerns in our study of national
security is related to the problem of getting better people in Govern
ment.
Do you have any recommendations in that broad area : For instance,
the problem of the conflict-of-interest laws which have deterred a
lot of good people from coming to Washington; the slowness of
Congress to change what many feel are archaic laws which in many
respects are not relevant to the problems of today.
Mr. Stans. I would like to say two things in this area based upon
my observation and experience. First, I think the conflict-of-interest
laws are too severe. There ought to be some way in which a man
of character and integrity can take a Government position without
having to sacrifice financially to such an extreme as many people
have had to in recent years.
Secondly, I think that the pay schedule for executives and for peo
ple of the upper levels in Government, including the career service,
are entirely too low. Studies which we made in the Bureau of the
Budget indicated that in the lower levels of employment, many of
the people in Government service were actually overpaid m relation
to what they could earn in industry. In the upper levels, in the
policymaking and decision levels, Government people are very fre
quently underpaid.
I think it would be unfortunate if the Government managed to
acquire the very best of the lower level people and the very worst
of the upper level people because of its pay structure, and this defi
nitely should be modified by the Congress.
Senator Jackson. Actually the amount of money that you would
have to invest in this area is relatively small in the higher brackets,
so to speak. Is this not correct ?
Mr. Stans. It is really insignificant in relation to the overall
problem.
Senator Jackson. The bulk of the overall personnel costs are in
the lower pay categories.
Mr. Stans. I would think raising the pay of 5,000 or 10,000 people
of the 2y2 million people in Government would go a long way toward
rectifying the inadequacies of our pay structure and would cost a
relatively small amount of money.
Senator Jackson. Roger Jones testified before our committee last
year, Mr. Mansfield reminds me, that expenditure of $20 million for
key executive positions would quite adequately meet the basic need
for salary adjustments.
Mr. Stans. I would have no way of checking on the specific figure
but it sounds quite reasonable to me. I think the business of the
U.S. Government is so important, so essential to our national security,
that it is just absurd that we should not be able to entice into Govern
ment the best and most capable men from all ranks of life. The way
to do that is to make it unnecessary for them to assume the financial
sacrifices that they have had to assume in the past.
Senator Jackson. On behalf of the committee, Mr. Stans, we again
w ant to express our appreciation to you for being with us today and
taking time out from your busy business schedule to be here.
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Senator Mundt, we will retire to executive session to take testi
mony from Mr. Stans that bears on the National Security Council.
Under the rules that we have followed in the past this testimony is
to be taken first in executive session.
Tomorrow our witness will be Mr. David Bell, the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget, and we will reconvene at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at this point the committee proceeded in executive
session.)
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MONDAY, JULY 31, 1961

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

The subcommittee met in executive session at 12 : 40 p.m. in room
3302, New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chair-* i 1 1 •. i \ " IT

Present: Senators Jackson and Mundt.
Present also : J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Kobert W. Tufts, chief
consultant ; Dorothy Fosdick and Brewster C. Denny, professional
staff members, and Roderick F. Kreger, minority counsel.
Also present: Ralph W. E. Reid, accompanying Mr. Stans.
Senator Jackson. The committee will resume its sitting. I believe,
Mr. Stans, that you have some comments that relate to the National
Security Council in connection with your work as head of the Bureau
of the Budget. Would you go ahead in your own way.
Mr. Stans. Supplementing my statement in public session, I would
like to comment on one other area : the activities and procedures of the
National Security Council.
As I said in my public statement :
The question which appears to have been raised most frequently is whether
our national security processes and our budget processes have been closely
enough related. During my term of service as Director of the Budget, I was
quite convinced that they were.

Let me now add : As you know, President Eisenhower had deter
mined that the National Security Council should be the channel
through which recommendations lor national security policy should
reach him for decision. At the beginning of his first term in office,
President Eisenhower added the Director of the Budget to the list of
officials participating in all NSC meetings. He further directed, for
the first time, that all policy papers considered in the NSC be accom
panied by financial appendixes in order to assure that the current and
future financial implications of all policies under consideration were
fully appreciated. Not only did these procedures assure that the NSC
and budgetary processes were related throughout the year as activities
were reviewed, but the budget requests of the major national security
programs were the subject of explicit NSC consideration each year
prior to finalization of the President's budget.
In view of the composition and frequency of NSC meetings, the
thorough and extended discussions of program issues elsewhere at
budget time, the many special meetings with the President on such
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matters, and the way in which important budgetary questions were
the subject of frequent discussions Detween the Budget Director and
the heads of agencies—and at the staff level—throughout the year, I
do not feel that there were any significant gaps in the relationships
between national security processes and the budget process, under the
procedures in effect during this period.
Senator Jackson. Referring to your statement that the purpose of
the financial appendixes was to assure that the current and future
financial implications of all policies under consideration by the NSC
were fully appreciated, will you tell us something about the success of
the financial appendixes ?
Did this device accomplish what you say was its intended purpose ?
Mr. Stans. I would say that it accomplished basically the main
purpose, which was to give an order of magnitude to the substance
of the particular discussion and of the particular paper. It was not
in any sense a budgetary commitment for the future and the Presi
dent always reserved the right in the preparation of the budget to
apply other considerations and adopt other figures. But it did suc
cessfully indicate the general magnitude of the problem that was
under consideration.
Senator Jackson. In what form were these programs submitted to
the NSC for its consideration ? I think you have emphasized the im
portance of precision in such discussions, if the decisions are to be
meaningful. Were the programs presented in such a way as to meet
this requirement ?
Mr. Stans. Most of the programs presented were in the form of
papers of one kind or another supplemented in many cases by slides,
charts, graphs, and oral explanation by the proponent. The policy
papers generally were the subject of debate wherever differences of
opinion existed, and when the matter was decided by the President the
policy paper became in substance an expression of his policy in the
particular area involved.
Senator Jackson. At what point in the budgetary process did the
NSC give explicit consideration to our national security programs ?
Mr. Stans. I would say continuously during the year. There were
many subjects that came up in the National Security Council, partic
ularly in defense, but sometimes in atomic energy and sometimes in
connection with mutual security, that carried with them budgetary
implications. There were many cases in which the Director of the
Budget participated in the discussions either questioning or calling
attention to facets of the proposals which the President then took
under consideration.
The major consideration of the budget as a whole took place late
in the calendar year and shortly before the budget was completed.
Senator Jackson. Was this all in connection with discussion of
what our strategy should be, both short range and long range? Was
there plenty of discussion involving all the factors going into a
strategy 1
Mr. Stans. Yes. I will not say there was any process by which
every aspect of the defense program was allocated a time and a place
on the agenda but as issues came to focus in continental defense, in
strategic striking forces, in civil defense, and in other areas, these
were debated and discussed in the National Security Council. Where
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it was possible to do so the financial implications were part of the
discussion, and conclusions and decisions were reached by the Presi
dent in the course of the action.
Senator Jackson. Did you run into disputes with the services over
the price tags, as set forth in financial appendixes?
Generally would there be an agreement as to what a given course of
action would cost in terms of dollars ?
Mr. Stans. Generally there would be agreement and only infre
quently would there be disagreement as to the price tag. I would say
the principal reason for this was most of the matters that came be
fore the National Security Council had their preview in the Planning
Board and the processes of the Planning Board brought together the
various considerations and viewpoints on the figures as well as on
the other aspects of the policies.
Senator Jackson. When did the last administration start indicat
ing the price tags in financial appendixes ?
Mr. Stans. 1953.
Senator Mundt. Were records kept of these National Security meet
ings, minutes or transcripts ?
Mr. Stans. There were not actually minutes in the sense of record
ing all of the discussion but there were action papers in reporting the
Presidential conclusions and directives. In other words, there was
a written record of the President's action with respect to each subject
that came before the Security Council and it not only indicated his
decision on each matter but who had responsibility for carrying it out.
Senator Mundt. Was the Budget Bureau represented adequately
there or would you be there alone or would you have your specialists
in the particular field that was being discussed?
Mr. Stans. The Budget Bureau had dual representation in the
sense that it had a regular member on the Planning Board who par
ticipated in all of the discussions and the Director appeared in the
National Security Council.
I can think of onlv one or two occasions on which anyone else
accompanied me to a discussion at the National Security Council and
that may have been an occasion when some special knowledge was
required.
Senator Mundt. But the procedure provided if you needed techni
cal help you could have it at your elbow.
Mr. Stans. That is right, provided it was cleared in advance.
Senator Mundt. However, in the budget process as you described
it this morning, if General Taylor, to wit, felt his considerations had
not received the necessary considerations, he had the necessary open
ings to the White House in which to make his appeal ?
Air. Stans. The Chiefs of the services and the Secretaries of the
service departments had access to the President at any time. I am
sure that they availed themselves of that access whenever they were
unhappy about any course of events.
Senator Mundt. In the procedure in the mechanism for considera
tion there would be no conceivable way that General Taylor or any
other Chief would be denied the right to plead his case directly to the
last court of appeals, which would be the President.
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Mr. Stans. No, and I heard him plead his case on one or more
subjects at times in the highest councils of the Government and at
the informal meetings with the President.
Senator Jackson. Are there any further questions?
Again, thank you very much, Mr. Stans. We are very grateful to
you for helping us out m the study that we are trying to make.
Mr. Stans. Thank you for your consideration.
(The subcommittee was adjourned, to reconvene at 10 ajn., Tuesday,
August 1.)
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 1, 1961

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 3302,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson, Humphrey, Muskie, Mundt, and Javits.
Present also : Senator Stennis.
Staff members present : J. K. Mansfield, staff director ; Robert W.
Tufts, chief consultant ; Dorothy Fosdick and Brewster C. Denny, pro
fessional staff members ; and Roderick F. Kreger, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The committee will come to order.
The subcommittee is continuing today a series of hearings on the
budget and the national security process.
This problem represents one aspect of the subcommittee's overall
task. That task is to study how our Government can effectively organ
ize and staff itself to meet the dangerous challenge of world commu
nism.
The budget is decisionmaking in its most fundamental sense, the
commitment of the resources with which words will be translated into
deeds. The budget is also a prime instrument for following through
on decisions, for coordinating and overseeing the execution of policy.
Yesterday we had the benefit of testimony from Mr. Maurice Stans,
Director of the Bureau of the Budget under the Eisenhower adminis
tration from 1958 to 1961.
This morning we are fortunate to have with us Mr. David Bell, Di
rector of the Bureau of the Budget. Prior to this appointment he was
secretary of the Graduate School of Public Administration at Har
vard University, and in that capacity served as the chief administra
tive officer of the school.
Mr. Bell has had a distinguished and successful career in Govern
ment. In fact, he now heads the agency in which he began his Gov
ernment service. He first joined the Bureau of the Budget staff in
February 1942, subsequently went into the U.S. Marines, and worked
in key posts in the Bureau and in the White House.
He served as administrative assistant to President Truman from
December 1951 to January 1953.
Mr. Bell, I take great pleasure in welcoming you here this morning,
and we welcome your statement.
Before I do that, I want to give a special welcome to Senator Sten
nis, who is here because of his great interest in the broad area of na
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tional security and, of course, is a member of the Appropriations Com
mittee, member of the Armed Services Committee, Chairman of the
Preparedness Subcommittee, and member of the Space Committee, all
dealing with the troublesome problems in this area.
We are glad that you could join us.
Senator Stennis. Thank you. Senator Jackson.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Bell, I believe you have a prepared
statement?

STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID E. BELL, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF THE
BUDGET

Mr. Bell. Yes, sir ; I do, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am very glad
to appear before you today. The series of impressive reports which
came from the hearings conducted by this subcommittee last year has
been of considerable interest to those of us concerned with establish
ing the pattern of management and operation of the new adminis
tration. We will look forward with interest to any report that may
come from your present hearings.
You have asked me to discuss with you the role of the budgetary
process in national security policymaking and execution, particularly
as it appears from the viewpoint of the Bureau of the Budget, I
should like to place before you three or four ideas which seem relevant
to your inquiry, and then I shall be glad to respond to any questions
you may have.
Let me begin with two preliminary observations.
First, let me remind you very briefly of the basic origin and mean
ing of the Federal budget system. Speaking broadly, the Federal
budget as we know it today, is the product of a statute enacted by the
Congress 40 years ago at the crest of a movement to reform obsolete
fiscal procedures. The Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 included
two major reforms which remain the basic foundations of the system
today: one was the requirement that only the President (not his
Cabinet officers or agency heads) may transmit a request for funds
to the Congress; the other was the requirement that the President
must transmit annually to the Congress a complete budget, showing
all his proposals for spending and for raising the funds to support
that spending.
These two reforms were of great significance. They gave to the
President—and give him today—a major means for unifying and
setting forth an overall executive branch program and they give him
a major responsibility for evolving a Federal budget that reflects his
judgment of the relative priority of different Federal activities.
Thus, the President's budget necessarily reflects his policy judgments,
and the Congress in acting on the President's budget necessarily re
views those policy judgments as to the relative importance of alter
native uses of national resources.
Tims the essential idea of the budget process is to permit a system
atic consideration of our Government's program requirements in the
light of available resources; to identify marginal choices and the judg
ment factors that bear upon them; to balance competing require
ments against each other ; and, finally, to enable the President to decide
upon priorities and present them to the Congress in the form of a
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coherent work program and financial plan. The budget operates
as an extremely effective element of discipline on the President and
the executive branch because it requires that each proposed use of re
sources^—for defense, science, natural resources, or whatever—be tested
against others and against the total size of the budget.
In passing, I might add that it seems to me the Congress, because
it considers budgetary matters for the most part in fragmented form,
does not face quite the same necessity to consider the effect of sep
arate budgetary actions in relation to each other and to the entire
budget. The Congress might well seek methods that would assist
it in giving a more sharply focused consideration of such matters.
My second preliminary observation is that budgeting for national
security is a most complex matter, because the national security itself
involves so many factors. Our security plainly depends in large
part on our own military strength—and planning and budgeting for
military strength is difficult in a time of rapid changes in weapons
technology. But in addition to our own military strength, our na
tional security depends in part on the military capability of our
allies, which requires combined international planning and, where
military assistance is involved, our budgeting process must consider
the relative importance of our direct military outlays and of indirect
outlays through military aid.
Over and above military outlays, budgeting for national security
requires us to consider the addition to our security that may be made
by contributing to the economic and social development of other
countries through foreign economic aid. And, finally, budgeting for
national security requires us to consider the underlying strength of
our national economy—the requirements of economic stability and
growth, and of the skill, education, and morale of our people.
It is plain that considering the national security in this broad sense
requires the President—and the Congress —to make a difficult series of
choices, for which we do not have a satisfactory set of criteria. How
do we weigh the value, for example, in terms of our national security,
of a marginal outlay for military force as against a marginal outlay
for basic scientific research, or for strengthening higher education?
Difficult as such questions may be, they are real choices; they affect
our national security in a true sense, and we have to make them as
best we can.
Against this background of these conceptions of the budget proc
ess, I should like to suggest three lines of improvement in our budg
eting for national security :
The first is to make sure that budgeting and planning are in step.
Logically, budgeting and planning are two sides of the same coin,
two aspects of the same process. A budget is the financial expres
sion of a plan.
However, on some occasions in the past, it has been possible for
budgets and plans to be established on different bases; that is

,

there
might be an "approved plan" to have certain forces in being, and
simultaneously a budget providing for a different level of forces.
We intend in this administration to make sure that we plan to do
only what we are willing to budget for—and to budget fully for what
we plan. To accomplish this requires an appropriate interlocking be
tween budgeting and planning at each step. This begins in the de
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partments—and I call your attention to the fact that Assistant Secre
tary of Defense Hitch, testifying here last week, constantly referred
to the "planning-programing-budgeting process" in the Department
of Defense. In Secretary McNamara's mind, budgeting and planning
are regarded, as they should be, as two aspects of the same process.
A similar objective guides the work of the Bureau of the Budget
and the other units of the Executive Office of the President and the
White House Office. All of us are endeavoring to tie budgeting and
planning tightly together in the work that precedes Presidential de
cisions. We in the Bureau have established close working relation
ships with the Special Counsel to the President, the Special Assistant
to the President for National Security Affairs, the Special Assistant
to the President for Science and Technology, and others who advise
the President in reaching decisions on national security policy. We
have also strengthened our working relationships with the Secretary
of the Treasury and the Council of Economic Advisers, in an attempt
to make sure that our economic and budget policies are fully con
sistent, and that our budget and fiscal policies will contribute to the
strength and vitality of our economy, both in the long and in the short
run.
A second avenue of improvement in the process of budgeting for na
tional security is to extend our time horizon farther into the future.
I need say little about this objective so far as the Department of De
fense is concerned, as Assistant Secretary Hitch discussed it thorough
ly last week. You will recall that it is Secretary McNamara's inten
tion to prepare and keep up to date at all times, a fully worked out
plan and budget for defense programs extending 5 years into the
future.
I am not sure we can reach very soon the same goal with respect to
other aspects of national security activities aside from the military
programs, but this is clearly the correct direction to move. In na
tional security budgeting, and indeed in budgeting for all purposes,
we must work with longer range periods than the single year which
used to be our standard. I am pleased here to acknowledge the very
useful groundwork laid by my predecessor, Mr. Stans, in the closing
period of the Eisenhower administration. Among other steps in the
direction of longer range budgeting, Mr. Stans, last fall, directed the
Bureau staff in preparing a 10-year projection of the Federal budget
for the period 1960 to 1970, which was most informative.
The fact that we want to move toward longer range budgeting, how
ever, does not mean that we can do so easily. While some Federal
agencies—such as the Federal Aviation Agency—are accustomed to
thinking several years ahead, others are not, and it will take some time
before we can obtain fully useful long-range projections from all
agencies.
However, even our initial steps in recent months to extend the
budgetary time horizon have, in my opinion, paid dividends in per
mitting us to understand better the issues that will determine the
size and nature of the budget in future years.
Our purpose here is to improve our leadtime for recognizing im
portant developments in our public policies and for organizing our
selves to find solutions. Whether these issues relate to outer space,
housing, education, transportation, urban affairs, science, defense, or
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whatever, we hope to be able, through this approach, to detect them
sooner and meet them more adequately and with a better sense of
priorities.
I should like in closing to point to a third avenue of improvement
in budgeting for national security—an avenue on which we have, I
think, still far to go. Our budget for national security must reflect
and can only be as good as our strategy for national security ; and I
think everyone would agree that the United States has much to do to
develop a fully satisfactory strategy for our security. What is the
proper mix of military and nonmilitary measures? How can we
guide the inevitable processes of change in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America to produce free institutions and not communism? How
can we step up the rate of economic growth? On these, and many
other issues aifecting our national security, our budgeting can only
be as good as our underlying strategy. Much of what is needed is
quite beyond budgetary consideration, and improvement must come
from analysis of our situation in the world, and imaginative think
ing about the courses of action that are open to us.
In at least two respects, however, we can, I think, point to progress
described by Assistant Secretary Hitch, of the so-called program
packages in Defense Department budgeting. This process of func
tional budgeting, under which the expenditures for strategic war
fare are grouped together, as are those for conventional war, and so
forth, permits more accurate comparative analysis of alternative pos
sibilities, and a more realistic understanding of what is proposed to
be done. So far as military planning and budgeting are concerned,
we believe that this will represent a considerable step forward over,
the older method of grouping expenditures by service—Army, Navy,.
Air Force—or expenditure category —personnel, procurement, re
search and development, et cetera.
A second step forward is the decision which underlies the adminis
tration's approach to the foreign aid program, namely, to build our
economic and military aid efforts around "country programs." This
permits us to consider in proper relation to each other, the various-
alternative military and economic measures we can take to assist a
given country and moreover to relate our aid appropriately to the
country's own efforts, to our political objectives in the country, to our
diplomatic and information efforts, and so on.
Thus, I believe the use of "program packages" in defense budget
ing, and "country programs" in foreign aid budgeting, represent
major advances toward sensible planning and budgeting for national
security.
I do not wish, however, to minimize the basic difficulty of the prob
lem. When we face the hard questions of how much of the Nation's
resources we should devote to national security, and what is the
optimum combination of activities to which to devote them, we cannot
avoid a considerable degree of uncertainty and considerable room for
differences of judgment. We have much to do to improve our under
standing of these matters and the analytical framework of ideas which
assists us in dealing with them. Any light your subcommittee can
shed on these complex and difficult problems will be most helpful.I shall be glad to answer any questions, Mr. Chairman.

One of these is the development,
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Senator Jackson. Thank you for your helpful and very fine state
ment, Mr. Bell.
I know that Senator Stennis has another meeting to go to. I thought
maybe, Senator Stennis, you might have some questions you would like
to ask Mr. Bell.
Senator Stennis. Mr. Chairman, I thank you. I do not know that
I have any particular questions except that I certainly am impressed
with the fact that you and your subcommittee are going into this far-
reaching problem in an effort to get the Congress to project its
thinking.
I am certainly impressed with Mr. Bell's statement here in reference
to what he has found and what they are trying to do. This is a subject
I am concerned about, but know little about.
The planning processes in the military, for instance; we of the
Preparedness Subcommittee should know more about this. I hope we
can have hearings on it after you have rounded out the picture.
Senator Jackson. I think you would be interested in testimony that
Mr. Hitch offered the committee. You will recall our problem in
connection with continental air defense.
It was brought to our attention that the commanding general had
really not been consulted on the budgetary requirements of his com
mand; that although he made recommendations, actually the three
services made the real decision rather than getting a budgetary picture
from a functional base.
I thought you would be interested in the fact that Mr. Hitch's testi
mony brought out the fact that they contemplated, for example, pre
senting the requirements in this area in a program package, or, you
might call it

,
a functional budget. For example, North American

Air Defense.
Senator Stennis. That, is encouraging.
The Senator will recall the experience we had. After we appro
priated the money to fill out this budget, one of the services withdrew

a major part of that money without ever consulting the commanding
general of the North American Air Defense Command, and used the
money for something else.

I thought that was a new low in handling matters of this kind and

it was due to the system.
Mr. Bell. A very good illustration of the advantage that is expected
to flow from this new method of handling defense budgets.
Senator Stennis. Thank you again, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Senator Stennis, we certainly appreciate your
coming by this morning. We realize you have a defense appropria
tion bill markup this morning.
Mr. Bell, last year Governor Rockefeller testified at some length
on the need for reorganization of the Executive Office of the Presi
dent. Among other things he proposed the creation of an Office of
Executive Management, of which the Budget Bureau would be a part.
President Eisenhower strongly supported this proposal in his last
budcret message.
Yesterday Mr. Stans also warmly endorsed the proposal.
Are you familiar with the proposal and, if so, do you have any
comments as to whether it would be useful to the President in your
judgment?
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Mr. Bell. Mr. Chairman, this is not a matter that I have investi
gated fully, nor at any length.
As I understand it, there were two ideas involved in this; one
was simply to change the name of the Bureau of the Budget to
recognize that it is an institution that has several functions in addi
tion to the budgeting function. This is correct, it does have other
functions, as you gentlemen know.
It is the President's principal adviser on organization and manage
ment matters. It helps him to coordinate his legislative program.
It has a special function in reviewing and coordinating the statistical
forms that are used by different Federal agencies to make sure that
they don't overlap and that the inquiries that are made of private
parties are as simple and inexpensive to fulfill as possible.
Thus the Budget Bureau has a series of functions in addition to
those of helping the President prepare his budget. Consequently,
some people nave suggested that the name of the Bureau is obsolete
and that it should be termed something else.
Insofar as this is the notion, I don't think, myself, there is much
to it. Perhaps I am a bit of a traditionalist, but it seems to me it is
a fine name and we ought to keep it.
There is another element, however, if I understand the proposi
tion correctly, in the notion of establishing an Office for Executive
Management.
This is the notion that the President should have in effect an ad
ministrative Vice President. This idea, I am a little doubtful about,
frankly. I am not sure that it fits the conception of our Federal
Government.
I think the set of functions that are now combined in the Budget
Bureau make a useful package and are of great assistance to any
President. I believe each President over the last 20 or 30 years, and
each Budget Director, would say the same thing.
To attempt somehow to upgrade this position, or perhaps to replace
it with a superior position which would have a broader reach and
which would somehow be more of a business manager for the Gov
ernment as a whole, I doubt very much that that is the direction
which would really represent progress.
The Federal Government by and large, is organized on the basis
that each head of an agency should be fully responsible for its opera
tions, for the policy, the substance of the activities that are carried
on, and for the funds that are spent and for the organization and
administration of that agency.
To have the responsibility thus combined and focused on the indi
vidual heads of the agency is

,

in my opinion, the correct way to get
the best sense of responsibility and the best results in terms of effec
tive management in each agency.
The Bureau of the Budget does provide advice to the President
on the overall management and organization of the executive branch
and that is very useful.

Furthermore? the Budget Bureau does perform important functions
in trying to stimulate the adoption of new and better management
methods.
To illustrate we have a small staff, three or four people, constantly
at work in the field of automatic data processing. These are very
good men; they are experts in their field. They are attempting to
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advise different Federal agencies as to when it will be effective, eco
nomical, and useful to adopt automatic data processing in one form
or another, and also when it would not be effective, economical, and
useful. They try to teach the Federal officials to be resistant to
overzealous salesmen of electronic computers and so on, as well as to
advise them when such computers would, in fact, be very helpful to
the Government's operations. Therefore, the Budget Bureau does
perform, in a sense, an advisory role which assists the various Federal
agencies. I hope that we can do more of this as time goes by.
But this is a different thing from proposing in some manner or other
to establish on the President's staff an official who would somehow
control the administrative side of the different Federal agencies.
That conception, it seems to me, is very doubtful, and insofar as that
is involved in the notion of an Office of Executive Management, then
I am a little skeptical of it.
I would like to repeat, however, that I have not fully explored
this notion. It has not come up in the present administration in a
form that required me to go through it to the bottom, and it may be
that I am arguing here with a conception which the proponents of an
Office of Executive Management would not, in fact, put forward.
Senator Jackson. I take it your position is that the departments
should remain administratively independent. They report directly
to the President and you act for and on behalf of the President in
carrying out the overall decision that he has made.
Mr. Bell. Yes ; I would say we advise the President more than we
act on his behalf.
Normally we advise him during the time when he is reaching a
decision. When the decision is made it is typically communicated
directly to the department heads that are affected and it is their
responsibility to execute it.
I think the gist of what I have said, Mr. Chairman, about the
Office of Executive Management, is that it seems to me sensible, ap
propriate, and efficient that the head of an agency be the top manager
of that agency, as well as its policymaking executive. So that I
would think it a step backward to split policymaking and managerial
responsibility. We have them joined now in the head of each agency ;I think that is the way it should be.
Senator Jackson. If I might turn back, Mr. Bell, to a question of
budgetary guidelines. Last year, and again this vear, the subcommit
tee heard testimony on the tangled question of the budgetary guide
lines and ceiling.
Obviously, sooner or later in the budgetary process a limit should
be placed on Federal spending. Will you tell us how, in your judg
ment, this limit should be established and when it should be intro
duced in the budgetary process?
Mr. Bell. Yes ; I will be glad to, Mr. Chairman.
I might preface my response to your question by saying that at the
present time we have begun the process that will lead to the decisions
on the 1963 budget, the budget that President Kennedy will present
to the Congress next January.
At the same time we do not have a fully worked out set of budget
ary guidelines. Normally it would be desirable by the beginning of
July to give them to the various agencies of the Government.
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This is because they typically require 2 or 3 or 4 months to perform
their own internal reviews and to consider the question of what they
want to request of the President.
The President wants to have each agency's recommendations for
the next year's budget before the end of September. Therefore,
moving backward on the calendar, it would usually be desirable to
have the budget guidelines out by the first of July.
This year we have not been able to do this in several important
cases, notably the case of the Department of Defense, the military
budget, for obvious reasons.
The administration has been engaged, since it came into office, in
a very intensive, thoroughgoing review of the military commitments,
risks, and capabilities of this country.
The President has sent three different supplemental recommenda
tions to the Congress, the latest of which is before it now. Each of
these represented a stage in the reevaluation of our military posture,
the requirements that are upon us, and the steps we should take to
meet them.
Because of the intensive and thorough nature of this review, it was
not possible by the beginning of the summer to have reached even
tentative and preliminary conclusions about the 1963 budget. There
are studies still underway which will affect the judgments of the
President.
Senator Jackson. In other words, your first effort has been to cope
with the budget for fiscal year 1962 that we are already in.
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir ; that is right.
Senator Jackson. And to meet those conditions before you could
logically lay down guidelines for the budget the year following?
Is that a fair summary of the situation ?
Mr. Bell. That is right.
Senator Jackson. That is what you are in the process of doing.
Mr. Bell. We are in the process of doing that. It won't be too
long before we will have some fairly clear notions about the 1963
budget. We have some very tentative figures already in our minds,
but these include some major elements which are not yet very clear.
Now, I say this by way of preliminary observation, to make clear
not to imply that we do not have a fully worked out and definite sys
tem for producing budgetary guidelines which has been tested and
in operation.
Now, let me answer your question more directly: What do we
think we ought to do to prepare budgetary guidelines in a normal
situation? Our thinking would run something like this: As you
noted from my statement, we consider that 1 year is an inadequate
budgetary time period. Consequently, we expect during each spring,
to lay out projections of likely expenditures, of the potential budget
receipts under existing tax laws, in the context of the international
situation and the economic picture that is likely to be with us in the
next several years.
We will typically use a 5-year forward period.
Against this kind of projection it should be possible for us to an
alyze the direction in which the budgets of the different agencies are
moving, and to pick out those major issues which will affect the over
all trend and level of the budget for each agency. We have been
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able to do this for many agencies in the 2 or 3 months we are just
now completing.
In the case of many agencies, it has worked very well indeed. We
have been able to bring to the surface the major issues which will
affect the trend and level of the budget for many of the large agencies
of Government. As I indicated earlier, the Department of Defense,
for this particular year, has had to be an exception.
Now, against a 5-year forward projection of the likely trend of the
budget in relation to the economic situation that we expect might take
place during that period, we would be able to put before the President
the key issues that loom up in the spring with respect to the budget for
the next fiscal year.
On that basis we can show him the questions that he will need
to face and the nature of the decisions that he will have to make in
order to establish preliminary planning guidelines for the next year's
budget.
By the beginning of July, in a normal year, I would hope that the
President would be able to say to his different agency heads that he
expects a budget of the following character in the particular year
that is coming up, and he would like then to follow certain guidelines
that he would outline.
Now, the nature of those specific instructions might vary. In some
cases he might very well tell them that he regards their budgets as
being based primarily on the projected workload, and what he wants
from them is a budget that will reflect a certain estimate of workload
or and estimate of the job to be done of a certain dimension. If we
are going to have an Army of a million men, then that can be trans
lated into budget figures rather than the other way around, rather
than saying to the Army, "Here is $10 billion ; how many men can
you get for that?" The guideline would be typically that we fore
see the need of active duty forces of such and such a size and now,
Mr. Secretary of Defense, will you kindly give us a good, tight, firm
budget for supporting that size military force.
Senator Jackson. Your guidelines would tie in with your long-
range national strategy ?
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. So that your guidelines would be an expression
of agreed-upon, long-range strategy?
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir. This is exactly correct, Senator. We would
hope that the strategic notion, the underlying national security strat
egy of the country would be reflected precisely in this budgetary
thinking I have been describing.
Senator Jackson. So that the whole budgetary process can be in
tegrated into the national security policy process at the highest level
of government?
Mr. Bell. This is our intention and our hope.
Let me say one other thing, Mr. Chairman, before completing my
answer to your question.
There are cases, obviously, in which we would expect that the
President would give some kind of preliminary planning dollar fig
ure to an agency at this time of the year that I am speaking of, July
1st, or thereabouts. In such cases, however, we would not regard this,
nor would the President regard this, as a ceiling in the literal sense.
We would regard it as a preliminary planning figure. The agency
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head would be expected to submit to the President a budget which
would show what could be done for that figure, but he would also
be expected to submit to the President any additions, any changes in
that figure, which he regarded as necessary to carry out the agency's
mission.
The President would not expect to end up with the figure that he
started with. He would expect that after considering the detailed
figures, the detailed budget, and the agency head's opinion of the
changes that would be desirable, the President would make a differ
ent and final judgment in the fall of the year.
Now, if this system is successful, we have useful guidelines which
are based on discussions with each agency and with the President in
the beginning of the summer. Then the budget process in the fall
should be a matter of considering the details of the submissions.
The fall would be the time when our budget examiners would be
expected to ask the very firm precise questions : Why do you need 40
men in this office; why can't you get along with 37? What is the
reason you need to augment your space? Why can't you do with less
office space ? And so on ; these are very important questions in com
pleting a budget, but they can only be asked sensibly if there is some
initial understanding as to the size and scope of the effort that is to be
undertaken.
Once it is clear roughly what kind of program the agency is going
to have, then you can get and should get to these detailed and exact
questions as to how many people are in fact necessary to execute the
program, how much space, how much equipment, and so on. So that
we would look at the process in the spring and early summer as essen
tially one of establishing—in a preliminary way, of course, and sub
ject to revision in the fall—establishing the major scope of the
expected governmental effort in the following year, and the budget
process in the fall as a detailed, careful scrutiny of each proposed
item of expenditure.
This is rather long winded, I am afraid, Mr. Chairman, but that
is the nature of our plans.
Senator Jackson. It is most responsive to the question and I believe
you have given an excellent reply as to your approach on this.
In this connection, would you care to comment on the role of the
Council of Economic Advisers and the Secretary of the Treasury, in
the problem of meeting national security requirements with the avail
able resources of the Nation, the deficiencies that might have to be
met, and so on ?
Mr. Bell. Yes, I shall be glad to.
The President has advice on budget and fiscal policy essentially
from three different agencies and officers. He has advice from the
Secretary of the Treasury, who is concerned with the revenues, the
tax system, with debt management, with the foreign ^balance of pay
ments of the United States, and with the overall financial situation.
The Secretary of the Treasury, by tradition and experience, is the
Government's chief financial officer.
Secondly, the President has advice from the Bureau of the Budget
which is concerned with expenditures, and also with the overall rela
tionship between revenues and expenditures.
Finally, since 1947 or 1946, with the passage of the Employment
Act, the President has had advice from the Council of Economic
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Advisers who are principally concerned with the economic situation
in the country, but are necessarily concerned with the Federal Gov
ernment's activities as part of the overall economy and as they affect
the economic outlook for the Nation.
The three sources of advice necessarily cover many similar matters,
the Secretary of the Treasury, the Director of the Budget, and the
Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, are necessarily con
cerned with the overall level of the expenditures of the Government,
with the question whether there should be a surplus or deficit in the
particular year in question, and, therefore, the question of the over
all level of taxes that should be planned for.
Consequently, it would be accurate, I think to say that the three of
us, the three officials that I speak of, necessarily find themselves ad
vising the President on similar questions, each from a different point
of view, each with a different kind of staff responsibility.
Clearly the President should be served by individuals in these three
offices who communicate with each other, who understand each other's
point of view.
If they agree and present their judgments to the President jointly,
so much the better. If they differ, then the President would want
to hear how they differ and why, the extent to which they differ, and
have the cases argued before him.
I think Mr. Dillon, Mr. Heller, and I all see the matter the same
way.
We are in constant intercommunication. We meet frequently.
When matters of overall budget, fiscal, and economic policy are con
sidered by the President, the three of us are typically present for such
discussions.
I might add another step here. We have recognized the interrela
tionship of our three agencies and the three functions to the extent of
establishing fairly clear-cut lines of communication at staff levels so
that while we don't have formal interdepartmental committees or any
thing like that, there are very rapid and continuous communications
between our staff members as well as bet ween ourselves.
I think these are the main points I would make in response to your
quest ion. I do not want to make it sound too procedural.
I would emphasize that the responsibilities of the Secretary of the
Treasury, the Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, and his
colleagues, and the Director of the Budget do interconnect, do relate
to each other, and in consequence we are all involved in considering
these major issues of how big the budget should be, whether it should
be balanced, and what impact the budget is having on the economy of
the country, and on our balance, of payments.
Senator Jackson. Senator Mundt.
Senator Mundt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have had an opportunity to read your statement this morning.
Mr. Bell, and I have a few questions I would like to ask you after
commending you on your very interesting and informative presen
tation.
Senator Jackson. I want to mention, Senator Mundt, Mr. Bell
was born in a neighboring State. Jamestown, N. Dak.
Senator Mundt. Yes, sir; I know that. Immediately it enhances
him in my opinion, I assure you.
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In connection with your statement that you and Mr. Hitch have
both emphasized, Mr. Bell, about projects being 5 years in advance,
which I think is an optimum goal, I wonder how you plan to do that
in terras of anything realistic in view of the rapidly changing world in
which we live.
I do not see how you can possibly anticipate what is going to happen
in an age of missiles and satellites and one-man governments.
You nave no power or clairvoyance to determine when Chairman
Khrushchev is going to get tough in Berlin or anything else. You have
to assume some realistic circumstances before you begin a 5-year plan.
Mr. Bell. We have to assume a lot of things, Senator. The question
of how realistic and unrealistic they are will depend, as you point out,
on events as they unfold as the period goes by.
The main response I would make to you, sir, is that I don't think any
of us are under the delusion that in laying out 5-year plans and
budgets, 5 -year projections, we are outguessing the future.
What we are doing is attempting to present, to put down in an order
ly fashion, the assumptions that we are making and the proposals that
seem relevant to those assumptions.
We have to recognize, as you say, that we are bound to be wrong. We
cannot possibly be right.
But the feeling we have is that this is a more orderly method of
procedure because it does require us to lay out our assumptions clearly,
to be clear as to what it is that we are resting our judgments on.
It gives us some dimensions of the future cost of commitments that
we are undertaking today, that are going to have effects over a future
period of time. The missile program is a good illustration.
You are entirely correct that 5 years from now we may find our
selves building missiles which nobody has dreamed of today.
We are also, however, making commitments today which will result
in the delivery of some missiles 5 years from now.
It is important to us to recognize the leadtime that is involved, the
nature of the impact, and the effects of the decisions we are making
today and the underlying pattern which is being made by today's de
cisions and assumptions.
Where will they carry us? Where will these decisions we make
today carry us 5 years from now ?
W e are building various kinds of missiles. How many are we going
to have 5 years from today ? What will be the devastating power, the
power of devastation that they will carry ? How does that look to us
in terms of the possible needs that we might have ?
We must obviously allow margins for error, allow safety factors.
Nevertheless, we might conclude from an analysis of the plans we
now have for missile procurement and installation, that 5 years from
now we are going to have twice as many missiles as we might ever need.
It might be that we will have only half as many as we might need at
that time.
The process forces us to face these questions of how the strategic
position of the United States might be changing.
As we think about what the Russians are doing, and what we are
doing, I should say, myself, that 5 years is a relatively short period of
time for which to have quite clear-cut and definite projections of what
we expect to do and the costs that are associated with those activities.
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I suspect that we will be trying to push that frontier forward, we
will be trying to think about the problems that are going to face us,
not 5 years from now, but 10 years from now, 15 years from now, as
soon as we begin to learn the techniques and begin to understand better
how to undertake such analysis, recognizing that each year you go
forward beyond the present year, each day that we project in the
future beyond today, raises the probability that we are going to be
wrong.
Senator Mundt. I think it will be an interesting fiscal exercise and
I wish you well, but I am afraid it is utterly unrealistic to expect that
you are going to proceed with any degree of accuracy because you are
not dealing with statistical means. You are not dealing with predict
able elements, either, in the area of what kind ofmalice develops in the
mind of some Communist leader or what kind of invention the fertile
mind of some American inventor will come up with.
Mr. Bell. What conclusion do you reach from that, Senator ?
Senator Mundt. I reach the conclusion that there is a danger if you
tend to plan too definitely too far in advance. I think you have to
have a degree of flexibility.
Mr. Bell. I agree we will have to be flexible. I think we would be
kidding ourselves if we thought we were laying out blueprints for the
future.
But at the same time, I believe it will be helpful to us to do as well
as we can, always recognizing our fallibility.
I hope that having a longer range forward look than has been typi
cal in the past will contribute to better decisions and more sensible un
derstandings of our problems.I certainly appreciate and agree with the underlying comments you
are making. We cannot expect that things will turn out the way our
assumptions indicate they might.
Senator Mundt. If we lived in a more orderly world, I could see a
great advantage.
Mr. Bell. I don't see how we can escape something like this even in
the extremely disorderly world we do live in. We have to think in as
orderly a fashion as we can about our own future problems and pros
pects.
Senator Mundt. As long as it does not tend to decrease your flexi
bility, as long as it does not tend to decrease your thinking, I think it
is all right as a fiscal exercise. You can say this is the way we wished
that it would be.
Now, it is not going to be this way so this is the way it has got to be.
Mr. Bell. I am not sure whether Mr. Hitch put it this strongly last
week. I think he possibly did.
I heard Secretary McNamara describe his intentions in the follow
ing terms, that he would expect to see the forward 5-year program re
vised monthly to reflect the changes in the situation and the changes
in the decisions that have been made. So that what it represents is a
forward projection of the situation as it is seen at any given point, con
tinuously revised to reflect the differences in the situation and the dif
ferences in the decisions that we may have made.
Now , I want to make it clear that I do not expect the Federal budget
as a whole to be on any such basis and I am not at all sure how soon
Secretary McNamara can accomplish his objectives even for the
Defense Department. But the notion of having clearly before us
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the forward pattern of our own decisions and the assumptions on which
they rest is

, I think, the fundamental case we would make as to the
usefulness of our proposals.
Senator Mundt. I think you are tackling the toughest end of the
problem. If you are going to tackle it, I certainly hope you make it

as part of the projection of the Federal budget as a whole because many
other elements are easier to prognosticate about than the Defense
Department.
We can more easily do our water resources planning and other
programs.
It would seem to me to be fruitful and useful to try to project— I

think Mr. Stans suggested 10 years yesterday —as far in advance as
you can as to the total receipts and expenditures, total status of the
financial budget.
This is the way it looks and, of course, the whole Federal budget has
to be changed, too. But the trickiest part is the part in which you
work in defense because over that we have the least unilateral control.
The march of world events can change that more quickly than any
other area if we assume that the State Department expenditures are
tied in with national defense, which I do in this kind of world.
You mentioned earlier in your statement, and I associate myself
with that hope, that Congress might be able to improve its handling
of the budget so that we get less of it on a piecemeal basis and more
of a rounded-out look.
Did you have in mind something such as S. 529, which I believe

is before the Rules Committee of the House today.

I believe all members of our subcommittee are cosponsors of that.
It was introduced by Senator McClellan. It passed the Senate in
four Congresses, in the 82d by a vote of 55 to 8 and the last three times,
including the present, without a dissenting vote.
That is the bill that proposes to establish a joint committee on the
budget composed of members of the House and Senate Committees
on Apppropriations. Is that what you had in mind ?

Mr. Bell. Senator, I am not really a close enough student of con
gressional organization and procedures so that I would risk a com
ment on that. I do not feel competent to suggest how you might
achieve this objective.

I agree entirely that the objective is a very desirable one for the
Congress to be able to look at both sides of the budget and the totals,
whereas, now, the matters come up either separately connected with
revenues, or separately connected with appropriations, and normally
in small packages without any reference to totals.
Senator Mundt. At least this is an effort on the part of Congress to
try to grapple more effectively with the administrative problems.
Both Mr. Hitch and you placed considerable stress on the so-called
functional presentation and consideration of the budget.
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir.
Senator Mundt. That is something different than the normal pro
cedures of the Army, Navy, and Air Force ?

Mr. Bell. Yes, sir.
Senator Mundt. I wonder if you have in mind in connection with
that the reorganization of the Pentagon so that your secretarial admin
istrators will also be arranged according to function?
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Mr. Bell. These are two entirely different questions, Senator. What
I have been talking about and what I understand to be the point in
Mr. Hitch's testimony, was simply to provide a better method for com
bining and grouping together related expenditures for the purpose
of analysis in budget making and in planning.
This is quite independent of the question of how the Pentagon
should be organized for the greatest efficiency.
Senator Mtjndt. Let us examine that, Mr. Bell.
If we are going to analyze our expenditures functionally and make
the representations to Congress functionally, the Appropriations
Committee is going to look to somebody to hold responsible for the
carrying out ofthat appropriation function.
Mr. Bell. Yes.
Senator Mundt. If it is divided, dissipated, and distributed over
all the three services, it will make it more difficult for us to know what
is going on instead of easier.
We are trying to do this so all of us can understand better what is
going on.
One of the first essentials as we deal together, the administration
and the Congress, is to have a fixation of responsibility.
You want to know who you are dealing with.
So it seems to me if this develops that ultimately you would have
to have some reorganization of the Pentagon. Each of these func
tions would have to have somebody responsible maintaining the rep
resentation to the Appropriations Committees of the Congress. We
do that.
The Air Force top man, Navy top man, we know who we are dealing
with. He has a specific budget. If he cannot live within it, he comes
before Congress. There is no confusion of authority.
How do you meet that challenge under your system of having
the budget presented functionally, but operated on the basis of the
services ?

Mr. Bell. At the moment, Senator, I am sure that the budget inso
far as it is in fact presented functionally, will also be presented in
terms of the services.
Thus, it would be possible for the congressional committees con
cerned, for everyone concerned, to see the functional budget for strate
gic warfare, which would include Air Force missiles and Navy mis
siles, to give you an illustration pulled together and lined up side
by side.
Also, at the same time, the budget will be presented to the Congress
and presumably the Congress will, at least for some time to come, act
in terms of making appropriations to the Air Force and to the Navy.
The Congress would appropriate to the Air Force for the MIN-
UTEMAN missile, and they would appropriate to the Navy for the
POLARIS missile....
At some future time I suppose it is conceivable that there might
be some change in organization within the Pentagon, but this is not

a necessary consequence of this method of budgeting. That would
be decided on its own merits. Those questions, of course, are under
consideration at all times by the Congress and by the executive
branch.
Before you came in: Senator Stennis was here and commented on
an experience that evidently the Congress had, a year or two back
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when the budget for the North American Air Defense Command—
which is a functional budget made up of pieces that are appropri
ated to the Navy, the Air Force, and the Army—when the commander
of Norad was apparently not appropriately consulted in some change
that one of the services made, even after an appropriation had been
enacted.
This is the kind of problem you are citing. It is a real problem;
there is no doubt about it.
All we are suggesting, however, at the moment, relates to the de
cision-making process on plans and budgets and it seems to me it is
quite feasible to cut these matters two ways: To put them together
functionally, which I think is the best method, in order to analyze
and make decisions on them, and then to slice them a different way
and put them together in terms of services, which is the traditional
pattern of appropriations and is perfectly suitable and may well
continue for quite a while; and to keep the responsibility then on
the heads of the Department of the Navy and Department of the Air
Force for executing plans affecting the different functional areas, but
making sure that those plans are properly coordinated.
This is the nature of what we are suggesting.
Senator Mundt. Thinking in terms of this functional breakdown
as another device on which you can focus on the problem from dif
ferent angles.
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir.
Senator Mundt. I can understand and appreciate the more angles
which you can focus on, the better. I was thinking in terms of what
you had in mind when it comes to making representations to the Ap
propriations Committee.
I think it naturally follows that when you make those representa
tions, if they are made in terms of functions, we expect some func
tionary at the top of the function we could hold responsible. We
do this now as the budget is presented to us in terms of services.
As I understand you now, you do not intend to carry out the func
tional program to the extent of making your presentations to Con
gress that way. You intend to follow the customary procedure.
This will give you better information when it comes to answering
questions at the time you ask for money.
Mr. Bell. I do not want to seem to be ducking your questions.
I would assume it would be appropriate for the congressional Appro
priations Committees to call before them the. Commander of the North
American Air Defense Command and for him to discuss his budget
with them. That is a functional budget. It is made up of pieces that
are appropriated to the Army, Navy, and Air Force.
Simultaneously the Appropriations Committees will be calling and
hearing from the Chief of Naval Operations, the Chief of Staff of
the Air Force, and the Chief of Staff of the Army, who will be justi
fying, in part, the same expenditures which the Chief of the North
American Air Defense Command has been justifying.
In other words, I would assume that the Appropriations Committees
will hear their stories from these two different angles.
Now, the appropriations pattern, I assume, will continue, at least
for some time, to be one of making appropriations to the services rather
than appropriations being made to the Chief of the North American
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Air Defense Command. But I don't think there is any escape from
having the story told in both ways and looking at it from both stand
points.
Furthermore, the overall presentation by the Secretary of Defense
and his associates may very well tend to become more a functional dis
cussion of the Defense problems of the country and how they propose
to meet them, and less of a discussion in terms of the three services
than it has been in the past.
Senator Mundt. I have no opinion as to whether a change or reor
ganization of the Pentagon in terms of functions would be good or
bad, desirable or undesirable.
Mr. Bell. I understand.
Senator Mundt. I am simply trying to point out the practical neces
sities of having some relationship between the areas of jurisdiction in
the Pentagon, the requests for funds and the followthrough that the
committees of Congress are supposed to exercise on the expenditure
of funds.
Mr. Bell. That problem is with us today, Senator, and I expect it
will be with us for some time.
We do have the so-called unified commands and those officials do
exist and they are supported by appropriations from two or more serv
ices and it makes for a complicated situation, but it reflects the under
lying nature of the defense problem that we have and of our plans for
meeting it.
Senator Mundt. I think you use the English language rather accu
rately when you say our so-called unified commands. I think you were
very meticulous when you used that word.I was happy to read in your statement that the Bureau has estab
lished close working relationships with the Special Counsel to the
President and Special Assistant to the President for National Security
Affairs and Special Assistant to the President on Science and Tech-
nology and others that advise the President.
Yesterday the former Bureau of the Budget Director, Mr. Stans,
said it was his practice to sit in in all meetings of the National Secur
ity Council.
Is that practice being followed by you?
Mr. Bell. It is being followed by the President. He has so far
invited me to be present at meetings of the National Security Council.
Senator Jackson. I want to say, Senator Mundt, we will have an
executive session at the conclusion of this session to take testimony
on the NSC. Under the rules we have followed in the past, we will
take the testimony first in executive session.
Senator Mttndt. That leads me over to my final question, Mr. Bell.
I am a little bit disturbed about the implications of the words
"country programs" coming along with the budgetary concept. Pro
gram packages, that is all right. We have been discussing it. Now
we are going to talk about country programs in terms of foreign
aid budgeting.
To me that opens up a Pandora's box of undesirable possibilities.
I think if the word gets out that the U.S. Government, in its annual
budgeting, is providing a country program for the countries we seek
to help in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, those three areas, that
we are not too far away from the day when, in addition to the Appro
priations Committees and subcommittees, listening to delegations
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from every one of our 50 States who come in for public works proj
ects, we can anticipate we will have delegations from every one of
100 different countries :
Our country program needs a little stepping up in this area. One hydro
electric dam the Budget Bureau failed to put in, and even if it is not in the
budget we want to have it added.
It seems to me this is formalizing and finalizing and perpetuating
foreign aid so that you have already passed the American taxpayers
and brought in the union for financial support as many as a hundred
new states in the distressed areas classification to be supported.I think it is discouraging enough to face up to the necessity, which
we must, of continuing foreign aid, until we find some more effective
instrument of foreign policy.
But, to make it part of the budgetary concept as a country pro
gram—I suspect there are a hundred countries which we are presently
aiding in one way or another. To make it final and to make it fixed
and to have it set out in that fashion just sends great big elephantine
shudders up and down my spine to think about the potential costs we
will run into.
What do you have to say about that ?
Mr. Bell. I have two or three comments to make, Senator.
In the first place, as I understand our underlying conception, the
aid program is intended to put these countries on their own feet.
The underlying effort is to assist them to establish themselves in an
independently viable existence, in economic terms, in political terms,
and in military terms.
Therefore, I take it whatever we do by way of budgeting should re
flect and contribute to a systematic effort to help these countries get
into a condition in which they can support themselves and for which
foreign aid is not necessary.
We can see, we have seen in recent years, a number of countries mak
ing substantial headway in this direction.
I take it that we would agree that this is the right direction and
that whatever we do should contribute to that end.
Now, the question, therefore, it would seen to me, is whether the
country programing system is the best and the most effective way to
achieve that end.
I would, myself, argue that it is. I would understand the country
programing process to be one which insists that each country that we
are going to aid consider its own resources first, consider its own capa
bilities, consider its own problems, and make the best plans that it can
for calling on its own resources to the maximum extent, and then to
indicate the extent to which it may need outside assistance. We can
then consider what, if anything, we are prepared to do, along with
other countries, along with the world bank and the other international
agencies, to assist the country in question.
Consequently, when I speak of country programs, I conceive of
country programs which start, with the country's own resources and
not with ours, to which our efforts become marginal, and the question
is what margin of additional outside help may, in our own interest, be
sensible for us to proffer in a given case.
The advantage of doing it this way, tackling the problem this way,
it seems to me from what little experience I have had abroad in Asia,
is that in this way, and only in this way, can one understand effectively
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the appropriate relationship between what the country, itself, can do
and what outsiders can and should do.
If you look only at individual projects, or if you make some other
arbitrary judgment, having only a partial picture of the problem be
fore you, it would seem to me not to be an effective way of making
these decisions.
I have seen illustrations in the field in which the U.S. economic as
sistance and U.S. military assistance were not well integrated be
cause they were not effectively related to a country program which in
cluded a proper consideration of the entire problem, including the
scope of what the country, itself, could do.
We have simultaneously in some cases in past years—I hope this
will no longer be true—we have simultaneously on the one hand, en
couraged the building up of a military force which could be main
tained only if the country's economy were greatly strengthened. Si
multaneously we were not putting in enough economic aid to help
them reach that level. So our military aid policies and economic aid
policies were not tied together.
One of the advantages of a country programing process, if it works
as I have indicated, is that our economic aid and our military aid can
be appropriately related to each other and to the efforts of the country
in question. Furthermore, it is feasible, given a sensible assessment
of the country's program, to understand the relationship among the
other efforts that the United States is making in a given country—the
information effort, the education and training effort, and so forth.
Thus, if we are expecting and hoping that a country is going to achieve
a condition of satisfactory independence over a particular span of
years, and that is going to require the training of a certain number of
persons to take over top level administrative jobs or technical jobs,
we can then compare the need with the training that is underway.
We can look to see whether there should be additional training going
on, through our own efforts or somebody else's.
This is the sort of idea, sir, that underlies the process that I referred
to here as country programing. It would be, I think, as abhorrent to
me as to you, to conceive of this as a device that would result in end
lessly continuing larger and larger aid programs.
I see no reason why that should come about from what seems to me
to be essentially a very useful and significant improvement in
procedures.
Senator Mundt. We already are witnesses to a continuing parade
of foreign officials who come to lobby on the White House and on the
State Department in connection with our aid program.
There are always a delegation of two or three in Washington for
that purpose. I would hate to see that spread to the point where they
are going to have to come to the Appropriations Committees of Con
gress. As the Mississippi Valley Association comes in or as the people
come in from each of our States for projects—you have said that the
aim of this program is to put the countries on their feet, the people of
the countries, I presume, on their feet. That is laudable, but I wonder
if, in that kind of changed concept, of our foreign aid which veers it
away from something which is essential to the preservation of their
freedom, to something which is humanitarian and eleemosynary and
wants to see underdeveloped people on their feet, if you have projected
this in your 5-year slide rule as to what that would actually mean.
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The world—take our own country—for over 150 years the white
man has been trying to put the red man on his feet. The Indian from
whom we stole this country. We have been trying to put him on liis
feet. There are only about 350,000 of them.
We are spending tremendous amounts of money per Indian. After
150 years we have failed almost completely to put the Indians on their
feet. They are still living on reservations in miserable houses under
worse conditions than most of the people are in abroad, on floors, eat
ing dog meat on some reservations, without heat, suffering from
disease.
We are spending a tremendous amount of money. We could not
conceivably manufacture money fast enough in this country, Mr. Bell,
by stopping all the automobile plants and starting to make dollar
bills to provide at a per capita rate as much aid to underdeveloped
people around the world as we are providing for the Indians.
We are spending the money, but we are not somehow or other get
ting the results.
This is no criticism of Democrats or Republicans. Everybody has

Now, if that becomes our goal, if we are going to assume respon
sibility, to underdeveloped people everywhere, to get them on their
feet, to develop their countries, if foreign aid ceases to be an arm of
the military, an arm of the State Department as part of the cold war
conquest to defeat communism and becomes a perpetual, continuing
humanitarian effort to upgrade people everywhere, what are we going
to do for money ?
Mr. Bell. There is no such intention, Senator. I certainly meant
to imply none in my comments here.
The objective of the foreign aid program remains what it has been :
to contribute to the security of this country.
Senator Mundt. To help them get on their feet ?
Mr. Bell. Exactly, to get them on their feet. That is the method.
That is what needs to be done to contribute to the security of this
country.
Otherwise, the general consensus is that the risk of their being taken
over by communism is very high indeed. I take it that we are not in
disagreement on the undesirability of such an outcome.
The purpose here, the point that I am making here is entirely a
procedural one. It has nothing to do with an eleemosynary objec
tive, of any conceived eleemosynary objective of the foreign aid
program.
In fact, I could turn it around and suggest to you, sir, that if we
had approached the problem of our own Indians on a basis such as is
suggested here, if perhaps we now do that, as I believe is one of the
suggestions that is made in a task force report on Indian affairs that
has recently been made to the Secretary of the Interior, if we look at
each Indian tribe on each reservation and each reservation as an area
containing certain human and physical resources and try to work out
a development program, a country program, if you will, for that
tribe or reservation, and conceive of what they can do for themselves,
what their objectives ought to be and what outside assistance might
be helpful to them in the form of loans or technical advice or whatever
it may be, in order to achieve specific objectives in a specific period of

failed to get the job done.
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time, this would be applying to the Indian problem the same kind of
notion that I am suggesting we are beginning to apply in the foreign
aid field.
It seems to me that is the most efficient way to achieve the results we
want.
Senator Mundt. I wish you would devote some of your abundant
talents to a solution of the Indian problem. For some strange reason
the President has left the office of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
open. If you have some time I wish you would assume some respon
sibility because we need help in that area.
Mr. Bell. He has just sent up a nomination.
Senator Mundt. In this connection, I wonder if you have recog
nized that if this comes up to us on a country basis, this necessitates
the fact that the congressional committees have to consider these ap
propriations on a country basis which I think and wisely so, the de
partments downtown have always resisted.
It seems to me this is an area, talking now not about Indians, but
foreign aid, where your functional concept really makes more sense
than a country-by-country one because if we start to hold hearings,
evaluate practices, specify appropriations on a country-by-country
basis for 100 foreign countries as we do for the 50 domestic States,
I do not think it will be good for the program.
I think it will be a hopelessly long process; I think this is going
to give—this is the danger— as soon as you set this up on any calendar
accounting on a country basis, this gives a reasonable expectancy on
the part of the recipient country that it is going to get this money
year after year. Once a country develops an expectancy for money
from Uncle Sam, there ceases to be gratitude and there ceases to be
a recognition of friendship and cooperation and a feeling of good will
just as soon as they get a dollar less than they had been expecting.
I do not want to get us into that area. I want, to keep that in a
functional area. In this area of Asia we have to spend x hundreds
of millions of dollars to help develop the economic strength and mili
tary strength.
I do not want to get us committed to Cambodia so much. Vietnam
so much, here they come down the line.
I do not want to get you in a position where you have to justify
them before the Appropriations Committees, on what you call a coun
try program.
I am afraid it is sticky business. It is going to hurt the program
and I do not think that it is the kind of concept we should get around
the world, that everybody has been brought in, they have been given a
dollar tap.
And there is enmity among these countries, too.
Mr. Bell. That is right. The same response applies here, sir. as
in our previous discussion of the military budget.
If the country programs underlie the basic planning and budgeting,
it does not necessarily mean that that is the form in which the
requests come to the Congress or in which the Appropriations Com
mittees would need to consider them.
The functional appropriations would continue to be the appropriate
method for the Congress to use in deciding on money to make available
for this program, just as you suggest.
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Senator Mundt. I yield to Senator Humphrey.
Senator Humphrey. First, Mr. Chairman, I wish to commend Mr.
Bell on his precise and very thoughtful statement on one of the most
important problems we face— the budgetmaking process and the rela
tionship of budgetmaking and planning.I was interested in your comment in your opening statement, Mr.
Bell. We are well aware that a number of efforts have been made by
the executive branch over the years and with the cooperation at times
of Congress—sometimes what the administration does not think is
cooperation— as to the reorganization of the executive branch activi
ties and agencies.
You have commented upon the importance of the integration of
long-range planning with the budget procedure and then you said
as follows :

In passing, I might add that it seems to me the Congress, because it considers
budgetary matters for the most part in fragmented form, does not face quite
the same necessity to consider the effect of separate budgetary actions in rela
tion to each other and to the entire budget The Congress might well seek
methods that would assist it in giving a more sharply focused consideration of
such matters.

Now, do you have any sharply focused suggestions ?
Mr. Bell. No, sir; I don't. I am not a close student of congres
sional procedures and organization. I am afraid I am in the position
of pointing to a problem and not having a suggested solution for it.
Senator Humphrey. Are you familiar with the proposal of the
Joint Committee on the Budget?
Mr. Bell. This, I believe, is the same thing that Senator Mundt
was asking me about. No, sir ; I am not. I know about it in general,
but I have not studied it closely.
Senator Humphrey. One of your predecessors, Mr. Lawton, I be
lieve it was, in 1951, strongly endorsed this proposal.
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir; that is right. He is a fine man, I worked for
Senator Humphrey. He seemed to feel there was considerable merit
in the proposal.
Mr. Bell. Mr. Lawton's opinion would be very weighty in my

Senator Humphrey. Has the Bureau of the Budget expressed any
official attitude or official statement on S. 529, a proposal of Senator
McClellan on the Joint Committee on the Budget?
Mr. Bell. I don't believe we have, Senator. I will be glad to check
the point. Normally we are careful to avoid making comments on
matters of congressional organization or procedure, for obvious
reasons.
Senator Humphrey. I can understand your approach to this.
May I say that your skill indicates that not only are you an able
Director of the Budget, but possibly we need you in the field of
diplomacy.
Senator Mundt. In addition to being Indian Commissioner.
Senator Humphrey. We have a nomination up for that now.
Mr. Bell. The expected tour of duty of Budget Directors is rela
tively short.
Senator Humphrey. You can outline some alternatives.

liim.
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It seems to me that one of the great weaknesses in the budget proc
ess is on the legislative front. I imagine you are going to be hesitant
to comment about this. You are a prudent man.
But one of the objectives of this subcommittee is to improve the
national policymaking machinery. Of course, national policymaking
is not just done by the executive branch ; it is also done by the legis
lative branch.
I find it rather disconcerting to see a head of a department having
to go from committee to committee, subcommittee to subcommittee,
to discuss what is today very obviously an interrelated problem.
This is particularly true when we get into matters relating, for ex
ample, to research. We had some hearings in this same room a couple
of days ago on the subject of research, both basic research and applied
research, research in Department of Defense, National Science Foun
dation, Atomic Energy Commission, and many departments of the
Government.
It seems to me somewhere along the line as we talk about budgeting
being directed toward planning and planning toward budgeting, ana
getting the long-term look, particularly as it comes to some of our
research activities, we are going to need to improve the machinery of
the legislative branch.
Now, you say that is beyond your purview of responsibility, and it
is in a sense, but you are a wise man in these areas and I hope some
time when we get off the record discussions you might be able to share
some of your views with us because I think the biggest stumbling
block to efficiency in government is right at the congressional level.I think it is right here where we utilize and consume the time and fail
to integrate the many activities that are going on.I pointed out one example here recently of where the Atomic En
ergy Commission, the Department of Defense, and other agencies
were conducting a program relating to the improvement of means for
nuclear test inspection and control and identification.
Yet we find the National Bureau of Standards as a participating
agency in the Department of Commerce comes in for a little appropri
ation in the field of research that was an integral part of a total over
all packaged program. The trouble was they just forgot that package.
It is like perfecting the automobile and leaving out the spark plugs
and saying. "Why don't you take a trip?" Everything was there ex
cept what needed to be there.
The Bureau of the Budget had done its job in this. The total
rogram had been presented, but when it came down to Congress we
ad a Subcommittee on Commerce and other related activities, and
another Subcommittee on Defense Expenditures, which is meeting
right now, by the way, then you have another subcommittee over here
on Independent Offices.
If members of these subcommittees do not happen to have remem
bered everything that took place in the other subcommittees of which
they are a member, somebody gets left out.
Now what do we do about that, Mr. Bell ?
Mr. Bell. Senator, I do try to be prudent in these matters. I
would suggest, however, one thing that occurs to me as a result of
what you have said.
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I think possibly the right way to approach this matter, to analyze it
and try to reach a solution, is to think in terms of the needs of the
Senators and their organized methods of doing work, and the House
Members on the other side.
This is your problem. It is the problem of getting enough informa
tion and understanding in your mind and those of the other Senators.
The problem is how to organize the procedures and the information
that is available, the judgment of your staff members and the people
downtown that you can draw on so that you can master these very
complex problems of which you have given illustrations.
It seems to me this is the right point from which to start out,
these are the right questions to be asking as you face this issue, be
cause each Senator in the fundamental philosophy of the legislative
process, each Senator and each House Member, is supposed to know
enough and to have enough judgment to participate in decision
making in nearly everything that comes before him. He obviously
can't be expected to know all the details about everything, but he
has to master a very wide range of issues.
To see how he can do that with the problems changing all the time,
with the agencies as they exist, or as they can be altered in case
alteration would help meet these problems, the kind of staff assistance,
the kind of information techniques that are available—this is the
nature of the problem.
One step that might help might be an extension of a system
which has begun to be used by the House Appropriations Committee
which I think is undoubtedly very useful. I am told about this. I
haven't yet been through it.
In recent years the Director of the Budget and the Secretary of
the Treasury have appeared before the House Appropriations Com
mittee for 2 or 3 days to go over the whole budget, to talk about it
as an integrated whole, before the Appropriations Committee has
broken up into its various subcommittees to take up the different
agency budgets.
It is a small step, but it seems to me it is a significant one and
illustrative of the kind of thing you are talking about, to think of
getting groups of Senators together for briefings of various kinds
on broader subjects than they normally are meeting to consider.
This might conceivably be useful.
Anyway, the only comment I am really trying to make is that I
think the right way to take hold of this problem is to think of it
as a problem of getting information and facts and ideas into the
minds of the Members of the Legislature.
Senator Humphrey. Mr. Bell, I fully appreciate the importance
of improving the budgetmaking process at the executive level. We
have come a long way. The budget is the most complicated instru
ment of our Government and it is the most important control instru
ment. It actually makes policy, at least if it does not make policy—
I should not say that.
Mr. Bell. It reflects policy.
Senator Humphrey. It reflects policy; that is correct. That is an
appropriate description of it. But if it reflects policy at the execu
tive level and there is not a comparable apparatus at the legislative
level, that reflection can become very distorted.
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This is what is somewhat disturbing, it seems to me, for the long
pull.
Take, for example, an area in which I have been doing some work,
myself, this whole matter of basic research. Everybody is for it
except those whose responsibility it is.
Somewhere along the line a decision has to be arrived at as to
how much money this Government is going to throw into the fields
of basic research. This is not a very exciting pursuit, you know.
Most people are critical of basic research.
Nevertheless it is the water table so to speak of our intellectual
reservoir, of our intellectual reserve.
Now, the Bureau of the Budget very well reflects administration
policy as to how much ought to go into this, but if it comes down
here and it gets chopped up in little pieces, all the way along the
line, one of the easiest places to show you are economy minded is to
cut off $2 million here, another $5 million here, and $10 million in
basic research because what basic research does may not be reflected
during one's term of office.
It may take 10, 15, 25 years before it demonstrates any importance
whatsoever.
I feel from the legislative branch, and I say this to our worthy
chairman who has done an admirable job here in looking at how
we might improve the policymaking machinery of our Government,
we tend to think of our Government essentially as the executive
branch in fact when the legislative branch can make or break a policy
and can distort the reflection.
Mr. Bell. That is right.
Senator Humphrey. My final point is—and this is just an observa
tion—I am delighted that you, as an officer of this Government, come
up here and unashamedly and courageously talk about planning.
I used to feel that planning had almost taken on the cloak of
being an un-American activity here for a while. I suggested that
we ought to take it out of the doghouse and put it into the White
House.
Now, I see that they put it in the Bureau of the Budget, which
is at least close to the White House, a step in between. It is very
desirable.
When you project planning, Mr. Bell, I hope you won't do what
I saw as a 10-year projection that was made here a couple of years
ago.
I saw a 10-year projection on research and the 10-year projection
showed each year they had the same amount as they had in 1960.
Now, I have a 16-year-old son that can do that. He is in his
junior year.
Three and a half billion dollars in certain types of research activi
ties, that was the amount that was scheduled from fiscal 1960 or
1961 and it was scheduled right on up through to fiscal 1970.
That of course did not take into consideration inflation, it did not
take into consideration that as you develop you become more com
plicated. You have more sophisticated projects and instruments you
are working with.
What do you do about projection ? I saw your 5-year projection.
Did not President Kennedy ask you to make a 5-year projection in
the field of research activities?
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Mr. Bell. I think you may be thinking of oceanography.
Senator Humphrey. No; 1 am thinking about not just oceanog
raphy; there was a 10-year projection on the part or the Bureau
of the Budget in 1960.
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir; that was released in January under the pre
vious administration.
Senator Humphrey. That is right.
Then President Kennedy asked for that to be telescoped in a 5-year
projection?
Mr. Bell. We have been working
Senator Humphrey. I do not know whether you have completed
it or not.
Mr. Bell. We have been working on that, but no figures have been
made public so far as I know. In fact, we don't have a complete
set of figures.
The defense matter is still so much under review that we do not
have, we have not been able to pin them down to a firm basis.
Senator Humphrey. My point on this, Mr. Bell, is simply this:
Do you ask separate agencies like Navy, National Science Founda
tion, Atomic Energy, to just give us your figures for the next 5 years,
or do you have some way or means of balancing off an integrated
figure after discussion or consultation so that in a sense a policy de
cision is arrived at, a consensus of functioning agencies rather than
a sum total of the individual agency, or department requests.
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir. We attempt to do what you are describing.
I would shy away from the word consensus. I do not think we
ought to rely on consensus among agencies. That may very well
simply represent the least common denominator.
But. obviously if research is carried on as it is in many different
agencies, it is necessary to consider the interrelationships among those
different research programs, to try to conceive of the appropriate
total and the appropriate balance among the elements.
This, I take it, is what you are describing.
Now, one of the principal advantages that we see in this long-range
forward budgeting is that it provides a means by which you can line
up the activities that will be taken on, will be carried on by different
agencies, and can ask the kind of questions you are talking about.
We think that this is one of the most important aspects of the
Budget Bureau's work, to identify and to relate the different aspects
of a problem which are underwav in different agencies.
The product will be various. In every case it should be a sensible
total budget in which the piece that is to be carried by the Depart
ment of Commerce and that which is to be carried by the National
Science Foundation, and so on, are correctly conceived in total and
in relation to each other.
It may also be that such a review will provide a special result as in
the case of oceanography, when a special document was put together
and the President transmitted it to the Congress, setting forth the
different types of work that are underway in different Federal agen
cies that affect, or are related to, the overall subject of oceanography
and making recommendations about them.
This, incidentally, relates to what we were talking about a few min
utes ago. I am sure it will be of great benefit to the Congress to have
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a summary of the oceanographic efforts that are underway in the
Federal Government in one document, something that you and the
others can look at and see this in one place, rather than have to dig
it out from the various departmental budget submissions or what not.
So that we do indeed attempt to relate the elements correctly to
each other and to try to think about the overall totals of activities
which are carried on by different Federal agencies.
Sometimes, of course, it is our judgment they should not be carried
on by different agencies at all, but they should be consolidated under
one agency or some other reorganization should be undertaken. This
is another type of product of the analysis.
Senator Jackson. Senator Humphrey, I want to associate myself
with your earlier statement about the fractionated way in which we
on the Hill approach some of the problems that are presented to
us from the executive branch. It seems to me that maybe some
progress could be made if the executive branch would present certain
proposals as a package. This would force Congress to make what
ever committee changes are necessary to cope with that problem.I dislike putting it that way, but we are a bit conservative as far
as making any changes in our committee system is concerned.
The fact of the matter is that we had a military affairs committee
and a naval affairs committee, corresponding with the organization
of the military establishment. Then, when we set up the Department
of Defense, we merged into one committee, the Armed Services
Committee.
I merely make mention of this as an illustration.
This is the way it has happened historically. The executive branch
makes the move, announces that they are going to; let us say, make
a presentation on a functional basis—take your science problem, in
cluding the question of detection and identification of possible clan
destine nuclear shots, it would be helpful if this whole problem could
be presented by the executive branch for budget purposes as one
package.I do not say you can make broad functional presentations in every
instance. Maybe that is not the best illustration. But where you
have a broad area to cover, it would force the Congress to make the
necessary committee adjustments to meet the presentation that the
executive branch would make.
Senator Hukphrey. In this space agency activity that we will
run into, related activities not only on the part of the National Aero
nautical and Space Agency, but on the part of older, established line
agencies of the Government.
Mr. Chairman, I am going to leave. I wanted to come to hear
Mr. Bell. I am sure he knows my high regard for his views.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Senator Humphrey.
Senator Muskie?
Senator Muskie. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am sure this subject has been covered thoroughly up to this point,
but I do have a few questions I would like to ask Mr. Bell.
In your opening statement, you state as follows :
The Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 included two major reforms which
remain the basic foundations of the system today: One was the requirement
(hat only the President (not his Cabinet officers or agency heads) may transmit
a request for funds to the Congress—
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Senator Humphrey has made the point that policymaking is a
legislative function as well as an executive function.
The President, before he transmits his recommendations to the
Congress, has available to him many alternative choices. Each of
them, I presume, is advocated with greater or less persuasiveness
by people who insist they are important.
Do you think those same alternatives ought to be made available
to the Congress, advocated by the same persuasiveness and by the
same advocates as they are before the President ?
Mr. Bell. Senator, I think that this is a matter which is largely
within the control of the Congress. They can hear as much discus
sion of any subject as they may wish.
The President's budget is before them, his recommendations. It is
the responsibility of his officers to explain the President's recom
mendations, to make it plain why the President reached the con^
elusions that he did in the case in question.
They are also, however, quite free and expected to respond to
questions on the part of committee members as to what views, if
any, they may personally have, which differ from those of the Presi
dent and why they may differ.
This takes place, as you know, very frequently in committee hear
ings. I think the point that is made here is a little different. That
is to say, the comment I made in my statement about the Budget
and Accounting Act of 1921 lias to do more with the President's rela
tions with his own executive branch than with the relations of the
executive branch to the Congress.
Prior to 1921 it is my understanding that the various Cabinet officers
and agency heads submitted to the Congress such fund requests that
they considered necessary to carry forward the work of their depart
ments. There was no such thing as a Presidential budget and the
reform that was made was to require that the Cabinet officers respond
to the President's instructions, so to speak, and that they come to
him and that he put together his own judgment as to the overall execu
tive branch position. The Cabinet officers, however, are not by that
action disbarred from responding to questions from the Congress.
Senator Mttskie. What I am speaking about is something different
than responding to the questions. Questions might not be probative
enough. To ask questions which would elicit the information is a
hit-or-miss proposition. We are, sometimes, shooting in the dark.
What I am interested in knowing, and I am not advocating any
thing, I am asking questions —I am interested in knowing whether
or not department heads or agency heads should be discouraged from
advocating to the Congress a proposition which they are not success
fully advocating to the President.
This could be very important in the field of national security, par
ticularly in the field of defense.
There has been a great, deal of discussion in recent years as to wheth
er or not the Congress is kept in the dark about important policy or
program recommendations in the field of the military because they
were advocated to the President, rejected by the President, and thus
discarded.
It is your feeling that views that are that strongly held by depart
ment heads and agency heads ought to be volunteered or at least there
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ought to be an opportunity for the departments to volunteer to com
mittees of Congress.
Mr. Bell. Senator, I am not sure that there are major instances
in which the views of agency heads have not been brought forward
in the kind of case you speak of. I take it that most of the Members
of Congress who are interested and follow military matters closely
will be aware of the issues involved in a given set of policy decisions
and do not need to have any special invitation extended to the differ
ent officials of the executive branch to know where the arguments lie.
The arguments are not concealed. In our system the arguments
typically are loud and clear and everybody knows what the issues are.
They are debated at great length, in the Congress, in the press, and
everywhere else.
We have a group of reporters who specialize in reporting on the
Pentagon, as I am sure you know, and who ferret out issues, ideas,
and problems, frequently at such an early stage in the consideration
that it is very confusing to those who are trying to consider these mat
ters in an orderly fashion.
So I am not sure that the premise you suggest, namely that there
are any significant matters that do not come before the Congress be
cause the President has settled them in one way rather than another,I am not sure that that premise is realistic.
Senator Muskie. I am not trying to establish a premise. I am
trying to define a policy. You say in effect that, any department or
agency head who strongly disagrees with a budget recommendation
of the President and the policy of this administration is free, without
any fear of retribution or punishment, to present his views on that
subject to a committee of Congress.
Mr. Bell. The policy of the administration is identical, so far asI am aware, with that of the previous administration and the one be
fore that. In each case the policy has been, and is

,

that the members
of the administration are expected to support and explain the Presi
dent's position and recommendations and why they were made and
what their justification is.
Beyond that they are entirely free to respond to questions about any
personal views that they may have which are different from those of
the President.
Senator Mi skie. Are they free to volunteer any differing views
that they may have ?

Mr. Bell. So far as I am aware they are not and have not been
under any administration I know about. If a man feels so strongly
in his differences of view witli the President that he wishes to volun
teer those differences there is a perfectly obvious course open to him.
He can resign and volunteer them to his heart's content. Many offi
cials of every administration have done that .
Senator Muskie. Do you think, returning to the point which Sena
tor Humphrey made so well, that Congress is part, of the policy
making machinery, do you think that this is the best way, the most
effective way to present to the Congress the same altema'tivas which
are available to the President before he makes his budget recommen
dations?
Mr. Belt,. Well, it seems to me that there are undoubtedly many
improvements in procedure which are feasible.
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Senator Muskie. This is more than procedure.
Mr. Bell. The basic response I would make is the one I have al
ready made, namely that it seems to me that the Congress does not
suffer from absence of knowledge of what the issues are, nor of
skilled advocacy of different points of view.
It seems to me that the issues are clear and Congress knows what
the issues are, that the matters are not hidden or smothered under
this system we have today.
Therefore, it seems to me the airing of national policy issues, the
participation by the Congress in deciding national policy issues, rests
on quite an adequate basis of available information and points of
view.
Senator Muskie. You say the Congress does not suffer, but at the
same time you say that people who hold these points of view that
may differ from the President are not allowed to volunteer their
points of view. Then all that is left to the Congress is to dig these
things out by questions in the dark.
Mr. Bell. Not ordinarily, Senator. You see, in most cases the
President will be accepting the recommendations of his subordinates.
It is the rare case, rather than the customary case, when the President
overrules them.
Senator Muskie. The rare case may be the critical one.
Mr. Bell. Let me make my point about the general case first.
Typically what the Congress is considering is the difference between
the administration point of view—a view that is quite uniformly
held by the President, the Cabinet officer concerned, the Bureau chief,
the man in the military service—and someone on the outside who says
that this is all wrong, it is an improper view. Therefore a typical
argument is between those in the administration who hold that a given
policy judgment is correct, and outsiders who say no, that is an in
correct assessment of what should be the national policy. In such
cases, obviously the kind of issue that we have been talking about
is not a problem at all.
Now then there are cases in which there are differences of view
within the administration. In virtually every such case—and I
would almost say in every such case except I do not like absolute
phrasing— in virtually every such case the issues involved are widely
known and quite thoroughly aired by individuals in and outside
of Government, by Members of Congress who follow these things
closely, by congressional staff members who have very close com
munication with the executive branch, by newspapermen who make it
their business to find out where the issues lie because they are news
worthy. So that it seems to me a most extreme assumption that the
Congress would, in fact, be losing anything substantial because execu
tive branch witnesses are expected to support the President's point
of view.
Remember, also, the safety valve that I indicated a few minutes
ago, that if there are issues of very great significance and the man in
the executive branch differs with what the President decides, there
is nothing at all to bar him from resigning and speaking up on it.
This is often done, but I think it is a very unusual case in which this
is important or necessary to obtain a free airing of an issue.
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Senator Muskie. You do not think that the executive branch has
a positive responsibility to assure that every consideration of facts
which the President considered material in his own judgment making
should be made available to the Congress in its judgment-making
process ?
Mr. Bell. On considerations of fact certainly I would entirely
agree. Every consideration of fact.
Senator Muskie. Judgment?
Mr. Bell. Well, judgment is a different matter, Senator. Why
should the Congress care? Why would the Congress want to have
before it a complete listing of every judgment, 20 layers down the
hierarchy ?
Senator Muskie. I did not say that. I asked do you think that the
executive branch has a responsibility to the Congress to present to
the Congress every factor in consideration which the President con
sidered material in his own judgment making ?
Mr. Bell. I am not sure quite what you are trapping me into.
Senator Muskie. I am not trying to trap you.
Mr. Bell. That sounds like a reasonable statement, why would
that not typically be done if the President presents to the Congress
every material consideration ?
Senator Muskie. Let me finish my statement lest I be accused of
trapping you. Even an argument or judgment which the President
rejected may have been material. In other words, the President is
in a difficult position, it seems to me, to form firm judgments unless
he considers not only those arguments which ultimately support the
decision that he makes but also those arguments which he rejected
but which sharpened the validity of the arguments which he accepted.
Mr. Bell. Right. Typically in his presentation of the matter if
he sends the matter up, or in the presentation of the matter by such
of his officers as present it to the Congress, all the relevant arguments
are presented. A contrary argument will be stated in order that the
President's reasons can be given as to why he did not accept it. This
is the normal form.
Senator Muskie. Can he present it as enthusiastically as the fellow
who offered it in the first instance ?
Mr. Bell. That is a different question. You asked whether the
argument was made plain. Typically it would be made plain. The
President does not have to advocate both sides of an issue with equal
strength.
Senator Muskie. That is why I believe that both sides should have
an opportunity to argue it.
Senator Jackson. It is my understanding of course that Congress,
Members of Congress, can ask a Cabinet officer or any member of the
executive branch for the information that they need in connection
with the justification for the rejection of project A. In other words,
I think that the distinction here, as I understand it, is that it has
been the view of all Presidents that Cabinet officers should not come
up and volunteer to alter the President's program as made by the
President.
But if a member of a committee desires certain information of the
Cabinet officer, then that Cabinet officer— I am sure this has been the
view of most of our Presidents—should give a forthright and candid
answer to the question and make available all relevant information.
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You may get into certain areas, and I am sure that Senator Muskie
will agree with this, that are privileged within the executive branch.
We are not talking about that I am sure.
But the point I want to make is that members of the committees
can in their own way get the information out on the table and this is
being done every day. Somehow the word gets out that so and so
is opposed to a decision of the President and the members know the
questions to ask and all of a sudden the whole story is out.
So in the long run only on rare occasions is Congress in the dark
on such matters.
Senator Muskie. What you are saying is that this should be an
arm's length relationship ?
Mr. Bell. No, sir ; I do not think it ought to be characterized that
way. I take it that the President's business normally is to persuade
Congress of a point of view, whether he is asking for an appropria
tion under the budget or whether he is asking for a piece of legis
lation.
If he is to persuade successfully he obviously has to make plain the
arguments on his side of the issue and meet the arguments which may
be made on the other side. Any sensible presentation which is persua
sive will put before the Congress the pros and the cons and indicate
whv the President comes to the conclusion he does.
This, it seems to me, is not necessarily, in fact not appropriately, de
fined as an arm's length relationship.
Senator Muskie. I think you have stated your view on this very
well, Mr. Bell. I do not necessarily disagree with it.
I must say as Governor it used to be disconcerting to me when de
partment heads advocated to legislative committees points of view
which I had rejected in my own deliberations. So I am kind of more
on your side than against you. I did want to probe and get it on the
record.
Mr. Bell. I think there is a very real issue here as to whether in
fact there is any significant danger to national policymaking that
lurks in this area we have been talking about.
Personally, I am persuaded, after seeing the matter quite closely
during Mr. Truman's term, and again now, I have yet to see a case
in which it seemed to me there was any significant problem here that
was not adequately met under the system that we have.I entirely accept the fact that occasionally it takes a resignation, as
it did in Gen. Maxwell Taylor's case, in order to make plain how se
vere and how serious the issue was.
Senator Muskie. Of course you can also point out that the argu
ment eventually was won.
Mr. Bell. In this case, yes.
Senator Muskie. I have two specific questions the answers to whichI think ought to be on the record. As you may know, this subcommit
tee recommended in its last report that the administration should now
consider the desirability of creating an Office of Science and Tech
nology within the Executive Office of the President. I wondered if
you have any comment on that recommendation ?
Mr. Bell. We are taking it very seriously, Senator, and it is under
study now.
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Senator Muskie. I have one other question. The Bureau's special
relation to the President is symbolized by the fact that the Director is
not subject to Senate confirmation. How many officers of the Bureau
were you able to appoint ? Should the Director have a freer hand in
making appointments and should more of the top professionals have
a raise in pay ceilings ?
Mr. Bell. There are five jobs now in the Budget Bureau. There
were only two under Mr. Truman, three have been added.
The Director and the Deputy Director are Presidential appoint
ments and change with the change in administration. Under Presi
dent Eisenhower the three positions of Assistant Director were estab
lished to which men are appointed by the Director. They are sched
ule C jobs. Therefore the Director and Deputy Director and three
Assistant Directors do change with a change in administrations.
Apart from these positions, the Bureau is entirely made up of civil
service employees who have the normal protections of status and all
the rest of it. I have not found this any handicap in taking charge of
the Bureau. As an old Bureau staff member, myself, I may possibly
be under some illusions about the competence of the staff, out it has
always seemed to me, when I was on that staff, myself, and now, to be
an exceptionally capable group of people who have a very high profes
sional standard and who are fully able to perform their duties in re
sponse to the political and policy judgments of the President.
Again, of course, a civil servant obviously must have a limit. If he
so thoroughly disagrees with the judgments of his superiors he may
have to resign. The work of the Budget Bureau does not normally
lead to any such sharp issues of conscience.
We are a technical body and we spend our time typically making
critical analyses and technical judgments on budgetary issues as we
have time for and staff for.
The staff does not normally participate extensively in consideration
of policy issues which have a significant political coloration and, there
fore, the staff work is normally of such a nature that it can be con
ducted without involving any consideration down the line in the staff of
political questions.
The five jobs at the top of the organization seem to me adequate to
recognize the differences among the parties and the political considera
tions that are relevant to budgetary issues.
With respect to pay, yes, we do need more high-salaried jobs to at
tract and particularly to hold the caliber of men we need in the top
civil service jobs.
Does that meet all those questions ?
Senator Muskie. I have another few questions to ask but I have
taken considerable time.
Mr. Bell. I might just add one thing, Senator, before leaving this.
The Bureau's staff is not a body of men that stays there forever. In
fact, the Bureau has traditionally been, and I am glad to say, continues
to be, a training ground. Of the people who come into the Bureau, I
would suppose that the great bulk by far stay there for some time, a
few years perhaps, and then go on to work elsewhere in the Govern
ment. This happens at all levels. For example, under the new admin
istration, two of the senior division chiefs have gone on to become
Assistant Secretaries, one of the Army and one of the Defense Depart
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ment. They are Tom Morris and Bill Schaub. These were senior civil
servants who were recognized as so capable that they were taken on at
the political level in the Defense Department.
At the middle level we have lost a half dozen very able men to vari
ous agencies around town, the Space Agency, the Post Office, Commerce
Department, the Housing Agency. They have gone into programing
and planning and budgeting ]obs because they were recognized as very
able people.
Consequently, there is a considerable turnover in the Budget Bureau
and, naturally, in making replacements and promotions and so on I
have the opportunity to make choices among staff men within the lim
its that are set by the system. Now this does not mean that I am mak
ing political judgments. I do not make such judgments on the basis
of the candidates' political background. In fact, I do not even know
the political background of anybody in the Bureau except for the top
five jobs. But it does mean that there is a considerable reshaping of
staff going on at all times and, insofar as there is a difference in the
point of view on the technical side, for example, the notions of long-
range budgeting I was speaking about here earlier this morning, the
people coming up the line in the Bureau will have an interest in this
sort of thing and a competence for it. In that sense the character of
the Bureau will gradually change to reflect the attitudes of different
Directors over time. But this is a process that obviously takes place
in any organization.
Senator Muskte. These people that move to other agencies are able
to adjust psychologically from the habit of saying "No" to the habit
of advocacy ?
Mr. Bell. I would hate to have the impression on the loose that the
Budget Bureau is a place that only says "No." We are concerned with
the best solution to governmental problems—financial problems—and
■we spend a good deal of our time trying to persuade people to do
things, saying "Yes" as well as "No."
Senator Muskie. I wanted you to make that statement. Thank you.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits.
Senator Javits. I have just one question I would like to ask. It is
late.
Mr. Bell, I am very glad to see you. What do you think about the
proposition that there might conceivably be an annual review with
the Joint Economic Committee on the budget as there is an annual re
view on the President's economic message which comes essentially
from his economic advisers, with a view toward giving the Congress
at that stage, very early in the session, the whole panoply of judg
ments and choices which went into the budget in totality.
I find myself, and I know other Senators do, that you sit there and
you vote "aye" or "nay" on some proposition and it is almost impos
sible to relate it to the totality of value judgments which went into the
budget as a whole.
Sometimes it can be a very big figure. Sometimes it is small and it
does not matter because there is some modest margin for error either
way.
What do you think about that ?
Mr. Bell. It is not a matter that I have considered at any length,
Senator. I take it that it has been customary for the Budget Director
to appear before the Joint Economic Committee as I appeared this
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spring, not for a full-scale review of the budget but for a fairly thor
ough discussion of the budget totals and the major elements in it, as
•well as the relationship between the budget and the economic outlook.
As I mentioned in response to an earlier question, I think before
you came in, I understand that there has been, in recent years, althoughI have not yet been through it, a procedure under which the entire
House Appropriations Committee hears the Budget Director and the
Secretary of the Treasury for 2 or 3 days in the kind of overall presen
tation of the budget which I think you probably have inmind.I would agree" that such a presentation would be very valuable one
place or another or maybe more than one place for that matter.
Which committee it should be I would not have any idea.
Senator Javtts. It would hardly be your choice as to which was
best.
Do you have any views on Mr. Stans' expressed opinion that plan
ning for 5 years ahead is very sound, but not budgeting?
Mr. Bell. I believe the only difference between us is a semantic one.

I noticed his comment to that effect. I suspect that what I am talk
ing about he would agree with, namely that we should be aware at
all times of where our commitments and our ideas and our proposals
and our policies will take us over the next several years in a budgetary
sense as well as in a physical or substantive sense.
This is a different thing from saying that we would now present
to the Congress a 5-year budget and ask them to enact it into law and
vote the appropriations. That is not involved in my notions of what

is correct at this stage of events. Therefore I believe Mr. Stans and

I probably agree in substance although we might describe our agree
ment in somewhat different words.
Senator Javits. Now I notice you rather like this idea that Mr.
Hitch testified to, of budgeting— I am trying to find the exact
words
Mr. Bell. Program packages ?

Senator Javits. Program packages, yes.
NoWj do you find the same feeling in terms of the need to modernize
in dealing with the capital costs of Government and the investments
of Government, so-called revolving-fund ideas for business especially,
or the capital-investment aspects which, in many cases, produce in
come ? Do you feel any need in terms of what we are considering as
the national policy machinery for revising our judgment by which
we treat everything as an appropriation whether it adds assets, even
paying assets, productive assets, or whether it is a revolving fund that
comes on back, whatever the various financial connotations may be?
Mr. Bell. I feel very strongly that we need to be more aware in
many respects of what we are doing through the budget process. To
think of the budget as a monolithic set of appropriations is, of course,
quite erroneous.
We are doing all kinds of things when we consider the budget.
There are appropriations in it for current outlays. There are ap
propriations which will result in investment and there are appropria
tions which will replenish or expand revolving funds. It is not
only illuminating, not only rewarding to our curiosity, it is important
to our decision making that we understand what the various aspects
of the budget really represent.
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To this extent I am sure we would be in full accord and we are now
working on a revision of the conceptions of investment and capital
which are appropriate to the Federal Government. As you un
doubtedly know, there is now published, each year, a special analysis
in connection with the budget which attempts to put together in one
place the various capital outlays which appear in the budget in other
forms or in forms that are not clearly identified.I am not sure what is going to come out of our review. I think we
can surely improve the clarity with which we present the different
aspects of capital investment which are represented in the budget
today. Whether we should go on and try to work out some form of
capital budget in the British sense is a different question. I have no
opinion on that as yet.
Senator Javits. Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Bell, the present budget, which I have hereT
is rather sizable. What I wanted to ask you is if you have any sug
gestions as to how we could make this, shall we say, more readable, more
understandable, more of a portrayal of what we are trying to do at
home and abroad than we nave been doing in the past ? Can it be
more intelligible and more understandable? This is a big order andI am not asking for immediate reformation of the problem.
Mr. Bell. This is a problem very much on our mind. In addition to
the large, fat volume you held up, there is this small, thin pamphlet
version which has been put out over the years, called "The Federal
Budget in Brief."
Neither form is sufficient. The large form, in my opinion, could
stand major revision and improvement. We have some ideas along
these lines which are now close to being in a form which we will want
to discuss with the appropriate committees of the Congress. If they
concur, we may very well want to make some significant changes.
The direction of our changes would be to endeavor to make the
budget document clearer, simpler, briefer, shorter, more readable, more
manageable, and of greater benefit to the Members of Congress and to
others who must work with it.
At the same time as you will recognize, much of the form of the
budget has been determined by past actions of the Congress and they
have indicated very clearly, the committees that are concerned —certain
requirements which they want us to follow.
Senator Jackson. They indicate to you how they would like to have
it presented.
Mr. Bell. Exactly. A great portion of the detail that is now in the
budget is there because the committees want it there. I am not argu
ing about this. They surely know what it is they want.
Senator Jackson. But sometimes we do not realize what we are do
ing to ourselves and to the other people who have to try to read and
understand it.
Mr. Bell. So what we are trying to do is to devise improvements
which will at the same time meet the requirements of the congressional
committees concerned and the Members of Congress, to meet them
better, to meet them more effectively, and simultaneously permit us to
provide a simpler and more readable and more effective presentation
of the Federal budget.
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Senator Jackson. Actually, considering the number of pages in
here it is about $80 million a page.
Mr. Bell. About a thousand pages, that is right.
Senator Jackson. Well, I think this is certainly commendable for
you to undertake this kind of job. I do not envy you. It will cer
tainly be tremendously helpful to those of us who are not specialists
in trying to get a more understandable budget.
One last question, Mr. Bell. We have been discussing this morning
the relationship of the role of the Bureau of the Budget in the na
tional security process. In the last analysis this gets down to people.I wonder if you have any comments as to what we might do or
could do to get better people in government. I am sure you agree
that one of the real deficiencies that we face in many areas is our
inability to encourage, obtain, and keep the type of talent that we
need to have in wrestling with the enormous problems that we face.
Do you have any general thoughts in this area ? First, as to salaries
in the executive branch ?
Mr. Bell. This is not a question I had expected. I have no pre
pared comments on it.
I think, the most effective means of getting good people is to have
good leadership, to look for people who are competent and to give
them responsibility.
I think President Kennedy has had good luck in getting able people
into the administration because there is clearlv a job for them to do.
He wants to put them in positions of responsibility. He gives them
challenges, and a challenge is

, I am sure, the No. 1 consideration in
getting first class people to come into Government.
However, I see no reason why they should have to come in at great
financial sacrifice and many of them have had to do that. I think the
matter of executive pay is a very serious matter. I think there is no
doubt that it is a matter that needs to be considered. Whether the
Congress will be willing to consider it in the near future or not, I
cannot say.
It seems unfortunate that we pay our Cabinet officers a good deal
less than the vice presidents of second level corporations. This
does not seem really to reflect any adequate recognition of the relative
importance of the activities involved. Yet at the same time I should
think it is quite clear that Government salaries at the upper levels
will never be fully competitive with those in private life in many lines.
So it is not a simple matter to decide on the appropriate scales. I

think there is no doubt that at the present time the Government is

having the greatest hiring difficulty in the ranges just below the top
executives.
As I have indicated, Cabinet officers may well come into Government
because of the challenge of the job. Good men at the number two,
three, four level in the departments may be willing to hold them for

a while, either having worked up from below or having come into
Government from the outside, but these are typically men with family
responsibilities and they cannot stay at those levels indefinitely. We
are having great difficulty getting and holding top-flight scientists.
As you well know, this is one of the reasons why there has been such

a proliferation of these nonprofit corporations which do scientific jobs
or other technical jobs for Government, and can pay salaries that are
higher than those of the Classification Act in the Federal Government.
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We find this true not only of scientists and engineers and technicians,
but also lawyers. The Department of Justice is now asking the Con
gress to take all of its lawyers out from under the Classification Act.
The Congress has been making exceptions in recent years, numerous
exceptions. There are hundreds of jobs now which are exempted from
the Classification Act deliberately because the Congress has recognized
that the regular pay scale is too low. To get the kind of people the
Federal Government needs to carry out its work requires permission to
pay more salaries.I understand that in recent action the Senate Appropriations Sub
committee dealing with the National Institutes of Health and the
Public Health Service has put a special provision in the bill authoriz
ing the Public Health Service to pay up to $25,000 for doctors and
medical scientists. This is the same pay as a Cabinet officer.
The committee did it

,

obviously, because they felt the Public Health
Service had to be able to pay this much in order to attract and hold
the medical technicians that it needed, in special cases obviously, in
rare cases, but nevertheless, in some.
These are all evidence, it seems to me, that the pay scale of the Fed
eral Government is in fact in need of significant overhaul, but I re
peat that I am not at all sure when the Congress will be willing to give
it an appropriate reconsideration.
Senator Jackson. At least the administration is in a position to
make recommendations when called upon to do so.
Mr. Bell. We are studying the matter very intensively, yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Roger Jones had estimated in testimony be
fore our committee a year ago that $20million would be about the cost
to get the adjustment in the executive salary structure in a way that
would be quite helpful. Actually the amount of money involved is
rather small in comparison with the total budget.
Mr. Bell. Mr. Chairman, I think it depends on how much of a re
form you want to make. My own opinion is that we need a larger re
form than that, a more significant reform which would have a larger
cost. If you want to revise the Classification Act to any substantial
extent, especially in the upper levels, not simply the top supergrades
but down to the grades 12, 13, and so on, then you begin to affect quite

a large number of persons and it runs into quite a lot of money.
If you are thinking only in terms of the people under the Executive
Pay Act, that is the top Federal executives, then whatever is done
the bill would not be very big. If you double the salaries of the Cabi
net officers, the total cost would be relatively small in terms of our
national budget.
Senator Jackson. Thank you very much, Mr. Bell. We are most
grateful to you for your fine presentation this morning.
We will now, in accordance with the rules of the committee adjourn
for an executive session to take testimony concerning the National
Security Council.
On Monday morning at 10 o'clock the Secretary of Defense, Mr.
McNamara, will be our witness.
(Whereupon, at 12 : 45 p.m., the subcommittee proceeded in execu
tive session.)
(Note.—Mr. Bell's executive session testimony appears in volumeIX of the hearings.)
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STATE, DEFENSE, AND THE NATIONAL SECURITY
COUNCIL

TUESDAY, AUGUST 1, 1961

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

The subcommittee met in executive session at 12:45 p.m., in room
3300, New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chair
man of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Jackson and Muskie.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Robert W.
Tufts, chief consultant; Dorothy Fosdick and Brewster C. Denny,
professional staff members, and Eoderick F. Kreger, minority counsel.
Also present : Richard L. Roth, staff assistant to the Director, Bu
reau of the Budget.
Senator Jackson. The committee will now resume in executive
session to take testimony on the National Security Council.
Mr. Bell, could you explain? in broad terms, the basic philosophy
of the new administration in its use of the NSC and other interde
partmental coordinating mechanisms?
Mr. Bell. I will be glad to do so. I think there are probably two
major points that could usefully be made.
First, the President is using the National Security Council as I
believe it was intended to be used under the statute., namely as an
advisory body for him as he confronts the major questions of national
security. He meets with it frequently and the discussions have in
cluded those major matters which are the principal concern of the
President in the field of foreign and military policy at the present
time.
The second point, which represents a considerable change, as I
understand it

,

from recent years, is that the President is deemphasiz-
ing the device of the interdepartmental committee.
President Kennedy instead is using a system under which he places
responsibility on n. v. abinet officer, or a top subordinate in a Cabinet
department, for preparing an analysis or coming up with recommen
dations on a given issue or subject.
This Cabinet officer or top subordinate is expected, himself, to
arrange for whatever coordination is needed in order to obtain the
views of other departments concerned and to make sure that the
matter which is to come before the President and the National Secu
rity Council has been considered by others in the Government who
ought to consider it.
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The person on whom the President has placed responsibility, how
ever, is not supposed to come forward with a combined report that is
finished and all the President has to do is stamp it "yes."
Quite the contrary, the person on whom the President has placed
responsibility, a Cabinet officer most frequently, is expected to bring
before the President his own conclusions, his own analysis, his own
recommendations for action.
It may well be that other departments differ strongly. The Presi
dent expects that this will be the case, and expects the issues to be
argued before him and with him. He participates very vigorously
in such discussions in Security Council meetings, or in such other
meetings as may be convenient to him, at Hyannis Port or wherever
it may be. This, I think, is a striking attribute of the present
I understand that it is somewhat different from what happened
in recent years, although, of course, I am not personally familiar with
that period.
Senator Jackson. This administration has abolished the Opera
tions Coordinating Board ?
Mr. Bell. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Insofar as you are concerned, do you feel a satis
factory substitute for policy follow-through has been created ?
Mr. Bell. First of all, I am not at all sure that the Operations
Coordinating Board was a satisfactory method for following through
on decisions.
If you ask the question in a little different form, if you ask whether
I am satisfied that this administration has a satisfactory system for
following through on Presidential decisions, I would say we have a
basic understanding of how it is supposed to be done. I certainly
would not claim that in every case it is being done as effectively as it
should be.
The essential pattern for execution, again, rests on a system of
direct responsibility on the Cabinet secretaries, or in some cases the
responsibility is given to an assistant secretary, particularly the geo
graphical assistant secretaries of the State Department.
Those officers and the staffs that work with them, are expected to
be in a real sense the significant centers, both for policymalring and
for following through on Presidential action, for making sure that
the different parts of a Presidental decision that affect a given area
or country, are appropriately pursued, that the things that are sup
posed to happen in fact do happen, and that they happen in correct
relationship to each other.
The Office of the Assistant Secretary of State for a geographic area
has really been upgraded very substantially in the minds of every
one in this administration. They are frequently the key people on
whom responsibility is placed for pushing ahead with a given set of
decisions.
If there is any one place that the functions that were supposed to
be carried out by the Operations Coordinating Board have come to
rest, it is in these geographic assistant secretaries. _
However, there are of course many decisions with which those of-

decisions that affect primarily the U.S. Information Agency, or the

system.

For example, in the case of
TT P jT A il .
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Department of Defense, the essential responsibility has gone to the
Cabinet head, or the agency head in Mr. Murrow's case.
The staff of the Special Assistant to the President for National Se
curity Affairs, Mr. Bundy, performs a secretariat function in that it
keeps up with actions taken under the President's decisions.
They are not responsible for seeing that the action takes place.
They are responsible for knowing whether it has taken place and for
reporting it to the President. They keep a score sheet, but they are
not the responsible action organization.
Senator Jackson. In other words, in general, in lieu of the Opera
tions Coordinating Board, you are relying on the traditional depart
ments or agencies?
Mr. Bell. That is right.
Senator Jackson. And you have in some cases action officers if you

■want to put it that way ?
Mr. Bell. Exactly.
Senator Jackson. Who have the responsibility ?
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. So the followup work is being done in the way
you have expressed it

,

utilizing for the most part the traditional de
partments of the Government.
Mr. Bell. That is right.

I want to emphasize though that none of us would claim that we
are achieving perfection in these matters.
Senator Jackson. This is a tremendous job in any event, no matter
what kind of mechanism you use.
Mr. Bell. That is right.
Senator Jackson. This administration has also abolished the NSC
Planning Board. How do the departments and agencies work to
gether in doing the kind of things that were performed by the old
Planning Board ?

Mr. Bell. Again, your question puts me a little at a loss because I
don't know much about the old Planning Board. If I understand it

correctly, it had at least two different metamorphoses.
At one point, it was regarded as a group of people who met together
to make sure that appropriate planning was being carried out. It
was not a planning board itself but a group of people who made sure
that planning was being done in the places where it was supposed to
be done.
Later on, I gather it was transformed gradually into a group that
met virtually constantly and it was supposed to be doing the planning,
putting papers up to the Council, and so on.
If I am correct in my understanding of the past, the present sys
tem is not unlike the former idea. It is very unlike the later idea.
There is now no group of people designated as a planning board.
The planning for different problems is done either through the normal
processes, as when the Secretary of Defense is asked by the President
to prepare plans for alternative contingencies in a given situation, and
the planning machinery of the Department of Defense is available and

is used and the appropriate coordination is achieved with the State
Department and other people who are involved.
In other cases it has been appropriate as in the case, say, of a partic
ular country, when the President wanted a complete review of what
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the United States is doing in relation to that country, he may estab
lish through the National Security Council a special task force, nor
mally with the Assistant Secretary of State for the geographical area
as the Chairman, to come forward with an analysis and a plan as to
what the United States should be doing, with all aspects covered —
information, military, economic, political, and so on.
Under these circumstances there will be a special planning effort
on a one-time basis with people participating from the different
agencies, and the product of this task force will be reviewed at the
top level of each of the departments concerned and it will come before
the President and be debated and he will decide what he wants done
about it.
What I am saying is that this administration has used the regular
planning machinery of the different departments and also has used
special ad hoc task forces.
There is an effort on the part of the Special Assistant to the Presi
dent for National Security Affairs, Mr. Bundy, and people with whom
he works regularly in the different departments, to make sure that the
planning machinery of government is looking ahead to the different
problems that are going to be coming up and is working on the prob
lems, not only those that are in our laps as immediate crises, but those
we can see ahead down the road.
In that sense there is an organized attempt under Mr. Bundy "s
leadership, now with General Taylor participating, of course, to make
sure we are looking ahead and making appropriate plans for prob
lems that are going to confront us.
This is the way I understand the situation at the present time.
Senator Jackson. I want to direct a question to how the NSC
operates. Do you think the NSC as it now operates brings policy
alternatives before the President in such a way that the sharp dif
ferences are adequately given to him, and is there sufficient staffing
to back up the policy alternatives that are presented ?
Mr. Bell. Obviously, you don't want me to get into the substance
of particular cases. It is appropriate, I think, and proper to say that
there have been differences in the quality of the product in some in
stances from other instances.
In some cases the system has worked exactly as it should, namely,
there has come to the President a very clear and definite analysis of
the problem, and an outline of a proposed policy which is specific,
costed out, with all the elements included in a very nice presentation
of a proposed position and a proposed series of actions.
This has been available to everybody concerned sufficiently in ad
vance so that those who might differ with it have had a chance to
think about it and formulate their points of view and the matter was
in a position to come to the President and be debated crisply on real
issues.
This is the way the system ought to work. There is no reason it
can't work that way nearly every time. It is a little too much to ask
of human institutions that they work every time.
There have been cases in which the system hasn't worked perfectly.
Perhaps the fellow who was the task force chairman did not quite
know what was expected of him. He may have come up with a bit of
a least common denominator type of report, or it may have been a mat
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ter in which the timetable was very short and the people concerned did
not really have a chance to get all the issues staffed out.
We have had a very brief experience. I think it is clear that the
understanding of what the President wants, and how he wants the
system to work, is becoming much more widespread.
Senator Jackson. Are you getting clear-cut guidance to the depart
ments in this NSC process that you are describing ?
Mr. Beix. I am sure that they have not always felt this to be the
case. I am sure it has not always been the case. Particularly in the
early period, everyone had tied all his procedures to this machinery
that was suddenly abandoned and nobody knew where to look next.
So that I am sure there has been a considerable uncertainty in many
parts of the Government.
As an observer from the Executive Office level, it now seems to me
that the machinery permits the President's instructions to departments
to be quite clear and definite and that in any case in which there is
doubt, it is very simple to bring the matter up and get it clarified.
The system is flexible, simple, and can be very fast moving.
Senator Jackson. It is very important under this approach, I would
think, to make sure that all these decisions are in writing so that the
departments and those responsible know what their duties are.
Mr. Bell. This, as has been the case in the past, is a responsibilitj'
that rests on Mr. Bundy, the special assistant for national security
affairs.
Senator Jackson. And there is a follow through?
Mr. Bell. Yes.
Senator Jackson. So that those responsible understand, first of all,
in writing what they are supposed to do. Mr. Bundy monitors more
or less and reports to the President, I take it, what is going on so that
he will know what the story is.
Mr. Bell. That is right.
Senator Jackson. How is the budgetary process related to the
NSC ? At what point do you enter the picture ?

In other words, you have these price tags on a lot of these things.

I think Mr. Stans referred to them yesterday as the financial ap
pendixes.
Mr. Bell. Yes. The present system does not necessarily involve a

financial appendix. The financial substance may appear in the body
of the document.
It depends on the subject, but the essential point is that the cost of
doing the things that are proposed to be done is expected to be a part
of the presentation of the issue, part of the consideration of the merits
of the issue, so that at every stage the benefits and costs are supposed
to be and are typically included in the staff work that precedes the
President's consideration.
Now, the Budget Bureau, as an institution, does not have to par
ticipate in every stage of every piece of staff work. However, the re
lationships that we have worked out with Mr. Bundy's office are so
close that we have participated in every case in which we wanted to
participate.
We have been in a position to make sure that the financial aspects,
the budgetary aspects, were included and not just rely on the system
to make sure of it.
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Senator Jackson-. I would think, in view of the present method of
using the NSC, that the President would want to place major reliance
on the budgetary process for monitoring and coordinating various
matters that have to be decided.
Mr. Bell. I think this is correct in the sense that he is usingthe
Budget Bureau as a general staff support agency, much as Mr. Tru
man used to do. I don't know to what extent this was done under
President Eisenhower. I think this President, like Mr. Truman,
whom I knew—I don't know about Mr. Eisenhower—wants to be sure
that the budgetary consideration does not, of itself, determine the
answer to a given problem. In other words, I don't want to give the
impression that cost considerations settle issues by themselves.
What I have tried to say is that cost and budget considerations
have been appropriately integrated into the procedure and that the
President and everybody else who considers a given policy decision
is aware of what the alternative actions would cost and also can be
aware of the alternative benefits that might be expected from which
ever action was chosen.
Senator Jackson. Are the NSC meetings limited to those directly
involved in a matter in order to encourage completely frank and open
discussion ?
Mr. Bell. The NSC meetings vary greatly in the number of per
sons who are involved.
Senator Jackson. But when it is larger it is due to the necessity
of the situation ?
Mr. Bell. That is right. The President, in other words, varies
the attendance list, depending on who ought to be there to have an
appropriate discussion or to hear the President's judgment and
decisions.
When it is a matter of exceptional security classification the Presi
dent will hold the session quite small, that is quite small for an NSC
meeting. You can't get an NSC meeting with much under a dozen
people because of the statutory requirements and the President's de
sires about those whom he wants to be there from his own staff.
Senator Jackson. You are speaking of a formal NSC meeting. As
the President uses the NSC process
Mr. Bell. He holds many, many meetings
Senator Jackson. Of the subordinate groups within the NSC
structure?
Mr. Bell. That is right. You could call them subcommittee meet
ings if you wish.
Senator Jackson. Right. Is a task force expected to produce a
paper making specific recommendations in order to help achieve pre
cise discussion and decision?
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir.
Senator Jackson. They are held to that ?
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir ; they are held to that.
The President and those who work with him, are very impatient if
a paper comes up with the pros and cons neatly labeled, but with no
recommendation, no conclusions, nothing to chew on.
Senator Jackson. You have covered in general the steps you are
taking to see that the President receives sharply defined statements
of alternatives, rather than interdepartmentally compromised gen
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eralities. As I understand it, you are trying to make sure that the
President gets sharp alternatives and that the departments' views are
clearly expressed.
One of the great reforms Winston Churchill introduced into the
Committee for Imperial Defense -was to require that all decisions be
put in writing. From what you have said it is my understanding
this is being done and that it is primarily Mr. Bundy's responsibility.
Mr. Bell. That is right.
Senator Jackson. To see to it that that is accomplished ?

Mr. Bell. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Testifying before the subcommittee last year,
Mr. Robert Lovett said :

The authority of the individual executive must be restored.

You have alluded to this in your earlier remarks. First, do you
believe the authority of the individual executive is now being restored
and, second, what steps are being taken specifically in the NSC proc
ess to assure this?
Mr. Bell. As I have indicated, I think this is an underlying ele
ment in the President's administrative philosophy in which he has
exactly the point of view that Mr. Lovett expressed last year.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Lovett spoke about—

* * * the derogation of the authority of the individual In government, and the
exaltation of the anonymous mass.

You feel quite strongly that under present procedures the individual

is being emphasized and being held responsible ?

Mr. Bell. I think this is very characteristic of this President. I

can testify to it from my personal experience.
Senator Jackson. What do you think are the most important as yet
not satisfactorily solved problems in the present mode of operating
the NSC ? In other words, what are some of the areas where, shall
we say, you need to bear down a bit ? I assume you will always have
that kind of problem, but in what areas do you feel you can make
some adjustments and changes that would be helpful?
Mr. Bell. If you will permit me to speak broadly I would think
that none of us would be satisfied with the basic system for appreciat
ing, analyzing and proposing solutions to the biggest questions we
face in the national security area. These are problems that concern
primarily the State and Defense Departments. I alluded to that in
the testimony I gave this morning.
It is an enormous task to infuse the State Department with the
ability and the attitude to do the kind of imaginative, accurate, sizing
up of the situation and preparing of recommendations which is

needed. This is something Secretary Busk understands very well and

is working very hard to achieve.
It is a matter of leadership, and being sure that everybody under
stands exactly what is expected of him. It is a matter to some extent
of restarting, a matter to some extent of organization, of the relative
roles of the office of policy planning, the Office of the Deputy Under
Secretary for Political Affair's, the offices of the different geographical
regional Assistant Secretaries, the Office of the Under Secretary for
Economic Affairs—the responsibility that each of these pieces of the
Department has for contributing to the product of national policy.
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All this is being worked on to improve the State Department's capacity
to contribute to national security policymaking.
Similarly there is much work underway to improve the policy
making capability of the Defense Department.
So far as the National Security Council is concerned, I think it has
been evolving as time has gone by, and people have been finding out
what kind of papers make the best discussion papers for this Presi
dent and this NSC.
I think the most impressive aspects to me of the system under the
new administration are, first of all. the attitude the President has
toward assigning individual responsibility ; and, second, the degree to
which there is building up a kind of intellectual interchange among
departments, with the White House, and with the Executive Office
staffs which makes for understanding, quick communications, assur
ance that all sides of an issue are looked at, and so on.
Senator Jackson. Is this especially true, too, between State and
Defense? Do you gather that their relationship is becoming closer
in dealing with problems ?
Mr. Bell. Yes, sir. There is a long way to go on that, but both
Mr. McNamara and Mr. Rusk are keen on improving it; so are Gil-
patric and Bowles and others. There is now a system for assigning
officers back and forth on an experimental basis
Senator Jackson. That step is being taken.
Mr. Bell. That is right. The first officers have been assigned.
Senator Jackson. The public, Mr. Bell, gets the idea sometimes that
the National Security Council is an agency separate and apart from
the departments. Actually, in one sense, we have always had a Na
tional Security Council in our Government. From the founding of
the Republic, we had the War Department and we had the Department
of State.
The present National Security Council is pretty much a codification
of our World War II experience. We have brought together the key
national security-making departments and have worked out a system
which each President can adapt to help him get the information he
needs to make the hard, tough decisions in the area of national security.
In all of this, it seems to us on the committee that the Secretary of
State has a primary role. We believe very strongly in the primacy of
the Secretary of State in advising the President on the full range of
national security problems. In other words, he is sort of the orchestra
leader.
I just wondered what your approach or philosophy is in that regard.
Mr. Bell. The same as yours, sir, the same as that of the committee,
and I think that is the same way the President feels, the same way I
know Mr. Bundy feels.
We all look to the Secretary of State, just as you say, as the leader
in the development of national security policy in its broad sense.
I think this President has given evidence, by the actions I have de
scribed, eliminating the OCB, and changing the reliance on interde
partmental committees, that he wants to give to the Secretary of State
this responsibility.
I think that tins places a tremendous burden on the Department of
State, and gives it a role it has not had for years. It requires reforms
to be undertaken in internal management, personnel staffing, and so
on, which the department is in the process of making.
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Senator Jackson. I think the conclusions that we arrived at can be
stated rather simply—to utilize and to strengthen the traditional De
partments.
There is a tendency on the part of all of us to look for some new
superdepartment or board to solve our difficulties, especially if we are
frustrated and we do not have an immediate solution.
Mr. Bell. That is right.
Senator Jackson. If you do that, you run into the danger, of course,
of just compounding the difficulties. When the new department can
not solve the problem you create another one and so you go on and on
and on, and you cannot abolish them as fast as you create them.
Mr. Bell. There is a problem that Mr. Lovett referred to last year
in your hearing that is far from solved in this respect, and that is how
to enable the Secretary of State to carry out this role in view of the
enormous burden on him for negotiations.
As long as foreign secretaries in other countries regard it as de
meaning if they have to deal with anybody but the Secretary of State
this really, taken literally, would present a situation that no one man
could handle.
Obviously, he handles it

,

any Secretory handles it
,

only by skimping
on something. You would hope, and I would agree, that he would
handle it by skimping on the negotiating and by placing heavy empha
sis on the policymaking, which is very difficult to do.
Senator Jackson. It is quite clear from this approach to the devel
opment and execution of national security policy that the Department
of State needs all the support it can get. It needs all the assistance
that it can properly obtain to do the job that goes with primacy in
national security affairs.
Mr. Bell. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Does anyone have any further questions? This
has been very helpful.
We will stand adjourned at this time.
(Thereupon, at 1 :25 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned to re
convene at 10 a.m., Monday, August 7, 1961.)





STATE, DEFENSE, AND THE NATIONAL SECURITY
COUNCIL

MONDAY, AUGUST 7, 1961

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.G.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 3302,
New Senate Office Building. Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson and Mundt.
Present also : Senators Stennis and Bush.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick and Brewster C. Denny, professional staff members, and
Roderick F. Kreger, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will please come to order.
The subcommittee continues today its windup hearings in its non
partisan study of how our Government can best staff and organize
itself to plan and manage national security policy.
This final phase of our hearings is focused on the central issues of
organization for national security.
We will take testimony in particular on the problems of policy
making and policy execution by the Departments of Defense and State,
and upon the role of the National Security Council.
We are pleased today to welcome the Secretary of Defense, Mr.
Robert McNamara.
Mr. McNamara comes to his high post in the Government from a
distinguished business career. From 1940 to 1943 he was assistant
professor of business administration at Harvard University. During
World War II, from 1943 to 1946, he served as a lieutenant colonel
in the U.S. Army Air Corps.
Mr. McNamara was associated continuously with the Ford Motor
Co. from 1946 to 1961, first as comptroller, then assistant general man
ager of the Ford Division; vice president and general manager of
the Ford Division; group president of the car division, as company
director, and, finally, as company president.
Mr. Secretary, we are happy to nave you with us today. Following
this public hearing, as you know, we plan to adjourn into executive
session to take testimony on the National Security Council.
You may proceed now in your own way.
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STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT S. McNAMARA, SECRETARY OF
DEFENSE

Secretary McNamaba. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
It is indeed a pleasure to have been given this opportunity to appear
before your committee to discuss various aspects of national security
policy machinery.
Your committee is making amajor contribution to national security.
I was aware of the committee's work prior to being appointed Secre
tary of Defense. Since assuming office, I have asked several of my
assistants to consider the deliberations and findings of the committee
in their research on Defense Department management and organiza
tional problems and their relationship to other governmental agencies.
Through the candid testimony of the witnesses whom you have in
vited to appear, and through the findings contained in your committee
reports, an unusual collection of invaluable material on national secu
rity policy machinery is being assembled.
Members of the executive and legislative branches of our Govern
ment, students of the political process, and a great number of public-
spirited citizens, are being provided a reservoir of information to assist
them in their studies on governmental administration.
As a result, a more complete understanding is being provided of
various alternative procedures and organizations which may be used
to meet the challenges which face our National Government.
In my opinion, however? it is extremely important to keep in mind
that national policy machinery is not an end in itself, but, rather, a
means to an end.
National policies, in the last analysis, must be determined by the
Congress and the President acting together.
Under our system of Government, it is the President who has the
ultimate authority in the executive branch. He occupies the pivotal
position in the Government and has a direct responsibility to the entire
electorate.
As your committee has underscored in its reports, each President
must determine for himself how he can best use the policy machinery
of Government.
Of course, the top machinery of Government is closely tied to the
manner in which the President works with his Cabinet officers and his
other agency heads.
In the planning and management of national security policy, two
executive departments are predominant, the Department of State, and
the Department of Defense.
Your committee has referred to this as "the central partnership" in
national policy machinery. I agree entirely with your evaluation.
There are few great issues of military policy and overall military
osture which are not. inextricably wed to the responsibilities of the
ecretary of State in the field of foreign policy. And I am confident
that the Secretary of State, Mr. Rusk, when he appears before you
later this month, will assure you that the converse is essentially true.
It is for this reason that I believe the Secretary of State and I have
a mutual responsibility to insure our partnership is effective, harmo
nious, and completely responsive to the overall requirements of the
President and to his personal direction.
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For my part, I consider that the personal and official relationships
between myself and the Secretary of State are of the highest order.
But this relationship must, and does, extend deeply into our two
departments.
Among the regular points of contact between the two departments
are weekly meetings at the Executive Office of the President, which are
attended by, among others, the Under Secretary of State or his deputy,
and the Deputy Secretary of Defense.
Many of the matters taken up at these meetings are of mutual con
cern to State and Defense, and these sessions are helpful in keeping
officials of the two departments in close touch.
When specific national security problems arise, they are often as
signed for study and recommendation to interdepartmental task forces.
The Defense Department is

,

without exception, represented.
There are frequent meetings in the Pentagon between the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and representatives of the Department of State, at
which topics on an agenda suggested by both departments are
considered.
The Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Af
faire attends these meetings.
The State Department is represented by the Deputy Under Secre
tary of State for Political Affairs.
However, these are the more formalized channels of communica
tions. There are innumerable, less formalized, but no less important
points of contact between State and Defense.
Informal contacts, which facilitate the exchange and sifting of ideas
at working levels, take place on a continuous and day-to-day Dasis be
tween opposite numbers in both departments.
For example, representatives of the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense for International Security Affairs, who are most con
cerned with those military matters involving foreign policy, work
closely and harmoniously with their counterparts in the State De
partment. Regular meetings, which are also attended by representa
tives from other interested governmental agencies, are held to dis
cuss matters of policy planning and operations coordination, such as
those which were formerly dealt with by the National Security Coun
cil Planning Board and Operations Coordinating Board structure.

I must also bring you up to date on the State-Defense exchange
program, in which your committee has expressed such a strong inter
est, and which was discussed with you last year by Secretaries Herter
and Gates. It is now well underway.
A second group of exchange officers was welcomed by representa
tives of the two departments a few weeks ago.
Under this program, Foreign Service officers are detailed to politico-
military offices in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the service
staffs, and the joint staff, and military officers and Defense civilians
serve tours of dutv in various offices of the State Department.
The exchange officers are not liaison officers or observers; they are
full working staff members, or action officers, within the departments
to which they are assigned.
The program currently consists of 11 officers from each department
on loan to the other and, although it is still early for a definitive
evaluation, the reactions to date ofboth the exchange officers and their
"employers" have generally been enthusiastic.

74285 —61— Pt. IX 2
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In the professional training courses at the National War College,
at the three military department war colleges, and at the Military As
sistance Institute, emphasis is placed upon the interrelationships of
the political, economic, and military facts in our security policies.
State Department personnel and representatives from other execu
tive departments and agencies regularly attend the several war col
leges. Similarly, military officers and Department of Defense civilians
are attending various courses offered by the Department of State's
Foreign Service Institute.
On balance, in my opinion, Mr. Rusk and I, and our principal as
sistants, are working today toward the closest coordination and co
operation between the Department of Defense and the Department of
State at all levels of decisional authority and staff action.
To be an effective partner in the State-Defense team, however, the
Department of Defense must have its own house in order.I should like to turn now to the measures which we are taking
within the Department of Defense to make more effective our con
tributions to the national security policy process.
In your study of last November, your committee suggested a num
ber of areas in which the Secretary of Defense could improve the
operation of the Department. I agree wholeheartedly with your
judgment that one must guard against seeking organizational solu
tions for problems which are not merely organizational in origin.
Your committee report suggested the possibility of "more vigorous
employment of the broad authority already vested in the Secretary of
Defense."
One change, which I believe will improve my ability to make sound
decisions in matters affecting national policies, is the new planning-
programing-budgeting process within Department of Defense that
Assistant Secretary of Defense Hitch described to you in detail on
July 24. Under this new process, the Secretary of Defense, for the
first time, will have an integrated financial management system spe-
cificially oriented to the manner in which he is to make decisions, t>y
program in relation to overall Department of Defense military
missions.
I am fully aware that the National Security Act of 1947, as amend
ed, has given the Secretary of Defense the ability to make substan
tial management improvements on his own authority.
Upon studying the scope of this authority, it came to my attention
that there was no single office in the Department of Defense charged
with the continuous responsibility of organizational and management
planning for the Department of Defense, as a whole.
I learned that the work which had been done on broad administra
tive, organizational, and management problems of the Department
had been generally accomplished on an ad hoc basis by the military
services and not under auspices of the Department of Defense, itself.
Upon assuming office, I, therefore, established an Office of Organ
izational and Management Planning Studies under the General Coun
sel of the Department for direction. I assigned responsibility to this
new office to conduct systematic research to provide effective solu
tions to overall Department of Defense management and organiza
tional problems.
I might say it is working very satisfactorily.
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We have already been able to make some changes in organization
that I regard as distinct improvements. One such change has been
the decision, announced last Tuesday, to establish a Defense Intel
ligence Agency, or DIA. Our principal objectives in establishing this
Agency are to obtain unity of effort among all components of the De
partment of Defense in developing military intelligence and to achieve
a strengthened overall capacity in the Department for the collection,
production, and dissemination of defense intelligence information.
The organization will also achieve a more efficient allocation of
intelligence resources, more effective management of all Department
of Defense intelligence activities, and elimination of duplicating in
telligence facilities, organization, and tasks.
I consider that the DIA will permit the Department of Defense to
make a more effective contribution to many aspects of the national
policy process. The establishment of the DIA was fully endorsed
by the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.
Your subcommittee also highlighted the possibility of improvement
through "more active participation of the Secretary of Defense in
the deliberations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff."
As you know, my predecessor, Mr. Gates, made effective use of this
management technique by meeting weekly with the Joint Chiefs. I
have attempted to expand upon this concept and have found it one of
the most valuable means of obtaining the advice of my principal mili
tary advisers.
I have found that by personally raising issues for discussion with
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, I have been able to expedite the decision
making process.
Your committee also suggested the "possibility of increased re
liance upon the Joint Staff for planning."
I personally consider this to be a most worthwhile recommenda
tion. The Joint Staff, being composed of experienced officers from all
military services, has the potential of becoming a most valuable asset
to the Department of Defense, as a whole.
I am attempting to realize this potential by strengthening the par
ticipation of the Joint Staff in Department of Defense strategic delib
erations.
Of the special studies I have initiated since taking office, 35 of the
most important were assigned to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and thus to
the Joint Staff for analysis. I intend to rely on the Joint Staff even
more extensively in the future.
I will not attempt to comment in my statement on other suggestions
that your committee has made. I would like to underscore, however,
the importance that I attach to your views that those officials, who
are selected for top policy positions, should be willing to remain in
their posts so long as the President desires them to remain. Certainly
this is the policy of the present administration.
Before concluding my formal comments, I would like to state that I
am convinced that a great number of additional administrative, man
agerial, procedural, and organizational improvements can be made in
the Department of Defense. I expect to study such improvements
thoroughly and make whatever adjustments may be necessary.
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If I conclude that changes in basic defense legislation are necessary,
I will not hesitate to recommend to the President that he request the
Congress to act upon them.
Meanwhile, I welcome any suggestions that this committee, or its
members, might have to improve the participation of the Department
of Defense in the formulation and execution of national security
policy.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I have intentionally
limited my opening statement to provide maximum time for any ques
tions that you may wish to address to me, either publicly, or in the
executive session.
Thank you.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, I want to commend you for a very
able presentation of these critical problems. You have been very
frank and candid.
I might start by asking a question about a matter that has concerned
many of us on the Hill; namely, the fact that you have to appear
before so many committees, in many instances, to give almost identical
testimony.
At the same time, I might add, the presentation in this broad area of
national security from the executive branch over the years, has often
been on a fragmented basis.
I wonder if you might give us the benefit of your judgment on this
problem based on the months that you have now been in office. I know
you will be frank about it. It has troubled all of us.
My colleague agrees with me.
Senator Bush. I certainly do, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary McNamara. I shall be glad to place in the record a list of
my committee appearances. I think I have spent in the 6 months
since I have been in office, about 20 days before congressional com
mittees. (A list of Secretary McNamara's congressional appearances
appears at the conclusion of this hearing, p. 1213.)I do not consider this an undue burden and I think that it is really
a matter that the Congress must decide for itself.
The way it should organize and the way in which it can best and
most effectively carry out its legislative duties, is a subject I don't feel
well qualified to speak on.
I think we in Defense can more effectively present our programs by
avoiding the fragmentation that you have mentioned. They have
been presented in fragmented form in the past.
I hope that starting with the presentation for the fiscal year 1963
budget, we can avoid that by presenting initially a complete and com
prehensive statement of the total Defense program and its relationship
to our total objectives.
Senator Bush. On that point, the preparation for these 20 days also
involves a great deal of time, does it not ?
Secretary McNamara. Yes.
Senator Bush. I presume while you have staff to help you in col
lecting the material and helping to prepare statements of this nature,
nevertheless, it requires a lot of your personal time before you can
actually come up here, does it not ?
Secretary McNamara. Yes, sir ; that is true.
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Senator Bush. Would you roughly say it was twice as much time as
the appearances, or how much time can you roughly estimate of your
own goes into the preparation of the statements ?
Secretary McNamara. I rely rather substantially on my staff to
assist me in preparing for the hearings, but even with that reliance I
estimate very roughly that it requires 3 to 4 hours of preparation for
each hour before a committee.
Senator Bush. For each hour?
Secretary McNamara. Yes, sir.
Senator Bush. The appearances of the Secretary of Defense before
the Armed Services Committee and his intimate knowledge of so many
facets of the Defense Department and of each of the services strongly
suggested to me that there were many, many hours of preparation
behind those appearances.
Senator Jackson. The Secretary does his homework.
Senator Bush. That is right.
Secretary McNamara. It fulfills two purposes, however. One is
the preparation for the committee hearing, and the other is to acquaint
the individual concerned with what he would not otherwise know and
might otherwise have not known about his own department.
So it is not altogether time lost.
Senator Jackson. I believe you have a good staff and it is obvious
from your committee appearances which I have had the pleasure of
attending that you have done your home work.
It occurs to me, Mr. Secretary, that the administration might give
some thought to an early presentation of the overall national security
budget that is State and Defense together —with, perhaps, a presenta
tion to the Foreign Relations and Armed Services Committees, in
cluding the members of the Appropriations subcommittees that handle
the pertinent legislation. This would give the members at the begin
ning of the process a broad picture of what the executive branch
is attempting to do in any given fiscal year. This is not done at the
present time.
I have a feeling that part of our problem on the Hill stems from
the fact that the initial presentation comes in pieces.
It does seem to me that the executive branch might be able to make
a joint overall presentation of its national security goals and budget
to the pertinent committees of the Congress.
I realize this goes beyond the Department of Defense because it
includes other departments of the Government.
Secretary McNamara. We have taken a step in that direction, I
think, with the form in which the military and economic aid pro
grams are presented to the Foreign Relations and Foreign Affairs
Committee and perhaps it could be extended still further.
Senator Jackson. Speaking of committees, Mr. Secretary, as you
know, we have been greatly concerned during the course of our study
with the number of committees, in the Department of Defense alone.
I have here a compilation made last year of some 900-odd com
mittees within the Department of Defense. These are only the un
classified committees.
I wonder what your feeling is about the committee business in the
Department of Defense?
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Secretary McNamara. I do not look with favor upon committees
except when they perform a very limited function. Following inau-

Siration
on January 20, 1 examined the number of committees in the

apartment of Defense and they approached a total of 3,000.
Since that time up through July 1 we dissolved about 400-plus and
we have scheduled for dissolution another 130, but that leaves 2,400
to continue to work on. These numbers, of course, somewhat exag
gerate the situation because some of these committees are very small.
They cover management of an officers' club, for example. But some
of the others operate in very important fields.
As I say, I feel that committees can serve a useful purpose, but
they cannot be considered substitutes for creative leadership and
personal responsibility for such leadership.
Nor in my opinion should they be thought of as decisionmaking
bodies, but, rather, their function should be limited to that of a forum
in which advice can be exchanged.
In the latter role they can play a very important part in our deci
sionmaking process, but I suspect in the past they have been relied
upon far more than that role. Where we find that to be the case, we
are dissolving them.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel that in the operation of the commit
tee system more power should be vested in the chairman as his per
sonal individual responsibility ?
Secretary McNamara. I do not believe that a committee should
hold a meeting unless the decisionmaker is present and normally I
believe the decisionmaker should function as chairman of the
committee.
Senator Jackson. So that he is held personally responsible to make
a decision. Otherwise, if it is left to a whole group, the chance of
reaching a decision is remote?
Secretary McNamara. Exactly. I have seen a committee function
where the decisionmaker did not serve as chairman. I can con
ceive of operations of that kind. I don't believe it functions most
effectively through that technique, but a committee can function that
way.
Apart from that, I believe, as you have suggested, that the chairman
should have the authority of decision.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary^ you have been in office now for
several months. What stands out in your mind as the major differ
ences involved in running the Ford Motor Co. and the Department
of Defense?
I hope you understand the spirit in which I ask the question.
Secretary McNamara. There are great similarities and great dif
ferences. The similarities are associated with the administrative
problems that one faces in any large organization. They are very
similar, problems of organization, problems of assignment of work,
problems of scheduling of work, problems of selection of individuals
properly qualified for particular assignments, identification of the
problems of substance.
I believe that the tecliniques used to administer these affairs of a
large organization are very similar whether that organization be a
business enterprise or a Government institution, or an educational
institution, or any other large aggregation of human individuals
working to a common end.
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The substantive issues, of course, are very much different.
There is no similarity between the question of how many lines of
automobiles a particular company should have or what their char
acter should be on the one hand, versus the proper political-military
solution to the very serious and complex problems that the Nation
faces. It is in the substance area that I find the greatest differences.
Senator Jackson. I suppose you do not have to meet as often with
your board of directors as you do here ? You alluded to that earlier.
Senator Bush. May I ask a question ?
Senator Jackson. Certainly.
Senator Bush. You have no doubt in your mind that your indus
trial experience has been a very useful preparation for the heavier
responsibilities which you now assume?
Secretary McNamara. Yes ; on two scores : First, as I suggest, the
administrative techniques are very similar in any large organization.
Having come from a largo industrial organization, I find that the
techniques of administration that were applicable and effective there
are likewise applicable and I hope effective in my present position.
Beyond that there were certain substantive matters I was respon
sible for as president of the Ford Motor Co. which are very closely
related to what I am responsible for in the Department of Defense.
The procurement process in the Department of Defense is very
similar to the procurement process in Ford Motor Co. At Ford we
bought $3 and $4 billion worth of material a year ; in Defense we buy
$20 billion worth. In many cases they are the same materials, or very
similar ones, from the same companies and the purchasing practices
and problems therefore are closely analogous to those of the Ford
Motor Co. But these, I would emphasize in a very real sense, are the
less important substantive issues in the Department of Defense. The
main substantive matters are quite unrelated to those for which I was
responsible at Ford.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, do you feel that you have sufficient
authority at the present time to deal with the current organizational
problems of the Department of Defense ?
Secretary McNamara. Yes, sir ; I do. I say that without indicating
that I have in mind any particular major reorganization for which
I do not have authority.I would simply say that I do have authority to accomplish the
changes that I believe are necessary and that I am undertaking at the
present time.
Senator Jackson. If you need additional authority, of course, you
will not hesitate to ask Congress for that authority ?
Secretary McNamara. Exactly. It is too early for me to come
to any conclusions as to major reorganizational changes which may
or may not be required in the Department and for which I might con
ceivably require additional authority.
Senator Jackson. I think you have been following a wise course.
You have been feeling your way and trying to ascertain how things
are working at the present time. Where changes are needed, you
are making them ?
Secretary McNamara. Exactly.
Senator Jackson. We were very much interested, Mr. Secretary,
in the very able presentation made by Secretary Hitch of the func
tional approach, or program packages.
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I wonder if you would care to comment as to what impact this
might have on possible changes in the organizational structure within
the Department of Defense.
Secretary McNamara. I don't believe there is any direct relation
ship, or even close relationship, between the so-called programing
process as it relates to decision making on the one hand ana the or
ganizational structure of the Department on the other hand.
By programing, we simply mean the completion of costs and re
lated data in terms of the decisions that are to be made.
An illustration, for example, might be our strategic delivery sys
tems, alternative numbers of aircraft and missiles and submarines;
the decision as to the total force level ; and the optimum mix of ve
hicles within that force level.
This decision requires that all of the costs of all of the alternative
systems be collected together and be associated with a particular
alternate program.
In that sense the collection of the costs cuts across the military
departments because in the illustration I have given the Polaris sub
marines are, of course, the responsibility of the Navy Department,
whereas certain missiles and aircraft are the responsibility of the
Air Force.
But the collection of costs in terms of the program cutting across
the military departments in order that a decision may be made as
to the appropriate level of strategic power in the optimum mix of
vehicles to obtain that power does not carry with it any organiza
tional connotations.
Senator Jackson. It could lead, in the future, though, to some
possible revision of organization, could it not?
Secretary McNamara. No, sir; I do not believe it could.
Senator Jackson. I am not saying this is bad.
Secretary McNamara. I don't believe it could or would, Mr. Chair
man. I don't believe it would have any influence, really, on the
organizational structure or possible changes in it.
As a matter of fact, it can serve as a substitute for a change in the
organizational structure.
I don't wish to overemphasize this point, but I believe it is a valid
point.
For example, if one were to continue to decide on the number of
Polaris submarines independent of the number of B-52 aircraft, or
the number of Minuteman missiles, eventually erroneous decisions
would be made and resources would be wasted.
This could well lead to the demand to consolidate organizationally
the responsibility for Polaris submarine and Minuteman missiles and
B-52 aircraft.
The programing procedure, as I say, could act as a substitute for
the organizational change because it collects statistically the costs
from the several departments and consolidates those costs and the
resulting benefits in terms of the destructive power so that decisions
may be made with respect to the total strategic force and to the opti
mum mix of weapons within that force.
In a very real sense, this is a substitute for organizational consoli
dation.
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Senator Jackson. I think it is always a wise move, certainly for
budgeting purposes, to give a clearer picture of the job that is being
done and the resources that we have available to do it.
Senator Bush, would you like to ask some questions?
Senator Bush. Just on that point, I am very much interested, Mr.
Secretary.
I take it from what you say that you make a vigorous attempt to
relate the strategic power of the Polaris missiles, let us say, with
the Minuteinan, with the Atlas and Titan programs.
Secretary McNamara. Exactly.
Senator Busu. So that you have a connected and related program
involving all of these long-range weapons, including the Strategic
Air Command, so that your effort is to be sure that they do relate
to each other and not just establish performance capability of their
own ; is that right, sir ?
Secretary McNamara. That is exactly right.
In a very real sense, they are interchangeable, one with the other,
and substitutes one for another.
Because of that it would be inappropriate to decide on the total
number of Polaris submarines to be procured independently of the
decision on the total number of Minuteman missiles to be procured,
or the total number of B-52 aircraft to be procured.
Since the organizational structure separates these forces, assigning
something to the Air Force and some to the Navy, it is essential that
the top decisionmaker, in this case myself, in formulating my recom
mendation to the President, have available a statistical consolidation
which cuts across organizational lines, and that is the way in which
the program that Mr. Hitch described to you will function.
Senator Bush. I am very glad to hear that, because I think that is
awfully important with the services, each one apparently going ahead
with its own development program, that the Secretary is really coor
dinating these efforts in the final analysis so that we have a thor
oughly related, integrated strategic capability, coordinating the three
services.
I am very glad to hear it.
Senator Jackson. The effort is to pull together the weapons sys
tems from the services by function so that the Department will have
a clear picture of the power we have, for example, for our strategic
retaliatory forces.
This would be done for limited war forces, and so on.
Senator Bush. I would assume, Mr. Secretary, that because of your
relating these various weapons systems one to the other, that it was
your conclusion that the additional $500 million for the long-range
bombers, the B-52 program, was not needed ?
Secretary McNamara Yes ; that is true.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, while we are discussing the
budget a bit, could you indicate to us how you go about formulating
the defense budget ? We have had guidelines in the past. I do not
mean you should do this in great detail ; I do not want to place that
burden on you. But you might consider in general terms fiscal year
1963, just what the procedures are, whether you have budget ceilings,
guidelines, and so on.
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Secretary McNamara. Yes; we start with the political objective,
the formulation of which is presented to us by the Secretary of State
and upon which the President indicates his desires that we develop
a military program that will support the political objective.
As you taiow, the President has stated that the defense budget is to
be established without regard to arbitrary ceilings.
We determine the force levels which we believe are necessary to
support the political objective and then act to fulfill the President's
second direction to us. He has indicated that we are to attain the
specific force levels necessary to support the political objective at the
lowest cost.
Every effort is made to do that.
Now, further, I would say that the budget process in the full sense
of the word will be a continuing one, that we except to lay out a
budget or an operating plan, operating military program, covering a
sufficiently long period of time so that the period covered by the plan
or the budget will equal or exceed the longest leadtime of the actions
included in that budget.
This means that the plan must cover at least 5 years.
We then propose to maintain that plan or budget up to date with
monthly revisions to it so that at any particular time when a budget
for a special period, such as the fiscal year, is required, it can be ab
stracted from the continually modified and continually adjusted mili
tary program.
Senator Jackson. So that in your initial effort, which is to provide
that force level sufficient to carry out the strategy set by the Presi
dent in consultation with you and the Secretary of State, there is no
arbitrary budget ceiling ?
Secretary McNamara. There is not.
Senator Jackson. And the effort you are making is to achieve the
forces necessary to implement our strategic objectives.
Secretary McNamara. And to achieve those at the lowest possible
cost.
Senator Jackson. How does this approach, if you know, differ
from the approach taken previously ?
Secretary McNamara. I really should not speak of the past. I
know of it only by hearsay.
Apparently my views of what happened in the past differ from
some of those who participated in the activities and, therefore, I think
they, rather than I, should be considered the authority.
Senator Jackson. That is being very fair about it.
While we are speaking about this subject of providing, as you men
tioned, 5-year projection-of-force levels, and so on, what is your feel
ing about planning? Planning to a lot of people equates with some
things that are not always good.
Did you do any planning in Ford Motor Co. ?
Secretary McNamara. We did; yes. We had a 5-year plan ad
justed monthly. It was only through that that we could achieve maxi
mum efficiency.
Senator Jackson. The Russians are not the only ones with a 5-year
plan ?
Secretary McNamara. They are not.
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The point I would emphasize is that planning is simply a system
atic appraisal and formulation of your objectives and of the action
that you believe necessary to achieve those objectives.
In that sense, it is almost axiomatic that it is good.
Senator Jackson. All the large corporations, certainly, if they are
exercising prudent judgment, have to plan ahead to know what the
situation is going to be several years hence. Isn't that correct ?
Secretary McNamara. Yes ; I think the difference between the two,
of course, is that the large corporation can predict with greater ac
curacy the future that it faces.
Senator Jackson. The forces they are dealing with are a lot differ
ent than the forces you have to reckon with.
Secretary McNamara. Exactly. But the unpredictable nature of
many of our environments does not by itself make planning unneces
sary. Quite the contrary, I think it further emphasizes the need for
planning and the need for constant readjustment of those plans.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel that the planning that you are now
engaged in in the Department of Defense, planning as distinguished
from budgeting—Mr. Hitch made it very clear that you are planning
ahead, but that this does not mean you can necessarily budget for each
year ahead—can this planning be very helpful in avoiding waste and
in putting you in a better position to assist the State Department and
the National Security Council in achieving the long-range objectives
that the President will set in the future ?
Secretary McNamara. Yes. I think the planning ahead, can lead,
for example, to a much closer and more efficient relationship between
our procurement programs and technological advances and techno
logical changes thereby avoiding waste that might otherwise occur.
Senator Jackson. Speaking in that general area, do you think the
Secretary of Defense, yourself, needs more flexibility in the use of
funds, particularly in the research and development area?
Secretary McNamara. In the research and development area I be
lieve we have adequate flexibility at the present time.
I have the authority to transfer approximately $300 million from
other accounts into research and development accounts.
But in other areas of the budget I believe still further flexibility
would be desirable.
The Congress has provided to the Department certain flexibility,
much more today than was authorized 5 or 10 or 15 years ago.
But as we move further into a future dominated by technology and
by rapid changes in technology, I believe further flexibility would
be desired.
I am speaking now not in the research and development area, but
particularly in the procurement area, also in connection with certain
of the funds authorized for personnel, because the personnel require
ments are affected by rapid changes in technology just as the procure
ment requirements are affected.
Senator Jackson. The research part you can hold down, but is
there not a rather fuzzy line between development and production
these days?
Secretary McNamara. There is indeed.
Senator Jackson. You can get into a development program which
appears to be small in nature, but can actually be a very small down-
payment on an enormous undertaking.
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Unless you have some authority to deal with these various projects
and programs that are underway, they could lead to some rather dis
astrous fiscal situations.
Secretary McNamara. Yes, the committees of Congress that are
responsible for authorizing and appropriating our funds, have devel
oped a series of techniques that permit them to control our actions
while at the same time granting flexibility.
I would simply suggest a further extension of these same techniques
into other acts of our Department.
Senator Jackson. I think by way of illustration —you do not need
to do it now—but if you could have your staff give us a list of the
things that we are already committed to and which involve our plan
ning ahead, it will help us to get a better picture of it.
If you could do that, I think it would be very usef id.
Secretary McNamara. Yes ; I will be happy to.
(The illustrations appear following this hearing on p. 1213.)
Secretary McNamara. I can now give you a very simple illustra
tion of the need for flexibility. The President presented the recent
defense supplement to the Congress, recommending its approval. In
accordance with the traditional form for recommending funds, there
are splits between the funds to be authorized for Air National Guard
personnel on the one hand and Air Force personnel on the other.
When the program was drawn up it was drawn up on the assump
tion that certain Air National Guard units might be called to active
duty on a specified date. It now appears possible that we could save
money and increase readiness and reduce the burden on the individuals
concerned by deferring the call for 30 days and in the intervening
period assign still further personnel to the National Guard units
involved.
The effect of this is to reduce the total cost to the Department and
to reduce substantially the cost of Air Force personnel, but to in
crease the cost of the Air National Guard personnel.
We don't have the authority to do that because the Air National
Guard funds are appropriated specifically and with certain limita
tions for that account.
This is one of the minor illustrations of the advantage of additional
flexibility.
Senator Jackson. Would you say that the three Departments,
Army, Navy, and Air Force, are likely to play a different role in de
fense planning and organization than they have previously?
Secretary McNamara. I would say they are likely to play a fuller
role.
The Navy will participate in a discussion of the Air Force's stra
tegic systems.
The Air Force will participate in a discussion of the Navy's stra
tegic systems.
We held just exactly that kind of discussion with all of the chiefs
and all of the secretaries participating last Friday afternoon.
Similarly, the Navy and Air Force and Army will join together
in a consideration of the airlift, sealift, and ground requirements in
a way that had not been done previously.
So in a very real sense the military departments will more actively
participate in the planning and budgeting process.
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By the way, in my mind, I equate planning and budgeting and con
sider the terms almost synonymous, the budget being simply a quanti
tative expression of the operating plans.
Senator Jackson. This increased service department participation
should be a very healthy development. It would seem to me that it
would expose the mistakes made by the services—and they are bound
to make mistakes —and also bring out new ideas and fresh approaches.
Secretary McNamara. Yes; and more importantly, it will assure
that the programs of each department are in balance with the pro
grams of the other departments which they affect.
The airlift-sealift problem is an illustration of that.
Senator Jackson. You might discover some resources you do not
know about.
Secretary McNamara. Or alternatively we might discover some
gaps that exist that might not have been realized.
Senator Bush. The question prompts me to ask a related one.
How does the Office of the Secretary of Defense tie into the space
program, the NASA program?
Secretary McNamara. The Director of NASA, Mr. Webb, and I,
have jointly reviewed the total national space program.
The responsibility for such actions as the lunar probe and lunar
landing projects is clearly the responsibility of the Director of NASA.
We, however, are carrying on a number of military programs from
which NASA might benefit, and in turn we might be able to utilize
certain of NASA's vehicles.
Therefore, Mr. Webb and I have jointly reviewed the programs of
the two departments. We have asked our technical personnel to work
very closely together. We are in constant communication, one with
the other.
We have laid down our programs on paper and have agreed that
there will be no changes on those within certain limits without the
specific written notice of and approval of the other party. This is to
avoid duplicate action and duplicate expenditures within the two
agencies.
Senator Bush. You feel that there is a maximum of possible coop
eration between the two agencies?
Secretary McNamara. I do, indeed. I see no problems here from
our point of view.
Senator Bush. I am very glad to hear that.
Senator Jackson. It is pretty clear that when we undertake a pro
gram such as going to the moon, that you call upon all the resources
of the country in varying degrees, which means all the resources of
the departments, and it is very important that a coordinated plan be
worked out.
No one agency can undertake a job of that kind based on their
present roles and mission.
Senator Bush. Yes, sir.
What I had in mind was almost that, but also the fact that we are
doing so much development work in the Air Force and in the Army
and in the Navy in respect of long-range and intermediate missiles and
that the NASA organization is doing research and development work
in connection with long-range space exploration and developing its
own engines—are they?
Secretary McNamara. Yes.
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Senator Bush. And it seemed to me of great importance that there
be a maximum of cooperation and knowledge of what each other is
doing, you see, so as to eliminate any possible duplication of work.
This is tremendously expensive and so important, too.
Secretary McNamara. We have entered into a signed agreement
which Mr. Webb and I have signed, indicating in that agreement the
launch vehicles that each of us is working on and have stated that no
additional launch vehicle development work will be undertaken by
either agency without (a) the knowledge of the other agency and (6)
the acceptance of that other agency of the requirement for that launch
vehicle work, and in the event agreement cannot be reached, we will
then bring it to the attention of the President.
Senator Bush. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I think that is very
reassuring information.
Senator Jackson. I agree with you, Senator Bush, that what the
Secretary is saying, in effect, is that you cannot separate the peaceful
from the military aspects of any major space programs.
Something that starts out as a long-term military objective has
enormous peaceful implications.
It would take a genius to work out in advance a program of segre
gation of the military implications that would flow from the peaceful
implications.
When you undertake the lunar expedition, for example, it seems to
me that the major consequences of that particular task are not even
known at the present time and the collateral benefits that can accrue
may well be greater than merely getting a man on the moon.
It may take us to a lot of other places beyond the moon.
Secretary McNamara. As a Nation, I believe we must further stand
ardize our launch vehicles. We must develop a building block concept
in which we have launch vehicle A, that will cover the needs of the
Air Force, Navy, and NASA for a particular set of requirements,
particular weight of payload.
We must have launch vehicle B that can be added to launch vehicle
A that will cover the requirment of another group.
We must have launch vehicle C that will cover the needs of all agen
cies that will cover another range of payloads.
This concept we are developing and we are carrying out. When it
is fully implemented, I am confident it will avoid the waste that would
otherwise occur as a result of each agency developing its own launch
vehicles for each of its purposes.
Senator Jackson. You say you have signed an agreement with Mr.
Webb.
Secretary McNamara. We have.
Senator Jackson. In which you have established a very close work
ing relationship to avoid this very duplication that would otherwise
occur ?
Secretary McNamara. That agreement is in existence and I have
signed it.
Senator Jackson. What about the role of the three services in rela
tion to the Office of the Secretary of Defense. Do you think the mili
tary officers of the three services will have a different role in planning
under your leadership than they did formerly?
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Secretary McNamara. Again it is difficult for me to speak with any
authority of their operations in the past because I am not intimately
acquainted with them and I would not wish to misstate the way in
which they did operate.
But the development of the program concept and the manner in
which we are planning to review the programs will require that each
service Secretary and each service chief participate fully in those dis
cussions and thereby he will be participating in the review of the pro
posals of the other services to a much greater degree, I believe,
than has been true in the past.
That is the major change.
Senator Jackson. You would say that is a major change?
Secretary McNamara. Yes.
Senator Jackson. In other words, they will sort of play the role
of "generalist" in that they are not merely advocates of their own
individual service, but they have a responsibility to look upon the
whole concept and make their comments known.
Secretary McNamara. Yes. That has, of course, been a responsi
bility of the chiefs in their capacity as members of the Joint Chiefs,
but now we will not only recognize it formally, but also in practice by
introducing them much more fully into the total planning and budget
ing process.
Senator Jackson. Would this mean you are going to rely more
heavily on the joint staff in assisting you in your strategic delibera
tions, for example ?
Secretary McNamara. Yes, I definitely plan to rely more heavily
on the joint staff. I have done so so far and I proposed to do so in the
future.
Senator Jackson. Do you plan any change in the composition of the
joint staff ?
Secretary McNamara. Not directly. The introduction of the De
fense Intelligence Agency as a unit reporting to me through the Joint
Chiefs of Staff may have some effect on the joint staff. We are limited
by law as to the number of men that can be assigned to the joint
staff.
At the present time we propose no change in that limit.
Senator Jackson. You may ask Congress for additional authority
at a later date?
Secretary McNamara. Yes, as we have fuller experience with the
use of the joint staff and as the chiefs expand its use and operation,
we may find the need for additional personnel.
Senator Jackson. Senator Bush, do you have any further ques
tions ?
Senator Bush. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Senator Mundt ?
Senator Mttndt. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I have read your statement. It is always a pleasure
to have you as a witness before any committee of which I am a
member.
Before the Appropriations Committee you always bring a most
persuasive case.
I asked one of the earlier witnesses representing the Pentagon, I
believe it was Mr. Hitch, but I am not sure, about a problem which
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has concerned us a great deal, and that is getting greater value for
the American taxpayer from the material that the Defense Depart
ment has found it necessary to order and then found it unnecessary to
use.

You have accumulated a tremendous inventory. I am not critical
of the fact that you do accumulate inventories which you do not use
because you are swimming in a pretty swift stream which changes very
rapidly.
But other members of the Appropriations Committee, as well as
myself, have been very critical of the fact that no way is found to
recapture for the taxpayer anything remotely resembling the intrinsic
value of this surplus material.
I wonder whether as a businessman this has caused you some con
cern and whether you have given it any thought, and if you have
arrived at any recommendation.
Secretary McNamara. It is a serious problem. We have inven
tories approximating $42 billion in value.
The obsolescence of those inventories is very costly. I think we
should attack the problem on two separate fronts.
First is a closer, more exacting review of requirements leading to
the original procurement.
We are beginning to do that. I believe by this action we can reduce
the amounts of material procured and thereby reduce the amounts of
material that subsequently became obsolete.
In the long run I suspect that the greatest savings potential lies
in this action, but, secondly, and directly related to the point you
have raised, I believe we can organize to more effectively dispose of
our surplus inventories and realize a higher percentage of the original
cost through that disposal process.
At the present time, I think we are realizing less than 5 cents
on the dollar at the time of disposal of the material as surplus.
Senator Mundt. 5 cents on the dollar ?
Secretary McNamara. Less than 5 cents on the dollar, I believe.
I believe we can raise our present level of realization by certain tech
niques to reorganize the disposal process.
It is entirely possible that we should centralize all disposal activ
ities in one agency within the Department. Whether that agency
would be assigned to a particular service, or report directly to the
Secretary's Office, is not nearly as important as it would be, I think,
that the function of disposing of surplus inventories be recognized
as a specialty and that the actions to that end be consolidated in one
agency.
We are considering that as a possibility.
Senator Mundt. I hope you continue to work on that angle. Per
sonally, having watched it

,

discussed it
,

and complained about it for

a great many years, I have seen many come into Government as you
have and express the hope that they are going to make the savings by
not ordering the inventory. I think a lot of good men have tried.
Somehow or other, they have failed.

T have about concluded that failure is inevitable in the process,
that, changes come and nobody can anticipate them and so there you
are, and no commander, no secretary, wants to get caught short with
an inventory that he needed to work with.
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So I do think that we have to look at it from the standpoint of the
merchandising, that here is perfectly new, splendid, unused, valuable
equipment, and it is very distressing to get letters from taxpayers
who walk down some street, pass an Army-Navy store, and there they
find a $50 pair of binoculars that have never been used, Army issue,
for resale at $10.50 and you know the fellow selling it has to make
a profit, too.
There is just something wrong about that kind of disposal be
cause necessarily the Defense Department is using now such a tre
mendous portion of the taxpayers' money.
I think we have to give some attention to recapture. When you go
from binoculars to hunting coats and things of that type, up to big
equipment, if the sale ratio of markdown is there it would cause the
angels to weep.
If you follow through, I assure you that you and I will be discussing
it across the committee table freely as long as both of us are here be
cause I have been working on it for a long while.
I know in the industry that you represented before you came here,
which is one of America's most efficient, you must have watched that
aspect of the budget as well as procurement.
Secretary McNamara. We did and we treated it as a specialized
function deserving of specialists. I think in that area there is room
for improvement in the Department of Defense.
Senator Mundt. I read a recent article in the New York Times
which may or may not be accurate, dealing with the guidance memo
that you have circulated through the services that they quote :

After the President has established a policy or after appropriate officials of
the Defense Department have established a policy, I expect no member of the
Department, either civilian or military, will discuss that policy other than in
a way to support it before the public.

Now, is that the time sense of the memo, guidance memo, under
which your associates operate?
Secretary McNamara. Yes, with one qualification, which was not
ei flier stated or left out of the article.
I expect that the representatives of the Department when appearing
before Congress and asked to present their personal opinion, will
do so.
The statement I have made to the Department and also the specific
written piece of paper that carries that guidance includes that
qualification.
Senator Mundt. That could well be. I just wanted to establish
for the record here, which is more official than the New York Times,
a summary of the guidance which we have not seen, the fact that
that was indeed the policy, that there were no inhibitions, no new
inhibitions, no changes in policy which would preclude your asso
ciates, from the lowest to the top, under your direction, who are con
sidered competent enough to be called before Congress for a hear
ing, to testify before us, free from any guidance or any directive which
would compel them to maintain silence. Is that correct ?
Secretary McNamara. That is absolutely correct.
I would add, further, however, that when an individual represent
ing the Department appears before Congress and in answer to a
question from the Congress as to his personal opinion on the matter,

74285— 61—pt. 9 3
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expresses that opinion, I would ask that lie express a balanced opinion,
that he indicate whether or not he has had an opportunity to express
his opinion to the decisionmaker before the decision was made, and
that he state that there are pros and cons and that he list those pros
and cons so that the Congress obtains a balanced view of the prob
lem, and that he indicate further his acceptance of the decision.
Senator Mundt. Well, MTe sort of assume he has accepted the deci
sion or he would not be here. If he is still on the team, he must have
gone along with the decision.
As you know, by now I am sure, Congress has a habit of asking
Secretaries of the services, generals, people of lesser rank, do you per
sonally feel this is enough for your particular service? Do you per
sonally agree with this conclusion? And I think they should be free
to say no, but my personal opinion is so and so, and they almost al
ways are prudent enough to say, of course, "I am going along with
the team ; I have been outvoted."
Whether they say that, or not, we are realistic enough to know
that is true, but I think they should have that understanding, other
wise Congress, in its decisionmaking, gets to hear only one side.
Secretary McNamara. There is no question in my mind but what
they should and do have that right.
As I say, I have asked, however, that when they exercise the right
they exercise it by presenting a full balanced statement of the problem
and their analysis of it

,

and finally their conclusions.
Senator Jackson. Will the Senator yield at that point ?
Senator Mundt. Yes, after I make this observation.
When they make it

,

they usually make it on an issue on which the
pros have been pretty well discussed before, the committee by some
other witness from the Pentagon, so that usually if they state their
reasons for their conflicting point of view it does create that balance
of evidence on which we can formulate a decision.
Secretary McNamara. With this exception, that I do not believe
those advancing the conclusion that gave greater weight to the pros
should state only the pros.
As Senator Bush knows, it is my belief that the Congress should
be presented with the pros and cons even by the person recommending

a particular course of action, giving more weight to the pros.
It is only in this way that we can properly fulfill our responsibility
to Congress to inform it fully on the issues.
None of these issues are clear cut, they are not black and white : they
are mostly gray. It is my intention that we will present the grays
and then state quite forcefully and clearly that recommendation.
Because that is to be done initially, it should be done in all dis
cussions following that on the same issue.
Senator Jackson. I was going to say. Mr. Secretary, what you are
doing is following the traditional rule that previous administrations
have adhered to, namely, that when a policy has been ajrreed upon,
the people who are responsible in the executive branch of the Govern
ment have the duty to carry it out. That is when a decision has been
reached.
Congress has a constitutional responsibility to provide money for
the national defense, and if Congress is to act wisely and effectively,
then it needs the professional advice of our top military leaders. I
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take it from your statement, that you have made it very clear that any
officer is free and, in fact, has a duty to respond to any question that
a Member of Congress should ask concerning his personal views on,
we will say, a given weapons system. You honor that right and your
directive covers it.
Secretary McNamara. My directive is very specific on that point.
There is no question in my mind and I do not believe that there is
any question in the mind of any member of the Department.
Senator Jackson. The best proof that there has been no impair
ment, of course, is that Congress has added money for bombers—
about a half billion dollars worth.
So I think your direct ive is working in both directions.
Secretary McNamara. It is a little too effective, I think.
Senator Jackson. I merely raise this point, Senator Mundt, be
cause I think that if you just read part of the directive, one might get
the misimpression that someone was beingmuzzled.
I want to say that the man has just not come along who can muzzle
the Pentagon. I do not think they ever will and I do not think they
should.
I think we all agree that it is by the exchange of ideas that we can
make progress in this area.
On the other hand, it should not be used as a propaganda mill when
decisions have been reached, decisions that should be implemented by
all the people in the services, even though they may disagree with the
decisions.
Senator Mundt. That helps to establish the record which I was
trying to put into an official document here because one of the tilings
in which the Pentagon has always specialized is leaking articles to
newspapers.
That is nothing new under any administration.
I see newspapermen have been able to develop a lot of funnels of
information into the Pentagon. Perhaps it is better, therefore, to get
these things tacked down in an official record than to have excerpts of
articles in the Times reprinted some place else in which they pointedly
emphasize one phase of your directive, but not the other.
Now, will you take us back behind the frontlines of the Pentagon
as to how this process of argumentation, difference of opinion, presen
tation of the grays, and the whites, and the blacks, and the pros and
cons takes place in formulation of the final policy which Decomes
governmental policy at the time you have enunciated it in a statement
to the Congress and so forth, and is then expected to be followed by
all of the people in the Pentagon except those who come to Congress
and testify and are asked to tell why they disagree.
In other words, I would like to have for the record how those who
disagree, let us say a three-star general disagrees from the very be
ginning; he just honestly and conscientiously feels that a policy is
wrong; how does he get his point of view considered and by whom
before this court of last appeal when he finally comes to Congress and
they ask him and he says, "Well, I have to tell you how I feel."
Secretary McNamara. I can perhaps do so best by referring to a
specific example. We are at the present time, as you might expect,
working on the fiscal year 1963 budget program. One of the major
portions of that program will cover the proposed procurement of
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strategic delivery systems, Polaris submarines, Minuteman missiles,
mobile Minuteman, other weapons of that type.
Through Mr. Hitch, the Assistant Secretary for Defense, in charge
of our financial management, we issued a set of instructions indicat
ing the form and the time schedule to be followed in preparing the
recommendations for the fiscal year 1963 programs. These instruc
tions were sent to the Departments concerned, in this particular in
stance principally the Navy and the Air Force.
The Army was informed also, however, because we wished the
Army to be familiar with the proposals of the other two Departments
and to participate in the discussion of them.
The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs was also informed because, like
wise, he was to play an important role in the final decisionmaking
process.
Pursuant to those instructions the two Departments, the Navy and
the Air Force, prepared their recommendation, submitted them to my
staff where they were analyzed, presented then to me for my study.
I studied them and then asked that they all be sent to the Joint Chiefs
for their review, acting as a so-called corporate body.
The Chiefs did so review it and as a body presented me with a
written statement of their views.
On Friday of last week, Friday afternoon, I believe, I met with the
three service Secretaries, the three Chiefs of their service, plus the
Commandant of the Marine Corps and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs,
plus my Deputy, Mr. Gilpatric, plus three members of my staff, and
we spent some time together, approximately 2y2 hours, hearing the
Navy present their proposal in the presence of the Air Force; the
Air Force present their proposal in the presence of the Navy, and the
Army comment on each in the presence of the other. Following which
I expect at some point in the not too distant future to come to a con
clusion as to what I will recommend to the President on this specific
issue.
I simply cite this because it is fresh in my mind and it is typical
of the procedure we follow on any issue of any importance affecting
more than one department.
Senator Mundt. After you make your decision in this very com
mendable procedure, you recommend it to the President and let us say
the Chief of the Air Force still feels that his segment of defense has
not been adequately represented, what recourse does he have?
Secretary McNamara. By law he has the right to inform me of his
views and then appeal directly to Congress.
Senator Mundt. He can make a personal appointment and tell you
why he disagrees ?
Secretary McNamara. More than that, after informing me that he
disagrees he can appeal directly to Congress.
Senator Mundt. Can he appeal directly to the President, too ?
Secretary McNamara. Yes, although there would be no need for
that because in my presentation, in my recommendation to the Presi
dent, I would state the pros and cons and the views of all the parties so
the President sees quite clearly the alternatives that we face and the
reasons advanced by the proponents of each of the alternatives and
finally the conclusions that I arrived at and my reasoning therefore.
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Senator Mundt. Do you not think he would kind of have a hanker
ing to go and make his pitch directly to the President on the theory
that probably a Ford salesman can sell Fords better than a Chevrolet
salesman can sell Fords although they are selling the same product,
he has more enthusiasm.
Secretary McNamara. There is no question of the Chiefs' right and
opportunity to discuss the matter with the President.
I simply emphasize the legal right he has to appeal to Congress.
It is a rather unusual provision of the law, but one that is very
clear.
Senator Mundt. One other question and that deals with the War
Colleges which you discussed in your opening statement :

In the professional training courses at the National War College, at the three
military department war colleges, and at the Military Assistance Institute, em
phasis is placed upon the interrelationship of the political, economic, and mili
tary factors in our security policies.

The State Department personnel and so forth, are represented.
That leads to a question or two about the so-called new directive
which has been issued by the Department dealing specifically with this
whole question of policy.
I do not intend to get into it in detail because I understand the Com
mittee on Armed Services is planning to investigate this.
I am concerned because it deals specifically with the whole matter of
policy machinery.
Do you care to dilate further on what your concept is as to what
should be taught at the National War College, what should be pre
sented at the National War College, other than what you have listed
here, which indicates that it is limited to the interrelationships of the
political, economic, and military factors in our security policies ?
In your opinion is that the primary material that should be pre
sented in courses of that type ?
Secretary McNamara. No, the primary material is related to the
national military strategy and alternatives that might be considered.
But rather than consider it was limited to political, economic, and
military factors affecting our security policy, I wish to emphasize the
broad character of the discussions, taking account as they do not only
the military factors affecting our security policy, but the political and
economic factors, as well.
The directive that you perhaps are referring to is the directive which
has been mentioned in the press recently as having been issued within
the last few weeks, if I am thinking of the same directive as you are,
it was simply a codification or a reissuance of a statement that I made
earlier in the year indicating that civilian and military officials of the
Department of Defeiise are not to speak on matters of foreign affairs
outside of the performance of their normal duties as representatives of
the Defense Department.
These subjects, the subjects of foreign policy and foreign affairs, are
appropriate subjects for discussion by representatives or the Depart
ment of State.
Senator Mundt. Perhaps you can clarify the atmosphere if you
would delineate for the record how your directive changes practices
and procedures in that connection from what they were before you
issued the new directive ?
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Secretary McNamara. I would be happy to expand on the statement
I am about to make for the record.
Again, I cannot speak with any great authority on the past, but I
would simply say that in order to avoid any misunderstanding on this
subject, I made a rather clear statement of my views very early in my
term, sometime probably in early February, indicating that I thought
it inappropriate for those of us in Defense, whether civilian or military
officials of the Department of Defense, to be representing the Govern
ment and speaking on matters of foreign affairs and foreign policy
before the public.
I felt we should limit our discussions to subjects of military affairs.
Senator Mundt. To which you added a codicil or amendment recent
ly ; is that correct ?
Secretary McNamara. I would like to refer to the particular piece
of paper and I will so refer for the record, if you wish, I do not be
lieve there is any codicil added in that amendment.
I think the amendment, the piece of paper in particular, I believe,
was signed by Mr. Gilpatric or Mr. Sylvester, the Assistant Secretary
for Public Affairs, simply establishing certain procedures in carrying
out the instructions.
Senator Mundt. Would that make it less Pentagon policy if it were
signed by Mr. Sylvester, than if it was signed by Mr. McNamara ?
Secretary McNamara. I meant to indicate there was no codicil
attached, but? rather, a procedural implementation of a previously es
tablished policy.
Senator Mttxdt. A lot of people, including, I believe, the Senator
now addressing yoUj would be a little happier if on page 6 of this
statement you nave, it would read, instead of as it does, as follows :
In the professional training courses at the National War College, at the three
military department war colleges, and at the Military Assistance Institute,
emphasis is placed upon the nature of the Communist enemy which we confront
in addition to interrelationships.

It seems to me some place or other that would be a good place to
get across that concept and that mission.
I was disappointed not to find it in your statement. That is why
1 asked whether you felt there were other things that should be as
emphatically presented and I had expected you would perhaps say
something in that connection.
Senator Jackson. Will the Senator yield for a moment? From
having addressed the National War College, myself, every year for
many years, it is my understanding that they do have appropriate
presentations.
I think the head of the FBI makes it an annual affair to give the
internal threat that exists.
While the primary emphasis is on the external threat, they do have
people who make talks on the internal threat.
This is true of the Navy War College, the Army War College, and
the Air War College.
At least, I have seen the agenda of the ones I have attended and
the same is true of the Reserve national strategy seminar that lasted
2 weeks here just this summer.
Senator Mtjndt. I presume your presentations as to the war col
leges were made prior to this recent memo which we have been dis
cussing.
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Senator Jackson. The rules that have been followed have been
the same over a period of many, many years. The primary emphasis
is on the external threat political, economic, military, and so on. But
at the colleges I know, if you look at the subjects presented, it is quite
clear that they do have speakers on the internal threat.
Secretary McNamara. Yes, we don't believe that a military officer

proper application of our forces without clearly understanding the
objectives and programs and actions of the Soviet Union and its
satellites.
Those subjects are clearly discussed at our military schools, those
that I mentioned here, and those of our other schools.
Senator Mundt. But the emphasis is placed elsewhere on the inter
relationship of the political, economic, and military, is that correct ?
Secretary McNamara. I don't believe that is meant by this sentence.
Senator Mundt. That is why I suggested you might want, on sec
ond thought, in view of the heated discussions that are occurring on
Capitol Hill, to make a little clearer presentation of what really are
the points to be emphasized at these colleges ?
Secretary McNamara. There are many points of emphasis, includ
ing, specifically, the political, economic, and military factors.
Of course, among the political factors are those which we have just
discussed.
Senator Mundt. Does this directive which precludes the military
officers, as I understand it—I do not want to misstate it—as I under
stand, the February directive precludes or prevents military officers
from discussing foreign policy at public meetings?
Secretary McNamara. That is correct.
Senator Mundt. Does that also go so far as to preclude military
officers with the same rank discussing at public meetings of the same
type the nature of the cold war in which we are involved? Is that
considered a matter of foreign policy, or is that considered a matter
of military policy?
Can they address groups about the Communist menace and what
kind of conflict we are in ?
Secretary McNamara. I think it appropriate that civilian and mili
tary officials of the Department of Defense speak primarily on mili
tary policy and national strategy as it is affected by military policy.
That they are encouraged to do.
Senator Mundt. I am not quite clear in my own mind, if I were to
receive that order and if I were a major or colonel, I would want to
be pretty sure I was going along with the chief boss so I would do the
thing right.
Am I permitted to go out and give a speech as a colonel about the
nature of communism and the need for national defense and the need
to maintain National Guard morale and to discuss the type of con
spiracy that is launched against us by the people in Moscow, or am
I simply to talk about military organizations and what we would do
if war came?
Secretary McNamara. I think it would be quite appropriate if a
major had recently returned from, or otherwise had heen associated
with certain of the problems in southeast Asia, for him to discuss
the covert, and overt Communist aggression in that area, and to re-

can properly strategy or
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late that to the need for military forces and the application of those
forces by this Nation.
Senator Mundt. But only in that area, not to talk about the fact
that what happens in southeast Asia is also potentially likely to occur
in the United States, so maybe we should keep our powder dry and
be a little less critical of Congress voting additional moneys for na
tional defense ? Or perhaps why we should support the civil defense
program because he is confronted with precisely the same kind of
challenge and the same kind of Communist imperialistic totalitarian
ism that is impinging on the freedoms of Asia.
Could he go that far ?
Secretary McNamara. As a representative of the Military Depart
ment, I think he should speak in public on matters he is directly
responsible for or has a firsthand knowledge of and those are primarily
military affairs.
Senator Mundt. Is this not a global challenge? A challenge that
we have in southeast Asia about which perhaps the fellow living in
Kokomo, Ind., could not care less, but he is interested in what is apt
to happen to the United States and whether this great juggernaut of
disaster that is obliterating human freedom in southeast Asia might
also some day jeopardize his pleasant life in Kokomo?
Secretary McNamara. The major we are speaking of might be
equally concerned as I think he should be, about certain facets of the
Soviet's economic process, but I would think it rather inappropriate
for him to speak on those subjects.
The question of incentives, the question of management, the question
of allocation of resources and the position of the price system in allo
cating resources in this country versus the Soviet Union, these are
subjects of substantial importance to us, but I should not think the
particular major should speak on them.
Senator Mundt. In this overall type of cold war in which we are
involved, in which policymaking is so important, I must say I would
have to disagree with you because it seems to me that one great task
we have is to develop the kind of morale and kind of support, and the
kind of sacrifice on the part of people generally in a cold war that is
required to win it

,

which we are always able to generate in times of a

hot war and we win those.
This committee is primarily interested in developing the attitudes
and the procedures in Government in cold wartime that will operate
with the effectiveness and the efficiency in cold war that we get from
Government in hot war.
But I do not believe you can operate these things a thousand miles
apart. I do not think you can have the kind of policies in Government
necessary to win cold wars unless we build up the morale and inform
the people and enthuse our civilians as well as our troops.
If at the same time the military, most highly regarded and highly
respected and most populous in numbers, is denied the right, to do
the things I have suggested they do in Kokomo, it seems to me we are
trying to win the cold war with our hands tied behind our backs.
Secretary McNamara. On the contrary, I would strongly support
the public discussion by civilian and military officials of the Depart
ment of Communist overt and covert, aggression. I think it is in this
way that we better understand what, is taking place throughout the
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world and the dangers we face and the need for our military forces and
their possible application in relation to those dangers. This is the
policy of the Department and it is being carried out so far as I know
every day.
Senator Mundt. It just has to be related to the problems and the
projects and the people of America before you really are going to get
our citizens excited. Beyond a certain point ones eleemosynary
impulses get cold.
We are spending $50 billion a year on national defense. If this is
just a problem in Berlin and Asia, but has no relationship to us, if
there are not any Communist cells here, if there are not Communist
plots aimed in our direction, if we are not encompassed in the scheme
of Communist overall world domination, $50 billion is too much to
spend just to save somebody else's sovereignty.
I think we have to go to our local people and make them realize we
are on the target and make them understand the nature of communism.
I do not want to be critical, I have not read your directive, but I have
read the discussions on the Senate floor and in the press.
May I conclude by urging you, for whom I have a great deal of
respect insofar as your ability is concerned, and your courage and
something else which is important, and that is your realism, I think
you have it

,

not to get too squeamish because some liberal newspaper
iays, "Oh, you had better not be talking about communism because

if you do somebody is going to relate it to some domestic political
situation." That in my opinion is a lot of unadulterated eyewash. I

think we have to face these challenges where they are.
Democrats and Republicans are joined in this battle against com
munism. I think we have to talk about it. I think the best people to
talk about it are the people most highly respected. Those are the
fellows with service stars on their shirts who have fought in the wars
and who understand communism and can speak about it with author
ity-
It is not foreign policy, it is self-preservation to get the people to
know that communism is part of an apparatus which functions and
operates here with the same stealth and the same seductivity and the
same purpose that it operates in Asia. The United States of America

is as much part of the target as is Asia. It simply does not succeed here
to the same degree' and with the same speed Decause people here are
alerted to it. I think part of the job at the Pentagon is to continue to
see that they are alerted to it.
If some of j our officers are interpreting, as I am led to believe they
are, some new change in the Pentagon directive to sort of muffle or
muzzle their efforts to do this job. I hope that careful review will
make clear to them that this fight is being fought by everybody every
where and they ought to be helping to lead the cheers of the civilian
troops who want to get into the act and help understand and resist the
Communist conspiracy.
Senator Jackson. Senator Stennis.
Senator Stennis. Mr. Chairman, unfortunately I had to leave and
did not get to hear the Secretary's statement. I am very much inter
ested in what I have heard and in the forthcoming executive session.
Thank you very much.
Senator Jackson. Do you have any questions?
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Senator Stennis. I believe not, sir, at this stage.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, I have one last group of ques
tions.
Do you have any comments on problems you have had in recruit
ing the kind of people you need to do the job in the Department of
Defense and do you have any suggestions as to what we in the Con
gress can do to make the job of obtaining people from outside the
Government to work in the Government service easier, including any
suggestions concerning existing regulations.
Secretary McNamara. I think we have been fortunate in the De
partment to recruit men of great ability, really outstanding Ameri
cans, to accept the Presidential appointments that we have alloted to
us.
Some of those men you know, Mr. Hitch, who appeared before you,
is one of them. He is an exceedingly able individual. He is typical
of many others in the Department.
We have faced two problems. They are not at all unique to the
Defense Department. I doubt that immediate action can or will take
place to solve either one of them, but over time I think that we in the
executive branch, working with the Congress, can make headway to
eliminate them.
One of these is the level of salaries in the upper echelons of the De
partment. Generally speaking, these are far oelow the levels of simi
lar positions elsewhere in our society.
As I say, we in the Department of Defense are not unique in fac
ing this problem. Congress faces it

,

itself, in its own compensation.
The same problem is faced by other executive departments of the
Government and the problem is faced by other institutions in our so
ciety.
But as the years go by it would seem to me we would be operating
in the interest of the total nation if we were to raise the levels of com
pensation in the upper echelons of our National Government.
The second problem is related to conflict of interest. I personally
believe that it is impossible almost to formulate regulations that are
too strict in this area.
On the other hand, I think that those have been formulated, and
some of them are frozen in law, are unrealistic and fail to accomplish
their purpose.

I would suggest that the greatest single protection against an indi
vidual operating in a way that is the result of a conflict of interest

is to insist upon full disclosure of his personal financial affairs and
full disclosure of his prior and postappointment activities.

I do not believe we utilize full disclosure as a safeguard nearly as
much as we should.
Instead, we rely upon other actions, divesting procedures and
others, which I think are really quite ineffective at times and also
cause undue hardships and act as handicaps in the recruitment of
talent and competent personnel.
Senator Jackson. Some of the rules are pretty arbitrary. As a

matter of fact, the statutes that apply are almost a hundred years
old. The concept of stock ownership a hundred years ago and its
role in relation to control of the corporation was vastly different from
what it is today.
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Secretary McNamara. Exactly, and, moreover, the problems that
result from conflicts of interest and from the restraints and restric
tions and regulations relating to conflict of interest become much more
serious and affect our national interest much more severely as the role
of Government in our society increases.
Whereas the problem might well be resolved by the legislation in
effect a hundred years ago, today, when we have the national budget
equal to 20 percent of our total gross national product and when the
Government s place in our national society is so much more important
and its role so much fuller, the specific relationships of an individual
to his past and his future and his present assignment deserves far
more attention than they received a hundred years ago when that
legislation was drafted.
Senator Mundt. I like what you say. It is so true. Of course, this
aggravates the whole problem of conflict of interest.
I think what you say about disclosure has merit. I was not clear
from what you said whether you were suggesting that as a substitute
for divestment or in addition to divestment, or another criterion to
employ ?
Secretary McNamara. I don't come before you today with a pro
gram to assure that conflict of interest will be eliminated without
divestment procedures.
Senator Mundt. Let me ask you in that connection —you had ex
perience with a big corporation—a man would have to have a pretty
big chunk of stock of one of our great corporations, would he not,
before divestment would make much difference?
I cannot understand how a stockholder who has 1,000 or 2,000
shares of a gigantic corporation is going to profit himself very
much. Certainly not to the point he is going to indulge in nefarious
plays which would be culpable under an equitable code conflict of
interest. Unless he owns a prettv good chunk of stock, it seems to me
there should be a point where divestment could be employed.If a fellow owned a whole company or half of it, all right, but if

he owns 10 percent, I think it would be farfetched that a man would
become a crook to help all the other stockholders.
Secretary McNamara. I think his percentage is the percentage of
net worth represented by the particular stock, rather than the per
centage of the. corporation, but in either case, whatever standard is

thought to be important, I believe disclosure is a far better protection,
far better total and long-run protection than a requirement that he
divest himself of the securities.
There are individuals in our Department who are prohibited from
investing in 18,000 companies in this country.
Now, it is very difficult to recruit individuals for positions of that
kind. If this were to continue in the future, well
Senator Mundt. Does that mean that the Government is now
doing business with 18,000 or there are 18,000 potential customers?
Secretary McNamara. No, sir; it means in the Department of De
fense we have a list of 18,000 companies from whom we buy directly
$10,000 or more in services or materials in a particular year and by
law and the interpretation of that law certain individuals in our
Department are prohibited from investing in any one of those 18,000
companies.
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As you can imagine, it is an exceedingly onerous burden for those
individuals to carry.
Senator Mundt. How far can you carry that? Can they marry
into the families of those companies?
Secretary McNamara. This is a very interesting irrational applica
tion of the law. Not only can they marry into them, but through
their wives, children, and relatives deal in the securities of those
firms.
Senator Mundt. It makes an impossible thing to enforce obviously.
Secretary McNamara. Exactly.
This is why I place so much emphasis on disclosure.
Senator Jackson. I think you have raised a very important point
and a very helpful one. Certainly, when we get into a hot war, we
get all these people down here and the statutes are all waived. We
are in a war that is a long drawn out one and it seems to me that we are
going to have to make some substantial changes in the conflict-of-
interest statutes to bring them up to date so that they can serve their
real purpose.
The purpose, of course, is to make sure that dishonest people do not
get into government and operate in government.
The fact that a man sells his stock, if he were dishonest to begin
with, is not going to make him honest. And vice versa.
At seems to me that we are operating under some very archaic laws
that are working against the public interest. We are involved in a
fateful struggle with the Soviet Union and we need to get the best
people.
Are there any further questions?
The Chair would like to announce that on August 17 Donald K.
Price, Jr.. dean of the Graduate School of Public Administration.
Harvard University, will be our witness at 10 a.m., and the following
Thursday, the Secretary of State, Dean Rusk, will be the concluding
witness in this series of hearings.
Under the rules of the committee, we will adjourn to an executive
session to take testimony from the Secretary of Defense on the Na
tional Security Council.
We will convene in the Interior Committee library, room 3112.
Mr. Secretary, I want to express the appreciation of all the members
of this committee for the excellent testimony you have given us this
morning. It will be most helpful.
Secretary McNamara. I am very grateful for the opportunity to
meet with you. Thank you.
(Thereupon, at 11 :45 a.m., the subcommittee proceeded into execu-
tive session.)
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Congressional appearances of Secretary of Defense McNamara, Jan. 20 to
Aug. 1, 1961

Date Number
of hours

Congressional committees

Feb. 16
Feb. 23
Feb. 27
Apr. 4
Apr. 5
Apr. 6
Apr. 7 _
Apr. 10
Apr. 11
Apr. 18
Apr. 25

May 31
June 8
June 14
June 29 _
July 26
Julv 27
July 28.--
July 31
Aug. 1

Total 20 (days)

1.5
5.0
1.5
6.0
6. (I
4.0
4.0
1.5
5.0
5.0
1.0

4.6
3.0
0.0
2.0
4.0
3.0
:i.o
0. 0
2.5

Department of Defense Subcommittee, House Appropriations Committee.
House Armed Services Committee.
Space Committee.
Senate Armed Services Committee.
Do.

Department of Defense Subcommittee, House Appropriations Committee.
Do.
Do.

House Armed Services Committee.
Department of Defense Subcommittee, Senate Appropriations Committee.
Government Procurement Subcommittee, Senate Small Business Com
mittee.
Department of Defense Subcommittee, House Appropriations Committee.
House Foreign Affairs Committee.
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
Foreign Operations Subcommittee, House Appropriations Committee.
Department of Defense Subcommittee, Senate Appropriations Committee.
Senate Armed Services Committee.
House Armed Services Committee.
Department of Defense Subcommittee, House Appropriations Committee.
House Government Operations Committee (Civil Defense).

74.5

Illustrations of Program Commitments

POLARIS (Navy)

The currently approved program for Polaris calls for 29 operational sub
marines by fiscal year 1965. At present 5 submarines have been deployed at sea
with 16 missiles each, and 1 more submarine is to follow during this fiscal year.
A total of about $7 billion has been appropriated for the Polaris program
To reach the currently approved objective of 29 operational submarines by the
end of fiscal year 1965 will require approximately $1.7 billion in fiscal years
1969-64 for R. & D. and investment, in addition to annual operating expenses.
There is presently under consideration a Navy proposal to increase the Polaris
ready-for-sea force to 45 submarines in fiscal year 1966. This increase would
require funds, in addition to those above, of about $2.3 billion in fiscal years
1963-64, with further funding in later years.
The atomic reactor for the Polaris submarine involves a lead time of many
months prior to ready-for-sea date, and a similar leadtime is required for
procurement of propulsion machinery. Submarine construction must also begin
many months prior ready-for-sea. A decision to go beyond the current 29-
submarlne program and to have additional submarines operational as soon as
possible requires some funding for long leadtime items in 1962, substantial
increases in investment funding in the 1963 budget, now in the first stages of
preparation, and more in 1964.

MINUTEMAN (Air Force)
The currently approved program for the hardened and dispersed Minuteman
is 12 operational squadrons (600 operational missiles). Missiles are already
in production for R. & D. purposes, and the first squadrons are scheduled to
become operational by the end of fiscal year 1963.
The original development plan for Minuteman was approved in 1958, and
the program was accelerated in June 1959. The first fully guided launch took
place in February 1961, and the first silo launch is scheduled for late August
1961. Systems compatibility tests and SAC operational readiness training are
scheduled. All of this has taken plance or is scheduled under the currently
authorized program.
Through fiscal year 1961 approximately $1.5 billion had been obligated for
the Minuteman program. Attainment of the currently approved objective of 12
operational squadrons will require funds in addition to approximately $5 to $10
million per squadron per year for recurring annual operating expenses.
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In anticipation of possibly enlarged Minuteman forces provision was made
in a 1962 budget supplement to double production capacity.
Among critical leadtlme items in the minuteman program are the selection,
acquisition, and construction of the missile sites and certain hardware com
ponents.

TRANSIT (Navy)

Transit is a precision, all-weather navigational satellite system designed to
permit submarines, surface ships, and aircraft to passively obtain accurate
periodic fixes on their positions. Three experimental satellites are now in orbit,
and feasibility has been established. Development of the Transit system began
in ARPA in 1958.
The current schedule calls for launching an operational prototype satellite
in March 1962. Launching of fully operational systems will begin in October
1962 and continue at the rate of 3 per year. Under this schedule, procurement of
operational launch vehicles will begin in March 1962, and ground stations and
survey ships will be activated in November.
Submarine navigation trials will also begin in November 1962, with the sub
marine navigational system fully operational early in calendar year 1963. The
system will become operational for surface ships in mid-1963, and for aircraft
by the end of that year.
Funding for this program may approximate $124 million over the time period
1902-67.

C-141 TRANSPORT (Air Force)

The C-141 is a heavy, versatile transport to be powered by turbofan jet
engines. It will combine the extremely high performance of a modern jet
transport with ease of loading, relative simplicity, and bulk cargo capability
well beyond that previously available. For the first time there will be a range/
payload capability that will permit nonstop unrefueled flight over the Atlantic
or the Pacific. In addition, it will have airdrop capability and relatively modest
airfield requirements. In general terms, it is expected to provide substantially
more airlift capability than the aircraft it will replace.
The currently authorized program is for research and development only and
involves the production of a few test aircraft The intention is to develop an
aircraft within 1961-63 state of the art of airframe and engine technology.
Since R. & D. success is reasonably assured, a proposal Is now being considered
to plan for an initial operating capability in mid-1965. This will require pro
duction decisions to be made now which would be reflected in the 1963 budget
as well as subsequent ones.
Under such a combined R. & D. and production program significant mile
stones which must be planned for and met would be approximately as follows :
November I960, development directive issued; April 1961, initial letter contract
signed; August 1961 to September 1962, final design released; January 1962,
mockup inspection; October 1963, first flight; October 1964, beginning of pro
duction run.



STATE, DEFENSE, AND THE NATIONAL SECURITY
COUNCIL

MONDAY, AUGUST 7, 1961

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on Nation al Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

executive session

The subcommittee met in executive session at 11:55 a.m., in room
8112, New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chair
man of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson and Mundt.
Present, also : Senators Stennis and Bush.
Start' members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director: Dorothy Fos-
dick and Brewster C. Denny, professional staff members; and Rod
erick F. Kreger, and minority counsel.
Also present: Charles E. Johnson, National Security Council staff.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
Mr. Secretary, Mr. Robert Lovett emphasized to our subcommittee
last year the need for ''constant, close, and sympathetic cooperation"
between the Departments of State and Defense. He said, "The tone
of the cooperation must be set by the two Secretaries."
Mr. Secretary, would you tell the subcommittee what you are doing
to strengthen the State-Defense partnership, particularly in relation
to the NSC ? In the public session today you mentioned your close
working relationship with Secretary of State Rusk. Would you now
discuss this in connection with the National Security Council i
Secretary McNamara. Yes. I think the relations between the De
partments to the National Security Council is simply an extension of
the relationship I mentioned earlier, which is carried out (a) by a close
personal relationship between Dean Rusk and myself and a feeling of
mutual respect as between us, and (6) by each of us having stated to
all of the personnel in our Departments that we expect each of them
to work with their counterparts in the other Department within the
limits of our approved Department of State and Department of De
fense policies to the closest degree possible and to make whatever deci
sions need to be made on their respective affairs within those limits of
policy.
Now, this appears to be a change, evidently, from what has existed
in times in the past. There are no curtains, iron curtains, paper cur
tains, or any other kind of curtains between the Departments on any
echelon. On a day-to-day basis, this results in expeditious action, and
I believe an entirely satisfactory working relationship at all echelons.
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: relates specifically to the National Security Council affairs, it
)ly an extension of this day-to-day process. There are times
he President assigns to either the Secretary of State or the Sec-
of Defense a particular project for that officer to develop and
Mick to the President for discussion before the National Secu-
mncil. Even prior to the time the President makes a decision
recommendations, such projects frequently involve the other
ment.
Mr. Rusk's practice, as it is mine, in the development of our
lendations to solicit the recommendations and advice of the
arties affected. In this particular case, I would solicit the views
Rusk or his designee. He, in turn, if the project were assigned
would solicit my views or the views of my associates,
tor Jackson. So that there is a close working relationship, not
the secretarial level, but also below the secretarial level i
itary McNamara. Yes. We would bottleneck our affairs were
nsist that the working relationship between the two Depart-
flow through us. We realize that, and, therefore, even before
e formally appointed we agreed we would foster and sponsor a
slationship at all echelons within the Departments, and that we
me.
tor Jackson. In addition to the formal NSC meetings, do you
inel or subcommittee meetings of the NSC with the President
Secretary of State ?
itary McNamara. Yes. There are frequent meetings of the
silt with the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of State
sir key associates, frequently the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
r personnel from the Department of Defense and similar per-
from the Department of State.
tor Jackson. You find that this method is quite helpful in deal-
h certain types of specific national security problems ?
stary McNamara. Yes.
tor Jackson. In other words, in this way you can deal with a
problems which perhaps you would not want to bring before
re NSC?
stary McNamara. Yes. I wanted to emphasize that frequently
ser and more practical to deal with a matter in a small group
i a larger group. These meetings between the President and
retaries of State and Defense serve that purpose,
tor Jackson. Do you feel that Defense and the services are now
adequate political guidance from State ?
stary McNamara. Yes, I do. Then I would qualify that state-
y saying that political guidance in the world in which we live
fting guidance and must be so and it is extremely difficult for
r any other Department to predict with any accuracy the sit-
that we will face a year or 2 or 5 from now. We in Defense
ze that and are quite willing to adjust our plans as the guid-
anges, as it must.
tor Jackson. This administration has eliminated the NSC
lg Board. How does Defense now work with the other De
nts and agencies in preparing the position papers and in statf-
the papers, in other words, in doing the sort of thing that was
the old Planning Board ?
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Secretary McNamara. The President assigns to a particular indi
vidual or Department the responsibility for preparing a plan in rela
tion to a particular requirement. That individual to whom the task
has been assigned is responsible for obtaining the views of others in
the Government who are affected by the plan.
In my particular case if he assigns to me a responsibility for pre
paring a plan in relation to a certain situation I recognize the interest
of the State Department in that matter and solicit from Dean Rusk
his views on my plan. If he accepts the plan or if I accept his views
and we therefore present to the President a unanimous position, it is
so stated.
If, on the other hand, his views differ from mine and I do not ac
cept his views, I don't seek to try to find a common denominator but
rather present, to the President my recommendations and state that
Mr. Rusk holds contrary views and they are these.
Senator Jackson. So you give him the hard alternatives.
Secretary McNamara. Exactly.
Senator Jackson. How do you go about preparing the particular
position paper? In lieu of the Planning Board do you have some of
your staff work with the staff from State?
Secretary McNamara. The specific approach depends on the mat
ter at hand. In certain instances Mr. Rusk or I will call a group
together, present a proposal, obtain their views, modify the mitial
proposal in relation to those views, come to an agreement in our own
minds as between us as to the course of action to be followed and then
put in writing the matter under discussion.
Alternatively, if the matter is more complex and requires more
study we may assign the task to one of our subordinates and ask that
the other Department participate formally in the discussion by as
signing an individual to work with our subordinate to whom we have
assigned the primary responsibility, in effect, setting up a small task
force which task force studies the matter, presents m writing to Mr.
Rusk and to me their recommendations which we then either accept,
reject, or modify.
Senator Jackson. You mentioned a task force. This administra
tion has made considerable use of task forces, both at the Presidential
level and within the departments. I wonder if you would comment
upon the role and operation of task forces from the standpoint of the
Department of Defense.
Secretary McNamara. They are a very useful, effective way of
approaching a complicated problem and insuring that people with a
variety of interests and points of view and experience bringto bear
their experience upon that problem and upon its solution. They are
effective if they are properly directed, if they operate as a working
group with a director and a responsible leader. They are not effec
tive if they turn into a leaderless committee-type organization.
Some of them do take that form in which case they prove to be
worthless.
Senator Jackson. In other words, they can suffer from the failings
of any other committee, especially those you alluded to in your state
ment in the public session this morning.
Secretary McNamara. Exactly.

74285— 61— pt. 9 4
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Senator Jackson. As the NSC is now operating, do you feel that
the President is presented with the clear-cut choices he needs in order
to exercise his constitutional responsibility ?
Secretary McNamara. Yes; I do.
Senator Jackson. And are they adequately staffed out ?
Secretary McNamara. Yes; I do. I would say this: To the extent
that he isn't, and occasionally he does not, the fault is not the fault
of the system but rather the fault of the particular individuals. We
will always have failures of individuals in a particular assignment
and we sometimes do in the National Government. But I attribute
this to human frailty rather than weakness of the organizational
structure.
Senator Jackson. It would happen in any organization.
Secretary McNamara. Yes. It does not happen very often.
When it does happen, I will say he is receptive and realizes it is hap
pening and insists that it may be redone and other alternatives
presented.
Senator Jackson. This administration has abolished the Opera
tions Coordinating Board. Do you feel, as Secretary of Defense,
that satisfactory arrangements have been made, and are being made
for policy followthrough?
Secretary McNamara. Yes. Here again I do not mean to say that
all followthrough is perfect, but the arrangement of the organiza
tional structure and organizational procedures are in my opinion
entirely satisfactory. They are simply to assign to a particular in
dividual specific responsibilities and then foUowup by the White
House or NSC staff of the action the individual takes to carry out
that responsibility. To me that is the proper way of operating.
Senator Jackson. In other words, it gets back to personal responsi
bility. There is an action officer who is held responsible and the
department is responsible?
Secretary McNamara. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. So that authority is pinpointed.
Secretary McNamara. Then there is followup by members of the
President's own staff of the extent to which that individual or depart
ment carries out that responsibility.
Senator Jackson. What steps have you taken to insure that budget
decisions will be properly related to policy decisions? In other
words, if an agreed-upon policy is worked out at the NSC level, what
followthrough is there to make sure that the Department of Defense
will have the necessary ability to implement the decision?
Secretary McNamara. I consider the budget nothing more than and
nothing less than the quantitative expression of a plan or a policy.
So in developing the budget I propose to start with the plan or the
policy and translate it into quantitative terms, terms of benefit and
cost. This you might contrast with a budget that starts without any
specific policy or plan but is based on meeting a specific dollar ceiling.
We are not starting that way. We are starting with the policy or
the plan as the case may be and developing a quantitative expression
of that in terms of our military force levels and military require
ments.
Senator Jackson. In other words, what you are trying to do is
work out a long-range strategic plan and make sure that the budget
decisions you make reflect the objectives in the plan.
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Secretary McNamara. Yes; exactly so.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel that progress is being made in that
direction?
Secretary McNamara. I do.
Senator Jackson. What do you think are the most important as
yet not satisfactorily solved problems in the present mode of operat
ing the National Security Council? What are the areas where more
needs to be done to improve the operation of the system ?
Secretary McNamara. I think the passage of time will result in
smoother operation within the limits of the present organizational
structure and present procedures. As you might expect, a new admin
istration with but 6 months' experience behind it frequently finds
rough spots in the application of a particular procedure to policies.
Individuals may have failed to clearly understand their instructions
or may not have had sufficient experience to carry them out. On the
whole, it is my personal opinion that the present procedures and or
ganizational structures are functioning very effectively, but I realize-
that occasionally, as is true in most organizations, particularly large
organizations, there are gaps and omissions resulting, as I say, pri
marily from failure on the part of particular individuals to carry out
the ta.sk assigned to them.
I don't believe the solution for that problem is a change in the pro
cedure or the organizational structure, but rather either a replacement
of the individual or a more careful training of that, individual.
Senator Jackson. Or a better formulation of the written decision
that has been made or the instructions to the individual.
Secretary McNamara. Yes.
Senator Jackson. It is important that you have clear-cut policy
statements in writing once a decision has been made.
Secretary McNamara. Yes.
Senator Jackson. Senator Mundt?
Senator Mundt. As I interpret your explanation, Mr. Secretary,
the main change in procedure which has come in with the new admin
istration is a tendency to rely more upon interdepartmental coordina
tion and task forces as against hammering these decisions out at meet
ings of the National Security Council. Is that correct or incorrect ?
Secretary McNamara. It is difficult for me to state the main change
by comparing present and past practices, because I really am not very
familiar with past practice, other than what I have read of them.
But I would say the main change in my mind is a reliance on indi
viduals, specific individuals, rather than on groups of individuals, re
liance on the individual to develop a plan and reliance on the indi
vidual to carry out that plan in contrast to reliance on a committee
to develop a plan and in contrast to reliance on a committee to monitor
the action under the plan.
Senator Mundt. But as the procedure has operated, has it not re
sulted in a substantially fewer number of National Security Council
meetings over the passage of time, than was previously true?
Secretary McNamara. Again, I cannot speak with authority on the
number of meetings because I have not seen a quantitative comparison
of the number of meetings during the first 6 months of this admin
istration, for example, and some comparable period of past adminis
trations.
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The National Security Council meetings are now held frequently
but irregularly; irregularly in the sense that they are scheduled to
meet in connection with particular problems at particular times.
Sometimes there will be three meetings in a week and other times
maybe only one meeting in 2 weeks. The President has spoken of the
advisability of meeting at least once in 2 weeks. But how this com
pares with the past, I cannot really say.
Senator Mundt. Are you sure under this system the President gets
into the participation of these decisions as fully and as early as would
be the case if he were confronted with differing points of view rather
than a consolidation of a point of view between the different depart
ments which had taken place before he gets into the discussion ?
Secretary McNamara. It is my belief, under this new system, he is
confronted with more alternatives and more differences in points of
view than under the old. Again, I am speaking in part from hearsay,
but under the old system it was my impression, in examining some
of the papers, I believe it is fair to say that the committee system led
to an attempt to achieve a unanimous position.
In order to accomplish this it was frequently necessary for particu
lar parties to dilute their proposals and points of view down to what
might be called the lowest common denominator and this was pre
sented to the President as an agreed-upon position.
In contrast to that, today the responsibility is assigned to a specific
individual, the Secretary of Defense or the Secretary of State or the
Director of the CIA or some other specific party, who is responsible
for preparing a recommendation, his own recommendation, and for
reviewing that with the other parties concerned and obtaining from
them either agreement to his position or alternatively, a statement of
their position and in the latter case the conflicting views are presented
to the President.
Now, it seems to me this system, therefore, presents the President
with more choices and a better understanding of the differences of
view than did the previous system. I qualify my remark by saying
I can't speak with authority on the previous systems.
Senator Mttndt. When there are differences, is it at the National
Security Council level that the differences are discussed ?
Secretary McNamara. Yes. They are discussed initially by the

views, those differences and views are discussed with the President at
the National Security Council level or conceivably at what you might
call, what I believe the chairman referred to as the subcommittee level
in the National Security Council, where a group of some of the mem
bers of the National Security Council meet with the President and
discuss the issue.
Senator Mundt. When it is discussed at the National Security
Council level, you bring into focus not only the independent judg
ment of the President but I would assume other representatives who
attend the National Security Council who did not participate in the
task force operations or in the interdepartmental operation ?
Secretary McNamara. Yes ; that is true.
Senator Mundt. So that you have more heads operating.
Secretary McNamara. Yes.

parties that differ, but then the parties don't change their
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Senator Mundt. Which to me is one of the advantages of the Na
tional Security approach, because we need the best judgment of the
best people we can get. Sometimes somebody not connected with
Defense or with State directly, looking at it as an umpire or as a judge,
if there are three, four, five, or six of those fellows, it seems to me you
have a better chance of coming up with a composite judgment.
Secretary McNamara. It seems to me that is right. It would seem
to me you have a better chance of having the views presented to the
Council instead of having the lowest common denominator hammered
out by the Planning Board.
Senator Mtjndt. When you start out with your budget procedure at
the beginning, do you get any indication at all from the Bureau of
the Budget as to what your slice of the pie is to be or how much it is
to be or do you just start out with an open-end program?
Secretary McNamara. At the beginning we start out with an open-
end program. Unless that seems completely irresponsible, we proceed
every step of the way to recognize the costs associated with a particu
lar program of action and eventually pull the entire set of programs
together in a total financial budget.
Senator Mtjndt. At that point, does the Bureau of the Budget have
any impact on the Defense budget ?
Secretary McNamara. The Budget Bureau works with us from the
very beginning in analyzing the courses of action we propose to follow
and in particular in analyzing the costs we ascribe to a particular
course of action. For example, we propose to retain B-47 wings on
active duty, wings that had been scheduled for deactivation.
For that we estimate a cost of X. The Budget Bureau will have
been working with us during the review of our strategic forces. They
will have participated in the discussions that led to our conclusions
that we should retain those wings but they will play their strongest
role at the point they say, "You believe it will cost X to obtain these
things. We feel it will cost X minus Y because you estimated flying
hours in excess of whatever is required to obtain readiness of the
crews. You have planned to procure spare parts in this volume.
We believe that in relation to past experience you would be able to
support those forces with a lesser volume of spare parts usage. You
propose to provide this amount of money for travel of these indi
viduals. We think that, based on our records, you should be able to
operate those particular forces with a lower level of travel expendi
tures."
The Budget Bureau is constantly at work with us on these particular
aspects of our operations but they would play a lesser role in deter
mining whether we should or should not retain those wings.
Senator Mundt. On another subject, in your presentation paper this
morning you referred to a new intelligence function or division.
Secretary McNamara. Yes.
Senator Mtjndt. Is this a new name for an old function or is this a
new function ?
Secretary McNamara. This is a change in our organizational
structure as a result of which we will establish approximately Octo
ber 1 an agency known as the Defense Intelligence Agency reporting
to me through the Joint Chiefs of Staff, which Agency will con
solidate certain of the intelligence functions now performed by the
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three military departments, functions which, in part, duplicate each
other and overlap. It is to avoid that duplication and eliminate the
overlapping that we are proposing to establish this central agency.
Senator Mundt. Does each of the three services maintain its own
independent intelligence or separate ?
Secretary McNamara. To the extent that each service has needs
unique to its own operations it will continue to maintain certain
limited intelligence activities. For example, the technical intelligence
of the services is an activity which is very important to them in the
research and development of their weapons systems and very probably
the technical intelligence activities unique with the services will
remain with the services.
It is not entirely clear how far we should go in moving intelligence
activities out of the services into the central agency. This we will
have to face as we move further into the development of the
organization.
Senator Mundt. Does this have any impact on CIA ?
Secretary McNamara. No, none. We are dealing only with intel
ligence functions of the Department of Defense.
Senator Mundt. In other words, any political intelligence you
pickup is coincidental ?
Secretary McNamara. That is right.
Senator Mundt. That, I suppose, would be relayed to the CIA?
Secretary McNamara. It would, and there would be no difference
in the handling of that item of intelligence in the future as con
trasted with the past.
Senator Mundt. There would be, I would hope, at some level,
some coordinating agency where you intermix whatever intelligence
the CIA picks up of special interest to the Defense. Very con
ceivably your intelligence service might pick up some political in
formation that is important to them.
Secretary McNamara. It would be, and this would be done in the
Defense Intelligence Agency. Information that comes to us from
CIA that has Defense implications would be mixed with our intel
ligence in the Defense Intelligence Agency. We, in turn, would
funnel into CIA information that we have that would be of benefit
to CIA. This practice is being carried out today.
Senator Mundt. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Senator Stennis ?
Senator Stennis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was interested,
too, in the statement that the Secretary made about this Defense
Intelligence Agency. In the Armed Services Committee we are con
stantly having to authorize construction projects all over the world for
all three of the services.
There is a duplication of manpower and construction expenditures
and all. Now it seems yon are going to coordinate that.
Secretary McNamara. Yes. One of the real reasons for it is ex
actly the point you have mentioned, the possible duplication of equip
ment and personnel among the services in the intelligence activities.
Senator Stennis. Yes. You think no sacrifice would be made to
the effectiveness of getting the information on this?
Secretary McNamara. We do not believe that our intelligence
activities will in any way be weakened. I believe in the long run
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they will be strengthened by this consolidation. There were some
divergent views on that point. "We carefully considered them. I
believe it is practically unanimously held today that this new organ
ization will act over the long run to strengthen rather than weaken
the intelligence activities. We have carefully discussed this with the
President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board and the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, and we have the complete support and concurrence of both
groups.
Senator Stennis. I see you sav fully indorsed by the Joint Chiefs
of Staff.
Secretary McNamara. Yes.
Senator Stennis. So they really surrendered any previous feelings
about it? I am not talking about individuals. I mean over the
decades, and they have gone into this wholeheartedly ?
Secretary McNamara. Yes. One of the reasons, of course, is that
we propose that this new Agency operate under the direction of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff so they will have full opportunities to shape its
operation.
Senator Stennis. Briefly, and as best you can, just where do the
military intelligence activities stop and the CIA begin? I know
there is no direct line, but Senator Mundt referred to the political
information that came in through your channels which would natur
ally be channeled over to CIA. Is there any directive or any clear-
cut understanding between those two ?
Secretary McNamara. Yes. In very general terms, the military
intelligence is related to carrying out of specific military missions
which means that Ave must have information on the location of mili
tary installations. We must have information as to the quantity of
weapons and the order of battle of the opponent's forces. Those
three categories constitute a great bulk of our military intelligence.
Senator Stennis. When President Kennedy returns from an over
seas trip, he is bound to have a lot of impressions. I am hopeful
he would bounce them against your mind and you would bounce them
back against his and without the formality of staff or anything else.
Does that happen sometimes ?
Secretary McNamara. Yes. definitely so.
Senator Stennis. Not at specific intervals, but on any major
problems ?
Secretary McNamara. It happens on almost all major problems but
in most cases the opinions, and I think quite properly so, are so
licited and given only after thought has been devoted to the matter.
These questions are so complex and so difficult that one's immediate
reaction may not be the best reaction.
Therefore, while there might be a preliminary discussion, more
often than not, the preliminary discussions are followed by a final
discussion with several days intervening between the two, to permit
more thought and study to be given to the matter.
Senator Stennts. When it comes time for action the President
alone can speak. I was once a trial judge. The worst part of it is you
have no one to confer with. You make a decision there that may
take a man's home from him or some other part of his fortune, his
life, his freedom.
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Secretary McNamara. That is one of the great advantages of this
NSC system.
Senator Stennis. I do not think the President of the United States
has a chance to make sound decisions unless this thing is knocked
around a lot and discussed. So you do have that kind of session aftei
you have had time to reflect.
Secretary McNamara. Yes, indeed.
Senator Stennis. I believe that is all.
Senator Jackson. Your point is excellent, Senator Stennis. As
a judge you have a statutory and constitutional responsibility to make
decisions. The President has a constitutional responsibility and he
alone must make certain decisions. But the NSC process, properly
utilized, makes it possible for the President to weigh all the argu
ments.
As a judge you have a chance to listen to the arguments in court,
but a lot of restrictions are placed on you. After you have completed
the case, you might like to get the information that you can't get
and it is too late, and you have to make a decision.
Senator Stennis. Yes.
Senator Jackson. But it seems to me this NSC process, properly
utilized, makes it possible for the President to get all the alternatives.
Might I ask one question before turning to Senator Bush ?
I take it that there have been quite a number of these informal
meetings of portions of the NSC membership that have some relevant
right to be heard. The President, therefore, may not be calling as
many formal NSC meetings of all of the members provided for by
law. But as I see it the NSC process is still at work when one or two
or more Cabinet officers make presentations to the President and then
decisions are reached.
Secretary McNamara. Yes. The parties primarily interested in all
these decisions are the State Department, the Defense Department.
CIA, the President and the President's staff assisting the President.
Very frequently a group composed of representatives such as I have
outlined will meet to discuss an issue. Whereas, the meeting might
be called informal it is not informal in the sense that preparation
did not precede it but informal only in the sense that it is not a statu
tory body. It is the President's view as it is mine, that one should
not express an offhand opinion on an issue of a great national or
international importance and therefore the meetings that he holds
are preceded by very careful preparation on the part of the people
present who are advising him and recommending to him particular
courses of action.
Senator Jackson. Senator Bush.
Senator Bfsh. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Stennis opened up the area of questioning that I wanted
to raise. Frankly. I have been somewhat mystified by the National
Security Council for years. I know that the Secretary of Defense,
the Secretary of State, and CIA, and a few others are on the Council,
but how big an organization do they have down there to support
this Council ?
Secretary McNamara. The President has a Special Assistant for
National Security Affairs. McGeorge Bundy. He has a small num
ber of people, working for him, who provide a secretariat and follownp
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function. The Council serves as a formal mechanism for bringing
together the parties in the Government who can appropriately advise
the President on specific issues.
Senator Bttsh. Does the Security Council have regular meetings
or are they called from time to time?
Secretary McNamara. They are called frequently but irregularly,
depending upon the issues and problems to come up.
Senator Bush. You do not have a day each -week that is set aside?
Secretary McNamara. The President desires to hold at least one
meeting every 2 weeks and has set aside alternate Thursdays for
that purpose.
Senator Bush. I have no other questions.
Senator Stennis. I just want to follow up a thought there.
It is my impression that since World War II, the Truman and
Eisenhower administrations and the present administration, have used
the National Security Council in place of the old-fashioned Cabinet
meeting for national security matters.
Secretary McNamara. I understand that there were other bodies
in existence before the NSC. Perhaps the chairman could speak more
authoritatively than I. I believe at one point there was a council
consisting of the Secretaries of the military departments, meeting
with the President and Secretary of State.
Senator Jackson. Senator Stennis, I think it is fair to say that we
have always had a National Security Council. From the founding
of the Republic the President would call in the Secretary of State,
the Secretary of War, and the Secretary of the Navy which were the
departments that could help him make up his mind on what he should
do.
Essentially, the National Security Council, as we know it today, is
a codification of our World War II experience — it. is based on the
experience of such wartime groups as the Combined Chiefs of Staff
and the State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee. With that ex
perience as a background the Congress passed the National Security
Act, in 1947 setting up the National Security Council.
Sometimes people think the National Security Council is an agency
separate and apart from the departments of Government. But as I

understand it
,

the National Security Council is essentially the Cabinet
members who have responsibilities in the national security field. Also
included by law are the Vice President, and, as statutory advisers,
the CIA and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Secretary McNamara. And the Director of OCDM is a statutory
member.
Senator Jackson. And the Director of OCDM.
The National Security Council serves only as an advisory body to
the President. It is a means which the President uses, if he wants
to and in whatever way he wants to, in getting the information that
he needs in order to make the decisions which are his responsibility
under the Constitution.
Is this in general right ?

Secretary McNamara. Exactly. It is a forum which has been pro
vided and recognized by law in which the appropriate parties of the
Government may discuss their views on matters on which the Presi
dent will shortly make a decision.
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Senator Jackson. It may not always be wise to call in the whole
statutory group when you have a matter before you that only involves
part of the group. Some information needs to be closely held, and
there would be no point in bringing this before a large group of
people if the President feels he can get the advice he needs from
particular individuals involved. The NSC is a flexible instrument
which the President can use for his benefit.
Senator Bush. Does the President's staff attend as well as vour
staff?
Secretary McNamaba. Yes, and frequently the other Chiefs as well.
Senator Mundt. Out of the experience, Mr. Secretary, of the un
fortunate Cuban situation you mentioned to Senator Bush innumer
able meetings had been held. Now looking at it in retrospect from
the outside, it would appear someplace along the line inadequate
coordination, inadequate information must have been involved. My
question is

,

out of those experiences involving the whole Cuban pro
cedure have any changes been made which would tend to prevent or
preclude the possibility of that type of lack of fully coordinated
effort should some similar situation develop in some other place in
the world ? Have we learned anything procedurally as a consequence
of the Cuban invasion ?

Senator Jackson. I think we do not. want to get into the substantive
matters on the Cuban thing but any answer relating to machinery of
the national security process is all right divorced from any substantive
matter.

Secretary McNamara. I think it is clear that the President has
appointed a military representative following the Cuban episode and
this in part I think is a recognition of the need for close day-to-day
coordination between the affairs of the CIA and the Department of
Defense and the Department of State and relate one to another.
The machinery, however, for the National Security Council I think

is much the same today as it was then. As I have said, I believe it

has functioned quite satisfactorily. I think that, as you might expect
in any large operation, an organization and set of procedures will
function most effectively with the passage of time. The longer the
period of time that people have participated with them and are fa
miliar with the operational procedures and working habits of one
another, the more effectively they will operate together.

I think this committee has properly emphasized the importance of
Presidential appointees remaining in their posts for as long a time
as the President wishes them to do so. It is this in my opinion, rather
than any change in procedure, that will lead to the greatest effective
ness and efficiency on the part of the governmental operations.
Senator Bush. Mr. Secretary, maybe this is not an appropriate
question but when General Taylor was appointed I think there was
some concern among some of us what effect this might have in the
relationship between yourself and the Joint Chiefs and the President,
especially those of us who had worked on the National Defense Reor
ganization Act 2 years ago.

I have rather resolved those fears in my own mind but I wonder,
in view of statements I have seen concerning evaluation processes of
the CIA and a plan under discussion, we are told, to have a separate
evaluation organization or person rather than let them evaluate their
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own findings and intelligence, whether it was not a part of the inten
tion of the President in appointing General Taylor, in setting up that
post, that that be done.
Is that anything you care to comment on or not ?
Secretary McNamara. I really can't speak with any authority on
this field because we are getting in matters of CIA, but I think the
two are somewhat unrelated but I should not speak with any authority
on the matter because these matters you are speaking on now are
matters almost solely related to CIA.
Senator Jackson. Are there any further questions ?
Mr. Secretary, again we want to express our appreciation to you
for your very fine and forthright presentation on matters relating to
the National Security Council. It has been most helpful.
Secretary McNamara. I very much appreciate it indeed. I have a
debt of gratitude to pay.
(Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m. the subcommittee was adjourned to
reconvene at 10 a.m., Thursday, August 17.)





STATE, DEFENSE, AND THE NATIONAL SECURITY
COUNCIL

THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 1961

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

CoMMiTraE on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 3302,
New Senate Office Building. Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson and Muskie.
Also present : Senators Stennis, Clark, and Cooper.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Robert W.
Tufts, chief consultant; Dorothy Fosdick and Brewster C. Denny,
professional staff members, and Roderick F. Kreger, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order. Today we
continue the final phase of hearings in our nonpartisan study of how
the Government can best organize and staff itself to make and execute
national security policy.
This set of hearings is focused on the central problems of organiza
tion for national security. We are taking testimony on the problems
of policy planning and management by the Departments of Defense
and State and by officials at the summit of the Government.
We are fortunate to have with us this morning Don K. Price, Jr.,
dean of the Graduate School of Public Administration, Harvard Uni
versity.
Dean Price is uniquely qualified to give expert testimony on the
philosophy and patterns of top-level national security policymaking.
He served as a member of President Eisenhower's Advisory Commit
tee on Government Organization. He is now an adviser to President
Kennedy on major issues affecting the structure and operations of
Government.
Dean Price is a gifted teacher and author. Of particular interest to
this subcommittee are his pioneer study "Government and Science"
published in 1954, and the American Assembly volume to which he
contributed and which he edited last fall entitled: "The Secretary
of State."
Dean Price, it is a great privilege and honor to welcome you to the
subcommittee this morning.
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STATEMENT OF DON K. PRICE, JR., DEAN, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Dean Price. Thank you, Senator Jackson and members of the sub
committee.
Your invitation to me to appear before your subcommittee is a
great compliment. Those of us in the academic world who are in
terested in the crucial problems you have been discussing have been
learning a great deal from the published record of your hearings. It
would be very hard to find similarly authoritative public information
on the central policymaking processes of any other government.
Speaking as a professor of political science—in which position I still
feel a little out of character after only 3 years in the academic world—
I am most grateful to this subcommittee for the production of a plenti
ful supply of raw material for my business.
At the same time, this makes it very hard for me to imagine just
what I can say that would be of use to you, since I have the benefit
neither of recent full-time experience within the executive branch,
nor of the firsthand observat ion that Capitol Hill provides. Perhaps
my most useful role today would be to try to sum up the general theory
regarding the Executive Office, as it seems to me a number of official
studies and actions have established it over a number of years. It
seems like a long time to me, but that Office is still a relatively new
institution, as Government agencies go, and since it has just about
come of age this is not a bad time to see whether there is a reasonable
degree of agreement about what it was set up to do.
I am particularly glad that your subcommittee's subject deals
broadly with policy machinery. I don't find it very useful to try
to think about security policy separatelj- from other policy. The
essence of the problem. I suppose, and the reason for the creation of
the Executive Office, is that you cannot neatly parcel out assignments
to different executive departments and expect their interests and
purposes not to be mixed up with each other. It takes a lot of sophisti
cated effort to keep them from working at cross purposes, even with
the best of intentions and with the most complete agreement on general
political ideas.
At the same time I don't think you can very usefully separate
policy and administration, except as ideal concepts. The major
administrative controls are the President's most effective tools for
directing the development of policy and for producing a program to
lay before Congress for its consideration. The details of administra
tion, and a share, in the development of policy, the President and the
Congress both have to delegate to the executive departments and
agencies. While the President and the Congress obviously have cer
tain jurisdictional conflicts, in the main I think we cannot get any
where unless we think of them as having common interests in enforc
ing the responsibility of the executive agencies. The job is obviously
now so tremendous that this function of the President is no longer
one that he could, by the help of constitutional lawyers, defend against
the Congress. By the exercise of its legislative procedures?—by simply
failing to give the President the institutional help he need?!— the
Congress could reduce the Presidency to little more than a symbolic
office. It could, that is, if it wished to do so and if the public would
let it, and I am sure that neither is true.
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The Executive Office of the President us it was set up in 1939 was
established on the basis of a theory that is very much in line with
your main concern with policy. There were those who had long
urged that such a Presidential office include all the managerial and
housekeeping agencies of the Government, for the purpose of enforc
ing economy and efficiency, but already in 1939, as the President's
Committee on Administrative Management believed, the Government
was too big for such centralization to work. Responsibility for
efficiency must be imposed, in the main, on the operating agencies.
It was wise then and I think it is wise today not to put in the Execu
tive Office such functions as those of the General Services Adminis
tration, the National Archives, and similar agencies.
If, then, the Executive Office is to include the main staff agencies
through which the President directs the central policies of the execu
tive branch, should it have any different relation to the Congress
from the other executive agencies? It seems to me extremely im
portant to maintain such a distinction, in the interest of the Congress
as well as of the President.
One of the first concerns of the Congress, I suppose, is to have as
clear as possible a channel for enforcing the public accountability of
executive agencies. Every department that is given public money
to spend, or Government power to exercise in relation to the public,
should be publicly accountable for its actions. To enforce such re
sponsibility it is necessaiy by statute to set up the major departments,
to define their powers and determine their appropriations, to put
them under the control of officers confirmed by the Senate and politi
cally responsible to the President, and to require them to account for
their actions publicly before Members of the Congress. Both the
Congress and the President in a veiy practical sense have to delegate
very heavily to such political officers, who obviously receive a corre
sponding degree of independence of action. No matter how much the
policies of one department head are related to another, it seems to me
that the specific functions of his department — the power he exercises
and the money he spends—should lie granted as clearly and exclusively
to him as possible, so that he can be held exclusively responsible for
his mistakes. This is the general theory that led the authors of the
Federalist, papers—for example Hamilton in No. 70— to argue for
unity in the executive power, with no executive council or committee
to disperse responsibility.
The nature of the Executive Office, it seems to me, should be en
tirely different. Its constituent units should not be given anj' powers
at, all. They come into existence because, in a government that is
tremendously larger and more complex than the framers of the Con
stitution could have imagined, a considerable institutional machinery
is needed to make it possible for the President to do what the Consti
tution expected him to do personally in a very small government.
Every effort should be made, I think, to leave in the several depart
ments and agencies the operations that can be defined and clearly
assigned and to put in the Executive Office only such machinery as is
necessary to help the President keep informed of the intricate inter
relationships of their operations and their policies, and to develop the
required degree of unity among them.
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It seems to me fundamental that two channels of responsibility are
not better than one. If the Secretary of an executive department is to
be held responsible publicly for a certain function, nobody in the
Executive Office other than the President himself should also be called
publicly to account for that function. This is why it seems to me that
we should do everything possible, while giving the President all the
institutional assistance he needs, to make sure that we do not let that
machinery begin to compete with the departments whose political
heads are not only responsible to the President but in another sense ac
countable to the Congress and to the public.
For this reason I do not think that it is supporting the interest of
the President against the Congress, but equally in the interest of both
of them, to say that the President should be given a very much
greater degree of discretion with respect to the organization, the
personnel, and the working procedures of his Executive Office than
with respect to the executive departments and agencies. In the
interest of the Congress I think it would even be true to say that he
should be forced to take such responsibility whether he wants it or
not. For if the Congress gives any part of the Executive Office an
opportunity, in its own right, to influence a decision that a depart
ment head may be responsible for making, it will never be possible to
fix responsibility clearly on the department head for the ultimate
success or failure of an action. At the same time, with respect to the
President it needs to be said that any statutory prescription with re
spect to the way his Office works—even if it is exactly right at the time
it is enacted—may soon be used against his interests as well as for
them.
What I have been saying, Senator Jackson and members of the
subcommittee, is no more than a summary of the general position that
was taken first by the President's Committee on Administrative Man
agement and later by the first Hoover Commission, and I consider it
rather conventional theory and I must almost apologize to you for re
hearsing it here.
The need for Presidential decision is all the greater because the
Executive Office is no longer simply a collection of staff agencies.
The new element that has been added mainly since the war is the
interdepartmental committee. Some such committees are statutory
and others informal ; some work at the very highest levels and are in
effect Cabinet subcommittees, while others work and are made up of
subordinates; some are permanent and others are merely ad noc.
They were set up as people came to realize that national policy was
too complex to be sliced up neatly and assigned to different depart
ments, but that their interrelationships were too complicated and too
fast moving to be directed with the help of staff agencies alone; much
interdepartmental business had to be handled under the President's
direction by agreement around the table with his staff and representa
tives of the affected departments participating.
The interdepartmental committee was not first invented after the
Second World War; I helped set up a very elaborate one as a junior
staff officer in the middle 1930s. But it certainly became fashionable
after our staff officers learned a great deal from the more sophiscated
techniques of the British during the Second World War, and some of
them got a bit too enthusiastic about what they learned and tended
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to misapply it
,

to rely on it too much, or to give it a more independent
role than it deserved. It was not until the first Hoover Commission
made its report that the interdepartmental committees created by the
National Security Act of 1947 were put in the Executive Office, where
they belonged.
The limitation of both staff agencies and interdepartmental com
mittees in helping the President deal with policy is a fundamental
one. You can't slice policy up neatly among them, any more than
among the executive departments. However you define their fields
of interest, they overlap not only those of the executive departments
they try to coordinate, but they overlap those of each other. The
Budget Bureau is in a broad sense not dealing with different things
from the Council of Economic Advisers. Each tries to help the
President by working over the same raw material in different ways.
Similarly there is no way in which you can say in advance just where
the interests of the National Aeronautics and Space Council end and
the Joint Chiefs of Staff begin, or how they relate to any other inter
departmental committee that may exist in the fields of economics,
transportation, communication, manpower, education, science, or
strategy. The multiple overlaps among such committees and the
staff agencies of the Executive Office, and the fact that each of these
overlaps also cuts across the assignments for which various executive
departments are primarily accountable, means that it is not useful
to try to define by statute the precise functions and responsibilities of
the several parts of the Executive Office of the President. This is

over and above the point that I think it would be fundamentally
wrong to give any power to any one of them, since the only power in
the Executive Office ought to be that of the President himself.
Yet this is a very great temptation. When I was working for the
first Hoover Commission, I used to remark rather sourly that I had
discovered a fundamental law of politics; every bureau or agency in
the Government wanted to be either absolutely independent of every
body else, or to be established in the Executive Office of the President.
Certainly every major aspect of Federal policy that cuts across de
partmental lines has earnest and public-spirited advocates who think
that its problems can be straightened out only by a new piece of ma
chinery in the Executive Office, and obviously the more prestige it has
the better, and this requires statutory status. I have been greatly
tempted by my special interest in various of these aspects—for ex
ample, scientific research or education or international cultural rela
tions— from time to time to join in one or another of these crusades.
But I was usually rescued by being interested in more than one at a

time, and then finding it hopelessly impossible to define just where the
interests of one begin and the other end.
So I conclude, sometimes regretfully, that once we have organized
the executive departments as rationally as we can we ought not to do
anything to confuse the ability of the Congress and the President (in
their several constitutional ways) to hold them publicly accountable.
The way of the Congress is the legislative process, which inherently
involves publicity and open debate. Hence, in the American constitu
tional structure, unlike those of parliamentary systems, specialized
standing committees are necessary. They, too, get into jurisdictional
problems, but fortunately that is not our subject today. The way of

"4^sr.— til— pt. IX 5
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the Executive on the other hand is one of discretionary executive
action which must have in it a large element of flexibility and—if I
may dare use the dirty word—secrecy if it is to have the energy and
achieve the unity of action that the Constitution intended and that we
never needed more than we do today.
With an eye, then, on keeping the main channel of public responsi
bility through the heads of the executive departments quite clear
and uncluttered, the executive office should be seen as a secondary
problem. It ought to have in it only what the President needs to
control the policies and the operations of the departments and agencies,
and thus should be a means of making his constitutional power effec
tive, not a means of creating new powers or assigning new functions.
For this reason, just as each House of the Congress should be left free
to determine the organization and the staffing of its committees, it
seems to me that the President should be left free to determine the
organization and staffing of his Executive Office. I do not think any
part of it should be assigned powers in its own right, at least not
beyond the power of the President to reorganize and transfer else
where in the Executive Office at his pleasure.
Similarly it seems to me that the President's discretion in the selec
tion of personnel for the Executive Office should not be subject to the
same degree of restraint that is proper in the appointment of political
officers to be held publicly responsible for the direction of departments.
Whether this end should be attained by an informal tradition, or
whether it would be better to follow throughout the Executive Office
the precedent of the Budget and Accounting Act, which made the
Director of the Budget not subject to confirmation, seems to me a
secondary matter. The status of the Budget Director is unusual even
in the Executive Office, and the precedents are more on the side of
Senate confirmation. The essential point, I think, is that the process
of confirmation, which has a proper purpose with regard to an officer
in whom powers and functions are vested by law, does not have that
purpose in the case of one who has no legal authority in his own right,
but only an administrative function in support of the President's
constitutional authority.
Finally. I am glad to see how frequently your subcommittee has
recognized the limitations on efforts to coordinate policy at the Execu
tive Office level. There is first of all the problem of quantity : if you
start by trying to settle all interdepartmental problems at that level,
you will have so much business that the Executive Office will itself
grow so large that it will be impossible to coordinate its several parts
and it will begin to project its internal differences onto the depart
ments. The only way to avoid this is to get more of the job of coordi
nation done, by the departments themselves, and this leads, in national
security policy, to a coordinating job of major importance and major
difficulty for the Department of State.
The second limitation is that of personnel. Our national weakness.
I think, is to try to make up by elaborate organization for the defects
of the men on the job. Neither staff agencies nor committees can
coordinate officials who are interested only in the programs of their
several bureaus; or subject to the influence, on account of their tem
porary status, of the interests with which they have been or expect to
be associated ; or simply unaware of the complex ramifications of mod
ern governmental problems.
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This is
,

of course, a separate problem, which needs to be tackled both
throughout government and our universities. If I mention it to you,

it is not to suggest that the machinery of policy coordination is unim
portant, but only that improvements in machinery and personnel have
to go along together if we are to get the results we want.

I thank the subcommittee for its attention and shall be glad to
answer any questions that I can.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Dean Price, for a very excellent
statement.
If there is no objection, the Chair would like to suggest that there
be included in the record this morning a very able and brilliant
presentation by Dean Price before the American Assembly in 1960.
The discussion appears in the compilation of essays "The Secretary
of State," and is called "The Secretary and Our Unwritten Consti
tution."
That will be included at the conclusion of the record of Dean
Price's testimony.
"We are very happy to have Senator Cooper with us this morning
and, Senator Cooper, we would like to have you ask some questions.

I need hardly add that Dean Price is from Kentucky. "We are happy
that his mother and father could be here with us this morning.
Senator Cooper. I have had the honor of knowing Dean Price and

I might say, we are very proud of him.
Senator Jackson. You have expressed your judgment that the
President must, be given the greatest possible freedom with respect to
the organization, personnel, and procedures of the White House and
the Executive Office.
Do you feel there are now some restrictions on the President's
freedom in this regard which should be removed or might be re
moved ?

Dean Price. I do not want to sound utterly doctrinaire, and I think
that where there is no practical problem I would not say let us tinker
with statutes just for the sake of theory.

I think it is proper and normal to have statutes that with respect
to the bigger parts of the Executive Office like the Bureau of the
Budget describe their functions in broad terms, as distinct from
granting them powers independently of the President.
The one change that seems to me would be most useful would
be not to try to go back and tinker with the statutes which set up
the various parts of the Executive Office, but simply to give the
President with respect to the Executive Office the same power to
reorganize it and transfer functions among those units as has been
given to the Secretary in most of the executive departments.

I think that would amply take care of the matter.
There is a quite separate problem with respect to a great deal of
the work of the Bureau of the Budget which I have not kept up on in
technical detail in recent years. It seems to me that the disposition
to try to control management by putting on several different checks,
namely, by authorization, legislation, appropriations, personnel ceil
ings, and so on, leads to a situation where you find that three checks
are not as clear and as effective as one.
That is a different problem and not really pertinent to what I have
been saying.
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Senator Jackson. But you feel that the President should have the
authority to make such changes within the Executive Office as can now
be made by the heads of the major departments and agencies in their
organizations ?
Dean Price. That is true, and I think that is particularly impor
tant, although this principle does not necessarily mvolve any drastic
changes, and can be taken care of by reorganization authority.
Changes may be needed, for example, in the case of any machinery
that involves interdepartmental consultation, such as, if you take the
most recent example, the Space Council. I think this may prove to
help the President considerably in the immediate future, but in the
longrun future our main problems might be visualized in another con
text and we might like to think of space as a separate field of policy,
but in an international or a military context. Then it might be more
effective to set up the consultative machinery in a somewhat different
way, and I think it would be helpful if the Preseident has the discre
tionary authority to do so.
Senator Jackson. I presume what troubles you, is that in an emer
gency situation when interdepartmental committees are set up within
the Executive Office of the President, the normal tendency is for them
to grow. Unless carefully curbed and watched, such a committee can
become a monstrosity that is hard to remove.
Dean Price. I fully agree with that, Senator, and I think that the
worst thing about the statutory definition of these committees is not
that it really puts up a block against the President's actions if he
chooses to do something drastic about it

,

but that a statutory committee
will remain in existence even if the President quits using it. For no
body can make him listen to their advice.
To formalize such machinery creates a real bureaucratic problem.
If a staff thinks of its own interest and future as all wrapped up in a
subject as defined by statute, it will have a very strong motive for
pushing that particular specialty and not becoming interested in any
other. Then it tends to become a barrier rather than a help, a barrier to
the coordination of that subject —even though it be an interdepart
mental field—with other subjects.
Senator Jackson. That is why the jobs within the Executive Office
of the President can best be based on the President's constitutional
authority rather than statutes that give certain prerogatives and rights
to staff members.
Dean Price. So it seems to me. And I would really like to empha
size my feeling that this is at least as much in the interest of the
Congress as it is of the President, because nothing would be more
impossible for Congress and the public to hold accountable than a

field in which an executive department is entrusted with a function,
but parts of a great sprawling Executive Office also has legal respon
sibilities for that function. That, seems to me to be the way of utter
chaos.
Senator Jackson. In view of what you said in your opening state
ment about pinning responsibility on operating agencies and depart
ments, I assume you would be somewhat skeptical about, such pro
posals as a First. Secretary of the Government, an official who would
stand between the President and his department chiefs?
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Dean Price. That particular phrase was attached to several ideas
with rather different meanings in the 2 or 3 years, I heard it dis
cussed. I had a certain degree of skepticism about all of them. If
I am to comment at all, I would rather talk about a specific proposal.
But as for one of these ideas the notion that there should be set up by
law an officer who would, under the President, have authority to make
decisions that would be binding on the heads of the executive depart
ments, this seems to me to be a profound mistake.
Senator Jackson. If I am correct, every recent President has had
two kinds of aides or staff assistants —one you might call the general
purpose aides and the other kind of Presidential assistant, sometimes
called the institutional aid, some one who gives the President assist
ance in some specialized field, such as economics or science.
"Would you review for us your concept of the place and role of
both kinds of aids?
Dean Price. These things do not fall into completely neat cate
gories, it seems to me. I suppose the main distinction within the
Executive Office is between the White House Office which includes the
personal intimate staff assistants to the President, and the institu
tionalized agencies, most of which are of a specialized nature in the
other parts of the Executive Office.
But this distinction does not correspond entirely with the one you
made, because the White Douse includes not only the President's
political and j>ersonal aides but it includes career staff officers, such as
the cleric of the "White House.
The first clerk I knew dated back to the days of President Mo-
Kin ley. When I was working for the Hoover Commission, I found
that the chief of the mailroom dated back to the days of President
McKinley. The White House Office certainly includes both the career
types and the political types.
In the rest of the Executive Office, you have the specialized func
tional fields represented by such agencies as the Council of Economic
Advisers, and you have a very important agency in the field of strat
egy and international affairs. There is a question, of course, as to the
long-range status of the field of science and technology ; the President's
special assistant for such matters is technically in the White House,
but in all other respects, I think, heads a specialized nonpolitical type
of staff that probably ought to be outside of the White House, and in
the other part of the Executive Office, even though the Science Ad
visory Committee might remain in the White House.
The Budget Bureau, of course, which is the largest and oldest of all,
is partly made up internally of general-purpose, across-the-board staff,
partly of staff who specialize in the problems of particular departs
ments and agencies, so I think you have difficulty categorizing them.I think the most useful distinction is the one between the career
institutional types, and the personal and political aides.
Senator Jackson. How do you maintain a proper balance in the
Executive Office of the President between the need for career people
and the need to maintain Presidential control over the units in the
Executive Office ?
In other words, how can the President make sure that his policies
are being carried out. For example, would it not be possible for, say,
the Bureau of the Budget to become a very large organization and an
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agency as powerful and as big as the traditional agencies or depart
ments in the Government ?
Dean Price. I think one major way to prevent this is to keep it
reasonably small. Now, what reasonably small is is a matter for a
great deal of argument.
I am not pretending to pass judgment on the proper size in numeri
cal terms, but it would be easy for the White House Office or any part
of the Executive Office to get too big.
I would say that aside from the Bureau of the Budget which has
to do a mass-processing job and has to be somewhat larger, no other
part of the Executive Office ought to get so big that the staff members
in it cannot be in a chain of communication that lets them really in
some sense acquire an intimate personal understanding of the Presi
dent's policies.
Adjusting the career types to the personal views of the President
and the political views of a new administration is always troublesome,
and it is particularly hard because it is difficult to distinguish be
tween political insubordination and a sort of natural reluctance of
people to have all of their habits changed all of a sudden, and their
specialized prejudices. I think usually it takes a new administration
about a year to shake down and find out which attitude is which in
particular cases.
After it has done that, I think a new administration ought to be
quite prepared and ought to have the full power to move out of any
position in the Executive Office any career employee who is not whole
heartedly carrying out its policies.
Senator Jackson. This is not to say he should be dismissed from
the Government ?
Dean Prick. I think one of our troubles about making use of career
officers in top levels of the civil service is that we do not provide any
punishment short of capital punishment, so to speak.
If a general is not getting along very well with an Assistant Secre
tary, the general can be sent to another command or the general can
be put on detached duty for a while.
In the civil service, the rigidities of the system, although certain
improvements have been made, are still considerable enough so that
it is very hard to move a man without firing him.
What I think would do us more good than anything else in the fop
range of the civil service is to make it possible for the top political
officers, without hurting a man's career, to move him out of the job
he holds. But this ought to be done with great concern for the career
prospects of such a man. Because in a lot of cases, such a move can
be necessary from pure incompatibility that is not necessarily anvone's
fault.
Senator Jackson. What you are saying, in effect, is that by doing
that, the career service can offer to the top policymakers of the Gov
ernment the best possible talent. I certainly want to concur whole
heartedly in your comment on the inflexibility that pertains at the
present t ime.
Often, it seems, they just stay on and on or some drastic step is
required to get them out of the way. It seems to me that this is a
very poor use of the talent we have in the Government.
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Dean Price. Of course, there is the other side, Senator. Because
some of this stickiness and slowness to adjust comes about when the
career man really does know more about the problems and difficulties
than the new political leader who heads his agency.
I can remember now three transitions in the Bureau of the Budget.
In each one it was very hard to tell in specific cases whether a career
staff man was just being sticky out of addiction to his old habits or
an affection for the old regime, or whether he really knew that certain
problems were much more difficult than his new bosses were taking
into account.
Senator Jackson. This really gets down to people.
Dean Price. Very much.
Senator Jackson-. If the policymaker is wise he is certainly going
to listen to the career man to get his advice and counsel and move
rather slowly before plunging.
As you may know, one of our staff reports lias recommended the
establishing of a very small Office of Science and Teclmology within
the Executive Office.
Do you have any comments on this ?
Dean Price. It seems to me this is a very desirable development.I think that the Office which has been headed in turn now by Dr.
Killian, Dr. Kistiakowsky and Dr. Wiesner, has made a very consider
able contribution to top policy staff work.
It has been set up technically in the White House, as I understand

it
,

because that was the easy way to get it going by executive action.

I think for a long time to come we will certainly need some special
scientific staff work at the Executive Office level on policy.
One problem, I suppose, is that it is now very hard to get a new
unit set. up in the Executive Office outside of the White House except
by statute. While I would rather like to see a thing like this set up
with a good bit of flexibility, I have to face the fact that the rest of
the Executive Office agencies were created by statute and I would not
recommend against it in this case.

I would only recommend that the President be left free to work
out the relationships between it and the other parts of the Executive
Office, and leave its functions and duties rather flexible.
Senator Jackson. In other words, it would be helpful if the statute
setting it up provided the President ajjreat degree of flexibility in the
administration of the new Office of Science and Technology and in
its relationships both within the Executive Office of the President
and with the departments and agencies as well ?

Dean Price. I think so.
Senator Jackson. So, the President would have complete control
of it but at the same time could meet essential congressional or statu
tory requirements?
Dean Price. I think that one of the special problems as I have
understood it in the past few years has been the general principle that
members of the White House staff do not testify before congressional
committees. The accident that this whole unit landed in the White
House rather than outside of the White House in the Executive Office
has kept the scientists on this staff and the Scientific Adviser to the
President from being able to come down on the Hill. It should be
possible for the Special Assistant, (as distinct from members of the
Science Advisory Committee) to testify.
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findings here are observed and considered by the Congress and per
haps by the Executive, it may lead to a way of giving greater direc
tion and purpose to ever- increasing big government and rather sprawl
ing government. I was happy to hear your comments, which I en
joyed very much.
It seemed to me running through your statement there is the rec
ognition and support of the constitutional division of powers and
your belief that improvements and reforms can be made within those
limitations. As I understand broadly, you said, with respect to the
constitutional and statutory agencies, that their duties and functions
should be clearly set out and that they should be held strictly account
able by the Executive and by the Congress. Am I correct in that?
Dean Price. Certainly, Senator Cooper, you are quite right in
thinking that it is my opinion that the constitutional separation of
powers that we have is not only something that we are going to have
to live with, but it is something that is positively desirable. I would
not try to change that if I could. I would try to make it work better
in a good many ways, but it does not seem to me that the avenues
of improvement are in the way that would lead away from the separa
tion of powers. I do not believe that in a Federal system and a repub
lic the unification of powers on the parliamentary model is better than
the separation of powers.
Senator Cooper. With respect to the Executive Office, I understand
that you really believe that that is a matter that must be determined
by the President as far as the number of agencies in the Executive
Office, the personnel and their duties?
Dean Price. Yes, sir. I would certainly distinguish, Senator
Cooper, between constitutional right and expediency. Constitution
ally, there is no question that the Congress by law can completely
determine the internal patterns and procedures and working habits
of the Executive Office. But if it did so—and I do not think that
it does want to do so— it would make the President pretty well a
prisoner in his own palace, so to speak. As a matter of expediency
in any large organization you have to delegate, and neither an execu
tive nor a board of trustees nor a legislature advances its own inter
ests by refusing to delegate. It only clutters up its business. I think
that in accord with this principle that Congress will get its own inter
ests advanced by delegating to the President the control of the
organization and procedures of his Executive Office.
Senator Cooper. I think the practical question does arise—and
perhaps it may not be based on fact but at least public opinion and
the press feel this problem occurs—that agencies in the Executive
Office or a strong individual in the Executive Office may stand between
the constitutional and statutory agencies and the President and the
Congress. I am not able to know whether that is correct or not. To
the extent that it is or is not correct, how would you approach that
problem ? Does it rest just with the President ?
Dean Price. I think it

,

does rest primarily with the President, Sen
ator, but I do not think that the Congress is unable to do anything
about it. I would think that the Congress' most handy approach
would be to work with the head of the executive department or di
rectly with the President, rather than to try to control the relationship
of the President to his staff subordinates. It seems to me it is very
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analogous to the principle in a very large military organization where
the staff officer even though he may be a lieutenant would sometimes go
on behalf of the general to the colonel commanding the troops and say
the general wants thus and so. Once in a while he will be fudging
things and saying what he wants rather than what the general wants.
Once in a while he will get caught at it and it will be all the worse for
him. I do not think this type of thing will be entirely prevented in
human affairs, but it can be held down to a minimum and not by disci
plinary measures alone. For any President is protected against this
by the strength and the degree of independence of character of his
department heads.
Senator Cooper. I am in no position to know whether it is correct
or not, but we have heard in recent weeks and months that opinions
have been given by individuals in executive agencies which allegedly
assert, greater authority than the constitutional agencies do. I think
you would agree that in agencies where policymaking comes up
through the levels, the question probably sometimes arises as to
whether different viewpoints and alternative viewpoints reach the
head of the agency and reach the President or whether there is some
way along the line where they are cancelled out as the most common
denominator. If the head of the agency believes that, of course, you
can make changes. Suppose the President believes that on a par
ticular matter in this process of policymaking the most effective de
partment man should be available but the department may not be
engaged in it to the extent that he thinks it ought to be. He would
run against, the institutionalized processes and personnel within an
agency, so what can you do about it ? What can you do, for example,
about it in the State Department where people he thought had the
greatest knowledge and wisdom and wealth of policy at the lower
level were not engaged or those in the military department or Depart
ment of Defense, or the Joint Chiefs of Staff, did not reach the level
he bel ieved woul d be needed. What, can be done ?
Dean Price. This seems to be a tremendously difficult type of prob
lem that comes up even in small private organizations and it comes
up to a heart rending degree in the big public organizations where
great issues are at stake. It seems to me it will always be true that on
particular issues things would have been handled better if certain sub
ordinates could have had a larger voice and if their superiors who
lacked their particular knowldege or their proper approach to the
particular subject, had listened to them more. It seems to me this is
lust inherent in any organization, and I do not know any way to cure
it except by simply having better personnel and better management
on the part of the responsible officers.
Any effort to cure this ill by a general principle leads you into more
trouble than it gets you out of. Once in a while I think the executive
head or his subordinates have to fire people to get around problems like
this, even after you have done all you can by educational methods, in
ternal training methods, and simply building up the general com
petence of your department. If I mav take just another moment,
Senator Jackson, on this particular problem, it seems to me the most
characteristic problem in this Government that we have is that especi
ally on the civilian side we tend to bring people up into fairly high
positions on the basis of extremely specialized competence. We do
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not have a very large supply of people with broader training and ex
perience who are staying in the Government who are interested in the
total program of the Government. Hence, when you have a fairly
high level officer saying that his views are not being properly listened
to, it is hard to know whether he is right from the point of the general
public interest, or whether he has a specialized hobby to push and the
top man was quite right in not listening to him. These are hard
questions to judge. My only general answer would be that I think
without abandoning the principle that we draw for our general ad
ministrators on all types of specialized talents, scientists, lawyers, and
so on, we need to develop a very much stronger corps of general ad
ministrators who can be used with a great deal more flexibility and
freedom by the responsible political executives. I think tliis will do
more than any particular procedural reform to improve our policy
machinery.
Senator Cooper. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have no
other questions.
Senator Jackson. Dean Price, this administration is trying to get
more of the job of coordination done by the departments themselves
rather than by interdepartmental committees at the White House
level.
In your opening statement, you said that for national security
affairs this leads to a coordinating job of major importance and
major difficulty for the Department of State. Could you discuss this ?
Dean Price. I would be glad to, although I am not at all closely
in touch with either the general things the administration has been
doing in this respect or with what has been going on specifically in the
State Department. It seems to me that the most conspicuous develop
ment in international affairs in the past 20 years has been the way in
which every Government department has gotten into the act. I think
every executive department has a special staff or bureau now which
deals mainly with its international interests. This is a development
that is completely warranted. They really have to. Agriculture does
have interests abroad, Labor does have international labor interests.
I think the question then is if you are looking at the politics of the
trade unions internationally and thinking about their role in the cold
war, do you simply let the Labor Department go off entirely on its
own or how do you relate it to our general foreign policy. One solu
tion which is entirely too cumbersome is having a special unit for each
such subject in the Executive Office.
The second thing one is templed to try to set up is a very formalized
interdepartmental committee, and to have every special problem of
this nature brought before such a committee and more or less voted
on. I think our temptation to do this was more or less an attempt to
imitate the British Cabinet subcommittee system. Each of those ap
proaches is justified in a few of the most important matters, but with
the great hulk of the business I think it much more expeditious to
handle it as an international matter by having some officer in the State
Department responsible for following the international problems in
each special field. I have read the testimony of some of your preced
ing witnesses. Whether this is best done by basing that coordinat
ing effort mainly on the geographical assistant secretaries with respect
to their particular parts of the world or whether that responsibility in
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some cases has to be based on the functional parts of the State Depart
ment, I think, has to be worked out according to the needs of each
individual problem.
It does seem to me that this is a job which has to be assumed by the
State Department if it is not to abdicate its primacy in the interna
tional field.
Senator Jackson. This gets back to the orchestra leader concept.
Dean Price. It does. From the point of view of the management
theorists, it has been hard to take. Because, among our crowd, as sort
of an article of faith, it has been held that one department cannot be
asked to coordinate another. This doctrine got going and was quite
valid in a way at the time when the arguments came up about taking
the Budget Bureau out of the Treasury where it had some real con
flicts of interest. After all. even though the Budget Director was
supposed to report to the President from his position in the Treasury
Department, there were still troubles when it came to checking his
nominal boss' budgets. But I do think that this doctrine, as valid as
it is

,

in a broad sense, just cannot be pushed to its logical conclusion.
You really have to have a system in which it is understood that in the
normal conduct of business most of the coordination of a particular
problem will be worked out across departmental lines under the

ment. If it gets to be an important, issue on which departments have
different interests, you then have to have a means of appeal up the line.
In the most important instances, it has to go to the President-
Then you get to the kind of problems Senator Cooper was talking
about—what seems to a bureau chief in, say, the Department of Agri
culture or of Commerce, as an absolutely all-important issue on which
he and his Department differ with the Department of State and the
Department of State overrules them, should they take it to the Presi
dent and should the President listen to them? I do not think there is
an answer to this in uniform principle. The President has to get the
answer to this worked out.
Senator Jackson. It gets down to people at the departmental level.
Dean Price. And the judgment of the relative importance of dif
ferent departmental interests. And I think that the most important
role of the Presidential staff dealing with international security mat
ters will be to keep the President advised on interdepartmental issues
and inform him when one department is abused or is abusing its
relationship with the other.
Senator Jackson. If the President recognizes the primacy of the
State Department in this broad area, then of course the problem for
the Department becomes less of a headache. Then, however, it gets
down to the people at the lower echelons within the respective de
partments that, in this view, must be responsive to State in their
specialized area. You have to have the right kind of people, let's say,
from the Labor Department or from the Department of Agriculture,
who understand their role and at the same time understand the role
of the State Department. This is where, you get clown again to people.
Dean Price. You do, and you get down to some fairly fundamental
political forces. I think it would be fair to say that the Department
of State, politically speaking, a couple of decades ago was the weakest
executive department in the Government. It did not have a big

particular executive depart
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domestic constituency to back it
,

so in any interdepartmental row it

was likely to come otF second best. In any international issue there
would be a very great temptation for a given bureau in Agriculture
or Interior or Commerce or Labor, or whatever, to team up with the
congressional subcommittee interested in its specialty. Between the
two that makes a very powerful alliance, and unless there are offsetting
forces to force attention to the general interests, it is pretty difficult
to lick that kind of combination.
Senator Jackson. In his testimony before our subcommittee last
year, Mr. Robert Lovett said one important attribute of a Secretary
of State was "availability in Washington,'" where he can be close to
the President and run his Department. It seems, apparently, Mr.
Rusk has not had any more luck than his predecessor in this regard.
Do you see anything that can be done to ease the Secretary's travel
burdens i

Dean Price. Mr. Rusk has already spoken publicly about the con
flict between his published essays on this subject and what he has
found it necessary to do, and I do not really think I could add any
thing to that except an expression of my sympathy. This was one of
the main notions in the First Secretary idea—that there be some sort
of officer with high status and prestige available to go to big inter
national meetings.
Senator Jackson. A foreign minister or someone of similar stature ?

Dean Price. And in addition a man with equal rank who would be
running the Department. In a way I think this was a valid purpose
to work toward. We are not very flexible or inventive in using titles
in our Government. The British manage to have a lot of ministers
without portfolio who carry a lot of rank, and I do not believe we
have learned how to do this very well. In a way it is because we
are too reasonable in our approach—we do not think high title and
rank should be given unless a man has some specific responsibility to
discharge. The notion that rank goes with statutory responsibility
makes it very hard to avoid our difficulty in this matter. This is

acute at a time when there are an awful lot of new nations of the
world that are understandably sensitive about their protocol relations
to the great powers and when they come to Washington the}' want to
see the top man. I certainly do not have the answer to this problem.
Senator Jackson. The top officials of foreign governments inevi
tably gravitate to the individual who does have the power, and creating
another office will not satisfy them. Is this part of the problem, do
you think?
Dean Price. I think that is true. It might be possible to try to
invent some additional title for a Second Secretary in the Depart
ment of State.
Senator Jackson. What about the roving ambassador?
Dean Price. Historically, going back to Colonel House and others
more recently, this man usually was thought of as representing the
President, and quite apart from the Secretary of State, and this
caused more trouble than it was worth. I think that the way that it

has been done where the man is formally accredited as a roving am
bassador is very much more responsible and very much more orderly.
But no one who is not in a position of dealing directly in this kind
of business, and I certainly am not, could say anything very useful
on this, I am afraid.
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Senator Clark. Thank you very much indeed for inviting me to
come here today. It is a very real privilege and pleasure to be asked
to sit with this subcommittee. I am particularly happy to have a
chance to hear my old friend, Dean Price. I used to be chairman of
his visiting committee at the Scbool of Public Administration at
Harvard some years ago and I am happy to have made a small con
tribution to getting him selected for that job. This has not in any
way resulted in his taking me seriously in the past and I am sure he
won't now either.
I do have a subject that I would like to throw out for discussion.
Dean Price, as you know, the President lias sent down a bill to Con
gress advocating a disarmament agency for peace and security. This
bill was originally referred to the Government Operations Committee.
It then was transferred to Foreign Relations where, largely under
the leadership of Senator Humphrey —Senator Fulbright has been
engaged on the foreign-aid bill—extensive hearings have been held
and I testified the other day. It is a matter in which I am deeply
interested. It does raise an important question of national security
policy and perhaps there should be two sets of hearings, one before
this subcommittee and one over there.
I would like to direct your mind to this line of inquiry.
Mr. McCloy was largely responsible for pressing the bill although
many, many others and perhaps you participated in its formula
tion. Mr. McClov's predecessors in the disarmament job have testi
fied pretty strongly that they do not think it is feasible to make any
successful effort in the line of disarmament, or, as the chairman pre
fers, arms control, operating from what is essentially a White House
executive office without statutory authority.
My own thought has been that heretofore this disarmament activity

ate a new agency with statutory authority which has somewhat —
but nonetheless carefully thought through—anomalous relationships
with the Secretary of State, with direct access to the President on
some matters and not on others. The Secretary of State has testified
he likes this. He normally must have bipartisan support of able
citizens testifying in support of it. Yet I think there is a strong feel
ing in Congress to the effect that we should not have such a new more
or less line agency with direct access to the President to deal with the
manifold aspects of arms control and disarmament including not
only the scientific research and development but also the legal and
international law aspects of research and development which is going
to be necessary in any meaningful agreements to be negotiated or
approved. I wonder what your general thinking is on that.
Dean Price. I would be glad to answer as precisely as I can. In
the first place, in spite of your very flattering remarks, I have had
nothing to do with the formulation of that proposal. I have only
seen what appeared in the New York Times, including Rusk's testi
mony. On the basis of my thinking up to say last December on the
general principles involved, which has not really changed because I
have not worked closely enough on this subject to have occasion to
change my general ideas, I think it would be a very great mistake to
repeat the business of setting up another agency in the Executive
Office. That is bound to be a weak position when you are really going

Now it is proposed to ere
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to engage in a large-scale operation of this kind, and get involved
in international negotiations of the most delicate type. That is not
to say that the Agency will not need Presidential backing, because a
great many problems will arise between this Agency and the military
services, which will not necessarily be enthusiastic about its purposes.
Senator Clark. That is the understatement of the year.
Dean Price. I think it is absolutely essential that this Agency have
a close and intimate relationship with the Department of State, and I
probably would have said in December that it should be a part of the
Department of State.
Having read Secretary Rusk's testimony, it is quite easy for me to
see that, as often happens, there is the feeling that a higher degree
of prestige comes from separate status and separate although joint
access to the President, and all this will help avoid some of the juris
dictional troubles that may spring up between the Defense Depart
ment and the State Department. I therefore assume it was thought
wise to put this agency in something of a semiautonomous status. I
am not sure that I would not have come to this conclusion if I had
been engaged in staff work on the problem, but since I was not in
volved, the main thing I can say is that I am glad that at least it is
associated as much as it is with the State Department and, if anything,
I would like to see it rather more intimately a part of the State De
partment.
I do think that the degree of operating autonomy is an entirely
different matter. The ICA is now in the State Department and I
think it has been in and out alternately and it is not easy to tell which
is better.
It does not necessarily make much difference.. I think what needs to
be worked out for the ICA and the Information Agency, which is now
out and used to be in the State Department and the Disarmament
Agency—all of which have some big operating components in their job
which really do not get managed as well if treated as a part of the
diplomatic machnery— for such purposes I think we have to work out
some more imaginative status in which there is real autonomy with
respect to day-by-day operations but really effective policy guidance
from the Secretary of State and the policy machinery of the Depart
ment.
Beyond that it would be foolish of me to try to have a more precise
opinion on this.
Senator Clark. I think you would be quite fascinated as a profes
sional in this field by studying this matter. I think it is one of the
most important developments in American Government and perhaps
you might have a little seminar on it.
Dean Price. I would certainly like to, but the thing has upset
all of my theoretical preferences in the past has been that the State
Department, by the weight of its professional corps, has not been able
to pull in harness equally with the military services of the Defense
Department.
The disproportion between the two as to the quantity of competence
that can be thrown into staff work on any issue was just too great.
Senator Clark. The argument has been made that the Defense De
partment in the long run, although it is not now and has endorsed this
bill, but is in the long run the natural enemy of disarmament, whereas
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the State Department with professional corps of Foreign Service
officers schooled in diplomacy is far too busy with the day-to-day
activities, with trying to solve the Berlin crisis, to devote any signifi
cant part of time to the study of this serious problem.
Dean Price. I think both of those things are inevitably true. I
would not say by any means the best carper military officers would be
against disarmament, but with the natural momentum of the military
machinery you cannot expect it to go in reverse.
About the State Department, the only thing I would add to that is
that the difference between a unit completely within the State Depart
ment but given a certain amount of operational autonomy and a unit
set up by statute with statutory access to the President
Senator Clark. And its own budget.
Dean Price. Although I would not mind parts of the State Depart
ment being given their own budget, the difference is largely at the
political level between the President, the Secretaries of State and
Defense, and the Congress, and this gets into a whole range of impon
derables that I find it hard to deal with on the basis of principle, and
I have just not been in this most recent set of discussions at all.
Senator Clark. I have a number of questions but it is getting late
and I could defer to Senator Muskie.
Senator Muskie. Why don't you go ahead ? I have plenty of time.
Senator Clark. I would like to bring out one of my pet peeves to
get your reaction.
This is perhaps not as objective as it should be, but I have gotten
the impression during the years I have been down here both in the
Eisenhower administration and in the Kennedy administration that the
Bureau of the Budget has created throughout the years a status for
itself which makes it in actual practice far more than a part of the
Executive Office of the President, that it comes to be the arbitrator
and the decisionmaker in priorities between Departments not only
for funds but for authorizing legislation, and that it has expanded its
functions to such an extent that it tends to override the administra
tive responsibilities of the Departments.
I have in mind an example with which I became closely connected
this year.
The President advocated a bill to provide for retraining of dis
placed and unemployed workers and also for out-of-school drop
outs and younger individuals who had not yet had a job.
This program was enthusiastically picked up by Secretary Gold
berg. I happen to be the chairman of a Subcommittee on the Em
ployment or Manpower of the Labor and Public Welfare Committee
to which the bill was referred.
We had put in some bills of our own on this subject, and we
thought that there were considerable difficulties in the legislative area
in getting this legislation adopted without going to drastic change.
We found to our surprise and pleasure that this was agreed to t>y
the Labor Department and also the Health, Education, and Welfare
Department, but the program had been completely rewritten by the
lawyers in the Budget Bureau and they required that that bill should
come down to our committee and we tore it up and came up with
another bill.

742S5— 61 -Pt. IX-
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This is not a very objective procedure for a legislative brief, but
beyond ray own feelings about this, I wonder if you would have
any comments as to whether maybe I am not right in thinking that
the Budget Bureau is gradually becoming a line agency with com
mand authority ?
Actually, the President did not have any idea himself about this
problem. I had another bill where the same thing happened.
I guess there are plenty of reasons why I am not being very ob
jective about this. Administration witnesses came down and testified
m opposition to the bill and that was brought out at a Cabinet meeting
later and the President said he was amazed and he did not know his
administration was against it-
Having gotten that off my chest, do you have any objective and
helpful comments?
Dean Price. This is a field in which it is practically impossible to
be objective. I would have to confess some mild bias, having been
on the staff of the Bureau of the Budget.
Senator Clark. I know you were. That is why I asked.
Dean Price. I am still an occasional consultant to them. I do not
think the warmest defenders of the Budget Bureau in any particular
period would ever get in the position of saying that the Budget Bureau
staff, in the effort to work out coordinated positions, did not occasional
ly stretch their delegation of authority from the President.
These things are extremely difficult in my ex[>erience to judge. If
you are handed a general assignment from the President, how much
you are properly justified in stretching that becomes a very ticklish
matter.
I think that this is a point, though, on which I would not like to
rely on individual scruples, and I think the main question is

,
is there

recourse ? Is there an appeal ?

Now, on unimportant matters, and when I say unimportant I do
not mean to judge them intrinsically but just matters people do not
feel are worth fighting about, there is no question but that a Budget
examiner, if he is to put something together that can be used by the
President and the Congress, in effect is going to make decisions* that
are not liked by some of the executive departments and by the peo
ple who support their programs in the Congress.

I do not see any way out of this except at the cost of leaving the
process of appropriations and authorizations to chaos, and I think

it is constructive to remember that it was members of the Appropria
tions Committee who insisted that the Budget Bureau take on the
job of legislative clearance under the President in order to establish
something like a program against which they could judge a budget.
But I do think it is important to have a ready court of appeal against
decisions of this kind. And the appeal of the Department head to the
President, and the interplay between the Department head and the
interested congressional committees are certainly, I think, at least
more powerful checks on this kind of tendency than could exist in

a Government where such standing committees of the legislature do
not exist.
Senator Clark. I agree completely with that.
My concern is that the Budget Bureau instead of passing on the
fiscal implication of the proposed legislation has now created a bureau
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or something or other where they write the legislation and which has,
as I see it, individuals within its hierarchy which pass on whether
that is a good thing or not, which is entirely independent of whether

it is within the financial program of the President s budget, and this is

what I more or less object to.
Dean Prick. I would distinguish, Senator Clark, between two as
pects of what you mention.

I would agree with one part of it and I would equally strongly dis
agree on the other if I interpret your remarks correctly.

I would heartily agree that it is not up to staff members of the
Budget Bureau independently of the President's policy, and clear in
ferences that can bo drawn from his policy, to make decisions with re
spect to the substantive programs of the executive departments.
Senator Clark. Before you get to the second point, would you feel

it desirable for the Bureau of the Budget to have a group of legislative
draftsmen ?

Dean Price. The line between drafting a bill and reviewing it is an
extremely difficult and delicate one. I have taken part in the legisla
tive clearance business at the Budget Bureau and I do not quite know
how that line can be defined.

I can remember cases when having been instructed by the Budget
Director that the President does not want it this way but he wants it

that way, I sat down with a departmental representative and between
us we have talked about drafting a legislative proposal.
He may very well have gone away from there and said that so-and-so
Price took this away from me and drafted it and I could not deny the
charge.
To decide on the merits of the case you would have tojudge whether

1 really knew what the President wanted; if I did, I was right in
trying to talk the Department into accepting it without making an
appeal.
Senator Clark. This raises an interesting question to me as to why

a Cabinet officer should not know as well what the President wants as
some member of the Budget Bureau ?

Dean Price. I think it is a question of sheer quantity. On many a

detailed subject having to do with one of the thousands of policy issues
that might exist in a given department, there would be some subordi
nate in a small bureau in the department, and another over in the
Estimates Division of the Bureau of the Budget, who would know
what the precedents were, what problems were involved, and what the
President and the Department head would decide if they had time to
sit down and talk about it together—and would know it all more
accurately than would the Department Secretary or the Budget
Director.
When such subordinates get off-base, they should get slapped down
by their political officers or by the Congress, and this, I think, tends
to keep them in line.
If I may make my second point, I would not think you would want
to urge the point that the Budget Bureau ought to be restricted purely
to the fiscal and financial aspects of policy.

I do not think you can separate them out. If you should insist on
that, you would make it necessary to set up in the Executive Office
another equivalent institution working on the nonfinancial aspects of
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policy and this would really be a bureaucratic conglomeration that
would be horrible.
This was actually being proposed during the first days of the first
Hoover Commission, that the legislative clearance business be taken
out of the Budget Bureau.
Senator Clark. How would you define legislative clearance ?
Dean Price. I define legislative clearance as the job that is done by
the Bureau of the Budget in helping prepare the advice to the execu
tive departments as to whether their legislative recommendations
should or should not be represented as part of the legislative program
of the President.
Senator Clark. Let us carry that back to the first example I gave.
I think I am right in stating that the President in his state of the
Union message or maybe the economic message, as part of the problem
of dealing with unemployment endorsed a program of retraining and
said he would send to the Congress legislation at a later date to carry
that recommendation into effect.
He did send down later a bill and a message but that bill was not
the bill that was drafted by the Secretary of Labor. It had been
drafted all over again in the Bureau of the Budget.
Why is it not wiser with that historic background to have the bill
prepared by the Secretary of Labor ?
Dean Price. Not knowing anything whatever about the details of
the case, you will permit me to talk about the general principles?
Senator Clark. Yes, of course.
Dean Price. I would think that even with respect to a program
which has to do mainly with a single department, there may be im
plications affecting other departments and affecting long-range finan
cial policy or setting precedents of other kinds which would make it
desirable for staff on behalf of the President to say, "We recommend
that you not do it this way," and with the President's support to tell
the Secretary of the Department that the administration prefers he
do it another way. And if drafting a bill were the easiest way to do
this, that would not shock me.
But I would quickly admit that it would be a very great mistake
if a majority of the business ever had to be handled this way.
This is

, I think, sort of a protection to the President against the
necessarily specialized interests of any given department.
Senator Clark. Actually, in this instance, there was a real conflict
of jurisdiction historically between the Office of Education and the
Labor Department and vocational training people, but at the Cabinet
level that had been resolved satisfactorily for the two Secretaries but
not to the satisfaction of the subordinates down the line, but when it

got to the Budget Bureau they did not work it out and we had to
work it out when it came before the committee.
Dean Price. I have seen a great many cases as a junior staff mem
ber where my boss' commitments and his initial statement of policy
would be changed bv the time his staff came around and said. '"Boss,
have you thought about this? And if you do this you are going to
run into this," so I would really not be inclined to take the initial
statement of policy as final.I would think it would be horrible if there were not an opportunity
of appeal, if the Secretary's staff people were not able to say, "This
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is serious and you should go to the President, and the Budget people
have no right to tell us that."
As long as that recourse is open and the Secretary has the right
to talk to the congressional committees, I do not think the Presidential
staff can become much of a dangerous bureaucracy here. I would be
inclined instead to say that it has been an extremely valuable insti
tution for the President and the Congress, no less for the Congress
because it serves the President.
Senator Clark. Do you know how many are employed by the
Bureau of the Budget?
Dean Price. I would say about 450, a little over half of whom are
professional staff.
Senator Clark. Would it l)e fair to say when the administration
changes that only about a dozen people change ?
Dean Price. A great many fewer—I would hope a great, many
fewer would be changed as a matter of course. After a few months'
experience, if there were any staff members who were not doing the
job that the President and the Budget Director wanted, there would
be easy ways to transfer or if necessary, to fire them. But I would
certainly think that the presumption would be that you change the
Budget Director and very few, if any, others.
Senator Clark. I have been told by the staff that only three or
four have been changed with this administration.
My concern is not with them. You can always go to them and say,
"Look what your fellows are doing." But down below you have the
same old fellows who are part of the permanent bureaucracy. I am
a great advocate of civil service and I know you are but the more I see
it in operation, the more it occurs to me that something has to be
worked out as a matter of administration which will have the effect
of revivifying the bureaucracy.
Dean Price. There are two types of difficulties. One comes from
partisan prejudice and one from just stodginess. Both will happen.
Some of those you may be worrying about were held over reluc
tantly when the Eisenhower administration came in, and a few of
them reach back well before that.
I remember when I was first around there. The head of the legis
lative clearance business under Roosevelt was a stanch old New
England Republican who came in, I suppose, under Coolidge or
Hoover.
I really do not think that partisanship is a problem. In any or
ganization, however, you do get stodginess, and I think it would be
greatly in the interest of the Bureau of the Budget and the Director
if in the Budget Bureau and the rest of the civil service there were
easy ways of moving career people from one job to another without
hurting them.
I think we are entirely too sticky about this kind of thing. I do
not believe that civil servants ought to be protected in the jobs they
hold if they are not doing them to the satisfaction of their political
superiors, as long as their political superiors do not make the decisions
on the basis of political prejudice.
But I think it is hard to do that with the present system; we are
entirely too rigid.
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Senator Clark. I remember the statement of President Truman
shortly after President Eisenhower took over and he said—

The President will sit in this big chair in the big White House and say, -'do
this and do this," and absolutely nothing will happen.

Senator Muskie, would you be interested in pursuing the admin
istrative problems with the proposed Department of Urban Affairs
that you have been so active in and in which you know I am interested ?
Dean Price indicated that there used to be kind of a cliche that
one department should not coordinate the work of another depart
ment.
We have had a new cliche that you should not send a major to do
a major general's job.
Senator Muskie. The bill is reported out of the Senate committee.
I suspect it will not meet with your entire approval because it is al
most wholly limited to coordination. If Mr. Price is interested in
commenting on this, I do not know if you followed this proposed
Department of Urban Affairs.
Mr. Price says he finds it useful not to think of policies just in
terms of security.
Dean Price. My first job in Washington was in the housing field
and the interdepartmental committee I referred to in my testimony
was the old Central Housing Committee which tried to coordinate
departments interested in housing affairs. I have maintained a tre
mendous interest in this field and I have thought for years that the
functions of the Federal Government with respect to municipal and
metropolitan affairs, of which the housing program has been the
centra] and the biggest, richly deserve departmental status.
But I must confess that I have not studied the current bill to which
you have referred.
Senator Muskie. Inasmuch as Senator Clark and I will be involved
in any floor action on the bill, we should elicit any useful information
we can get here.
I would be interested in knowing if you have given the subject anv
thought, what criteria you think ought to be met by agencies which it
is contemplated to place in a department of Cabinet status ?
Dean Price. This has always been a problem. While I have been
sentimentally for a Department of Urban Affairs, it is hard to know
whether to include in it many of the urban programs now in other
departments, or whether you set this up simply around the nucleus
of housing and the associated functions of making grants to support
metropolitan planning.
I, myself, would be rather inclined to think that it is better not
to wait for a perfect solution to get something started. The wholp
housing and metropolitan planning field. I think, is important enonarh
to warrant departmental status, although I do not nut too much stock
in departmental status. It is mainly a symbolic business.
But then if you look for other things to put in. you get various
ideas. There was some talk about putting civil defense in, and I do
not think that would work very well. You cause more troubles than
it is worth if you try systematically, clear across the Government, to
transfer to the new department anvthinjr that has any relationship to
urban affairs, because almost everything does.
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Senator Clark. Does that not get you into the coordination prob
lem? At the moment, as a result of action taken by Congress this
year the mass transportation function has been put in FHHA but
you still have the Bureau of Public Roads taking care of a highway
program.
How can that properly be coordinated and how can a similar prob
lem with which we are faced right now, and that is the water problem
as it effects urban communities, be properly coordinated ?
Dean Price. I do not think anyone can specify in advance exactly
how it would be coordinated.
If you set up a department with enough of a Federal function in
the fields of housing, municipal planning, metropolitan planning, and
related matters, I would then think it would be up to the President
to work out ways in which in relation to the functions of other de
partments, that department would take the lead. I would think that
if it. did not in very short order have an effective relationship with
the Corps of Engineers or whoever else was doing the work, some
body should raise a row about it at the presidential level and see that

it was done.

I think the device of setting up a formal statutory interdepart
mental committee simply brings around the table a group of people
who are determined not to let that committee interfere with their
business. And the more formal and eminent the committee is made,
the more determined they are.
When you are talking about operating departmental status, there is

some importance in the symbolism of the name, and apparently many
attach a great deal of significance to such symbolism.

I have often thought too much was made of that. The President can
invite to his Cabinet anybody he pleases and there have been times
when a President has had the head of the housing agency regularly
in his Cabinet.

I think it is important, and useful to have high executive status
for this function, and work out case by case the coordination with
related programs. There is only one sticker about that, and this is

the field in which it is utterly beyond the President's power to bring
about coordination—rail transportation.
There you are talking about an agency that is as much beyond his
power, as beyond the power of the Housing Administration, and that
is the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Senator Clark. When you get into that there appears to developing

a technique at the local level which removes that objection, and that

is the voluntary agreements between municipalities and between coun
ties by which they take over the suburban rails and suburban equip
ment that the railroads are only too glad to get rid of and they then
proceed to run their own show.
This gets out from under the Interstate Commerce Commission and
the problem is solved.
Dean Price. I think that is true but it should be possible for the
Federal Government in dealing with the major metropolitan centers
today to take into account all its own actions with respect, to those
centers.
If my memory is right, Secretary of Commerce Hoover said that
the uncoordinated dispersal of function relating to major cities among
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various Federal departments really caused great trouble for our metro
politan communities.
Senator Clark. That was the Report on Social Trends?
Dean Price. It was back much earlier than the Committee on Social
Trends. Again, I say this from memory and I could be wrong. It
may have been in a more recent document.
Senator Mtjskie. Mr. Price, you have been here quite some time now.I am sorry I missed your formal statement, but I have reviewed your
prepared remarks and I would like to pursue somewhat the same line
as Senator Clark without particular reference to the Bureau of the
Budget. I notice in your statement, a sentence which seems to me to
synthesize a very useful concept of the Executive Office when you say—

a considerable institutional machinery is needed to make it possible for the
President to do what the Constitution expected him to do personally in a very
small government

So that you see the Executive Office as an enlargement of the President,
his eyes, his ears, and to a certain extent, his mental processes.
If this is a useful concept, then to the extent possible the Executive
Office ought to be as usable and as flexible and as controllable as the
President's own eyes, ears, and brains.
But at the same time, and this is the point I would like to clarify,
in your statement you would give the Executive Office and the con
stituent elements of it no operating or decisionmaking powers.
Am I right in that respect ?
Dean Prick. Exactly, although I do think in view of the questions
that Senator Clark asked that it is always hard to distinguish between
what a staff aid does when he interprets the boss' views and tells the
operating subordinate how he sees the picture, and what he does when
he gives orders. But I would certainly try to protect against too
much of an extension of such influence by not giving any formal
statutory power to any part of the Executive Office to give orders
to any executive department.
Senator Mttskie. You would not propose, would you, that every
thing the White House staff is empowered to do should end up on the
President's desk?
Dean Price. I think that would be utterly impossible. In any big
organization it becomes absolutely necessary for staff people working
for an executive —and this is not only the President, it is the com
mander of a division or head of a corporation—to talk to the operating
subordinates and say, "We have seen your paper, and the boss wants
you to do thus-and-so."
Actually, I think that in most cases the departments want to be
able to talk to a staff man and get the word. I can recall many
times when I only wished —working two levels down in the Office of
the Secretary of Defense —somebody in the Budget Bureau had a bet
ter impression to give me of top policy so I could get ahead with my
business. But, there is no question that, great care ought to be taken
to protect against too much extension of this practice beyond issues
on which the President has specific instructions to give
I think there is a very great parallel, if you do not mind my saying
so, between the Executive Office of the President and the staff of con
gressional committees. Working in the executive departments, there
have been many times when I have not believed that what the staff
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member of such-and such committee said was what the committee
really wanted.
Then I had to consider whether the issue was worth a test. Did we
consider the committee's staff views equivalent to the will of the Con-

?-ess
? This issue comes up in relation to the Congress as well as the

resident.
I think they are very analogous problems and once in a while some
body has to take his courage in his hands and challenge a situation
in order to keep the staffs honest.
Senator Muskie. So within certain areas at least, final decision
making has to be made by the staff department ?
Dean Price. If you use the word "decision" in its nonlegal and non-
authoritative sense, I think absolutely, and I think this is very desir
able and has to be done. I would carefully preserve the distinction
between the kind of decision that a staffman makes on behalf of his
boss, always subject to challenge, in which he can never expect not to
be disavowed if the boss wants to disavow him, and a decision that is
made under an actual legal and statutory delegation of powers. Be
cause when the Secretary of Defense makes a decision pursuant to his
power under the law setting up his department, he is doing something
quite different from what a staff member is doing in the Executive
Office when he tells the Secretary of Defense let us work it out this way
because this is the way the boss wants it.
I think those two types of decisions, in relation to the public and
the Congress and the President, are fundamentally different.
Senator Muskie. The White House staffman could do one of two
things. One, he could cut off appeal to the President on some decision
made by the department head or on some disagreement between agen
cies, or, two, he could actually change or influence the decision bear
ing upon the activities in any department in accordance with what he
considers to be the President's will.
Dean Price. If I were head of an executive department and a White
House staff member told me, with the President's support, I could not
appeal a matter, the President would have my resignation that day.
On this point, there was a nice anecdote in the book that the chair
man was kind enough to refer to: "The Secretary of State," published
by the American Assembly last year. Former Secretary of State Dean
Acheson tells howT he took a memorandum written to him by a White
House staff member to President Truman and in effect asked the Pres
ident who was going to carry the responsibilities of the Secretary of
State. President Truman simply tore up the memorandum.
It is an illustration of the fact that there are usually some means
of recourse on these matters.
Senator Muskie. I did not intend to suggest by my question that
there should be no recourse but to the extent that there is finality at
the staff level in the handling of any problem that is taken to the
White House, to that extent, the President is being isolated from the
problem.
Dean Price. That is perfectly true, and I think all I could say about
that is that I hope pains would be taken not to give such decisions
finality.
I think the thing that tends to give them finality is that nobody
likes to earn- a lot of trivial appeals to the President. But if they
build up in importance they should get to him.
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Senator Mcskie. I would like to ask a couple of other questions
here.
The President is partly a human being and partly an institution.
He needs to be aware of the facts and the judgments of the qualified
people on the problem and the applicability of the facts to them.
This is what any human being needs, so this enlarged President in
your concept of the President's role must be able to deal with these in
the same way that the human being could years ago.
Dean Price. That is certainly the ideal.
Senator Muskie. Figures of speech do not make ideal solutions.
Should his White House staff people be able to reach down into the
departments to pick up problems which might not get to the White
House at all except through action of a department head t Should
they be able to reach down into departments to be able to get facts or
get judgments ? Have they this much flexibility, or should they have
this much flexibility ?
Should they be able to set up channels of communication that by
pass Secretaries and Cabinet-level people ?
If the President were dealing with a government small enough so
that you were dealing with a human being again and not part human
being and part institution, he would feel free to do this so
Dean Price. T think this is a very good figure of speech, and about
all I could say about this is it seems to me to be a matter of balance.
Certainly that opportunity should not be denied the White House
staff and they should exercise it occasionally, but in a very simple and
direct relationship if in my own office, and I do not have many subor
dinates in my own job, if in my own office I tell my secretary how to
keep her files and take her notes, I would not have a good secretary
within a week or so : a good one would leave me.
I would not like her to tell me I did not have the right to instruct
her how to get the files in order, but I would not want to try to do that,
too much.
I think this is a question essentially of proportion. In order to get
some quite biff policy decisions straightened out, it seems occasionally
a staff officer has to go down and work on some tiny management prob
lem. He ought to be free to do so, but that can be done I think, and
should be done, without creating an intolerable degree of meddling
interference in all aspects of the department.
Senator Muskie. In the last analysis he must be the judge as to
whether he is going too far ?
Dean Price. I think that is true although I would not say "in the
last analysis." In the last analysis, I think, if he goes too far, the head
of the department will appeal and in the last analysis the President
will have to decide whom to back up.
Senator Miskte. Put the area of tolerance can be very broad.
Dean Price. That is true and there cannot be any question about it.
T do not want anvone to think for a moment that I believe there is no
problem here and that T think the size and the complexity of theWhite
House staff does not create difficulties for the executive departments
and t lie congressional relations. However, I think those difficulties
can best be solved if we do not start with the assumption that this
is an accidental and unfortunate excrescence on the governmental
machinery that we should abolish.
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It is necessarily a part of Government machinery. Having said
that, one must admit that it involves very great difficulties and prob
lems.
Senator Mcskie. Do you think it would be helpful to have in con
nection with White House staff positions very specific job specifica
tions as to what these people are authorized to do and how far they
are authorized to go ?
If this would be useful, who should set them up and how binding
should they be?
Dean Price. I, myself, would go in the other direction. I think
the curse of our civil service has been the too precise definition of
duties and responsibilities in the higher ranges, and that this intro
duces elements of rigidity which are very undesirable.
I think that the kind of things that one should wTorry about do not
lend themselves to specific definition. Occasionally, a good staff of
ficer will have to do things which would go beyond some rule which
you would write although, in general, he might have to be much more
restrained and much more punctilious than any rule could guarantee.
I do not think this can be done by rule. I am afraid this is my
main opinion on it.
Senator Mvskie. Is it likely to be true that if you give the staff
people too much flexibility in determining the finality of their own
actions or the areas in which they operate, do you not then risk isolat
ing the President even more?
Dean Price. I think this depends on the President and the depart
ment heads. If the President is not interested in taking an extremely
lively and vigorous command of Executive, affairs and if he is not the
kind of person who realizes he has to protect himself a little against
his own staff, you are going to have this happen and it will be very,
very often.
Senator Miskie. The President may be so preoccupied, as for ex
ample with the Berlin crisis, that he may not be able to take such ex
tensive interest.
Dean Price. I do not deny that this has substance but I do not
know what can be done about this.
If the Berlin crisis is permanent, it will be a very grave problem.
I have no doubt during our later years of participation in the Second
AVorld War, the domestic budget was handed over to Harold Smith
to a degree that he would not like to have had continue. But when
political attention turns in one direction, fiscal responsibility is not as
closely supervised in other directions perhaps as it should be.
Senator Muskie. I am inclined to agree with you that you cannot
fully institutionalize the relations between the President and the de
partments.
I want, to get to the dirty word here of "secrecy" that is mentioned
in your statement, I think, as a matter of fact, in your defense you
ought to be given an opportunity to spell that out, so I would be
interested to know what usefulness secrecy in the executive branch has
and to what extent it should be practiced and how this offsets the
disadvantage of secrecy?
Dean Price. I think my answer to that should be along these lines.
It seems to me that it is absolutely essential for responsibility for
every major issue, in its controlling elements, to be brought out by
t he Executive and debated by the Congress and discussed by the
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public. One element in congressional consideration and in public de
bate ought, however, to be the consideration of a considered recom
mendation by the President and by his responsible political advisers,
the heads of the departments. In the process of developing any insti
tutional recommendation a certain measure of secrecy is necessary.
That word is not very popular, of course.
I am not talking about national defense secrets. I am talking of
the much more difficult problem to what extent is the Executive war
ranted in asserting as a constitutional privilege a measure of privacy
in the course of preparing responsible recommendations.
Senator Muskie. To use our figure of speech, the human being
question, the President would do the job wholly himself years ago
was not required to expose his mental processes to public view.
Dean Pkice. Or some of his nightmares.
Senator Muskie. He was not required to spread out every con
sideration that occurred to him in the course of considering the prob
lem and we knew nothing of his thinking on it until his developed
thinking reached the point of public expression.
You are saying that the institutionalized President ought to have
the same benefit of privacy, the same opportunity to think of alterna
tives without the risk of criticism of the fact that he is even consider
ing certain alternatives opposed to public view ?
Dean Price. You have answered your question to me much better
than I could.
I would like to add one point to it because I think it is a perfect
metaphor for this question. Part of a President's ability to develop a
responsible recommendation has to do with the honesty of his staff,
not in terms of personal finances, but in an intellectual way. A career
man will not come forward with candid views if he knows that recom
mendations which he makes to his boss will be exposed to public
debate and he. personally, will be called to account politically for
them.
This is why I think it is very much in the interest of the public
and the Congress to insist that the Executive bring forward a respon
sible recommendation, and not to make it possible for irresponsible
permanent officials to take advantage of the temptation to run to
newspaper reporters and to congressional committees and to give out
information on what went on before those recommendations were
decided.
This is why I think a measure of "privacy"—which would be a
very much more tactful word than "secrecy in this connection—
would be fully warranted from the point of view of public responsi
bility. I think this is equally important with the necessary corol
lary I would just as heartily defend : that nobody in the Government
has got a right to withhold facts from the public in order to bolster
his own views of policy or his own personal position.
Senator Muskie. Would you suggest that decisions made or ac
tions taken by governmental agencies should be taken in private or
have the protection of secrecy ?
Dean Price. I cannot for the moment think of any decisions or
actions by Government for which secrecy would be justified unless
it really is a national security matter. But I cannot think of many
problems that have arisen in this way. By their nature, most deci
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sions and actions affect private citizens and, therefore, cannot be kept
secret.
Senator Mttskie. You are just saying that the period of gestation
ought to be a private one.
Dean Price. After I shocked myself by the use of the word "se
crecy," I looked back to the Federalist essays and here was one by
Alexander Hamilton who did not hesitate to specify secrecy as one
of the virtues of a strong Executive. The Founding Fathers were
not particularly afraid of this word.
Senator Jackson. It seems to me what you are talking about;
namely, the public use of privacy, has a corollary in English com
mon laws. Various communications are privileged in order to fur
ther a given public policy, the right of a clergyman in dealing with
his communicant, the doctor-patient relationship, the attorney-client
relationship —all of these rules that apply in common law stem from
human experience. You do have exceptions to the privilege : It is not
to say that every attorney-client relationship is privileged or every
husband-wife communication is privileged. The same applies in the
public domain that we are talking about. Isn't the real objective
of it to further the public policy that you are trying to preserve and
to protect so that the people participating in it can do their best?
They do their best by speaking freely just like they do in the various
privileges that I referred to in English common law. I do not mean
to be repetitive, but there are exceptions to those privileges and the
same should apply in the domain that you are referring to, Dean
Price.
Dean Price. I would heartily concur in that. Let me speak of one
other point in personal terms. I have often written an administra
tive memorandum to my superior officer heartily and earnestly recom
mending some course of action, fully realizing that I saw only my part
of the business, and my memorandum was going to a superior who
had to take other things into consideration, and I would not have
wanted my memorandum to be published because it was partial and
I knew it was partial. I might have been tempted at times to make
it public because I forgot that it was only partial. The protection
of the responsible position of the President against the exposure of
partial views by people who are not going to take political responsi
bility is a very important thing.
Senator Mttskie. I think we should amend your statement by strik
ing out the word "secrecy" and substituting the word "privacy."
Dean Price. If I had done so, Senator, you would not have asked
me about this point.
Senator Jackson. That is the political instinct in us.
Mr. Kreger. I would like to explore very briefly just one statement
you made. You mentioned a couple of times that it should be easier
to remove top staff people from one department, not throw them out
of the Government but put them into another agency. Certainly I
think that the top man should have people who are in harmony with
his beliefs. It also seems to me because we can't move people around
we don't get th« best man in the job many times. I think that a career
man who gets up to a certain level, maybe a $15,000 level, hesitates to
accept promotion. He says "I don't think I want it because I might
be thrown out when a new administration comes in." Have you run
into that?
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Dean Price. I don't think there is any question about that. You
can think of cases in a good many parts of the Government and I
think this is too bad. The military services and the Foreign Service
do this better. The position of ambassador can be either a political
or career position. If the career ambassador is in one job and the new
administration wants a political appointee as an ambassador, he is
just moved to another assignment.
Mr. Kreger. Do you have any thoughts as to how this could be
worked out with the Civil Service Commission ? If we could get away
from, say, a schedule C kind of thing, which everyone agrees is
political, we could put a man in a department and later move him to
another department.
Dean Price. I think the specific rules would be quite easy to work
out. Something like this was in mind when the idea of the senior
civil service that got into such difficulties was being discussed. I think
there is no technical difficulty about it

,
but we must realize that we

will have to pay for such a change in two ways. We will have to pay
by having a few more jobs at that level just to have a little more flexi
bility. This is what, in industrial labor, the economists call frictional
unemployment. You have to have a few vacancies, you have to have a
few people not working for a while or not working at full speed, a few
jobs that are frankly designed to take care of assignments like these,
and they can be very useful jobs. I can think of very important things
tliat top people can do if taken out of the chain of command for
awhile. Then the second thing is

, I think, you have to have some
central point in the executive branch of concern and responsibility
for the development of the top career service. And the Civil Service
Commission, by its nature, has not been a particularly flexible or effec
tive instrument in the past in this regard partly because of the rigidity
of the laws under which it works. I do not think any complete reform
can be made until a change is made in our top personnel machinery.
Mr. Tufts. Going back to the budget, some people have said that
one of the most important questions about the budgetary process is

whether the great debate on the budget centers on the really sig
nificant issues. I wondered whether in your judgment and in light of
your experience, the budgetary process now does raise the really sig
nificant issues first of all for the President and then for Congress.
Dean Price. That kind of general question is difficult to answer
categorically. I guess the most serious effort along this line is what

is going on in the Defense Department today. There are some people
who are profoundly skeptical about what Secretary McXamara and
Assistant Secretary Hitch are trying to do. To the extent that they
try to have an appropriations pattern that reflects more accurately
major purposes and what major resources are devoted toward their
accomplishment, they run one very grave risk which no one should
fail to mention in discussing this subject before a committee of Con
gress. That is that if the Budget Bureau or the Congress were ever
to yield to the temptation to take advantage of this appropriations
picture which reflects more accurately how much goes into strategic
offensive, how much goes into tactical weapons, and what have you.

if you yield to the temptation to make the strategic decisions that
ought to be dealt with within the Defense Department, the efforts
of Secretary McXamara and Assistant Secretary Hitch would turn
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out to be a disaster. But if we show the mature thinking we can ex
pect in this stage of our history, I think it will be a very great re
form. I am very heartily in favor of this effort because the old budget
picture in terms of how much for men and how much for different
types of munitions just showed nothing whatever about our major
policy issues.
It was this notion of performance budgeting that the first Hoover
Commission popularized. The reluctance to adopt it came generally
from the reluctance to surrender control over specific managerial de
cisions. But it does seem to me that the budget is the fiscal embodi
ment of our whole policy, and I believe both the President and Con
gress have to delegate to a very much greater extent, and should call
m their own interest for a budget that presents figures in terms of
broad policy issues rather than in detailed managerial controls
Am I being responsive to your question ?
Mr. Tufts. I would like to pick up one point in your response. You
said it would be a great mistake if Congress yielded to the tempta
tion to employ the new budget presentation for making strategic
decisions. Isn't the budgetary process, however, the way in which
Congress plays its part in national policymaking?
Dean Price. Yes, and the distinction 1 was calling for is not one
that can be very precisely made. I would certainly not say that what
someone chooses to call strategy should not be interfered with by the
Congress. There are strategic implications in which the Congress
should have an authoritative word. I don't think there is a clear line
between strategy and other matters. But while there is no clear line,
I think that still it is true that both the top civilian political officials
of the executive branch and the Congress can easily undertake to
decide things they ought to prefer to leave to military strategists.
This line is far too difficult to define and too delicate for me or any
one else, I think, to lay down precise rules.
Senator Jackson. I have one or two more questions, Dean Price.
As we all know, a President has only limited time. How best can he
safeguard this for critical and major issues? I wonder if you would
speak to the danger faced by any President of using up his time and
energy on nonessential issues, ones which could be deferred without
cost or delegated. You have touched on certain facets of this.
Dean Price. This of course is a very important problem. It is less
troublesome I think than it was a good many years ago. I remember
in the late forties a number of us were working as staff members on
making it possible for the President to delegate a great many very
routine little tasks that he had to do. There were some that were
quite ridiculous. Most, of those have been made possible for him to
delegate now. I believe if we compare the President's calendar today
with 20 years ago, it will suggest there has been a quite different tradi
tion developing. Not every small town delegation that comes to
Washington now expects to see him. He does not sign quite so many
minor commissions, et cetera.
Senator Jackson. I was going to say it seemed to me with the right
kind of Cabinet officers, you can prevent some of these things from
coming to the President's desk.
Dean Price. I would think the President should force such decisions
on the Cabinet officers. They don't always want it
,

of course. There
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are inconvenient types of decisions that Cabinet officers would rather
have the President make.
Senator Jackson. There is always a certain amount of buck passing
that is inevitable but every now and then, situations have developed
where for unknown reasons a rather minor matter will go all the way
to the President and he will ask why is this here in the first place.
But, again, if the people in the great departments of Government do
their job, they can assume that responsibility and there is no need for
the President to resolve minor issues.
Dean Price. There is no question in my mind that you are com
pletely right about this and there are still ways in which more delega
tions could force matters off the President's desk and indeed out of
the Executive Office.
Senator Jackson. We all know and we all agree I am sure that
people are a key factor in doing the job that must be done. When we
are in a hot war we put our ablest people to work wherever they are
needed. We don't let pointless obstacles stand in the way and it
seems to me in time of cold war we must do the same. Do you not
believe that we now let unnecessary things, such as the outmoded con
flict of interest laws keep us from getting our best people to Washing
ton ? There are other obstacles, too.
Dean Price. I completely agree. I believe the old conflict of in
terest laws, as has been shown by a very sensible study by the Bar
Association of New York, do not get at the heart of the problem and
impose very silly obstacles to getting good people. This is one of the
problems in radically improving the quality of Government appoint
ments and I hope it can be worked on.
Senator Jackson. Again on behalf of the committee we want to ex
press to you our grateful appreciation for your taking your time out
and giving to us the benefit of your advice and counsel. Tt has been
particularly helpful coming from a person like yourself who has had
both long experience in Government and who also of course in recent
years liius had a chance to study these problems from the academic
point of view. We are very grateful to you for your excellent, help.
A week from today our last witness will be the Secretary of State,
the Honorable Dean Rusk, Thursday, August 24, at 10 o'clock. The
hearing will be in the Senate Interior Committee room instead of
this one.
(Whereupon, at 12 :45 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., on Thursday, August 24, 1961.)

It is comfortable to be able to think in simple, elearcut. categories, and
disturbing to hnve them unset by the ruthless course of events. In thinking
about foreign nffairs. Americans have been going through some such shakeup.
As a Nation, we used to make a neat distinction between domestic and foreign
problems : the main interest we had in foreign countries outside of Western
Europe was to send them missionaries, of either the religious or technical
variety, while we went ahead with our business at home. We made a clear
distinction between peace and war ; force was immoral, except when the Marines
had to be called out to preserve order abroad, or unless foreign aggression led
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to war, in which case there was no substitute for victory. Most important in
practical issues, we made a distinction between public and private affairs ;
Government and private business should not interfere with each other, and we
could be almost upset by the notion that munitions makers were influencing
international policy as by the possibility of governmental interference with
international commerce.

BREAKDOWN OP OLD BOUNDARIES

We have been shaken out of this easy kind of thinking by the events of the
past two decades. Among the scholars and the professional policymakers, the
evidence is obvious : the new realism dominates the advanced thinking on
foreign policy ; it emphasizes the impossibility of reforming the world com
pletely, the limitations on our ability to control our environment, and the neces
sity of facing up to the moral issues involved in the application of force to
international issues. Among the politicians, the evidence is equally obvious :
a willingness to support alliances and commitments abroad, and to tolerate a
program ranging from technical assistance to avowed espionage, which any
normal legislator would have thought it Immoral to vote money for a short
quarter-century ago. The all-out isolationists are as extinct as the one-worlders.
But if we have come to a more responsible (though less idealistic) way of
thinking in our foreign policy, we have done nothing of the kind with respect
to the measures that are necessary to carry it out We do not still believe, as
Mr. Wriston reminds us that the early Jeffersonians did, that the governmental
machinery for the conduct of foreign affairs is going to become unnecessary and
wither away in the new age. We do not propose to dismantle the Department of
State or the Foreign Service. But we have been guilty of almost as unrealistic
an approach —a tendency to substitute slogans for policy, and reorganization
charts for the practical and expensive measures needed to improve the compe
tence of our Government officials and their administration.
The importance of the position of the Secretary of State, as the essays in this
volume all suggest, is not that any single officer carries the main burdens of
America in world affairs. Instead, it is that his position, by standing at the
center of our system of constitutional and political and administrative respon
sibility, reflects so clearly the practical issues that we have to face but wish we
could avoid. It is no longer possible for the Secretary to think only about the
missionaries, and to leave the Marines and the munitions makers to someone
else's conscience. But while he may reconcile all their roles in his own personal
system of morals, it is harder for him to get the Government as a whole to think
and act with unified responsibility. Institutionally, we have not quite caught on
to the fact that the conventional categories have crumbled — it is hard now to
recognize the old boundaries between domestic and foreign problems, between
peace and war, or between public and private affairs.
It is much easier to realize this in theory, or even to appropriate money to
pay for its consequences, than to change our thinking with respect to the way
our Government operates. But each of these three changes calls on the Secre
tary of State to make radical changes in the way he runs his job—and each of
those changes involves readjustments of a fundamental nature in our admin
istrative, political, and constitutional system (though not necessarily in our
written Constitution).
Take, for example, the distinction between domestic and foreign affairs. It
is significant that none of the essays in this volume paid much attention to
treaties. The awkward arrangements in our Constitution with respect to the
Senate's advice on treaties—which have never worked as originally intended
since President Washington stamped out of the Senate in disgust and swore he
would never go back again—are among the least of the worries of the Secretary
of State; his main instruments of foreign policy are now Indistinguishable from
domestic policy. Mr. Dickey and Mr. Elliott independently noted that the re
ciprocal trade program was the decisive turning point in American attitudes
toward foreign affairs ; before it, the terms of our trade with the rest of the
world were considered purely a domestic problem (and for that matti"- a con
gressional rather than an Executive problem, and in practice within t' e Con
gress sometimes to be settled by laws drafted by representatives of private in
terests rather than of the Government). After reciprocal trade, no one could
ever suppose again that our domestic and foreign affairs were separable. But
we are interested in what that did to the Secretary of State: from that time
on, it was clear that commerce and industry and labor and agriculture and

74285—61 pt. IX 7
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natural resources were not matters that he could ignore and leave to his Cabinet
colleagues. And, in view of the way in which the Federal Communications
Commission and the Civil Aeronautics Board were set up, neither was the system
of independent or quasi- judicial commissions.
Next there is the distinction between peace and war. The Ludlow amend
ment, which as recently as the late 1930" s proposed to require a popular refer
endum before a declaration of war, is a distant memory ; we even look back a
little ruefully at our innocence during the Second World War in not being more
alert, in the control of our strategy, to its implications for postwar relation
ships. We may not, as a nation, have learned the theoretical lesson that power
relationships in politics do not disappear in time of peace or even under the
rule of law, but there are some practical things that we do understand —Com
munist threats, and the technical feasibility of ICBM's and H-bombs —which lead
us to the same end. Then consider the effect of the disappearance of this boun
dary on the Secretary of State: he can no longer, like Bryan and Wilson,
assume that war plans are immoral, nor can he be set aside like Hull from
strategy councils when the shooting starts. On the contrary, he is obliged to
consider the nature of our military forces and our weapons systems as indis
pensable factors in the diplomatic equations that he tries to bring into balance ;
the machinery for the conduct of his relations with the military, and his De
partment's, must work smoothly and responsively If he is to succeed in his Job.
As Mr. Acheson, Mr. Bowie, and Mr. Nitze have all suggested from different
eximriences, this takes some doing.
But much more far reaching in its consequences is the breakdown of the old
boundaries between public and private affairs. I do not mean to suggest that
there is not going to be any difference between the two in the future, or that
there ought not to be; indeed one of the great needs of civilized society is to pro
tect each citizen in his essential privacy. But the old boundaries have collaj>sed,
and this is a source of great embarrassment to those who have committed them
selves too uncritically to an identification of democracy with unregulated cor
porate enterprise. The conservatives who did so, and who objected to the
regulation of private corporations in the interests of foreign policy, had their
counterparts on the liberal side in those who thought of the munitions makers
as "merchants of death" and assumed that it was immoral for the Government
to be concerned with the fate of the international oil companies.
These issues still remain, but they are no longer issues in which the interests
of Government and those of private companies are thought of as antagonistic;
our moral dilemmas are now part of a single system. If anyone doubts that the
boundaries are different today, let him reflect on the fact that Mr. Francis Pow
ers, who flew the ill-fnted U-2 over Russia, did so (or so NASA announced)
on the payroll of a private aircraft company ; that technical assistance and inter
national educational exchanges, which have become important arms of foreign
policy, are largely conducted by universities and private institutions under con
tract for the Government ; and that some of the most important strategic studies
are being made for the military not by staff officers in uniform but by a series of
private institutions which began work under the somewhat narrower concept of
operations research.
The Secretary, of course, has to worry about all this. He has to be concerned
with the extent to which private institutions are supporting the international
activities of the Government, particularly of the Department's closely affiliated
agencies like ICA and T'SIA. Moreover, he must be equally concerned with the
way In which the breakdown of this boundary between private and public institu
tions is affecting the public agencies themselves. The basis of our old approach
to Government service was that it was a sejtfirate calling. Politicians were ex
pected in theory (though not supposed in practice) to serve out of a sense of
duty; members of the foreign and military services were separate groups, dedi
cated by their esprit de corps, their special education, and their Isolated assign
ments to a career of poverty, anonymity, and obedience; and the civil service was
not very important and could be disregarded.
But whnt happens to all this when the pleasures of working on public affairs
are extended to the employees of private institutions, who may be paid under
Government contracts far more generously than their Government counterparts?
If this process continues, why should n promising young man interested in Inter-
nationul nffairs work for the State Department or the Foreign Service when he
can work on the same problems, and go to the same exotic places, on the more
generous payroll of a research institution, a foundation, or a private corpora
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tion? And then what happens to ability of the Department of State, and its
Secretary, to play a controlling and responsible role in the conduct of foreign
affairs? Private institutions are doubtless being brought within the orbit of
Government policy, but their superior attractions as employers might unbalance
the political system of gravity, and make the Department of State their satellite,
rather than vice versa. General Gavin (in his "War, and Peace in the Space
Age") has asked rather pointedly whether our strategy is being set by the mili
tary staffs or the manufacturers of missiles.
There is no such single lobby with which the Secretary of State must contend,
but he may well worry whether, as so many private institutions have become
involved in foreign affairs, he can continue to compete for the best talent and
maintain as competent a Department as he needs to meet his responsibilities.
In our general approach to international affairs, we have changed from
Utopians to realists. Morally and politically, we are not so likely to think in
watertight compartments about the use of force to safeguard our policy objec
tives, about the subordination of domestic habits in the interest of national se
curity, or about private and corporate interests as things to be kept quite apart
from governmental concern. But we have not yet taken the same step with re
spect to the ways by which our policies are to be made and the means by
which they are to be carried out. Here is an equally difficult set of problems for
the Secretary of State. To solve them, it may be necessary to think in the
broadest possible terms about the way in which he fits into our governmental
system as a whole.

THE INSTITUTIONAL CONSEQUENCES

Just as it has become harder in recent years to draw the old sharp distinctions
between domestic and foreign problems, between peace and war, or between
public and private affairs, so it has become harder within our constitutional sys
tem to distinguish between the functions of the legislative and executive branches,
or between questions of policy and those of administration. Indeed, it is because
the former boundaries have broken down that the latter have become almost
useless for defensive purposes.
This is not to say that the Constitution of the United States is being flouted or
ignored. It is the basic instrument of our Government, and controls the basic
distribution of its powers and functions. But as a matter of practical politics,
we have fortunately recognized that the basic framework can be preserved best
if we do not worship all the incidental apparatus and procedures that the Found
ing Fathers had in mind. Back of our written Constitution we have developed an
unwritten constitution that is much more complex than the unwritten British
constitution, and equally responsive to adjustments in the balance of powers and
prestige among its several branches.
This is the significance of the point that has already been noted : the most
urgent problems of the Secretary of State are no longer connected with the ratifi
cation of treaties —a matter governed by rigid constitutional formula —but are
those connected with his relationships with the appropriations and legislative
committees of the Congress and with his relationships with the President and
his fellow Department heads—and on these matters the written Constitution has
comparatively little immediate bearing. This development has not been brought
about by sheer perversity or a desire of any branch of Government to encroach on
another. It rather came about because the Constitution had never foreseen what
the new constitutional problems would be, and it has been quite necessary, in
order to maintain the general spirit of the Constitution, to work out an unwritten
constitution on new lines.
Take, for example, an economic aid program in, say, Taiwan. If the Founding
Fathers had been able to imagine such a thing, they might have thought of it first
of all as a matter of foreign or military affairs ; in such matters the early Feder
alists were willing to turn full authority over to the President, whose responsi
bility was s)ielle<l out in broad terms by the Constitution. On the contrary, they
minht have thought that the appropriation of funds for such matters made them
the responsibility of Congress. If they had differed on the exact way in which
such responsibility would be shared between the two branches, they would have
been doing exactly what we are doing today. And the precise distribution of
responsibility is adjusted from time to time by a process of bargaining in the
light of the balance of various factors — the political leadership of the President,
the weight of the expert advice from various parts of the executive, the power
of various parts of the Congress to influence the granting or withholding of
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money or authority, and many others. We are, at times legalistic and doctri
naire enough, but on issues of major importance we have tended to work out our
unwritten constitution pragmatically enough to please a Walpole, and with
enough formal deference to tradition to satisfy a Burke.
In general, the balance between the respective influences of Congress and the
executive branch with regard to international affairs has probably shifted some
what in favor of the Congress since the Second World War; nt least, as Mr.
Elliott has noted, the Congress has Invented new techniques and procedures to
give its Members and committees a greater share of influence in the rapidly
growing business of foreign affairs. But any attempt to assess such a balance
in any precise way Is rather meaningless, for several reasons.
First of all, neither the legislative nor executive branch functions apart from
the other. A public recommendation by the Executive may be supported by the
Congress ; the general public impression may then be one of harmony and team
work, even though the Executive in question may have been thoroughly brow
beaten by a legislative opposition and scaled his recommendation down to what
he thought the political traffic would bear. Alternatively, an Executive may be
forever in the headlines for quarrels with "the Congress," when actually he has
the firm support of an overwhelming majority, but conies under the implacable
enmity of a tiny minority.
The second point is related to the first : neither the Executive nor Congress is
itself completely unified. The Foreign Service, or any of the military services,
may act almost as independently in dealing with the Congress as any private
interest, especially when its corporate interests are affected, and so may various
departments and bureaus. This is partly because of their special professional
or technical outlook, but partly too because of the pressures that support them
and push them in particular directions. These pressures—whether they come
from the farm bloc working on the Department of Agriculture and on the agri
culture committees of the Congress or from similar interests in other ileitis—
create extreme difficulties for the Secretary of State, whose responsibilities Jinrt
political position force him to take the most general view in the Government of
our national interests, short of the President himself.
Third, the distinction between policy and administration is undoubtedly real
and useful for some purposes, but It Is impossible to draw precisely, and useless
as a boundary for jurisdictional purposes. The breakdown of this boundary is
directly connected with the breakdown of the old boundaries between domestic
and foreign affairs, and between peace and war. The Department of Agricul
ture may be charged by law with carrying out a certain policy, and may consider
the alternative ways of doing so as a mere administrative issue, even though
those alternatives may sometimes seem of great ix>licy significance to the Secre
tary of State (what are the methods, for example, of disposing of certain sur
pluses abroad, or the methods by which agricultural attaches in our embassies
overseas maintain relations with agricultural interests in those countries?).
Or the Department of Defense may look on its responsibility for national security
as one which requires it to make judgments abou the choice of weapons in certain
types of planning on a "purely military" basis, even though that choice may seem
to the Secretary of State to have great significance for our relations with certain
allies and neutrals.
But it is not merely that one man's policy is another man's administration.
For the problems that all would agree to call administrative are of the utmost
significance for policy : the ability of the Secretary of State to maintain a com
petent corps of diplomats and advisers depends on the provisions for compensa
tion, tenure, security, and the "representation allowances" and fringe benefits
that are so important to a diplomat and his family abroad ; and the Secretary's
ability to exercise in practice his nominal leadership In foreign policy matters
may depend on the procedural and administrative arrangements under which
interdepartmental policy committees are set up.
The vagueness of the boundary between legislative and executive concerns,
and the almost complete overlapping of the domains of policy and administration,
lead to the most acute frustrations in Washington, especially for the Secretary
of State. The uncertainty of the boundary between the powers of the House
and the Senate is a further difficulty. These complications also make Irrelevant
and useless many of the common prescriptions for constitutional or administra
tive reform. It is indeed frustrating to a Secretary to know that he has the
support of the Nation for a major policy, only to see it crippled by technical
legislative amendments or by inadequate provision of funds. American political
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executives are compelled to look wistfully at their counterparts in Great Britain,
where the system of cabinet responsibility permits the Prime Minister to require
a House that supports his policy to support also the administrative measures
that are required to sustain it. His sanction, if the House refuses, is to dissolve
the House and npi>eal to a general election- Itut this can work only if all
parties are willing to play the game according to the rules. If the Government
and the opposition are to take an issue to the i>eople, it cannot be some complex
technical problem or some routine problem of management. The only way to
prevent such problems from frustrating the system is not to let the House have
anything to do with them ; the only way to let the Government keep the major
issues before the people is to give it full control over the legislative agenda.
Both things, of course, are done in Great Britain, which has no House committees
with the power to amend policy or control administration, and as a result the
parliamentary system works well. Neither was ever done under the parlia
mentary system of France, which consequently suffered all the frustrations that
exist in our system of congressional Government, and executive instability to
boot, until De Gaulle provided a somewhat drastic alternative.
An amendment to the U.S. Constitution that merely provided a formal unifica
tion of powers—an organic change to make the tenure of the President and the
terms of the Congress depend on each other—would not do the Secretary of State
(or any other executive) any good. To give him (or, for that matter, the
President) full power to unify and coordinate policy would require a further
step: the abolition of the power of Congress to amend policy legislation and
control administration—which would mean, in effect, the abolition of the con
gressional committees as they now work. None of the essays in this volume
recommends such a course of action. One—Mr. Elliott's —proposes two consti
tutional changes that would not affect the organic relation between the executive
and legislative branches, but that would, I fully agree, do much good by helping
Congress to concentrate its attention more on major issues of national policy and
less in response to local or factional pressures. These are the proposals for a
4-year term for Members of the House of Representatives, and for an item veto
for the President.
But the special problems of the Secretary of State must, as long as we are
going to maintain Congress as an independent legislative body, be dealt with
mainly by improvements in our unwritten Constitution. That is where the
most acute difficulties arise, and changes are (procedurally) easiest to make.
Theoretically, the limits of such action are far from narrow. Without even a
change in a statute, much less a constitutional amendment, Congress could in
effect give its Appropriations Committees almost absolute authority over the
executive departments, by the same process of political bargaining by which
the British House of Commons took actual administrative power away from
the King. (It was well along in this direction at the time Woodrow Wilson
wrote "Congressional Government") Congress will now obviously not do so,
because it does not want to, and in any case, the public would not let it. Or at
the other extreme, by an equally simple change in its rules, Congress could
abolish all its committees and act only In response to recommendations from
the President and his Department heads, which would obviously remove our
present impediments to coordination and authoritative executive action. That
would be much closer to the way things were done under the administration of
President Washington, but it cannot be conceived as a practical possibility.
But it is by no means hopeless to assume that we can do, within the limits
of our written Constitution, whatever we need to do to make the job of the
Secretary of State a manageable one, and to give the President, with his help,
a proper degree of responsible control of our international affairs. The record
of the past half-century suggests that when the national political leadership —■
in and out of Congress— is persuaded that changes need to be made, they can
be made. During the past half-century we have established the executive
budget system, which has been (even if we admit the complaints in the pre
ceding essays about its detailed control of international affairs) the greatest
tool yet Revised f>r unifying our public policy; we have created the career
Foreign Service, and pushed the civil service upward to provide a career core
for our imliey-fornmlating ranks; we have almost abolished the legal inde
pendence of the Federal bureau chiefs, and invented a new technique (the reor
ganization plan, with congressional veto) to let the President gain control over
the organization of the executive branch; and we have created a system of
policy formulation under the Presidency, through the machinery of the National
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■Security Council and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, that would have been Incon
ceivable in the days of President Wilson or President Hoover.
It is not hard to imagine that ways can be found to improve the position of
the Secretary of State if we can only agree on what we want to do. The pre
ceding essays have noted a number of significant problems, and suggested an
approach —or various approaches — to them. Perhaps we can consider some of
the major ones, keeping in mind the way in which the breakdown of the old
categories in our thinking, and the importance of the less formal aspects of our
political and constitutional system, affect our problem.

SPECIFIC PROBLEMS

In discussing some of these specific problems and the current proposals to
solve them, it will be most useful, I think, not to try to blueprint them in exact
detail, but to suggest an approach to thinking about them. The historical rec
ord is unhappily full of cases in which efforts to transfer the definite principles
of business management or military organization to the subtle field of diplomacy
have resulted in utter frustration. A two-dimension map does not give a good
picture of a three-dimension world—to say nothing of the additional dimension
of the age of relativity. The ordinary principles of management simply take
for granted some important dimensions which are by no means constant in the
orbit of the Secretary of State. This leads many of the old State Department
and diplomatic hands to say that organization and administration are utterly
unimportant (this is often only an introduction to a speech proposing a new-
organization, or a return to the old one) . It may well be more accurate to say
that administration as sometimes applied is irrelevant to the main problems of
the Secretary of State, but that administration in a higher sense is at the heart
of his policy problems, as a result of the recent changes in the nature of inter
national affairs, and of our political response to them. But let us be more
specific.

Organization

There are, I think, three main problems of Government organization affecting
the Secretary: (1) what functions and powers are assigned to him, by com
parison with those of other executive departments; (2) what degree of respon
sibility should he have for the direction of agencies working exclusively in the
international field, but with an operational rather than a diplomatic role; (3)
what should be the main pattern of organization of the Department of State
itself?
As for the Secretary's relations with other Departments, the most striking
development in recent decades has been the growth of staffs in almost every
executive department for the management of its international interests. Some
of these Departments, moreover, have (in effect) foreign services of their own;
Treasury has always managed to maintain the separate status from the Foreign
Service of its own attaches abroad (as do of course the military services),
while Commerce and Agriculture agents abroad have at times been in and at
times out of the Foreign Service. Why, one might ask, does that make any
difference, when a series of Presidential orders has affirmed the authority of the
U.S. Ambassador over all U.S. Government activity in the country to which
he is accredited? One might ask that question, but only if he is extremely unso
phisticated, for its answer is the elementary reason why the organization of the
U.S. Government for international affairs is not susceptible to the old-fashioned
formulas of business management
The answer to this question is. of course, directly related to the breakdown
of the old boundaries discussed earlier in this paper—especially those between
domestic and foreign affairs, and between legislative and executive respon
sibilities. An executive department of the Government is not responsive merely
to the executive directions of the President, or organized according to his wishes.
It has political traditions and interests and policies of its own. Some of our
greatest political errors have resulted from thinking that these elements of
stubbornness were based only on partisan connections and motives. In this
respect, a Presidential election settles comparatively few of the political issues
that the Government faces; only the most conspicuous (not necessarily the
most significant) ones caii come to public attention in a campaign; and in prac
tice the new President and Secretary of State are then faced with much of the
same recalcitrance from the Executive vested interests, and have the same dif
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Acuities in reconciling or adjusting or removing them as would have plagued
their partisan competitors.
( )ne thing is clear : the problem cannot be solved by transferring all the In
ternational activities of the Government to the Secretary of State. That would
be as difficult as transferring to the Department of Justice everyone concerned
with the interpretation or execution of laws. The disposal of agricultural sur
pluses abroad is a domestic problem for the Department of Agriculture as well
as an international problem for the Department of State. The same prin
ciple applies to the Atomic Energy Commission in conection with locating reactors
abroad, or exchanging scientific data with foreign countries ; or to the De
partment of Commerce in its administration of the Export Control Act ; or the
Civil Aeronautics Board with respect to the licensing of airline routes abroad.
The problem is not one of organization in the sense of locating boxes on charts ;
It is one of organization in the sense of adjusting the various political pressures
and bureaucratic interests to produce an integrated program.
In this process, the President and the Secretary of State have all the con
ventional problems of organization and administration—span of control, the
grouping of related functions, communications, specialization, and so on. But
they have in addition two broad types of problems that an industrial organiza
tion does not : one is the way in which, legally and politically, bureaus and
agencies are linked to particular committees of the Congress and to particular
interest groups within our economic and social system. The other is the special
view of policy that is consequently characteristic of the responsible personnel
of each bureau or agency. This is not a matter of "corrupt interests." Some
of the most difficult problems come from strict professional and moral stand
ards ; Secretary Ickes, to take an example from ancient history, refused to take
orders even from the President with regard to the sale of helium to Nazi
Germany, since statutes had given the Secretary of the Interior full legal respon
sibility for that decision.
The most feasible way to help the Secretary of State solve this problem is
not by reorganizing the Government to put more functions under him, or even
to give him more formal authority. It is, I think, to try to deal with the two
underlying causes of his problem noted above.
First, how can Congress, ns it deals with a problem that is both foreign und
domestic, be induced to give adequate attention to its foreign aspects—when
jurisdiction over the controlling elements of that problem will probably be
assumed (as Sir. Elliott's essay so clearly points out) either by a legislative
committee other than Foreign Relations or Foreign Affairs, or by a subcommittee
of an Appropriations Committee. The problem that is usually seen in terms of
executive organization is thus, at its roots, often a problem of legislative
organization.
Second, how can the top officials of the departments and agencies be induced
to take a more comprehensive view of their policies, with due regard to interna
tional considerations and the policy of the President and Secretary of State?
The primary answer to this question—especially with respect to the top layer of
political officials—undoubtedly lies in political vision and political leadership.
But an almost equally inqiortant part of the problem, and probably the only part
that institutional planning can reach, has to do with the career or relatively
nonpartisan officials. Reformers are quite properly beginning to worry not only
how to protect the career officials from the politicians, but vice versa. And the
main asi>eet of this problem is not the danger of partisan sabotage, but the
narrowness of vision with respect to policy and national purpose that is neces
sarily characteristic of most officials of predominantly specialized education and
background, whose career in Government offers them no incentive to think of
their problems from a broader point of view.
Within each military service, if not within the Defense Department as n whole,
an effort is made to give a promising officer varied experience to keep his outlook
broad, and to plan his career so as to hold out for him the opportunity for promo-
motion to high command, and thus to give him an incentive to think in terms of
the total mission of his service. The Army general officer may not be able to see
things from the Navy or Air Force point of view, but he will at least have had
some training and some job assignments deliberately designed to get him out of a
specialized rut. The Foreign Service tries, of course, to do the same kind of
thing. Amid the somewhat greater political uncertainties of the civil service,
however, the civilian officer finds more career safety in distinguishing himself
within as technical (and therefore nonpolitical) a specialty as possible. And
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this makes it extremely hard for him to adjust his thinking to the kind of policy
considerations that ought to be responsive to politics. On the other side, the
typical Foreign Service officer of a decade ago was equally likely to think of
problems mainly as diplomatic problems, with little awareness of their impact on
domestic problems, and little interest in the ways in which new techniques of
international action could bo brought to bear on foreign problems.
Senator Mansfield, in his evaluation of the U-2 incident (Congressional Record.
June 23, ISHiO) came out for giving the Secretary of State ''centralized and firm
control over the policies and activities of the various agencies with signifl-ant
functions in the international field . . ."—and over their public speeches as well !
There would bo little disagreement, perhaps, over the desirability of giving the
Secretary more effective influence in these respects. But what does "centralized
and firm control" mean in practice? It is hard to see how the Secretary could be
given such authority without the right to discipline those Department heads who
resisted his authority, and the right to control their relations with the Congress.
Could those elements of power be given him without making him into a Prime
Minister, and reducing the President to the role of a constitutional monarch?
A second problem is the relation of the Secretary to those Federal agencies
operating exclusively in the international field, especially the International Co
operation Administration and the U.S. Information Agency. The debate has
raged for years whether they should be in or out of the Department of State,
Each has tried it both ways; It is hard to say how much different the position
on the organization chart has made. One is now in, and one is now out of the
Department, and the essential problems of organization of both remain the same:
how can they be set up so as to be responsive to the guidance of the Secretary
of State, while still relieving him of the operational burden of detailed man
agement, or the political burden of accepting responsibility for them before the
congressional committees? This is a much more tractable problem than the
relationship of the Secretary to the major executive departments, for neither
in their political strength nor in the substance of their policies do these agencies
have as much of a case as do the other executive departments for a right to
compete with the Secretary of State in the shaping of national policy. It should
not surpass our political ingenuity to put them firmly under his control with
respect to issues that he considers important, while giving them the separate
machinery for such matters as personnel and budgetary and financial manage
ment that are required if their executive directors are to be held responsible
for their operation.
This problem Is closely related to the third major problem of organization with
which the Secretary deals: the organization of the Department of State itself,
and of the Foreign Service. For the relationship of either ICA or USIA to the
Department is much like the relationship of one of the functional subdivisions
of the Department itself to the geographic units through which are chaneled
most of the Department's action responsibilities. The Department's Assistant
Secretary for Economic Affairs, like the ICA, is interested in the worldwide
significance of particular aspects of policy ; by contrast, the geographic desk, or
the Office of International Organization Affairs, is interested in all aspects of
policy that are handled on a particular set of cables or telephone lines. Some
of the problems that arise in the relationship between them are tensions that
are natural and permanent between any two types of personnel. Others are
the result of our gross underestimation of the importance of foreign affairs, and
an unwillingness to pay the cost— in talent as well as money—of the conduct of
diplomacy. Mr. Wriston has told of the recent efforts to cure these ills. His
paper, and Mr. Nitze's. show what an unexpected burden was put on the personnel
of the old Department of State and the Foreign Service by the new nature of
international affairs. Instead of a small establishment for the protection of the
limited American interests and travelers abroad, to be paid for out of pass
port and consular fees, it began to look like a general staff for the mobiliza
tion not only of the entire Government, hut of many of the resources of private
institutions as well, and for the leadership of a vast network of alliances and—
hopefully —of the free world.
At this point, the true measure of the Secretary's job becomes apparent. The
Department he heads is not merely one operating department among others. This
does not mean that it does not operate in the sense of handling a vast quantity
of detailed business, or that It can restrict itself to policy in the sense of merely
issuing gpncml directives or guiding principles. Like any other Department, it
handles specific cases, and in great quantity. But it differs from the others in
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this respect—it must rely on other departments and agencies for support In most
of the things it does. Diplomacy is nothing without the military force, the
economic support, and the propaganda to back it up—and if the Secretary of
State cannot mobilize the help of his colleagues from Defense and Agriculture
and Commerce nnd the rest, he is powerless. This relationship is reflected in
the protocol and official relationships of the Foreign Service Itself. An ambas
sador abroad is technically the representative of the President, even though in
practice he reports to the Secretary ; he is supposed to represent not merely the
State Department, but the Government as a whole. The Foreign Service is the
Foreign Service of the United States ; it includes the representatives abroad of
various other Departments as well as State—unless their lobbies can get special
legislative support to exempt them. This is why the job of the Secretary of State
is, as several of the previous papers have stressed in various ways, in some sense
an extension of the Presidency itself.

Interdepartmental committees
During the Second World War, especially as a result of the lessons In staff
work they learned from their British colleagues, American staff officers began
to make more use of interdepartmental committees. This was to be a timesaver :
instead of sending a paper around for several days to be initialed for a good
many concurrences, the officer could take the problem into a committee and get
agreement the same clay. Washington was then full of draft plans for Cabinet
secretariats and such machinery to run the committee system ; about the time
of the first Hoover Commission, I had quite a collection of such plans that had
been prepared by Cabinet members, Washington lawyers, General Staff officers,
professors, and mere civil servants like myself.
Now committees are becoming fair game for all the critics. They were praised
too highly to begin with, and are given too much blame for some of our present
difficulties. The crucial problem is not the committees, or the techniques of run
ning their meetings. The real problem is the motives of the people who come to
them, and those motives are usually determined by the issues, and the balance of
power, between the departments concerned. Nothing in the way of technical
committee management can be as important as the question whether the depart
mental representatives are sent to the meeting to come to an agreement, or with
instructions to prevent anything from happening. As every hardening bureau
crat knows, either can happen in interdepartmental, just as in international,
committee meetings. But the basic trouble will not be rooted out by abolishing
the committees. For the trouble, as has been noted above, is the relative inde
pendence of the Federal departments and services and bureaus, with their roots
in the independent congressional committees and the special interest groups con
cerned, and the lack of a system of top personnel with a Government-wide sense
of professional purpose.
It has been argued from time to time that the State Department could do
without experts in various specialized fields, and rely on the expert staffs of
the other executive departments. Mr. Acheson and Mr. Bowie have pointed
out the essential limitation on this suggestion; they know very well that expert
help in the formulation of an intricate policy can be given only by an expert
who is associated with the Department with general responsibility for the pol
icy, and who therefore has some motive to grasp the subtleties of the policy,
and of its administration. This will remain true even after we have achieved
a great deal more unity in our legislative process and a great deal more dis
cipline within the executive branch. For the time being, the case is even
stronger ; in many fields, to ask the Secretary of State to rely on the other De
partments' experts would be like asking a man with a lawsuit on his hands to
take the advice of the other side's lawyers.
This is not to say, of course, that all the Secretary's problems of this kind
have come from outside his Department. There have been in the past plenty
of cases of laik of sympathy within the departmental and Foreign Services for
the policies of a Secretary. These, however, were subject to reform by the
processes that Mr. Wriston has described, and in general were less likely to be
beyond the power of a strong Secretary to control.
Along with the general distrust of committees has developed an awareness
of a much more specific difficulty. This is a modern version of the old query,
Quia runtodiet ipsos custodesf, which, being freely translated, means "Who
coordinates the coordinating committees?"
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If I have complained about the insubordination of executive departments
and the independence of congressional committees, it was only to complain of
an excess of a desirable quality. It is necessary to departmentalize a great
operation, and impossible to do so without having great overlaps of interest.
Hence it is necessary and desirable for strong and aggressive Department heads
to state the case for their respective Departments, to see policy from their
special points of view, and to be called to account by congressional committees
for their discharge of statutory responsibilities. The overlaps and inconsisten
cies in this process can be adjusted by political leadership, and tolerated in
reasonable degree. If an interdepartmental committee is set up to help the
President adjust those overlaps or inconsistencies, it can be quite useful. But
if such a committee acquires legal status, esprit de corps, and jurisdictional
interests of its own, and is looked to by the Congress and the public as the
source of policy, the only outcome can be a muddle.
For a Department head assumes political responsibility to the President and
the Congress not only for thinking great thoughts about policy, but for seeing
that they are put into effect. That is a sobering discipline. But a committee
that has a public and statutory status is another matter. It acquires an influ
ence of its own even though it has no responsibility for getting things done, and
its responsibility even for advice is diffused. Even if its statutory function is
nominally advisory, it feels it has something of a right not to have its advice
disregarded, and the executive to whom it reports is never able to decide against
its advice without considering the political consequences. Moreover, the for
mality and slowness of committee procedures are enhanced by the political self-
importance that goes with formal status. Most troublesome of all, it is even
more difficult to distinguish between the terms of reference of committees than
the functions of departments, for the policy questions that ought to be con
sidered by any committee are so broad that they must overlap with the interests
of other committees in related fields.
This overlap is only a minor technical problem to be taken care of by good
staff work, if the committees in question are merely auxiliary to a res]>onsible
system of executive organization — that is to say, if a responsible Executive sets
them up without fanfare, and can change their assignments, and membership and
disregard their advice when it suits him to do so. But if they acquire a right in
the eyes of the public and of the Congress to formulate policy in a given field—
and statutory status can hardly mean anything else, no matter how carefully
that status is limited to an advisory role— the channels of Executive responsi
bility to the electorate and the Congress are inevitably confused.
The Secretary of State has been the chief loser from his tendency to set up
highly formalized committees at the policy level. It may have been inevitable,
since the Department of State at the end of the Second World War was certainly
not equipped by its experience and traditions to become, in effect, the President's
chief coordinating agency for executive branch policy. Since something had to
be done, in several important fields, the result was statutory committee ma
chinery : the National Security Council in 1947, the National Advisory Council
on International Monetary and Financial Problems (NAC) in 1945, and in 1958
the National Aeronautics and Space Council.
The NSC was originally set up as the key instrument in an effort to integrate
national security policy while avoiding the complete unification of the armed
services ; the result was to put into a committee—and a committee in which the
military departments were equipped by their massive staff facilities to play a
disproportionately influential role—much of the responsibility for policy formula
tion that might have been assumed by the Secretary of State. Similarly, the
NAC was set up by statute in 1945 to coordinate all departments' policies "in
the making of foreign loans or * * * in foreign financial, exchange, or mone
tary transactions." The statute was a victory for the Treasury over the State
Department ; the Secretary of the Treasury was made Chairman of the NAC,
and his staff became its secretariat.
The Hoover Commission in 1949 supported the traditional opposition of the
Bureau of the Budget to the creation of other statutory committees with fixed
membership and agenda, and raised the question how the President might, bring
the committee system under control. In the meantime, ways had been found to
keep the worst of the potential difficulties of the statutory committees from de
veloping. From the beginning of the NSC, the President and the NSC staff took
pains to make It clear that the President could invite additional members to the
NSC as he wished, and that its recommendations were purely advisory to him.
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The issue had become clear by 1958 : When Congress forced the Space Council
on the President, it soon became obvious that this was to be given little im
portance in the policy councils of the White House. On major issues, of course,
the Secretary of State can always appeal personally to the President against any
committee recommendation. But we are still far from managing our interdepart
mental committees with the flexibility and coordination of the British model,
which we tried to imitate rather uncritically at the end of the war.

The President's Offlce
For the purpose of coordinating the international aspects of Government pol
icy, the obvious alternative to the creation of committees is the development of
the President's staff. The Executive Office of the President was created in 1939,
absorbing the Bureau of the Budget which bud served as Presidential staff
(although formally in the Treasury) since 1921. Its location in the Treasury
had been a handicap, since other executive departments, who naturally disliked
budget reviews anyhow, objected especially to being reviewed by a Department
of equal status. It was much easier for the Bureau to help in the exercise of
Presidential authority when it became formally attached to the Presidential
Office.
The same argument has been used to justify machinery in the Executive Office
for the coordination of international policy: the Department of State, being
merely another deimrtmeLi, cannot be given the job of coordinating its sister
departments ; that job has to be assigned to an agency in the Executive Office. It
was partly on this logic that the Office of the Director for Mutual Security I the
Harriman office) was set up in the Executive Office in 1951; similar arguments
have held that in interdepartmental committees (like the NSC, or the Opera
tions Coordination Board which is now subordinate to it) the Department of
State is merely another member.
The difficulty with this line of reasoning is that it would lead the President,
for the control of international policy, to set up in the Executive Office a com
peting Department of State. Special Presidential assistants in the field of for
eign affairs have, to put it mildly, found it somewhat difficult to work out their
role without encroaching on the Secretary's jurisdiction.
But the problem remains : how can the President be given more effective assist
ance in the direction and coordination of the international aspects of national
policy? Is this a job for the Secretary of State, or should some new offlce be
created? Several proposals have recently been put forward. Generally they
fall into four types :
1. Some recommend, as did former President Hoover in 1955, an appointed
vice president for foreign affairs. This usually means the creation of a new
position, and the granting of its basic powers, by statute.
2. Others (like Senator Mansfield in the speech already quoted) would give
the Secretary of State definite authority over other departments with respect
to their international policies or decisions.
3. Governor Rockefeller, drawing on his former studies as Chairman of the
President's Advisory Committee on Government Organization, has recommended
the creation by statute of a new officer—the First Secretary of the Government —■
who would not have statutory power in his own right, but exercise authority
only by delegation from the President. Statutory provision would be necessary,
however, to let him be continued by the Senate, serve as Executive Chairman of
the National Security Council, and have the power to reorganize and direct all
of the interdepartmental planning machinery of the Government relating to
national security and foreign affairs. While he would not be directly in com
mand, in his own right, over the Department heads, he would be superior to
them in status, and would be expected to attend for the President international
meetings of Prime Ministers.
4. The Brookings Institution, in a study for the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, rejected the idea of a super-Cabinet officer, and recommended In
stead (a) a somewhat stronger grouping of staff functions in the Executive
Offlce, and (6) the creation of a Secretary of Foreign Affairs, to be Vice Chair
man of NSC and to have actual power of direction over three Cabinet colleagues :
the Secretary of State, in charge of the State Department, and a new Secretary
(and a new name) each for the ICA and TJSIA.
The first two types of proposals run into the obvious difficulty of defining just
what issues are international. An issue can lie stated as purely international in
abstract terms, but the actions to carry it out almost always involve domestic
policy as well. How can a Presidential deputy be given real authority over
international affairs, without almost unlimited authority over the departments?
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But to give a single officer full authority over a major part of all Government
business might well leave the President wondering what he was elected to do.
The power of appointment and removal, especially when complicated by Senate
confirmation, is hardly enough to let the President feel comfortable in keeping
on top of such an officer, when political factions might group around him to seek
to exploit any shade of difference between his policy and the President's.
The third and fourth proposals are, of course, more sophisticated. Both seek
to make it clear that it is not possible by statute to put another officer in the
chain of command between the President and the Secretary of Agriculture, or
the Secretary of Defense. Both would create a new office, of higher rank than
the Secretary of State, in order to symbolize the supreme importance of inter
national affairs in our national polices. They differ as follows. Governor
Rockefeller's proposal would give a new First Secretary no direct command of
any operating department, and will justify his status only by making him the
President's staff agent for all international interests, and by putting him in
charge of all the committees and staff agencies that deal in that field. The
Brookings proposal, on the other hand, would give a new Secreatry of Foreign
Affairs "general directive authority" over what are now State, ICA, and USIA:
by making him Vice Chairman of NSC, it would try to enhance his ability
to give leadership to other departments, especially Defense ; but it would create
a separate officer to head the staff units for international affairs in the Executive
Office.
One obvious difficulty with the "First Secretary" proposal is an ambiguity in
the status of the office : To give an officer higher rank and pay by law than the
department heads, and to send him to meetings of Prime Ministers, suggests
a role quite different from that of staff officers who operate only as a part of
the Presidential Office— such as the Assistant to the President, or the Director
of the Budget. If he cannot make decisions and give orders to the Defense
Department, for example, could he qualify as a representative of the United
States at a meeting of heads of governments? Or for the higher rank and pay
that proposal implies? And if he does pretend to this degree of influence, can
his role be acceptable either to the President or to the heads of the executive
departments?
By avoiding this difficulty, the Brookings proposal runs into another one.
The Secretary of Foreign Affairs would, like the present Secretary of State, be
only first among equals among the department heads, but he would have under
him three operating departments also headed by Secretaries of Cabinet rank.
The analogy of the National Military Establishment, before the creation of
the Defense Department, suggests the obvious problems that he might encounter.
Congressional committees are not always willing to listen to the head of a sub
ordinate department as long as they can summon the occupant of a higher
office that has been made responsible by law, and hence publicly accountable,
for the conduct, of a program.
The source of this difficulty, therefore, is the same principle that complicates
the "First Secretary" proposal : if Congress gives an officer definite functions
and powers, it is natural to consider him publicly accountable for their exercise.
It is likely to cause confusion, therefore, to give responsibility for a certain
decision by statute to a department head, and by statute to give another officer
(or worse, a committee) the duty of determining the policy to guide that deci
sion. That difficulty does not arise—or at least it arises in much less acute and
more acceptable form—if a department head is obliged to make his decision
conform to an authority that derives unmistakably from the President's con
stitutional power. The department head, as a politically responsible member
of the President's administration, cannot then refuse to accept responsibility
for whatever he has done or failed to do.
The most important question, therefore, to ask about all these proposals is
not whether the President's coordinating authority should be organized in one
detailed fashion or another, but whether such matters should be governed by
statute at all. What is being considered here is the inner working of the Presi
dent's constitutional authority to supervise and coordinate his subordinates,
especially in a field in which the fullest executive discretion has always been
considered proper. From the beginning, Congress has always considered the
Cabinet, for example, as an institution which had no statutory existence, and
could tie managed secretly by the President as he saw fit, and it has never
undertaken to define the functions of the Secretary of State except to say that
he was the President's man, to do as the President pleased. All this was recog
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nized from the beginning as essential to the unity and dispatch of Executive
business: moreover, it was a deliberate choice, in sharp contrast to the practice
of several of the States which had formal executive councils to restrict the
Governors' discretion.
If this original principle is sound, and if it should be applied to the modern
working of the President's inner councils, the only legislation that would be
required would be to grant the President authority to organize his Executive
Office, and assign duties within it, in anyway that he sees fit ; and to fix
responsibility on the President, rather than on any subordinate, for any exercise
of authority over the operating departments. This is not particularly novel
doctrine: it was recommended explicitly in 1949 by the first Hoover Commission.
If it were put into effect today the President could work out the delicate balance
between the use of his immediate staff, and the use of the Secretary of State
(by whatever title the man in charge of our foreign affairs department might
be known), to help guide the development and execution of policy. If this can
be done, the practical requirements of the situation might show that the State
Department is, by necessity, as much a staff agency to the President as any part
of his Executive Office. The title of the Secretary of State, and his symbolic
custody of the great seal and countersignature of every Presidential appoint
ment, show that he was originally thought of as the President's first minister
and chief of his secretariat: the intricate interweaving of international affairs;
with domestic policies may require him to move back toward that combined
position, or toward an agreement by which his influence is the most weighty —
short of the President's — in guiding the policy judgments of those who manage,
staff work and committees for the Executive Office.

PERSONAL AND POLITICAL RESPONSIBILITY

Such a development would add to the obligations of an official whose job is
already too demanding. But the nature of his responsibilities are such that he
cannot carry I hem unless his influence in the policy councils of the President
is strengthened, and unless the policies which he helps make receive more
systematic support in the Congress and the Nation.
In one sense, any executive's job is "too big for one man" ; that is why he
organizes it, and delegates duties and functions. But the job of the Secretary
of State has been too big in another sense : he has been expected to do what
nobody could, for he lacked the command over the personnel ami the resources
to do his job. The reason was that the American people—and consequently,
the Congress— did not realize that his job required the use of the best of our
human and material resources, and major changes in the ways in which all
parts of the Government, and nearly all parts of society, were going about their
affairs. The breakdown of the old boundaries between foreign and domestic
affairs, between peace and war, and between public and private concerns changed
the Secretary's job in a fundamental way, and only some considerable changes
in our unwritten constitution could make it tolerable.
It is important to make it tolerable, of course, not in order to spare the Secre
tary as a human being, but because his job is a barometer of how well our Con
stitution is meeting its new challenge. The success of reforms in the position
of the Secretary will not be measured in terms of his contentment, but of our
safety and welfare — to say nothing of the rest of the world.
The problem is basically political and constitutional in nature; if those aspects
can be handled adequately, the managerial ones will follow. The Secretary
must be the principal subordinate in an administration put in office by the party
vote, yet he must command nonpartisan or bipartisan support. The record of
the past decade or two is encouraging in this respect; the President and the
Secretary have generally found support in the Congress from Members and
leaders of the opposite party for their major objectives, and this has not pre
cluded vigorous criticism and amendments of administration proposals. It is
necessary at the same time both to keep the channels of dissent and disagreement
open, and to facilitate unity of action on the fundamental policies on which
majority supi>ort. from both sides of the aisle, can be found.
In this process, the national leadership of the President and the Secretary is
an essential part of the legislative process. If that leadership is to be effective,
it must keep the public informed of its problems and its policies ; as Mr. Dickey
has suggested, this may argue that the Secretary should be more free to use the
public .'iffairs machinery of the Department to get information to the nonpartisan
organizations concerned with foreign affairs, and into the channels of mass
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communication. And as Mr. Elliott has noted, it would be in the interests of the
responsible working of Congress as well as of the Executive if procedures could
be adopted to strengthen the internal discipline of the legislative process, and to
make the congressional committees more responsible to the policies of Congress
as a whole.
Within the Executive policy councils, Mr. Acheson and Mr. Bowie have pointed
out, the problem is not one of passing laws to give the Secretary more authority
over his colleagues, but of setting up working relationships with the other
departments in which the Secretary's opinions carry the weighty sanction of the
President's confidence and support. This can be done only If the Secretary is
supported by a staff which is not only subject to discipline, but itself comprehends
the new nature of foreign policy and is skilled in helping to manage its relation
ship to domestic affairs. As Mr. Wriston has noted, this requires an effective
union between the departmental and Foreign Service, adequate training and
career rewards, and a proper balance between those divisions dealing with the
political, and those dealing with the economic and cultural, aspects of diplomacy.
The Department of State and the Foreign Service as they existed at the end
of the Second World War did not provide such a staff. They had been the
victims of a vicious circle. For lack of adequate funds and support, and adequate
tours of duty at home, the Foreign Service had been confined to service abroad
in strictly diplomatic and consular duties. Consequently, it had no opportunity
to increase its competence in the newer aspects of international policy, and looked
on the foreign aid and information policy of the war period as temporary
nuisances to be dropped as soon as it was possible to get back to normalcy. This
attitude gave the President and the Congress further reason to distrust its
sympathy with progressive policies and Its ability to supply the specialized
skills needed in the new diplomacy. While the Foreign Service had its faults,
there was on the other side something akin to the same Utopian overconfidence
that had characterized the Jeffersonians ; if President Roosevelt did not believe
that we could dispense entirely with a diplomatic service, his attitude was
probably summed up in the (perhaps apocryphal) wartime story that he had
remarked that he would be satisfied if the Foreign Service would only stay
neutral. It was probably inevitable, under these circumstances, that the Foreign
Service would draw into itself in a self-protective attitude, would not get the
support it needed for its proper development, and would find it had to adjust to
the demands of an age of cold war, a scientific weapons race, long-term economic
and cultural aid to the revolutionary states of Asia and Africa, and diplomacy
through international organizations.
Mr. Nitze has pointed out the ways in which the new techniques of diplomacy
have followed from the new nature of international relations, and how in conse
quence the job of the Secretary of State, like that of the Foreign Service, has
had to try to adjust to the necessity of operating not as a sideshow to the
Nation's main political circus, but in the center ring. And the demands on the
Secretary's position do not stop at the boundaries of our national political system.
In some sense we are adjusting to a new system of alliances and international
organizations in which the Secretary is, with the President, in the world spot
light. Whether he can do his job will be a test not only of him as a person, but
of our national system of political responsibility, and Its ability to fit into the
international order of the future.
For while he is going to have to rely for a long time for his strength on the
military and their munitions, any enduring peace will have to be built by the
more complicated efforts of the missionaries of cultural and political and eco
nomic change. This will require the tying together of international as well as
national programs; before we have learned to coordinate our domestic depart
ments we are obliged to try to lead the United Nations. We will have to find
ways to help the Secretary of State to make his role effective as the principal
agent of the President, and a leader of national opinion, if we are to call a free
world into existence to redress the balance of the cold war.



STATE, DEFENSE, AND THE NATIONAL SECURITY
COUNCIL

THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 1961

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Wazhington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 3110,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson, Muskie, Mundt, and Javits.
Present also : Senators Stennis, Symington, and Bush.
Staff members present : J. K. Mansfield, staff director ; Dorothy Fos-
dick and Brewster C. Denny, professional staff members; and Rod
erick F. Kreger, minority counsel.
Senator Jackson. The subcommittee will come to order.
Today the subcommittee is holding the closing hearing in its non
partisan study of the staffing and organization of our Government
to meet the increasing severity of the Sino-Soviet challenge.
In the series of hearings held this summer, like those the subcom
mittee held last year, we have taken a careful and frank look at the
way our Government plans and manages national security policy.
These final hearings have been focused on the central problems of
making and executing policy by the Departments of State and De
fense and by officials at the summit of the Government.
We are greatly privileged to have with us this morning the Secre
tary of State, Mr. Dean Rusk.
Mr. Rusk has come to his key position in the Government with a
broad experience in the area of national security. From 1934 to
1940, he was associate professor of government and dean of faculty
at Mills College. During World War II, from 1940 to 1946, he served
with the U.S. Army, and from 1946 to 1947 he was special assistant
to the Secretary of War.
Mr. Rusk has had a distinguished career in the State Department
as Director of the Office of United Nations Affairs from 1947 to 1949,
as Deputy Under Secretary of State from 1949 to 1950, and as As
sistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs from 1950 to 1951.
From 1952 to 1961 Mr. Rusk served as president of one of the great
private philanthropic foundations—the Rockefeller Foundation.
Then, again, he answered the call to public duty in Washington.
This will not be Secretary Rusk's first contribution to our study.
When the Council on Foreign Relations in New York generously made
our subcommittee's project the subject of one of its study seminars
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high officials, there usually results added urgency and a more thorough
consideration of the problem than would otherwise have been possible.
In most cases, the head of a task force is that person, such as the
Assistant Secretary of State in charge of the appropriate regional
bureau, who would normally be responsible. Interdepartmental co
ordination is assured through the membership of representatives of
other agencies involved. Task forces will continue to have a useful
role; however, thev can be costly in time and personnel and should
not lie used for ordinary operating problems.
Although a number of other departments and agencies are con
cerned with national security policy, as is indicated by the statutory
composition of the National Security Council itself, the other great
department of Government most intimately involved is

,

of course,
the Department of Defense. In his excellent statement to your sub
committee, the Secretary of Defense has given a thorough description
of the cooperative relationship developed l>etween the Departments
of Defense and State. Perhaps the most important and from my
standpoint the most pleasant aspect of this is the very satisfactory
personal relationship which I enjoy with Secretary McNamara. This
makes it possible for us to discuss matters of common concern with
the utmost, frankness. As a result, I believe that we are achieving

a close coordination of foreign and defense policies.
As Mr. McNamara pointed out, there are frequent regular and ad
hoc meetings between officials of the two Departments, including
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, which give depth to this cooperation. On
our side, we have created the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Politico-Military Affairs, to assist the supervisory level of the
State Department in the management and conduct of all the Depart
ment's relations with the Department of Defense, including the Mili
tary Establishment. It is intended to provide leadership on such
matters within the State Department, and thereby enable it to fulfill
more effectively its role of providing: timely political guidance to
other governmental agencies on politico-military matters.
With regard to broader training of personnel, Secretary McNamara
told you of the present stage of the State-Defense exchange program,
and I fully share his favorable preliminary impression of the results.
In addition. State now has 32 officers on detail to the Department
of Commerce, as well as some IS divided among other important
agencies such as Treasury, Labor, CIA, USIA, and ICA. We are
also reviewing the respective training courses for senior officers in
the war colleges and our Foreign Service Institute with a view to
better integration of training and matters of high level concern.
Mr. Bell's testimony dealt fully with the very important question
of the relationship between the Department of State and the Bureau
of the Budget in matters affecting national policy. As he pointed out,
arrangements have been made which assure that cost and budget, con
siderations are worked into programs of military and economic aid,
regional and country planning, and into the reports of the task force,
at an early stage in their development.
One of the most difficult and longstanding problems of the Depart -
met of State has been its complex pattern of relations with other
departments and apencies of the Government on international eco
nomic, commercial, and financial matters.
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As you know, the President earlier this year abolished the Council
on Foreign Economic Policy and emphasized the role of leadership
which the Department of State must play in the development ana
coordination of our foreign economic policies. This role involves con
tacts with other departments and agencies at almost every level, but
the principal responsibility for exercising the Department's leader
ship in this field rests with the Under Secretary of Economic Affairs,
George W. Call. To assist him in dealing with issues which require
high level policy consideration, there has recently been established an
arrangement whereby the Under Secretaries of the departments prin
cipally concerned with economic and trade matters hold regular
meetings to discuss these issues.
Scheduling of matters for consideration by the National Security
Council is normally arranged by the President's Special Assistant for
National Security, Mr. McGeorge Bundy, working in close coopera
tion with the appropriate officers in the Department of State and other
departments and agencies. Responsibility for presentation is as
signed to the department chiefly concerned. An effort is made to
present issues in breadth and depth and in terms of the alternate
courses of action offered. Once a decision is taken by the President,
clear responsibility is assigned to the appropriate agency, in most
cases the Department of State, for the coordinated execution of the
agreed policy. Thus, the principle of departmental responsibility,
which was emphasized in the excellent presentation made to your sub
committee by Mr. Don Price is adhered to throughout.
In conclusion, I should like to say that in my judgment the present
system does go a long way toward meeting the objectives recom
mended by your subcommittee. Put at the same time T do not wish to
imply that we have no problems yet. to resolve. We will continue
to seek for ways of providing the President with ever greater flexi
bility in focusing his attention, and that of the Cabinet officers in
volved, on problems requiring high level decision.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Mr. Secretary, for your very fine
statement.
I should like to start out by asking how many appearances have
you made, if you remember, before congressional committees this
year, roughly?
Secretary Risk. I would think, sir, that the number would approxi
mate 20 in one form or another.
Senator Jackson. Some of us feel quite strongly, you know, that
this is a great drain on your time. I wonder if you have any sug
gestions, for example, as to whether or not it is possible for the execu
tive branch to make an overall national security presentation to joint
committees here on the Hill ? National security today is an indivisible
subject and the State Department is the orchestra leader in pulling
all the elements together.
I think we are reaching the point where we certainly need to look
at the whole picture, at least at the outset.
I wonder if you have any comments on that ?
Secretary Rusk. Mr. Chairman, if I appear to make an admission
against interest, perhaps you will forgive me.
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I, myself, do not regret the time that I spend with the important
committees of the Congress. There are occasions when joint con
sultation would be convenient and would be helpful in saving the
pressures on the Secretary's time. On the other hand, this is a country
which moves by consent. It moves through the cooperation of the
executive and legislative branches.
I have found that in these consultations with the committees of
the Senate and House of Representatives that the exchange of ideas,
particularly those which can occur in executive session, are a very
important part of the process of forming national policy.
Some of the most experienced individuals in public life, who have
been dealing with foreign policy matters for long periods of time,
are found in these committees.
So that my own thought would be that if there were other wavs
to save time that this consultation between the executive and the
Congress is time very well spent.
Senator Jackson. I agree that a lot of good can come from an
exchange of ideas. But I think a lot of effort is duplicated on the
Hill. We do a lot of complaining about duplication in the executive
branch but I think we have room for improvement up here.
It is not a very fair question to ask you, but I would hope that
maybe some initiative might come from the executive in the way of
a suggestion that in the area of national security we can start out
next year or the year after with a broad presentation of a whole
package of problems that are inherent in our national security effort.
It took the executive branch, Mr. Secretary, to come up with the
Defense Act of 1947 which, by its very enactment, forced the amalga
mation of the Military Affairs and Naval Affairs committee into one
committee, the Armed Services Committee. Maybe some executive
prodding will force us to get our own house in order.
Secretary Rusk. There have been occasions when it is possible to
draw leaders of different committees together for consultation on a
very informal basis.
I must confess, Mr. Chairman, there are times when it does ap
pear to be a bit strenuous to appear on the same subject before four
different committees and try to say the same thing in four different
ways.
Senator Bush. And not try to contradict yourself.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Lovett told us last year that one important
attribute of the Secretary of State was his availability in Washing
ton where he can be near the President and give leadership to his
Department.
Mr. Secretary, you seem to have had even less luck than some of
your predecessors in avoiding travel abroad.
Could you give us a rough estimate as to how much time you have
had to spend out of the country since you have taken office ?
Secretary Rusk. I have made I think five trips out of the country.
Once to SEATO, once to CENTO, once to NATO, the Geneva Confer
ence on Laos, and recently the Foreign Ministers' meeting in Paris.
These had various lengths but averaged about a week apiece.
Senator Jackson. The questions I am asking in this area—I want
you to understand —are sympathetic and we want to find some way
in which this could he eased.
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Have you given any thought to possible approaches that might
ease the travel burden $
Secretary Rusk. This is a matter, Mr. Chairman, in which I ob
viously have a keen interest. I had an interest in it before I came to
my present office and had the temerity to deliver some lectures on
the subject in New York a year ago. Fortunately, the lecture on the
Secretary of State was not published. But I do think that a Secre
tary should try his best to occupy his post in Washington to the maxi
mum extent possible. I do not believe that he can, however, make it
a matter of dogma. He has to be able and willing and ready to do
what has to be done to support the national interest.
"When I took office I found that there were three important meet
ings that were scheduled and that it was considered to be especially
important that the Secretary of State of the new administration at
tend those three stated meetings of three of our alliance organiza
tions.
I have, however, discussed this problem with my colleagues, the
other foreign ministers, both at such meetings and as I have seen
numbers of them coming through Washington on visits.
There is a gentle effort going on among a number of foreign min
isters to organize a trade union of foreign ministers to create more
tolerable working conditions.
One of the opportunities we do have, which is convenient to the
Secretary of State for geographical reasons, results from the fact
that foreign ministers are in the increasing habit of attending the first
portion of the General Assembly of the ITnited Nations.
I think that where they are together, various groupings of them
can consult each other and individuals can see each other, which may
serve to take the place of at least some of the travel which has been
growing.
This is not just a problem for the Secretary of State. It is a prob
lem for all foreign ministers.
The burdens of schedule upon foreign ministers are getting to be
very heavy indeed.
Senator Jacksox. Mr. Lovett last year before our committee sug
gested—and I believe, Mr. Herter, then Secretary of State, endorsed
it here—that an international conference be held on the problem of
protocol, to revise present practices and come up with some sensible
procedures.
Have you given any thought to that or has anything been done in
that area ?
You were about to touch on it in your last answer.
Secretary Rusk. Yes, sir, I think that that is a matter which ought
tol>e studied further.
There have been some step3 taken to simplify protocol itself, but
I think there are more measures that could be taken to reduce the
impact of formality on the conduct of intergovernmental relations
without damaging the uses of formality in preserving a dispassionate
and impersonal exchange among states.
I do think we need to review internationally the procedures by which
we conduct intergovernmental business. We do not wish to get into
such a position that if a question is taken up by an ambassador it is
considered to be unimportant merely because only an ambassador
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took it up, and that if a matter is of considerable importance, a foreign
minister has to take it up, and that really important matters have to

be taken up through chiefs of government.
This is a sort of inflation of the currency of diplomacy which is
moving us in the wrong direction. We should try to get a common
agreement among governments that questions of prestige will not
become attached to the channels of intergovernmental communication,
so we can simplify, expedite, and clarify these intergovernmental
relationships.
I think it would be an unfortunate thing if, when governments
speak to each other, too much special importance is attached to the
channel through which they speak because, after all, it is governments
who are speaking.

I think this is a matter which does need further study.
It perhaps could only be dealt with eventually by systematic inter
national consultation.
Senator Jackson. What about the use of Ambassadors at Large ?

Do you find this can be helpful in easing some of the burdens of your
Office?
Secretary Rusk. This helps some ; indeed, Ambassadors at Large can
fulfill a very important role. As a matter of fact, Ambassador Philip
Jessup was appointed Ambassador at Large with the thought that he
might take the place of the Secretary of State in certain international
meetings and negotiations. This did not work out fully as expected
because other governments would not look upon a substitute as the
equivalent of a foreign minister. But, nonetheless, a special Ambassa
dor such as Ambassador Averill Harriman can play a very important
role as the personal representative of the President or the Secretary
of State in ad hoc special consultations with the heads of other gov
ernments.
Unfortunately, Ambassador Harriman at the moment is rather
pinned down in a conference at Geneva and is not immediately avail
able for the broader role, but he is a superb person for that role and

it was on that basis that we asked him to take on the assignment.
Senator Jackson. The Russians have a way of keeping our people
pinned down in a conference in a given place. We hope it is going to
be over in a few days or few weeks but it goes on for months and
months impeding, along with other matters, our objective of making
flexible use of our Ambassadors at Large.
Mr. Secretary, it seems that a new country is being born about every
month. Is this not enormously increasing the protocol burdens of
your Office. I am referring, of course, to official receptions, greeting
foreign ministers, and all that sort of thing. Is there anything of a
practical nature that could be done in this area ?

Secretary Rr/SK. I think there are some steps which, with the under
standing of our friends abroad, can be taken. Washington is a very
busy capital with a hundred foreign representatives here and others
on the way as new countries come into existence. We are trying to
simplify it and, with the understanding of our friends, I think we are
making some headway.
For example, by arrangement with the dean of the corps there is now

a morning reception once every 2 or 3 months at which new ambassa
dors in Washington meet their colleagues. This takes the place of the
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formal calls which are traditional in diplomacy. This takes the
place, for example, of a hundred calls made by each Ambassador upon
arrival and the nundred return calls which his colleagues in the diplo
matic corps will be expected to make on him.
Also, the diplomatic corps is good enough to recognize that although
they know 1 should like to be at the 100 national day parties that I
will not be at any one of them. My wife, bless her, is good enough
to go to all of those in my behalf.
These are matters which can improve the time problem of the
Secretary of State. He just cannot enter into formalities of that sort.
We have had a rather busy schedule of visits in this first 6 months.
I think that is normal in a new administration. Washington also
lies in the path of a good deal of travel and I have had the chance
to see a great many of my colleagues from abroad. This does take
time but it is extremely rewarding and I do not, myself, regret the
time spent in conferring with these distinguished people who man
age to come through Washington at one time or another.
I think, on the whole, we are moving toward simplification of purely
formal aspects of the task but, of course, it means that even so a
Secretary has very little private life of his own.
Senator Jackson. We are glad that we are making some progress
in that area.
I wish we in the Senate could work out some kind of a program
for our own ceremonial functions. There are certain tilings you
have to do and cannot avoid. No matter how much we talk about it
we. end up doing a very large amount of work in this area.
Mr. Secretary, as you undoubtedly know, this committee and wit
nesses before it and, of course, the President himself, have taken
the position that the Secretary of State must be the President's first
adviser in national strategy and national security affairs, in fact
as well as in theory. In other words, we see the job of the Secretary
of State and his Department as going far beyond the bounds of
practicing diplomacy in the original sense of that word.
Last week Dean Don Price told us that the job of winning back
the primacy of the Secretary of State in international affairs "cannot
be done simply by enunciating a principle or enacting a law but it
will take years to build up the necessary personnel and institutional
habits."
My question, Mr. Secretary, is this: What do you see as the toughest
problem facing you and your Department in staffing and organizing
yourself so that you can do the job that the President has laid out
for you ?
Secretary Rusk. Mr. Chairman, if I mi^ht make a preliminary com
ment as to just what the nature of this job is, then it might set the
framework for the specific reply to your question.
I think we need to bear in mind that the business of the Depart
ment of State or the substance of our national security policy is a
world over which we ourselves do not have control. We are dealing
with a hundred or more other sovereign governments in different
parts of the world with different cultures, different national interests,
different outlooks on the world scene. This world scene is in a stage
of massive transformation, including great revolutionary movements
such as the revolution of nationalism, the revolution of rising ex
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pectations, and the impact of the revolution of science and technology,
as well as the pressures which the Communist bloc are putting behind
their doctrine of the historical inevitability of this revolution.
All these things are producing a world that is in rapid change in
a considerable amount of disarray. It is this role with which we nave
to deal.
Further, the United States has, itself, emerged in a new position
of responsibility simply because of the position in which we find our
selves after World War II. In power and economic strength and in
vitality, we have found ourselves in a position where what we do
and what we do not do become themselves important decisions which
affect what is happening in the rest of the world.
Now we are in a rather special position in the conduct of our foreign
relations in this country. In a certain sense influence on American
policy is a primary target of any other foreign office in the world.
In a certain sense if we do not act we have already made a decision.
We have an influence to shape the course of events by action or inac
tion which imposes upon us sometimes a frightening responsibility.
It involves us in questions which, taken together, may well be pass
ing beyond the competence of the mind of man to handle, in the
complexity and the pace of the matters with which we deal.
I would like to emphasize pace as well because this has to do with
some of our problems in the Department of State. The pace of events
has, itself, been revolutionary. I think that others have used the
metaphor that we must lead with our sights in trying to work with
tlie future if we are to come on the target of the present.
One of our problems is that we try to keep not just abreast of
events but ahead of events in our approach to these surging world
affairs.
Now, all of this means a transformation over a period of time, of
the role of the Department of State and of the United States in the
world, and the demand made upon the personnel of the Department
of State. It means a revolutionary transformation of diplomacy
itself.
So that is the task in front of us and our problem is to try to keep
up with it.
Now, that means professional staff in the Department who are
involved in problems which contain almost every aspect of national
life. They involve problems which ramify into every part, of the
world.
Any action taken on one important matter in one place sends a
chain reaction of effect in every other important problem with which
we are dealing. It moans officers who understand these chain reac
tions, who not only can deal with the specific problem before them
but can understand the effect of what we do upon every other prob
lem in front of our Nation. It means officers who not only are
equipped on poliiical matters but on scientific matters, economic mat
ters, cultural matters, because we are involved totally in the network
of our relations with other countries.
It now means more and more management. An Ambassador of a
substantia] embassy in an important country has a first class manage
ment problem on his hands.
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It also means making a desperate effort to try to anticipate, to look
ahead, so that if we do not act we do not act on purpose ; so that if
we delay it is intentional delay because everything we do has some
thing to do with what happens in the rest of the world.
So I woidd say that one of our most important tasks is the training
and preparation of the personnel of the Department of State to think
as a government, to try to imagine themselves in the position of the
President, and to think broadly about the world scene and what we
are trying to do, so that the immediate decisions that are taken be
come a part of a consistent pattern of national policy. In doing so,
we must also be sure that we are talking about national policy as it
is reflected in the actions of other agencies and departments of the
Government. This is a very large task involving comprehensiveness
of thinking as well as a pace of thinking, if I might say so, which
takes the best team that we can possibly put together. We have not
achieved yet what we. hope to achieve, but it is an endless task to
ward which we are constantly working.
Senator Jackson. I certainly agree with your excellent statement of
the problem. It is almost an unbelievable task when you consider
that we have departed from traditional diplomacy and from the tra
ditional concept of the role of the Secretary of State. The Secretary
of State has to have full cognizance of and must pull together all of
these elements you mentioned —science, technology, economic forces,
and so forth ; as a matter of fact, everything that all the other tradi
tional departments of the Government have to cope with from day
to day must be related to the foreign policy of the United States. We
face an adversary that is utilizing all these elements.
Now, with your statement of the problem, do you have any com
ments on your staffing needs, on the problems of policy planning
and other areas where you need help and support, given this new
and very much enlarged responsibility which has fallen on your
shoulders and those of your predecessors ?
Secretary Rusk. We do have need, of course, for increased staff
primarily, in the first instance, because of the increase in the amount
of our business. We have had 40 new independent countries since
World War II, 17 of them in the last year, and there are another
dozen on the way in the very near future. This imposes upon us a
heavy problem of responsibility and staffing in a department like
State. It ramifies not only from the policy officers of the Department
but right into the administrative section as well. Although we try
to restrict ourselves to essential cable business, our traffic now is run
ning on the order of 2,000 telegrams a day. We are running a very
large volume of cable traffic.
We need additional staff just to bring our code room up to date
on the hourly basis that we need if we are to handle some of these
problems effectively.
But we are going, Mr. Chairman, to have to find additional ways
to broaden the experience of our professional officers so that when
they reach positions of important policy responsibility they will have
this comprehensive experience behind them, will be at home with
economic matters, at home with political matters, and will under
stand the breadtli of their responsibility by direct participation in it.
Some of our in-service training and some of our assignments to
other agencies are looked upon as a way to develop that kind of person.
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Senator Jackson. You need more generalists, do you not?
Secretary Rusk. We need more generalists, sir, if you mean more
generalists who are deeply familiar with a lot of special fields.
Senator Jackson. This is what I am getting at.
Secretary Rusk. It takes an understanding in depth rather than
just generalities at the top.
I think also, sir, we are making some headway in getting policy of
ficers into a planning frame of mind. We are trying to get the word
across that every officer of the Department from the junior officer all
the way to the top is responsible for his own initiative, for considering
the problems in front of him and coming up with new ideas. If he
happens to have an idea which is not strictly in his field of responsi
bility, he is encouraged to pass it along to his neighbor who does have
that responsibility. And with the Policy Planning Council and the
planning officers in each Bureau, I think we are beginning to move the
sights of the Department ahead of the business a bit in order to come
on target with the present aspects of the problems of the future.
Senator Jackson. I was very much interested in your statement of
your relations with Mr. McNamara on State-Defense problems.
Do you have an opportunity to get together and discuss the mutual
problems of State and Defense, because this is the heart of our problem
of national security. Do you have the opportunity from time to time
to really sit down and discuss these problems?
Secretary Rusk. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I must say that one of the most
heartening things about the responsibility which I bear is the relation
ship with the Secretary of Defense. I have served almost a.s much
time in the Pentagon as I have, in the Department of State over the
years and I have, myself, a strong interest in, and appeal for, the need
for the close relationship and coordination between those two Depart
ments, and it must start at the top.
Secretary McXamarn and I do see each other with great frequency
in my office or at the White House or at Cabinet meetings or in special
meetings to consider specific questions which we might wish to talk
over with the President, and in a variety of ways.
I have on occasion gone over to meet with him and the Joint Chiefs
of Staff in his building.
This personal contact at the top is not only important in giving the
two individuals concerned a better understanding of the problems
which each of us might have but also sets the tone and atmosphere for
contacts down the line.
Secretary McXamara and I agreed at the very beginning that we
would not look upon our own offices as the channel of contact between
our two Departments but we would encourage our colleagues at nil
levels to establish contact with their colleagues in each other's Depart
ments so that there would be a continual exchange of ideas between
the two Departments as a part of this great problem of coordinating
foreign and defense policy in a national policy.
I think that the relationship between these two Departments is
good. I think the spirit of that relationship is good, and we are
pulling in the same direction.
Senator Jackson. Do you feel that we are making progress with
this attitude and philosophy in the depth of the Departments as well
so that the, people down below understand there should be greater
exchange?
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Secretary Rusk. I do, sir, and I am convinced that this is of great
importance. I can look back to the time when I was a relatively
junior officer on the general staff and remember how important it
was to keep in touch with relatively junior officers in the Department
of State.
To squeeze these relationships into a single, narrow, stilted chan
nel, I think would be a great mistake. It is important for people
■who are handling vital matters to know their colleagues in the other
Department.
You see, today, sir, because of the pace of business, relatively junior
officers in the Department of State are sending out telegrams on mat
ters which before World War II might well have gone to the Secretary
himself. Our business could not be handled in any other way. We
have to give broad policy guidance, but we also have to let our junior
colleagues act because not to act itself is a decision. A deputy director
of an office is, as I indicated earlier, sending out telegrams. If he
has a responsibility, which we accept in the Department of State, for
insuring that the interests of the other departments are fully taken
into account, then he must be in direct touch with his colleagues in the
other departments. That means that there is a range of contact
which I think is inevitable and essential.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, you have placed great emphasis
on the need for good people in the Department.
I wonder if you could comment on the problem of trying to attract
people to serve in the Department ? Questions have been raised be
fore, especially in the Department of Defense, on conflict-of-interest
difficulties and other obstacles which prohibit, competent people from
coming into the Government. Is seems to me that when we are in a
hot war, when everyone understands that our survival is at stake, we
bring the best possible people we can to Washington and no question
is raised about it.
In the long run, in our cold war struggle, the problem of attract
ing people is a most difficult one. It has been a problem of all ad
ministrations.
I wonder if you might address yourself to the problem ?
Secretary Rusk. We are faced, in the first place, Mr. Chairman, with
a national shortage of talent for the top. The old saying that there
is plenty of room at the top has never been more true than it is today.
Anyone who has spent several years in a private foundation is im

pressed with the fact that in the course of a year almost every segment
in our national life and every profession will come by and talk over
how to recruit more of its share of top talent for its own particular
enterprise or profession.
We are short of talent for the top of almost every aspect of our
national life.
So that, when Government moves out to recruit top talent, the
competition is very keen.
W e know, for example, that for many of our posts, if we. can find
the man we want, there are 20 or 30 other jobs waiting for him.
This competition is becoming keener on the economic and financial
side. Fortunately, university salaries have been moving up steadily
and nicely in recent years and professors can now begin to afford to
be a professor. He cannot be tempted away too readily on straight
salary considerations alone.
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Similarly, business is looking for talent.
The conflict-of-interest problem is a complex one. I do not today
have a specific suggestion to make, but I do think that this question
needs urgent study because of the need to protect the integrity of the
public service and the integrity in the use of public funds. We must,
at the same time, recognize the great sacrifices that we demand of
people when we ask them to cut themselves off completely from their
normal occupations or own professions.
I do not know what the answer is, but I think we ought to approach
the problem as being comparable in urgency to that which would exist

if we were at war. Indeed, we are in a critical period in the historical
development of the conflict between the Sino-Soviet bloc and the free
world. We need our top talent in our Government effort.
One of the limitations on our ability to operate effectively overseas,
Mr. Chairman, is this same shortage of people. You must have, on
the one side, the professional competence to get the job done and, on
the other, the willingness to put in several years of oversea service in
far-off, difficult, and sometimes dangerous places.
So we are under the constant necessity to look for top talent. This

is tough. It is difficult. We will never, I think, lick it entirely.
It is inspiring to see the numbers of people who are willing to come
into public service at considerable personal sacrifice, but. we are not
getting them in the numbers we need for the important tasks that we
have all over the world.
Senator Jackson. What about the salary structure ? Some of our
witnesses have pointed out that some improvement in this area could
make a real difference.
Secretary Rusk. I think perhaps the salary structure in the level
just below the top
Senator Jackson. The subcabinet level ?

Secretary Rusk. That is correct; where you are competing for the
ablest young business executive or the fine scientific talent or the young
engineer whose opportunities outside of Government are quite remu
nerative. It is at this level, the supergrade level, where the problem
of competition is very keen.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Jones gave some excellent testimony last
year. As I recall, Mr. Jones pointed out that with the expenditure
of about $20 million we could make great progress in the higher
echelons of the Service. Is that correct, Mr. Jones ?

Mr. Jones. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary Rusk. Mr. Chairman, I do not want to delay the com
mittee but I would emphasize that investment in qualified people is.

I am sure, a saving of money. Again, to go back to an earlier experi
ence, a private organization which is involved in, say, foreign assist
ance, can decide that unless it can find the properly qualified pei-son
to do the job it

, will not undertake the job.
Government, however, finds itself making commitments on a gov
ernmental basis to get certain jobs done; therefore, they must do it

regardless of their ability to find people. So the pressures to find
the top people are very great.
Sometimes you have to make do with less than the best. I am quite
sure that, over a time, trying to make do with less than the best talent

is a wasteful and costly enterprise.
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Senator Jackson. How about the conflict-of-interest problem?
Have you lost some good people that might have otherwise come
except for these archaic statutes—some of them passed a hundred
years ago?
Secretary Rusk. The two principal answers we get on the part of
those who tell us they just cannot take on a particular post have to
do, first, with this problem : they just cannot attbrd the financial
sacrifices that are involved at a time when they have young people
getting ready for college and other commitments which make it diffi
cult for them to make the change; second, an unwillingness of the
family unit to undertake service abroad as compared with life in the
United States.
These are the two principal problems we have.
Senator Jackson. Senator Bush, do you have some questions ?
Senator Bush. I was going to ask a question right at that point,
Mr. Chairman, respecting the Foreign Service applicants.
Do you have a great many applicants and do you have a large num
ber to select from and do you reject many applicants ? I would like
to know what is the trend in this connection with the Foreign Service.
Secretary Rusk. Fortunately, we do have a chance to be very selec
tive about our young people for the Foreign Service.
I will get from Air. Jones in just a moment the most recent figures
on this year's experience.
This year, for example, we had 8,000 applications. A thousand of
them passed the examination. We expect to appoint about 300. So
we are selecting 300 out of 8,000.
Senator Bush. That really is remarkable. I am glad to hear that.
Secretary Rusk. We are pleased at the extent of interest in the
Foreign Service because we think it is one of the most exciting and
challenging professions in the world.
Senator Jackson. Does this represent an increase in the Foreign
Service ? Do you know the previous figures on that ?
Mr. Jones. Mr. Chairman, this is a little bit hard to put your
finger on precisely. Beginning back in 1956, we started a program
of consultation with the universities and contacts with students
through the faculties most intimately engaged in our kind of busi
ness. The number of contacts now ranges upward from 250 to 300
universities and colleges eacli year. We contact somewhere in the
neighborhood of 15,000 to 16,000 individual students of whom, as
the Secretary just indicated, we had about 8,000 applying this last
year. About a thousand of those passed the written examination.
We are still engaged in giving the oral examinations.
There is a new kind of interest being shown, in that the young men
and women with whom I have talked personally, and I have seen a
good many of them in the last 6 or 7 months, are now expressing a
realization that America is overseas to stay. They do not feel that
there is a degree of impermanence about coming to us.
There is also another factor of great concern to us and I think of
great promise, and that is that all of the agencies with substantia]
oversea personnel are now working together to try to get a common
examining technique to apply to people who may not want to come
into the Foreign Service Corps as professional officers for a full
career but who do want a certain period of oversea service in order
to train them to do better jobs back here at home.
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We are working with Defense and Civil Service Commission and
Department of Commerce and others.
We are also rebuilding our commercial service. We are getting
better quality of applicants for labor attaches, for cultural people,
and other such positions, so that the interest is growing.
I would anticipate this year that we are going to have probably
several more thousand students come to us with indications of interest
than we have had in the past 5 or 6 years.
Senator Jackson. Senator Mundt ?
Senator Mundt. I will yield to Senator Bush.
Senator Bush. I was just going to ask one more question, Mr.
Chairman.
I recall when General Marshall was Secretary of State and Mr.
Lovett was Under Secretary of State, they used to have a regular
weekly meeting with the President of the United States. As I recall
it in those days it was 11 :30 on Wednesday, but they did not confirm

it
,
it was just a regular, fixed meeting. I remember from talking

with them, especially Mr. Lovett, how valuable they thought that
was.
Do you have such an arrangement with the President, now ?

Secretary Rusk. I see the President several times a week, Senator,
including frequent sessions where there is general conversation about

a considerable variety of matters and not just on a particular subject.

I sometimes have breakfast with him for this purpose and we go
over a range of matters. Further than that, during the course of
the day, I am on the phone with him quite frequently on matters on
which we are working together. So there is no lack of contact be
tween the President and the Secretary of State.
Senator Busu. I observed that world events require a great deal
of contact.
Secretary Busk. I might say many of my appointments over there
are not on the public schedule.
Senator Bush. I have no doubt about that. I wondered whether
as a fixed and regular thing you have that type of engagement with
the President of the United States. You do not seem to have that.
Secretary Busk. We do not have a fixed schedule. We see each
other very frequently.
Senator Busu. Do you feel that the organization setup where the
Secretary of State is directly in contact with the President and so
forth is exactly the right way? We had some discussions in Senator
Jackson's committee along the lines of sort of reorganizing the setup
of this Government. We talked about executive vice presidents, one
of whom would be a sort of supersecretary of state. I think some of
the witnesses took rather scornful attitudes toward that and none
seemed to proclaim it as very desirable.
Do you find from your long experience and your recent experience
that, this organization is satisfactory or is

,

at least, as good as we
should have to meet these tremendously increased responsibilities in
the world ?

Secretary Rusk. I think the conclusions of the subcommittee in
ono of its recent reports on this subject were correct. I may say that
my present comment is based not just on my experience as Secretary
of State but it follows a view which I had" before I took this office.
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I think it is important that the principal adviser to the President
on foreign policy be someone who is operationally hi contact with the
total stream of our foreign relations so that whatever advice is given
is in the context of the whole. This will assure that there will not
be missing factors left out of consideration, that the matter can be
presented to the President in its total context and in terms of the
alternatives available, so he can see and fully understand the nature
and significance of the decision which he is being asked to make.
I also think it is important that a Secret ary of State not serve as a
screen to shield from the President the divergent views which may
be taken between departments or within a department. The Presi
dent must know what the alternatives are and what the best judg
ments would say.
If these best judgments say different things, the President ought
to know that, so that he is not presented simply with a monolithic
point of view. I do think our organization in this respect is the correct
one.
Senator Bush. I think that is very gratifying. It seems to me that
the very closest relationship between the Secretary of State and the
President is sine qua non to a successful foreign policy.
Thank you.
Senator Jackson. Senator Mundt?
Senator Mundt. Mr. Secretary, you and I have already spent some
time together earlier this week across the table discussing matters of
policy in the Appropriations Committee. It is a pleasure to again be
associated with you in a discussion of this kind.
I recall many times as he appeared before our Appropriations Com
mittee, one of your illustrious predecessors, Mr. Dulles, used to com
plain about the fact he did not have enough time to do what he con
sidered the most important part of his job in the State Department.
Pie said there were so many problems around the world and they are
so complex that a Secretary of State should have much more time to
think these things through. We have so many administrative func
tions and so many administrative problems, ceremonial functions, that
there just is not enough time in the day for them.
Have you had any experience which leads you to believe that we
should continue to try to improve the whole function of the State
Department in the direction of providing the top hand with more
opportunity to really sit down and coordinate the problems or are
you not encumbered too much with business, administrative, cere
monial functions?
Secretary Rusk. This is a constant problem for a Secretary of State.
Since I had the pleasure once of serving in the Department when
Mr. John Foster Dulles and Mr. Dean Acheson were working very
closely together on the Japanese Peace Conference, perhaps I might
lay alongside of Mr. Dulles' comment, which I have heard him make
privately as well, Mr. Acheson's remark that it is important to think
about these things in the context of action and operational problems,
that thinking in isolation or away from the flow of business is not the
way to think effectively about foreign policy. I think both of these
points have to be taken into account.
Now the time of the Secretary of State is
, I think, at times diverted
into activities which are not central to his task. As a matter of fact,
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in an article which I wrote when I had no thought that this would
be my problem, I commented that there might be a new Parkinson's
law, that the concern with the central task varies inversely with eleva
tion in the bureaucracy. This is a problem for a Secretary of State.
You gentlemen run into it. The chairman suggested some of the
things you must do and want to do as a part of your own participation
in public life. Some of these are diversions from your central tasks.
I have the same problem. But we do have, I think, more and more
interest in the Department in the necessity for reflecting; and particu
larly in reflecting ahead. I am quite sure that we can think more
effectively about the future than we suppose.
I think that the universities sense a growing responsibility for this
effort, traditionally, because of the way in which our educational sys
tem grew up. We have universities, hi science and medicine, hurling
us into the future by what is going on in their laboratories. We have,
on the other hand, the humanities and the social sciences, which tend
to think that the future is not their business.
There are many problems lying in the future to which thought can
be given systematically with considerable effect. The effort to do so
is good preparation for confronting the problems when they arise.
So, a Secretary does live with his problems throughout his waking
time. The need for more reflective time is always there, Senator.
Senator Mundt. Would it not be possible to reduce a great deal
the ceremonial functions which have grown up out of the history of
protocol at a time when foreign visitors were a rarity in this country;
but you continue pretty much the standardized formula for meeting
distinguished guests out at the airport that you used when you met
distinguished guests at the railroad station and you met them once
every month or so. Now you have five or six every month.
It seems to me by one fell swoop you could let it be understood that
the Secretary of State has more important business than going out
to the airport to shake hands with a visitor. If you had ceremonial of
ficers to do that job, you could stay in the office to conduct business.
It is a waste of manpower scampering around town meeting visitors.
Secretary Busk. Your word "scampering" is very realistic some
times, Senator, in the sense of getting to some of these appointments
on t ime.
We did comment on that a little earlier this morning, but I do
think this is a matter which can be improved by international con
sultation. I do not think that we can do it unilaterally without paying
a considerable price, in terms of the resentment and reactions of other
governments, because these are matters of traditional practice.
We are simplifying our procedures in a number of respects. We
hope to make some headway with it. Visits do represent a large in
vestment of time, but the time spent with distinguished foreign visitors
frequently turns out to be extremely productive and useful to our
policy.
Senator Mcndt. I am sure that is true. I am not talking of official
conferences. I am talking about the purely polite and protocol pro
cedures which became established in an era when there was time in the
leisurely world to do that. It seems to me that by multilateral con
ferences or by precept or example or by some kind of announcement
lhat the slight embarrassment that other countries would have would
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soon wear off in the continuing expectancy and anticipation which
brings them to this country in the first place.
Secretary Kusk. We are making moves in that direction but by
gentle stages, Senator.
Senator Mundt. One thing that has disturbed me a great deal,
and I know there is not an easy answer to it, but it has always kind
of shaken me up a little bit ever since I have been in Washington,

is the fact that while we are undoubtedly, and I hope will always
remain, the greatest example of self-government and democracy that
the eyes of men have ever seen, and while we have developed and
employed very successful democratic procedures in all our domestic
affairs, necessarily in our diplomatic affairs and foreign policy they
are run pretty much the same as they would be run if we were some
kind of statism. Necessarily, decisions are pretty largely made be
fore they ever get to the legislative level or you have taken steps in
that direction.

I see no answer to that. It seems to me that is a kind of situa
tion where you cannot employ the fullest democratic procedure when

it comes to foreign policy. So we impose this on the Executive to
some degree and he imposes it on the Secretary of State.
Now, I give that background as the reasons for this question.
When you say increasingly you are shifting the decisionmaking to
deputy directors and the lower echelon officers, this aggravates the
problem, as 1 see it

,

and an undesirable condition 1 think is the
result of it. It is part of procedure of international life. But, be
cause that is essentially true and as long as nobody comes up with
a system of developing democratic practices that go deeper into in
ternational policies, decisions, and affairs, I am not too happy to have

it downgraded to deputy directors who now send out cables on their
own.

I suppose you assume responsibility for it as Secretary of State,
but you have not time to consider them. I am not sure that is a

good reform. I am not sure that is moving in the right direction
because I think it violates something which you very wisely said a

moment agoj that is
,

that increasingly you try to get the decisions
in a perspective where you can look at the whole global picture. You
recognize you cannot make a decision, a wise one, on some Com
munist thrust in Asia without thinking about Berlin, without think
ing about the Mohammedan world and every place else.
Now, the deputy director is not an all-around expert.

I would like to see these decisions elevated up where they are dis
cussed and decided in terms of the global need rather than down
graded.
Will you comment on that?
Secretary Rusk. I appreciate that question because it gives me a

chance to clarify my earlier remark. I did not mean that the deputy
director, when he sends a telegram, is making important decisions
of foreign policy, but rather that he is taking specific actions with
in the framework and in the light of policies already approved and
under the policy guidance which he has had. Within this frame
work there are a considerable number of administrative matters which,
before World War II, would have come to the Secretary but which

742,N5— 61— pt. 9 9
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we do not get into now. I speak of such things as the movement of
an ambassador to and from his post or problems of that character.
I do believe that foreign policy in a democracy is basically a part
of the democratic process. The great objectives of our foreign policy
are, I think, broadly known and well understood by our own people.
If a new foreign ambassador in Washington were to ask me, What
should I keep my eye on to learn how American policy would react to
a given situation," I would point out to him the 18th century phrase
which has always served as to American policy; that is

,

the notion
that governments derive their just powers from the consent of the
governed.
You will find that over a period of time this simple notion, which
we really believe in in this country, tends to infuse and conform our
policy and our reactions to the situations in many places. Some of
the great statutes of the Congress, some of the great charters, such as
the United Nations Charter, contain in them articulate expressions of
the broad policies of the American people. Matters which are not
handled on a strictly democratic process, if you like, in terms of voting
them out—our daily operations—still give effect to these broad na
tional policies.
Of course, in the months during which exchanges take place between
the Executive and the Congress, hearings of all types in the course of

a year, there are hammered out, in consultation, many features of our
national policy which either appear in legislation or in executive ac
tion, depending on the particular appropriate method.
There are some special problems in a democracy in the handling of
our foreign policy, in the very amount of debate, with the rest of the
world listening in. We say things here quite properly among our
selves which are upsetting to people in other parts of the world.
There are times when it appears we cannot move as rapidly as we
would like to move in the conduct of our foreign policy because we
need public understanding or we need legislation or we need other
processes before we can take the action necessary.
Senator Mundt. In the discussion earlier this week, it occurred
more rapidly ?

Secretary Rusk. Yes. sir. There will be further discussion later in
the week on that same point. But I think there is great strength in
this democratic process, however, in the actual conduct of our foreign
relations because, broadly speaking, the commitments of the American
people are literally the commitments of most people in most parts of
the world—the underlying basic commitments. I think this is under
stood in many parts of the world. That gives us a strength despite
some of the procedural problems of democracy, which I would not
trade for another kind of system.
Senator Mtjndt. I am glad you amplified what you said about this
cable because I misinterpreted it as a decision at the Deputy Director
level.

I think this feeling I mentioned is shared by a great many Members
of Congress which reflects itself sometimes by resolutions bills, where
by, awkwardly, and sometimes wisely and sometimes maybe not wisely,
Congress attempts to take over some of your job and make decisions
of policy.
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Let me ask you a purely hypothetical question in this direction.
The Senate recently passed a resolution opposing the recognition of
Red China. That is American policy. You oppose it

,

too. There is

no conflict there. That is all right. But let us take a hypothetical
situation. Let us assume that if it had not been Red China it had been
someplace else, the vote had been the same, and it was a policy which
at the State Department level they thought it was unwise. Now, what
would happen in a case like that ?

Secretary Rusk. Since we are talking about a purely hypothetical
case, and the matter of the recognition of a government might come up,
we would hope to be consulted before such resolutions were passed,
particularly if they were to be unanimous. We would hope to have a
chance to participate in the discussion and to explain to the commit
tees what our views are. We would hope there would be an oppor
tunity to consult with the President in order that the President's views
might be known to the Congress, so the Congress could take that into
account when they decide whether or not they wish to express an
opinion on the matter.
Senator Mundt. This is nlso true. Congress is motivated and
stimulated and concerned primarily by reactions of its citizens, local
pressures, local conditions. The State Department is largelv tossed
and torn by international repercussions. Sometimes you are listening
to different voices.
Secretary Rusk. I think so. With complete respect, I might saj
also that it is sometimes easier to express what we would like to see
happen than it

. is to achieve it internationally in a situation over which
we ourselves have no control.
Senator Mundt. That is, of course, correct.
Kindly relate the question now to whether the procedures of democ
racy in foreign problems really are compatible with the procedures of
democracy on a domestic policy.
Secretary Rusk. Senator, I do believe that over the years it will be
shown that the close consultation which has taken place between the
legislative and the executive branches has produced a harmony of
policy which is really quite extraordinary, if you look back through
the record on this matter.

I must say that I have not had the feeling in appearing before con
gressional committees in executive session, where we can look at all the
factors that are involved and the serious questions which have to be
answered, that partisan consideration played a role. When the lead
ership on both sides sit down to talk over these things, almost always
there is a very large community of approach and interest in national
policy.
Senator Mundt. When I was talking about my feeling that the pro
cedures of democracy do not reach out into the area of foreign policy
as much as I would like to see them do, I am not thinking at all in
terms of partisanship considerations.
Usually, not always but usually, in American public life the ad
ministration and the Congress are within the same party but there is

a difference in function.
To be specific, Mr. Secretary, I think largely in the area of execu
tive agreements and conferences and treaties—without going into the
merits or demerits, for example, of the decisions made at Yalta, the
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decisions made at Potsdam—they were not decisions in which the
Congress in any way, sense, or shape participated but we were caught
in the bloodstream of history and certainly those decisions have had
something to do with the direction in which the stream of history is
flowing today.
I do not know of any way, Mr. Secretary—if I did I would suggest
it—that somehow or other in wisdom or impetuosity, congressional
procedures might be brought to bear before final binding decisions
are made.
Is there any way or is it better as it is

,

without reference now to any
particular treaty or conference?
Secretary Rusk. On decisions which do not affect the legislative
authority, which do not require the legislative action of the Congress,

I do think that when these are on important matters, there should be
consultation between the leadership of the Congress and the executive
branch. It is obvious that where the action of Congress is required
there must be full collaboration between the two branches, but I think
there should also be consultation on important matters which lie out
side the framework of direct congressional action.
Senator Mundt. Is there a way that Congress can be brought into
the picture prior to the time when the only way you can have any
impact on these tremendously important historic decisions, such as
the one at Potsdam and Yalta and a great many of them in American
life, is the very awkward mechanism of putting some kind of Con-
nally-type reservation on the treaty, something of that kind, which is

awkward from your standpoint, it is awkward from our standpoint,

it is pretty inflexible? It seems to me that is where we approach the
same kind of procedures that they use in dictatorial countries because
Congress gets into the act pretty late and we get into it with a pretty
blunt sword and our machinery groans with antiquity. These deci
sions necessarily are going to have to be made and made more rapidly
than in the past.
Secretary Rusk. I think, sir, that the primary channel for that,
type of joint understanding of the problem, and the discussion of
what we should do about it

,

lies in consultation with the appropriate
committees of the Congress. Also, on occasion, there should be direct
association with delegations of Members of the Congress.
This has happened quite frequently, as the Senator recalls.
We normally have Members of the Congress, for example, present
with our delegation at the United Nations each year. If there is a

foreign ministers' meeting that is coming up where major decisions are
expected to be made, which was not the case in my last trip, which
was chiefly a planning and procedural trip, there will be prior con
sultation with the committees of Congress. But how the Congress
could participate more directly and organically in the conduct of our
foreign relations, I think is a very complex question.

I do not see an easy answer for that at the present time.
Senator Mundt. I think we had a rather happy formula at the
United Nations. I think we can look at our American participation
in the United Nations with considerable pride from the standpoint
of the fact that no bad decisions have been made by us, that is, su
premely bad, in the U.N. There have been some bad decisions made
by the'U.N. but not by us. It has gone along relatively well from
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the standpoint of anybody criticizing what we have done at the U.N.
where we might direct world history.
The reason I stress this is that we are entering into negotiations
or discussions or conferences now with implications so great that one
serious bad decision could destroy civilization. We could weather
through an earlier bad decision or earlier treaty but we cannot afford
a bad one now and nobody wants to make a bad one.
I am wondering whether or not those decisions which are going to
determine whether civilization is going to continue are going to be
made in such a manner that Congress has nothing whatsoever to do in
determining the future of the world.
I have no suggestion to you but I simply stress the idea because I
think history will clearly show in those forums and in those arenas
of activity where we have done as we have, in the NATO Conference,
and at the U.N., in which the legislative branch of the Congress has
participated, the results look a lot better historically than they did
at Yalta and Potsdam, because you are heading up a meeting much
more important than the ones at Potsdam and Yalta.
I want to offer the suggestion that perhaps some place along the
line there might be a way in which Congress participates in a deci
sion which we hope will be good.
Secretary Rusk. Thank you, Senator, I know that you and I would
not wish to take this subcommittee's attention into a debate on these
particular conferences, but I would observe that those conferences
would look better to us if the other side had lived up to its agreement.
Senator Mundt. In some areas, but in some areas even where they
have lived up to them they have looked pretty bad.
That is all.
Senator Jackson. Senator Muskie?
Senator Mubkie. Mr. Secretary, the Constitution, of course, places
the responsibility for conduct of foreign affairs very clearly on the
executive branch and on the President. This was in a day when
it was possible for the President and the Secretary of State to give
much more personal attention to these problems than today.
Mr. Price last week expressed, I thought very well, the difference
between the conduct of foreign policy 180 years ago and today when
he spoke of the President 180 years ago as being a human being, today
being an institution.
You have very graphically in your testimony this morning outlined
the complexities in solving the foreign policy function of today.
The foreign policy function includes, it seems to me, these elements.
First of all, the ability and facility to see and observe what is going
on in an ever enlarging world scene and to do so with perceptiveness
and sensitivitv.
Secondly, the ability to understand what is going on.
Thirdly, the ability to generate policy.
Next, the ability to select a policy.
Finally, ability to implement the policy selected.
You have indicated that there is a problem with respect to each
of these elements of foreign policy function which tends to frag
mentize, in terms of the number of people involved, the attention
which is given to each.
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That being so, it seems to me we ought to be concerned with a
number of attendant problems. First of all, using Mr. Price's figure
of speech again, would it be advisable from your point of view, to
the extent that it is possible to centralize all of these functions in
stitutionally in the way they were 180 years ago, in human beings?
Secretary Rusk. We have been trying, Senator, to clarify lines of
responsibility so that individuals are responsible for particular aspects
of the execution of policy and for the initiative in recommending
policy in given areas, whether geographic or in certain functional
fields such as economics on a functional basis. I do not know any
better way than to try to find individuals who can be responsible, be
capable of carrying the responsibility and be held accountable for
the responsibility.
It is sometimes supposed that the chief characteristic of a bureauc
racy is a struggle for power inside the bureaucracy. I do not think
this is right. I think that there is just as strong a tendency, if a
bureaucracy is left alone, to avoid responsibility.
Now, it is important for us not to have responsibility lost in face
less organization but to try to identify at every stage who is respon
sible for that particular segment of operations of policy.
I think one of the byproducts of eliminating certain of the inter
departmental committees and concentrating responsibility in one or
another department is that it makes it possible for a person to be re
sponsible for leadership in policy and execution of policy in a par
ticular field.
In our case, for example, in the Department of State, an enormous
responsibility falls upon an Assistant Secretary of State in one of our
geographic bureaus, or our counselor in charge of policy planning or
any of the other presidential appointees in the Department of State.
They carry a degree of responsibility which makes it possible to look
to them about situations that might arise in any part of the world
and expect them to anticipate those situations and be prepared for
them, frequently hopefully to prevent them from growing into crises.
I think we are moving in the direction which is implied by your
question, Senator.
I think we are steadily improving in this respect.
Senator Muskie. To test the effectiveness of what you are trying to
do, it seems to me suggests several questions.
First of all, the power of final authority or final decision in an
increasing number of important areas is dropping far below the
Secretary of State. That is inevitable. Even so, is it not desirable
that institutionalwise, or otherwise, that the critical problems rise to
a foreign policymaking level in a way that will insure sufficient ad
vance warning?
Is there an institutionalized way in which this does happen and, if
there is not, is there an institutionalized way we can devise that can
insure this happening?
Secretary Rusk. We have staff meetings of our colleagues where
we have information presented on the immediate past, and important
alert signs of what may be happening in the future. There, with all
elements of the Department represented by people who are carrying
a heavy responsibility, we. have a chance to talk these out. If there is
a European aspect and an African aspect or a Near Eastern aspect to
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a problem, all are merged together. We can, under such circum
stances, talk about, problems in terms of wise national policy.
In turn, each of these men who meet with me in a morning staff
meeting will have his own staff meeting of his own key associates, in
order that he can transmit to them policy directions which I might
transmit on behalf of the President. In turn he will get back from
them ideas, suggestions, initiatives which might bear on the question
under discussion.
This is in daily occurrence in the Department.
Senator Muskee. That is very reassuring.
There is another problem of governmental activities and problems
operating outside the State Department which have an impact upon
foreign policy and which can complicate as well as simplify your work.
As to those, do you think there ought to be central direction, that
there should be central direction that comes from the Secretary of
State or should it be central direction of a cooperating nature?
Should that cooperative effort be institutionalized ?
Secretary Rusk. The central direction of important policy, of
course, comes primarily from the President. In reaching important
policy decisions, however, the practice is to assign to a particular
agency or department in this field which we are discussing, more fre
quently the Department of State than any other, the responsibility
for carrying out that policy. That assignment carries with it

,

how
ever, the responsibility for keeping in touch with the other depart
ments and agencies which have an important stake in the issue at
hand. So that, if the Department of State becomes the operating
agency, it also is the coordinating agency.
We maintain liaison with the White House in a number of ways,
certainly in my own direct discussions with the President, of course.
But there is a considerable additional liaison through the machinery
of the staff of the National Security Council, in terms of reports
which go there and are available as progress reports on the particular
policy under discussion.
Then there is a good deal of informal consultation. For example,
we take advantage of the fact that people normally have to have lunch
anyhow, so we have a luncheon on Tuesday where key officers of the
Department, including those who are most intimately involved with
operations—with the daily flow of business—have lunch together not
necessarily with a formal agenda of things to be worked at or decided.
Those present have a chance to talk over how these various things are
going and to keep in touch with each other.
There are several other ways in which this type of coordination
occurs, but at the same time there is always a specifically assigned

Senator jVlrsKiK. To what extent do you think the State Depart
ment pol icy a ffects the strategic weapons systems t

Secretary RrsK. Senator, in a broad sense our posture in the stra
tegic field is of considerable importance to us as a matter of foreign
policy. I would prefer not to go into that in any detail, perhaps,
until we get into executive session.
Senator Muskie. I would like to ask this one final question. In the
days when the conduct of foreign affairs was much more personal,
one man could encompass perhaps in each of his working days the
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totality of the problems that confronted the country. Now we are
talking about problems that one man, however wise, however capable,
could not encompass within the time available to him for contempla
tion in a single day. So that thinking time today means not just
the thought you apply to these problems but the thought that a great
many people apply. One man could do it in the privacy of his own
skull. There was no compulsion for him to reveal what was going
on in the mental process to the public or anyone else. He was free
to contemplate an infinite variety of alternatives he might not wish
to expose in public.
Now, since the thinking process is outside his own skull and encom
passes many people, what part does the privacy of thought play or
should it play in the formulating of national policy, just thinking of
alternatives without conclusions or commitments to be made? An
idea exposed prematurely loses a great deal of its effectiveness and
eventual force.
Secretary Kusk. We try to urge our colleagues not to be timid about
coming forward with ideas or suggestions, or in challenging basic as
sumptions or questioning a conventional interpretation of a factual
situation, so we can avoid the failure of not thinking about the prob
lem in the deepest and broadest terms.
It is not always possible for departments to put down on a specific
piece of paper the full range of a detailed problem, because, unhappily,
there is the problem of leaks. This is not always because policy is
secret, but because on certain technical matters there are technical
secrets. In the case of proposed negotiating positions, things of that
sort, leaks can be very damaging to your success in the later negotia
tions.
Rut I do think that opportunity for quiet thought is important.I do also think, however, Senator, that at some stage the most com
plicated question has to come into individual minds. That is, it cannot
come up for decision fragmented among different people. The Presi
dent and the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense, as indi
viduals, have got somehow to put their minds around such problems as
individuals of the old-fashioned sort, and come to terms with the
problem.
Much of the planning process is not so much to produce a piece of
paper upon which you can surely rely in the future but to prepare the
minds of those who must make the decisions for the time when the
decisions will have to be made.
There is a certain problem about getting too much down on a piece
of paper and calling it a plan. There is a temptation to put it in the
drawer and say, "Now we have a policy so we can think about some
thing else." Often when the events occur, they do not fit that piece
of paper and that piece of paper itself carries with it a certain inertia.
One has to respond quickly to adjust the piece of paper to the facts,
instead of attempting to do it the other way around.
But the entire process of planning and consultation is a part of the
thoughtful preparation of those who must make decisions at the deci
sionmaking time.
Senator Mtjskie. Since the thinking process in an integrated policy
field like foreign policy involves many people, it seems to me there is
some reason for concern that there are certain ideas, certain things,
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we do not dare to think about any more. I am not talking about indi
viduals at the moment. I am talking about the thinking that must be
done by the number of people involved in policymaking in an inte
grated area, where they reach the point where they do not dare to think
about some ideas any more. Do you think this is a healthy situation ?
Secretary Rusk. This is not a healthy situation. That is

,

those who
are in charge of the future and the safety of this country ought to be
able and prepared to think about problems in every way. If the Sen
ator's suggestion is that one of the problems is

,

shall I say, timidity or
political intimidation as it might be applied to this thinking process,
then this is one of the greatest dangers to our country that I can
imagine. It is of vital importance that those carrying public respon
sibility be free to think about all aspects of the problem, and not try
to live alone by shoving certain situations out of the way as being
delicate or dangerous.
Senator Muskie. Thinking in these terms means discussion among
people who have high responsibility.
Secretary Rusk. That is correct.
Senator Mukkie. They should feel free to discuss, without penalty
and without inhibition, ideas and proposals and suggestions that may
not be politically acceptable at any given point.
Thank you.
Senator Jackson. Senator Javits ?

Senator Javits. Mr. Secretary, it is a great pleasure to have you
here as a fellow New Yorker and occupying so distinguished a position
in our Government.

I gather from your testimony and from the testimony of Secretary
McNamara which I had to read this week—at the particular time of
his appearance before this subcommittee I was occupied with another
committee —that no question today which involves the use of military
force can be considered strictly military. Do you confirm that?
Secretary Rusk. That is correct, sir.
Senator Javits. Now, one of the fundamental tenets of our Govern
ment is civilian control. Under present circumstances, would you
say that the civilian control not only requires control by the Secretary
of Defense of the utilization of force or preparation for use but also
that of the Secretary of State ?

Secretary Rusk. I think, sir, control in that sense belongs to the
President as advised by the Secretaries of State and Defense on foreign
policy matters and our national defense policy.
Senator Javits. Now, would you say, Mr. Secretary, that from your
experience in the Department you are satisfied with the sense of your
authority in respect of these politico-military decisions?
Secretary Rusk. Again, sir, the authority in this field is the author
ity of the President. I serve the President as the Secretary of State.

I am entirely satisfied with the influence and impact of foreign policy
considerations upon our joint national security policy.
Senator Javits. Could we say, because after all in the Senate we live
in a fishbowl, that you are satisfied that the decisions for the employ
ment of military force by the United States will now be taken on the
basis of the full participation — I am using my words very carefully —
the full participation by the Secretary of State as well as by the Secre
tary of Defense in the process of decision which ultimately rests with
the President?
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Secretary Rusk. I have no doubt.
Senator Javits. Now, this is certainly a hallmark of a new situation
that we face in Government is it not, Mr. Secretary: the fact that
overy military decision practically must have a political base?
Secretary Rusk. That is correct, sir.
Senator Javits. You are satisfied that our governmental machinery
has now been adapted to adequately carry out that fact of life ?
Secretary Rusk. The central purpose of our machinery and of those
who serve the President is to do everything we can to insure that these
decisions which the President may be called upon to make are made
with a full understanding of the entire background, the alternatives,
the ramifications of the decisions on the life of the Nation and our
situation in the world.
Senator Javits. And there is no feeling now, there is no reflection
on the policy machinery that as far as the State Department is con
cerned you fellows stick to diplomacy, this is not your business, this
is for soldiers ?
Secretary Rusk. We have had a very intimate relationship between
the two Departments. As a matter of fact, Senator, if I may go back
to the time when I was on the general staff in the other building. I
think that when there were times when this became an issue it was
partly because the State Department was not giving the necessary
policy directives. There was an absence of policy, and troops in the
Held had to know what to do.
I have no doubt myself that where the President, the Secretaries of
State and Defense determine upon policy, the establishments of the
Departments on both sides of the Potomac are prepared to back those
policies and carry them out.
Senator Javits. You do not see any need for "political commissars"
in our Government?
Secretary Rusk. No, sir.
Senator Javits. Now, there has been considerable discussion about
the need for some superboard which will tie in all elements of our
governmental apparatus in order to more effectively carry on "the
cold war." I know those are shuddering words to a statesman but
nonetheless we all understand what they mean.
Now, what do you think about that? Do we need some superboard
fo carry on the cold war?
Secretary Rusk. I am not sure that I can expand fully on this under
the present circumstances, but let me say that the cold war is nothing
less than the determination by the Sino-Soviet bloc to press their doc
trine of the historic inevitability of world communism into action in
nil narts of the world and it has manifested itself in many forms.
We did not, ourselves, start or declare the cold war. This came
about when it became clear, immediately after World War IT, that the
Soviet Union was not going to join the United Nations and help build
the decent kind of world order we were all looking for. They have,
in later years, been pressing in a great variety of ways—not just the
military pressures of Mr. Stalin, but all sorts of techniques —of eco
nomic, cultural, and other forms of penetration and guerrillas and
techniques of that sort.
The cold war, therefore, necessarily involves almost every aspect
of our foreign policy—whether we are working with international
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organizations to get certain parts of the world's daily work organized
across national frontiers or whether we are in a sharp debate in the
United Nations or whether we are in a direct confrontation in some
troubled spot somewhere in the world.
In the broadest sense, I do not believe there is any one board which
can take on the elements of the cold war in all of its ramifications,
because this is deeply and intimately involved with many, many aspects
of what the great departments of Government are working on.
There, are certain special aspects of it which we might go into at
another time.
Senator Javits. Would you say also that included in the concept
of what we need to do with respect to the cold war is the productivity
of the country?
Secretary Rusk. Yes, sir. Among the great elements of strength
in this country is that of its economic productivity.
Senator Javits. And the fact that its productivity may be the most
effectively geared to our national purpose?
Secretary Rusk. That is correct, sir.
Senator Javits. And, without stirring up a lot of controversy, would
you say that such considerations intrude, in respect to social con
ditions in our country as they represent the reflection of what we
are able to accomplish and what we are offering to the world?
Secretary Rusk. That is correct, sir; particularly in the case of a
country which is in the spotlight of world attention as much as we
are.
Senator Javits. Though it may not have been so designed, was it
not the purpose of the National Security Council to have at least one
place where the President had a sounding board in which all these
threads were gathered together?
Secretary Rcsk. That is one of the places where this could occur.
It also occurs, of course, at Cabinet meetings and in meetings which
might be called specially to deal with certain aspects of a problem.
Senator Javits. And all three techniques are employed by this ad
ministration ?
Secretary Rusk. That is correct, sir.
Senator Javits. So far you have found no collision of operation
in the fact that they are all concerned ?
Secretary Rusk. No, sir; because in the three techniques to which
I refer the principal department heads are all involved, and they can
easily translate the conclusions that might be reached in any one of
these into the direct operations of their department.
Senator Javits. Now, as the National Security Council does have
a statutory base, and I might say, Mr. Secretary, this is one of the
most interesting things we have developed —here is an organization
with a statutory base which is uniquely a presidential tool, and the
question is: If we wanted to do anything about it, should we? That

is a very serious question. There has been some talk of expanding
that statutory base to give the President the opportunity either on

a continuous or ad hoc basis to call in distinguished minds other than
those available to him in the service of Government direct. For ex
ample, the most manifest example that immediately springs to mind

is former Presidents, of whom we now have three, a most historic and
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most unusual circumstance which we pray will continue for many,
many years.
What is your view on that? Do you think again in the way of
perfecting our machinery for this very new situation we ought to
broaden the base of the National Security Council in a statutory way,
thus giving the President the opportunity, if he chooses to employ

it
,

to enlist other minds than those who might for the time being be
in the higher echelons of governmental service?
Secretary Rusk. I think the President should not be limited or feel
himself limited in the matter of consulting anyone whom he wishes
to consult on important matters of public policy, certainly individuals
of the type you mentioned being among the most distinguished of
those who might be consulted.
But I would suppose, Senator, that there already is available the
kind of flexibility that might be needed for that. The President
can, if he elects to do so, invite any one to sit with the National Secu
rity Council in its deliberations or to make other arrangements for
getting the views of distinguished citizens on particular points or
elements of policy. I myself would not wish to speak categorically
today about whether any amendment to the legislation would be
desirable. I just want to point out that that facility is available to
him.
Senator Javits. And that he can use it not only on an ad hoc basis
but a continuous basis? In other words, there is nothing you see that
stops the President today from saying: "For the duration of the
Berlin crisis, I am going to attach so and so to the Security Council
so that he has every paper, every cable, every consideration just like
the rest of us, because his brain is so critically important to us in this
situation."
Secretary Rusk. There are no obstacles to that now.
Senator Javits. He could do that ?

Secretary Rusk. Yes, sir.
Senator Javits. I am not going to ask you whether he does or does
not because that would be beyond our ground rules, but he does have
the discretion ?

Secretary Rusk. Yes, sir.
Senator Javits. In respect of some kind of superentity to carry on
the cold war, what about that in reference to the Atlantic Community?
What, we have now, of course, is the NATO Council in which we are
represented and in which every other nation is represented at a very
high level. Of course, we are now getting into a new organization,
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. The
Europeans have their organization. The NATO Council's recom
mendations have not heretofore been considered, for example, too
strongly in respect of cultural or economic matters, though I think
that is a shame, but nonetheless that is a fact, as you and I know better
than most. We also have the relationships of the NATO partners
to the rest of the world with the tremendous influence upon the cause
of peace inherent in their policy, whether it is toward the Far East,
toward the Middle East, right now toward one of their own associates^
Germany, toward Latin America, Africa, or some other place.
Have we done any thinking that way in the way of buttressing our
policymaking machine?
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Secretary Rusk. At the Oslo meeting of NATO, we discussed there
among the foreign ministers a variety of ways and means for im
proving consultation among NATO governments through the NATO
machinery. Some of this is organized formally through the com
mittees of NATO. Some of it is organized in informal groupings
within the NATO machinery. This consultation does now range
very widely on matters of common interest to NATO and does at
times discuss matters beyond the geographical range of NATO itself.
It gets into economic problems, and into a wide range of matters that
I think are expanding the role of NATO.
It is a little early yet to see how far this may develop but that it is
developing, I think-there can be no doubt.
Senator Javits. For example, Mr. Secretary, I am intimately con
cerned with an economic warfare board for NATO because of the
tremendous potential which exists in the Soviet Union and their allies
to destroy the commerce of the world in one area or another.
Is the Secretary satisfied that without new machinery there is at
least the likelihood that NATO is maturing to the point where it can
deal with problems of that character as well as the rather—I use
the word "primitive" in the sense I am sure the Secretary under
stands—primitive problems of straight military defense?
Secretary Rusk. I think I had better rest on the comment, Senator,
that I think the NATO machinery is improving in several directions
and that the possibilities of not only coordinating policy but co-
cordinated act ion are increasing.
Senator Javits. Now the last question I have is this: You have
given us now, I think, an excellent picture of the tie-in in terms of the
military activity of the country and its diplomatic activity. Now
what aliout its "education and information activity—we never use
the nasty word "propaganda" here—where, when you look at the
chart looks so minuscule, like a pigmy with two giants when you put
the USIA next to the State Department and the Department of De
fense, and makes people like myself feel that Uncle Sam is a pretty
strong fellow with large muscles, a big stick and a tiny voice. Now
how do you tie in that which, let us say, is the third element with
which we are waging this struggle?
Secretary Rusk. This has come up very recently for intensive dis
cussion among representatives of the NATO governments. In factr
it was one of the subjects of my recent visit to Paris and to NATO.
There is some problem about trying to adopt any monolithic approach
to public information. This would not be desirable.
On the other hand, I think our type of society has a much better
story to tell than has been told effectively. This is something which
can be told by other voices and by many peoples.
I think the other side, the Sino-Soviet bloc, tends to get away with
some rather monstrous destortions of the world and what they are
after compared to what we are after.
I mention one, for example, to illustrate. The General Assembly
of the United Nations has more than 60 independent members who
were, at one time or another, part of the Western political system.
Mr. Khrushchev stands up there and makes some headway in posing
as the champion of national independence. Mr. Khrushchev never
gave away anything and is standing there in front of more than 60
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independent nations who got their independence and most of them
under peaceful circumstances.
Some of this story needs telling more effectively than we have told
it I think an alertness on the part of the entire Atlantic Community
to the ideological struggle that is going on in the world is an important
factor there at the present time.
There are many governments there who can say things more effec
tively than we because we are sort of in the vanguard, the apex of
some of the sharpest of the conflicts. Some of the others can carry
more weight in other parts of the world where the people might be a
little suspicious of our voice.
All these things are important in terms of Atlantic Community
cooperation in this field.
Senator Javits. Are we to assume, then, because we come back to
our fundamental purpose in national policy machinery, that here and
now—or approximately here and now— the administration will be
able to carry the burden of showing that it is doing what needs to be
done, in respect of this third dimension which has had so really
relatively little attention?
Secretary Rusk. Senator, this is a burden which the Congress must
share with us.
Senator Javits. I understand.
Secretary Rusk. Because there is so much to be done and our re
sources thus far have been relatively limited compared to our other
great activities.
Senator Javits. I might tell the Secretary within the limits of my
power I am going to move to restore the few million dollars that were
cut in the USIA appropriations as soon as we get at it again.
Secretary Rusk. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Javits. May I ask the Secretary, are you satisfied that the
administration will at least do its part in bringing to us the proposals
which will really be implemented ?
Secretary Rusk. We will do our best because we look upon this as
an important matter.
Senator Javits. Would you allow me to make a request?
I would make a request as follows: One of the things that we have
failed to ask questions about, which I hope you will come up with
something on, is the cultural machinery which I think is completely
inadequate and as to which we are 'way behind the Soviet Union and
a lot of other countries —disgracefully so.
Would you have your Department put something in the record as
to how we can more effectively improve the machinery which makes
culture a Dart of our foreign policy ?
I would appreciate that very much because you know I have spon
sored a lot of bills on this matter for years, and T think the day is
now dawning when something can be done. I think you are, in the
place in which it can be done.
Secretarv Rusk. I will be glad to answer that.
(The information requested is set forth on pp. 1315-1321.)
Senator Jackson. Are there any further questions?
Senator Mundt. Do you feel that in the hanging of international
affairs that the parliamentary body of the United States has as much
impact and influence on our foreign policy as the parliamentary body
of Britain has on its foreign policy?
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Secretary Rusk. This is getting into dangerous ground for me,
Senator, because I am commenting not only on our own Congress but
on the parliament of another government.
Senator Mundt. You are an authority on both subjects.
Secretary Rusk. I would suppose that with respect to the conduct
of foreign policy throughout the year that the Congress has more
influence on the conduct of our foreign relations than does the Parlia
ment in between elections in Great Britain. The ministerial responsi
bility of a Cabinet in Great Britain gives them a considerable leeway
or flexibility and gives them also an assurance with respect to legisla
tion which is made a matter of government conflict, which docs not
pertain here. I prefer our system. It does mean that the executive
and the Congress must work together in a great variety of ways and
in the course of a session of Congress if our foreign policy is to succeed.
This can only be done by the joint election of both.
I think our Congress has a very large influence on foreign policy.
Senator Mundt. You mentioned during your answer to one question
that you have, if I understand it, a day set aside for luncheon, I think
you said Tuesday, for you and the various people in your department
concerned with the general overall picture, where you sit around and
sort of informally bat around the problems without any particular
agenda.
Secretary Rusk. The Tuesday lunch to which I referred involves
the Deputy Under Secretary for Military Political Affairs who is

in the operational, in the liveliest operational role across the board
so far as the departmental policy is concerned.

I go to Cabinet lunches quite regularly.
Senator Mundt. I was not thinking of the Cabinet luncheon, but

I thought you described a luncheon within the Department where you
sort of discussed the whole problems.
Secretary Rusk. This particular luncheon is an interdepartmental
luncheon of people comparable to, in the other agencies, our Under
Deputy Secretary.

I have a morning meeting myself with the leadership of the other
department.
Senator Mundt. Do you think it would be fruitful at such luncheon
or similar meeting in the morning if a procedure, evolved whereby
brought into those discussions would be the chairmen and the ranking
members of the respective committees of the Senate and House deal
ing with foreign policy ?

Secretary Rusk. I should like to think about that one, Senator.
Senator Mundt. I am still pressing that. I do not want to seem
unduly persistent, but the majority leader of the Senate called me
over the other dav and said, "I have a new nickname for you."
"What is that?" I asked.
"Bulldog Mundt," he said.

I do not know whether I like that or not hut Senator Mansfield and

I have been old friends for 20 years so I accept it as a compliment
although after making serious reflections about the various bulldogs

I have known in my life I am not so sure about it.
However, with bulldog determination I continue to press this point.I continue to feel that somehow or other before the final decisions are
made these kinds of consultative conferences have a value. I think
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especially in the kind of discussion which I envision you have where
you do not have an agenda for formal presentation, you sit there
with complete latitude, I think you said, even having some of your
associates acting as a devil's advocate. If it were possible to include
the chairmen and the ranking members of the two congressional com
mittees, it seems to me that there is something fruitful that might
eventuate.
Secretary Rusk. I think frequent consultation with them on what
we are doing is important.
Senator Mundt. I know you are subject to call and you come here
when we call you but those are necessarily a little bit more formal.
You have the recorded minutes with all the inliibitions that the record
ers always present in a meeting of that type? usually discussing a
specific problem, the continuing flow involved in a foreign policy.
Secretary Rusk. Senator, I do not want to appear to be evasive but
there are some very complex problems here, of course. Some of them
are of a constitutional nature. I think they would require a good
deal of thought. I think also there is a problem of identifying
responsibility.
I have some resistance to influence for which responsibility is not
accepted directly.
I think the relation between the outsider, if you like, and the execu
tive branch on questions of that sort would have to be thought through.
This is one of the problems which has complicated at times the readi
ness of Members of the Congress, for example, to sit with particular
delegations in international negotiations. They are a little worried
about the question of responsibility, you see, because some of them
have felt it puts them in somewhat of an equivocal position. So 1
think these policies have to be thought about in considerable detail
in relation to responsibilities under the Constitution. I would not
want to make a snap comment on it.
Senator Mundt. You quite correctly outlined the nature of the
new era in which we live, the cold war referred to by Senator Javits,
that it affects all aspects of our life and it ceases to be simply a diplo
matic and military contest but an economic and cultural one. It is
a battle for the minds of men.
Do you feel satisfied that the people in your Department and in
Government generally have the proper training and the experience
and knowledge to make them as competent operators as they should
be in the various activities of the cold war?
As you know, quite a few Senators of both parties have joined
together in suggesting the establishment of a Freedom Commission
to evolve something in the nature of a freedom academy which has as
its purpose the inculcation in the minds of all peoples working in the
Government the training program which you could not undertake
alone but which competent people in education might do. Do you
feel that there is a need for the freedom academy or do you simply
want to say there is progress which needs to be made in that area or
are you prepared to say we have savvy enough, we do not need any
more?
Secretary Rusk. I would never say the last, Senator.
Senator Mundt. I am sure of that.
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Secretary Rusk. There is something always left over to do at the
end of the day and there is always more knowledge, more capacity^
and more talent that is needed for these great jobs. I think there is
an awareness of this problem.
It is also true, however, that in terms of the issues called the cold
war that a great deal of our success will depend upon our getting on
with our main central tasks. For example, we cooperate very effec
tively with other governments through the World Health Organiza
tion and in other arrangements in an enormous amount of work in
the health field, particularly in epidemiological control and things of
that sort. We are constantly taking special precautions to make spe
cial effort to bring some epidemic under prompt control.
Now when the Chinese said recently that their outbreak of cholera
was due to American germ warfare, they got nowhere because every
body knows what we are about in this field and what we have been
doing about it.
In other words, we did not get into this health field as a tool of the
cold war, but it has an enormous impact, in explaining to people and
demonstrating to them what this country is all about.
If we can do that successfully, the cold war is already half won.
Now, there are some special problems in the information field and
in other techniques that have to be handled through special activities,
but the main thrust of our policy, the great bulk of our effort, is in
the direction which makes us natural allies with people all over the
world.
This has an enormous bearing upon these issues of the cold war.
Senator Mundt. Is it not true that we were successful in this health
activity precisely because, in that area of our international relation
ships we were utilizing people who were well trained, thoroughly
equipped, completely proficient in that particular problem?
Secretary Rusk. Yes, sir.
Senator Mundt. And we have operating in connection with the for
eign aid program and in connection with all the other activities in
which we. are engaged abroad people who are not. completely proficient
in the field of understanding political propaganda, economic warfare,
the whole thrust of the Communist, challenge? If they were as well
equipped in that whole area as doctors, nurses, and health specialists
are in that field, do you not think that we would be more successful?
Secretary Rusk. I think we do need a high degree of proficiency
in these specialized fields in certain aspects of the cold war.
Senator Mundt. And in that area we have certainly not advanced
as far, in my opinion, as we must in order to meet with comparable
competence the challenge of the Communist operator who is well
skilled and trained and knows what he is about when he gets over to
some foreign country?
Secretary Rusk. I should prefer to consider that in executive ses
sion, Senator.
Senator Mundt. Very well, I will be happy to do that.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. We are grateful to
you for your statement this morning, and for your advice and coun
sel.

74285—61 10
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Under the rules of the committee we will now meet in executive
session to take testimony relating to the National Security Council
and its subordinate machinery.
The record will remain open for official memorandums.
Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
(Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee proceeded into execu
tive session.



letter from assistant secretary of state brooks hays of september
15, 1961, relating to international cultural programs

Department of State,
Washington, September 15, 1961.

Hon. Henry M. Jackson,
Chairman, Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,
Committee on Government Operations, U.S. Senate.
Dear Senator Jackson : When Secretary Rusk appeared before
your subcommittee on August 24, he offered, in reply to a request
from Senator Javits, to report on what was being done to improve
the machinery for increasing the effectiveness of international cul
tural programs as part of our foreign policy. In answer to this re
quest, the Secretary has instructed me to give you a full report on
the Government's international cultural presentations program.
A brief description of the program, its history, and the mechanism
by which it operates are set forth in the enclosed draft report for the
first 6 months of 1961. Except for a brief summary of the specific
presentations which are scheduled for the remainder of this fiscal
year, the report is not concerned with the broad outlines of the pro
gram for the future. That is the subject to which I address the re
mainder of this letter.
Dimensions of the program.—The entire appropriation for the pro
gram for this fiscal year is $2,570,800. This means that, without hav
ing any largest scale performing groups at all, such as a major sym
phony orchestra or theatrical group, it will be possible to present, as
n maximum, approximately 30 performing groups or individual ar
tists throughout the ent ire world. That a program of such small di
mensions can have a significant impact is proved by the experience
of the program up to now. But a significant impact, limited to a small
fraction of the potential audience, is not enough. Cultural presenta
tions literally bring a part of life in the United States to the people
of other countries and gain sympathy, understanding, and good will
for us in a measure that, cost for cost, few other means can match.
Effective use of our national resources calls for substantial expansion
of this program.
Effectiveness of the program,. —If the program were to be sub
stantially enlarged beyond its present dimensions within the next
few years, it would be possible nevertheless to fill only the most
pressing needs. Hence, on whatever scale it is conducted, the program
must be shaped to use the resources devoted to it with maximum
efficiency. Exported attractions must be tailored to the tastes of
their particular audiences. Effective means must be devised of bring
ing American performing artists to people other than the dwellers in
the great cities. There must be more accent on youth through the
use of young artists as performers and through a conscientious effort
to reach university and other young audiences. Large and expensive

1315
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aggregations like the great symphony orchestras must be used spar
ingly and more emphasis given to less costly presentations with
out sacrifice of artistic quality. Performers able and willing to estab
lish personal contact through lecture-demonstrations, performances
for students, and the like should, other things being equal, be given
preference.
Strengthening the organization within the executive branch. —Now
under study is the question of how best to organize that part of th&
staff of the State Department's Bureau of Educational and Cultural
Affairs which has responsibility for the operation of the cultural ex
change program. While we are now working out the form of organi
zation required, we are clear that it must be well adapted to perform;
the following functions, in cooperation with private individuals and
organizations :

(1) to maintain a continuous inventory of artistic and athletic
talent available for export;
(2) to obtain the best available judgment on what presenta
tions are most suitable for all parts of the world ;
(3) to encourage and assist m the creation of cultural presen
tations which will be suitable, if existing cultural resources do-
not meet the requirements;
(4) to mobilize the cooperation and contribution of private
groups and foreign governments.

The problem of organization at our posts abroad is somewhat, different^
At these posts, the cultural affairs officers are normally on the staff"
of USIA. If the program is increased in overall dimensions as it
should be; if a greater number of small groups and individual artists
and a smaller number of large performing groups become the prevail
ing pattern ; and if more presentations are made outside of the biggest
cities; the demands on the cultural affairs officers will increase. There
will therefore be in many posts abroad a need for more personnel in
this part of the operation.
Help from nongovernmental sources.— Individuals, business firms,,
foundations, and other organizations have given considerable support
to the program from its inception, and in recent months, their interests-
have been manifested in many ways. Private individuals and founda
tions have partially or wholly subsidized tours abroad of individual
artists and groups in situations where the venture would have l>een
impossible on a commercial basis. Business organizations have done
likewise, particularly in the case of very large performing groups such
as symphony orchestras. These contributions have significantly
served the same purposes as the Government's cultural presentations
program. We have already been in touch with leaders of these private
efforts, and we propose to continue to mobilize their support. In
recent weeks representatives of two major symphony orchestras, for
example, have had under discussion with the Department proposals
for tours abroad, to bp financed in part privately and in part with
funds supplied by the Federal Government. Similarly, a private
organization associated with American universities and colleges and
with the Carnegie Hall Association has under discussion with the
Department the possibility of cooperative ventures in sending stu
dent performers and young artists abroad to perform for and meet
with foreign academic audiences. Through arrangements such as.
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these, it should be possible for the cultural presentations program
to include a greater number of large performing groups and of groups
especially suitable for academic audiences than could be supported By
Government funds alone.
Policymaking and selection. —The broad policies of the program
within the legislative mandate given by the Congress are established
by the State Department in consultation with the U.S. Information
Agency and other interested representatives of the executive branch.
Passing on the artistic (or athletic) competence of individual per
formers or groups is a different matter, however. For this the De
partment relies, in the field of the performing arts, upon professional
panels established by the American National Theater Academy
(ANTA) and, in the field of athletic presentations, npon the AAU
or other competent specialized bodies for cases which do not come
within the AAU's field of interest.
Planning ahead.—Under current appropriations procedures, the
funds for the cultural presentations program are not made available
until the beginning of the fiscal year for which they are needed. Often,
as this year, the funds are not available until after the fiscal year has
begun. This is a severe handicap to the program, especially since it
is not unusual for performing artists to book 2 years ahead. Thus,
the inability to engage performers well in advance may result in less
than optimum use of the funds available for the program. Any means
of assuring availability of funds with a lead time of 2 years instead of
no lead time whatsoever would permit better planned total programs.
Nero departures. —Besides efforts to make the program more effec
tive within established lines, the Department is constantly seeking to
develop new approaches. In this connection we have recently con
sulted informally with approximately 100 of the most eminent person
alities in the field of the arts and humanities to obtain their advice and
suggestions. Wh i le we are not yet in a posit ion to out 1ine recommended
new approaches in detail, we believe that (1) cooperation with the
newly emerging and less economically developed countries in pro
grams of cultural development and (2) emphasis on mutuality of cul
tural exchange; that is

,
a flow to us of cultural presentations from

other countries, with their financial support, as well as exportation by
us, present promising opportunities for the future.

Sincerely yours,
Brooks Hays, Assistant Secretary.

Enclosure: Draft report.

Draft 10th Semiannual Report Cultural Presentations Program of the
United States of America, January 1-June 30, 1901

legislative background and purpose

The cultural presentations program of the United States was initiated in
J"uly 1054. Permanent legislation for continuing the program was enacted on
August 1

, lP.Vi. with the passage of Public Law 860, the International Cultural
Exchange and Trade Fair Participation Act of 1956.
As stated in the act, the purpose of the program is "to strengthen the ties
which unite us with other nations by demonstrating the cultural interests, de
velopments, and achievements of the people of the United States * * * and
thus to assist in the development of friendly, sympathetic, and peaceful rela
tions between the United States and the other countries of the world." The
law does not provide for assistance to foreign groups coming to the United
States.
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The following designated functions conferred upon the President by the act
were delegated to the Department of State in Executive Order 10716 issued June
17, 1957, and amended by Executive Order 10912 of January 18, 1961: (1) To
provide for tours in countries abroad by creative and performing artists and
athletes from the United States, individually and in groups, representing any
field of the arts, sports, or any other form of cultural attainment, and (2) To
provide for U.S. representation in artistic, dramatic, musical, sports and other
cultural festivals, competitions, and like exhibitions abroad.
The Director of the U.S. Information Agency was delegated by the Execu
tive order to coordinate the functions provided for in the act and advise and
inform the President regarding these functions.
As required by Public Law 860, the Department of State prepares a semi
annual report on cultural and athletic presentations and submits it through
the Coordinator for transmittal by the President to Congress covering each 6
months of operation.
The Advisory Committee on the Arts meets periodically to carry out its re
sponsibility of advising the President and the Secretary of State on the role of
the arts as authorized by the act

METHOD OF OPERATION

Operational authority for cultural and athletic presentations under the cul
tural program is vested in the Secretary of State. Action responsibility rests
in the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the Department of State,
and is discharged through the Performing Artists Branch.
Congress has approved an average of about $2% million annually for the
operation of the program since its inception. The funds, allocated to the De
partment of State through the USIA Coordinator, are used to sponsor tours
abroad of American performing artists and groups of outstanding caliber in
the fields of music, dance, drama, and athletics, thus promoting international
understanding and enhancing American cultural prestige abroad. Financial
support granted by the program underwrites deficits, resulting mainly from the
high cost of international transportation, and supplements tour revenues in cov
ering the operating costs of the tour. The Department of Defense cooperates
with the program by providing military transportation for a certain portion
of some tours in return for performances for U.S. troops abroad, and thus helps
reduce the tour cost of some projects.
Professional administrative services on a cost basis are provided by the Ameri
can National Theatre and Academy (ANTA) of New York, a contract agency of
the Department. T'iroiigh this contractual arrangement with ANTA, the De
partment has available the services of three advisory panels composed of out
standing authorities in the fields of music, dance, and drama, which pass on the
artistic caliber of those applying for assistance under the program, thus assuring
competent and impartial assessment of artistic excellence in the performing
arts field. The Academic/Community Advisory Panel, a subcommittee of the
Music Advisory Panel, was created to advise on academic and amateur groups
in the music field. The American Educational Theatre Association reviews aca
demic theater groups. Only cultural attractions that have been recommended
by the appropriite panels as qualifying artistically have been assisted under
the cultural program. In connection with services performed for the cultural
presentations program. ANTA has no inherent authority, but acts as contract
agent for the Department. The necessary administrative funds for ANTA's
services as well as the entire amount of subsidy support required for every proj
ect is provided by the Department of State.
Athletic groups touring under the program are recommended to the Depart
ment by national athletic organizations which judge the merit of performing
athletes. The Amateur Athletic l7ni"n (AAU) handles the majority of the
program's athletic projects. Arrangements for athletic tours are always made
through :tn athletic organization ralher than directly with a team or individual.
The athletic organizations do not charge the program for services rendered.
The performing artists branch is guided by the judgments of area and desk
officers in the Department and 1'SIA and by the expressed desires and needs
of the nosts. In making final decisions on selection of individual artists, cultural
and Pthletie groups, itineraries, approval of local bookers or impresarios, and
local financial terms.
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The U.S. Information Agency is responsible for publicizing the tours of art
ists and cultural and athletic groups. USIA sends promotional material in the
form of press books, feature stories, photographs, taped interviews, trailer films
and recordings to the foreign service posts for use in promoting the cultural
presentations program attractions through press, radio, television, and exhibits.

PROGRAMING POLICIES

Programing is done on a geographic area basis because of the limitation of
funds. This type of programing is economically necessary since it permits the
prorating of international transportation costs over many countries. Program
ing under this method precludes the more ideal scheduling of events based on
sending the attraction which is particularly suited to the specific needs and
desires of each individual country. Recently there have been Increases requested
from countries for presentations at specific occasions. Some of these requests
have been complied with because of the importance attached to American par
ticipation in the particular event. Any increase in programing for individual
countries, will, of necessity, result in a certain reduction of funds available for
area programing. Every effort, however, is made to cover spot requests for cul
tural attractions to appear in festivals, fairs or other celebrations if they fall
within the time period of a regularly scheduled tour.
Emphasis in current programing is based principally on effective achievement
of program objectives rather than on income. In this connection, maximum
impact on the people of the country visited is clearly more important than maxi
mum revenue. Policies on admission prices and distribution of tickets have been
designed accordingly, and include provisions for free or very low-cost tickets to
students, labor groups and other important segments of the public for whom
high admission fees would be prohibitive. Special attention is given to field
recommendations regarding the most effective utilization of attractions. Reports
from Foreign Service posts continue to recommend that only top-quality per
formers in both the cultural and athletic fields be assisted under the program.
Individual artists, small musical groups and athletes are generally able to tour
Europe under private commercial sponsorship. More than in other areas, there
fore, emphasis is put here on assistance to larger groups such as symphony or
chestras, ballet companies and dramatic troupes, which otherwise would be
unable to tour Europe on their own.
Special emphasis is given to programing attractions in Eastern European coun
tries, especially in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, as a result of the
exchange agreement of January 19*58, the agreement of December 29, 1958,
relating to the reciprocal exchange of exhibitions in the summer of 1959, and the
exchange agreement of November 21, 1959. These agreements are significant
steps in attempting to improve mutual understanding between the people of both
countries through reciprocal exchanges.
On the basis of field recommendations, more popular types of cultural attrac
tions are programed in the Near East and southeast Asia, since they have a
greater impact on local audiences than the serious classical presentations. Indi
vidual artists and small musical and athletic groups are more effectively pre
sented in this area since they do not require special facilities for staging, trans
portation and accommodations. Larger musical groups, instrumentalists, and
vocalists, especially in the classical field, are desired in the more sophisticated
cities of the Pacific area of the Far East.
Because of the extreme cultural diversity of Africa, that continent is divided
Into several geographic regions having similar cultural tastes and requirements.
Individuals and groups are selected for particular suitability to specific areas.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROGRAM EVALUATION

A total of 199 tours of American cultural and athletic groups and individual
artists have been approved for assistance since the inception of the program. Of
these, 182 tours involving 3,831 performers have been completed with perform
ances in cities of 111 countries. During the first 6 months of 1981, the period
covered by this report, a total of 71 countries were toured by 11 attractions
including a drama company, a jazz band, a university symphonic band, an ice
show, a string quartet, a jazz trio, a pianist, and basketball, boxing, and gymnast
teams.
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Presentations under the program in its 7 years of existence have been very
instrumental in creating new appreciation of and respect for the cultural, artistic
and athletic attainment under our system of government.

Presentation during period Jan. 1, 1961—June 30, 1961

Name of attraction

American Repertory Co
Louis Armstrong
Charlio Byrcl Trio
Holiday on Ice -
Juilliard String Quartet
Phillppa Schuyler t~jl—i
University of Michigan Symphonic Band

AAU baskethall teams
AAU boxing team -West Africa
AAU boxing team-East Africa
AAU gymnast and trampoline team
Harlem" Globetrotters -

Area toured

Europe, NEA_.
Africa
Latin America..
Africa
Far East
Africa _.
Eastern Europe
NEA.
USSB
Africa
Africa, NEA...
NEA
Europe, EE

Cities

M
I 7
34
>5
26
2
27

2
11
6
in
I

Number
of per
formances

83
15
63
101
34
2
81

6
45
34
42
.11

1Represents cities and performances during report period only and not during entire tour.

FUTURE PLANS

Assistance under the Department's cultural presentations program has been
approved for future tours of several cultural and athletic groups. These presen
tations include a theater repertory company, an opera, a marionette show, a
variety show, a small dance troupe, a trio, a popular quartet, individual artists
at competitions, a university drama group, a conservatory symphonic band, a
basketball team, a track and field team and a weightlifting team.
Field requests for a longer stay of artists in eacli place, coverage of special
events such as festivals, fairs, and other local celebrations and additional per
formances in provincial areas are being given special consideration. The limita
tion of funds, however, precludes any considerable expansion of area program
ing.
Plans are under way to assist the following groups.
American Repertory Company.—The Theatre Guild American Repertory Com
pany was organized by the Theatre Guild to present abroad American Drama in
English. The American Repertory Company is presenting three outstanding
modern plays : "The Skin of Our Teeth" by Thornton Wilder, "The Glass Me
nagerie" by Tennessee Williams, and "The Miracle Worker" by William Gibson.
The company is headed by Helen Hayes and Leif Erksou. It is scheduled to tour
Latin America from August to November giving performances in Trinidad,
Colombia, Peru, Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, Venezuela, Costa Rica,
Guatemala, and Mexico.
Baird Marionettes. —The Baird Marionette Theater is scheduled for a 3-month
tour of India beginning the end of December 1SXJ1 and will give performances in
Nepal.
Eastman PhUharmonia. —The Eastman Philharmonia of the Eastman School of
Music of the University of Rochester, New York, is scheduled to tour Europe
beginning late November for a period of about 15 weeks.
Golden Gate Quartet. —The Golden Gate Quartet is being assisted to tour
Africa for about 4 months beginning January 10<>2. The group specializes in
Negro spirituals, folk songs and ballads. The quartet completed a successful
tour of the Near and Far East under program auspices from December 1958 to
April 1959.
Michael Rabin. —Michael Rabin, violinist, is scheduled to perform in Akureyri
and Reykjavik. Iceland, in September.
Santa Fe Opera Company.—The Santa Fe Opera is receiving limited assistance
to perform at the Berlin Festival and in Belgrade during late September and
esirlv October. Icor Stravinsky will conduct, two of his works. "Persephone" and
"Oedipus Rex." The company will also present Douglas Moore's "Ballad of Baby
Doe."
Stern, Rose, Istomin Trio.— Issac Stern, Leonard Rose and Eugene Istomin
are scheduled to extend their Near East tour and perform in Tehran, Iran in
September.
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George Tapps Dance Group.—The George Tapps Dance Group of eight per
formers is scheduled to tour Africa beginning late November. The group
specializes in tap-ballet.
University of Maine Theatre Group.—Assistance under the cultural presenta
tions program is planned for the University of Maine Theatre Group for a 3-
month tour of India and Pakistan beginning February 1962. The approved
repertory includes two full length plays, Dore Sehary's "Sunrise at Campobello"
and Eugene O'Neill's "Ah ! Wilderness," plus three one acters, William Saroyan's
"My Heart is in the Highlands," Paul Green's "Saturday Night" and Thornton
Wllder's "The Happy Journey."
Variety Show.—A variety show will tour the Near East, Far East and North
Africa from August 20 to December 23 giving performances in Afghanistan,
Nepal, Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, Laos, Indonesia, Singapore, India, Iran,
Jordan, Libya, and Tunisia. The show consists of the following acts : Buddy Rich
and his Jazz Sextet, the Four Step Brothers, Negro dancers who do tap, soft
shoe and other dance routines, a pantomime comedian, a juggler, a puppetry and
balloon specialty act, a trio singing popular songs, headed by Joey Adams as
master of ceremonies.
Young artists competitions. — Selected young Americans of great talent are
given round trip transportation and per diem to participate at international
competitions.
Andrew Heath, Jacob Maxim, and Jerome Rose have been selected to partici
pate in the Ferruccio Busoni international piano competition in Bolzano, Italy,
August 25 to September C.
Selected to participate in the 10th international music competition, in Munich,
Germany, September 6 to 20, and the 17th international music competition in
Geneva, Switzerland, September 17 to 30, are Alpha Brawner, Beverly Christian
sen, George Hoffman, and Adrian Ruiz, with Mena Marucci participating in the
Geneva competition only.
Michael Tree is scheduled to participate in the Carl Flesch Medal international
violin competition to be held in London about November 1. 1961.
Toby Saks is entering the Casals third violincello competition to be held in
Geneva, Switzerland, from September 23 to October 2.
AAU basketball teams. —Two topnotch AAU basketbnlll teams from the in
dustrial leagues are to tour the Near East beginning October for about 2 months.
AAU gymnast team. —An AAU gymnast team of 12 athletes is scheduled to per
form in Prague, Bratislavia, and Moscow from August 16 through September 3.
AAU track and field tram.—An AAU track and field team is scheduled for per
formances in the U.S.S.R. in July.
AAU weiohtlifting team. —An AAU weightlifting team will give exhibitions
in the U.S.S.R. in July.
Kramer tennis team. —The Jack Kramer tennis team is scheduled to go to the
U.S.S.R. under the U.S.-U.S.S.R. exchange agreement in July and will play in
Moscow, Riga, Leningrad, Tallinen, and Tbilisi.

EFFECTTVF.NF.SS

Program goals are achieved in two principal ways. First, through the pres
entation abroad of the very best in American music, dance, drama, and athletics,
the audiences are able to judge at first band the degree of cultural and artistic
attainment in the United States. Second, offstage activities of artists and
athletes are of paramount importance in fulfilling the objectives of this program.
Personal contact of the American artists with local cultural leaders, critics, and
the press, through social functions and other meetings, help to bring about mutual
understanding.
Substantial program values are produced through other media than live at
tendance at concerts or other performances. Local press reviews reach mil
lions of readers who might not be able to attend the performances. Simul
taneous radio broadcasts and telecasts reach audiences far beyond the capacity
of any concert hall. Tapes and films made during a performance multiply
the potential impact of a presentation. Artists are encouraged to lend all pos
sible assistance to these media efforts in broadening program effectiveness.
Indications of the effectiveness of cultural and athletic presentations com
piled from foreign press and field post reports are included in the appendix.





STATE, DEFENSE, AND THE NATIONAL SECURITY
COUNCIL

THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 1961

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, D.C.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

The subcommittee met in executive session at 12:25 p.m. in room
3110, New Senate Office Building, Senator Henry M. Jackson (chair
man of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Jackson, Muskie, Mundt, and Javits.
Also present : Senator Bush.
Staff members present: J. K. Mansfield, staff director; Dorothy
Fosdick and Brewster C. Denny, professional staff members; and
Roderick F. Kreger, minority counsel.
Also present : Robert Berry, Senator Mundt's staff, Herbert Blitz,
Senator Javits' staff, Charles Johnson, National Security Council staff.
Department of State officials present: The Secretary, accompanied
bv Hon. George McGhee, Counselor and Director of Policy Planning
Council ; Hon. Roger W. Jones, Deputy Under Secretary for Admin
istration ; and Gus Peleuses.
Senator Jackson. The committee will come to order.
The purpose of the hearing this morning is to take testimony from
the Secretary of State, in accordance with the rules laid down by
the committee, in the area of the National Security Council and its
subordinate agencies. Testimony of a substantive nature relating to
the National Security Council or the agenda of the Security Council
will not be taken. This is in accordance with the guidelines previ
ously agreed to by the. chairman of this committee with President
Eisenhower. Those rules still apply.
It is understood that the Secretary of State will have a chance to
review this record and make such deletions as he deems necessary in
the. interest of national security considerations. The other testimony
will then be made public.
It is also understood that the Secretary of State will have the
opportunity of going off the record at any time he so desires.
Senator Javits. Is the Chair satisfied with the security arrange
ments for this transcript and everyone who is participating?
Senator Jackson. Yes. Everyone on the staff must have top secret
clearance.
Secretary Rusk. Mr. Chairman, I would welcome the chance to
exchange complete candor for discretion.

1323
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Senator Jackson. That is right. I think we want to he fair t»
the Secretary because we want to have the benefit of his advice and
counsel. I would suggest that we start with questions in connection
with the machinery of the Natioal Security Council and subordinate
agencies, and then deal with some of these other matters and go ofT
the record if you see fit.
Mr. Secretary, as one of its first acts the new administration abol
ished the Operations Coordinating Board. Will you comment on
the reason for this or at least your understanding of why this
was done?
Secretary Rusk. The principal reason was to identify the respon
sibility of departments, and within departments the responsibility of
individuals, for following through on decisions of the President ory
in our case, of the Secretary of State.
Over a period of time—and this goes back to World War II days
when I was on the General Staff—we had felt that much of the com
mittee machinery left dangling and hidden vetoes all over town and
that this tended to slow down operations rather considerably.
Now under the present situation we get policy guidance from the
President on an agreed basis. Operational responsibility is assigned
to a department. That department has the responsibility for keeping
in touch with other departments and agencies that are interested, but
not necessarily on a veto basis. If an important question does come
up or if another department or agency raises a point to which it at
taches great importance, then, of course, that point has to be brought
up to the policy level for determination.
We have also found that we must speed up the processing of paj>ers
among departments —that the action people have to be in a position
to act promptly.
Now we have to get ourselves in a position, so that once the policy
is established, we can move. I know that we have raised certain
problems in the presentation of our foreign aid bill to Congress by
a great many deletions of clauses that were in the bill before: with
respect to any one of these deletions, there was no particular objec
tion to the clause, itself. But we were trying to cut away as many
of the impediments to flexible and speedy action as possible.
A good many of those clauses have been put back and they won't
damage us unduly, but ability to move promptly is something we
desperately need. We have many such problems inside the executive
branch. Some of them are legislative in origin, but our chief problem
arises within the executive branch itself. The decision to move
operating responsibility to the Department away from the Operations
Coordinating Board was in the interest of having a man who knew it
was his job to see that things moved.
Senator Jackson. Emphasizing individual responsibility.
Secretary Rusk. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. So that you rely on the traditional departments
to follow through or on an action officer who will carry it out.
Secretary Ri sk. That is right.
Senator Jackson. Along this same line, Mr. Robert Lovett had a
very interesting comment in connection with his testimony last year
before this subcommittee. He told us then :
* * * the idea seems to have got around that just because some decision may
affect your activities, you automatically have a ri^ht to take part in making
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it * * * there is some reason to feel that the doctrine may be getting out of
hand and that what was designed to act as a policeman may, in fact, become
a jailer.

Mr. Lovett called this the foulup factor in our methods. He was
referring to all of those interdepartmental committees that had heen
set up and the desire on the part of all the different departments to
get into the act. Do you have any comment on that ?
Secretary Rusk. Yes, sir. Mr. Lovett and I, over the years, have
talked about this problem. I phrased that potential Parkinson's law,
that ''everyone who is affected by a decision must participate in mak
ing it." Now, this is a great burden upon policy formulation and
action, but on the other hand it throws a very large responsibility
on the department primarily concerned to insure it does in fact take
into account these other interests.
In other words, a particular decision may involve five or six depart
ments of government. It may not, be desirable to have all of those
sit in on the entire policymaking procedures, but it is of critical im
portance that those who do make the policy fully understand what the
interest of the Department of Labor, the Department of Commerce, or
the Space Agency, might be in a particular decision. At times that
means that you do, in fact, draw them in, but you don't set up a
machinery which gives them a veto.
Senator Jackson. This is where your State Department generalists
come in who have to have special knowledge, too, in given areas to
understand the relation of the problems of some other department to
our foreign policy.
Secretary Rusk. It underlines the importance of having people in
foreign affairs positions who understand without having to be told
that those factors are in the picture.
Senator Jackson. Now, if we can turn to the old NSC Planning
Board, what was the reason for abolishing the Planning Board and do
you think the new system of policy planning and development will
work better than the old Planning Board system?
Secretary Rusk. I think one of the reasons for abolishing it was to
put stronger emphasis upon planning within each of the departments.
This tended to leave the wrong impression—this is

,

again, not a

partisan criticism: this goes back a long way. There was a tendency
to think that if there is a planning board over here, then they will be
doing the planning and the rest of us need only consider the oper
ational side.
At the present time the departments are responsible for assuring
that there is a planning orientation of their own departments at all
levels. This was, I think, one feature.
Secondly, we felt that general planning was not of too great utility.
It was important in terms of the education of those who were to
make policy decisions, and for the background, alternatives, and gen
eral orientation of policy. The most effective planning, however, is

that focused rather particularly on a situation or on a developing
crisis or any idea on foreign policy. We have used as a planning
technique the task force arrangement by which, under the leadership
of a known individual, people are drawn from the affected agencies
to sit down and think in a concentrated fashion about one particular
problem or set of problems.
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I think this applies not only to planning but to operation. But the
interdepartmental task force is

, I think, preferable in many instances
to a professional interdepartmental planning board, because it can
call upon those from each of the departments who have not only the
deepest background of the group in the particular problem, but also
who will have a heavy responsibility for it when the planning is over.I think one of the most effective task force exercises was the
practically one-man task force that Mr. John Foster Dulles consti
tuted in getting the Japanese Peace Treaty. I think that had we tried
to handle that problem on an interdepartmental committee basis we
could never have gotten that peace treaty negotiated and ratified. He
simply took it on with a two-page letter from the President, saying,
"Dear Mr. Dulles : I want you to get a peace treaty of this sort with
Japan."
On the basis of that he could cut away the stacks of materials that
had been developed over the years in the departments. He concen
trated on a simple treaty of reconciliation. My job, as then Assistant
Secretary of Far Eastern Affairs, was not only to support him, but
to block off interference from all the agencies over town. They knew
that if they wanted to interfere they had to go to the President and
this was difficult to do. The task force technique provides the Presi
dent and the Secretary with an instrument with which they can con
centrate on a job and move in on it

,

without the unnecessary interfer
ence that might come from around the fringes.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, one of the many problems any
administration faces is a proper division of labor and responsibility
between the Secretary of State and the President's own foreign policy
and defense aides in the White House and Executive Office. Would
you describe briefly the division of responsibility between you, on the
one hand, and for example, Mr. McGeorge Bundy and General Taylor
on the other ?

Secretary Rusk. General Taylor is a personal adviser to the Presi
dent on military and intelligence matters and he effects a close liaison
with the two agencies principally engaged in those two fields. I do
see him frequently when we have a particular group that is called
together to think about, talk about a particular problem.
The chief role which the advisers in the White House play is that
of liaison and of assistance in the preparation of papers and agenda
of meetings. They do not operate as independent policymakers. They
are in very close touch with us through two or three channels. I have
in my own office the chief of the Secix'tariat, Mr. Lucius Battle, a very
able man, who is the regular channel of contact with the White House.
There is an enormous flow of papers through that channel, partly
because the President must individually, personally, act upon a great
many foreign policy matters resulting from the provisions of statutes,
wherein lie is authorized or permitted to exercise discretion one way
or another. In many of these cases this is largelv a personal discretion.
Then Mr. McGeorge Bundy and Mr. George McGhee are in frequent
touch with each other, Mr. McGhee being head of our Policy Planning
Council. They, for example, are both in the Tuesday luncheon croup,
cited a moment ago. We also constitute special groups when the
President wants to talk to a few people on an ad hoc basis about a

particular problem.
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Whatever the subject might be, one or the other of the White House
staff will be present—Mr. McGeorge Bundy normally, because he
makes notes at the meeting and sends along reminders to us of what
was decided so appropriate action will be taken.
I would point out that there are other members of the White House
staff with whom we necessarily work very closely—Mr. Pierre Salinger,
for instance. We work frequently with Mr. Lawrence O'Brien, who
is the President's legislative liaison special assistant, also with Mr.
Ralph Dungan. And we are working very hard at the present time
with top business leadership and others, to try to find some of the
talent we need for key positions in our work both at home and
overseas.
Senator Jackson. You say it is a very close working relationship
or liaison ?
Secretary Rusk. That is correct.
Senator Jackson. With the White House staff. This applies to
the relationship in connection with NSC also?
Secretary Rusk. Yes. The NSC staff has on it a number of people
of considerable competence. When we have an interdepartmental task
force on a particular problem, we ask one or another White House
staff member to sit in on that task force, whether it is Mr. Rostow,
Mr. Goodwin, or whoever itmight be.
Senator Jackson. In the open session we mentioned the feeling on
the part, of many of us on the committee and of witnesses before the
committee and of the President, himself, regarding the necessity of
reestablishing the primacy of the State Department in foreign policy
matters.
Do you find that you are getting good cooperation from the other
departments in doing this job of pulling all of the elements of na
tional security together and do you meet with some resistance or do
you have any particular trouble in this area?
Secretary Rusk. I literally don't feel any, shall I say, interde
partmental resistance on a bureaucratic basis in this matter. I think
the attitude of the heads of those denartments is all that one could
ask for and that that attitude is making itself felt right down inside
the departments.
It is perfectly obvious, and indeed desirable, that from time to time
there would be differences of view or emphasis between departments
on particular questions and these are talked out between the. Secre
taries and, if necessary, with the President. But the general attitude
of cooperation. I think, is very well established.
Senator Jackson. There are some traditional problems, naturally,
jealousies that exist between departments.
Secretary Rusk. That is right.
Senator Jackson. And this runs down into the departments at
lower levels, but do you feel that the heads and the key agencies, at
least, are doing everything they can to carry that out?
Secretary Rusk. There is a certain feeling of jealousy in the lower
echelons of both of these departments. I know that there is a problem
at times whether I see it or not. We are constantly working to get
a more complete exchange of information and ideas right down
through this whole machinery.
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Senator Jackson. There are always those in other departments who
may have something to offer in connection with the relation of their
domestic programs to foreign policy, but they may also think some
times that they have good ideas about how foreign policy itself should
be conducted.
Secretary Rusk. I think, Mr. Chairman, there is one test of this:
it lias nothing to do with effort made in departments to censor their
own people. If there were sharp controversies between departments
and bitter spirit and lack of readiness to cooperate, I think you would
see far more press leaks about differences between departments than
you do. This is a fairly good thermometer on this business. There
have been one or two leaks, one or two for which I still cany some
bruises, but when you look back over 7 months, this has been a re
markable record in this respect.
Senator Jackson. You mentioned the ad hoc, informal groups for
policymaking. Some people say maybe we have gone too far in this
direction, that the system becomes a bit too casual at times. Do you
have any comments on that?
Secretary Ri sk. T think we might draw a distinction between cer
tain of the groups that were put together at, the very beginning of the
new administration, and what I would call a task force as I discussed
a little earlier. When the President took office there were certain
things that had to lie clone straight away and with some urgency. For
example, we had to meet a deadline on negotiations on nuclear test
bans. We had to get a program up to the. Congress fast on problems
arising out of the Act of Bogota—on the $500 million social develop
ment plan. We had to get our foreign aid program whipped into
shape.
These matters were handled by special task forces, specifically drawn
in to get a job done at a pace, at which the normal machinery could not
be expected to operate. Now the foreign aid task force has gone out
of existence, the Latin American task force has been disbanded and the
Assistant Secretary lias taken it on there.
When task forces are put together from now on for a particular
problem, the Assistant Secretary or his deputy will be placed in
charge, so responsibility will remain within the geographic bureau.
Task forces are serviced by the. Operations Center on a 24-hour
alert basis. We discovered we need indeed just that. But the task
forces l>eing serviced are a part of the Department's normal respon
sible bureau.
Senator Javits. I wondered about this Operations Center, Dean.
Does this actually have a top-level man in charge of it every hour of
the day and night? I mean a really top level fellow?
Secretary Rusk. Tt lias a responsible Foreign Service officer—not
just a junior clerk—in charge throughout the day and night. Its com
munication setup will he rapidly improved. The center assures us that
there is someone who can alert the Department and raise people for
the necessary action at any time of the day or night.
Now, we do need —this is a little beside the point of this particular
hearing, Mr. Chairman, but we are. going to have to improve greatly
our communications facilities in order to be ready for some of these
crises which occur, not only on normal communications, which are in
normal instances too slow
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Senator Mundt. You are talking about communications within the
Department?
Secretary Rusk. No, international communications, under U.S. con
trol. I ran into this first when I was in Bangkok for the SEATO
Conference. Any communications delay with Washington is some
thing that the United States cannot afford these days. We will have
proposals on that to try to improve this.
Senator Jackson. The Defense Department has good communica
tions. Certainly, you folks who have the responsibility to make de
cisions in this field would need this—especially you as Secretary of
State.
Secretary Rusk. There are some extremely delicate technical prob
lems which are causing us to revise basically some of our communica
tions techniques. Again, with our large number of new countries to
deal with and with this turbulence going on in the world, we have had
to ask for 50 additional people to avoid a substantial backlog in the
actual decoding of the incoming telegrams.
There are times when a few hours delay in receiving a telegram can
make a very large difference when you are handling a situation.
Senator Jackson. To get back to the ad hoc groups and the in
formal committees that meet, are the decisions that have been arrived
at put in writing so that there is a clear record, so that what is agreed
upon is clearly understood, and so that the followthrough will be
carried out in accordance with decisions ? The question arises whether
some of these things get too casual and some of the understandings or
agreements are misunderstood.
Secretary Rusk. Our present practice is to put these matters in
writing so the responsible departments will better be able to follow
up on the action to be taken. But some care has to be taken not to let
these action papers get imprisoned, because those very pieces of paper
themselves need constant monitoring to be sure they continue to be
relevant to the situation.
So from time to time we bring decisions back to the Secretary or
President for adjustment in the light of changes in the situation.
Mr. McGeorge Bundy, for example, after meeting at the White
House, circulates a note to make clear to everybody exactly what was
decided. If there are differences of understanding as to what was
decided that is straightened out.
Senator Jackson. My next question was directed to that.
Mr. Bell told us earlier this month that nobody in the administra
tion is yet "satisfied with the basic system for appreciating, analyz
ing, and proposing solutions to the biggest questions we face in the
national security area. These are problems that concern primarily the
State and Defense Departments."
Toward what type of basic system do you think the administration
should move to do a better job than it now does ?
Secretary Rusk. I don't, myself, believe, Mr. Chairman, that there
is an organizational gimmick that will meet this problem. I would
agree with Mr. Bell that we have not reached the point that we should
like to reach in dealing with these matters, but we must keep in mind
that these are problems of the most incredible complexity. When you
think about the nature of modern weapons, the confrontation between
the free world and the Soviet bloc, the problems of negotiating within
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the shadow of a nuclear exchange, the problems of really ident ifving
the vital interest for which you must be prepared to use whatever force
is necessary as an alternative to surrender on the vital issue—these
are things that make pygmies of us all.
I don't think we will ever be able to say that we have fully got them
under the kind of control we would like to have. But again, I think
this is a matter of continual work to develop a situation in the world
which makes these problems easier to handle. There is also the prob
lem of developing people with a deeper and broader understanding of
what the problem is and how it can be handled. I think the Nation,
itself, is learning as we go along. I was deeply encouraged, for ex
ample, to know that despite the costs of the additional military effort
we had to make, that both Houses of Congress gave the extent of
financial support to the foreign aid program which they did and did
not take their eyes off the nature of the crisis right around the globe
and say, "Build our defense at the expense of foreign aid." I think
this is the kind of learning that we, as a nation, must seek in the years
ahead.
Senator Mundt. Do you have adequate control to have a centralized
foreign policy ? I am disturbed about this type of thing and I don't
say this in criticism of Under Secretary Bowles but when I read in
the paper at some oversea places he says he has some doubt about our
legal rights in Berlin, you say, there is no question about it

,

we have
some legal rights, it is confusing to the people of the world.
Senator jAvrrs. What about Nehru this morning, too?
Secretary Rusk. Part of this is the problem of reporting. Ac
tually, what Mr. Bowles said on that subject was that these people
in the neutral countries are far more interested in the issue of self-
determination than they are in that of legal rights. Now, this is an
accurate report in terms of the attitude of these neutral countries.
Mr. Bowles did not give away or intend to give away the importance
that we attach to these legal rights.
Senator Mundt. I can understand Nehru because he is unpredict
able on a lot of different subjects, but when it comes from within the
hierarchy of our own department
Secretary Rusk. In the particular instance vou cited this was inac
curate reporting. But there is a broader problem of a sufficient de
gree of policy understanding, direction, and control, so that any
Presidential appointee who is traveling and making speeches or is in
contact with the public or the press will be able to know, without
having to clear everything that is said back to one central place, to
know that he is speaking within the range of policy.
That is the problem that it takes a new administration a little time
to pull together. We do work at that. I think we have made very
good headway.
Senator Mundt. The fact that bad reporting, unfair reporting con
tributes to this misunderstanding leads me to that final question which
goes back to the thing we talked about in the open session. That is

what I and a lot of other Senators and Congressmen believe is the
vacuum that we have not filled up in this relation to the Freedom
Commission, Freedom Academy. We know there are six Russian
institutions through which their people who represent Russia over
seas are trained and they are trained to get the particular kind of
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image that they are trying to create, and they do it with a great deal
of consistency.
I don't think we have that. Mr. Bowles, of course, knows there is
an irresponsible element of the press abroad which is greater by far
than anything we have in this country. If we are going to talk about
things like that you must know there is danger in its getting back to
<his country incorrectly.
You have some business executive to handle foreign aid; he does
not realize when he is saying something he is feeding the propaganda
mills of the Communists. I do think we need training in this whole
area of cold war activity, those who represent us abroad, whether it
is your Department or the Department of Commerce, the commercial
attaches or agriculture attaches, and it is not being done.
What we envision with our approach is something which under
the overall direction of the Government would provide that. One
thing that appeals to me about Mr. Shriver's approach to the Peace
Corps is that these people are being trained, physically, mentally,
realistically. He is not going to send them over without at least
some kind of training.
Now, we have not been doing that. I see no indication that we are
going to do it because when we come up with suggestions at the con
gressional level, there are a lot of "if's, and's, and but's," that are
raised, which are understandable but there is nobody down there that
says, let us not do it this Mray, if something needs to be done, let us
do it this way.
Secretary Rusk. The problem is so comprehensive that it is a part
of everything we do. I think the problem is the general one of train
ing everybody to take into account all elements of his job right through
the entire work of the State Department, USIA, ICA, foreign aid,
and so forth.
I think we do need to step up our in-service training in a variety
of ways, but what would constitute the actual curriculum and espe
cially what time would be involved in working on this particular plan
will, I think, need a good deal of study. One is the problem of dupli
cating the experience and understanding of, say, a Chip Bohlen in
this cold war business. He got it the hard way. He got it by work
ing at it

,

living with it year after year.
Senator Mpnot. This is the whole concept of education. People
who get things the hard way are able to relate them to people the
easy way so that they can catch up faster. We envision, Mr. Secre
tary, that the Chip Bohlens, the Allen Dulleses, the J. Edgar Hoovers,
the Dean Rusks, tne people who have learned this through experience,
take the folks who have been trained in service to do a good job, to
do a good job of agriculture attaches, and to make them effective
operatives as proponents of our way of life and as opponents of the
Communist way of life.
This is something apart. This is something new in this cold war
era. I don't think we should send out amateurs to compete against
professionals who are skilled, knowledgeable; our people are just as
dedicated. At the end of the road they know what they should have
known the day they landed in Bangkok. We have been pressing for
that and it seems to us so important. We are not married to any
particular concept.
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As I say, I like what Shriver is doing. He has people down in El
Paso and they are training. We have to find a way in which we can
condense this and compress it and give it to them iairly quickly and
equip them as we train the military.
Secretary Rusk. I would like to see the lectures that will be de
livered to these people put down in a book.
Senator Mttndt. We would be happy to have you help write them.
Secretary Rusk. I think a lot of good homespun wisdom can l>e
passed along very effectively and quickly that way.
I do believe that training those under you is

,

itself, a continuing
function of leadership and that at all levels we have to have our am
bassadors in the field training their younger people—our Chip Bohlens.
training peonle working under them—training them in the entire
operation. Training in these subjects must be pervasive like in a
classroom subject.
Senator Mundt. We have many ambassadors abroad who, them
selves, need to be trained. They are, themselves, the world's worst
teachers. They have come up in the administration because they
have been socially or politically prominent in the campaign. We
have a lot of ambassadors who, themselves, should have this training.
Isn't that correct ?

Secretary Rusk. Yes.
Senator Mundt. In this technique of the cold war.
Secretary Rusk. Comprehensive understanding.
Senator Mundt. The Communist technique is so complicated, so
comprehensive, so dexterous and they understand it so well and under

a monolithic government if they are people who get far enough to the
top to l>e ambassador or foreign officer, they .are pretty hep. These are
pretty skillful operators. Even sending a president of "X" corpora
tion over to be an ambassador, who is a mighty fine businessman, he

is a babe in the woods up against this kind of thrust.
Secretary Rusk. In many embassies we have experts on this matter.
Senator Mundt. We are thinking in terms of a team of experts. I

wish you would come up with a substitute or an affirmative answer.

I don't think we can afford to have these "nyets'' come up to us when
we have this real problem which is here and which is urgent, which is

immediate. The Freedom Academy is not something we can say some
happy day, after the Berlin crisis we will take a look at, because we are
living iii a world of crisis. This is a way to meet a crisis in a tranquil
society.
Secretary Rusk. We will give some more thought to this.
Senator Muskie. My first question is this: With the elimination of
the Planning Board and the Operations Coordinating Board, what is

left of the NSC institutionally, other than a convenient label for a

meeting of people who would probably meet anyway ?

Secretary Rusk. It has, first, a small NSC staff headed by Mr.
MeGeorge Bundy, which provides excellent machinery for prompt
and immediate liaison with the President or with any other members
of the White House staff whose help is needed on a particular problem.
Also, the staff is in turn a valuable aid to the President. They meet
with him as part, of the regular Presidential staff meetings, and they
pass along to the departments requests for information or questions
or suggest ions that might be raised by the President himself .
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Secondly, this staff also helps in preparing the necessary papers and
agenda that may be needed for meetings of the NSC or any groups
related to it. I consider that the meetings of the NSC are themselves
important; however, this is only a part of the process by which the
President consults with his chief advisers — frequently with various
combinations of members who might ordinarily be at an NSC meet
ing. The staff is valuable in passing things over that we know the
President will be interested in or thai will need his attention. The
staff pulls matters together for presentation to the President at the
earliest opportunity consistent with the President's own needs and his
own schedules.
We would l>e greatly crippled if that staff went out.
Senator Muskie. A second question in the same area. The elimina
tion of the Operations Coordinating Board, I hope, as part of the
structure, does not eliminate the follow-through which it seems to me is
implicit in its existence, the followthrough on action by the operating
department to implement this.
Secretary Rusk. The followthrough becomes a responsibility of the
department concerned. The periodic reports submitted both to the
Secretary and through the NSC staff to the President on the follow-
through, is an important disciplinary element in the followup deci
sions made.
Senator Jackson. Mr. Secretary, it has been a marathon session.
It is now 25 minutes of 2 or a little better. We are most grateful to
you for giving us of your time and counsel in this study we are
making. I know I speak for all the committee in extending to you
our appreciation. Thank you.
Secretary Rusk. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am grateful for the
privilege of being here. I want to express appreciation, not only for
me personally as Secretary of State, but also for the Department, for
the extraordinary help which this study has been in the conduct of
our foreign relations and in dealing with these very difficult prob
lems of national security policy. I don't know that there can be found
anywhere a more thorough and penetrating look at this complicated
problem than the reports coming from this committee.
We are grateful to vou and vour colleagues for having undertaken
it.
Senator Jackson. Thank you, sir.
(Whereupon, at 1:35 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.)





Exchange of Letters Concerning the National Security Council
Between Senator Henry M. Jackson and Mr. McGeorge Bundy,
Special Assistant to the President for National Security
Affairs

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,

July 13, 1961.
Mr. McGeorge Bundy,
Special Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs,
The White House, Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Bundy : As you know, our subcommittee will shortly hold
hearings bringing to a close its nonpartisan study of how our Govern
ment can best staff and organize itself to develop and carry out the
kind of national security policies required to meet the challenge of
world communism.
As you also know, we have been deeply concerned from the outset
with the organization and procedures of the National Security Coun
cil, its subordinate organs, and related planning and followthrough
mechanisms in the area of national security.
Early in our study, the previous administration was kind enough to
make available to the subcommittee a series of official memorandums
describing the functions, organization, and procedures of the National
Security Council and its supporting mechanisms. These memoran
dums, which were printed by the subcommittee in our Selected Mate
rials, proved of great interest and value to our members, to students
and interpreters of the policy process, and to the wide general audi
ence which has been following our inquiry.
The purpose of this letter is to ask whether the present administra
tion could now furnish us with official memorandums which would be
the current equivalent of the above documents given us by the Eisen
hower administration.
I presume that this material is readily at hand, and that it could be
made available to us by August 4, so that we could profit from its
study during the final phase of our hearings and make it a part of our
permanent record.
Sincerely yours,

Henry M. Jackson,
Chairman. Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery.

The White House,
Washington, September 4, 1961.

Hon. Henry M. Jackson,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Jackson : I have thought hard about your letter of
July 13, which asks for official memorandums that would be the cur
rent equivalent of memorandums submitted by the previous adminis
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tration. I find that this is not easy to do, but let me try. The previous
administration wrote out of many years of experience in which it had
gradually developed a large and complex series of processes. This ad
ministration has been revising these arrangements to fit the needs of a
new President, but the work of revision is far from done, and it is too
soon for me to report with any finality upon the matters about which
you ask. It seems to me preferable, at this early stage in our work, to
give you an informal interim account in this letter.
Much of what you have been told in the reports of the previous
administration about the legal framework and concept of the Council
remains true today. There has been no recent change in the National
Security Act of 1947. Nor has there been any change in the basic
and decisive fact that the Council is advisory only. Decisions are
made by the President. Finally, there has been no change in the
basic proposition that, in the language of Kobert Cutler, "the Council
is a vehicle for a President to use in accordance with its suitability to
his plans for conducting his great office." As Mr. Cutler further
remarked, "a peculiar virtue of the National Security Act is its flexi
bility," and "each President may use the Council as he finds most suit
able at a given time." 1 It is within the spirit of this doctrine that a
new process of using the NSC is developing.
The specific changes which have occurred are three. First, the
NSC meets less often than it did. There were 16 meetings in the first
6 months of the Kennedy administration. Much that used to flow
routinely to the weekly meetings of the Council is now settled in
other ways—by separate meetings with the President, by letters, by
written memorandums, and at levels below that of the President.
President Kennedy has preferred to call meetings of the NSC only
after determining that a particular issue is ready for discussion in this
particular forum.
I know you share my understanding that the National Security
Council has never been and should never become the only instrument
of counsel and decision available to the President in dealing with the
problems of our national security. I believe this fact cannot be over
emphasized. It is not easy for me to be sure of the procedures of
earlier administrations, but I have the impression that many of the
great episodes of the Truman and Eisenhower administrations were
not. dealt- with, in their most vital aspects, through the machinery of
the NSC. It was not in an NSC meeting that we got into the Korean
war, or made the Korean truce. The NSC was not, characteristically,
the place of decision on specific major budgetary issues, which so
often affect both policy and strategy. It was not the usual forum of
diplomatic decision: it was not, for example, a major center of work
on Berlin at any time before 1961. The National Security Council is
one instrument among many; it must never be made an end in itself.
But for certain issues of great moment, the NSC is indeed valuable.
President Kennedy has used it for discussion of basic national policy
toward a number of countries. He has used it both for advice oh
particular pressing decisions and for recommendations on long-term
policy. As new attitudes develop within the administration, and as

'Robert Cutler, "Tlie Development of the National Security Council," Forelpn Affairs,
April 1956 ("OrciinlzliiR for National Security." reprinted In "Selected Materials." com
mittee print of the Committee on Government Operations of the Senate, GPO, 1060).
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new issues arise in the world, the NSC is likely to continue as a
major channel through which broad issues of national security policy
come forward for Presidential decision.
Meanwhile, the President continues to meet at very frequent in
tervals with the Secretary of State, the Secretary oi Defense, and
other officials closely concerned with problems of national security.
Such meetings may be as large as an NSC meeting or as small as a
face-to-face discussion with a single Cabinet officer. What they have
in common is that a careful record is kept, in the appropriate way,
whenever a decision is reached. Where primary responsibility falls
clearly to a single Department, the primary record of such decisions
will usually be made through that Department. Where the issue is
broader, or where the action requires continued White House atten
tion, the decision will be recorded through the process of the National
Security Council. Thus the business of the National Security staff
goes well beyond what is treated in formal meetings of the National
Security Council. It is our purpose, in cooperation with other Presi
dential staff officers, to meet the President's staff needs throughout the
national security area.
The second and more significant change in the administration of
the National Security Council and its subordinate agencies is the
abolition by Executive Order 10920 of the Operations Coordinating
Board. This change needs to be understood both for what it is and
for what it is not. It is not in any sense a downgrading of the tasks
of coordination and followup ; neither is it an abandonment of Presi
dent ial responsibility for these tasks. It is rather a move to elimi
nate an instrument that does not match the style of operation and
coordination of the current administration.
From the point of view of the new administration, the decisive dif
ficulty in the OCB was that without unanimity it had no authority.
No one of its eight members had authority over any other. It was
never a truly Presidential instrument, and its practices wsre those
of a group of able men attempting, at the second and third levels of
Government, to keep large departments in reasonable harmony with
each other. Because of good will among its members, and unusual ad
ministrative skill in its secretariat, it did much useful work; it also
had weaknesses. But its most serious weakness, for the new admin
istration, was simply that neither the President himself nor the pres
ent administration as a whole conceives of operational coordination
as a task for a large committee in which no one man has authority.
It was and is our belief that there is much to be done that the OCB
could not do, and that the things it did do can be done as well or
better in other ways.
The most important of these other ways is an increased reliance on
the leadership of the Department of State. It would not be appro
priate for me to describe in detail the changes which the Department
of State has begun to execute in meeting the large responsibilities
which fall to it under this concept of administration. It is enough
if I say that the President has made it very clear that he does not
want a large separate organization between him and his Secretary of
State. Neither does he wish any question to arise as to the clear
authority and responsibility of the Secretary of State, not only in
his own Department, and not only in such large-scale related areas
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as foreign aid and information policy, but also as the agent of coor
dination in all our ma jor policies toward other nations.
The third change in the affairs of the NSC grows out of the first
two and has a similar purpose. We have deliberately rubbed out the
distinction between planning and operation which governed the ad
ministrative structure of the NSC staff in the last administration.
This distinction, real enough at. the extremes of the daily cable traffic
and long-range assessment of future possibilities, breaks down in
most of the business of decision and action. This is especially true
at the level of Presidential action. Thus it seems to us best that the
NSC staff, which is essentially a Presidential instrument, should be
composed of men who can serve equally well in the process of plan
ning and in that of operational followup. Already it has been made
plain, in a number of cases, that the President's interests and purposes
can be better served if the staff officer who keeps in daily touch with
-operations in a given area is also the officer who acts for the White
House staff in related planning activities.
Let me turn briefly, in closing, to the role of the Presidential staff
as a whole, in national security affairs. This staff is smaller than it
was in the last administration, and it is more closely knit. The Presi
dent uses in these areas a number of officers holding White House ap
pointment, and a number of others holding appointments in the Na
tional Security Council staff. He also uses extensively the staff of the
Bureau of the Budget. These men are all staff officers. Their job
is to help the President, not to supersede or supplement any of the
high officials who hold line responsibilities in the executive departments
and agencies. Their task is that of all staff officers: to extend the
range and enlarge the direct effectiveness of the man they serve.
Heavy responsibilities for operation, for coordination, and for diplo
matic relations can be and are delegated to the Department of State.
Full use of all the powers of leadership can be and is expected in
other departments and agencies. There remains a crushing burden of
responsibility, and of sheer work, on the President himself; there
remains also the steady flow of questions, of ideas, of executive energy
which a strong President will give off like sparks. If his Cabinet
officers are to be free to do their own work, the President's work must
bo done—to the extent that he cannot do it himself—by staff officers
under his direct oversight. But this is

, I repeat, something entirely
different from the interposition of such a staff between the President
and his Cabinet officers.

I hope this rather general exposition may be helpful to you. I have
been conscious, in writing it

, of the limits which are imposed upon me
by the need to avoid classified questions, and still more by the require
ment that the President's own business be treated in confidence.
Within those limits I have tried to tell you clearly how we are trying
to do our job.

Sincerely.
McGeoroe Buxdy.

c


